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EDITOR S PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH VOLUME.

This volume of the American edition of Lange s Biblework, being the seventh of the Nev

Testament Division, embraces the following Epistles of St. Paul :

GALATIANS. By OTTO SOHMOLLER, Ph. D., of Urach, Wurtemberg. Translated by C. C.

STARBUCK, A. M., with additions by M. B. RIDDLE, D. D.

EPHESIANS AND COLOSSIANS. By KARL BRAUNE, D. D., General Superintendent of Alten-

burg, Saxony. Translated, enlarged and edited by M. B. RIDDLE, D. D.

PHILIPPIANS. By Dr. BRAUNE. Edited, with additions, by Prof. HACKETT, D. D., formerly

of Newton Centre, now of the Theological Seminary at Rochester, N. Y.

The Epistle to the Ephesians had been originally assigned to Prof. Dr. HITCHCOCK, of Union

Theological Seminary, New York, but, much to the regret of the general editor, Dr. H. was

obliged to abandon the task on account of illness. This interruption and the absence of Dr.

Riddle in Germany have caused some delay in the publication of the volume.

The translation was prepared from the last editions of the original. The additions were made

with constant reference to the best German as well as English and American commentators,

especially to ALFORD, ELLICOTT, LIGHTFOOT, EADIE and HODGE. Dr. EADIE S work on the

Galatians appeared after this part of the volume was in type. Dr. SCHENKEL S commentaries

on the Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians (1862, 2d ed., 1867), originally apart of the Bible-

work, but replaced since, for reasons connected with the theological change of the author, by
those of Dr. BRAUNE were also consulted throughout. BRAUNE is an able, careful, concise,

sound and judicious exegete. Special attention was paid to the enlargement of the Textual and

Exegetical departments. Where the translators differ from the German authors, the reasons

are generally given.

Upon the whole, the additions amount to about one third of the volume, and will commend

themselves to the judgment of competent readers as a valuable improvement.
The New Testament part of this laborious work is now drawing to a close. The Commen

taries on the Gospel of John, and on Revelation will complete it. The former is far advanced

and, if the Lord spare the health and strength of the general editor, will be finished during the

coming winter.* The commentary on Revelation has not yet appeared in German, but may
be expected in a few months, and will be immediately taken in hand. The last part will also

contain a complete and careful Index of all the volumes on the New Testament. The Old Testa

ment is progressing more slowly, yet as fast as the nature of the work will admit.

New York, 10 Bible House, Aug. 24&amp;lt;7i,
1870. PHILIP SCHAFF.

* In reply to the many inquiries concerning the issue of the volume-on John, I beg leave to say that the delay has been

occasioned in great part by the death of my dear friend, Dr. Yeomans, to whom it had been originally assigned, and who

left his unfinished translation to me ax a sacred legacy. I am progressing with the revision and the numerous additions

iis fast us the multiplicity of my engagements and constant interruptions will at all permit, and I am desirous to make Ui

commentary as full and satisfactory to English readers as I can.



INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

all events adduce in favor of their German origin the names of the leaders, Leonorius (comp.

Leonhardt, Leonore) and Lutharius, that is, Lothar, and also their polity as described by Strabo,

according to which their princes, and not their priests, dispensed justice, this being, according to

CAESAR (Bell. Gall. VI. 13), a chief distinction between the Gauls and Germans (WIESELER).
Tradition relates also, that an army of crusaders was struck with astonishment at hearing all at

once, in this region, the Bavarian dialect,

[WIESELER and OLSHAUSEN advocate the Teutonic origin, at which Luther hints in hia

warning to the Germans against like inconstancy (Com. Gal. i. 6). MEYER suggests the mixed

origin mentioned above, while Thierry, and other French writers (including the Emperor Napo
leon III. Cesar. II. p. 2), claim this settlement of Celts as an evidence of Gallic enterprise. Eng
lish writers generally advocate the Celtic origin. The matter is ably discussed by LIGHTFOOT,

Galatians, Dissert. I. p. 235 sq.: &quot;Were the Galatians Celts or Teutons?&quot; He maintains that

they were Celts, arguing both from the authority of classical writers, and from the philological

data furnished by the proper names which remain. But the most convincing argument is drawn

from the character of the people. &quot;They are described by the ancient writers as a frank, warlike,

impetuous, intelligent and impressible, but unsteady, ostentatious and vain people, strongly re

sembling the cognate French&quot; (SniAFF). That their peculiarities were more akin to those o\

the ancient Gauls and modern Celtic races, than to those of the Teutonic race, ancient or modern,
is very evident. Luther might have spared his rebuke about

&quot;inconstancy,&quot; could he have fore

told modern history. LIGHTFOOT (Introd. pp. 1-17) speaks of the tough vitality of national

character, so strongly marked in the Celts, which is shown also by the Galatians in Asia Minor;
the similar fickle temperament (i. 6; iii. 1), and even hints that the vices rebuked in this epistle

are not foreign to the distinctive character of the Celts, e. g. : v. 21, &quot;drunkenness and
revellings;&quot;

vi. 6, 7, niggardliness in alms giving; v. 26, &quot;vain
glory;&quot;

v. 15, &quot;bite and devour one another.&quot;

Certainly the tendency 4
of the Galatians in religion was toward superstitious ritualism (iii. 3), not

to mysticism as among their neighbors, the Phrygians, and to-day the Celtic people have the

same tendency. It is worthy of note, if the Celtic extraction be admitted, that those Epistles (Ga-
latiaiis and Romans) which assail most plainly the errors of legalism and ritualism, should have

been addressed to Celtic and Latin readers. The progress of ethnographic science seems to favor

the view that the Galatians were Celts. Comp. CoNYBEAREand HOWSON: Life and Epistle of
St. Paul, I. p. 243 sq. R]
The opinion, that we are to regard, not the Galatians proper, but inhabitants of the district

added under King Amyntas, Lycaonians (especially the Christians of Derbe and Lystra), and

Pisidians, as the recipients of our Epistle, is altogether untenable, owing its rise to hypotheses
about the time of its composition.
The recipients of the Epistle are more particularly, the Christian congregations, at i KK^rjaiai

of Galatia. There were therefore several Christian churches in this district perhaps in the

chief places, Ancyra, Tavium and Pessinus, according to a missionary principle observed by the

Apostle (WIESELER). In the book of Acts also no places are mentioned. In one other passage
these churches are spoken of in the same way (1 Cor. xvi. 1). The passages, 2 Tim. iv. 10; 1

Pet. i. 1, also presuppose Christians in Galatia. These churches were founded by Paul himself.

This appears indisputably from our Epistle, i. 6-8; iv. 13 sq., and is confirmed by the narrative

in the Acts. According to this he came hither for the first time soon after the apostolic coun

cil, Acts xvi. 6. He must then have preached the gospel there, and founded churches
;
for al

though this is not expressly stated, it is to be assumed, since, at the visit mentioned in Acts xviii.

23, he was already employed in
&quot;

strengthening&quot; the churches there. A second visit of the Apostle
to Galatia is also indicated in our Epistle, especially iv. 13 (comp. ad. loc.). The first one is

more particularly described as having been occasioned by bodily weakness, which had constrained

him to delay in Galatia, and given him opportunity to preach the gospel there. This visit,

therefore, cannot well coincide with that mentioned in Acts xviii. 23.

These churches were undoubtedly chiefly composed of Gentile Christians, as is clear from our

Epistle, partly from the passages of general reference, i. 16
;
ii. 9, in which Paul takes pains to prove

to the Galatians his vocation as Apostle to the Gentiles, partly and especially from iv. 8, where
the readers, as a whole, are designated as having been idolaters, and from v. 2, 3; vi. 12, 13, ac-



1. THE RECIPIENTS OF THE EPISTLE.

cording to winch they were as yet uncircumcised. Unquestionably there was also in Galatia a

Jewish population, perhaps a numerous one (comp. Josephus, Ant. 12, 3, 4; 16, 6, 2), and so

there may have been Jewish Christians also in the churches. But we cannot draw a certain con

clusion from the yneic in passages which refer especially to Jewish Christians, as iii. 23-25; iv. 3;

for we cannot decidedly affirm that here Paul includes the readers also in the first person. The

abrupt transition from the first to the second person in iii. 25, 26
;
iv. 5, 6, might rather favor the

opposite conclusion, namely, that he has reference to the readers only in the second part of these

passages where he treats of the Christian state, and not in what precedes, respecting the condi

tion of a Jew. [It is by no means certain that the use of the first person in the passages cited

involves an exclusive reference to &quot;the condition of a Jew.&quot; See EXEG. NOTES, iv. 3. R.] Nor

is the fact that acquaintance with the Old Testament is presupposed in the arguments of the

epistle, a convincing proof. For all evangelical preaching rested on the Old Testament

Scripture. Besides this, thorough discussion of the Old Testament was here demanded by the

subject of the epistle. For the churches were wrought upon by Judaizing false teachers, who

endeavored to lead them back to an Old Testament position ;
as they had doubtless been already

sufficiently instructed by these teachers in the Old Testament, on this account alone Paul was

obliged to enter on the discussion of the Old Testament, and out of it to refute them
;
to open up

to them a still deeper and juster understanding of the Old Testament economy. Only so could

they be delivered from an authority pretending a support from the Old Testament. The suppo
sition that the Galatian Christians had formerly been in great part proselytes, is therefore unne

cessary. [SciiAFF: The congregations of Galatia were, like all the churches founded by Paul, of

a mixed, yet predominantly Gentile Christian character. R.]

| 2. OCCASION OF THE EPISTLE.

The spiritual state of these Galatian churches, at first a matter of joy, had been sadly disturbed

by certain unnamed persons, who, to be sure, were Christians, but of Judaizing or phansaistic

tendencies. These, it is plain, had come from abroad, and perhaps were emissaries from Pales

tine. They were hardly proselytes. Such a conclusion does not follow from v. 12; vi. 13.

They set themselves in direct opposition to the Christian view, which had, till then, prevailed in

the church; and, moreover, directed their polemics expressly against Paul, as the first promulga-
tor of this view. To the persuasion which had taken root through him, that justification and

salvation are to be attained alone through faith :n Christ, by grace, they opposed the assertion

that certain works of the law, especially the observance of the Jewish festivals, and the receiv

ing of circumcision, were necessary to salvation. From prudential motives, they did not require

the observance of the whole law. In order to gam entrance for this view, diametrically opposed

as it was to the doctrine of Paul, they sought to undermine the consideration in which the Gala-

tians held him, by denying to him the apostolic dignity, and by appealing, in opposition, to

the authority of the senior Apostles, especially James, Peter and John, as the true pillars of the

church, to whom Paul, as they represented, stood in opposition, while they proceeded in concur

rence with them. Nay, they appear to have even imputed to Paul the inconsistency of sometimes

himself preaching circumcision among the Jews, v. 11; and would have it, therefore, that his

doctrine of the freedom of believers from the law proceeded only from unworthy complaisance

towards the Gentiles. (Comp. i. 10.)

How long these false teachers had been working in the church cannot be precisely determined;

yet we see from i. 9; v. 3; iv. 16, that Paul, on his second visit, had already spoken against this

Judaizing error; chiefly, we may suppose, by way of warning and precautionary instruction,

as the danger was yet only imminent, although the inclination to yield was already present.

Matters came to an actual leading astray only after the departure of the Apostle. For from

the impression which the Epistle makes, we must conclude that he has now, for the first time, to

deal with the church after its actual fall into error. This falling away, however, must have

made surprisingly rapid progress, as unmistakably appears from the tone of the Epistle; comp.
also i. 6: ovru ra^^&quot;C-

As just remarked, the false teachers actually succeeded in finding entrance and seducing the

churches. How far can only be partially determined. At all events, we must not underrate



4 INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

their success. From the whole tenor of the Epistle from the earnestness with which Paul speaks

(e. g. i. 6; iii. i. 3; iv. 12, 19, 20; v. 1 sq. 7), from his thorough handling of the question of his

own doctrinal position, and of the question respecting his apostolic authority, as also from the

allusion to the division that had arisen in the church (chaps, v. and vi.), it is sufficiently clear

that the Judaizing view, at least, had already completely got the upper hand, and especially that

the consideration enjoyed by the Apostle was already a good deal shaken. (Comp. the peculi

arly full exposition of this question in the Epistle.) On the other hand, the apostasy from the

principle of justifying faith was as yet by no means complete, but only incipient. (Comp. e. g. i.

6; iv. 9, 17, 21.) Especially the practical observance of Judaism was only in its beginnings.

The observance of the Jewish days and times had commenced, but &quot;to the chief requirement of

the false teachers, obedience to which would first render the apostasy from evangelical Christi

anity complete, namely the receiving of circumcision, they had as yet yielded no compliance, in

any numbers worth speaking of, since the circumcision of the readers is mentioned as something

still impending.&quot; On the other hand, we cannot, from the &quot;little leaven,&quot; (v. 2), draw the in

ference of a falling away as yet insignificant, since this expression rather refers to the small

number of their corrupters, or rather to the fact that a deviation from evangelical truth in one

point or a few points may easily work great mischief.

This condition of the Galatian churches has evidently been speedily reported to the Apostle;

for, as yet, all is in the bud
;
he has still good hope of the Galatians, that all will come right

again; he deals with them throughout as having but just set foot on the downward path, and

feels himself to be still standing in close connection with them, notwithstanding that, on their

side, some estrangement may have already taken place, inasmuch as the personal consideration

of the apostle itself had been so directly impugned. Yet he does not appear to have received

his intelligence so very soon, but that he speaks of their already having begun to observe days,

and months, and times, and years. Though we cannot, of course, from this last expression,

draw the inference of their having been already a year in this condition, yet the Judaizing usage

in this respect must have already, in some measure, obtained prevalence. Such intelligence is

it which gives the Apostle occasion for the writing of our Epistle to the Galatians.

[LIGHTFOOT: &quot;The fragmentary notices of its subsequent career reflect some light on the

temper and disposition of the Galatian church in St. Paul s day. Asia Minor was the nursery

of heresy, and, of all the Asiatic churches, it was no where so rife as in Galatia. The Galatian

capital was the stronghold of the Montanist revival, which lingered on for more than two centu

ries, splitting into diverse sects, each distinguished by some fantastic gesture or minute ritual

observance. Here too were to be found Ophites, Manichseans, sectarians of all kinds. Hence

during the great controversies of the fourth century issued two successive bishops (Marcellus

and Basilius),who disturbed the peace of the Church, the one on the side of Sabellian, the other of

Arian error. A Christian father of this period (GREGORY NAZ.), denounces the folly of the Ga

latians, who abound in many impious denominations.
&quot;

Still both in the Diocletian persecution

and against Julian, who personally attempted the restoration of heathenism in Galatia, the

Christians bore themselves with fortitude and constancy. R.]

\ 3. TIME AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION : GENUINENESS.

It is evident that Paul composed the Epistle immediately after he had received the unpleasing

intelligence, for it is written under the fresh, immediate impression of it, as appears by the

troubled style, full of astonishment and strong feeling. If the opinion given above is correct,

that Paul himself, in his letter, intimates having made a second visit to Galatia (comp. espe

cially iv. 13), the Epistle was, of course, written after this; and, therefore, if the second visit is

the one mentioned, Acts xviii. 23, about A. D. 55 or 56. As Paul, after laboring the second

time in Galatia, went to Ephesus, and remained there three years, it is most natural to suppose

that he wrote the Epistle in Ephesus. The common subscription says, iypdtyr) OTTO Ttwc. and

several fathers favor this view, but it has arisen only out of a misunderstanding of iv. 20
; vi.

2, and especially of vi. 17.

[Time and place are linked together; the two most probable opinions are: 1. That it was

written from Ephesus, A. D. 54-57 (Acts xix. 1-10). 2. From Corinth, A. D. 57-58 (Acts



\ 4. OBJECT, STYLE AND COURSE OF THOUGHT OF THE EPISTLE. a

xx. 3). If 1. be adopted, then it was written before the Epistles to the Corinthians; if 2., then

subsequently. 1. is held by as more probable among others by MEYER, LANOE, SCHAFF (His

tory of the apostolic church, p. 282), REUSS (Gesch. der heil. Schriflen des N. T, 4th ed. p. 73),

ALFORD, ELLICOTT, DAVIDSON, TURNER ;
2. by DE WETTE, CONYBEARE, BLEEK, and by LIGHT-

FOOT most decidedly. STANLEY and JOWETT, leave the question undetermined, while WORDS

WORTH dates it as early as A. D. 53, before Paul s second visit from Corinth, during his first visit

there. (See his Introd. to Gal.} As the first named is the view generally received, it will be pro

per to state more fully the arguments of LIGHTFOOT. 1. The resemblance to the Second Epistle

to the Corinthians, and that to the Romans, between which he would place it, its affinity in tone

of feeling to the former, and in thought to the latter. 2 This order best accords with the history

of Paul s personal sufferings and the progress of his controversy with the Judaizers, as shown in

the fulness of doctrinal statement against their views. 3. This date explains one or two allu

sions more satisfactorily, as vi. 1, against severe treatment, the evil effects of which he may have

witnessed at Corinth; vi. 7: &quot;Be not deceived,&quot; etc., referring to their illiberality in response to

the &quot;orders to the churches of Galatia,&quot; msntioned 1 Cor. xvi. 1. See LIGHTFOOT, pp. 36-56.

The question is one of probabilities, yet, as respects internal evidence, it may be remarked

that the strong emotion of the Galatian Epistle renders it more probable that it was written

speedily after the news of their error had come to the Apostle, while the calmer, more didactic

setting of the same truth in the Epistle to the Eomans indicates the lapse of a considerable in

terval between the two. Hence, the earlier date, from Ephesus, is to be preferred, and until

lately was generally allowed by the best commentators. The view of WORDSWORTH, assigning

a. yet earlier date, involves a somewhat forced intepretation of iv. 13, 14, and, while ingeniously

supported, rests too entirely upon hypotheses respecting Paul s course in dealing with an erring

church. R.]

Although the apostolic fathers contain no trace even measurably certain, and Justin s writings

only a probable trace of the Epistle, its genuineness is nevertheless so firmly established, that it

has never yet been doubted. It is supported partly by external, and partly by internal testimony.

As to the former, the Epistle is already in use by the Gnostic Valentine (!REN. Adv. hcer. 3: 3.)

and by his disciple THEODOTUS (Exc. ap. Clem. Alex. c. 53*) ;
and by MARCION about the middle

of the second century, who has it in his canon as the first of the Pauline epistles, and draws his

chief arguments from it to prove the other apostles Judaizers (Epiph. hcer, 42 : 9) ;
it is known to

Tatian (JEROME, Comm. in Gal.Q); it is found on the testimony of the elder Peshito in the

Syrian church ;
and according to the CANON of MURATORI, composed in 170, it is found in the

church of the Occident ;
towards the end of the second century, it is used by the fathers IREN^US

[Adv. hcer. Ill, 7, 2 R.], CLEM. ALEX. [Strom. III. p. 468 R.] and TERTULLIAN [De Prescript.

hcer. c. 6 R
] ; and, finally, it is reckoned by EUSEBIUS among the Homologoumena. Yet stronger

is the thoroughly Pauline character and style of the Epistle. The Tubingen school, far from

denying its genuineness, uses it rather as the great lever of its criticism upon the writings whose

genuineness this school impugns The sole exception to this universal consent is BRUNO BAUR

(Kritik der Paulin. Br., Iste Abtheilung, 1850), who has discovered in the author a compiler, that

fabricated the Epistle out of that to the Romans and the two to the Corinthians. His imaginary

proof, however, is so utterly without foundation, or scientific worth, that it bears its refutation on

its face (WIESELER, MEYER).

\ 4. OBJECT, STYLE AND COURSE OF THOUGHT OF THE EPISTLE.

As implied in the occasion of writing indicated above, the Apostle intended by this, his Epistle,

to destroy the influence which the Judaizing teachers, with their legal doctrine, had gained in

the Galatian churches, and to bring anew to general acknowledgment, in the first place his apos
tolic authority, and next, on this basis, the gospel preached by him of the sinner s justification

through faith, and of the freedom of the believer from the law. His essential aim is, to bring
6ack the misled Galatians into the right path, as he also cherishes the strong hope, that he shall

succeed in this. To this end he exhorts them most earnestly to a return, and supports this ad-

[&quot;
Where Gal. iii. 19, 20 is quoted : but the date and authorship of theae excerpts are uncertain&quot; (LIQHTFOOT). R.I
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monition by a careful demonstration of the perversity of that which the false teachers have

brought in the way.

Inasmuch, therefore, as the Epistle has as its object, on the one hand, the combatting of an in

triguing attempt, that had succeeded but too well, to destroy a work which had had a fair begin

ning, and at the same time, the combatting of a general doctrine of error, which overturned the

evangelical foundation; and on the other hand the bringing back of a beloved church, which had

erred from the truth, and the firm establishment of a momentous fundamental truth of the gospel,

it is easy to explain the style of strong feeling which the Apostle on the whole maintains. Espe

cially may we thus explain the sharp earnestness with which ever and anon he breaks forth

against the false teachers
;
the zeal of love pervaded by sadness, with which he seeks to persuade

the readers of their error, and to make clear the matter to them in the most varied aspects ;
while,

with all this personal reference he does not shrink from going into the most thorough exposition

of that which had been brought into doubt.

In treating a writing of such a kind, nothing is more mistaken than the desire to dispose it ac

cording to scholastic rules. It is true, the thought moves in thoroughly close connection, and a

steady and clear progress is found, but the whole is a living growth, where one thing grows out

of the other in the most immediate connection. With all the steadiness of the progress of

thought, there prevails also a freedom of movement, and all pedantic analysis does violence

to this mighty gush of thought.

As usual, Paul begins his Epistle with an ADDRESS and SALUTATION
(i. 1-5), except that even

here, agreeably to the purpose of the Epistle he emphasizes his apostolatein a very peculiar man

ner, i. 1, and brings into prominence the significance of the atoning death of Christ (i. 4).

Then entering at once upon the matter, he sets forth the occasion of the Epistle, by ex

pressing his astonishment at the speedy entrance which false teachers had found into the Gala-

tian churches; and against every one, who preaches another gospel than that which he had

brought them, denounces the Anathema a severity which he justifies by reference to his duty
as a servant of Christ (i. 6-10). There follows now :

I. The clearly marked FIRST CHIEF DIVISION of the Epistle (I. 4 II. 21) a detailed demon

stration of his full apostolic dignity, and thereby of the full authority of his evangelical preaching.

Although the polemical reference is not distinctly announced, this is of course in definite opposi

tion to the attacks of his opposers. Because this was the point of departure, the base of opera
tions for the legal doctrine, he accordingly refutes these attacks first and before all, in order to

have a foundation for what follows. For only by re-establishing his apostolic consideration,

could he hope to destroy the influence which the false teachers and their legal doctrine had won

and to convince his readers of the truth of his own preaching. The proof Paul conducts in

the following manner. He shows,

(1), How he had received his commission to preach the gospel from God and Christ Himself,

through special revelation, and not otherwise, as from the senior Apostles; how he could not

possibly have received it from these, since for a long time he had only come once into hasty com
munication with them(vers. 11-24).

(2), That during a later interview in Jerusalem with the senior Apostles, having reference to

doctrine, the latter by no means assumed any authority over him, or uttered any censure of his

course; that on the contrary, while he, in opposition to the false brethren, most decidedly up
held the evangelical truth, it was precisely by the

&quot;pillars&quot;
of the church, the Apostles Jamea,

Peter and John that he was acknowledged as an Apostle of equal authority, and the preaching

among the Gentiles left to him by a free and friendly agreement (ii. 1-10).

(3), That when Peter, although himself fully committed to the freer view respecting the Mo
saic law, yet from tear of man had once deviated from it, he had not hesitated publicly to re

buke him, and to lay before him in the most definite manner the principles of his preaching

among the Gentile Christians, in order to guard against these being led astray (ii. 11, 26). With

Chap. iii. Paul passes over:

II. to a new section, the HEART of the whole Epistle. In this, he sets himself in complete O/K

position to the legal tendency itself, or to the opinion of a necessity of the observance of the law

to th attainment of salvation, which, in opposition to the evangelical view inculcated by him,
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had found entrance, by means of the false teachers, among the Galatians. In this part, doctrine,

complaint, and admonition alternate with one another (III. 1 VI. 10).

A. He begins (iii. 1-5) by expressing astonishment at the opposition into which they thus

come with their own experience in the receiving of the Spirit, and then :

B. For the first time passes into a doctrinal exposition, namely,

1. To the proof of the principle, that through works of the law, Salvation (Justification,

Blessedness, Inheritance) is not to be obtained, but through Faith alone, (iii. 6-18). The proof

of this he finds in the Scripture, partly in the testimony of the Scripture concerning the justifica

tion of Abraham through faith, partly in the promise given to Abraham, that in him all the Gen

tiles shall be blessed; which promise finds its fulfilment only through faith in Christ, since the

law intead of a blessing, brings a curse, while Christ has become a curse, in order to redeem us

from that curse (iii. 6-14). The principle to be proved is, moreover, indicated even by the relation

of time between the law and the covenant of promise. According to a fundamental principle of

law, universally valid, the law, as given much later, could not annul the promise, that is, work*

of law could not be subsequently made a condition of attaining the inheritance, after it had been

first promised as a gift (iii. 15-18). Paul, however, does not content himself with this demon

stration, which, in relation to the law, afforded a merely negative result, nor indeed could

the readers content themselves with it, since the fact of the law was not thereby explained.

He therefore passes now :

2. To the Law itself, and its relation to the covenant of promise, and shows, (positively),

what significance attaches to the law, in order therefrom to demonstrate, definitely and positively the

freedom of Christians from the same (iii. 19
;
iv. 7).

a) The law had its sufficient end, one having an important reference even to the attainment

of salvation. This end, however, was only preparatory, namely, to prepare the way, as a school

master to bring us to Christ.

b) But from this itself appears the merely transitory significance of the law: with the

coming in of faith, the way forwhich it was to prepare, this ceases; believers are now all, without

distinction, God s children, and so heirs (iii. 25-29). That is, remarks Paul more definitely still :

c) God s children and heirs (as were the children of Israel), might, it is true (after the analogy

of human relations), be placed in servitude under the law, during their state of minority, but

with the sending of the Son of God the stated majority, and with it the full position of children and

heirs, has come in, which finds its realization in fact through the Spirit s inward witness of adoption

(iv. 1-7). With this, the didactic exposition is, in its main part completed, and the Apostle s painful

sense of the contrast in which the present behavior of the Galatians stands to the freedom from

the law, which has fallen to the portion of Christians and therefore to them also, forces him again:

C. To a lamentation over this behavior of theirs. He presents before them the inconceivable

retrogression which they make, and also, in painfully agitated language, the equally groundles3

personal estrangement, which had sprung up between themselves and him, through the selfish

intrigues of the false teachers (iv. 8-18).

D. His complaint, pervaded by the motherly wish for a restoration of misguided children to

the right way,* unconsciously passes over once more into instruction, into a confirmation of

what had been taught concerning the freedom of Christians, from the Scripture narrative of the

two sons of Abraham, Ishmael and Isaac, by means of an interpretation referring these to the

Jewish and the Christian churches (iv. 19-31).

E. This gives so much the better right to utter the admonition to stand fast in this freedom

from the law
;
an admonition which is at once strengthened by a threatening reference to the dan

gerous consequences of a return to the law, even in the one point of circumcision : that thus they
lost Christ in whom alone that faith which works by love is efficacious (v. 1-6).

F. This admonition and warning now suggesting the thought how much lies at stake, pass

over again into complaint, through which, however, hopefulness is visible, the complaint taking

rather the form of accusation against their false guides (v. 7-12).

G. But so much the more urgently is the admonition again pressed, in the form of an exhor-

[Vers. 19. 20, containing this motherly wish, seem to belong more properly to the preceding section, and are thr
fDined by most commentators. The illustration or allegory (vers. 21-30) then forms a section by itaelf. R.j
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tation (supplementing that under E.), instead of returning to the law, as if faith were insufficient

to accredit their faith, in a right understanding of the freedom bestowed on believers, by a

serving love, through a walk in the Spirit, which is the best fulfilling of the law. This ad
monition is given a) more in general, and with reference to the principle on which it rests;

namely, the opposition between Flesh and Spirit; b) with a special inculcation of the duty of

love in several particular relations, for which the churches may have given occasion (v. 25 vi. 10).
VI. 11-18. Paul adds a CONCLUSION written with his own hand.* In this with a few strokes

he portrays himself in opposition to the false teachers, and opposes to their shrinking from perse
cution his own joy in the cross of Christ, through which he has become a new man. Wishing
then a blessing on all who walk according to the principles laid down by him, he alludes to the

marks of the Lord Jesus in his body, and begs that henceforth no man may trouble him,

closing with the accustomed benediction.

[Subjoined is the satisfactory summary of DR. SCHAFF, published as apart of a projected com

mentary:
The object of the Epistle was both apologetic and polemic. It is a personal and a doctrinal

self-defence, and a refutation of the Judaizing heresy. To this are added appropriate exhortations.
The first part, chap. i. 1 ii. 14, is historical and personal, giving a resume of the Apostle s

career, partly confirmatory, partly supplementary to the narrative of the Acts, and justifying his

office and authority from the direct call of Christ, the revelation of the gospel doctrine made to

him, and the testimony of the other Apostles during the Council of Jerusalem.
In the second or doctrinal part, chap. ii. 15 iv. 31, he defends his teaching, the free gospel

Of Christianity, in opposition to the slavish and carnal legalism of his opponents.
In the third or practical part, chaps, v. vi., he exhorts the Galatians to hold fast to the evan

gelical liberty without abusing it, to study love, unity and other Christian virtues, and concludes
with a benediction.

Comp. the able analysis of LIGHTFOOT, which may be roughly sketched as a division into
three sections of two chapters each : the first couplet Personal, the second Doctrinal, the third

Hortatory. R]

i 5. VALUE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EPISTLE.

The high doctrinal importance of our Epistle needs no proof. It is the Magna Charta of the
freedom of a Christian man. A spirit of holy zeal for the freedom which the Christian has

through his faith, and for the Christian s right thereto, breathes through the whole. Hereby is

the freedom which we have in Christ, established for all time
; and against all attempts to induce

it to make a law, or any outward performances, the condition of salvation, the Christian com
monwealth can always oppose our Epistle as its charter of manumission. Our Reformers, there

fore, in contending against the yoke, which the papacy, in the course of time, had again laid on
the Christian conscience, supported themselves chiefly on our Epistle, and the nearly related

Epistle to the Romans: and
&quot;through the famous exposition of its doctrinal contents rendered

by Luther, has it become for ever part and parcel of the church of the Reformation.&quot; WIESELER.
A more particular comparison presents the doctrine of justification by faith, and not by works

of the law, as, it is true, developed in the Epistle to the Romans with greater fulness, &quot;according
to its essence and its effects, in contrast with the corruption of

sin;&quot; in our Epistle it is brought
forward rather as a means of proving the freedom of Christians from the obligation of observing
the law. In this direction, then, are we to look for the peculiar significance of our Epistle: in
the firm establishment of the high and holy right which Christians have to this freedom through
their faith, in the demonstration of the dignity which faith in Christ bestows, so that our Epistle
might be called not only the Christian s deed of manumission, but also his patent of nobilityAt the same time the relation of law and promise, of religious childhood and maturity, from
which this freedom results, are so clearly exhibited, in a profound and noble interpretation of
the history of salvation, as to give a sure and immovable basis for all more special exposition.

ted point whether the whole letter or only this conclusion wa, written by Paul s own hand, see note.
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But decidedly as the Apostle enters the lists to combat for the freedom of a Christian man, he is

just as far from overlooking its ethical character, so that in our Epistle, both the dogmatical and

the ethical features, essential to the idea of evangelical freedom, are contained.

While our Epistle is thus, first and chiefly, of high, abiding worth for Christian doctrine, it is

moreover, important for the history of the church, through the valuable communications which

it gives in chaps, i. and ii., respecting the history of the Apostle, and of the beginnings of Chris

tianity generally. Considering the indisputable genuineness of the Epistle, these accounts, as

being statements of the Apostle himself, are peculiarly valuable; and, although it is true that

they have been abused by negative criticism of a destructive tendency, for the construction of

its own system, yet the unprejudiced Church historian will, on the other hand, use them only
the more effectively, as a sure starting point, with which what is elsewhere related respecting
the state of things in early Christianity connects itself, and with which it unites itself to form a

harmonious whole.

[ScHAFF: &quot;The Epistle is polemical, impetuous and overpowering; and yet tender, affec

tionate and warning in tone. It strikes like lightning every projecting point that approaches
&amp;gt;ts path, and yet undelayed by these zigzag deflexions, instantaneously attains the goal. Every
verse breathes the spirit of the great and free Apostle of the Gentiles. His earnestness and

mildness, his severity and love, his vehemence and tenderness, his depth and simplicity, his com

manding authority and sincere humility, are here vividly brought before us in fresh and bold

outlines.&quot; A half barbarous people, like the Galatians, known for their simplicity and impres

sibility, would be likely to listen to both of these methods of address
;
to be won by his fatherly

pleading, as well as over- awed by his apostolic rebukes and denunciations (ALFOED).
LUTHER said of it,

&quot; The Epistle to the Galatians is my Epistle; I have betrothed myself to

it; it is my wife.&quot; And he might well thus speak of &quot;his most efficient engine in overthrowing
the mass of error which time had piled on the simple foundations of the

gospel.&quot;
&quot;In this

apistle we have to this day the divine right and divine seal of genuine Protestantism against

Romanism as far as this is a revival of Judaism, and denies to the Christian man that liberty

wherewith Christ hath made us free. But it is also, at the same time, an earnest protest

against all pseudo-protestantism, which would abuse the evangelical freedom and pervert it into

carnal license&quot; (SCHAFF).
Besides furnishing the keenest weapons for the Reformers in their struggle for liberty within

the camp, it is now of like value in the war of defence against assailants from without. This

Epistle affords the refutation of that rationalistic view, which claims that the earliest form of

Christianity was a modified Judaism, but that the distinctive features of our Christianity were

added by Paul, which distinctive features prevailed after a long struggle between the Apostles

and their antagonistic doctrines. True we here see the mutual jealousy of the Jew and Gentile

converts, and are told of personal but temporary disagreement between Paul and Peter, yet are

also shown the true relation between Paul and the Twelve; in fact, both the narrative and

argument of the Epistle lose their point, if any such continued antagonism be admitted. See

LIGHTFOOT, Introd. p. 58. R.]

| 6. LITERATURE.

Of Antiquity The well-known works of CHRTSOSTOM, THEODORET, CEcuMENius, THEOPHY-

LACT, JEROME, AMBROSIASTER (Hilary), AUGUSTINE, PELAGIUS, CLAUDIUS of Turin. Of the

time of the Reformation The classical exposition of LUTHER: 1. In epistolam Pauli ad Galatas

commentarius (minor) primum anno 1519 exaisus, anno 1523 ab auctore recognitus. 2. In

epist. Paidi ad Gal. Commentarius (major] ex prcelectionibus Dr. M. Lutheri cottectus a M.

Georg. Rorario, a Luthero recognitus et castigatus, primum anno 1535 Viteb. excusus. Trans

lated into German by Justus Menius
; published separately, among others, by J. G. Walch, 1737;

a new impression in 1856, by G. Schlawitz. (This detailed exposition is used in the present com

mentary).* Also, CALVIN: In Novi Testamenti epist. commentarii.

[Schmoller uses Luther s Commentary go largely in the Homiletical department of this work, that it almost require*
an apology. Which apoloiry may be made in the words of JOHX BUNTAN :

&quot; This methinks I must let fall before all men,
I do prefer this 1 ook Martin Lather upon the Qalatiane, excepting the Holy Bible, before all books that ever I havt
yeen, as most tit for a wouu led conscience.&quot; K.J
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Among modern commentators, besides WISEB, RCCKERT, USTEP.I, SCHOTT, DE WETTE,
BAUMGARTEN-CRCSICS, the most noteworthy are, METER, Kritisch-exeg. Handbuch uber den

Brief an die Galaler[4tb ed., 1862. R.]; EWALD: Die Sendschreiben des Apostels Paulus, 1857;
WIESELER : Commentar uber den Brief Pauli an die Galater. Mit besonderer Rucksicht auj
die Lehre unrl Geschichts, des Aposlels, 1859. JATHO: Pauli Brief an die Galater, nach seinem

inneren Chdantengang, 1856. HOLSTES : InhaU und Gedankengang des Briefs an die Galater,

Rostock, 1859. VON UOFMANN : Die heUige Schrift Neuen Testamentes, 2 Thl. 1 Abth. Brief
an die Galater, 1863. DE WETTE: Kurzgefasste* exegetisches Handbuch, II. 3, Briefe an die

Galdter und Thessalonicher, 3. Aufl. ed. Dr. Moller, 1864.

[G. W. MATTHIAS: Der Galaterbrief griechish und deutsch, nebst einer Erkldrung seiner

gchwieri/jeren Stel/.en, etc., Cassel, 1865 R.]

For the practical exposition of the epistle, besides STAEKE S Bibelwerk ; BENGEL, Gnomon;

RIEOER, Betrachf.ungen uber das Neue Testament; M. F. Roos, a contemporary of these,

Kurze Auslegung des Briefs St. Pauli an die Galater, 1786 (a small, but admirable tractate);

in this century: F. MULLER, formerly pastor at Wandsbeck, Brief Pauli an die Galater, in

Snbdetunden erkldrt, 1853; ANACKER, the same, 1856; TWELE, Galaterbrief in Predigten

ausgelegt, 1858; A. FRANZ: Die Rer.htfertigung durch den Glauben, Homiletische Auslegung
der Ep. St. Pauli an die Galater, 1860; and HEUBNER, Praktische Erklarung des Neuen Testa

ments. B. 3. 1858.

[For a full list and notices of patristic commentaries, see LIGHTFOOT, p. 223 sq.

Luther s commentary was translated into English, and published under the approval of the

Bishop of London, 1575. So highly esteemed was this work that there are but few early En

glish commentaries. We may notice, however, THOMAS LUSHINGTON: Commentary on the

Galatians, London, 1650. JAMES FERGUSON, Edinburgh, 1659.

Of later works, the following are prominent:

J. A. HALDANE: Commentary. 1848.

JOHN BROWN: An exposition of the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Galatians. Edinburgh,
1853.

C. J. ELLICOTT: A Commentary, critical and grammatical, of the Epistle to the Gal., with a

revised translation. London, 1853. 3d edition, 1863. The first commentary of this lucid, ex

act, and scholarly author, whose translation has been largely used in the emendations of the

English text in the present work.

B. JOWETT : The Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians and Romans, with critical notes and

illustrations. London, 1856.

SAMUEL H. TURNER : The Epistle to the Galatians in Greek and English, with an analysis and

exegetical commentary. New York, 1856.

H. T. J. BAGGE : The Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians, with a revised text and commen

tary. London, 1857.

J. B. LIGHTFOOT: St. Paul s Epistle to the Galatians. A revised text with introduction,

notes and dissertations. London, 1865. Exceedingly valuable, on account of its full discussion

of difficult questions. The frequent citations from this work are made from the Second Edition.

1866.

The American Editor of Lange s Commentary, PHILIP SCHAFF, D. D., has published an In

troduction and comments on chaps, i., ii., as a specimen of a projected popular commentary on

the New Testament. Mercersburg Review, Jan., 1861. Most of the material there presented

is incorporated here.

The History of the Apostolic Church of the same author treats of many questions belonging

to the exposition of this Epistle. So CONYBEARE and HOWSON, Life and Epistles of St.

Paul. The works of ALFORD, WORDSWORTH, BURKITT, HENRY, and others (for full list,

see General Introduction to New Testament, LANGE S Comm. Matthew], include comments

on this Epistle. The reader is also referred to the Introduction to the Pauline Epistles in

the volume on the Epistle to the Romans. R.]



THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE GALATIANS.

Introduction: ADDRESS ASD SALUTATION (WITH BESEDICTIOS).

CHAPTER I. 1-5.

1 Paul, an apostle, (not [apostle not]
1 of men, neither by [through, o:a] man, but

by [through] Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who raised him from the dead;)
2 [omit parenthesis] And all the brethren which [who] are with me, unto the churches

3 of Galatia: [.] Grace be to you, and peace, from God the Father, and from our*

4 Lord Jesus Christ, Who gave himself for
3 our sins, that he might deliver us from

5 this present evil world, according to the will of God and our Father: To whom be

glory for ever and ever. Amen.

[Tmi: Rec, j pb? ToATo? -i^roAi| UavAov. Elz. IlavAow TOV iwwrroAov ij wpi* FaXarat frioraAtj. K A. B. K_
Lachmann. Tischendorf and most editors. p b r a A a T a ?. R-]

1 Ver. 1. The comma after &quot;

apostle.&quot; and the parenthesis are better omitted, since the clauses immediately following
&quot;

Apostle
&quot; aw moet closely connected with it. and the idea so far from beinp parenthetical is one of the most prominent

in the whole Epistle.
&quot;

Of&quot; is changed to from
&quot;

by Ellicott, while he retains by
&quot;

ma a sufficiently exact translation

of 1 i *. R.]
* Ver. 3. X- inserts ijpwr after Tarpos. omitting it after xvpiov. [This reading is an alteration to conform with

other saluutioos (Meyer,. That of Rec. is undoubtedly correct. So all modern editors. R.i

*Ver. 4. Utpi (instead of vrip. Rec.) U found in moet MSS. and in the best MSS. K- also, though K* . reads i-rip.

[The external authorities are decisive against the reading of the Rec.; tpc is adopted by modern editors almost uni

versally. R.]

Christ, ftc. He was therefore placed in his office

immediatelj through Christ, not through a man:
for the activity of Ananias in Damascus had been

only secondary and subsequent, the beginnings
were divine. But, furthermore, he has received

his office through Christ from God the Father,
so that, as through Jesus Christ

&quot;

explains
&quot;not through man.&quot; so God the Father ex-

plains &quot;not of men.&quot; Yet Paul does not place
this dfov -arp. in express antithesis to a- aitip.,

inasmuch as he does not say a~6 6eoi- TT. There

being on the positive side no occasion for so

precise a discrimination, he here no longer dis-

tinguishes between author and medium : perhaps
not without design, in order thus to set his apos-
tleship in a like direct relation, as to Christ, so

to God the Father, and thereby to place the

dignity of the same so much the more strongly
!
in view. What in the first place constitutes the

apostolic office, is the immediate calling through
Christ, who is the icipiof d;rocTf/_/.uv (on which
account &amp;lt;5&amp;lt;d I. Xp. is placed before KOI jrarpof).
Christ Himself, certainly, cannot be reduced to

the same level with men, if &quot;not of men,&quot; etc.,

is to remain true. And every thought of it is

precluded by this very comprehending of Christ
with God the Father, as it were, in one concep-
tion, under one preposition.

rRTTir*T

Yer. 1. Paul, an apostle not of men,
neither through man, etc. His office, Paul

says, is not derived from men (drr
1 ai Opuirui*),

go as to be in itself human, and therefore sub-

servient only to human interests : nor has it even
been committed to him through the medium ofany
man ($f av6pu-ov), in which case it might still

be a divine function, although only not directly so.

The change of number is only of secondary im-

portance. The general sense: &quot;of human de-

rivation,&quot; is better expressed by the indefinite

plural : while on the other hand, in denying
human mediation, the singular is used with more

precision, by Paul, the rather, as having already
in mind the definite antithesis &quot;but by Jesus
Christ.&quot;

TLis double negation is essentially only a set-

ting forth of the definition of
&quot;Apostle.&quot;

He
would be in no event an Apostle, if he had his

office. OT ai-Hp. : nor yet, if he had it, 61 ai^Op.

He would then stand only on equal footing with
a Timothy and others, in short with all laborers

in the gospel, who are inducted into their office

by men: he is an Apostle only because called

and inducted into his office, through Jesus
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[ELLICOTT neatly paraphrases thus : &quot;Not from

men as an ultimate, nor through man as a medi
ate authority.&quot; The second air6 which we should

expect to find before deov narpog has not been

omitted without good reason : while the preposi
tion did admits an extension of meaning that

would cover both ideas (MEYER), the Apostle s

language, as it stands, is more forcible; the di

rectness of his divine commission is emphasized

(LIGHTFOOT), and although an argument for the

consubstantiality of the Father and the Son,
must not be forced from the passage, &quot;there is

something very noticeable in this use of a com
mon preposition with both the first and second

Persons of the Trinity, by a writer so cumula

tive, and yet for the most part so exact in his

use of prepositions as St. Paul&quot; (ELLICOTT).
SCHAFF: &quot;By

includes here the instrumental and

the more remote originating cause. The imme
diate coordination of Christ with God the Father,

and this in contrast with the preceding men and

man, prove that the Apostle regarded the Sa
viour as a Divine being.&quot; R.]

Paul here, probably, designates God the Father

ii.

e., .&quot;of Christ,&quot; R.] as who raised him
rom the dead, simply because through this

divine act, namely, the resurrection of Christ,

nis own immediate vocation through Christ

had been made possible (1 Cor. xv. 8). [While
it is not necessary *o insist on a polemic
reference here, as an answer to the reproach
that he had not seen Christ (CALVIN), there

seems to be an immediate reference to the fact

that Paul was called by the exalted Christ,
not that he claimed a preeminence on this ac

count (AUGUSTINE, ERASMUS, and others), but

God having raised Christ from the dead, and
Christ having immediately chosen him to be an

Apostle, it was fitting that he should give pro
minence here to that act of God which enabled

him also to be an Apostle, a witness of the resur

rection. R.]
This laying claim so expressly to apostolic

dignity in the very introduction, stands (as is

shown by what follows) in connection with the

vital questions of the Epistle, since his equal

apostolic rank had been impugned by the Gala-

tian false teachers. In chap. i. 11-ii. fin. there

follows the detailed proof of this &quot;not through
.man, but through Jesus Christ,&quot; whereby the
&quot; not of men&quot; is also indirectly proved. (In
other Epistles, where he has not this definite

purpose in mind, Paul designates himself more

simply, but in substantially the same style as

inroaToAor or KATJTW; air. I. Xp. dta OeMjfiOTOf deov.
)

Ver. 2. And all the brethren who are
with me. Hardly his companions in travel at

that time merely, especially helpers in his office

(MEYER), but rather all the Christians of his

place of residence at that time. This addition

has, at all events, the special purpose of adding
the authority of others to his own. He wishes

the Galatians to understand, that he has on his

side all the brethren in the midst of whom he

writes, that these have the same opinion of their

conduct, and thus indicates that the Galatians,

unless they came to another mind, would sever

themselves from the great communion of the

brethren, who stand and abide upon the founda

tion of faith which Paul had laid. Of course the

Apostle alone wrote the Epistle. He can, how
ever, bring in the brethren as joint authors, so

far as they may, after a previous communication
of the leading thoughts, or, more probably, after

hearing the Epistle itself read, have signified
their agreement with it. [The more restricted

meaning is allowable (see Phil. iv. 21, 22,

where &quot;the brethren which are with me&quot; are

distinguished from &quot;all the
saints.&quot;)

The
idea of the patristic commentators, that thus
additional authority would be given, is in

correct; &quot;the Epistle, being the product of

an infallible Apostle, required no such help
&quot;

(SCHAFF). CALVIN S remark is just, however:
&quot;The concurrence of so many godly persons must
have had some degree of influence in softening
the minds of the Galatians, and preparing them
to receive instruction.&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot;He adopts
the inclusive term to show the unanimity that

was felt on the subject of the Epistle; did it

mean the whole Christian community we should

certainly have expected with whom lam rather

than who are with me. &quot;

R.]
Unto the churches of Galatia. The same

title, 1 Cor. xvi. 1. There existed there, it

seems, therefore, different local congregations,
of which each one constituted at least a rela

tively complete whole, and the Epistle was so far

a circular letter. The omission of a phrase of

commendation, such as is usually found in the

other Epistles of the Apostle, has perhaps its

ground in dissatisfaction with the Galatians. Per

haps, however, the omission is in part attributable

to the external circumstance, that tKK^rjatat, whole

congregations, are addressed, hence any such titles

as KAJJTOI, aytoi, would have been less suitable.

[The dissatisfaction of the Apostle is so natu
ral and evident a reason for the omission of any
commendatory addition to the simple address,
that any other explanation is farfetched. AL-
FORD quotes MEYER as saying that 1 and 2 Thess.

present a similar instance, but in the 4th ed.

MEYER expressly mentions these Epistles as no

exceptions. WORDSWORTH: &quot; a remarkable ad
dress in what it does not, as well as in what it

does
say.&quot; R.]

Ver. 3. Grace be to you and peace. Re

specting the Pauline form of salutation, %dpif
teal eipr/vij, consult remarks on the other Epis
tles. From God the Father and our Lord,
etc. As in ver. 1. Christ and the Father were

comprehended under the one preposition did,

without distinction of the Father through an cnr6,

so here the reverse takes place, an evident token

how little Paul has in mind a severance of the

Divine Persons. Christ is by no means, then,

the merely instrumental medium of grace, but,

as well as the Father Himself, the Bestower of

grace (see DOCTRINAL and ETHICAL notes). Here,

however, &quot; God the Father&quot; is placed first : in

ver. 1 the order was reversed. There is, more

over, a special reason here for placing
&quot; our Lord

Jesus Christ&quot; last, namely, that it receives in

! addition a predicate defining it more closely,

j

Grace and peace. I aul wishes for the Galatians,

I especially in view of the path of error into which
i they had been led, and for this very reason with

especial allusion to thai, which alone secures this

grace and this peace, namely, the atoning death

of Christ.
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Who gave Himself for us. In this clause

the Apostle untie i pales the oilier main point which
lie h:i- i n unfold. I nst end of regarding the cross

of Christ alone as the ground of salvation, the

false teachers had influenced the Galatians to

seek salvation again in observance of the law.

lu vcr. 1 Paul touches on the personal, here

he touches on the doctrinal question, which
he afterwards handles. hdvroc. eavrdv, &quot;gave

Hiinxi-lf,&quot; nothing less than His own person,
which could be fully accomplished only in His

death. I If/;/ undefined:
&quot; in respect to our sins.&quot;

The sense, however, clearly appears not only
from the following, &quot;that He might deliver us,&quot;

but also in the very form of the expression, which
sets forth an expiatory sacrifice that has been of

fered, in which Christ was the Offerer and the

Offered, the Highpriest and the Sacrifice, in

one person (comp. WIESKLER S careful investi

gation of the use of irepi, virep, avrl, in decla

rations respecting the death of Christ). [EL-
LICOTT: In its ethical sense, vnrp retains some
trace of its local meaning,

&quot;

bending over to

protect,&quot;
and thus points more immediately to the

action, than to the object or circumstance from
which the action is supposed to spring. The
latter relation is more correctly defined by irepi,

which is thus more naturally used with the thing,

&quot;sins,&quot; inri-p with the persons, &quot;sinners.&quot; Often,

however, in the N. T. the distinction is scarcely

appreciable. R.]
Ver. 4. That He might deliver us. Effect

of the expiation accomplished through Christ.

Egatpeladai, to tear away from a power. The
evil world is viewed as possessor by force, as a

tyrant, who brings destruction, and in whose

power we are by nature. This deliverance Paul
doubtless understands in a double sense, as a

making free from the moral corruption of the

world, and also as a keeping from the destruction

which it thereby brings upon its own at the judg
ment day. The immediate reference is to the

latter, which, however, in view of the ethical

character of Christianity, cannot take place with

out the former, as indeed there can be no doubt
that the death of Christ has an ethical intent. It

is false, however, to think only of this here.

&quot;Present world&quot; may mean, present or impend
ing age. The latter signification is, however,
hardly to be assumed here contrary to MEYER,
who would take it as meaning the evil times

which, according to many passages of Scripture,
are shortly to precede the second coming of

Christ, and on this account are wont elsewhere
to be called the last times. But &quot; our phrase, on
account of the union of fvforuf with a!&amp;lt;ji , is most

naturally regarded as parallel with 6 aluv oiVo?
or 6 vri aluv. The expression 6 aluv, since this

appears to denote a period of time complete in

itself, is nowhere used of the last times, prepa
ratory only, as the pangs of travail, to the aiuv

(ttfauv. Nor, finally, is there in the connection
the least reason why Paul should have confined
the salutary workings of the redeeming death of

Jesus to the last times.&quot; (WIESELKR). Therefore
we must take it as,

&quot; the present period of time,&quot;

in sense the same as 6 K&ruof, so that the transla
tion &quot;

present world,&quot; is substantially correct.
&quot; Evil

&quot;

emphasizes the ethical character of &quot; this

world,&quot; which is besides included in the very con

ception of &quot;the present world.&quot; It is equi
valent to &quot;ruined by sin,&quot; and therefore a

deliverance out of it was necessary in the
twofold relation given above. [SrHAKF: &quot;The

words contain an allusion to the Jewish dis

tinction between Hhis world, and the world
to come, or the period before, and the period
after the appearance of the Messiah. But the

sense of these terms is modified in the N. T.,
so as to make the second coming of Christ the

dividing line between the two aeons.&quot; Lioinv
FOOT: &quot;The distinction of time between the two,
which is the primary distinction, becomes lost in

the moral and spiritual conception.&quot; The second

adjective nw7//&amp;gt;of, emphatically placed, gives pro
minence to the ethical idea, especially if the
better supported order of the Kec., in TOW
fVfOTGJ-rof oiwvof novr/pni , be adopted. R.]
According to the will of God and our

Father. It is best to connect this with the

whole of ver. 4. It refers the redeeming work as

a whole to the gracious will of the Father, and
thus cuts off every ground of objection against
this work from the legal point of view. The

thought of this redemptive counsel of the Father
noves him very naturally, then, to the conclu

ding doxology. In TOV Otov KUC ^arpof
il[i.uv, r/fiuv belongs probably only to -rrarpot,.

By fleof God is meant to be designated as the God
of all alike; by irart/p, according to His special
relation to the Christian. By the prefixed
article two predicates are ascribed to the same

person. The same who is God is also our Father.

[LiGHTFOoT argues from the absence of the ar

ticle before Tra~p6c,, that qfttiv belongs to both

nouns, but as ELLICOTT well remarks,
&quot;

rrar^p is

anarthrous according to rule.&quot; CALVIN, MEYER
and most, restrict the pronoun to Father, giving
the last words somewhat of a predicative force:
&quot;

God, who is our Father.&quot; It is to be remarked
that in vers. 1-3 Paul speaks of &quot;God the

Father,&quot; i. e., the Father of Christ but having in

this verse spoken of the redemptive act of Christ,

and its redeeming design for us he calls God, who
has purposed this &quot; our Father.&quot; WORDSWORTH :

&quot;

Specially our Father by the redemption of us

His children by the blood of His Son.&quot; R.]
Ver. 5. To whom be glory. To be taken

as optative; for &amp;lt;5c^a means Honor, Praise

not Essential Glory, although it is true that

the 66^a which should be given to God, rests

upon the tW^a which He has. [SCHAFF :
&quot; The

doxology in this place is likewise an indi

rect reproof of the Galtitians for dividing the

glory of our salvation between God and man.&quot;

It is an affirmation rather than a wish.

There can be no reasonable doubt that rouf
altovac. TUV aiuvuv here is an expression for

eternity. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Apostolate. a. An essential characteris

tic of the apostolate was the immediate &quot;call&quot;

through Christ, as whose &quot;delegates&quot;
the apostles

went out into the world with that proclamation of

the Gospel, which should lay the foundation of all

that followed. Hence the express assertion here

(and afterwards the detailed proof) of this imme
diate calling. For this, if for no other reason, th
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office of the Apostles was specifically distinct from

all others.* In the office of preacher in these

days, there always occurs a &quot;call&quot; dt dvOpuwe.
The office, however, is not on this account air

av6puiruv, nor should any bearer of it thus regard
it. It is on the contrary

&quot; from &quot;

&quot;Jesus Christ

and God the Father,&quot; is divina institutio.

b. In the decision and certainty with which

Paul insists upon his apostolic rank, there is im

plied, on the one hand, a justifiable sense of per
sonal dignity in opposition to all who would ques
tion it, and especially to false teachers: &quot; I am
an Apostle and nothing less.&quot; This personal

feeling, however, was certainly counterpoised at

once, by the feeling of humility in view of the

momentous duties involved, for the discharge of

which grace alone could give strength. But,
above all, the Apostle lays stress on this his dig

nity, not in his personal interest, but in the in

terest of his Lord, and the gospel of his Lord
;

in order to shield this against the &quot;perverting&quot;

(ver. 7) of the false teachers, he is forced to lay
this emphasis on the fact that he is really an

Apostle of Christ, and therefore was such in his

preaching of the gospel.
c. The care with which he proves his funda

mental authority and capacity for preaching the

gospel, is a pledge to us of the soundness of this

preaching. The Christian church has, therefore,
in this foundation laid by the Apostle, a standard
for all time by which to prove doctrine.

d. That Christ has been raised, and now lives,

is the fundamental truth, which to the Apostle
stands immovably firm, and on which rests, for

Paul, the certainty of his calling, and for him
and the other Apostles the vigor and joyfulness
of their labor in their vocation. For the Apos
tles were in a special sense to be witnesses of the

resurrection of Jesus, and to be persuaded of it

by a personal beholding of the Risen One. It

was only because the risen Jesus had appeared
to him, that Paul was an Apostle.

2. The brethren. This strong emphasizing of
his particular vocation (or office) does not imply
the least prejudice to his brotherly relation to

ward other Christians, who have no such vocation.

* It is one of the anti-scriptural fancies of the Irvingites
to believe, notwithstanding this, in the reappearance of Apos
tles proper in their churches. WIESELER.

j
In LIGHTFOOT, p.

92 sq., there is an interesting discussion on &quot; the name and
office of an Apostle.&quot; He, however, objects to the restric
tion of the office to the twelve, with only the exception of
St. Paul, adducing the apostleship of Barnabas, and implying
that &quot;Janus, the Lord s brother&quot; (ver. 19) was an Apostle,
even though not the same as James, the son of Alpheus.
This position is not safe, nor is it accordant with the argu
ment of Paul in this Epistle, where he lays so much stress

upon the&quot; immediate call.
1

Lightfoot is forced, therefore,
to deny the necessity for a call from an outward personal
communication with our Lord, though his admission that
the having seen Christ was a necessary qualification, is a
denial of the perpetuation of the office. It is better to hold
that there were but Twelve Apostles, to whom was added,
by direct call, Paul the Apostle to the Gentiles Barnabas
and others were &quot;apostolic men.&quot; On the relation of Paul
to the original coller/f of apostles, see SCIIAFF. History of the

Apostolic Church, p. 512 sq., p. 283 sq. His note p. 234 is

appropriate here: &quot;The strict hierarchical view, which
always looks fcr an outward, palpable succession, admits
no satisfactory explanation of the tact, that the Ajxistks bad
no share whatever in the ordination ot Paul after his conver-

,

Bion (Acts ix. 17), and in his being sent to the Gentiles by
the Church of Antioch (xiii. 3). The divine irregularity of
bis call, and the subsequent independence of his hibois, makii
Paul, so to speak, a prototype of evangelical Protestantism,
whicn has always looked to him as its main authority, aa
Romanism to Peter.&quot; R.]

Far from it. Paul not only mentions them in im
mediate connection with himself, including him
self and them in the same salutation, but even
treats them as fellow-writers, hence as those who,
together with him, impart instruction and admo
nition, thus strengthening the weight of his own
words by their concurrence. He is only called

to preach what, as the substance of his faith, is

the substance of theirs also
;
and he wishes to

bring back his erring readers to the same faith

in which these, his companions, stand and have
remained firm. [Their concurrence could add

nothing to the real authority of his apostolic

teaching, but might aid in establishing that au

thority among the Galatians. Yet the Apostle
seems fond of thus associating others of lower
rank with himself in his Epistles. R.] Here is

a hint for the behavior of office-bearers towards
other Christians now as well; in personal con

duct, to regard and treat them as &quot;brethren,&quot;

standing on precisely the same footing; to lay
claim to no precedence; and in official activity

also, while maintaining full consciousness of their

own special vocation, and of the authority inhe
rent in it, never to ignore the might which dwells

in the personal faith and believing life of the

members of the Church, when there is an oppor
tunity of joining them with one s self in exhor
tation and rebuke.

3. &quot;Churches&quot; ttill. Paul, it is true, gives to

the Galatian Christians no especial title of honor,

&quot;yet
he still counts them worthy to be called

churches, because, though they were indeed for

the most part fallen from the truth in some main

points, they had, notwithstanding this, retained

many parts of the pure Christian doctrine; he
cherishes then the hope that they would still suf

fer themselves to be brought right again&quot;

(STAEKE). Hence important doctrinal and ethi

cal defects of a church do not of themselves war
rant us in withholding or withdrawing from it

the predicate eKK/j/cia. A judgment, whether in

any place there is the Church of Christ or not, de

pends, although largely, yet not in the chief de

gree, upon subjective character, but in the chief

degree stand the objective factors, namely, that

verbum divinum rede docetur, and sacrumenta. recte

administrantur. This, as is well known, is one of
Luther s prime principles. In the objective fac

tors, there certainly resides the power (even if

latent) to work subjectively. Yet it cannot

therefore be denied that there may be, notwith

standing, a subjective character of the congrega
tion as respects doctrine and morals, where the

predicate eKitfyaia. ceases to be applicable; we
cannot, however, pronounce a judgment thereon,
but must leave this to the searcher of hearts, so

far as it is not a question of scandalous offences in

the case of individuals.

4. God and Christ. Both in ver. 1 and in ver. 3,

Christ is placed in the closest connection with God
the Father

;
and in ver. 3 in such a way that Grace

and Peace are invoked in the same manner from
God the Father, and from Christ. From this ap

pears, in immediate certainty, the eminent, god
like position of Christ. For the highest and best

things, those which are needful for all men, pro
ceed from Him, as much as from the Father. As

respects grace, as much depends on His disposi
tions towards us, as on those of the Father. As
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Christ is thus placed with the Father on one I the foundation of this passage. [Whatever indi-

Divine level, so is the Father, on the other side, I cations there may be elsewhere of &quot;this apostoli-

placed on the same level with the Son, who, cal expectation,&quot; neither the words nor context

through His Incarnation, has drawn so near to
i
show any trace of it here, except on the view of

us. LUTHER: &quot; Therefore Paul, in wishing grace | MKYKR, which refers &quot;present evil world&quot; to the

and peace not only from God the Father, but also times of danger immediately preceding the second

from Jesus Christ, teacheth, first, that we should ! coming of Christ, a view which is not adopted by
abstain from the curious searching of the Divine Schmoller himself, nor by any other commenta-

Majesty (for God no man knoweth), and hear tor of note. R.]
Christ, who is in the bosom of the Father, and 7. Redemption according to God s will. The work
uttereth to us His will.&quot; of redemption was accomplished &quot;according to

6. Christ s giving Himself. The expression for the will&quot; of the Father. This indicates the other

the death of Christ is here (ver. 4) so chosen, that i side in the redeeming work, alluded to under 6,

it appears as His own free act, while, as is namely, that the death of Christ was also decreed

known, there runs parallel to the series of pas

sages which apprehend it thus, another repre

senting it as something decreed by God concern

ing Christ, representing Christ as burdened with

the Father s curse (comp. iii. 13). This designa
tion is here chosen, in order to render prominent
and bring home to the hearts of the Galatians the

to Him, by God for an expiation, and that Christ s

&quot;giving Himself was accordingly, at the same
time an act of obedience to the Father s will, a suf

fering Himself to be given up. Love to man and
obedience to the Father, all in one, was the source

of His sacrifice of Himself. This view is in full

harmony with the declarations of Christ Himself,

great love of Christ, displayed in His &quot;giving i especially in John, with the emphasis which He
Himself for us.&quot; &quot;The giving of Himself consisted

of many actions, from the incarnation on, but it

applies especially to his atoning death.&quot; This

&quot;giving Himself&quot; this morally great act was
occasioned by our sins, our moral perversion ; a

cutting contrast, and yet a necessary nexus be
tween cause and effect! For its intent was to

procure a remedy for our sins, and their ruinous

results.

6. This present evil world. Through our sins we
belong to this present evil world, boar its charac

ter, and are in its power, that is, through it and
with it are going to destruction. From this de

stroying might Christ would rescue us, and has

rescued us, by His giving Himself for our sins,

that is, through the reconciliation thus accom

plished for our sins; because we, when reconciled,

lie no longer under the judgment of God upon the

sinful world, and therefore do not go with it to

ruin. Undoubtedly Christ had in view besides,
an inward, moral deliverance from the corrupt
course of the world ; yet this is the secondary aim ;

the primary is the deliverance from judgment and

perdition. God s acts of grace, according to the

Biblical view, are throughout directed, first of

*11, toward a deliverance from destruction, and

consequently to the impartation of a good, of a

definite happy destiny, not chiefly to the rehabil

itation of certain ethical qualities, of a particu
lar direction of life and will. They are directed

thus, in a certain measure, towards an outward

end, with which however an inward one is in

separably connected, as the economy of the Spi
rit, whose work it is to bring forth the corre

sponding ethical quality, is, although insepara
ble from that of the Father and the Son, yet dis

tinct from it, presupposing it. The deliverance

from the evil world, is, so far as concerns its

being won, already accomplished by the sacrifice

of Christ. Of course a participation in this is

only gained through faith (this is implied in

TIIKK;, which refers to believers), and is ac

tually perfected only on the coming
ntijv fj.eW.uv. A certain pledge and
foretaste of it, however, the believer has already
in justification, because this is an assurance of
the divine grace. As to the rest, the apostolical

in of the

a joyful

ng
ad

expectation of the aiuv as near lies at

lays on His having been sent, on His doing the

will of the Father. There was nothing whatever
self-elected in the redeeming work of Christ; it

was a God-appointed work. In this it first finds

its firm, immovable foundation, and all scruples
as to the availing worth of this self-sacrifice of

Christ before God are taken away from the trou

bled conscience. At the same time, all clinging
to such scruples is also condemned, as a striving

against the will of God. We may, but we also

ought to believe in the atoning death of Christ;
hence especially, we ought not to lessen its signi
ficance by a righteousness of works. This will of

God is the will that we should be saved, accordin

to which, He willed both the way that should l

to our salvation, Christ s dying on account of our

sins, and also the result, our redemption. It was
a loving will, but also a will of holy love, con

demning sin and forgiving it ; the latter only on
the foundation of the former, but the former also

for the sake of the latter Because aiming at

our salvation it was in any case the will of God
our Father.

8. God s honor its end. As and because the will

of God is the origin of the work of redemption,
so the honor of God is its aim. That He, His

name, be honored, is the purpose and result of

redemption. To Him belongeth honor and that

honor forever for redemption, and such honor
will be rendered Him by the Redeemed. The

phrase cif roi&amp;gt;f
aiuv. r. aiuv. no doubt looks for

ward to the aiuv fi&huv. The expression is,

however, thus indefinitely framed, in order, as

far as the language admits, to express an eter

nal duration. There is nothing in this, of course,

against the division found elsewhere, into simply
two aeons, present and future.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. STARKE: To all peculiarly spiritual
offices belongs a divine vocation. Every man
may take comfort in the consciousness of his of

fice and calling, and also appeal to it when there

this priis need. Let no one deem ide or boasting.
SI-ENER: Christ is the founder of the preach

er s office. He is the King in His Kingdom, and
so sends whom He will. He is the Chief
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herd, and therefore all under shepherds must be

appointed by Him. He has obtained by His
merits the spiritual power needed for the

ministry, and has received the Holy Ghost
to that end for our sakes. It is He, therefore,
who speaks through His servants. LUTHER:
Wert thou wiser than Solomon and Daniel,

yet until thou art called, flee the sacred

ministry, as thou wouldst hell and the devil,

then wilt thou not spill the word of God to no

purpose. If God needs thee, He will know how
to call thee. LANGE : To be sure of one s

divine, although only mediate vocation, is a

weighty matter, and gives to the conscience rest,

in the office blessing, and to vindication of the

same and of the pure doctrine, much joyfulness
WURT. SUMM. : There is a twofold vocation to

the ministry; both are of God, who will have
the gospel preached to the end of the world ; but
some are called of God without means, of which
sort are the patriarchs, prophets, apostles; and
some through men, although according to God s

commandment and ordinance. RIEGER: As

certainly as every believer shall be taught of God,
80 that what he has apprehended from human
instruction is confirmed in his heart with divine

impressions and powerful workings, just so

certainly must every teacher have in his consci

ence a divine seal upon his vocation, althougl
derived through men, and on this account a

joyfulness which his hearers cannot impeach.
The apostolate in its high significance ,

1. for

the founding, 2. for the continuance of the Chris
tian church which must perpetually rest upon
the foundation of the apostolic doctrine. The
divine vocation to office: 1. To have it, is under
all circumstances needful; 2. To be certain of it,

is often important ;
3. ~\&amp;gt; appeal to it, may often

be right ana proper. How independent (of men),
and yet at the same time, how dependent (on God),
the preacher of the gospel is and knows himself

(may and should know himself) to be! Even so

the Christian generally: he is what he is, not
from men (although through men), for not natu
ral descent nor outward fellowship makes him
such but through Jesus Christ and God the
Father. Christian sense of personal worth : 1.

its justification, 2. its limits. All through Je
sus Christ! a) humbling truth not through us;
b) exalting truth through no less a one than
Christ, and thereby through the Highest, God.

[CALVIN : In the church we ought to listen to

God alone, and to Jesus Christ, whom He has ap
pointed to be our teacher, Whoever assumes a

right to instruct us, must speak in the name of
God or of Christ. BURKITT: Behold the pecu
liar prerogative of St. Paul above the rest of the

Apostles ; they were called by Christ in the day
of His humiliation

;
but he was called by Christ

when sitting at His Father s right hand in heaven.
As his call was thus very extraordinary, so his

gifts were answerable to his call. R.]
Ver. 2. WURT. SCMM : Although the truth of

a doctrine does not rest upon the multitude of

people, but alone upon God s word, yet, when
many support a doctrine founded in God s word,
the weak in the faith are noticeably strength
ened thereby, because they see that not merely
one or two, but many, confess such a doctrine.
SPENER: Christiang are &quot;brethren&quot; to each

other; for they have one Heavenly Father, one
first-born brother, Christ

;
one mother, the Chris

tian church; one seed of regeneration, the divine

word; one inheritance of eternal life. That is a
more intimate and strict brotherhood than the

common one among all men. STARKE : In names
and titles we must give good heed not willingly
to commit falsehood, nor attribute to any one,

praise that does not belong to him
; yet common

and authorized titles must be understood not in

absolute strictness, but according to common use.

SPENER : There remains even in a loose crowd
a Christian church, even though grave errors,
which remove the ground of faith are found
there, so long as God s word and the holy sa
craments are there and are maintained.
On Vers. 1 and 2. Let us hear, when we begin

to waver in the truth: 1. Apostolic doctrine; 2.

The testimony of brethren ! Apostolic doctrine
and the voice of brethren

; an admonition to

every church to abide in the evangelical truth.

Ver. 3. RIEGER : Paul flees in this perplexity
to the riches of God in Christ Jesus, and en
trusts to the grace and the peace from thence,
the restoration of the Galatians also

; with
this greeting, as with a cordial, he not only
refreshes their hearts but quickens himself
also to a confidence towards God in Christ.

WURT. SUMM. : We see here where we must

begin, when after sin committed we will come to

God for grace ; namely, not with ourselves, not
with our piety ! for if we had kept this, we
should be already in favor with God, nor even
with God Himself out of Christ, for He is to sin

ners a consuming fire, but alone with Christ,
and His bitter passion and death for our sins.

LUTHER: Paul wishes the Galatians grace
and peace, not from the emperor or kings and

princes ; for these are wont ofttimes to persecute
the godly : nor does he wish them grace and

peace from the world, for in the world they shall

have tribulation; but from God our Father, that

is, he wishes them a godly and heavenly peace.
LANGE: True peace can never exist without

grace, for grace is the ground and source of

peace ;
on the other hand there is grace some

times without peace, especially with the tempted,
who may, for awhile fall into great disquiet-
ness of soul, and yet remain in God s grace.

Ver. 4. STARKE : If Christ has for our sakes

given His all, ah ! should not we surrender our

selves, with all that in us is, to Him? Man ! keep
thyself from sin, on account of which Christ hath
endured so much, lest thou thyself bring to nought
for Him this great work, for which He came.

LUTHER: Mark diligently the word: &quot;for

our.&quot; For therein lies all the virtue, namely,
that all which is said concerning us in the Holy
Scriptures, in such passages as &quot;for me,&quot; &quot;for

&quot;for our sin,&quot; and the like, we should
know how to take well in mind, and apply par
ticularly to ourselves, and hold fast thereto

by faith. For thou hast, no doubt, easily

brought thyself to believe that Christ, God s

Son, was given for St. Peter s, St. Paul s, and
other saints sins, who were worthy of such

grace ; but, contrariwise it is especially and

thoroughly hard, that thou, for thine own person,
a poor, unworthy, condemned sinner, phouldst

froia thine heart certainly believe, held, and
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say, that Christ, God s Son was given for thy
so many and so great sins, who yet never

theless hast never yet been worthy of such

grace. Therefore should we well train and pre

pare our hearts with this utterance and the like

utterances of St. Paul, that when the devil here

after comes and accuses us and says: &quot;See,

you are a sinner, therefore you must be damned!&quot;

we may meet him and answer, &quot;yea, good devil,

for the very reason that you accuse me and will

be condemning me for a sinner, for that reason

will I be righteous and holy, be not damned,
but saved the rather. For in this very thing,
that you tell me how I am a poor sinner, and a

great one, you give me a sword and weapon in

hand wherewith I can mightily overcome you,

yea, slay you and put you under my feet with

your own arms. For if you can tell me that I am
a poor sinner, I can say to you again, that Christ

died for sinners. &quot;-Count these words of St. Paul as

said in earnest, and to be true, and not as a dream,
when he says that the world is evil, although
many people therein have many noble, beautiful,

virtues; and although in outward guise and ap
pearance there is much holiness and brilliant ex

cellence. To this evil world belongs also all art,

wisdom, righteousness, &c., of a godless man.

Thy wisdom, which thou hast out of Christ, is a

double folly, thy righteousness is a double sin and

godlessness, since it knows nothing of the wis

dom and righteousness of Christ, and since, over

and above this, it darkens, hinders, reviles and

persecutes you; wherefore St. Paul may well

name the world an evil world ; for it is the worst
when it will be at the best and most pious. In

the religious, wise and learned men, it will be
at its most pious and best, and yet it is twice as

wicked.
BERLENB. BIBLB: Of this present evil world,

ordinances of religion form no small part, of which
much is instituted whereby men will take one
another captive to the spirit of the world. With
out religion nevertheless will the world not be

;

so it dresses up such things as may be congruous
with flesh and blood ; but true religion burdens
and depresses it. Thus the deliverance takes

place especially from the Pharisaic leaven.

STARKE: See how availing and certain is our

redemption and salvation, because it proceeds
from the will of the Father: how can that be

unavailing, which has come to pass according to

His will. [ScHAFF : God is our Father because
i

He is the Father (not simply of Jesus Christ
which would place him on a par with us, but) of

our Lord Jesus Christ. R.]
Ver. 5. As often as we think on the great work

of redemption, we should heartily praise God ;

and therefore should we often think thereon; that

we may be powerfully excited to praise. To

praise God is the best divine service
;

it is that

which must endure unto eternity. Happy he
who begins it here, and prepares himself thereby
for a blessed eternity. It is a proof that he
knows God aright, and has become partaker of

His grace, and that he will one day come to

the heavenly choirs of angels who praise God.
Jesus giving Himself to death : 1. Its occasion

(our sins); 2. Its purpose (our deliverance

therefrom); or: 1. the strongest testimony against
us (our sin) ;

2. the mightiest consolation for us
;

or: 1. Its great effect (to deliver us from this evil

world) ;
2. Whence it has this effect (as being a

satisfying and bearing and thereby a taking

away of the divine wrath
;

3. in whom it is thus
effectual (only in those who are His in faith).
What defends us from being lost with this evil

world? 1. Not our own righteousness whereby
we only entangle ourselves in this evil world
the more, but 2. Christ s sacrificial death alone.

The appropriation of the merits of Christ: 1.

Every one needs it on account of his sins
;

2.

The sinner needs it precisely as sinner. Jesus
Christ the Deliverer out of the power of this

present evil world : 1. The world the tyrant in

whose power we are; 2. Christ the Deliverer
that has appeared. Evil the character of this

world : 1. Therefore the Christian in this world

longs for the world to come ; 2. He must how-
over be delivered from this present world, in

order to enter the world to come. Redemption
through Christ rests upon the will of God : 1. A
rich consolation (against all doubts); 2. An
earnest admonition : Whoever lightly esteems
the redemption accomplished through Christ,
sins thereby against the will of God Himself.

The honor which is due to God for the redemp
tion in Christ. The praise of God: 1. a fruit of

the redeemed state; 2. a proof of the same. The

praise which the redeemed bring to God: 1. be

gins in time
;

2. continues into eternity.
Vers. 3-5. Lisoo: The Apostle s invocation

of blessings for his churches: 1. What does it

contain ? The greatest benefits which are be
stowed by God on man. 2. On what is this in

vocation grounded? a. On the free will offering
of Christ, b. On the gracious counsel of God,
o redeem us by such offering. The benediction
of the Apostle: 1. A proof his hearty love: even to

the unthankful, who through their apostasy have
so troubled him, he wishes the best things; 2.

A proof of his standing fast in the truth: in di

rect opposition to them he held fast so much the
tore definitely the evangelical truth, of redemp-
ion through Christ s death alone, and points
them to that in contrast with their erroneous

opinions. Right wishing: 1. wishes true bene
fits

;
2. points to the true source of such bene

fits. The right behavior toward those who are

disposed to depart from the truth : to open the
heart fully to them in expressions of desire,
full of divine blessing, before closing with and
combatting their errors.

Vers. 1-5. The appearance of the Apostle
against the Galatians : 1. in the full dignity of
his office, at the same time, however, associating
the brethren with himself; 2. with the full love

of his heart, at the same time conceding nothing
of the truth.
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Occasion of the Epistle : APOSTASY OF THE GALATIANS FROM THE GOSPEL, WHICH PAUL HAD
PREACHED TO THEM, TO THE FALSE DOCTRINE OF CERTAIN SEDUCERS, AGAINST WHOM HB
THEREFORE UTTERS THE ANATHEMA.

CHAPTER I. 6-10.

6 I marvel that ye are so soon removed [changing over]
1 from him that called you

7 into [in or by]
2 the grace of Christ3 unto another [a different]

4

gospel : Which is

not another
;
but there be [except that there are] some that trouble you, and would

8 [fl^lovre?, wish to] pervert the gospel of Christ. But though we, or an angel from

heaven, preach [should preach]
5

any other gospel unto you
6 than [or contrary to]

7

9 that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed [anathema]. As we
said before,

8 so say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto
you

than

10 [or contrary to] that ye have received, let him be accursed [anathema]. For do I

now persuade [am I now conciliating]
9
men, or God? or do I seek to please men?

for [omit for]
10

if I yet pleased men, I should not be the [aj servant of Christ.

l Ver. 6. [M fraridtaOf, middle, not passive, see EXEG. NOTES. R.]
* Ver. 6.

(
Ev cannot mean &quot;into,&quot; especially after xaAeo). R.]

* Ver. 6. [The many variations, such as the omission of Xp., the insertion of
I^troO,

the substitution of Oeov, all pro
bably sprang from mistaken exegesis, joining X p. with K a \ e a a v T o . The reading X p i &amp;lt;r T o is very well supported
and now universally retained. R.]

4\ er. 6.
[ Erepov, &quot;different in kind,&quot; not &quot;another of the same kind&quot; (a AAo, ver. 7). So Alford, Ellicott,

Wordsworth. Lightfoot. R.]
* Ver. 8. [The periphrasis of the E. V. is necessary to bring out the force of e v ayy e A I IJT a t

, in its reference to

evayyeAioi ,
vers. 0, 7; but the subjunctive must not be overlooked, as marking the different conditional propositions of

vers. 8, 9. R.]
e Ver. 8. X- omits v /u : v

, N3
- first adds it.

1 Ver. 8.- [On the meaning of nap d, here and ver. 9. See EXEG. NOTES. R.]
Ver. 9. K 1 .: irpoetpjjica.

* Ver. 10.
[&quot;

Persuade &quot;

is obviously inapplicable to God. HeiBta here means -to conciliate,&quot;
&quot;

to make friends of.&quot;

So modern English commentators. The form :

&quot; am
I,&quot; etc., is required by the emphatic a p T i (Ellicott). R.]

10 Ver. 10. Rec. e i yUp en ; but yap is best omitted. [Rejected on- preponderant MSS. authority by all modern
editors. R.J

it was not yet completed, and hence might be
averted. The passive rendering would transfer
the guilt to the false teachers.&quot; R.]
From him that called you : most probably

from God, who called you on the ground of the

grace of Christ, which He has shown in His sur
render of Himself to death

; not=fromOnrist, who
out of grace has called you. It is true that with
the first explanation iv xap. Xp. is difficult to

render, but in any case it is not to be understood
of the state of grace, as if=called you to the

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Without any thanksgiving for the readers

gifts of grace, as in other Epistles, the Apostle

passes immediately from the invocation of a

blessing to sharp rebuke which, however, strikes

not so much the Galatians themselves as their

seducing teaches. Vers. 6-9.

Ver &amp;gt;. I marvel that ye are so soon
changing over. He finds it strange, since he
has expected, and had reason to expect, something
different. &quot; So soon

&quot;

refers rather to the en

trance of the apostasy than to its course, as

having so rapidly developed itself from its com
mencement. The latter view suits the connection
the less, inasmuch as neTariOeafie designates the

apostasy as yet in process of development; ovru
ra\Uf, is therefore, we may say, equivalent to

so soon after the last visit of the Apostle. [&quot;So

soon&quot; either 1) after conversion, or 2) after his

visit, or 3) after the false teachers came; all

three may be included, and are true ; which is

the primary reference cannot be certainly deter

mined. In any case in view of the middle force

Of ut Tari6ia0f
(&quot; turning renegades, LIGHT-

,4fcoT), it is a charge that the change was sudden
and one for which they were to blame. SCHAIF:
&quot;The Greek implies first that the apostasy \vsis

voluntary, hence their own guilt; secondly, that

possession and enjoyment of grace. [By the
grace of Christ. The E. V. renders kv

x&quot;-

ptri, &quot;into the grace,&quot; following the Vulgate,
but h is here used in its instrumental sense.

ALFORD :
&quot; Christ s grace is the elementary me

dium of our calling of God; the sum of all

that He has suffered and done for us to bring us
to God

; whereby we come to the Father, in

which, as its element, the Father s calling of us
has place.&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot; The dogmatical consi
deration that the grace of Christ, in the sense it

here appears used by St. Paul, denotes an active
and energizing influence rather than a passive
element, seems distinctly to suggest the instru
mental sense.&quot; Comp. his notes in loco. R.] But
it is God Himself who &quot;calls.&quot; The reference
of Ka/lfffftVTof to the Apostle has some support in
the fact that he afterwards opposes so expressly
his own preacliirig to that of others, yet must
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be rejected, as KaTieln too constantly expresses an

activity of God for this interpretation. Th&amp;lt;

apostasy is described, doubtless not undesignedly
as an apostasy from a person, not from a doctrine

that it may appear as ingratitude. To a dif
ferent gospel. More exactly : to another
kind of gospel = svayy. nap

1

o TrapeX. (ver. 9)
A. gospel, either because the Galatians naturally
took the doctrine which the false teachers brough
them for the Gospel, or primarily in the gen
eral sense of Doctrine of Salvation, which the

legal doctrine also claimed to be.

Ver. 7. Yet Paul as it were at once corrects

himself, and respecting that which he has just
named &quot;

gospel,&quot;
denies again that this predicate

in fact belongs to it, this false teaching is no

gospel, but a subversion of the gospel. This is

at all events the sense, if 6 the most obvious
construction is referred to the immediately
preceding evayy. = &quot; which other sort of gospel
is no othsr, by the side of that preached by me,

except that there are,&quot; etc. [The more correct

reference is to trepov evayyefaov. So MEYEB,
ALFORD, ELLICOTT, LIGHTFOOT, and Schmoller
himself. See ALFORD S notes in loco for a full-

discussion and objections to the reference below.

R.] The reference however to the whole sen
tence is possible=which is nothing else (that is,

this turning to another gospel) than that you
have let yourselves be seduced by such as wish
to subvert the gospel.
There be some that trouble you. &quot;Paul

is fond of calling his opposers: TIVEC,, i. e., cer
tain well known people, whom one for any reason

whatever, in this case out of disparagement,
will not designate more nearly.&quot; WIESELER.

[WORDSWORTH suggests and defends an ironical

meaning: &quot;unless they who are troubling you,
are somebody,&quot; but this seems forced. LIGHTFOOT

paraphrases well: &quot;only in this sense is it

another gospel, in that it is an attempt to

pervert the one true gospel.&quot; R.
] Tapaa-

aelv= to disturb the conscience and thereby
the feelings by exciting doubts whether the gos
pel preached to them were the true teaching or
not -Wish to pervert =to have the will, to

labor for; as the sequel plainly shows, it has not

yet come to an actual perversion; ^eraaTpi:(f&amp;gt;eiv=

}3PI, funditus evertere. The gospel of Christ,

Erobablygospel
respecting Christ, inasmuch as

i the first place the gospel treats of Christ gen
erally; especially, however, because the merit of

Christ is the chief theme of the true gospel in

distinction from the legal teaching. The gospel,
of course, could not, in itself, be destroyed, but
the evangelical preaching among the Galatians

might be, if they received another teaching.
Ver. 8. But though we let him be ana

thema. Certain persons wish to destroy the

gospel of Christ among you, and bring you an
other, but (d?Jd) rather let every one who does
that be dvdds/ia, instead of passing for an evan

gelist. K/LiEic.: first and chiefly the Apostle him
self, then, however, also the &quot; brethren who are
with me,&quot; in whose name he likewise writes.

Angel from heaven, to be taken together=an-
gel descended from heaven. &quot; If Paul repudiates
his own and even angelic authority in the case

assumed, as accursed, then every one, without

exception (comp. baric V, v. 10), is subject to

the same curse in the same case.&quot; MEYER.
flop b evijyy. v/iZv=literally : beyond that,
etc., may be equivalent to praterquam, or to con
tra. &quot;Formerly dogmatic interest came here
into play, the Lutherans, in opposition to tradi

tion, contending for praterquam, and the Catholics
in defence of it, for contra. Contra, or more ex

actly the sense of specific difference, is according
to the context the right sense. (See ver. 6.

erepov.y MEYER. [This sense of TT a p d ,

&quot;contrary to,&quot; is now generally conceded
by Protestant commentators. WORDSWORTH
and LIGHTFOOT give it the sense of &quot;besides;&quot;

the latter arguing from the context that Paul
means, his gospel will brook no rival, will
suffer no foreign admixture, but, as ELLICOTT
remarks: &quot;the Apostle implies throughout the

Epistle that the Judaical gospel was in the strict

sense of the words an erspov ciiayy., and in
its very essence opposed to the true

gospel.&quot;

Both ideas may properly be included (ALFORD,
SCHAFF). R.] Evr/yyefaad/ueOa vfilv: namely, I

nd my companions at the time of your conver
sion. Comp. Trapelidfi. ver. 9.

Let him be anathema. A translation of

D&quot;pn
= Dedicated to God without ransom=given

over to annihilation, to death, in the Old Testa
ment to bodily, in the New Testament to Odvaroq
in opposition to ^urj, to eternal death. See in
WIESELER a detailed elucidation and refutation
of the explanation, &quot;excommunicated.&quot; [ Avd-

?e/z is the common Hellenistic form of the classi

cal and Attic word avd6i)[j.a, which in both forms

originally meant &quot;devoted to God.&quot; When the
two forms were desynonymized, the Hellenistic
word naturally took a meaning from the Hebrew
through the LXX.

)
in malam partcm, while the

Attic form was used in a good sense. Comp.
Luke xxi. 5, where only it is found in N. T. This
distinction was general, but not universal. Af-

:erwards the common patristic sense of our word

andoubtedly was &quot;excommunicated,&quot; though
sometimes accompanied with distinct execration.
t cannot have this meaning here, for &quot;an angel
rom heaven&quot; is not open to excommunication,
nor does N. T. usage favor such a signification.

Comp. Rom. ix. 3 ;
1 Cor. xii. 3. See also TRENCH,

Syn. N. T. $ 5, MEYER, ELLICOTT, LIGHTFOOT.
This passage affords no warrant for ecclesiastical

anathemas. Such a practice presupposes the

milder meaning, which is incorrect, and as milder,
n itself forbids such anathematizing. It is ob

viously unfair to find in St. Paul s language first,

reason for ecclesiastical &quot;excommunication,&quot;

ind then a warrant for &quot;anathematizing.&quot; R.]
Ver. 9. As we said before. Referring pro-

)ably to his last visit, not to ver. 8. The Apos-
le repeats the curse, which he has pronounced
ver. 8, in order to show that he &quot;speaks deli-

&amp;gt;erately.&quot;
BENGEL. [Notice that in ver. 8

he Apostle uses hdv with the subjunctive :

though we, or an angel, should preach,&quot; in
r er. 9, el with the indicative :

&quot; if any man
jreach,&quot; appending the anathema in both cases.

In the former, a pure hypothesis is put for

ward, in itself highly improbable ;
in the latter

a fact which had actually occurred and was oc-

jurring&quot; (LIGHTFOOT). There is additional

brce in the change of subject: even Paul or an

angel from heaven did they do so would b
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anathema, much more any man, neither Apos
tle nor angel is anathema, having done so. R.]

Ver. 10. For am I now conciliating
men ? Explanation (ydp) of the severity with

which he demeans himself towards the false

teachers by this repeated dvaOe/na. He does it,

because he is concerned only for the favor of

God, not that of men. It would be natural to

understand &quot;now &quot;like ver. 9 of the time of

the composition of the epistle. Yet on the other

hand this limitation is not quite congruous to the

general contents of the verse, it is therefore better

to understand it more generally of the time of

the Apostle s conversion. [It seems more natural

to regard &quot;now&quot; as an emphatic taking up of

&quot;now&quot; in ver. 9 &quot;now in what I have said.&quot;

Paul had not been a man-pleaser before conver

sion. If he had been charged with it among the

Galatians, he was not so NOW in what he had been

writing. R.] Ufi6ftv=to win over, to draw to

one s side by persuasion, whether directly by
words or otherwise ; here, in view of the refer

ence to God to gain for one s self, to win for

one s self as a friend. Apeaneiv: sometimes to

please, sometimes to be disposed to please, to

live according to the pleasure of; the latter here.

&quot;Yet&quot; goes back to the same time with &quot;now.&quot;

f&quot; Yet,&quot; i. e., after my call to the apostleship,
and all that has happened to me (SCHAFF).

&quot; It

is equivalent to at this stage, at this late date &quot;

(LioiiTFooT). R.] I should not be a serv
ant of Christ^could make no claim to this

title. As a true servant of Christ, who dares

not act to please men, I must, even though it

should not please men, judge with all sharpness
and severity respecting those who sutrvert the

gospel. &quot;Servant of Christ&quot; is here doubtless

to be taken in its official sense=could make no
claim to the name of a teacher. With how much
right Paul could say so of himself is shown, e. g.,

by 2 Cor. xi. 23 sq.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1 . Apostasy even in the early church. The glimpse
of such scenes of the first Christian Church as our

Epistle speaks of, and as are mentioned by anti

cipation in our section, is instructive. Even in

such as had been brought to the faith by a Paul
himself, a speedy lapse was possible, and yet he

certainly fulfilled his office among them in the

right way, and his activity was blessed. Even the
best preaching cannot overcome the sinful nature
of the human heart. This preserving and making
steadfast in the truth, is a work of the Holy
Ghost, and it goes on, just as growth is wont to do :

through advances and fallings back on account
of the opposing might of the flesh, according to

the account of the Apostle himself. Chap. v. 17.

2. The false teachers. Deflections from evangeli
cal truth, however, are not on this account to be
taken lightly; but on the contrary, very gravely,
as the language of the Apostle in this passage
shows. Paul had full justification in uttering a
curse against the false teachers, and thus giving
them over to everlasting destruction, in the wick
edness they committed with their false teaching;
which was a double one 1

) against persons : they
perplexed their consciences and brought them in

danger of losing the salvation of their souls; 2)

against the cause: they went about to subvert the

gospel of Christ. They made an attack on the

sacred rights of believers, and their conduct was
tnerefore worthy of a curse. That this curse
does not flow from personal mortification, because

they had rejected his teaching, Paul shows

plainly by placing himself under the curse, in

case he should teach differently. Besides, the

anathema is, of course, aimed at this conduct
of the false teachers in itself, and this sharp op
position by no means excluded the wish that

they might themselves see the error of their way,
and themselves come to the knowledge of the

evangelical truth. But this was not the place
for saying this. He expresses himself with

thorough earnestness against the false teachers,

only to open the eyes of the Galatians, and to

release them from the snares in which they had
allowed themselves to be taken. Although in

this earnestness he comes in conflict with men,
he must do what beseems a servant of Christ :

be zealous for Christ and the salvation of His

people.
3. Pleasing men. What Paul says, ver. 10, ap-

fears

to be opposite to 1 Cor. x. 33; but in 1 Cor.

aul speaks of things indifferent, in which a man
may yield somewhat without wounding his con
science (comp. Rom. xv. 2). Here, however, he
means sinful complaisance, where one fashions

his doctrine and preaching according to the sense

of men, in order thus to gain their favor. He
only then is a servant of Christ, who subordinates

unconditionally the favor of men to the favor of

God, who in His official activity does not seek to

make Himself pleasing to men, does not make
this his object. When, however, from time to

time for uninterrupted it can never be the

favor of men falls to his lot, he is to receive it

from God s hand with thankfulness and humility,
as a kind indulgence, which in his manifold con
flicts may be of value. That the servant of

Christ must be on his guard, not to draw upon
himself deservedly the ill-will of the world

through pride and self-will; that he is not in

carnal temper to fly in the face of men, and
hence that he must always examine well whether
his zeal is a spiritual one, or is not becoming a
carnal one, if it were not such from the begin

ning, is indeed self-evident, but cannotbe carefully

enough considered ; as in general the theory
of the relation of human and divine favor is

tolerably simple, but the practice is very dif

ficult.

[4. WORDSWORTH : Not to please men, be

they never so many or great, out of flatness of

spirit, so as, for the pleasing of them, either

1) To neglect any part of our duty towards God
and Christ

; or,

2) To go against our own consciences, by doing
any dishonest or unlawful thing ; or,

3) To do them harm whom we would please, by
confirming them in their errors, flattering
them in their sins, humoring them in their

peevishness, or but even cherishing their

weakness
;
for weakness, though it. may be

borne with, yet it must not be cherished.
But then, by yielding to their infirmities for

a time, in hope to win them, by patiently expect
ing their conversion or strengthening, by restor

ing them with the spirit of meekness, with meek-
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ness instructing them that oppose themselves,
should we seek to please all men. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. &quot;I marvel:&quot; is a word of apostolic
wisdom. LUTHER: St. Paul does not set upon
the Galatiaus with vehement and terrifying
words, but speaks in quite fatherly and friendly
wise with them; and does not only soften down
their fall and error, but excuses them also in a

manner, yet so that he nevertheless also pun
ishes them. Therefore, of all sweet and mild

words, he could hardly have chosen one more fit

than when he says, &quot;I marvel.&quot; RIEGER: In
itself the preservation and perseverance of a man
in good is more to be wondered at than when
there is a stumbling or falling. But the Apostle
says, &quot;I marvel,&quot; in order to express to them

thereby the confidence of something better,
which he has retained on their behalf, and to let

them discover something of the hope, in which he

stands, of begetting them again through the gos

pel unto their first faith.

WiiRT. SUMM. : We are here reminded of our
human weakness. We should endeavor to be so

assured of divine truth in our own heart, as

to be able to persevere therein, though even
an angel would persuade us of something else,

and the whole world would believe otherwise.

Such perseverance is not in our power, however,
but must be obtained from God through prayer
and through diligent use of the divine word,
which alone can make our walk steadfast.

&quot;From him that called you by the grace of

Christ unto another gospel.&quot; RIKGER: A ten

der description of the .good work begun in them.
A feeling contrast with the yoke which some would
now lay upon their necks. SPENER: Whoso
ever will no longer be saved simply through the

frace
of God in Christ falls away from the

ather (and the grace of Christ to another gospel,
even though he holds the other articles of faith.

For so soon as merit is mixed therewith, it is no
more grace.

Apostasy from the truth: 1. how far not to

be wondered at
;

2. how far to be wondered at.

So soon alienated! 1. a word of grief, true

of so many ;
2. a warning word, in relation to

all. An apostatizing tendency, or inconstancy
a radical fault of the human heart: 1. sluggish
an-d immovable, where it is of moment that it

should move and apply itself; 2. so movable
and unsteady where it should abide firm. To
turn ourselves from Him who hath called us:
1. so lightly done; 2. weighs yet so heavily.
Another Gospel! is the world s cry; no other!
must forever remain our answering testimony.

Ver. 7. SPENER: The gospel of Christ will

not let itself be mixed with the doctrine of works,
as if these were necessary to salvation; but as

soon as this is done, the gospel is perverted.
HEDINGER: More taught than God has thought,
is to the gospel quite athwart. The false teach
ers will have Christ s grace, to be sure, but

something of their own works therewith. Gross
error ! Adding more destroys the store.

STARKE: Where Satan cannot persuade men to

open sins, he seeks to perplex their consciences,
and pervert the gospel, which is the only means

of salvation; in this too he very easily suc

ceeds, because the doctrine of works appears
quite agreeable to the reason.

Ver. 8. LUTHER: It is not in vain that St.

Paul sets himself first, and will, first of all, be

accursed, if he shows himself herein worthy of

it. For all excellent workmen are wont also

j

thus to do, namely, to reprehend their own
faults first, for then can they so much the more

freely chide and censure the faults of others.

SPENER: No creature has authority to change
anything in the gospel, or to add thereto, of

. however eminent rank, office, enlightenment, holi

ness, and miraculous power he may be. Not even
the whole Church, nor her teachers, nor her

j

councils and the like. If the change is made, no

inquiry is needed; but it is to be reprobated,
because it is new and another. LANGE: As the

blessing coming out of the gospel is the most

weighty and noble of all, so is the curse which
rests upon the hindering of the blessing through
falsifying the gospel, the greatest of all, one
which remains forever upon soul and body.

Ver. 10. LUTHER: We cannot more hotlj
and bitterly anger the world than by attacking

\

and condemning her wisdom, righteousness,

j ability, and powers. If we now reject and con
demn these highest gifts of the world, that is

truly not to behave feigningly to the world, but
to strive after hate and ill luck, and, moreover,
to get both our hands full of the same. For if

we condemn men with all their doings, it can
never fail but that we must soon take our chance

j

and bring upon ourselves such scorn and envy
i

that we shall be persecuted, hunted, banished,
condemned, and, very likely, even murdered.
SPENER: The sincerity of a teacher, when men
see that his concern is alone to please God, and
not men, is a strong ground for believing that

his teaching is sound and pure. HEDINGER:
Just so ! Whoever in the church, in the state,
in the family, serves men, fears and cowers be
fore men, and, for their sake, bends the right,
flatters and fawns, has trifled away his best

title Christ s servant and disciple. A thunder
stroke ! Whose ears tingle not, when he hears
it ? RIEGER : God ! preserve all thy servants,
that no one, through pride and self-will, may
draw persecution upon himself, and fly in the

faces of men; but grant also that we may not
count persecution, mocking, and contempt as

tokens of our having betrayed the truth, but may
view them and bear them as the marks in the

j

foreheads of thine approved servants !

The earnestness with which Paul opposes the
false teachers: 1. well founded, 2. very signi
ficant for us: should (a) withhold us from the

reception of any unevangelical doctrine; (b)
i strengthen us in the certainty that the gospel,

j

which we have, is the true one. A curse upon
;

him who preaches a false doctrine! 1. A
i fearfully earnest utterance; 2. yet pressingly
i needful

;
3. instructive for all that are waver-

I
ing. Let not every man undertake to be a

teacher, but whoever is, let him take heed what
he teaches. The curse which Paul pronounces
upon himself, if he should preach another gospel,
is a token: 1. how high the gospel stands in

his view; 2. how humbly he thinks of him
self (viewing himself only as a mere instrument,
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as a servant, who has to accomplish what his

Master has commanded him). Not the Church
above the word, but the word above the Church !

Two earnest questions: 1. Which seekest

thou most, man s favor or God s favor? 2.

Which is weightier, man s favor or God s favor?

Man s favor or God s favor? Choose: there is

no third. The right union of unsparingness and
forbearance in our intercourse with men: an

art of difficult attainment. To be entirely un

sparing, and entirely forbearing, each in the

right way, is the Christian s duty in dealing
with men. Man s disfavor,,cotnpared with God s

favor, as insignificant as wholesome, perfects us

in humility, and impels us the more to assure

ourselves of the favor of God.

On the whole section. Lisco: The curse of

the Apostle against the false apostles : I. Whom
it strikes: 1. Necessarily every one, without

exception, who changes the blessing of the

gospel into mischief, and so out of good pre

pares for himself death ; 2. these also who have

deep insight, or other high qualities for serving
the kingdom of God, and yet do not preach it

purely; 3. even an angel himself, if he could

preach another gospel. II. Why must it be ut

tered? 1. He who preaches the gospel must
have a will thereby to serve, not men, but God;
2. through a false gospel men may, indeed, be

attracted, but God views it as blasphemy ;
3.

therefore, he is placed under the curse, who will

serve the gospel, and yet doing so as a man-

pleaser, is found an unfruitful servant of Christ.

The apostasy of believers: 1. is, alas, some
times a fact ;

2. from what does it proceed ?

3. how is it to be remedied? The Apostle s de
meanor: 1. towards the misled: he makes a

complaint and charge ;
but through it all the

full tones of compassion and love are heard
;

2.

towards the misleaders : unsparingly stern even
to denouncing a curse. To fall away from the

gospel is bad, but to subvert the gospel is worse.

TO DESTROY THE INFLUENCE WHICH THE FALSE TEACHERS HAD GAINED IN THE
CHURCHES, PAUL REFUTES THEIR ATTACKS UPON HIS APOSTOLIC DIGNITY,
AND PROVES THEREBY THE FULL AUTHORITY OF HIS PREACHING.

CHAPTER I. 1111. 21.

1. To this end he appeals to the fact that he received his commission to declare the Gospel from
God and Christ Himself through immediate revelation, not from the senior Apostles.

(CHAP. i. 11-24.)

11 But I certify you [Now I declare unto you],
1

brethren, that the gospel which was
12 preached of [tV, by] me is not after man. For I neither received [For neither did

I receive]
2
it of [from] man, neither was I taught it, but by [through] the [omit the]

Jews religion above many my equals [And surpassed in Judaism many of my
age]

6 in mine own nation, being more exceedingly zealous of the traditions of my
15 fathers [or my ancestral traditions]. But when it pleased God,

7 who separated me
16 [set me apart]

8 from my mother s womb, and called me
by

his grace, To reveal

his Son in [within] me, that I might preach him among the heathen [Gentiles] ;

17 immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood : Neither went I up [away]
9
to

Jerusalem to them which [who] were apostles before me ;
but I went [went away] into

18 Arabia, and returned again unto Damascus. Then after three years I went up to

Jerusalem to see Peter [to make the acquaintance of Cephas],
10 and abode with

19 him fifteen days. But other of the apostles saw I none [I did not see], save
20 James the Lord s brother. Now the things which I write unto you, behold, be-

21 fore God I lie not. Afterwards I came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia ;

22 And [but] was unknown by face unto the churches of Judea which were in Christ:

23 But they had heard only [only they were hearing],
11 That he which persecuted us

in times past [who once persecuted us] now preacheth [is now preaching] the faith

24 which once he destroyed [was destroying]. And they glorified God in me.



CHAP. I. 11-24. 2.&quot;,

via pi $10 Seia well attested, adopted by Lachmann and latterly by Tisrhendorf. [Alford rc-

{. K. ami a few others ; Se is adopted liy Wordsworth, Kllicott and Lightlbot, on the authority
versions. &quot;Now I declare, unto you&quot; is taken from K. V., 1 Cor. xv. 1, where the Greek is

indicate

modern

iVer. 11. Thp/tayp/a y
tains yap &amp;lt;&amp;gt;n the authority of H

oftf. A. I&amp;gt;-&quot; . K. U ami ino&amp;gt;t

the same. R.]
*Ver. 12. [Ellicott s rendering given above, ig an alteration made to retain the emphasis on &quot;

I,&quot; and to

that the first negative is not strictly correlative to the second. &quot;From&quot; instead of
&quot;of,&quot;

in conformity with

U8ag
Ver. 12. [The geniti vo I r, &amp;lt;r o v X p t cr T o is a subjective genitive. See EXEO. NOTES. B.]
Ver. 13.

[ lovSaio-ftcp is better rendered literally. So in ver. 14. R.]
*Ver. 13. [The sense of the imperfect, eiropSovc, is best expressed thus. Schaff renders : &quot;labored to destroy.&quot;

The same change in ver. 23. R.|
Ver. 14. [Schaff thus renders it. The E. V. is unusually unsatisfactory here; the airof Ayd/ vov, &amp;lt;r vvij AIK t &amp;lt;u TOS

means &quot;

contemporaries.&quot; R.]
T Ver. 15. O &amp;lt;r 6 9 of Rec. is rejected by Tischendorf, and bracketted by Lachmann. K. has the words [so also A. D.

K. L., many cursives and versions; retained by Ellicott, Wordsworth. There are paradiplomatic reasons for retaining it,

but if a gloss, undoubtedly a correct one. R.]
Ver. 15. [&quot;Separated&quot;

has a local sense not intended here. R.]
Ver. 17. Of the two reading* a vy A 9 o v (Rec.) and &amp;lt;1 TT ij A d o v, about equally attested, the second is decidedly pre-

&quot;

les theferable on internal grounds. Not only does lull . more formal and sharper antithesis; ovSe anri\dov aAAa
air&amp;gt;)A0oi ,

but the former betrays itself as a correction from the fact that liVJfXOftM or avaftaivia is generally used of the

journey to Jerusalem, as in ver. 18. Wieseler. tf. has av^dov. [adopted by Tischendorf, Wordsworth. B. D. F. have on-^A-

Bov; adopted by Lachmann, Meyer, Wieseler, Alford, Ellicott; Lightfoot is doubtful. &quot;Went away&quot; follows the latter

10 Ver. 18. Instead of Uirpov (Rec.), K r) &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

i v is to be read, as also in ii. 9, 11, 14. So al .

suppressed by the Greek gloss, hence in ii. 7. 8, where Paul himself wrote the Greek name, the variation Krj^xi? is not fou

[So all modern editors. lo-Topijerai means more than to see,
&quot; to visit, to make the acquaintance of.&quot; R.]

The Hebrew name was
nd

Ver. 23. [The English text has been amended to bring out the force of the Greek imperfects. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 11. Now I declare unto you not
after man. [Literally: &quot;I make known unto

you as respects the gospel, the one preached by
me, that it is not according to man.&quot; R.] To
the warm burst of feeling succeeds the composed
statement of reasons. Accordingly we have the

formal yvupiCu, and the address &quot;brethren,&quot;

which also shows that Paul, although in the in

troduction he gives no peculiar title of honor to

the Galatian Christians, feels himself to be still

standing in the fraternal relation to them. He
takes this as his starting point with them, be

cause his aim in what follows is to bring them
back and win them again from their error. He
first justifies his preceding rebuke by the dis

tinct and formal assurance that his teaching is

not of man. Of course this was not something en

tirely new to the church, yet it had, doubtless,

been at first a merely tacit presupposition in

connection with the Apostle s preaching, without

having been expressly emphasized : hence the

yvuptfa ;
after it had been called in question, it

must be definitely affirmed.

The gospel which was preached by
me is most naturally referred to the preaching
of the gospel among the Galatians, although
self-evidently the same declaration was of gen
eral validity. Ow Kara a vdpuirov literally :

&quot; not according to man,&quot; not after the fashion of

man, not man s work. This applies not immediate

ly to its origin, but to its character, which how
ever is especially and primarily conditioned by
its origin (ver. 12). The sequel shows the

phrase to be nearly equivalent in sense to

&quot;scholastic&quot; [schulmassig].
Ver. 12. For neither did I receive

it of man, neither was I taught it.

&quot;Neither did I
&quot; = any more than the Twelve.

By the denial of any human origin of his

gospel he asserts his equal rank with the

other Apostles. The sentence receives a simple
exposition when compared with ver. 1, which it

more closely explains. The first and negative
part:

&quot; neither did I receive it from man, neither
was I taught it,&quot; is an explanation of &quot;not of

men, neither through man,&quot; while the second

part, &quot;but through revelation from Jesus Christ,&quot;

is an explanation of &quot;through Jesus Christ and
God the Father,&quot; which is afterwards made yet
more definite (vers. 15, 16). [LIGHTFOOT : The
idea of the preposition (napd) is sufficiently
wide to include both the an6 and did of ver.

l.-R.]
Through revelation from Jesus Christ.
This is commonly explained as merely a

giving of instruction respecting the contents
of the gospel, and there is then a difficulty
as to when Christ gave to Paul this aTro-
K -a /I v

T/&amp;gt;

i f , discovery. Here Iqaov Xptffro*
is taken as gen. subj. = the revelation which
Jesus Christ gave. MEYER explains it of reve
lations received soon after the event near Da
mascus, of which, however, there is no mention
in the Acts. Others, with reason, refuse to as

sume any such revelations, but explain the &quot; re

velation&quot; as identical with the actual appearance
of Christ on the way to Damascus, through
which Paul received certainty of that which is

precisely the essence of the gospel, namely,
&quot;Jesus the Son of God.&quot; They are led to this,

moreover, by a just instinct, that it is not the

developed contents of that which Paul taught,
that is here in question. This explanation,
therefore, is quite correct, and Paul s reference
here is solely to the fact of that appearance on
the way. Yet he has in view chiefly, not a re

ceiving of instruction thereby, but his call to the

apostleship itself, for this was a call &quot; to preach
the gospel&quot; (see also ver. 18), and therefore a

&quot;receiving the
gospel.&quot;

The expression, that

he had received the gospel through revelation

from Jesus Christ, has primarily the simple
meaning, that through this he had been called and

appointed to preach. In the phrase
&quot;

through
revelation,&quot; etc., Iqoov XpiaTov is at all events
the subjective genitive, for Christ is in any case
to be regarded as active in the installation of the

Apostle (ver. 1), and hence in his call to preach.
As the object of this &quot;

revelation&quot; we are to

understand not the contents of the gospel, but
more simply Christ Himself, hence it is by
Christ s revealing Himself to me. This view is,

it is true, in apparent contradiction to the
&quot;

taught&quot; immediately preceding, which seems
to point to a definitely developed doctrine, but
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only in apparent contradiction. It is only in

the negative that he speaks of &quot;

being taught ;&quot;

in order to deny most entirely the human calling

to preach, Paul denies also the &quot;

being taught ;&quot;

he did not, he says, first receive in a course of

school instruction, his equipment, authorization

and capacity to preach, hence not in a secondary,
derived manner, as a scholar (of the Apostles).

Over against this human origin, Paul now sim

ply asserts his &quot; revelation from Jesus Christ.&quot;

which need not be complemented by
&quot;

taught&quot;

an expression in itself awkward too but merely

by
(&amp;lt;

received.&quot; In what immediately follows it

is not &quot;through revelation from Jesus Christ,&quot;

eo much as the negative
&quot; neither was I taught

it,&quot;
that is proven. For in vers. 15, 16, where

&quot;

through revelation&quot; has to be touched, it is

mentioned properly only as a historical notice,

in order to mark the transition from the first

period of his life to the second, hence only in

the subordinate clause. From this, however,
the conclusion cannot of course be drawn; &quot;I

was taught through revelation from Jesus

Christ;&quot; for this reason first, that then we
should expect a detailed statement of this posi
tive side. But all that was to be said on the posi
tive side, had been said already in the short (h a~o-

a/li i/jwf Ii/rroii \piarnv because here a simple fact

only was in question ;
on the other hand the &quot;re

ceived from man&quot; and &quot;

taught&quot; could have taken

place in many ways and at different times, might
have been of long continuance; and on this ac

count the demonstration was needed that there

had been no point of time whatever, when such
instruction from the senior Apostles (whom he
has in mind throughout in &quot;from

man&quot;),
could

have taken place, since at first he has been hostile

to Christianity, and after his calling had never
lived in intercourse with the senior Apostles,

though at the same time he had already preached
the gospel. And, he proceeds to say in chap, ii.,

when afterwards, he was once somewhat longer
with them, he then appeared as a fully equal
Apostle, and was so acknowledged; hence there

could no longer be any talk of his occupying the

place of a pupil.

[Since the design of the Apostle in what fol

lows is to prove that his doctrine as well as his

apostleship was God-given, that He was &quot;

taught
of God,&quot; it seems more natural to refer &quot;revela

tion from Jesus Christ,&quot; to instruction as well

as to calling to the apostleship. WORDSWORTH
calls attention to the force of a?Jld, which he
considers to be here

&quot;except&quot; &quot;save&quot; &quot;nor

was I taught it except by revelation.&quot; He was
deodidanTog. And this view is further sustained

by the omission of the article before the noun,
which is not rendered definite either by the geni
tive following or by the fact that there was but
one revelation (Paul undoubtedly had many).
To what instructive revelation does he refer ?

Undoubtedly to that on the way to Damascus,
but not to that exclusively. Nor to any partic-
- 1 - revelation soon after his conversion (AQUI
NAS, MEYER, ELLICOTT, ALFORD, who suggest
the sojourn in Arabia, ver. 17, as the probable
time), but to the revelation on the way to Da
mascus as &quot; the fundamental and central illumina

tion,&quot;
&quot; followed by special revelation&quot; at differ

ent periods of hie life. Comp. Acts xxii. 17;

xxiii. 11 ;
1 Cor. xi. 13; 2 Cor. xii. 1 sq. ;

Gal.

ii. 2. SCHAFF. Schmoller s view on this point
colors his notes on the entire section. R.]

Ver. 13. For ye heard of my conversa
tion in time past, etc. HOW far this statement

is meant to confirm the previous proposition

(yap), has just been indicated. Perhaps, how

ever, he also emphasizes his former Jewish zeal,

with particular reference to his Judaistic oppo-
sers. He wishes thereby to call attention to the

fact that his present anti-Judaistic position does

not result from any want of acquaintance with

Judaism, but that, on the contrary, it rests upon
only too intimate an acquaintance with it.

Iov6alafi6f: the word in itself, it is true,

signifies nothing more than the Jewish religion ;

yet Paul, in this connection, evidently throws
more meaning into it, joining with it the addi

tional idea : Jewish zealotism. Only thus is a

proper meaning given to &quot;

surpassed in Judaism&quot;

(ver. 14). This again finds its explanation in

how that beyond measure I persecuted, etc.

&quot; He was really engaged in the work of destruc

tion, not merely in that of disturbance.&quot; MEYER.
Ver. 14. In mine own nation. Liter

ally &quot;race,&quot;
the people are regarded as a single

race, descending from the same ancestor. My
ancestral traditions: not the Pharisaic tradi

tions or the Mosaic law, together with those

traditions, but teachings which the fathers of

the collective people held (see WIESELER). The

phrase :
&quot; the traditions of my fathers,&quot; in itself,

describes only the doctrinal and ritual definitions

respecting the Jewish worship which then ob

tained, though, of course, resting on the Mosaic
law as their foundation. But Paul, in calling
himself a zealot, who surpassed many of his

contemporaries, has undoubtedly in view chiefly
his observance of these usages according to the

peculiarly strict rule of Pharisaism. [SCHAFF:
&quot;The word Trapdrioaic,, tradition, which figures
so prominently in the Roman Catholic contro

versy, in the general sense, embraces everything
which is taught and handed down, either orally
or in writing, or in both ways, from generation
to generation ;

in the particular sense it may be
used favorably of the divine doctrine, and even
of Christianity itself, as is the case 1 Cor. xi. 2

(E. V. ordinances instead of traditions );

2 Thess. ii. 15 ; iii. 6, or unfavorably of the

human additions to, and perversions of the re

ligion of the Old or New Testament, in which
case it is generally more clearly defined as the

traditions of the elders or of men, as Matt,

xxv. 2; Mark vii. 3, 5, 8; Col. ii. 8. In our pas
sage it means the whole Jewish religion, or mode
of worship, divine and human; but in the Phari
saic sense, as opposed to Christianity.&quot; LIGHT-
FOOT S paraphrase is excellent : &quot;My early edu
cation is a proof that I did not receive the gospel
from man. I was brought up in a rigid school of

ritualism, directly opposed to the liberty of the

gospel. I was from age and temper a staunch
adherent of the principles of that school. Act

ing upon them, I relentlessly persecuted the

Christian brotherhood. No human agency, there

fore, could have brought, about the change. It

required a direct interposition from God.&quot; R.]
Vers. 15, 10. But when it pleased God.
In the interest of his demonstration of the in-
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dependence of his apostolate, as respects men,
he here studiously emphasizes the activity of

God in conferring it, going back even to the di

vine ordination thereto at his very conception.

[LioiiTFOOT: &quot;Observe how words are accumu
lated to tell upon the one point on which he is

insisting the sole agency of God as distinct

from his own efforts.&quot; K.] From my moth
er s womb=when he was yet in his mother s

womb, he was already set apart as an Apostle.

[SCHAFF: &quot;Comp. Jerem. i. 6; Isa. xlix. 1. The
decree of redemption is eternal as God s love and

omniscience, but its temporal realization begins
in each individual case with the natural birth,

and more properly with the gospel call and the

spiritual birth. He refers, however, here more

particularly to his call to the apostleship, for

which he was set apart or destined, elected

and dedicated by a Divine act. Comp. the same

term, Rom. i. 1
;
Acts xiii. 2.&quot; R.] His calling

followed afterwards near Damascus. In the Acts,

Christ s appearance only is mentioned; here

Paul takes up the event with a more doctrinal

reference, and hence refers this appearance to

its first cause, God. This, of course, implies no

discrepancy with the narrative of the Acts.

Although appearances favor such a view,
&quot;

called&quot;

does not denote an earlier act, preceding the

revelation (ver. 1C) which, therefore, refers to

subsequent revelations (MEYER). [The aorist

participle, /caArf, in this connection, at first

sight, seems to refer to an act prior to the &quot; rev

elation,&quot; not, however, necessarily long before.

It does not mean a -calling
&quot;

in the Divine mind,
as some infer from its connection with &quot;set

apart;&quot;
but most probably the Divine act which,

&quot;by
means of His grace,&quot; resulted immediately

in his conversion, when the revelation was made.
ELLICOTT :

&quot; The moving cause of the call was the

Divine pleasure; the mediating cause, the bound
less grace of God; the instrument, the heaven
sent voice or revelation; the purpose of the

setting apart, the call and the revelation alike

was, &quot;that I might preach him among the Gen
tiles.&quot; &quot;To reveal&quot; depends on &quot;

pleased,&quot; not
on &quot;called.&quot;]!.]

So then &quot;reveal&quot; is only the explanation of

the &quot;calling ;&quot;
more precisely: there is thereby

indicated what took place at the calling, namely,
the enlightenment and conviction then effected.

For this reason also, because the calling comes
into mention only as respects its result, he speaks
only of revealing &quot;His Son within me.&quot; Ac
cordingly Paul, in this passage, indeed, says
nothing of having had an outward appearance of

Christ. But, that Paul, in the expression, to
reveal his Son within me, was thinking of a

definite, individual fact, which was connected
with a definite locality, the city or the neighbor
hood of the city of Damascus, and not of a purely
internal event, appears most clearly from what
follows ver. 17, &quot;returned

again.&quot; &quot;Had the
event of his conversion been a purely inward
one, his recollection of the locality where it oc
curred would not, more than twenty years after,
have still forced itself so strongly into the fore

ground that, in describing only the general inner
result of that revolution, he would have been
constrained at once to think of Damascus.&quot;

PARET, Jahrbiicher fur deutsche Theologie, 1858.

H. 1. Furthermore and principally, the whole

proof which Paul here brings for his apos
tolic parity rests upon the fact that he had

really and truly had an appearance of the Risen
One. &quot; I have not been called by men, but just
as truly as the older Apostles, by Christ Himself
to be an

Apostle,&quot;
is his fundamental thought:

how could he be thinking on a mere internal

event, a vocation by Christ only in spirit? With
that, instead of his equality, his difference from
the others would have been established. There
fore, if any conclusion is justified, it is this:

Paul has here in his eye the event related in the

Acts; presupposing, however, the outward oc

currence as well known, he avails himself only
of that element of it which has pertinence here,

namely, that he was inwardly enlightened con

cerning Christ, that Christ was revealed to his
inner eye, to faith. Of his conversion in itself,

Paul does not speak here, or only so far as it

was a condition of his capacity for the apostle-
ship, as through it the &quot;

calling
&quot;

to be an Apos
tle became a reality. He dates his calling,
therefore, from the moment of his conversion.

Therefore, he continues: that I might preach
him among the Gentiles. Him whom God has
revealed to him as His Son, he was, and is still

(therefore the present), to declare as such; this

is the gospel which he received &quot;through reve
lation from Jesus Christ&quot; (ver. 12), this &quot;the

gospel which was preached by me&quot; (ver. 11).
Ei&amp;gt; TO Zf Itiveaiv: among the Gentile nations,
therefore kv, not the dative. For Paul preached
not merely to the Gentiles, but among the Gen
tile nations, first to the Jews dwelling among
them, and only then to the heathen themselves.

Immediately I conferred not with flesh
and blood. Eiflewf, of course, belongs strictly
not to the negative sentence immediately follow

ing, but to the affirmative sentence: &quot;went away
into Arabia,&quot; it does not, however, exclude a
brief previous activity in Damascus, since the

Apostle was only concerned to prove that he did
not go out from Damascus in any other direction
than Arabia, and particularly that he did not go
to Jerusalem. &quot;I conferred not,&quot;. 1 addressed
no communication to flesh and blood, in order to

receive instruction and direction &quot;flesh and
blood

;&quot;
here merely one clothed with a mor

tal body, therefore in sense equivalent simply to

Man. The conception is thus strongly ex

pressed, because Man appears here in antithesis

with God.
Ver. 17. Neither went I away to Jerusa

lem to them who were apostles before
me. This is the only distinction which he con
cedes between himself and them. Into Arabia.
&quot; This Arabian journey is to be regarded as his

first essay of foreign labor, and it is, by ri deuf,

put in connection with the purpose of the divine

revelation, that he should preach the gospel
among the heathen.&quot; (MEYER). Yet I would
not on this account wholly reject the other con

jectures that have been offered as to the purpose
of this journey, such as seeking protection from
the Jews, &quot;severing himself from pressure of

the national spirit,&quot;
and partially also, perhaps

to prepare himself in stillness for his work.
This journey into Arabia is not mentioned in the

Acts, probably because it was of short duration
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and therefore perhaps not known to Luke ;
it is, &amp;gt; to be reckoned among the Apostles and identified

with most probability, placed in the time of the with James, the son of Alpheus, and so &quot;brother&quot;

&quot;many days,&quot;
Acts ix. 23; the flight from Da-

1

to be taken in the sense of &quot; cousin
;&quot;

or &quot;save&quot;

*

(e I
&quot;

is to be referred only to &quot; I did not see

another one of the apostles I did not see, but I

saw only James. Grammatically the former is

decidedly the less difficult
;
but the identifica-

mascus must therefore be placed at the end of

this second visit there. [Two questions arise :

1. as to the place,; 2. the object of this sojourn.
1. Although &quot;the desert region about Damas
cus&quot; may have been the place (since Justin in- tion with James, the son of Alpheus, is attended

eludes Damascus in Arabia, and Xenophon ap- with great difficulties. Comp. WIESELER in loco.

Besides this impression is evidently conveyed,
that Paul by the special addition he appends to

the name, wishes to distinguish this James from
the Apostles, not to include him in their number.

plies the name to the region beyond the Euphrates,
Anab. I. 5), yet Paul is always more definite in his

geographical statements than most ancient au

thors, and as in the only other place where
Arabia is mentioned in the N. T. (Gal. iv. 25),
it must mean the Sinaitic peninsula, it seems de

cidedly preferable to refer it to that locality in

For this reason the second interpretation is to

be preferred. Although not an Apostle, this

James could still be mentioned by Paul, as

this case. Besides, as LIQHTFOOT well remarks, done here, along with the Twelve, because he

any other view &quot;

deprives this visit of a signi- had a standing well-nigh apostolic. Respecting
ficance which, on a more probable hypothesis, it

[

the question how the James mentioned chap. ii.

possesses in relation to this crisis of St. Paul s 9, is related to this Janaes, see remarks on that

life.&quot; If iv. 25 refers to &quot;

Hagar
&quot;

as the Arabic I passage. &quot;The notice that at that time Paul
name of Sinai, the argument is conclusive, for , only saw Peter and James in Jerusalem, does

he was not likely to have heard this name any- 1 not conflict with the indefinite roif

where but on the spot. If it be a mere geogra
phical remark, then it is a very indefinite one,

granting that Paul here uses &quot;Arabia
&quot; with so

extended a signification. 2. &quot;Paul s object in

this residence in Arabia, as seems most probable
from the context, was not to preach the gospel
but to enjoy a season of undisturbed preparation

Acts ix. 27, but authentically defines it.&quot; MEYER.

[The interpretation turns upon the much dis

cussed question what is meant by &quot;the brethren
of the Lord,&quot; for unless this James can be iden

tified with James, the son of Alpheus, he is not
an Apostle. The view of LIGHTFOOT, ALFORD
and others that he might be an Apostle, and yet

for his high and holy calling. This period, not of the Twelve, seems altogether untenable,

therefore, belongs more properly to the history | Only one point is undisputed: This James is the

of the Apostle s inward life ; and this affords the
|

one who was frequently called by the church

simplest explanation of the silence of the book i fathers &quot;bishop of Jerusalem,&quot; and also &quot;the

of Acts respecting it. It was for him a sort of Just.&quot; Whether he were an Apostle, whether
substitute for the three years personal inter- he wrote the general Epistle, whether referred
course with the Lord, enjoyed by the other Apos- to again in this Epistle, are open questions,
ties&quot; (SCHAFF, Apostolic Church, p. 236). This Without entering into an extended discussion,
view of the object confirms the opinion that the

j

it will suffice to mention the leading views and
Sinaitic peninsula was the locality. Where Moses their bearing on this passage, referring the
and Elijah had been before him, Paul went.
&quot;Thus in the wilderness of Sinai, as on the
mount of transfiguration, the three dispensations
met in one

;&quot; Law, Prophecy and Gospel ; Moses,
Elijah and Paul. Comp. LIGHTFOOT, p. 87 sq. ;

STANLEY, Sinai and Palestine, p. 50. R.]
Ver. 18. Then after three years. To be

reckoned probably from his calling to the apos-
tleship ; for he means : I did not go up at once
to Jerusalem, but only three years after. This
is the first journey of Paul to Jerusalem, Acts
ix. 26. I a rop f/oai K.=in order to become per
sonally acquainted with Cephas, not: in order to
obtain instruction from him. The more precise
expression is therefore designedly chosen. Fif
teen days. Had it been in itself possible that
Paul at this time received instruction, still a
course of instruction strictly so called, a school

ing under the senior Apostles would not have
been possibl short a time. Hence the

length of his stay is expressly mentioned. [Nor
does the singling out, of Peter prove anything
more than his prominence among the Twelve

;

Paul puts himself on a par with all the Apostles,
including Peter. R.]

Ver. 19. But other of the apostles I did
not see. &quot;Apostle

&quot;

must be taken in the strict
sense of the Twelve, since it is precisely his

j

was seen,&quot; be distinguished from &quot; the twelve
parity with these that Paul wishes to make out. (ver. 5) and &quot;all the Apostles&quot; in the same
Therefore James the Lord s brother is either verse.

reader to special dissertations. There are three

principal theories. That the brethren of the

Lord were 1. the sons of Joseph and Mary ;
2. the

sons of Joseph by a former wife
;

3. the cousins

of our Lord, either the sons of the Virgin s sister,

or the sons of Joseph s brother, etc. 1 and 2

are the older views
;
3 originated with Jerome.

On this latter theory alone can we identify

James, the brother of our Lord, with James,
the son of Alpheus, for the other theories imply
that Joseph, not Alpheus, was his father. But this

theory is with difficulty supported, for not

only did it originate in an attempt to justify and
thus enjoin virginity in man as well as woman,
but it has always been forced to call to its aid

mere conjectures. Hence, if it be rejected, our
verse means that Paul saw none other of the

Apostles, but he did see the Lord s brother. To
which view we are in a measure forced also by
the statement of John (vii. 5: &quot;neither did his

brethren believe in
him&quot;)

after the twelve were
chosen. &quot;Comp. John vi. 67, where &quot; the twelve &quot;

are spoken of. That his brethren were after

wards believers is stated (Acts i. 14, where they
are mentioned in distinction from the Apostle
the reason of the so speedy conversion may
found in 1 Cor. xv. 7

speey
,
if &quot; Ja

s);
be

ames,&quot; of whom &quot; he
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As between 1 and 2, it may be remarked, that

it seems more natural to consider the brethren of

our Lord the sons of Mary, were it not for two

reasons, first, the instinctive repugnance (Jos.
ADD. ALEXANDER) to such a view, and secondly,
the fact that the dying Saviour committed His

mother to another than these brethren, a strange

fact, were they her own sons. Still these are

not insuperable objections. The whole ques
tion is an open one, and it was only necessary
to discuss it here so far as to decide upon the

meaning of this particular passage. The reader

is referred to LANGE S Commentary, Matthew, p.

255 sq., where LANGE defends the modified cousin-

theory, and SCHAFF advocates at length the first

view stated above. Also to LANGE S Commentary,

James, p. 9 sq. ; SCHAFF, Monograph on James,

Berlin, 1842 ; ALFORD, Prolegomena, Epistle of

James, Comp. the authorities quoted by these

writers. The best classification and history of

opinions will be found in LIGHTFOOT, Dissertat.

II., p. 247 sq., which has been freely used in the

mark also belongs to the proof that he had not

been a disciple of the Apostles, for had he stood
in near connection with them, he could not but
have become known to the churches of Judea.
The churches of Judea, t. e., outside of

Jerusalem. [The phrase which are in Christ
Jesus, doubtless means &quot; which are incorpo
rated with Him who is the head&quot; (ELLICOTT),
yet it is also used to distinguish the bodies of be
lievers from other bodies, of Jews, for example.
ALFORD :

&quot;By
thus showing the spirit with which

the churches of Judea were actuated toward him,
he marks more strongly the contrast between
them and the Galatian Judaizers.&quot; R.]

Ver. 23. Is now preaching the faith.

UiffTic here also not=Christian doctrine [it being
very doubtful, as ELLICOTT remarks, whether

iriane ever has in the N. T., this more distinctly

objective sense, so frequent in ecclesiastical

writers. See also the valuable note of LIGHTFOOT,

p. 152, sq. on the word &quot;faith.&quot; R.], but=
Faith; he preached that men should believe, as

above remarks. He, however, defends the sec- I well as, of course, what they should believe,

ond theory. As regards this passage, it seems I Formerly he sought by persecution to hinder men
on the whole best to consider this James 1. as not

[

from believing in Christ, that is, he was destroy-
identical with the son of Alpheus; 2. as not an

Apostle. Both points are involved in the exegesis
of the passage, but as el

firj
is susceptible of either

?aith.

Ver. 24. In me. Paul is not only regarded
as the occasion of the praise, but as the founda-

interpretation, these results must be reached on
|

tion on which their faith rested. &quot; With this

other than grammatical grounds. The groundsfor impression which Paul then made upon the con-

the above opinions cannot be stated at length, but gregations in Judea, the hateful plotting of the

may be found in the more extended discussions.

-R.]
rw,[WORDSWORTH:

&quot; Paul s meeting with Peter

and James. Peter cordially received him. Fif

teen days ; ample time for Peter to have seen what
I was, and to have proclaimed me to the world as

a deceiver, if the Gospel which I preached was
not consistent with his own. Therefore they who
cavil at me involve Peter also in the charge of

conniving at error and delusion.&quot; But thus in

dicating his respect for Peter and James, &quot; he

Judaizers in Gralatia against him stood in striking
contrast. Therefore the added clause.&quot; MEYER.

[ELLICOTT: &quot;The preposition in such cases as the

present, points to the object as being, as it were,
the sphere in which, or the substratum on which
the action takes place.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. How Paul was taught. A right understand

ing of ver. 12, according to which Paul here de-

wisely guards himself against any imputations nies only that his calling and preparation to be an
on the part of his Judaizing adversaries, that he, &amp;lt; Apostle (a preacher of the gospel) was through
a new Apostle, was liable to the charge of dispa- j men, is by no means inconsistent with assuming,

raging the original Apostles of Christ. And he as in any case is necessary, that Paul learned the

prepares the way for what he is about to say
the next chapter concerning his resistance to

St. Peter.&quot; R.]
Ver. 20. Now the things which I write

unto you. Ver. 20 contains a solemn assev

eration, which has its ground in the importance
of the account just given for the Apostle s pur-

historical particulars of the life of Jesus not by
immediate intuition, but through the testimony
of men, as indeed the Apostle in other passages

unhesitatingly expresses the traditional charac

ter of his historical knowledge, as in 1 Cor. xv.

1 ; ix. 14; vii. 10, 25; also xi. 23. Comp. on this

the instructive article of PARET, &quot;Paul and

pose, namely, to prove his own apostolic dignity. ! Jesus.&quot; Jahrbiicher fur deutschc Theologie B. 3,

[Ver. 21. Into the regions of Syria and ! H. 1, 1858. &quot;The passage in the Galatians,&quot; re-

Cilicia; No mention is made of his going into ! marks PARET, &quot;becomes, in fact, first fairly in-

Syria in the narrative in the Acts, but he is said
j

telligible by assuming as above. Just because

to have been brought down to Cesnrea, and sent

forth to Tarsus (in Cilicia), where Barnabas
afterwards went to seek him (Acts ix. 30; xi.

25). There is no discrepancy. Paul may have

gone to Antioch on his way to Cilicia, or returned
that way in his labors before Barnabas came for

him ;
or the expression here may be indefinite,

since &quot;

Syria and Cilicia
&quot;

appears in history al

most as a generic geographical term, the more

important district being mentioned first. Comp.
CONY, and Howsox. 1. pp. 104, 105. LANGE S

Comm., Acts, p. 182 R.]
Ver. 22. And I was unknown. This re-

Paul was remitted, in respect to particulars, to

the testimony of others, could his opposers make
the attempt to represent his whole knowledge
and teaching, and ultimately his faith in Jesus

itself, as something merely derivative, to con
struct the whole man, as it were, out of purely
external Christian influences, human in imme
diate origin, and thereby to depress him in the

esteem of his churches below the Apostolic eleva

tion, to pluce him on one level with common
Christians, and to dispute his right to make valid

decisions in the domain of doctrine and discipline.
If his antagonists thus made this one side promi-
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ncnt, in a one-sided, unintelligent way, Paul was

constrained, accordingly, to bring the other side

forward in the strongest light: to show that it

was not from men or through any man that he

from a peisecutor had become an Apostle, but

through Jesus Christ Himself, whom he had seen

alive; that his gospel was not a school task got

by heart, but rested upon a revelation of Jesus.&quot;

But according to the representation of the course

of events in our chapter, according to which Paul

for three years did not come at all, and then

came only for a very short time, into contact

with the senior Apostles, we must assume that

he did not derive even his knowledge of the his

torical particulars of the life of Jesus from these,

but from other Christians ; possibly from Ana
nias. In view of the attack which his apostolic
rank suffered, compared with that of the senior

Apostles, even this circumstance is of moment to

him, although it was not from the beginning pre
cisely the result of design.

[It will appear from the exegetical notes on

ver. 12, how labored an effort is required to sup
port the view, that Paul does not intend to assert

here that he had learned his gospel through re

velation from Jesus Christ. Of course on any
theory of inspiration, save that mechanical one,
which ignores the human element, it will be ad
mitted that Paul learned the facts of the life and
death of Christ from human lips; but that must
be a narrow view of the gospel as Paul preached
it, which could limit his &quot;

being taught it
&quot;

to

such human statements. &quot; Paul does not mean
here the outward historical information concern

ing the life of Christ, but the internal exhibition

of Christ to his spiritual sense as the Messiah,
and the only and all-sufficient Saviour of the

world, and the unfolding of the true import of

His death and resurrection
;
in other words the

spiritual communication of the gospel system of

eaving truth as taught by him in his sermons
and Epistles&quot; (SCHAFF). It is more in accordance
both with Paul s argument here, and with the

actual phenomena of his history to believe that

after the revelation on the way to Damascus there

were &quot;subsequent special disclosures of the Spi
rit, respecting single points of Christian doctrine

and practice; for we are to conceive the inspira
tion of the Apostles in general as not merely an

act, done once for all, but a permanent influence

and state, varying in strength as occasion re

quired&quot; (SCHAFF). ELLICOTT very judiciously
remarks: &quot;On the one hand we may reverently

presume that all the fundamental truths of the

Gospel would be/w% revealed to St. Paul before

he commenced preaching; so, on the other, it

might have been ordained, that (in accordance
with the laws of our spiritual nature) its deeper
mysteries and profounder harmonies should be
seen and felt through the practical experiences
of his apostolical labors.&quot; R.]

2. The Revelation from Jesus Christ. Paul has
been called by the Lord Himself to the apostle-

ship, as well as the other Apostles, with the sin

gle exception that they were called by the Lord
in His state of humiliation, he by the Lord in

His state of exaltation; this is the fundamental

truth, which stands to the Apostle immovably firm,

and on which he founded the whole proof of his

apostolic parity. There can therefore be no doubt

that he was conscious of an objective appearance
of Christ, in the well known occurrence on the

way to Damascus, and we have in the decision
with which Paul himself in this doctrinal trea

tise, in opposition to hostikly disposed antago
nists, asserts this immediateness of his calling

through Christ, the simplest and surest proof for

the historical character of the narrative respect
ing the conversion of Paul contained in the Acts.

For, as has been already remarked in the exegesis,
we are of course not to think of a merely internal
vocation a calling in spirit. Such a notion would
take away from the proof which Paul is setting
forth its very ground and foundation. It is true
that in it a spiritual operation, an operation of

the Spirit of God upon the mind of the Apostle,
also took place (&quot;to

reveal within
me&quot;),

but on

ly in consequence of the objective outward appear
ance of Christ. This itself was, first of all, the de

ciding and penetrating power: upon it all turned.
And very naturally. That Christ had risen and
was living, became by means of this at once a cer

tainty to Paul. This, however, involved almost

necessarily that total revolution of all his views
and of the direction of his life, which followed.
For Paul was a man who even previously stood

upon the foundation of Israelitish faith, and
whose faith in the Messiah was in itself steadfast,
and who had even been misled by this to take his

hostile position against Jesus and His cause, un
der the delusion that the dignity of Messiah was
claimed for Him presumptuously. So much the
more overpowering must the impression of the
actual appearance of Christ, who was thereby
manifested as risen and exalted to Heaven, have
been upon him. This was a sudden collapse of
the system held fast with so much zeal, a sudden
conviction of the nothingness of that persuasion
to which he had so energetically clung, and,
moreover, a conviction through fact, against
which therefore there was nothing more to object.
As it would have been almost incomprehensible
if that effect had not followed, which did follow,
so on the other hand this effect presupposes the
definite cause which is related in the Acts, and
indicated by the Apostle himself in this passage.

[That the conversion of Paul must necessarily
follow the actual appearance of Jesus Christ to

him, is not to be assumed in order to establish

the fact of such appearance ; for as in the nar
rative prominence is given to the actual revela

tion to Paul, here the stress is laid by the Apostle
himself on the other fact, the revelation of Christ
within him; both facts are essential in accounting
for the conversion of Paul, and for Christianity it

self. R.] That the Apostle in this passage by &quot;re

velation from Christ,&quot; &quot;to reveal His Son within

me,&quot; means primarily only the external revela-

tion at his conversion is, of course, not incon,

sistent with his having received subsequent rev

elations, such as that mentioned in Acts xxii. 17,

\vhich, however, as an tlvai iv twrrdrrf/, apprurs 10

be distinguished from that first fundamental one,
or such as are alluded to in 2 Cor. xii., and be
sides immediately afterwards in this Epistle ii. 2.

(Comp. 1 Tim. i. 13).
3. The calling of Paul. The conversion of Paul

according to his own representation is to be viewed

essentially as a call to the apostleship. Although
at the same time his conversion was of course lor
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him persimtilly, of the greatest moment, and un- I passage Paul contemplates bis previous life from

doubiedly the condition of his apostolic activity i no other point of view, and certainly therefore

(comp. 1 Tim. i. 14), yd strictly speaking the ap- does not designate himself as one set apart even

pearance on the way to Damascus had as its end
the calling to the apostleship as well, and not mere

ly his personal conversion 10 Christianity. Indeed,

from his mother s womb, because he thought
that before his conversion he possessed qualities
for the sake of which God had culled him. It is

according to the Apostle s own conception, the true his natural gifts and- his acquirements of

eighth chapter of Acts would be better entitled: knowledge served to capacitate him for his voca

The Calling of Paul. In this relation of the

event to the whole church inasmuch as it spe

cially concerned the calling of an Apostle, that

which is extraordinary in it, namely, the reve

lation of Christ finds its explanation. This event

appears also as a call to the apostleship accord

ing to the representation of the Apostle in Acts
ix. 15; xxii. 15: xxvi. 17, that is, it was first

made known to Ananias, but in immediate con
nection with the wonderful scene, so that the

tion; and it was doubtless providential that even

before his conversion he was the person that he

was ;
and this natural adaptedriess itself had its

root in the divine destination of the man. And
negatively, beyond question, the legal zeal by
which Paul was animated, bringing as it did his

subsequent evangelical position into so much
more decided contrast with it, was advantageous
to his apostolic activity, as in general the zeal

with which Paul acted at first, it is true, in the

purpose of the latter cannot be mistaken, and interest of the law, turned afterwards to the

Paul, before Herod Agrippa, Acts xxvi. 17, good of the gospel. Otherwise, however, his re-

could speak of the message which was communi- ligious character, as a blindly legal, Pharisaical

cated to him by the mouth of Ananias, as an im-
j

one, resting on the righteousness of works, stood

mediate message of Jesus to himself. The defi- in decided opposition to his destination. &quot; He
nite direction to preach the gospel among the has called me, says the Apostle. But how?
Gentiles, Paul first received, according to Acts

j

For my standing as a Pharisee ? For my holy
xxii. 21, during his first visit to Jerusalem. Yet and blameless life? For my admirable works?
even the first commission he received, pointed in

i
No ; I trow ! Still less, then, for my blasphemy
against God, my persecution and mad rage. How
then? Through his pure grace.&quot; LUTHER.

[CALVIN : He intends to assert that his calling

depends on the secret election of God; and that

he was ordained an Apostle not because by hia

own industry he had fitted himself, but because

God had counted him worthy to undertake that

high office, and because, before he was born, he
had been set apart by the secret purpose of God.

The Apostle had most explicitly attributed his

ailing to the free grace of God, when he traced

a very distinct manner to the Gentiles, so that

from the very beginning his call as Apostle of

the Gentiles, in distinction from the other Apos
tles, was firmly established. So far, therefore,
Paul is not to be reckoned with them, as thir

teenth or indeed as twelfth (if the choice of Mat
thias be considered a premature one), but he
stands beside them, in a certain measure over

against them, with a special calling ; only in the

originality of his apostleship he is not inferior to

them, but fully their peer. Comp ii. 7, 9. .
,,

Futhermore, the special purpose of his calling its origin to his separation from the womb. But
stands certainly in a causal connection with the I he repeats the direct statement

(&quot;by
his

grace&quot;)

manner of the calling. &quot;The Paul who through
j

both to take away all grounds of boasting by his

so unexpected a mercy of God was brought to

the knowledge of His Son, was well fitted for the

preaching of the same among the Gentiles, called
as they also were out of God s unlocked for

mercy&quot; (RIEGER). The very manner of his

calling, out of pure grace, passing thus a sen
tence of condemnation upon the legal position,
caused him to know that to the Gentiles also,
who are avoftoi, the way to salvation of grace
must stand open. Comp. also for 2 and 3, LANGE S

Commentary, Acts, p. 1H5 sq.
4. Paul set apart by God. Paul cannot regard

himself otherwise than as destined by God Him
self, even in his mother s womb, for what he now
is, separated to the peculiar calling of the apos
tleship (an analogy, as it were, to the Nazarite s

vow, by which the child was dedicated, even from
the womb, to be a Nazarite). His life up to his

conversion, Paul then of course regards as stand

ing in opposition to this, his divine destination
;

and therefore a special vocation was necessary.
This vocation, however, has its root in the elec-
tions and as this, of course, was an entirely free

one, founded ou no manner of merit (as being en

tirely precedent to the whole course of his life),
the calling, therefore, was a pure act of grace
(&quot; by his

grace&quot;), on account of the opposition in

which the previous life of Paul stood to his des
tined work. In the connection of this particular

commendation of Divine grace, and to testify his

own gratitude to God. R.]
5. Paul s walk in Judaism. &quot; His former walk

Paul calls a walk in Judaism : if it had been a

walk in the footsteps of the faith of Abraham, it

would have led him to faith in the gospel. It was,

therefore, a walk in the Judaism that was tending
towards apostasy, that, under pretext of the law,
would defend itself against the faith in Christ.&quot;

RIEGER. Judaism of course here means the Jew
ish religion in its then form, when the soul of the

Old Covenant, by which it pointed beyond itself,

and in general its character of promise, was more
or less overlooked. Or at least the legal sense in

which the whole divine revelation was then ap
prehended, took away the right understanding
of this character of promise. Hence the incapa

city to understand Him in whom the fulfillment

came. On this account proficiency in Judaism
and persecution of the Christian church could

go hand in hand with each other.

6. PauFi solemn oaths. The solemn assevera

tions which Paul more than once utters (in ver.

20, Rom. i. 9; ix. 1; 2 Cor. xi. 31), would of

themselves sufficiently show how little the pas-

_ sq., are meant
lo forbid swearing in itself and totally, and how
unwarranted it is to limit lawful oaths to oaths

required by the magistrate, while on the other

sages, Matt. v. 34 sq., James v. 12 s&amp;lt;
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hand we certainly cannot be too strongly warned

against all lightness in the taking of an oath. It

must ever, as here, have respect to a weighty mat
ter. [WORDSWORTH from Augustine:

&quot; An oath

which comet h not from the evil of him who swears,
but from the unbelief of him to whom he swears, is

not against our Lord s precept : Swear not. Our
Lord commands that as far as in us lies we should

not swear; which command is broken by those

who have in their mouths an oath as if it were

something pleasant in itself. As far as in him

lies, the Apostle swears not. He does not catch

at an oath with eagerness, but when he swears
it is by constraint, through the infirmity or in

credulity of those who will not otherwise believe

what he
says.&quot; R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. II. RIEGER: In the address he has
omitted the customary appellations: saints, be
loved of God, etc. ;

after the first rebuke, how
ever, he now adds, as the mollifying ointment,
the name of &quot;brethren.&quot; What we cannot al

ways do in unimpaired love, may yet be done at

times in hope.
Ver. 12. LUTHER (who emphasizes this so

expressly in remarking on this passage): Hu
man teaching, human tradition, though it come
down from holy fathers and teachers, from the

holy Church herself, is in itself nothing; for in

all this there may be error, just because it is

human. And hence we must not let any one
scare us by appealing to never so great, human
authorities

;
over against all this the only con

cern is, to abide simply by the Word of God.
SPENER: Such as should be true, enlightened

preachers, must have learned the Gospel through
revelation from Christ; not immediately, to be

sure, but so that, having been instructed by men,
Christ s spirit by means of such instruction hav

ing become a power in their hearts, they truly
have a divine light in their souls, from which

they then enlighten others.

The gospel no work of man: I. as a word of

doctrine, not sprung from men, nor taught by
men, but by Christ Himself (who brought it

Himself and through whom alone His people have

it) : 2. as a word of comfort, only through Him
can we commit ourselves to it ; 3. as a word of

power, in which there should be no change,
from which no departure.

Ver. 13. RIEGER: Oh, how often and how
toilsomely do we gather much that in the right

light must be counted harm and dung, and cast

from us. QITESNEL : A man may make his past
sins known out of pride, but also out of hu

mility. Whoever does not boast himself of the

same, but humbles himself therefor before God,
and willingly bears the shame of them before

men, not relying upon himself, makes a good
confession, but one not needful to be uttered

before every man, as sometimes it would bring
more scandal than benefit. From STARKE :

God is wise, permitting some things to be ac

complished even by His enemies, that in His

time He will direct to His own honor, to which
before they were quite opposed. Paul studied

in the law, and in his ancestral institutions, that

he might thereby the better withstand the Chris

tians. This afterwards served to enable him to

dispute all the better with the Jews in tavm- of

Christianity, as thoroughly understanding their

side.

Ver. 14. BERLENB. BIBLE: Even unconver
ted men may be exceedingly zealous for ances
tral traditions, traditional doctrines. [Yes,
the might of traditions, because received from

&quot;my fathers,&quot; whether from God or no, not

being taken into the account, is often in

proportion to the ignorance of real Christiani

ty. How conservative, yet often how contracting
and how cruel the zeal for &quot;the traditions of my
fathers!

&quot; True in every age. R.] STARKE :

Good intentions do not of themselves make a

thing good before God. Many a one means well

in his conduct, and see, he still is doing a sin;

yes, out of good intentions the most cruel actions

may sometimes arise. Such sins, however, are
much less heinous than those which spring from
real godlessness and malice.

Ou vers. 13, 14. Judaism and the Old Testa
ment are different from one another: 1. the
former closes the sense for Christ ;

2. the latter

opens it. Persecution of the Church of God 1.

takes place so easily in false zeal; 2. is so evil,

therefore, take good heed! When against others,
so zealous; when for them, so lukewarm ! Take
heed: is not thy progress, in reality, a retro

gression? Zeal for ancestral traditions 1. in

itself good, but 2. no proof of a converted heart.

Condemnation of the perverseness of a former
walk: 1. It must take place within, as a sign of
a converted heart ; 2. it may also become neces

sary before others, yet so that it is always done
in humility.

Ver. 15. WiiRT. SUMM. : Behold the Fatherly
Providence of God, who caret h for us and marks
out the course of our life from our mother s

womb. Think not that God hath passed -thee

over, and that thou must care for thyself. Fear
God and trust Him, for what He has designed for

us from our mother s womb will be sure to come,
and no one shall divert it from us. BEULENB.
BIBLE : As Paul here does, so should we look
back and behold God from behind, as God saya
to Moses. God gives preintimations, which are

forgotten. But then men should wake up when
the work of God is fulfilled, and bethink them
selves. His work is nothing uncertain and
doubtful, although we cannot constrain others to

believe it. Nevertheless we yet ourselves may
know well enough how we are to look upon it.

[BUSHNELL: Every man s life a plan of God.
Go to God Himself, and ask for the calling of

God ; for as certainly as He has a place or calling
for you, He will somehow guide you into it. Do

you call it success, that you are getting on in a

plan of your own? There cannot be a greater
delusion. R ]

Ver. 16. SPENER: To the rightly profitable
administration of the preacher s office, there is

needful the revelation of God in us, that we
should have a living knowledge of that which we
are to declare to others. Without this, the word

preached retains, to be sure, its power, if it is

left pure and unadulterated; but such people can
not well leave it pure, or set it forth worthily ;

they understand not to apply it rightly, and de

stroy much of its power with the hearers.
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BKRL. BIIII-K : The tru: work of God is done
within, albeit lie us -s all manner of means there

to. The&quot; hurt is within; therefore, must the en-

doubted thereon. STARKE, after the Berlenb.
Bible: Yet the meaning is not, that we may not
hear other people s opinion, yet we are not t

lightenment also have place within. God must
j give it the prie, the upper hand, where God has

co:it and take away the veil. There needs then ! given His testimony. If the will of God is plain,
a heavenly illumination. This is the crown of

conversions, that the Son becomes right plainly
known to a man. But there are many veils be-

tween, and one after another is taken away, till

one comes at last into the knowledge of God and
the Son.
RIEGKR: The Son of God is still the pith and

kernel of all revelation to ba wished for in the

heart. LUTHER: If the gospel is a revelation

of the Son of God, as Paul declares, it is then

certain that it does not accuse poor consciences,
nor terrify them, but of Christ alone does it

teach, who is no law nor work, but our righte
ousness, wisdom, sanctification, and redemption.
The gospel is a divine word, that comes down

from Heaven, and is revealed by the Holy Ghost,

yet so that the outward word goes before. For
even St. Paul himself first heard the outward
word from Heaven : Saul, Saul, why persecutes!
thou me ? Not till then did he have secret and

hidden, inner revelations. Among the Gentiles,

therefore, should be preached no law, but the

gospel; no Moses, but God s Son; no righteous
ness of works,but the righteousness of faith. This
is the right preaching, whereto the heathen have

claim, and which is apt for them. STARKE :

Paul was chiefly a teacher of the Gentiles, and
that of divine purpose. Therefore we act not

against God s counsel if we keep especially to

Paul s writings (not excluding the other aposto
lical books), because in these we find most dis

tinctly and most expressly what suits our condi

tion, and is needful for us to know. [WORDS
WORTH : A striking contrast! He who had been
stricken with blindness as a persecutor, has now
Christ, the Light of the world, revealed in him
as a preacher. He who was himself dark, has
become a light to others, a light revealing to

them Christ. R.]
On vers. 15 and 16. The grace of God, as free

(without any merit of ours) as it is mighty in

working it can change the hearts so fully, that

the man throws himself into the directly opposite
course. It is God, who defines our life s course:

therefore, courage! All depends on this, that

the Son of God be revealed in us. The revela

tion of Christ in us: 1. wherein it consists;
2. how it is brought to pass (only through
God s grace); 3. whereto it helps. Christ,
the marrow 1. of

2. of all Christian

all Christian knowledge,
testimony God reveals

and if the matter is plain in God s word, there
is no need to ask other men for counsel. But if

the will of God is yet doubtful, we may well ask

good friends for advice
; only these advisers must

be such as possess the fear of God and wisdom.
RIEGER: Now, as then, the surest course for

every one who will find the way of life is, to

look alone upon God s commandment, to make
the testimonies of the Lord his counsellors, and
to hasten thereunto. Without this faithfulness
in that which is hidden, the best advice of an
other may become a temptation and a snare.

HEDINGER: Much doubting and long consider

ing spoils matters. The good will, which God
creates, goes to work and does not stand hesitat

ing long.
Divine guidance and human counsel in their

right relation to each other.

Ver. 17 sq. RIEGER: God foresaw all that
would afterwards be brought against Paul, there
fore He so ordered his ways that men could not

say: he received his authority from the chief

Apostles at Jerusalem
;
nor yet on the other

side: he does not presume to go to Jerusalem
;

he joins himself with no one. God s good Spirit

always brings us out into a plain way.
Even the apparently slight, accidental circum

stances of our lives stand under God s direction;
if we know it not at the time, yet afterwards we
do.

[Ver. 18. BURKITT: Ministers ought to

maintain correspondency and familiarity with
each other, in token of their harmony. But

though this visit was in the most delightful and

desirable, yea most profitable company, yet it

was but for fifteen days. After the short time

spent in visiting, we must return to our business,
and mind, above all things, our ministerial

His Son in the hearts of believers, that they
may preach Him among the Gentiles. The
former attains its purpose only in the latter

; the
latter has its foundation only in the former.

Every Christian, even without a special call to

the ministry, is yet called to preach Christ

among the heathen, that is he is called to a

steady testimony in deed (and more or less also

in word), against all heathen living, to call men
back from dead idols to serve the living God.

Ver. 16. LUTHER: Herein the Apostle did

right. For it would, indeed, have been a godless

thing, if he would have had the divine revelation

strengthened by man s counsel, like one who

charge. R.

Ver. 20. STARKE: God is a witness of the

truth, and a righteous judge of all lies. Can
you in all that you say, call on God as the wit

ness of its truth ? In all cases this ought to

be possible, although it is seldom needful or

proper. Ver. 21. It is excellent, when any
one, having left his country and his friends, a
wicked man, returns back to them again a true

child of God. Universities should especially
serve this purpose, that those who went to them
unconverted youths, should return home con
verted ones. Ver 23. It is of God s grace, when
from a persecutor and misleader a man becomes
a true teacher and confessor. O wonder ! Is

not that as much as if a dead man were raised

to life ? And it serves to the praise of the Divine

compassion, that the Lord does not destroy His

enemies, but wins them over and converts them
to his service. RIEGEK: The glory redounding
to God from his conversion has wiped out much
of the harm of his former course.

When Jesus, here and there again,
His time of grace declares,

That mercy count as thine own gain.
Which others fiuU as theirs.
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2. In a subsequent conference in the mother church, he had most definitely guarded the Gospel

liberty over against the demands of false brethren ;
while the Apostles had been fully con

vinced of his divine mission to preach to the Gentiles, and hence in an entirely free and

peaceful agreement a division of the field of labor had been decided upon, and the Gentile

world committed to him, without any obligation (respecting doctrine) to the mother church.

(CHAP. ii. 1-10.)

1 Then fourteen years after I went up again to Jerusalem with Barnabas, and took

2 Titus with me also [also with me]. And I went up by revelation, and communi
cated unto [or laid before] them that [the] gospel which I preach among the Gen

tiles, but privately to them which were [are] of reputation, lest by any means [per-

3 chance]
1 I should run [be running]

2 or had [have]
3
run, in vain. But neither [not

even] Titus, who was with me, being [though he was]* a Greek, was compelled to be

4 circumcised: And that because of [the] false brethren unawares [insidiously]
5

brought in, who came in privily [crept in] to spy out our liberty which we have in

5 Christ Jesus, that they might bring us into bondage :

6 To whom we gave place by
subjection [by the submission, i. e., required of us]

7

no, not [not even]
7 for an hour;

6 that the truth of the gospel might continue with you. But of those who seemed to be

somewhat, [who are of reputation ]
8 whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to

me: God accepteth no man s person: for they who seemed to be somewhat in conference

added nothing to me: [ to me those who are of reputation imparted
9

nothing]:
7 But contrariwise, when they saw that the gospel of the uncircumcision was commit

ted unto me [that I am entrusted with the gospel of the uncircumcision],
10 as the gos-

8 pel of the circumcision was unto Peter [as Peter with that of the circumcision] : (For
he that wrought effectually [omit effectually] in [for]

11 Peter to [toward] the apostle-

ship of the circumcision, the same [omit the same] was mighty in me [wrought for

9 me also] toward the Gentiles;) And when James, Cephas,
12 and John, who seemed to

be pillars, perceived the grace that was given unto me, they [and became aware ofthe

grace that was given unto me, James and Cephas and John, who were esteemed as pil-

lars,]
13

gave to me and Barnabas the right hands of fellowship ;
that we should go

u unto

10 the heathen [Gentiles], and they unto the circumcision. Only they ivould that we
should remember the poor ;

the same which [which very thing]
15 1 also was for

ward to do.

i Ver. 2. [On M rj w ta ?. See EXEGETICAL NOTES. R.]
* Ver. -2. [This form of the English present undoubtedly gives the better meaning. So Alford, Ellicott, Lightfoot. R.]
Ter. 2.

{&quot;
Have &quot; must take the place of &quot;had&quot; for grammatical reasons,

-
{should&quot; being an auxiliary here

also. R.]
* Ver. 3. [The E. V. is literally correct, but does not bring out the reason for his being circumcised, here im

plied. R.
]

*Ver. 4. [Hopeio-dicTou?, only here in N. T. It means &quot;

insidious,&quot; &quot;those foisted in&quot; (Alford, Schaff). It

must be rendered adverbially in English. R.]
Ver. 4. [The reading of the Rec. KaTaSov\u&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;avrai is generally regarded as a correction, since the subjunctive usually

follows ixo. The future KaraSov\ucrov&amp;lt;riviii found in tf. A. B. C. I). E., and adopted by modern editors. R.]
Ver. 5. [T jj inrorayfh a particular submission, that demanded of us. R.J

1 Ver. 5. Ol i o ii c is to be retained with Lachniann, Tischeudorf, etc. [For this reading there is an immense pre
ponderance of external authority; N. A. B. C. F. K. L. Modern editors all retain it the omission is easily accounted for.

See the extended critical note of Lightfoot on this passage, p. 120 gq. R.]
* Ver. 6. [Tiv S.OKovvriav elvai r i. The idea of &quot;seeming to be somewhat,&quot; must give place to that of

&quot;

being deemed soniewlmt.&quot; So Alford, Ellicott, Lightfoot, and most commentators, and E. V. ver. 2. Uhe very strong
anacoluthon is rendered more easy by putting biroloi . . . Aa/u/Sai/ei,

&quot; whatsoever . . . person
&quot; in a parenthesis, and

placing
&quot; to me&quot; in the beginning of the resumptive clause, as indeed is done in the Greek, e/ioi standing first. K.]

Ver. 6.-|IIposa*e0eTo. Ellicott, &quot;communicated;&quot; Alford, &quot;imparted; Schaff, &quot;gave no new instruction.&quot;

Sec EXF.G. NOTES. R.Jw Ver. 7 [The strsctui&amp;gt;e is altered from the original in the E. V., &quot;I&quot; and &quot;Peter&quot; are the proper subjects of the

respective clauses. &quot; Am entrusted with&quot; is a better rendering of TreTricTTeu/uai, the perfect of permanent state. K.]
[ Ei-tpyeu. takes iv after it, when the meaning is wrought in;&quot; here it is the simple dative. The E. V.

renders the same verb differently in this verse. Literally :
&quot;

energized,&quot;
- pue strength to.&quot; R.]

J* Ver. 9. D. E. F. O. II. jnd most of the Fathers have llerpos KO.I Ia,c&amp;lt;o0o ? . An inversion to preserve the precedenco
of rank. Meyer. [The readiag Ia w/3ot &amp;lt;cai

K&amp;gt;,^is is supported by X- B. C. K. L. and adopted by modern editors generally,
on internal as well as external grounds. R.J

&quot;

V;r.
9. [Tho order of the E. V. is an inversion of the original. The true order, given above, is found in Wickliffe s,

Tymidles, Cranmer s, Bishop s and Rhemish, with a slight variation from the above reading. The participle yvovrtt
is co-ordinate with iSovrei (ver. 7). The whole

jiasn&amp;lt;tge should read thus :
&quot; When they saw that I am entrusted with

the gospel of the uncircnnii ision, as Peter with that of the circumcision: (For he that wrought for Peter toward the

apoetleehip of the circumcision, wrought for me also toward the Gentiles;) and became aware of the grace that was given
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onto me, Jamos and Cephas and John, who were esteemed as pillars, gave to mo and Barnabas the right hands of fellow-

PU Ver. 9. [Ellicott supplies here &quot;should be apostles,&quot; which is objectionable OH historical and dogmatical grounds.
Schaff

&quot; that we should preach tin; pisprl lor. RJ.
15 Ver. 10.

l&quot;O
aviro TOUTO, is stronger than &quot; the same which.&quot; &quot;Which very thing&quot; (Ellicott). Alford more

literally:
&quot; Which was the very thing that 1 also was anxious to do.&quot; R.J

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Then fourteen years after. Is

this to be reckoned from the calling of the Apos
tle, or from his first journey to Jerusalem (chap.
i. 18) ? At first view we might incline to the

latter opinion. But the period of time mentioned tion of

A. D. 44, it would put the conversion of Paul
back to the year 0, which is much too early.
Some proposed to read four instead of fourteen,
but without any critical authority whatever.
There is no necessity why Paul should have
mentioned this second journey, since it was un
dertaken simply for the transmission of a collec-

the Christians at Antioch for the relief

chap. i. 18, is unquestionably to be reckoned

from the calling, not from the return to Damas

cus; it is natural, therefore, to do the same here.

His calling is the deciding point of time, and

Paul wishes to show what he was doing from

that time on, how his apostolical activity has its

root in the revelation of Christ then given, and

not in human instruction. Besides, if it is ac

knowledged that Paul here does not mean to

enumerate his journeys to Jerusalem in an unin

terrupted series, but that the journey to the

apostolic council is here meant, there is no pur

pose served in giving the interval between the

two journeys ; but it might well be of importance
to make known how many years he had already

spent in his apostolical office. It would be im

portant to know that, having received it at his

calling, he had already been long in the exercise

of it, when the other Apostles expressed their

concurrence with his doctrine. Comp. also EL-

WERT, Programm on Galat. ii. 1-10. The dif

ficult question, which of the Apostle s journeys
to Jerusalem, mentioned in the Acts, is here

meant, is too extended to be treated in our pre
sent space. Besides, it is of more essential im

portance for the Acts than for our Epistle. For
no one doubts the historical character of the

journey mentioned in the Epistle. The result

of my investigation is that it w (is no other than

of the brethren in Judea, and not for the purposo
of conferring with the Apostles on matters of

dispute. In all probability he saw none of them
on that occasion, since in that year a persecution
raged in which James the elder suffered martyr
dom, and Peter was imprisoned. The fifth jour
ney cannot be meant, as it took place after the

composition of the Epistle to the Galatians and
after the dispersion of the Apostles. Nor can
we think of the fourth, which was very short
and transient (Acts xviii. 21, 22), leaving no
time for such important transactions as are here
alluded to; nor was Barnabas with him on that

occasion, having separated from Paul some time
before (Acts xv. 39;.

&quot; We must therefore identify our journey with
the third one mentioned in the 15th chapter of

Acts. For this took place in 50 or 51, i. e., four
teen years after his conversion (37), and was
occasioned by the important controversy on the

authority of the law of Moses and the exact re

lation of the Gentile converts to the Christian
church (Acts xv. 2). This visit Paul could not

possibly pass over, as it was of the greatest mo
ment to his argument. It is true our passage
differs somewhat from the account given by the

Acts. But the difference is not irreconcilable.

Luke, in keeping with the documentary character
of his historical narrative, gives us only the

the journey to the apostolic council, that it is
| public transactions of the council at Jerusalem;

lot that mentioned Acts xi. 30 since he is not
|

Paul shortly alludes to his personal conference

giving an unbroken enumeration nor that men
tioned Acts xviii. 21 (against WIESELER).

[Although this question occupies so large a

space in most commentaries on this Epistle, the

view given above has been so ably defended lat

terly, and is now so well established, that a

synopsis of the argument and a reference to more
extended discussions will be sufficient. The

nd agreement with the Apostles (ver. 2) ; both

together give us a complete history of that re
markable convention, the first Synod in Chris

tendom, for the settlement of the first doctrinal

and practical controversy which agitated the
Church.&quot;

( SCHAFF, Comm. in loco.) See also his

Apostolic Church, p. 245 sq. ; CONYB. and How-
sov, Vol. I., p. 227 sq. ;

MEYER and WORDS-

point from which Paul reckons, is his conversion, I WORTH, in loco; ALFOHD, Vol. II., Froleg., p. 26;
&quot;

being a purely subjective epoch&quot; (ELLICOTT). I and the valuable note of LICHTFOOT, p. 122 sq.
SCHAFF thus states the case :

&quot; The Acts mention
[

The authorities in support of this view might be
five journeys after his conversion, viz. : 1. ix. 23

j multiplied. R.]

(comp. Gal. i. 18), the journey of the year 40, Ver. 2. And I went up by revelation.
three years after his conversion. 2. xi. 30

;
xii.

25, the journey during the famine year in 44.

3. xv. 2, the journey to the apostolic council in

50 or 51. 4. xviii. 22, the journey in 54. 5.

xxi. 15 (comp. Rom. xv. 25 sq.), the last visit,

on which he was made a prisoner and sent to

Caesarea, in 58.
1 Of these journeys the first, of course, can-

Not without design, doubtless, does he bring into

view the fact that he went, up Kara. cnroKa-

l.vifitv, and so was again deemed worthy of a

special revelation from God. He will also re

move every thought of his having been, as it

were, obliged to present himself before the Apos
tles, of their having summoned him before them.
Laid before them the gospel=thut which I

not be meant on account of Gal. i. 18. The
j

preach among the Gentiles, namely, that they
second is excluded by the chronological date in

j

are justified by faith. &quot;Them,&quot; probably the

For as it took place during the famine of

Palestine and in the year in which Herod died,

whole church of Jerusalem. But privately
to them which are of reputation. Besides
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having addressed the Christiana in Jerusalem

generally, he appears to have held separate con

ferences with those &quot; of reputation.&quot;
Wieseler s

distinction, however, is quite arbitrary; making
vers. 35 contain the account of his general

agreement with the whole church of Jerusa

lem, and vers. 0-10 the first account of

the separate conferences with the Apostles.

[ALFORD thinks there

ence, making KCIT Idiav

say to them, I mean privately to those,&quot; etc., but

the view given above (that of MEYER, ELLICOTT,
The general confer

&quot;they
declared what

things God had done with them,&quot; (Acts. xv. 4)

may refer to these private conferences which pro

bably preceded. The emphasis here is undoubt

was but one confer

limit airoZf ;
&quot;when I

LIGHTFOOT) is preferable.
ence is described Acts x

omission of the title, but meet subsequent diffi

culties. R.]
Lest perchance I should be running

or have run in vain. The sense remains es

sentially the same, whether we take /ir/nug as a
final particle, or=whether perchance. After the

thorough exposition of WIKSELER, however, the
latter is to be preferred. (So also MEYER in 4th

ed.) Of course, however, he does not mean to

say that he himself was doubtful about it. This
would have been in conflict with the whole pur
pose of his detailed account, and would have

represented him as dependent on the Senior

Apostles. He wished only, on account of the

antagonists of his teaching, to obtain from the

Apostles, on whose authority these supported
themselves, a confirmation of this teaching, in

order to cut off every pretext from his opponents.
&quot; Run in vain&quot;=labor to no purpose, operom per-

edly on the private consultations, the result of

the public council being already known to the

Galatians. R.] The judgment of &quot;

them&quot; [the dere. This would have bten the case, if Paul had

whole body] is thrown in the background, and actually proclaimed a false doctrine, with which

he only speaks of &quot;those in reputation,&quot; just |

the senior Apostles could not agree. The out-

mentioned ;
for the fact that he had received ward success of his preaching is not primarily in

their acquiescence is what he is opposing to the i view, though we may conclude from ver. 7, 8, 9,

false teachers. Hence we must regard what is that he spoke of this also. Others take [li/itus as

stated in ver. 3, as their judgment also. a final particle, and interpret as follows : in or-

Ao/coi) v re c, sestimati, principal persons. Men of

authority ;
in fact, doubtless, the senior Apostles ;

especially the three who are named afterwards

in ver. 9. He calls them not
&quot;Apostles,&quot;

but

&amp;lt;5(oi v~ff, &quot;men of repute&quot; because it is as au

thorities, as those who stood in repute in the Je

rusalem church first, but also in the Christian

church generally, nay more, were decisive au

thorities, that they come into consideration.

For precisely this is of moment to him, to be
able to say to the Galatians that he has been ac

knowledged by these as an equally authorized

Apostle. Of course &amp;lt;5o/coi
i&amp;lt;ref

does not in the

least imply a disparagement of the Apostles

der not to appear as one who was running or had

run, in vain, as might have been the case, if I had
not submitted my gospel to examination, had its

harmony with Apostles established; but the idea

of &quot;

appearing&quot; is extraneous to the passage.

[For a clear discussion of the grammatical and

exegetical difficulties of this clause, see ELLICOTT,
in loco. Whatever view be adopted, we must not

concede that Paul had any doubt about his Gos

pel. The conditional /jr/Trut; is probably used to

indicate respect for those in reputation at Jeru
salem. The doubt could only concern the opinion
of others, which by being opposed, might render

his labors in vain. R.] In what follows he says
themselves, for it is the church that accords to that he received the desired acquiescence on the

them this consideration; the expression con- part of the Apostles. He does not however at

veys a censure upon this estimation in the church

only so far as it might imply a failure to recog-
The censures

once declare this, but mentions a special circum

stance, which implies it in a striking manner.
Vers. 3. But not even Titus. The sensenize nis own apostolic dignity.

therefore, touched especially this estimation
the sense in which the Apostles were Jowi irff for plied. &quot;I laid frankly before them, how I

the Galatian false teachers, and in which these preach among the Gentiles; not concealing that

is clear: oi&amp;gt;de points to a thought to be sup-

turned it to their own account. The censure of
this false preference is given prominence in ver.

6, by the addditional phrase
- whatsoever they

were.&quot; Paul cannot intend to dispute in the least

that in the right sense the senior Apostles were
do/cowrff for the Christians. [The force of Paul s

expression is weakened by rendering &quot;were of re

putation, &quot;since when he writes, they &quot;are&quot; of re

putation, hence thus brought into the argument
(LIOHTKOOT). It must be noted also that Paul
throughout does not use the word

&quot;Apostle.&quot;

Whether they were Apostles or no, is not
evident from anything in the passage, except the
mention of James and Cephas and John (ver. 9),
and whether that James was either an Apostle
or one of the twelve is an open question. With
out discussing the point here, it maybe suggested
that one reason for not calling them

&quot;Apos

tles,&quot; was that, one of the three &quot;who seemed
to be

pillars,&quot; and &quot;of
repute&quot; was not an Apos

tle, but James the Just, the head of the church
at Jerusalem. This will not only explain the

I do not at all hold them to the keeping of the

law, to the receiving of circumcision and now,

according to the representation of the false

teachers, it was to be expected that they would

appear in opposition to me ;
but (a/.Ad) so far

was this from being the case, so far from de

claring this doctrine false [or, connecting it

with the last clause, so far from my having run
in vain R.], not even with respect to Titus, a

born Gentile, who had come to Jerusalem, to the

very mother of the Jewish Christian churches
with me, was the demand made that he should

be circumcised, though it might readily have

been, when Jewish prejudice was so greatly of

fended by his uncircumcision.&quot; Still less did

they censure the doctrine of Paul, or demand of

him that he should preach the necessity of cir

cumcision among the Gentile Christians as a

body. The case has been thoroughly per
plexed by bringing in, in direct contradiction

to what the words say, the thought, that the

Apostles had wished, or even demanded, the cir-
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cumcision of Titus: but that Paul and Titus had

set themselves u^-iinst their desire. KLWKRT

justly remarks, l
r&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ir&amp;lt;iinni, p. 10: Quid enim

in?i&amp;gt;!i&amp;gt;ix
dii i /in/i

x/ 1/niiin illud: tantum abfuit, ut

apostoii cinntiiiH in riim improbarent, ut ne Titus

quidi in. illix nuitraria petentibus obsequeretur ? [The
word i/i ayKaaOri seems to imply that there was a

demand made for the circumcision of Titus, not

by the Apostles, but by the false brethren (ver.

4). Had the idea been merely, that the cir

cumcision was not even demanded, so strong a

word would not have been used. There is some
forca in the suggestion of LIOHTFOOT, that the

Apostles recommended Paul to yield as a chari

table concession, but convinced at length that

he was right, they gave him their support. Still

we have not sufficient knowledge of the circum
stances to decide whether Paul cites this as an

evidence of the Apostles agreement with him or

of his firmness in all probability it is both. Not
even Titus, of whom as a Greek the false breth

ren made the demand, was required to submit
or whom as a Greek I would not allow to be cir

cumcised, since this would have been a giving up
of th? whole matter. The preceding context sug
gests the former, the subsequent context the lat

ter side of the occurrence. On the reasons for the

non-circumcision of Titus, andthecircumcision of

Timothy (Actsxvi. 2), see DOCTRINAL NOTES. R.]
Ver. 4. And that because of the false

brethren. What is to be supplied with &quot;be

cause of the false brethren ?&quot; After an examina
tion of all the views presented, it appears to me
that we can only say : we do not and cannot know,
since Paul has broken off the sentence, and all at

tempts to fill it out are hazardous, from the dan

ger of introducing foreign matter. The mention
of the

if&amp;gt;evM&amp;lt;k/.(l&amp;gt;oi
is very intelligible. He has

alrjady indicated the concurrence of the Apostles

by reference to the striking case of Titus, or at

least, negatively, that they did not oppose him.

But before he s.iys anything definite, positive, re

specting this concurrence (ver. 6 sq), he men
tions his opposers, who did not concur, who at

tacked him and his teaching, and had also espe

cially occasioned his journey to Jerusalem. The
mention of the false brethren, however, stirs his

displeasure, so that he does not complete the

thought begun, but first by a brief and fit phrase,
describes hisopposers, and then falling out of the

construction, continues with
o&amp;lt;f,

and expresses
the thought, which probably he had in mind in

mentioning the &quot;false brethren,&quot; namely, that he
had not in the least yielded to them. In what he
did not yield, is not expressed ; probably to their

demands, in general, respecting the obligation of

the Gentile Christians to keep the law. Not till

he has first established this negative result does

he revert to the action of the Jo/cowref, and he
now relates the positive acknowledgment, which
he had from them. If we seek a complement to

r5m, three suggest themselves. (1), avK^r/v

(EWALD, substantially). According to this, as

he cannot pass over the remoter cause of his

journey, namely, the intrigues of the Pharisees,
the same party that had now of late again perse
cuted him so bitterly, he begins in ver. 4,

anaw, as it were, the account of this journey.
-Ordinarily, however, the complement is sought

in the foregoing sentence, because the somewhat

1 abrupt character of this was rather perplexing,
and its contents appeared to require the statement

I of a reason. This view took 6 usually as epex-
! egetical, and therefore supplied (12)

OVK i/vay-

naatiri, which, in fact, strongly commends itself;

simply, however, in the sense: Now, this took

place on account of the &quot;false brethren,&quot; that is,

it was even on account of these, that the Chris-
i tians in Jerusalem, particularly the Apostles, did

not urge it upon him, lest, by yielding to them,
the opinion that circumcision was necessary,

I should receive sanction. This contains the im-

i plied thought, that in itself they would not un-

j willingly have seen him circumcised, but that

now, for the sake of principle, they did not press
it. But this makes it necessary, first to ascribe

to the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem a way of

thinking, which is not ascribed to them in this

chapter, but expressly limited to individuals,
&quot;false brethren,&quot; in order afterwards to find it

impossible that they should have abstained from
I all demands for circumcising Titus, on account of
i

these &quot;false brethren.&quot; Whether the &quot;false

brethren&quot; demanded particularly the circum
cision of Titus, is not said. On the other hand,
if we complete the sentence thus, the sense is

inadmissible, that Paul, precisely on account of

the false brethren, opposed himself to a demand
to have Titus circumcised, from whomever it pro
ceeded. This alters the plain meaning of ver. 3;

i]va-,K.aaOr) receives the sense : the constraint,
which it was attempted to exercise, was frus

trated
;

and especially uu6i, and the implied

thought to which it points, is quite neglected.
Then we should have this absurdity: &quot;so far

were they from disapproving my teaching, that

I or Titus did not even yield when his circumci

sion was demanded.&quot; If this demand is referred

to the Apostles, the thought is completely inverted

(see above), but even if it is referred only to

the &quot;false brethren,&quot; it is none the less impossi
ble. And the case remains the same, if, instead

of &quot;he was not compelled,&quot; we supply
&quot; he was

not circumcised,&quot; still explaining it,
&quot; / or we, on

account of the false brethren, did not consent,
when it was desired.&quot; Finally, (3) &quot;He was
circumcised,&quot; is supplied (&amp;lt;Se

therefore being
taken adversatively), and in its turn defended by
ELWERT, Programm, with much acuteness. And,
in fact, if we must fill out the sentence, I should

be most disposed to declare for this. It espe

cially commends itself by the light which it

throws both upon ver. 3 and upon ver. 11. For,

beyond question, it remains somewhat enigmati
cal, why he instances so particularly this one
fact of refusing to circumcise Titus, hastening to

it even before he has spoken, on the positive side,

of the reception of his preaching in Jerusalem.

The reproach (ver. 11) then remains not altogeth
er intelligible. On the other hand, all is easily

explained, if we assume that Titus was then cir

cumcised. That is, many founded upon this the

allegation that he commended circumcision. But

especially was this circumstance urged, in order

to deduce therefrom, that his teaching had been

disapproved by the Apostles, and that he had

yielded to these. Therefore, he declares at once :

It is not even true, as is commonly related, that

Titus was constrained to receive circumcision.

Titus was circumcised, not upon a requisition of
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the Apostles, but voluntarily by me. solely on

account of the false brethren insidiously brought
in, that they might not, making a handle of his

i/
wlo (and especially the TrapeiaaKToi and Trapeiff-

rj^Oov), but we must add to it their behavior

towards the other Christians, the utterly un-

being uncircurncised, prepossess the Christians in brotherly hateful opposition (not shrinking in-

Jerusiilem against me, and dispose them to a deed from intrigues arid slanders), which they
resolution unfavorable for the Gentile Christians.
&quot;

Quare enndem, quam semper et in omnibus nor-

maintained against the freer evangelical views.

The complete definition of &quot;false brethren
&quot;

ifl

iiltlttrininiticnpiittrcs Christiana,
|

given in
&quot;spy out,&quot; &quot;bring us into bondage;&quot;

sute librr/ntix nunnm tt /ntx illorum se voluntati sub- 1 they do not yet stand in the freedom which there

mittit, imbecillioribus servit. ffeutiquam fratrum is in Christ; nay, more they wish to deprive

irreptitiorum habila ratione hoc fecit, sed eos respi-
|

others also of it; nay, more, they exercise a sys-

ciens, quos, quum fidei injirma ac j udicii parum tern of espionage against these. The false teach-

svbacti esscnt, illorum insectationibus objectos videret. ers in Galatia were essentially such people, per-
Circumcinione Titi permissa insidias hominum malig- I haps they were emissaries of those in Jerusalem;
norum enilnvit, animon imbfcilliorum sibi conciltacit and on this account it is with special purpose

apostolti ELWEUT, p. This interpretation
is only apparently in conflict with ver. 5. Nay,

that their conduct in Jerusalem, and their dis

comfiture, are mentioned. But the Galatian

ELWKRT remarks that only so does rij inrurayij find
j

teachers themselves are not meant here; this

its true explanation ; for that only the following would be entirely foreign to the context. A
translation is natural : to whom not even for

oft-

more particular notice respecting these people is

an hour did we yield by the submission: &quot; ob-
j
given Acts xv. 5, whatever judgment may be

sequium se praestilisse Paulus projitetur, sed non ita
j

held of the general relation of the present chap-

prsestitisse, ut illis se victum daret vel de jure suo I ter to Acts xv. They were, according to this,

aliqtiid cederet.&quot; For he provided that the truth
j
persons of the sect of the Pharisees, who, it is

of the Gospel should remain with the Gentile

Christi Of course, he could not yield to the
true, had come to believe on Jesus, that He was
the Christ, but had riot given up their Nomism
and Ergism, and, therefore, doubtless were so

much the more hostile to their former fellow-

Pharisee, Paul, on account of his present position,
so sharply anti-Pharisaic. Holding fast, as they
thus did, essentially, to their Pharisaism, it is easy
to understand that their belief in Christ had as yet

produced in them few effects of moral transfor

mation. The article describes the persons as the

join rii i-i&amp;gt;rd]
. ij t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; the negation, making Paul say

j

Pharisaical Christians, historically known to the
that an flu

place, even if their behavior occasioned him to

circumstances of the time, without, at the

time, giving a testimony to the evangelical truth,

whereby this was maintained in its integrity.
This explanation ofry vKOTayij, however, awakens
some misgiving; could Paul well admit a &quot;viro-

towards the
tli

Is not this ex

pression too strong ? We are tempted, therefore,
even admitting this explanation of 6ia, etc., to

nevertheless did not take
j

readers; either the particular individuals were

known, or, at all events, this sort of people, since

have Titus circumcised.

[As LIUHTFOOT well remarks: &quot;The counsels
of the Apostles of the circumcision are the hidden
rock on which the grammar of the sentence ii

the Galatian false teachers were of the same class.

[Insidiously brought in. LIGHTFOOT:
&quot; The metaphor is that of spies or traitors intro

ucing themselves by stealth into the enemy s

wrecked,&quot; but because the grammar is wrecked
j

carnp. The camp is the Christian Church. Pha
on this hidden rock, it is not necessary to wreck riseesat heart, these traitors assume the name and
Paul s facts and arguments and even principles,
on a rock so easily avoided as the theory of

garb of believers.&quot; He thus paraphrases: &quot;The

agitators, who headed the movement, were no true
ELWERT advanced above. In fact, as MEYER re- brethren, no loyal soldiers of Christ. They were
marks, such conduct &quot;would have been unprin- spies, who had made their way into the camp of

cipled and wrong.&quot; That is an all-sufficient ob

jection. As regards what should be supplied, it

is most naturally taken from the preceding verse,
to which our verse then refers, Je being explica
tive. Whether &quot;he was not compelled,&quot; or &quot;he

was not circumcised,&quot; is open to discussion.
The first implies that - those of reputation&quot; did
not compel it on this account; the other, that the

thing was not done, either because Paul would
not thus surrender a principle, or &quot;those of

reputation&quot; thought it were best not to doit.
As this latter does not imply any definite counsel
of the other Apostles- very point about

the gospel under false colors, and were striving to

undermine our liberty in Christ, to reduce us again
to bondage.&quot; WORDSWORTH: &quot;By mentioning
these, he clears the holy Apostles from the impu
tation of being supposed to have been parties to

such a requisition, as that Titus, a Gentile, should

be compelled to be circumcised.&quot; It.] &quot;What is

already indicated in the composite ^EvdadeA^i is,

by the predicate ^a i, interchanging imme

ehich there is greatest doubt it is on the whole
safer to adopt it. R.]

frfwrfdJe/!
if&amp;gt;

01 (also 2 Cor. xi. 26), comp.
*l&amp;gt;v6aTr6aTo2.oi, tptvdoirpo&fjTai, are in general,
brethren, fellow-Christians, who bear this name
unworthily; specifically, because they, on ac
count of their Judaizing opinions, especially
on the necessity of circumcision for Christians,
are properly still Jews. So WJESELEH. Yet

! their having insinuated themselves into the
this in itself hardly suffices to explain the strong j

Christian Church. But here, doubtless, the pri-

diately after with Ttapeiai/Wov, brought forward
with especial emphasis. They are called Trapeia-

dKTM, because they have pressed in on one side of

the entrance; that is, by a forbidden way, sc. into

the Christian church, and, therefore, do not

properly belong to it. llapeiaaKrot and napeta-

f/Aotiv are doubtless to be applied to these alone,
and not to an outward insinuation of themselves
into a single church (for instance, that of Anti-

och), in order there to oppose Paul. Cmnj .

Acts xv.&quot; WIESELER. Of course, they did

the latter also
;

it was closely connected with
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niiiry reference is only to their appearance in Jc- continue For yielding would have rep-
rusalcm itself. A local interpretation of ~/i/inmn,- resented Cliristi:in freedom us void, mid would

:\U
l~(i/&amp;gt;f/nr)Atli&amp;gt;v

is the less necessary, as paral
lel expressions are found: Traficiaaytiv, 2 Pet. ii. 1,

have overturned the truth of the gosjiel. nn

which it is founded. With you; in itself,

and T. i todbetv, Jude 4, where the reference is doubtless, signifying with the Gentile Christians

clearly to the Christian Church in general, i generally nay, more, with all Christians; but

Who crept in to spy out. The immediate I Paul &quot; individualizes the matter, with reference

purpose of their &quot;creeping in&quot; in itself was to those to whom he writes.&quot; For it concerned

hardly &quot;to spy out&quot; the liberty of others; but I him to bring home to them, that even at that

what they did made their coming in (tlotpxeedtt) I time he had guarded the benefit of Christian

a &quot;creeping in&quot; (mpuofyxtoOcu) whose purpose freedom for them, in order to show in what con-

could only be regarded as this &quot;spying out.&quot;
j

tradiction their present behavior stood with

&quot;The false brethren are thus characterized ac- i this fact, since they themselves were now abjur-

cording to their common dangerousness to Chris- ! ing this benefit,

tian liberty, in order to give the reason why
Paul could not yield to such false brethren.&quot;

WIESELEK.
Two things are laid to their charge: first, a

&quot;spying out of&quot; our liberty ; they lie in ambush
for our liberty, spy out in what we show our-

Ver. G. But of those who are of reputa
tion. To the pseudo-brethren he now opposes
&quot;those of repute.&quot; The former he withstood, from
the latter he received no instruction implying
disapprobation of his teaching. Ver. 6 is an

anacoluthon, his language being somewhat dis

solves freemen, turn their notice to that, but i turbed in the thoughts of the presumption and
with hostile intent; therefore, how widely re-

j

deceit with which the Galatian false teachers had

moved from brotherly love ! Then, in the second &amp;gt; elevated the &quot;

doKovvrsf
&quot; above him, and had

place, they seek to reenslave the free, i. e., they vindicated the apostolic authority of the former

demand of them to give up their freedom. By only, denying it to him. He begins as if he

the freedom which we have in Christ Jesus would subjoin an nvdev &.a.iov. But the remark
is primarily meant freedom from the Mosaic respecting the SOKEIV tlvai TV leads him away from

law, from its ritual ordinances, and especially this, and he continues with another verb, after-

therefore from circumcision. The wider, deep- wards resuming do/coiurff, and giving at the same
er meaning of this freedom is involved in this, [time the grounds of the parenthetical statements,

but here, doubtless, not primarily in view. I EWALD, on the contrary, however, joins otWi&amp;gt; ftoi

&quot;Our liberty.&quot; Whose? Certainly it does
j

Sta^Epei with cnrb TUV f5o/c.=compared with these,

refer to Paul merely, but yet primarily only to however high they stood, I am in nothing inferior,

those who understood the freedom in Christ, and It is difficult tojustify thisgrammutieally. &quot;Of re-

availed themselves of it, and these without ex- putation.&quot; See above, ver. 2. The main ideaim-

oeption. But as Paul no doubt vindicates this plied in SOKOUVTE^, used absolutely, is here clearly

standing fast in freedom as at least aright of expressedby the addition e*ratrf=to besoraething
all Christians, and regards the &quot;false brethren&quot; great, to be of some account: with what inci-

with their views and their conduct as in truth
|

dental meaning, see above.. Whatsoever they
no Christians, the

&quot;we,&quot;
in point of fact, em- were, it maketh no matter to me. On the

braces all Christians, the Gentile Christians, of one hand Paul has emphasized the consideration

course, and also the Jewish Christians, so far as in which the Apostles stood, because it was of

these were not &quot;false brethren.&quot; In Jesus moment to him to be able to say, that he had been

Christ, as being found in him. [SCHAFF: &quot;In acknowledged even by these. Yet this might be

living union with Him who is the end of the law : misunderstood, hence the parenthesis. He em-

(Rom. x. 4). This is the positive side of free- phasizes only for the sake of his readers. To
dom.&quot; ELLICOTT: Not &quot;through Christ,&quot; a him, on his own account, &quot;it makes no difference

meaning it may bear, but in the fuller and deep- in how high authority soever they stood
;&quot;

as re-

er sense &quot; in Christ.&quot; R.] That they might spected him, they did not come into consideration

bring us into bondage: that is, under the as doKovvref, they asserted no authority : to me
law. On this account, also, the reading Karafiovhij- &amp;lt;

they imparted nothing. This exaltation of in-

ouvrai=;nnkc us their servants, is to be rejected, i dividuals=the Apostles, in such a way as to throw
and Karafiintiuaovaiv to be read, which is better the authority of Paul into the shade, rests entirely
attested than the subjunctive auniv.

j upon mere human judgment. God s census does

Ver. 5. To whom we gave place by the not rank them thus: God accepteth no man s

submission, no, not even for an hour.-Here person. He makes no such distinction, to Him
&quot;we&quot; unquestionably, takes on a more restricted the senior Apostles are not &quot;of repute&quot; in con-

sense= l, Paul, probably also Titus himself, and trast with Paul; he has chosen Paul to be an
Barnabas. This narrowing of the sense will 1 Apostle as much as them. And, he continues, I

appear arbitrary to no one. For here the refer-
j

have a right so to speak, for those
|
of repute&quot;

ence is to a single, definite transaction, where
\
demeaned themselves altogether agreeably to this

Paul can have in mind only the individuals who
,
divine valuation, and did not undertake to in-

had part in it: it is somewhat different with
|

struct me. [The E. V., &quot;in conference added
&quot;freedom in Christ.&quot; The yielding is still more nothing to me,&quot; gives the commonly received in-

strongly designated by inroTayrf. (Comp. the terpretation of the verb Trpo^aveOevro :
&quot;gave

different interpretation of ELWERT above, ver. 4.) no new or additional instruction.&quot; But not-

This decided refusal to yield had been ade- withstanding the authority for such a rendering,

quately explained by the foregoing characterize- it does not seem to be justified by the use of the

tion of the pseudo-brethren; it is now given word (METER, ALFORD, ELLICOTT). The idea of

gaiu; that the truth of the gospel might i imposing burdens is obviously inadmissible. R.]
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It is most simple to refer the -rrore (o the lifetime

of Jesus=it signifies nothing to me that they

enjoyed the immediate, confidential intercourse

of Jesus, while I did not. For it was on this

that the Judaizers founded special preeminence
which they attributed to the other Apostles over

Paul. Others : then in Jerusalem ;
which is less

probable. [The point in question respecting irore

is: has it a temporal reference in the sense of

olim, formerly (either during our Lord s lifetime

or then in Jerusalem), or does it simply render

b Koloi more general and inclusive, having the

force of citnque. The latter is classical, but the

N. T. usage is disputed. Since it is not said

different mission of each ? Primarily from what
follows in ver. 8

()u/&amp;gt;).

Ver. 8. For he that wrought effectually
for Peter. From the fact that God had been

operative for Peter in the one, and for Paul in the
other direction, they concluded that God had
given to the one the one, and to the other the
other vocation. How far now was God operative
for one and the other? MEYKK, WIESELER:
&quot; He furnished them forth for the apostolic office,
with illumination and endowments, gave them
the ^apia^ara of an

Apostle.&quot; (Comp. Acts xv.
12 : God did miracles and wonders by them
among the Gentiles.) True, it is certainly

anywhere that these &quot;of repute&quot;
were Apostles, ;

not merely these endowments themselves that

who enjoyed immediate intercourse with the are referred to, but also and especially what they
Lord, the latter is, on the whole, preferable, as did in virtue of the same, the beginning and re-

giving a wider signification to do/covvref.
&quot; Were&quot;

j

suit of their activity, wherein God s &quot;

working
&quot;

may mean in the past from the time of narration
j

was recognized. What immediately follows in

or of the incident narrated; the latter is more ver. 9 : and became aware of the grace that

probable if TTOTE is taken as referring to inter- was given unto me, [unfortunately misplaced
course with the Lord during His lifetime. R.] in E. V. R.] undoubtedly also refers to the out-

Ver. 7. When they saw that I am en-
|

fit for the apostolic office by means of charisms,
trusted with the gospel of the uncircum- yet it is most naturally referred mainly to the

cision. Naturally, &quot;gospel&quot;
of course means success of their preaching. Precisely from this

here (comp. Tre-iar. and ver. 8) an official acti- they perceived how highly endowed Paul was.

vity of the Apostle, therefore not the gospel as They first inferred his equal apostolic calling
to its contents, but the evangelical preaching, from the &quot;

grace given,&quot; hence the calling itself

TO eva-jyEla&atiat, as often. The genitives,
&quot; of

j

cannot be meant. [Yet what more natural than
the uncircumcision,&quot;

&quot; of the circumcision,&quot; are :

that Paul should mean :
&quot;

they recognize my call-

therefore gen. obj. =preaching of the gospel ! ing, because they perceive that I was called by
among the uncircumcision, or the circumcision; grace.&quot; The main reference may be to the suc-

ver. 8 exchanges it for &quot;

apostleship of the cir-
j

cess, but the perception of the calling through
cumcision,&quot; and as elf Ta eftvr/ (vers. 8, 9) shows the grace given, is not to be excluded. On the

circum- two participles uUvrec. and yvwref, LIGHTFOOT
Heathen, says:

&quot; the former describes the apprehension of
the outward tokens of his commission, as evinced

that the abstracts &quot;uncircumcision,

cision,&quot; stand for the concretes Jew
That here we are not to suppose two gospels dif

ferent in character, the Gospel of the Uncircum- by his successful labors
;
the latter the conviction

cision, and the Gospel of the Circumcision, of arrived at in consequence that the grace of God
which the latter maintained the necessity of cir-

j

was with him.&quot; R.]
cumcision, while the former let it drop (BAUR), I

Ver. 9. James and Cephas and John.
but only two different circles of hearers of the

|

&quot;James.&quot; Is this one identical with James the
same gospel, may be regarded as self-evident to

\

Lord s brother, chap. i. 19? The fact that

the unprejudiced reader.* Peter appears as the
\

there the additional appellation is expressly
representative of the Apostles to the Jews, be- i given, while it is lacking here, does not, of

cause he especially had hitherto labored as such.
|

course, disprove the identity. Inasmuch as

Afterwards, however, the two other Apostles, James had already been just mentioned as &quot;the

James and John, are designated, with Peter, as Lord s brother,&quot; if the same one is meant this

Apostles for the Jews (ver. 9. avrol 6e).
&quot; That

Peter had a Gentile Christian vocation also (Acts
xv. 7) is not denied, but a parte potiori fit denomi-
nalio.&quot; MEYER. The converse applies to Paul.
In ver. 9 Barnabas also appears conjointly with
him, as Gentile Apostle. [It must be noted thatmm, as uentile Apostle. [It must be noted that ne very intellig
while Paul uses the word

&quot;apostleship&quot; in ver.
|

converted to th

special designation might be omitted here. The
main question is: Could the James, whom Paul
names in this passage, have been other than an

Apostle ? And this question we shall always be
inclined to answer negatively. In itself it would
be very intelligible, that a brother of the Lord

e faith, although not an Apostle,
8, with reference to himself and Peter, he does i might have attained an eminent position in the

not use it or anything to the same purport in church of Jerusalem. But, considering how
ver. 9, where James and Barnabas are spoken of.

| plainly our Epistle itself brings to view the
The same is true of the whole passage. There

j
strong emphasis laid by the Jewish Christians

is no evidence of the apostleship of James or
j

on an immediate inauguration into the aposto-
Barnabas in this whole Epistle, whatever the late by Christ, would it have been probable that

probabilities may be. See notes on ver. 9. R.] such a one, not an Apostle, would have been
&quot;Entrusted

;&quot;f Supply: By God through Christ reckoned by these among the
&quot;pillars,&quot;

&quot;those

agreeably to the proof of this affirmation ren-
|

of reputation?&quot; And if one not an Apostle had
dered in ver. 8. For from what facts did they , enjoyed so eminent an estimation as a

&quot;pillar&quot;

perceive what is said in ver. 7 respecting the ; (James being here placed even before Peter),
could they then have so strongly charged upon
Paul a want of parity with the senior Apostles ?

And would he then have found it necessary to

prove his equality with such strength of asser-

*
[TBBTULUAH : A?&amp;gt;n trparatirmf

alter ltd ut aliis alter prteihcassr.nt. K.J
t [Notice the exact use of the perfect irt

bare iMten, I am still entrusted with it.&quot; R.]

fringelii, nee ut aliud
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tion as he does in Gal. i. ? James, the Lord s

brother also lacks this parity, and could claim it

even less than Paul, since he could not appeal to

any immediate revelation and calling [ ! comp.
or. xv. 7. II.],

and Paul certainly would not
any
1 C&amp;lt;

James to have done this as a distinctively apos
tolic act proves too much : proves him to be the

head of the apostolic college. It is as head of that

church, whence the Judaizing influence in Ga-
latia came, that he takes precedence. There-

have omitted bringing this forward, thereby to in- I fore we identify this James with the Lord s

validate the reasoning of his opponents. These ! brother (so in ver. 1-). R.]
are substantially WIESELER S arguments. We
must then either take James the Lord s brother
as identical with James, the son of Alpheus, and
therefore himself an Apostle (a view already re

jected in commenting on chap. i. 19), or take the

James of this passage as a different one, t. e. the

Who were esteemed as pillars=ns sup
ports of the Christian church. Christ, of course,
is the foundation. The Christian world is

viewed as an
o\K.&amp;lt;&amp;gt;^(i/j.r/.

They gave the right hands of fellow

ship. In general=They concluded with me
son of Alpheus and not the Lord s brother. That and Barnabas an agreement as formal and firm

the James in question occupied a certain official as it was amicable. The more precise sense is

position as chief pastor in the church of Jerusa
lem is justly inferred from the precedence of his

given by the preceding context, inasmuch as this

agreement was founded upon that. Seeing the

name here and also from ver. 12. This on the
| cooperation (ivepyelv) of God rendered to both

&quot;

other hand accords well with the special promi-
nence given to Peter, vers. 7, 8. In reference

to proper apostolic activity, in missionary activ

ity, Peter precedes James.

[We are again confronted with this difficult

question respecting James. On the theory of the

Peter and Paul, they had become persuaded of

the equal divine vocation of each, of the former to

the preaching of the gospel among the Gentiles,

of the latter to the preaching of the gospel
among the Jews. To this clearly recognized di

vine will they now rendered obedience by the

identity of James Alphaei and James, the Lord s formation of this compact. Agreeably to this

brother, all difficulty vanishes here, as well as i
twofold vocation they regulated also the twofold

in Acts xv., and for this reason it is adopted by activity; assigning formally to each the field of

many. The view, that there were other Apos- labor to which, as they had become convinced,
ties besides the Twelve and Paul, avoids both he was called. This was, it is true, a division

Ihe other difficulties, but is on other grounds of the work, but in the consciousness that it

very objectionable. We are to reconcile the was a common work of preaching the gospel,
view advanced i. 19 (that there were two promi- one in God, who had only assigned to one this

nent men named James, one the son of Alpheus i post, and to the other that. Therefore they
and an Apostle, the other James the Lord s broth-

j

gave &quot;right hands of fellowship.&quot; [LIGHTFOOT:
er, who was not an Apostle) with this passage, i

&quot;

gave pledges.&quot;
&quot; The outward gesture is lost

Which is referred to here? Schmoller, following
j

sight of in this expression, as appears from the

WIESELER, says, the former, to which view
j

fact that the plural is often used of a single per-
objection must now be made. 1. The James

\

son.&quot; R.] It was to be a parallel but a coop-
here referred to was the head of the church at

I

erative activity. The assumption of BAUR there-

Jerusalem. Such a position is ascribed to the
Lord s brother, to James the Just

;
if he cannot

be identified with the son of Alpheus, the son of

Alpheus is not, referred to here. 2. This posi
tion over the church of Jerusalem, so obviously
implied here, does not necessarily imply that
James was an Apostle. For with respect to mis

sionary activity Peter stands first, with respect
to the church at Jerusalem this James. Was not

fore is entirely untenable, that it had only been
a purely external compromise, that the senior

Apostles after as before had held firmly the

necessity of circumcision and the observance of

the Mosaic law to salvation
;
that for the mis

sion to the Gentiles they had tolerated Paul s so

widely divergent principles, because they could

not, prevent them, but that a further, inner bond
between Paul s mission to the Gentiles, and their

missionary work distinctively apostolic work ?
!

mission to the Jews, did not exist. This would
was not one not an Apostle more likely to be in a make &quot;

gave the right hands of fellowship&quot; sig-

permanent position at Jerusalem? 3. Paul does
! nify nothing more than, to come to an agreement

not call these three. Apostles, any more than he and indeed really to an agreement to separate.*
calls Barnabas an Apostle. In fact all the way That we should go unto the Gentiles, and
through he uses a term that is indefinite &quot;of

|

they unto the Circumcision. fhepurpose of

reputation.&quot; If he meant Apostles only and
j

the words, according to the connection, is doubt-
wished to show his agreement with the senior

j

less to point out, that in this act the acknowledg-
Apostles, he would hardly have so carefully ment of the parity of Paul, and particularly the

avoided saying so. &quot; Those in
repute&quot; were es- approbation of his teaching, was expressed in the

teemed in Galatia as well as Jerusalem, and he
i strongest manner. So far were the senior Apos-

was defending himself against Judaizers, who t ties from demanding a change in his teaching, that

while denying his apostleship, quoted against by this fixed compact they gave a full sanction to

him the mother church as well as the college of it, and declared in the most unequivocal manner,
the Apostles. Hence he speaks of &quot;the pillars&quot;

j

that they held it to be a pure gospel and worthy
of the church then and there, not of Apostles as -

such, and puts them in the Order of precedence in
[

*[For * compact survey of the transactions na.-rated in

that church, &quot;James and Peter and John.&quot; Had {^VvaVu^^r^^ sq.
all Of them been of the Twelve, and as Such re-

; For a very thoughtful ami interestnitf sketch of the rcla-

cognized his apostleship (for these three gave MOM batwaro Jewtoh and Gnle Christianity in the ftrrt

him the right hand of fellowship), how could p^ii^Chrfc^
James name come first? Any argument proving Dissertation Hi. J jiil and the Three, p. 283 sq. R

]
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to be preached. For otherwise they would not have

been able so composedly to make over the Gentile

world to Paul as his mission field. To the gener
al purpose of the statement the added clause
&quot;

only,&quot; etc., (ver. 10) also contributes. One wish,

to be sure, they had respecting Paul and Barnabas ;

which, however, related in no way to a change
of doctrine, implied no obligation toward the

&quot;circumcision,&quot; concerning doctrine, but was

only an entreaty to remember the poor. But the

meaning and purpose of this added clause is not,

that this was the only limitation of the separa
tion here coining to light (BAUR). In practice,

modifications of this partition of the field of

labor arose, especially to Paul, in consequence
of the Jews of the dispersion. The partition
therefore is to be understood not so much eth-

nographically as geographically. (Comp. also

yer. 10, where &quot; the
poor&quot;

means poor people
in Judea, and, therefore, &quot;circumcision&quot; here in

contrast with the Gentile countries is also Judea.
)

Ver. 10. Remember the poor : of course

by gifts. As to the cause of the poverty of the

Christians in Judea there are different conjec
tures Which very thing. Paul studiously

brings this forward in order to strengthen the

contrast between the Jewish Christian opposi
tion to him, and his approved zeal and affection

for the Jewish Christians.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The significance of this event. On the signi

ficance, with respect to Christian doctrine and the

Christian Church, of the proceedings between the

Apostle Paul and the Christians in Jerusalem,

especially the senior Apostles, since the proceed

ings themselves are not here detailed, the reader

is referred to Acts xv. and to the remarks of Lech-

Ler in loco, LANGE S Comm. Acts, p. 282 sq. Only
this need be said here

; by the acknowledgment of

the &quot;liberty in Christ Jesus,&quot; an emancipation
from the old Covenant was for the first time ef

fected; it was authoritatively established that a

new Covenant was come, and Christianity was re

cognized as the absolutely perfect and the univer

sal religion. Even though it was Paul who first

brought this truth, in theory and practice, to its

just validity, it was not, by any means, merely his

own subjective view to such an extent as to make
of Christ ianity something else than what it was, or

was meant to be, in itself. This appears in the

clearest light from his representation. Doubt
less there were not a few who imputed this to

him, and, therefore, were passionately hostile to

the rise of his influence (&quot;pseudo-brethren&quot;),

Jewish Christians, who were as yet more Jews
than Christians. Against these Paul had to

combat, and to what extent is shown, not only in

our Epistle, but also in the Second Epistle to the

Corinthians. But precisely those whose voice

was most availing (&quot;
those of repute &quot;),

and who,
at the same time, best knew what was Christ s

+&quot;&quot;&amp;lt; mind and purpose, frankly concurred with
Pat , were one with him, and with them certain

ly all who had really become disciples of Christ,

and, in the power of the Holy Ghost, had over
come all Pharisaic leanings, or had never had
them. And although they for themselves did

not stand upon that point of the &quot;liberty in

Christ Jesus&quot; represented by Paul, yet these

only needed a setting forth, on the part of Paul,
of his preaching among the Gentiles, and of the

argument inhering in the fact of its success, to

convince them, in the first place of the possi

bility, in the case of the Gentiles, of being saved

through faith in Christ alone. Comp. respect

ing Peter, Gal. ii. 16; moreover, his course, Acts

x., his justification of it, Acts xi.
;
must not the

other Apostles then have been prepared by the

latter for the report rendered by Paul, Acts xv. ?

Therefore, that chapter and Gal. ii., do not at all

make the impression that they might still have had
an opposite opinion and only now gave it up ;

and, of course, not the impression that they yet
retained their antagonistic opinion, and yielded

only externally. Ard even if they, and with

them, the greater part of the Jewish Christians

emancipated themselves only partially and grad
ually from a personal observance of the law, yet
with that admission respecting the Gentiles, the

principle of Christianity was acknowledged, it

was acknowledged that a new Covenant had
come, founded upon Christ alone. There ex
isted a consensus itpostolorum on this question of

1

principle: shall we have Law and the old Cove-

I

nant or Christ and the new Covenant? This,
thank God, is securely guaranteed, and the dis-

sensus, which is said to have arisen between the

original Apostles, as contracted Judaizers, and
Paul, the man of Progress, is a discovery of

modern criticism, which views testimony so

plain as that of our chapter, and of Acts xv.,

only through the glass of its own preconceptions.
2. Liberty in Christ. In opposition to the pseu

do-brethren, Paul, in the interest of the truth of

the gospel, indicates the &quot;liberty
in Christ,&quot; with

the utmost decision, and will not be brought into

bondage. On the other hand, where the truth of

the gospel is not at stake, Paul scruples not of his

own accord to make himself the servant of all, and
for the sake of gaining souls (1 Cor. ix. 19, 20) re

nounces
&quot;liberty.&quot;

The rule herein contained
for the conduct of the Christian is clear; he may
not bind his conscience by a human ordinance,
which passes itself off for a commandment of

God, nor permit it to be imposed upon him as a
condition of salvation; but he not only may. but

ought to, make himself a servant, to bind him

self, to make something a duty of conscience to

himself, for the sake of a weak brother. But
because he does this of free will, in thus &quot;be

coming a servant,&quot; he most shows his freedom,
he does it as freeman, and remains clearly con
scious of the distinction between God s command
ment and man s ordinance. The rule in itself is

clear, but demands much wisdom in its practical

applications.
3. \_Titus and Timothy. The principle just stat

ed can best be illustrated by a reference to the

Apostle s conduct in this case of Titus and that of

Timothy (Acts xvi. 3) subsequently. WORDSWORTH
thus judiciously states the difference: &quot;If Timo

thy was circumcised (as was probably well known
in Galatia), why not Titus? If not- Titus, why
Timothy? St. Paul replies to this question here:

i But not. even he who was with me at Jerusalem,

\
being a Gentile, was compelled to be circumcised.

i I would not consent that he should be circumcised^

|

even at Jerusalem. I do not consent to your
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Circumcision, because you are Oentile.it, and be- I Clearly conscious of this, they divided the field of

caiiM- you have embraced the gospel, and be-
|

labor between them. This diversity of calling,

cause it would be to force you backwards, instead

of forwards, it 1 compelled you, or permitted
others to compel you, to submit to the Levitical

L-iw. lint Timothy s case was very different

from yours. As has been well said by Augus
tine, St. Paul circumcised Timothy, in order that

Timothy s mother and maternal friends might
not imagine that he detested circumcision, as if it

were an idolatrous thing; for circumcision was
from God, but Idolatry is of the Devil. But he

resting upon diversity of gifts (Charisms), or per
haps diversity in the providential course of pre
vious life, etc., must be carefully considered in the

kingdom of God, if anything is to be really ac

complished. One may stand fully and firmly

upon the ground of evangelical faith, himself

have living faith, and yet be by no means quali
fied for every task in the kingdom of God. In

this respect also, the body of Christ has many
members, having diverse offices, but cooperating

did not circumcise Titus, lest he should afford a for the same end. It is an organic whole, and

handle to those who alleged that Gentiles, re- hence such an organization as took place on a

ceiving the gospel, could not be served without - 1 &quot;-i&quot; -.~~ i, A &amp;lt;,! :., :!., .

circumcision: and who deceived the Gentili

Christians by imputing such an opinion to St.

Paul. He might perhaps have allowed even

Titus to receive circumcision, as a thing indiffer

ent, and for the sake of peace and charity. But

these false brethren did not proffer circumcision

as a thing indifferent, but as necessary. Observe

1) His charity, in circumcising Timothy at Lystra,
in condescension to the scruples of weak brethren.

2) His courage in refusing to circumcise Titus

at Jerusalem, in submission to the requisitions of

false brethren. He would be tender-hearted to

the erring, but he would not make the least com

promise with error; and he would make no con
cession to any who would impose their errors on
others as terms of communion.&quot; R.]

4. The importance of Paul s position. Paul em

phasizes so decidedly the fact that the senior Apos-

small scale among the Apostles is entirely admis
sible. It must, however, be natural, inwardly
true, not artificial and merely external, else it

were mechanical, not organic.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL

Ver. 1. From STARKE: A preacher must not

shrink from toil and labor, when he finds oppor
tunity in his ministry to further the gospel, but

neglecting his own convenience, should be ready
to offer up all the powers of his body and spirit
in the service of God. RIEGER : A carefully
chosen company ; Barnabas, a Jew, one of the

first fruits unto Christ, and Titus a born Gentile,
not even circumcised, but both one in Christ.

STARKE : It is an excellent thing when brethren

are at one. This is in the church of God a be

ginning of Synods, which are rightly retained.

tles gave him no new instruction, but recognized
j

Ver. 2. Let us strive at least for this, that

him as of equal authority, not out of pride, but in
j

what we do in weighty matters, we may do
order to establish the truth of his preaching of by God s governance and not after our own
the gospel, and the title by which he exercised

the apostleship. He does it in the same spirii

Conferences which are held concerning
the affairs of the kingdom of God, by men who

in chap. 1; he declares that he did not receive his stand in one Spirit, have a great advantage, for

gospel from man. Paul is protesting, in fact, | thereby there comes to pass a communication of

against the beginnings of a Papacy, which the
! gifts between each other to the common use.

&quot;false brethren&quot; wished to erect by exaggerating HEDINGER: To ask men for counsel, must have
the authority of the &quot; Pillar Apostles&quot; (and prob- divine command, will and order, else it helps

ably of Peter especially), as something to which little in matters of faith, and it is hurtful for

a Paul must accommodate himself, as having no man to trust thereon. RIEGER: Also as con-

commission independently of it. &quot;The authority
j

cerns repute with others, a man can receive

of the pillars,
7

however, was only a pretext, the nothing except it be given him from above. Paul

rallying word that they used
;
their own authori

ty was what they sought. HEUBNER.

[The authority of the &quot;Mother Church&quot; seems,
from the drift of Paul s narrative, to have been
the rallying cry rather than the authority of

Peter, since, in the sentence which establishes

the acquiescence of the
&quot;pillars,&quot;

the name of

with all that God had bestowed on him, and

wrought through him, came into no such general

repute. He had to endure continually increas

ing contradiction against himself. It must,

however, have been for him a needful mantle of

obscurity. STAIIKE : As all hindrances, that

can hinder the fruit of the Gospel must be din-

James stands first. The argument gains force
j

gently avoided, and removed out of the way, so

as a protest in this view (especially if James also the undeserved suspicion of any.
were not one of the Twelve). For the essence Paul does not therefore defiantly say,

&quot; I know
_. Papacy is not the primacy of Peter, that was that I preach the right Gospel, let others think

just such a pretext as the Galatians used, but I of it what they will,&quot; but he is concerned for a

the infallible authority of a Mother-Church.

Therefore, the ground on which Paul stands is

mutual understanding, for the convincing of

others, in the interest of peace and of the cause

the basis for other protests than the famous one ! which they serve in common. [CALVIN: What
of the 16th century, since the insisting upon ! then ? Does the word of God fall, when it is un-

things indifferent as necessary is not confined to supported by the testimony of men ? No, but a

one Pope at Rome, but often issues from a body powerful confirmation of faith is yielded, when

R.]
nul ar

claiming like authority.
5. Diversity of calling. Paul and Peter were en

gaged in the same one gospel, but to each the

Lord had assigned a different mission
;
to the one,

that to the Gentiles ;
to the latter, that to the Jews.

all the teachers &quot;speak the same thing and there

are no divisions among them.&quot; Were many as

desirous as he to edify the Church, they would
take more pains to be agreed among themselves.

WORDSWORTH : Paul did all that was requisite
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on his part to obviate that very result which, un

happily, manifested itself among the Galatians,
viz. : the bringing of his doctrine into public colli

sion with that of the other Apostles. Also by
the mention of the private conference, particu

larly with Peter, he prudently prepares the way
for his description of the public dispute with
Peter at Antioch. R.]

Ver. 3. SPENER: In things indifferent we
may well, out of love, yield something of our

liberty to the good of the weak. But where men
would press these upon us as necessary to salva

tion, and our yielding would have the appear
ance of bringing the truth of the gospel into

jeopardy, we should never yield. STARKE :

It is wholly contrary to the nature of the gospel
to lay on any one a constraint of conscience in

things that concern our salvation, for the na
ture of the gospel is not to constrain, but to be

seech, to allure, and to convince. But the spi
rit of Antichrist binds and constrains the con
sciences to his ordinances and doctrines of men.

Ver. 4. Even in the best state of the Christian
church there are false brethren, who will be
taken as right-minded Christians, and are not.

Now these are much more dangerous than open
enemies of the gospel. CRAMER: The true
behavior of false teachers. They come not in at

the right door
; they are sneakers in, and hide

themselves behind a false disguise. HEDINGER:
Legal disciplinarians, who look at the outward
cannot endure that others should enjoy liberty,
and yet in the Spirit do more than they. Dear
Christian! learn once for all, that outward task
work cannot make a living heir of God. The
heart! the heart ! The heart, from its inmost
centre must love, fear, honor God, flee sin, and
praise Him, who for thee has died and is risen

again. STARKE : The main aim of false teach
ers is only to take us prisoners to deprive us
of our liberty in Christ, although they do not
confess such an aim in words, but will have the

appearance of wishing only to check carnal se

curity and liberty.
Ver. 5. BERLENB. BIBLE: The world and

hypocrites count this for obstinacy. Is that
then commendable? is the cry with it. I thought
now that Christians should yield, and Paul boasts
himself of just the opposite! But we must get
the true understanding of the matter from the
words that follows: We would not give way there
to in subjection, so as to suffer ourselves to be

placed under this order of things. Otherwise a
Christian willingly gives way, as Paul also

proved when he circumcised Timothy. But
when they would have him do it as a matter of
conscience he did it not. One may be zealous
for true freedom, and yet for love s sake bear
with much. If it be not given out for a first

step to salvation, love endures all; but faith will
suffer no derogation of itself. In our time many
a one thinks on a sudden, that he will be as
valorous as Paul, as Luther ; but he must first

have their spirit. For valor there needs a di
vine power. Freedom and Truth must go to

gether, else freedom profits not. Truth is in

ward, freedom, what one maintains outwardly
thereof. They are treasures of two kinds, but

springing from the same root. And because I

will not suffer men to plant anything false in my

heart, I must guard myself without. From
STARKE : The law is something transient : it is

the gospel that is permanent. The gospel too

contains the kernel of all the Mosaic ceremonies,
the shell only falls away. The shadow recedes
when the sun rises.

The liberty which is in Christ: 1. We mny
renounce it for love s sake

;
2. we must not let

ourselves be robbed of it for the truth of the

gospel s sake. The truth of the gospel is above
all

; may be hazarded at no price. If the truth
of the gospel is at stake, the combat may not
be shunned. [Our freedom, 1. negatively, from
the bondage of the law, 2. positively, in Christ

Jesus
; hence Christian liberty no license. False

brethren the most dangerous enemies to liberty.
Weak brethren disturb yet strengthen it; false

brethren seek to undermine and destroy it. Be
cause &quot;out of Christ,&quot; yet in His camp, they
spy out and would betray what we have in Him,
our liberty. What a contrast ! the false brethren

creeping in to rob others of truth and liberty;
Paul our faithful, fearless, yet humble and holy
champion for the truth which makes us free

(Jno. viii. 32). R.]
Ver. 6. WURT. SUMM. : This is Paul s mean

ing: God looks not on the outward person and

standing of a man, so that he should prefer a
learned one to an unlearned, a rich man to a

poor, a powerful man to a weak, but abides by
the rule of His word, namely :

&quot; In every nation
he that feareth Him, and worketh righteousness,
is accepted of Him.&quot; In which thing we then
should all follow God, and neither for the sake
of a person or of any earthly thing, should we
retire from the right or from the rule of God s

word, but should abide steadfastly by it, even

though an emperor, a king or a governor should
command otherwise, or though it should cost

life or limb. STARKE : In matters of faith, the

authority of persons and outward preeminence
has no weight, but only the truth of doctrine,
which is Christ s and from Christ. [SCHAFF:
Paul means no disrespect to his colleagues, but
even their advantages, he represents as having
no weight where the truth of the gospel was
concerned. His high sense of independence far

from being identical with pride, rested in his hu

mility ;
it was but the complement to the feeling

of his absolute dependence upon God.
&quot;God no respecter of persons.&quot; The Gala

tians were; why else this constant reference to

those &quot;of repute?&quot; There is no slight intended
to those of repute, but a rebuke to those who
in their Christian opinion lean not on God, but
on men, men of position, reputation. How many
neither false brethren, nor so far gone in error

as the bewitched Galatians pin their faith on the

Jo/cowref. R.]
Ver. 7. STARKE : The gospel is a Divine de

posit and treasure, which is not given to any one
for his own, but is only entrusted, so that we
must deal with it as pleases Him who has given
us such a trust. SPENER: God has made wise
distribution among His servants; though He
calls them in common to all spiritual functions,
and none of them is quite free from some; yet
He appoints to each in particular his certain

part, where and in which he shall serve Him,
and for that He fits him out with the needful
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gifts. Therefore, special blessing attends their

labor, when they are where the Lord has set

til.-lll.

[The gospel treasure, the chosen vessels to

in the interest of the advancement of the cause

of God s kingdom. The willingness of the Apos
tles to recognize Paul, an example for us; 1.

they examined Paul s doctrine first; but 2. so

which it was entrusted. The adaptation for the soon as they had persuaded themselves of hii

Divine mission, they entered into fellowship
with him, giving up their particular opinions
and scruples. The one apostolic church, built:

1. not upon the authority of one or another

Apostle, but 2. upon the agreement of the same,
or rather upon the One Gospel. The gospel of

righteousness through faith in Christ Jesus, the

touchstone of true and false Apostles ;
the former

unite in this, in spite of all other differences ;

the latter not, because they are concerned for

fit-Id of labor is the gift and trust of God s grace.
The preparation of the field, God s providential
work. The assignment of the field, God s act,

to which the Church but consents, as in the first

and weightiest case. R.]
Ver. 8. SPENER: All gifts, all power in in

struction and success of labor, come from God,
who must be effectual with us and in us, if we
are to accomplish anything. 1 Cor. iii. 6; 2

Cor. iii. 6. Therefore, to Him belongs all the

praise and thanks. CRAMER: The holy minis-
|

themselves, and not for Christ. ANACKER, Jit-

try is not. a mere babbling, but a mighty instru- I belstunden: Did they not then immediately sepa-

ment, wherewith God breaks hearts to pieces, as rate themselves again? 0, no; they were and
with a hammer, and also a two-edged sword, and remained one in the Lord, but each knew the

a sharp knife, wherewith He cuts out the stony field into which especially the Lord had sent him,
each joyfully accepted his part, and joyfully and

humbly left to the other what belonged to him.
heart.

Ver. 9. STARKE : We are bound, not only to

recognize the grace which God has given to us,

and rightly to use the same, but also to recog
nize that which others have received, and to be

helpful that this also may be turned to use.

[ James, and Cephas, and John.&quot; From WORDS
WORTH: He mentions these by name, because
what he says was honorable to them. When he
has anything less creditable to record, he spares
the names of individuals even of the false

brethren. He mentions Peter below, for which,
doubtless, there was a necessity. It was provi
dential, too, since some who claim to be the suc

cessors of St. Peter profess to be above error
and bcyonl rebuke. R.]

SPEXEII: Although the teachers of the gospel,

So should it be among Christians!

Ver. 10. CRAMER: It is a part of the holy

ministry to have an eye to the poor and to the

distribution of alms. AN ACKER, Bibclstunden :

With respect to the poor no division should

occur; but in all the various spheres and callings
which separate men, mainly in place and station,

let compassionate love be a continual outward

proof that we are one in the inner ground of

faith. On the other band, such fellowship of

love in fruitful measure is only possible where
there is a consciousness of the fellowship of

faith. F. MULLER: Such love, we rejoice to

believe, will again awake in our days ;
the hearts

of Christians have become warm and intent on
in respect of their office, are alike, yet there is a remembering the need of their brethren, whether
distinction between them in respect to gifts ;

and it be in showing love to the distant heathen, or

it is not amiss that, according to such distinction,

they should be used for weightier and greater,
or for lesser functions, and accordingly should
be had in greater or less reputation. [CAL
VIN: Even in the Church of God, he who

to those who, though in the midst of Christendom,

yet live no better than heathen, or to oppressed
brethren in the faith, who, surrounded by a

hostile communion, lack the most necessary
means for the maintenance of their church life.

enjoys a larger measure of grace ought, on
j

But such love is still far from prevailing fully
that account, to receive higher honor. But, in

\ among us.

all cases, let the rule be followed: &quot;He that is
I [LUTHER: True religion is ever in need.

greatest among you shall be your servant.&quot; R.]
! Wherefore a true and faithful pastor must have

&quot;They gave the right hands of fellowship.&quot; AN- a care of the poor also. BURKITT : The faithful

ACKKR, Bibelstnnden: What a moment must that ministers of Christ ought, upon first and fit oc-

havebeen! What a blessed working of the Holy
j

casions, to excite and stir up their people to

Ghost! What a victory for the good cause of duties of charity, as well as piety; to costly and

Paul, or rather for the cause of Christ s Gospel
itself!

We here see the distinction between true and

expensive duties, as well as those that are easy
and less burdensome

;
these being no less profit

able to the Church, and much more evidential of

false union in matters of faith; it would have a real work of grace upon the heart. \VoRO8-
been false union, if Paul had yielded; that is,

had abandoned the sound evangelical ground
upon which he stood, and the three senior Apos
tles had then first recognized him; it was true
union when Paul, with decision, maintained the

evangjlic.il truth, and the three yet joined fel

lowship with him, because they were persuaded

WORTH: Paul here shows 1. His fraternal co

operation with the other Apostles; 2. His love

for the Jewish Christians ; 3. That his non-com

pliance with the requirements of the false brethren
was from no lack of charity to them, He became
a suitor to the Gentiles for alms to the Jews, and
at length a victim to the rancor of the Jews,

of the truth, of the divine origin, of his preach-
j

when he was engaged at Jerusalem in the act of

ing. Vceord in matters of faith: 1. Possible ! promoting this very thing. R.]
an I permitted only where evangelical truth is: [Unity in beneficence : 1. a fruit of the Spirit
maintained, and, therefore, Paul s firmness is in the early Church ; 2. a hopeful sign in the
not to be censured; 2. but this maintained, it is Church of the present, day. Paul forward in this

not. only beautiful, but a duty ; a) in the interest

of the fulfilment of the commandment of love
; b\

work of beneficence ; first in time, first in effort.

He continued to be forward. Just after writing
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this Epistle, he made a tour, gathering the alms

of the Greek churches for the saints at Jerusalem,
whence came the impugners of his office and

doctrine. Christian beneficence, like God s,

overlooks unworthiness and ingratitude. &quot;Th

false brethren &quot; would be &quot;forward
&quot;

at the dis

tribution of alms to the &quot;

saints,&quot; yet Paul s for*

wardness was not affected by this. B.J

8. On one occasion (in Antioch) he therefore asserted, and, with the independence of an Apostle,
dared assert, even in opposition to a Peter, the principles of his Gentile Christian preaching.

(CHAP. ii. 11-21.)

11 But when Peter was come [Cephas
1

came] to Antioch, I withstood him to the face,

12 because he was to be blamed [was condemned]
2
. For before that [omit that] certain

[certain person*] came from James, he did eat [was eating together]
3 with the Gen

tiles : but when they were come [came]
4 he withdrew and separated himself, fearing

13 them which were [omit which were]
5 of the circumcision. And the other Jews6

dis

sembled likewise with him
;
insomuch that Barnabas also [axrre xa{, so that even

14 Barnabas] was carried away with [by] their dissimulation. But when I saw -that

they walked not uprightly according to the truth of the gospel, I said unto Peter [Ce

phas] before them [omit them] all, If thou, being a Jew, livest after the manner of

Gentiles, and not as do the Jews,
7

why compellest thou [how
8

is it that thou art

15 compelling] the Gentiles to live as -do the Jews? We who are [we are]
9 Jews by

16 nature, and not sinners of the Gentiles, Knowing [yet
10

knowing] that a man is

not justified by the works of the law, but [cv pL-rh except or but only] by the faith of
Jesus Christ,

11 evenwe [we too] have [omit have]
1 2 believed in Jesus Christ [Christ

Jesus],
13 that we might be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the works of the

17 law: for
14

by the works of the law shall no flesh be justified. But if, while we seek

to be justified by [in] Christ, we ourselves also are found sinners, is therefore Christ

18 the minister of sin ? God forbid [or Far from it]. For if I build again the things
19 [very things]

15 which I destroyed, I make [prove]
16

myself a transgressor. For I

20 through the law am dead [died] to the law, that I might live unto God. I am
[or have been] crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; [omit;] yet not I, [it is,

however, no longer I that live]
17 but Christ liveth in me : and [yea] the life which

I now live in the flesh I live by [in] the faith of the Son of God,
18 Avho loved me,

21 and gave himself for me. I do not frustrate the grace of God : for if righteousness
come by the law, then Christ is dead [died] in vain [without cause]

19
.

1 Ver. 11. Here also the preponderance of authority is in favor of K TJ &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

a.
&amp;lt;;. [As also in ver. 14. The simple past

&quot;

came&quot; is the best rendering of the aorist ^ A 6 e v. R.]
Ver. 11. [Karty oxr/nevos V, &quot; was condemned.&quot; The E. V., follows the Vulgate : repreheraibilis. which is in-

Correct. Sonic adopting a (-lightly different exegesis, render &quot; had been condemned,&quot; but this is not so literal. See EXEG.
NOTES. Schmoller renders a ve

&amp;lt;m\v : entgegentrat, &quot;opposed,&quot; but &quot;withst&quot; od &quot; does not seem too strong. R.]
8 Ver. 12. [The imperfect tnvri&amp;lt;T0iev expresses the idea of habitual eating in company with.&quot; So too the other verbs,

11 w e tr T f A A v and
a&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ujpit,Vr ;

&quot; he began to withdraw himself.&quot; etc. ; but to express this fully would require a periphra
sis in English. Himself&quot; is the object of both these verbs. R.]

Ver. 12. HAfleK instead of f,
A So v, probably an old mistake, from ver. 11. is found in X. B. [The latter reading if

adopted by modern editors on good MSS. authority. R.]
6 Ver. 12.

[&quot;
Which were&quot; should be italicised if retained. R ]

Ver. 13. X. adds vavrot. [No other authority ; X 3 disapproves. R.]
Ver. 14. &quot;Kai oiic loviai itwt is wanting in C ar., Germ, [two very ancient Latin versions. R.], Ambrosi.

aster. Si-dulius. Agapetes : but the authorities are much too weak to permit us. with Semlcr and Schott, to take the words
as H glms.&quot; Meyer. [There is some doubt respecting the proper order ; X- A. B. C. K. O.. Lachniann. Meyer. Ellicott,
Alfonl i in later ed.), Lin ht foot read: tai OVK &amp;gt;t*4iKMf

&amp;gt;}&amp;gt;

while D. E. K. L., most cursives, Rec., Tischendorf,
Bohote, Wordsworth bare M ft. ofa lowt. The former si-ems best sustained. The want of two adverbs cmiivalcnt to
cOi/iKwf and IovKWf makes it impossible to render literally in English, but the E. V. gives the correct
ense. R.]

8 Ver. 14. n u&amp;gt; ?. not TI. is the correct reading. So Lachniann.
{&amp;lt; [A. B. C. D. F., most cursives, Meyer and the ma

jority of modern editors. R,-c. (followed by K. V. d Tis, -hi iidorf have TI . R.]
V,-r. 1 ) ITln- insertion of &quot; wtn, ,,rr

&quot;

in the K. V. h:is made this passage very obscure. &quot;We
&quot;

might be taken as
the subject of&quot; believed (ver. 16), and all between as explanatory, but if &quot;are&quot; be supplied, the meaning is sufficiently
Clear. Ellicott adds &quot;

truly.&quot; R.J
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10 Ver. 16. &quot;A i is wanting in Elz , but against the weight of authority The omission was occasioned by taking
i Sorts as a definition of what precedes [f. e.,

&quot; MIHK -rs of (In- (ientiles
&quot;

R.], with which construction 6e would not
iii:ri-r. Tli lis.sion was furthered by supposing a new sentence to begin *.ith i6oTs.&quot; Meyer. [Retaining d, the

pointing of the K. V. is correct : .\ t- are Jews/ etc., yet (fo slightly adversative) knowing,&quot; etc. R.j
11 Ver. lt&amp;gt;. [Tischendort omits X p iff TO 0, but apparently on insufficient authority. The omission probably arose

from an attempt to avoid the fretiuent repetition of Xpiards, which occurs three times in this verse. Some read Xp.
Ir)&amp;lt;roO. K.]

12 Ver. 16.
[
En-to-re v v a. p. t v, &quot;believed,&quot; better than &quot; have) believed.&quot; R.]

13 Ver. lt&amp;gt;. i Hero the order \piffr bi&amp;gt; I II&amp;lt;TOVV is better supported. R.]
.

[

l Ver. 10. [Rec., C. E. K. L., i-llicott, Wordsworth read Mn. Which was probably imported from Rom. iii.20; on
is supported by tf. A. B. F. G., Lachoiann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Lightfoot. The order of Rec., oir OIK. ef epy. is not
well sustained. E.J

is Ver. 18. [Literally :

&quot;

if what things I destroyed, these I build again.&quot; R.]
i Ver. 18. Is v v i&amp;lt;r T dv &amp;lt;a is adopted by modem editors on uncial authority ; O-UH O-TTJJU.I of Rec. is probably a gram

matical gloss. R.]
if Ver. 20. [The pointing of the E. V. alters the meaning, and weakens the force of this passage, by making two

clauses where there is re illy but one. As, however, Se ex-curs three times in quick succession, and with a variation in

its force, elegance demands this translation: &quot; It is, however (Si), no longer I that live, but (6V; Christ liveth in me, yea,

(Si resumptive) the Ufa,&quot; etc. R.]
18 Ver. 20. LAchmanii has -roD 6oD Kal Xpio-roS, following B. D. F. Q. &quot; It is highly probable that this reading ori

ginated in the transcriber s parsing immediately over from the first to the second r o v, so that only TOV Oeov was written;
as what followed was incongruous, Kal Xpio-roG was inserted. Meyer.

i Ver. 21. [A ty p e a. v may be more properly rendered : &quot;Without cause.&quot; Tittmaun, sine justa causa, iiot/ruttra,
sine ejftctu. So Meyer, Ellicott, Lighifoot. R.J

He designates them according to their nationa

lity, because it is on this that the matter turns.

Peter therefore neglected the limitations of the
EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 11. I withstood him to the face,
etc.

&quot; To the face&quot;=not behind his back, in his

absence. [It does not mean &quot;

publicly,&quot; that is

asserted below (ver. 4). Some of the fathers,
&quot; to salve the authority of Peter&quot; introduced the

gloss Kara a^r~//j.a,
&quot;in appearance,&quot; because he

had been condemned by others. This view is

opposed nobly by AUGUSTINE. See ALFORD and

WORDSWORTH, in oco.-;-R.]
Because he was or had been con

demned: the rea I hy Paul opposed him.

It was not therefore any attack on the part of

Peter himself, that occasioned Paul s taking a

stand against him. Aviarrjv, therefore not=I
withstood him, but=I look a stand against him.

[Yet Peter s conduct was an attack on gospel

liberty ; and Paul &quot;

opposed&quot; sufficiently to

&quot;withstand&quot; him. R.] The reason was, the

indignant feeling of the Christians of Antioch,
the unfavorable judgment passed upon him by
them. Moreover, the scandal which he had

given, was notorious, and Paul was obliged to

do what he did. But he certainly did not do it out

of personal irritation or from arrogance or ma
lice ;

his own words prevent such a charge. For
himself he did it unwillingly, would have avoided

rebuking Peter &quot;before them all.&quot; But a defi

nite reason, viz., regard for the brethren, the

Gentile Christian church, impelled him to it. And

inferred. Various answers are given : by God,

by his own previous conduct, by Paul himself

(ALFOUD), by the church at Antioch. The last

is most probably meant, else the rebuke would
not have been public. It is not necessary to

suppose that only the scandal at Antioch drove
Paul to this course, for the conduct of Peter was
in itself reprehensible. &quot;Had been condemned&quot;

must be preferred, if it be referred to a definite

Levitical law of meats. This is the simple sense
of this remark. &quot;A Jew could not without Le
vitical defilement eat with Gentiles&quot; (even if

these adhered to the decrees of the apostolic

council).
&quot;

Peter, however, had through Di
vine revelation (Actsx.) been taught the unte-

nableness of this isolation within the sphere of

Christianity.&quot; This Jewish law of meats he dis

regarded, that is he lived eOviKcJg Kal OVK loreJautwe;,

at all events here in Antioch. &quot; Before certain

persons came from James.&quot;
&quot; From James&quot; is

not to be connected with &quot; certain persons&quot; aa

if=&quot; certain adherents of James&quot; (for &quot;James

would then be marked out as the head of a

party, something which it would be neither ne

cessary nor wise to do
here&quot;),

but with &quot;came,&quot;

either generally=&quot; from James,&quot; that is, from his

circle of helpers, or=&quot; sent by James.&quot; But at all

events they were such as held like sentiments
with James, i. e., Jewish Christians, who them
selves still adhered strictly to the Mosaic law,
lived lotxJai/cwf /cm OVK itiviKtif, and who because,

they felt obliged thereto as born Jews, regarded
this lovfiaiKuf Cijv as necessary for all born Jews,
and accordingly for all Jewish Christians, but

by no means demanded any such thing as the

lovdaifciv of the Gentile Christians in Antioch,
as WIESELER, perverting the state of facts main
tains. They stood, therefore, upon the platform

in this there was also a command, so that even I of James. &quot;Certain persons&quot; is not therefore=

regard for Peter on the other hand, was no
j

such as without ground, appealed to the authority

ground for holding back. [It must be remarked
j

of James
;
neither were they of the &quot; false breth-

that the Greek only states indefinitely that Peter
|

ren&quot; (ver. 4), who occupied a very different posi-
was condemned,&quot; by whom is a matter to be

j

tion from James. What views they had respecting
the Gentile Christians, is not stated, for these were
not at all in question ;

it is therefore natural to

assume, that their views were those of James, and
that the latter, when he sent these people, still

thought as he did not long before, at the council

(ver. 9; Acts xv.). [SCHAFF: &quot;It would seem
from this passage that, soon after the council,
James sent some esteemed brethren of his con

gregation to Antioch not for the purpose of im-

condernnation on the part of the Gentile Chris- 1 posing the yoke of ceremonialism upon Gentile

tians at Antioch. R.]
|

Christians for this would have been inconsistent

Ver. 12. For before certain persons came with his speech but for the purpose of remind-

from James, he was eating together with ing the Jewish Christians of their duty and re-

the Gentiles, i. e., with the Gentile Christians, commending them to continue the observance of
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the divinely appointed and time-honored cus

toms of their fathers, which were by no means
overthrown by the compromise measure adopted
at the council. It is unnecessary therefore to

charge him with inconsistency. All we can say
is that he stopped half-way and never ventured

sation, in the hope of bringing over the nation as

a whole to the Christian faith.&quot;* R.] But with

Peter, as a Jewish Christian and an Apostle to

the Jewish Christians, they found fault, un

doubtedly on account of his eating with the Gen

tiles, that is, with his neglect of the Mosaic law

its freedom, and stood therefore in contradiction
with his convictions. In the act itself there was

nothing different from that indulgent reganl tu

the prejudices of those still weak, which Paul
himself so often urges as a duty. But the mo
tive of Peter s conduct in this case was not

so far as Paul, or even as Peter, who broke
j

anxiety to avoid a possible scandal to the faith

through the ceremonial restrictions of their na- this was not to be feared here but the fear of

tive religion. Confining his labors to Jerusalem men, fear of reproaches, and most likely also

and the Jews, James regarded it as his mission of losing consequence and authority. [It must be

to adhere as closely as possible to the old dispeu- 1 noted that such a withdrawal was a withdrawal
from the very frequent agapae and the frequent
Lord s Supper. Though the decree of the Apos
tolic council did not command or forbid the com
mon participation of Jewish and Gentile Chris
tians in these services, yet Peter had thus com
muned with the Gentile Christians; he ceased
to do so, and of course made great scandal.
While not violating the letter of the decree, he

yet treated these brethren as unclean. R.]
Ver. 13. Paul therefore fastens on the conduct

of Peter (and of the other Jewish Christians who
did likewise) the sharp censure of the t

of meats, his tQv Yet it is by no means

expressly said that they reproached him with it,

for &quot;

fearing them of the circumcision,&quot; may
merely mean, that he feared possible reproaches,
such as those, Acts xi. 3. But as he then justi
fied himself in this, and the justification was ac-

cepted (Acts xi. 18), there is the more reason to
|

i ir6ifpiat, dissimulation, and he is the more
doubt whether the Jewish Christians, who came

| severe, because along with the consideration for

from James, really made reproaches against Pe-
j

the Jewish Christians, begotten of fear, there

ter, or even whether they would have done it, was a non-consideration for the Gentile Chris-

and whether it was not^in empty fear on Peter s
,

tians : and thus they were both scandalized and

p.-irt, which was blamed the more on this ac- perplexed, since by the change of conduct in

count, as a causeless denying of the conviction

which he then successfully vindicated, a retreat

Peter they were tempted to the thought that the
Mosaic law must after all be binding. It is of

out of weakness, from the position he had then course entirely incorrect to find the &quot;dissimu-

joyfully assumed and justified, supported as he
j

lation&quot; in the former association with the Gentile
was by the experience through which God had

;

Christians, as if this had been a momentary un-
led him. Peter must of course have feared pos- faithfulness towards actual Judaistic convictions,
sible reproaches to this effect: that although his [Even Barnabas.

&quot;My co-laborer in the
conduct at that time respecting Cornelius had

|

work of heathen missions and fellow-champion of
afterwards been approved, it would be a differ-

j

the liberty of the Gentile brethren.&quot; SCHAFF.
ont thing for him now, in the presence of Jew-

I
LIGHTFOOT :

&quot; It is not impossible that this in-

it, by prc
, may hatrust, may have prepared the way for the dissen

sion between Paul and Barnabas, which shortly
afterwards led to their (separation (Acts xv. 39).
From this time forward they never again appear
associated together. Yet whenever St. Paul
mentions Barnabas, his words imply sympathy
and respect. This feeling underlies the language
of his complaint here, even Barnabas. &quot;

Comp.

the absence of so definite an occasion as

then, he would now be regarded as one also

standing outside
[i.

e. with the Gentile Chris
tians. R.], his authority with the Jewish Chris
tians might be diminished, etc. But even if such

reproaches were really made to him, these per
sons nevertheless are not to be regarded as agree
ing with the &quot;false brethren&quot; and standing v/i *.^ vu.n^icn.n, ucic, ct/c/ uuiuuuuz. ^uiup.
upon an entirely different platform from James

j

1 Cor. ix. 6, and also the mention of Mark, Col.

himself, for neither Acts xi. 18, nor Acts xv. is iv. 10. R.]
to be regarded as unhistorical. Out of fear, [The conduct of Peter must be judged by the
therefore, he withdrew and separated him-

j

facts here stated, not by a desire to advocate or
self. The imperfects are adumbrative, cause deny the primacy claimed for him. The occur-
the events to go on, as it were, before the eyes

j

rence is indeed characteristic of that Peter whom
of the reader. MEYER. He ate no more with the Gospels describe;

&quot; first to confess Christ,
the Gentile Christians, and as appears to be first to deny Him

;
first to recognize and defend

intimated, discontinued this without giving any the rights of the Gentiles, first to disown them
explanation: he again attached himself to the

|
practically. His strength and weakness, bold-

Jewish Christians, that is, he behaved himself I ness and timidity are the two opposite manifes-
all at once as if the Jewish law of meats were tutions of the same warm, impulsive and impres-
etill sacred in his view, inasmuch as he began sible temper&quot; (SCHAFF). The fault was one of

again to observe it. He did not therefore give practice, not of doctrine. The receiving of the

up his freer convictions, his practice alone lost rebuke is a sign of Peter s genuine piety.
Whether he went out again and wept bitterly* [When we consider this position of James, and look at

the Epistle which bears his name, we are led, not to doubt
its inspiration and place in the canon, but rather to believe
that it iini*t be inspired, else it would have differed more
from the writings of Paul, and that its place in the canon
is a proof ot the wisdom of Ciod, who made His Word com
plete, by making it maiiy-sided, and yet never contra
dictory. R.]

we know not, But there was no &quot;sharp con
tention,&quot; and Peter s love for Paul remained.
On the early discussions respecting this oc
currence see LIGHTFOOT, p. 127, sq., showing how
much the church is indebted to AUGUSTINE for a
correct view of it. Comp. DOCTRINAL NOTES. R.]
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Ver. 14. But when I saw that they
walked not uprightly, etc. We are to supply
from VIT. 11:&quot; And at the same time beard the

Gentile Christians expressing themselves in con
demnation of it.&quot; [The necessity of supplying
this makes it the more doubtful, whether the

reference there is to the &quot;condemnation&quot; on
the part of the Gentile Christians. R.] lip of

r&amp;gt;iv n/.ijtieiav TOV tvayytXlov hardly ==&quot; ac

cording to,&quot; which would be Kara, but &quot;in the

direction of,&quot;
= in order to preserve uprightly

and further the truth of the gospel.
The sense, therefore, is the same as in ver. 5.

This agrees with the context, for Paul, in the

conduct of Peter and the other Jewish Christians,
beheld an infringement of the &quot;truth of the

gospel,&quot; especially of the principle of Christian

freedom founded in the gospel, on account of its

effect on the Gentile Christians: &quot;How is it

that thou art compelling the Gentiles to live as

do the Jews?&quot; (MEYER). [The force of irpof
is open to discussion, especially as the word

bpOoKodelv is not only anal- faydpevov, but

very rare. LIGHTFOOT says it denotes here &quot;not

the goal to be attained, but the line of direction

to be observed. See WINEK, p. 424.&quot; And
ELLICOTT in reply to MEYER, who claims that

Kara would have been used to express the idea

of rule or measure, observes that the instances

he quotes are all after irepmaTelv. If the line of

direction be the meaning, the E. V. is correct,
and the implication is that Peter did not deviate

from the &quot;truth of the
gospel,&quot;

but from the

line of conduct which the truth of the gospel
marked out, hence the verb retains a semi-local

meaning,
&quot; walk straight. 11.]

Before all,
&quot;

very probably = in an assembly
of the Church, although not convened immedi

ately for this purpose&quot; (MEYER) before Jew
ish and Gentile Christians. If thou, being a
Jew, livest after the manner of Gentiles:
means the accustomed practice of Peter, from
which he only then receded.. How is it that
thou art compelling the Gentiles to live
as do the Jews? Paul shows him the self-

contradictoriness of his behavior, by a kind of

ironical address. &quot;Thou thyself a Jew, livest

as a Gentile and how comes it, then, that thou

constrainest Gentiles to live Jewishly? Is not

that an utter contradiction?&quot; It is true Peter
does not constrain the Gentiles directly ;

it is a
turn which- sharpens the censure; in reality, it

was only an indirect constraining through the

authority of the example of Peter. The opinion
is, therefore, quite unfounded, which supposes
that the messengers of James had preached the

Erinciple

of the necessity of the observance of the

iw even for Gentile Christians and that

Peter had at least tacitly supported this princi

ple. Thereby they would have directly oppugned
the view of James himself (Acts xv.), and Peter
would have oppugned his own. His &quot;dissimu

lation&quot; at this time by no means authorizes the

assumption that he had changed his view as to

the indispensableness or dispensableneso of the
law itself. Hut at all events the Gentile Chris
tians in Antioch looked upon Peter as one who,

previously not observing the Jewish law, all at

once began to observe it. That it was mere
&quot;

dissimulation,&quot; and not an actual change of

I view respecting the law, they did not at first

know; and, therefore, they might easily, even if

i
no one attempted directly to impose the law upon

i them, feel constrained to regard it as something
|
necessary, and also to guide themselves in prac
tice according to it at least, in this one point
respecting meats. There was at all events the

danger that such a moral compulsion might be

exercised; and when once a single point was
regarded as necessary, matters might go farther.

Against WIESELER S explanation: &quot;You so
act that the Gentiles also must live as Jews, if

they wish any longer to eat with
you&quot; (which

is connected with his erroneous view respecting
the journey of the Apostle narrated ii. 1 sq.),
let it be here remarked only : Had Peter, by
his conduct, only imposed on the Gentile Chris
tians of Antioch the necessity of again observing
the decrees of the apostolic council, in order to
be able to eat with the Jewish Christians, and
had Paul himself so regarded it, Peter would cer

tainly not have received this public rebuke from
Paul. Peter s conduct, his yielding from fear,
would indeed have been censurable, yet the con

sequences of this for others could only have given
occasion for a public rebuke, provided they en

dangered the life offaith; but on Wieseler s sup
position this could not have resulted. lot dni-

jiTcivis,
without doubt, different from lordaZ-

Uwf ^yv, and is not merely another expression
for this, but it is with design that lord. &Jv is

not repeated. With Peter, at that time, a re

lapse into lord. ijv took place at least in

practice, and through it a misleading of the
Gentile Christians into lovdai^etv was to be
feared. lovAaiKuf ty&amp;gt;

was in the Jewish Chris
tian something in itself quite irrcprehensible,
was only a maintenance of national usage; in

the Gentile Christian a loud. Zyv became a iordat-

Zeiv, that is, a Judaizing, being a Judaizer.

[Hence, when Peter, who had been living tOriKiJf,

occupying the position of the Gentile Christians,

began again to live lordo/ /iwf his action was con

structively iavdai&iv, and a moral compulsion
put. upon his late associates, the Gentile Chris

tians, to do the same. II.] The distinction is

difficult to render in a translation; it is some

thing like, &quot;to live Jewishly,&quot; &quot;to be Jew
ish.&quot;

Vers. 1521. That this is a continuation of the

address to Peter, is self-evident to every unpre
judiced reader, and the assumption that an ad
dress to the Galatians suddenly comes in here
is so utterly at variance with the context that it

is unnecessary to refute it. To mention no
other reasons against it, let any one read the

historical narrative, extending from as far back
as chap. i. 13, up to this point, and imagine
now, all at once, without any transition, an ad
dress to the Galatians, beginning,

&quot; We are, by
nature, Jews. &quot; This view, it is true, has
found again decided advocates in WIESELER,
VON HOFMANN. True, on our view also, the

exposition is somewhat difficult, but it commends
itself too distinctly to allow us to hesitate on
account of the difficulties of the interpretation.
And has not this difficulty, in part, its ground in

this, that Paul only cites words, spoken on
another occasion, and perhaps somewhat con

densed also. At all events the words are not to
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be regarded as merely addressed to Peter per

sonally. Paul passes over into a more general

exposition, for the instruction of the Gentile and

Jewish Christians that were then present. &quot;He

makes out of the transaction, which then arose

respecting the eating or not eating with the Gen

tiles, a locum comwunem (an article of doctrine),

^rhich extends much further than the transaction

itself. He speaks of the works of the law gene

rally.&quot;
Roos. Paul cites with such detail his

words then uttered for this very reason, that the

substance of what he then said corresponds so

well with the purpose of his letter, suits the case

of the Galatians so precisely. Of course it can

not be affirmed that Paul cites the words that he

then used, with literal exactness ;
his expres

sions may have been modified to a nearer corres

pondence with the particular purpose for which

he here adduces them, although there is no

where in the expressions themselves any neces

sity for such an opinion.
Ver. 15. We are by nature Jews, etc.

Vers. 15-17 give the ground of the censure in

ver. 14: We, as Jews, have the law, which, of

itself, exalts us above the Gentiles, who, as

&quot;without law, are to beregarded as &quot;sinners;&quot;

yet we have surrendered the preeminence which

we had, and emancipated ourselves from the law

in the knowledge that a man is not justified by it,

but by faith in Christ, how then can one of us

wish to bring the Gentiles under the law, over

whom it was never in force? would be the very
obvious conclusion, which Paul, at all events,

compels the hearer to draw, but he himself

makes the more general, but more pointed one:

How then can any one of us press the observ

ance of the law again, as though otherwise we
fell into the category of Gentiles of sinners?

One who does this makes Christ thereby a minis

ter of sin that is, he declares, by this reestab-

lishment of the law, that faith in Christ itself, as

it involves the giving up of the law, brings men
into the category of sinners (ver. 17). Not
sinners of the Gentiles. Spoken from the

national and theocratic point of view, on which
Paul expressly places himself by the emphasizing
of their Jewish descent. From that point of

view, the Gentiles, as avnfioi, in contrast with
the Jews, who are ivvo/toi, are, in themselves,

ap.apruA.ni /car t^o^v, although it is, of course,
certain that Paul, in another sense, enforces the

truth that there is also an iv wfyy&ja^apr., Rom. ii.

12; and that, in a deeper sense, they also, as

Jewa (with the law), were dfiapruTioi, is an es

sential thought of the following context, inas

much as they found justification only through
faith in Christ.

Ver. 16. Yet knowing that. It is sim

plest to take ei66reg &amp;lt;5, &quot;knowing that,&quot;

etc., as the protasis, so that the apodosis begins
with Kal jJ/icZf, &quot;we also,&quot; and to supply ta/jtv
in ver. 15. The objection of MKYER, that the
statement of how Paul and Peter had come to

the faith, would not be historically accurate, in

asmuch as the conversion of neither had come
to pass in the discursive way implied in eirfdref
. . . FTrior., is whimsical. The foundation of
their faith in Christ was the knowledge, or at

least the feeling, that in this faith alone
&quot;jus

tification
&quot; was found. Only in the measure in

which they acquired this conviction, did their

faith in Christ become a full, ripe faith. A man
is not justified, etc. As Paul here is merely
citing words spoken on another occasion, the

doctrine of the justification of man not by works

]

of the law, but by faith in Jesus Christ appears
here only as a doctrinal principle of the general
Pauline theology. It is uttered in a very defi-

j

nite manner, is almost dogmatically formulated,

yet strictly speaking it is not demonstrated, but
!

presupposed as familiar. (Chap. iii. contains
1 not so much an elucidation of the nature of jus
tification as a demonstration that it results from

j

&quot;faith,&quot; not from &quot;the law,&quot; instructive as this

demonstration doubtless is for the apprehension

j

of its nature.) Hence the philological investi-

j

gation of the word 6 i KO. i nv v belongs rather to

j

the exposition of the Epistle to the Romans. On
i the doctrinal conception of justification, see Doc-

I

TRJNAJ, NOTES below.

Looking at the present context alone, we should
be disposed to refer the expression, -works of
the law to merely ceremonial requirements of

the law
;
but by thus doing we should miss en

tirely the Apostle s meaning. The meaning of

the phrase &quot;not justified by the works of the

law&quot; is not to be gathered from the immediate
i context merely ;

it is, as intimated above, a pro
position, elsewhere set forth in detail, and only
cited here with the presupposition that it is la-

|

miliar. The idea epya vopov is to be taken in

j

the universality implied in the expression. It

denotes simply works prescribed by the law,
whether of a more ritual character, or, in the

stricter sense, moral injunctions. For a more

I

particular consideration, see DOCTRINAL NOTES
i

below.

[The E. V. renders f av fii] rather weakly,
&quot;but,&quot; since the meaning is &quot;except,&quot;

&quot;but

I

only,&quot;
sola fide (LUTHER, MEYER). The justifi-

,
cation is not at all by works of the law ; which

! is also the meaning of the formal, final clause of

i the verse. Aid iriffreuf, per fidem. Faith is

the means by which justification is received.

HOOKER: &quot;The only hand which putteth on
Christ to justification.&quot; The Apostle also uses
E K with TT i a T e uc; that preposition may imply
origin, but as it is used with Triareuf; in this con

nection, that idea is forbidden ; perhaps the

reason of the change was merely to make the

correspondence, ff epyuv f/c iriareuz. It is here
used in each case with Ipyuv, where the thought
of origin may be implied. We believed in
Christ Jesus. Not &quot;became believers in&quot;

(LIGHTFOOT), but &quot;have put our faith in.&quot; The
preposition (ef) retaining its proper force, and

marking not the mere direction of the belief, but
the ideas of union and incorporation with (LLI-
COTT). There. seems to be some ground for the

change from &quot; Jesus Christ &quot;

to &quot; Christ Jesus &quot;

here; it is more elevated than the usual form

(MEYER), brings the Messiahship into promi
nence, as &quot;we also&quot; refers to Paul and Peter,
who were Jews (ALFORD). Still this must not be
insisted on. The genitives Xptaro v and v6ftov
throughout are objective genitives (MEYER, EL-

LICOTT, ALFORD). R.]
For by the works of the law shall no

flesh be justified. [SCHAFF:
&quot;

Literally,
shall all flesh not be justified, find no justihca-
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tion. For the negation attaches to the verb,
and not to the noun.&quot; This justifies the force of

eav
IJLIJ

above. No justification at all from works,
CTen in connection with faith. It.] This is

founded on 1 s. cxliii. In the parallel passage,
Rom. iii. 20, IVUTUQV avrov, &quot;in his

sight,&quot;
is fur

ther added. WIESKLER : &quot;The words if ipyuv

v6[u&amp;gt;v
Paul has added entirely in the sense of the

original passage; for when the Psalmist said,

that before God no flesh shall be justified, he of

course had in mind the works prescribed by the

0. T. law. Since then tliis law prescribes not

only outward works, but also holy dispositions,
we must understand the latter also as included

both by the Psalmist and Paul among the works
of the law.&quot; Shall be justified.&quot;

&quot; It remains

protasis, making it a complete sentence, and
translates :

&quot; But if as those, who seek to be jus
tified in Christ, tc., we are found, then are we
also found sinners.&quot; But this explanation i*

evidently forced. It must also be noted that,
while Paul elsewhere only uses p/ ytvmro after
an interrogation, he as constantly introduces
that interrogation with ovv. Asa deviation from
his usual practice must be admitted in any case,
the further deviation, that pi/ yh&amp;gt;.

is not preceded
by an interrogation may well be conceded. But
in any case the explanation is difficult. [LIGHT-
FOOT fairly discusses the various explanations.
1. As an attack on the premises through a mon
strous conclusion as above. 2. An illoicalg

undetermined whether the Apostle writes SIMM- correct. This view, which makes an interroga-
[future] in view of a final issue in the tion in the last clause, is preferred by him, and

conclusion deduced from premises in themselves

case of the individual or of mankind, but a final

judgment is indicated by the future both here
and in the original passage. Only thus, too, is

there a progress of thought; otherwise the dis

course would be intolerably indefinite. The en
trance upon the way of faith (iiuaTevaa/uev) is

explained from the knowledge that in the pre
sent it is the only means of becoming righteous,
and the exclusion of the way of legal doing

by most English commentators. Seeing that
in order to be justified in Christ it. was necessary
to abandon our old ground of legal righteousness
and to become sinners (j. e., to put ourselves iii

the position of the heathen) may it not be argued
that Christ is thus made a minister of sin? This

interpretation best develops the subtle irony of

d/iapruAoi : We Jews look down upon the Gen
tiles as sinners; yet we have no help for it but

OVK f epyuv) has its ground in the unprofitable- ]

to become sinners like them. It agrees with
ness of it, for appearing before God hereafter as

righteous.&quot; VON HOFMANN.
Ver. 17. But if, while we seek to be jus

tified in Christ. &quot;In Christ&quot; not=througl
ccminunion with Christ, as kv Xp. elvai, although
of course faith brings us into inward union with

Christ, but it
&quot; denotes Christ as the ground of

our justification, as the causa meritoria in which

the indicative evptfir/ /nev and with Paul s use
of

fi.fi yevoiro.&quot; It paves the way for the words
which follow:

&quot;I, through the law, am dead to

the law.&quot; *Apa is to be preferred to apa in this

case.. The former hesitates, the latter con
cludes. R.]

Mr/ yevoiro,* in no way whatever is Christ a
&quot;minister of sin,&quot; for it is not the seeking justifi-

it rests&quot; (WIESKLEB). [The phrase i-v Xpiarti is
j

cation in Him, that makes me a sinner, but I am
a formula of such deep significance in Paul s found a sinner in an entirely opposite case.

Epistles, that it is perhaps better always to find
|

[LIGHTFOOT: &quot;Nay verily, for, so far from
in it the idea of union, fellowship with Christ,

j

Christ being a minister of sin, there is no sin at

Why not understand it thus: justified because in all in abandoning the law; it is only converted
Christ by faith? See ELLICOTT, and compare
MEYER in loco. R.]We ourselves also. On our side also, so
that we too came into the class of &quot;sinners of
the Gentiles.&quot; If we came into this class in and
through the effort to be justified in Christ, Christ Thus Paul describes the conduct of Peter,

&quot; who
would thus be a minister of sin, would make
sinners and not

&quot;righteous,&quot; and would there
fore render a service to sin. On this interpre
tation of the protasis, the apodosis cannot be an
interrogation (against MEYER); for from this

apodosis it is now justly concluded that Christ
would be the minister of sin. God forbid ne

gatives therefore the protasis on account of the

consequence resulting therefrom a consequence
in fact utterly inadmissible. It is true, every
where else in Paul s writings, fi f/ yivoiro ne
gatives a question. If it be thought on this ac
count necessary to assume a question here, the

protasis must he taken diffi

e a
qu&amp;lt;

erently,y, somewhat thus :

into a sin by returning to the law again.&quot; R.]
Ver. 18. For if I build again the very

things I destroyed. In this opposite case,
I represent myself as a sinner, but the blame
does not rest on Christ. &quot; Build up again,&quot; etc.

previously, and even in Antioch had at first de
clared the Mosaic law not binding, as Christians
had therefore, as it were, torn it down as a now
useless building; but afterwards through his

Judaizing conduct (even though it did not arise

from conviction), represented it again as bind

ing, and hence, as it were, built up the demo
lished edifice anew.&quot; &quot;The first person veils

what had taken place in concrete, under the

* [WORDSWORTH :

&quot; On this formula, derived from the LXX.
it is to be observed that the Septuagint render (1) m#
(Amen) by yeVoiTo. Se the remarkable it stance in Deut.

xxvii. 15-18, etc. ; and (2) they render PlS 7H, * &amp;lt; abtit,

Josh,
di-

It is a vehement ex-
nt aversion, reprobating and abomina-
as that by which it is looked. And

&quot; But if we, while we were seeking to be justified literally pmfanum sit, by M V VOITO (Gen. xliv.Y 17; J&amp;lt;

in Christ, were ourselves found sinners because I

xxiL 29) -

..
M

*&amp;gt; y* v iro is something mud. n.on thnn a

we would thereby declare, that the law has not
availed us for justification, but that we were not

withstanding the law s

fication is Christ therefore

Only we should then expect, as in Rom. iii. 3, 5, times&quot;in the Epistle to the Romans, thrice to the (ialatians.

M Xp7T f du. AtaKovoc, ; as VON HOFMANN re_ &quot;d once in 1 Corinthians), and is generally employed by
in I/ ri Jt f i- - -a i

him to rebut an objection supposed by him to b i*l bfmarks. He therefore supplies erptO^ev in the an oppouem as here.&quot; R ]

inners, still needing justi- ^^^^f^^fS^^S^, toWSt
efore a minister of Sin? dering of it. It is used fourteen times by St. Paul (ten
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milder form of a general statement&quot; (MEYER).
WIKSELER, according to his view of the whole

section, gives the sense thus: &quot; But if we also,

who seek to be justified in Christ, are convicted

sin; Christ is not

For then I am my-
sinners, that is, should

jrefore a promoter of sin.

self to blame for the transgression, since what I

have destroyed (namely, the dominion of sin!)
this I build up again.&quot; According to this, Paul

is here laying stress upon the indissoluble con

nection between justification and sanctification.

Certainly a striking example of dogmatizing exe

gesis ,

r I prove myself a transgressor:
i. e., of the law. In what way? we must ask,

for it might be the &quot;

destroying&quot; itself in which
the sin consisted, not the &quot;building again.&quot;

The latter certainly ;
in ver. 19 Paul tells us

corning free from the law is therefore, of course,

the result of the dying to the law, but not

immediately this itself. &quot; Died to the law&quot; is=I
have died with this effect, that the law has lost

me, who had hitherto belonged to it, that is, that

its dominion over me, its claims upon me ceased,
so that it could no longer urge its requirements

upon me, as heretofore. While &quot;died&quot; of it

self already intimates the legitimacy of this ac

quittal from the law, the complete demonstration

of this is contained in the fact that this dying
&quot;to the law&quot; has come to pass Ihrouyh the law&quot;

not by a power residing outside of it has this

death to the law been effected, not in any anti-

nomistic way, not in conflict with the law, so

that this would have any ground of complaint.
But now the question is 2. how has he &quot;through

the law&quot; died to the law? how has the &quot;law&quot; itself

brought about in him a state of death as regards
why.

Vers. 19-21. [BENGEL :
&quot; Summa ac medulla

Chris/ianismi.&quot; 11.]
the law, and therewith a release from its do-

Ver. 19. For I through the law died to minion? Thus much, that the law leads to death,
the law. &quot;

I for my own part, letting my own . Paul plainly declares, e. y. Rom. vii. 5, 10, 11,

experience speak, to say nothing of the experi- 13. The middle term there is, that it is the

ence of others.&quot; MEYER. &quot;For&quot; introduces a

proof, found in &quot;through the law.&quot; &quot;Whoever

VOUCH; itself which excites sin into ava^yv. This

thought is of obvious application here, The ex-

has been freed from the law through the law it- plnnation wou.d then be; by the fact that the

gelf, in order to stand in a higher relation, acts &quot;

law&quot; brought me death, its dominion over me
in opposition to the law, proves himself a trans

gressor if notwithstanding this he returns again
into the legal relation.&quot; MEYER. N&amp;lt;5/zof

is of

course in both cases the Mosaic law, since other

wise the passage would have no demonstrative
force ;

not the law of Christ in the first case as

Rom. viii. 2. [The distinction made by LIGHT-
FOOT in his notes on this passage, must be re

garded. The law is here spoken of, not as to its

economical purpose (as WORDSWORTH who limits

the meaning here to the law as a covenant), but
rather in its moral effects. R.]

&quot; I through the
law died to the law&quot; that is, the law itself

caused me to die to it.

ling of 1. &quot; / died

But what now is the

to the law&quot;? That

thereby a becoming free from the law is affirmed
is clear. But in the first place this &quot;

dying to the
law&quot; is not (with many expositors) to be con
strued as an activity bearing upon the law=it
has come to this, that I have acquitted myself
of dependence on the law, etc. The Apostle
means to affirm something as having happened

reached, it is true, its culmination, but thereby
also was broken and done away. For with him
who has died, the dominion of the law ceases

according to the principle cited above. And de

ducing the reason from the passage itself, we

might thus state it; for the law can no more
come forward with the claims that I should keep
it, in order to justification, when its effect is

rather death. The objection that the Apostle
could not well affirm this

&quot;dying&quot;
of himself,

as something actual since by his conversion he
had been preserved from this effect of the law,
will not hold ;

for Paul, Rom. vii. 10 affirms this

very thing himself. This explanation is, how
ever, at variance with the fact that, according to

iii. 24, the
v6fj.o is, indeed TraificTjuyog elf \piar6v,

but of itself, without Christ, does not yet lead to

man s becoming free from it. Now it is true,

that this passage reads as if Paul here refers the

dying to the iaw directly to the law itself, but
he then proceeds to give the elucidation of this,

by giving the immediate cause of the dying,-

&amp;lt;ohim, not something as having been done by namely,
&quot; I have been crucified with Christ.&quot;

him, although of course this event has had a i This statement therefore explains the former
basis in his ethical nature. In the next place, one. In the same way the dying unto sin, men-
however, the conception of dying, which is in- 1 tioned Roni. vi. is by means of the &quot;dying with
volved in the expression, is not to be at once

j

Christ,&quot; and in Rom. vii. the death of Christ
transmuted into that of becoming free; or else is made the cause of the becoming dead to the

justice is not done to the Apostle s turn of
j

law. Thus much then js already clear, that the

thought, which here, as the sequel sh,ows, re- &quot;law&quot; in both cases is of course the same (Mo-
volves about the ideas of life and death. Com
pare the analogous expressions: airoOavtiv dua-

-,, VEKP. dfiapTia, Rom. vi. 2, 10, 11, where also

saic) law, but in each case it comes into view in a
different relation; in vduy in its requirements,
in rfid v6uov in its effect. This explains in a

the Apostle, as the connection in each passage ! simple way the paradoxical expression, accord-
shows, means an event coming to pass through

| ing to which the law appears as making free from
in the physical, vers. 2, 11, in the itself.

~
dying, ver. 10
ethical sense. Still more closely analogous is

Rom. vii. 1 sq. In ver. 4 of that passage we have
the analogous expression only there it is pas
sive, while here it is expressed by the neuter verb
6avaT&amp;lt;J)ijvai r^&amp;gt; v6fni

) and in ver. 1 he gives us the

key to the figure in the sentence; &quot; the law hath
dominion over a man as long as he liveth.&quot; The be-

But since it is still the same law, Paul is

entitled to say, that he who will nevertheless

again live unto the law although &quot;through the

law he died unto the law&quot; exhibits himself as &

&quot;transgressor&quot; ic., of the law.
Let us now consider the first statement of the

purpose of this dying namely: that I might
live unto Qod, with the dying to the law the
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living to the law, has, as the very terms imply, the other is also still to be looked for. And in

come to an end. As long as this existed, no living the second place the connection points to this

unto God was possible, but with the dying to the
j

ethical interpretation, lor Paul means to repel
law every himlcranrt

removed. &quot;Live unto G
to this living unto God is I the allegation that by f uitli in Christ, by
lod :&quot; justasRom. viii. 11. doning the position of the law, oiic becc

As the dying to the law may not be treated as irn

i ..... 1 lately convertible into a being released from
the law, obliterating the conception of dying; so

on the other hand the realism of the Pauline ex

pressions requires the like in the case of the anti

thetical expression: &quot;live to God.&quot; Paul wishes
first to oppose to the being dead a being alive,

aban-
omes a

sinner: and he cannot do this mure emphatically
than by describing the release from the law as
the operation of the law itself, and as having for
its purpose the living unto God. &quot;

Living unto
God&quot; then passes over into the meaning: to

dedicate one s life to God, the dative thus ac

quiring of course a yet fuller meaning, denoting
therefore this means: that I might be living as not merely possession, but devotion, surrender

regards God=with this effect, that God should I
to. The antithesis between

&quot;living unto God&quot;

have me, after the law has lost me. As from
the being dead there resulted the dissolution of

a connection with the law which had hitherto

existed, so from the life there results the formation
of a new connection, namely, with God. (Why
precisely this results, appears first from what
follows, for from the dying &quot;to the law through
the law&quot; of itself, there would certainly not as

yet result any new life at all, and especially a
life for God.) Hence by &quot;living unto God&quot; as

law&quot; Paulwell as by &quot;dying to the law&quot; Paul wishes to

express, chiefly, an event, not an activity, some

thing which should be accomplished in him, not
j

Mosaic law is meant. 3. The law is regarded
something which should be done by him in con- (under the same aspect as in Rom. viii. 7, 13,

nd
&quot;living

unto the law&quot; is also to be ex

plained as Rom. vii. For the law leads &quot;to sin&quot;

(and to death). The living to the law then in
truth sunders from God. The

&quot;dying to the
law&quot; thus acquires the sense of dying unto sin

(Rom. vi.), though of course it is not to be
identified with it.

[ELLICOTT thus sums up the lesults; while his
views do not differ materially from those given
above, the statement is so succinct that the sub
stance of it may well be inserted here : 1. Law
in each case has the same meaning. 2. The

sequence of the dying to the law. Comp. the

way in which Paul, Rom. vi. 11 sets forth the

living unto God&quot; of Christians as something
that actually comes to pass in their case, not as

something which is as yet their task. Accord

ing to this it would be about=eJf TO ysveadat

ty/df ETtpu, Rom. vii. 4; to belong to God, which
involves both a being under God s authority and by
a communion with God. So far it rather affirms i

tive

passage in strictest analogy with the present.
4. It was not dcd v6/jov or Kara VO/JGV but J L a.

vofiov, through the instrumentality of the law,
that the sinful principle worked within and
brought death upon all. 5. &quot;Died&quot; is not

merely &quot;legi valedixi,&quot; but expresses generally
what is afterwards more specifically expressed

have been crucified with.&quot; 6. The da-
to the law&quot; is not merely &quot;with reference

the possession of a good, the attainment of a po- to,&quot;
but a species of dative &quot;

commodi:&quot; &quot;

I died

sition, the gaining of a profit, than the proposal not only as concerns the law, but as the law re-

ofawork. The next verse especially leads us I quired.&quot; He paraphrases thns &quot;I throuyh the

to refer it to the full filial status in relation to law, owing to sin, was brought under its curse;
God, as it appertains primarily to Christ. This i but having undergone this, with, and in the per-
filial status would then be opposed to the condi- I son of Christ, I died to the lute in the fullest and
tion under the law. Comp. iii. 23 sq. The fact

that Paul here contrasts &quot;God&quot; and &quot;law,&quot;

&quot;living unto God&quot; and
&quot;living to the law&quot;

would then be explained by the essential differ

ence existing between the full filial position of
God s children and the state of bondage under
the law. And the antithesis would be essen

tially the same which Paul sets forth, Rom. vi.

14, as an antithesis between being &quot;under the
law&quot; and &quot;under

grace.&quot; Life, however, is not

merely a state, but essentially an activity also,

actualizing itself and having permanence only
as such. Hence &quot;living to God&quot; indicates,

though not primarily, yet as immediately result

ing, an activity and course of conduct with re

ference to God, and the more so indeed for the

rery reason, that by this &quot;living to God&quot; espe
cially a good is gained ; on which account also

Paul, f. (/., Rom. vi. 12, 13, affirms as an obliga
tion contained therein, the obligation &quot;to yield
one s self to Hod.&quot;

ligation from the
should doubtless assume it here also, as a secon

dary idea implied in &quot;that I might live unto
God.&quot; In the first place the expression I va
statement of design points to something, which
even if it is on the one hand already given, yet on

deepest sense being both free from its claims
and having satisfied its curse.&quot; SoLiGHTFOOT:
&quot;The law is the strength of sin. At the same

e it provides no remedy for the sinn On
the contrary it condemns him hopelessly, for no
one can fulfil the requirements of the law. The
law then exercises a double power over those

subject to it ; it makes them sinners and pu
nishes them for being so. can they do to

escape Y They have no choice but to throw off

the bondage of the law, for the law itself has
driven them to this. They find the deliverance,
which they seek, in Christ. Thus then they pass
through three stages 1. Prior to the law sinful,

but ignorant of sin; 2. under the law sinful, and
conscious of sin, yearning after better things; 3.

free from the law free and justified in Christ.

The second stage ( through the law
)

is a neces

sary preparation for the third
( died to the law

).&quot;

,

So MEYER and many others, following CHRYSOS-
ince he there derives this ob-

j

TOM in the main. R.]
being alive unto God,&quot; we Ver. 20. I have ^&amp;gt;een crucified with

Christ. Xprrw avvear pu fj,
I have

come into fellowship with Christ s death on the

cross, through faith, so that what happened to

Christ has also happened to me.&quot; The Apostle
declares thereby in what way the dying to the la\*
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through the law has been effected. Christ died

through the law,&quot; for in the crucifixion the curse

of thelaw was fulfilled upon Him. Whoever there

fore is &quot;crucified with Christ,&quot; has also died

through the law&quot;=the curse of the law is ful-

knows well that even yet there appertains to

him as before, a life &quot;in the flesh,&quot; t. e. a life

of terrestrial corporeality, and so far, therefore, a

yet imperfect life, which of itself stands in con
flict with the life of Christ in him ((if in 6 61 ad-

filled on him too. But Christ, dying through the
i versative). [It is perhaps better to regard 6t

law, died also to the law, i. e., His life of subjection
j

as introducing an explanatory and partially

to the law came to an end (comp. iv. 4) even ac- I concessive clause (ELLICOTT). &quot;So far as I now

cording to the principle, Rom. vii. 1, and the more live in the flesh; it is still a life in faith.&quot; LIGHT-ng to tt

His cas s, because it brought the curse unde- FOOT. To avoid the repetition of &quot;but&quot; theso in

servedly upon Him, and therefore forfeited its word &quot;

yea&quot;
will convey the force of the connec-

claim. As now the one &quot; crucified with Christ&quot;
|

tion &quot; Even though I do live a life in the flesh,

has died &quot;

through the law,&quot; he has at the same i Christ so lives in me, that yea this very life 1

time thereby also died &quot;to the law&quot;=he hus,

for the law, become a dead man, such an one as

is no longer subject to the law, is free from it

and its claims. The law over against him has

no right of possession, having lost it. Comp.
Rom. vii. 2: &quot;dead to the law through the

body of Christ.&quot; An equivalent sense is con

tained in chap. iii. 25: &quot;faith having come, we
are no longer under a schoolmaster.&quot; For

&quot;crucified with Christ&quot; rests essentially upon
&quot;faith.&quot; As &quot; I have been crucified with Christ&quot;

was the proof of the precious declaration (ver.

19), so ver. 20 first makes clear, why in conse

quence of the &quot;dying to the law through the

law,&quot; he has attained to a &quot;living unto God.&quot;

For as it is especially true of Christ that through
the law, He died to the law, so it is also especi

ally true of Him, that this came to pass that He

might live unto God. Comp. Rom. vi. 10. For
His death on the cross was for Him the depar
ture from that life in which He also had been

subject to the law (iv. 4), and through His resur

rection it led in His case to the entrance into a

live by the faith,
&quot;

etc. R.] &quot;Flesh&quot; here does not

of course affirm an ethical defect, for he affirms

this life at this very moment of himself, but only
so to speak, a physical life

;
the opposite idea is

not: in the Spirit, but: in vision, in heaven.
Paul does not, however, on this account, recall

what he said before, but reconciles the life &quot;in

the flesh&quot; with the life of Christ in him by I
live in the faith. &quot;Now&quot; is in opposition to

the past time before the &quot;dying to the law.&quot;

Now, after he has died to thelaw, he lives, it is

true, even yet &quot;in the flesh,&quot; but he lives &quot;in

the faith.&quot; &quot;In the faith&quot; is of course opposed,
first of all in a restricted way, to &quot;in the flesh,&quot;

on which account also the two phrases are con

joined; but in fact it constitutes the antithesis

to the previous &quot;living to the law.&quot; [Not &quot;by

faith,&quot; but. &quot; in faith,&quot; &quot;the atmosphere as it

were which he breathed in this his new spiritual
life&quot; (LIGHTFOOT/. R.] Of the Son of God,
Christ, we may believe, is designedly distin

guished by this exalted predicate, in order to

characterize faith as something great, in that it

life of another kind, into a life, in which He I lays hold on the Son of God Himself. As if to

without any medium stood in immediate relation say : what matters it that I still live in the flesh ?

to God, in a pure filial relation, something which Even in the flesh 1 possess through faith the

is most simply expressed by
&quot;

living unto God.&quot; i Son of God ! At the same time also the prepos-
Whoever now believes in Christ, participates, as

in Christ s death, so in Christ s new life; as he

is crucified with Christ, so he lives with Christ

(Rom. vi. 8). But Paul does not stop with this

thought; he is not satisfied with crucified

Christ&quot; that he might live with Christ. It is,

however, no longer I that live. In his case

the being
&quot; crucified with&quot; has indeed led to a

life; but what now lives in him is no more his

Ego; this his Ego did live, when he was still

terousness of the thought, that one can become a

sinner, &quot;seeking to be justified in Christ,&quot; [or
that &quot;Christ is a minister of sin.&quot; R.] is inti

mated. &quot;Who loved me and gave himself for

me. &quot; It is indeed natural that I should believe

on Him, since He,&quot; etc. and on the other hand
this is a more definite statement of what faith

believes.

Ver. 21 is a simple conclusion from what ir

mediately precedes. Men cannot now say, that

under the law. without knowledge of Christ
;

it I frustrate the grace of God, for this mani-
is therefore an Ego essentially linked with the fested itself in the atoning death of the Son of

law, disappearing with the legal life, so that he God. But precisely in this do I believe, yea,
after the revolution which has come to pass within my whole life is a life in faith thereon. Exactly
him through faith in Christ and the release from

|

the reverse: if righteousness come through
the law, must regard it as altogether vanished

;

the law, then Christ died without cause,
out of existence. This whole Ego has died with

J

needlessly, and if I through the law sought
Christ. But Christ liveth in me. Another justification, I should then declare the death of

life is it, on the contrary (tfe adversative), that

is now in him, the life of another personality ;

and this personality is Christ, viz., as one who
has Himself passed through death to life. And

Christ to have taken place in vain, and should
thus reject the grace of God : but now this latter

is precisely what I did not do, and therefore
not the former; I cannot be reproached with

as such He is living unto God. Therefore al-
j

this. It is to be supposed, that some accused

though living with Christ has as its result, living i Paul, on account of his independence of the law
unto God, this must nee&amp;lt;ls become far more com- , in his course of conduct, of a contempt of the

plcti&amp;gt; hy a living of Christ Himself in the man. i grace of God, not recognizing, in their confusion

Yea the life which now I live in the of thought, the truth that just this self-elevation

flesh. But while Paul has declared of himself,
j

of Christ was the chief manifestation of this

that Christ Himself lives in him, Christ as the grace, that therefore every disparagement uf

risen and glorified One, he, on the other hand, that self-devotion to death, by emphasizing tht
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law, implied a contemning of this grace. This ! tive agninst exaggerated notions of these, as

in conclusion, a sharply trenchant though a shortcoming, and unwarranted step, or

word. [.MKYKR: &quot;This death took place unne- even a sin, were never possible in their case

f what it should effect, could be at-
j

But on the other side, more must not be made
tained through the law. KUASMIS is excellent :

est iiutem ratiocinatio ab impossibili.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. &quot;

Controversy of Paul with Peter&quot; is a fre

quent, but. incorrect title of this section. It.

should rather be entitled: Peter s weak yielding
and Paul s open rebuke of it. For there is not
the slightest mention made of a controversy be
tween the two, and especially none of any op
posing reply provoked by Paul.

As regards the fault of Peter, the question, in

what it consisted, lias been answered in the main
above. To express it generally, it was a practical

denying of the freer, genuinely evangelical con

viction, to which he had attained, and that too

from an unworthy motive, namely the fear of

man, a fear of the censure of legally-minded
Christians (and thus at all events an vir^Kptaif).
This of itself gives an important hint as to how
we are to show regard for &quot;the weak,&quot; and
when we may, out of consideration for them,
renounce some particulars of Christian freedom.
It is right only when it proceeds not from the

fear of men or their censure or in any other way
from self-interest, but from indulgent care that

scandal be not given, and conscience be not per
plexed. Peter s conduct, however, was particu

larly indefensible on account of the special cir

cumstances under which it took place; at a
time when it was of moment to secure the prin

cipal of Chi-istian liberty, &quot;the truth of the

gospel,&quot;
which through Peter s behavior was put

of Peter s fault than it really was. It must not

be regarded as anything else than a sin of weak
ness. If even Peter s denial of his Master,

rightly judged, can only be regarded as such,
much more, and with entire certainty must this

case in Antioch be so regarded, arid this case,

although in some measures analogous to his de

nial, is much less scandalous as indeed, con

sidering that meanwhile he had been endued
with the Holy Ghost, might be expected. That
he strove with the Spirit, is not even to be im

agined, nam quo rectore apontoli utebantur, spiritus

sanctus neque sublata illos omni virium humanarum

efficientia neque ita moderatus est, ut labe quavit
eximerentur vel caisligationi fraternse locus non esset

(ELWERT, p. Ifi), as little as that sins of weak
ness generally are impossible in those who have

received the Holy Ghost. Moreover, as this

lapse of Peter was a lapse in practical conduct,
and not in teaching, it cannot be pretended that

it overturns faith in the inspiration of the

Scriptures. The apostolic dignity of Peter and
of his teaching, Paul does not in the least

assail, and does not speak of them as impaired ;

as indeed it is precisely in his teaching on this

particular point that Peter here comes into view
as occupying the right position, failing of faith

fulness to it in his practical behavior only. But
in any case, the uncertainty of the senior Apos
tles respecting the obligation of the law, the

existence of which is plainly enough attested by
the Acts, does not warrant us in drawing a con

clusion as to the truth of apostolic teaching

generally. There was in this matter a learning,
in jeopardy: for the Gentile Christians, who

j

a growth and advancement to clear knowledge
of the evangelical truth : and just in this point
the corrective is given and the genuine truth of

were witnesses of it, were thereby induced to

suppose that the observing of the Mosaic law
was something necessary for a Christian, were
shaken in th

the gospel shown to us by means of Paul, in

whose calling we are not to see a chance, but the

on of the Head of the

Church, who knew her needs. We need not

therefore isolate one from the other, but as and

shaken in tueir previous Christian conviction, whose calling we are i

A further important hint as to this regard for
j

significant dispensati
the weak! it may be duty, it may also be for

bidden, when the fundamental principle of evan

gelical freedom would thereby be rendered i because both are given together, they should also

be taken together, and&quot; out of both together We
should gain the full light of evangelical know

ledge of the truth. Least warranted of all is

the misuse of this passage to maintain the exist

ence of a standing difference and permanent ill-

feeling between Paul and Peter. Their agree
ment of view appears in a way hardly to be ex

pected in Peter, inasmuch as he too set forth the

principle of evangelical freedom (from the law)
by his eating in common with the Gentile Chris

tians
;
and if in consequence of Peter s weak-

doubtful to any one (or when, on the other

hand, it might be perverted so as to establish the

legal position, and to support an attack upon
evangelical liberty).
The nature of the fault determines also our

judgment respecting it. It was a fault : and on
this account Paul s correction of it, and that in

the way in which it took place, i. e., publicly,
before all, was warranted, nay, necessary : ne

cessary, not so much on account of the fear of

man betrayed in it, as on account of the per
plexity of conscience among the Gentile Chris- I ness there arose a difference, nothing what-

lis was I ever points to anything permanent, to any
it forth ! deep division, but what took place in a

tians, which was to be apprehended. This
the reason why Paul took occasion to set forth , deep division, but what took place in a sin-

with such distinctness the evangelical doctrine
j gle case was rebuked by Paul, and the unjusti.

of justification by faith. That a Peter should fiableness of this conduct openly demonstrated,

be set right by Paul, ill accords with the Romish The publicity of the rebuke, moreover, is by no
view of the primacy of Peter. The transaction

in Antioch will therefore also be urged with

propriety against the assumption of such a pri

macy. The narrative is also instructive for the

just apprehension of the general personal cha
racters of the Apostles, and constitutes a correc-

means to be regarded merely as making it

keener, but as showing no less the brotherly way
in which the matter was handled, inasmuch as

a reproach addressed to Peter in private would
have been far more apt to make the impression
of a personal strife, and had there been a deeply
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seated difference, it were inconceivable that I not merely ritual prescriptions, but also precepts
Peter would have suffered himself to be thus peculiarly ethical, undoubtedly the entirely gen-

publicly rebuked. As it is important rightly to eral expression
&quot; works of the law,&quot; also de-

understand Peter s fault, on the other hand
j

notes works of either kind. More accurately
Paul s correction of it must not be misinter- i Paul does not divide the law, but takes the law

preted; it was not an exaltation of himself, but ! as an integral whole, as a divine institute, which,
flowed only from zeal for the &quot;truth of the

gospel,&quot; for the confirmation of Christian con
sciences ; and the decision with which Paul stood

forth in behalf of this without fear of man, is

instructive. Although, indeed, not every one is

competent to such a procedure, but ordinarily

only one who has a public standing, like Paul,

yet the principle expressed in his procedure is

important, namely, that in matters of faith, no
human authorities, however high they stand,

with all its precepts, the ritual as well as the

specially ethical, morally obliges man, and, as
an expression of the Divine will, requires and

expects obedience from him. (Therefore, even
if only ritual observances were meant, yet in re

ality the ground of non-justification could not be
found simply in the externality of these precepts;
in them also God has expressed His will; their
observance also is to be regarded as a moral ser

vice.)
&quot; Works of the law,&quot; therefore, are gen-

can give law, but that their acts remain always erally all works that are done (and are) in con-

subject to the test, according to the norm of &quot;the formity with the requisitions of the Divine law.

truth of the gospel.&quot; As the facts here testify Yet this is only a preliminary and entirely gen-
against a primacy of Peter, so the ground and

j

eral definition. For then the question inimedi-

warrant of the act of rebuke witness most
! ately arises: But why then no justification by

Wrongly against the idea of the Papacy in gen- I
them? or (since the idea of &quot;being justified&quot;

eral, and against everything that borders on it
j

itself still awaits elucidation), why does Paul
under the protection of the principle of authority, i then point entirely away from them to something

[SCHAFF, Apost Church, p. 258, gives the fol- entirely different ? for thus much at least is im-

lowing resume: &quot; \ his event is full of instruction. plied in it. The common answer is : If man only
We cannot, indeed, justly infer from it anything
unfavorable to the inspiration and doctrine of Pe
ter ; for his fault was rather a practical denial of

his real and true conviction. But it shows that the

performed such &quot; works of the law.&quot; nil would
be well, he would then be justified thereby: but
this he does not, and cannot do ; therefore of
course in this wny there is no justification pc

Apostles, even after the outpouring of the Holy j

ble. But this answer of itself cannot satisfy: it

Ghost, are not to be looked upon as perfect saints
j

reminds us too strongly of a lucus a non luceiido ;

in such sense as to be liable to no sinful weakness the &quot;works of the law&quot; would then, strictly
whatever. We here discern still the workings of speaking, have their name from the fact that

they are not performed, from their non-exis
tence. On the other hand a mnn certainly can

ings
the old sanguine, impulsive nature of Peter, who
could, one hour, with enthusiastic devotion, swear

fidelity to his Master; and the next, deny him
|

(even of himself) do &quot;works of the law,&quot; can
thrice. Paul, too, on his part, may have been too

|

fulfil moral demands of the law (nay, he can do
excited and sharp against the senior Apostle, with- that much easier than have faith). But what he
out making due allowance for the delicacy of his

| thereby accomplishes, is only ep-ya, &quot;works&quot;

position, and his regard for the scrupulosity of the ! (on which account Paul in the Remans instead
Jewish converts; which certainly go far to ex- of fpya v6/jov uses also the abridged expression
cuse, though not to justify Peter. Then again Ipya), i. e., 1. They are only single, isolated acts

from the conduct of Paul we learn not only the of obedience, here an ipyov, there an tpyov, and
right and duty of combatting the errors even of therefore even if the particular net corresponds
the most distinguished servants of Christ, but

j

to the particular requirement, yet this never
also the equality of the Apostles, in opposition completely satisfies the idea of the law, as an
to an undue exaltation of Peter above his col- &amp;lt; integral whole, and all triut in these, therefore,

leagues.&quot; On the bearing of this passage against as if one could by these isolated &quot; works &quot;

really
the Papal claim to infallibility, see WORDSWORTH, fulfil the will of God, is perverted trust. The
who makes the error of Peter to have been &quot;im-

j

u-hole law=God s will, demands fulfilment. This

posing unjustifiable terms of communion.&quot; R.] i presents the unsatisfactoriness of the works of
2. The Pauline doctrine of Justification. We have the law more particularly as extensive. But 2.

in this section, in a short dogmatic form, the Pau- it presents it also intensively : the works, even
line doctrine of Justification in the sentence: ov : because they are works, are only external acts of
AmaiovTai avtipuiroc, ef ipyuv v6uov,

[

obedience. But the law demands fulfilment by
eav ui) Aia iriaTeut; lyaov Xp., &quot;a man is the whole man. &quot; Works of the law &quot; can never
not justified by the works of the law, but [only] satisfy it; and confidence in them, therefore, as

by the faith of Jesus Christ,&quot;
|

if one could endure God s judgment on the

a) The idea of &quot;works of the law&quot; is first to ground of these, is always unfounded. The ful-

be determined. It does not, for instance, signify filment of the law requires first and last a temper
merely the observance of ritual prescriptions,

j
of mind answerable thereto. In the law God re-

and the reason why &quot;a man is not justified by ; quires obedience to His will: to fulfil it. thcrc-
the works of the law,&quot; is not that such ceremo- fore, man must himself be filled with the spirit
nial works are not sufficient, For then Paul

|

of this obedience, and that not a merely external,
would simply have directed attention from these seeming obedience, but a genuine one, whose
works to others (better, or more difficult ones), source is in love to God. But now the fulfilment,
and riot, as he does, have diverted attention from both of the former requirement and of this letter,
works, altogether to something totally different, is shipwrecked on the sinfulness of man, in con-
namely, &quot;faith.&quot; No, as the law itself contains sequence of which he cannot of himself rise
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above that want of unity and this externality of

his moral acts, in consequence of which he ac

complishes only
&quot; works of the law,&quot; and for

that very reason does not attain to 6iKaiwai$.

First of all then there would be held up before

No: the thought &quot;justified by the works of the
law&quot; conveyed to the Jew the idea of a judgment
of God pronounced upon him, as being one who
accomplished the &quot;works of the law:&quot; and no

thing can therefore be better established than
the man the duty of perfectly fulfilling the law

j

the forensic, declaratory signification of

extensively and intensively, in contrast with the
|

taken, in the first instance, in its most general
mere &quot;works of the law.&quot; But this would sense. As to the precise nature of the judgment,
really accomplish nothing, because the defect is

j

it was primarily, simply the sentence: Thou art

grounded in the sinfulness of man. There is
|

a J/a/of [righteous, just man. 11.]. This was
therefore either no tiiKa/uair, or it must come in what the man needed to render complete hia

an entirely different way, and this way is

faith of Jesus Christ.&quot;

the living &quot;after the law,&quot; and thus AiKaiuc, what
he needed to make his claim before the law per-
fect: namely, the Divine judgment that he wasThese &quot; works of the law &quot; Paul nowhere

calls &quot;

good works :&quot; he uses the term &quot;

good
[

thereby lYmaio^ ; even had he wished to derive

works &quot;

only in the full sense of the word, to from it nothing else than the certainty that he
was 6inaio. With this he would then have had
the lofty, ennobling, and blessed consciousness
of God s taking pleasure in him, of God s graciou*

denote works which are really good, as being
works of faith; which is just what the &quot;works

of law&quot; are not, else tiiKaMmc would come from

them, and Faith would be superfluous. Far less dispositions towards him. But the judgment of

than by these even is the name of &quot;good
works&quot;

j

God, we know, is never, so to speak, a mere
deserved by those &quot;works&quot; which have come i judgment in words, but is also a judgment in

up within the Christian period and been imposed |
deeds, that is, the favor of God to any one shows

as conditions of salvation. These have been itself in actual blessing. To this, to the obtain-

only a new form of the &quot; works of the law,&quot; and ing of the blessing of God, and averting of His
therefore LUTHER, as is well known, found in curse, the expectation of him, who occupied
the Pauline declarations respecting these his ;

himself with the works of the law, was directed,
most effective weapons against the Romish

]
agreeably to the Divine promises. This blessing

works of the law &quot; and the false confidence
j

was. as is known, primarily a temporal one.

reposed in them. On the other hand, it is true,
he urges most distinctly and forcibly that, as be

ing mere human ordinances, the ecclesiastical

&quot;works of the law&quot; do not even stand on an

equality with the &quot;works of the law&quot; of the

Jews, which at least were
and that therefore it is so much the more

landed by God,

temporal good fortnne and prosperity, the dwell

ing in the promised land.

If we apply this to the position which flie

gospel, denying oiKaluaic. ff ipy. v. assumes: &quot;a

man is justified by the faith of Christ,&quot; the sense

naturally is: the judgment is uttered respecting
him who believes on JesusChrist, that he is rfk&amp;lt;of.

to trust in them. This is the Roman Catholic ! (How this is brought about, so that the sentence:

form of the &quot; works of the law.&quot; But they are

perpetually undergoing new transformations,
and coming up again with the old pretensions

Thou art AtKaioq, is itself diKa/ov, righteous, by rea
son of the sacrificial death of Christ, is in this pas.

sage only intimated, vers. 19, 20, 21, and is elsa

where more explicitly established by Paul.)
The main point is first the fact [das

(less and less justified as these continually are),

agreeably to the natural leaning of man to

righteousness of works. Especially does he find
j

of this judgment, namely that the Divine corn-

it easy (to say nothing of observances essentially
[
placency and satisfaction is attested thereby:

and from the beginning serving this perverse
j

but then, as intimated above all, the whole weight
end) to turn even well intended usages and in-

|
falls upon the manifestation of this in act, upon

stitutions, in themselves salutary, into a &quot;law,&quot;
the effect of this judgment, and hence, upon the

and then to set his trust upon the observance of certainty of Divine Blessing (instead of curse).
these. Nay, even the exercises which are meant

j

This blessing then, it is understood, comprehends
to further the life of faith as opposed to the legal

[

a sum of manifestations, partly internal, and
life, are themselves too often turned again into enjoyed even in the earthly life, but in part such
&quot; works of the law.&quot; as are only realized in eternity, and make up

b) Signification of J maiua ic.. Passing now ! the fruition of the heavenly &quot;inheritance.&quot;

to diKaiurrcg, the term of chief import, we This elucidation makes it clear that

ask what is the signification of this? not to be taken as immediately identical

This question is most easily answered, if we i
the forgiveness of sins; for the theory of a Jt-

start from Paul s denial : &quot;not by the works of naiovadai k!; ipy. v. implies the expectation of a
the law.&quot; The Jew believes that he ef spy. v. tiiKaiuais not connected with forgiveness of sins;
tiiKaiovrat. What does this mean, what is expected since the claim is here to a justification founded

by the man who believes this? Evidently this on a doing of the works of the law, and not on a

belief does not imply his making to himself the transgression of the law. In this justifying &quot;by

ethical statement : if I do the &quot; works of the law,&quot; the faith of Christ
&quot;

then, which becomes neces-
I shall be made righteous (Justus re.ddor), that

; sary for the very reason that, on account of our

is, by God. For certainly he who does the works sinfulness being justified, is not possible &quot;by

of the law, does not expect a subsequent justum the works of the law &quot;

the forgiveness of sin,

reddi by God; his doing the works of the law in of the transgression of the law, is no doubt an
itself constitutes him and proves him (according integral, nay, more, the fundamental element of

to the supposition) a jiixtux. He is not therefore the doco&mf, it is in the full sense an Act of

expecting, as necessary to this, that God shall first Pardon. The elements into which the AtKiiii.xiic,

translate him into the moral conditions of & Justus, j
resolves itself, or, if the phrase is preferred, the
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consequences which grow out of the dmaiuaic,

are then found in detail (partially at least), inally

v.), where the re-

are tueii found in detail (p

chap, iii., (and also in chap,
ference to the &quot;Blessing,&quot;

in opposition to the

&quot;curse&quot; (agreeably to our exposition), as well

as to the &quot;inheritance,&quot; is instructive. And if

at the beginning of chap. iii. the receiving of

the Holy Ghost is described as an effect of

&quot;faith&quot; (as opposed to the works of the law), it

is unwarrantable to urge this against the forensic,

declaratory sense of justification, as if it signi

fied an internal transformation, a translation

from the flesh into the Spirit, etc. For the im

mediate reference here is to the receiving of the

Spirit as a Divine blessing, the communication of

a gracious benefit, as a sign and evidence of the

Divine good will, an evidence of pardon. This

gift of the Spirit, it is indisputably true, creates

a new life, and it is given to this end, but this

view is second in order. Nay, this new life itself

is also to be regarded as a Divine grace, kmai-
ovv therefore is an effective act only in the

above named sense, that God s approving judg-

this, even though the new life is only in its be

ginning, yet recognizing in the beginning the

guarantee of the rest, acquits him of sin, and
bestows upon him blessing and grace, that is

justifies him in the forensic sense, and then im

plants in him still further such life, with the

eSective method of the justification? This must
be denied decidedly : for this simple reason,
that otherwise the ground of justification, in the
mind of God, would consist in something else

than that which the faith of the believer appre
hends as its ground, and so his faith would

really be an illusion. For The believer
believes on Christ,&quot; is equivalent to saying that
he recognizes in Christ, and particularly in

Christ s sacrificial death, the ground of his justi
fication. 2. The believer, through his faith

in Christ, undoubtedly comes to a new life, but
this life is and abides, as our passage itself shows,
essentially and above all a life in faith, and in

faith on Christ s death (ver. 20) ;
in the convic

tion of being justified before God by this death,
from which then follows a life according to God s

ment is shown also in act, or that God s judgment i
will in the special ethical sense, and transforma-

consists in real blessings. It is not an effective
|

tion of the whole direction of the will. The real

act in the sense that dinaiovv of itself signifies an

infusio justitise of any sort, new life, or the like.

Unquestionably the &quot;faith of Jesus Christ&quot;nquesto
leads not

ground of justification, therefore, cannot consist
in the believer s new life itself, but in that in
which he himself, renouncing the works of the

erely to 6iKaiuci&amp;lt;;, but also to a new law, seeks and continually finds it, namely, in

&quot;living with Christ,&quot; which is grounded upon a! Christ s atoning death. Else were he entangled
&quot; din with Christ&quot; (of which there is a brief

}

in a delusion. And faith justifies simply be-
But this i cause it is, as it were, our unreserved assent to

g wt rs (of

mention of this section vers. 19, 20).
is not comprehended in tc as Paul uses it

;

for this idea he has the entirely different turn

of thought and expression quoted above. There
fore no one should confound what Paul expressly

keeps apart (e. g., as he plainly does in the rela

tion of Rom. vi. to the preceding chapters).

Aii\aiw6&amp;gt;~/raL is not identical with the origination

the reconciliation already effected in Christ. It

needs only that, for through the atoning death
of Christ, provided any one will not deny its

value, the grace of God is already won for us
all; therefore, there remains nothing on our

part but to say Yes to it (manus apprehendens).
Without this, that grace cannot become our own

;
I. Auciiiujtii \&amp;gt; n 11 me vi i^iuoi ivu i ,

of a new life. In this passage especially (ver. through it, it does become our own, since an
19 sq.) Paul s allusion to the new life that had

|

earning of it, or a making ourselves worthy of it,

arisen in him through faith in Jesus Christ, : is no longer needful; but, on the contrary, every
serves, strictly speaking, only as a reason why such thought derogates somewhat from the merit
he no longer seeks Amaiuatf through the &quot;works

|

of Christ. Nothing further then is needed than
of the law,&quot; but through faith in Christ. Through just this

&quot;believing;&quot; we need not fancy this too

the crucifixion with Christ the man of the law
has been slain in him, and a new man has arisen

The new man

little when taken in its simple (sense &quot; to trust,&quot;

&quot;to place confidence
in,&quot; and we need not sup

pose we must first make its idea as it were morewho lives in &quot;faith in Christ. _________ ______

therefore is he who knows his dmaiuais to be complete by taking in its effects, in order tc

grounded on faith in Christ. It is a sign of the i
able to acknowledge faith as the condition* of

new man, it belongs to his nature to live &quot;in the justification. Were faith to be made more than
faith of Jesus Christ,&quot; and to seek and find in the condition of justification, were it to be made
that, instead of in the law, his diKaiuatc.. But it

does not follow from this that AiKaiaidf/vai means
the same as to become a new man.

But, allowing that fii

its ground, we might intensify its idea as much
as we would, it would still be too little. But
now, as on the one hand, Faith utters its Amen

is not to be identi-
j

to the reconciliation accomplished in Christ, and
fied with the origination of a new life, does not thus makes the man partaker of it, that is, jus-
the latter precede the dtKaiuaif, and is it not, not

j

tifies him, so does it also lay hold of this death

unfrequently, the material ground of it? This
j

itself, which has wrought for it so great a bene-

brings us fit = the man who has heretofore lived, dies with

c) To the idea of &quot;faith,&quot; and its relation to ,
Christ and through Christ, but there comes instead

jmtifii-ution.
&quot; The faith of Jesus Christ&quot; leads ! (not out of faith, but out of Christ, yet not with-

to justification, and this alone does not the
|

out faith), a new man, who lives to God, but ever
.
v s of the law, is what Paul declares with henceforth seeks the ground of God s favor in

such distinctness. But in what way ? Has nothing else than in Christ. This trust comes
Faith this effect inasmuch as, according to what more and more completely into exercise with the
has been touched upon above, the believer ap- new life that springs up, instead of being now
propriates to himself the death and the life of (superfluous. (This is the double hand of faith.)
Christ = the old man is slain and a new one

planted in L .m, so that God, with reference to
[Thore need bo no mistake

tion 1 hehere : conditio sine qua won. K.J
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By what is said above, the idea of faith is not

in nny way unduly weakened. Even though
man can do nothing more than apprehendere what
is in God and Christ, yet this very apprehendere
is the greatest and especially the hardest thing
that (sinful) man can do. For it implies nothing
less than a giving of all honor to God, and not

to one s self, a willingness to renounce one s own
reason, one s own merits, one s own will. Hence,
even this man cannot have of himself, but God
must bring him thereto. And he does it by the

pedagogy of the &quot;law&quot; &quot;unto Christ.&quot; On
this, see the next chapter, although it is already
intimated in ver. 19 of this.

who themselves will not receive rebuke as Peter
did nay, are very popes lit heart. For there
are popes in pews as well as in pulpits, besides

the pope who openly claims such ; Chris
tian liberty suffers Irom them all. The fear of

man, of popular opinion often becomes to us as au-

thoritative as decrees and Papal bulls to others.

Peter will not commune with Gentile Christians

longer; so he might act if he would, as Peter,
but as an Apostle, he thus made terms of commu
nion against the truth of the gospel. He was

condemned; do we never seek to bind the con
science not only &quot;in meats and drinks,&quot; but as

respects communion with other Christians?
When such conduct ceases to be a private choice,
and becomes public scandal, it should be re

buked by one set for the defence of the truth of

the gospel. The yet remaining power of narrow
national and social and religious prejudices in

those who profess Christ as &quot;all and in all.&quot;

How strong in Peter; once so strong in Paul,
but now crucified with Christ. 11.]

Ver. 14. SPENEK: The whole life of Chris
tians has, besides God s glory, the end and aim
that the truth of the gospel and pure doctrine

may be established; those sins, therefore, are

great above others, whereby any may be misled

is to the truth of the gospel. STARKE : So

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 11-13. STARKE: The Apostles also

had their faults, and sometimes committed great
errors of conduct (1 John i. 8). What? Are
ministers then, whose authority is so much less

than that of the Apostles, to be expected not to

err and sin? Therefore, follow them no further

than they follow Christ. Even though a thing
be done with good intention, yet, so far as it is

wrong in itself, or as any scandal arises thereby,
it cannot be excused or defended by its good
intention. When of two evils one must be

chosen, it is better to let a scandal arise than to soon as it is taught by words or deeds that any-
do anything that may prejudice evangelical thing more is necessary to salvation than the

truth. Even children of God and great saints
J
grace of God and faith, so soon is the truth of

are capable of being very easily and suddenly
j

the gospel wounded. In the matter of scandals,

surprised and overcome by the fear of man, one who either maliciously or heedlessly causes
when they do not sufficiently watch over them- . them, has justly reckoned against him and im-
selves. HEIMNOER: When faults, scandals in

j puled by God, what thereafter arises out of them,
doctrine and life are prevalent, it is not for us

i
and thus the sin may become more grievous

to be silent, to strike sail and run before the
i through its consequences. RIKGER: OGod! if

wind, but to stand fast in our place. QUESNEL: I I ever err, give me a frankspoken Paul to warn
The higher one stands, the more measured and

j

me and make me on the spot or afterwards as mild

guarded his conduct should be.
j

in yielding, as Peter! HEUBNER: Things that

[CALVIN: How cautiously we ought to guard i trouble peace may arise even among children and

against giving way to the opinions of men, lest we
j messengers of God. In Acts xiii. 13. xv. 31, similar

turn aside from the right path! If this happened | things are mentioned. Behold the imperfection
to Peter, how mucli more easily to us. LUTHER: lot the earthly life ! only above is harmony for-

Such examples are written for our consolation, ever undisturbed. The kingdom of Christ, never-

If Peter fell, I may likewise fall. If he rose again, i theless, advances even through weak instruments.

I may also rise again. This comfort they take
j

Public rebuke: 1. admissible, yes, necessary,

away, who say, the saints do not sin. This is a when anything has been done that perplexes
consciences ; 2.wonderful matter ! God preserved the church,

being yet young, and the gospel, by one person.

how shall it be conducted ? Un
doubtedly by free exposition of its evil conse-

Paul alone standeth to the truth, for he had lost quences, but then chiefly by renewed and more

Barnabas, his companion, and Peter was against
him. So sometimes one man is able to do more
in a council than the whole council besides. R.]

thorough assertion of the truth of the Gospel :

not with personal reproaches ; and above all, in

brotherly love; 3. difficult; therefore examine

[BURKITT: Such as sin openly, must be re- I thyself well, whether thou be called or at all

proved openly. No bands of friendship must
j

events fitted therefor, that thou destroy not

keep the ministers of God from reproving sin. A more good than thourestorest ; and if thou per-
notorious fault must be reproved with much ceivest thyself not skilled, leave it : for after all

boldness and resolution. If such as are eminent I it is not thou that rebukest and God knows well

in the church fall, they fall not alone; many do enough how to choose His own instruments. In
fall with them. What a constraining power all cases do it not without earnest looking up to

there is in the example of eminent persons. He God, that in the discharge of it He will keep
is said to compel, in Scripture, not only who I thee as from the fear of man, so none theless
doth violently force, but who, being of authority,
doth provoke by his example. The errors of

from vanity, haughtiness and a loveless temper.
Ver. 15. STARKE: The preeminence which

those that do rule, beoome rulers of error. Men ! we who are born of Christian ancestry have
sin through a kind of authority, through the above others, must not be misused to the preju-
sins of those who are in authority. R.] dice of divine grace: we must be none the less

[How many rejoice at Paul s defence of the certain that the grace of Christ alone, not our

liberty of the gospel against Peter s weakness, j

descent from Christian parents, can save us.
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Ver. 16. LUTHER: Understand we this article learnt well, how far the law carries us, and

rightly and purely? Then have we the true
j

what is impossible to it, .But now, Us in the cast

heavenly sun. But if we lose it, we have noth- i of a marriage dissolved by death, 1 am lawfully

ing else than a hellish darkness. A troubled,
;

divorced from the law. I have no desire to knit

wretched conscience should keep no thought or ; this bond again. LUTHKR: St. Paul could have

remembrance of the law, nor should oppose to said nothing of mightier force against the right-

the anger and judgment of God anything else eousness that is supposed to come through the

than the sweet comforting word of Christ, which law, than just what he here saith : I have died

is a word of grace, of forgiveness of sins, of to the law, I have nothing at all more to do with

everlasting life and blessedness. But to do this it, it concerns me nothing, nor can it justify me.

is .especially hard. For the fearfulness of the
j

These words are most full of comfort, and let

conscience keeps us from well apprehending them come in mind to any one in time of temp-
Christ, and temps us often to let Him go, and

to fall back upon the thought of law and sin.

As a Jew, through the works which he does after

God s law, cannot be justified, how then should

a monk be justified, by his order, a priest by his

authority, a philosopher by his skill and wis

dom, a sophistical theologian by his sophistry ?

Wise, pious, and righteous as men may become
on earth through their reason and God s law,

yet they are by all their works, merits, masses,

tations and afflictions, and be in his heart rightly
and thoroughly understood. Such a one would
without doubt be well able to stand against all

danger and dread of death, against all manner
of terrors of conscience and of sin, though they
fell as vehemently upon him as ever they could.

Happy he who, when his conscience falls into

distress and temptation, that is, when sin assails

and the law accuses him, then can say: What
matters that to me

;
for I have died to thee.

and by the best of all their righteousness and i But if thou wilt ever dispute with me concern-

acts of worship, not righteous before God. RIE- ing sins, go, bury thyself with the flesh and itt

OBR: What thou art by nature and canst boast
j

members, my servants pass then in review,

concerning thy good bringing up, thy refined plague and crucify them as thou wilt; but me,
education, thy works of the law, distinguish the conscience, it is for thee to leave, in peace
thee doubtless above many others. Thou art not

j

as queen. For thou hast no concern with me
bidden to throw that entirely away. What of since I have died to thee and live now to Christ.

quiet days, and advantage to thy health, and the It is a strange, curious, and unheard of speech,
like this secures to thee, enjoy. But into the ! that to live to the law is as much as to die to

secret chamber of judgment, where God and the

itrude.

conscience have to do with one another

ing the forgiveness of sins, this is not to

Through no work of the law shall we ever bring
it to pass that God will justify us, forgive our

sins, bestow on us access to His grace, and the

hope of future glory; that we learn alone from
God s word and promise in Christ.

Ver. 17. RIEGER: If I would suffer this thing

again to become uncertain to me, namely, that I, _ ,
._

leaving all works behind, should be justified I to everlasting death and damnation. For the

through Christ alone; if I would be mistrustful I law can make him neither righteous nor blessed,
about that, as if I had brought myself into sin but if it begins to accuse him in right earnest,

by such a disparagement of works ; if I fell back : it only kills him. Therefore to live to the law

God, and to die to the law as much as to live to

God. These two sentences are completely and

entirely athwart the reason, therefore also no

sophist as law teacher can understand them.
But do thou give diligence that thou learn well

to understand them, namely thus, that who now
will live to the law, that is, practise himself iu

its works, and keep the same, in order that he

may thereby be justified, such a one is a sinner

nnd abides a sinner, and therefore condemned

again upon works, as chanced to Peter, I should
make Christ a minister of sin. LUTHER: Every
one who teaches that faith in Christ doth not

justify, unle ilso keep the law, such a
one makes Christ a minister of sin, i. e. he makes
out of him a law-teacher, who teaches just that,
and nothing else that Moses teaches. So can
Christ then be no Saviour and grace-giver, but
would be only a cruel tyrant, who required of us

merely impossible things, not one of which any
man can fulfil. [For the other view of this

passage see EXEG. NOTES. BURKITT: The
Apostle rejects the inference of the adversaries
of the doctrine of justification by faith with the

greatest abhorrence and detestation. It is no
new prejudice, though a very unjust one, against
this doctrine of justification by faith alone, that
it opens a door to licentiousness and makes Christ
the minister of sin. R.]

Ver. 18. STARKE: Teachers should take good
Care, that what they tear down with one hand,
that they may not build up again with the other.

Ver. 19. RIEGER. I have not run away from
the law like an escaped rogue. It has cost a

death, I have made trial of the law before, and

is, in truth, nothing else than to die to God, and
to die to the law is nothing else than to live

to God ;
now to live to God, this is to become

righteous through grace and faith on Christ,
without any works or law. STARKE: The end
of our freedom from the law is not, that we may
live to ourselves, but that we may live to God and
Christ.

Ver. 20. In STARKE: Christ on His crosi

was to be regarded as the surety and head of the

whole human race : therefore, in His person the

whole human race was also crucified. Espe
cially have believers part in the death of Christ,
because faith brings with it a perfect union and

fellowship between Christ and the faithful.

BERLENB. BIBLE : Faith binds us to the cross

of Christ, and there nothing of the old man will

remain and be spared. Faith and the cross are

to one another very near. Therefore, worldly
wisdom turns its back on faith. Many with
their faith will even separate the cross from it

self; they make of faith a cross before the cross,
and say of the other, away, away with it ! This
is the method of stepping over from the law to

the gospel, only through the death of the old
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Adam, and his peculiar life. It makes a huge
corpse. &quot;I* live.&quot; No more after my own wil

ling and working, but in another spirit. We
must lose ourselves. A man lives then most

blessedly, when he lives not to himself. There

must be in the heart another I. The old I must

lose itself. But what says the self-love and sel

fishness that would gladly keep its life, and seek

in everything what pleases it, that will not hate

its own soul, affections, desires, dispositions,
und sensual cravings? Its word is : That am I!

that is from me! that is in me! therefore, that is

mine! that befits me! that pleases me! that is

BO with me! It demands, therefore, from God
and man rest, life, love, honor, obedience, trust,

help, assistance, comfort, and enjoyment.
what a heavy stone of stumbling is self-love in

Christ s way! [BUNYAN : They only have ben

efit by Christ to eternal life, who die by His

example, as well as live by His blood; for in

His death was both merit and example; and

they are like to miss in the first, that are not

concerned in the second. R.]
LUTHER : The very life that I live is Christ

Himself, and therefore Christ and I are in this

matter altogether one thing. None the less, it is

true, there remains outwardly cleaving to me the

old man that is under the law, but so far as con

cerns this matter, namely, that I be justified be

fore God, Christ and I cannot but be bound in

the closest wise together, so that He lives in me
and I again in Him. Christ and my conscience

should become one body, so that 1 should keep
nothing else before my eyes than Jesus Christ.

But if I turn my countenance away from Christ,

and look alone upon myself, it is at once all over

with me. For then straightway flashes into my
mind: Christ is above in heaven, and thou here

below on earth, how wilt thou now find the way
up to Him? Then the reason quickly answers:
I will lead a holy life, and do what the law bids

me, and so enter into life. But when I thus look

upon myself, and consider only what I am, or

what I ought to be, and what I am bound to do,
I lose Christ forthwith out of my sight, who yet
alone is my righteousness and life; but when I

have lost Him, there is no longer either help or

counsel, but at the last desperation and eternal

damnation must needs follow. BERLENB. BIBLE:
Christ is life not for Himself alone, but a bene

fit that willingly and freely communicates itself.

Where now it finds a man who hates and for

sakes his own life, and lives no longer in his

own self-love, in him Christ lives. RIEGER:
If a man should hear of the fellowship of the

cross of Christ alone, a man might form to him
self too joyless an image of my religion; but it

is also a fellowship with His life. And my life

in the flesh, my tarrying upon this battlefield

of sin and grace, is given me for a proof how
the Son of God once made a journey through the

world, and remained constant to His Heavenly
Father.

[.JOHN BROWN: Paul here declares his expe
rience. The law has no more to do with me, and
I have no more to do with it in the matter of jus
tification. Christ died and in Him I died; Christ
revived and in Him I revived. The law has killed

me. and by doing so, it has set me free from it-

elf. The life I now have, is not the life of a

man under the law, but the life of a man delivered

from the law. Christ s relations to God are my
relations. His views are my views; His feelings

my feelings. He is the soul of my soul, the life

of my life. My state, my sentiments, my conduct
are all Christian. &quot;It is but right that I should
be entirely devoted to Him who devoted Himself

entirely for me.&quot; R.]
LUTHER: It is very true that I still live in

the flesh, but be it now what life it may, that ia

still in me, I count it yet for no life at all ; for it

j

is, if one will view it aright, indeed no life, but
rather a mask, under which another lives,

namely Christ, who is truly my life, that thou
canst not see, but hearest it alone. I live, to be

sure, in the flesh
;
but I live not from the flesh

! or after the flesh, but in faith, from faith, and

j

according to faith. &quot;Who loved me and gave
Himself for me.&quot; With these words Paul de-

|

scribes in most comforting wise Christ s office

l

and priesthood. This now is His office, that He
should reconcile us with God, give Himself up
for our sins, &c. Therefore, thou must not
make of Him a new law-giver that does away
the old law and establishes a new in its place.
Christ is no Moses, no taskmaster and lawgiver,
but a grace-giver and compassionate Saviour.
He is nothing else than a purely measureless
and overflowing compassion, that suffers itself

to be bestowed upon us, and also bestows itself,

i

Setting forth Christ after such a way, thou
I rightly depictest Him. But if thou suffer Him
to be portrayed to thee in other guise, thou

[mayest, in the time of temptation, be easily and

quickly overthrown. These words of Paul are
&amp;gt;an excellent example of a genuine and assured

I

faith. Accustom thyself to this, that thou ap
prehend this brief word, &quot;me,&quot; with certain faith,
and doubtest not thereof, that thou also art in the
number of those who are named with this little

word &quot;me.&quot; For, as we cannot deny that we
|

are one and all sinners, so can we also not deny
that Christ died for our sins, that He might
justify us through His death. For surely He

i has not died for this, that He should justify
I

those that were righteous before, but that He
i should help poor sinners. Because then I feel

i and confess that I am a sinner, why should I

not, on the other hand, also say that 1 am
righteous because of Christ s righteousness, es

pecially because I hear that He has loved MB

j

and given Himself for ME. St. Paul believed it

I steadfastly and assuredly, and, therefore, also

|

does he speak of it so freely and confidently.
But may He who hath loved us and given Him-

I

self for us. bestow on us grace, that we may be
able, if only in part, to do the like and speak

|

thus concerning ourselves. [LiGHTFOOT: Paul

appropriates to himself, as CHRYSOSTOM ob
serves, the love which belongs equally to the
whole world. For Christ is, indeed, the per
sonal friend of each man individually ; and is as
much to him as if He had died for him alone.

R.]
Ver. 21. STARKE: The rejection of the grace

of God, may take place: 1. by a denial of the

perfect satisfaction of Christ ; 2. by setting along
side of it our own merits, worthiness and right
eousness, as Popery does in doctrine, and many
even in our churches do in fact; 3. by abusing
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this grace to favor presumption, and to supersede
sanctification ; 4. when even sincere souls, in

the feeling of their unworthiness, are much too

timorous to appropriate grace to themselves, and
think they must first have arrived at this or that

degree of holiness, before grace can avail them

any thing ; 5. when tempted ones from a lack of

feeling conclude that they have fallen out of

grace again.
LUTHER: The righteousness that comes from

the law is nothing else than mere contempt and

rejection of God s grace, whereby the death of

Christ becomes unworthy and unavailing. Who
is, indeed, so eloquent that he can sufficiently

portray and bring to light, what it is to reject

the grace of God? or to make out that Christ

has died in vain ? It is hard to have to talk of

any useless dying; but to say that Christ has

died in vain, that is too much, that is quite too

villanous a word, for it is nothing less than to

say that Christ is wholly unprofitable, is noth

ing worth. If any one will make out Christ s

death an unprofitable thing, he must also make
His resurrection, His glorious triumph over sin,

death, etc^ His kingdom, heaven, earth, God
Himself, God s majesty and glory, and in brief

all things together contemptible and useless.

These great, mighty, and terrible thunderclaps,
which St. Paul in his writings brings down from
heaven against our own righteousness, that

comes from the law, ought, by good right, to

terrify us from it. When the world hears such

a charge, it will not at all believe that it is true;
for it does not allow that a man s heart could be

so wicked that he should reject the grace of

God, and count Christ s death a despicable thing,
and yet for all that, this sin is of all in the world

the most common. Whoever will be righteous
outside of faith in Christ, such a one casts away
God s grace, and despises the death of Christ,

though in words he speak as highly and honora

bly thereof, as ever he knows how to speak.
Vers. 19-21. To live to God, our end; 1.

What is thereby required? 2. Condition of ac

complishing it
;
the way thereto is dying to

the law: this again is possible only through be

ing crucified with Christ. To be crucified with

Christ : 1. something difficult, requires nothing
less than that we place ourselves under God s

sentence of condemnation; 2. indispensably ne

cessary : else there can be no life to God. To
die with Christ to live to God ; this is the preg

nant definition of true Christianity. I live, yet
no longer I, but Christ liveth in me&quot;: a bold ex

pression ; but so must it be in the case of a Chris

tian; one s own Ego must vanish, and in place
of it Christ must rule in us. Christ lives in me:
1. can we say so, when even yet there is much sin

in us ? 2. When can we say so ? when at least it

is He, in whom alone we seek our righteousness ?

The Christian s life a double life: a. Proof : 1.

the joyful attestation: Christ lives in me; 2. he
must humbly acknowledge and in manifold ways

: experience; I yet live in the flesh, b. What is

to be done, that he, so long as he lives and what
ever his life in the flesh, may not live to the

flesh, but to Him who, etc. Living in faith on
the Son of God, who loved us, and gave Himself
for us : 1. the blessed prerogative, 2. the sacred

duty of the Christian. In Lisco: The life in the

faith of the Son of God : 1. what it presupposes
in us. Ver. 1 (J : the death of the old natural

life the being crucified with Christ; 2. wherein
it essentially consists? Ver. 20: in entire self-

surrender to the Son of God, in being filled and

permeated with His love, which to the true Chris
tian is the one moving spring of all his actions;
3. what value has it ? Ver. 21, it serves to the

glory of the grace of God, and the praise of the

death of Christ.

To say Christ has also loved me, and given
Himself for me, is the height of faith s achieve

ments, simple as it appears. Reject not the

grace of God! an admonition as earnest as need
ful. To reject God s grace the greatest of all

sins. When is this done? (see above.) Christ
died in vain ? 1. that cannot be ; such a deed of

love must have a high end ; 2. and yet for how
many has He died in vain ! Christ would have
died in vain! the severest condemnation possible
of every kind of righteousness of works. To
seek righteousness from works ;

as foolish (for
Christ cannot have died in vain), as simple (it re

jects that which was God s own most glorious
work of Love). [&quot;Then Christ died without
cause.&quot; Did such a person die. Then while we
may account for His life by other theories, there
is no sufficient reason for His death, save that
which Paul preached: Full pardon, entire sal

vation, to every one who by faith lays hold of
Christ as dying for him. Any other view is in

consistent with God s wisdom, frustrates God s

grace as well. Self-salvation must ever deny a
sufficient purpose in that death. R.]
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II.

PAUL OPPOSES THE LEGAL VIEW ITSELF, WHICH THROUGH THE FALSE TEACH
ERS HAD FOUND ENTRANCE AMONG THE GALATIANS.

CHAPTER III. 1 VI. 10.

A. Remonstrance and expression of astonishment, at the contradiction into
which this brings them with their own experience respecting the receiving
of the Spirit.

(CHAPTER iii. 1-5.)

1 O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched [did bewitch]
1

you, that ye should not

obey the truth [omit this clause]
2 before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been [was]

3
evi-

2 dently set forth, crucified among you [set forth among you, crucified] ?* This only
would I learn of you, Received ye the Spirit by the works of the law [was it by
ths works of the law that ye received the Spirit],* or by the hearing of faith?

3 Are ye so foolish ? having begun in [with]
6 the Spirit, are ye now made perfect by

4 [being made
7

perfect with] the flesh ? Have ye suffered [or experienced]&quot; so many
5 things in vain ? if it be yet [really] in vain. He therefore that ministereth to you

the Spirit, and worketh miracles among [or miraculous powers in]
9

you doetli he it by
the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith ?

i Ver. 1. [As a rule the English simple past tense is the better rendering of the Greek aorist. R.]
Ver. I. T^ a\r,9. w ireMctrOai is to lie omitted with Lachmauu and Tisohendorf. A gloss from Gal. v. 1. [Omitted

in N A. B. and others; by Meyer, Alford, Ellicott. Wordsworth, Llghtfoqt. R.l
3 Ver. 1. Ev v/jilv is probably to be retained, on account of its difficulty, with D. E. F. L. K., although it is wanting in

N. A. B. C. and omitte 1 by Lachrnann. [The uncial authority for it is not much stronger than for the clause above, but
in omission is so much more readily accounted for than its insertion, that it is retained by Meyer, Ellicott, Wordsworth.
Alford rejects it. I,iglitfoot is doubtful. R.)

4 Ver. 1. [/Hie E. V. by patting &quot;among you&quot; after crucified,&quot; destroys not only the emphasis which belongs to the

latier, but also the proper connection of the former phrase. R.]
* Ver. 2. [The order of the Gr&amp;gt;-ek, given above, is to be preserved, as rendering the contrast more striking. R.]
Ver. 3. ^The E. V. renders the datives in this clause differently. II v e u

ft.
a T t . . .

&amp;lt;rapici, not &quot;in the
Spirit&quot; and

&quot;by the flesh,&quot; but &quot;with the Spirit.&quot; &quot;with the flesh.&quot; R.]
* Ver. 3.

[ EiTire Ae io-fle, pissive, not middle, &quot;being made complete,&quot; not &quot;completing yourselves.&quot; R.]
8 Ver. 4 [Thu meaning of eirdSe re is open to discussion. Schmoller renders &quot;erfahrrn.&quot; See EXEO. NOTES. R.]
Ver. 5. [A vvdneisfvvfi.lv; the two interpretations of this phrase are indicated above. See EXEG. NOTES. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. O foolish Oalatians. Direct ad
dress, because Paul now, for the first time after

his historical account, turns to the readers. It

is, therefore, a trustworthy intimation that

&quot;

For, if righteousness come by the law, then
Christ died without cause.&quot; This very thought,
so painful, that the Galatians, by their conduct,
are declaring the greatest act of God s grace,
the death of Christ, to have been in vain, may
have been what impelled him to the vehement
exclamation: o&amp;gt; av6r/Toi T alar at. For here

new section begins here, and that all which pre- ]
also his astonishment and his censure have pri-

cedes belonged together. &quot;Foolish:&quot; that they I mary reference to this death of Christ: &quot;set

had given up the better, genuine knowledge, is

what Paul wishes to prove to them in the whole

Epistle; this is, in fact, implied in the very
opening words, chap. i. f&amp;gt;. His particular mo-

before you, crucified.&quot; [JEROME and others have
imagined a national peculiarity to be referred to

here, which is altogether inadmissible. The
Galatians were sprightly, not stupid, and d

tive for expressing himself precisely thus here,
j

marks not so much &quot; dullness
&quot;

as &quot;foolishness,&quot;

and in general for expressing himself with es- \ want of vovf, improper use of it. They were not

pecial emphasis, is that, although a new section
| fiupoi, but dv6r/Toc. R.] Who did bewitch

begins here, yet, for the writer, this beginning you? So senseless and therefore incompre-
presupposes what precedes that is, in the first

instance the proof of the full apostolicity of his

preaching generally, ami then particularly the

just cited rebuking of Peter for conduct similar

to theirs, concluding with the powerful words:

hensible is the apostasy of the Galatians, that
Paul explains their being led astray as an effect
of magic. For what he immediately subjoins
had actually taken place among them : naturally,
therefore, this apostasy to Judaism was least
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to be expected of them. For Christ s atoning
death and Judaistic legalism are at opposite

poles to each other; the stronger the emphasis
laid on the former, the most distant must be any

thought of the latter. Cornp. ii. 21. [LIGHT-
FOOT: &quot;The word fiaaKciveiv originally re

ferred to witchery by spells and incantations,

but in actual use it denotes the blighting influ

ence of the evil eye. It here involves two ideas :

1) The baleful effect on the recipient, and 2) the

envious spirit of the agent. The false teachers

envy the Galatians this liberty in Christ, have

an interest in subjecting them again to bondage.
This idea, however, is subordinate to the other.&quot;

See WORDSWORTH, who quotes authorities for

both ideas. There may be allusion to the notion

that the power of the sorcerer was felt whenever
the eye of the recipient rested on him,* in the

expression &quot;before whose eyes,&quot;
as if keeping

their eyes on that object would have preserved
them from this bewitching; but this must not be

pressed. R.]
Before whose eyes Jesus Christ was

evidently set forth. Portrayed before the

eyes, of course, by means of preaching, but the

expression hints at the pains which Paul took

to make known to them the crucified One, and

to bring Him as near as possible to them. This

is done designedly, in order to contrast the more

strongly with this the apostasy that had taken

place, and to justify the astonishment which he

expresses. Among you strengthens the state

ment still further: in the midst of you, by oral

communication, not merely from a distance by
letters. The following is the simplest explana
tion: &quot;Before your eyes,&quot;

so distinctly points
out the meaning; &quot;to paint,&quot;

as that of npot:-

ypatyT], that we cannot hesitate to accept it,

although the compound verb does not occur
elsewhere in this sense. WIESELER: &quot;But as

ypdtyEiv is very frequently used of painting,
there is little occasion for hesitation in extend

ing the signification to the regularly formed

compound, even though there were no further
warrant for it. In the New Testament there are

other dirai- /.eyofieva, both in form and meaning,
and as to the latter in this case we have also the
voice of the Greek Fathers.&quot; To give irpo a

temporal reference [MEYER, ALFORD, and others.

R.] is less suited to the context, while the
local signification corresponds with &quot;before

whose eyes.&quot; [The safest rendering is that of

the E. V. LIGHTFOOT says of the verb: &quot; This
is the common word to describe all public no
tices and proclamations; hence: programme;&quot;
and this is, on the whole, preferable. WORDS
WORTH finds here an allusion to the heathen

practice of carrying amulets to guard against
witchcraft, and to the Jewish custom of binding
phylacteries between the eyes. &quot;Who bewitched

you, before whose eyes was written and bound
up by me, as your frontlet of Faith, your spirit
ual Phylactery, Christ crucified; and who had,
as I thought, been thus guarded by me against
all the envious fascination of your spiritual ene-

[* Coleridge paints this in his wierd lines :

So ili-cjily IIIK! she drunken in

That lonk, those Bhrunki-n, serpent eyes,
That all her features were resigned
To this sole image in her mind.&quot; Lady ChrittaM.R.]

I mies.&quot; This is ingenious, but it presses undulj
the allusion in the word &quot;bewitched.&quot; R.]

Ver. 2. This only would I learn of you.
The unreasonableness of the apostasy is still

further, and now, indeed, for the first time, ex

pressly exposed. Not merely has the proclama.
tion of Christ s death on the cross been made
among them, but, through faith thereon, they
have already attained to the receiving of the

Holy Ghost, and yet are you disposed to turn

away from that which has already so attested
itself? &quot;

Vide, quam efficaciter traclat locum ab

fzperientta.&quot; LUTHER.
[&quot;

Learn &quot; = obtain in

formation, not used ironically in the stricter
sense of &quot;learning as a

disciple,&quot; as LUTHER,
BENGEL, and others. R.] He refers them to
the receiving of the Spirit through faith, as a
proof that it is Faith which works justification.
For the Spirit can only be given by God to the
man whom He justifies (not whom He reprobates) ;

the gift of the Spirit is a token of grace, not of
wrath.

&quot;Only,&quot;
for this is the main question;

by this so far as the proof is to be sustained by
facts the thing is proved. The Spirit, gene
rally, not merely as the principle of miraculous

gifts; &quot;for Paul reminds the collective body of
his readers of their receiving of the Spirit; not
till ver. 5 are the JvvdyUE&amp;lt;f, as a species of the

Spirit s workings, particularly cited.&quot; MEYER.
By the hearing of faith. &quot;

Through the

preaching concerning faith,&quot; is the right trans

lation, although not quite congruous with the
first member, which has a subjective reference.

[ A/cor/, &quot;hearing,&quot; has a passive sense always
in the New Testament, i. e., it refers to what is

heard (see MEYER, ELLICOTT), &quot;the preaching.&quot;

Htorewf, of faith,&quot; evidently an objective
genitive. See LIGHTFOOT, WORDSWORTH, against
both the above positions. Most modern exposi
tors agree with Schmoller s next remark on the

meaning of Triartf. R.] Not =
&quot;through lis

tening to the faith,&quot; since TT/OT/C is never =r doc~
trina Jidci, but is only the subjective believing.
&quot;That in the first member of the double question
their own strength, and, in the second, the power
of the gospel (= of preaching) is made promK
nent, is quite natural, as it was through human
strength that the Judaizing teachers would fain
achieve that which was in truth only to be be^
stowed by the might of the

gospel.&quot; WIESELER
That the

&quot;hearing&quot;
was accepted is understood,

of course, since, from the
&quot;hearing,&quot; the gift of

the Spirit proceeded (comp. Rom. x. 17); from
preaching (sc. from believing) comes faith, and
with it the Holy Ghost.

Ver. 3. Having begun with the Spirit.
You have made a beginning in the Christian

life through the receiving of the Holy Ghost

(ver. 2). Where a beginning is made, the next

question is about the completion. Now re

marks Paul with cutting irony, bringing home
the sense of this avor/rov of their conduct such a

completion there is also with you; but with
the flesh! i. e., according to your and your
false teachers fancy, this now is the true com
pletion; yet, in truth, it is no completion, but
the direct opposite of it, an annihilation of the
work begun, because it is a completion with the
flesh. &quot; Flesh &quot;

is the opposite of
&quot;Spirit,&quot; and

where the &quot;flesh&quot; reigns, the
&quot;Spirit&quot; must
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give way. &quot;The flesh,&quot; of courae, rises again
to dominion, where there is a retrogression to

the legal position; for therewith the Holy Ghost,
which has been obtained only through faith, is

necessarily lost; and where the
&quot;Spirit&quot;

is

wanting, there is the &quot;flesh.&quot; [MEYER:
&quot;Spirit and Jleah do not describe Christianity
and Judaism themselves, but the specific vital

agencies in each, the Holy Spirit, and the un-

spiritual, corporeally-physical human nature,

leading contrary to God and to sin.&quot; The da
tives are both modal, indicating the manner in

which the two actions took place. R.] E-rriTe-

%EIV signifies not merely
&quot; to end,&quot; but &quot;to com

plete,&quot;
consummare. E^ireXelaOe may be middle;

if so, then it is simplest to take it as = do ye
now bring to completion (s.

c. the work begun) in

the flesh. But eTUTefaiaOai does not occur in the

New Testament in a middle sense, though it is

thus used by profane writers. Hence, others

take it as passive, e. g. MEYER = you are

brought to completion, sc., by the false teachers,
inasmuch as they make of you people who lie

under the dominion of the &quot;flesh.&quot; This ren

ders the reproach still sharper. So also LUTHER :

instead of saying, carne comummastis, he sud

denly turns the address, and says: carne comum-
mamini, which strictly signifies: Will you then

let the matter be carried through with you in

the flesh, and thereby be made completely right
eous? The present tense denotes that the Gala-

tians are now engaged in this iiriTefalrfai.

Coinp. i. 6. N;v = cum mayis magisque deberetis

spirituals fieri relicla carne. BENGEL.
Ver. 4. [Are ye so foolish ? &quot; So very

foolish are ye then?&quot; OVTUS being emphatic. R.]
Have you experienced [or suffered] so

many things in vain ? MEYER, in connection

with his explanation of &quot;

being made perfect,&quot;

interprets it as referring to the many burdensome

performances connected with observing the law,
which they had been obliged, by their new
teachers, to undergo, in order, according to their

notion, to become complete Christians. Having
(according to MEYER) reminded them of these by
en-ire/t, he then lays before them the uselessness

of such things by the exclamation (not question) :

So many things,&quot;
etc. This is evidently a

strained interpretation, and it is, by no means,

probable that this would have been described as

a xaOeiv, or even that any such waOelv is to be

presumed to have taken place. It is, therefore,

to be understood, either of sufferings and per
secutions, that they underwent, on account of

their faith, or, since nothing is otherwise known
of such, TraOelv is to be taken as vox media, with

the general signification, &quot;to experience,&quot; here

&quot;to experience manifestations of Divine grace.&quot;

[While the use of the aorist seems conclusive

against the view of MEYER, it is more difficult to

decide which of the other two interpretations is

to be taken. Though nothing be known of such

&quot;sufferings,&quot; yet what more likely to occur?

And if these arose from Judaizing influences, as

was generally the case in Apostolic times, addi

tional point is given to the Apostle s language.
The other view, however, seems to give a greater

logical unity to the passage, since vers. 3 and 5

both refer to &quot;

benefits.&quot; But was not Paul,

who gloried in tribulation, likely to cite &quot;suffer

ings&quot; also as credences of spiritual benefits?

These considerations, in connection with the
fact that there is no other instance in the New
Testament of such a neutral meaning of naaxeiv,
render it more prudent to follow the ancient

versions and expositors, and adopt &quot;suffered,&quot;

instead of &quot;experienced.&quot; R.]
If it be only [or really] in vain. That

is, if rather you are not in much worse case, as

notorious backsliding is apt to make the man
worse than he was before. This addition has

special force against the interpretation of k-K&-
Oere as denoting persecutions, as with this it

gives a scarcely intelligible sense: for the miti

gating thought, that perhaps the Galatians will

j

yet bethink themselves, so that the -radelv will

i not have been in vain, can hardly be in Paul s

mind here, where he meditates only severe re

buke [?], while the explanation: &quot;if only in

vain! &quot;=&quot;if it do not rather turn to your loss

and greater condemnation,&quot; in its turn is not in

keeping with the reference of Tradetv to sufferings
endured. For although, when sufferings have
been endured for the faith, assistance rendered

by God in bearing them may make the guilt of
a subsequent apostasy greater, the sufferings
themselves cannot well be said to increase it.

[Notwithstanding the high authorities for this

interpretation, which intensifies instead of soften

ing
&quot; in vain,&quot; it does seem more probable that

Paul here leaves &quot;a loophole of doubt.&quot; If

suffered is the thought implied, then as he re

called their sufferings, would be the very moment
for a flash of doubt, or rather of hope, to enter.

In this view it is better to render: &quot;If it be

really in vain,&quot; &quot;I would fain doubt whether it

can be, that all this was in vain.&quot; R.]
VER. 5. He therefore that ministeieth

to you the Spirit. With this Paul returns to

the decisive question of ver. 2, but with some
variation of the thought. He no longer sets the
matter back into the past, but represents (no
doubt designedly) the communication of the

Spirit as something still going on, on the ground
of faith. They were to recognize themselves as
still experiencing this gracious operation of God.
Besides this, he singles out and notes particularly
the miraculous powers which God communicates

through the same medium. [The word &quot;niinis-

tereth
&quot; means &quot;to supply bountifully. The

fTTt in the compound indicates the direction of

the supply, not an enlargement of it. b.vv&-

jj,eif kv v fi Iv may be rendered either, as E. V.,
&quot;miracles among you,&quot;

or better, &quot;miraculous

powers in
you,&quot;

i. e., the peculiar powers there

brought by the Spirit, which Paul everywhere
alludes to, as observable in the Christians to

whom he writes (1 Cor. xii. 28). MEYER decides
for the latter from the analogy of 1 Cor. xii. 6,

and it suits better the line of argument, which
refers throughout to their personal experience.

R.] Moreover he now designates God expressly
as the Bestower of the Spirit, doubtless, in order
to bring home with special emphasis the truth
that God Himself declared for the preaching of
faith. For the Scripture proof which follows

supports this idea. God declares for this among
the Galatians because He has declared for it in

His word, and He must ever agree with Himself,
His acts with His testimony.
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. A Chrittian church without a &quot;receiving the

sion. Not so. So parents, of a fatherly and

motherly affection, do sharply reprove and re
buke their children, which they would not bear
if another should do it. Therefore one and the

Spirit
&quot;

is not conceivable. It may lose the Spi- j

self-same word in the mouth of Paul is a
rit again (cornp. &amp;lt;ra/&amp;lt; fTriTF/.tioVt), but it must

j

benefit ; but in the mouth of another it is a

once have received it. Paul, therefore, because
, reproach. R.]

he knows that the Galatians have been converted Wi HT. SCUM. : False doctrine is, as it were,
to Christ, assumes of course that they have re- I an enchantment, wherewith the devil bewitches

oeived the Spirit. The primary reference is men s hearts. For as through sorcery men s

undoubtedly to the Holy Gaost only as a charism minds are blinded, so that they think they see

from God.
*

The immediate reference is not to
j something, when yet they see nothing, and never-

definite ethical effects on the hearts of recipients, j
theless it is hard to fetch them off from the no-

though it is true that these cannot be wanting,
j

tion ; even so, when the devil through false doc-

if the Spirit received is retained. But as the i trine engages the hearts of men, he bewitches

Holy Ghost here is to be apprehended primarily j

them so that they fancy they have the truth be-

as a charism (comp. ver. 6: t-ixopnjuv), it is
j

fore them, when yet it is mere error and lies,

quite intelligible that what is given elsewhere as
j

Let us therefore the more diligently take heed

the condition of justification appears here as the i to ourselves, that we be not taken in and infected

condition of &quot;receiving the Spirit,&quot; namely :
j
with doctrine; let us the more diligently cleave

Faith. &quot;Receiving the Spirit&quot; is, it is true,
j

to God s word, and moreover pray heartily with

not immediately identical with &quot;being justified,&quot; j
David, Ps. ciix. 18, 37. [What spell is this that

but is nevertheless an inseparable consequence. |
holds so many eyes, before which Jesus Christ

At all events no receiving of the Spirit
&quot; can has been set forth so plainly as the crucified One,

take place without the &quot;being justified,&quot;
because

j

who dies not &quot; without cause!&quot; R.]
the receiving of the Spirit is a token of Divine i &quot;Jesus Christ evidently set forth before your
grace. Hence from the &quot;receiving of the Spi- eyes, crucified.&quot; STARKE: By this way of

rit&quot; &quot;by
the hearing of faith &quot;it is concluded speaking is indicated the clearness of the evangel-

that the &quot;being justified
&quot; comes by the same ical doctrine of the cross of Christ. In the Old

method. See also on this point the remarks on , Testament Christ was portrayed to the Jews un-

the previous section. I der many images and types, as in the type of the

2. The personal experience of the operation i high priest, of the paschal lamb, etc. ; but in

of the preaching of the gospel is rightly (ac- I the New Testament, He was, through the preach-

cording to the example of Paul) regarded as a I ing of the gospel, without any shadows such as

principal proof of the truth of the same. The these, clearly placed before men s eyes, inasmuch

proof lies more particularly in the receiving of a3 His suffering, shame, satisfaction on the cross,

the Holy Ghost: if I receive this through the were most clearly published and proclaimed. That

preaching of the gospel, then this must doubt- ; was, as it were, the programme which the Apos-
less be true, be the Divinely ordained way to ties placarded in all places whither they came.

salvation. Thereby does God declare Himself SPENER: The best church-paintings are plain
for this preaching; for the Holy Ghost is cer-

j

instructions concerning Divine truth; thereby

tainly a gift of GOD. A special application of can a matter be brought as plainly, and more
the &quot; witness of the Holy Ghost&quot; which it might plainly into the hearts of the hearers, than by
not be amiss to call the strict and original mean- i

the skilfullest painter of them all. yea, those

ing of this doctrine. I things also which no painter can set forth. Ac-
3. All evangelical preaching should in its es- tual paintings in the church are to be by no

sence be nothing else than a portraying of Christ, means utterly rejected, they have their use as

the Crucified, before the eyes of men. It is by memorials; but the other painting of doctrine

this that it leads them to the receiving of the
j

must be joined therewith, and Christ must be

Spirit.

Ver.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

foolish Galatians.&quot; In STARKE:

portrayed in the heart, else outward paintings,
if men are to learn only by gazing upon them,
are a lifeless affair. [CALVIN : Paul intimates

that the actual sight of Christ s death could not

have affected them more powerfully than his

It must not be supposed that this is such a phrase preaching. Such a representation could not

of contumely as &quot;

Fool,&quot; Matt. v. 22, but it is a have been made by any eloquence, or by enticing
sorrowful and earnest representation of their words of man s wisdom. When the Church has

spiritual blindness. Christ also addresses His painters such as this, she no longer needs the

disciples with a similar term of rebuke. Luke dead images of wood and stone, she no longer
xxiv. 25. Severe reproofs, when they flow from requires pictures. Such things come, when
a zeal for the wounded honor of God, and from pastors become dumb. R.]
love to our neighbor, and a desire to save him, i Ver. 2. &quot; Was it by the works of the law that ye
are not wrong. The sharp tongue of good men I received the Spirit?&quot; HEIHNGER: A definite,
is many times more wholesome than the friendly keenly importunate question, with an &quot;either

tongue and flattering words of the ungodly. or,&quot; from which there is no escape, appealing to

As to know Christ aright is the true wisdom, so ! actual experiences, in which no debate is possi-
on the other hand it is the greatest folly not to ble, well fitted to dispel the sorcery (ver. 1) of
knowChrist aright and not to cleave fast to Him. the false teaching. A hint as to the right way of

[LITHER: A carnal man would interpret this convincing and freeing misguided souls out of

to be a reviling, rather than a godly reprehen- (

such enchantment. Law quickens not, but en-
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joins, command^, threaten* anl terrifieu, it is [ this, and exhort men to prove whether this han

ini&quot;. yd without life, Bondage, constraint ; taken place (must warn against dead faith).

good appearances enough, hypocrisy enough ; Jesus Christ has been portrayed before your eyes
carefully contrived clockwork, but mute wheels,

;

as the Crucified ; is He also portrayed in your
without soul. Of such are many, that are praised hearts? Whoever seeks his salvation elsewhere

as Christians. Hourglasses are they, that punc- j

than in Christ, the Crucified, 1) lacks under-

tually show the time, but where is there Spirit, standing, for he leaves the living spring, which

Heaven, marks of grace? On that hangs all. God Himself has opened for us, and hews out for

SPKXER: The only means of receiving the Holy himself broken cisterns; 2) is entangled in an

Ohost, is the preaching of the gospel, as being enchantment, bewitched by the deceiving spirit
a word of the Spirit. Where this is heard, and of self-righteousness. Who hath bewitched you?
its energy not resisted, the Holy Ghost comes

,
A question which must be sounded forth in many a

into the soul, not only to work, but also to dwell congregation; for 1) Christ, the Crucified, is por-
therein. STARK.E: Whatever doctrine the Holy trayed before their eyes, and yet 2) there is such

Ghost brings to man, assuring him of Divine
i
an utter neglect to seek salvation in Him. How

grace, and impelling him to all good, that ia the is the Holy Ghost obtained ? 1. Not from works
true saving doctrine. of the law, this follows from the nature of the

Ver. 3. It is not enough to have begun well,
|

law, but 2. through faith in the gospel simply
the matter must also be carried through. The because it is the good news of Christ, the Cruci-

beginning and the continuing of our salvation
,

fied.

must be after one way, and we must not desire I Faith in Jesus Christ the true way to salva-

to be perfected otherwise than we have bsgun, tion; for through it alone is the Holy Spirit re-

else is it folly to us. SPEXER: That is a doc- 1 ceived, not through the works of the law. How
trine to be abhorred, which to be sure ascribes have you received the Spirit? A question to

the beginning of salvation to faith and so to the strengthen and warn those who are in danger of

Spirit, but, afterwards feigns that the rest must i embracing the righteousness of works. Faith in

be accomplished and complete! with works.
|
Christ Jesus, 1) it is true in itself, not yet a

Ver. o. ST.VRKK: It is God alone who gives proof that a man has received the Spirit, for

the Holy Ghost. The Apostles also imparted it there is also a dead faith; 2) but yet the only
through their preaching and imposition of hands, | way to receive Him. The preaching of faith the

but they were only instruments of God. Now-a- 1 way to the receiving of the Spirit. Therewith

days teachers and preachers impart the Holy I is condemned all fanaticism with which, indeed.

Ghost, so far as they preach the Word, which in
i
a righteousness of works of some kind or other

itself has power, and has the Holy Ghost with it. is commonly joined. It is God who bestows the

It is a truly Divine property of the gospel that

God aforetime accompanied it with the most ex-
Spirit, but only through the preaching of faith.

The Holy Ghost is the true heavenly gift.

cellent miracles. No one who passed over to
,

Where God gives the Spirit, He also gives power
Judaism, received from God the power of working (Spirit and power always conjoined). To begin
miracles, but those did who turnc-d from Judaism in the Spirit, to end in the flesh, is the most pre-
to Christianity. Hast thou, O man, the Holy posterous folly, and yet how frequent. Hast
Ghost and His energy in too small measure? thou begun in the Spirit? Continue in like

Seek the cause in thyself, in that thou usest not manner, and end in the Spirit!
the stated means aright. SPRXER: Where the

I [Christ only, Christ plainly, Christ crucified !

Holy Ghost is, there He works, although not al-
i

the Gospel we preach. That which is &quot; so fool-

ways outward miracles, yet in the conversion ish&quot; is yet so natural. Take heed that what God
and renewal of men themselves, which is a greater blessed to your spiritual profit, be not despised by
miracle than to make the sick well.

j
you. What means He has honored with His Spi-

On vers. l-o. To portray Jesus Christ before rit, do not dishonor by your treatment of them,
men s eyes as the Crucified is the soul of all

j

Is it indeed in vain? All past sufferings for

preaching of the gospel: 1. This it mwtt do, be- , the Gospel s sake? Aye, and worse than in vain,

cause in the cross of Christ alone salvation is These have no power to save. Christ s suffer-

found, and it must do it unweariedly and expli- ! ings alone can save. Our works do not earn

citly, with all earnestness, all fidelity, and all God s works. The Gospel, &quot;the hearing of

zeal. 2. But more it cannot do; the inscribing faith,&quot; still has the &quot; witness of the Spirit,&quot; is

on the heart it must leave to God; although in- 1 still the fi
wa.ft.L&amp;lt;;

of God, by which He works 6vvd-

deed it must ever admonish of the necessity of
i /&amp;lt;{ H-]



6 THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

B. Doctrinal Exposition

CHAPTER III. 6 IV. 7.

1. Salvation is not to be attained by works of the law, but through faith alone.

(CHAP. iii. 6-18).

a. Demonstration from Scripture.

(VERB. 6-14.)

6 Even as Abraham believed God, and it was accounted to him for righteousness.
7 Know ye therefore that they which are of faith, the same are the children [sons] of

8 Abraham. And [Moreover] the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify [or jus-

tifieth]
1 the heathen [Gentiles] through faith, preached before the gospel [proclaimed

beforehand the glad tidings]
2 unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all nations be

9 blessed.
3 So then they which be [who are] of faith are blessed with [together with

10 the]
4 faithful Abraham. For as many as are of the works of the law are under the

[or a] curse: for it is written,
5 Cursed is every one that continueth not in all things

11 which are written in the book of the law to do them. But that no man is justified

by the law [in the law no man is justified]
6 in the sight of God, it is evident: for,

12 The just shall live by faith. And [Now]
7 the law is not of faith: but, The man

13 [He]
8 that doeth [or has done] them shall live in them. Christ hath [omit hath]

9

redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made [having become]
10 a curse for

14 us
;
for [as]

11
it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree : That the

blessing of Abraham might come on [unto]
12 the Gentiles through [^v, in] Jesus

Christ [Christ Jesus] ;

13 that we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.

1 Ver.8. [Ancaiol, present Ellicott calls it the &quot;ethical present.&quot; &quot;Godjustifieth,&quot; this is Hisono way (Alford). R.]
2 Ver. 8. [Since &quot;gospel&quot;

has a distinct meaning now, it is perhaps better to take the more etymological phrase in

rendering n-poe v rjy-y eAi o-a-ro. Schmoller: Gab die Vf,rhf,ixsung.&quot;V..\
3 Ver. 8. Elz. has

f\&amp;gt;\oyr\6ri&amp;lt;TovTai.
instead of ivtv\oyiiOT)&amp;lt;Toi&amp;gt;rai against decisive authorities.

* Ver. 9.
[&quot; Together with &quot;

is more distinct than &quot;with.&quot; The article of the Greek is retained to emphasize
&quot;faithful.&quot; R.J

6 Ver. 10. According to the best MSS. on should be inserted before e ir i K ard p arcs. [The generally received
reading does not affect the English form, since STI is here a mere quotation mark. R.]

Ver. It. [Since CM vo/jna must be rendered &quot;in the law :&quot; to avoid the too close proximity with &quot; in the sight
of,&quot;

it is better to retain the Greek order, which is emphatic also. R.]
i Ver. 12. [A e

&quot;

logical, introducing the minor proposition
&quot;

(Alford).
&quot; Now &quot;

is perhaps better than &quot;

but.&quot; R.]
8 Ver. 12. After a vra, Elz. reads

d&amp;gt;0pu&amp;gt;jro against decisive authorities.

Ver. 13. [The aorist efijyopo.o-ei is historical, hence the simple past is better. In ver. 12, it o i 17 &amp;lt;r a s, aorist

participle, should be rendered &quot; hath done&quot; to bring out its proper force. R.|
w Ver. 13. [T v 6 n t vos,

&quot;

becoming,&quot; but as it explains the manner of the past act &quot;

redeemed,&quot;
&quot;

having be
come&quot; is more accurate. &quot; By becoming&quot; would be still more forcible. R.J

&quot; Ver. la Lachmann and Tischendorf, following weighty authorities, read: on yeypanrai instead ofyey pair-
ran yap. [So Meyer and modern English editors. X. has yiy. yap. R.J

12 Ver. 14. [E i s
&quot;

uuto.&quot; The clause were perhaps better read in this order :
&quot; That unto the Gentiles the bless

ing of Abraham might come in Christ Jesus&quot; (so Ellicott). R.]
is Ver. 14. [X p i o- T u I

r, y o is the reading of most MSS. (X. B. Irjaou Xpiarw), and is adopted by most modern
ditors. R.|

FXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. G. Even as Abraham believed God,
This stands in immediate connection with the

statement in ver. 6). Through the preaching of
faith God bestows the Spirit of faith, and thereby
justifies, even as Abraham attained to justifica
tion in the same way. But inasmuch as Paul in

going on still keeps Abraham in view, we may,
preceding, and gives the answer to the question

[

and ought to begin here a new section. This
in ver. 5, by an affirmation of the second part
it (for Paul views the gift of the Spirit previous
ly mentioned as a proof of justification, and can

verse does not contain a citation proper, but Paul

gives what is contained in Gen. xv. 6 respecting
Abraham, as his own immediate declaration.

therefore answer the question in ver. 5 with the (Comp. Rom. iv. 3.) That accounted to him
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for righteousness is understood by Paul en

tirely in tlie sense of

demonstration.*
being justified&quot; needs no

Ver. 7. Here, in the first place, he only draws
from it the conclusion, that a man by faith be

comes a son of Abraham. (01 c/c Triarea?,
&quot;the spiritual character represented under the

form of the causal relation,&quot; those that are born
of faith, have as it were their nature from it.

EWALD explains it somewhat differently: those

whose efforts and achievements proceed from

faith, as the deepest, and at the same tiina high
est power.) This conclusion of course rests on

the presupposition that faith was an essential

trait in Abraham s character, and is directed

against the Judaizers, who believe that they can

prove themselves genuine children of Abraham by
works of the law. [The older commentators took

yivuGK.e.TE as indicative; &quot;ye
know then

;&quot;
mod

ern ones generally consider it an imperative:
Know ye therefore. So MEYER, DE WETTE,
ELLICOTT, WOKOSWORTH, also Syriac, Vulgate.
ELLICOTT: &quot; The imperative is not only more ani

mated, but more logically correct, for the decla

ration in the verse is really one of the points
which the Apostle is laboring to prove.&quot;

He con

tends that apa is mo.st properly joined with th

imperative. ALFORD and LIGIITFOOT adopt the Gentiles (Mvq here of course in the pregn

by God, is conceived as the organ of the Spirit
of God. The same then is true of God s fore

knowledge, from which the promise proceeded.
Yet Paul has not gained from some other source
a knowledge of the fact that the Scripture fore

saw, and in this foresight gave the promise (WiE-
SELER), but he drafts the conclusion as to the

&quot;foreseeing&quot; simply from the promise itself: be
cause it is promised, that &quot; all nations shall be
blessed in Abraham,&quot; the &quot;justifying of the

Gentiles through faith&quot; must also have been

predetermined. Why, he then explains in what
follows. [ELLICOTT calls OLKULO I an ethical prt-
sent, with significant reference to the eternal and
immutable counsels of God. ALFORD: &quot;Present,

not merely because the time foreseen was regard
ed as present, not present as respected the time
of writing, but because it was God s one way of

justification He never justified in any other

way so that it is the normal present: He is a
God that justified! through faith.&quot; R.] Paul
cites as proof Gen. xii. 1-3 ; xviii. 18. The chief

emphasis lies upon &quot;shall be blessed,&quot; which ia

therefore placed first in the Greek; yet only so

far as it is a &quot;being blessed in Abraham.&quot; The
sense is: The blessing bestowed upon thee in

cludes a blessing hereafter to come upon all the

ant
other view, the latter suggesting that the verb

means &quot;to perceive&quot; rather than &quot;to know,&quot;

which makes the indicative more suitable. There
is not necessarily any &quot;argumentative irony

(ALFORD) here. On the

eeems preferable. R.]

whole the imperative

Paul has made reference to Abraham as the

sense Gentiles). From this the conclusion ia

drawn in

Ver. 9. So then they which be of faith.
&quot; So then &quot;= agreeably to the promise in ver. 8.

Ver. 9 is nothing else than an exposition of the

promise cited in ver. 8. In Abraham, it was pro-
inised, all the heathen are to be blessed, pro-

type of justifying faith; he does not, however, i mise which has the sense indicated above. Now,
content himself with that, but, going deeper, he

j

he was the believing one, and it was (as follows

finds still more striking proof in the significance from ver. 6) on account of his faith that he re-

of Abraham as the briuger of blessing for all the ceived the promise of blessing. Therefore it is,

heathen. He dwells the longer on the Old Tes- of course, believers that are partakers of the

lament because it was to this that the false teach- blessing promised to him, it is they who are his

ers naturally appealed against Paul, and by their ; children, and it is to them therefore that the

appeals to it imposed on the Galatians. So he
j

promise of blessing holds good. Are blessed
on the other hand seeks to establish his doctrine

j

with [together with the] faithful Abra-
from the Old Testament, simply by going more i ham. In this sentence the iv is dropped, for

deeply into it. [LIGHTFOOT:
&quot; The passage vers. the sense is: because the &quot;

being blessed in him,&quot;

69 was omitted in Marcion s recension of the

Epistle, as repugnant to his leading principle of

the antagonism between the Old and New Testa
ments.&quot; R.]

is promised to all the heathen, therefore &quot;

they
which be of faith&quot; (the heathen, if they are &quot;of

faith&quot;)
are blessed with him, that is, primarily,

in like manner as he; but still further: it ex-

Ver. 8. Moreover the Scripture foresee- presses the sameness of the lot into which they
ing. Ae is simply continuative. [Neither &quot;and&quot;

j

entered with him, and through this one lot they
nor &quot;but&quot; gives the precise force. R.] What

[

entered into inner communion with him. [The
God has promised is ascribed to the Scriptur
itself, not simply because it is related in the

Scripture, but because the Scripture, as inspired

* [CALVIX thus refers to &quot; the idle

persons who evade Paul s reasoning.

jf certain

ey te us,

preposition shows their community with him in
the blessing; the a

heir community with

djective &quot;faithful&quot; renders

prominent that point of ethical character in which

they must resemble each other, in order to par
take of the same blessing. (So MEYER, ALFO

R.] &quot;Are blessed.&quot; As to the meanin^
this, there is little occasion for dispute. If we

LFORD.)
ning of

cavillings
Muses, th

gives the name of righteousness to goodness ; and so means
nothing more than that Abraham was reckoned a good man
because he believed God. Giddy minds of this description, look at the original passage, this IS, 01 Course, to
raised up in our time by Satan, endeavor, by indirect sland-

j
be understood quite generally, as is implied in

ers, to undermine the certainty of Scripture. Paul knew
that Moses was not there giving lessons to boys in grammar,

which Uod had pr meed,
and very properly viewed the word righteousness in &amp;gt;i theo

logical sense. For it is not in that sense in which goodness
U mentioned with approbation among men, that we are
counted ri

render pe
trasted with the transgression of th) law, even in its small

ighteous in the sight of God, but only where we
rfect obedience to the law. Righteousness is con

est point; and because we hav

freely given to us by God.&quot; R.J

it not of ourselves, it is

the idea of Blessing= Manifestation of Divine
Favor. This again is more specially defined in

different ways, and so here ; so far as concerns
the blessing received by Abraham himself: &quot; to

gether with the faithful Abraham,&quot; the primary
meaning is that he should obtain a posterity,
and as concerns the blessing of the Gentiles in

Abraham, the passage is justly regarded as a
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Messianic promise in the wider sense=the Gen
tiles shall have part in the salvation brought

by the Messiah, in the salvation that proceeds
from one who is Abraham s offspring. The lat

ter is the sense here. Which side of this Messi

anic salvation, however, Paul has in mind, is to

be made out solely from the connection, most

Bimply from what is put in opposition to it,

namely, to be &quot;under the curse,&quot; and, to that

again, the simple antithesis is &quot;justified&quot; (ver.

II). Paul of course views &quot;blessed&quot; and &quot;justi

fied&quot; as essentially correlative, coincident ideas:

and hence in ver. 8 the one, namely, &quot;justified,&quot;

is inferred from the other, &quot;blessed.&quot; Only, as

is easily understood, &quot;blessed&quot; still remains the

more general idea; what kind of blessing is

meant must be shown by the context. Somewhat
more restricted, again, than &quot;justification,&quot;

is

&quot;receiving the Spirit,&quot; which, however, is not

only connected with the &quot;justification,&quot;
but is

really the true &quot;

blessing,&quot; on which account

Paul, starting from &quot;receiving the Spirit&quot;
in

the beginning of this chapter, returns to it again
in ver. 14. The ground of the promise in ver. 8,

and also of the statement expository of it in ver.

9, is given in ver. 10. A blessing to be bestowed

upon the Gentiles in Abraham, and therefore one

resting upon faith, is promised : such a one is,

and only such a one can be, contemplated.
Ver. 10. For as many as are of the works of

the law, are under a curse. The force of this

is: it must be those &quot;of faith
&quot; who are blessed

;

for those who busy themselves with &quot; works of the

law&quot; (the only alternative possible, if not &quot;of

faith
&quot;)

cannot be blessed ;
since these are under

the curse, and therefore a bestowal of blessing

law will be blest. But, remarks Paul, that ia

excluded by the tenor of the two Scripture pas
sages about to be cited, for according to them man
C^ffETou EK iria-euf, but the law is in nowise
t K TT iariuc., therefore no one is justified ivv6/nu;
the thought that &quot; in the law &quot;

justification ia

possible, is to be entirely put aside. In the
sight of God. flapd 0j defines more parti

cularly the idea of
&quot;justified,&quot; and sets it in an

tithesis to any (justifying) human judgment.
The proof that &quot; in the law no man is justified,&quot;

Paul derives from two Scripture passages. Ac
cording to the one (Hab. ii. 4)

&quot; to live,&quot; results
from &quot;

faith,&quot; according to the other (Lev. xviii.

5) the law does not take note of faith, but ef do

ing ; through doing, fulfilling the law, a man has
life. This, of course, has demonstrative force,
for &quot;no man is justified

&quot;

only on the presuppo
sition that this doing (in the second passage) re
mains only a requirement, and does not actually
take place, and that it is with the knowledge of
this state of things that the prophet represents
faith as the condition of life. The just shall

live by faith. in the original has,

rightly explained, not the signification &quot;faith

fulness,&quot; but as Paul translates it, &quot;Trust, Faith.&quot;

[The first is undoubtedly the primary meaning
of the Hebrew word, but the other is implied in
it. It is noteworthy that this passage is one of the
two in the Old Testament, where the word &quot;faith&quot;

is used in the E. V. See a very suggestive note

in LIGHTFOOT, p. 152. R.] FITT he then na

turally understands, agreeably to the New Tes
tament knowledge of salvation, in the higher
sense of the Messianic life, that which renders

cannot avail for them. [This negative argument
j

its consummation in eternal life. E/c iricrTEue
rengthens the position taken in the must be joined as in the original with (i/aerae,

and not with oditcaiog. WIKSKLER justly re
marks: In proof of the connection 6 diKatog EK

iriareuc., it is alleged that the origin of justifica
tion was to be shown, not that of salvation or
life. It must not be forgotten, however, that ac

cording to the connection the emphasis does not
rest upon diKaiovndai in itself, but upon the fact
that this results EK ni moreover that Paul
is not here using his own words, in which case
instead of EK Tr/crewf ^r/aerat he would undoubt
edly have chosen another term of expression,
such as EK iKaiovffdai, but that he had to

(vers. 10, 12,)st

preceding verses, and has an immediate applica
tion to the Galatian errors, to which however no

allusion is made in this strictly argumentative

passage. R.]
&quot; Of the works of the law;&quot; the

form is the same as in the antithetical expression,
&quot;of faith,&quot; but more fully stated. Cursed is

every one, etc. Deut. xvii. 26, freely quoted
from the LXX. The passage proves what it is

cited to prove, viz., that &quot;as many as are of the

law are under the curse,&quot; provided a non-contin

uance can be established. This shows that the

reference here is to ethical requirements, and not

merely to ritualistic ones
;
thus confirming the

view of &quot;works of the law,&quot; given in chap. ii.

At the same time the passage shows that the

ground of &quot;a man is not justified by the works
of the law,&quot; is that those who &quot; are of the works
of the law are under the curse ;&quot; the non-justifi

cation has then of course its ground, not in the

externality of the law, for that would not of ne

cessity involve a curse, but in our not keeping it.

Ver. 11. But that in the law no man is

justified, etc. Those who are of the works of icons or well-pleasing to God, in consequence of
the law are under the curse. This includes not ! faith, is in truth included. AiKaior, on the other

being justified, but only implicite. Paul now
| hand, signifies the righteous or devout man, and

states it expressly, in order to support it by de-
j

has here nothing more than an etymological con-
clarations of Scripture, as he previously did the nection with AiKcuovaOai. That EK TTIOTEUS is joined
positive side. The course of thought might, per-

|

by Paul in the Galatians with ^f/asrai, appears,
haps, be still more accurately defined as follows: i moreover, from its antithesis, ^yasrai EV avToig:

Cursed, it has been declared, is every one that
&quot; L -

continueth not in all things; but, on the other

hand, it might be said, such as entirely fulfil the

choose from the actually existing passages which
treated of the central significance of faith. Who
ever examines these more particularly will not
be able to deny that the choice made is a happy

CqaErai signify,
fundamental condition

For what does
but that Faith is the

through which a man becomes well-pleasing to

God, and partaker of the gracious gift of life?
In this formula, therefore, the StKaiwaOai EK jria-

?, or the statement that one is declared right-

&quot; he will live through the commandments.&quot; [It
is difficult to decide this question of connection ;

either would be grammatical, both are sustained
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by high authorities. WINER, Du WKTTK, KWALD,
EM-ICOTT agree with WIKNELER; while BKNGKL,
I .utK.rs, MKYKU, ALKPHD. and very many others

connect &quot;hy
faith&quot; with the just. The former

conforms better with the Hebrew; the latter with

the general course of Paul s thoughts here and

elsewhere. The former is safer, the latter more

pointed, but from either the same truth would be

deduced. R.]
Ver. 12. Now the law is not of faith.

[A/, logical, introducing the minor proposition:
&quot;The just shall live by faith.&quot; &quot;Now the law

is not of faith&quot; (so MEYER). R.]

and others, understand the first person plural ge
nerally, of Jews and Gentiles. MEYER, limiting
V/*f, ver. 13, to the Jews, understands the some
what difficult connection of vers. 13 and 14

pe&amp;gt;

culiarly, almost too artificially: as long as the
curse of the law stood in force, and the Jews
therefore were unredeemed, the Gentiles could
not become partakers of that blessing ; for it was
involved in the preeminence which, according to

the Divine plan of redemption was bestowed on
the Jews, that salvation should proceed from them
to the Gentiles. When therefore Christ through

The law is i His atoning death freed the Jews from the curse

not an institution whose nature is determined by j

of their law, God must necessarily have had the

faith.&quot; WIESELER. [LKSIITFOOT: Faith is not I design therewith, of imparting to (he Gentiles the

the starting-point of the law. The law does not
, promised justification, and that not in any such

take faith as its fundamental principle. On the
j

way as through the law, but in Christ Jesus,
ether hand, it rigidly enforces the performance ! through whom already redemption from the curse

of ;ill its enactments. Has done them. Ac- of the law had been effected for the Jews. More
simple, and more congruous also with the inter

pretation of 7;af in the general sense, is USTERI S

explanation : Christ has, by His vicarious death,

tual and entire performance of all requirements.

Doing, not believing. R.]
Ver. 13. Christ redeemed us from the

curse of the law. The asyndeton makes
j

redeemed us from the curse of the law, in order

the contrast more energetic.&quot; MEYER.
[&quot;

Re-
i
that (if now henceforth justification is attained

deemed.&quot; WORDSWORTH: &quot;The aorist is im-
j

through faith) the Gentiles may become par-

portant to be observed, as intimating that the takers of the blessing of Abraham, as from now
Redemption was effected by one act, i. e., by the henceforth there is required for justification a

shedding of His blood, paid as the price of our condition possible for all, namely, Faith. The
ransom, when He became a curse for us by dying simplest and best exposition of &quot; redeemed from
on the cross.&quot; R.] That Paul here proceeds to the curse of the law &quot;

is MEYER S: &quot; The law is

speak of the redemption from the curse, and
therefore presupposes the latter as existing, is of

easy explanation. In ver. 10 it had been de

clared that &quot; as many as of the works of the law

personified as a potentate, who had subjected
those dependent upon him to his curse; but from
this constraint of the curse, out of which they
would not else have come, has Christ redeemed

are under a curse;&quot; and, on the other hand, it them, and that by His having procured for them,
needed no demonstration that all those who had through His mors satisfactoria, the forgiveness of

the &quot;law,&quot; and as yet nothing else, that is, the
j

sins (Eph. i. 7; Col. i. 14; Rom. iii. 24 el al.],

Jews, are &quot;of the works of the law&quot; and there- so that now the curse of the law had no more
fore &quot;are under a curse.&quot; &quot;Us,&quot; therefore, relation to them (objectively to which must then

naturally refers primarily to the Jews, for these, be added and nothing else can be added
who alone had the &quot;law,&quot; alone stood under the faith, in order that this redemption may also

&quot;curse of the law.&quot; Comp. also, particularly, be subjectively realized.)

chap. iv. 5: &quot; to redeem them that were under
I Having become a curse for us. The

the law.&quot; WIESELER also justly remarks, that &amp;gt; mode of the redemption is here expressed, name-

particularly in the doctrinal exposition in the Ga-
| ly, by His crucifixion, in which he was set forth

latians, Paul loves, from easily intelligible rea-
j

as burdened with the Divine op}?- The emphasis
sons, to include himself with the Jewish people,

\

therefore rests on the word Kara pa, which on
in the first person. Yet I would not be disposed this account is attracted to the end, and the use

wholly to reject the more general sense of ?/ft df. \ of which is immediately to be justified by a de-

It is true, it was primarily only the Jews who stood

under the curse of the law; but Paul here may be

thinking not only of the actual, but also of the

claration of Scripture. The abstract instead of
the concrete is chosen, in order to represent with
more of vigorous precision the adequacy of the !

ideal or possible being under it; that is, through I tisfaction which Christ has rendered (comp. the

Christ the true way to justification by faith in Him
j

previous en /carnpaf), and it stands without the arli-

is opened to all. it could not therefore be any
|

cle, because the thought is not, that Christ suffered

longer demanded of the Gentiles (and they could
|

the definite, just named curse of the law, to which
not be tempted) to concern themselves with &quot; the

j

the subjects of the law are exposed, but in a gene-
works of the law,&quot; through which they also would

j

ral sense, that He became an accursed one; it is

meant to express not what curse he became, but
that He became a curse (the (hat moreover ap
pears from the following Scripture passage).

have come under the curse of the law. &quot;Wvrj, ver.

14, need not be taken as the direct antithesis of

this; doubtless it has the emphasis, and on this

account stands first, but the fOt rj may have been &quot;YTrrp tjfiuv: &quot;inrep
in all places where the dis-

made particularly prominent, only because the course is of the atoning death not=instead of,

fulfilment of the promise given in relation to them ! but=in behalf of. The satisfaction, which Christ
has become possible through the atoning death of rendered, was rendered in our behalf; that it

Christ, and in the blessing of the Gentiles thereali-
j

was vicarious is implied in the nature of the act

ty and effect of the death of Christ is chiefly mani- itself, not in the preposition. The curse of the
fest. But that the effect of this extends of course law would have had to be realized in that all who
to the Jews, also is added in the clause introduced did not completely satisfy the law (and this no

by Iva. In this clause at least MEYER, WIESELER, \
one could), would have been compelled to endure
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the execution of the Divine
bpyp against them; &quot;the promise of the Spirit,&quot; the primary refer-

but for their deliverance from this sentence Christ ence is to such a promise as that in Joel iii.

with His death has intervened, inasmuch as He [E. V.], yet this again stands, at least in the his-

died as Accursed, whereby, as through a ransom, tory of salvation, in connection with the promise
that damnatory relation of the law was dissolved.&quot;

See the DOCTRINAL NOTES below.
given to Abraham in reference to the heathen,
so that the two promises are combined on satis-

As it is written, Cursed is every one, etc. factory grounds in this relation also. In any
Scriptural justification of the declaration just case Paul is looking back to the beginning of

maderespectingChrist, &quot;having become a curse:&quot; ver. 2. [LIGHTFOOT: The law, the greater bar-
from Deut. xxi. 23, cited freely from the LXX. rier which excluded the Gentiles, is done away
&quot; The original passage has reference to persons in Christ. By its removal the Gentiles are put
stoned, and then far greater ignominy, publicly on a level with the Jews; and thus united, they
hung up on a (probably cruciform) stake, who, both gain access through the Spirit to the Father.

however, must not be left to hang over night, be-
[
Comp. Eph. ii. 14-18. ELLICOTT: &quot;After a won
drous chain of arguments, expressed with equal
force, brevity and profundity, the Apostle comes
back to the subject of ver. 2; the gift of the

Holy Ghost came through faith in Jesus Christ.&quot;

-R.]

cause such accursed ones would else have denied

the holy land. Deut. xxi

Joshua x. 26, 27; 2 Sam.
23; Num. xxv. 4:

iv. 12. And in that

Christ also when executed hung upon a stake, the

epithet em applies also to Him.&quot; MEYER.

[WORDSWORTH notes a remarkable conformity of

the prophetical reference to Christ in the pas

sage here cited. The body must be taken down,
but &quot;if He had been crucified on some ordinary

day, not on the day before that High Day, the

Jews would have been as eager that He should
| Scripture &quot;respecting it), is adduced bV Paul as

remain on the cross as they were then earnest nn lirgument for Justification on the ground of
that He should be taken down. Thus, in crucify

ing Him. and taking Him down from the cross,

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Abraham s justification on the around of his

faith (or rather the direct declaration of the

Faith here, and particularly, as is known, in
Romans iv. also. The faith in Christ must there
fore be regarded by Paul as one in kind with
that of Abraham. But it by no means follows

seof the law, has taken away that from this as WIESELER justly remarks, that
-_.U~ I. !:* &quot; T&amp;gt; ~l ti TU^^^*1^ , . .

J

they proved unconsciously that He whom they
crucified is the Messiah, and that it was He who.

bearing the cur

curse from all who believe.&quot; R.] &quot;Therefore, Abraham himself already believed on the Mes-
even if in the original passage crucifixion proper
is not meant (which was not an ancient Israelitish

punishment), yet that which particularly made
both kinds of punishment a curse, the hanging
and exposure on the wood was common to them.

HIM.OV, used of the wood of the cross, undoubted

ly on account of the
]

of the Old Testament pas

sage, is found also Acts v. 30; x. 39; xiii. 29; 1

Pet. ii. 24.&quot; WIESELER. [ELLICOTT: &quot;It is inter

esting to notice that the dead body was not

hanged by the neck, but by the. hands, and not on

a tree, but on a piece of wood. .]

Ver. 14. That unto the Gentiles might
come. Respecting the connection see above on
ver. 13. The blessing of Abraham = the

blessing before announced to Abraham. In
Christ Jesus. &quot; In Christ (in His expiatory

death) the bestowal of the blessing has its ground.
The following dm rf/g Tnarfwf expresses the mat
ter from the point of view of the subjective me
dium, while kv XOMTU sets forth the objective
fact.&quot; MEYER. That we might receive the

siah. &quot;For in the Old Testament history of
Abraham the idea of the Messiah is nowhere
mentioned, often as there was occasion for it, but

only the idea of a salvation and blessing coming
from Abraham to all nations, the first traces of a
universal kingdom of God, to which however the
Divine Head is yet lacking. In the New Testa
ment .also the ide.a of the Messiah is nowhere at

tributed to Abraham. The passage John viii.

5, G, hardly signifies any thing else than that

Abraham, in the theophanies, etc., experienced
by him, already beheld the preexisting Christ.&quot;

Yet Paul, with entire justice, places the Chris
tian faith in parallelism with that of Abraham;
for the one, as well as the other, was essentially
a trustful laying hold of a promise coming from
Divine grace, as to which, moreover, WIESELER
points out that with Abraham, the promised
heir of his body came into view at the same time
as the future bearer of the collective blessing
promised to Abraham, and faith on the pro
mise respecting Him was therefore faith also on

promise of the Spirit. &quot;Climatically paral- I the kingdom of God originating in his posterity,
lei to the first clause of intention.&quot; MEYER. The

|

It by no means follows from this, that then the

first person,
&quot; that we might receive,&quot; applies un

doubtedly to Christians generally, Jews or Gen
matter [fnhall] of the Christian and of the Abra-
hamic faith would be a different one, and that

tiles. &quot;Receive the promise of the Spirit &quot;=to faith would justify on account of its subjective
receive the promised Spirit. [ELLICOTT:

&quot; Not i character, while yet it justifies only on account

merely the promised Spirit, but the realization !
of its matter and object. In the promise given

of the promise of the
Spirit.&quot;

This is to be pre- by Divine grace, the faith of the Christian, as of

ferred. R.] Is this to be taken as a nearer de

finition of the &quot;

blessing of Abraham ?&quot; It is not
Abraham, has its common matter. For such a

promise the Christian lays hold of in faith on

immediately identical with this as (see on ver. 9) Christ, as much as Abraham did in his faith.

the &quot;blessing&quot; (in itself quite general) in the
j

The real ground of justification in both cases is

connection means primarily the &quot;justification.&quot;
therefore the grace of God, which gives man

However not only does the receiving of the Spi- something that he could not of himself attain to,

rit stand in immediate connection, both of thought
and fact, with the justification, but although

and on natural conditions could not even expect,
and faith is, as that which nevertheless confi-
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dently lays hold of this grace, only the conditio
\ unfolding. In it therefore the earlier has

rt-|&amp;gt;
ct

Sim- &amp;gt;

/n&amp;lt;t
won. It is very true, this grace of God I to the later, the first to the last; a word of Go I,

itself has a dinerent matter witli Christians and i belonging to the beginning, is already shaped in

with Abraham; \\itli Christians its matter is i
view of the consummation; to this is added, ihat

essentially the reconciliation accomplished in i the God who beholds at once the beginning and

Christ, ami the forgiveness of sin implied there- t
the end, ideally anticipates with direct words of

in, with Abraham it is what has just been men- ! promise the future development of His counsel

tioned a distinction which is conditioned simply of salvation. To recognize even in the germ the

by the course of the economy of salvation, and
|
development, requires, doubtless, an apprehen-

which does not prejudice Paul s parallelizing of sion intimately conversant with Scriptural truth,

the two; for Paul speaks here comp. v. 7, 8,
j

an
eye_

illumined by the Spirit.
3. The curse of the law. As the blessing comes

from God, as a revelation of His favor and grace
(in gifts), so also the curse, as a revelation of His
wrath (in judgments, which concentrate them
selves in the KaraKptua of death). In that this

cordlngly being blessed by Him, and this com- 1 revelation of wrath is a consequence of the non-

munity of character fully justifies this parallel- 1
fulfilment of the law, the curse is called &quot;the curse

izingalso. But with Christians this general idea of the law,&quot; ver. 13 (under which therefore, in

is still further defined as follows: to be delivered the first place, only the Jews stood, as being alone

from the divine wrath incurred by their sins, and those who hold to the law, but under which of

9 quite generally of 7r/&amp;lt;rr/f,
has in view, there

fore what constitutes its generic nature. Agree

ably to this the definite matter of the 6iKaioi&amp;gt;at)ac

in the two cases is different, i. e., the generic

unity is the becoming acceptable to God and ac-

to become partakers of the forgiveness of sins

A distinction, to this extent at least, between the

6iKaiova6ai of Abraham and that of Christians,

must be conceded even by those who assume the

Messiah to have been the object of faith in the

course all would come, who are &quot;of the works of

the
law&quot;).

More precisely: a man comes under
this &quot;curse,&quot; is under bonds to it, and held pris
oner by it, if he is &quot;of the works of the law&quot;

(ver. 10), that, is, performs indeed single works,

case of Abraham also. For even on this assump- 1
but nothing more, and yet believes himself there-

tion, it will not be alleged that &quot;accounted to by to have satisfied the law, which is in no wise

rihteousness&quot; in the case of Abraham ! the case (see above on &quot;works of the law&quot; inhim for rightc
has exactly the sense: his sins were forgiven the preceding section).

him. This is not treated of in any way in this 4. Christ a curse for us. To avert this curse of

passage. That this appeal to Abraham s faith
j

God and to bring His blessing upon all men,
is in no respect an arbitrary laying hold of a

! Christ has become &quot;a curse for us.&quot; Here we

single chance passage, that accords with the line : stand in presence of the deepest mystery of atone-

of argument, is clear. For, allowing that this , ment; we may not, in order to make it more corn-

judgment respecting the faith of Abraham is
j

prehensible, weaken the fact, but must take the

found only here, yet confessedly faith in God s words even here, as they say and sound, without

gracious promise was that which specifically cha- artifices of interpretation. Since Christ has freed

racterized Abraham, was precisely that which
, us frOm our curse, by having become a curse for

made him the child of God, nay, the Friend of
j U8; then, if our redemption from the curse is not

God, and so of course acceptable to God. This
j

to be an illusion, but something real, He became
would be irrefragably established by the history

|

also really the bearer of the Divine curse, He has
)f his life, even if we had not this direct decla-

j

borne the Divine bpyij passively, has felt it, and
ration. Gen. xv. f&amp;gt;. With perfect justice there

fore Paul can designate those who are &quot; of faith

as Abraham s sons. A strong, crushing expres
sion against the Jewish national pride, corres

ponding to the words of John the Baptist, Matt.

ilso actively has sustained it. And this has come
to pass by His death on the cross. Only we must
of course not suffer the monstrous thought to arise

that God was angry with Him, something that

could not be; nay more, it was in His death on the

iii. 9, and of Jesus Himself, John viii. 39 and yet cross that He was above all an oauf/ d&amp;lt;u8iac., &quot;odor

not in conflict with the truth that according to of sweetness,&quot; unto God. Nevertheless He has,
the Divine purpose the Jewish nation as such, i n t he first place, undergone the Divine wrath by
agreeably to its natural descent from Abraham, suffering death, whereby there was accomplished
was the chosen nation. For this people itself, as on Him the KaTanptua, &quot;condemnation, of death,
a whole, was meant to be of the faith of its ances-

j

and so the curse upon sin ; the mode of death,

tor, in order to be a true people of God; and ; moreover, exhibiting this death, even in form, as

the Divine judgment made, we know, a perpetual ! a death under curse. Yet that is not all, He has,
distinction among the mass of the people between

, jn the second place, also felt the wrath of God,
such as were &quot; of faithful Abraham &quot; = were his }n that the enjoyment, the sense of the blessed

legitimate [i. e., spiritually legitimate. R.] chil- communion of love with God vanished from Him
dreBi, and such as were not.*

j
without the reality of this communion itself there-

2. The Scripture is the exposition of a Divine by ceasing. He was, it is true, an oauf/ Evufiias

plan of salvation, connected and of uniform tenor to God, but the sense of it vanished from Him,
throughout, which has had its definite historical although perhaps only momentarily in those in-

*
[STANLEY (History ofth* Jewish Church. Vol. I., Sect, l.)

stants of anguish when He uttered the complaint
gives a more poetic view of Abraham s faith. Face -inathig upon the CTOSS that God had forsaken Him. But

H*
what was lacking in duration, so to speak, was

B. most completely, as it were, compensated by the

fearful intensity of such a sense of abandonment

as thi ie leetnres are. it is easier to see whither they

tion, mny ound like the voice of a broader Christianity,
test,.,) l,\ I .ml - argument here, it proves to be the echo of

narrow
ia inn, I

l * argument here, it proves to be the echo of a
, (} j j th(J ul f the beloved Soil of God.

^iaciory.-Rr
Ll HTF T 8 note P 156

i
To this extent He has fully become a curse, has
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felt the wrath of God, even as condemning wrath. I (3) He who was to do more than counterbalance
But if it is objected, &quot;but not as eternally con

[

the weight of the tiru of all must have infinite

demning,&quot; we must again refer to that intensity merits of His own, in order that the scale of Di-

of the sense of wrath as an adequate expiation. vine Justice may preponderate in their favor.

He has thus become a curse for us= in our be- And nothing that is not divine is infinite. In

half; but in our behalf only inasmuch as He i crder, therefore, that He maybe able to suffer

thereby came in our place. The vicariousness i for sin, he must be human; and in order that He
does not lie in the expression virep, but in the

t may be able to take away the sins, and to satisfy

fact; if we, by the very fact that He became &quot;a God s Justice for them, He must be Divine.

curse,&quot; have been made free from the &quot;curse,&quot; I (4) In order that He may remove the curse

in that there is of course involved that He came ! pronounced in the law of God for disobedience,
in our place; an exchange of positions oc- He must undergo that punishment which is spe-
curred. For it is stated that the effect of Christ s cially declared in the Law to be the curse of God.

&quot;becoming a curse&quot; is to &quot;redeem us from the
|

(5) That punishment is hanging on a tree.

curse of the law,&quot; and so at all events an entire I That is specially called in the Law the curse of

acquittal therefrom, and averting of it. Christ

is here represented as showing Himself (imme
diately, yes alone) active in the work of redemp-

God. Deut. xxi. 23.

By undergoing this curse for us, Christ, He
who is God from everlasting, arid who became

tion; He offered Himself, is the sense, in becom-
j

Emmanuel, God with us, God in our flesh, uniting
ing a curse, and therewith He presented a ran- together the two natures the Divine and the
som to whom? to &quot;the curse of the law&quot; which

i
Human in His One Person Christ Jesus, re-

had dominion over us. The ransom consisted in
J

deemed us from the curse of the Law. Thus,
Himself; He devoted Himself in this very &quot;be

coming a curse&quot; to the power of this potentate,
and thu-? in return let us go free. Analyzing the

conception thus, we see that it is a figurative

one; in order to reduce it to its exact expression,
we must take in the idea (which Paul does not

having accepted the curse, He liberated us from
it.&quot; R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 6. RIEGER: This reckoning somewhat
here introduce in so many words) of the sin-offer- i for righteousness rests most of all on God s taking
ing. In becoming a curse Christ became a sin- pleasure in faith, and on the fulfilling of His

offering, and this, because it was an unblemished promises, those to which faith trusts. True,
one, and for this reason an CKT/ZA) ewjdwif, was ac- even faith gives God the honor, and is in this

cepted by God; and in return Christ, as it were, respect greater than any work. But even faith

discharged us from the curse of the law which
j

cannot always give to God the honor so willingly,
He represented, took it from us. (Inasmuch as so fully, with such victory over all doubts arising
Christ Himself brought this sin-offering in free from the reason, as it should. Therefore God s

obedience, He is with justice described as the
j

imputation is still the best, according to which
one active in it, as here; the action of God Him- I good pleasure of His will He counts even a weak
self being of course understood.) This is only
the negative side, the positive is then added ver.

14, where the positive (and moreover subjective)

spark of faith for righteousness, and therefore I

may be assured that, though I now and then be
somewhat doubtful of His gracious will, which

effects of the redemption
&quot; from the curse of the

j

He has towards me, mistrust Him, become in

law&quot; are named; generically, the being blessed,
j

spirit sad and heavy, 1 am yet surrounded

specially, the receiving of the Spirit. Upon this,
j

and overspread with the broad heaven of His

especially upon the relation of it to justification, [ promises, and especially of His forgiving grace,
see above in the EXEG. NOTES. We add only the i and even then His gracious imputation remains
observation: in the Apostle s apprehension of

the

valid.

Ver. 7. HECBNER: Abraham s spiritual chil-the history of salvation, the operation of

death of Christ is taken out of its isolation; we dren are only those like-minded with him, i. e.,

recognize in it only the fulfilment of the promise believing souls. By faith thou becomest like the

given in the beginning of the redemptive revela- old patriarchs; they acknowledge thee for worthy
tion; in Christ it is nothing else than the bless- offspring, whether thou be derived from the same
ing of Abraham that comes to fulfilment; Begin- i nation, according to the flesh, as they, or not.

ning and End are united. (See upon this the Spiritual genealogy and probate is of another
next Sections.) sort from civil.

5. [7%e two curses. WORDSWORTH thus sums) [CALVIN: Paul has omitted one remark, which
up the doctrinal points implied:

&quot; Two curses will be readily supplied, that there is no place in

pronounced in the law are here referred to by &amp;gt; the Church for any man who is not a son of
St. Paul. All mankind was liable to the former Abraham. HOOKER: The invisible Church con-
one. How was it to be removed?

i
sisteth only of true Israelites, true sons of Abra-

(1) He who was to remove it must not himself ham, true servants and saints of God._ R.]
be liable to it. He who was to be a substitute for i RIEGER: The footsteps of faith and the walk
the guilty must himself be innocent He who was

,
therein prove this descent (Rom. iv. 12).

_Ver.
to suffer in the stead of the disobedient must him- 8. man be assured, all thy temptations also,
self be obedient in all things. and needs, He hath seen beforehand ! Only go

(2) He who was to be the substitute for all with confidence to the Scripture, therein to seek
must have the common nature of all. He must not God s consolations. Who reads the Old Testa-
take the person of one individual man (such as ! ment enough with the view of finding Christ
Abraham, Moses, Elias), but He must take the every where therein?
nature of all, and sum up all mankind in himself. Ver. 9. BE&LENB. BIBLE: Already with Abra-
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h. ini began the stream of blessing that, proceeds contradicts this, can be neither the original, nor

from God to believers. This now is the blessing
j

the true Catholic church, but must be a new
of the one God, flowing from the like grace of

,

church. STARKE: The regenerate, who are

God, even though in the most manifold manifes- already righteous through faith, continue in their

tutions. Companionship in blessing a blessed righteousness and blessedness, and become at

companionship. Wilt thou have blessing? Be-
|

the last perfectly blessed, but still only through
lieve! Other way there is none. \Vesee then, faith.

where the trouble is, if one finds in his soul no

such well-being or blessing, but rather the curse,

and disquietness in his conscience. It is in this

matter of faith, which a man will not frankly re-

Ver. 12. The law will have doers, that deserve

Heaven by works. The gospel will have only
sinners, who have done working, but who, re

penting them of their sins (or broken into con

ceive from God, and let old matters go, and deny triteness by the law), seek medicine, help and
them for Christ s sake. But a man must himself

j grace in Christ and His Father s compassion,
be offaith, as Paul here expresses it, that is, thou

J They now see aright their guiltiness, together
must have so committed thy heart to the Spirit
of Christ, that He has been able to gain posses
sion of thee, and through faith bear thee as a

with the loathsomeness of sin; they now first

understand and love Moses aright, and walk after

his law; not out of constraint or hope of reward,
child of God Thsn is a man &quot;of faith,&quot; that is, but as being already righteous in Christ, and
he has, as to the spirit, a Divine origin. minded to show forth the profit, purpose, joy and

Ver. 10. &quot;As many:&quot; let there be as many
|
might of such righteousness in all manner of

of them as there will; and were there of them as I works possible,

many again who declare for this party and make
i

Ver. 13. LUTHER: God hath cast all sin of

their boast and glory of it, and will have their

salvation from it. &quot;Of the works of the law:&quot;

this expresses the inner ground of the man, what
fashions his soul, and whose child he is. It is

not people who teach the law, but such as are

born of the same. It means not: who give dili

gence to live after the measure of the law, but
who live legally, take here a work and there a

work, approach therewith before God, and so

place themselves under the curse. &quot;Under&quot;

signifies imprisonment, for these people bar
themselves in. LUTHER: Our Lord God has
two manner of blessings, a bodily, that apper
tains to this life, and a spiritual, that appertains
to the life everlasting. Such bodily blessing
have the ungodly in fulness and abundance. To
banish the eternal curse, that is, the eternal
wrath of God, death and damnation, there avails

neither the world s nor the law s righteousness.
Therefore those that have not more than the cor

poreal blessing alone, are for this reason not
God s children, and blessed before God, but un
der the curse they are and abide. If now God s

j

thou must not stop with that knowledge, that

all men upon His Son. Then forthwith conres

the law, accusing Him and saying: Here find I

this one among sinners, yea who hath taken all

men s sins upon Himself, and bears them, and I

see in the whole world besides not another sin,

except upon Him alone ; therefore shall He suffer

for it and die the death upon the cross. Inso

much then as through this only Mediator, Jesus

Christ, Sin and Death are taken away, without
doubt the whole world were so pure that our
Lord God therein could see nothing except mere

righteousness and holiness, if we only could be

lieve it. On that side there is no lack. But the

lack is with us, who believe it so faintly. If we
believed it fully, doubtless we should already
have been blessed and in Paradise, but the old

sack, that still hangs around our neck, holds us

back from arriving at such certain faith. We
should not look at Christ after the flesh, as if

He were a man, righteous and holy for Himself

alone, and having nothing to do with us. True
t is that Christ is the holiest person of all, but

law puts men under a curse, how much more
other laws, which are of much less worth ?

HEUBNER: If we will be saved by the law,
we must do all, and must be able to say, that we
have never neglected any thing commanded, nor
done any thing forbidden. In brief, the matter
stands thus: if we will merit salvation, amazingly
little will come of it, for our virtue is piece-work;
against one or two legal performances God can

oppose ten transgressions. Whoever does not
view the requirements of the law with the dimin

ishing glass of light-mindedness, and his own
works with the magnifyin
must acknowledge this.

[

glass of self-love,

BROWN : It is
|
The one:

absurdity thus to seek for justification from that
which is and must be the source of condemna
tion. To expect to be warmed by the keen north
ern blast, or to have our thirst quenched by a

draught of liquid fire, were not more, were not
so incongruous. II.]

Ver. 11. CRAMER: The religion that teaches

does not yet give thee Christ. But.thou knowest
Him aright, and obtainest Him for thy own, when
thou believest that this holiest Person of all has

been bestowed upon thee by the Father, that He
should be thy High-priest and Saviour, yea, thy
minister and servant, who should lay from Him
His own innocence and holiness, and take upon
Him thy sinful person, and therein bear thy sin,

death and curse, and thus become a sacrifice and
a curse for thee, that He might so redeem thee

from the curse of the law. All virtue lies in the

little words : for us.

[Two curses are here mentioned by Paul.

&quot;Cursed is everyone that continueth

That curse lay on all mankind. Thenot,&quot; etc.

other: &quot;Cursed is every one that hangeth on a
tree.&quot; This curse Christ took, that He might
redeem us from the first. Both were curses in

and of the law. The one specifies the guilt,
the

other the punishment. Christ bore the accursed

punishment, thus He takes away the accursed
who con-

,
-

,
- -j ,,y who hung

which also Habakkuk and the old prophets bear I upon the tree. R.]
witness; therefore the Romish religion, which) [WORDSWORTH: How much reason have we

us to believe that we are saved by grace without
j guilt. He stood for the

&quot;every one :

works, is the true, original, Catholic religion, to
j

tinueth not, by becoming the very one
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to abominate our sins, which were the principal
causes of the crucifixion of Christ! They were
indeed the traitors which, by the hands of Judas,
delivered Him up. The Jewish priests were but

our advocates; we by them did adjudge and sen

tence Him. Pilate was but our spokesman, the

Roman executioners were but our agents therein.

The Jewish people were but proxies acting our

parts; our sins were they which cried out: &quot;Cru

cify Him,&quot; with clamors more loud and more ef

fectual, than did all the Jewish rabble. The
second Adam hung on the tree in Calvary, in

order that by hanging on the tree He might
abolish the sin committed by us in the first Adam,
when he ate of the fruit of the tree of good and

j

evil in Paradise. There on the cross He extends
His hands to all and calls all Gentiles as well

as Jews. R.]
Ver. 14. LANOE: The blessing comes not alone

from Christ, but also in Christ. For whoever
does not receive it in Christ, receives it not from

Christ; as indeed many wish to have it from

Christ, but not to take it in Christ, that is, re

ceive it so that they thereby suffer themselves
to be brought into His fellowship and in it enjoy
the blessing with large addition.

On the whole Section: The Christian s walk, a
walk in the footsteps of the faith of Abraham
Those who occupy themselves with works of the

law, are under the curse: (1) a fearful word, (2)

yet only too true. Blessing or Curse? Other
alternative there is none. Christ has turned the

curse into blessing. The redemption from the

curse of the law through Christ. He became a

curse for us. (1) How is that possible? and yet

(2) it was necessary, for (3) thereupon rests our

salvation. Our righteousness before God is

grounded alone upon faith: (1) this is taught bj
Abraham s example; (2) proved by the promise
given by God to Abraham; (3) attested by the

innermost essence of the law; (4) made sure by
the redemption established by Christ. Only
through faith in the Crucified One have we part
in the redemption accomplished by Him. I. That
faith generally is the condition, vers. 6-12.

(1) Proof from the example of Abraham s faith,
vers. 6-9

; (a) on account of his faith was Abra
ham accounted righteous before God, ver. 6;

(6) the promise given to him of the blessing of

the Gentiles, presupposes in these also faith.

(2) Demonstration from the impossibility of any
one being redeemed from the curse of the law

through any manner of works, vers. 10-12. II.

That the redemption accomplished by Christ is

the essential matter [fnhalt] of faith on Him.

(1) That Christ has redeemed us from the curse
of the law; (2) that He has effected this by Him
self becoming a curse for us. The death of Christ
deserves an imperishable remembrance, because
in it He became a curse for us. (I) He became
a curse for us: (2) Therein lies the power of

His death for blessing.

[COWPER :

Oil, how nnlike the complex works of man,
Heaven s easy, artless, unincnmbered plan!
No meretricious graces to beguile;
No clustering ornaments to clog the pile.
From ostentation as from weakness free,
It stands, like the cerulean arch we see,

Majestic in its own simplicity.
Inscribed above the portal, from afar

Conspicuous as the brightness of a star,

Legible only by the light they give,
Stand the soul-quickening words BELIEVE AND LITE.]

b. Demonstration from the chronological relation of the Lord to the Covenant of Promise.

(VBRS. 15-18.)

(Vers. 16-22. The. Epistle for 13th Sunday after Trinity.)

15 Brethren, I speak after the manner of men
; Though it be but a man s covenant,

yet if it be [when it has been]
1

confirmed, no man disannulleth [annulleth]
2 or addeth

16 thereto. Now to Abraham and his seed were the promises made. [Now to Abra
ham were the promises made and to his seed.]

3 He saith not, And to seeds, as of

17 many; but as of one, And to thy seed, which is Christ. And [Now] this I say,
that the covenant, [A covenant]

4
that was confirmed before of God in Christ [that

has been before confirmed by God to Christ]
5

,
the law, which was four hundred and

thirty years after, cannot disannul [does not invalidate]
6 that it should make the

18 promise of none effect [make void the promise]. For if the inheritance be of the

law, it is no more of promise: but God gave [hath freely granted]
7

it to Abra
ham by [through] promise.

uply
&quot;

confirmed.&quot; If anything be supplied, It need bo in the conditional form

Addeth

iVer. 15. [K&amp;lt;vp Wfi i

of the K. V. R.]
* Ver. 15. [&quot;Disannulleth&quot; is now obsolete, the simple form being of precisely the same signification

thereto&quot; t. e. new conditions. R.l
Ver. Irt. [The change in order is necessary to emphasize

&quot; and to his eeed.&quot; Epp t QIPTO.V, K. A. et al. Lachmann, Ti-

chendorf, Meyer, et al., instead of Epp rj 6r,&amp;lt;ra&amp;gt;&amp;gt;,
Rec. R.]
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r. 17. [Oi
w the Greek word differs from that rendered ......... v ,- j

V.r. 18.-LK X P i T a i,
has given freely,&quot;

&quot;

given of grace.&quot; We have no single word to express it.-R.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 15. [Brethren. An affectionately pa
thetic address. How different from ver. 1 ! The

tone is greatly softened. MEYER. &quot; Here is a

pause, at which the indignant feeling of the

Apostle softens, and he begins the new train of

thought which follows with words of milder char

acter, and proceeds more quietly with his argu
ment&quot; (WlNDlSCHMANN). R.]

I speak after the manner of men. Kara
avduxov. Paul

(WIESELRR).
He does this, by showing that the

6ia6fjK.r) referred to the time after as well as be

fore the giving of the law, and in substance re

mains still in force, without which necessary
link the demonstration, that the law made no

change in the character of the tiiadr/Kq, would be

without value or meaning. For if the 6iatff/KT)

had been of limited duration, confined to Abra
ham for instance, if the promise had been made

only to him, it would, when the law came, have

been long before fulfilled and thereby done away ;

Batthus excuses himself for ^he two would not have come in contact,

comparing a man s Siaff iKt) with a &amp;lt;ha6r/Kri
of God, t u ; g ja no t, the case,

he will not (he says) regard the matter from a Ver. 16. Now to Abraham were the

higher point of view, but simply according to the
j promises made [lit.

were spoken], and to

analogy of human relations. [CALVIN: &quot;By

this expression he intended to put them to the

blush. It is highly disgraceful and base that

the testimony of God should have less weight
with us than that of a mortal man.&quot; R.]

&iaf)//Ki) is not to be taken here in the sense of

covenant (although approved by MEYER and

WIESELKR). [See below. R.] The sense is

that of Testament. It is true God made with

Abraham a covenant, hence God s covenant of

promise with Abraham is here spoken of. But
in these verses, Paul takes up this covenant in

the aspect of a Testament, in order to emphasize
the fact that in it God has made a free promise

(of an inheritance) in contrast with the law,

which imposes injunctions, making everything

depend on merit. This character of the cove

nant of promise reminds him of a human Testa-

his seed. This, as shown by
&quot; were spoken,&quot;

and still more by what follows, refers to particu
lar passages, and such moreover as contain the

clause &quot;and to thy seed&quot; as also the promise of

an &quot;inheritance;&quot; not. therefore, such as Gen.

xxii. 18[?], but xiii. 15; xvii. 8 (and according
to the LXX. also xxiv. 17). The sense is there

fore: not merely to Abraham was there in the

(haftr/KTf a promise, c., of an inheritance, made by
God, but also to his seed

;
the 6ia6rjKr} was not

exhausted in him, but was valid also for his seed.

But especially must it be shown that it has vali

dity even now. Therefore, says Paul, inasmuch

as these promises were given &quot;also to the seed

of Abraham,&quot; they were given also to Christ.

This seed of Abraham (he says), is indeed no

other than Christ. This, he says, follows from

the very fact of the singular form &quot; his seed&quot;

ment, and the principles of jurisprudence which i

being used. &quot;In order to explain this emphasiz-
are valid with respect to such an instrument,

| ing of the singular form in the exegesis of Paul,
furnish the basis of his argument. [The major

ity of modern commentators take the other view.

The reason here advanced is based upon the idea

of &quot;

inheritance,&quot; which belongs to a covenant as

well as to a Testament. The usage of the LXX.
is decidedly in favor of the rendering &quot;cove

nant.&quot; So the New Testament usage (the ex

ceptional case, Heb. ix. 15-17, beginning with

this idea also). So that while doctrinally con

sidered it is not of much moment (CALVIN, who
however prefers the meaning &quot;covenant&quot;),

the

order of the words and the comparison require
this meaning (ELLICOTT). Comp. B.VGGE, MEYER,
LIGHTFOOT. The influence of the Vulgate in

substituting &quot;Testament&quot; for &quot;covenant&quot; in the

name of the two parts of the Bible is perhaps
to be deplored. R.J
No man annulleth i. e., of course, legiti.

mately.
the sense is well preserved in the E. V. R.]
Addeth thereto= uMs specifications to it, of

any kind whatever. From what is true of a hu
man Testament [or covenant], Paul now argues
as to the Testament [or covenant] of God; this

also &quot;no one annulleth or addeth thereto&quot;

&quot; no one&quot; and hence not &quot; the law&quot; either. But
before he draws this conclusion (ver. 17), he

furnishes (ver. Iti) the necessary premises for it

appeal has been made to the fact that the Rab
bins of his time also now and then strain the

singular or plural to serve an exegetical turn,

and in the passages Gen. iv. 25 ; xix. 32, them

selves explain jnf of the Messiah. This com

parison is admissible, if only we do not overlook

the extraordinary contrast which exists between

ordinary Rabbinical caprice, and Paul s exposi
tion in this passage. That in the Abrahamic

promise the idea of the Messiah is concealed,
and that the seed of Abraham may be actually
understood of the Messiah, is unquestionably the

true view, on which the whole exposition of Paul

rests, and which he has a little before demon
strated from the connection of Scripture and the

deepest reality of the fulfilled truth. But the

form in which he, in this passage, rather casu-

wf belongs here logically. But ally than otherwise, expresses this view, correct

in itself, namely, that it is already indicated by
the use of the singular in the text which gives
the Abrahamic promise, appears to demand the

explanation given by most interpreters, as de
rived from the Rabbinical training of his youth.&quot;

WlESELER.

[The ground of this assumption of Rabbinical
method in his argumentation is this: that the

stress of the argument rests on a grammatical
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error; the Hebrew word, which he renders anepfia,

having no plural answering to atrepfiara or

&quot;seeds.&quot; Granting this, it must yet be remem
bered that the consequences involved in an ad
mission of such &quot;playing&quot;

with Divine truth, in a

writer, who claims to speak for God, are too grave,
to permit us to make such an admission hastily.
Is there no other reasonably satisfactory explana
tion, which denies any Rabbinical influence, im

plying the slightest quibbling ? If there be, jus
tice to such a writer as Paul, aside from any
reverence for this Epistle as inspired, should lead

us to adopt it. JEROME S application of Kara av-

Opuirov to this verse is hardly allowable. He
would not intentionally weaken his own cause

thus. LIGHTFOOT wellsays: &quot;It is quite as un
natural to use the Greek plural with this meaning
as the Hebrew. This fact points to St. Paul s

meaning. He is not laying stress on the particu
lar word used, but on the fact that a singular noun
of some kind, a collective term, is employed, where

j
promised in the covenant. For that the cove-

ra TfKva or ol axoyovoi, for instance, might have
J

nant with the promise of the inheritance is valid

been substituted. Avoiding the technical terms
|

also for the Christian dispensation, that it is

of grammar, he could not express his meaning &quot;confirmed by God to Christ,&quot; is only one side

of the truth. On the other side it was maintain
ed with reference to the law that had come be

tween, that the attainment of the inheritance had
now become encumbered with the condition of

the fulfilment of the law, that it came now of the

law and no more simply
&quot;

of promise.&quot; This as-

The Messiah Himself, according to it, is He who
occupies the promised inheritance, that is, who
lakes full and abiding possession of it, and by
this very fact, brings in the time of salvation
and of God s kingdom. The conception is there
fore one somewhat different from that in ver. 14,
but both are equally according to truth, and the
two modes of conception are most intimately con
nected. For Christ is certainly the Heir, only,
He is the Heir in order to procure for His peo
ple the participation of the inheritance and
therewith the blessing of God. And, as is self-

evident, it is this truth, namely, that He in turn

brings the inheritance into the possession of His

people, which is here mainly in mind. Inasmuch
as the diadi/Kij had reference to Him, it had and
has reference also to those that are &quot; Christ

s&quot;;

the question as to them therefore still remains to

be answered
; nay, it is as to them that it occurs,

.ow they become partakers of the inheritance

more simply than by the opposition not to thy
seeds, but to thy seed. The singular collective

noun, if it admits of plurality, at the same time

involves the idea of unity.&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot;We hold

that there is as certainly a mystical meaning in

the use of JHI in Gen. xiii. 15; xvii. 8, as there is

an argument for the resurrection in Exod. iii. 6,

though in neither case was the writer necessarily
aware of it. As the word in its simple meaning
generally denotes not the mere progeny of a man,
but his posterity viewed as one organically-con
nected whole; so here in its mystical meaning it

denotes not merely the spiritual posterity of

Abraham, but Him in whom that posterity is all

organically united, the K/Jjpufj.a, the xe^aAc), even
Christ. This St. Paul endeavors faintly to convey
to his Greek readers by the use of onfofia and a-rrip-

uara.&quot; Comp. WORDSWORTH, OI-SHAUSEN in loco.

How Pauline this conception is, will appear to

every student of the Epistles to the Romans and

Ephesians. Paul s Rabbinical training undoubt

edly made him quick and close in discrimination

respecting the Old Testament; that it ever made
him quibble, and institute false distinctions is

against his character as well as against his in

spiration. R.]
That any explanation of the passage which

maintains that Paul does not mean to interpret
&quot;seed&quot; of the person of Christ is incorrect, needs
no proof. [Against this, see ALFORD in loco.

R.] Doubtless, secondarily, those who are &quot;of

Christ&quot; are also &quot;the seed -of Abraham&quot; (ver.
29), but it is only because, primarily, Christ is

this seed. This reference of &quot;

seed&quot; to the per
son of Christ is not disproved by alleging that

thereby the 6iaf)r/Krj, the inheritance would be

promised to Christ as well as to Abraham. But,
it may be asked, is then the inheritance promis
ed to Christ; is He designated as the Heir, and
not rather as the Mediator and Bringer of the
inheritance? Doubtless the latter, but primarily
He is Himself the universal Heir; therefore in

ver. 19 he is called distinctly the universal Heir:
&quot;the seed to whom the promise was made.&quot;

Let us only vividly apprehend the course of pro
phecy that sketches the history of redemption.

sertion Paul now opposes, by applying what was
said in ver. 5 about a covenant in general, to the
covenant of God.

Ver. 17. A covenant that has been be
fore confirmed by God to Christ. This pas
sage, as WIESELER says, is rightly understood

only by considering that the assertion which Paul
undertakes to refute is not the assertion of an
entire abrogation of the Abrahamic covenant by
the law, but, only that of a modification in the

Judaistic sense by the law of an invalidating, so

that it should make void the promise (which would
be an &quot;invalidating,&quot; because thereby the cha
racter of the covenant as a promise given by
grace, and thus its specific peculiarity would be
taken away). This alone gives the sense of ver.

18: I have a right to say: it &quot;does not invali

date that it should make void the promise ;&quot; for
if the inheritance is obtained by law, it no longer
comes &quot;of promise;&quot; but &quot;of promise&quot; it is to

come, for it was assured by God to Abraham

through promise, and of grace. We cannot

therefore concede an invalidating, so that the

promise is made void through the law, for this

would take away something essential to the co

venant; but, according to ver. 15, this cannot
be. [Various interpretations of Jf ~Kpiar6v
have been suggested. The simplest and most
obvious one is :

&quot; unto Christ,&quot; i.e., as the se

cond party to whom the covenant was ratified.

ELLICOTT suggests
&quot; to be fulfilled in Christ,&quot;

and renders &quot;for Christ.&quot; Perhaps that of

WORDSWORTH is implied: &quot;unto Christ : so as to

tend toward, and be consummated in Christ as

its end, who, as man, sums up all Abraham s

seed in Himself.&quot; But on the whole it is best to

reject the words as a gloss. R.]
The law which was four hundred and

thirty years after. Paul has taken the num
ber from Exod. xii. 40, but apparently from the
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text of the LXX. which adds KOI ev yi) Xavaav thus

including the sojourn of the patriarchs in Ca
naan (as do also the Samaritan text and Josephus
Ant., 2, 15, 3), while according to the Hebrew
text this number covers only the duration of the

sojourn in Egypt. Therefore &quot; it is hardly to be

aaid. that Paul has here made a mistake of me-
jcount of his Greek-

tutes for him an epoch of the revelation of God, so

that there are three of these epochs represented
by Abraham, Moses, and Christ. They are not,

however, simple stages of development, but th

first and the third belong essentially together in

one order, as germ and fruit ; for the middle

epoch, so diverse in character, a false claim it

made, which it is his endeavor to refute, and toniory, but only that,

speaking readers, who used the Septuagint, he
j

assign and establish its just position. The sug-
has here, as commonly in his Old Testament ci-

1 gestions which Paul here gives are important
adhered to the tradition of the LXX.,

which he could the more easily do, because the

precise numbers of the years was a matter of no
moment.&quot; WIESELKK. [Though the precise num
ber is of no moment as respects Paul s argument,
the chronological difficulty is a grave one. The

j

starting points for a just historical apprehension
of Revelation, and at the same time an example
of a proper adjustment of relations and reconci
liation of apparent contradictions in it.

2. The Law is not a complement of (he Covenant of
Promise. It is not till in the next section that the

period from the call of Abraham to the departure
j
purpose and meaning of the law, and its relation

of Jacob into figypt is fixed at two hundred and
fifteen years. The question is : must we compute
the sojourn there as extending over four hundred

to the covenant of promise, are expounded posi

tively. The negative proof, however, here ad

duced, is of itself important; viz. : That the law is

and thirty years, or only two hundred and fifteen
| not, and is not to be regarded or treated as acorn-

years. The Hebrew text, Exod. xii. 40, seems to I plement and rectification of the Covenant of Pro-
demand the former terra (and also Stephen, Acts raise, so that whatever at first was freely promised
vii. (i, &quot;four hundred years,&quot; as in the prophecy

j

as a boon &quot; should be now encumbered with a
burdensome condition.&quot; Or rather, this was so,

numbers). The latter term is that of the com-

monly received chronology. If it be adopted, the

difficulty is thrown mainly upon the passage, Exod.
xii. 40, to which the LXX a Id as above. ALFORD
and ELLICOTT suggest this st.rong point in favor of

the shorter term, viz., that from the data respect

ing ages and births, the longer term would make
the age of Jochebed, the mother of Moses, at least

two hundred and fifty-six years when Moses was
born. So that the longer term makes the accu-

indeed, but only for a time, for a definite season

(as is shown afterwards). In this way, however,
the inheritance was not actually attained, but as
it was originally assured purely by promise, so
is it now attained only through faith, the subjec
tive correlative of the promise; and only this is

required.

[3. The sum of the Apostle s argument.
&quot;

This,
then, is the sum of the Apostle s argument : A ra

tified, unrepealed constitution, cannot be set aside
rate statement of numbers overthrow the accurate by a subsequent constitution. The plan of justi-
statemerit, of genealogies and events, which was

i
fication by believing was a ratified and unre-

faT less likely to be tampered with. The gloss, j pealed constitution. The law was a constitution
if it be a gloss, of the LXX. affords the easiest so- I posterior to this by a long term of years. If the
lution of the difficulty, and Gen. xv. 40, Acts vii.

j

observance of the law were constituted the pro-
6, are then to be explained in the same way.
Comp. USHER, WINIMSCIIMANN, HALES. R.]

Ver. 18 But God hath freely granted it

to Abraham through promise. Prominence
is to be given to the fact that God has not limi-

curing cause or necessary means of justification,
such a constitution would necessarily annul the
covenant before ratified, and render the promise
of more effect. It follows, of course, that the law
was appointed for no such purpose. Whatever

ted His promise, which He gave to Abraham, by
j

end it might serve, it could not serve this end; it

conditioning it on a fulfilment of the law, but i could never be appointed to serve this end.&quot;

that it was a promise of pure grace; therefore, I BROWN. What end it serves, the Apostle states

says Paul, God has, out of grace, by means of! in the section immediately following. R.]
promise, bestowed, *. c., the inheritance on Abra
ham, t. e., not. put him in actual possession, but
assured it to him. The two expressions,

&quot;

freely

granted,&quot; and &quot;

through promise,&quot; are conjoined
to exclude most definitely the idea &quot;of the law.&quot;

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Epochs of Revelation. In the preceding sec-

4. Christ the Seed of Abraham. &quot;

Seed, com
prehends posterity generally, and therefore of
course a plurality. But among this posterity
one nevertheless was found upon whom the whole

expectation of faith was directed, and through
whom also all promise first received its fulfil

ment. As Christ at His actual coming into the
world humiliated Himself to live as a man among
men, and had to be discovered and sought out

tion, as well as this, Paul has not cared to conduct
j

by means of the words and works that were
a Scripture demonstration merely by the citation I His alone, in like manner was He in the pro
of isolated passages, but has used a freer and

j

raise also concealed, as it were, among the seed,
nobler method with the Scriptures. He showed

j

or among the collective posterity of Abraham,
in the revelation of God to Abraham a prophetic
getting forth of the perfect revelation of God ex
hibited in Christ (especially at the close of ver.

Scripture in the light of a history of the revela

tion of redemption. This view of it has become,
in the present section (as far as to chap. iv. 2),
the controlling one. The law also here consti-

that only when the time was fulfilled could

uiy plainly distinguish Him and say: This is

Christ, this is He who sanctifies and blesses, who
14 had I his become evident), and thus placed the yet is of the same descent with those that are

sanctified and blessed ; therefore also He is not
ashamed to call them brethren, and it was not

unbefitting Him, that all should be comprehended
in the one Seed.&quot; RIEQER.
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 15. &quot;Brethren.&quot; RIEGER: By this ad

dress the Apostle noticeably softens the sharpness
used in the first verse. Nothing calls for so

much consideration, for so thorough a mingling
of sharpness and gentleness, as when men fall

back under the law and the blindness as to the

gospel conjoined therewith. For the bewitching
arts of the prince of this world, which are im

plied therein, and the mischief to be feared

therefrom, demand sharpness; the hunger and

thirst after righteousness yet alive in the con

science, and the love to the truth, demand to be ap

pealed to with the utmost possible tenderness.

In the word of God throughout there is much
condesce weakness, or much that is

presented in human style, suitable to our power
of comprehension. God has also actually so ar

ranged it, that between the visible and the in

visible, between the ordinances in the realm of

of Redemption, is the one who notices the truth

in the least details of the word. One need not

be a loose expositor, in order to have broad

views; the accurate reader is not contracted by
his accuracy. R.]

Ver. 17. STAKKE: Sacred chronology give*
a great light, for a more accurate insight into

the ways of God. [How many read their Bibles,
as if the whole were written at one time.

They acknowledge a history there, but it sheds
no light for them upon the great truth of God
as a whole. Abraham and Moses. How promi
nent, how related. How often the followers
of Christ stop at Moses, when they ought to

go back to Abraham! The covenant was con
firmed of God to Christ. Through Abraham, in

deed, yet it is essentially a covenant between
God and our Redeemer. So the Old Covenant is

the new and everlasting Covenant. R.]
Ver. 18. STARKE: It is impossible to have

righteousness and salvation partly from the
works of the law, and partly from grace. For

,
_ ,

_____ r _____ ^ _____ o_____ ___
nature and in the realm of grace there is much these are opposing things, that destroy one ano-
that is similar, and we therefore through the

&quot;

images furnished us by our experience in hu
man life, obtain

nances of grace.

true conception of the ordi

The Incarnation of the Son of

God has such an influence on the whole econo

my of God forward and backwards, that God

everywhere deals with us after the manner of a

man. LANGE: Human ordinances and institu

tions, which in themselves serve for the outward

well-being of human and civil society, are in

themselves not to be contemned. Since God
counts them worthy that His apostles should

therewith make clearer the economy of His

kingdom. In STARKE: If a great lord gives us

his hand and seal, we are satisfied and believe,

that the heavens will fall before such a promise
will be broken. Why do we not rather trust the

sealed handwriting of our God who cannot lie.

&quot;Addeth thereto.&quot; In divine things the human
addition is often discernible, but very improperly,
often causing that nothing pure is left. [So the

annulling by the addition of the law would make
void the promise. R.]

Ver. 16. SPENER: In the Holy Scripture all

is written with Divine wisdom, therefore no

word, no letter, no arrangement of the words is

settled at random. Divine truth must be found
in the Holy Scripture itself ami the letter of it,

and may not be expected by separate communi
cation from the Holy Ghost. Else Paul could

not insist upon a little word and thereupon rest

his argument. [Paul, who takes such a broad

view of the Scriptures as the great history

ther. It must either be of works alone or of

grace alone
;
now it is not of works, therefore

it is of grace alone. RIEGER: So long, indeed,
as the human heart in falsehood still parts its

love between light and darkness, nothing were
more pleasing, than if it could thus turn from
side to side between the promise and its own
merit, that is, if, so far as might be, it could
boast itself of merit and the law, and where
these were too scant, could put forward, under
cover of the promise, the grace and merit of

Christ. Then, moreover, there would be in this

way no great need of going deep in either quar
ter: it would only be to bend a little to the law,
and as to the appropriation of grace, it need not
call for any very special humility. But with
such a divided heart, one has neither access to

grace, nor entrance into the everlasting inheri

tance.

All that we have from the Gospel or from the

promise, is a gift, a free gift of grace, and no

thing is attained by obedience as a condition.

We are not, therefore, to regard a godly life as
a condition of obtaining the blessings of grace,
but as a part of the grace itself which the Lord
shows us. [How old this method of grace by
covenant of promise ! Older than Moses. Yet
how new ! for we never apprehend it until God
reveals it to us by His spirit, and then it seems
as though it were a revelation of something en

tirely new. The benefits of the gospel are all

through promise. Hence all of grace, all to

faith, all for the glory of the Promiser! R.]
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2. The law had undoubtedly its value, and that for the attainment of salvation itself, but only a

preparatory, and therefore also a transitory value. Believers are free from it.

(CHAP. iii. 19 iv. 7.)

a. The law had its own sufficient end, having respect to transgressions, and so far from opposing an obstacle to the pro
mises, it had the office of preparing the way for their fulfilment, as a schoolmaster unto Christ.

(VERS. 19-24.)

19 Wherefore then serveth the law [nt. what then w the law]
1
? It was added 2 be

cause of [the] transgressions, till the seed should come to whom3 the promise was

[has been] made; and it was ordained [being ordained]* by [by means of] angels
20 in the hand of a mediator. Now a mediator is not a mediator of one, but God is

21 one. Is the law then against the promises of God ?
5 God forbid : for if there had

been a law given which could have given life, verily righteousness should [would]
22 have been6

by the law. But [d/U, But, on the contrary]
7 the Scripture hath con

cluded [shut up]
8

all under sin, that [in order that] the promise by faith of [or in]
23 Jesus Christ might be given to them that believe. But before faith came we were

kept under the law, shut up [kept in ward, shut up
9 under the law] unto the faith

24 which should afterwards be revealed. Wherefore the law was [So that the law
hath been or become]

10 our schoolmaster to bring us [omit to bring us] unto Christ,
that we might be justified by faith.

b. But for this very reason it has fulfilled its purpose, when it has brought ng to faith, and balievers, as children (sons) f

God and heirs, are no longer under the law.

(VERS. 25-29.)

25 But after [now]
11 that faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster.

26, 27 For ye are all the children [all sons] of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as

many of you as have been [were]
12

baptized into Christ have [omit have] put on
28 Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is

neither male nor female [no male and female]
13

;
for ye are all [all are]

14 one in

29 Christ Jesus. And [But, 82] if ye be Christ s, then are ye Abraham s seed, and [r
omit and]

15 heirs according to the promise.

(Vers. 23-29. Tfie Epistle for New Tear s festival.)

Ver. 19. [The E. V. is sufficiently accurate. Ellicott renders &quot;what then is the. object of the law?&quot; Schmoller :

Wie verhdlt es sick mil dem Gesetz f R.]
* Ver. 19. Griesbach and Scholx have ere Si), which U not sufficiently supported. [So Roc., but TT p o &amp;lt;r t T i 6

-if
it

adopted by most modern editors. The article should be retained with &quot;

transgressions
&quot; in the E. V. So Ellicott,

Alford. R.]
Vor. 111. Instead of &amp;lt;J eirr)yyf\Ta.i,J. and many cursivei. some Fathers also, have o tir^yyeArat ; but this is poorly

Supported, probably arising from the fact that o! was not understood.
* Ver. 19. [The italics in the E. V. separate S t a. T a. y t is too much from the first clause, with which it is closely con

nected.
&quot;

By means of&quot; brings out the purely instrumental force of S i a. R.]
Ver.21. ToC 6 &amp;lt; o 0, bracketted by Liichmann. The omission is not well sustained. K. retains it. [B. is the mai

authority for rejecting it. Meyer rejects it mainly on exegctical grounds. R.]
Ver. 21.*Av ee i/ri/uou %v. [Rec.] There are different variations : N. has e vo^ov J\v av, the best attested order il

c K v 6 n o u 5. v J\ v. [So A. B. C., Lach matin, Tischendorf, Meyer, critical editors generally. R.]
f Ver. 22. [The strongly adversative a A A a requires the insertion of&quot; on tho contrary&quot; (Alford, Ellicott). R.]
* Ver. 22. [As the E. V. renders the same verb (&amp;lt;rvyic\eitiv)

ver. 23,
&quot; shut up,&quot;

it is substituted here as less ambigu
ous than &quot;hath concluded.&quot; R.]

9 Ver. 2 i. 2vy&amp;lt;cec Aetcriueyoi is in all probability the correct reading not
&amp;lt;ruyicAeioAiefoi. Yet X. has it

[&amp;lt;rvi-

&amp;lt;AuWxoi (.tic.) The perfect of the Rec. is adopted by Tischendorf, De Wette, Meyer, Wordsworth. Ellirott (on critical

and exegetical grounds). Lachmann. Scholz, Alford, Lightfoot, adopt the other. The order U changed ;

&quot; under the law&quot;

ie*ms to be best joined with shut up.&quot; R.I
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i Vcr. 24.
[&quot;So that the law hath become&quot; is more literal. &quot;Schoolmaster&quot; is retained, since we have no better

word with which to translate ir an&ayuty d . &quot;Tutor
&quot;

(Alford) is no more exact. &quot;To bring us&quot; is better omitted, since

it presents but one side of the meaning. K.J
Ver. 25.

[&quot;
Now&quot; brings out the idea that it is .so. R.]

12 Ver. 27. [The aorist verbs in this verse are better translated by the pimple past tense of the English. R.]
1* Ver. 28. [The change of particles in Greek with this last pair is thus noted. On its peculiar force see Exia

NOTES R.l

&quot;Ver. 23. Et? i vrt i v Xp iv
T&amp;lt;? Ii, &amp;lt;r ov. A. ban ctrre XpioroG I.

&quot; But t would easily be overlooked after the

preceding u^eis, and then ev Xp. I. was first followed by \picrTov as a gloss, from tin- beginning of ver. 29, and afterwards

supplanted by it. The reading kv instead or tit is an explanation.&quot; Meyer. X. has v^tiy ecrre iv Xpwrrou, but iv is marked
Blether i should readdoubtful [marked for erasure ; the marks afterwards removed, X. 3 reading as Rec. It is doubtfu

itavTf&amp;lt;; or avavrei. X. has the latter. R.]
15 Ver. 29. Kai is omitted in good MSS., including X- by some versions and Fathers, but may very easily have been

overlooked, as it follows KO.T (Meyer). It is rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Scholz, [also by Meyer in 4th. eil., Alford,

Ellicott, Lightfoot, on the authority of tf. A. B.C. D. As Schmoller follows Meyer in retaining it, it may be rejected
here on the same authority. R.j

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 19. Wherefore then serveth the
law? [&quot;What

then is the object of the law?

R.] If the inheritance is not to come by the

law, but still &quot;of promise,&quot; the objection is ob

vious : why then did not God suffer the promise to

stand alone? Why then did the law come after

wards? Certainly this was in that case super
fluous! To this Paul answers, in effect, thus:

was the law then purposeless, if it had not pre

cisely this purpose, of mediating the obtaining of

the inheritance ? Could it not have another pur
pose ? Yes, this was the case, it had a purpose,
but one very different from that of being the

means of securing the inheritance. What then?
The direct answer is not given immediately,

but is introduced with : &quot;It was added be
cause of the transgressions. This means,
simply, on account of transgressions was the law
added. &quot;

Transgressions,&quot; multiplying and be

coming aggravated, gave, in the first place, occa
sion for adding the law, necessarily brought it

to pass that God came with respect to His people
into an entirely different, more distant relation

than existed, in the covenant of promise, between
Him and the patriarchs. Instead of the more
fatherly relation existing hitherto, God was con
strained to place Himself in a relation involving
the exercise of severe discipline, involving rigo
rous requirements and commands, nay, sharp
threatenings, as it is afterwards expressed: &quot;We

were kept, in ward, shut up under the law.&quot; And
as this relation so different from the former had
been occasioned by &quot;transgressions,&quot; it was of
course precisely in its right place where the

&quot;transgressions&quot; of men prevailed, and it was
designed, with reference to this, not so much in

order to prevent them, as rather, by its command
ments and prohibitions, and the threatenings an
nexed, to bring them under a more stringent
accountability (which now first became possible),
and a plainly expressed curse. Comp. EWALD :

In order, because offences had come into the

world, to punish them the more severely. (At
first the judgment of death had kept the sense
of sin alive. As men now were too accustomed
to this, the law then came, and therewith the
stricter imputation of sin, the curse more severely
denounced, the obedience more rigorously re

quired. RIEGER.) At the most this is as far as
we are to go in the explanation of irapabaaeuv
X&piv. A more precise declaration as to the

positive purpose of the law in relation to &quot;trans

gressions&quot; is not yet given here; and cannot
therefore be deduced from the general expres-

sion; for then the second objection (ver. 21) would
no longer be possible; it is in the refutation of

this that Paul first expresses himself more par
ticularly. The common explanation therefore:

&quot;For the sake of transgressions&quot;
= to induce

them (agreeably to what Paul elsewhere says of

the effect of the law to promote sin), is at least

in no way indicated. The question whether Paul
had it in mind would not arise before vers. 22,

23, 24. That the word xPlv does not necessitate

this explanation, is shown by such passages as

Luke vii. 47; iii. 12. [The view here suggested
seems to be in the main that of ELLICOTT and
WORDSWORTH (Milton. Paradise Lost, vii. 285).
The purpose of the law as here set forth was, not

(1) to prevent transgression, nor (2) to create,

multiply transgressions, though elsewhere this is

mentioned as its effect, but (3) to bring to light
&quot; the transgressions&quot; of it already occurring and
to occur, to make them &quot;palpable, to awaken
a conviction of sin in the heart, and make man
feel his need of a Saviour&quot; (ELLICOTT). Thus
&quot; the law had a supplementary, parenthetical,

provisional and manductory character, and came
in, as it were, incidentally

1

(WORDSWORTH). R.]
To this purpose of the law there then agree also:

1. The limited duration of its binding force,

continuing only till the seed should come,
for with that its purpose in reference to &quot; trans

gressions&quot; was fulfilled. (Why? is answered
ver. 23, sq.)

&quot; The seed&quot; to whom the prom
ise has been made (see on ver. 16) is Christ,
for He is the universal Heir; those who are

hrist s are then, it is true, included also in this

seed, and become therefore joint-heirs with Him
(ver. 29). 2. The manner of its origin: ordain
ed by means of angels in the hand of a
mediator. As agents in giving the law (not as

&quot;ts authors), Paul designates the angels, agree

ably to the ancient tradition, which appears first

LXX. Deut. xxxiii. 2 (not in the original); and
also Heb. ii. 2

;
Acts vii. 53

; Josephus, Antiq.

15, 5, 3, and in the Rabbins. &quot;In the hand of

a mediator&quot;=Moses. Moses received the tables

of the law from God, and brought them down to

the people.
&quot; In the hand&quot; is therefore to be

aken strictly. The explanation of most of the

Fathers [so BARNES. R.] referring it to Christ

is incorrect. [LIGHTFOOT remarks: &quot; It will be
seen that St. Paul s argument here rests in effect

on our Lord s Divinity as its foundation, other

wise He would have been a mediator in the same
sense in which Moses was a mediator. In ano-

her and a higher sense St. Paul himself so

speaks of our Lord (1 Tim. ii.
5).&quot; R.] SCHNEI

DER refers it to the angel of the law, who, ac-

ording to Jewish theology, had the special com-
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mission to tench Moses the law. Unquestiona

bly the Rabbins sju-ak of an angel of the law,

but it is no more possible to prove this Theolo-

gumenon to have existed in Paul s time, than it is

tor of the law belonged to the two parties whose
mediator he was, viz.: God and men; and the

sense more particularly would be: therefore not

merely to God, but also to men. The remark
to establish it from the Bible (MEYER). The would then be intended as an affirmation re-

purpose of this reference to the origin of the law
j

specting the nature of the law, tha*. is, has not

is not to demonstrate its inferior dignity, and
still less, indeed, is it, as even MEYER and WIES-

BLER strangely assume, to bring the glory of the

law, in the magnificence and solemnity of its in

stitution, before the reader. The dignity of the

law itself is not under consideration, but its de

sign, as compared with the covenant of promise.
We are in reading this verse, to pause
without reason at irpoatt&hf, as though this were

a complete idea, but should read the whole

verse together. It is true, we first read: on

account of transgressions it was added, but the

complete statement is: on account of transgres
sions it was added in the definite way which is

described, I. by
dained

by,&quot;
etc.

till the seed,&quot; etc., 2. by &quot;or

In this way did it originate,
that is, 1. in an entirely different way from the

covenant of promise; it was not an immediate

only a Divine, but also a human character. Yet
this explanation by no means commends itself.

If we join i&amp;gt;6g
with OVK KOTIV, the interpretation:

He belongs not merely to one, is much less obvi
ous than the other: He has to do not merely
with one, but with two. mediates between two.
Still simpler is the construction of EWALD, who
joins iv6&amp;lt;; immediately with ^eoY7v/f=the media
tor of one is not, does not exist, is an impossi
bility. [So WORDSWORTH. R.]
But God is one. The words can mean no

thing else: e/f has a numerical signification, i. e.,

it can have no other meaning than that of the pre
ceding elf, hence not=the same, One with Him
self, etc. It is these words especially that have

given rise to such an enormous number of at

tempts at explanation. As regards these the
reader is referred to the monographs of C. F.

giving of a promise, not a fatherly provision and
J

BONITZ, C. F. ANTON REIL, KOPPE, or the or-

agreement on the part of God, but was intro

duced by a mediation, and a double one, first of

angels, and then, and not before, of a human
mediator expressly chosen; the former media
tion being on the side of God, the latter being

given at the desire of the people themselves.

(&quot;How strangely does this appear in contrast

with the former manifestations of God, in which
the promises were

given.&quot; REIGER.) This is

meant to point out how much more of strange
ness God used towards the people in the law,

how much more distant a relation it established

than the covenant of promise; how could it then

have had the same purpose as the covenant?*
But this manner of origin 2. corresponded en

tirely with the purpose of the law as it has been
stated: &quot;because of the transgressions.&quot; As
these made the law in general necessary, so,

moreover, they were the reasons why God came,

only through angels, into relation to His people,
and that the people on their side had need of a

mediator, to hold intercourse with God. The
difference indicated in the latter circumstance
between the law and the covenant of promise, is

then moreover expressly dwelt upon in the fol

lowing verse.

Ver. 20. Now a mediator is not a media-

Unary commentaries, such as those of MEYE*
and WIESELER, where the more important modern
explanations are arranged in order. A detailed
examination may be spared here, especially as
the passage of itself is not doctrinally important.

[MEYER thus remarks on the course of exegesis:
&quot; The many different explanations of the pas
sage, and there must be more than 250 of them,
have been thus multiplied especially in more
modern times; for the Fathers pass lightly over
the words, which are plain in themselves, with
out regarding their pragmatic difficulties, for the
most part applying the first clause, which ia

taken correctly, to Christ, who is the
Mediator between God and men, some however
casting a side glance at the opponents of the

Divinity of Christ. Although there was no spe
cial dogmatic interest connected with the pas
sage, the variety of interpretations in the 16th
and 17th centuries (see POOLE S Synopsis) was
such, that every expositor of importance took
his own separate course, yet without polemical
spirit, since no dogmatical question was at issue.

The variety has become still greater since the
middle of the 18th century, especially since the
rise of grammatico-historical exegesis (the phi-
logical errors of which exegesis it has however

tor of one. The first words are simple and fully experienced), and is still increasing. How
plain: A mediator (o peairric, the Art. generic) !

often too the absurdest fancies and crudest at-

can never be mediator of a single party, the very
j

tempts have availed themselves of our text, the
idea presupposes more than one, two at least, explanation of which seems to be regarded as an
between whom he is [teao?. The question can exegetical work of art!&quot; He then answers fif-

then only be, whether the design of the remark !
teen of the later opinions, besides alluding to

is, primarily, to express something respecting others. JOWETT reckons 430 interpretations !

the mediator himself, personally, or something What a testimony to the amount of exegetical
respecting liis function. In the first case the labor bestowed on the Scriptures! That too on
sense would be: He belongs not merely to one, i

a passage which is at best but a general state-

but to the two, the two parties between whom he ment in support of a single point in a long argu-
mediates. So now here in concrete : the media- ment, which seeks not so much to set forth the

i gospel, as to remove mistaken views respecting

jSSw^Ss^ssro.^sss &amp;lt; he law! How thankful we shouid be ^ &quot;

for the new covenant has a mediator. But the facts con- 1 gospel texts are so pellucid ; had they been less so,
n.-rt. d with the law bei,,; Kiven by the hand of Moses as a

]
we should doubtless have 250 interpretations of

meanVng ail!rdirec

8

t

h

ol^ecl
a
A^T^ttdS?o?

C

^i
n
trtl of^ob-

them als As lhe exeges &amp;gt; 8 now Stands, it is per-
the Divine favor.&quot; R.J haps better to admit that the verse is 6vav6tfr6v
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TI (2 Pet. iii. 1C). The passage is undoubtedly
j

same and therefore is not the same, as that of

genuine, and does not refer to Christ. Thus much
seems clear. Schmoller gives below an exposi

tion, to which he has added in the second edition

another (on which comment is made in the proper

place). To this the reader will find added the

views of ELLICOTT and LioHTroox, which have
been chosen on account of their clearness, a

quality especially desirable, when the explana
tion has so often been lucus anon lucendo. R.]
The question is mainly this: Is 6e (of the sec-e (of

adveond clause) simply metabatic, or adversative?

A decision in favor of the one view, gives an en

tirely different sense from that arrived at by
adopting the other. In the first case we have

simply the minor premise of a syllogism, 6 fcof

ia with eJf subsumed under the
&amp;lt;f

denied with

fieaiTW. The mediator is not a mediator of one,
now God is one, therefore, &c. The conclusion

now may be various. WIESELER gives it: There
fore the mediator has reference not merely to

the covenant of promise, that therefore its pur
pose in specie cannot have been, to secure direct

ly the KAr/povofj.ia for men?) But can it not be
inferred from this, that the law is against the

promises of God ? that it stands in conflict with

that, because the law come, the

promises are no longer to be regarded as valid,
and a fulfilment of them is not to be looked for;
as at the giving of a constitution by compact be
tween prince and people the qestion may arise

whether previous promises given on one side are
still to be fulfilled ? The main point is to under
stand Kara (ver. 21) rightly (even MEYER does
not explain this correctly). One objection, that
the law is then purposeless, if &quot; the inheritance
is not of the law,&quot; Paul has refuted in vers. 19
and 20, by pointing to the fact that it was given
for an entirely different purpose, as appears
from the very manner of its origin. But out of
this refutation of the first objection arises a sec-

God, but. also to men. But the thought that ond, whether by this superadding of the law
there is found in 6 6e debq elf kariv, namely, (irpoaereOr/) the purpose of the covenant of promise
God is only one party, appears to have too little

|

be not hindered; first a free promise on the part
force. EWALD gives it: Therefore the Mediator

j

of God (without regard to Trapafidaeie), and then
has not reference to God, for God is only one,

[

a law, coming through a mediator, who inter-

consists not, for instance, of two internally dis- i vened between God and the people, originating
tinct Gods, or of an earlier and later God; it is

j

therefore by a compact of God and the people
clear therefore that Moses as mediator, did not

j

(with definite reference to Trapafidaeic); does not

mediate, say between the God of the promise and
j

this then hinder the first, and so far do it away?
the God of the law, and thereby confound the

|

This abrogation however is not to be taken in

law with the promise, and so annul the former
|

the sense of ver. 17, that the law came in the

by what was latter and later, but that he only I place of the promise, so that the inheritance
mediated between God and the people of that

time. Ingenious, but far-fetched. The chief ob

jection, however, to this whole view of tie as me
tabatic is, that the following sentence in ver. 21

points too evidently in
v6uo&amp;lt;;

and 0edf to a pre
vious antithesis, from which then ovv deduces an
inference. The above-mentioned explanations
are wanting in the recognition of the inner con
nection of the two verses (MEYER); the thought
breaks off, and an entirely new one begins. Be
sides, according to EWALD S explanation the

question as to a Kara would not have been in

place here, as this Kara is precisely what the

foregoing thought would have denied. Ae is

therefore doubtless to be taken adversatively,
and the rJe of the first member is the metabatic
6i of a minor premise. Paul had said : The law
was given through a mediator. Now with one
there is no mediator, while on the other hand
God is One, therefore it might be inferred that

the law is against the promises. MEYER: ver.

20 contains two loci communes, from which a pos
sible inference (ver. 21) with respect to the two
concretes which are under consideration, is

drawn. Sense: A mediator presupposes two,
therefore also the law does; in the case .of that,

would now come &quot;of the law,&quot; for this is al

ready refuted, first by the very course of the ar

gument ver. 15 sq. from the idea of a tiiaffr/Kn,

then also by the refutation of the objection that
then the law is purposeless, vers. 19, 20. The
question in ver. 21 is to be understood as imply
ing an apprehension that by the law the attain

ment of the inheritance (which, it is presupposed,
according to the proof already given, can only be
attained

&quot;by promise&quot;) may be hindered, may be

made, comparatively speaking, impossible. It is

not, therefore, the/orm of the
&quot;promise&quot; which

is here meant, but the substance; on which account
we have here again the plural iirayytf.i&v; the

question being, whether the law does not render
the fulfilment of the promises of God impossible.
This alone gives a progress of thought, and this

alone is entirely congruous with what follows.

Paul now refutes this second objection also. The
law in no wise interposes an obstacle to the pro
mises of God, but rather, in itself, agrees fully
therewith, nay, although it had not itself the

ability or function of bringing the promises im

mediately into fulfilment, it was meant never
theless to serve the purpose of rendering men
partakers of this fulfilment by faith in Christ

there were two parties, between which the me-
| (vers. 23, 24), and with this the law itself then

diator intervened; on the other hand God is attained its end (ver. 25 sq.).

One, not a plurality; if the promise therefore,
[

I allow this explanation, given in the first

of which God is author (comp. vers. 18 and 21), | edition, to remain. It was grounded on that of
had its origin through Him alone, there was only I MEYER, and has at all events this in its favor, in

a single personage active thereby, it was a pure-
|

distinction from other explanations, that it puts
ly Divine act, not resting upon a contract of two i ver. 21 in immediate connection with ver. 20,

parties. How entirely different in origin, there- and understands the question in ver. 21 as seem-

fore, was God s covenant of promise, from the ingly resulting from ver. 20, while the other ex-

law? (Was it not thereby clearly indicated,
that the purpose of the law was not to be the

planations, though otherwise having much in

their favor, assume that the thought breaks off
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with ver. 20, and that in ver. 21 Paul merely
turns back to ver. 17 or 19. However anew
explanation of ver. 20 has been given by Dr.

Vo(!KL in the Sfniii&amp;gt; n und Kriliken, 1805, Heft 3,

which, it is true, also fails to give a connection

between ver. 20 and ver. 21, but which, on the

other hand, points out the connection between

yers. 19 and 20 with better success than usual,

and which, in particular, gives due weight to

the statement, the law was &quot;ordained by means
of angels.&quot;

In the other explanations full jus
tice has not been done to this statement, which

though otherwise so abrupt, could not have been

made without a purpose. VOGEL starts from the

usually neglected point of the signification of

fteairiK, and shows that fieairnq by no means sig
nifies merely, and not even predominantly as is

commonly ass imed in advance one who stands

in the midst between two, but that it means most

commonly one who acts instead of some one, and

cares for his affairs. A genitive joined with it

signifies either the matter, which is accomplish
ed by the mediation, or the person whom the

fitairrjq represents, or (which however cannot be

shown of Paul s use of it) the several parties be

tween whom he discharges his function (as in 1

Tim. ii. 5). When now it is said of the fisairr)^:

ivbg OVK ianv; this of course involves the positive
affirmation: a mediator can only be the media
tor of more than one. And here VOQEL admits

that it would be most obvious to understand this

plurality of a plurality of parties, between whom
the mediator stands in the midst, but decides

nevertheless in favor of the other interpretation
of /isffi-ff^: representative of several persons,
for the discharge of their affairs. It is true a

representative may very well represent one person

only; but then we must understand a represen
tation for the purpose of mediation. In that

case it is most natural, only one having to con

clude a compact, that he should do it in his own

person. But if several have it to do, and that in

such a way that the transaction cannot be com

pleted by all, a mediation by one person acting
instead of many becomes necessary, and such a

person is a /ieCTiiv/f . The sense would then be:

where a mediator appears, we are obliged to un
derstand him as representing a number of per
sons. VOQEL is led to this interpretation, in the

first place by the sentence immediately follow

ing: 6 AE feof e /f e&amp;lt;mv=but (adversative) God is

one. He therefore is not that plurality, which

the mediator as such implies. Therefore the

strict logical inference the mediator is not

God s mediator, does not appertain as mediator
j

to God. But whose mediator is this mediator ?

who is this plurality?
The answer, given ver. 19 is: ayyehoi in

these we have the plurality we were looking for.

The law is, according to Paul, diarayelq oY ayye-
%uv. (Corap. ver. 15, kxidiar.: the law is not an

kiri6ia.7ayi] in the sense that the covenant of pro
mise was thereby prejudiced, or destroyed; it is,

however, a TT ponSiarayii comp. TrpoaeTedrj

which, however, was not intended to annul the

covenant of promise, for it was only meant to be

in force &quot;till the seed should come,&quot; etc., that

is, only for a time, only till the fulfilment of the

covenant of promise should take place. The

covenant, therefore, neither could nor should be

in any way infringed upon.) The author of the
law is not mentioned here, as He had not been
at TrpnaeTtdrj. Of course God is to be understood.
But Paul is not specially engaged, in making this

authorship prominent. He stops with declaring
that the law was ordained promulgated
through angels, having in mind thereby to place
it on a lower level than the covenant of promise.
With &quot; in the hand of a mediator&quot; (by which of
course no one else than Moses is to be under

stood) Paul now proceeds to name the signs by
which the inferior dignity of the law may be
known. The disposition of it committed to the

angels, took effect through a fisairr/t;, who, it is

manifest, is to be regarded then as their dele

gate. The angels, the sense might be, did not
even themselves promulgate the law in their own
person, but this was done through a (human)
mediator. The sense therefore would be: or
dained for men, that is, the people of Israel,

through angels, who, moreover, availed them
selves of a mediator. Yet Paul, by &quot;in the
hand of a mediator,&quot; is not so much giving a
fresh sign of the inferior rank of the law, a*

strengthening the previous affirmation,
&quot; ordain

ed by angels.&quot; The circumstance that a media
tor was engaged in the work, was not. meant so
much to explain the manner of the angelic min
istration, as to establish the fact of it. The pre
sence of a mediator was in Paul s mind closely
connected with this, but by no means so closely
connected in the current doctrine. How far this

circumstance, that a mediator (namely, Moses)
had a joint agency in the giving of the law, is a

proof of this ministry of angels, is explained in
ver. 20. &quot; In the hand of a mediator&quot; Paul has
said and had to say : but where a /neairqc is pre
sent, a plurality of parties represented by him is

to be assumed
; God however is not a plurality,

but One: The law, therefore, at whose promul
gation a plurality intervened, did not proceed
from God, but from the angels (these being the

only two parties conceivable) and therefore
form a plurality. The clause would not then be

properly a proof (as indeed it is not introduced

by -yd/i), but the fact of the &quot;being ordained in
the hand of a mediator&quot; would be simply alluded
to for confirmation of the &quot;

by means of
angels.&quot;

It would then in fact be best to include the
clause in a parenthesis. This interpretation is

not disproved by the fact that in many other

passages Moses is explicitly named as dealing
with the people by commission from God Him
self. Paul could still have the right to say that
if in a single passage, as here, the giving of the
law is represented as the work of angels, Moses
must necessarily be regarded as their delegate;
comp. Acts vii. 38. It might also deserve atten

tion, that in ver. 21 the ETrayyehiat are expressly
distinguished by the epithet TOV 6eov. Is not
this connected with the fact that previously at

the mention of the law, its Divine origin was en

tirely passed over and the giving of the law re

presented as the work of angels ?

The question in ver. 21 would not then ex

press a conclusion apparently resulting from the

immediately preceding statement. It would ra
ther express amazement, as to how any one could
even imagine that the law, which is proximately
to be referred to the angels, could invalidate th
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promises of God. It is too weak for that. And
what would thus be improbable on account of

the mode of the law s origin, would then be

further refuted by the truth, that the law is in

capable of giving life.

Even on this interpretation of ver. 20, how

ever, Independently of the explanation of ovv

the sense given by us to the /card run tirayyeAitiv

(see above) and to ei yap k86()7j (see belowj might
be preserved.

[The above view to which such prominence is

given on account of its novelty and originality,
is in all essential features the same as that of

GFRORER (Geschichte des Urchristenthums, das

Jahrhundert des Heils; Erste Abtheilung, pp. 228,

229, Stuttgart, 1888). So that, although thirty

years old, it has met with less consideration from

commentators than is here given to it in its re

vived form. As GFRORER himself intimates

that this interpretation is &quot;easy to be perceived

by the eye which has been sharpened by accu-

rate acquaintance with the Jewish mode of

supposes two persons at least, between whom the
mediation is carried on. The law then is of the
nature of a contract between two parties, God
on the one hand, and the Jewish people on the
other. It is only valid so long as both partieg
fulfil the terms of the contract. It is therefore

contingent and not absolute. But God (the
Giver of the promise) is one. Unlike the law,
the promise is absolute and unconditional. It

depends on the sole decree of God. There are
not two contracting parties, there is nothing of
the nature of a stipulation. The Giver is every
thing, the recipient nothing. Thus the primary
sense of one here is numerical. The further
idea of unchangeableness may perhaps be sug
gested; but if so, it is rather accidental than
inherent. On the other hand this proposition it

quite unconnected with the fundamental state
ment of the Mosaic law, the Lord thy God is one
God, though resembling it in form.&quot; R.]

Ver. 21. God forbid. For if there had
been a law, etc. That the law is not in the

thought,&quot; it may be allowable to suggest that !
sense indicated

&quot;against the promises of God,
were this Paul s meaning, his Rabbinical train- Paul proves first by the (

ing would be more apparent than in ver. Ifi.

Besides this view would make Paul apparent

ly disingenuous in his attempt to lower the

claims of the law, which is God s law, &quot;through

angels, by the hand of a mediator.&quot; And yet the

chief peculiarity of this novel interpretation is

its ignoring that fact. This vitiates the whole,
in our view. As Schmoller remarks ver. 19,

&quot;the purpose of this reference to the origin of the

law is not to demonstrate its inferior dignity.&quot;

consideration, that if a
law had been given which could make alive,
titKaioavvrj would have proceeded from it, i. e., not
as it is commonly and altogether erroneously ex
plained, in connection with the erroneous view
as to the force of the objection: if a law that
could do this had been given, and diKatocvvr] came
from it, then were the law actually &quot;against the
promises of God (a sense to which yap, rightly
taken, is unsuitable); but Paul really wishes to
show that the law accords with the promises, and

Subjoined is the view of ELLICOTT (2d ed.) : I cannot be intended to annul these; for if the law
&quot;The context states briefly the four distinctive

|

were able to make alive, diKaioavvij would actually
features of the law with tacit reference to the

j

proceed from it, that is the same effect which is

promise, 1) restricted and conditioned; 2) tern- to be wrought through the promises. The law
cannot, therefore, in. itself, have any tendency
hostile to &quot;the promises.&quot; But, he continues,

porary and provisional; 3) mediately, not imme
diately, given by God; 4) mediately, but not _ ^

immediately, received from God. Three* of these
|

&quot;the Scripture has shut up all,&quot; e?c.=the power
are passed over; the last as the most important, j

to &quot;give life&quot; (faoKoielv) was, as it were, denied
ia noticed; the law was with, the promise was I the law, in order that &quot;the promise might be
without a mediator. Ver. 20 thus appears a

|

given by faith in Jesus Christ.&quot; It could not

syllogism of which the conclusion is omitted:

Now a mediator does not appertain to one (standing
or acting alone) ;

but (in the promise) God is one

(does stand and act alone); THEREFORE (in the

promise) A MEDIATOR DOES NOT APPERTAIN TO
GOD. Is then the law (a dispensation which, be
sides other distinctions, involved a mediator) op

posed to the promises which rested on God (and in

volved no mediator)? God forbid. According
to this view the only real difficulty is narrowed
to the minor proposition. How was God one?
And the answer seems, not because He is essen

tially unity, nor because He is one by Himself,
and Abraham is one by himself, nor yet because
He is both the Giver, the Father, and the Re
ceiver, the Son, united (as held in ed. 1), but,

&quot;give life,&quot; and thereby bring &quot;righteousness,&quot;
if only on account of the sins of men; but, in

truth, it was not to do this, this was in no wise
its design, for the promise was to come kit Triareuf
liia. Xo. Given life. ZuoTroielT= to make
inwardly living, not= to give eternal life, for the
sense is: if the law could awaken man from his
death in sins, and give him spiritual life, &quot;right

eousness&quot; (=6E#t.Kaiuuvov elvai.), would actually
proceed from the law, for with the
the condition of justification would be of course

perfectly realized. The conclusion is therefore
from cause to effect. MEYER incorrectly takes it
&quot; from effect to cause,&quot; in connection with his ex
planation of faoKoitiv as the bestowment of eter
nal life. The &quot;making alive&quot; is not indeed ac-

with the aspect that the last clause of ver. 18 tually the cause of &quot;justification,&quot; but this is only
puts on the whole reasoning, because He dealt I

because a making alive through the law is not
diiwith Abraham singly and directly, stood alone,

and used no mediator.&quot; This has the merit of
possible. It is however precisely this unrealized
case, viz., a making alive through the law, that ia

simplicity and is a safe view. LIGHTFOOT is
j

here spoken of. [The being dead in sins is here

perhaps not so close in his explanation, but it
j

**ken f r granted; what is meant by &quot;life?&quot;

may well be added :
&quot; The very idea of mediation

*
[See TURNER in loco, to whose valuable remarks I am in

debted for the discovery that tLis view is not a iiew one.

WIESELER S view is given above.
restricts it to future eternal life;

MEYER as usual
but LIGHTFOOT

well says, it includes &quot;alike the spiritual life in
the present and the glorified life in the future,
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for in tliu Apostle s conception the two are blended i dominion over men. The connection stated with

together and inseparable.&quot; This seems to accord \ the previous verse excludes an explanation which
better with New Testament usage. The reason- i otherwise would have a good deal for it, espe-

ing then is not from the whole to its part (AL- cially because then a function would be ascribed

FORD), for the &quot;justification&quot; is not strictly a immediately to the Scripture. The explanation
part, but a condition of

&quot;life,&quot; nor from cause : is this: the Scripture has, by its declaration, its

to effect, but from effect to cause. &quot;Life&quot; does \ portrayal, as it were, shut up=subjected all men
not comefrom the law, it does not, was not de-

j

without leaving any escape or exception, to the

signed to justify, it is not against the promise,
(

sentence: Thou art a sinner! and therewith has
but has another purpose afterwards set forth. also shut them up under the curse which sin

R.] Verily. &quot;Oirwf
= in fact, and not merely brings. Still less is it meant to be said that the

according to the fancy of the Judaizers, as is
j

Scripture constrains all to acknowledge that they
now the case, the hypothesis being denied. are sinners. Nor is there any allusion here to

Righteousness. bmaioavvii is of course not the truth, that the law, instead of restraining

immediately identical with &quot;the inheritance,&quot;
;

sin, has promoted it. Unquestionably, however,
but it is an essential element of it, and the one ; we are warranted by what Paul elsewhere says
treated of throughout the Epistle, which to be

j

of the law, to bring in this thought, not in order
attained by faith.

Ver. 22. But on the contrary, the Scrip
ture shat up all under sin. Sw/Kfaietv is

the strengthened ufaieiv, to shut up, (not to shut

to explain the words, but in order to gain a
clearer conception of the fact.

The purpose of this &quot;shutting up all under
sin&quot; was, that &quot;the promise&quot; should not be given

together): then more tropically with eif to de-
j

&quot;by
the law&quot; but

&quot;by
faith of Jesus Christ&quot; and

liver up as a prisoner to some one; and general-
j

therefore that matters should proceed according
ly, to give up into the power of any one, to de- !

to the &quot;covenant&quot; of God, that is, that the
liver over. TT 6 in this verse and the next one I promised good should be given, in a certain sense

expresses this state of subjection still more attained, not by merit of works, but of free grace,

strongly. H y pafyr]: the Scripture, generally, I (This -was the purpose of God of course with the
the written word of God: not the law. Td

| foreknowledge that this end, on account of the
vdvra: the collective whole=all men;* as a sinfulness of men, cannot be reached through the

fact, doubtless including Gentiles as well as law.) But more specially this &quot;

shutting up under
Jews; although, as the context shows, the imme
diate reference is only to those who have the

law, and of whom the Scripture speaks, that is,

the Jews. The sense of this somewhat peculiar
expression is easily deduced from ver. 21. It is

meant to explain, why the law (and generally,

had as its aim, that the promise might
be given e/c IqaovXpicTo For
the law was given until the seed should come to

whom it had been promised! this shutting up all

under sin in consequence of which the law could
not make alive, had therefore as its aim, that the

Any law) could not make alive=impart spiritual promise should be given &quot;by
faith&quot; on this Seed,

life.
&quot; If the law had been able Zaoiroceiv, then that is, this Seed is Himself first made partaker

6iKat.oaL&amp;lt;vr/ would have proceeded from it; an im-
;

of the promised good, since, according to ver.

possible thing, for the Scripture has placed all 16, the promises were given also to Him, and to

under the power of sin,&quot; it was therefore not pos- others only through Him. Therefore also the du-
sible to fulfil the law and in this way to come to i plicate expression by faith of Jesus Christ
spiritual life; for the law certainly has not the

j

to them that believe. It no longer concerns

power to destroy the dominion of sin, such a
j

the writer merely to show that the promise is given
dominion as exists; it has not the power to break

j &quot;by
faith&quot; or &quot;to them that believe,&quot; agree-

as it were the yoke of sin. But how far now can I ably to its original nature, and therefore really
sin&quot; be ascribed to I

&quot; of promise,&quot; or of gracsuch a &quot;shutting up under si

the Scripture ? Of course only in so far as it

bears witness to this &quot;being shut
up.&quot;

The
sense therefore is: according to the testimony of
the Scripture all are subjected under the power
of sin=-;in exercises a dominion, and that over
all. This was the fault of men, but the active

expression : the Scripture has done it, points
nevertheless to an activity, which, it is true,
could not have been exercised by the Scripture
(for this, in itself, could only be a witness), but
which yet was exercised by the Author of the

Scripture, God. He has placed all under the do-

promise,&quot; or of grace. This has already
been established in vers. 17, 18, but now, after
the new epoch of the history of redemption,
the epoch of law, is expressly called an ad
ventitious \hinzugekommene\ period, and the sin

ful condition of men having been made promi
nent, the discourse is directed more definitely to

the point that the promise is given by faith on
Jesus Christ, as the Redeemer, of grace there

fore, but of grace ministered in this way. [It is

perhaps best, with ELLICOTT and ALFORD, to

take the genitive
&quot; of Jesus Christ&quot; as both ob

jective and subjective; the Object and the Giver
inion of sin (and that, as appears afterwards, |

of faith. St. Paul s opponents, as nominal
with the design that the promise might be given | Christians, might hold that the promise came to

by faith, etc.). But this, of course, He could only believers only, but he insists that it came not
do for the punishment of men, on account of

j

&quot;by
the law, but by faith of Jesus Christ.&quot;

their &quot;

trangressions;&quot; it is a punishment or- I Hence there is no tautology (LIGHTFOOT) R.]
dained of God, that sin should exercise a formal

&quot; The promise:&quot; here of course, in the objective
_ sense, the object of promise. Taken generally

[CALVIN, BEKOEL, ALFORD. JOWETT are disposed to give this is=the inheritance; in a more special ap-

^,^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Plication that which is attainablc or sinful men
cation in the context, the neuter being chosen because men
re here regarded aa a collective whole (MKTKR). R.]

&quot;by
faith of Jesus Christ,&quot; is the

&quot;being justi
fied,&quot; as is simply stated in ver. 24. The pro-
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mise, therefore, was to be given &quot;by
faith

;&quot;
it was

not possible
&quot;

by the law&quot; on account of sin : but

before faith came, the law and that on account

of being shut up under sin or more precisely,

the peculiar position of men in respect to the I

law, was in its proper place, in order to open the I

way for the revelation of faith. This Paul says
in ver. 23.

Ver. 523. But before faith came. Neither

here nor anywhere else [in N. T.] does iriartf

mean the doctrina fidem postulans, the gospel, but

subjective faith, which however is made object

ive. When men at the preaching of the gospel,
j

believe on Christ, faith, which before was want

ing, was now come, that is, it had entered, so to

speak, the hearts of those who had become be- I

lievers in Christ (MEYER). We were kept in

ward, shut up under the law. &quot; We&quot;=the
\

Christians from among the Jews. &quot; Under the

law&quot; (IITTO vofjiov) is to be joined with &quot;shut]

up&quot; (avyxeK/L), and this is then more closely
characterized by &quot;kept

in ward&quot; (efpovp.),
which marks the transition to &quot; unto the faith,&quot;

etc. Paul then says first: We were &quot;shut up
under the law&quot;=the law was the master to whose

power, we were completely subjected, without

any freedom of our own. And as such (shut up
under the law), we were guarded, kept in ward

(i&amp;lt;ppovpovfj.Eda)=th&t we might not become

free, in substance: we were held in subjection to

the law. What now does this mean? Plainly it.

characterizes, briefly and strikingly, the nature

of the law; it was a pressing yoke, a constrain

ing power, to which man were subject. It was
such by its continual holding up of command
ments and prohibitions, and especially by what
was connected therewith, the continual, terrify

ing denunciation of the curse in case of trans

gression in case of the non-fulfilment of the en

joined conditions. According to this, how can
the condition of men under the law be more

strikingly depicted than as a &quot;

being shut up
under the law&quot; [the perfect participle, which

reading we retain, expressing this continued,

permanent state. R.], and because no manner
of dispensation therefrom was bestowed in the

whole epoch before faith was revealed as a

ovyneith. QpovpEioOiu ? [The meaning of
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;pov-

poiifieOais not &quot;safely kept,&quot;
but

&quot;kept in

ward.&quot; We were shut up under the law and
thus kept prisoners. R.]
The purpose of this representation of the con

dition of law is no longer merely &quot;to place in the

light&quot;
still more clearly the great difference be

tween the law and the covenant of promise in itself

(as in vers. 19, 20). but it is now to be shown how
the design of the law, in its deeper significance,
nevertheless coincided with that of the covenant,
how the former was preparatory to the perfecting
of the latter. For &quot;we were kept in ward, shut

up under the law,&quot; says Paul, unto the faith
which should afterwards be revealed.
This is to be taken not merely as temporal, but
also as telic=for faith=to the end that it might be

possible for faith to be revealed, the same faith

therefore, in reference to which it had just been

eaid, that the Scripture shut up all under sin, in

order that the promise might be given through it.

The direct aim of the law, therefore, was the

revelation of this faith, and through this we are

made partakers of the promise; so absolutely
untrue is it, that it stood in the way of the pro
mise. &quot;

Revealed:&quot; for &quot;so long as men had not

yet believed on Christ, faith had not yet come
into manifestation, it was still an element of life

hidden in the counsel of God, which, as a his
torical manifestation, was unveiled, when the

congregation of believers came into
being.&quot;

MEYER. How far now was this being
&quot;

kept in

ward, shut up under the law&quot; preparatory for

faith, and pointing to it? This Paul does not
state

;
we must fill out the statement for ourselves,

which however is not difficult after the precpd-
ing remarks. The Scripture has shut up all

under sin. But on the other hand these same
were kept shut up under the law. What else
was purposed thereby (since ^uoTrotelv through it

is already excluded), than to awaken and keep
continually awake in the soul, the fearful con
sciousness of standing under the curse of the
law (the curse comprehended in the law itself,

against transgression of it, against sin), and by
this very means, on the other hand, to ground
more and more deeply in the soul the conviction
of the impossibility of attaining to &quot;righteous
ness&quot; through this law. The first effect, the
consciousness of deserving the curse is elsewhere

(comp. ii. 19) designated by Paul as a
&quot;dying,&quot;

and this operation of the law as a &quot;

killing.&quot;

Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 6. In this way it led to the
revelation of faith in men s hearts, as to the only
way of escape yet possible, or, it led to the long
ing for a redemption from sin, and thus made
men willing for faith on the Redeemer given by
God in Christ. [This was the result, but the
state &quot; under the law&quot; was still objectively real,
whether this consciousness were awakened or
not. ELLICOTT remarks on the unusual order,
that it &quot;seems intended to give prominence
to

fj.
E &quot;k Ao v a a v, and to present more forcibly the

contrast between former captivity and subse
quent freedom.&quot; Comp. Rom. viii. 18. R.]

Ver. 24. So that the law hath been.
&quot;Bare: an inference. The fact of this &quot;being

kept in ward,&quot; etc., &quot;unto the faith which
should afterwards be revealed&quot; made the law
our schoolmaster. This name it deserves,
and that for a twofold reason: 1. TheTratda-
y wy 6 f* approaches his charge with commands
and prohibitions, nay, sometimes with threats of

punishment, and in general, with limitations of
his freedom, and lays upon him in this respect a

stringent yoke; there takes place a keeping in

ward, shut up under him. This limitation of

freedom, and in general this whole relation of

subjection, is not however an end in itself, but

*[ As Schmoller omits any detailed reference to the word
7raiayu&amp;gt;y6s, ALFORD S note nmy well be inserted here :

&quot; The
Trouiaywyos was a faithful slave, entrusted with tho care of
the boy from his tender years till puberty, to keep him from
evil physical and moral, and accompany him to his amuse
ments and studies. TheE. V. schoolmaster does not express
the meaning fully: but it disturbs the sense less than those
have done, who have selected one p rtion only of the peda
gogue s duty and understood by it, the slave who leads the
child to the home of tho cchoolmas e / thus making Christ
the schoolmaster, which is inconsistent with the imagery.&quot;
So LIOHTFOOT: &quot; This tempting explanation ought probably
to be abandoned. Even if this seusa did not require jrpo?
XpiffTdf or &amp;lt;;? Xpio-roD, tho context is unfavorable to it.

There is no reference here to our Lord as a teacher. Christ
represents the freedom of mature age, for which the con
straints of childhood r& a preparation. Coinp. Eph. iv. 13.&quot;
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has place only as a means to an end, serves a Ver. 27. The demonstrative force here appear*

higher purpose, namely, that the pupil may be to be simply in this, that Christ was God s Son
trained for mature age, and for the assuming of

j

(MEYER). WIESELER S objection that Son of

that higher grade, for which he is destined; I God is not used in a similar sense to that in

&quot;kept
in ward, shut

up&quot; only &quot;unto&quot; that,
|

which via? TOV deal would be applied to Christ,

which is afterwards to be revealed. And, ac- because it is not used in the sense o. a being be-

cording to ver. 23, the function of the law also gotten of God, is a strange one. Certainly that

had precisely this twofold aspect. This goal is not meant, but by this very putting on of Ifi

that was set for attainment, the second point, I who as begotten of God is God s Son, believe

was the main thing with the pedagogy of the law ;

this, therefore, is expressly stated in the added

phrase (hath been our schoolmaster) ei? Xpta-
TOV, unto Christ. This is unquestionably
relic ; this again is more precisely explained by
that we might be justified by faith.

The goal was Christ=justification by faith in

Him. Justification, which the law itself could not

bring, because &quot;shutting us up under sin,&quot; it

was yet to open the way for, to conduct to; be

cause it could not itself bring it, was yet to im

pel to the seeking and attaining of it &quot;

by faith.&quot;

Ver. 25. But after that faith is come, etc.

The law was preparatory to faith in Christ

(and so far, indeed, in agreement with the cove

nant of promise), but for the very reason that it

was preparatory, it had only a temporary validi

ty, it ceased with the coming of that for the

coming of which it was meant to prepare. Free

dom from the law had the way prepared for it

by the law itself, leading as it did to faith (how,
Bee on ver. 23) ; but actual freedom came in only
with faith. How?

Ver. 26 explains how (in connection with the

aspect of the law as schoolmaster). By the fact

that man through faith becomes a son of God.
In this conception, however, we are not unduly
to emphasize &quot;son&quot; as is commonly done, and to

attribute to it the sense of free, son, come to ma
jority, who therefore no longer stands, as a

under the

God&quot;

No doubt the &quot; son of

ilso the one of full age, and therefore

free ; but Paul, instead of the bare notion of ma
jority, substitutes at once a higher, theological

idea, that of the Child of God. Whoever now
stands to God in the relation of child, can no

longer remain under the law, that schoolmas

ter, whose threats of the wrath of God awaken
slavish fear.* IIdvrfc=all without distinction.

This word is meant to emphasize strongly the

power of faith. Whoever he be that has it,

becomes a son of God and free from the school

master, therefore you also are free. &quot; You &quot;

writes Paul of set purpose, having before (ver.

25) spoken only of the Jewish Christians as

those who had previously been under the school

master. But now : You all, even the Gentile

Christians, all you who are become believers,
that it might come into no one s mind, to place
himself, of his own accord, under the schoolmas

ter, the law. Paul says designedly in Christ
Jesus instead of a genitive immediately depend
ing on faith because he wishes to predicate of

Christians that they are in Christ Jesus. For
he proves that they are sons of God, from their

putting on Christ, ver 27.

*fln ver. 25. the article is omitted before naiSaywyov, as
If to imply, under any Ot)OO\m*ft*r,1MterPtd8ffO(fmffemU
(MEYER). Still as METER himself suggests, the emphasis
must be laid on 6cov, -sons of God;&quot; therefore not in the
eld pedagogic bondage. R.]

come into the relation of children to God, of

course in the measure in which it is possible
with them. It is peculiar that Paul proves that

nil are the children of God through faith in

Christ, immediately from the fact that they all

have put on Christ by baptism, and BO, without

any intermediate step, puts Baptism in the plac*.
of Faith. Faith and Baptism, accordingly, are
to him in a certain sense convertible ideas, that

is, he does not conceive faith without baptism, or

baptism without faith; he can therefore prove
an effect of faith from an effect of baptism, and
doubtless he speaks only to and of such as were
not only baptized as well as believers, but with
whom also the act of baptism was at the same
time an act of faith. The transition, however,
from the &quot;faith is Christ Jesus&quot; to the bap
tized into Christis easily intelligible in another
view also. For nothing proves so clearly that

any one has become a Son of God, as that he has

put on Christ, and this takes place through the
&quot;

being baptized into Christ.&quot; in a way that is

also objective, and therefore undeniable.* On
the other hand, his reference to baptism is 01

course only secondary ;
he does not as yet men

tion it in ver. 26, because, according to the con
nection he is there concerned directly with the

effect of faith.

The full import of put on Christ is not de

veloped, yet one thing at least is said, and that is

primarily the most important it involves the

having become a son of God. It is not imme-

diately=the putting on of &quot; the new man.&quot; For
the discussion here respects not the ethical quali

ty of the act, but the relation to God involved in

it; it is by justification and the relation of chil

dren to God given therewith and not by the sub

sequent sanctification, that we become free from
the pedagogy of the law

; the filial relation to God
does not result from the putting on of the new
man, but the reverse. On the other hand, in be

coming a son of God, a man naturally has come
into an inner relation to Christ, into communion
with Him. This inner relation to Christ, in which
we invest ourselves with Him, must then without,

fail lead to this result, that Christ becomes in us

the principle of a new life, and we become in

wardly transformed. This result is the more cer

tain in that the entrance into relation with Him is

so entirely real, through the act of baptism. One
cannot enter into such inward relation with Christ

without also experiencing this inward transfor-

*[ALFORD says &quot;Observe here how boldly and broadly
St Paul asserts the effect of Baptism on all the baptized.&quot;

WORDSWORTH also at some length presses the objective grace
of this rite. But surely there is as much and more reason
for pressing &quot;by faith in Christ Jesus&quot; (ver. 26). Clearly
the primary truth is

&quot;ye are all sons of God by faith in

Christ Jesus ; the thought of ver. 27 is secondary. When.
tln-iv i* baptism and no sonship by faith, the question is

an open one, as far as this passage is concerned, whether
there has been any iuch &quot;effect of baptism.&quot; See DOCTRIN
AL NOTBS, 3. R.J
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mation, at least in its principle. The admonition ham and his seed that the promise was given,
Rom. xiii, 14: - Put ye ou the Lord Jesus therefore=the promise goes then for you also

Christ,&quot; may therefore be understood in th&amp;lt;

sense of an admonition to a corresponding ethi

cal work=to a becoming like Him through our

work. All are children of God by faith (Trdvrcf,

ver. 26; boot, ver. 27). This Paul carries out

in the concrete in ver. 28.

Ver. 28. There is neither Jew nor Greek.
All these natural antitheses do not come into

into fulfilment. On the other hand it needs no

proof that those who are Christ s (because they
are heirs by virtue of this fact, that they are
Christ s) are heirs in the way of the promise of

grace, not of works.

[ELLICOTT :
&quot; The declaration of ver. 7, is now

at length substantiated and expanded by twenty-
two verses of the deepest, most varied, and most

account in this relation,=if one only believes on
j

comprehensive reasoning that exists in the whole

Christ, he is a son of God, let, him be what else

he may. This is tersely expressed at the end of

the verse by for ye all are one in Christ
Jesus. For this, according to the connection,

can mean nothing else than: these distinctions,

in a certain sense, antagonisms, do not, as respects

being in Christ, come into consideration. All

who are in Christ Jesus, are in the same degree

compass of the great Apostle s writings.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Law and the Covenant. Three points re

specting the law are treated of in this section: a)
the difference between the law and the covenant

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

promise; A) the inner relation of the law to the

sons of God,&quot; how different soever they may be
|

covenant as the means of preparation for the faith

in other relations, that is, they are all, (ev) one
J

which receives the promised inheritance; c) the

and the same. Paul, however, goes somewhat
j

liberation from the law on the entrance of faith,

farther yet, and by using elf, says that they are
j Upon the first two points we have little more to

capable of being regarded all together, as 01 say in addition to what has been already said in

the EXEG. NOTES.
a. The difference between the Law and the Covenant

of Promise. The law was not only given much later

(ver. 17), buthad also an entirely different charac
ter from the covenant of promise made with Abra
ham, and is not therefore to be regarded as a

of Jews and Gentiles as done away in Christ
;
for

j

sort of renewal of that first covenant. The reve-

by the law this antagonism especially was main-
j

lation of God to the patriarchs was essentially a

tained, and was therefore removed by the falling
j

different one from the subsequent one at the

away of the law. And, on the other hand, the
j giving of the law on Sinai. In the first God gave

(moral) person. Here too, we are not to think,

at least directly, of &quot;the new man&quot; as if the

&quot;one new man&quot; were meant. WT

hy now pre

cisely this concrete explication of the &quot;all&quot; in

ver. 26? The connection shows that the Apos
tle s first concern is to represent the antagonist!;

abrogation of the law could not be maintained in

full earnest unless that antagonism were regard
ed as removed. But in order to make this &quot; all

&quot;

more vivid, or to place in still stronger light the

power and meaning of faith in Christ, he adjoins

yet other antitheses, and remarks that they too,

in the new relation, are no longer reckoned of

pure, free promises of grace for faith
;
in the sec

ond He also, it is true, gave promise^, but im

posed as a condition of their fulfilment, the ob
servance of a complex system of law. Or, pri

marily, the whole sinful people were placed un
der a constitution of law, and to this promises
were attached, but only in the case of obedience;

account; the slave also is through &quot;being in in the case of disobedience, there were threat-

Christ&quot; a &quot;son of God&quot; as well as the freeman,
j

enings, quite as distinct. To this corresponded
and it is the same with sex. In this also, he ap- !

the entirely different way in which the law was

pears to have the law still in mind. For these
j

brought in in the formal way of a compact coa-

antitheses were maintained by the law
;
at least

i

eluded through a third party, a mediator, where
the law spoke sometimes of slaves, sometimes of

j

both sides make engagements, and take on them-

freemen, sometimes of men, sometimes of women, i
selves obligations. By this was indicated a sepa-

and gave in respect to one class, ordinances which
j

ration of God and His people, and it was there-

were not in force for another, while in view of
|

fore not the normal relation of God to His people,
faith in Christ, or of baptism in Christ s name ! the one corresponding to the nature of God, but
these antitheses fell entirely away. [There is a

j

only a relation induced by the circumstances, es-

slight change of construction in the last antithe-
j

pecially by the transgressions of the people at

sis. &quot;The alterable social distinctions are con- the time; from the beginning, therefore, it point-
trasted by ovAe, the unalterable natural one is ex- ed beyond itself, but was, no doubt, for a certain

pressed by nai. The latter distinction is special- ;

time the proper one, adapted to prepare for the

ly applicable as against the Jews insisting on ! relation of grace between God and His people
their own spiritual privileges, and on the per- \

that had been introduced by His dealings with

poiual obligation of circumcision.&quot; WORDSWORTH, the patriarchs.
Of this there may be a hint in the use of vloi, \

b. The inner relation of the Law to the Covenant

&quot;sons,&quot; not &quot;children,&quot; as E. V. The other sex as the means of preparation for the faith which
have now the same privilege once belonging to

|

receives the promised inheritance. Respecting
&quot;sons&quot; alone. &quot;&quot;Apowand 6ij2.v, generalized by the second point we give here only the apt re-

the neuter, as being the only gender which will marks of RIEGER (although his interpretation of

express both
&quot;

(ALFORD). II.] ver. 22 is in itself incorrect): The attestation of
Ver. 29. But if ye be Christ s, then are God, written down and publicly promulgated in

ye Abraham s seed. Because Christ Himself the law, has so taken hold of us and all our doing
i- Abraham s cc&amp;lt;l (vers. 16, 19), and those that and leaving undone, that no denying, palliating,

&amp;lt; &amp;lt; ---* ------
urc His participate in His status. Heirs ac-

cording to the promise for it was to Abra-
justifying of ourselves can any longer avail any
thing, but we must give ourselves up guilty and
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prisoners under (he curse denounced against every

transgression; and through this captivity under

the law, become pliant and ready for faith on the

jii-mnisc. as afterwards for coming humbly to the

cross of Christ preached in the gospel, and thus

seizing the only way of escape left remaining to us.

The law, then, by its confining me under sin, so

far from having the will or power to close against
me the access to grace, on the contrary drives me
into a strait, in which I am most apt to find and

lay hold on the only means of escape. De

luding hiding places of the caves of sin, it indeed

closes; but the appointed fleeing to the wounds
that have atoned for me it furthers, rather than

hinders. In brief: the promise ratifies to man

everything, the law comes between and denies

him all. Thereupon it is thought, God is against

Himself, that must be allowed; but at last it

turns out, that the law itself has had to help to

this end, namely, that faith and the promise
should have the victory. Christ is the law s

honor, end, and fulfilment.

c. The liberation from the Law on the entrance of

faith. Christ is the law s honor, that is, what
honors the law is precisely this, that it leads to

Christ. But at the same time and on this very
account is He the law s end and fulfilment. The end

of the law, for this beyond question is the inten

tion of the whole Epistle, to demonstrate that

Christians are no longer under the law, and in

ver. 25, this is expressly declared: now that faith

is come, we are no longer under the schoolmas

ter; he has fulfilled his office. This is, in the first

instance, to be understood historically. With the

coming of Christ the epoch of the law, when it ex

orcised dominion, is past, and a new epoch has

begun, that of faith on Christ. Hence, also, those

who in this new epoch are added to the people of

God, through faith in Christ, that is, the Gentiles,

are no longer to be held subject to the law, as

though faith were not sufficient for salvation.

But this is to be understood also more specially,
in a subjective sense; the man who has attained

to faith in Christ, is thereby no longer under the

law, but may and ought to view himself as free

therefrom, and to appropriate to himself the full

consolation of God s grace, and to oppose it to all

accusations of the law.

2. The Law has still its use, and must be preached

among Christians. But if now from (c) it were
inferred : The law then no longer concerns us, and

ought not to be preached among Christians ! this

would be a false conclusion. A usus justificatorius,

unquestionably, cannot be made of the law under

any circumstances, and we must, with Paul, warn
men against any such use

;
and to this extent the

position of the Christian preacher, as respects the

law. is a negative one. But such a usus, indeed,
did not belong to the law in itself, according to

its Divine intention (as Paul teaches us), even

though it was actually so employed. What be

longed to the law, was the usus psedaaogicui, and
that it has still, and so far it has a function even
in this, the New Testament era. For although
the epoch of the law as a historical preparation
for redemption, ceased with the coming of Christ,
and with that the epoch of faith began, yet in

the individual the &quot;coming of faith&quot; is always
at first inchoate, and in this respect it cannot be
said that in the Christian era wo simply admon

ish the soul to have faith in Christ, and lead it

at once to the true source of justification. Thia

may indeed take place, nor can it be disputed
that there is such a thing as coming to faith in

Christ at once. But its depth, its steadfastness,
its true, full worth, this faith receives, now as

ever, only through the service of the law. This
must be held up before each man, and that dis

tinctly and repeatedly, in order to bring him to

the knowledge of his incapacity of fulfilling it,

of the impossibility of attaining in this way to

justification, and of the necessity of faith in

Christ. Even the ceremonial part is applicable
to this end, in order to make the value of its ful

filment in Christ the more plainly visible. Na
turally, however, the specially ethical precepts
come into the foreground. (That, in the appli
cation of the law within the Christian sphere,
these latter, of the whole complex system of the
&quot; Mosaic law,&quot; are most prominently in mind,
and that, therefore, when we speak of the law as

still having a use at the present time, the word
is not to be taken in its full sense, is, of course,

easily understood.) In this holding up of the

law, in its usus p&daaoyicus, there is, it is true,

j

only an analogon of what, took place in the actual

epoch of the law; for the subjection under the

I

law is renewed, so to speak, only in an ideal

way. At most, it may be said to him who will

not be persuaded of the impossibility of being
! justified by works of law : then make trial of

the law awhile ! But on no one may the law be

actually imposed, for the sake of having it do

its work on him, to prepare him for faith ; and
no one ought, to impose it on himself to this end.

And as to the &quot;bondage under law&quot; of the

Christian Church before the Reformation, we

may, it is true, view in it a permissive Providence

of God, and therefore something that was salu

tary, but we are bound to stigmatize the fact in

itself as indicating an entire misconception of

the true character of Christianity. Yet, if the

law is to have its ustis pxdagogicus, an actual sub

jection under the law must take place, namely,

through the medium of the conscience. Only
where this &quot;law written in their hearts&quot; exer

cises its function (but not where there is a mere

agitation of feeling or conviction of the intellect),

is it possible for a vitally active faith to come

j

into existence. Only for conscientise perterrefactse

[

do the consolations of the grace of the gospel in

reality exist. And these exactions and threat-

enings of the law in the conscience are in turn

essentially enlarged, more clearly defined and
intensified by the positive law of God, so that in

this sense it amounts to a complete &quot;shutting up
[under the law.&quot; How long then this &quot;keeping

|

in word, shut
up,&quot; etc., is to last, how soon faith

is to be revealed, and justification to be brought
in, is reserved to God s secret counsel, who in the

j

history of His people alone knew when the time

i

was fulfilled, and who in the case of avch soul

i also, alone knows it. To wish to continue &quot;shut

j
up under the law&quot; would be perverse, for Christ

is come, we must press through to Him, and in

Him find consolation. But even when faith has

been attained to, the temptation may come, to a

retrogression &quot;under the law,&quot; which must
therefore be overcome with all appropriate means
of strengthening fa th. In this case then we are
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to take a decidedly negative position with re

spect to the law, turning from it, suffering it not

to terrify us, nor to expel Christ, and set Moses

again in His place. Comp. also, on the whole

to the conscious use of it, those baptized then
make the transition in the measure in which they
themselves apprehend in faith the promise of
God in Christ, and the most efficacious means foi

subject, the admirable observations of LUTHER promoting this conscious apprehension in faith,

below, in the Homiletical remarks. This no
|

is precisely the translation in fact into this rela-

doubt is the urns, which the law even since
[

tion to God, that has already taken place in bap-
Christ s coming has retained. But this use

j

tism. What therefore with the adult, come to

manifests Christ more than ever as the End self-consciousness, is one act, namely, the com-
of the law: the law is only meant to drive us

to Him. But Christ is also the Fulfiller of the

law. The question therefore arises, whether

muriication of the blessing and the consciousness
of having it, the translation into the adoption of
children and the use and enjoyment of the same,law. i ne question mere ~v HI iocs, w sc MIU cnjujfiuc LI? came,

the law have not another usus also, for -the is, with the child, divided. The possession is

Christian. Upon this see below, in the remarks

upon chap. v. 15 sq.*
3. The significance and the blessing of Baptism.

Upon the idea of the &quot;sons of God&quot; see DOCTRI
NAL NOTE 7, on the following Section. Those
are &quot;sons of God,&quot; who believe on Christ, the

more certainly so because they have received

Baptism, and therewith have been baptized &quot;unto

Christ.&quot; For therewith they have
&quot;put

on

Christ
&quot; = have come into Christ= into Christ s

relation to God= into the relation of the sons of

God. Two things are implied in this passage.

^1) Baptism is only a &quot;putting onChrist,&quot; because

joined with faith, it is therefore to be considered
as such only when this connection really exists.

That is: whoever positively does not believe on

Christ, of him it is true, even if he chance to

have received baptism outwardly, that he has not

/ut on Christ. (Indeed, his being baptized could

hardly be called &quot;baptized into
Christ.&quot;)

On
this ground, however, our practice of infant bap
tism remains legitimate. In the case of those,
who do not yet believe when they are baptized,

only because they are not yet capable of believing,
but in whom there is just as little unbelief, or

perverted faith in anything else; in the case
of children, who are brought by their believing
parents to baptism, nothing certainly hinders us
from assuming that they mfacl &quot;

put on Christ.&quot;

Let us consider only what this means. Not,
to become a new man (see above, in the EXEG.

NOTES), but in the first instance only to enter
into the relation of children to God. For chil

dren certainly are not yet &quot;under the law,&quot; and
are not placed under the law (and consequently
slavish fear of the Divine wrath and curse is out
of the question), but are consciously placed by
their parents under the promise of God in Jesus
Christ. And if any significance at all ia to be

j

therefore, does the actual putting on of Christ

attributed to the parental care in this behalf, it take place, and therewith the becoming a child

must be assumed that an actual transfer under of God. Unquestionably this is the blessing
the promise takes place, where no positive oppo- and the significance of baptism, that it would
sition can exist. They receive from God the

j

thus help us to faith, to certainty as to our per-

adoption of children, although as yet they do not sonal state of grace in Christ, even though in

assured to it, in order that from the very begin
ning of self-consciousness, it may feel itself al

ready in possession of the good, and may so much
the more certainly make use of the same.* And
yet more nearly regarded the distinction ia

not even so great as this, for with the adult also,
the possession in fact of the adoption of children

(the &quot;putting onChrist&quot;) and the consciousness
and enjoyment of it are two things by no means
always coincident, but the latter is lacking only
too often, from the weakness, nay, want of faith,
that may intervene, and then the first concern

always is to apprehend the promises of God afresh
in faith, or more exactly, by recalling to mind
that we possess them in fact, to quicken anew
faith, that is, the consciousness of the possession.

(2) But it is to be observed, that on the other
hand also, the power of effecting the putting on
of Christ, and of making one a child of God is

ascribed to faith only because it is joined with
the being &quot;baptized into Christ,&quot; and therefore

also, we may further conclude, can be ascribed

only to it, when it is joined therewith. So then
the candidate s legging after faith inheres, as it

were, in his baptism, and finds first through this

its realization, so the converse is true: Faith not

without Baptism! i. e., not merely that baptism
must be added to faith, to perfect and to seal it,

&c., but although a beginning of faith, more,
however,-in the nature of an inquiry of the heart

after the salvation in Christ, than any thing more
definite must precede baptism, faith itself comes
to the certainty: /have salvation in Christ, that

is, in fact, comes really to be faith, only upon
the ground and in virtue of that acceptance of

the individual on the part of God, and that giving
of himself up to God, which takes place in the

act of baptism. Only on the ground of baptism,

use or comprehend it, that is, God comes into the
relation of a Father to them, and accepts them as
His children &quot;in Christ Jesua,&quot; although as yet,

they know it not. From this possession in fact,

*
[This

third use of the law, viz. : as a guide to duty, is de
ied by Schinoller in form, but not in fact. That we must

have a guide to

dispute is, as to whether we shall

w life is evident enough. The only
it a, law i Paul

certainly does so in v. 14. vi. 2. And when this New Testa
ment guide to duty is compared with the ethical precepts of
the Mosaic law, it is found to lie nothing else than the Deca
logue itself, as Christ interpreted it, and as it was from the
fir&amp;gt;t ili-i-ncd to be understood. Compare the position of the
law in the third part of the HKIDELBERO CATECHISM, Of
TlMnkfulness, especially Questions 90, 91, 115. R.]

special circumstances it is reserved to God to lead

a man without baptism to the certainty of faith.

[Although any wider discussion of the subject of infant

baptism would be inappropriate in this place, yet it must In-

added that any consistent pedo-baptist view must admit as

itably
fall into disuse (where there is no law compelling it), unless

parents and children are brought to look at it in this light.

much as Schmoller maintains here. The pnictice. In

cherished from &quot;custom or superstition,&quot; must ine

Undoubtedly l
,
it were better that it should fall

into disuse, than be a mere public naming of a child, without

any such delightful reality in it, as is here held. Of its ef

ficacy as a means for promoting
&quot; the conscious apprehension

of the promise of God in Christ,&quot; in after years, instances ar
still occurring, despite the prominence of &quot;spasmodic

&quot;

ovel
&quot; educational &quot;

Christianity in these days. R.J
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[CALVIN S remarks on ver. 27, present the mid- i tablished distinctions, does not level down
die ground of the Reformed Confession: &quot; It is I natural ones, grounded in the Divine order of

customary with Paul to treat of the Sacraments
j

creation (such as sex, age, and also national-

in two points of view. When he is dealing with ! ity), although it will have them divested of all

hypocrites, in whom the mere symbol awakens harshness and false exaggeration (couip. also

pride, he then proclaims loudly the emptiness ANACKKK).
and worthlessness of the outward symbol, and
denounces in strong terms, their foolish confi

dence. In such cases he contemplates not the

ordinance of God, but the corruption of wicked
men. When, on the other hand, he addresses

believers, who make a proper use of the symbols,
he then views them in connection with the truth

which they represent. In this case he makes
no boast of any false splendor as belonging to

the sacraments, but calls our attention to the

actual fact represented by the outward ceremony.
Thus, agreeably to the Divine appointment, the

truth comes to be associated with the symbols.
The sacraments retain undiminished their nature

and force; they present both to good and to bad

men, the grace of God. No falsehood attaches

to the promises which they hold out of the grace
of the Holy Spirit. Believers receive what is

[The truth here set forth by the Apostle con
tains also the principle of true evangelical catho

licity. As all are one, irrespective of the natural

differences, relative antitheses, which previously
existed; so all, who are &quot;in Christ Jesus&quot; are

one, irrespective of the differences and antithe

ses, which remain after they become Christians.

That through the influence of yet remaining sin,

these antitheses become antagonisms, does not

destroy the real unity, since all &quot; in Christ Jesus&quot;

are at least tending towards assimilation to Him.
This unity (or catholicity, as applied to the

church) is something superior to external uni

formity, whether of rite, order or mere theoreti

cal creed. But, at the same time, it is something
widely different from latitudinarianism. The
latter has no positive basis, but this is the actual

unity &quot;in Christ Jesus,&quot; the real catholicity of

offered; and if wicked men, by rejecting it, ren- I those who are &quot;one,&quot; not from outward con-

der the offer unprofitable to themselves, their straint, or ecclesiastical regulations (however
conduct cannot destroy the faithfulness of God,

| excellent), but from their position &quot;in Christ

Or the true meaning of the sacrament. With Jesus,&quot; which necessarily involves oneness of

strict propriety, then, does Paul, in addressing life from Him, with Him and in Him. Such a

believers, say, that when they were baptized, catholicity will lead neither to attempts to unite

they put on Christ. In this way, the symbol the visible church by means of external uniform-
and the Divine operation are kept distinct, and ity, nor to less earnest holding fast to the truth

as it is in Jesus. In the Catholic Church, as

thus constituted, &quot;neither circumcision availeth

any thing, nor uncircumcision &quot;

(rites, polity,

philosophic or speculative theology), &quot;but a new
creature.&quot; Gal. vi. 15. R.]

yet the meaning of the sacraments is manifest ;

so that they cannot be regarded as empty and
trivial exhibitions.&quot; R.]

4. &quot; Ye are all one in Christ Jesus.&quot; In this

sentence there are two truths expressed, compli
mentary to each other, respecting the faith of

Christians: a. All are one, that is, the natural

differences, relative antitheses, which exist among
men, place no limitations in the way of Christian

faith. No one is hindered, by nationality or

rank or sex, nor even by his religious belief,

from becoming a Christian. Christianity is des

tined for absolutely all; as certainly as it is the

specifically Divine, God-revealed religion ; so on
the other hand, this character of universality
shows it to be the genuinely human religion,
the religion destined for mankind as such. In

asmuch as all can thus attain to faith in Christ,

they can therewith, and this is the main thing,
all attain also to the blessings contained therein,

can all become God s children, all become heirs

of the heavenly kingdom. b. All, moreover,
are also one in Christ. Inasmuch as the Chris
tian faith embraces all, it also unites all, com

prehends all in one great whole, and so first

realizes in the full sense the idea of the unity of

the human race, which by it is transformed into

a great family of God. This it was meant to be,

but is not of itself, not so much in consequence
of the naturally established distinctions, as of

the continual influence of (falsely uniting as

well as) falsely sundering sin, to which so many
false distinctions owe their first origin (as that but this is only a mediator, wliich throws
of slaves and freemen), and which has given to bridge over, so that there is still a connection,
those naturally existing a false tension, and but the separation cannot thus be taken away,
turned them into sundering antagonisms. This

j

Yet as it was true of the people collectively, so

implies at the same time, that Christianity, while
|

is it true of the individual, that the law came
it unquestionably does away all artificially es-

,

indeed because of transgressions, but only until

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL

Ver. 19. LUTHER: Even as it does not make
sense for a man to say : Money maketh no one

righteous, therefore it is worth nothing, just as

little does it profit to say : The law maketh no one

righteous, therefore is it a useless thing. But a
man should so acquaint himself with the matter,
as to attribute to each particular thing its own
functions, that suiteth and appertaineth thereto.

[BUNYAN : He that is dark as touching the scope,
intents and nature of the law, is also dark as to

the scope, nature and glory of the gospel. R.]
LUTHKR : See here most evidently the evil

consequence of transgressions. On account of

these God was constrained to change His coun
tenance towards His people, and could no longer
simply give promises of grace. A separation
had ensued, and a mediator must intervene, who
yet could only throw a bridge over, but could
not do away the schism ; the people were placed
under a law, that commanded, and promised
also, it is true, and yet the promises could not
receive their fulfilment. Essentially this, even

now, is always the result of transgressions.
The law comes in, held up by the conscience,
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the seed should come. It is to find its end when
it has done its work ; is then to yield again to the

Divine grace in Christ. Christ also it is true

was called a Mediator, for He also was to unite

that which was severed. But He has really
united it, and not merely thrown over a bridge.
For He received from God and brought to the

people not merely the law, but came for the

people s sin and transgression &quot;with His offer

ing of Himself, and so removed the separation.&quot;

Whereas when Moses interceded upon the Mount
for his sinful people, his office of mediator ap
proached, indeed, to that of Christ: but after

the intercession, although it, preserved the peo
ple from destruction, he still came back to them
with new tables of the law, and with the glory
on his countenance which the people feared, and
which he must therefore hide. Entirely differ

ent is the glory of the new Covenant.
Ver. 21. SPEXER: What God has ordained,

is not at variance within itself, and therefore

law and gospel are not at variance. Both agree

together. But that we sometimes think they are

contrary to one another, comes from our want
j

ly how to use the law. Know thou, that thelaw
of understanding. If we find therefore any
two things in the Holy Scriptures that seem to

contradict one another, we must yet believe

otherwise concerning them, because both are

oken by God, and the defect is in us alone,
lat we cannot comprehend it. [JOHN BROWN :

What a sad aptitude is there in our depraved
nature to misapprehend the design of the gifts
and works of God, and to pervert that to our
destruction which was meant for our salvation,

rendering such an exuberance of illustration

necessary to prevent fatal mistake as to the pur
pose of &quot;the law.&quot; R.]
BERLENB. BIBLE: The law cannot make liv

ing. It commands only: This shall thou do,
else thou art accursed. It does not give spirit
ual energies, but presupposes them. It cannot,

bring new Divine life into the dead heart of

man. Therefore also it cannot justify. If it

could do this, &quot;then would be extolled and re

vealed to man, not God s grace, but rather men
with their own power, merit, and work, whicl:

sp
th

Ver. 23. LUTHER: The law is a prison, both

bodily and spiritually. Bodily, it guards the un

godly outwardly, and restrains them so that they
may not according to their will and pleasure
practice all manner of villainy without fear.

Then it shows us also spiritually our sin, terri

fies and humbles us, in order that, when it has
so terrified us, we may recognize our misery and

perdition. And this is its true work or office,

which it is appointed to discharge in us
; yet so

that it endure not forever. The law with its cus

tody is meant, to serve our best good, namely, that
when we are terrified thereby, grace and the for

giveness of sins may become to us so much the
sweeter and more amiable, such as man can at

tain to by no works, but only through faith.

Whoever now is so well skilled, that in time of

temptation he can bring together these two things,
which are yet else of all things most opposite to

one another, that is, whoever knows, when the
law terrifies him most vehemently, that then the
end of the law is at hand, and also the begin
ning of grace and faith, such a one knows right-

slays thee to this end, that thou mayest, through
Christ, be made truly alive? What has happen
ed historically, at a certain point of time, since
Christ has come, has done away the law, and
brought freedom to light; the same happens day
by day, spiritually, in every Christian man. For
in such a one the matter is wont to take such a

course, that now the time of law and the time of

grace, ever one after the other, has room and
place. The law has its time, when it urges him,
torments and plagues him, and brings him to feel

his sin and acknowledge its greatness, to be
afraid of death and God s judgment. And when
it does this, it accomplishes its fitting and be

coming work, which a Christian, while he yet
lives in the flesh, feels more and oftener than he
would fain feel it. But the time of grace is,

when the heart, through the promise of Divine

grace, is again helped up, so that it gains con
fidence through Christ towards God, and says:
&quot;Why then art thou cast down, my soul, and

why art thou disquieted in me?&quot; Seest thou, , ,

would be wholly opposite to the gospel, wherein
|

then nothing at all than merely law, sin, terror,
God alone is recognized as righteous, but all mournfulness, despair, death, hell and the devil?

men as false and powerless.&quot;

Ver. 22. The Scripture does not acknowledge
in man the ability to help himself. It is the reve

lation of the general ruin, of the dominion of sin,

over all men, showing how it began with the fall

of the first man, and has extended itself over the

whole. There follows from this the necessity of

a redemption. This testimony of Scripture, still

continued, should persuade us also, of the impos
sibility of attaining through works, that is,

through our own strength, to justification, and of

Is there not also such a thing as grace, forgive-
nessofsins, righteousness, consolation, joy, peace,
life, the kingdom of Heaven, God and Christ?
We should with diligence learn to distinguish
both manner of times, not with words only, but
also in the heart, wherein they have their work

ing. But this is above all things difficult. For

although these two times, of law and grace, are

widely different from each other, as concerns
their unlike working, yet are they of all things
most closely joined together, namely, in one heart.

the necessity of entering, for that purpose, upon i Yea, no one thing is to another so near as fear

the way of faith. If the Scripture has shut up all
|

and faith, law and gospel, sin and grace. For so

under sin, it is an idle fancy, if thou thinkest near are they to one another, that one consumes
thou canst nevertheless, in contradiction thereto, I away and devours the other. The law is &amp;lt;i/in.i

&amp;lt;l,

fulfil the law. &quot;That the promise,&quot; etc Blessed
j

first, by all such as set their holiness in works,

purpose of the terrifying judgment: God would

thereby only close up the false way, and there

with, as it were, procure Himself space for the

redemption through Christ, and thus for the

manifestation of His free grace agreeably to the

covenant of promise.

and indulge themselves in such dreams as that

men can be made righteous by the law. The
law, secondly, is also abused by those that would
set Christians wholly free therefrom, as the en
thusiasts essayed to do, and who dream that

Christian freedom is such a freedom as that every
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Ver. 26. [CALVIN: It would not be enough to

say that we are no longer children, unless it

were added that we are freemen ; for in slaves

age makes no alteration. The fact of our being
children of God proves our freedom. R.] In

STARKE : Even among God s children are many
found that still are burdened with many weak
nesses, as is witnessed by the example of th

Galatians.

Ver. 27. LUTHER : To put on Christ accord

ing to the gospel, means not, to put on the law
and its righteousness, but means, by baptism to

receive the unspeakable treasure, namely, for

giveness of sins, righteousness, peace, comfort,

joy in the Holy Ghost, blessedness, life and
Christ Himself with all that He is and has.

STARKE : The putting on of anything is such a

union with that which we put on, that it becomes

quite our own, that we therewith cover our naked

ness, adorn ourselves, yea, it may even be, are

superbly attired. Considering this matter, we

may remember how our first parents, before
their fall, needed no clothes to cover their naked

ness, but after the fall sought them idly in fig-

leaves, as an image of their own righteousness,
in the place of which God made them other

clothes of skins, as an image of the righteous
ness of Christ ; for this is our beautiful garment,
because it covers our nakedness, and protects us

against the wrath of God, and adorns our soul.

exceeding benefit, that we were baptized
into the name of Jesus, even in our childhood !

The remembrance of our baptism should be to

us a continual assurance of participation in

Christ and the kingdom of God; but not the less

also give to us a continual impulse to all the

faithfulness which the covenant of grace re

quires. Believing Christians have in their daily

putting on of apparel, especially when they put
graciously by His Spirit. Therefore, if we could

j

on new and clean garments, a beautiful figure,

rightly apprehend Christ, the dear Saviour, this
j

whereby they should bethink themselves, partly
severe and wrathful schoolmaster would not dare : for comfort, of their legitimate nobility in Christ,
to touch a hair of our heads. From this it fol- partly of their bounded duty towards Him.

lows, that believers, as concerns the conscience,
are by all means free from the law; on this ac
count the schoolmaster [Zuchtmeistpr] should not

one, after his own pleasure and presumptuous
mind, may do what he will. The law is abused,

thirdly, by those that are terrified thereby, and

yet understand not, that such terror should not

endure longer than until they reach Christ. These,

through such abuse of the law finally fall into

despair, even as hypocrites by their abuse of the

law, become proud and presumptuous. On the

contrary, one can never highly enough estimate

and value, what a dear, precious, and excellent

thing it is to have the law, when it is rightly
used. [Such wrong use of the law is made by
those who, appointed to lead children to Christ,

continually din in their ears such false doctrine,
such old legalism, as this: &quot;My child, be good,
do thus and so, or God will not love

you.&quot;
What

wonder when parents and teachers make the first

wrong use of the law above referred to, that the

little ones, whom a better training would speedily

bring to Jesus, waiting to receive them, make the

third wrong use of the law, and are terrified by it.

&quot;Forbid them not&quot; thus! Parents do not stand
in the place of the law as a schoolmaster, but, as it

were, in the place of God, the Father. 11.]
Ver. 24. [BURKITT: Moses and the law is a

rigid and severe schoolmaster, who by whips
and threats requires an hard lesson of his

scholars, whether able to learn it or not; but
Christ and the gospel, is a mild and gentle
teacher, who by sweet promises and good rewards,
invite their scholars to duty, and guide and help
them to do what of themselves they cannot do;

by which means they love both their Master and
their lesson, and rejoice when it is nearest to

them to direct them in their studies R.]
LUTHER: If the law is done away, we are

never henceforth under its tyranny, but are un
der Christ, and live in all security and joy,
through Him who now reigns in us mildly and

rule therein, i. e., he should not affright, threat

en, or take the conscience captive, and though
he should undertake it, the conscience should
not care for it, but should behold Christ on the

cross, who through His death had freed us from
the law and all its terrors. Nevertheless there
is sin still remaining in the saints, whereby their

conscience is accused and plagued. Yet Christ

helps it up again through His daily, yea, con
tinual drawing near. For like as Christ, when
the time was fulfilled, came once upon earth,
that He might redeem us from the insupportable
burden and power of our schoolmaster, even so

does He come every day, yea, every hour, to us

spiritually, that we may grow and increase in
faith and the knowledge of Him, and that the

Ver. 28. [BURKITT: Now since the coming of

Christ there is no difference or discrimination
between one nation and another, no regard to

any national privilege, either of Jew or Gentile,
no distinction of conditions either bond or free ;

or of sexes, either male or female ; but circum
cised or uncircumcised, we are all, one as good
as another, in respect of outward privileges, or

external advantages; but being sincere believ

ers, we are all equally accepted of God in Christ.

No external privilege or prerogative whatsoever,
without faith in Christ, is any whit available to

salvation ; none are debarred from Christ, nor
more nor better accepted with Him for any of

these things. R.] LUTHER: &quot;For ye all are

one in Christ Jesus.&quot; These are great and admi
rable words. Before the world and according to

the order of the law, there is a very great distinc

tion of persons, which should be most diligently
conscience may from day to day better and ! maintained. For if the wife in the family would
more certainly apprehend Him, and on the

|

be husband, the son father, the scholar master,
other hand, that the law of the flesh and of sin,

j

the servant lord, the subject ruler, what would
the fear of death, and terror before God s wrath come of it all ? Truly a wild confusion, so that
and judgment, and whatever else my unhappi-
ness is, that the law is wont to bring with it,

may continually grow weaker and weaker, and
diminish more and more.

no one could know which was which.* But be
cause Christ s kingdom is not a kingdom of the

*
\_Dast Niemand wiustc wer Koch oder KMer wart.]
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law, but of grace, there is also no distinction of

persons therein. The Christ whom St. Peter and
St. Paul, together with all the saints, have had,
even the same I, thou, and all believers, also

have, the same have all baptized children also.

Therefore a Christianly believing conscience

knows nothing at all of the law, but looks alone

upon Christ, through whom it comes to the uiir

speakable glory of being God s child. LANGK:
If all men are one in Christ, as respects the

Divine benefits or blessings of salvation, so no
less do the rules of life given, and the duties in

culcated by Christ, apply to all, so that no one

may except himself.

Ver. 29. STARKE : The seed of Abraham is

Christ with all His Christians, who cleave to

Him in faith. He the Head, they as His mem
bers

;
He as the One through whom the blessing

comes
; they as His associates. Intimate and

glorious union !

On vers. 15-22. (The Epistle for the ISth Sun-

day after Trinity.) HEUBNER: The covenant
of God with Abraham an everlasting covenant
with the good. 1. Establishment, character of

the same in itself: a) it is truly Divine, inviola

ble (ver. 15) and b) had reference as to its con
tents to all men and their redemption through
Christ. 2. The continuance of the same even
under the law (vers. 17-20) : a) The law can
not abrogate the covenant of grace (vers. 17, 18).

b) On the other hand the law is meant as a dis

pensation on account of sin to prepare the way
for the perfect dispensation of the covenant

(vers. 19, 20). 3. The perfecting of the same

by Christianity : a) necessity of this covenant
even according to the law (ver. 21), b) the con
dition of the same is faith in Christ (ver. 22).
The false and the right use of the law. The dis

pensations of God for the salvation of men:
Abraham, Moses. Christ. (The three stages of

the economy of Salvation in their relation to

each other.) The unity of God with all the ex
ternal difference of his revealed dispensations.
The one purpose of all the institutions of sal

vation. Christ the consummation of all revela

tions. GENZKEN : Promise and law: (1) Both

given by God, (2) have both one divine purpose.
WESTERMEIER: The testament of our God:

(1) its excellence, (2) its irrepealableness.
JOH. CHR. STARR: The use of the gospel for our
salvation : whoever uses the same aright, re

gards it as a Testament, )
to which he adds

nothing, because it is God s Testament (vers. 15

sq.), b) as a testament confirmed by the death of

Christ (ver. 17), c) as a free irrevocable gift of

grace (vers. 18-20), d) in which alone righteous
ness and life are to be sought. In Lisco: The
purpose of the law : (1) what it is not, (2) what
it is. God s covenant of promise an unchange
able one=not abrogated by the law: (1) the law

might not abrogate it, because it had long before
been established (vers. 15-18) ; (2) could not

abrogate it, because it could not replace it=
could not help to justification (vers. 21, 22).

Vers. 23-29. (Epistle for New Year s Day.}*
HEUBNER: The happiest entrance into the new
year: (1) When we grow out of sin and the
law s constraint and through faith become chil-

*[In the Lutheran Church, etc., not in the Church of Eng-
md. B.J

dren of God (ver. 23). (2) When we begin a

new life after Christ s example, and become
united in love (vers. 27, 28). (3) When we keep
in mind the hope of one day celebrating in

Heaven the eternal year of jubilee. The free,

courageous mind with which the Christian en
ters upon the new year. WESTERMEIER: The
precious New-year s gifts out of God s word,
which this epistle offers: (1) Golden freedom;
(2) A high rank; (3) A beautiful garment; (4)
Peace and unity ; (5) The best hopes for the fu

ture. In Lisco : At the entrance upon a new
year how important for all believers is the cer

tainty that we are God s children.- S^HAZZER:
How happy our life in the new year will be,
when it is a life in the new covenant! (1) What
means it : to live in the new covenant ? a) not
to live without God

; b) nor as in the old covenant
=under the law

; c) it means: life in the faith

of the Son of God in the adoption of God s

children in communion also with all the chil

dren of God. (2) Such a life is happy ; for

(a) it takes from us what makes us wretched:
love of the world and the servile mind; (b) it

gives us what makes us truly happy : the joyful-
ness of faith, the filial feeling, the blessing of

Christian communion; (c) it. promises us eternal

life. The blessing of being children of God
consists (1) in the inward fear; (2) in the

brotherly union
; (3) in the promised inherit

ance.

CONARD : We are God s children: (1) this

ought to give us repose ; (2) impel us to holi

ness
; (3) fill us with blessed hope. HARLESS :

Freedom in Christ : (1) freedom out of Christ ;

(2) actual slavery out of Christ ; (3) the law and
freedom in Christ.

Vers. 19-29. How is the law related to the

covenant of promise? (1) It is essentially dis

tinct therefrom, vers. 19. 20; (2) yet it is not in

conflict with it, for it does not aim to justify

(vers. 21, 22) ; (3) it is on the other hand ad

vantageous for it, vers. 23, 24 ; (4) it must how
ever recede before it (vers. 25 sq.) Christ, (1)
the law s honor=this is the law s honor, that it

points to Christ; (2) the law s end. The law

points to Christ, but also ends in Christ [1, his

torically, 2, ethically]. Justification before

God (1) comes into effect not without the law,

(2) yet not through the law. Or (1) only

through faith in Christ, (2) yet not without the

law.

[Vers. 27, 29. CHRYSOSTOM (in Turner):
Thus we say, with regard to friends, such a one
has put on such a one, when we mean to de
scribe great love and increasing harmony and
union. For he who has clothed himself appears
to be that with which he is clothed. Let Christ,

therefore, always appear in us. AUGUSTINE :

We having put on Christ are all Abraham s sed
in Him, and we are Christ s members ;

we are

one man in Him. R.]

[Vers. 26-28. True freedom in Christ, hence
true equality and true unity ! How often are

they sought by the world and even by the Church
in some other way ! R.]
Of vers. 2129 each one is suited to immediate

homiletical application. Special suggestions are
not needed.
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e. In their condition of minority th sons of God were indeed held as serrantswer* under the law ; but with the

ndiutj of the Son of God the time of majority, and therefore of th full position of sona and heirs, is come.

(CHAP. iv. 1-7.)

(Tht Epittlefor the Sunday after Christmas.)

1 Now I say, That the heir, as long as he is a child, difFereth nothing [in nothing]
2 from a servant, though he be lord of all; But is under tutors and governors [guar-
3 dians and stewards]

1 until the time appointed of the father. Even so we, when we
were children, were [or were kept]

2 in bondage under the elements {aro:yela, rudi-

4 ments]
3 of the world: But when the fulness of the time was come [came], God sent

5 forth his Son, made [born]
4 of a woman, made [born] under the law, To redeem

[That he might redeem]
5 them that were under the law, that we might receive the

6 adoption of sons. And because ye are sons,
6 God hath [omit hath] sent forth the

7 Spirit of his Son into your [our]
7
hearts, crying, Abba, Father. Wherefore [So

then, w&amp;lt;rre]
thou art no more a servant, but a son

;
and if a son, then an heir of

God through Christ [heir through God]
8
.

1 Ver. 2. [
E irirp diro v. . . (tai oixoi o/u.ovr: the first referring to controllers of his person, t. e.

&quot;

guardians,&quot;

the latter, to managers of his property, i. e.
&quot;

stewards.&quot; See Lightfoot. R.]
* Ver. 3. [*H ju&amp;lt;? covAu^ecot: the force of the perfect participle is more accurately expressed by &quot;were kept

in bondage.&quot; R.]
3 Ver. 3. [ Rudiments&quot; is preferable to

&quot;

elements,&quot; as bringing out more distinctly the ethical meaning. See Kx KG.

NOTFS. R.J
* Ver. 4. [r e v 6 M e v o v must be rendered alike in both cases.

&quot;

Born,&quot; natum, is the interpretation now generally

adopted. So Kopp, Schott, Meyer, and later English commentators. R.]
& Ver. 5.

[
It seems more exact to indicate the repeated t v a by the same form of translation&quot; (Ellicott). R.]

Ver. 6.--[On the extct force of or IK. T. \
,
see KXEO. NOTES. &quot; Sent forth&quot; is the better rendering of the aorist. R.]

I Ver. 6 Elz. his vfiiav against preponderating authority. Altered to conform to the foregoing tare.
[
H

/u.
d&amp;gt; v, X-

A. B. C. U. P
, adopted by the best editors. R.]

Ver 7. The rending icArjoo 1-0^09 Sib e o v is with good reason approved by Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer,
Ellicott, Alford, Liglitfoot.] X has it. &quot;It is commended also by its comparative difficulty.&quot; The (cA^po^o? 9eoO

Si4 XPKTTOU of the Reo. has arisen from a wish to lighten the difficulty, and is founded on Rom. viii. 17. So also the sim

ple fleoO. The reading icAijpoi oiuos alone is without any authority. [Wordsworth alone, among many recent English edi

tors, adopts the longer reading. R.)

to the state was termed in Attic law Kvpioc..

Prospectively, however, though not actually, the

minor was Kvptof TT&VTUV, which the slave was
not.&quot; R.] The most natural reference is to

a child placed under guardianship, whose father

is dead, especially on account of the expression
K. i&amp;gt; ptof TTairuv; and this is favored by the direct

application to the son, of the term K%qpov6/uog,
heir. Some interpreters, it is true, cite the ex

pression: &quot;until the time appointed of the fath

er,&quot; as inconsistent with this, on the ground that

the age of majority was legally determined ; but
this objection has too pedantic a character. [AL-
FORU:. &quot;The question, whether the father of the

heir here is to be thought of as dead, or absent,
I
or living and present, is in fact one of no impor
tance; nor does it belong properly to the con-

|

sideration of this passage. The fact is, the an

titype breaks through the type, and disturbs it;

as is the case wherever the idea of inheritance ia

spiritualized. The supposition in our text is,

that a father has pre-ordained a time for his son
and heir to come of age, and till that time, has

subjected him to guardians and stewards. In
the type, the reason might be absence, or decease,
or even high office or intense occupation of the

father; in the antitype, it is the Father s sover

eign will
; but the circumstances equally exist.&quot;

So ELMCOTT and LIOHTFOOT. R.]

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

This section depends on the proposition which
Paul announced at the close of the preceding one,

that Christians are no longer under the vopoq

Tratrfaywyof, because they are sons of God, and
heirs. It distinguishes, with a reference to

Israel, which was God s son, and yet was under
the law, a twofold condition of the sons of God,
the condition of minority, when they were still

kept in bondage, and the condition of majority,
when that bondage ceased, and therewith the

proper position of sons first began.
Ver. 1. Now I say, that the heir, as long

as he is a child &quot; The heir&quot; the son, as the

one who by law and descent is heir, even

though he does not until afterwards come into

possession of the property. He is lord of all

=has the right thereto; nay, if the father is

dead, he is actual possessor, only he cannot en

joy it, cannot assert his character as master, so

long as he is under guardians as vf/irioc., a child,

[an infant, a minor. LIGHTFOOT: &quot;The minor
was legally in much the same position as the
slave. He could perform no act, except through
his legal representative. This responsible per
son, the guardian in the case of the minor, the

master iu case of the slave, who represents him
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Ver. 2. Guardians and stewards. ETrirpo-

?rof also usually signifies guardian. Here, as

=he who counsels the ward, defends him, and
directs him. It is distinguished from ot/co^/zof

=agent, a steward of the estate. The twofold

expression is meant to bring out more strongly
the idea of dependence. Until the time ap
pointed of the father. HpoOea/uia: &quot;tempus

prsestitulum, appointed term, only here in N. T.,

but frequently in the classics, Philo and Jose-

phus.&quot;
MKYER. [Objection is made to the

view that the definite time was appointed by the

father (MKYER and others), since the term was
fixed by statute in Roman law. Some suppose a

reference to some exceptional legislation as re

spected the Galatians. But this difficulty arises

only on the supposition that the father is con
ceived of as dead, which is but a supposition.
Besides it is unnecessary, as implied above, to

press the illustration. R.]
Ver. 3. Even so we To be taken strictly=

the Jewish Christians. They must be such as

were &quot; under the law&quot; (ver. 5). [MEYER objects

strongly to this limitation and with reason, urg

ing 1) the sense of &quot;rudiments of the world,&quot;

2) that in ver. 5, where the first clause evidently
refers to the Jewish Christians alone, the second,

taking up i/uflr again, as evidently refers to Chris

tians generally, since ver. addresses such, and

3) that ovKtTi (ver. 7) and rare (ver. 8), applied
to the Galatians, refer back to the servile condi

tion. ALFORD, ELLICOTT and others admit only
a secondary reference to the Gentile Christians.

This is perhaps sufficiently satisfactory, but the

whole context seems to refer it to Jews and Gen
tiles alike (LIGHTFOOT). 11.] When we were
children, VI/TTIOI. The pre-christian state is

regarded as a childhood in relation to the Chris

tian state of the same persons, only the Christian

state then is regarded as ripe age (the compari
son is differently applied 1 Cor. xiii. 11; Eph.
iv. 13). In childhood a state of bondage existed

[the perfect indicating a continued state. R.] ;

the external position was that of a servant, not
that of the free son. For we were yet VTTO ra

a-oix^m TOV n6a/u.o v, under the rudiments
of the world. For the different explanations
which this difficult expression has received, see

MEYER or WIESELER. According to my view the

expression applies in any case only to Judaism,

especially to the &quot;law&quot; (an Apostle Paul could not

possibly comprehend Heathenism and Judaism
under one idea, regarding them thus as virtually

equivalent); and moreover
armada, especially in

view of iv. 9, is to be taken in any case in a

spiritual sense=beginnings of religion, elemen

tary wisdom
;
for only with that do the expres

sions dafovij Kal TTTUXCL, &quot;weak and beggarly,&quot;

agree. [Srot^eia, originally the letters of the

alphabet, as being set in rows. The question
here is. has it a physical or an ethical reference.

The fathers adopted the former view. The lat

ter: &quot;elementary teaching,&quot; is now generally
received, and is supported by its simplicity, its

accordance with the idea of &quot;minor&quot; running
through the context, as well aa by Col. ii. 8. See
notes on that passage. Against the limitation

to Judaism, see below. R.]
Tot) i6o/j.ov is either general= Mankind;

&quot;the collective human world is -conceived as an

individual subject, needing the Divine training,
to which God, in its boyish age, lasting till tha

sending of Christ, gave the elementary instruc
tion of the law&quot; (WIESELER). It is true that the

J

heathen world=this part of the KOCT/ZOC, had not

|

these rudiments, but for that very reason does
not here, where the object is the exposition of the

! Divine pedagogy, come into consideration. Or
could &quot;the world&quot; be taken in a more specific
sense, more fully characterizing the &quot; rudi-
ments&quot; themselves^elements, which primarily
belong only to the sphere of &quot;the world,&quot; of the

visible, the external, and hence themselves having
the like character, themselves external (comp. LU
THER), opposed to the higher stage, as pneumat
ic or heavenly 1 Comp. ro ayiov Koafw&amp;lt;.6v, Heb.
ix. 1 (WIESELER). [The first view seems pre
ferable, but without the limitation to Judaism,
which grows out of Schmoller s view of &quot;we.&quot;

For there was a Divine pedagogy in heathenism
also, under which most of these to whom Paul
wrote &quot; were kept in bondage.&quot; Lexically such
a limitation is highly improbable. MEYER refers
&quot;world&quot; to non-Christian humanity, and &quot;the

rudiments of the world&quot; would then mean, not
anti-Christian teachings, but the rudimentary
training of non-Christian, ante-Christian hu
manity, including both Judaism and the striv

ings of heathenism, which may indeed have

generally taken the form of external cere

monies, but which were alike propaedeutic,
the one containing besides an element absolutely
good, absorbed in the gospel, the other, an ele

ment absolutely bad, antagonistic to the gospel.
The Christian view of Ancient History, now gen
erally received, strongly favors this interpreta
tion. See CALVIN, MEYER, and comp. Col. ii. 8;
also a thoughtful note of LIGHTFOOT, p. 170 sq.,

comparing the component parts of Judaism and
heathenism. R.]

Ver. 4, 5. But when tlie fulness of the
time came, God sent forth his Son.=
When the measure of time was full: and this

was full when the time appointed by God had

elapsed. The time is conceived as a measure.

[LIGHTFOOT: &quot;It was the fulness of time.

First: in reference to the giver. The moment
had arrived which God had ordained from the

beginning and foretold by His prophets for Mes
siah s coming. This is implied in the compari
son the time appointed of the Father. Second

ly : In reference to the recipient. The gospel
was withheld until the world had arrived at ma
ture age; law had worked out its educational

purpose and now was superseded. This educa
tional work had been twofold: 1. Negative: It

was the purpose of all law, but especially of the
Mosaic law, to deepen the conviction of sin and
thus to show the inability of all existing systems
to bring men near to God This idea which is

so prominent in the Epistle to the Romans ap
pears in the context here, vers. 19, 21. 2. Posi
tive: The comparison of the child implies more
than a negative effect. A moral and spiritual

expansion, which rendered the world more ca

pable of apprehending the gospel than it would
have been at an earlier age, must be assumed,
corresponding to the growth of the individual:
since otherwise the metaphor would be robbed
of more than half its meaning. The primary re-
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ference in all this is plainly to the Mosaic law;
|

sition of sons, differed from servants, &quot;flofteaia

but the whole context shows that the Gentile here means then more exactly : the right of the

converts of Galatia are also included, and that free, major son. This may very well be designa-

they too are regarded as having undergone an ted simply as vioOeaia, since sonship de facto

elementary discipline, up to a certain point ana-
j

really begins with it, the son thereby first be-

logous to that of the Jew.&quot; K.] comes properly a son. That a sonship relatively
Born cf a woman. Conveying no allusion to God is here treated of, is made apparent by

to His miraculous conception, but simply an em-
j

the connection. [Schmoller evidently refers

phatic designation of the Incarnation, defining! &quot;we,&quot; in this clause, to Jewish Christians alone ;

precisely
&quot; sent forth.&quot; The reality of the In-

\

but the objections of MEYER and others to such a

carnation is emphasized, in order, in the first

place, to bring fully into view the humiliation
which God imposed on His Son, and to make this

contrast felt: He humbled Himself we were ex
alted. But this humiliation did not consist in

the Incarnation alone, it was only the beginning;
its full expression is found in born under the
law, and the contrast becomes thereby still

stronger: He was brought under bondage we,
into freedom. Yet of course the object is not

merely to make the contrast sensible, hut &quot; born of

a woman&quot; and &quot;under the law&quot; is mentioned, be
cause it was the means of attaining the end
which was to be attained, namely, that he

limitation (see on ver. 3), apply with great force

here. That it breaks the force of the Apostle s

argument, and destroys the connection of the

whole passage, to restrict it thus, is evident from
the explanation into which Schmoller is forced
in his remarks on the succeeding verse. It may
be allowed that, in the previous clause, &quot;those

under the law&quot; refers to Jewish Christians alone,
but a wider reference of &quot;we&quot; to all Christians
must be insisted upon. R.]

Ver. 6. And because ye are sons. Re
markable is the abrupt transition into the ad
dress to the Galatians, whereas what preceded
applied to the Jewish Christians; for these were

might redeem, etc. -i. e,, primarily and prin- |

&quot;those under the law,&quot; while the Galatians were,

cipally the being &quot;born under the law&quot; was i at all events, predominantly Gentile Christians,

this means, but this again was only possible But through the sending of the Son the Gentiles

through His really becoming man. Yevofievov also were to obtain the sonship with God, and

ouoi&amp;gt;, probably simply=born under the

law, not: brought under the law. Tue primary
meaning of this is, in general, that by virtue of

His Jewish birth, He, like every Israelite, was
subordinated to the requirements of the law, and
we are therefore to supplement &quot;redeem them
that were under the law&quot; with f/c TOV vdfwv, &quot;from

the law=that He might make those subjected to

they did actually obtain it through faith in Him.
He can therefore naturally say to Gentile Chris
tians also: Ye are sons, and can appeal to the

witness of the Spirit concerning this, which they
have in themselves. And the discussion had

properly direct reference to the Gentile Chris

tians, the Galatians, to their freedom from the

law ; the remarks ver. 1 sq., were only as it were
the law free from the law=that He might free episodically woven in [?!], in order to explain the

them from the state of subjection under it, from
j

peculiar position of Israel under the law. [Ac-
their obligation to it, from the &quot;bondage&quot; just

j

cepting the wider reference of &quot;we&quot; (ver. G),
mentioned. The sense of &quot;

redeem&quot; is given by
the simple addition: Iva ~t/v vloOea. K. T. 3..

;

might translate us from the position of servants
j

Galatians, what had been affirmed of all Chris-

we find here no &quot;abrupt transition,&quot; but a change
to the second person, in order to apply to the

into the free position of sons. Primarily, only
this is implied in the words, and the expression
therefore is not immediately convertible with the

narrower, more defined one in iii. 13; although,
indeed, if we look for the causal nexus between

tians. Of course this obviates the necessity of

such an explanation of the connection, as Schmol
ler makes. R.] With this sentence Paul wishes
to confirm to the Galatians, in a way indisputa
ble to themselves, that they actually have the

utters His voice in the The prmary purpose

Christ s being born under the law and His re-
j

position of sons and no longer that of servants;

deeming those under the law, we shall be led they also (he says) have this, as well as the
back to the thought expressed iii. 13, as the con- Jewish Christians, as certainly as the Spirit also

necting one, namely, that the one who stood
&quot;under the law&quot; became by this law &quot;a curse&quot;

=bore also the curse of this law, and thus freed
the men who stood under the curse of this law
from this curse of the law, and therewith from
the law altogether, from dependence on it, since
in the place of that dependence there now natur

ally came a believing self-surrendering to the
Liberator. This filling out the thought by a re

ference to the death of Christ, gives moreover to
|

cline to the former view. ALFORD in his notes
&quot;born of woman&quot; also, its full significance; for

j opposes MEYER, who adopted the latter view,

only through this was death itself possible, as only I which in his fourth edition, however, he char-

of the sending of the Son, stopped with this

vutfeaia. That the purpose has been accomplished,
is shown first in this, the Spirit s witness of adop
tion. Ver. 7 therefore contains the simple con
clusion from ver. G: Accordingly thou art, etc.

[It is a question whether on should be rendered

&quot;because,&quot; quoniam, or &quot;that,&quot; i. e., to show that

ye are sons (ELLICOTT). Most commentators in

through the being
&quot; born under the law&quot; was it

possible as a death under the curse of the law.

That we might receive the adoption of
sons. Properly the position of sons [wo tie aia]

Even

acterizes as &quot;harsh and unusual.&quot; Still the

proof of sonship remains. He would not have sent

the Spirit, if they had not been &quot;sons.&quot; R.]
God sent. At the regeneration of each of

as opposed to the position of serva nts. Even
j

the readers, or what may here be taken as iden-
&quot; under the law&quot; they were in themselves viol, but

j

tical, at their baptism. Yet naturally a contin-
as yet differing in nothing from servants; I uous sending from that time forward, is not ex-

through Christ they first attained also to the^o- [eluded but included. [The aorist is used as in.
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ver. 4, referring to a definite act. MEYER notes

the similarity of form, as &quot;a solemn expression
of the objective (ver. 4) and subjective (ver. 6)

certainty of salvation,&quot; and also as indicating

doctrinally &quot;the same personal relation of the

Spirit, which God has sent from Himself as He
did Christ.&quot; R.] Spirit of His Son.

necessary. R.] In what special, still more
wretched
and so th

sense, they too were actually slaves,
e state of servitude was abolished for

them, appears immediately after in ver. 8. But
a son. The contrast between &quot;servant&quot; and
&quot;son,&quot; as applied to the Jewish Christians, is

limited to their being now in actual enjoyment of

peculiar expression ;
not immediately convertible

|
the son s privileges ; as applied to Gentile Chris-

with the conception: spirit of sonship, but= the

Spirit, which the Son of God has; plainly, more
over, which He has peculiarly as Son ; hence, the

Spirit, in which, with Him the consciousness of

sonship relatively to God rests and expresses it

self, and so the Son of God s Spirit of sonship.
God gives the very same Spirit into the hearts of

those whom He has accepted as His sons for the

sake of His Son Christ; and therewith they also

attain to the consciousness of sons relatively to

ans it is without restriction. And if a son,
then an heir through God. &quot;Through God&quot;

makes prominent that the one character, as well
as the other, proceeds from grace, as opposed to
all desert of works. Because a son (sc. of God),
therefore according to the well-known hereditary
right, also an heir, sc. of God. The controversy,
whether Jewish or Roman right of inheritance

eant, may be called pedantic. Heir of God=
to whom God s possession appertains, eternal life.

God, so that they cry: Abba, etc. Crying. I [The briefer reading, 6ia Oenv, now generally
This strong word, Kpd&tv, doubtless expresses, adopted, is thus remarked upon by WJNDISCH-
first and chiefly, the assurance and the strength
of the persuasion, the full undoubting faith of

having in God our Father; also, however, as re

sulting from this, the fervor with which the soul

turns to this Father, yet without direct reference

to a condition of trouble, in which a call is made
for help. Abba, Father! &quot;It is simplest to

suppose that the juxtaposition of the two equiva
lent expressions is meant to emphasize more

strongly the idea of Father.&quot; WIESELER. MEYER
with less probability thinks, that A66d had be
come so settled and sacred a term, as an address
to God in Christian prayer, that it had acquired
the nature of a proper name, admitting thus the

addition of the appellative 6 Trari/p. The ancients

found in it an intimation : quod idem Spiritus Jidei

sit JudiKorurn et gentium. [It seems best to regard
this repetition as taken from a liturgical formula,
which may have originated among the Hellen
istic Jews, who retained the consecrated word
&quot;Abba,&quot; or among the Jews of Palestine, after

they became acquainted with the Greek language.
The latter theory best explains the expression as

used Mark xiv. 36 (LIGHTFOOT). There may be
a reason for retaining &quot;Abba&quot; in its affectionate

character, &quot;My
Father&quot; (ALFORD). And the re

petition may contain the hint, which the Fathers,

LUTHER, CALVIN and BENGEL find, of the union so to speak. Therefore ought every one, who

MANN: &quot;It combines, on behalf of our race, the
whole before-mentioned agency of the Blessed

Trinity: the Father has sent the Son and the

Spirit, the Son has freed us from the law, the

Spirit has completed our sonship; and thus the
redeemed are heirs through the Triune God Him
self, not through the law, nor through fleshly
descent.&quot; R.] This gives another basis for

&quot;heirs,&quot; iii. 29, and the train of argument thus
reaches its conclusion.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The rudiments of the world. Respecting the

characterizing of the law as &quot;rudiments of the

world,&quot; comp. the remark of LUTHER : Learn
from this, when it concerns the business of jus
tification before God, to speak of the law most

contemptuously, following the Apostle But when
we are not treating of how a man may become
acceptable and righteous before God, we are to

reckon the law most highly and honorably, and
with St. Paul, to call it holy, righteous, good,
spiritual, and divine, as indeed it truly is.

St. Paul is alone among all the Apostles, in

speaking so scornfully as it may appear, of the
law. The other Apostles make it not their wont,

of Jew and Gentile in Christ. Certainly an ad
vance from the &quot;Abba&quot; of childhood to the
&quot;Father&quot; of maturity, on the part of the be-

liever, is not implied, nor is there a reference
&quot;to the fact that a freedman might by addressing
any one with the title Abba, prepare the way for

adoption by him,&quot; since they are enabled thus to

cry,
&quot; because ye are sons.&quot; II.]

Ver. 7. So then thou art. A progress in

individualizing for a practical purpose; namely,
to bring home fully to each one separately, what
he possesses through Christ. No more a ser-

will study in the Christian theology, to take
careful note of this diverse manner in St. Paul s

writings. He has been called by our Lord Jesus
Christ Himself His chosen vessel, and therefore
also He gave him an elect mouth, and a diverse

way of speaking above the other Apostles, so
that he, as chosen vessel [Riistzeug, lit. weapon],
might most firmly and most faithfully found the
citadel of the faith, even the article which teach
es how a man must become righteous before God,
and might teach the same most perspicuously,
and most clearly,

vant. This refers back to the being &quot;in bond- 2. Law and Old Testament. &quot; Law is not syn-
age under the rudimentsof the world,&quot; andapplies onymous with Old Testament, gospel with New
to the Jewish Christians in its full sense, and I Testament; as if we could say: The law has
then to the Gentile Christians also, in this re- been abrogated by the gospel, Christ is the end

spect, that in consequence of the sending of the ! of the law, therefore for us Christians the Old
Son, the necessity of giving themselves up to be

j

Testament has no more validity. It is not so,
held in bondage &quot;under the rudiments of the

j

but the Old Testament as well as the New, con-
world&quot; was done away for them also; that in

j

tains gospel promise of grace, and the New as

Christ these have lost tDeir force. [In the wider well as the Old contains law Only that in the
view of &quot;we&quot; (ver. 3) this explanation is un- Old Testament the law, the schoolmaster unta
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Christ, prevails, the gospel, on the other hand,

appears in the form of promise of the future

salvation, and so is more veiled ; but in the New
Tt siament the gospel of the accomplished salva

tion strikes the key-note, and the law, as a

threatening might, only opposes itself to the de-

spisers of salvation, and is written in the hearts

of believers. And since the gospel extends

through the whole Holy Scripture of the Old and
New Testament, every Christian must necessarily
count the Old Testament also honorable and holy.
It is true here also : What God hath joined to

gether, let not man put asunder.&quot; AXACKER.
8. T. ie fulness of the time. For a full historical

demonstration of Christ s having come in the

fulness of time, see e. g., ANACKER. [SOHAFF :

History of the Apostolic Church, and History of the,

Christian Church, vol. I. &quot;It was a great idea

of Dionysius tha little, to date our era from
the birth of the S.iviour. Jesus Christ, the God-
man, the prophet, priest, and king of mankind,
is, in part, the centre and turning point not only
of chronology, but of all history, and the key to

all its mysteries. All history before His birth

must ba viewed as a preparation for His coming,
and all history after His birth as a gradual dif

fusion of His spirit and establishment of His

kingdom. He is the desire of all nations. He
appeared in tha fulness of time, when the pro
cess of preparation was finished, and the world s

need of redemption fully disclosed.&quot;

&quot;As Christianity is the reconciliation and union
of Gjd and man in and through Jesus Christ,
the God-Mm and Saviour, it must have been

preceded by a two -fold process of preparation,
an approach of God to maji, and an approach of

man to God. In Judaism the true religion is

prepared for ma,n ; in heathenism man is pre
pared for the true religion. There the divine
substance is begotten ; here the human form is

moulded to receive it. Heathenism is the starry
night, full of darkness and fear, but of mysteri
ous presage also, and of anxious waiting for the

dawn of day : Judaism, the dawn, full of the
fresh hope and promise of the rising sun ; both
lose themselves in the sunlight of Christianity,
anl attest its claim to bj the only true and the

perfect religion for mankind.&quot;

&quot;The way for Christianity was prepared on

every side, positively and negatively, directly
and indirectly, in theory and in practice, by
truth and by error, by false belief and by unbe
lief those hostile brothers, which yet cannot
live apart by Jewish religion, by Grecian cul

ture, and by Roman conquest ; by the vainly at

tempted amalgamation of Jewish and heathen

thought, by the exposed impotence of natural civ

ilization, philosophy, art and political power, by
the decay of the old i-eligions by the universal dis

traction and hopeless misery of the age, and by
the ye.irnings of all earnest and noble souls for

the unknown God. In the fulness of time, when
the fairest flowers of science and art had with

ered, and the world was on the verge of despair,
the Virgin s Son was born to heal the infirmities

of mankind. Christ entered a dying world as the
author of a new and imperishable life.&quot; R.]

4. (!&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;{ sent His Son, born of a woman. In
these few words we have the sum of the second
article ft. ., of the Augsburg Confession] : &quot;Jesus

Christ, true God, born of the .Father in eternity,
and also true man, born of the Virgin Mary.&quot;

ANAUKKR. If the preexistence of the Son does
not follow of necessity from the expression : God
sent Him, it follows so much the more necessarily
from the added clause : &quot;Born of a woman,&quot; i. ?.,

from the fact that this is predicated of the Son
as something peculiar. Paul cannot have been

thinking of a man, to whom the character of

God s Son belonged only in some theocratic

sense, who had been elevated to it by God : for

why then the particularizing clause: born of a
woman? It would be absolutely meaningless.
It has a meaning only in the case of One, who
in Himself was not one born of woman, who
only became so, with whom this was something
entirely peculiar. The peculiarity and note-
worthiness of the fact, also, that the Son of God
was born under the law, depended, in reality,

upon this, that in His original state He had not

human nature. The supernatural conception, it

is true, is by no means implied in the expres
sion : born of a woman, in itself, as if by this the

concurrence of the man were to be excluded.
But. if we take this expression together with
&quot;God sent His Son,&quot; we are almost necessarily
constrained to assume another than the ordinary
origin through the generative activity of the

man, an immediate activity, instead, of the God
who purposed to send the Son. The Divine

Sonship of Christ is one belonging to Him in

Himself, essential to His nature, so essential,
that even by being born of a woman, and under
the law, it was not nullified. It is on this ac

count entirely different from our Divine sonship :

this is an acquired, a mediated one
; mediated

through God s Son Christ. On the other hand
in this passage the true humanity of Christ is

most distinctly declared. He did not bring His

body from Heaven, and did not pass with it

through Mary quasi per canalem, nor did He
merely assume a body like an angel. Either

is excluded by the expression : born of a wo
man. And the tenor of the passage shows

plainly that it is meant, not to declare His pre-
existent being (this we can infer only by reason

ing back), but precisely His true humanity, that

God sent Him in such wise that He caused Him
to be born and be manifested as man; it was pre
cisely this which made it an actual sending, ful

filling the promise. But on the other hand this

Man God s Son ; for if not, the purpose would
in this way have failed in accomplishment, since

it was no other than His Son that God would send.

5. Born under the Law. By this is made prom
inent not the legal obedience which Christ ren

dered, or anything performed by Him, but

something to which He subjected Himself, the

dependence on the law, in which He was placed

according to the whole connection: a JouAowr-

Qai (comp. roi&amp;gt;c i ^o voftov), primarily dependence
in general, and then as the culmination of it,

the curse of the law, to which He subjected
Himself. This passage therefore is no proof of

the &quot;active obedience of Christ,&quot; as it is termed.

Christ, it is true, was in such a sense under the

the law that He observed it ; He did not resist

it ; He was content with this dependence, and
fulfilled the requirements of the law. But it is

inappropriate to designate the obedience, which
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Christ indeed rendered in fullest measure to

wards His Father, as fulfilment of the law, and

to designate the (active) fulfilment of the law as

that which was great and meritorious in Christ.

Christ s obedience was an essentially free obedi

ence of a child towards the Father, and thus far

surpassing a bare /aw-obedience. On the other

hand; the statement of doctrinal theology, which

in many quarters causes scandal, that Christ

was in Himself not subject to the law, is in itself

not incorrect. Only we must then take law in

the entirely definite Biblical sense. The yevsa-

6ai VTTO vofiov which was added because of trans

gressions, was of course something in itself

wholly inadequate to His sinless being, whol

ly obedient as it was to God ;
He stood, as

concerned Himself, in the Sou s relation to God,
|

not in the servant s relation, was no minor,
needed no Tratfia-yuyoz. This yev. VTTO vo/iov, there

fore, was something in itself foreign to Him,

imposed upon Him, and undertaken by Him, for

the definite purpose of the redemption of those

under the law. But He was the first one &quot;un

der the law &quot; who yet was sinless, obedient to

God, and this availed to the good of the men
who were under the law

6. Adoption and the consciousness of it. From
the attainment of the filial relation to God \_Got-

tes-Kindschafl] Paul distinguishes again the cer

tainty of the same, so to speak, the conscious

exercise of the privilege of children. Agreeably
to this he distinguishes a twofold sending: the

sending of the Son into the world and the send

ing of the Spirit of the Son into human hearts.

On the first is grounded the attainment of the

adoption of God s children, inasmuch as the

sending of the Son led to the ransoming of those

under the law. This is the objective side. Yet

this hardly denotes merely the redemptive act

of Christ, but includes doubtless, even at this

point, faith in this act, as without this faith

there is not an actual adoption, a being a son

(comp. brt r$ eare viol). But to this is yet added

the sending of the Spirit of the Son into the

hearts of the redeemed, or more specifically:
His crying Abba in the heart. Primarily this

serves for the sealing and making sure of the

now established filial right (comp. Rom. viii.

16). Yet it is not bare assurance that is wanted,
but the exercise, the use of the right ; and this

first becomes possible by receiving the Spirit of

Sonship, exclaiming Abba. &quot; Should we wish

to do it of our own desire and folly (namely, use

such an heartily filial address to God), the word
would die upon our lips : for we cannot make
God our Father, only He Himself can do it.&quot; It

is this Spirit of adoption Himself, says Paul

here, that cries Abba in us, of course, by unit

ing Himself with the spirit of the suppliant, and

forming in it the language of filial address to

God. Therefore Rom. viii. 15 : We cry Abba by
this Spirit.

Paul distinguishes, as has been said, two

stages, but yet plainly not in such a sense as if

the first were something complete within itself,

and the second added to it, as something dis

tinct, but whoever is &quot;son&quot; receives eo ipso this

Spirit, and if he did not receive it, the Apostle
would not predicate the being a son of him.

The receiving of this Spirit is for him, and is

meant to be for the readers (on which account
ho alludes to it), the criterion of having become
a &quot;son of God.&quot; He cannot conceive the being
a son. without this Spirit in the heart exclaiming
Abba. Therefore he affirms it at once and in

reference to all :
&quot; Because ye are sons, God

sent forth,&quot; etc. The same faith which trans
lates us into the position of children, opens also

the access to this Spirit. Yet of course this re

ceiving of the Spirit of sons or children, is

again somewhat successive, and Paul does not
mean to say that this crying Abba takes place
always with uniform strength and joyfulness ;

he will not deny that there come times of spir
itual conflict

;
he only expresses what is nor

mal.

7. Son, not servant. The idea of Divine sonship
is a twofold idea, for the viog deov is first (vibf)
tteov and then vtof (Qeov). In Rom. viii. 14 sq.,
the previous context shows the former to be the
main idea, for

&quot;being a son of God&quot; is opposed
to living &quot;after the flesh,&quot; and is defined by
&quot;led by the Spirit of God.&quot; In this passage the
essential idea is the second one : the Son of God
is son and no longer servant (with which we may
also supply &quot;of

God&quot;),
or the filial relation of

the Christian to God, as it is brought into effect

by Christ, involves the idea of religious maturity.
The Christian has through his faith come relig

iously to majority; he no longer stands to God in

the relation of the minor son, still kept in bond

age. This latter relation of man to God is also

one in itself possible and relatively admissible.
God Himself placed man in it by the law (ver. 3);
Israel itself stood by God s appointment in the
relation to God of religious minority, was as yet
&quot;kept in bondage under the rudiments of the
world.&quot; This was at that time what was fitting
and wholesome for the people of God. (And in
a certain sense the man who as yet knows nothing
of Christ, is, even now, in this relation to God,
is the unfreed minor, kept in by legal restraints,

at least by the inward law of the conscience. It

is true this law is a far more imperfect one than
the positive law of God. Therefore the natural
man without Christ is far more a dovhoq than
Israel was a AniAof rather to the oapt; or the

0i &amp;lt;r [i7] bvreq Oeoi than to God ;
and there is needed

at first a special activity directed to the awaken
ing of the conscience. See below.) It is other
wise with the Christian

; he has gained through
faith in Christ, or rather through the Spirit of

Christ, the position towards God of the free

major son : this position, because established

through Christ, has its direct analogy in the re
lation of Christ to His Father. It is true there
is in this no independent dignity [Selbstherrlich-

keit~\ ; but it is not so much that this is forbid
den him, as that he himself is the farthest possi
ble from wishing it, recognizing in it, as he does,
an illusive image, knowing that thereby he would
in truth lose his freedom, that true freedom con^

sists in this very obedience of love towards God,
in speaking nothing else than what He teaches,
in doing nothing else than what He points out

Thus, although not living to himself, he is
y&amp;gt;i

truly free, even towards God, as one of full

age; is, sui juris, independent. For his conduct
is not prescribed to him in legal injunctions, re

gulating even the outward life, and seeking in
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this way to conform the inner life to God s will ;

he recognizes the &quot;living
to God&quot; as his very

element, the condition of his happiness. His

obedience is not merely an obedience of law to

wards u ruler, but a life in trustful love to Him
who is recognized as Father and sealed through
the Spirit.

But especially does the maturity of the Chris

tian consist in this, that he is heir, in possession
of the paternal estate. For thus the minor is dis

tinguished from the major son; for the former

the inheritance is as yet administered by others,

and he himself is not yet in enjoyment of it, but

only, it may be, from time to time, receives out

of it what is necessary for him, and on the other

hand, may, on occasion, be kept in straits, or

even subjected to punishmsnt. So with man un
der the law; as he first sees in God One who com
mands and strictly regulates life, so also he sees

in Him one who bestows good only .according to

desert, and who just as certainly, where punish
ment is deserved (as is more often the case), in

flicts punishment, and instead of a blessing com
municates a curse. It is otherwise with the son

of full age and with the Christian. He is heir,

is in possession and enjoyment of the paternal
estate. This actual enjoyment of the inheritance

he possesses in the first instance in justification
and the state of grace connected therewith. As
the major son freely disposes of the paternal es

tate, so also the Christian, in faith freely applies
himself, as it were, when he will and as oft as he

will, to his Father s treasure, and takes from it

whatever he desires. Only this possession anden-

joyment of his is, as it were, still embarrassed by
the &quot;

sufferings of this present time,&quot; and the

glory of the inheritance is still &quot;to be revealed&quot;

(Rom. viii. 17, 18), as indeed the major son also,

who has come into possession of the paternal es

tate, has still to struggle with many inconve

niences, and so cannot as yet give himself up to

the undisturbed enjoyment of his estate, and yet
is none the less the free son, of full age, and by
no means any longer in his minority. From this

the simple inference is: (1) That as the Christian

may not deprive himself of his position as Chris

tian, if he would not incur the reproach in ver.

9, so also he may not be robbed of this rank or

denied it, he may not be again placed under

guardianship, and thus reduced from one of full

age to a minor again, that therefore in particular
the law may not be again imposed upon him, and
his relation to God represented as conditioned

by that; (2) that a Christian church, which does

not regard her members as mature children of

God, and train them to be such, but which in

stead retains them under the guardianship of the

Divine law, or, more than that, of self-devised

human ordinances, and accords to them only such
a share in the benefits of Divine grace as suits

her own discretion, if indeed, she does not wholly
conceal them and set an inheritance invented by
herself in their place that such a Christian

church misapprehends her most essential charac
ter (for Christ was no new lawgiver), and that

therefore the Romish church, which does this,

incurs this reproach, and that the evangelical
church would incur the like reproach, so far as

she imitated her in this, in a supposed pedago
gic interest, or for the sake of discipline and or-

|

der.* She has simply to be God s almoner by
offering the means of grace which excite and

strengthen faith, as the condition of adoption as

!

God s children, and what she ordains can law

fully have no other end than directly or indi

rectly to further such beneficence. True, indi

vidually as well as historically, the state of ma
turity, in the child of God, is preceded by that

of immaturity; for just so certainly as a Chris
tian is in the former state, just so certainly is he
there no otherwise than through actual heart-

faith. But the true way, that agreeable to the

Divine order in such a case, is (according to re

marks on the foregoing section; to hold up the

law for this end and this only, that the man s

conscience and with it the knowledge of sin may
be awakened, that the law may prove itself in

him also &quot;a schoolmaster unto Christ.&quot; Now
this comes to pass only through the preaching
of the word of God in its completeness, inasmuch
as thereby the law also is set forth, but now, of

! course, only with the intention of leading to the

Gospel and therewith to the condition of spiritual

maturity.
8. Old Testament believers not of full age.A.s

respects Christians the believers of the old cove-

|

nant were accordingly not yet in the full sense

&quot;sons of God,&quot; i. e., &quot;major sons.&quot; &quot;But how
were then the holy prophets, the great heroes,
the upright men of God, who lived from Moses
until Christ, minor children, that must be kept
under the figurative rudiments of divine instruc

tion as under tutors and governors? Doubtless

in a certain sense they were. It is true that in

much they have surpassed us; but what was

spiritual, heavenly, eternally permanent in the

kingdom of God, what Paul ever calls a mystery,
was not revealed to them so plainly as to us&quot;

(Roos). In order to judge correctly, wo must

however, with the Apostle himself, distinguish
the period before the law from that under the

law. For example, the patriarchs, although in

another respect also children, stood in immedi
ate intercourse with God, were not in the posi
tion of servants. On the other hand there cer

tainly was also in the believers under the law, in

proportion as the promise of the new covenant
was living in them, e. g., in the prophets, an an

ticipation, in a certain sense, of the position of

major sons of God, although rather in some single
moments of elevation.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2. STARKE : Human ordinances, which

i

are directed to the well-being of the common
wealth, are in themselves in no wise contrary to

the Divine law. When the Prince of Wales in

i
his childhood once refused obedience to his gov-

j

erness, appealing to his dignity as heir to the

! throne, Prince Albert brought the Bible, read

him tli is passage, and chastised him.

Ver. 3. HEUBNER: The human race has had
authorized and unauthorized guardians. Moses
was authorized, for God had appointed him, on

*
[There is doubtless a polemical reference in these state-

I ments of Schmoller, of no special interest to the American

i
reader. It need only be suggested that Lutheran emMlomuM

I
sometimes seems (but only seems, it may be conceded; to

| verge on antinumianitm. K.J
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the other hand the Pope and Mohammed without
i

est me long and much; for I believe on Jesus

authority have endeavored to bring back the : Christ, God s Son, whom God the Father hath

race, now free and of full age, to minority again,
j

sent into this world, that He might redeem us

The authority of revelation does not retain us in poor, wretched sinners, who were in bondage
minority; for the faith which it requires is no

j

under the law s constraint and tyranny. Christ

blind second-hand piety, but first makes us truly : hath redeemed us, in that He was made under
free from all that darkens and binds. SPENER:

|

the law. When He came, He found all of us to-

God has His wise distribution of the measure - gether guarded and shut up under the law. What
of grace at various times, with which we must

j

did He then? Because He is God s Son and Lord
be content and learn to accommodate ourselves over the law, the law hath no right nor power
thereto. He has also His holy order, according over Him, nor can it accuse Him. Now, although
to which He leads His children in conversion He was not under the law, yea, was its Lord,
from the law into grace. BERLENBER. BIBLE:

j

He nevertheless willingly subjected Himself to

This guardianship was designed only for minors; the law. Christ incurred no debt to the law, yet
hence it is all wrong when Christians allow them- did the law nevertheless behave itself towards
selves to be brought into bondage again under

ordinances, which are urged upon souls as good
and necessary to salvation, and made a burden,

beyond and without God s Word and revealed

will, which therefore proceed not from nor are

approved of Christ and His Spirit. O how many,
that otherwise have a good degree of knowledge

this innocent, holy One, &c., even so as towards
us, yea, it raged much more and more cruelly
against Him than it is wont to do against us men.
For it accused Him as if He were the very worst

blasphemer and mover of sedition, and pro
nounced that He was guihy of all the sins of the
whole world, and finally it condemned Him by

and personal piety, are in a pitiable bondage i
its sentence to death, and moreover to the most

under such things! Either they are things which shameful of all deaths on the cross. Because
are counted as belonging to outward worship, or now the law has dealt so cruelly against its God,
which should otherwise serve to make people Christ now appears against the law, and speaks

pious. Now it is not indeed to be denied that
|

on this wise: Good mistress Law, you are indeed
some incitements in themselves innocent may
help beginners somewhat. But so soon however
as a rule and necessity, or it may be even a holi

ness, is make out of it, it is a yoke. But the

main cause why such ordinances of men are a

slavery of srnilfl is, because men commonly therein

seek and exalt themselves. Our crafty nature

seeks with its tricks to maintain itself in its false

a mighty invincible empress and tyrant over the
whole race of man, and have moreover a right
thereto; but what have I done to you, that you
have so cruelly and contumeliously accused and
condemned me the Innocent? Then must the

law, because it can by no means answer for this,

for it in turn, and allownor excuse
e it can by i

itself, suffer

itself also to be condemned and strangled, so that

life, and conceals itself behind outward obser- 1 it may therefore retain no right, nor power, n
Tances and human usages. Meanwhile it secretly
carries on its sius, as before, and will not drown
and die in the death of Christ. It is enough to

suffer that other hard yoke, which presses the

man at his first conversion. The law of God it

self knows how to press him hard enough then,

with its righteous judgments and requirements.
Matters go laboriously and wretchedly enough
with a young believer.

Vers. 4, 5. For this fulness of th time the

fathers and all believers in the Old Testament
Not

alone against Christ, whom it hath so injuriously
assailed, but also against all who believe on Him.

So has Christ now through this His victory
chased the law away out of our conscience in

sucli manner that it can no more put us to shame
before God. This one thing it does yet, it still

continues to reveal sin to accuse and terrify us;
but the conscience lays hold against it of these
words of the apostle: Christ hath redeemed us
from the law, maintains itself thereon by faith

and comforts itself therewith. Yea, so proud and

courageous moreover does it become in the Holy
Ghost, that it dares bid defiance to the law, and
say : I care little for all thy threatening. For
the victory, which Christ hath won of thee, He
hath bestowed upon us

; therefore we are now
become free of the law unto eternity, if so be we
abide in Christ. Therefore let there be praise and
thanks to our dear God, who hath given us such

victory, through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
[Vers. 4, 5. ROBERT HALL: (1) The mission

of Jesus Christ, and the manner in which He
to that stage, to which under the drawing of the

j

manifested Himself. The Son of God, &quot; made of

Father they could not attain. If thou therefore
|

a woman, made under the law.&quot; (2) The design
spyest in thyself a mighty drawing towards faith of His mission; &quot;to redeem them that were un-
and hungering after Jesus, take heed that thou der the law, that we might receive the adoption of

neglect it not. For this is even the fulness of
|

sons.&quot; (3) The fitness of that season which God
thy time, when thy Saviour is about to be sent . in His infinite wisdom appointed for this pur-
into thy heart by the Father. In the same hour

; pose. It was a most favorable time to prevent
learn thou to watch and pray, and to forget all imposture in matter of fact; an age the furthest

else, that thou mayst win thy freedom.
|

removed from credulity, an age of skepticism.
LUTHER: Hear thou, law, thou hast no The Infinite wisdom saw fit to select this time ta

right nor might over me; therefore I concern silence forever the vain babblings of philosophy,
myself nothing, that thou accusest and condemn-

,
to &quot;destroy the wisdom of the wise.&quot; Because

waited with great pangs and earnestnes

less longingly then, even now, must he wait and
look for this Deliverer, who feels his imprison
ment. For the fulness of the time, which began
with Jesus birth, continues ever from then on

through all times, our own times among them.

As this took place as to the outward work, so

does it now come to pass as to the inward, since

the revelation of the Son breaks forth at the time

which the Lord has decreed, and His government
takes the upper hand in order to bring matters
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the fulness of the time was come, the event here

referred to \v:is the most important that had

ever distinguished the annals of the world. The

epoch will arrive when this world will be thought
of as nothing, but as it has furnished a stage for

and of sonship. &quot;And if a son, then an heir.&quot;

No one through his works or merit succeeds in

becoming heir, but birth alone brings it to him;
even so do we also come to the eternal, heavenly
possessions, such as forgiveness of sins, right-

the &quot;manifestation of the Son of God.&quot; R.]
j

eousness, the glorious resurrection, and eternal

Ver. 6. LUTHER: When we stand in the midst life, not through our cooperation, but without

and deepest in the terrors of the law, when sin
j any act of oura we suffer them to be bestowed

as it were thunders over us, death makes us
j

upon us, and receive them from God through
tremble and quake, the devil roars most cruelly, Christ. Whoever could believe without any
then begins the Holy Ghost to cry: Abba, dear I doubt, that it were true, and certainly compre-
Father! And this, His cry, is much mightier

j

hend, how immeasurably great a thing it is, that

than the law s, sin s, death s, and the devil s cry, ,
one should be God s child and heir, such an one

let it sound ever so loud and hideously, it breaks

and presses with all might through the clouds

and the heavens, comes before God s ears, and is

heard, &c. Although I am on all sides in great
terrors and distresses, and it seems as if I,

Lord, were wholly and utterly forsaken by thee,

would without doubt take little account of the

world, with all that therein is esteemed precious
and honorable, such as human righteousness, wis

dom, dominion, power, money, possessions, hon
or, pleasure, and the like

; yea, all that in the
world is honorable and glorious, would be to him

yet am I nevertheless child, thou, Father, for loathsome and an abomination. How great and
Christ s sake. I am to thee dear and pleasant ! glorious a bestowment the eternal kingdom and
for the Beloved s sake. But for man in his heart

j

the heavenly inheritance is man s heart in this

to be able to utter the little word &quot;Father&quot; in
|

life can not understand, and still less express,
time of temptation in true earnestness, there

j

We see in this life only the central point, but in the

needs such a deep skill thereto, as truly neither
|

life to come, we shall see the whole infinite circle.

Cicero, nor Demosthenes, nor any other accom

plished orator has had; yea, should they even

melt together all their skill in one heap it were

Vers. 17. There are two degrees of the adop
tion of God s children : the degree of minority,
where one is rather servant than child, and the

dicate the child s place, else he makes a retrogres
sion displeasing to God. Without Christ, under

age, through Christ, of full age. When Christ

not yet possible for them perfectly to utter forth degree of majority, where one has the place of a

what is meant by the Holy Ghost in the single child. The bondage of the law the way to the full

word &quot;Father&quot; in believer s hearts. We ought
j

adoption of God s children. The relation of the

to let go the injurious, damned doctrine (where- law and of the gospel to adoption with God.
with the pope hath defiled all Christendom), The son, still a minor, must wait till God declares

that man cannot be certain whether he is in him of age; while the son of full age is not to ab-

grace before God, or not, and hold for certain

that we have a gracious and compassionate God,
who has in us a gracious complacency, cares for us

as His dear children in earnest and most heartily came, came the time of majority for the people of

for Christ s sake; item, that we also have the
j

God; when He comes to thee, it comes also for tbee,

Holy Ghost, which intercedes for us with crying i not earlier but then, really. GLOCKLER: The
and groanings unutterable. In STARKB: Be- ! wisdom and love of God in the sending of His
hold the nature of ejaculatory prayers [Slossgebet- Son: Wisdom : He came, when the time was fuU

lein], as they are called, wherein only the heart filled: Love : He came to bring redemption, and
is lifted to God. In such a way can a believing the adoption of children. The true intent, vir-

soul very well pray without ceasing. [BUNYAN: tue, and fruit of the incarnation of the Son of

how great a task is it for a poor soul that
j

God When the time is fulfilled, God will send

comes, sensible of sin and the wrath of God, to also to thee His Son, and His Spirit into thy
say in faith but this one word, Father! The Spirit I heart ; only wait and doubt not! Every time,
must be sent into the heart for this very thing;

[

even the longest, has its fulfillment, for it is sub-

it being too great a work for any man to do know- tject to God, in the service of His purpose.
ingly and believingly without it. That one word KAPFF: The blessedness of the adoption of God s

spoken in faith, is better than a thousand prayers children : It is (1) a condition of freedom, ( 2)
in a formal, lukewarm way. I myself have often of joyfulness in faith, (3) of heirship to God.
found that when I can say but this word, Father, &amp;gt; W. HOFACKER : On the family or house of God,
it doth me more good than when I call Him by into which, to us as children, access stands open
any other Christian name. R.] in Christ Jesus : 1) The house or me family of

Ver. 7. LUTHER: Because Christ has re- God: there is there a Father, God, a mother-
deemed us, that were under the law, there is no

[

free, unmerited grace, a first-born Brother ;

servant any more, nothing but children
; there- ! many brothers and sisters besides, and a minis

fore can thy power and tyranny, good mistress tering retinue in the holy angels. 2) The dif-

Law, have no place upon the lordly throne where
i ferent relations in which we may stand to the

my Lord Christ is to sit ; therefore now I heed household of God : a. there are some, and they
thee not, for I am free and a child, that is to be are greatest in number, who stand in a far dis-

subjected to no servant s place. The law may tant and alien relation to the family of God ; b.

well rule and reign over the body and the old a smaller, less considerable number stand to the
man

;
but the bridal bed, wherein Christ is to family of God in a nearer, but yet not the near-

have His rest, it should leave unstained; that est relation
; c. the third class stands to it in the

is, the law should leave the conscience at ease full, conscious relation of children, as Paul says,
and undisturbed, for this is to reign alone with ver. 6 3) The laborious [aufgabenreiche] and
its bridegroom Christ, in the realm of freedom

|
yet glorious condition of those, who walk as
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children of the house of God : a. the first task
j

3) the consequence of this redemption. HESSE :

is, to learn more and more the true temper of ! In what does sonship with God consist? 1) In
children; b. the second, to show faithfulness

j

the maturity of the spirit; 2) in the joyfulness
and diligence in the daily work entrusted to

{

of prayer; 3) in the certainty of salvation.

them by the Lord
;

c. the third is, to wait in

patience and hope for the promised inheritance.

MUHLHAUSER : The Abba cry: 1) a sign of

being God s child ; 2) but only possible through
the Spirit of God. Christ the Redeemer from

the bondage of the law, 2) the redemption itself,

AHLFELD : Redemption through Jesus Christ.

1) From what has He redeemed us? From the

law, from the constraint and from the curse of
the law. 2) What does God offer us through
our redemption? Sonship : the spirit of a child
and the inheritance of a child.

C. Rebuke, passing over into Sorrowful Complaint.

CHAPTER IV. 8-18.

1. Interrupting the doctrinal exposition, Paul rebukes the incomprehensible backsliding intt
which they are falling.

(VERS. 8-11.)

8 Howbeit then, when ye knew not God, ye did service [were in bondage]
1 unto

9 them which by nature are no [not] gods.
2 But now, after that ye have known God,

or rather are known [have been known]
3 of God, how turn ye again [how is it that

ye are turning again]
4 to the weak and beggarly elements [rudiments], whereunto

10 ye desire again [again anew] to be in bondage ? Ye observe [carefully] days, and
11 months, and times [seasons],

5 and years. I am afraid of [respecting] you, lest I

have bestowed upon you labor in vain.

2. In language agitated by sorrow, he complains of the equally ungrounded estrangement, they
had suffered to grow up between him and them through the selfish intrigues of the false

teachers.

(VERS. 12-18.)

12 Brethren, I beseech you, be [become]
5 as I am; for I am [also have become] as

13 ye are : [.] ye have not injured me at all [ye injured me in nothing] : [yea] Ye
know how through [that on account of]

6

infirmity of the flesh I preached the gos-
14 pel unto you at the first [the first time]. And my [your]

7

temptation which was
in my flesh ye despised not, nor rejected ; [,] but received me as an angel of God,

15 even as Christ Jesus. Where is then [or What then was]
8 the blessedness ye spake

of? for I bear you record, that, if it had been possible, ye would have plucked out

16 your own [omit own]
9
eyes, and have given them to me. Am I therefore [So then,

am I] become your enemy, because I tell you the truth [or by speaking to you the

17 truth] ? They zealously affect you, but not well [They pay you court in no good
way] ;

10

yea, they would exclude [desire to exclude] you,
11 that ye might affect

18 them [may pay them court]. But it is good to be zealously affected always in a

good thing [to be courted in a good way at all times], and not only when I am
present with you.

1 Ver. 8. [The idea of servitude rather than tervice is more accordant with the connection of thought. R.J
*Ver. 8. Lachmann, Tischendorf read r o i ?

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;rei pr) ouo-t 9folt, instead of Tens /ui) 4&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;rei
OVCTI flecis. Rec. [Th

former reading is that of
{&amp;lt; A, B, C, and modern editors generally. R.]

* Ver. 9. [The tense hero is the same as in the preceding clause, and the translation must conform. R.]
* Ver. 9. [The construction Is like ii. 14. The rendering above given retains the force of the present : ye are in pro-

ees* of turning. R.]
6 Ver. 12.

[rii&amp;gt;&amp;lt;r0
&quot;become.&quot; In the next clause the same verb is to be supplied. The better division of vereet

would join the last clause with ver. 13. as the better pointing transposes the period and colon. R.J
* Ver. 13. [This rendering of t aaQivnav may now be considered aa established. R.]
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7 Ver. 14. The reading rtr *&amp;lt;*.*6r 4 r 4 *&amp;lt;* is followed. So X [
A. B. D. IF., Lnchmann, Tischen-

dorf, Mcv.-r, lt.iu
r
-; Kllicotl, Alford. Wordsworth, Lighttoot. K.| Rec. reads TOV irtip. pov TOV iv rf/ crapici nov ; its

lew li: Y..M li.ive n. .t despised ni.v bodily temptation ..-me (ill nccount of my sickness. by wliic-li I was tempted of Ood.

Hut M-*S. iiiitlnii-ity in strongest. tor v n u&amp;gt; v. Evidently thin was not understood, anil the Recepta is a conjectural
cm -iid.itiun. ba&amp;gt;ed &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ii .1 tills.- intfrpretation. HfipacrfAO* wus understood as calamita*, as an infirmity in the body of I aul

him- -It&quot;,
bi-caiise in vi-r. l:t this is spoken of; and so u^if hud either to be entirely erased, or replaced by fiou ; and ran

ailed to connect it&amp;gt;
&amp;lt;rapKi&amp;gt;ou

with ireipatrrfii. On the sense of the approved reading, see Kxuo. NOTES. [Hchmoller follows

Ijichmann s punctuation. which puts a full stop after o-apxi /xow, but this is objectionable, and not adopted by later editors.

It is better to put a comma only after &quot;

rejected.&quot; R.]
8 Ver. 15. There are three readiugs: 1) The Rucopta, TI ouc V 6 uJCapta&amp;gt;i&f v^tav. 2) The same, only without r/v.

3) Hoi) ovv 6 juaxap. v^iav, without J)v, which gives no sense with TTOU. The last reading is well supported, and found in
{&amp;lt;.,

but seems to be a very old gloss ; for a change of irou into the more diflicnlt ris cannot readily bo explained. Of the

two others, 2) seems preferable, though we cannot definitely decide, f IIoO is adopted by Tischondorf, Alford, Wordsworth.

Lightfoot ; rii, without V by Ellicott. If we adopt 1) or 2), the E. V. must bo altered : What then was &quot;

f. t. of what
kind was, etc. R.1

Ver. 15. [
;
0wn&quot; is not warranted by the simple TO us &&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;0aA/u.oi-t u /* i K. R.]

10 Ver. 17. [On the alterations, vers. 17, 18, see Ex*u. NOTES. Ellicott s translation has been adopted only in part.
-_jj
-i

ii Ver. 17. Hfias [instead of i- jxis. R.] is an unnecessary conjecture [of Beza s].

Ver. IS The reading ^AoOcrfle is an unnecessary conjecture in all probability, though found in K- B. [Rejected by
all editors of importance. Meyer, Kllicott, Wordsworth, road TO .)AoG&amp;lt;r0ai ; Lachrnann, Alford, Lighttoot omit the article.

It probably disappeared with the incorrect reading of the verb in some MSS. R.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 8 Howbeit then, when ye knew
not God. This sounds as if it continued the

doctrinal development, but it takes a practical
turn in the very next verse. &quot; Now no longer a

servant,&quot; Paul had said, but, he now contin

ues, reverting to the former time, then were ye
servants when ye did not know God. Yet this

is doubtless not merely a note of time, but a

statement of the ground of the then existing

bondage=is certainly as ye are now no longer
servants, just so certainly was there a valid

ground for your being formerly servants, when

ye knew not God, namely, servants of idols. But

comprehensible on this account as your earlier

bondage was, equally incomprehensible is your
present surrendering of yourselves into bondage
again. For the &quot;not knowing God&quot; has ceased,
hence with the cause, the effect also; they are,

j

as already said, no longer dovhoi, and therefore

a dovfavEiv in their case has no longer any justi
fication whatever

;
their new bondage to the law

is now as much without warrant as was their

former bondage to idols. Ye were in bond
age to them which by nature are not
gods. This indicates more precisely the kind of,

bondage, in which the readers, as being Gentiles,

formerly found themselves. From the fact that

he so distinctly states of what kind their bond

age was, it appears to be beyond doubt that he
i

could not place them, as respected their pre-
Christian state, in one category with the Jew
ish Christians as respected the pre-Christian
state of these (ver. 3), nor comprehend them to

gether under &quot;those in bondage under the rudi

ments of the world.&quot; Their bondage was, it is

true, also bondage, but nevertheless an essen

tially different, more wretched one: they were
not &quot;kept

in bondage&quot; sc. by God Himself for

a while, from pedagogic reasons, under a law,
but it was a bondage resulting from their not

knowing God, and being servants, moreover,

roi(j&amp;gt;vaei fit/ ovai 0fo&amp;lt;f=to those gods,
which yet are in their real nature not gods, but

|

are only so called; they are in fact according
j

to Paul s teaching elsewhere, demons. [Undoubt
edly there is a

&quot;bondage&quot;
here referred to

somewhat different from that of ver. 3, but the

distinction seems to be, that in addition to the

pedagogic bondage, in which all were held,

these Galatians, or heathen, were in even a worse
condition. The sense of the two readings must be
noticed

;
that of Rec., ro?f [tf/ (pvaet ovai 6eoi joins

the negative ////with tyvaci; not gods in reality,

only thought to be so; but the better sustained

order, roZf &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;VGEI fir/ ovai deoi^ joins the negative
with ovai, asserting that they were not gods at

all, did not exist; whether 1 Cor. x. 20 justifies
us in supposing that the implied antithesis is

demons, is very doubtful. MEYER and ELLICOTT
remark that this is a subjective negation. R.]

Ver. 9. Rather have been known of
God. A. corrective climax, in order to give the

following
&quot;

how&quot; still more emphasis.
&quot; This

knowing on the part of God is of course not used
of a theoretical knowing for in that sense every
one is an object of Divine knowledge but of an

affectionate, loving, interested knowledge; comp.
1 Cor. viii. 3; xiii. 12, and in the Hebrew JVV

as frequently used. The aorist points to an act

of God in the past, which was the act of adop
tion.&quot; WIESELER. How is it that ye are

turning again? Ud^iv does not belong to

&quot;the rudiments&quot; but to &quot;turn&quot; therefore not aa

if they had already before served the o-otxeia,
but TrdAiv only affirms that a second, new turn

ing [Umwandlung] was taking place with them
first from idols to God, now from God to &quot;the

rudiments of the world&quot;=how turn you again
namely, to the arotxela ? In EmarpE^ere,
moreover, there is not of necessity implied the
idea of turning back, but simply that of turning
away; although in the expression : &quot;Conversion

from idols to God&quot; the thought of an original

apostasy from God lies at the foundation, yet it lay

being rather in the background ;
and as cirujTpi-

^ere
has in itself an entirely genera signification,

it could very well be applied, P /en in a case
where there was no reference to a turning back;
indeed there was scarcely another word to ex

press this turning away, this striking into a par
ticular course. [Schmoller, having adopted
WIESELER S view of ver. 3, is of course, consis

tent in following out that interpretation here,
but it is very evident that this interpretation ia

difficult to defend. Here, and especially in the
final clause of the verse, there must be a depart
ure from the more obvious meanining of the

words, to admit the idea that they had not re

lapsed as well as lapsed by their apostasy. TLaAiv

does not necessarily imply a turning back to the

same things but to similar things, not retro but
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iterum, i. e., not again to heathenism indeed, but to

Judaism, both of which are included in &quot;the rudi

ments of the world.&quot; So MEYER, ALFORU, ELLI-

COTT, LIOUTFOOT and others. The present tense

(eTTiaTpf(pE~e) is used, for the change was still going
on. Comp. i. 6 (LIOHTFOOT). R.] The rudi
ments are called weak, because they have not

the power to atone for sinful man, and by commun
ication of the Spirit to transform him inwardly,

agreeably to what Paul says of the law, e.g. Gal.

iii. 21; Rom. viii. 3; comp. also Heb. vii. 18.

They are called beggarly on account of their re

latively imperfect matter in comparison with the

perfection and the riches of the gospel. WIESE
LER. Whereunto ye desire again anew
to be in bondage. &quot;Again&quot; belongs to

&quot;serve,&quot; not as if they had already once served

&quot;the rudiments&quot; but they have already served,

they have been Sov7.ot
;
and now they wish to be

so again, although servants of another lord, and
thus they wish to begin the dovfaveiv again

&vuf&amp;gt;ev,
from the beginning, after it has scarcely

as yet come to an end. [ELLICOTT S statement

is preferable :
&quot;

They had been slaves to the ru

diments in the form of heathenism; now they
were desiring to enslave themselves again to the

rudiments, and to commence them anew in the

form of Judaism.&quot; R.]
Ver. 10. Ye carefully observe. Proof of

the declaration first made: &quot; Ye desire to be in

bondage.&quot; [The punctuation is a matter of dis

pute. An interrogation mark is placed at the

close of the verse by TISCHENDORF, LIOHTFOOT,
and others, but ELLICOTT, WIESELER, and more

lately MEYER and ALFORD (both of whom form

erly made the verse interrogative) adopt a simple
j

no wrong (LIOHTFOOT). Ye injured me in

period. This suits the transition to ver. 11
j

nothing. The emphasis does not rest on me, a
much better. R.] &quot;Hapar rjpelade: toobserve mere, enclitic in the Greek, as if implying that

carefully, not to celebrate, or else the objects I they had injured God and Christ. As the verb is

aorist like those which follow, it seems best to re
fer this to that time of his first preaching. In that

prehension of their conduct naturally prepares
the way for the admonition to a change of this.

Yet he does little more than briefly indicate the

exhortation, without continuing it, but goes on
rather to make mention, with painful emotion,
of his personal relation to the readers, as it had
been and as it had now become. The sense of

the briefly expressed admonition is not quite
evident : but probably=become like me in free

dom from Judaistic observance
;
the motive to

this is then added: For I also have become
as ye are, like you Gentiles, through my WVIKUC

(,Tjv, comp. ii. 1 4, and moreover the Apostle means,
doubtless: when I brought you the gospel.

[Schmoller joins Brethren, I beseech you,
with what follows, but the punctuation of the E.
V. is better. The meaning of the first clause
seems plain. In regard to the second,

&quot; two in

terpretations deserve to be considered : 1. For I

was once in bondage as ye now are. I once was
a Jew, as ye now Judaize. 2. For I abandon
ed my legal ground of righteousness, I became a
Gentile like you. The latter sense is simpler
grammatically, as it understands the same verb
which occurs in the former clause, because,
not was. It is also more in character with the
intense personal feeling which pervades the pas
sage. I gave up all those time-honored cus

toms, all those dear associations of race, to be
come like I have lived as a Gentile that I

might preach to you Gentiles. Will you then
abandon me, when I have abandoned all for

you ? This sense is well adapted both to the
tender appeal Brethren, I beseech you, and to

the eager explanation which follows : Ye did me

would have been cabba-a, The

Jews, were already scrupulous also as to the

correct reckoning of time fo^ their holy days.

Days, with reference to the Sabbath; months,

Apostle means to say, that they were not only

given to the celebration, but, precisely like the case the meaning &quot;I have no personal grounds of

complaint&quot; (adopted by many from CHRYSOSTOM
to LIGHTFOOT) is untenable. He begins with this
clause to adduce their former treatment of him,

probably with reference to the new moons, not, f
as a reason for &quot;becoming as he is.&quot; The next

because certain months, the seventh especially,

were regarded as peculiarly holy months; sea-

clause is not strictly adversative. R.]
Ver. 13. Yea ye know that on account

sons, within the year, with reference to the ; of infirmity of the flesh. &quot;The only cor-

feasts; years with reference to the Sabbatical rect, because the only grammatical explanation,

year, not the year of jubilee, which was
nojis:

On account of weakness of the flesh, so it

longer celebrated.&quot; WIESELER. This passage I appears from this, that Paul was necessitated, on
shows how far and how far not, the Galatians his first journey through Galatia, to linger there,
had as yet been led astray. [Comp. Col. ii. 16.

|

although properly it had not lain in his plan,
ALFORD is scarcely warranted in saying that this

|

and that he had during this compulsory sojourn
verse is at variance with any and every theory i preached the gospel to the Galatians. How
of the Christian Sabbath, since the reference is and from what cause he was suffering, whether

evidently to Jewish observances, Jewish days, etc. from natural sickness, or from injuries uuder-
WIESELER supposes that they were then celebra- gone for the gospel s sake, we do not knov

ting a Sabbatical year, because the present tense

is used, but this is pressing it too far. R.]
Ver. 11. I am afraid respecting you.

Not superfluously has Paul added the r//af, but

Paul does not, by the mention of a previously
unintended activity among the Galatians. work
against his purpose, but rather right in the line of
his purpose, since the love which received him

in the consciousness that it is not his own inter- so heartily and joyfully, must have been so

est (as for instance his having labored fruitless- much the greater, the less it was founded on

ly, in itself regarded], but the readers that his
j

the duty of a thankfulness owing for a benefit

anxiety respects. MEYER. Luther aptly says : previously intended for the receivers, andicty
Lacrimas Pauli fixe verba spirant [These words

breathe the tears of Paul].
Ver. \ l. Become as I. The Apostle s re-

for efforts made strictly on their account
(.MF.YKK); or rather, perhaps; &quot;the less he,

considering the impediment of his bodily condi-
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tion. could expect such a reception&quot; (WiKSEi.Kii).
Tu.it is, wo suppose, because, through his infir

mity he was in many ways impeded in his pub
lic labors, because his preaching of the gospel
was a variously marred, imperfect one. He
HHMIIS to say then, that he preached in a state of
bodily weakness. But the words themselves are

not to be so translated. [WORDSWORTH: &quot;On

account of the infirmity in hi flesh and the conse

quent temptation to his hearers, he was naturally
led perhaps he was guided by the Holy Spirit

to shun in the first instance the more civilized

population, of Asia and Europe, as to go rather

to the despised Galileos of the world, and then

when his reputation was established, to proceed

through Macedonia to Athens, and thence to

Corinth and to Ephesus, and so finally to Rome.&quot;

But this learned author can scarcely be warran
ted in making this the implication in irpdrepov, as

he does, in order to deny a second visit to Gala-

tia. R.] np6repov, apparently not form

erly, referring generally to time past viewed
from the present; for the addition would then

be entirely superfluous ;
but special=the first of

two definite occasions. The second time of

preaching&quot; is, however, not the present writing
of the Epistle, for evayye^i^u is invariably used

of oral preaching ;
but there is a twofold pre

sence of the Apostle among the Galatians pre
supposed, to the first of which the -pu-fpov refers.

In fact, the book of Acts also mentions two visits

of Paul in Galatia, Acts xvi. 6
;
xviii. 23. &quot; Paul

therefore adds rd rrp6repov, in order to designate
with full distinctness the first visit, during
which he founded the churches. At his second

visit, also, the joyful experiences which he had
had TO Trporepov were not repeated ; the churches
were already infected with Judaism&quot; (MKYKR).

Ver. 14. With the reading Keip aa/j. b v vntiv
it appears best to set a period after k v

T y aapKi /iov, and to connect the words with

oldare ver. 13=you know how you, through my
bodily infirmity, and the hampering of my evan

gelical activity in consequence of it, were put
on proof=experienced the temptation to think

unfavorably of me. Unquestionably the con
nection is somewhat difficult. But plainly the

connection with what follows is wholly inadmis

sible, although MEYER accepts it=you have not

despised your trial in my flesh. But what is

meant by despising the trial, &c. ? Who could
understand it at all? MEYER himself has to

alter the expression somewhat, so as to mean:

contemptuously repel. And besides what would
be signified by the climatic expression with
two words: i$mtieviiaa.T and e^fTrriaarel This,

however, manifestly constitutes the antithesis

to the strong affirmative expression aMC wf

byye/iov K. T. /I. The one as well as the other
therefore refers to himself. He praises this in

them, that they did not reject and even spit out

him, as there was room to apprehend, but the
exact opposite received him as an angel, nay,
as Christ. [The reading r/zwvmust be adopted,
but this by no means compels us to follow the

punctuation and connection just indicated. MEY
ER, AI.FOHD, EI.I.ICOTT, WORDSWORTH, LICHT-
FOOT and most editors reject Lachmann s punc
tuation, which makes the latter part of the verse

intolerably harsh and abrupt, and does little to

remove the difficulty of the former part. As
WORDSWORTH intimates &quot; the teacher s infirmity
is the people s trial.&quot; Paul s infirmity, what
ever it was, put them on trial, was the thing
which tried them (Treiftaauov v/iijv ),

and yet they
did not despise and loathe him on account of this

infirmity, but received him, etc. R.]
Ver. l&quot;t. What was then [or where then

is] the blessedness ye spake of? [The
E. V. gives a sufficiently correct paraphrase, if

TTOV be read. R.] WEISELER:=HOW highly
blessed you pronounced yourselves, sc. that you
were able to hear me?- -T/f=zhow great. Ovv
comes in somewhat abruptly, but is explained

by the emotional character of the style. Paul
transfers himself vividly into the time when

they received him with such veneration, and ex

claims: How was it then, what a boasting of

blessedness then arose ? Witli that agrees, as a

proof, what follows: For I bear you record.
MEYER: Of what character then was you

boastiugof blessedness ?.=how inconstant ? More
farfetched is the explanation : On what was your
boasting of blessedness founded? Others sup

ply kari: What then i,s your boasting of blessed

ness ?=it is nothing any longer ;
it is at an end,

therefore somewhat in the sense of nov. But
the following yap does not agree with this.

That, if it had been possible, etc. A pro
verbial mode of speech, derived from the high
value and indispensableness of the eyes. Puerile

is the explanation: Paul had an opthalmia, and

says here, that the Galatians, if it had been pos
sible would have given him their sound eyes.

[The E. V. &quot;your
own

eyes,&quot; giving an empha
sis, unwarranted by the Greek, favors this theory
of &quot;opthalmia.&quot;

It is well defended by Dr.

BROWN, Horse Subscecivse, yet scarcely sustained

by this passage. R.]
Ver. 1(1. So then, am I become your en

emy. A sharp antithesis. The simplest sense:

I Since you were so minded towards me, can I be
afterwards regarded as your enemy only be
cause I tell you the truth (instead of speak
ing according to your fancy). The sentence is

introduced somewhat abruptly, or the inference

implied in uare is not so very obvious. It may
j

be explained, however, from the emotional char
acter of the language. The emphasis lies on
&quot;tell the truth;&quot; but in the first instance &quot;ene

my&quot; (txOpog), as constituting a contrast, must be
made prominent ; it therefore stands first, and

by placing a/.}/f)ei&amp;gt;uv
i/uv at the end, this also ia

emphasized. The Apostle had already told the

Galatians the truth, rebuking their errors and

short-comings, before the writing of his Epistle

(for this they had not seen as yet), at a second visit

in person among them. [The present form of

the E. V. seems against this, but the participle
means

&quot;by telling the truth,&quot; which of course
admits of a part reference. WORDSWORTH ren

ders
&quot;being true,&quot; to avoid the admission of a

second visit. R.]
Ver. 17. They pay you court in no hon

est way. [So ELLII OTT. LIGHTFOOT: &quot;As

ZqAovv would seern to have one and the same
sense throughout this passage, its more ordinary
meanings with the accusative, as to admire,
emulate, must be discarded. It signifies rather
to busy one s self about, take interest in, a sens*
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which lies close to the original meaning of C^-f&amp;gt;

if correctly derived from tw.&quot; So Schmoller

liebeifern. R.] &quot;They also, it is true [sc. the

false teachers ; for we usually abstain from

naming those wliose very n;imes produce in us
dislike and aversion (CALVIN)] will fain have an
affectionate zeal towards you, and contend for

the possession of you: but in view of the truth,

that, while they will bring you out of affection

ate zeal, is worse than what you already have,
we must say; they are zealous for you to no

good.&quot; EWALD. They desire to exclude
you, first from me, and thus from the pure
gospel to them and their teaching. &quot;Iva, (that)
with the indicative present is certainly harsh;
but MEYER S interpretation is altogether too

forced. He feels himself obliged on account of

this harshness to take lva=ubi, in quo statu ;

whereby, by which exclusion, when it has taken

place, you, with your zeal are directed to them
as objects of your interest. [The final sense of

Iva, i. e., they do it for this purpose, is prefera
ble; the indicative being regarded by ALFORD
and ELLICOTT as a solecism, though Lightfoot
remarks that this usage, while quite unclassical,
is often found in later writers. MEYER insists

very strongly however upon the local sense. R.]
Ver. 18. But it is good to be courted in

a good way at all times. The
&quot;courting&quot;

of which they are the objects, he has been

obliged to censure, and accordingly he adds

(turning to the readers themselves): It is indeed

good (K&amp;lt;I?MV)
to be an object of the affectionate

zeal of others, good to be zealously loved but

only in a good thing. It is only good to be zeal

ously loved in a good laudable cause, and for the

sake of it, but not as now, on account of an evil

cause, namely, apostacy from the truth. This

thought Paul completes by the addition: At all

times it is good to be loved for the sake of a good
cause. But (he says) more accurately consider

ed, it is only good, when one is zealously loved

at all times, for the sake of a good cause, and not

merely for a while, or at certain times, i. e.,

when one is always worthy of zealous love (for
the sake of a good cause). This thought how
ever, Paul does not leave thus general, but sud

denly disturbing the concinuity of the dis

course, though quite in congruity with the emo
tion expressed in the language of this section

gives it a definite application not only when
I am present with you. Then you showed

yourselves worthy of love, but, alas, not now,
when I am not with you. MEYER and WIESELER
understand the beginning of the sentence thus:

good it is, that zeal is shown, etc.; and not so

that the Galatians are understood as the objects
of the ze-il, but so that the zeal iv Kahu is opposed
to the zeal of the false teachers, which was kv

KOK&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;.
But justice is not thus done to the passive

infinitive. [This verse has caused much discus

sion. The following results seem clear: 1. That
the verb S//AOW is to retain the same meaning
throughout. 2. That, the last infinitive is pass
ive, and tne Galatians the object. But 3. the

force of fv KaAti is doubtful. It may be (a) merely
adverbial (ELLICOTT). &quot;It is a good thing to

be the object of courting in an honest way (as you
are by me, though not by them) at all times, and
not merely when I happen to be with

you.&quot; (b)

It may indicate the sphere, in contrast with that

of the false teachers (ALFOIID). It is a good
thing (for you) to be the objects of this zeal, in

a good cause, at all times and by every body, not

only when I am present with you. I do not

grudge the court that is paid you. Only let them
do it in an honorable cause, (c) Or the phrase
may be pressed, as is done by Schmoller, to im

ply a contrast between their present and their
former state. LIGHTFOOT prefers a view similar
to this, but, as he admits, it supplies too much.
As (b) is entirely consistent with the require
ments of 1, and 2, it seems preferable. R.]

[Many commentators (including BENGEL,
WORDSWORTH, LIGHTFOOT) put a comma at the
close of Ver. 18, thus joining the next verse most

closely with this section. There is a sufficient

change of tone and thought to justify a full stop,
but it seems doubtful whether a new section or

paragraph should begin with ver. 19. Most
commentators, even those who separate vers. 18
and 19, begin the new paragraph with ver. 21;
with more propriety apparently. Schmoller,
however, joins ver. 19 with ver. 21, and divides
the sections accordingly. While the matter is

not of sufficient moment to warrant an alteration

bf his arrangement, the usual division presents
the Apostle s thought more satisfactorily. See
EXEG. NOTES on_ vers. 19, 20 in the next sec

tion. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The characteristic of heathenism is, lack of
the knowledge of God. A heathen was before
his conversion an atheist (Eph. ii. 12). True

they had a certain religiosity, but &quot;

Knowledge
of God &quot;

is for Paul at least, a very definite posi
tive idea, essentially distinct from that religiosity.
What the heathen worship are by nature not

gods. A hint not to overvalue in an unscrip-
tural manner the religious feeling of the heathen

world, which manifested itself in idolatrous

worship ;
also not to see in it too readily any

thing positive, a prophecy of the true knowledge
of God, something only different from it in de

gree. Rather, it is something negative, a having
lost the truth, or at most an echo of that truth

which in its main substance is lost. For, accord

ing to Rom. i., the heathen also had indeed

originally a knowledge of God, but this before

they became heathen by their being servants to

them which are by nature not gods ; with the

coming in of this servitude they lost the knowl

edge of God. Very different then was the stand

ing of the Israelite from that of the heathen,
i, e., although he was &quot;in bondage under the

rudiments of the world,&quot; yes,
&quot; shut up under

sin,&quot; he was yet one &quot;

knowing God,&quot; not
&quot; without. God &quot;

(dfeof) in the world.

2. Confidence between teachers and hearers.
&quot; There must be more depending on hearty
confidence between teachers and hearers, than
is commonly thought, because the Apostle so

solicitously strives for it, and assures them he
has not lost his affection for them, but is still

mindful of their first love.&quot; RIKOER. The

preacher, it is true, is in the first place only the

bearer and bringer of the divine word, and it is

primarily this itself, which opens and wins
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In-arts. The man, compared with the word
which lie brings, falls entirely into the back

ground, as !i])jn-!irs from the very declarations

of Paul in this section. Had not the word which
be brought, in itself won hearts, had not these

conceived confidence in the word as such, for

the sake of its contents, Paul himself would
have found no access among them

;
for in his

personal appearance, in view of the weakness
of the flesh, with which he came, there was at

j

least nothing captivating to the hearts of men.
But on the other hand, simultaneously with

the receiving of the word, there is also formed a

personal relation to the bringer of it
; he is not

a mere instrument, but a personality, and in his

bringing of the word comes into consideration

as such. A bond of confidence and love is knit

between the hearer and the teacher; to him who
brings what searches the heart in its inmost re

cesses, who proclaims to us the word of salva

tion and eternal life, our heart must also neces

sarily turn in love, if it has suffered the word to

gain any hold of it whatever. And on the other
hand the personal bond which is formed, will

then in its turn have an essential influence in

promoting the reception of the word and stead

fastness in faith. The preacher may also, as

Paul shows, expressly appeal to this personal
relation, may and should value highly the love

which he experiences, may not indeed affect

an injured tone when it is withdrawn from him,
but may well, when the Church has in any way
gone astray, use the personal relation that has
been formed, as a motive in hia admonitions.

[3. Observance of da&amp;gt;/s, etc. The scrupulous |

observance of
&quot;days and months and seasons arid

years,&quot;
is to the Apostle a token that his labor in

the gospel has not resulted in appropriate effects.

These things belong to &quot; the weak and beggarly
elements,&quot; to which the Galatians were returning.
That there is no allusion to the observance of the

Lord s Day is evident, for this cannot be classed

among these &quot;

rudiments,&quot; to which they desire

to be again anew in bondage. It could not be
classed among &quot;heathen rudiments,&quot; for they
knew nothing of it; nor with &quot;the bondage of the

law,&quot; for God s Sabbatic law ante-dated the Mo
saic law (comp. the fourth commandment, &quot;Re

member
&quot;).

And whatever of legal bondage had
been linked with the observance of the Jewish
Sabbath was eliminated together with the change
to the first day of the week. This at once removes
the Lord s Day from the category of

&quot;days&quot; (ver.

10), and also of &quot;weak and beggarly elements&quot;

(ver. 9). The mode of observance is learned
from the Lord s words :

&quot; The Sabbath was
made for man, and not man for the Sabbath,&quot;

which at the same time imply, when rightly
understood, the perpetual necessity for a Sab-

bath.-R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 8. CRAMER: &quot;To reflect often on our
former miserable condition of heathenism, serves
to move us to thanksgiving for the benefit re

ceived.&quot; LUTHER: There is a twofold knowl

edge of God, a common and a special. The
common all men have by nature, in that they
know that there is a God, who has made heaven

and earth, &c. But how our Lord God is minded
towards us, what He will give us and do for us,

that we may be redeemed from sin and be saved,
of that men know nothing. They know not what

pleases or displeases God, and so adore, instead

of the actual God, something that their own heart

has dreamed out and feigningly devised, but

which, in very truth, is naught. [BuowN : In

false religion in all its forms, nothing is more
remarkable than its enslaving, degrading in

fluence on the minds of its votaries. R.j
Ver. 9. LUTHER: -We are known of God,

rather than we know Him. For what we do
towards such knowledge is nothing else than to

hold still, and let God occupy Himself with us,

namely, by giving us His word, which we lay
hold of through the faith which He also works
in us, and thus to become God s children. We
shall not fare better than the dear Apostles them
selves fared, who in their lifetime had to see the

congregations that had been built up through
their office with much pains and labor, so sadly
torn down, that for very pity their heart was

ready to break. It may easily and quickly hap
pen, that one apostatize from the truth. For
even Christians, who are in earnest as to sound

doctrine, consider not sufficiently, how precious
and most needful a treasure is the right and
true knowledge of Christ. Besides there are

exceeding few among those that hear the preach
ing of faith, that are tried by the holy cross and

spiritual conflict, and that sometimes have with

sin, death and devil a skirmish, but the greater

part live on in all security, without all combat
and strife. So long as they have sound teachers
with them, they speak according to them ; but
when these their true teachers are away, and the

wolves in sheeps clothing come creeping in, at

once that takes place with them, which happened
to the Galatians, namely, that they are soon and

easily seduced and perverted. When the found
ation is destroyed, it is then all one, whether
men turn themselves to the law, or to idols.

Whoever falls from grace upon the law, has as

hard a fall as he that falls from grace into

heathenism, for out of Christ there is nothing
else than idolatry and a vain image of God.
&quot;To the weak and beggarly rudiments.&quot; When
the law accomplishes its right and fitting work or

office, it accuses and condemns men; then it is

not a weak and beggarly element, but strong
and rich, yea, it is an immeasurable, invincible

power and wealth, against which the conscience
is indeed weak and poor. It is most admirable
that St. Paul speaks so contemptuously of the

law. For he does it to this end, that they who
will through the law be made righteous, may
from day to day become still weaker and more

beggarly. For they are of themselves weak and

beggarly, f. e., by nature children of wrath and

guilty of perdition, and lay hold then on that

which also is nothing else than merely infirmity
and beggary, whereby they will fain become

strong and rich.

Ver. 10. &quot; Ye carefully observe
days.&quot;

Here

might some one say: If the good Galatians did so

great a sin, in that they observed days, months,
seasons, &c., how comes it then, that ye do not

also sin, who yet do the like? Answer: in that

we keep Sunday, Christmas, Easter, and the like
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daysof solemnity orfestivals, wedo it withallfree- be fell. BERLEXB. BIB.: As indeed we are

dom, we burden with such ceremonies no one s owing more than the eyes of the body, to those

conscience, nor teach, that men must needs keep that have opened to us the eyes of the soul.

them, in order to be thereby justified and saved, HEDINGER: A beautiful proof of faith, to love

or to make satisfaction for sin. But on this ac- those from the heart, that plant faith within us!
count we keep them, that matters may go on in the horror, that some would gladly tear out
the church in good discipline and order, and that tongue and eyes from those that teach ue the
outward unity may not be sundered (for inwardly word of the kingdom of heaven! CRAMER: It

we have another unity). But the principal cause is everywhere the same, that new preachers are
is this, that the ministry may remain in its full welcome, and soon get followers and a great con-

exercise, and that the people may have their cer- course. While the sign is new, it is hung against
tain appointed time, when they may come to- the wall; but when it is old, it is thrown under

gether, hear God s word, and therefrom know the bench. [BROWN: When the gospel is re-

God. Item, that they may take the sacrament, markably successful, the danger is not of con-

pray in common for all necessities of all Christen- verts not being sufficiently attached, but of their

dom, and may thank our dear Lord God for all His being inordinately attached, to the minister who
benefits. BERLEXB. BIBLE: In such things that has been the instrument of conveying to them so
is even against Christianity which is urged upon great a benefit. The being greatly applauded, ia

men over and above Christianity. He that can com- scarcely any proof that a minister has been suc-

prehend what mischief the evangelical spirit suf- cessful ; the being highly esteemed and cordially
ers from such patchwork, has made great progress, loved, is a considerably strong presumption that

Ver. 11. HETBXER: The teacher labors upon he has; the being regarded with indiiference and
an uncertainty, knows not what he accomplishes, dislike, is a clear proof that he has not. R.]
he sows upon hope. Ver. 16. HECBNER: Him who tells us the

Vers. 1220. RIEGER: As much depends on truth, we ought to count for our true and best
such earnest remonstrances for opening the hear- friend. LCTHER: In the world matters go al-

ers hearts, as on the most convincing arguments, together strangely and against reason, namely,
Ver. 12. SPENER: A true pastor is sensitive he that speaks truth becomes an unwelcome guest,

in no particular, save in what is contrary to the yea, is counted for an enemy ;
but this is not so

honor of God, and the salvation of His flock. among good friends, and still less among Chris-
LUTHER: That he gives the Galatians so good tians. STARKE: He that hates any one, because
words, is as much as to mix and temper the bit- he tells him the truth, such an one betrays him-
ter wormwood drink so with honey and sugar self very clearly as no child of God.
that it may become sweet and pleasant. Even so \

Ver. 17. LUTHER: This is the way of all false

do parents, when they have well flogged their spirits, to put on a friendly behavior, and give
children, give them good words, give them gin- people the best words, so as to get a hold. When
gerbread, apples, pears, nuts and the like, that they first come creeping in, they swear most fer-

the children may take note and understand that vently, that they seek nothing else than alone
their parents have at heart their good. j

how they may further God s honor and men s

Vers. 13, 14. It may well be that human rea- salvation; they promise to those that receive
son stumbles and starts back, when it beholds their teaching, that they shall certainly be saved,
the slight, contemptible and weak nature of the And with such assumed appearance of godliness
dear Christians, wherein there is so much of suf- and sheep s clothing, the ravening wolves do im-

fering, yea, the world has ever counted all God s mensely great harm to the Christian church,
esrvants for great fools, who will fain comfort, where pastors are not active and vigilant and

help and counsel others, item, inasmuch as they earnest to withstand them. RIEGER: Great
boast of so great heavenly possessions and trea- pains given to any thing, great certainty assumed
sures, of righteousness, power, strength, victory concerning it, is indeed something very taking
over sin, death and all evil, of everlasting joy, to men s minds; but zeal alone gives no certain

&c., and are yet the poorest beggars and more- proof of truth. The doctrine is not to be judged
over weak, troubled and despised. STARKE: according to the zeal, but the zeal according to

True servants of the gospel are angels of God, as the doctrine. The zeal does not make the cause

having the name of messengers and heralds of good, but the cause must make the zeal good.
the divine will, even as also the invisible and [BrsYAN: Zeal without knowledge is like a

heavenly spirits bear the name of angels from a mettled horse without eyes or like a sword in a
like office. LASGE : If teachers wish to be madman s hands. RICCALTOUN: In reading the

looked on as angels of God, and in a certain sense history of the church it is hard to say whether
as Christ Himself, they must also approve them- what has gone, and still goes under the name of

selves as good angels, and not as Satan s angels zeal, has done more good or hurt to religion.
and servants, and discharge their office with such BI RKITT: The old practice has ever been

purity, as they have Paul for an example. [BuR- amongst seducers, first to alienate the people s

KITT: It is an high commendation to a people, minds from their own teachers, and next get
when neither poverty nor deformity, nor any de- themselves looked upon as alone, and only worthy
ficiency, which may render a minister of the gos- to have room in the people s hearts. R.]

pel base and contemptible in the estimation of Ver. 18. STARKE: Zeal for good must be en-

the world, can possibly diminish any thing of during. This is a human feeling, which exists

that respect which they know to be due and pay- in many, even pious souls. They are zealous in

able unto him. R.] good, when faithful teachers are present, but
Ver. lo. HKIHNKR: Let the apostate reflect, when they are absent, or it maybe dead, they

When he was happiest, how blessed he was before , slacken in their zeal.



CHAP. IV. 19-30. Ill

D. Confirmation of the freedom of Christians, from the narrative of the Scrip
ture concerning the two sons of Abraham, Ishmael and Isaac, by means of

an interpretation referring it to the Jewish and the Christian Church.

CHAPTER IV. 1930.

(Vere. 21-31. The pittl for the -UA Sunday in Lent.)

19 My little children 1 of whom I travail in birth again [with whom I am again in

20 travail] until Christ be formed in you, I desire [I could wish indeed] to be

present with you now, and to change my voice [tone] ;

J for I stand in doubt of you
21 [am perplexed about you].

3 Tell me ye that desire to be under the law, do ye not

22 hear4 the law ? For it is written, that Abraham had two sous, the one by a bond

maid, the other by a free woman [one by the bondmaid, and one by the free wo-

23 man]. But he who was of the bondwoman was born after the flesh ; but he of

24 the free woman was by promise [through the5

promise]. Which things are an

allegory [are allegorical] :

6 for these are the [omit the]
7 two covenants ; the one

from the [omit the] mount Sinai, which gendereth to [bearing children unto]
25 bondage, which is Agar [Hagar].

8 For this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia [(For
Sinai is a mountain in Arabia), or For the word Agar means in Arabia mount
Sinai ;

or For this Haerar represents mount Sinai in Arabia], and auswereth to

[she ranks9
with] Jerusalem which now is [the present Jerusalem], and is [for

10 she

26 is] in bondage with her children. But Jerusalem which is above is free, which is

27 the mother of us all [and she is our11

mother]. For it is written, Rejoice, thou

barren that bearest not ; break forth and cry, thou that travailest not : for the

desolate hath many more children [many are the children of the desolate more]
28 than she which [who] hath a husband. Now we [But ye],&quot; brethren, as Isaac was,
29 are the [omit the] children of promise. But [still] as then he that was born after

30 the flesh persecuted him that was born after the Spirit, even so it is no\v. Never
theless what saith the Scripture? Cast out the bondwoman and her son

;
for the

son of the bondwoman shall not be heir [shall in no wise 13 be heir] with the sou14

of the free woman.

1 Ver. 19. X. riicva.. [So B. F. Q., Lachmann ; but X-8 A. C. K. L. rend r tic via., adopted by Tischendorf and most re

cent Editors. Occurs nowhere else in Paul s writings. R.]
* Ver. 2). * w v

&amp;gt;j v, literally
&quot;

voice/ but &quot; tone &quot;

is a more intelligible rendering R.]
* Ver. 20. { Am perplexed &quot;;

so Ellicott, Alford, Lightfoot. Sehmoller (with doubtful propriety) throws this vers*
into a parenthesis. VJ

Ver. 21. .\vayiv*TK(Tt, an ancient
gl&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ss. [followed by the Vulgate, but rejected by all modern Editors. R.]

* Ver. 23. X. omits TV*. [Undoubtedly to be retained, and preserved in the English translation. R.]
* Ver. 24. [ AJUriyopoiinfi a. allegorical (Alford, Ellicott). Older English versions vary greatly. Against the mean

ing
&quot;

allegorised.&quot; sen EXEQ. NOTES. K.]
Ver. .ii. Elz. reads ai 5uo, against decisive authorities. X- 1 inserts, X-s omits oi.

8 Ver. 25. The Rec. reads: TO yap Ayap 2u-i opo (&amp;lt;TT\V it- ITJ ApaSia. Besides this we find these readings : I.TO
yap 2 i v a opjs 2. TO yap A yap opo 3. TO A y a.

(&amp;gt;

2ii-a opos t. TO 5 e Ay ap Siva 6po K. r. A. It is difficult

to de,-id &amp;gt; which is the correct readinz, since the weight of authority is about equal for some of these readings. The Rec.
is supported mostly by cursives. 1. is decidedly better sustained ; X- has it. but with an addition found in no other MSS.
(ov before iv TIJ Ap). 2. and 3. are very weakly supported ; but 4. is well sustained. The choice then seems to be between
1. and 4. : TO yap Su-a an 1 TO &&amp;lt; Ayap Siva : and between these it is scarcely possible to make a positive decision. [It may
bereiiMrkel that tli reading* K-v. and 4. differ only in the substitution nt Si for yap ; since this can readily be ac-
coii ni &amp;gt;-d f&amp;gt;r lydo first omitted !&amp;lt; iiise of tin- closely follow int; &quot;Ayap, then Si inserted for connection, or to correspond with
M.H-. v-r. Jtr. it i~ perhaps better to regard the choice as lyinn between Rec. and 1. The former is adopted by Tischendorf.
Meyer. Ellicott. Alford. Wordsworth ; 1. by Lachmann and Lightfoot among others. In favor of earn, see the above-named
co IIMI Mitnt &amp;gt;rs. Lishtf &amp;gt;ot has two valuable n it-. p. lS;t

.&amp;lt;/.

1. i* certainly lectio brfrior ; Rec. lectio diffieilior ; Ayap may
have l,.-,.|i uvl,ly inserted from ver -J4. but it was even more likely to have been carele-^ly OOdttod liter yap. The ex.-

egetical dirli -ulty is as great as the critical. Of the three English renderings given above. I. follows reading I., II. and
III., the Rec. S-e ExKcs. NOTES. R.]

* Ver. J. i. Th- readings crvrroi^oufa. and ^ &amp;lt;ru&amp;lt;rroixoO(ra
are not weakly supp&amp;lt;irted, but still must be regarded as exe-

getical glosses : not without value in the exposition of the passage. [If a comma be put after Arabia,&quot; it is unnecessary
to supply

&quot;

she.&quot; R.J
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10 Ver 25.-[Rec. Si; followed by Vulgate, E. V., but weakly supported. tf. A. B. C. V. read yap ; so modern Editors.

&quot; Ver. 26. The better attested reading, nr)Tt) p q n it v, is to be preferred, on internal grounds also to mrrjp w a v rut

nfLuc. lla.vriav hits come into the text, partly bwauso of such parallel passages as Rom. iv. 1(3; Gal. iii. 26, 28; partly bo-

cause of the multitude of rinva. in the quotation ver. 27 (Wieseler). [llavruv, Kec.
J&amp;lt;-

3 A. C.3 K. L., many lathers, Words
worth. Bracketted by Lachmann. Omitted in tf.

1 B. D. F. many versions and cursives; rejected by Tischendorf. Meyer,
Alford, Ellicott, Ughtfoot. The E. V. &quot; which is

&quot;

is perhaps more literal, but Ellicott s rendering, given above, is more
forcible, and allowable with rjr is. B.J

1* Ver. 28. &quot;The reading v
/u. ei&amp;lt;s-f&amp;lt;TT e is, with Lachmann, Tisrhendorf and others, to be preferred to the common

text incls-tan.!*, since the latter appears to bo a correction from w&amp;lt;*v (ver. 26) and iifntlt is more lively on account of ito

application to the readers&quot; (Wieselor). - K- however has i^ets. [Both are well supported, but v^tis is adopted by most
Editors on internal grounds. K.]M Ver. 80. [Lighttoot follows X- B.D. in reading cAr)poKOM&amp;gt;)

a e i (apparently a correction from LXX). The double
-ji7J is rendered byII. _ ;,!

Ver. 30. Te
iy Ellicott,

&quot; in no wise.&quot; R.J
i o.uitted in

X-&amp;gt;
but inserted by the

I&amp;lt;raa (from the LXX). K.J

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 19. My little children. [LIGHTFOOT :

&quot; A mode of address common in St. John, but

not found elsewhere in St. Paul. Here the di

minutive expresses both the tenderness of the

Apostle and the feebleness of his converts. It is a

term at once of affection and rebuke.&quot; R.] It

is more natural to make a break here (the very
suddenness of the appeal implies this) and to join

&quot;my
little children&quot; with -tell me&quot; (ver. 21).

It cannot at all events be connected with the pre

ceding context, but the connection with ver. 20

is only possible on the assumption of an inter

ruption of the discourse (comp, Je). [The pres
ence of rft in ver. 20 is urged as a reason for

connecting our verse very closely with ver. 18,

as is done by many commentators. The course

of the thought would then be : &quot;I have a right
to ask for constancy in your affections. I have

a greater claim on you than these new teachers.

They speak but as strangers to strangers ;
I as

a mother to her children with whom she has

travailed&quot; (LIGHTFOOT). But there is some

thing so sudden in the address, that it is better

to separate the verses (so MEYER, ALFORU, ELLI

COTT). II.] On the other hand the contents of

ver. 20 fit very well into the discourse as a

parenthetical remark. In the &quot;am again in

travail&quot; the wish presses itself upon him, rather

to be present with them and this he then ex

presses before going on, in ver. 21, to attempt
to change the minds of his readers, as being his

children, and to bring them back. It is true
&quot; tell me,&quot; after this interruption, does not con

nect immediately with ver. 19; the &quot;little chil

dren&quot; receives a particular definition in ;

ye that

desire to be under the law,&quot; but this only indi

cates how far a travailing again is necessary, in

order to prepare for a continuance of this

udh-Etv through the following exposition, as in

deed all that precedes had been nothing else

than such a travail.

[This view of the connection of the passage is

open to serious objection. Two vocatives are

joined together, which are separated both in

position and in tone. Ver. 20 which contains the

wish to be present is sundered from ver. 18,

where the thought of his presence is introduced.

The idea of travailing is joined to a passage of

argument by illustration, and separated from the

more personal part of the discourse. If there be

a difficulty about &i (ver. 20) as introducing an
&quot;

opposition,&quot;
and hence a parenthesis be deemed

necessary, this &quot;opposition&quot; may be found

(MEYER) &quot;in th tacit contrast between the

corrector. [Instead of TT) eAevdepac we find /iCV

subject of his wish to be present with them, and
his actual absence and separation.&quot; It seems
best then to connect vers. 19 and 20 togetner
detaching them as a burst of tenderness from
both the preceding and subsequent context,
though joined in thought more closely with the
former. R.]
With whom I am again in travail. i. e.,

the second time. The labor of his spirit on the
hearts of the readers he here compares with the
travail of a mother (elsewhere with the begetting
of the father), in which the point of comparison
is the activity directed to the coming of a child
into the world

; with the mother of a natural

child; here with the Apostle of a spiritual
child. This image is continued with the expres
sion until Christ be formed in you. It is a ripe,
completely developed child that is in contempla-
tion=in which the life has come to perfect man
ifestation. Such a child, and only such a one,
renders a mother s pangs of labor effectual, for

only such a child lives, and therefore only in
such a one has she a child. So long as the birth
is not that of a perfect child, so long must she
ever look forward to new pangs of labor, before
she can have this, her wish granted. [ELLICOTT:
&quot; The idea is not so much of the pain, as of the

long and continuous effort of the travail.&quot; R.]
With justice therefore is the complete forma

tion of the child represented as the aim of the

labor, and there is here nothing like an inver
sion of the physiological process, in which the

formatio takes place ante partum. This is not
here the point in question. The natural child is

completely developed, in that the natural life, as
it were the spirit of life, comes in it to perfect
manifestion, gains an actual, corresponding form.
What this natural spirit of life is in the natural
child, Christ is in the spiritual child, as the

principle of spiritual life, and hence the expres
sion of the Apostle : Christ is fioptyuftf/vai in them
=the inward principle is to come with them to

manifestation to gain a form in an established,
assured, evangelical conviction of faith

; only
when this takes place, has Paul as spiritual

j

mother actually a spiritual child. But since this
is wanting, as is shown by their apostacy, he ia

therefore now bearing them once again, in the

hope that this perfect formation may come to

pass. (If it had not, he would have needed to
travail in birth still again, but here, as is natur
al, he only speaks of a second travail.) That in
nature a completely developed child is not hoped
for from a second bearing of the same child, is

a self-evident incongruity between the fact and
the image, but it answers the purpose that the

activity is the same in both cases there is a
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you not give heed to what is written in the Law?
The second time vouof, according to the Jewish

use of the Pentateuch. From the law

travail of birth.* WIESELER incorrectly finds in that of the present Epistle (so ELLICOTT and
ndXiv utineiv the doctrinal conception of the new

j

many others). R.]

birth, and takes rrduv therefore as antithetical i Ver. 21. Tell me, ye that desire to be
to the natural birth. In the first place the Apos- under the law, do ye not hear the law?
tie s lamentation over the alteration that had &quot; Hear &quot;

is hardly to be taken precisely as im-

taken place in the readers, brings almost neces- plying that the law was publicly read by the

sarily to our thoughts the probability of a re-
j

pseudo-apostles among them, but generally: Do
newed activity among them

;
and secondly he

could well designate the labor bestowed by him

upon the Galatians as a bearing of spiritual

children, but not as a regeneration in the doc

trinal sense, for this appertains to God alone.

Paul s travailing in birth with them, it is true,

had as its end, their becoming regenerate chil

dren of God, but the one is not therefore to be
identified with the other.

Ver. 20. I could wish indeed to be pres
ent with you. [This rendering! though not

literal, brings out the force of the passage, and
the &quot;tacit contrast&quot; in 6e. See above. R.]
And to change my tone. This, in its imme
diate connection with a wish to be present with

them, appears to signify : I should be glad to give

my language such a form as suits with oral inter

course ;
from the written style, with its more

formal, unphable character, less suited to make
an impression on the heart, I should be glad to

p is over into oral discourse. But
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;&amp;lt;j)v?/v

d/.Ad^ai
does not on this account mean : to interchange
discourse with any oue=to converse together,
as WIESKLER singularly assumes. Why he should
like to be with them, and to vary his discourse,
he then expressly declares : For I am per-

itself, on which you lay so much stress, you
might discover that you are not, and are not
meant to be under the law. [MEYER: &quot;At the
close of the theoretical part of his Epistle, Paul
now appends a very peculiar alley (fric argument
from the law itself, intended to destroy the in

fluence of the false Apostles with their own wea
pons, and to root it up out of its own proper
soil.&quot; R.]

Ver. 22. For it is written. Tdp= I must
inquire : do ye not hear the Law

;
for if you really

heard the law, you would find in it that which

might convince you how unsound and dangerous
it is to &quot;desire to be under the law.&quot; That to

which Paul refers the Galatians, as being found
in the law, is the narrative in Genesis, of the two
sons of Abraham, Ishrnael and Isaac, the one by
the bondmaid, Hagar, and the other by the free

woman, Sarah. As is known, he had Ishmael
first, and he is therefore mentioned first. They
were therefore indeed both Abraham s sons, but

they had not merely different mothers, but

plexed about you. Ev, the perplexity has I

mothers als of entirely different conditions; the

its ground chiefly in them, in their state of one was the 80Q of a bondmaid, the other of a
free woman.

Ver. 23. Yet even with that they might have
been begotten in like manner, but (d /i/A) this

being the case, the son of the bond-

mind. | He knows not with what arguments he
can find access to them and dispose them to a

return. Therefore he thinks now he could more

easily accomplish something by oral discourse

with them. MEYER understands (JHJV//V aAhdaaetv

of a wish of Paul, instead of the rigorous tone

used in his last visit, to essay a milder tone.

But this is far from evident. RIEGER justly re

marks that in a certain sense Paul does immedi

ately after in ver. 21 what he wishes in ver. 20,

namely, varies the form of his language, and

speaks as if he were present with them : /I e y e T e

fio i K. r. A. [For the various interpretations
of the phrase &quot;change my voice&quot; see MEYER in

was far froit

maid was begotten after the flesh, and the son
of the free woman through the promise.
Kara ad/&amp;gt;Ka = entirely in the ordinary way of
natural generation, of carnal intercourse; 6 id

Trjq kvayyeXiac.= formally also, it is true,
in this way, but materially (by the side of which
the other is a vanishing factor), by virtue of the
divine promise, which Abraham had received,
inasmuch as God in a miraculous manner, restored
the long-lost capacity of Sarah to conceive, so

loco. The view given above seems tame, but the i

that in truth the efficient factor was God. [The
reference to the tone during his second visit is

doubtful. So also the interpretation : &quot;to modify
my language from time to time as occasion de
mand-}.&quot; Certainly it is improper to think of a

desire to change his tone to a more severe one

(in contrast with the mild TEKvia). On the
whole it seems best to conclude 1) that the de
sired change was from the severe to the milder
address ; 2) that the severe tone referred to is

* [WoRDSWtWTH mentions a curious exposition and exten
sion of this metaphor iu the Epistle of the primitive
chiirche-i of Gaul &quot; who say that by means of the martyrs
much joy accrued to the holy Virgin Mother, the Churck of
Christ, receiving hack n/i re those whom she has lost as
ab irtions. and also because through means of the martyrs,
very iiriny of her children who had fallen away by :i|iot: is\.

hti again conceived in her womb, and were being
forth a-iim to life.&quot; K

]

t [Hence a n-o poC M. a i is to be taken, not as passive, with
deponent sense ( KI.LICOTT). n , )r middle (LnuiTFOOT), but mid
dle with passive signification I.MKVEE, ALFORD) ;

&quot; the condi
tion of perplexity is conceived of ita wrought upon, suffered

by the subject.&quot; K.]
8

preposition did denoting the causa medians

COTT). R ]

^

Ver. 24. Which things are allegorical,
arivd EOT iv d A^rtyopol ut va. Paul thus
introduces his interpretation of the narrative
which he quotes. He states what the Galatians

might learn from it. [ELLICOTT has a valuable
note on the distinction between of and baric.. Hia
view of drtva is thus expressed: all which things
viewed in their most general light.&quot;

This wider

meaning will guard against the assumption that
the narrative itself was a mere allegory and not
historical. R. ] Alfafyopelv = a/.Xo dyopevetv :

to say something else than is expressed by the

letter, to say something in figures; passively: to
have a tropical sense, d/./.rfio/wi uevov rivm f Q
be something that has such a sense. That Paul
understand* what is related in Genesis of Abra
ham, llajrar. Sarah, etc., as history also, needs
no proof: but undoubtedly at the same time he
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sees in the history an intimation of something

else, something higher, than the simple history

relates. In what sense, see below, in the DOC

TRINAL NOTES. [The precise meaning of dA/ttf-

yopflv must be noted. It may be made to cover

the thought: to be treated as having an allegori

cal sense, but here we must insist on ihe more

definite and strict meaning: to have an allegori

cal sense. &quot;Which things viewed in their most

general light have an allegorical meaning;&quot; this

interpretation will guard against the assumptions
and errors which are based upon a looser view.

See DOCTRINAL NOTES. R.]
To what the history points is then stated: for

these are two covenants. Ai-rat seems not

karlv ev Ty Apa(3ip: according to the other: T&

te [or yap] &quot;Ayap &quot;Ziva 6/wf, &c. Accepting the
first reading, Paul points to the fact that Mount
Sinai is situated in Arabia that therefore the
Sinaitic covenant has one home with Hagar,
and so far a relation to her. Both originate
from Arabia are not at home in the Holy Land;
while yet they both came in near relation to the

people of God; Hagar to Abraham, bearing him
a son ; the Sinaitic covenant to Abraham s pos
terity, raising up children to this; for Israel by
the Sinaitic covenant first became an organized
theocratic people, possessing the principle of self-

preservation and hereditary continuance. Ac
cepting the reading: TO Je

&quot;Ayap, K. r. /I. in which

to refer immediately, i. e., grammatically, to the
j

de is exceedingly well suited to introduce an elu-

women, but, according to ordinary Greek usage,
j

cidation, which indeed it properly is, rather than

to stand for raiira; it would be somewhat differ-
j

a demonstration [yap being however the more
ent if in ver. 23 the women were the subjects,

j
probable reading, on critical grounds, see criti-

Substantially no doubt it refers to the two women,
j

cal note. R.], the Apostle points out that even

in whom he sees types of the two covenants not
j

as to name there exists a relation between Ha-

however in the twofold marriage covenant of I gar and the Sinaitic covenant, that it is not

Abraham with Hagar and Sarah (as JATHO as-
1

therefore so arbitrary as might seem on his part,

sumes, who, in order to sustain this view, is I to interpret the former as a type of the latter;

obliged to give an exceedingly forced interprets-
j

for that among the Arabians, Mount Sinai has

tion of &quot;which is Agar&quot;).
It is peculiar, and

jjust
this name of Hagar, and that as Paul un-

renders the understanding of this pagsage some-
1 doubtedly assumes after Hagar. It is true we

what difficult, that Paul, in the first place, desig- have no other proof of Sinai s having this ap-
nates the women and not the sons themselves as pellation, and it would have to be assumed that

symbols, more particularly as prophetic symbols \

Paul had learned, perhaps from his sojourn in

of the two covenants; and in the second place, it
- ! - &quot;-_. o: ,

ore perplexes the matter, that he finds in

them the two covenants = of God with men, which

were typified or prophesied (that is, in general,

the Old and the New Covenant), and takes these

themselves as mothers, and then from these first

passes over to the two diverse churches, whose

motherhood appears more clearly when viewed

in connection with their members. Of course,

however, the covenants stand in intimate rela

tion to the churches; it is not only they that con

fer on them their peculiar character, but also

that properly constitute them; without the cove

nants the churches would not exist. The one
from Mount Sinai, etc. A pregnant expres-

8 ion __ (he first, covenant is that which originates

from mount Sinai and bears unto bondage.

Tevvuffa, feminine, because it corresponds to the

mother Hagar. The expression eif dovlciav

yevvuffa is itself to be supplemented so that

jt,
_

bearing, sc. children, as it were into bond

age = and translating them into bondage, of

course by subjection to the law, for the covenant

from Sinai is the covenant of law. Which is

Hagar. This is = this covenant is typified by

Hagar. for she too as &quot;bondmaid&quot; bore children

&quot; unto bondage.&quot; This is of course primarily the

ground why he compares the Sinaitic covenant

with Hagar; of both alike the &quot;bearing children

unto bandage&quot; was an attribute. But this ab

rupt assertion : the Sinaitic covenant is Hagar,

or, Hagar signifios the Sinaitic covenant, because

it as well as she &quot;bore unto bondage,&quot; is of itself

too bold and startling, and Paul therefore in a

Arabia, that Sinai bore this name also among th

Arabs, which he referred back to Hagar. It is

certainly probable, that the Arabs named Sinai

&quot;Ayap ; for this is = Rock, and so corresponds
precisely to the character of this mountain chain,
and probably also to the signification of the an
cient name &quot;

Sinai&quot; itself, which etymology ren
ders by &quot;Rock.&quot; Paul would then, only err in

the reference of this name Ayap to the Hagar ol

the Old Testament, but at all events the name
would be the same, and this, in the first instance
would be the main thing. Yet this circumstance
will always make this reading suspicious.

[In addition to these interpretations, which

may be distinguished as I., IL, another (III. )
must

be considered, viz., that of CALVIN, BEZA, ESTIUS,
WORDSWORTH (and LIGHTFOOT, if the correctness
of the Recepta be established) :

&quot; For this Hagar
(is) represents Mount Sinai in Arabia.&quot; I. ia

comparatively free from grammatical difficulty,

forming a parenthesis, which introduces a geo
graphical remark, the point of which is obvious,

though on the whole it seems much tamer than
the other views. Besides the critical grounds for

preferring the longer reading (not the least

strong being this absence of grammatical diffi

culties), it may be objected 1. That since a mere

geographical remark would be unnecessary, the

emphasis must lie on iv TTJ Apa3.; but to convey
such an emphasis, the Greek order should be
h&amp;gt; Ti) Ap. kariv (ALFORD). 2. MEYER intimates
that this view must press as the essential point,
the fact that the mountain was &quot;outside of the
land of Canaan,&quot; and yet this essential point is

parenthesis intimates that Sinai and Hagar, far only implied. Still there is not much force

apart as they might seem to be, yet even inde- this objection, since the positive statement &quot;is in

pendently of this &quot;bearing,&quot;
stand of themselves Arabia,&quot; the land of bondsmen, is after all the

related to one another. main thought, the other being a negative anti-

VER. 25. The words setting forth this relation theses, that may well be omitted. II. is adopted
are, according to one reading: TO yap Sivd o/wf by MEYER, ELLICOTT, ALFORD, and many oidv.-i
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commentators ((
HIM si is TOM, Li THKR, et al). This present Jerusalem. [This is certainly preferable

maybe called the eti/moloyical view. Here the tothoview ofCHRYSOSTOM and most of the Fathers,

grammatical difficulties are not great, for it may ;

LUTIIKR et al., which takes Viva as the subject,

readily be conceded, that TO Ayafi means &quot; the
i
and renders the verb either &quot;is contiguous to&quot; or

word Agar,&quot; iaTiv, &quot;means&quot; and iv rfj Ap. &quot;joined in a continuous (mountain) range&quot; with

either &quot;among the Arabians&quot; or &quot; in the Arab-
1

Jerusalem. The thought is irrelevant, and we
ian (supply tiiateKru) dialect,&quot; and the objection j

should then have Ml. Zion, rather than Jerusalem,
that &quot;the word Agar&quot; cannot properly be the

j
following the verb. LHJHTFOOT thus shows the

subject of avaroixei is met by putting a semi-
|

exact meaning of the verb: &quot; In military language
colon at the end of this clause, or throwing it avaroixia denotes a, file, as av^vyia does n rank of

into a parenthesis. The real difficulties are far soldiers; comp. Polyb. x. 21. 7. The allegory of

graver. 1. It is extremely doubtful whether the text may be represented by avaroixiui thus:

&quot;Agar&quot;
did mean &quot;in Arabia, Mount Sinai.&quot;

The testimony of travellers is not strong, that

of philology even less so. Granting that the

Arabic word for &quot;rock&quot; is similar in sound, we
are far from settling the question of identity of

name 2. &quot; If in writing to a half-Greek, half-

Celtic people, he ventured to argue from an
Arabic word at all, he would at all events be
careful to make his drift intelligible&quot; (LIGHT-
FOOT). Was it likely to be intelligible to them,
when in these days of philological and geograph
ical research, this interpretation is still doubt
ful ? 3. The argument or illustration seems
fanciful when resting on this identity of name,

especially as Hagar had a meaning in Hebrew,
and Sarah also, which meanings could well

have been used here, were it a question of

names. III. &quot;For this Hagar represents,&quot; etc.

This may be called the typical or allegorical in

terpretation, and for that very reason more like

ly to be correct in this connection. It avoids the

objections against I. on the score of emphasis,
and lameness; with II. follows the reading which

other, but avriaroixot to those in the opposite
list. R.] It seems however more accordant
with the context to make *

Ayap (ver. 2o) the sub

ject. For Hagar is a type of the present Jeru

salem, &quot;ranks with&quot; stands in the same row
with it, or better, fits as a type to the antitype [?]
Moreover Hagar was bondage with her

children, just as the present Jerusalem.&quot; Be
sides in this connection there is significant re

ference to the fact that &quot;the present Jerusalem&quot;

corresponds to Hagar alone and not to Sarah;
the special proof of which is, what is affirmed

of &quot;the present Jerusalem,&quot; viz.: &quot;for she is in

bondage with her children.&quot; [So that not only
the proximity of the word Ayap, but the closer

correspondence also, supports the view that

Hagur&quot; is the logical subject of the verb. See
MKYKK. II.]

The present Jerusalem. Jerusalem repre-

seems more correct, but avoids the fanciful and
doubtful features of that view. MEYER con
siders the ueut er article an insuperable objection.
But this may be met 1) as is done by WORDSWORTH, sents here as it always did in the Old Testament,

by joining the article with Siva
dpr&amp;gt;e

not with
|
the Jewish people; but this as a collective person-

&quot;Ayap. He contends that this is allowable and ality, and moreover a maternal one, the individual

that no other order was admissible. Still this members of the people being viewed as children

seenu unnatural. Or 2) by understanding TO i of this mother. H vvv lepova. is the present

*A/ap, &quot;the thing Hagar,&quot; not the woman, for
|

Jerusalem in contrast with the jiE?,A. lepova. as

ver. 24 passes over into allegory, but the alle-
j

it shall become through the Messiah, i. c., through
im, the Jerusalem, which has not, andgorical Hagar, her position as set forth in ver. I faith in Hi

2i. This is less objectionable. As this is the so long a:obj

only real difficulty (t&amp;lt;m i&amp;gt;, &quot;represents,&quot;
is of

course admissible), we may adopt III. as perhaps

long as it has not, received the Messiah.

&quot;The present Jerusalem&quot; meaning thus the his

torical Israel, the Jewish people, its children are

thj safest view, seemingly that of E. V. As re- of course &quot;born after the flesh&quot; and Paul pre-

gards punctuation, a comma then suffices after I supposes this as self-evident. Is in bondage.
this clause, and

&quot;Ayap ia the grammatical sub-
j

This cannot apply to the yoke of the Romans,
ject of aus otxei. R-]
Ranks with. Swrro^eZ JE might be connect

ed with i/rif (ver. 24) or back of that with pia, sc.

fiia )r/K.r}. [So DE WETTE, LIQHTFOOT. R.] &quot;For

for this has nothing at all to do with the Sinai-

tic covenant, but applies to the being in bond

age under the Mosaic law. A state of bondage

she is in bondage&quot; is given as the proof of
i
Jewish church without further proof, as

&quot;ranks with,&quot; and this evidently refers to &quot;bear- thing which the readers after the precedi

ing children unto bondage
&quot;

(ver. 24). The cove-
1 position of the nature of the law (comp. iii. 23;

nant &quot;bearing children unto bondage&quot; &quot;ranks iv. 3-7), must concede, and indeed that the Jews

sense Paul predicates of the existing
ome-

ng ex-

with the present Jerusalem, for she is in bondage
with her children.&quot; &quot;ZvaToixElv, to stand in one
row with something else, to belong to the same

species, to belong together with anything. The
Smaitic covenant, says Paul, and the present Je

rusalem, although separated in time and place, yet

bjlong essentially together; the former brought
into

&quot;bondage,&quot;
the latter is in that very bond

age. The object is to show that an internal rela

tion exists between the Sinaitic covenant and the

were strenuous observers of the law was a mat
ter beyond doubt.

Ver. 20. But Jerusalem which is above
is free. Paul does not continue the course of

thought begun in ver. 24 with &quot; for these are

two covenants.&quot; He names the first covenant

only, not the second one also, but to make the

contrast more palpable, opposes at once to the

present Jerusalem, which is in bondage, another

Jerusalem which is free. Now the present Jeru-
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salem is in a condition of bondage because the

first covenant, which is a covenant of bondage,
came in her to manifestation. So the freedom
of the other Jerusalem would have its ground
also in the character of the second covenant,
which comes into manifestation in her, and we
have a right to find implied a second covenant

bearing children unto freedom, which is typified

prophetically by Sarah, just as the covenant of

bondage by Hagar. If we inquire what this

irapovaia ;
and the very reason why the expres

sion $ fxt/.Aovaa Ifpova. is not chosen is, that

after Christ had appeared upon earth this must
be referred to the fra/xwala. WIESELKR is there
fore also incorrect in asserting not only that the
church of the perfected is meant, but in insist

ing as he does that these are expressly compre
hended.) But yet i)

avu Ispova. must at all events

signify a Jerusalem that is above, an upper Jeru
salem, and this &quot;above&quot; can only refer to Heaven.

second covenant is, according to the previous [

Here again LUTHER has a right understanding
context, the answer cannot be doubtful; over

|

of it, in the main point at all events, when he

against, the covenant of law stands a covenant of

grace or promise. WIESKLER S parallelism goes
too far, where he wishes to supply :

remarks that this &quot; above &quot;

is to be understood
not of place but of character :

&quot; when St. Paul

speaks of a Jerusalem above and the other here
6e (otaBimri) anb bpov$ Ziuv, eif ihevtfspiav -yevvuaa, below upon earth, he means that the one Jeru-

Zappa. TO yap 2tuv bpoq tarlv e

yeA/af, avarot^el 6e TJJ avu ~Lepovaa\f]fi.

yap fan [IETO. TUV TKHVUV avri/. [&quot;The

second covenant from Mount Zion, bearing chil-

alem is spiritual, but the other earthly. For
there is a great distinction between spiritual and
corporeal or earthly things. What is spiritual,
that is above, but what is earthly, that is here

dren unto freedom, which is Sarah. For Zion below. Therefore says he then, that the spirit-
is a mountain in the land of promise, and ranks I ual Jerusalem is above, not that in respect to

with Jerusalem above, for she is free with her
i space or place it is higher than the earthly here

children.&quot; This follows from his view of ver. I below, but in that it is spiritual.&quot; The upper
and is objectionable besides for the reason

|
Jerusalem would therefore=the spiritual Jeru-

that it forces an allegory beyond the point to

which it has been carried by the Apostle him
self. R.] Somewhat too definite also is MEYER S

view : The other covenant is the one estab-

salem. This explanation, it is true, does not

appear to do full justice to the material idea
&quot;

above,&quot; but it leads in the right direction for

this, and needs only to be completed by includ-

lished in Christ (see afterwards on //
avu lepov- I ing also the conception of space which is con-

aahr/fi). Paul has not waited till now to give the tained in avu. That is, // avu lepova. is not=
proof that the covenant of grace is a covenant the Jerusalem that is localiter, externally situated

of promise, and that on this account Jerusalem . above (this is refuted by LUTHER), but the Jeru-
above is also free. This is in part clear from salem, that as to its essential character is an up-
what precedes and in part results from the nature

; per, heavenly one, and therefore neither orig-
of the case, since a covenant of promise given of

grace, because it has nothing to do with any law,

can have no connection with &quot;bondage&quot; either.

In addition he now demonstrates to the Galatians

this only, that they are children of that Jerusalem
which is free, and that therefore it would be

preposterous for them to wish to be under the law.
&quot; Free

&quot;

of course =not being under the law.

The main question is, what $ avu lepova. sig
nifies. &quot;Jerusalem&quot; here also means a church

taken as a collective personality, her individual

members being conceived as her children. But
?}

avu lepova. is of course not the &quot; ancient
&quot; Jeru

salem, the Salem of Melchisedek, nor yet the

mountain of Zion, which in Josephus is called
/}

avu Tr6?.iq . [LIOHTFOOT : &quot;The Apostle instinct

ively prefers the Hebrew form Iepovaa/.f/u here

for the typical city, as elsewhere in this Epistle

(i. 17, 18; ii. 1) he employs the Graecised form

Iepoa67,i&amp;lt;/ia
for the actual city. lepnvaaAij/i est

appellatio Ilebraica, orininaria et sanctior : lepoad-

Jlty/a, deinceps of) via, Grseca, may is politico, says

Bengcl on llev. xxi. 2, accounting for the usage
of St. John (in the Gospel the latter; in the

Apocalypse the former), and referring to this

passage in illustratioa.&quot; R.] On the other

hand LUTHER is right in his decided protest

against the reference to the ecclesia triumphant,
for the Christians of this world are here desig
nated by Paul as children of this &amp;lt;m,&amp;gt; Ir/xunu///!/.

(Only so much is correct, that with the irapovaia

it is no other than this very dew lepava. that

comes to perfection, so that the Church after the

irapovaia is essentially identical with that before

it. But the eye is not at all directed here to the

inates from earth nor belongs to earth, but

originates from Heaven and belongs to Heaven,
let it be situated where it may, of which nothing
is expressly said. (In reality Luther also means
this and nothing else by his spiritual Jerusalem,
and his explanation, therefore, only apparently
incurs the reproach of spiritualizing.) Whether
the expression is immediately founded upon the

rabbinical doctrine of the
nS;&quot;3 hti D ^DIV

&quot; which according to Jewish teaching is the

archetype existing in Heaven of the earthly
Jerusalem, and at the establishment of the
Messianic kingdom will be let down from Heaven
to earth, in order, as the earthly Jerusalem
is the central point and the capital of the old

theocracy, to be the same for the Messianic the

ocracy
&quot;

(MEYER), cannot be affirmed with cer

tainty ; that Paul did not share the crude and
sensuous rabbinical conceptions of this heavenly
Jerusalem, but had a scripturally purified idea
of it, is in any case clear

;
so that from the

Jewish schools he only derives the expression
rather than the substance of the idea. At the
most he had only the fundamental conception,
-hich was then essentially modified. [LiGHT-

,1FOOT: &quot; With them,&quot; the rabbinical teach
ers, &quot;it is an actual city, the exact counterpart
of the earthly Jerusal
furniture: with him it is

its topography and
a symbol or image,

representing that spiritual city of which the
Christian is even now a denizen (Phil. iii. 20).
The contrast between the two scene?, as they ap
peared to the eye, would enhance, if it did not

suggest the imagery of St. Paul here. On the one
hand, Mount Zion, of old the joy of the whoLo
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earth, now more beautiful than ever in the fresh and triumphant. Sec DOCTRINAL NOTKS. R.]

glories of the llenxliun ri-iiaNsaiuv, ^linn-ing What Paul now wishes to show is, that Chris-

in gold and marble; on the other, Sinai with its tians are children of this true congregation of

rugged prjsks and barren sides, bleak and deso- God, that is grounded upon the covenant of

late, thf
i&amp;gt;p|irrs*ive power of wliich the Apostle grace, and therefore of course is free, and not

himself had IV It during his sojourn there these
| merely that they are children of the Christian

scenes fitly represented the contrast between the I community, which certainly would have needed

glorious hopes of the new covenant and the blank no proof. From the foregoing we see still more

despair of the old. Comp Heb. xii. 18-22.&quot; R.] ! evidently (what has already been touched upon
And she is our mother. If we seek to

j

above), that the expression // p&Juovaa Iffwvff ,

define still more distinctly the idea of the avu \ although it would have corresponded with
if vvv

lepova., we shall find that here also LUTHER had
j

leftova., would not have been suitable here. On
the right sense of it, when he peremptorily de- 1 the other hand nothing stood in the way of des-

clares, and in opposition to the transcendental ignating the natural Israel as //
vvv lepovo., in-

fantasies, wliich overlooked the actually operative astnuch as every one would refer this expression

heavenly forces in the word and sacraments, so to the right object; in this sense a K.UTU Ifpova.

strongly insists that: &quot;the heavenly Jerusalem,
which is above, is nothing else than the dear

church or Christendom, that are in the whole
world here and there dispersed, who all together
have one gospel, one manner of faith in Christ,

would have sounded strange, and would have been
less intelligible, so that the want of correspond
ence in the expressions is not at all surprising.

Vers. 27 and 28 contain the proof of the pro
position that &quot;Jerusalem which is above&quot; is the

one Holy Ghost, and one manner of sacrament.&quot;
j

mother of Christians, in syllogistic form, only

Only here again he makes the idea too special, not quite exact, since vfitif is the more probable
The upper Jerusalem, which essentially springs reading in ver. 28. Ver. 27, major premise: To
from Heaven and not from earth, and belongs to the &quot;Jerusalem which is above,&quot; although she

Heaven and not to earth, is in the first instance
j

does not bear, there are many children promised,

nothing else than the true Church and people of who therefore, as Isaac, must have been born
God in its entire generality ; for this has its con- purely in virtue of Divine promise. Ver. 28,
nt it ut ion not in the covenant of law, but in the i minor premise: But now are we, or rather, saya
covenant of grace or promise, and its essential

j

the Apostle, with definite application to the read-

character may therefore with full right, nay must ers, for whom particularly the proof is intended,
be denominated by Paul a heavenly one. As cer-

j
ye are the children of promise, after the analogy

tainly now as Paul dated back the covenant of
|

of Isaac; therefore (conclusion) ye are children

grace as far back beyond the covenant of law as
|

of the Jerusalem above.

Abraham s time, so certainly did this &quot;upper Je- i For it is written, Rejoice, thou barren
rusalem

&quot;

properly begin with Abraham himself, that bearest not, etc. For the major premise
although at first indeed rather in the way of pro- Paul appeals to Isaiah liv. 1. The theocratic

raise, in idea, as it were, but yet realiter, as cer- nation is addressed during the Babylonian exile,

tainly as God s covenant of grace was one really |
and told that though aforetime in the bloom of

concluded. This &quot;upper Jerusalem then, it is
|

Israel s prosperity she was like a woman &quot;who

true, first came to full manifestation with the hath a husband,&quot; who had by her husband nu-
advent of the Messiah, as with this God s cove- merous children, she now resembled a woman
nant of grace first found its true actualization ;

j

that is &quot;desolate&quot; = without a husband (for it

and so far is the upper Jerusalem=Christendom, ,
had been repudiated by God), and in consequence

but yet even now it must not be identified with
j

for arelpa is here to be taken in this sense is

it. It is a higher, more general idea, precisely ;&quot; barren,&quot; &quot;not bearing,&quot; &quot;not travailing,&quot;

=God s congregation [ Gottesgemeinde~\ which the bears no children. (God i? to be conceived as

idea of the church does not altogether exhaust, the husband, if this part of the figure is also to

but which continues to rise above it, lying at the be interpreted, according to the familiar Biblical

foundation of the church, which is its concrete image of God s marriage covenant with Israel.)

manifestation, but yet to be distinguished from
j

But yet is she to rejoice, and loudly to express
it; and indeed this idea of the congregation of

]

her joy (prjS-ov sc. Quvr/v, rumpe vocem, let loose

God will never attain its completely adequate the voice), for she shall become richer in child-

expression in the church of this dispensation,
but only with the Trapovaia will such a complete

ren than before! This therefore not in the way
of natural generation, but through the immediate

coincidence of ideas and phenomenon be real-
1
extraordinary operation of God: they are there-

ized (as indeed on the other hand the present t
fore children not &quot;after the flesh,

1 but born
Jerusalem which is in bondage was also not ab-

j
&quot;through the promise.&quot; (Only, so to speak, the

solutely coincident with the Jewish community,
;

natural, carnal relation of God to the people as

but many members of it raised themselves above begetting natural posterity, was dissolved ; God
this bondage, although no doubt in this case yet remained, in the exercise of a higher energy,
the coincidence was far more nearly complete), i

devoted to the people as His people, for the very
[MEYKR S interpretation: &quot;the Mitsianic theoc- end of bringing in something higher than be-

raci/, which before the Trapovaia is the church,
j

fore.
) Evidently in this the image of Sarah

and after it Christ s kingdom of glory
&quot;

is sub-
j

hovers before the prophet, of that barren one

stantially correct, provided we sufficiently extend who was &quot;desolate,&quot; that is, at least as &quot;bar-

the meaning of the word &quot;Church.&quot; Our con- I ren &quot;

could have no conjugal intercourse with

oeptions of her, &quot;who is our mother,&quot; must here ! her husband, and therefore was so far without
be large enough to include all her children, in . husband, and who yet became a mother of a

the Old and the New Dispensations, as militant
j
numerous progeny in virtue of the Divine cu-
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ergy. Thus even the prophet sees in Sarah a

type of the theocratic nation not, it is true, in

her condition of freedom, but at least in her be-

husband, the other having none : a fineness of

meaning which we cannot give in English.&quot;

This goes to sustain the view of Schmoller. II.]

coming a mother by promise, and therefore is We need not be perplexed because
she a type of the theocratic people, inasmuch as

this increases not in the natural way=through
natural descent, but through the addition of

would
create a divergence from the type of Sarah, with
whom certainly, after her barrenness, a bearing
and travailing took place. But although Paul

spiritual children. Herein also is found Paul s undoubtedly knew this well, he yet (vers. 23, 29)

justification for referring this passage immedi-
j

denies explicitly and roundly that Isaac was born

ately to &quot; Jerusalem which is above.&quot; Primarily, after the flesh and vindicates to him only a be-

indeed, it applies to the theocratic people as a ing born through the promise, after the Spirit ;

whole. But even here, to the natural children,
j

and he can very well apprehend the contrast

=to such as become members of the theocratic thus absolutely, because he looks only at the

people by natural descent, are opposed spiritual
j

essential thing, the determining, generative
children=such as become such in virtue of Di- principle, and this was purely &quot;the promise,&quot;

vine operation, without natural consanguinity,
j

&quot; the
spirit,&quot; even though the act did not pro-

The sense therefore cannot be merely : The now i ceed without the medium of the &quot;

flesh.&quot; Sarah,

depopulated Israel shall again become populous, !
is his meaning, did not obtain her son Isaac,

yea, even more than before, by renewal of the
j

because from a naturally unfruitful woman she
now interrupted conjugal intimacy ;

but from
j

had become a naturally fruitful one
;
her obtain-

that people of God which increased by natural
j ing the son was therefore only, as it were, form-

descent, there is distinguished the people of God
j

ally, not essentially, a TIKTEIV, &c. (see on ver.

in the higher, completely true sense, whose
existence does not depend on natural descent,
but on Divine operation, that is of course,
the operation of the Spirit, inasmuch as God

through His Spirit produces faith, and so raises

up children to His people, regarded as mother,
or to Abraham their first ancestor. There is

thus contrasted with the natural, empirical peo
ple of God, the one exovaa rbv avdpa, which is

now continued in the present Jerusalem, a

higher spiritual one, the one which is &quot; bar

ren, bearing not,&quot;=not naturally maintaining
an I increasing itself, i. e., in short the &quot; Jeru
salem which is above.&quot; The fulfilment of the

promise then, took place, i. e., numerous chil

dren, without being naturally begotten by the

theocratic people, were born to it, in particu
lar, through the appearance of the Messiah,
for all, who came to believe on Him, became

thereby, and not by natural descent, members
of Govi s people (comp. ver. 28). But it must
here be remarked in addition, that Paul s de

sign is not strictly to declare positively of the

Jerusalem above (as even MEYER assumes), that desolate more, etc. MEYER rightly explains:
it had first been barren, therefore first unpopu- I no\=Tr/,eiova i). which would leave the numerous-

lated, childless, and had then become the mother I ness of the children wholly undetermined, but

But if Paul expresses himself thus even

respecting Sarah, with whom nevertheless in a
certain sense a rinrfiv, and the like, did take

place, the same of course holds good in its full

sense of the antitype, the true people of God,
as Jerusalem above. This is precisely its spe
cific quality, that it obtains children without

&quot;bearing&quot;
as &quot;barren,&quot; and in this very way

approves itself as the true people of God, for

which God begets children; therefore we have

only: &quot;many are the children of the desolate,&quot;

not: she will bear many children. Of course
&quot;barren

&quot;

varies a little; at first it is one who
cannot bear, because she is deprived of the hus
band

;
but from that it becomes one, who does

not bear and is to bear, does not in this

way obtain children, and is to obtain them, but
in another way. But this variation is already
implied in the original sense of the passage,
which as it were says :

&quot; Barren hast thou

become, that cannot bear ; well, so shall thou
be and remain, but not to thy hurt, but to thy
good,&quot; &c. Many are the children of the

it expresses, that both have many children,
but the solitary one, more=numerous are the

children of the solitary, far more, than of her
who hath her husband.

Ver. 28 places the Galatians, as Christians,

among the children of the Jerusalem above,

promised her in ver. 27. As Isaac was.
Kara Iff a d, in conformity with, according

of children (with the origin of the Christian

people of God); but he means thereby only to

distinguish it from the theocratic people that is

maintained and continued by natural means. In
distinction from this the Jerusalem above is in

its nature and remains therefore barren, not

bearing, not travailing, desolate, for she obtains

children indeed, but by no means through be

coming fertile, TIKTEIV, uSiveiv= not by such
j

to the type of, even as Isaac. The antitype of

natural processes, as if these had only failed for! the mother, Sarah, was named ver. 26; even so

awhile, and had then again become operative ;
are Christians antitypes of her son, Isaac.

on the other hand the children are given to her Children of Promise, opposed to
ffap/&amp;lt;6f

re/t

in a way not to be naturally explained, not as ;

va, therefore properly children whom the prom-
bodily offspring, but spiritually by Divine opera-

j

ise has born:=who are born in virtue of the

tion; for she is and remains not &quot;having a hus- !

promise of God, not through carnal generation,
band&quot; (=who does not stand to God in this So was it with Isaac; he was born to Abra
natural and carnal relation). [ALFORD: The

!
ham as son in this way. Even so is it with you:

&quot;husband&quot; of the E. V. may mislead
&quot;by point-

:

you have in this way been born, t. e., become

ing at the one husband (Abraham) who was members of God s people. This needs no proof,
common to Sara and Agar, which might do in for on one side, it was certain that they as

this passage, but not in Isaiah : whereas % I
Christians were members of God s people, and

TOV avdpa means, her (of the two) who has (the) i
on the other side also, hat they were not so by
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nature, by carnal descent, but in a spiritual the spirit of spiteful malice, made more offensive

manner, namely, through their knowledge of by its pretence to sportiveness and love,* which
Christ, to which God had led them by His Spirit, extorted from Sarah the words which the Holy
thereby fulfilling His promise. It therefore fol- Spirit, speaking by St. Paul, here calls a verdict

lows from this, that they belong, because mem- ! of Scripture. And Almighty God Himself vouch-
bers of the theocratic people, and yet not such i

safed to confirm Sarah s interpretation of Ish-

by natural descent, to &quot;the children of the des-
j

mael s play, by commanding Abraham, although
olate&quot; (ver. 27)=have her (to whom, although

j

reluctant, to hearken to Sarah s voice in that

desolate, children are promised by God) as their

mother, as was affirmed in ver. 20.

Ver. 21). Still as then he that was born
you nevertheless

matter. 1

It would seem that an inspired Apos
tle, reading the Old Testament narrative in the
full gospel light, could interpret the spirit of

that occurrence, without relying on tradition.after the flesh. Why wi

be

be

hearers, You are like Isaac, not like Ishmael.

Tliis he had deduced from the manner of the

birth of each. But now he adds looking at
j

into account.
&quot;1)

the subsequent lot of each a warning, that it is lightly sketched in the original narrative had

dangerous to place themselves in a position like
|

been drawn out in detail in later traditions,

)e under tlu law, and so in the condition of
j

If however the objection urged by MEYER, I)E

)ondage ? Paul had brought home to his
| WETTE, JOWETT, and others, be deemed valid,

as even ELLICOTT admits them to be, the follow

ing remarks of LKJHTFOOT may well be taken
into account. &quot;

1 ) This incident which is so

and thus a prominence was given to it, which
would add force to the Apostle s allusion, with
out his endorsing these traditions himself. 2)
The relations between the two brothers were re

produced in their descendants. The aggressions
of the Arab tribes on the Israelites were the

antitype to Ishmael s mockery of Isaac. Thus
in Ishmael the Apostle may have indirectly con

templated Ishmael s progeny ;
and he would

therefore be appealing to the national history of

the Jews in saying he that was born after the

flesh persecuted him that was born after the

Spirit.
&quot;

R.]
After the Spirit. The one born according to

the Spirit. The Spirit of God was the power by
which the generation of Isaac took place. The
Spirit however is here conceived not as the power,
but as the norm, according to which the genera-

tioned only as a scoffer : Paul &quot;here then&quot; either I

tion took plce=he was begotten in the way and

uses Sioneiv in a more general sense, or he fol- manner in which the Spirit begets. &quot;After the

lows a more developed tradition, traces of which
j

flesh
&quot;

is to be interpreted in the same way.
are found in the Rabbins. [Afov is a strong !

Even so now. Those born after the Spirit

word, aad we are not justified in altering or ex-
|

=&quot; the children of promise&quot; are persecuted by

tending its meaning to meet a difficulty, arisin- those born after the nesh=the natural members

from the interpretation of another passage. The
j

of
.

tluj theocratic people, the Jews. But the

question then is: Is this statement of the Apos

Ishmael s, for he had been shut ^&amp;gt;ut of the

inheritance. Even so will it fare Paul gives
them to understand, with those that are like

Ishmael=those that are under the law. A/l/.a :

for the thought which Paul first expresses, is

in opposition to that in the foregoing verse,
where he had described Christians as having
a possession, as children of the free woman,
because children of the promise. Yet Paul does
not affirm this in order to frighten them back
from the condition of freedom, as one of

persecution, but on the contrary (a^M, ver.

30) in order to set forth immediately after the

evil lot of the children of the bondwoman, as

persecutors, and thus to hinder the Christians

from placing themselves, through bondage to

the law, in a like position with them.

Persecuted. In Gen. xxi. 9, Ishmael is men-

tle based only upon the Scriptural narrative

(Gen. xxi. 9), or also upon some other reliable

source of information, supplementing the Old
Testament narrative. The chief objection urged
by most modern commentators against the former
of these
&quot;

persec
the passage referred to. It tells us of Ishmael

&quot;laughing&quot; (pnvrp:
which the LXX. expands

main point is not the suffering of persecution by
the one, although the thought of it occasions the
d?.Ad, but the persecution of the others. See
ver. 30. To what this specially refers, is hard
to say: that there was no lack of persecutions
on the part of the Jews, is indeed well known.

$ views is, that there is no thought of
!

Tllat i[lc Pitting of the Judaizers against the

ution
&quot;

either expressed or implied in I
Christians are also m&amp;lt;

into Trat^ovTa //era laaaK TOV vlov
&quot;) ; this

has been interpreted as in play awakening Sa
rail s jealousy, and as in mockery, arousing her

.eant, is probable; for these

Judaizers believed themselves to have a preemi
nence, precisely as those born after the flesh,

and, as our whole Epistle shows, took a position,
which though professedly in the interest of

others salvation, was nevertheless really hostile

towards those who were only &quot;born after the

anger. Obviously the latter is more in accord-
j Spirit,&quot; or only set a value on this, and denied

ance with the context and is a legitimate render- to them a title to membership among the people
of God. A similar self-exaltation over others

and a disposition to suppress them, took placealso,

ing of the Hebrew (see LANGE S Com. Gen.

loco). But is it said that even this view of the
narrative will not justify the assertion &quot;

perse- j

he says, in the case of Ishmael with respect to

cuted.&quot; WORDSWORTH, accepting the meaning
j

Isaac. But it turned out the other way.
&quot;playing,&quot;

remarks: &quot;The temper in which! [WORDSWORTH:
&quot; St. Paul s comparison here

Ishmael played with Isaac, may best be inferred is peculiarly apposite and relevant to the subject
from the comment which Isaac s mother made
upon it. Sarah s words interpret Ishmael s act.

If his play had been loving play, she would not
have been displeased by it. It must have been

before him. The Judaizers, with whom he is

dealing in this Epistle, were like Ishmael, the

* [AUQUSTISK : Sfd lutitn Paulus pfrsecutionem vocal, quia
lugio ilia. Musio erat.R.]
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son of the bondwoman Agar, the representative
j

sounds the death-knell of Judaism at a time
of the Old Covenant not spiritually understood, when one-half of Christendom clung to the .Mo-

They professed friendship for the Galatian
j

saic law with a jealous affection little short of

Christians, who were the spiritual Isaac. In
j
frenzy, and while the Judaic party seemed to be

semblance they were playing with the offspring growing in influence and was strong enough,
of the free woman, but iu reality they -were per- \ even in the Gentile churches of his own found-

tecuting him. The Judaizers were endeavoring
|

ing, to undermine his influence and endanger his
to rob the Galatian Christians of their Evangel- life. The truth which to us appears a truism must
ical inheritance derived from Abraham. Thus then have been regarded as a paradox.&quot; R.]
Ishmael pretended to be playing with Isaac, but I The course of thought begun in ver. 21, con-
was in fact persecuting him. The Apostle,

therefore, who had just been comparing himself

to an affectionate mother, comes forward as a

eludes therefore with our verse in a complete
and satisfactory way : Take heed then to the
law, and learn from it: (1) that ye are free as

vigilant Sarah, and interferes to part the Jewish
j

Christians and (2) that ye, if ye do not persevere
Ishmael from the Christian Isaac ; and to rescue

j

in this freedom, forfeit the inheritance so that
the children of the promise and of freedom from necessarily the conclusion must be drawn with
the treacherous flattery and tyrannical sport of ver. 30, and ver. 31 cannot be viewed as mi imme-
the children of the flesh and of bondage.&quot; This

j

diate -deduction from what precedes, nor as a
beautiful comparison is of course marred by any conclusion, but only as a sentence summing up
reference to tradition in our verse. R.] |

once more the foregoing result and introducing
Ver. 30. Cast out the bondwoman and a transition to what follows, on which account it

her son, etc Paul here cites the words of Sarah is to be joined with it.

Gen. xxi. 10 according to the LXX., only insteat

of UETO. roll vlov uov laaaK, he substitutes, be

cause the expression is severed from the context,

UfTa -oi viol -ftf efavdepas ; therewith stating ex

pressly the meaning of Sarah ;
for it is from this gregation. The significance which attaches to

very point of view, namely, that her son is the son the personal relation between teacher and con-

of the free woman, that she comes forward so de- gregation (see on the former section, the first

cidedly against Ishmael, as the son of the bond-
j remark), comes most evidently to view in this,

maid, declares that he is not entitled to be co-heir
j

that the teacher must regard it as his commis-
with her son, and demands his expulsion. It is

not the personal behavior of Ishmael therefore

which she urges against him, but his position, al

though, it is true, she is moved to do it by his

behavior. As he is in himself not entitled to be

co-heir, this right possessed against him is now
urged and as the narrative shows, made good.
The application with an &quot; even so now,&quot; Paul
leaves to the readers as being obvious, because

through the whole argument he desires that they
themselves may see the perverseness of the posi
tion which they are on the point of assuming. It

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The personal relation between teacher and con-

sion, to beget spiritual children (and that truly
living ones) as father, nay, yet more : to bear
them also as mother. There is thus of neces

sity constituted an inner bond of personal fel

lowship between him and the souls on which he
labors

;
but it is true, the existence of such a

bond is not to be presupposed as a matter of

course, or demanded even where the condition
of such a loving labor of spiritual begetting and

bearing is wanting.
2. &quot; Christ is formed (1) in the understanding

of man, when he receives a truly living andB . _. ._. ,

would be thus supplied: Even so now will it spiritual knowledge of Christ s person, offices,

fare with the children of the bondmaid; they have
!
and benefits; (2) in the will of man, when

(a) in

as little right of inheritance as the son of the

bondmaid had then, and this want of title will be

brought into force against them on account of

thc.r persecution (so that in this particular also

regeneration faith in Christ is not only kindled,
but also attains to its fit form, so that he hangs
simply and solely on Christ, which faith then in

justification apprehends and puts on Christ, and
will prove themselves antitypes of Hagar unites itself inwardly with Him; (A) in renewal,

an J Ishmael). The reference to the expulsion when Christ s Divine mind is daily more and
of these does not as yet apply immediately to the

readers, but if they suffer themselves to be made
children of the bondmaid and what that signi
fies is clear by going over to the legal Jewish

position, they lose at all events their right of

inheritance, and are on the way to lose also the

inheritance itself. Paul specifies the persecution

more formed in men, so that the lineaments of

Christ s image become ever more discernible.

It reads moreover : Till Christ be formed in you,
not, Till you or I form Him in you, because

regeneration is no human work.&quot; STARKE.
3. The allegory. What view are we to hold of

the interpretation of the two wives and sons of

primarily because the Divine exclusion from the
;
Abraham in this section ? Is Paul a representa-

inheritance was historically occasioned by that. A i live of that allegorical interpretation which pre-
swirching admonition,

&quot; to hear the law better&quot;
j

supposing a double, yes, multiplex sense of the

(ver. 21 )=to take better note of the intimations , Biblical text, long prevailed in the church, to the

which are contained therein and therefore not I prejudice of the sound historical understanding
to place themselves under the law. of the contents of Scripture ? The appear-

[LIGHTFOOT :
&quot; Shall in nowise inherit! The ance is strongly for it, but in truth it is not so.

Law and the Gospel cannot coexist; the Law, Paul to be sure allegorizes here, for he says so

must disappear before the Gospel. It is scarcely himself. But with the very fact of his saying
possible to estimate the strength of conviction this himself, the gravity of the hermeneutical
and depth of prophetic insight which this de-

| difficulty disappears. He means therefore to give
claratiou implies. The Apostle thus confidently ,

an allegory, not an exposition; he does not pro-
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cced as an exegete, and does not mean to say that it has a point of attachment in the actual

after the manner of the allegorizing exegeles history. But and this is commonly overlooked

t luii only what he now savs is the tine sense of the allegory is not on this account eliminated

the narrative, conceded in the letter, the only
j

from the passage; the allegory lias its ground
s. iisr really worthy of God s word. The ques- I in the typical relation of Abraham s two chii-

tion then is only (1) whether this allegorical in- dren to the two congregations of God, but yet

terpretation is merely a subjective fancy of the for all this it is in form allegory. For ninn )/

Apostle, or whether it is grounded in the actual

facts ; (2) what use he makes of this allegory.

Commonly these two questions are not kept dis

tinct from each other. Respecting the first,

no one can speak of a mere arbitrary fancy (of a

play of allegorical sharp-wittedncss, rabbinism,
and the like), who pays the least attention to the

typical significance which according to Paul ap

pertains to Abraham and his history, and who
allows any justice whatever in this the Apostle s

view of Abraham. We well know that for Paul

Abraham himself is typical by his faith, and in

immediate connection with that, Isaac is typical

by his birth through the power of the Divine

promise, and not of the flesh ; he is the type of

the true children of Abraham, i. e., of the true

theocratic people, whose origin is not that of

atur*! birth alone (comp. Rom. ix. 16 . This

of itself then gives on the other hand the con

verse, namely, the typical character of the

carnal son, Ishmael. But now, in this section,

Paul goes yet a step further. To him not only
the manner of birth of the two sons of Abraham
is typical, but also the condition in which they
were born : the bondage of the one and the free

dom of the other. Isaac is thus the type of a

theocratic people, that (1) does not become such

by natural birth, but by Divine operation; (2)
nd is also in possession of freedom, is the spir

Ai-n Aniih/Kiu is allegory, not typology; the

two women were certainly not prophetic ti/pe of

the two covenants. Something like this might
be said, that the two women are, as mothers of

the two diverse children of Abraham, types of

the two churches of God, the external and the

spiritual, conceived as collective personalities,
as mothers of their members, although even
this would be strained; but to say outright that

the two mothers are prophetic types of two cove

nants, yields no rational sense. Only by alle

gorizing can Paul see in the two mothers two

covenants, but the allegory is taken from the

facts themselves, inasmuch as it is the covenants

by which the character of the antitypes of the

sons of those mothers is determined. It is ne

cessary to acknowledge this mingling of Type
and Allegory, or the passage will not be rightly

apprehended. We feel that it is not merely alle

gory, and look for the type, and again we feel

that it is not purely type; the two, in truth, are

interwoven with each other.

If we could venture to draw from our section a

general conclusion, it would be this: (1) that al

legorizing portions of Scripture is not forbidden,

provided only that it is acknowledged as such,
and not given forth as exegesis proper; (2) that

it is warranted in proportion as it has a typologi
cal basis which itself is authorized. What this

itual and free Israel; on the contrary Ishmael is
|

is may be judged by the remarks above. While
the type of a merely natural and enslaved theo

cratic people: that is, the natural people of God
is enslaved by its being under the law, some

thing which is not true of the spiritual, genuine

we should acknowledge, therefore, that our alle

gory has an objective foundation, that Paul does

not interpolate something into the narrative of

Genesis at his own fancy, it is not on the other

Israel. Respecting the warrant for a typologi- hand (to come to the second inquiry, as to the use

cal apprehension of the Old Testament generally, he makes of it), correct to say that &quot;he ascribes

WIESKLER justly remarks: &quot;Since the whole of to it an objective value as proof.&quot;
For that he is

the Old Covenant is a ama of the New Testa- too sober-minded, for he undoubtedly is, as was
ment dispensation, the single facts, persons and

j

remarked, far removed from that allegorizing
truths have therefore a prefigurative character, i exegesis which bona fide declares: This and this

according to the measure in which each has i is meant in the passage besides the letter [? See
within this whole and in relation to the New ! below. R.]. and which therefore upon this as-

Covenant, aconspicuous and central significance.&quot; i sumption proves the &quot;higher truth&quot; by means
That this applies to the person of Abaham is

[

of allegorical explanation from a Scripture pas-
clear, and equally to the manner in which chil-

[

sage. If we look more closely, we find more-
dren were born to him, for through Abraham s I over, that he does not at all argue his proposition
children the progress of the history of redemp- of the freedom of Christians from the narrative

tion is determined. But if even with an Isaac
it is primarily only the manner of his birth to

which this signification attached, yet the condi

tion in which he was born, was an inseparable
element of that; for from the legitimate, and
therefore free, wife of Abraham, came naturally
also the legitimate son, the son of promise; the
freedom of Isaac was therefore not an accidental

of Genesis; he does not infer any thing like this:

Sarah signifies the upper Jerusalem, Isaac the

Christians, therefore Christians are the children

of the upper Jerusalem; moreover Sarah is free,

therefore the upper Jerusalem is free, and Chris

tians are children of the free congregation, and
therefore likewise free. On the other hand he
asserts the freedom of the Jerusalem above as

but an essential quality of him who was born self-evident, and resulting from the previously
in virtue of a Divine promise, and so Paul has assumed ground of the covenant of grace, on
a right to attribute to the fact of his freedom ! which it rests, as opposed to the covenant of

also, a typical importance, and to attribute the
]

works, and then first expressly demonstrates
same to the opposite condition of Ishmael. If from a prophetical passage that Christians are
this prefigurative character of Abraham and his children of the Jerusalem above, and so comes
sons is acknowledged, it is clear, that the Apos- to the conclusion that they are free (see the
tie s allegory is not arbitrary or accidental, but i exegesis above). If it is inquired: Why then
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is the narrative of Genesis adduced, a narrative

of type interwoven with allegory? the answer
is simple: in order, by reference to the simple
relations of things in the beginning of the theo

cratic people, to illustrate the higher relations

of the present, or better: in order to furnish a

confirmation of the latter by pointing out the

relation between type and antitype= see, at the

very beginning it was the same ! For that ty

pology may serve, with or without the applica
tion of allegory, which of course makes no dif

ference, but not for strict proof; and still less

bare allegory, when and where it is acknow

ledged as such. We cannot draw a different

conclusion from the remark, ver. 21 : Do ye not

hear the law? The sense is simply: Do ye not

then see that matters stood just the same with

the ancient typical personages? The spiritually

begotten Son was born in the condition of free

dom and that should dispose you to give credit

to my previous argument! Here the expression
sounds, it is true, as if every reader of the

law would be constrained to deduce this from
the narrative in Genesis, as if this therefore

simply signified the higher truth which is now
under discussion, and merely expressed it under
the veil of history; still whoever gives even

cursory attention will not be tempted to press
these words, but will recognize in them a rhetor

ical drapery.
4. [Paul s treatment of the Old Testament narra

tive. A reference to the exegesis of ver. 24 will

justify the following conclusions: 1) Paul does

not regard the Old Testament narrative as in

itself an allegory. He is careful to use a subject

(ariva] which is general enough to prevent our

making such an unwarranted assumption. 2)

His interpretation is not &quot;subjective, fanciful

or rabbinical.&quot;* The predicate aX^rjyopovfjLEva

means &quot;to have an allegorical meaning,&quot; Hence
the meaning inheres in the nature of the &quot;things,&quot;

and does not depend on his acute speculation re

specting them. On exegetical grounds, Schmol-
ler is not warranted in affirming that Paul does

not imply :
&quot; This and this is meant in the passage

besides the letter.&quot; In his proper anxiety to

guard against &quot;allegorizing exegesis&quot; he gives
some room for assumptions respecting the &quot;sub

jective&quot;
character of this allegory of the Apostle.

Against such attempts to represent the interpre
tation of St. Paul as subjective, {. e., to speak

plainly erroneous, ELLICOTT properly remarks: &quot;It

would be well for such writers to remember that

St. Paul is here declaring, under the influence

of the Holy Spirit, that the passage he has cited

has a second and a deeper meaning than it ap
pears to have ; that it has that meaning, then, is

a positive, objective and indisputable truth.&quot;

3) This passage gives no countenance to &quot;alle

gorizing exegesis
&quot; of the Scriptures. This er

ror, once so common, may have a different origin
from attempts to make the Bible narrative a

mere allegory, but it tends in the same direction,

destroys the true knowledge and perverts the

true use of the Scriptures. He may properly

allegorize, who has the inspiration Paul had, but

* [Every proper theory of Inspiration must admit that

Paul s early education had its influence on his character as

teacher. But the word &quot;rabbinical&quot; contains a moral or

rather immoral implication, which cannot be allowed. R.]

only when that inspiration shows him that &quot; thesa

things have an allegorical meaning.&quot; On thia

point CALVIN says : &quot;As the Apostle declares that

these things are allegorized, Origen and many
others along with him, have seized the occasion
of torturing Scripture, in every possible manner,
away from the true sense. They concluded that

the literal sense is too mean and poor, and that,
under the outward bark of the letter, there lurk

deeper mysteries, which cannot be extrncted but

by beating out allegories. And this they had
no difficulty in accomplishing: for speculations
which appear to be ingenious have always been

preferred, and always will be preferred by the
world to sound doctrine. For many centuries no
man was considered to be ingenious, who had
not the skill and daring necessary for changing
into a variety of curious shapes the sacred word
of God. This was undoubtedly a contrivance of
Satan to undermine the authority of Scripture,
and to take away from the reading of it the true

advantage. God visited this profanation by a

just judgment, when He suffered the pure mean
ing of the Scripture to be buried under false

interpretations. I acknowledge that Scripture
is a most rich and inexhaustible fountain of all

wisdom; but I deny that its fertility consists in

the various meanings which any man, at his

pleasure, may assign. Let us know, then, that
the true meaning of Scripture is the natural and
obvious meaning ; and let us embrace and abide

by it resolutely.&quot;* R.]

*[I,IGHTFOOT gives Philo s allegory of this same passage,
and compares it with Paul s:

&quot; Philo s allegory is as follows.
Abraham the human soul progressing towards the know
ledge of Ood unites himself first with Sarah and then with
Hagar. These two alliances stand in direct opposition the
one to the other. Sarah, the princess for such is the inter

pretation of the word is divine wisdom. To her therefore
Abraham is bidden to listen in all that she says. On the
other hand Hagar, whose name signifies sojourning, and

I points therefoie to something transient and unsatisfying, is

a preparatory or intermediate training the instruction of
the schools secular learning, as it might be termed in mod
ern phrase. Hence she is fitly described as an Egyptian, as
Sarah s handmaid. Abraham s alliance with Sarah is at first

premature. He is not sufficiently advanced in his moral and
spiritual development to profit thereby. As yet he begets no
son by her. She therefore directs him to go in to her hand
maid, to apply himself to the learning of the schools. This
inferior alliance proves fruitful at once. At a later date and
after this preliminary training he again unites himself to
Sarah ; and this time his union with divine wisdom is fertile.

Not only does Sarah bear him a son. but she is pointed out
as the mother of a countless offspring. Thus is realized the

strange paradox that the barren woman is most fruitful.

Thus in the progress of the human soul are verified the wordi
of the prophet, spoken in an allegory, that the desolate hath

; many children.
I But the allegory does not end here. The contrast between
the mothers is reproduced in the contrast between the sons.
Isaac represents the wisdom of the wise man

;
Ishmael the

sophistry of the sophist. Sophistry must in the end give
I place to wisdom. The son of the bondwoman must be cast

[

out and flee before the son of the princess.
I Such is the ingenious application of Philo most like and

!
yet most unlike that of St. Paul. They both allegorize, and
in so doing they touch upon the same points in the narra
tive, they use the same text by way of illustration. Yet in
their whole tone and method they stand in direct contrast,
and their results have nothing in common. Philo is. as

: usual, wholly unhistorical. With St. Paul, on the othei
hand. Il.-igar s career is an allegory, because it is a history.
The symbol and the thing svmboli/ed are the same in kind.
This simple passage of patriarchal life represents iu minia
ture the workings of (iod s Providence hereafter to lie ex
hibited in grander proportions in the history of the Christian
church. Tlie Christian Apostle and the philosophic .lew
move in parallel lines, or as it were, keeping side by side, and
yet never once crossing each other s path.
And there is still another point in which the contrast

I between the two is great. With Philo the allegory is th
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5. The two covenants and their children. The fact i

that the Apostle rtcogriizes a significance in the ;

Scripture narrative of the twofold character of

tin- wives and sons of Abraham, is a sign of his
j

clear-minded way of viewing the Scripture ; by
|

the less reminded of the greater, in the germ al

ready seeing the fruit. It is at the same time a

sign of his pedagogic wisdom, that to those who
boasted themselves of their descent from Abra-

\

ham, he so simply discovers the insufficiency, and

particularly the perversity of this boast, by re

ferring to the twofold relation of sonship to Abra

ham, of which the one is so entirely destitute of

ground for boasting. On the other hand, he

shows here also again, as in chap, iii., his deep
\

and clear view into the economy of salvation, and [

its guiding principles, in the first place by de-
|

finitely distinguishing the two covenants in the ;

history of redemption, and then by the way in

which he characterizes them. There is a cove

nant of law and a covenant of grace; and both are

mothers, that bear children, only in different wise
and with different consequences. The first cove
nant bears children in the way of natural gene
ration, for it finds its concrete manifestation in

the carnal Israel and its members. All the natu
ral children of Israel have part in this covenant;
but it is simply a covenant which brings to the

participants in it bondage and only that, for it

imposes on them the law. It is widely different

with the covenant of grace. This also has chil

dren, yea a great number of them, but these chil

dren God Himself brings to it through the opera
tion of the Spirit (it does not obtain them, as it

were, of itself
),

for this covenant finds its con
crete manifestation in the spiritual Israel, which
obtains its children in a spiritual way, and not

by outward descent. This is the first covenant
which brings to its members freedom, and does
not transfer them into bondage under a law ; for

it does not make the attainment of God s bless

ing dependent on the keeping of legal command
ments and prohibitions, but secures it to its

members as a pure bestowment of Divine grace.

Intimately related therefore as Paul knows these
two covenants and communities to stand to each
other (for they are still like children of the one

father), yet again he keeps them sharply and

clearly apart. Especially noticeable is the con

ception of the upper Jerusalem, the signification
of which has been explained above. In the first

place, therefore, Paul distinguishes the spiritual
from the carnal Israel, the ideal from the empi
rical. With the external Israel the idea of the
theocratic people was as yet by no means real
ized as to its true substance; on the contrary
this was a conception of much higher range.
Therefore all vaunting by the Jews of their na
tionality, as alone entitled to be reckoned God s

people, is ungrounded. Above the theocratic

people in its national manifestation within the
Jewish community stood yet again the true peo-

wh&amp;gt;le substance of his teaching; with Paul it is hut an acces
sory. He uses it rather as an illustration than an argument,
us a menus of representing in a lively form the lessons before
enforced on other grounds, [t U, to tue Lather s compari
son, th painting which decorates the home already built.&quot;

Tin- v.-ry pleating character of I liilo s allegory is a warn
ing against such interpretations. They always aim to bo us
C-tptlTatlng as his. and often succeed, only to be most unlike
Paul s

&quot; in tone and method.&quot; R.J

pie of God, that even in this community already
found individual members, for under the Old
Testament all were not children of Ishmael s,

and under the New Testament all are not chil

dren of Israel s sort. And indeed from Abraham
down, the true people of God was never quite
extinct, but yet, so long as the covenant of law,
and therewith the carnal Israel were in the as

cendant, it could not yet come to developed exist

ence. This it attained only through Christ. It

is noticeable, secondly, that Paul in this con

ception of the Jerusalem above, has a conception,
which stands still higher than that of the Chris
tian body; the Jerusalem above is the mother-
Christians are only the children. Unquestion
ably, however, they are actually the children,
and so far even in this expression their rank is

declared=they are children of no lesser one,
and should therefore not forget what they owe
to themselves and their rank, should not un
worthily lower themselves. But on the other

hand, they are only children, and are what they
are, only through their mother. The Christian

community is not of itself in its empirical mani
festation already=the spiritual Israel, but has

continually in this its spirituals nutrix. We see
how that which Paul expresses with his &quot;Jeru

salem above&quot; is what dogmatic theology has
endeavored to embody in its conception of an
ecclesia invisibilis, by which it strives to guard
the church against a false emphasizing of her

empirical manifestation, and as it were to pre
serve to her her ideality. Only that the con

ception of the ecclesia invisibilts is in the first

place a narrower one. limited more to the church
since Christ, and still more, it is a secondary
and negative one, first formed by abstraction

from the mixed condition of the church on earth,
while the idea of the Jerusalem above is a posi
tive, primary one, grounded in the biblical

economy of salvation itself.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 19. LUTHER: The Apostles, all devout

preachers and also schoolmasters, are (in their

peculiar way) also our parents. For like as we
from our natural birth have from our parents the

form of our bodies, so do these men help thereto,
that our heart and conscience attain within us to

a perfect form. Now the perfect form which a

Christian heart should have, is faith, whereby we
lay hold on Christ, cleave to Him alone and to

no other thing besides. BERLEXB. BIIII.E: In

nothing do more pangs of travail come to pass,
than in the ministration of the gospel. The
ministration of the law is a mere nothing com

pared with it. Evangelical preaching excludes

all works accomplished in a merely outward way
to which men nevertheless cleave. &quot;Until&quot;

points to a troublesome delay, -that falls between
the beginning and the accomplishment of a mat

ter; not as if God would not at once proceed to

the formation of us, but because on the side of

man a bolt is interposed, and yet God does not

give over. LANCE : Even, as in many men, espe

cially in their outward habit, gestures, words and

actions, we find such a fashion of the world, that

as it were we see in them even personally the

vanity, wantonness and folly of the world, and
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are inwardly troubled at it; so on the other

hand, in believers who come to their proper vigor,
the new birth from God appears in all aboi

the government of each land has. But since ou
mortal life must forsooth have some ceremonies,
we can by no means dispense with them. There-

them, saving their yet remaining weaknesses, in fore the gospel admits that we may make in the
such a manner, that we see in them a true form

j

Christian Church some special ordinances con-
of Christ in their weakness, humility, simplicity i cerning holy days, times, places, etc. but not in
and uprightness, and are moved to inward joy the thought that those who observe such order,
thereby.

Ver. 20. LUTHER: The living voice is to be
counted as an empress. For this can amplify
or condense the matter, and suit itself to all oc

casions of time, place, persons and the require
ment of any necessity.

Ver. 21. RIEGER: The will has very great in-

should thereby merit forgiveness of sins.

Ver. 27. Although the little flock, i. e.,the dear
Christian Church, that receives the doctrine of
the gospel, and earnestly cleaves thereto, ap
pears altogether unfruitful, forsaken, weak and
despicable, and moreover outwardly suffers per
secution, and is constrained to hear herself ac-

fluence in the belief and unbelief of men. Even i cused of teaching heretical and seditious things,
in falling back under the law, the will of the ! she is nevertheless alone fruitful before God, and
flesh seeks its advantage. The law is indeed the brings forth through the ministry innumerablyA- j -,:-i- :. ~ 1: - -

many children, who are heirs of eternal life.

Ver. 28. In STARKE : Natural birth has with
God no preeminence ;

He chooses Abel before

Cain, Jacob before Esau, Ephraim before Manas-
ses, etc. whoever feareth Him and worketh

righteousness, is accepted of Him, and whoever
cleaves in true faith to the promise, is a child of
one promise, and shall attain to the promised ever-

is contained therein also a revelation of the ways
j

lasting inheritance. If we are like Isaac in his

world s crafty covering, under which it slinks

away from the truth of Christ
;
which covering

must be withdrawn from it. FRANTZ: In the

law there is contained more than the command
ments; more than the ways and usages, ceremo
nies and ordinances enjoined in the worship of

the Jews. There is also more contained therein,
than many after the letter read therein. There

of God, which God hath chosen, to carry out His

everlasting purpose among men. There is con
tained therein a history, which has come to pass
from its beginning to its accomplishment on

birth, let us also become like him in his virtues.

Ver. 29. LANGE : Whatever church oppresses
and persecutes another in matters of faith, such
an one is not the true apostolic church; there

earth, that therein, as in a mirror, should be fore also she neither stands in the true filial re

made known the thoughts of peace and salvation, lation to God, nor has part in the inheritance of

which God has towards men and which in due
time He will carry into execution.

Ver. 23. Nature assists us not to salvation,
but grace alone. We are all according to our
natural birth born flesh of flesh

;
but according

to His promise hath God regenerated us through

example serves to

the bath of holy baptism.
Ver 24. RIEGER: Thi

guard us against dealing too slightingly with the

history of the Old Testament. BERLENB. BIBLE :

All that Moses has described are figures of the
inner spiritual and genuine life in Christ. SPE-
NI:R: &quot;Bringeth forth unto bondage.&quot; Those
that will be saved by the law and its works and

eternal life. LUTHER : It is ever thus, that

Ishmael persecutes Isaac, but on the contrary
the good Isaac leaves Ishmael in peace. Who
ever will be unpersecuted by Ishmael, let him
profess that he is no Christian. SPENER: The
church s condition is in some particulars ever
the same

;
it may always be said : As it was at

that time so is it now.
Ver. 30. SPENER: Persecutions harm in

fact not the persecuted but the persecutors. To
the persecuted there remains yet God s grace,
love and heaven, but the persecutors load them
selves with God s wrath. BERLENB. BIBLE:
The whole natural man must, as a scoffer and

therefore reject the gospel, are not God s chil-
[

wild man such as Ishmael was, be set aside

dren, nor heirs of eternal life, but at their highest from all righteousness of birth, and devices of

are only servants and therefore under sin and
the ciu-se.

Ver. 26. LUTHER : The holy church bears
and genders children continually, even to the
last day, in that she exercises the ministry, that

is, teaches and diffuses the gospel which is her
manner of bearing. Now the gospel teaches
that we are redeemed and become free from the

curse of the law, from sin, death and all manner
of ill, not through the law and works, but

through Christ. Therefore is the holy church
not subjected to the law or works, but free is

mother without law, without sin and
But what she is as a mother, so are also

she,
death.

her children. &quot;Free.&quot; Even the ten command
ments have no right to accuse, nor to terrify the

conscience, wherein Christ rules by His grace
and moreover outwardly : the civil laws of Mo
ses concern us no longer. Yet the gospel does
not therewith make us free from all other civil

laws, for so long as we are in this natural life,

the gospel subjects us to the civil laws which

his own through a renewed obedient will. And
although that involves a dying and giving up,
inasmuch as the false nature sinks into the death

of its own desires and so becomes powerless, yet
the new awakened sense makes no account of

that, because it has a hatred against the old man,
and renounces therefore courageously all im

pulses of nature, let them have as holy a seeming
as they may. Thereby the scoffer becomes in

his turn a scoffing before the new man.
Vers. 21-30. Two sorts of children of Abra

ham : to which dost thou belong ? To the chil

dren of the bondwoman or of the freewoman ?

Law or grace? Either or? 1. The two stand

indeed in relation to each other (one Father),
but yet are 2. essentially distinct (two widely
different mothers), a. Law-Flesh (= the law
man still the carnal man), Grace Spirit

(=the carnal man has no pan in it) ;
6.

Law-Bondage, Grace-Freedom. Christians are

children, not of the bondwoman, but of the free-

woman. 1. Rejoice! 2. Consider well ! The
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Jerusalem above 1. a mother, 2. a mother

through jinuuisf, :i. a free mother. Tin- cove

nant of law a fruitful mother. (Many depend on

it, l) ( M-:ius&amp;gt;- tin- natural mail remains thereby na

tural), hut vet tin- covenant of grace has the

promise of God. Christians are children of the

Jerusalem above. 1. How? Because children

of the promise. 2. What do they obtain there

by ? They participate in her condition of free

dom. The Jerusalem above free: 1) not bound

to the law = not held to obtaining salvation by
works of the law ; 2) not obnoxious toils curse.

The children of the promise, i. e., I. They

are members of God s people not by nature but

only through promise ;
2. they attain heavenly

inheritance, only in consequence of promise,
not by their own works. Christians have
their type in Isaac; 1. Born as he through
promise (sec above) ;

2. Persecuted like him, by
Ishmael, 3. but for all that children of the

freewoman and therefore alone heirs. Who ob
tains the inheritance ? 1) not the natural man.
but the spiritual; 2) not the son of the bond
woman but of the freewoman. Human self-will

(Hagar, Ishmael), divine counsel
; 1) The latter

permits the former, 2) but still gains the victory.

E. Admonition to perseverance in Christian freedom with a threatening allu

sion to the pernicious consequences of the opposite course.

CHAPTER IV. 31 V. 6.

31 So then [Wherefore],
1

brethren, we are not children of the [a] bondwoman, but

IV. 1 of the free. Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us

free [Stand fast therefore in the liberty for which Christ made us free, or For free

dom Christ made us free. Stand fast therefore],&quot; and be not entangled again with

2 [in] the yoke of bondage. Behold, I Paul3

say unto you, that if ye be circumcised

3
[i. e., mbmit to circumcision]* Christ shall [will] profit you nothing. For [More
over, Ji cuntinuative] I testify again to every man that is circumcised [who lias him-

4 self circumcised], that he is a debtor to do the whole law. Christ is become of no
effect unto you [Ye are separated from Christ],

5 whosoever of you are justified [being
A /? IT 1 _ r* i j.1 1 i*.,ll~~, rX*~ll~.^ ,&quot;! i*. T^ xl

but faith which worketh by [working through] love.

F. Renewed lamentation over the apostasy of the Galatians. Sharp testimony
against the misleading misrepresentations of his preaching on the part of the
false teachers.

CHAPTER V. 7-12.

7 Ye did run [were running] well
;
who did hinder 7

you that ye should not obey
8, 9 the truth?8 This [The] persuasion cometh not of him that calleth you. A lit-

10 tie leaven leaveneth 9 the whole lump. I [I, for my part] have confidence in [as

regards] you through [in] the Lord, that ye will be none [in nothing] otherwise

11 minded : but he that troubleth you shall bear his judgment, whosoever he be. And
[But] I, brethren, if I yet [still] preach circumcision, why do I yet [still] suffer

persecution ? then is the offence of the cross ceased [the scandal of the cross done
12 away with]. I would they were even cut off which trouble you [I would that they

who are unsettling you would even mutilate themselves, or would even cut them
selves off from you].

10

1 V.T. :!1. X. 5 to. [So B. Tfl. Ltchmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Ellicott, Alford, Lightfoot. Apo (Rec.) is feebly sup
ported ; as aUo r)/ai? Se. R.]

- Ver. 1. The correct reading is probably that of Lachmann : rij Au0epia qnai Xpio-rb? ri\tvOeptavtv &amp;lt;rrr)iecrt ovv.
9&amp;lt;&amp;gt; X. which aNo begins (hup. v. with

&amp;lt;TTij&amp;lt;Te. (

This reading is suppor ed also by A. B.C. D., and adopted by Usteri, Meyer
(4th ed.. Schmoller mentions the other reading as his) and Alford. Tj i\(vi)ep&amp;lt;.a. 17 ^lis Xpicrrbs ^tvBipuxTfv. trr^ert
oin is supported hv I).-- 1 K. K. L.. the (treat inijority of cursives, many versions :md fathers, and is adopted hv ;-i.-s|,,,-h

Kuckert.Tischendorf.Wieseler. Kllicott. \Vordsworth. Mhtfoot (who differs in pun.-tu ition hr.wever). l!-tw.--n tliese two
readings th- choice is very diffi -nit. The authorities ,ire so .viually divided, and as ill&quot; verb il difference is sliiiht. the cri-

ti -!\l i|ii&quot;^tion resolves itsell into this did n-.it&quot; one: whether Mr- tran^i-rilier was more likely to have omitted or inserted

D, bocause of i|fia iiumediatbly following. Meyer thinks it was inserted, others that it was oiuitto.l. The latter opinioo
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seoms more probable, and the second reading is preferable on diplomatic grounds. Tho renderings given above are in ao
cordain-e Nvilh the two reading, but minor variations in interpretation are noticed in tin- KXEH. NOTES.

\\V lind besides, ovv placed after eAeutepio, but this is feebly supported ; it is put alter &amp;lt;nr\iceTc
in X. A. B. C. F. On

this position ol the particle, an argument for Lachmami s punctuation is based, though it is not decisive. Xpiaros is placed
before w i C. K. L.; after it in X. A. B. D. E. F. Q.

Ligutfoot not only begins a new sentence at o-TijxeTe, but, retaining ft.
is forced to join th first clause directly with

Tor. 31, and to render: we are sous &quot;of her wh &amp;gt; is free with that freedom which Christ has given us.&quot; So Schult and
Itinrk. This seems forced, but Lightfoot s note ou the various readings is valuable. On the other variations from the E,

V., in this verse, see EXEO. NOTES. K.]
Ver. 2 X. omits llaOAot, inserted however by the corrector.

* Ver. 2.
|
Both here and in ver. 3, the reference is not to the fact of having been circumcised, but now resorting to tho

rite as necessary. R.J
6 Ver. 4. fSchmoller renders : alyetrennt xriil ihr van (der gemrinschaft mil) Htristo. The construction is pregnant, and

scarcely admits of a literal translation. Vulgate: evacuati estis a. Alford s &quot;annihilates from Christ&quot; is objectionable.
Kllicott 8 paraphrase id good:

- Your union with Christ became void&quot; (so Meyer). It seems both more lively and more
exact to retain the present in English, since &quot;the aorists (&amp;lt;caTijpy)j07)T, efeireaart) represent the consequences as instanta

neous&quot; (Lightf jot). R.)
Ver. 5. X. bas KSexM0a, X. 3 anfKSexoiJLe0a.

1 Ver. 7. [Bee. has aveno^e, but the correct reading is evtKo$ (all MSS., most cursives, and modern editors). R.]
8Ver.7. T

jj
&amp;lt;i Arjtfe t a /a &amp;gt;j

irei9rdai is, without ground, deemed spurious by gemler and Kopp. [X. A. B.

Lachinann, Ligh tfoot, omit 17) ;
retained on good authority by Tischendorf, Meyer, Ellicott. R.]

Ver. 9.- AoAoi is a gloss.
10 Ver. 12. [See EXEO. NOTES, on tho meaning of this verse. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 31. &quot;Wherefore, brethren, we are

not children of a bondwoman. Paul, after

the indirect warning in vers. 29, 30, sums up the

contents of vers. 22 sq. once more, in an exact

form, appealing to the Christian sense of dignity

=you will therefore surely not suffer yourselves
to be reduced to children of the bondwoman.

[Notice the omission of the article: &quot;not of

any bondwoman,&quot; Judaism or any form of hea
thenism (LiGHTFooT, MEYER, ELLICOTT). This

explanation is more striking and appropriate
than that of ALFORD, who is disposed to think

iraidiaKr/g is anarthrous, because emphatically pre
fixed to its governing noun. R.] But of the

free, therefore ourselves free. This Paul ex

pressly states in the following sentence.

Ver. 1, refers the freedom of Christians to

Christ; yet the main idea is no longer the fact

or method of their having become free, but the

end, namely: ry fAevtitpia, for freedom, for

being and remaining free. Then follows the ad
monition itself; arf/KT, used absolutely,
without any modifying clause=remain firm.

[Schmoller follows Lachmann, in beginning a new
sentence with arr/Kere; of course if a different

punctuation is adopted, the verb is modified by
the preceding clause, without altering its mean
ing however. He also takes ry ehevOepia as da
tive commodi, &quot;for freedom,&quot; not instrumental,
&quot;with freedom&quot; (so ALFORU). It must be re

marked that this pointing makes the style very
abrupt, and that since the stress in this inter

pretation rests on for freedom, the end of their

being made free, so emphatic a thought would

scarcely be expressed by a da .ive of doubtful

force, for as LIGHTFOOT observes, the dative is

awkward, in whatever way it is taken. Even
MEYER explains the passage far more satisfac

torily, on the theory that the other reading is

correct. Following this reading, we render:
&quot;Stand fast therefore in the liberty for&quot; or &quot;with

which Christ made us free.&quot; The prominent
dative then denotes &quot;the sphere in which and to

which the action is limited&quot; (ELLICOTT); and
the relative y is either dative commodi (WINER,
ELLICOTT) or ablative (instrumental, LUTHER,
BEZA, CALVIN). MF.YER thinks this latter usage
is uncommon with Paul. The former is safer.

The sense is then: therefore stand fast in that

liberty (which is our state as children of the

freewoman, and) for which, to remain in which,
Christ made us free. R.]
Be not entangled again. As Gentiles they

had not formerly been under the yoke of the
Mosaic law, but for all that had certainly (see
iv. 8) been in bondage; having now become free

from it by their faith in Christ, they ought not to

allow themselves to be enslaved again by a yoke.

[In the yoke of bondage. &quot;In&quot; it, because
the thought is of being ensnared; they were to

stand upright, not to bow to the yoke (LIGHT-
FOOT) ; &quot;bondage&quot;

was its predominant nature

(ELLICOTT). R.] All that preceded, doctrinal

exposition and expostulation, pointed to thin ex
hortation: to remain free. But just because
this lies at the foundation of everything preced

ing, the brief, plain utterance in this verse suf

fices, and the Apostle at once turns to a warning
menace in case the admonition should not be

heeded, and the Galatians instead should go so

far as to submit to circumcision.

Ver. 2. Behold I Paul say unto you
that if ye be circumcised. Rousing per
sonal attention with &quot;Behold&quot; and with the in

terposition of his personal authority,* &quot;I Paul,&quot;

he warns them against the final step, not yet

|

taken by them, which would bring them com

pletely under the yoke of the law, namely, the

receiving of circumcision. [It is highly proba
ble that some of them had been circumcised, and
that the present points to the continuance of this

course of conduct among them (ALFORD, ELLI

COTT). He does not mean that the fact of a

man s being a circumcised man would prevent
his being a Christian, but if after all this instruc

tion and warning, they resorted to this rite as

|

necessary to salvation,
&quot; Christ will,&quot; etc. R.]

I They would then have had no advantage of

j

Christ, because they would have sought salvation

! in circumcision and not of Christ. Will profit

you nothing. The future is probably (as in

j

ver. 5) to be referred to the irapovaia and the

establishment of the Messianic kingdom. [So
MEYER, who finds in this a reference to its near

ness. But he is fond of such references. ELLI

COTT with more propriety says : &quot;it simply marks
the certain result of such a course of practice;

* [WORDSWORTH finds here a reference to the false accu

sation (ver. 11) that he preached circumcision, and LIOIIT-

FOOT thinks this is probably an indirect refutation of calum

nies as well as an assertion of authority. R.J
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Christ (as you will find) will never profit you
anything.

&quot;

R.]
Ver. 3. Moreover I testify again. Paul

strengthens his warning by referring to a further

consequence of receiving circumcision. It obliges
to the observance of the whole law; &quot;for circum
cision makes one a full participant in the cove

nant of law, a proselyte of righteousness, and
the law demands of the one that is held to it its

complete fulfilment (iii. 10).&quot;
MEYER. At the

same time Paul gives with this a more precise

explanation of &quot;Christ will profit you nothing&quot;

so much the more certainly will this be the case,

because a man by receiving circumcision becomes
a debtor to do the whole law, and therefore

is not at liberty to persuade himself, that he does

not mean to erect again the law as a whole, but
j

precisely on faith alone, that they hope to be

only to accept one point. But all, who are &quot;of
i justified not in the law but by faith.

[
E/c TT/CT-

the works of the law are under the curse,&quot; iii.

10. In view of the solemnity of the asseveration

we must suppose that the false teachers design
edly concealed this perilous consequence of cir

cumcision or sought to soften it.
&quot;Again&quot;

alludes to the earlier (second) presence of the

Apostle.

them also. R.] U.vd nari is used neither oi

the human spirit in itself, nor of the spirit of

man enlightened by the Holy Ghost, but of the

Spirit of God as the objective principle of the

Christian life. As it is from the Holy Spirit

working in believers, that the whole Christian
life proceeds, so in particular the persevering
Christian hope is thus wrought, of the fulfilment

of which he also gives pledge (2 Cor. i. 22; v. 5,

Eph. i. 14; Rom. iii. 11-23). So WIESELKR and
MEYER. But of course this hope of future

righteousness proceeds from the Holy Ghost only
so far as it rests upon a right basis. This basis

is then stated in en Tnorewf, which is meant to ex

press that Christians ground their hope of future

righteousness not upon the works of the law, but

Ver. 4. Ya are separated from Christ.
&quot;Paul by spaaking asyndetically and recurring
to the second parson speaks so much the more

emphatically and vividly.&quot; MEYER. The verse

expresses the consequence of becoming
&quot; a

debtor to do the whole law&quot; (for iv vo^ 6iKaiova-

6ai. is substantially identically with this). This

rewf does not therefore describe irvev/jart (LU
THER), but the latter sets forth the agent: &quot;by

the
spirit,&quot;

the former the origin or source

(Schmoller says with less exactness, the ground)
of their hope.

&quot;

By faith&quot; cannot qualify
&quot;

righteousness,&quot; as the order of the E. V. seems
to indicate. R.] Amatoovvr/ is here also of

course, Righteousness before God = AiKaiuais.
But this is here represented for Christians as

something future ;
we are therefore not to un

derstand it of that which takes place in time,
but of the diKaiuau; which comes to completion
only at the final judgment. But it is a difficulty
that it does not simply read: e^-rida 6iK.

ia the Karapy. drro rov Xviarob which completes
|

but ehir. OTe/crf. whereby the hope itself is pre-
the explanation of the declaration in ver. 2. i sented in turn as an object of hope. EfonV ia

K.arapyeia9ai CLTTO nvoQ, a pregnant expression = !

therefore here to be understood as the object of

the connection in which one stands with any one hope, res spera/a, as in Col i. 5
;

Tit. ii. 13, and
is done away, and so one is loose from him. $ /-/co too v vr) f as genitive of apposition. ATTEK-

Justification by the law and justification for 6exfffOai is more precisely not = t/lT^tw itself,

Christ s sake are mutually exclusive : whoever
i

but = to wait for, to expect perseveringly (WiE-
seeks the first falls out of fellowship with Christ. : SELER). [This view of the passage, which is

Justified, hare of course an expression repre-
j

that of WIESELER, avoids the seeming pleonasm,
senting the view of the persons concerned, who &quot; wait for the hope,&quot;

but is open to one serious

think &quot;

through the law we shall be justified.
&quot;

are fallen away from grace. Here he

expressly nainas the benefit the loss of which

they suffer by &quot;being justified in the law&quot; and
the resulting separation from Christ. A cutting
contrast: they think that they are being justi
fied, but by this very means instead they are

objection, viz. : that the genitive is never thus
used with cArr/f (MEYER). Besides tArmJa cnreK-

6t~x6/j.e8a is not pleonastic, but forcible and almost

poetical, the accusative being cognate (ELLICOTT).
The genitive may ba regarded as 1) suhjecli; the

hoped for reward of righteousness, sc. eternal

life (so Beza, Bengel and most older commenta-
fallen away from grace, so far is an actual justi- tors). This avoids the seeming difficulty of

fication from being possible in this way.* E/cTtV-
|

every other interpretation, viz. : making
&quot;

right-
retv rf/r x/tpiToi; opposed to earr/Ktvai ev rf; %dpiTi eousness&quot; future, but it is not in keeping with

(Rorn. v. 2). the context, as it introduces and gives promi-
Ver. 5. For wa by the spirit wait for

i

nence to an adjunct of &quot;righteousness,&quot; while
the hops of righteousness from faith.

,

the passage treats of &quot;justification.&quot; 2) It

&quot;A justification of the judgmant passed in ver. seems best then to take it as genitive objecti, i. .

4 upon those that seek to be justified through ;

the hope of being justified (so MEYER, ELLICOTT,
the law, drawn e contrario, i. e., from the entirely ALFORD, also the versions of Tyndale and Gran-
different manner in which Paul and those like 1 mer). This is strictly grammatical and in keep-
aim wish to be justified.&quot; MEYER.

[&quot;
We&quot; i. e. ing with the context. The objection that it

those who have not sought justification in the
j

makes &quot;

righteousness&quot; future is easily met, see

law, and fallen from grace; the contrast is not
|

below. R] That Paul should here speak of

Tery strongly marked in the subject however Me the (complete and final) justification, as some
is not used), for Paul addresses the Galatians,

j

thing to be expected first in the future, is en-
not as those who had fallen, but were in danger ! tirely accordai
ef falling, and the subject &quot;we&quot; may include

j

speaks of sue

accordant with the context. In ver. 4 he
ich as, being already justified by

faith, now turn to the law and thereby suffer the
*[LiGHTPooT rendHi-s urn driven forth, are banished with

\
loss of grace. In order to illustrate the latter,

classical, it U not found (Osi-wlu-re^i ii&quot; New ^TesUme nV&quot; nd
ne now enforces the truth, that a Christian must

must uut be pressed. R.] I remain in faith, because only then can he have
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the hope of justification at the judgment ;
faith era. [In favor of the latter meaning we have

remains the condition of the state of grace, for the support of the Greek expositors, and per-
even at the final judgment it is the condition of haps the paranomasia (ireideaOai, ver 7). But
gracious acceptance. [This view contrasts

j

MEYER, ALFORD, ELLICOTT prefer the active

Christianity with Judaism, and represents &quot;jus- meaning, both because it is better established,
tification as one of those divine results, which and because it suits the active meaning of
stretches into eternity, conveying with it and in-

j

&quot;calleth.&quot; It seems to accord better with ver.

volving the idea of future blessedness and glorifi- ;

9 also. R.]

(ELLICOTT). II.]

Ver. 6. He now proceeds to justify the wait

ing
&quot; for the hope from faith&quot; on the part of the

Christian. For in Christ Jesus = for him
that is in Christ Jesus, for the Christian,

Ver. 9. A little leaven. It is disputed
whether this refers to doctrine or pe a lit

tle leaven of doctrine, as a few bad men, false
teachers. Manifestly the former. It is not the
number of the false teachers that is of account,

neither circumcision availeth anything
j

but the influence of their teaching, not the
= has no influence in the attainment of justifi-

j

oiref but the Treiafiovf/. Plainly nothing else

cation (in the sense of ver. 5), nor uncircum- i

is meant by &quot;leaven&quot; than the immediately
cision (while the Galatian false teachers laid so

I preceding &quot;persuasion,&quot; for of this, &quot;leaven&quot;

is an image. As the leaven works into the lump,
so does the &quot;persuasion,&quot; the persuasive, se

ducing word into the soul (or into a whole com
munity) : therefore=even an influence in itself

apparently insignificant, may nevertheless be
ruinous to the whole man (or whole community
of men). [The proverb (quoted also 1 Cor. v. 6)
is undoubtedly true both of doctrines and per
sons. To which it refers here is extremely

In support of each view the best corn-

great stress upon this distinction) ; but faith

working through love, faith which shows it-

self operative through love. Evep-/ela6ai is always
middle in the New Testament. The passive mean
ing given by many of the older Catholics, as

BELLARMINE and ESTIUS, in the interest of the

Catholic system, is therefore incorrect. Refer
ence is made to this display of the activity of

faith through love, in view of the following
section ver. 13 sq., the theme of which is given doubtful.

in our verse. [LiGiiTFOof :
&quot; These words bridge !

mentators may be cited, and the context is not
over the gulf which seems to separate the Ian-

j

decisive, for while ver. 8 may favor the former
as.sert a reference, ver. 10 with its individualizing turn,Bothguage of St. Paul and St. James. o ,

principle of practical energy, as opposed to a favors the latter. Leaven is, as usually, a symbol
barren, inactive theory.&quot; Against the use made

|

of evil. R.] This of course contains a warning
of this passage by modern Romanist commenta- to be on their guard, and to turn back in time,
tors who give up the passive sense, such as WIN-

!

and remove the leaven. The Apostle, in order the

HSCIIUANN, MOHLER, Symbolik, see ALFORD and !

easier to win them to him, expresses the confi

DOCTRINAL NOTES below. R.]
Ver. 7. Ve were running well. Short,

emotional, and therefore asyndetic propositions

dence which he still continues to have in them.
Ver. 10. I, for my part, even though the

false teachers believe you already won over to

respecting the unhappy alterations which had them. He knows his confidence to be grounded
taken place with the Galatians. The compari- i

in the Lord. The Lord will doubtless bring it

son of the Christian walk to a race is, as is well i

to Pass and give you the right mind in the in-

known, a favorite one with Paul. The running j

terest of His cause. Oi&amp;gt;6ev d/i/lo Qpovij-
well consisted in obedience to the truth, that is,

ere re is best taken absolutely that you will not
in their going in the true=evangelical, way,
seeking their righteousness in faith. Paul asks
in surprise : Who did hinder you ?*

Ver. 8. He here answers the last assertion to

himself and them. Certainly, it is not God that
has turned you away, has brought you upon this

be otherwise minded than hitherto, that you will
not alter your conviction, will not apostatize. It

is true, a giving way had indeed already begun ;

but it was as yet only in its incipiency ;
evi

dently Paul deals with them throughout as those
that are yet wavering, and therefore it may well

other way ! The intriguing of the false teachers
!

be hoped of them that matters will not come to

is represented as something ungodly. H
TTEKJ/LI.

|

an actual d/l/lo 0povev=change of conviction.

K. T. A., therefore, is to be translated; The persua- I Up to the present time they are only, as is im-

ding is not from your caller God. The calling i mediately expressed, &quot;troubled.&quot; He that
and the persuading are opposed to each other as troubleth you=every one, who, &c. The sup-
distinct in character ; the former is divine

tivity, the latter not, but essentially human with
position that the Apostle refers to a leader

his opponents well known to himself
human intention, art, importunity (MEYER). In

j

(ERASMUS, LUTHER, BENGEL and others), or
itself

&quot;persuasion&quot; could have also a passive
j

even to Peter (JEROME), is supported by noth-

signification=the being persuaded, disposition
to follow; and so many interpreters take it here

obsequiousness towards the false teach-lso

ing in the Epistle. Therefore also whosoevei
he be ought to be understood as entirely gen
eral, and not referred to any eminent consider
ation enjoyed by the false teachers. UndoubU

*[TlK- verb here used means &quot;to break up a road.&quot; so as to edly, however, Paul means to signify, that no
rendi.T it impassable. It originally took the ditive of the per- consideration whatever could cause him to waver
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sentence of

metaphor of the stadium better, its meaning being
&quot; to

i

condemnation
(e. g. Mark xii. 40, Lc. xx. 47;

beat back,&quot; to hinder with the further idea of thrusting I Rom, 11. 3; xiii. 12) ; this is conceived as SOme-

burden, therefore

LIOIITFOOT seems to think *v
i&amp;lt;o^

v (Rec.) would suit the I

~
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metaphor of the stadium better, its meaning being
&quot;

to
ol &quot;

l
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beat back,&quot; to hinder with the further idea of thrusting Rom, 11. 3
; xiii. 12) ; this is i

back (ELLICOTT), but the other reading is too well sup- ; thing exceedingly irksome, a
port Ml. lie also remarks that the transcriber! st-rm f&amp;gt; have

]
o

taken offence at the word iyK.6wrei.v, since it is frequently
altere 1, e. g. 1 Thess. ii. 18; Acts xxiv. 4. R.J Ver. 11. But I, brethren, if I still preach
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circumcision. Paul refutes moreover the pre
tence of the false teachers, invented to further

their ciiust&amp;gt;,
that lie himself elsewhere preached

circumcision. They had probably appealed, in

support of their charge, to the circumcision of

Timothy, which had lately taken place, but

tide. [Itseems entirely incorrect to take the pas
sive sense, for which there is no authority in the
New Testament. ELLICOTT, preserves the middle

sense, and yet avoids the seemingly coarse in

terpretation, which is usually given. He ren
ders :

&quot; would even cut themselves off from
which by no means took place on the ground of

you.&quot; Unfortunately /cat is a climactic particle,

its necessity to salvation (Acts xvi. 3. See 1 and this view gives us an anti-climax. In fact

moreover, the explanation of ii. 4). &quot;Still&quot; were there no question of taste involved, scarce

dates not from a period within his apostolic
career itself, as though Paul as Apostle had yet

a doubt would arise as to the Apostle s meaning.
Have we a right to adopt forced interpretations,

at one time preached circumcision, which in i to avoid a natural one, because it seems to us

view of the manner of Paul s conversion and of
j

unrefined? As LIGHTFOOT remarks &quot;If it seems
his whole previous course is an unpsychological strange that St. Paul should have alluded to such
and unhistorical assumption, but it dates from a practice at all, it must be remembered that as

his conversion. Why do I still surfer perse- I this was a recognized form of heathen self-devo-

cution. This second in is a logical one: what tion, it could not possibly be shunned in conver-

reason remains, etc. ? Then is the scandal sation, and must at times have been mentioned
of the cross done away with. Apodosis of by a Christian preacher. The remonstrance is

the conditional sentence, &quot;if I still preach cir- doubly significant as addressed to Galatians,

cumcision,&quot; for the purpose of demonstrating the ; for Pessinus, one of their chief towns, was the

nullity of the protasis: he would no longer be
[

home of the worship of Cybele, in honor of whom
persecuted. To ciuivd. rov aravpov more precisely

I these mutilations were practiced.&quot; WORDSWORTH:
=that, which is offensive in the preceding of

j

&quot;There would be more hope from their ex-cision,

Christ s deatli on the cross, namely, that it is than from their circumcision. For then they
proclaimed as the only ground of salvation. Had would be excluded from the Jewish congregation,
Paul, with this or instead of it, still preached cir-

j

they would feel the rigor of the law, they would
cumaision as necessary to salvation, the Jew

j

be ashamed of enforcing it on you. Then there

would have seen his law maintained in authority,
j

would be good hope, that they also would joy-
and would not have taken offence at the death on fully hail and accept the gracious liberty of the

gospel, and would be joined as sound members to

the Body of Christ.&quot; R.] A vaa~a~ ov VT eg ,

the cross, and especially the preaching of it.

Ver. 12. 00e/-ov Kai a TTO/C 6rpo vra t. The

ordinary explanation is: Would that they would unsettling=to bring info tumult, stronger than

even have themselves made eunuchs, for which I

Tapaaaeiv. WIESELER: To render seditious,

partly the middle signification of the future i namely, against the order of Christianity, or

aironotpovrai is cited, partly the connection, which i rather against its Lord and King, Christ.

is thought to point (( )
to a play of words upon i [CHRYSOSTOM : &quot;Well does he say &vaoraTovvTf,

irepirou.//. But, as this would be a bitter turn of
j

for abandoning their country and their freedom

wit, and as the assumption, that Paul means i and their kindred in heaven, they compelled

thereby to lash the sexual intemperance of the
[

them to seek a foreign and a strange land ;

false teachers, is arbitrary, it is not pleasant to banishing from the heavenly Jerusalem and the

accede to this explanation. The lexical argu- free, and forcing them to wander about as cap-
ment, which has the most weight, is the hardest tives and aliens.&quot; (From LIGHTFOOT.) R.]
to meet ; it can only be said that the passive use

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christian Liberty. Respecting the idea of

Freedom, which Paul in this Epistle maintains

and vindicates for Christians with such decision

(from iii. 25 on, substantially this, but more on

its negative side
;

in express words in this sec-

of the future middle, even in the classics, is by
no m3ans unknown. On the other hand the con

nection, which is especially adduced in support
of this explanation, has not a strictly demonstra
tive force, as WIESELER remarks. He, it is true,

lays almost too much stress on the absence of an
actual paronomasia ;

on the fact that Pau^ did

not at least choose inreiveiv, as being a very com- I tion), we are to consider that it does not prima-
mon word among the Greeks for castration, and

j

rily mean freedom from the accusations and the

the paronomasia with Kararofifj (Phil. iii. 23) I curse of the law (wrath of God, etc.), but, agree-

proves at least so much as this, that Paul in op- I ably to the whole polemics of the Apostle, means

position to such Judaizers, was not particularly freedom from the claims (requirements) of the

tender in dealing with nepLTOfiij, for this is a sar-
| law, from the obligation of attaching ourselves

castic allusion to
Tre/uro^iff.

On the other hand
!
to it, in order by works of the law to seek salva-

this remark of his particularly is correct, that
j

tion (to seek it through these conjointly with

we should then expect instead of avaar. an allu-
]

faith, yes, essentially to seek it through these),
sion to irepiT., the more so, as in ver. 11 ireptT. is

I
Too precipitately and too prevailingly does Lu-

not at all alluded to in the light of a demand ther, for example, take this freedom, which Christ

made by them. If we can therefore make up our
(

has won, in the former sense, and in this senso

minds to take OTOK. as passive, this would be in eulogizes it as the most precious benefit. Un-
itself entirely suitable, especially for the final

|

doubtedly, however, freedom in this sense stands

sentence: Would they were even hewn off=con- causally connected with freedom in the other;

demned by God (since the reference to excom- in the first place by the very fact that only he

munication is less congruous). Ken certainly is i who through Christ is delivered from the curse

far from necessitating the reference to Trepir., as
i
of the law, is a Christian, and only to him does

with either explanation it is alike a climactic par- I freedom from the law itself accrue (although
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strictly speaking this does not belong here) ;

and secondly, inasmuch as only to him who does

not give himself any more into bondage under

the law, does freedom from its curse also remain

Whoever now, be they Papists, Turks, Jews,
sectaries, or whoever they may be, teach, that

anything is necessary to salvation besides faith
in Christ, they hear in this place the sentence of

assured, while conversely, whoever gives up the
j

the Holy Ghost pronounced against them by the

other freedom, loses also this, and thus comes Apostle, namely, that Christ profiteth them noth-

into double bondage. Hence it is fully admissi-
j

ing. But if St. Paul can venture to pass so ter-

blc to comprehend in the freedom which Paul
|

rible a judgment against the law and circumci-

claims for the Christian, his freedom from the 1 sion, which God Himself has given, what kind
curse of the law not exegetically it is true, but

|

of judgment would he utter upon the chaff and
at least in the practical application of the doc-

j

the dross of men s ordinances ? Wherefore this

trine. Still more : in the reference to freedom text is such a thunderclap, that by right the

from the curse of the law (wrath of God), an en-
j

whole papal realm should be astounded and ter-

tirely just apprehension of the doctrine is in- rifled thereat.&quot; LUTHKR.

volved, since Paul contends with such earnest- 3. &quot;

Waiting for the hope of righteousness.&quot; Jus-
ness for the freedom of the Christians from the

j

tification, on one hand, is a benefit to be obtained

law, and against the imposing of the law upon
[

even now, but on the other hand, that which we
them, and thus against their being brought now obtain is not yet the whole, not yet the con-

upon the ground of the righteousness of works, summation. But the justification of the Christian

for this very reason, that thereby we forfeit also in the present is not on this account in any way
our freedom from the curse of the law, and so

j

an illusion, nor is the joyful certainty, which
come under this curse, losing thereby the advan-

|

faith has, of being justified in Christ, prejudiced,

tage that we have in Christ, the certainty of the
j

On the contrary the believer knows very well

grace of God. His strong emphasizing of the
!

that at first he can only have this benefit in a
freedom of Christians has its ground indeed not

,

measure corresponding to the imperfection of the

merely in an abstract pride of freedom, leading present dispensation. The joyl ulness of faith

him to feel : Christians now have no longer need ,
would be beclouded if the hope of consummation

of allowing themselves to be held in bondage by I
in eternity, in spite of all present imperfection,

~

law, but it is grounded in the doctrinal knowl-
j

did not essentially appertain to faith, as certain

edge of the loss of salvation, which would result

from the giving up of that freedpm.
2. Either the Law wholly, or not at all; either Christ

or the law. The Apostle presents two momentous
alternatives and thereby sets himself against all

half courses and their self-deceiving effect. The
first is : &quot;Either the law wholly or not at all.&quot;

Whoever once places himself in one particular
on the legal ground, cannot stop short with that
one. For in the first place the law, although a

whole consisting of many members, is yet a whole
in which one member depends on another. And
secondly for this very reason the blessing of

hope. Hoping and waiting include, it is true, a

negative element, a not yet having ;
but they also

include essentially a positive, element, the cer

tainty that what is not yet possessed will never
theless be attained, and this positive element is

derived from nothing else than faith. Hope is

grounded in faith but never in our works
;

faith is therefore not only necessary in the be

ginning, but remains so perpetually ;
if we lose

it, we lose hope also.

4. Faith, Hope, Love. Faith, that has hope,
is the one thing that characterizes the Christian,
to which is added Love. As in hope faith be-

God is not promised to the observance of one or
j

comes a waiting faith, 7rmf a~
the other part of it. but only to the observance

; through love does it become an active faith, TT.

of the whole; whoever therefore will become par- kvepyovfievn, i. e., the ivtpyeia does not first

taker of the blessing in the way of law, must ob- through love come into faith, but rather faith

serve the whole law. But if he shrinks from
j

manifests in this love its own indwelling energy ;

undertaking the whole, either because he recog- i
had it no such kvipyeia in itself, there would be

nizes much of it as abolished for the Christian,
j

no such result as love, and where this energy is

or because much of it is burdensome to him, or wanting to it, because it is a mere nominal faith,
as he thinks of the impossibility of fulfilling all

i

there is no such result. Even so the capacity of

aright, and of the curse which is denounced
i waiting does first come into faith, not through
hope, but on the contrary, because this inheres

in faith, from faith emanates hope. The Catholic

doctrine of & fides caritate formata, as the condi

tion of justification, has of course not the least

support in this passage; for the simple reason

that &quot;working through love&quot; affirms something

enirely different: &quot;non per caritatem formam
suam accipere vel formari fidem, sed per caritatem

operosam vel efficacem esse ap. docet.&quot; CALOVIUS.

Nor can it be concluded from this passage that

against all short comings, then let him
the legal position altogether. This suggests

give up

then the other alternativ Either Christ 01

the law.&quot; The two &quot;do not match,&quot; i. e. who
ever will be justified by works of law, thereby
renounces virtually, and ought therefore to re
nounce formally the consolations of grace in

Christ; for in so doing he does not seek his

righteousness in Christ, but rejects Him. Com
monly however man would be glad to take th
latter with the former, would at least, with-

1

the Apostle would make love the principle of

out building upon it, be well content with the
| justification together with faith. See the Ex-

free grace of God, as the complement of his im- EGETICAL NOTES above, but especially LUTHER,
perfect righteousness of works; but in vain the I who has so truly apprehended the significance
sentence is: Fallen away from grace!

&quot; This
j

of our passage:
&quot; Paul treats not in this place

text, vers. 2 and 4, is a true touchstone, by which
j

of what Faith accomplishes before God, as how
we may securely and certainly judge all manner one becomes righteous before God; for this he
of doctrines, works and ceremonies of all men.

i
has done at full length above] but he says just
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here at the end, as it were for a short conclusion,
[

trine of human laws arid works, that are received

what is a true Christian life; in Christ such a in the imagination of thereby obtaining forgive-
faith alone avails, which is no feigned, hypo- ness of sins. For they take away in one heap
critical one, but a true living faith. Now such a

faith is one that exercises itself and perseveres
in good works through love. For this is nothing
ds&amp;lt;&amp;gt; than to say: Whoever will be a true Chris

tian man and in Christ s Kingdom, he must for-

the truth of the gospel arid Christ Himself.
Ver. 3. &quot;A debtor to do the whole law.&quot; If

we overlook this chance, and Moses begins in one

particular to rule over us, we must thereafter be

wholly and entirely subject to his power, whether
we will or not. Therefore, to be brief, we can-sooth have a true faith. But now assuredly the

faith is not sound, where the works of love do not, yea, ought not, nor will not suffer, that any
not follow after. Therewith he shuts out from

j

one should hang any one fraction of Moses law
the Kingdom of Christ all hypocrites, both on
the right hand and on the left; on the right all

Jew.-s and work-saints, but on the left all sloth

ful and secure folk, who say: If faith without
works makes righteous, then God requires noth

ing of us than only that we believe, therefore we
are permitted to do what we list.&quot;

5. Love does not overlook perversion of doctrine.

Certain as it is that faith, active through love, is

part of the Christian life, yet over against those,
who destroy faith by perversion of doctrine, in

dulgence for love s sake, is not in place, but
earnestness and severity (cornp. the remarks of

LUTHER upon this, in the HOMILETICAL NOTES,
ver. 10).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. LUTHER: Let us learn to count this

[ Gesetzlein J/o*w] upon our neck.
Ver. 4. &quot;Ye are separated from Christ.&quot;

How could one speak more powerfully against
the law? What can or will any one bring up
against this mighty thunderclap? It is not pos
sible that the gospel and the law can dwell and
rule in one heart at the same time with one an
other, but of necessity either Christ must yield to

the law or the law to Christ. Therefore, when
thou fanciest that Christ and confidence in the
law might dwell together with one another in thy
heart, thou art of a certainty to believe arid know,
that in thy heart not Christ, but the very devil

dwells and keeps house, who under the form of

Christ accuses and terrifies thee, and demands
that thou through the law and thine own works
shouldst make thyself righteous; for the true
Christ has not that way. Even as one that falls

out of a ship, let it happen as it may, must cer-

our freedom, most noble, exalted and precious, I tainly drown in the sea; even so can it not be
which no emperor, no prophet, nor patriarch, |

otherwise than that whoever falls away from
no angel from heaven, but Christ, God s Son, grace, must be condemned and lost. If those fall

hath obtained for us; not for this, that He might away from Grace, that will be justified by the
relieve us from a bodily and temporal subjection,

j

law of God, beloved, whither will those fall that

but from a spiritual and eternal imprisonment of will be justified through human ordinances, their

the cruellest tyrants, namely, the law, sin, death, vows and merits? Into the deep abyss of hell,

devil, &c. Those that will be secure and snore to the devil.

on without care, these will not keep this free-
|

Ver 5. SPENER: Faith is not merely the be-
dom. For Satan is to the light of the Gospel ginning of our salvation, so that we must receive
hostile above measure, i. e., to the doctrine of! the first grace from God, and afterwards earn

grace, freedom, consolation and life. Therefore, the rest ourselves, but all remaining gifts of

where he is aware that it is about to dawn, he
j

grace and glory are alone expected and bestowed

keeps no holiday, but sets himself speedily with from faith. LUTHER : This is an admirable,
all might against it. [CALVIN : He reminds them
that they ought not to despise a freedom so pre
cious. And certainly it is an invaluable blessing,
in defence of which it is our duty to fight, even
to death. If men lay upon our shoulders an un

just burden, it may be borne; but if they en
deavor to bring our conscience into bondage, we
must resist valiantly, even to death. If men be

permitted to bind our consciences, we shall be

noble consolation, wherewith all wretched, per
plexed hearts, that feel their sin and are terri

fied thereat, are mightily holpen against all the

fiery darts of the devil. For when the conscience
has to wrestle and strive in such distress and

perplexity, it becomes terrified and anxious, and
the feeling of sin, of God s wrath and of death
is so great that it seems as if there were neither

righteousness nor salvation to hope for. Then
deprived of an invaluable blessing, and an insult

j

is it time to say : Dear brother, thou wouldst be
will be, at the same time, offered to Christ, the

author of our freedom. R.]

[COWPKR : This is a liberty unsung
By poets, and by senators unpraised;
Which BODHrcbl cannot grant, nor till the powers
Of Earth and Hell confederate take away:
A liberty which persecution, fraud,

on, prisons, hav
vliosa tastes can be enslaved no more.

Oppressh
Whirl, w

isons, have no power to bind ;

&quot;fis liberty of heart, derived from Heaven,
Bought with His blood who gave it to mankind.

* * The oppressor holds
His body bound; but knows not what a range
His spirit takes, unconscious of a chain,
And that to bind him is a vain attempt,
Whom God delights in, and in whom He dwells. R.]

Ver. 2. LUTHER: Under the sun there is no
more hurtful or poisonous thing, than the doc-

glad to have such a righteousness, as might be

felt, whereof thou mightest have joy and com
fort, even as sin lets itself be felt and stirs up
terror and despond ;

now that cannot be done,
but do thou labor on, that the righteousness,
which thou hast in hope, and which is yet hidden,

may surpass the sin which thou feelest ; and
know, that it is not such a righteousness as lets

itself be seen or felt, but as to which one must

hope that in is time it will be reached. There
fore thou art not to judge after the feeling of sin,

but according to the promise and doctrine of

faith, through which Christ is promised to thee,
that he may be thy perfect and everlasting right
eousness. STARKE : Waiting comprehends in

it
;
a believing assurance of certain attainment
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of the thing hoped for, a high estimation of the

same, a continual remembrance thereof, an ar

dent longing thereafter, a joy in the apprehen-

very smallest sins, that he who is tempted,
thinks nothing else than that they are so great
and terrible sins, as are worthy the punishment

sion of future felicity, a patient expectation, an of eternal death. Then is it high time that we

abstinence from all that stands o to the comfort such a disturbed soul in such wise as St.

purity and steadfastness of such hope. Those Paul has here done, saying to it, that such per-

that will be righteous by the law have nothing suasion is not of Christ, since it gainsays the

more to expect of Christ but believers have yet

glorious benefits to hope from him.

Ver. 6. LUTHER: St. Paul points out here

word of the gospel, which depicts Christ to us,
not as an accuser, but as meek and compassion
ate, a Saviour and Comforter.

what is the fashion of the Christian life, namely, Ver. 9. HEUINGER : The least particle of evil

that it is nothing else than, inwardly, faith to-
j

infects, a single spark kindles a forest. Away
wards God and, outwardly, love and works to

wards our neighbor, so that a man becomes per

fectly a Christian, inwardly by faith towards

God, who does not need our works, and out-

wardly by works towards men, whom our faith

can help nothing, but our works and our love.

with it! But ye careless! is it a small thing
to you, to be corrupted through idle talk and

companyings, through poison of lies against
Christ ?

Ver. 10. LUTHER: Has St. Paul done right
in saying: I have a good confidence towards

Of faith , what it~is, what its inward hidden na-
j

you, while yet the Holy Scripture forbids that

ture, power, work and office is, has he treated
]

we should have confidence in man? Answer:

above, where he says that faith makes us right- I
Faith and Love both believe, yet is the belief of

eous before God. But here he conjoins it with the two not directed upon one thing. The faith

love and works, i. e. he speaks of its works and i is directed towards God, therefore it cannot be

office, which it outwardly and publicly accom-
;

deceived: but love believes man, therefore is it

plishes, that it is the stirrer up to good works

and to love, yea not alone the stirrer up, but the

true doer and workmaster of all good works.

There stands St. Paul and says outright, that

faith, which worketh by love, makes a Christian,

says not that cowls, fasts, distinct attire or

genuflections make a Christian. Anything else,

be it called what it may, makes no one a Chris

tian : only faith and love do so. See also above

in the DOCTRINAL NOTES.
Ver. 7. In STARKE: Running in religion is

good, running well still better, to accomplish th

pertains standing and walking: standing, that

one may not fall, walking, that one may not

stand still, which is commonly linked with a

going back. LUTHER: These words are very

comforting, for Christians have ever this temp-

often and greatly deceived. But yet the faith

that love has is such a needful thing in this

present life, that without it this life cannot at

all continue. For if no man trusts nor believes

another, what would this life upon earth be
come ? Christians out of love believe people
easier than the subtle children of the world are

wont to do. For that believers trust people and

expect good of them, that is beautiful fruit of

the Holy Ghost and faith. But the Christian

adds : In the Lord=so far do I trust you and

expect good of you, as the Lord is in you and ye
race best of &quot;all. To a Christian life there ap- in Him, that is, so far as ye abide in the truth.

We must diligently distinguish doctrine from
life. Doctrine is heaven, life the earth. In life

there is sin, error, discord. Here love should

pass by and overlook, should forbear
;

here
should forgiveness of sins bear sway, yet so that

tation, to imagine that their life is an idle and
i one should not wish to uphold such sin and error.

sleepy matter, it seems more a creeping than a

running. But so far as they remain steadfast in

the wholesome doctrine, walk in the Spirit and
wait on their vocation, they should in no wise

trouble themselves, although it seems as if their

work and doing went slowly on, and crept rather

than walked. But our master, God, judges far

otherwise. What seems to us slow walking,
seems to Him quick and swift running, item,
what we count for mournfulness, suffering, death

But with doctrine it is quite another thing, for it

is holy, pure, ummixed, heavenly, divine ; there

fore can we not suffer it, that any one should

distort it even in the least particular. Whoever
will alter or adulterate it, against such a one
there is neither love nor compassion.

Ver. 11. St. Paul holds that for a certain sign,
that it is not and cannot be the true gospel, if it

is preached in peace and in quietness and is not

gainsayed nor persecuted. On the other hand,
e^c.,that is with Him joy, laughing and blessed- the world, when it sees that from the preaching

3. &quot;Who did hinder you?&quot; And now they of the gospel great rumors, divisions, scandal

supposed, forsooth, that all their matters were

going most prosperously and most swiftly along.
HEIMNGER: Have a care, pilgrim! on the way

to heaven there are many stumbling blocks.

Hearest thou the sirens sing and the robbers

and tumults follow, holds that for a certain size

that such teaching is heretical and seditious.

To murderers, thieves and other evil-doers grace
is shown ; on the contrary the world deems that

no more evil, mischievous people are to be found
whistle? Finish thou thy course with joy, let : than Christians; therefore it also persuades it-

not the threatening and flattering of the world
j

self that they can never have punishment and
lead thee astray! The Lord is with thee!

j

torment enough inflicted on them. As long as

LANOE : Beware of all credulousness, especially persecutions and suffering endure, the state of

in spiritual things, which concern the well-being the church is good. The church must suffer per-
of the soul ! Let a doctrine wear ever so good a secution, if the gospel is purely preached. For

guise, it must nevertheless be tested by God s
&quot;

word.
Ver. 8. LUTHER : The devil is a prince of

persuaders. He can so blow up and magnify the

ely pre
ch alonthe gospel goes about to preach alone God s com

passion, grace, glory and praise, and on the

other hand discovers the devil s craft and malice
Where the gospel comes it cannot be otherwise,
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there must follow the scandal of the cross; |

the Christian, to stand fast in the true freedom.
wlicrc i hat does not come to pass, there certainly Vers. 1 -\ l. How are we to rescue those who
tin- devil is not yet fairly hit, but only a little i stand in danger of apostacy ? 1. By bringing to

gra/cd. -.May (iod tie surely that the offence of

the cross do not cease, which would soon come
to

]i
iss, if we only preached, what the prince of

this world with his members would be glad to

hear, namely, how to be justified and saved by
one s own works. [The offence of the cross. 1.

It asks men to humble their pride and takesalva-

tion as a free gift; this is a great scandal. 2. It

sometimes seems to cease: 3. It never does. R.]
The liomiletical uses of the single verses, especi

ally 1-9, are easily suggested by the sententious

character of the greater part.
Vers. 1-6 From Lisco : The care taken by

their minds their earlier life in communion with

God; 2. by warning against the destruction to

which they are hastening, vers. 9, 10 ; 3. by
the testimony of our own walk and perseverance
in fellowship with God through Christ, ver. 11.

For vers. 1-0 at New Year. FIIANTZ : A good
counsel at the New Year for all, who will

strengthen their inward life: 1. Stand fast in (he

freedom, wherewith Christ hath made us free;
2. lose not Christ and fall not away from grace;
3. wait in the Spirit through faith for the right
eousness that is to be hoped for; 4. walk in

faith which worketh by love.

0. Extended exhortation to the Galatians, instead of turning back from Faith
to works of the Law, to give activity to their Faith (in a right understand
ing of Christian freedom) by ministering Love, as the best fulfilment of the
Law.

CHAPTER V. 13 VI. 10.

1. More general reverting to the principle of ethical opposition between Spirit and Flesh, in a

discussion, partly didactic.

(Chap. v. 13-24.)

(Vers. 16-24. Epistle for Uth Sunday after Trinity.)

13 For, brethren, ye have been called unto liberty [ye were called unto liberty,

brethren] ; only use not liberty [or your liberty] for an occasion to the flesh, but

14 by [or by means of your] love serve one another. For all the [the whole] law is

15 fulfilled in one word,
3 even in this; Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

4 But
if ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye be not consumed one of an

16 other. This I say then [Now I say], Walk in [by]
5 the Spirit and ye shall not ful-

17 fill the lust of the flesh. For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit

against the flesh: and [for]
6
these are contrary [opposed] the one to the other; so that

18 ye cannot do the things that ye would [that
7

ye may not do what things ye would].
19 But if ye be led of [by] the Spirit, ye are not under the law. Now the works of the

flesh are manifest, which are these [of which kind are],
8

adultery [omit adultery],
9

20 fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness [wantonness], idolatry, witchcraft [sorcery],
hatred [hatreds], variance [strife],

10 emulations [jealousy], wrath, strife, seditions,

21 heresies [caballings, dissensions, factions], envyings, murders,
11

drunkenness, revel-

lings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past

[I forewarn you as I did forewarn you], that they which do such things [as these]
12

22 shall not inherit the kingdom of God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
23 longsuffaring, gentleness [benignity], goodness, faith

[&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r trustfulness], Meekness,
24 temperance : against such [as these] there is no law. And [Now]

13

they that are

Christ s have crucified the flesh with the [its] affections and lusts.

1 Ver. 13 [It seems better to retain the Greek order, which places a 8 e A &amp;lt; o i at the end of the clause. The aorist

Aij0.)Te may he rendered by the English perfect, but Ellicott gives the simple past tense as above. R.]
* Ver. 14. Rec: jrAripoDrai. The correct reading is that of Lnchmann/rischendorf : it t n A jjpcoTai. So

{&amp;lt;. [A. B.C. and
modern editors. R.)

:: v,,,.. u. FV itij.lv before iv ivi \oyta is not sufficiently supported.
4 Ver. H.

f Lightfoot :

&quot; The received text has eavrov which some would retain against the authority of the best MS3 ,

on the gronn I tint it was altered by scribes ignorant of Jlis usage of eauroO for the first and second persons. The case

however with respect to the New Testament seems to stand thin; that whereas (1) in the plural we always tind iavTav
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etc., never
ii/i&amp;lt;av avruv, vfiiov aiiriav etc.. as mere reflexives, yet (2) in the singular there is not one decisiv

authority of the best MSS being mostly against it. See A.
~

&amp;gt;rmal dative (Meyerj; the instrumental dative (Schmoller)

instance of cavroj
in the first or second persons: the authority of the best MSS. being mostly against it. See A. BnttDUOD, p. W &quot;

R.]--

r). In either case
&quot;by&quot;

5 Ver. Itt. [Ilveu.uori. The normal dative (Meyer); the instrumental dalive (Schmoller). In either case
&quot;by&quot; not

&quot;in.&quot; R.]
Ver. 17. Tavra yap is to be preferred to ravra 6, as better attested. [The latter which is tin- reading of the Rec..

and Lachinann is probably a correction, to avoid the repetition of yap. The Rec. and Lachinann also read av-riit. aAATJAovs,
on insufficient authority; K. K. L : the order is reversed in most MSS. ami by the best modern editors. R.]

f Ver 17. 1 1 1- a is considered telic here as usually, by the best commentators. &quot;So that&quot; must be rejected. See
EXEO. NOTES K.]

8 Ver. 19.
[ \Tiva has here a classit i/in;/ force (Ellicott). R.]

Ver. 19. Motxeta of the Rec. is to be rejected with tachmanu, Tischendorf. [So X- A. B. C. Meyer, Alford, Ellicott,
Wordsworth, l.ightloot. R.I

10 Ver. 20. Rec: tpeis, ^Aot : the singular changed into the plural, apparently on account of the neighboring plurals.

X- has epts. ijAoi. [The variations are great; the best editors now adopt the singular in both these cases. On the

meaning of the words in these lists of vices and virtues, see EXEG. NOTKS. R.J
11 Ver. 21. &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6voi is to be retained, the preponderance of authority is in its favor. [Omitted in X- B. by Tischendorf.

bracketted by Uchraann, Alford and Lightfoot. Retained by Meyer and Kllicott. on the authority of A. C. D. K. K. (1. K..

most cursives ami versions. The similarity in sound to the preceding word is quite as much an argument for retaining as

*br rejecting it. R.]
1* Vor. 21. [Ta roiaOra. &quot;Such things as these,&quot; &quot;all such things.&quot; &quot;The article with roioOros denotes a known

person or thing, or the whole class of such, but not an undefined individual out of the class; as in that case roioOros is an
arthrous

&quot;

(Kllicott). So in ver. 23. R.
18 Ver. 21. [A e must be rendered &quot;now&quot; or &quot;

but&quot;, not &quot;and.&quot; The two classes of deeds have been set forth, and
this verso is a practical application. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 13. For ye were called unto liberty,
brethren. &quot;For&quot;: Paul justifies the strong

evangelical freedom
;
on the contrary he has

throughout the whole Epistle the same individuals
in mind, namely, those led astray by Judaism,
and his present exhortation also is immediately

expression, he has used in ver. 12, against the I connected with the leading thought of the Epistle,
false teachers. They deserved this rebuke, for How nearly ? This he, himself, plainly sets forth

they seek to deprive you of your freedom, and
|

in the first place with ji6vov /*?: the energetic ad-

yet ye arc called to that (by God through your
conversion to Christ); therefore they strive

against the
&quot; - 1 J ~M1 -* &quot;~ J ! &quot;

nsel and will of God Himself.

To this thought: &quot;ye
were called unto liberty,&quot;

Paul however now adds a restriction, a warning

monition to the maintenance of freedom receives
its needful complement in the warning against
misuse of the same, by the reference to its ethi

cal character. But this is unquestionably only
one side, hardly more than the mere point of at-

against misunderstanding and misuse of this I tachment. Paul gives his exhortation to service

liberty (which in all that precedes he had vindi-
|

able love not merely as a precaution in case the
cated with such decision for Christians, and Galatians, perceiving the inadmissibleness of the
which he had made it their duty not to surrend

er): only use not your liberty for an oc
casion to the flesh, /i6rov uv K. T. /,. We

legal position, should desire to return to the
freer one, but this also belongs, together with
the entire explication which it receives in the

must supply, say 7ptTfTf=Turn not, use not
j following verses, to the polemics against their

liberty as :i pretext for the flesh^let not the flesh present erroneous view To that legalism, which

(your sinful human nature) obtain in this free- he combatted, as slighting faith, and surrender
dom (from the law) an occasion to pretend that

it is therefore now allowed to man to do what he
ing itself into false bondage, he opposes as the

truth, &quot;the fulfilling of the law&quot; by the activity
will, and therefore it also may claim indulgence of faith in love (comp. ver. 6), where we make
with its sinful lusts. This of course would be an

[

ourselves servants, more generally in a walk by
entire perversion of Christian freedom, were the

flesh thus allowed to take advantage of it. The
antithesis shows distinctly, what Paul regards as

the essance of the sarcical state
;

not by any
means the corporeal nature, properly so

c.illed, but the selfish Egoism. For he exhorts:

but by your love serve one another; love

being conceived as the means of serving.
Awtemf in happy antithesis to the ifavSepia of

Christians. Christians are not to be servants to I themselves, were content to be lacking in that

the law; in this sense they are free; but on the
|

which is the heart of the law; those who wished

the Spirit, in which one is free from the law in

the very &quot;fulfilling&quot;
of it (vers. 14, 18, 23).

He is the more earnest in holding this up to

them, because the Galatians especially, in spite
of (or on account of) their legal zeal, were want

ing in this fulfilment of the law through a walk

by the Spirit, a fulfilment which obliges Chris
tians also (comp., especially ver. 15). The same

persons who wanted to impose the law upon

other hand this freedom does not exclude but in

cludes 6ov/.ei-fiv in the sense of &quot;serving one an
other. [LiraiTFOOT : &quot;Both dydrcT/f and 6ovAei&amp;gt;tTe

to make themselves servants to the law, would
not be servants to one another. It was therefore
of moment, to exclaim to these: Behold, what

are emphatic. St. Paul s meaning may be ex-
[

you need, is not in any way to turn yourselves
pressed by a paraphrase thus; you desire to be ! away from faith, as if this were too little, to the

in bondage: I too recommend to you a bondage, law, but simply to make faith active through a
the subservience of mutual love. Temper your walk in the Spirit, in love. Comp. ver. 6, and

liberty with this bondage, and it will not degener- |

also chap, vi., where the more detailed exhorta-
ate into licenseV R.] lions follow. We thus see plainly how impossi-

With this verse a new section, of course, be- ble it is to disconnect this section from the pre-

gins, but it is incorrect to begin here, as is vari-
| ceding one. how on the othc i- hand it concurs

ously done, a second or third main division,
j

with the entire polemics of the Apostle, nay.
Above all it is not to be supposed that the Apostle how these find in it their true, convincing cul-

henceforth addresses himself to those Galatian mination. It is of course incorrect to oppose
Christians who had held fast the principle of this section, as hortatory, to the preceding part
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of the Epistle, ;is didaetir, for this reason that the

preeeding part also includes exhortation (espe

cially ver. 1); this however was dogmatic, and

now comes etliir ;1 l exhortation. l
ii&amp;lt;iuestionably

therefore this sen ion might with some propriety

Doctrinal; but if by this were meant, as com

monly, that Paul now leaves the controversy

concerning the relation of the Law to Faith, and,

the Jew it was fellow-Jew; but how little this is

to be taken as tirlndnnj nn&amp;gt;i one whatever, is shown
l&amp;gt;\ the whole spirit of Christianity, which finds

its most beautiful expression in the case of the
Samaritan (Lukex.); Paul himself was such a

be called the Ethical part, in distinction from the Samaritan toward Jew and Gentile.&quot; It.] But
how far docs Paul declare obedience to the one
commandment of love to our neighbor, an obedi-

e _. ,
ence to the whole law? Not in the sense in

having no longer in mind the defection of the
j

which Love is styled v/J/pufta v6fim&amp;gt; (Rom. xiii.

Galatian churches, merely proceeds to exhort to 8-10). Nearly related as the two passages ap-
a walk of Christian morality, with reference to pear to be, they must by no means be confounded,

ethical short-comings, this too must be deemed For in Rom. xiii. it is expressly stated what is

incorrect according to what has been remarked.

Moreover, even if such a distinction into a dog-

to be understood by wfy/oc, namely, the indivi

dual commandments of the Decalogue which rc-

matic and an ethical part is not unwarranted in
j

spect conduct towards our neighbor, and love is

fact, it is at all events not exact in form; this
|

called the nit/puna of those, because, whoever
section cannot be formally contrasted with all

that precedes. For certainly the discourse pro
ceeds without interruption ;

Paul is speaking
hortatively to the Galatians (especially from
ver. 1 on), but on the ground of the doctrinal

has the dispositions of love, and in truth only such
a one, will of course fulfil also the duties of love

commanded by the law. But that &quot;-the whole
law&quot; in this passage is not to be arbitrarily turned
into &quot;second table of the Decalogue,&quot; nor even

exposition, and now he merely gives a sudden interpreted generally = Moral law, is plain;
ethical turn to this exhortation, bringing, as has i on the contrary, it doubtless signifies nothing
been remarked, the whole to an appropriate con- else than: the whole Mosaic law. But in the

elusion.*

Ver. 14. For the whole law is fulfilled.

second place it is also clear, that Paul cannot
mean to say, that in love to our neighbor is

It is not easy to determine either the meaning of
j

found the pledge of the fulfilment of the whole
this clause, or its connection with what precedes. |

law. For this latter Paul has not at all in mind,
The first explanation, which offers itself on ac- I

it is precisely the opposite that he is aiming at.

count of fv kvl 3.6 -yu, taken irfypovrai as=
|

his meaning is, that on him who does this there

avuKetyaXaiovrai, comprehendifur, as Rom. viii. 9. I is no future requirement made iu respect to ob-

[So LUTHER. CALVIN, OLSHAUSEN,e&amp;lt;a. R.] But servance of the law. that from this he is free.

this must be rejected as lexically untenable.

Besides with the reading [now generally adopt

ed], it becomes at once incorrect.

As little does v6aov ;

sense as in Matt. v. 1

.rip. have here the same
=to bring out, to make

evident the deeper sense, the ideal substance in

The sense of TreK/j/puTai can therefore only be :

He is to be regarded as if he had fulfilled the

law, and therefore the law can exact nothing
further of him. By no means therefore is the
commandment of love to our neighbor regarded
by Paul as the summary of the whole law : this

distinction from the literal form. Doubtless it is
I
would be entirely incorrect. He will rather say

not a Trtypnl v in the doctrine that is here in ques-
|

this, that if any one fulfils this, all the rest comes
tion, and in reality, if Tr^r/p. were taken in this

j

no more into account; of course, with reference

sense, the explanation would come back again to I to his emphatic demonstration in what precedes,
the one already disapproved, namely, that the

j

that the law has lost its binding force for the be-

commandment of love to our neighbor is the sub- liever. If the believer now does not take this

faith to be a dead one, but quickens it through
love, he has done all

;
there can be of further

is to be understood of fulfilment by
j

claims of the law upon him no mention, but he

deed, conformity, satisfacere legi. [ELLICOTT: | ought on the other side to have and exercise love,
&quot; The perfect ireTrhrjpuTai suitably points to the

|

for only then can he regard himself as free from

completed and permanent act.&quot; R,] It is pe- !
the claims of the whole land besides, only then,

culiar then, no doubt, that this is said to be in in fact, is he a believer. If it is asked how Paul

stance of 6 rrdz v6fj.o, since that which is sub

stance, in another aspect, is also foundation

one word, i i y U, and this to be re

garded as an abbreviated expression for: By
conformity to the one word, precept (from Lev.

xix. 18), immediately follows: Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself. [MEYER: &quot;Neigh

sr is for the Christian,

applies this Mo*
rightly (Matt. v. 17)

ind to himself, his fel

low-Christian (comp. ver. 13, a/Jlr/^f), as for

*[0n the division of the Epistle, see Introd. 4. While we
must guard against too formal division of the Epistle, we
imy distinguish it into parts without separating them
bmklog the nt of thought. The memory is much as-
cistni i,y the convenient division of LIOHTFOOT : person
doctrinal and practical. Whether the last nam &amp;lt;! part
gins with ver. 1, or here, is perhaps immaterial, since s

could view the whole law as fulfilled in love to

our neighbor, especially without even mentioning
love to God, this question is mostly raised with
the understanding that he means to designate the

commandment of love to our neighbor as the

summary, or the fulfilment of it as the condition

and principle of the fulfilment of the whole law;
and if he meant it so, his assertion must, unques
tionably be declared unwarranted.* (Where the

* [Schmoller probably means to muke an argument abim-

poxsibili here, but the fcrm of it is not pleasing. Certainly
it were better to uld not mean this, for it is con

trary to the teachings of his Miister and Inconsistent with
his own statements elsewhere. MEYER remarks :

&quot; That, by
king only the command of love to our neighbor, Paul doeg

distinction into purts involves neither the supposition that not exclude the command of love to (Sod, is self-evident to
the Apostle made such formal distinction, nor an arbitrary the Christian consciousness from the necessary connection
vi. -w ol the Bpiatle as a whole. We may mar the unity of love to (lod and to our neighbor (comp. 1 Jno. iv. 20; 1

quite as much by insisting on too strict sub-division into Cor. vi i. 1-3) ;
the context (vers. 13-15) led Paul to speak of

sec-tions.-R.J I the Iatter on iy .&quot;_R.]
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former is in question, Jesus in Matt. xxii. 34 sq.

places the two commandments together; and
where the latter, Paul, Rom xiii., restricts the law

mend the exhortation, and while such an argu
ment must have had the more weight for this end
with those zealous for the law, yet of course at

to the second table.) But this understanding of the same time it deals a blow against this zeal f

his proposition has been already designated as the law, and exhibits its emptiness; for all the
incorrect. He doubtless means to say : Of him
who has love to his neighbor the law can exact

nothing more. The question, rightly stated, is

therefore only this : How could Paul attribute to
j

ed down from a lofty spiritual level, and saw all

love towards our neighbor so eminent a position, other commands of the law subordinated to the
that he designates him who should fulfil it as law of love, that whoever had fulfilled this corn-

rest, the many observances are, according to it,

purely superfluous; with the one thing, Love to

ur neighbor, all is done. [MEYER: &quot;Paul look-

free from all else? Must he not also, nay, above

all, demand of the believer a fulfilling of the

landment of love to God, and could he,

cept on condition that both were found in a man,

mand, must be treated as having fulfilled the
whole.&quot; The fact that Paul chose this particular
expression, &quot;the whole law is fulfilled,&quot; places
his teaching in opposition to antinomian tenden-

esteem it equivalent to a fulfilment of the whole cies, just as the Sermon on the Mount shows
law? As to this it is simply to be remarked, Christ s position to the law, viewed as a purely
that (1) he conceives Faith as essentially com- I ethical rule of life. &quot;The whole law,&quot; i. e., the

prehending love to God, and (2) cannot conceive Mosaic law, regarded in this light, was fulfilled

love to our neighbor without love to God, and in the case of the believer by this love to his
therefore in demanding the former from Chris- neighbor ; for the whole law of Moses had an
tians, he of course does not mean to release them \ ethical purpose, which purpose is now fulfilled to

from the latter. He does not, however, mention
[

its full extent only when the believer, because he
love to God, for his exhortation has not respect

j

as a believer, is living &quot;by
the

Spirit.&quot; has that
to a merely inward fulfilling of the law, belong- temper of heart to God, which enables him to

ing to the disposition, but to that fulfilling of the
| obey this &quot;one word.&quot; Schmoller insists too

law which comes into manifestation, and shows
j

strongly on the idea that &quot;all the rest are super
fluous.&quot; It is doubtful whether this is implieditself forth in the walk, to the true ethical con

duct of the life, and especially of the common
life, and this rests upon love to our neighbor.
Therefore this only is made the subject of dis

course. If now the Apostle uses this proposition
to establish the preceding exhortation (yap), this

lot in the sense that he means thereby to re-

even in ver. 18. The DOCTRINAL NOTES show his

meaning more clearly. R.]
Ver. 15. But if ye bite and devour one

another. This is=if ye intend of serving one
another through love, do just the oppo bear
ill will towards and hate one another, and let

present the &quot;serving by love&quot; (ver. 13), as a
|

this come into act, plot mischief against one
divine duty because commanded by the law ;

after he has previously denied so decidedly that

Christians are under the law, he cannot make the

fact that it is commanded in the law a motive for

the exercise of love. The principal emphasis
lies rather upon ITCH; and 7reirM/p., on the circum

another, yea, seek to destroy one another;

thing like this is the sense of these strong ex

pressions borrowed from ravening beasts. Then
take heed, adds Paul with incisive words,
that the result be not the opposite of what you
intend, that ye be not consumed of one

stance that through serving love the whole law
j

another. Each might be disposed to supplant
is fulfilled, in the sense given=enough has been the other, but in the end it will come to this, all

done for the law, i. e., negatively, they are there- will be wasted away. The sentence thus coope-
with absolved from the rest of the law. There- rates per contrarium to the establishment of ver.

fore nearly=Love one another: for therewith the &amp;gt; 12. The explanation :
&quot;

your Christian corn-

whole ground of controversy, respecting the ob- munity will go to pieces,&quot; I am inclined to re-

servance of the law, whether this or that precept j gard as too special. It is not improbable, in-

is to be observed, is taken away. The
sentence, therefore, serves rather to strengthen

pt gai
whole I deed, that this influence of the Judaizers occa-

his exhortation than to give, strictly speaking, a

reason for it. The commandment of love to our

neighbor, although expressed by a citation from
the law (Leviticus): ayam/aeic; rtiv TTA. K. r. X, does

not therefore come into consideration as a particu
lar commandment of the law, as if Paul from the

sioned divisions among the Galatians, and threw
them into controversies upon the question of the

law; yet I should not be disposed to refer this

d&Kveiv Kal Kareadiftv so definitely to that, as is

commonly done. For this is at least intimated
nowhere else in the Epistle.

Ver. 16. Now I say, walk by the Spirit-
other commandments, as being abrogated, excepts

j

With he yu iM Paul conducts his exhortation to

this one as remaining in force; only the com- ! serve one another by love (agreeably to the warn-
mandment to exercise love towards our neighbor ing already given in the first half of ver. 13.)
remains in fact valid for the Christian (and if it

! back to a more general, fundamental exhortation
is done, the law has no further claim upon him) ; to walk by the Spirit (for in the Spirit he sees the

but to him it is a commandment not on account of i Agent that leads to love), and then designates Spi-
the law, but because he is a Christian, on account

,

rit and Flesh as the two ethical principles opposite
of his faith in Christ, or because (ver. 6)

&quot; in
j

to one another, expressing themselves in opposite
Christ&quot; alone &quot;faith working through love &quot;! workings. II ve v^an irtp i TT. Dative of instru-
&quot; availeth anything.&quot; Into the question how far

|

ment ; properly: walk through the Spirit, so that

the faith in Christ obliges to love, Paul does noli He is (not the path in which WIESELER, but)
enter, but he then goes on to show that this love

j

the power, through which they walk=7rvfi&amp;gt;/ia-

is the operation of the Spirit, which faith brings. |

TI dy6uevoi, ver. 18. [The dative may be instru-

While the proposition serves primarily to com- ; mental, as in ver. 18, but it is better, perhaps,
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tvlih Mi:\ i i:. Ai.KoHi , KI.I.ICOTT, to consider it a
|

view the irreconcilable antagonism of their ten-

normal dative, that
l&amp;gt;y

which, according to
! dencies. WIKSELER. &quot;I v a is therefore not at all

which they arc to walk (almost =K&amp;lt;ira Trvevpa), \

to be understood in an ecbatic sense. [ALFORD:
lor the reason that

&quot;Spirit&quot;
is contrasted in this

|

&quot;The necessity of supposing an ecbatic meaning

paaaage not merely with &quot;

flesh,&quot; but also with
|

for iva in tlieology is obviated by remembering,
law,&quot; ami the double contrast is best brought that with God results are all purposed. 11.] The

out thus, since under the idea of the normal da-
[

contest moreover is by no means to be conceived

live, that of rule or direction is included. WIE-
|

as an interminable one. The context shows that

SKLKH brings out the same meaning, but takes
j

on the contrary there is expected of the Chris-

the dative as instrumental. R.] llvev/ta is i tian a complete surrendering of himself in order to

here also doubtless =The Holy Ghost ; it is this,
j

be actuated by the one principle, the Spirit, and
that overcomes the adp^. He enters, it is true, a refusal to give way to the lust of the flesh, whose
into the hearts of believers, and works only by

]

motions, it is true, must still be experienced.

impelling and determining the walk, as He who i The passage therefore, is entirely different from

dwells in the believers. But yet Trvev/na is not Rom. vii. 17 sq. [The reference is to &quot;the free-will

on this account=the new disposition of the be- in its ordinary acceptation, subject only to this

liever himself, sanctified by the Spirit, but re-
|
necessary and obvious limitation, that this con-

mains ever distinct from tne individual human flict must be only predicated in its full extent,

spirit as Divine, transcending it. [MEYER
[

of the earlier and more imperfect stages of a

adopts this view, and remarks that the absence Christian course. The state of the true be-

of the article is not against it. &quot;The distinction
i
liever is conflict, but with final victory.&quot; ELLI-

affinned by HARLESS, that TO Trvevpa means the
j

COTT. R.]

objective IlolyGhost, uvevfia without the article the
|

Ver. 18 then speaks of the victory of this prin-

subjecdve, cannot be justified, since irvevfta has ciple: But if ye be led by the Spirit=if
the nature of a proper name, and always, even the combat becomes a victory, and that on th

when it dwells and reigns in the human spirit, right side; if the find, of the TTI- . becomes an
remains objective, as the Divine Trvevua specifically uje/v. [BENGKL : ubi vero spiritus vincit, acie res

distinct from the human (Rom. vii.
16).&quot; R.] decernilur. The dative here is instrumental. R.]

And ye shall not fulfil the lust of the Ye are not under the law. This is accord-

flesh. NVe are led to construe this clause, as i ing to ver. 14; there it was only stated speci-
ona of result, both by grammatical considera- : ally of love, here generally of the &quot;being led by
tions (uni with oi&amp;gt;

///}
and the subjunctive or fu-

1

the Spirit,&quot; which correspondence makes evident,

ture after an imperative has this force com-
j

how Paul regards its relation to the exercise of

monly) and by the context. In &quot;walk by the love
;
the two are to him essentially one, that

Spirit
&quot; he indicates the means of victory over

|

is, the former is the principle of the latter,

&quot;the lust of the flesh.&quot; [On the grammatical i What in ver. 14 is called somewhat enigmatically

point urged above, see the note of ELLICOTT in
\

a fulfilling of the whole law, is here simply and
loco. He claims that the clause might be impera- 1 literally described as &quot;a not being under the

tive, but &quot;as there is no distinct instance of such a : law.&quot; The latter is essentially identical with

construction in the New Testament, and still more the former : the sense is : The law then can ex-

as the next verses seem more naturally to supply j
act nothing more of you ; implying naturally :

the reasons for the assertion than for the com-
j

for you are then in the right ethical condition

mand, it seems best to adopt the future transla-
|
beseeming the Christian, even though not carry-

tion.&quot; (So E. V., MEYER also in 4th ed., and ing out every detail prescribed in the law. But

above.) This future with ov
/z//

is strong :
&quot; shall

j

if you is the thought implied are not led by
in no wise&quot; (LiGUTFOOT). On the word

&quot;flesh,&quot;
j

the Spirit, you are then still under obligation to

see DOCTRINAL NOTE 4. R.]
I

the law; for you are then in fact not yet all in

Ver. 19. For. This introduces, in the first i Christ. [MEYER: &quot;Through the impelling power
place, simply the proof of a &quot; lust of the flesh

&quot;

of the Spirit you find yourselves in such a moral

(ver. 16)=of such an one I speak, for the flesh condition of life
(
newness of life, Rom. vi. 4)

lusteth. Paul does not stop, however, but is i that the law has no power to find fault with

led further to the antagonistic idea ixiOvfietv
j you, to condemn and punish you. This explana-

Ilvsi ua. Against the Spirit, and the Spirit j

tion is the only correct one according to ver. 23 :

against the flesh. Each principle combats
|

and this freedom is the true moral freedom from
the other, and seeks to wrest the dominion from the law.&quot; So ELLICOTT, who remarks: &quot;The

it, and on the other hand to place itself in the
i

more obvious conclusion might have seemed,

possession of this. [It is scarcely proper to
j

ye are not under the influence of the flesh, but

supply the verb trrtdvpelv with Tlvevfta, but the as the law was confessedly the principle which

Apostle s meaning is obvious. LIGHTFOOT sug-
1

was ordained the influences and works of the

gesta &quot;strives,&quot; &quot;fights against.&quot; R.] This flesh, the Apostle (in accordance with the gen-
is explained by what follows: these are op- eral direction of his argument) draws his con-

posed the one to the other, that iro=with elusion relatively rather to the principle, than to

the design, that ye may not do what things the mere state and influences against which that

ye would, bring into effect precisely the desire principle was ordained.&quot; It must be borne in

which you have admitted into your will. &quot;A o i&amp;gt;

|
mind that Paul s use of the phrase &quot;under the

tithr/re is neither to be restricted to the good
j

law&quot; usually regards the law as a judge and
nor to the evil will. The inquiry whether the i pedagogue ;

here the Christian is viewed as one
two powers in the cases in question, attain the

[led by the Spirit, and thus taken from &quot;under

object desired by them or not, is not proposed
j

the law,&quot; but so led according to the law, as a

here, since the only purpose is to bring vividly to
[ guide to our new life of gratitude, that of th
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fruit of the Spirit it is ever true &quot;

against such
there is no law&quot; (ver. 23). R.]

Ver. 19-21. Now the works of the flesh

are manifest. Qavepa, evident=plainly con-

spiruiiiitt and therefore of course undeniable.

This (pavepd is the main point, and therefore

placed first. For Paul wishes to furnish the

Galatians inducement for being
&quot; led by the

Spirit,&quot;
and therefore he not only calls the

works of the flesh &quot;

evident,&quot; but moreover

carefully enumerates them, portrays them be

fore their eyes (puts them in the pillory) ;
so

that every one may know, what conversely be

longs to being led by the Spirit, that one may
not practice such things, if he will be one led by
the Spirit and not under the law. The positive
side is then given ver. 22 sq. That Paul does

not mean to say that all of these things are found

among the Galatians, is easily understood.
Works of the flesh &quot;=&quot; that which is brought to

pass when the flesh, i. e., the sinful human na

ture, and not the Holy Ghost, is the actuating

principle.&quot; MEYER. Therefore naturally many
sins are here enumerated, which are by no means
carnal sins in the common acceptation, but rather

in a very special sense sins against love, agreea

bly to the context. There are four classes: 1.

Lust (rcnpv. aae
/.y.)

2. Idolatry (euJw^.o/L, tyapn.),
3. Contentiousness (e^ftpai (j&amp;gt;6voi).

4. Intempe
rance (/trOai K(J[iot). The third class is treated

the most in detail. [While we must not regard
this specification as a charge against the Gala
tians in particular, it is extremely improbable
that the Apostle would not choose such sins as

most &quot;

easily beset&quot; his readers. LIGHTFOOT

very properly observes: &quot; From early habit and
constant association a Gentile church would be

exposed to sins of the first two classes. The
third would be a probable consequence of their

religious dissensions, inflaming the excitable

temperament of a Celtic people. The fourth
seems to be thrown in to give a sort of complete
ness to the list, though not unfitly addressed, to a

nation whose Gallic descent perhaps disposed
them too easily to these excesses.&quot; R.] Un-
cleanliness, anaO., lustful impurity in general
after the special fornication, TO pveia; wan
tonness, a a c A y., lustful wantonness. [LIGHT-
FOOT :

&quot; The same three words occur together in

a different order, 2 Cor. xii. 21. The order here is

perhaps the more natural: Tropveia a special form of

impurity ;* aKaOapaia uncleanness in whatever

guise, dffe?,} eta an open reckless contempt of pro
priety. A man may be (iKaHaprrx; and hide his sin;
he does not become aae^yi^ until he shocks public

decency.&quot; As the reference in the New Testament
is usually to sensuality, &quot;wantonness&quot; is the best

rendering, &quot;standing as it does, by the double

meaning which it has, in remarkable ethical con
nexion with this word&quot; aaeA-yeia. See TRENCH,
Syn. New Testament xvi. R.] The transition
from the first class to the second is easily found
in the fact that with idolatrous worship many
forms of unchastity were connected; but idol

atry is not. on that account to be considered as
a species of lustful indulgence. [Yet the two

[&quot;Observe the prominence always given to condemna
tions of thts deadly sin, it being one of the things which
the old pagau world deemed as merely a6id0opa.&quot; KLLI-

COTT.-R.J

forms of sin are so frequently joined together in

the New Testament and the latter is so common
a metaphor for the former in the Old Testament,
as to suggest a more intimate connection than
the simple fact that sensual excesses usually ac

companied idolatrous worship. This fact must
be regarded as an indication of some underly
ing affinity. R.] $ ap p.a.K.ei a, here apparent
ly, in juxtaposition with idolatry=Sorcery, not

poisoning. [LIGHTFOOT:
&quot;

Idolatry, the open
recognition of false gods, sorcery, the secret

tampering with the powers of evil. It is a

striking coincidence, if nothing more, that
(j&amp;gt;ap-

[tanelai were condemned by a very stringent
canon of the council held at Ancyra, the capital
of Galatia, about A. D. 314.&quot; R.] Third class:

the substantives up to aipraei have reference to

dissension, the first four as shown in individual

conduct, among which however, jealousy, CiyAof
and wrath, t)v fioi, refer to the inner aspect, the
source. [The latter is rendered &quot;displays of

wrath&quot; by ELLICOTT, and thus referred to out

ward manifestations, which seems preferable,
since the plural is used, serving to denote the

concrete form of the abstract sin (so too the plu
rals which follow) ; were the reference to the

source the singular were more appropriate. See

TRENCH, Syn. New Testament, $ xxvii., on the pre
cise meaning of the word. R.] The three follow

ing, caballings, dissensions, factions refer

to the dissension of bodies of men. Envyings,
murders follow these, evidently named together

mainly on account of the paronomasia, since

d&amp;gt;66vof would otherwise belong with Cr/Aof;
&quot;

murders,&quot; however, fittingly closes the list as

the culmination of discord. Besides, the two are

perhaps put in juxtaposition with reference to

the concurrence of envy and murder in the first

murder, comp. 1 Jno. iii. 12. [LIGHTFOOT: &quot;A

principle of order may be observed in the enu
meration : 1. exOpai, a general expression op
posed to dyarrT], breaches of charity in feeling or

in act
;
from this point onward the terms are in

an ascending scale: 2. eptf strife, not neces

sarily implying self-interest.
; 3.//Aof rivalry

in which the idea of self-assertion is prominent:
4. 6vfj.ol wraths, a more passionate form of

i-pif, 5. ipi6?tai* factious cabals, a stronger de

velopment of C//Aor : 6, 7. hostility has reached
the point where the contending parties separate;
such separation is either temporary (ft^oaraalai
divisions

),
or permanent (atptaeig sects, here

sies ): 8.
&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;66voi,

a grosser breach of charity than

any hitherto mentioned, the wish to deprive
another of what he has

;
9. Qdroi, the extreme

form which hatred can take, the deprivation of

life.&quot; On drunkenness, revellings, ELLI

COTT remarks: &quot;the latter is the more generic and

inclusive, to which the former was the usual ac

companiment,&quot; R.] In order to brand still

further &quot;the works of the flesh,&quot; and to restrain

from them, he points moreover to the punish
ment decreed against them, in words which are

meant to express : that however often one might

* [WORDSWORTH :

&quot; The word cptfcia is from Ipttfo?. u la

borer fur hire, 1. a mercenary : and - . one who hires him

self to a cabal for party purposes; ami therefore signifies

:: ; , MM! ixirtiaati ; such as the factions of gladiatort, and

other ruffians hired by rival cHndidates at elections to in

timidate the voters in the Komun forum. Hence ep0ta
signifies venal partisanship: R.]
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come to speak of them, he would always have to

ri-ii In- i In- same judgment, and to express more
over that, this judgment, might be rendered in

advance with perfect distinctness. II po in irpo-

/. (,) and Tr/iut J7rov=before it comes; the pre
terite in T

/
iw(Tm i=during my presence among

you. Shall not inherit the kingdom of
God. Just as in 1 Cor. vi. 9 sq. ; Eph. v. 5,

ot murse with the pre-supposition : If no conver

sion intervenes.

Vers. 22, 28. After the negative exposition,
Paul now states explicitly in what the being led

by the Spirit consists, or, more particularly,
reveals itself. The fruit of the Spirit.

KapTTOf row TT v e v (tar of, essentially the same
as epya, &quot;works,&quot; ver. 19: That which comes to

pass, which is btought into effect, when the Holy
Ghost is the impelling principle. But in what
follows it is only qualities tht-.t are mentioned,
and not works, and so of course ipya was not

appropriate. And certainly it is not uninten

tional, that Paul in the first place names only
the inward &quot;fruit of the Spirit,&quot; consisting in

the disposition of the soul, for the reason that

the Spirit primarily and principally changes and
must change the inward disposition. When this

is done, there is a genuine leading by the Spirit,

living by the Spirit, which then finds external

manifestation also in a walking by the Spirit.
The singular Kapir6(; also is significant, &quot;pro

ceeding from the conception of the inward unity
and ethical continuity of all that the Spirit
works.&quot; As

&quot;Spirit&quot;
in this connection is con

ceived as the principle from which serving love

proceeds, the enumeration of precisely these
virtues is easily explicable. That many things
besides are effected by the Spirit, does not need
to be said. At the head stands Love, as the
most general, and at the same time the chief
virtue of Christians (comp. vers. 13, 14). Xapd,
one is inclined to take as Joy with the brethren,

opposed to {f//.m, (pOoroi. It is no objection that

this incidental idea is not contained in the word
itself; the connection might easily indicate in

wnat particular sense
xa/&amp;gt;d

is here to be taken.

Yet the explanation of it as the inward joyfulness
of the Christian in the consciousness of the love
of God may also be justified, as this too stands in

close connection with his conduct towards his

brethren, and is incompatible with an unloving
behavior. At all events the following words from

elpr/vt] to npaf Tqc belong together, as designating
the fruits of &quot;love,&quot; unselfish love; elpr/vr/ there
fore denotes peace with others, /uaxpodv ft ia

patience under injuries, xpr/ar. gracious, friend

ly character, dya.0. is nearly related to this:

Benevolence (LUTHER) : not so generally as, good
dispositions (the special meaning is quite fre

quent in the Septuagint): iriortt; here of course

not=justifying faith, but either trustfulness,
as opposed to mistrust, or faithfulness. Finally,
temperance, eyxpdrtto, is added in antithesis

particularly lo the sins of lust and intemperance
(vers. lit--.il). [Here again LKJHTFOOT is excel
lent : &quot;The difficulty of classification in this

list is still greater than in the case of the works
of the flesii. Nevertheless some sort of order

may be observed. The catalogue falls into three

groups of three each. The first of these com-
prise- Christian habits of mind in their more

general aspect, love, joy, peace. (The fabric

is built up story upon story. Love is the founda

tion, joy the superstructure, peace the crown of

all.) The second gives special qualities affect-

i ing a man s intercourse with his neighbor, long-

j

suffering, kindness, beneficence. (This triad is

again arranged in an ascending scale; fiaKfto-

tivn ia is passive, patient endurance under in

juries inflicted by others; ^p^ardrr/f, neutral,

a kindly disposition towards one s neighbors
not necessarily taking a practical form;* ay a-

6 u a v v q, active, goodness, beneficence as an

energetic principle. )
The third, again general in

character like the first, exhibits the principles
which guide a Christian s conduct.&quot; ELLICOTT:
&quot;

Ky/cpdrem, temperance, is distinguished by
Diog. Laert, from auxltpocri VT! as implying a control
over the stronger passions, whereas the latter im

plies a self-restraint in what is less vehement.&quot;

11.] Against such as these there is no law.
TOIOVTG&amp;gt;I&amp;gt; is neuter, as in ver. 21, and the

I sense is: Such virtues the law condemns not.

This, however, implies of course: Against those

that possess such qualities the law is not, and
this is the same thought, only more specially con-

! ceived, as in vers. 14, 18. The law requires

nothing more of them, and therefore also it can
! bring no accusations against them. [Or rather,
because the law can find nothing to oppose or re

strain in such things (which fulfil its ethical pur
pose), the law has no power over those who bring
forth the fruit of the Spirit. Schmoller presses

j

too strongly the implied thought. BEZA and
others make a meiosis here: these are pleasing to

God, but as MEYER remarks: Paul wishes to ex

plain only what he has said in ver. 18 of those

led by the Spirit. He sets forth the fruit of the

Spirit and says: against virtues and states such as

these the law is not, and he thus makes clear, how
those led by the Spirit by virtue of their moral
condition are not subject to the Mosaic law. For

|

whoever is so circumstanced, that a law is not
! against him, over him it has no power. R.]

Ver. 24. And they that are Christ s.

I
Another proposition weighty in itself, and espe-

i cially also in the connection. It joins on well to

what precedes, with which it is probably better

to connect it, although on the other hand what

i

follows naturally connects itself with this. That

is, as Paul went back from the exhortation to the

exercise of love towards our neighbor to the ex

hortation to a walk in the Spirit, as the principle
I of love, so now he goes back beyond that again,

j

and shows how this walk in the Spirit is itself

grounded in fellowship with CHRIST. As thus,

in the first place he spoke of the fruit of the

Spirit, and then says: Now it is those that are

Christ s, who have crucified their flesh, etc.; who
; therefore have crucified the very disposition op-
:

posed to the aforesaid fruit of the Spirit, the

disposition from which the works of the flesh

proceed, so that the opposite disposition, the fruit

|

of the Spirit, can find a place. [ELLICOTT:
&quot; The connection of the whole paragraph appears
to be as follows: The Spirit and the flesh are

*
[lit nre well expressed liy &quot;benignity.&quot; So JEROME, who

renders this iind the following word ivnp&quot;ectivel.v: litnignitai,
lii tn tn.1. See TRENCH, S//on. M scries. The remarks of

I,IOHTFOOT are collated; th pirts included in parenthesit
are taken from his comments on the separate triads. H.J
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contrary to each other ;
if the flesh prevail, man also something taking place and continuing.&quot; R.]

is given over to all sin, and excluded from the llaO^/iarn are passions, aroused by the
nn/&amp;gt;f

in

kingdom of God: if the Spirit be the leading |

the sensibility; these then show themselves ac-

principle, man brings forth good fruits, and is tive in definite sinful lusts, i-iilfuim. In ihe-W
free from the curse of the law. Now the dis- ; the man is, as is implied in the word

p:i&amp;gt;sivc;

tinguishing feature of the true Christian is the but this passivity becomes activity in the

[Comp. Col. iii. 5, and see TRENCH, Syn
New Testament, 2d series, \ xxxvii. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Men are pointed away from the law and to

crucifixion of the flesh
; consequently, it must be

obvious from what has been said, the living in

and being led by the Spirit .&quot; R.] Have
crucified, faravpuaav. This is conceived as

something accomplished, and is therefore appar
ently to be referred to an individual act. the act

of becoming a Christian through faith and bap- faith, first and above all, because only faith in

tism. The meaning, to be sure, is not, that now Christ and not the keeping of the precepts of the

the flesh, with its affections and lusts, is law, or the doing of works of the law, is the way
not any longer present at all with those that to the attaining of justification and of the divine

have become Christians. But yet at least a walk ! inheritance (subjectively: to the attaining of the

in the flesh should not any longer exist in the comfort of the forgiveness of sins, of the adoption
case of Christians; we may declare to these that of children and the hope of the eternal inherit-

such a walk is in contradiction to their essential ance). For him who has this faith, the law loses

character as Christians, and that a walk in the its importance, for the reason that a ustis justiji-

Spirit may rightly be expected of them; yet this
j

catorius it has not, while it has already fulfilled

is only possible because we may urge this upon its usu.i piedagogicus, of impelling to faith, in the

them : You now have crucified the flesh. It is to case of such a one. But nevertheless the Apostle
be noted also, that the language is not: slain,

j

is the farthest possible from meaning that the

but, crucified. The former could not so well be
j

believer on Christ is dispensed from giving .a

said, as it is conceived rather as a task of the ! truly moral (ethico-religious) character to his

Christian to be accomplished only by continual inward disposition and his life (from the doing
effort (Col. iii. 5). In &quot;

crucified,&quot; however, the of &quot;good works&quot;),
and is entitled to persevere

simple slaying is not the main idea, but the con- in sin, that is, to indulge the &quot;flesh.&quot; So far is

demning, giving sentence, surrendering to infa- this from being true that this, despite his faith

mous death; and this has necessarily taken place \

and despite the fact that faith is the condition of

in becoming Christ s. [ELLICOTT: &quot;Though this i salvation, nevertheless excludes him from the

ethical crucifixion is here designated as an act
| kingdom of God and from eternal life (v. 21;

past, it really is and must be a continuing act. as vi. 8). And, indeed, this cannot be the opinion
well. This however the aorist, with its usual of the Christian, for this his faith in Christ in-

and proper force, leaves unnoticed; it simply volves not merely an impulse and power to the

specifies, in the form of a general truth, the act avoidance of sin, to the willing and doing of good,
as belonging to the past, without affirming or de-

1

but because it is a coming into fellowship with

nying any reference to the present. In all such
j

Christ s death, it immediately involves also the

cases the regular reference of the tense to the
|

arising of a hatred against sin, a condemning of

past may be felt in the kind of summary way in ! the flesh (ver. 21), and because it is a receiving
which the action is stated, the sort of implied

j

of Christ, it involves also the beginning of a life

dismissal of the subject, and procedure to some-
!
for God (comp. ii. 19 sq. and the DOCTRINAL

thing fresh.&quot; R.] Ea-avp. naturally alludes to
j

NOTES on that section). The latter fact, the new
the cross of Christ, and the fellowship with Christ

|

life, which arises or is given with faith on Christ,

involves a crucifixion of the flesh for the very i receives in this section its exact expression; there

reason that it is fellowship with Christ s death
| begins in man a working of the Spirit (rcvel/jo),

on the cross; for through this the fact that men s who, overcoming the flesh (ver. 16). brings forth

adpZ deserves condemnation and is obnoxious to fruit in an ethically good, God-pleasing disposi-

death, is demonstrated and set forth in a way of tion of heart and life (ver. 22 sq.). Nay, it is

irresistible force; for Christ indeed has only suf- only this faith in Christ which leads to this goal,
fered what men have deserved on account of their as it is only this which leads to the other goal of

sinful &quot;flesh,&quot; and therefore what this itself has justification. The law cannot effect this second,
deserved. Whoever therefore appropriates to

himself in faith Christ s death upon the cross, re-.

gards the &quot;flesh&quot; in himself no longer; for him
in Christ s death this has been crucified. (Comp.
Rom. [M Have crucified the

flesh, expresses: to have divested themselves of

all vital fellowship with sin, whose seat the crap!;

is, so that, as Christ was objectively crucified,

we, by means of the entrance into the fellowship
of this death on the cross, crucify the oiipS; sub

jectively, in moral consciousness of faith, i.e., have
made it entirely lifeless and inoperative through
faith as the new vital element, to which we hav^

passed over. To Christians considered idi
i

&amp;lt;ill&amp;gt;/
as

here, this ethical slaying of the flesh is something
which has taken place, in reality however, it is

and quite as little can it effect the first. On the

contrary, it arouses the (and the dpapria

dwelling therein), but does not assist to the re

ceiving of the Spirit (comp. iii. 2, and Horn. vii. 8).

So little therefore does faith in Christ dispense
from a disposition and course of action pleasing
to God, that it is just this, nay more, only this

which leads thereto. If any one is disposed to

call this disposition and activity to the Christian,

thus conformed to God s will, a &quot;fulfilling
of the

law,&quot; he does not name it wrongly; only in doing
it he is to keep in mind (1) that it is not to be

understood in a formal, but only in a material

relation: a doing of that which the law com in amis,

yet not liecuuxf. the law commands it, but in the

strength and on the impulse of faith, or more
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properly. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the Spirit, something therefore en- determine it to let itself be guided by him, to de

til-fly different I rom what I .-ml calls &quot;works of (ermine it to the ayeaflai and then also to the

the law;&quot; it is that which he so often names : nvfi uan TrffHirarriv: and in doing this he meets

!i&amp;gt;;n
, i-uiiii, works of the Spirit, rather than of with many hindrances on the side of the

ad(&amp;gt;

the law :(L )
t hat in this appellation law is taken (ver. 17). This is the immediate, inward

in a quite restricted sense, of the properly ethical &quot;ought&quot;
that has place and is needful even with

commandments (sec Horn. xiii. 8 sq., where it the believer. But to this inward monition and

plainly appears what Paul means by the vouoq ; \ impulse of the Spirit, there must be added, in

when lie speaks generally, he uses the expression order to keep it ever alive and guard it against
n Tn/iii Heov, 1 Cor. vii. 19). &quot;Fulfilling ofthe law&quot; all impure admixture, one coming from without,

will therefore always bo an only partially adequate Of this we have in this very section the speaking
expression for a Christian life, a conformity of the I proof. The Apostle sees occasion given him to

life to God s will. Entirely abandoning the Old ladmonuh the Galatian Christians with earnest

Testament point of view therefore, Paul speaks
directly of an ivoirAl?pOVV rbv v6uov \piarov
(vi. 2).*

2. But it is true that the &quot;doing of good
works&quot; the making faith active in a walk and

words to a disposition and course of life answer
able to their faith; he approaches them with an

&quot;Ought:&quot;
&quot;So ought it to be with Christians=

because you believe in Christ!&quot; And his admoni
tion here and elsewhere holds good also for us ;

mind pleasing to God, does not come to pass, as
j

it is the testimony of the Spirit conveyed through
it were, of itself (as might appear from what the word testimonium externum (in distinction

precedes), even with the believer (even though, from internum) the comprehensive exposition
as of course is pre-supposed, his faith is an ac- of which is the function of New Testament ethics,

tual one of inward persuasion, and not merely i
3. That even the believer is not and cannot be

nominal, is actually equivalent to a TOV \ptarov
j

spared the earnestly admonishing and impelling
flvai, and therefore bears within it the energy &quot;ought&quot;

because even with him there is not

perfectly adequate to a moral renewal of thejlife). found a steady will (on account of the old Adam),
Even with the believer the

o&amp;lt;i[&amp;gt;t;
has not disap- is the meaning of the church doctrine of the ter-

peared. Therefore, although abstractly we must
j

tius legis usus, the usus legis with the renatus (the
say: the believer cannot dispense himself from

j

us. didact. or normal.), and understood in this

a genuine ethical renewal of his life, yet in con- sense it is correct. But as it is expressed it is

creto we are rather to say: He ought not. &quot;The &amp;lt; distorted and incorrect, and is in conflict with
&quot;thou oughtest&quot; comes back even to him who ; the indisputable Pauline doctrine, that the be-

stands on the foundation of faith. This appears
|

liever is not VTTO vouov, that he may not be placed
in the case of the believer, in a twofold manner nor place himself under it. He is indeed under
In the first place and chiefly on the side of the i

a law of the Spirit, so far as the Spirit admon-
irvEvua, which he receives in faith; for this works

|

ishes, requires, rebukes, yet the Spirit does by
not merely as it were physically, in the form of no means merely this, but far more; this i s the
an energy of nature, converting the will of man very least that he does. But especially is the
into agreement with the mind of God (and the

|

believer in no sense whatever under the law of

figure of the aa/wof must be understood cum grano I

the letter, the Old Testament law, the proper l*x,

salts: a bare growiny up it certainly is not) ; the &nd with all its generalizing of the conception of
result is brought about ethically and not physi- lex, the Formula Concordix, nevertheless, in the

cally; the irvEvua also approaches the will with i section touching this matter does not really go
requirements, which it is true are far more in- beyond the Mosaic law. It does not arrive at

tensive, which have as it were a quite different the conception of the law of the Spirit (the law

power of bending the will from the requirements !
of faith), whether this is entirely inward, or

of the law or of the conscience (the law of the
j
expressed also in the word of Scripture (in the

letter or of the conscience) ; for they are strength- j

New Testament word of Scripture, which for

ened by the persuasion which is received along j

the fulfilment of the ethical requirement pre-
with faith into the heart, of the condemnation

j

supposes the faith in Christ with what it has
of sin as well as the forgiveness of it, of the holi- I

and gives). The law of the letter (the proper
ness as well as the compassion inhering in the i lex), has, it is true, its great significance for the

grace of God in Christ. But itis with an
&quot;ought,&quot;

i
believer, but it has its place not, so to speak,

however intensive, that the Trvevua in the be- offer Faith, but only before the same, as piedago-
liever approaches the will of man, and seeks to gus (see above on chap. iii. 19 sq.); and in this

sense it permanently retains its importance, and
is indispensable for faith. That is, the sinful-

ness and imperfection of the new life even in the

believer, make it needful that the law should not

once only, but ever afresh, awaken in him the
haN niiide us free, nor even binding on the conscience, so tar knowledge of sin and the impossibility of him-

^!i^o
t

noMThe Und*&amp;lt;rf

&amp;gt;llC*rBed bllt bi &quot; lli &quot;K 11HW
.

ith self attaining salvation and eternal life, and by

chU^n^faft^er?iij^ldlbrS&quot;^
r

Iirtltad?ytK r11** Very means drive hilU nssure lself of
whom rin-ist has made free. Thus far all that wa of permit-

j

it in faith in Christ; and so ever impel him anew

&quot;the i iw
1 1

I
&quot; r| &quot; s

::

&quot; &quot;

&quot;

&quot; lv t: &quot;&quot;
&amp;gt;

.&quot;

t

l/

wiiinst
_

remain I to faith. So far, therefore, as a usus of the lex,

piignanuo our souls. ltow mncVtm - Tncim called, can be predicated even as to

question, which the New Testament itself answers iu the life the renatus, it falls under the usus pxdayoyicus, as
&quot;M hiist a,,,! ,| 1(

. teachings ,,f His \posties. That it includes vslu gecundus. But in this pedagogy its function

ISt^^^urin^^toS^ari^S ,

is continually exhausting itself tptin ; thi, func-
be no reasonable doubt. -K.] twn only does Paul ascribe to it, and another, the

*
[Whether theologians agre about terms or not, they all

mint n-,-,,-ni/.e the tact that in so far ax any law of God has
a directly i-ilural purpose, it must continue to be binding on
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function docere, ut in vera pietate vivemiu et ambu-
1

still. The controversy about the third use of the

lemus, we have no right to attribute to it, espe- law, between the Lutherans and Reformed, seems

cially as we thereby come into conflict with the
[

to be one of terms. The only practical question
definite assurance that the law only stirs up sin that can arise out of it, is one respecting the obli-

and the ffdpf, and of itself continually hinders I gation to observe the Fourth Commandment. R.I

anew the Spirit s gaining dominion and there-
j

4. Spirit and flesh. Hvevpa and crdpi; are the

with the attainment of the vera pietag. The law ! two polar antithesis, as the Apostle most vividly
contributes directly neither to justification nor

]

shows in this section, ver. 17. HvKVfia is the

to the new life, and cannot therefore be directly i Holy Ghost, the Divine principle, that enters along
the means of maintaining the latter. What it ,

with faith in Christ into the man, generating in

can and should do, was and is, to open the way
j

him a divine temper and divine life, and that in

for that which does lead to justification and to
j

conflict with the adpi; and its naffr/fiara and
the new life, namely, Faith. As this is its work I emdv/iiai. 2&amp;lt;i/&amp;gt;

is in itself simply (in antithesis

at first, so is it ever after. The accomplishment to the Divine principle), human nature, of course

of these two things it must then leave to faith, !
the whole because the living nature, and embraces

first as that which lays hold of God s grace for
|

therefore body and soul. But it is not human
justification, then as that which has laid hold

j

nature on the side of its relation to God, but on
of it and therewith receives the Spirit. This

j

the side of its alienation from God, on which

Holy Ghost now, and not the v6/j.o$, is alone in
j

side man with relation to God draws himself back
condition as the spirit of faith to assist to ever

j

upon himself, seeks himself and takes honor to

renewed victory over the ffdp^ partly through ;

himself, withdrawing it from God; in short human
His teaching, partly through His monition, partly nature as sinful. The use of &quot;flesh&quot; to denote

through His persuasion and drawing. For if
j

human nature in general, is grounded in the He-
the believer did right because admonished by
the law, he would only attain again to epya vouov,

but not to veritable epya dyaOd. Only so much
is true, that in concreto very many a Christian, be

cause faith has been with him from the begin

brew idiom, according to whic is used by

synecdoche for the whole man, and this idiom
itself is in its turn, without doubt, grounded in

the experience and Scriptural doctrine of the

frailty of man, which induced the sacred writers

ning or has become only a name, allows himself
j
to derive the designation for man generally, f]

to be guided merely by the law of the letter, at that part of man in which his frailty is most con-
least if he has moral earnestness of temper, and spicuous. As this frailty again has its ground,
thereby accomplishes nothing more than tp-ya according to Biblical teaching, in man s alienation

v6/wv, as to which he simply deceives himself, from God, there became connected with aarf, the
in accounting them perhaps for Ip-ya TOV Trveuua- established designation of human nature, the
TOC. More or less, moreover, does he seek in

these Epya vouov his justification also, and his

hope; half-way at least, reckoning as the other
half the merit of Christ, yet more in name than
in reality. [It is only necessary to remark here,
that Paul uses the word vouo as covering the

whole Mosaic law. That this whole Mosaic law
has not the third use, of &quot;teaching us how we
may live and walk in true

piety,&quot;
is very evident.

So also, that the new life of the believer is only
a new life, in so far as it is through the teaching,
monition, persuasion and drawing of the Spirit,
must be believed and felt by the Christian. Still

what does that Spirit teach and admonish us to

do? To &quot;walk even as he walked,&quot; all will

agree. And how did He walk, that Master whom
we follow? He fulfilled all righteousness, He
obeyed the law for us. Clearly then the Spirit,
which receives of the things of Christ and shows
them unto us, will show us as our duty, what
Christ did, the complete obedience to God s re

quirements, and this will include all of perma
nent ethical value in the Mosaic law. That may
be but a part, yet it is a part, for what was in

itself right at Sinai s foot is right at the foot of
the cross. The Spirit is the Holy Spirit, Holi
ness is opposed to sin, Sin is opposition to God,
it expresses itself in disobedience to His moral
law, the Holy Spirit must teach, admonish,
persuade and draw us to the observance of what
ever has been at any time an expression of God s

moral law. The law cannot have a usus pseda-
gogicus still, did it not convict us of sin

;
it

cannot convict us of sin, unless its requirements
are holy, and just and good; and as such the

Spirit of Holiness must teach us the moral law

accessory idea of .alienation from God=sinful
ness. This took place in the proportion in which
this view into man s alienation from God even
from birth, as the deepest ground of his frailty,
became clear, and in the New Testament, there

fore, more than in the Old. The expression adp^,
therefore gives us no right whatever, to think of

the bodily organism more than of the soul, and

(with reference to the accessory notion of sinful-

ness,) to find intimated in the expression either

the view of the derivation of sin from the body,
or an especial reference to so-called fleshly sins

more than others. (Comp. WIESELER S thorough
exposition of this conception.) The essential

element in the idea of the adpt; is the turning

away from God and referring ourselves to our

selves, the self-seeking, egoistic element. This
is primarily in respect to God, but immediately
connected with it is the fact that a man in refer

ence to other men also seeks himself, his enjoy
ment or his gain. It is easily explicable therefore

why love appears as the first effect of the irvtvua,

being the temper and act opposed to selfishness.

In this section the Apostle has, it is true, special
occasion to exhort to the love of our neighbor,
but his speaking of love is not on this account

merely casual. [Comp. onadpj, J. MULLER, Chris

tian doctrine of sin. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 13. LUTHER: The natural man under
stands nothing of the doct rine of grace ; therefore

comes it, when he hears this doctrine, that he

straightway draws it down to his own lust and

lewdness, and concludes on this wise: If the law
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concerns us not and has no right to us, then will

we live as we list. How we at this time have
sci M in ;ill ranks that nil will fain be evangelical
and enjoy the Christian liberty, and yet never
theless the great crowd goes its own way ;

this !

one follows his avarice, the other his lewdness, J

the third his pride and haughtiness, etc. RIE-

GER: The liberty to which we are called by the

gospel, is not so intended that we may tear our
selves loose from the law at our own will and

please the flesh. Into such a freedom the law
can with honor dismiss man; for through Christ

and the curse borne on the cross the law has its

highest honor, and sin or the flesh wins thereby
no advantage. For precisely that which was

impossible to the law, namely, to bring to pass an
inward enduring hatred against evil and an in

ward cleaving to good, from a willing heart, is

accomplished by faith in Christ, and therefore
j

the liberty of faith is not against the law.

HECBN K a : By the side of the highest good stands

the highest evil, by the side of freedom, lawless

ness. No word has been so abused and desecra

ted, as Freedom.
LUTIIEU: &quot; By love serve one another.&quot; We

must diligently teach in religion both sorts of

doctrine, of Faith and Works; yet so that we
carry neither too far. Else, where one teaches
Works alone, he loses Faith, but if one teaches I

concerning Faith alone, forthwith gross, carnal
men begin to dream that works arc not neces

sary. Yet must the doctrine of Faith be planted
first, or it cannot be understood what good works

really are. Although we have been justified,

yet have we still sin in us, which rhymes as

ill with good works as with faith, but draws us

away from both. Besides flesh and reason is

so disposed that it has by nature all its delight
and pleasure in Pharisaic and superstitious
works, and does those works with far greater
earnestness which itself has chosen, than those
which God has commanded. Therefore have

right minded preachers as much to do, in admon
ishing the people to genuine love and really good
works, as in teaching genuine faith. Christians
must consider thus, that ia their conscience they
are indeed free from the curse of the law, sin and
death, but as to the body they are servants, for

therein should one serve another by love.

Ver. 14. It is needless for any one to trouble

you with circumcisiou and Moses ceremonies;
see to this before all things, that you remain
steadfast in the doctrine of faith. Will you after

that do good works, as indeed you should, I will

with a single word point out to you the noblest
and greatest of all works, which ye should do,
that ye may fulfil all laws: Love one another!
Therefore the true, perfect doctrine and Christian

theology of Faith and Love is in long and in short
this : Believe on Christ, love thy neighbor as

thyself! It is most short, to look upon the
j

words, but if it is to be practical, it is broader,
higher and deeper than heaven and earth. The
reason imagines it a very low thing, to say no

thing of its being an act of God s service, for

one to help the other by love, i. e., for one to in

struct and set aright a wanderer, comfort a
mourner and afflicted, support the weak, for

every one to help his neighbor, as he can, and
make up for that which he lacks

; item, for one to

be obedient to government, hold his parents in

honor, to have patience at home and bear with a

whimsical, strange-tempered yoke-fellow, with

ill-mannered servants, etc.; all which amounts to

this: By love serve one another. But believe

me, they are not contemptible and mean, but ex

cellent and precious works, because God has
commanded them and they please Him. It is of

no concern therefore, whether the world looks

upon them as mean and contemptible or not. It

is a short word, but excellently and powerfully
spoken: Love thy neighbor as thyself ! We can
not give any one a better, more certain and more
exact example, how he should love his neighbor,
than if we say to him that he should love him so

as he loves himself. Nor can one have a better,

nor nobler virtue than Love, and this high virtue

can be directed towards nothing better than to

wards our neighbor. If thou wouldst know how
thou shouldst love thy neighbor, consider dili

gently how dear thou art to thyself, that thou
wouldst gladly have help and counsel given thee,
if thou wert in distress and necessity, as much as

all creatures could. Therefore needest thou no

book, out of which to learn how thou shouldst love

thy neighbor. RIEGER: The call of the gospel
to Christ and the grace which has come by Him,
the sense of being one Spirit with Christ, brings
us under the law of Christ, where in love we have
all at once, and assumes also the willingness to

serve one another through love. The warding
off the claims of faith in the gospel with the pre
text of love to man, is a critical sign of our times.

Ver. 15. STARKE: Hatred, envy and reviling
are as the teeth of snakes and lions. What
shame, that among Christians there is such an
evil kind of people! What mean these weari

some, and mischievous lawsuits? LANGE: Each
vice brings in time some punishment with it, as

every virtue has in advance some recompense.
For even as love does him good that cherishes it,

so does hatred and contention bring nothing but

disquiet and ill-content, and indeed injures the

body also in health. RIEGER: The biting be

gins on good pretexts ;
but men easily go further,

to do mischief to the property, to disparage the

merits, etc. Roos : To bite and devour one an

other, is not only the wont of the populace, but

also the way of many learned men, whereof their

learned journals, reviews, etc., bear witness. And
so do they devour one another mutually, i. e.,

they destroy altogether one another s credit and
the usefulness which each yet had, perhaps also

a part of their life. Their esprit is flesh, what

may then the rest be ?

Vers. 16, 17. LDTHER: Paul means by lust

of the flesh not alone unchastity, but also all other

sinful cravings, whereby the saints are tempted.
It is impossible that you can follow the Spirit

in all things whatever and not also feel the flesh,

and that you should remain unhindered by it;

yea, it will hinder you and so hinder you that

you will not be able to do what you gladly would
do. In this all that you can do is to withstand

the flesh, which quickly becomes inflamed with

anger, impatience, etc. ; murmurs, hates, bites,

becomes angry against God, falls into doubting;
and to follow the Spirit, which admonishes you
to peace, patience, hope, faith. To know this ii

for believers most profitable and comforting.
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When I was yet a monk, I often thought that I
|
plain as we could wish that the lust has not

must be lost, when I felt an evil temptation,
j

been admitted and treacherously taken the will

Then undertook I many kinds of discipline, con- I with it. But by renewal in the spirit of the

fessed every day, and yet it all helped me not h-
;

rnind one may always count himself to be no

ing. For the same temptations evermore recurred; debtor to the flesh, to fulfil its lusts, but may
therefore tormented I myself perpetually with take the curse from Christ s cross and hang it

such thoughts: See, there you have committed upon the flesh, and from Christ s Spirit may gain
such and such a sin, etc., therefore there i& no the willingness to separate therefrom. Between

help for you, all your good works are come to
j

the strivings of the Spirit and of the flesh against

nothing. Had I then rightly understood St.
|

each other it must become evident, which way
Paul s words, I would not have tormented my-

|

the man, after receiving sufficient strength, is

self so severely, but would have considered with
j bending his will, and on which side he takes his

myself, as I am now wont to do: Dear Martin, it stand. If the Spirit s impulses and leadings con-

amounts to nothing, your leading an angelical \

tinue with a man and if he is honestly minded to

life here on earth; so long as you live in the obey the Spirit and its holy opposition to the

flesh, it will not give over its way. Yet do not flesh, he does not indeed deny the law the right
therefore despond, but withstand it through the to show him his imperfections, but he is not under

Spirit, that thou mayest not fulfil its lust, and it

cannot hurt thee, because thou art in Jesus Christ.

Whoever thinks that a Christian must have no

fault at all in him, and yet feels that in himself

there are many and manifold shortcomings, such

t, and is not at the last judged by it. Christ
has taken the believer under His atoning shield

against the curse of the law, and has moreover
bestowed on him His spirit, which impels him as
to all other good, so also to combat for this faith,

a one must at the last be consumed of melancholy, although there is many a conflict and many a

But whoever understands it, him must such temp-
[

doubt before he can without ceasing so believe

tation of the flesh, i. ?., evil, serve for his best
j

and act.

good. For when the flesh will tempt to sin, he
j

Ver. 19. LUTHER: It is a very different

is led with earnestness to pray, to seek forgive- I thing to be tempted by the flesh, and yet not to

ness of sins through Christ, to lay hold of the follow its lusts, but to walk in the Spirit and strive

righteousness of the law, after which perhaps he against them, from what it is to consent to the

would never have so greatly longed. It is to lust of the flesh and abide therein and neverthe-

Christians profitable and good that they feel such less to make great boast of the Spirit, and to make
troublesomeness of the flesh, that they may not as though one lived Christianly. The former St.

become proud over the supposed righteousness of Paul comforts, in that he says: Because they are

their works, as if they were in favor with God on ruled by the Spirit they are not under the law
;

account of the same.
j

but the others he threatens with everlasting dam-
STABKE: -The contest of the flesh and the

j

nation, in that he declares: They that do such

Spirit exists alone in the regenerate. The con-
j

things shall not inherit the kingdom of heaven.

flict which exists in an unregenerate man, SO|SPENEK: By works of the flesh, Paul, it is true,
that he does not fulfil all evil lusts that stir in understands principally actual outward, out-

him, is only a conflict of the reason with its

natural impulses and gross sensual desires.

This is to be carefully distinguished from th

breaking deeds, but he does not thereby exclude
inward vices, which are also rightly called works
of the flesh. Nay, as respects the outward sins

former, that one may not, because he feels with-
j

themselves, their sinfulness consists not merely
in himself a struggle against sin, immediately |

in the outward deed itself, but in the evil and
reckon himself regenerate. The strife of the

Spirit against the flesh is an infallible token of

regeneration and a state of grace, and is distin

guished from the strife which is waged by the

mere powers of reason in this, that the former

prevailing inclination thereto. Therefore is one

guilty of adultery, fornication, gluttony, drunk
enness, quarrelsomeness, etc., who allows such
vices to gain the upper hand in his soul, even

though from want of opportunity, or fear of in-

always wins the victory. These words are mis- 1 famy or trouble he restrains himself from the

used by the children of the world to this effect,
j

outward act; for God looks on the heart and its

* hat it is vain to strive after a holy character, longings.
oecause we cannot, after all, do what we would. &quot;Drunkenness, revellings.&quot; In STARKE: The
But mark, what the regenerate, who are spoken

[

Apostle is not speaking merely of the habit and
of here, will according to the Spirit, and what Lcustom of drinking; therefore it is a false ex-

according to the flesh. They are not aiming first
|

cuse if any one thinks that a debauch is no sin

to obtain the dominion over sin, for this they have if only one does not make a business of it. The

already, but they would fain quench and be rid
j

devil invented this excuse. When any one so

of everything sinful; but this, on account of the overfills himself that he is unfit for prayer and
flesh cleaving to them, they cannot do. Accord- I the business of his calling, that is drunkenness;

ing to the flesh they would fain let sin come to
|

what then are we to think of the respectable
dominion again, but that they do not, because the

|

world with its sinful and damnable Christian

Spirit strives against it and overcomes the flesh. !

drinking bouts? and what too of this continual

Therefore it follows from this, that a believer can ! drinking of healths, than as of a temptation to

by all means live holy, but here can arrive at no i swill down liquor? &quot;They which do such

perfection. j things.&quot; It is not said : They that do such things
Ki 1:1.1. it: The flesh and the sin which cleaves

| daily; for even though one does any such thing
to the same, lust and its allurements and en-

j only now and then, on certain occasions, yea even
ticements we indeed experience, nay more, i only once, but voluntarily, he forfeits the king-
there may also occur cases where it is not as i dom of God, so long as he remains under the
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dominion iif tliis work of the flesh. Nor is it

They that do all this. It is not needful

therefore he oft gains great advantage, in that

he perseveres so long anil diligently. Gentleness.

for a man to do all these sins or many such, to

fall under the penalty, but it is enough, if a man
li-ts one single sin rule over him, let it be what

[

For Christians should not be unfriendly and
it will. Now it rules over him, not only while I cross-tempered people, but mild, courteous,

This is: that one is so disposed, that every one

gets on well with him and loves to deal with him.

he is committing it, but so long as the purpose
never to commit it again, is not yet fully fixed.

They shall not only not procure eternal life by

friendly, such as every one loves to consort with,
who bear with others faults, are easy to give

way to others, and can put up with the whim of

their works of the flesh (as niny well be sup- i
others* Such a courteous friendly man was our

posed), but, if they set their hopes, not upon
earning eternal life by their works, but receiving
it as a gift to be received by faith, they will not,

leading a dissolute life, inherit it any more than

earn it. He inherits not the kingdom of grace,
still less the kingdom of glory, even though his

funeral sermon extols him as blessed, surely,

very, or ve most blessed.

Ver. 22. It is not enough to flee the manifest

works of the flesh, but we must bring true vir

tues to take their place. The Spirit of Christ

must water and warm the hearts of men with

His heavenly consolation, if they are to be fruit

ful to good works. Works of the flesh,&quot; said

Paul, as being what comes into view and can be

apprehended by reason alone, as to what they
are, and that they are evil; but he does not use

this term of the fruits of the Spirit as being for

the most part internal, and although they ex

press themselves in outward works, yet they can
not be comprehended and

reason; nay, sh

d judge
ould she

by the mere

pronounce a

judgment, would be more apt to pronounce a

judgment against them. Indeed, the fruits of

the Spir.it often exist in good measure in those,
who yet in true poverty of Spirit complain of the

lack of them. RODS : All these fruits are found

Lord Jesus Christ, as we see in the Gospel from

beginning to end.

In STARKE: Goodness All nature is to us a
mirror of kindness. For where is there a crea
ture that does not serve and do good to man?
For us the sun shines, for us the earth bears

fruit, us does the heaven cover, to us does the
air minister breath, everything stands at our

command; should we then be the only ones
not to practice kindness? LUTHER: Faith.

He that has this faith, such an one suspects no
evil of other people, but has a loving, simple
heart towards every man; and although he be

deceived, he yet remains long-suffering and kind,
and forbears with him that hath deceived him.
In summa, he believes every man and yet puts
his confidence in no man but alone in God.
Roos : Against spiritual men the law is not, for

although they are not without fault yet they are

wholly under grace (Rom. vi. 14), and are par
takers of the blessing in Christ Jesus (Gal. iii.

13, 14). There are people, who imagine them
selves to have preached the gospel, when they en

courage others, by a human persuasion, to let go
the Jewish way of thinking, not anxiously to

count this or that for a sin, and to entertain ne

scruple about permitted things. But although
in every spiritual man, although in one this, in such persuasions, addressed to a natural man,
another that fruit is more richly possessed. may bring about a show of freedom, and such a
LUTHER: Joy. This means the loving dis- man may then imagine that he is no longer under

course of the bridegroom and his bride, i. e., the
!
the law, though he really is, yet the great ques-

joyful, loving thoughts, which a believing heart I tion remains, whether the law is not against him.
has concerning Christ, the wholesome admoni- &amp;lt; The right of the law to curse him. is not an usur-

tions, the joyful hymns, thanksgiving psalms and I pation, but a well-founded, sacred right, to which

songs of praise, with which Christians admonish there is nothing to oppose but Christ s death on
and cheer one another. The Scripture testi- the cross. Has then every one who boasts of
fieth once and again, that God had no pleasure freedom become a believer in this crucified

in the sadness of the spirit, but wills, that we; Saviour? And has he also, by means of this

be joyful in Him. Therefore also He sent His
j

faith, become spiritual, so that he exhibits the

Son, not to make us perturbed and mournful, fruit of the Spirit within him? It is only against
but joyful Therefore do the Prophets, Apos- such that the law is not.

ties and Christ Himself admonish, yea, com
mand us, that we be glad and joyful. Where
this spiritual joy is, there does the heart in

wardly rejoice through faith in Christ, and

Ver. 24. &quot;Have crucified the flesh.&quot; STARKE:
This word well expresses howain must, little

by little, be disabled and slain, for the crucified

man did not die at once; he was first made fast

moreover shows forth such joy outwardly with
j

with nails to the cross and then kept there, till

words and gestures; yea, it can be joyful even
| through the loss of blood and through hunger

in the midst of affliction and death. Such joy
is to the world unknown. Patience. This is

endure and suffer waywardness, ill-luck, wrong,

and thirst he became weaker and weaker, and

finally died. In the beginning of repentance tho

ort, that one does not alone old man is nailed to the cross, and then in con-

version he is fastened to it anew, when he gets
etc., but also bears long with those that do him a hand or a foot free; the soul carefully avoiding
such evil, and waits if perchance they may at all occasions whereby evil lusts can be aroused,

The devil has until indwelling sin is more and more disabled bysome time amend themselves,
this way, that when he cannot in tempting us
overcome by main force ami might, he watches
nevertheless with wearisome continuance, and
worries us out if he can, for he knows well what
weak, earthen vessels we are, that cannot at the
last endure violence and repeated hard strokes;

10

all manner of acts of repentance and devotion,
which are contrary to corrupt nature, which acts

must extend through the whole life. But now
all power to crucify the flesh is to be derived
from Christ s death on the cross.

HIEGEU : They that have ceased from the
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law and all endeavors to obtain life and right
eousness therefrom, and on the other hand be

long to Christ, and accept Him as the source of

their life and holiness, such keep their flesh

KAPFF: Under what law is the believer?

(1) Not under that of the flesh, (2) not un
der that of Moses, but (8) under that of the

Spirit. li.u i KNHKKG : The crucifixion of the
crucified. They are and live yet in the flesh, I flesh : a token of true Christianity, a work of the
to be sure, and so experience how close sin

|

Holy Ghost, a victory of Christian freedom, a
cleaves and how heavy it weighs; they expe- &amp;gt; progress to inward peace. In Lisco : The con-
rience the enticements of inward lust, but they ;

flict of the Spirit with the flesh : (1) Where does
have learned from the gospel the meaning of

j

it arise ? Only where a life in the Spirit is be-
God in the cross of Christ, and have believed

\ gun. (2) Why is it necessary? a) On account
it, and can believe the judgment executed on
the body of their Redeemer as in God s eyes
in force also against their own flesh. And in-

of the inward incompatibility of flesh and Spirit,

i) on account of the consequences, which proceed
- _ . therefrom, good or evil fruits. (3) How should

deed they desire no rest for the flesh, but im-
jit

end? By the Spirit s overcoming the flesh.

The walk in the Spirit : (1) It kills the works
of the flesh, (2) it brings in its place the fruits

of the Spirit. Flesh or Spirit? Choose! (1)
The flesh is thy destruction; (2) the Spirit cre-

pose on it the curse, which through Christ s

cross is imposed thereon, and behold this weari
some and painful dying with a hope gathered out

of the gospel.
On vers. 13-15. Christianity and Freedom: (1) ates divine life; (3) as Christiar are bound

How little we have occasion, on behalf of free- to the life of the Spirit. (Fast-day Sermon):
dom, to repent of being Christians and becoming The call on Fast-day : the works of the flesh are
Christians more and more; (2) how deeply we I manifest. (1) What works are works of the
must rue that freedom which we do not establish

j

flesh: (2) what those have to expect, who do such
and confirm by the power of Christ. The Chris- works.

( Whit-Sunday Sermon) : We are par-
tian is free and yet a servant of all. The right

j

takers of the Holy Spirit only when we do the
union of Freedom and Love (1) needful (2) dim- works of the Spirit. GENZKEN: What do we
cult. By love serve one another ! (1) An actual . yet lack of a walk in the Spirit? (1) The begin-
(2) but also a blessed service.

I ning is, that the flesh lusteth against the Spirit
On vers. 1(5-24: Walk in the Spirit, etc., ye |

and the Spirit against the flesh, and many, have
shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh: (1) the lust

of the flesh, (2) the resisting of it in the Spirit.
The walk in the Spirit ; (1) is not accomplished

without conflict (ver. 17) (2) but saves from de
struction (vers. 1921), (3) leads to a glorious

goal (ver. 22). With his exhortations to walk in

the Spirit (1) the Apostle places us upon a fear
ful battle-field (ver. 17), (2) gives us the view
into a frightful abyss (ver. 19 sq.), (3) leads us
into a lovely garden (ver. 22 sq.). The conflict of

the flesh and the Spirit: (1) in what does it con-

not even advanced so far
; (2) the next step is,

that we no more fulfil the lusts of the flesh, and

many are not even ashamed of the manifest
works of the flesh; (3) the consummation is, that

we bring forth the fruits of the Spirit, and from
that, we are all yet far distant. G REINER:
Flesh and Spirit: (1) they are contrary one to

the other
; (2) their ways lead asunder in time

and eternity. ENGELHARD : The life of that

man, who is ruled by tin pit of God: (1)
He breaks with sin and mortifies daily the old

sist ? (2) to what should it impel? Temptations man ; (2) he is filled with the fruits of righteous-
through the flesh must come: despond not ! but

j
ness, which do not conflict with the law, but

must be combatted and overcome through the i which can never be accomplished under the do-

Spirit : be not careless ! There is no believer so ! minion of the law
; (3) and receives accordingly

holy or strong that he does not feel his flesh, but
j

the most excellent of all rewards, the inheritance
also none so weak that he cannot withstand it.

The motions of the flesh a damper to pride, a tes

timony against self-devised spiritualism. Three
times three fruits of the Spirit; a lovely garland.
To have crucified the flesh a token that one is

Christ s. Who can crucify his flesh ? Only he

of the kingdom of God.
Vers. 13-24. FRANTZ : Beware that ye do not,

through freedom, give a handle to the flesh, for

(1) freedom in Christ is not without law ;
it has

its law, only not in the members, but in Christ,
which law is love. (2) It is not without control ;

who is Christ s. The crucifying of the flesh (1) j

but its control is exercised not by the flesh, but
takes place indeed, when one is Christ s, but (2) I by the Spirit,
does not of itself make certain that one is Christ s. I
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2. More special Admonition to the Walk in the Spirit (to serving LOTC), or warning against ex
cessive self-valuation and envious selfishness.

(CHAP. v. 25, 26. vi. 1-10.)

the fifteenth Sunday after Trinity.)

25, 26 If we live in [by]
1 the Spirit, let us also walk in [by] the Spirit. Let us not

be desirous of vain-glory [become vain-glorious], provoking one another, envying
one another.

a. Warning against unloving self-exaltation above others (vi. 1-5).

VI. 1 Brethren, if [even if]
3 a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which [who] are

spiritual, restore such a one in the spirit of meekness
; considering thyself, lest thou

2 also [shouldst] be tempted. Bear ye one another s burdens, and so [or thus shall

3 ye] fulfil* the law of Christ. For if a man think himself to be something, when he

4 is nothing, he deceiveth himself. But let every [each] man prove his own work,
and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and not in another [his ground of

boasting only in what concerneth himself, and not in what concerneth the other].
5

5 For every [each] man shall bear his own load.6

b. Warning against envious selfishness. Admonition to unvveariedness in doing good, especially to teachers of the word
(vers. 6-10).

6 Let [But let] him that is taught in the word communicate unto him that teacheth in

7 all good things. Be not deceived ; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man sow-

8 eth, that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to his [own] flesh shall of the flesh

reap corruption ;
but he that soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life ever-

9 lasting And [But] let us not be weary
7 in well doing : for in due season we shall

10 reap, if we faint not. As we have therefore [Accordingly then as we have]
8

oppor
tunity, let us do good

9 unto all men, especially unto them who are of the household
of faith.

Ver. 25. [The dative Uvtv/ia-n has perhaps a slightly different force in each member of this verse, but &quot;

by
&quot;

xpress the meming in each case, better than &quot;in.&quot; K.J
* Ver. 26.

[&quot;
Become vain-glorious

&quot;

is both a more literal and a more correct rendering afyt.viaij.f9a KfvoSofoi.
K.I

VI. !.[ Even if&quot; preserves the force of KOI. R.]
* Ver. 2. A i/an-AjjpuitrtTe is strongly supported ; and is to be preferred (with Lachmann and Schott) to the read

ing; &amp;lt;r a T e
; the latter was perhaps occasioned by the preceding imperatives. It is found however in X.. win-re, singularly

enough, we have the moods reversed, /3a&amp;lt;rrd(TT&amp;lt;! occuring in the preceding clause. X3
- however reads fta.vra.feTf. [The fu

ture, di/ciTrATjpuia Tt, is the reading of X3
.
B. F. G., most versions : it is adopted by Meyer, De Wette, Mill, Kllicott, Light-

foot. The aorist imperative, aare, is found in A. C. D. K. K.. most cursives, Tischend .rf (later eels.), Alford, Wordsworth.
The aorist imperative is rare, and this is an argument in favor of retaining it. If it be retained, the E. V. is correct, with
the other reading, it must be emended as above. The question is not easily settled, since the external authoritv is so nearly
balanced. R.j

* Ver. 4.
[Ellicott paraphrases as above. The E. V. is not satisfactory. See EXES. NOTES. R.]

* Ver. 5.
[&quot;

Load&quot; is a good rendering.
&quot;

Burden&quot; is open to this great objection, that it does not discriminate be
tween

&amp;lt;/,

o p T i. o v and fidp-n (ver. 2).-R.I
7 Ver. 9.

[
E yc axoi nt v is the correct reading. X. A. B. Lachmann, Tischendorf Alford, Ellicott, Wordsworth,

Ughtfoot. It is doubtful whether ficKaxciv (Rec. eKKaieunev) is a genuine word. R.]
Ver. 10.

[
A pa o 5 v ,

&quot;

accordingly then,&quot; see EXECI. NoTE8. R.]
Ver. 10. Ep yaui/u9a. The reading ipyafrneOa is too weakly supported. [So all modern Editors. Lachmann

at first adopted the latter reading, but soon discarded it. R.]

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Paul, after the exhortation, ver. 13 (and the
more general one, ver. 16), had passed on to a

ally equivalent to exercising serving love) imme
diately specifying it more particularly, ver. 26;
vi. 1 sq.

Ver. 25. If we live by the Spirit. ZJ/P

&quot;nvevfiari means of course not the outward life.

more didactic exposition. But from ver. 25 on, ! the realization in walk of this life in the Spirit,
lie returns to the general exhortation to &quot; walk for the words &quot;let us also walk,&quot; etc., are the

by the Spirit&quot; (which, as he means it, ia essenti- i first in which the Apostle exhorts them to stamp
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the life by the Spirit upon the outward walk.

7ii)v therefore means the inner life, and the

spiritual life is here referred to, as one at first

entirely internal. It is not improbable that
41 live

&quot;

is to be taken here in a pregnant sense

(MEYKii)=if we are living through the Spirit, i.

e., death occurs to the man, who is Christ s, with

respect to the &quot;flesh;&quot; but in another respect

precisely thus does Life come in ; the death of

ers had been disturbed, thus giving occasion t

the earnest admonition, vi. 6 sq. Yet this con

jecture is not absolutely necessary; we need only
suppose that some circumstances in the churches

gave him particular occasion to direct his exhor
tation to this point. [The context seems to jus
tify the close connection of what follows with this

verse. It is urged, however, that &quot;brethren&quot;

indicates a change of topic (comp. iv. 12), and
the old man introduces the life of the new (comp.

j

also that the change from the first to the second
ii. I .t,

%

J&amp;lt; l), and tins latter is grounded upon the person favors the opinion that a new paragraph

of the dative
[There is some doubt as to the force

here. Schmoller renders

it (lurch den Gfist; MEYER calls it ablatival, and

ELLICOTT says here adopted rather

than (Tw with the accusative as thus forming a

sharper antithesis to the dative which follows.&quot;

AM m;i&amp;gt; follows the E. V., but, while objecting to

begins with vi. 1. But the thoughts are too

closely linked, to allow these arguments from
mere forms of expression to be conclusive against
the close connection which MEYER and others
defend. R.]

VI. Vers. 1-5. These verses extend the warn
ing of v. 26, against &quot;provoking one another.&quot;

the ablatival dative, gives the same sense to the The Christian instead of using any advantage
word. LIGHTFOOT renders &quot;to the Spirit,&quot;

after he may possess over another, or any defect he

thepnrallel passage, Rom. vi. 2, 10: &quot;dieuntosin,&quot; may observe in him, to exalt himself above
etc. But the first view is preferable. R.] Let him (and thereby to provoke him), should, aa

us also walk by the Spirit, =TTF(WT. TTV. ver. walking by the Spirit, do just the reverse, should
10. [Schmoller thus makes the second irvev/naTi \

set his neighbor right, when he sees him at fault

an instrumental dative, but it seems better to
| (ver. 1) and then help him bear the burdens

take it as a normal dative (so ver.

MEYER, ELLICOTT, et al. The verb GTOI
16) with

to imply a more studied following of a prescribed
course. The Greek order is striking: &quot;If we
live by the Spirit, by the Spirit also let us walk.&quot;

&quot;

By
&quot; has both the instrumental and normal

force in English. R.] In what this walk should

Consist is then shown.
Ver. 20. Let us not become vain-glori

ous. The walking by the Spirit (or walking in

love) should show itself thus. KertfJofov etvai=
vnniim (jlnriain capture, to affect vain-glory.

which oppress him (ver. 2). Ver. 3 justifies
these admonitions by the remark that a man s

thinking himself to be something, when he is

nothing, is self-cheatery ; for it is such a vain

imagining that underlies the refusal to set others

right (in the spirit of meekness) and to carry
their burdens. As the right means to be saved
from this self-deception, Paul proceeds to com
mend self-examination. (On this, see below,
vers. 4, 5.) [ELLICOTT thinks it probable &quot;that

the teachers are mainly addressed in vers. 1-6,
and the hearers and laity in vers. 6-10.&quot; But

become&quot; vain-glorious, there be-
|

while there are points in the exhortation specially

ing in the verb as well as in the use of the first i applicable to classes thus distinguished, it seems

person an intentional mildness as though the sin best not to discriminate thus, for it limits the

had not yet taken root (ELLICOTT). R.] The
t

force of some parts of the exhortation, and might
sense appears (6 be: we should not seek glory by lead to an incorrect interpretation of ver. 1. R.]
rovokin one another and enprovok

for sue
another, Ver. 1. [Brethren. BEZA: a whole argu

ment lies hidden under this one word. R.I
envying oni

jh glory is &quot;

vain,&quot; worthless. Provok
ing one another. A 7i Xi/Auvf KpoK.al.ov- Even if a man
wS VOL, by vaunting in the presence of those to

j

irp6 expresses undoubtedly the unexpectedness of

whom we feel ourselves superior, by pressing our
j

the being taken=before a man is aware, or is able

superiority. Envying one another. A A-
j

to offer resistance. The ev shows that the verb

JJ/A.OIC
(}&amp;gt;

tin vo it v r t f f not favoring one another, is here to be understood as=to entangle, so that

in a fault, according to the frequent Biblical

image, is used of the snare in which any one is

caught (WIESKLBR). LUTHER gives the sense

quite correctly: &quot;ubereilt,&quot; overtaken. [The
strictly temporal reference (before the arrival of

the Epistle, or a recurrence of the oftence) is un

satisfactory. ELLICOTT, ALFORD and LIGHTFOOT

enviously refusing to acknowledge the good
qualities that a man possesses. (&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;,9omv

is to be
taken in this sense here, see below on vers. 6,

10.) The seeking of vain-glory naturally goes
hand in hand with provoking and envious be
havior. Where the former is abandoned, the lat

ter also disappears. The warning of this verse , .

is nothing else than the admonition to serve one
] join /cat with the verb: &quot;if a man be even sur-

another by means of love (ver. 13), somewhat !

prised,&quot;
i. e., caught before he can escape, Jia-

more particularly defined. The Apostle now re-
\ grante delicto; thus implying an aggravation of

verts to this, in order to give it a more precise j
the offence. But it is not necessary to connect

application. The remark on ver. 16, that the i Kai thus, and such a meaning of the verb is rare,
exhortation of the Apostle may have had a direct while the interpretation does not accord with the

connection with the main theme of the Epistle, context so well as the common view given above,

since the intrusion of the false teachers might! MEYER: The Apostle charitably regards the sins,

very naturally have provoked a bitter party strife
j

which may occur among the Galatians, &speccala
in the churches, applies also to the more special , precipilantisp. R.]

application of that admonition (ver. 13) in this Y-e who are spiritual. This refers back to

section. Especially is it not improbable that ver. 2o=ye who have the Holy Ghost, show your
through the intrusion of the false teachers the possession of it, your living by the Spirit, by
relation of the individual members to their teach- such action. He thus describes -provoking one
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another, as something repugnant to their very I example, with which he oppresses me), but sim-

chancier. In view of this exalted preilie;ite, ply : bear=to take upon our shoulders as our

which he a-crihcs to them, they should now re- own burdens, and thereby help him to bear; this

ll ((. what demeanor is the becoming one for includes, in some circumstances, the lightening
them as

&quot;spiritual.&quot;
This implies that they are

!
of them ; in others, their entire removal (WiESE-

not now conducting themselves agreeably to this LKH). We see that the restoring of a neighbor
.li&quot;-i _&quot;iation, or such admonitions would be mine- who has been overtaken in a fault falls under this

eessary. [The general character of the exhorta- general idea of bearing his burden. The Apostle
tion foVbids our finding in this phrase a reference adds to this admonition a powerful motive for

to a party of more liberal views, who had taken its fulfilment: and thus shall ye fulfil the
his sid,- against the Judaizers, and were not pay- law of Christ. The expression &quot;fulfil the law

ing sufficient regard to the weaker brethren, of Christ&quot; is significant, and designedly chosen

Hence there is no irony, but he is giving a test with reference to the zealots for the law. You
for their spirituality. It is true those who would , will forsooth have a law, now see here is a law
stand the test, who were really led by the Spirit, but &quot;of Christ;&quot; fulfil that! At the same time

would necessarily be the adherents of Paul, as
|

it refers back to ver. 14, where the duty of love

the representative of the freedom of the gospel,
j

to our neighbor has been designated as the corn-

but there is no evidence that there was such a
j

mandment equivalent to the whole Mosaic law,

party when he wrote. R.] But to the validity i but a &quot;law of Christ,&quot; not of Moses. [Yet this

of this claim to be &quot;spiritual,&quot;
it is necessary

j

&quot; law of Christ&quot; must necessarily include that

that, when a brother is overtaken in a fault, the &quot;law.&quot; which He not only came to fulfil, but so

TTvevaartKOf should restore such a one, should fully illustrated and enforced in His teachings,

bring him into his normal state, instead of turning The use of the future indicative instead of the

this fall into an occasion of self-exaltation against .
&amp;lt; imperative seems to imply, that the Christian

him. [K. a T a p T i e T e: the verb is properly needs &quot;the law of Christ&quot; only as a guide to

a surgical term, applied to the setting of a joint, grateful duty. &quot;Thus shall ye fulfil
&quot; what your

here used in an ethical sense, the idea of amend- hearts would fulfil, -the law of Christ,&quot; &quot;who

mL%nt being more prominent than that of punish- i
died for us and rose again.&quot; R.]

in jut. The figurative meaning would perhaps Ver. 3. For if a man think himself to be
imply some official act of restoration, but this is i something, when he is nothing. &quot;When

forbidden by the context. R.] This
&quot;restoring&quot;

j

he is nothing&quot; belongs to the protasis. Being
(or the wish for it) is the main idea, and not I nothing: not precisely in the ethical sense alone,

strictly speaking, as is commonly assumed, the but one, who can in truth make no claim to con-

spirit of meekness
;
or at least not this alone, sideration above others, yet ambitiously assumes

This latter phrase only states the manner in
! this. This of course involves the admission that

which the setting right should be performed, one may be something, but such a one is least

This spirit must attend the act, or there is no real likely to assume this; it is the one that is noth-

restoration, only a seeming one, in which the ing, who is most likely to lay claim to considera-

irritating lust of praise still seeks its gratifica- tion above his merits. He deceiveth himself,
tion. It is forced, to understand

&quot;spirit&quot;
of the

j

his
&quot;glory&quot;

shows itself to be &quot;vain,&quot; [Lir.nr-
Holy Spirit, whose character is meekness, or I FOOT:

&quot;p/&amp;gt;
vaira r , deceives by h is fancies.

rather who bestows meekness; it signifies the Comp. Tit. i. 10. More is implied by this word
human spirit disposed to meekness. The forego- than by a^arav, for it brings out the idea of sub-

ing &quot;spiritual&quot; does not require us to under- jective fancies and thus enforces the previous
stand the Holy Spirit here, comp. 1 Cor. iv. 21.

j&amp;lt;5o/ceZ.
It was possibly coined by St. Paul, for it

[It does not mean merely &quot;a meek
spirit,&quot;

but a
I
seems not to be found in any earlier writer, and

spirit whose characterizing quality is &quot;

meek-} at a later date occurs chiefly, if not solely in

ness,&quot; with an ultimate reference to the Holy
j

ecclesiastical authors.&quot; R.]
Spirit. (See ELLICOTT.) As

&quot;spiritual,&quot; pos- |
Ver. 4. Paul therefore immediately aft?r en-

scsding the Holy Spirit, their spirit toward
jjoins:

let each man prove his own work,
offenders should be characterized by &quot;meek-

j

To ip yo v: not collect!ve=the aggregate of his

ness.&quot; R.] Considering thyself. An indi-
t actions; for it is not particularly an ethical self-

vidualizing transition to the singular. The added
j

examination that is referred to, but general,
clause contains a motive to &quot;restore&quot; (not merely about equivalent to: His case, the way matters
to &quot;meekness&quot;). Lest thou also should be stand with him. [The view of MEYER, ALFORD,

ELLICOTT, et al., that ro ipyov is emphatic and col

lective, seems on the whole preferable. R.]
The reason why he enjoins this, is then stated

tempted and it happen to thee to be over
taken in a fault.

Ver. 2 makes the admonition of ver. 1 more

general. It is not always by setting our neigh- I with: then shall he have his ground of
hor right, that we may do him good; another boasting only in what concerneth him-
exhibition of love is to bear his burdens. Bur- self and not in what concerneth the oth-
dens. Bapv is undoubtedly in itself quite er. &quot;He will then have matter of self-gratulation
g Mieral: whatever presses our neighbor, lies

, only it will be in reference to himself, and not to

heavy upon him, so that occasion is given to the
j

another.&quot; [See the excellent note of ELLICOTT,
vain-glorious man to provoke him. Moral delin-

j

the results of who?e exegesis are given in the

quencies, such as are named in ver. 1, are in-
1

above rendering. The preposition f tf must be
rinded: t&amp;gt;ut also more grievous things, such as out
ward distress. Bear. Baa-aZ,Ere, of course,
does not mean: endure (for I do not endure
what oppresses my neighbor, but only that, for

translated by a paraphrasis, in order to preserve
the same force in both cases. Tov

ere(&amp;gt;ot&amp;gt;,
&quot;the

other&quot; the man with whom he was comparing
himself; general in its meaning, but particular
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in each case of comparison. (ALFORD.) R.] ! remotely related, still have reference to it, be-

Every one, in that case, directing his look as he .cause it is undeniably a carrying out of the

does in self-examination only upon himself, will admonition to &quot;serve one another by means of

refer his self-praise only to himself; will only love,&quot; (v. 13,) of which, as we have seen, v. 2
, only

boast of such excellences as he may discover in gives the negative expression. More accurately

himself; but he will not vaunt himself on the
j

considered this division opposes the second vice

ground of the deficiencies which he finds in oth- named in v. 26, &quot;envying one another.&quot; It con-

ers. And if this results from the very nature of tains admonitions to an abounding, unwearied
self-examination, as directing the look of the &quot;communication in good things,&quot; and this is the

man upon himself alone, it will also be sure to direct opposite of &quot;envying one another&quot;=grudg-
come to pass from the result, which every one ingly withholding. Only he who is unenvious
will find from self-examination, as this is stated will do good to all.

in ver. 6, with which Paul gives special weight to Ver. 6. The exhortation in this verse does
the oiiK elf TOV ETEpov, Of course not to the ! not therefore come in so abruptly, as at first

cif euvrov. In order to have eiq TOV tTspov \ sight appears. Paul first opposes envious

Kavxnt10-, -i in order to be able to make what
|
grudging in that relation in which it looks par-

another lacks a ground for boasting over him, one
j

ticularly ill, and yet must have occurred, in the
relation of him that is taught in the word of
God to him that teacheth, and in contrast

anoter acs a groun or oastng over m, one
must not only have many good qualities but a pre
eminence above the other, of which he is conscious.

On the with this, adi shes to communicate and
that in all good things. This is of course uoh
in all that is morally good (MEYER), but = in

all good things [i. e., temporal possessions of every

Ver. 5. But this is not the case.

contrary rKaarof TO Idiov fyopriov flaaTdoet,
each man : I as well as the other, 1 cannot
therefore make his tyopriov, a ground of vaunting
myself against him. Shall bear. Future, ex- kind. R.]. It is expressed with the utmost gen-

pressing the result of the self-examination,
|
eralness, and is therefore to be understood in its

because it succeeds it (not referring to the last i broadest sense; care for temporal support is in-

judgment)
= it will turn out, that every one has

j

eluded in it, but not exclusively intended; there

a burden of his own to bear, [i. e., now in actual is to be, according to the words, a sharing of all

life, he is appointed to bear, must bear. R.] |
good things, that is, in a certain sense a commu-

His own load. Qopriov: although princi- |
nity of benefits; he &quot;that is Jaught&quot; is to

pally meaning moral imperfection, yet here it is give &quot;him that teacheth&quot; a share in all his ad-

not to be limited to this; it means imperfection vantages. This is the very strongest antithesis

of every kind, every defect which one discovers i to &quot;envying.&quot; [The verb means literally &quot;go

in himself. Qopriov is in itself a vox media, it may
be either heavy or light ; jidpo^ can only be heavy.
To this general declaration the more general
word exactly suits; respecting the degree of bur-

densomeness Paul does not in the first instance

mean to make a statement, but only to say that

each one has his own tyopriov. It is otherwise in

ver. 2: there the idea of heaviness is the main one.

shares with.&quot; It is intransitive here, followed

by the dative of the person, and the thing (&quot;in

all good things&quot;) governed by a preposition.
There is no lexical or grammatical difficulty.
Almost all commentators refer the verse to the

temporal support of ministers. MEYER gives it

an ethical meaning mainly to preserve the con

nection, and Schmoller, for the same reason,

[CoNYBEARK finds here an allusion to ^Esop s makes the meaning general, as above. But M
fable (-rjpai 6un), but ELLICOTT thinks this not !

arrests the former topic before it passes out of

very plausible. LIUHTFOOT says:
&quot;

[iapi] suggests | sight (LIGHTFOOT), and serves here to indicate

the idea of an adventitious and oppressive bur-
j

the contrast between the temporal and spiritual

den, which is not implied in .(bopriov. The latter
[
application (ELLICOTT). As if he had said: &quot;I

is the common term for a man s pack. Each spoke of bearing one another s burdens. There
Christian soldier bears his own kit.&quot; Still this is one special application I would make of this

does not sufficiently imply the idea of imperfec- rule. Provide for the temporal wants of your
tion and consequent grievousness, which the

j

teachers in Christ.&quot; Kar^oiy/evof here means
context, with its injunctions to self-examination,

j simply &quot;instructed,&quot; and is followed by an accu-

seems to demand. R.] The difficulty in vers. I sative of reference (Myov), &quot;in the word,&quot; i. e.,

4 and o is, that the Apostle condenses together I the gospel. R.]
two thoughts: 1. &quot;in what concerneth himself
alone,&quot; 2. &quot;not in what concerneth the other

;&quot;

which to be sure are in one aspect identical, and

yet must be distinguished, because the second is

strengthened by the subsequent declaration,
&quot; for

each man,&quot; etc., .which gives it a somewhat clif-

Vers. 7-10. To give weight to this admonition
to him that is taught in the word that he should
show a gene
teacher, Pau
law of Divine retribution as one of immutable

validity. This is primarily meant to strengthen

erous liberality in all things to hia

1 points to the last judgment, to the

ferent sense from what it has when disjoined | only the special admonition, ver. 6, and shows how
from this and taken with what precedes. DE
WETTE takes it differently: And then will he
have his joy (if he has any, which is manifestly

put as doubtful) for himself alone (for his own

earnestly he means it, that he attributes to it an

importance which we may not in any way lessen ;

but still this confirmatory reference to Divine

retribution is expressed with such generalness,

joy) and not for others (to irritate and provoke that Paul is able immediately to deduce from it

them therewith). Self-examination is therefore an entirely general exhortation to unwearied
the antidote to &quot;provoking one another;&quot; it is to &quot; well doing,&quot; which he then again specializes

oppose this that the Apostle has enjoined it.
|

somewhat in ver. 10. But the main matter is

Vers. 6-10. This division also is a specifying still the &quot;communicating in all good things&quot;
in

of the admonition v. 2(5; it must, although more
| opposition to &quot;envying one another.&quot;
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Ver. 7. Be not deceived. Do not entertain ur) ajvwr=l)estruction, Ruin, and that eternal

the erroneous thought, even should it occur, or
,

ruin =&amp;lt;i-&amp;lt; ,&amp;gt; /&amp;gt; m, Hui timr, not=Transitoriness.

be presented to you. that God can be mocked Ver. 8 was only a proof of ver. 7b, according to

(lit.,
to turn up the nose at ). that is, with success. ! its two contrasted sides; 7b itself again was in

(All glory sought therein is vain. ) This mocking proof of (hoc ov uvKT7/pitTat. The sense of this

would occur, if man might do what he would, if
j

is: One cannot neglect doing good, without being
he could with impunity neglect a communica- punished of God. But the thought is not ex-

to his teation of good tilings

imparts that whicl:

jacher, who himself pressed.
is best to him. The decla- Ver. 9. Here, however, it is expressed affirm-

ration that this cannot occur, is established by atively, agreeably to Hb, as an admonition (be-
for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall

|

cause it is true, as said in vers. 7 and 8, that

he also reap.* [Toiro icai; &quot;this and no

thing else than this&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.] The
essential correspondence between the seed sown

what a man sows, he reaps) to do &quot;well,&quot; in a
certain sense to sow TO /tdAov. That the ad
monition rests immediately upon what precedes,

and the fruit reaped, which takes place ac- is shown by the continuance of the image, which

cording to a law of nature and is therefore we find at least in the second clause. Well
subject to no mutation, is a current image in

other writings also (even in profane writers, e.g.

Cicero, de Oral. II. 65, ut sementem faceris, ita

metes, and others), for the exact correspondence
between the retribution of God in the judgment
and the moral acts of man in his earthly life.

Ver. 8. The general proposition of ver. 7 is

established in this verse. For, never will it fail

doing is to be taken in its greatest possible
extension; agreeably to the signification of Ka/.6v,

about=to do what is praiseworthy, only it must
not be taken so generally as no longer to fall

within the sphere of unenvious exhibition of love

towards our neighbor. This is the frame, within
which this &quot;well doing&quot; also falls. Let us
not be weary. [&quot;Behave cowardly, lose

of coming to pass, that he that soweth to his
\

heart.&quot; R.] It is possible to grow weary, be-

own flesh shall therefrom reap corruption ;
j

cause &quot;well doing&quot; is at first a sowing, which,
and even so he that soweth to the Spirit

j

according to the laws of nature, is not imme-
shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting.

|

diately, perhaps not till long after, followed by
&quot;Corruption&quot; is therefore conceived as that

;

the harvest. It comes in due season, Kotptj
which corresponds to sowing to the flesh, as the

j irf/w, not just when we wish it: at the precise
harvest to the seed, or &quot;corruption&quot; is essen- time, when it can appear according to its inward

law, as ordained by God. Agreeably to the es-

chatological expectations of the Apostle we have
ia nothing else than the ripened fruit sown to ! here to understand particularly the Parusia.

the Spirit. axEipuv, it may be remarked, If we faint not. Mi) ftchvofievoi, to be taken as

does not alter the figure in ver. 7b, making it i
conditional and to be referred to the sowing : if

the soil instead of the seed, but, as Paul has to
j

we do not become weary in that. This is no

tiaily the crop into which the flesh when sown

develops, and in like manner &quot;life everlasting&quot;

speak of two different sorts of seeds, he only de-

signates this difference according to the differ-

ence of the soil, on which it is sown; for seed is

languid repetition of the warning against
iyitaKsiv&quot; (UsTERi) ;

for it is just this not becom-

ing weary in good which Paul wishes to empha-
always chosen according to the soil that is to be size, as the condition of reaping the harvest

sown; that which is sown upon the flesh is even (WIESELER). [BENGEL: fyKaKe.lv est in velte,

thereby a different seed from that which is sown
j

EK/.veaOat est m posse. The latter is a consequence
upon the Spirit. Perhaps it would be better to of the former (LIGHTFOOT). The verse is one

say: 6 in ver. 7 is not merely to be understood of mingled warning and encouragement, and the
of the seed itself, but of the whole manner and latter element appears from the promise to those
method of the sowing, and so to be taken as who do not &quot;faint,&quot; for one may be

&quot;weary,&quot;

equivalent to this: According as any one sows, ;

and not yet have fainted. 11.]
even so shall he also reap; and in view of this

j

Ver. 10. [Accordingly then as we have.

&quot;according as&quot; we should have in ver. 8 to uh-
|

Apa ovv, &quot;so then,&quot; &quot;accordingly then;&quot; &amp;lt;Jf,

derstand especially the soil which is sown, inas- not &quot;while,&quot; nor &quot;according as,&quot; nor since, but
much as it is especially on this that the character &quot;in proportion as&quot; (ALFORD). R.] The men-
of the harvest depends, as good or bad. For it I tion of the &quot;season

&quot;

of the harvest reminds him
is this that is treated of here. Flesh and Spirit, to warn against wasting the icaipog, season, op-
moreover, are figuratively represented as the portunity, of the sowing, because when the

soil, because they are conditioning, quickening ;

former is come, it will be too late for the latter,

factors, and therefore to sow upon the flesh or And in conclusion Paul deduces from the more
Spirit generically = to let one s self be deter- general admonition (ver. 9) the more special
mined in the act by the flesh or Spirit. Hrei&amp;lt;fta

exhortation let us do good, which is also to

of course, as in ver. 16 sq. =the Holy Ghost, be taken in the widest possible extent, but still

and therefore lacks lavrnv, which stands with retaining the special idea of doing good. The
ffdof.f 4&amp;gt;%Ki, agreeably to the contrast with generic interpretation of epyau/i eda TO aya-

|

0op=to do what is morally good (MEYER, as in

LIOIITFOOT calls attention to the fact that this proverb ver. 6), is incon
occu

poor
1 n

jectures that tliis implies a general censure of their habitual

*[LioiiTpooT calls attention to the fact that this proverb i
ver. 6), is inconsistent especially with the dis

:&amp;lt;-ur&amp;gt; in 2 Cor. ix. 0, in reference to the collection for the tinction, which Paul makes with especially, etl

:n
s

;;^::, &quot;::,;;;:;:;;;; : acor ^!)! $?$$%?. For to the doing of what is morST^ i

od ill English by &quot;to his own flesh/
1

R.J

of course equally obliged towards all men, mem-
! bers of the household of faith or strangers to it

i\\ 11.M :I.EH). To them who are of the
household of faith. OIKEIOI rf]q Tncrrewf, doubt-
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less not merely=those belonging to faith as an
j

the Christian the incongruity ol every thing sar-

atnplification of the simple term: Believers clcal with his fait h, we must on the other hand
be very careful not to make rigoristic require
ments of him, not to expect that no manifestation
of the flesh should ever appear in him; we must

,
but kindred in filth, fellow-Christians,

as consiituting together one ol/cof rf/f niareuf, one

family of faith.* The emphasis rests upon the

fact that believers are of one family ; for this is not, in particular, imagine that among Christu
the reason why love should be especially shown i every thing must, as it were, of itself, be serving
to them (WIESELER). The expression is of course I love. And therefore, even when many virtues

general and comprehends their fellow-Christians i of the Christian life are yet very defective, we
as a body, but yet it refers back to ver. G; be- ! must not be quick to deny that one is &quot;spirit-

cause their fellow-Christians should be so espe-
j

ual,&quot; to dispute the sincerity of his faith and

cially the objects of the &quot;doing good,&quot;
it follows declare him to be a hypocrite,

from this, that those who teach should least of 2. Admonitions especially necessary for thote

all be excluded therefrom. Paul in 1 Cor. xvi
j

busy about the law. &quot; But was it then necessary,
1, 2, refers to a more specific instruction concern one might here ask^ that Paul should write such

ing beneficence which he had given to the Gala-
;

admonitions to people, who were already anxious
about works of the law and out of conscience
were submitting themselves to the Jewish ordi
nances? Was there not then in their case an

exaggerated piety, that needed rather to be

tempered? Alas, no! The world lies in wick-

tians.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL,

1. Self- exaltation and self-seeking. In respect,
to the right conduct of Christians towards each edness and yet is busy about works of the law.

other, Paul designates two vices as especial!}
[

It lives in contention and envy, in turbulence

incompatible therewith: Self-exaltation and self
J

and lewdness, and yet forsooth will be saved by
seeking. And indeed there is nothing which its virtue. By what sort of virtue ? By a mag
more undermines society in general than these nanimity, which from time to time, amid many
two vices; while self-exaltation rends the inner evil deeds, a man may practice toward his neigh-
bond of unity with our fellow-men, self-seeking

j

bor, by wit and lively discourse, by a decent
rends besides this the outer bond. But now the gravity, the offspring of age and function, of in-

maintaining of fellowship is the specific charac
ter of the relation of Christians to each other;

they are meant to form an undivided whole.
These two vices therefore stand in diametrical

opposition to the very nature of the Christian

life. And of course they must, for they are the
immediate offspring of the &quot;flesh,&quot; whose essence

terest and love of honor, by the observance of

political and ecclesiastical laws, yet with many
exceptions. Let no one go into raptures over this

virtue. At a distance it appears great, but near

by it is mean and in God s eyes naught. Do not
such people need to have some one proclaim to

them: Be not deceived, God is not mocked ? The
Galatians gave themselves up to the Jewish law,
which did in fact contain the strictest moral

teaching. They sought salvation earnestly, and
it it, not by vices, but by virtue and reli-

is self-seeking. But Christians should walk by
the Spirit, and should prove this to each other

especially by serving love. Certain as it is there

fore, that both self-exaltation and self-seeking
stand opposed to the essence of Christian fellow-

j

gious works; yet notwithstanding this Paul was

ship, and must therefore be most vigorously con- constrained to warn them against all manner of

tended against, it is nevertheless equally certain, gross sins, especially against hatred and envy,
that they may, and do in fact, appear within the and to proclaim to them : Be not deceived, God is

circle of Christian fellowship. For this is by no i not mocked ! How certain it is therefore, that

means as yet pure and free from such manifesta- he who does not live in faith on the Son of God,
tion.s of the &quot;flesh,&quot; though not thereby necessa- will be overmastered by sin, and in spite of his

rily losing the name of Christian fellowship. On .
endeavors to be virtuous, will become ever more

the conti-ary an individual or a community may vicious ! If then one does not come into the right

really &quot;have the
Spirit,&quot; be possessed of a way, he at last mocks God. And how does oneway,

mock Him?
imagines that He will at last take black for whit

In this way, that one desperatelypiritual life, while yet in their walk the sarcical

element still manifests itself in various ways,
against which we must protest. Things must be that He will let him reap wheat who has sown
rebuked which, looking at the ideal, and not at

i tares, and will reward the sin, to which men
the concrete fact, might appear impossible to have given the name of a virtue. By such prin-

occur; admonitions must be given, which might ciples, which to be sure, when we read them on
from the ideal point of view appear super- paper, contradict the first principles of human
fluous. The admonitions given in this section intelligence, the whole world is ruled, and there-

are the simple proof of what was remarked on fore is there occasion to say it: God is not

the former section, respecting the indispensable- mocked; what a man sows in this world, that,

ness of continual admonition, respecting the and nothing else, shall he reap in the next.

&quot;shall&quot; which the Spirit inwardly, as also the Roos.
Word of Scripture from without, must continually 3. What a man sows, that shall he also reap.

present to the Christian. While therefore we An utterance as simple, as it is true and deep,
must not be lax, as if every thing in the Christian According to it, all the actions of men are a sow-

life, including the fruits of the Spirit, came of ing, which shall have a harvest, the actions of

itself, and while we must earnestly represent to men shall bear a fruit. This image, taken from
the processes of nature, declares in the first place

!jm
n

igh^ terms
.

&amp;lt; at cti
?
ns never st p with

iu uine uther wy. H.] themselves, but that with inexorable certainty
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a retribution will one day follow, ;is certainly ns i ment (conip. Priests and Levites), but also in the

tin- sowiir/ i- i.nlv ;i beginning, which according New. Although now in the New Testament there

to :i sen lel law leads at last to i lie ha rvest . This ! is no definite prescription how much of their pro-

it is true dOM not follow at once, and therefore
| perty hearers shall contribute to their teachers,

here is need of patience, but afterwards, when
the time has come, and then without fail. And,
more definitely, the seed bears a harvest, and

c&amp;lt;uch a harvest, as corresponds exactly with it-

self. The actions of men therefore find a retri

bution fully adequate. On this account it is not

so indifferent what kind of seed we sow, for the

seed, that is, our acts, will bear their proper

fruit, and no other. If we want then a fruit to

please us, we must sow a seed that will bring it;

we shall never succeed in getting a harvest that

is independent of the seed ;
and on the contrary

no one can deprive us of the harvest that answers

to the seed. The harvest of our actions is noth

ing casual, it is that which they must produce.
It rests with us, then to determine the harvest,

by determining the seed. If &quot;corruption&quot;
is the

harvest of sowing to the flesh, and &quot;life ever

lasting&quot;
the harvest of sowing to the Spirit, each

result follows by an inward necessity. The for

mer is only the carnal sowing come to ripeness,
the latter is only the ripened seed sown to the

Spirit. Thereby the character of arbitrariness

and externality is removed from the Divine

retribution, and objections from this side obvi

ated. But on the other hand it must not be

thought, that we can in this way set aside the

positive Divine activity, and therewith retribu

tion in a definite sense, and change it into a kind

of natural process. As in the natural process of

yet it is certain from the New Testament that

God requires an adequate and liberal support.
This admonition was the more necessary in the

Apostle s time, because there were not then, as

now, yearly incomes definitely appointed. But
now that there are such settled incomes the ad
monition to hearers has not lost its force, espe
cially when they know that the regular income
is insufficient. Christ s commandment binds
them then to a subsidy. Men act to-day, as if

their forefathers alone had been bound to care
for the support of their teachers, and the hear
ers of to-day had nothing to add to this.&quot; STAKKE.
LUTHER expresses himself very definitely and

strongly respecting this duty towards teachers,

e.g.: &quot;It is indeed impossible that true Chris
tians should endure to have their pastors pinched
and in want. But because they do not only suffer

this, but laugh in their sleeve at it, it is certain,
that they are worse than Turks and Heathen.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 25. HEUBXER: The internal and the
external must harmonize, must be one. The
outer life is the reflection and thereby the sign
of the inward life. RIEGER: To keep the flesh

crucified is the only way to give room for the

spirit, whose life appears in growing strength in

a spiritual walk. Although walking is a conse-

the springing of the harvest from the seed, the quence inseparable from life, yet the Apostle ex-

inner law of nature, according to which this takes
j

horts thereto, as to a duty, on account of the

lace, is no other than the law of God, as it is
|
danger of slothfulness creeping on, as indeed one

e who gives it effect, so is it also in this spir- cannot walk without taking some special thought
itual harvest. His ordinance is it, that &quot;corrup- about it. [BROWN : If we are spiritually alive,

tion&quot; grows up from the sowing to the flesh and let us show that we are so by being spiritually

pl
H

Ver. 26. LITTHER: Love of vain glory is a
common vice the whole world through, in all con
ditions. No village so small but there be one or
two peasants therein, that will fain be taken for

wiser and better than the rest. It is so pleasant
to be pointed at with the finger and hear it said:

See there is a man that is fit for anything! This

service in the church. [CALVIN: It is not law
ful for us to glory but in God alcne. Every

the reverse. And especially is this so, in that

corruption is really what it is, only as decreed by
Him, as consisting in baing rejected by Him, and
even so, on the contrary, life everlasting ; this

Is His gift for the sowing to the spirit, only be

cause He gives it and gives Himself also therein.

Moreover the time of harvest is in itself simply a

future one for the time of sowing; when the

sowing, therefore, is over, every moment may be
j

vice is common, yet nowhere does it sucTi harm,
a &quot;due season&quot; for the harvest, even in this

j

as to those who fulfil a spiritual function and

world, and there are indeed many such harvests.

But these are only anticipations. The proper, din-

season for the harvest first comes with the time other kind of glorying is pure vanity. Mutual

appointed by God for general retribution at the
j provocations and envyings are the daughters of

consummation of the kingdom of God. Not till ambition. R.] STARKE: To seek honor with

then will the sowing to the flesh have ripened i

a proud spirit, is a token of a carnal man and an
into corruption, and the sowing of the spirit into abomination to God. Lust of praise leads many
life everlasting. Before that, the time of the sins together, held in one leash, as the huntsman

sowing still continues, and it is still possible to leads hounds. Nothing is more opposite to the

change the character of the harvest by changing love of our neighbor, than high-minded self-love ;

the one sort of seed for the other.
j

wherefore it is of no use to commend the latter

4. Care, for spiritual teachers. The emphasis I where the former is not eradicated. HEUBNER:
and earnestness, with which Paul admonishes! The stoic pride of virtue also is the worst kind

ngainst. a selfish behavior of the church towards of vain-gloriousness.
her teachers, are remarkable. This very esti- Chap. VI. Ver. 1. LUTHER: The forgive-
mate of spiritual good, as above all others, makes ness of sins belongs to those who are weak and
him th&quot; more impatient of selfishness concealing frail in faith and life, and yet acknowledge their

its !( li -hind a pretended spiritual mind. &quot;The
j

sins and pray for forgiveness; but to those whc

sup-tor: of i . aehei-s liy thir heavers is grounded pervert the doctrine, it does not belong. RIE-

on u divine; institution, not only in the Old Testa- i UER: The very words, in which the Apostle
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describes what behavior beseems us in regard to I men say of him, it is all one to him, whether the
others faults, are so chosen, that they insensi- world praises or reviles him, but he has hi* honor

bly incline us to the more merciful side. A man
\

within himself, that is, the testimony of his con-

(
how easy for a man to fall) is overtaken by the

\

science, and the honor before God. li will

suddenness of temptation, by the concurrence of

many circumstances, that have beclouded his

vision. In such circumstances admonition, re

buke, persuasion, consolation, etc., may do the

n as a dislocated limb may
a again set in place. But for this there is

doubtless in time come to pass, that your honor,
which you have within yourselves, will be ac

knowledged also by other people. But if you
have your honor only from others, it will surely
come to pass, that the shame and ignominy,
which you have now inwardly concealed in your

needed the Spirit, and therefore on the one hand
j

heart, will in time become manifest to other peo-
not blind love, not a careless disparagement of

|
pie also. STAKKE: Daily self-examination is

the fault, and on the other hand not severity, but

insight into the gospel, to draw from thence mo
tives for forbearing admonition, such as shall

advance the crucifixion of the flesh and the

strengthening of the inward man. HEDINGER:
Are we ourselves pure and blameless as angels,

that our neighbor s fault drives us so quickly to

one of the most important of all the duties of a
Christian. A Christian must always look more
at himself than at others, and examine his own
life more than another s; for God will judge each
man according as He finds him to be in himself
and before his own conscience. RIEGER: To
seek one s glory by self-comparison with others,

arms? Was it Christ s way to break the bruised or even, it may be, by disparagement of others,
reed? Let us do as He did ! The Lord is in the by divulging their faults, is a perilous course, and
still small voice, although mighty winds some- I will avail nothing, when hereafter each one shall

times herald his coming. AUGUSTINE: Rebuke have to give account of himself before God.
administered in bitterness, profits not. Quidquid\ Ver. 5. HEUBNER: Every genuine self-ex-

lacerato animo ilicetis, punientis est impetus, non
l

amination will certainly always have humiliation

cantas corrigentis ; dilige et die, quod voles. [CAL- |

as its result. [WORDSWORTH : We cannot make
VIN : Nothing is more difficult than to bring us the burdens of our own sins lighter by imputing
to examine or acknowledge our own weakness. a heavier burden of sins to others. Praise of

Whatever may be our acuteness in detecting the ourselves, whether it proceeds from our own lips
faults of others, we do not see &quot;the wallet that

j

or those of others, cannot lighten our burdens,

hangs behind our own back.&quot; Whenever we have
j

Because we are heavy laden, Christ exhorts us to

occasion to pronounce censure, let us begin with

ourselves, and, remembering our own weakness,
let us be indulgent to others. R.]

Ver. 2. LUTHER: A Christian must have

strong shoulders and stout legs, in order to bear

take His light burden. Thus he converts our

heavy burdens into light wings. The wings of

birds are their weights, which they bear and
which bear them. Let thy soul have the weight
of Christ s burden; it has the pinions of peace

the flesh, i. e., the weakness oif his brethren; for and the wings of charity, and will bear thee to

they have vices that are troublesome and annoy- heaven, Thus bear thy own weight and it will

ing. Therefore must love pass by and overlook, bear thee. R.]
and endure much. We must learn, since we can so

|

Vers. 6-10. The more carefully one avoids

easily endureand overlook our ownsinsand faults, j judicial severity and other unwarranted assump-
many of which we daily commit, to bear also other tions in regard to others, the more room there is

people s sin. In STARKE: What is our whole I to make our intercourse with one another profit-

religion, but a burden-bearing? Wi
own and also others burden to bear.

have our
We are all

on a journey ;
if one is like to give way, the other

ible for love and good works.

Ver 6. LUTHER: 1 do not love to expound
such sentences, which speak for us, that art

must refresh him; if one is likely to fall, the isters of the Word; moreover, it may look, if

other must help him -up. If it is not to be an-
{

one is zealous to treat such texts before the peo-
swered for, that we should not help another bear
his burden, how unchristian must it be, to double
his burdens for him. [WORDSWORTH: Poverty
is the load of some, and wealth is the load of

others, perhaps the greater load of the two. It

may weigh thee down to perdition. Bear the

load of thy neighbor s poverty, and let him bear

pie, as if he did it on account of avarice. But
one must nevertheless instruct the people there

about, that they may know what degree of honor
and support they owe to their teachers. This is

also good for us, that are in the ministry, to

know, that we may not take our deserved recom

pense with uneasy conscience, and as if we had
no right thereto. RIEGER: The Scripture has

not accounted it superfluous, to put into His

Word, that remains good for all time, the admo
nition to communicate in all good things with

him who teaches. But it is to be left wholly to

this same Spirit and His prompting, when he will

with thee the load of thy wealth. Thou lighten-
est thy load by lightening his. R.] [The law
of Christ is the law of mutual love. R.]

Ver. 3. STARKE: Self-conceit and haughti
ness have cheated many a man. Pride is the

harbinger of a heavy fall. It is often a grace,
when God allows the presumptuous one to fall, bring the observance, of this admonition so into

that he may come to a knowledge of his own ! effect, that it exercises faith and strengthens

nothingness. [BROWN: Those who in their own faith. STARKE: Between teachers and hearers

estimation have little to learn, have in truth
j
there should be a lovely exchange and joyful

learned but little. The greater advances a barter. A hearer needs not to complain as

man makes in true Christianity, the more hum-
j

though he suffered disadvantage in this ex-

ble he becomes. R.] cliang?. Whoever will not give our Lord God a

Ver. 4. LUTHER: He that faithfully dischar- ! penny, gets his due. when he is forced to give

ges his function, does not inquire much what I the tkv.i a dollar.- In general the world requites
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:,

the very greatest benefits bestowed upon it with
]
merely in a gross carnality of life, such as is fol-

the very basest iiiitliaiikfuliiess. [CALVIN: It lowed by the most wretched want and pain, but

is one of the tricks of Satan to defraud godly in all living and working, even that which, ina-

ministers of support, that the church may be de-
|
terially considered, is the most beneficent and

priveil of their services. Paul s recommendation laudable, when it proceeds from an impure mo-

arose frnni a desire to preserve a gospel minis- live. Sowing to the Spirit is not merely the

try. BROWN: It had been well for the church spiritual vocation, but every sowing, which is

and for the world, had Christianity been sus- I done at the leading of the Spirit. [CALVIN:
taineil and extended solely by the voluntary ex- Our liberality is restrained by the supposition
ertions and the voluntary contributions of those that whatever passes into the hands of another

who themselves

blessings, and
had experienced its invaluable
who felt the obligations under

s los

about

which both duty and gratitude laid them to sup
ply the temporal wants of those who ministered
to their spiritual necessities. Here, as in every
other case, the foolishness of God is wiser than
men.* R.]

Ver. 7. In STARKE: Mock on: God will en
dure it for awhile, and will not send a thunder
bolt at once; yet will He not always be silent,

but early enough will hold discourse with thee

in wrath. Whoever under any manner of appar
ent excuses seeks to deceive his neighbor, such
an one mocks the omniscient God and does him-

lves, and by the alarm we feel

our own prospects in life. These views
Paul meets here. BURKITT: The Spirit of Him
that raised up Jesus from the dead, will also

raise us up at the great day, and reward our pre
sent parting with the things of this life which we
cannot keep, with eternal life which we shall

never lose. 11.]

Ver. 9. STARKK: This admonition is uttered

as an encouragement, as a way which has the least

appearance of authority assumed over others. It

is a way therefore which preachers should in

cline to use. Christians may become weary in

the race, for they find many an assault and
self the greatest conceivable injury. HEUBNER:

! many a hindrance. Happy are they who en-

Besotted man would fain persuade himself that
j courage themselves with this word : Let us not

God s severity, His threatenings andjudgments.be weary in well doing! The more laborious

are not to be taken so very much in earnest,
j

the seedtime has been, the richer shall the harv-

God is directly mocked when He is blasphemed, est be. The harvest comes hereafter; the first

indirectly, when His commandments are pre
sumptuously neglected.

Vers. 7, 8. In STARKE : The realm of nature
has many vestiges of Divine wisdom, goodness,

fruits of the present time are a small matter

compared with what is to come. Christians are
not greedy for reward, and do not demand it

from God on the ground of merit, but they do

righteousness in it, which show forth and reveal !
suffer their work to be sweetened, and them-

themselves yet more gloriously in the realm of
j

selves spurred up to activity and faithfulness by
grace. It is undoubtedly agreeable to the Divine

j

the prospect of the reward. [Fatigue is not

order, as in the realm of grace so in that of na- weariness. In well doing we are more apt to be

ture, that every one should enjoy what he him-
I weary than fatigued. Weariness may come from

self sows or does, whether good or evil. But ! habits of slothfulness. The due season is God s

whoever does evil and yet hopes for good, op- season. If we work on, feeling weary, yet not

poses himself to God s order in vain, and his hope
j

fainting, we shall reap. 11.]
is lost. The sowing to the flesh cannot possibly Ver. 10. HEUBNER : The incalculable value of

be followed by anything but an evil harvest, un- the present life consists in this, that we have op-
less such a harvest before it ripen, be uprooted i portunity to do good. The fleshly minded can-

by tru i repentance. Our whole life is nothing not hereafter make up the good which he had the

but. a seed-time, with which the future harvest
j

vocation and opportunity to do, e. g., the hard
in eternity is inevitably connected. Ah! let ! hearted rich man, the negligent father or pastor,

every one take heed that he scatter not tares and ,
ftc. STARKE : One should not put off remem-

yonder be compelled to reap the curse. Corrup- bering the poor till death. Quod moriens das, ideo

tion does not really come from God, either direct- i das, quod tecumferre non poles; da irjitur, dum vi-

ly or indirectly, but from the flesh. RIEGER: I vis, etmercedrm habebis. [BROWN: The Christian
How slight and insignificant good and evil often i

knows no limits in doing good, except those

appear when first sown ! But how steadily they which are fixed by his power and opportunity of

grow day and night, unnoticed by man. How I doing good. For a Christian to be unkind to a

late, but how infallibly do they reappear at the Christian is not only wrong, it is monstrous.
harvest! How irrevocable is the neglected seed R.] RIEGER: As the house of God. the church,
time! Who can force it into being an unsown is of two kinds, the visible and the invisible, so

harvest? HEI-BNER: Future and present stand are also those of the household of two kinds,
in the strictest connection. Our future state will

| namely, those who belong to the visible church,
not only follow our present, but will be in the

j

and then the true believers, whose faith and sin-

very strictest sense its product; the two will ctrity of heart are invisible. From this it fol-

stand in as real a nexus as the seed sown and the lews, that one owes more love to his fellow-be-

harvest. There is a double seed-time and
! lievers, even such as are so but in profession,

harvest! Sowing to the flesh does not consist than to those of another religion; but most to

really believing fellow-members, to whom the ap
pellation: they of the household of faith, especi-

&quot;y applies. In the present day it is our busi-

:
ness to seek out those who have pressed through

j

from the service of the letter into the life of re-

I ligion, into the service of the Spirit, and to count

[The principle of voluntaryism so plainly implied in the
vcrse has found it* happiest exmplMttton in our
coiintry. Dr. BROWN represents one of the few European
churches (In ted Presbyterian Church of Scotl-md) that

nly acted upon, hut stoutly contended fur thh!
(Ml not

principle. u.j
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them for the members of the household of faith

chiefly commended to us. SPENER: The more

closely one, besides the general bond, is connect

ed with any one by a special bond also, the more

is he under obligation towards such a one. Thus

a man is bound to his wife, parents to their

children, brothers and sisters and blood relatives

to one another, masters to their servants, citizens

of one town or dwellers in one house to each

other, in respect to works of love, more than

they are to others
; yet always without prejudice

to the general love of our neighbor.
On the whole Section: Wherein Christians

walk in the Spirit should especially show itself

in their conduct towards one another: (1) In

this, that no one exalts himself above others, but

that one helps another up when he falls and as

sists him to bear his burdens: (2) in this, that

no one grudgingly withholds what is his from an

other, but willingly lets him share in all and is

unwearied in doing good (especially towards

those who impart to one the bread of life in the

word of God). SARWEY: If ye live in the Spirit,

then walk in the Spirit ;
if ye walk in the Spirit,

then walk in humility and forbearance, and in

thankfulness towards your teacher and in liber

ality towards your brethren; and if ye walk
therein ye walk in blessing. GLOCKLER: Con

cerning the spirituality of the children of God:

(1) What people are in the word of God called

spiritual; (2) what their duties are towards

others and those of others towards them
; (3)

whether it is necessary for all that wish to be

saved, to be be spiritual men; (4) how and
when then one is to set about becoming

a spiritual man. HENGSTENBERG : Chris,
tian love of neighbors as a chief part of

a walk in the Spirit: it shows itself: (1) in lov

ing converse with our neighbor, and that (a) in

unambitious humility; (b) in helpful long-suffer

ing; (c) in enduring patience; (2) in loving ac

tivity for our neighbor s good : (a) in willing ad
vancement of church and school in our own
dwelling place, see ver. 6

; (b) in ready zeal for

giving and helping for the sowing of the gospel in

still wider circles (vers. 7, 8); (c) in general, in

untiring doing of good of all kinds, especially to

those of the household of faith (vers. 9, 10).
On vi. 1-5: Self-exaltation. (1) Wherein

it shows itself. In this, that it does not do, what
is mentioned in vers. 1 and 2. (2) What secures

against it: Self-examination.
The single verses of the whole section almost

all afford a theme at once, especially as several
have the character of apothegms.

Ver. 25. Text and theme of a Whitsunday
sermon in NITZSCH (Ausivahl I. p. 177): (1)
The grounds of this Whitsuntide declaration.

(rz)
The spiritual life requires to be demonstrated

and revealed in the walk, or it does not exist ;

(6) it requires to be maintained and augmented
by the walk or it is lost. (2) The substance of

this requirement : not=abandon the world and
kill the body ;

nor yet no longer esteem the
word and violate the law

; but=in the power of

the atonement pursue after holiness.

Ver. 2. Suitable text for a wedding discourse
;

vers. 7, 8, Fast-day, or New Year s eve, or harv
est text

;
ver. 9, also a harvest text.

CONCLUSION OF THE EPISTLE.

Written by the Apostle with his own hand. He portrays himself in contrast with the Falst

Teachers. An entreaty for future quiet out of regard to his sufferings. BENEDICTIONS.

CHAPTER VI. 1118.

11 Ye see how large a letter I have written [See in how large letters I have written,
12 or with what letters I write] unto you with mine own hand. As many as desire to

make a fair shew in the flesh, they constrain you to be circumcised
; only lest they

13 should [that they should not]
2
suffer persecution for the cross of Christ.&quot; For nei

ther they themselves [not even do they] who are circumcised3

keep the law [them-
;
but desire to have you circumcised, that they may glory in your flesh.

14 But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by
15 whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world4

. For in Christ Jesus

[omit in Christ Jesus]
5 neither circumcision availeth8

anything, nor uncircumcision,but
16 a new creature. And as many as walk [shall walk]

7

according to this rule, peace
17 be on them, and mercy, and upon the Israel of God. From [omit From] henceforth

let no man trouble me : for I bear in my body the marks of the Lord [omit the Lord]
8

18 Jesus. Brethren, the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit [The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit, brethren]. Amen.

i Ver. 11. [The E. V. is obviously incorrect both in rendering &quot;ye
see&quot; and &quot; how large a letter:&quot; the two interpre

tations offered to our choice are given above. See EXEO. NOTES. The aorist i y p a.
\\t
a must be rendered: -I have writ

ten,&quot; if it is not an epistolary aorist; &quot;I wrote&quot; (Am. Bib. Un.) is verbally correct, but is not in any case a proper English
dress for the Apostle s idea. R.l

* Ver. 12. [Mjis misplaced in Rec. after I v a. It should follow Xpi&amp;lt;rToO, A iui &amp;lt;c &amp;lt;a vra i is the reading of X B. D. E.,
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adopted by (iriesbaeh, Sch,,l/., Laeliniann. Meyer. Alford, Kllicott, Lightfoot. Wordsworth. Tischeudorf (with A. C. F. O. K.

L.), iiuixoI Toi ; in: improbable solecism, arising from th- frenu.-nl hue, change of u and o. R.J
3 Ver. 13. Kec. nepire^vo^fvoc, the reading w t pir trn pi V o I tf, however, recommended by Griesbach. arid adopted

by Lai-bmann and Schol/.. With right : the perleet is absolutely necessary, since the Judaistic teachers are meant. The

present was introduced bj the tian~i riber&amp;gt;. who had just written TitpittfivtaOai. and perhaps were reminded of ver. 3.&quot;

I I ft he perlect be the i -iii-reci ic.t.ling, we must render,
&quot; who have been circumcioed,&quot; or simply &quot;the circumcis

ed-&quot; but the present is nut only tf-lin tliifirilii&amp;gt;r,
but is supported by preponderant external authority (X. A. C. 1). K. K.,

many versions); it is therefore adopted by Tischendorf, Alford, Kllicott, Lightfoot, Wordsworth. R.]
* Ver. 14. Tu is omitted by Luciiiiiami on important authorities. [tf. A. H. etc.; Alford, Lightfoot omit the article.

Then- i- -real room for doubt, since the omission may be readily accounted tor both by the similarity of the preceding syl

lable and the desire to conform with the anarthrous KOO&amp;gt;OS; Meyer, Tischendorf, Kllicott, Wordsworth retain it. A care-

lul examination of all the proposed emendations leaves the impression that the rendering of this verse in the K. V. ought
not to be altered in the least particular. R.]

5 V.-r. K). Ev yUp Xpiorui IrjcroG is probably an explanatory gloss from ver. 0. though X. has it. We should read simply :

ovTcydp. [The MSS. authority for the longer reading is very great, but so many old versions follow the shorter one,
and the probability of an importation from ver. is so great, that Tischendorf and almost all editors adopt it. R.J

Ver. 1-i. K &amp;lt;n i v; Klz. and Matth. [and Rec.J have
i^x&quot;&quot; (from ver. 0) against decisive authorities.

1 Ver. 10. 2 roixqo-ovo ii . The reading aroixoucru is approved by (iriesbaeh, put in the margin by Laehmann,
and adopted by Tischendorf. Meyer asks with right: &quot;What reason could the transcribers have had tor changing it into

the future?&quot; [The authorities for the future are weighty; the change to the present is more explicable; the future is

slightly more difficult. Adopted by Meyer, Alford, Lightfoot, Wordsworth ; hence &quot;shall walk.&quot; R.J
S Ver. 17. Kvpiov is omitted by Laehmann and Tischendorf, [Meyer, Alford, Kllicott. Lightfoot, on the authority of

A. B. C. R.J; probably imported from ver. 18, but K. has rov xvpiov Iijtrou Xpiorou. [Wordsworth, with his usual con

servative tendencies, follows the Rec. R.]

his own person.in opposition to the false teach,

ers.

[Two questions arise in the interpretation of

this verse : 1. to what does the Apostle call atten

tion; 2. to how much does he refer. The answer
to the first question turns upon the meaning of

TTT/2.iKoif ypd/j./iaatv, that to the second

mainly, though not exclusively, upon the force of

eypa^a. 1. We may determine with compara
tive certainty the meaning of 7r?//,/Ko/f ypdfj,fiaaiv.

Hr/Ainot, occurring only here and in Heb. vii. 3

(where the reference is to magnitude, though in an
ethical sense), is not synonymous with iroo-of,

&quot;how many;&quot; hence &quot;how many letters &quot;how

large a letter, is incorrect: nor does the plural

ypd/u/nara mean &quot;letter,&quot; for which Paul invaria

bly uses eruc-o/jj. Besides the phrase ypdfyelv

ypdfifiaaiv, in the sense of &quot; write a letter,&quot; is no
where found. Nor is Trrfi.iKur identical with rroloq

(so Schmoller and others), &quot;what kind;&quot; ELLI-
COTT justly characterizes this interpretation as

arbitrary. It means &quot;how
large,&quot; referring to

the size, implying that, for some cause, what Paul
himself wrote was written in larger characters
than usual (or perhaps than an amanuensis was in

the habit of using). There is no necessity for

finding a reference to ehapelessness. It is no
valid objection to say that this reference was tri

vial, for other things that Paul has written may be
thus spoken of with equal propriety (comp. 2 Tim.
iv. 13). See MEYER, ALFORD, ELI.ICOTT, WORDS
WORTH and LIGHTFOOT. 2. To how much does he
refer? In other words, did Paul write the whole

Epistle with his own hand, or only these conclud

ing verses. The aorist indicates the former, un
less it be an epistolary aorist. But the burden
of proof rests with those who makitain this.

Besides if the reference be exclusively to what
follows, it seems singular that the epistolary aorist

should be chosen. We cannot perhaps decide the

question from this word alone, but there are other

considerations which may be urged in favor of
the autographic character of the whole Epistle.

a) Attention may have been called to the size of

the letters, as a proof that Paul had written the

whole, not using an amanuensis, who would pro
bably have written more rapidly, hence in smal
ler characters, and this would be a proof of hi?

earnestness and affection. 6) The Epistle is

largely a personal vindication, and hence was
more likely to be an autograph. c) ALFORII

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 11. See with what letters I write

[or in what large letters I have written

(see below) 11.] unto you with mine own
hand. Paul as a rule dictated his Epistles ;

but

attested them by adding at least the conclusion

in his own hand (comp. 2 Thess. iii. 17). So
also in this Epistle. But as it is the first letter

which he has written to the Galatians, he begs
them to notice* his handwriting. This is the sense

of 7T7/AtKOif y pd /j. /aaa iv, which is therefore

simply = with what sort of letters. &quot;E y p a
i[&amp;gt;

a
,

according to the familiar epistolary usage ;
the

aorist does not therefore refer back to the por
tion already written, but Paul means what he is

just beginning to write in conclusion. So LAUR
ENT, zur Kritik der Briefe des Apostles Faulus, in

the Studien und Kritiken, 18G4 H. 4, p. G43 sq.
His interpretation seems to have more in its fa

vor than that of WIESELER (adopted in the 1st
|

edition of this work), who renders it: &quot;See!

with how great letters,&quot; etc., referring the words
to the whole Epistle, in this sensS, that he means
to give his readers a token of his special love in

having written to them in quite large, and there
fore unusually legible, characters, and that, not

through an amanuensis, as ordinarily, but with
his own hand. Against this LAURENT remarks:
How is it conceivable that immediately after so

profound and earnest a discourse, the Apostle
should have reviewed the characters he had al

ready written, and have made so trivial a remark
about their appearance 1 Besides the letters

were not at all large ; not much larger than ours.
In Paul s day cursive writing was already in use.

While therefore the amanuensis probably wrote
in uncial letters, Paul himself wrote cursive-

ly[!?]f But his purpose in adding the conclu
sion with his own hand was in this case not

merely to attest the Epistle. For the conclusion
is unusually long. Paul was also impelled to

write by the desire of impressing more deeply
on the minds of the Galatians a notice respecting

*[&quot;
I8eT is imperative; &quot;see&quot; nt&quot;ye see

&quot;

as E. V.

t [It does not appear whether this statement is made by
Schmoller. on his own authority, or that of Laurent. There
seems to be i ther authority for it. The very reverse is

more probable. R.I
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finds a similarity, in style and in use of words, be
tween this and the Pastoral Epistles (which he re

gards as autographs), see Vol. III. New Testament

Prolegg. pp. 4, 10 sq. d) WORDSWORTH refers to

the passage in Habakkuk cited in this Epistle,

(iii. 11), and finds in the injunction to the pro

phet to write &quot;the just shall live by faith&quot; in

large characters, an implication that this Epistle
on the same theme was written in similar char

acters. (This however is not of much weight.)

Although the use of eypaipa is not decisive, yet
taken in connection with the meaning of 7T7//u /co&amp;lt;f,

and whatever of weight attaches to the considera

tions mentioned above, it is much safer to assume
that Paul wrote the whole letter; the probabili
ties are strongly in favor of this view. (So
ALFOBD, ELLICOTT and WORDSWORTH most deci

dedly.) There is a conjecture that the size or

shapelessness of the letters arose from Paul s

weakness of vision, but it must be regarded as

only a conjecture. Comp. iv. 15. Paul could

not have been unskilful in writing Greek. R.]
Ver. 12. As many as desire to make a

fair shew in the flesh. In condensed sharp
language the Apostle (vers. 12, 13) characterizes

the intrigues of the false teachers. They are

people who want to have a good repute (Einrpo-
auTri/aat), but for all that live in the flesh, ac

cording to the lusts of the flesh,* and shun

suffering. Therefore they constrain you to
be circumcised.

(
A v a y K d Co vaiv v /u a f

JT epire fivEaOai= &quot;are busied with forcing a

circumcision upon you.&quot;)
For this is done only

that they should not suffer persecution
for the cross of Christ. Tw aravpu not:
on account of the cross, but: by the cross; the
cross of Christ is itself represented as the perse
cutor a significant image for these people s fear

of the cross, because it brings persecution. But
the cross of Christ brings with it such persecu
tion, sc. on the part of the Jews, only when it is

preached and confessed as the sole condition of

salvation, which is not done when circumcision is

regarded as a condition of salvation. Therefore

they insist upon this, in order to escape persecu
tion. [It seems better to take TU aravpu as the
dative of the ground or occasion (so MEYER, AL-
FORD, ELLICOTT and many others). Schmoller actu

ally presents this view in his explanatory remark.
It cannot mean &quot; with the sufferings of the cross&quot;

(WINER). The objection to both is that &quot;the

cross of Christ&quot; means &quot;the atoning death of

Christ upon the cross&quot; (BROWN), and this mean
ing will not admit of these interpretations. R.]

Ver. 13. Paul immediately explains the strong
(i6vov, &quot;only&quot; (ver. 12). They have in this no
other view than the one assigned the purely
egoistic one they are not concerned for the law
on its own account; for not even do they
who are circumcised keep the law them
selves. Of the circumcised, or those who re

ceive circumcision, [the reference being to the

Judaizing party; the perfect would perhaps
point more to the leaders, the present to the

party as one which was then enforcing this rite,

R.] with all their zeal for circumcision, it

might be expected that they kept the law. But
their conduct is hypocritical. When they de-

*
[Or perhaps,

&quot; make a fair sh
taim to a mere fltslily life.&quot; R.]

rhich apper-

sire to have you circumcised, it is not in

the interest of the law, but only that they may
glory in your flesh, that they may be able ta

boast, themselves; and it is moreover the aap!; of

the Galatians, that is to be the subject of their

boasting: to be taken either physically, with
reference to the circumcision to be performed in

their flesh ; or in asense similar to ver. 12, because

!
if the Galatians should receive circumcision, they

I

would follow the odp^ and its suggestions, would

display a carnal weakness and pliability of which
these men would then boast as their own work.

[The latter view is preferable. R.]
Ver. 14. But God forbid that I should

glory. To this sinful boasting of the false

teachers, to whom the cross of Christ is more or

less a scandal, and who are unwilling to suffer

any persecution for its sake, Paul opposes his

own boasting, whose subject is this very cross of

Christ. Save in the cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ. MEYER incorrectly supposes

I that Paul wishes to mention the subject of his

official glorying over against the official vaunt-

ings of the false teachers, and hence understands

I
&quot;the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ&quot; of the

preaching of the cross of Christ, not of the fact

itself. [In the 4th Ed. MEYER says: Only the

cross of Christ should be the subject of his

Kavxaadai, viz.: that nothing other than the Re

demption accomplished on the cross by Christ

was the ground, contents and Divine assurance

of his faith, life, hope, labor, etc.&quot; Surely this

j

is not open to Schmoller s objection. R.]
IWiESELER: Paul will, in contrast with these

Judaizers, not boast at all of what he is or has

or does, and therefore also not of his official la

bors, but of the cross of Christ. By whom or

which. Ai ov is then most naturally referred

to the main idea, &quot;cross,&quot;
not to &quot;our Lord Jesus

Christ.&quot; [The meaning is evidently the same,

whether the relative be referred to one or the

other; &quot;by
which&quot; would mean through the

cross of Christ; &quot;by whom,&quot; through Christ

crucified. Still there is much force in the sug

gestion, that the subject immediately preceding,

&quot;so fully and triumphantly expressed, so impor
tant and so emphasized, throws tte other word

into the shade.&quot; (It
is not necessary to suppose

that in this case we would find iv .
) Besides, the

idea of sundered fellowship with the world, which

follows, seems to imply here more of a fellowship

with Christ than with the cross. See MEYER,
ALFORD and ELLICOTT, and on the other side

CALVIN, BENGEL, BROWN and LIGHTFOOT. R.]

The world is crucified unto me. By
this Paul does not mean to state, for instance,

why he cannot any longer boast of anything else,

viz., because nothing else exists for him (MEYER),
but he gives in a few yet pregnant words a

glimpse into the significance which the cross has

for him, on account of its operation. It is of

course only because the cross is for me the object

of faith, because I stand by faith in inward fel

lowship therewith (comp. ii. 19), [or, better,

with Christ Himself as the Crucified One R.],

that a crucifixion has been accomplished in my
case also. Paul, however, is here speaking not

simply of the fact that he or his old Ego has been

crucified. Recognizing as he does his old Ego
as one entangled with the world, and recognizing
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this entanglement with the world as its distin

guishing character, he says, that the world, to

which it clung, has been crucified to him, . e., the

world had become in his eyes condemned, yea
dead = had utterly lost all significance, all at

tractive power for him, and that therefore his

fellowship with it had been wholly broken off.

Of course Paul s fellowship of faith with the cross

into especial prominence; besides, the compre
hensive uaot does not admit of a national dis

tinction being now first made in addition, and
others named, who, it would even nppe:ir, had
not to walk according to this standard. On the
other hand, &quot;the designation of all those, who
walk according to this Anti-Judaistic standard,
as the Israel of God, the true theocrafic people,

of Christ [or Christ crucified R.] involved no at this solemn close,, is, as it were, the triumph of

direct action upon the world itself, but only upon the whole Epistle.&quot; MEYER.
it so far as it appertained to him, i. e., upon his

fellowship with it. And I to the world.
And even so had he been crucified to the world.

A crucifixion of him had naturally been the con

sequence of his fellowship of faith with the cross

of Christ (comp. ii. 19), but calling to mind his

former entanglement with the world, he declares

himself crucified &quot;to the world,&quot; says, that in its

eyes also he is one dedicated to death, yea, a

dead man, so that he has no longer any attrac

tion for the world, that the world will have noth

ing more to do with him, that its fellowship with

him is also fully dissolved. This double state

whether Kai can ha\
[ELLICOTT doubts

so strong an explicative
force, and prefers to take it as copulative, as if

the Apostle s thought turned to his kindred ac

cording to the flesh
;
but the cxegetical objections

to this view are great, and the other interpreta
tion is so suitable that it must be adopted. U.J

Ver. 17. Henceforth let no man trouble
me, i. e., by still listening to the false teachers;
for I (t-yw and not the persecution-shunning
false teachers) bear in my body the marks
of Jesus, the stigmata of Jesus, i. e., the proofs,
that I am a real servant of Jesus (art-; para
with reference to the marks which masters had

ment thus expresses in the strongest manner, the
|

branded upon their slaves), namely, in all th

absolute dissolution of every bond between him
and the world. To him this result appeared a

gain, and he saw in this a new reason, for glori

fying in the cross of Christ. The second clause,

Ka-yu TCJ
K.6afj.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, appears to imply also the pos

itive statement, that not only does the world no

longer regard him as one of its own, but also

hates and persecutes him, and thus does precisely
that which his adversaries seek to avoid (ver. 12);

yet Paul accounts it as nothing, but glories in

the cross of Christ, although it brings these con

sequences with it
; so highly does he value the

gain, which ho has from it.

Ver. 15. For. He immediately gives the rea
son for his determination to boast exclusively of
the cross of Christ (not for the 61 ov, MEYER).
Neither circumcision availeth anything,
nor uncircumcision, but a new creature.

[

ing tone, concludes with this address, in which

Everything depends on the last, nothing on the unaltered brotherly love expresses itself.&quot; MEYER.
first. But it is the cross of Christ which leads to

this new creation, and that through the operation
of it described by di ov in ver. 1 4. This reciprocal
crucifixion of the world and the old man to each
other is the death of the old man and the begin
ning of a new one. [Kaivr/ KT IOK; is proba-

races, scars, wounds, and the like, of the mal
treatments and persecutions, which I have en
dured in my apostolic calling. [&quot;Of Jesus,&quot; i. e.

my Master, Captain, God, for slaves, soldiers and
votaries bore such marks. See WORDSWORTH
and LIGHTFOOT in loco. R.]

Ver. 18. The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ be with your spirit. M era ro j

Trvev/AdToc, v^uv; we are not to understand a

special intention in his not writing the simple
//eft

1

v/iuv; yet we should not overlook what is

significant in the expression. Grace operates
and is meant to operate upon the Kvevua of the

man; only so does it operate truly and fully,
and just such a full, truly salutary operation of

grace does he wish for them. Brethren
&quot;The Epistle, so severe in its prevail

bly passive, the thing created, resulting from a
new creation on the part, of God. R]

Ver. 16. And as many as shall walk ac

&quot;UENGEL: Itamollitur tottus epistolve sevcritas.-

R.j Amen.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Christ s cross is the touchstone of true Christianity.
What Paul says in this section of the Judaistic

teachers, applies strikingly mutatis mutandis, to

the great mass of nominal Christians.* They by
cording to this rule. In ver. 15 Paul stated I no means wish to keep the law in its whole extent,

)rinciple; here he designates this as the stan- that is much too burdensome them; on the

dard, according to which one should walk. Upon contrary they appeal to the fact that they for-

all who shall thus walk (the future applies to the i
sooth believe on Christ, and therefore are free

time from the receipt of the Epistle thencefor- I from the yoke of the law. But now on the other

ward; Paul hopes that the Epistle will have a
,

hand they have as little mind to believe on Christ

converting and confirming eifect upon the read- 1 in the whole extent of faith ; what is inconveni-

ers) he invokes peace* (see on i. 3) and mercy, ent in this, they leave behind, and that is the

thereby indicating the high importance of this cross of Christ, i. e., so far as it is a means of

standard. As this belongs to the conclusion, it quieting the conscience, it is willingly accepted,
is best to take it as a benediction: others under-

I
but so far as it includes a dying of the old man,

stand it as a statement, supplying tarat. The and the entering into a fellowship of the cross
correct interpretation of and upon the Israel with Christ, they will none of it. Instead of thia

of God is the explicative one = that is [for they i men turn rather to the otherwise despised law,
are the Israel of God. II.] For there is here

|

and arbitrarily make the law to consist in this or

no reason for bringing the Jewish Christians that particular, some practice, some abstinence.

* [WORDSWORTH remarks tlnit tliis is the only place in the * [True where this commentary was written, but partially
New Testament where, eipiji/i/ is placed before eAeot . R.] true everywhere. K.J
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and imagine themselves there to be satisfying nil

the severer requirements of God, while yet they
are far from this utterance: The world is cruci

fied to me and I unto the world! Christ s cross

is the touchstone of true Christianity; it is in

this, that salvation and comfort is to be sought,
and so far it would not be so very hard to glory
in the cross of Christ, which many are willing to

! purple of Egypt STAHKK: Love must, indeed,
do. But salvation and consolation are to be

|

cover and excuse a neighbor s faults, but from

sought exclusively in that, no longer in the world, hypocrites and seducers one must, for a warn-
no longer in one s self, everything else is to be

| ing, tear away the mask
; especially should those

accounted loss, and on the other hand the fellow- do it to whose office it appertains. SPENEE:

ship with the cross of Christ is to be counted no The doctrine of Christ preaches Christ s cross,
loss: in brief, there must come into being a new and brings a cross to him who preaches it.

many thousand brethren have ye, ye clerical

placemen, in Galatia? The handful of barley,
the merry countenance, the assured friendliness,
the favorable patron your comfort : flattery and
trimming the sails, you think, will bring a man
on. I do not agree with you. Moses course and
choice is the best. Christ s reproach before the

creature. This is the &quot;Canon&quot; (ver. 10) for Ver. HEDINGER: To preach to others
Christian ; only he who guides himself according I and be one s self a reprobate, to lade others with
to this becomes and is in truth a Christian. This

j

burdens, and not one s self to touch them with a
is hard and yet not impossible. God will help j finger, what hypocrisy! STARKE: It is an at-

therein by the pedagogy of his law, and will lead tribute of i alse teachers and zealots for religic
to faith, and to faith will give the Spirit, which

helps through to the new creature. Comp. also

who are only concerned with the outside, to pro
selytize a man to the religion, let him believe

Roos: &quot;Paul shows, that it is not so completely I afterwards as he will. This is a carnal zeal

indifferent, what a man thinks of Christ and His with abundant craving for notoriety,
cross. Now-a-days, as many of the people say: Ver. 14. In STARKK: Christians must not be
I pray, read, hear, and am none of the worst, ashamed of the cross of Christ, but rather glory
A clever man of the world says: I do much evil,

j

in being justified and saved by that alone. Faith
but I have a good heart with it all, and between I

in Christ, the Crucified One, brings commonly
my evil works I also do some good ones. God i such a fellowship of suffering with Him, that one
will look at me on my good side. What now has to bear his cross after the Lord Christ. As
shall we make of Jesus of Nazareth? Here the soon as the union of a soul with Christ through
world boggles. At last it says: Let Him pass i faith takes place, so soon is the tie which holds it to

for a good teacher, who has told us, that God is I the sin prevailing in the world, loosed. AChris-
not. the God of the Jews only, but also of the

[

tian may have much which even the world esteems,
Gentiles, and that He loves such virtuous persons

j

but the heart must not rest upon it. LUTHER:
Let Him be also an example for imita

tion. Finally, let Him be also, if one will so have
it, the Redeemer, who has acquired for us free

dom to hasten on a broad and easy way, with a
trifle of virtue, light-mindedly to eternity, and

notwithstanding our wickedness to fear no pun
ishment. Now consider, whether this is the

gospel of Paul, and whether he so preached

The world is crucified to me, i. e., 1 account, that
the world is damned; and even so am I in turn
crucified unto the world, i. e., it accounts, that I

am damned. Thus we condemn one another. I

anathematize all its human righteousness, doc

trine, and work, as the very devil s poison, and
it in return anathematizes also my doctrine and
work, counts me for a mischievous man, etc.

Christ. Can such a man say that he boasts only
of the cross of Christ, and that through it the
World is crucified to him and he unto the

world? Has he experienced a new creation?
|

means the renewal of the mind, which is brought
is the culture, which age, office, intercourse

|

about by the Holy Ghost. From that there fol

Ver. 15. LUTHER: &quot;A new creature&quot; does
not mean, that one clothes himself differently,
and puts on a different air, from before, but it

with men, has given him, worthy of this lofty
name? Is he in Christ Jesus? Has he the con-

lows an alteration of the outer life. For where
the henrt through the gospel obtains a new light,

fidence, as he is, to stand before the holy God?
|

there it never fails that the outward senses also

Let him, in moments of reflection, put this ques-
j

are altered. The ears have there no longer
tion to himself and hear concerning it the answer pleasure, in hearing human dreams and fools

of God and the Bible. Perhaps God will be so gra- I tidings, but God s word alone. The mouth no
cious as yet to reveal to him the gospel which longer boasts of a man s own works, righteous-
Paul preached, and if this is so, he will be aston- ness and monastic rule, but of God s compassion
ished to find that before this, he, without his

I

in Christ Jesus. This then is an alteration,

knowledge, had a false religion. Mercy and , which consists not in words, but in work and in

peace be upon every one that is thus brought power.
Ver. 16. [BURKITT: 1. Christianity is a

walk: a free and voluntary motion, an uniform
and even motion, a progressive motion, a con
stant motion. 2. This walk is a walk by rule.

A Christian is not a lawless person to range up
points in which the world insists upon being j

and down as fancy leads him. 3. The rule is the

yielded to, agreeing then to leave other points
j

law of the new creature. The new creature, in

untoucheJ. And whoever does not consent to
|

the principles and workings of it, is made the

this impure commingling, must not only suffer ground, the pattern and direction of our obedi-

persecution, but also bear the reproach, that he ence, and we frame and square all the actions of

himself is t i blame, that he suffers only on ac- our lives according thereunto. 4. The blessed

count of his own self-will. HEUINGEB: How privileges belonging to those who thus walk;

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 12. RIEGER: In every age there are
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peace ami mercy. 5. Such are the true Israel : a

thousand times irreater privilege than to be the

children of Abraham s flesh. R.] Itin.i.i::

Even if one cannot accept the ungodly peace of

fered by those who make a fair show in the flesh,

yet one by steadfast abiding within the limits of

his faith, has the enjoyment of a Divine peace, and

mercy is shown us in recompense of what many
a. one u ill lay upon us with an unrighteous judg-

In STARKE: The burdened servant

of the Lord has a claim to be unmolested. It rj

not necessary to be ever anew entering into ar-

ment.
Ver. 17.

gument with unprofitable chatterers in defence

name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God
the Father by him. R.]

Fleeing the cross, or boasting of the cross?
The decisive question in religion. In Lisco:
The incomparable worthiness of the cross of

Christ to be gloried in: 1. That a man can only
refuse to acknowledge this out of unworthy mo
tives, a) That such a refusal exists; b) why
many refuse: a) because one will only make a
fair show in the flesh, /?) because one is not wil

ling to be persecuted wiih the cross of Christ,

;
I because one will have glorying for himself

and by is of himself. !. On what account
the cross of Christ is thus solely worthy to be

of the truth, especially where it has been once I gloried in : a) for the sake of that, which came to

and again vindicated against them. LUTHER : I pass thereon ; b) for the sake of the fruit which
Because 1 am Christ s servant and walk after the the cross of Christ bears in the hearts and lives

right rule, i. e., because I publicly confess, that I of His people : a) as respects their demeanor
out of Christ no man can attain to salvation, toward the world, fi) as respects their temper
therefore also must I wear my Lord s livery,
which does not consist in marks and scars that 1

have inflicted in will worship as presumption on

towards others: they cherish warm love towards
those of like mind ; they contemn the assaults of

those, that are not so minded ; they wish that

myself, like Francis, but such as are without all may become and remain sharers in His grace,

my thanks or will inflicted on me by the world i [The Apostle had first vindicated Ms apostle-
and Satan for Jesus sake. ship, then his gospel, but was it for his own

Ver. 18. InSTAKKi:: Grace is the beginning, glory? Nay, in one sense ver. 14 is a summing
middle and end in Paul s writings. As the begin- ! up of the whole Epistle ;

all this defence, this

ning of religion is grace, so does its progress de- earnestness, this boldness, this tenderness, was

pend upon grace. Dost thou, Christian, in thy j

but a glorying in the cross of our Lord Jesus

solicitations from men, find neither grace nor Christ. Many see the cross, some trust in it, not

comfort? Be not dismayed ! The grace of thy all of these glory in it. Why not ? Because their

Lord Jesus remains assured to thee. Let
j

fellowship with Christ is not yet such, that the

every one see to it, that he be and remain a dear
|
world is crucified to them and they to the world,

brother of Paul, i. e., a true child of God; so Those who gloried in the cross of Christ have

may he also appropriate to himself the wish that gotten glory to Christ and His cross. Among
God s grace may remain with him, with a believ- the many celebrated sermons on ver. 14 may be

ing Amen. [BROWN: Thus does the Apostle mentioned those of Bishops ATTERBURY and BEV-
conclude this admirable Epistle, and show us, by

j

EKIUGE, also of McLAUiuu, SUMMEUFIELD and
his example, what it is to do all things in the

|
McCuEYNE. R.]
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THB

EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE EPHESIANS.

INTRODUCTION,

2 1. CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.

1. SYNOPSIS.*

ADDRESS AND SALUTATION (I. 1, 2).

PART FIRST:

The Glory of the Church of Christ (I. 3 III. 21).

A. THE GROUND AND GOAL OF THE CHTJKCH (I. 3-23).

a. Grateful praise of the decree of grace (i. 3-14). After the opening verse (ver. 3) the triple

foundation of the praise, through the election of eternal mercy (vers. 4-6), the carrying out of

the eternal election (vers. 7-12), the personal appropriation of salvation (vers. 13, 14).

b. Exhortation springing out of the Apostle s supplication for the Church as the Body of Christ,

who is the Head (i. 15-23). With thanksgiving for the reader s faith and love (vers. 15, 16)

there is joined the petition, that God would make known to them the glory of their calling and

inheritance as well as of His power (vers. 17-19), which glory is manifest, actual and efficient in

the exaltation of Christ over all as Head of the Church, that as His Body is the fulness of Him
who filleth all in all (vers. 20-23).

B. THE EXTENT AND MISSION OF THE CHURCH.

a. Reminder of the previous condition of death and the glorious new creation (ii. 1-10). From
the Resurrection and Exaltation of Christ the Apostle arrives first at the thought of the similar

condition of death in the case of the Gentiles (vers. 1, 2) and the Jews (ver. 3), and then of God s

mercy, which has quickened and blessed these miserable ones in, with and through Christ (vers.

4-7), of grace through faith (vers. 8, 9), as new creatures in Christ (ver. 10).

b. Extolling comparison of the previous and thepresent condition (ii. 11-22). After a detailed

description of the previous condition without Christ, promise and God (vers. 11, 12), Paul sets

forth the fundamental trait of the present status as nearness to God (ver. 13), explaining the na

ture and origin of the same in and through the Person and sufferings of Christ (vers. 14-18) ;

*
[A popular summary is : I. Tho doctrinal part (chaps. I. III.): The Church is chosen, redeemed, united in Christ.

II. The practical part (chaps. IV. VI.): Therefore let the Church walk in unity, in newness of life as regards personal and

relative duties, in the strength of the Lord and the armor ofGod. The reader is referred to the able Synopsis of Dr. LANGE
in the general Introduction to the Pauline Epistles, Romans, pp. 15, 22. In accordance with his view of the twofold them*

In each Kpistle, he finds the fundamental theme of this Epistle in chap. i. 20-23, the final theme in chap. iv. 1-C. R.]
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sketching the present condition as that of citizens in the kingdom of God, members in His family,

as built into the temple and house of God (vers. 19-22).

C. THE OFFICE AND SERVICE OF THE CHURCH (III. 1-21).

a. The office in andfor this church (iii. 1-13). In spite of bonds (ver. 1) it is an office of that

grace (ver. 2), in which God has made known the mystery of Christ (ver. 4), now made mani

fest (ver. 5) : The acceptance of all nations into the kingdom of God through the Gospel (vers.

6, 7) ;
to the humble minister the riches of Christ are entrusted (ver. 8), that thus on earth and

in heaven the wisdom of God might be manifested in the Church (vers. 9, 10), according to God s

eternal purpose (ver. 11), and that we might be comforted (ver. 12, 13,.

b. The Apostle s petition with an exhortation for the church (iii. 14-19). Addressed to the

Father (vers. 14, 15), it respects strengthening in the inner man (ver. 16), and Christ s dwell

ing in the heart through faith, in love (vera. 17, 18 a) unto the comprehension of love (vers.

18 b, 19).

c. Conclusion in theform of a Doxology (iii. 20, 21), praising the might of the merciful God

(ver. 20), who makes the church in Christ glorious unto eternity (ver. 21).

PART SECOND:

The Spirit ruling in the Church of Christ (IV. 1 VI. 20).

A. THEME OF THE WHOLE TART (iv. 1-3) : Walk worthy of the calling in love and unity.

B. THREE MOTIVES to the preservation of the unity in the Spirit (iv. 4-6).

a. The working of the Triune God in the church (iv. 4-6) ;

b. The gift of Christ to individuals (iv. 7-10) : Each one is cared for (ver. 7), Christ has

the requisite power (vers. 8, 10) : He came from heaven and is exalted thither again ;

c. The organization and organism of the church (iv. 11-16): The immediate end of the

different offices (ver. 11) is the edification of the church (ver. 12), the ultimate aim is

likeness to Christ (ver. 13), the operation depends on independence and growth through

genuineness in love to Christ (vers. 14, 15), from whom as Head, the Body, richly

furnished with members, knit together, grows in the reciprocal service of love

(ver. 16).

C. GENERAL CHRISTIAN DUTIES (iv. 17 v. 21).

a. Principle of the new walk with reference to the antithesis of the old and the new man

(iv. 17-24) : The conduct of the heathen is a type of the natural conduct in general

(vers. 17-19) ;
after a reminder respecting Christ and Christian instruction (vers. 20,

21), he speaks of Christian conduct in its putting off the old man and putting on the

new in deeply inward renewal (vers. 22-24).

b. Special traits of the new walk (iv. 25-32). The general basis is : no lie, but truth

(ver. 25), the particular points refer to temper, disposition. Anger without sin (vers.

26, 27) ;
as respects act, honesty even to beneficence (ver. 28) ;

as respects speech, no

corrupt word, but gracious speech unto edification (vers. 29, 30). The comprehensive

conclusion (vers. 31, 32) refers to the evil that must be removed, and to the forgiving

love that should exist in the church.

c. Three points of view for the new walk (v. 1-14) :

(1) Look above thyself to follow God (vers. 1, 2) !

(2) Look into thyself and think of purity (vers. 3-5) !

(3) Look about thyself and be independent as respects evil men and deeds, and be

benevolent (vers. 6-14).

d. Exhortation to awalkwith careful consideration ofthe Christianposition (v. 15-21) :

Wise carefulness, zealously using the time, precisely the evil time (vers. 15, 16), clear as

to the will of God (ver. 17), avoiding drunkenness (ver. 18), but inspiriting with social

song, with private melody, continued thankfulness, and mutual submission (vers. 19-21).
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D. SPECIAL CHRISTIAN DUTIES in domestic relations (v. 22 vi. 9) :

:i. Wives and husbands (v. 22-33), to which i8 added a comparison with the church and

Christ, in order to enjoin love upon the husbands and submission upon the wives
;

b. Children and parents (vi. 1-4) : the former should honor and obey ;
the latter should

in self-discipline train and admonish them for the Lord ;

c. Servants and masters (vi. 5-9) : the former should obey as the servants of Christ,

in hope on Him, and the latter should deal with them without threatening.

E. CONCLUDING EXHORTATION (vi. 10-20) to be strong in the Lord (ver. 10), to contend in the

armor of God, needed on account of the adversary the devil (vers. 11-13), but sufficient

with its particular pieces (vers. 14-17), if prayer and supplication be added (vers.

18-20). t

CLOSE OP THE EPISTLE (VI. 21-24).

A. Personal Intelligence respecting Paul and those with him is carried by the bearer of the

letter (vers. 21, 22).

B. Twofold salutation (vers. 23, 24) : Peace and Love with Faith in and among the members

of the church and grace upon and with them.

2. FUNDAMENTAL THOUGHT.
STIER is undoubtedly correct in taking

&quot;

the church which is in Christ Jesus
&quot;

as the funda

mental thought of the Epistle ;
his plan, however, on account of its trinitarian division, based

on ground, course and aim, in each larger and smaller group, is rather artificial than masterly.

The church of Christ has its root in eternity, in God s fatherly heart with its thoughts of peace
toward a wicked yet beloved world, and lifts its head into eternity again by the throne of God,

ramifying into all the institutions given in creation, even the most special, through all the

centuries of developing history, and all this in Qhrist.

Such being the contents, it will not suffice to find in the Epistle only the carrying out of the

simple grand thought, that God according to His gracious decree formed from eternity in Christ,

has called the Gentiles out of the deepest darkness into His light and into fellowship with His an

cient covenant people (VoN GERLACH). [So HODGE substantially.] Still less is the main mat

ter of the Epistle to be sought in opposition to the prejudice of the Jews, who did not wish to ad

mit the Gentiles into the church (Berlenburger Bible).

[SxiER s view is adopted in the main by ALFORD, who accepts the threefold division in all the

parts of the Epistle.
&quot; But in fact the trichotomy respecting the church rests upon another and

sublimer yet. Everywhere with him- the origin and foundation of the church is in the will ofthe

Father, rov rn ndi -n ivepyovvroq Kara rr/v (3ovXf/i&amp;gt;
row feA^arof aiirov, the work and course of the

church is by the satisfaction of the Son, by our vioQeoiav 6ia
I)/aoi&amp;gt; Xptarov, the scope and end of

the church is the life in the Holy Spirit, dwdfiei uparaiudf/vai 6ia TOV Trvei /iaro? avrov elf rbv iau

avdpuirov.&quot; R.J

2. THE CHARACTER OF THE EPISTLE.

1. The language and tone of the Epistle, as is obvious in the first part (i. 3, 15, 16
;

iii. 1, 13

ff.), are essentially governed by the fact, that we have here no scientific exposition nor even a

dialectic development, but the thoughts roused in the praying soul of the Apostle are uttered in

the continuing emotion. The thought did not then appear gradually in its parts and divisions,

but as is the rule in contemplation, in its integrity and fulness. The language accordingly has

difficulty in compassing the thought, struggling in a fulness and flow of words, in linked sen

tences, with the presentation of an idea that transcends it, as the first part repeatedly shows us.

Besides it is evident that the church was gathered mainly from among the Gentiles (ii. 1, 2 ;

iii. 11-13; iv. 17-22), and the writer, as the Apostle to the Gentiles, confronts them in the full

joyous consciousness of his office (iii. 1, 7, 8).

[BISHOP ELLIQDTT, the most grammatical of English commentators, says that &quot;

in this Epistle
the cases, especially the genitive, present almost every phase and form of difficulty ;

the uses are

most various, the combinations most subtle and significant.&quot; While the use of particles is sim

ple,
&quot;

the intertexture of sentences, and the connection of clauses, especially in the earlier por-
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tions of the Epistle, try the powers and principles of grammatical and logical analysis to the very

uttermost. In the first chapter more particularly, when we are permitted as it were to gaze

upon the evolution of the archetypal dispensation of God, amidst those linked and blended clauses

that, like the enwreathed smoke of some sweet-smelling sacrifice, mount and mount upwards to

the very heaven of heavens, in that group of sentences of rarest harmony, and more than mortal

eloquence, these difficulties are so great and so deep, that the most exact language and the most

discriminating analysis seem, as they truly are, too poor and too weak to convey the force or con

nection of expressions so august, and thoughts so unspeakably profound.&quot; So DEAN ALFORD

(Vol. III., Prolegg. pp. 24, 25) : &quot;These characteristics contribute to make our Epistle by far
the most difficult of all the writings of St. Paul. All on the surface is smooth, and flows on un

questioned by the untheological reader : but when we begin to inquire, why thought succeeds to

thought, and one cumbrous parenthesis to another, depths under depths disclose themselves,

wonderful systems of parallel allusion, frequent and complicated underplots ; every word, the

more we search, approves itself as seb in its exact logical place ;
we see every phrase contri

buting, by its own similar organization and articulation, to the carrying out of the organic whole.

But this result is not won without much labor of thought, without repeated and minute laying

together of portions and expressions, without bestowing on single words and phrases, and their

succession and arrangement, as much study as would suffice for whole sections of the more exo

teric Epistles.&quot; R.]

2. What is wanting in no other Pauline Epistle will be missed most of all in the Epistle to the

Ephesians, viz., historical references. Only two facts are noticed : the imprisonment (iii. 1
;

iv. 1
;

vi. 20) and the sending of Tychicus with oral intelligence (vi. 21, 22). This omission in view of

the lively interest the writer takes in the church, and desires on the part of the church (i. 15-18 ;

iii. 1, 13-19; vi. 10, 19-22), is all the more remarkable, since he had labored with great zeal in

Ephesus for nearly three years (Acts xx. 18, 19, 31) and, on taking leave of the elders of the

church in the summer of A. D. 58 or 59, had referred to false teachers about to arise (Acts xx.

29, 30). Of this we find no trace here. No member of the church is saluted either by the

Apostle or his companions. Not the slightest hint is given of any false doctrine. For iii. 4 does

not refer to opponents attacking his apostolic authority, while iv. 15, 16, relates only to general

experience, and v. 6, to moral temptations, not to any particular false teachers.

3. The Epistle is distinguished by its Universalism. This will appear most strikingly from a

comparison with the Epistle to the Colossians
;
other characteristics will thus also become un

mistakably evident.

EPH. COL. EPH. COL. EPH. COL.

iii. 5, 8.

iv. 5.

iii. 16-18.

19.

20, 21.

22-iv. 1.

iv. 3, 4.

7,8.

In this grouping of the parallel passages in the two Epistles, regard has been had to the list

of DE WETTE and MAYEEHOFF. The relationship and connection of the two Epistles is greater

than the similarity between the Gospel and first Epistle of John (see Introd. 1 Jno. 3, 2.

Biblework, pp. 7 ff.) and between the second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle of Jude (see Bible-

work on the former, 4, p. 7). But the thorough diversity is even more surprising than the

similarity. We often find the very same word, the same form of speech, and yet a different

thought; and then, too, the same thought but modified by a special manner (iv. 22-24; Col. iii.

9, 10), or in an entirely different connection (i. 7, 10
;

Col. i. 14, 20), now presenting different
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motives, again presented under different motives (i. 3-14
;
Col. i. 3-8

; Eph. i. 16-ii. 10
; Col. i.

15-ii. 18). If it be remembered that an agreement consisting merely in single words or phrases

is very common indeed, so much so that a comparison between our Epistle and 1 Peter has been

attempted with a view of maintaining the dependence of the former on the latter
( WEISS, Petrin.

Lehrbegri/, p. 426 ff.), a considerable number of parallel passages must either be omitted or de

clared unworthy of consideration, in deducing a conclusion. If, with DE WETTE, reference is

made to the ana!- 7.ey6fj.eva in our Epistle, to these we may oppose a long list from the Epistle to

the Colossians (RUECKERT, p. 300 f.) [comp. ALFORD, N. T. Vol. III. Prolegg. p. 40], while the

Epistles to the Corinthians, recognized as genuinely Pauline despite the most acute criticism,

have more than any other. Particular attention, however, should be paid to the phrase : i v rolq

sTTovpavioic, which is peculiar to this Epistle (i. 3-20; ii. 6; iii. 16; vi. 12), especially in the last

passage. Following up those sections which our Epistle alone has, either with a very faint

verbal echo in the Epistle to the Colossians or without any parallel whatever
(i. 3-14

; iii. 10-

21
;

iv. 5-15
;

v. 1, 2, 7-14, 23-31
;

vi. 10-17), we find passages containing the most important,

profound, and comprehensive thoughts, sometimes in a throng of streaming words, again in the

most delicate and exact coloring. Finally, it must not be overlooked that, while in the Epistle

to the Colossians only a single passage can be found (ii. 21) with a reference to the Old Testa

ment (Lev. v. 2), in our Epistle we find : iv. 7-10, a definite quotation with an explanation (Ps.

Ixviii. 19) ;
v. 13, an indefinite citation (Isa. Ix. 1

;
xxvi. 19) ;

v. 31, a reference to Gen. ii. 24
;

vi. 2, to Exod. ii. 12, and also allusions, in iv. 25, 26 to Zech. viii. 16 and Ps. iv. 5, in i. 22 to

Ps. viii. 7, and in ii. 17 to Isa. Ivii. 19. Accordingly we are not at all warranted in inferring

from the relationship of the two Epistles, a dependence of this Epistle upon that to the Colos

sians. If the individuality and independence of the latter cannot be denied, and this we attempt
to prove in the Introduction to that Epistle ($ 1, 2), then they certainly cannot be denied in the

case of the former. We thus reach the conclusion that both Epistles were written at the same

time by the same Apostle. Comp. RUECKERT, pp. 291-305; HARLESS, Introduction, Ixvii.-

Ixxvii.

DR. LANQE (Romans, pp. 21, 22) has accurately noted the difference and peculiarity of the

two Epistles. In Ihe Epistle to the Ephesians there obtains a grand universalism in entirely

peculiar independence : Here, without any reference to personal, temporal, or local relations and

circumstances, we are directed on all sides to the glory of the Church of Christ and the true

Christianity given in her for each and every nation, without polemics or apology, purely from

her origin and appearance, her growth and consummation, her ground and aim, so that even

after the pressing entreaty for the readers prayers in his so trying position (vi. 19, 20) and the

brief reference to Tychicus, who will give further oral intelligence (vi. 21, 22), the conclusion

entirely universal in its scope, reverts to the brethren, to those who love the Lord (vi. 23, 24),

not v
jj.lv, wishing them grace and peace as in the beginning. Besides the references to the Old

Testament remarked above, the well-considered interchange of
&quot;ye.&quot;

and &quot;we&quot; is a manifest

proof of the universal tendency, embracing both Jews and Gentiles. The Epistle to the Colos-

sians, on the contrary, concerns itself with one single local congregation, its special relations and

circumstances.

[On the difference between the two Epistles, see Introduction to Colossians, \ 2, also WORDS
WORTH and ALFORD on that Epistle; the latter accepting the priority of the shorter Epistle,

speaks of this one as
&quot; the flower and bloom of his moments, during those same days, of devo

tion and rest, when he wrought not so much in the Spirit, as the Spirit wrought in him &quot;

&quot;

the free outflowing of the earnest spirit to the mere surface-reader, without system, but to

him that delves down into it, in system far deeper, and more recondite, and more exquisite : the

greatest and most heavenly work of one, whose very imagination was peopled with the things in

the heavens, and even his fancy rapt into the visions of God.&quot; R.]

4. The language of this Epistle is also for the most part conditioned by this universalism.

Hence BENGEL, after his note in i. 3. remarks : Pauhis scribit effectii per adversa sublimato : el

singulare hxc epistola specimen praebel tractationis evangelicae IN THESI, hnju que capitis v. 3-

14 compendium ea evangelicum exhibet ; inde nullum speciatim errorem aut vitium refutat aut

redarguat, sed generalim incedit ; et quantumcunque lucis in epistola celeroqui parallela ad
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Colossenses ex kistoria ecclesiastica petatur, in hac epistola minus opus est and on iii. 4 : Esl

hie liber valde sublimis et tamen omnium lectioni commissus; in hac epistola apernus et subliming

scripsit Paulus, quam antehac in utta. The Epistle does not concern itself with matter limited

by given historical relations and particular phenomena or individualities, which by its concrete

character would lead to shorter sentences and simpler statements. The universality of the sub

ject, preparing from eternity down through the centuries and now developing itself through all

centuries and circumstances unto the consummation in eternity, and the enthusiasm of the

spirit possessed by this thought, reflect themselves in the fulness of language and the wonderful

interlacing of sentences (see especially i. 3-14). The remarkable interruptions and resumptions

(as ii. 1-5
;

iii. 1, 13) can be readily accounted for, with such a subject and in such enthusiasm,

by the Apostle s habit of dictating his Epistles. In those parts where the Apostle touches upon

given relations, as in the second part (chaps, iv.-vi.) the language and construction, though terse

and precise, are yet simple and clear. RUECKEET :

&quot; We do not indeed find here the language

of scientific statement, or that of sharp censure against prevailing faults, or that of deeply

wounded personal feeling, as in the Epistles to the Romans, Corinthians, and Galatians, nor yet

that of hearty affectionateness, as in the Epistle to the Philippians ;
there is nothing of all this

in our Epistle, and in these respects no comparison can be instituted.&quot;

5. The opinions respecting the character of this Epistle stand in remarkable agreement with

each other as a whole, aside from isolated exceptions. CHKYSOSTOM : &quot;E&amp;lt;m &amp;lt;Je vo^drwv /UWTT^ %

TUGTo7J/, vipr/huv KOI 6oyfJ.a.Tuv vifjTj
huv a&ofpa ys/uei TUV vorjfiaTuv KOL VKEp6yKuv a yap /jr/fta/uov a%6bv

etyOiyZaro, rai -a hravffa (??//loZ. ERASMUS :

&quot;

Stylus tantum dissonat a ceteris Pauli epistolis, ut

altering videri possit, nisi peclus atque indoles paulinse mentis hanc prorsus illi vindicaret.&quot; GRO-

Tius describes the Epistle as
&quot; rerum sublimitatem adoequans verbis sublimioribus, quam ulla

habuit unquam lingua humana.&quot; WITSIUS characterizes it with special accuracy and excel

lence : &quot;Ita universam religionis Christianse summam divina hac epistola exponit, ut exuberan-

tem quandam non sermonis tantum evangelici Trapprjaiav ,
sed et spiritus sancti vim et sensum, et

caritatis Christianse flammam quandam ex electo illo peclore emicantem, et lucis divinx fulgorem

quendam admirabilem inde elucentem, ut ebidlientem potius, animadvertere liceat; idque tanta

copia, ut superabundans ilia cordis plenitudo ipsa animi sensa intimosque conceptus autem verba

prolata, verba autem priora quseque subsequentia premant, urgeant, obruant.&quot; With this the

most important of the latest exegetes agree. [LUTHER (in the editions of the New Testament

up to 1537) reckons this Epistle among
&quot; the best and noblest books of the New Testament,

which show Christ to thee and teach all that is necessary and blessed for thee to know, even if

thou shouldst never see or hear another book or doctrine.&quot; COLERIDGE (Table Talk, p. 82) :

&quot; In this, the divinest composition of man, is every doctrine of Christianity, first, those doctrines

peculiar to Christianity, and secondly, those precepts common to it with natural
religion.&quot; Bishop

ELLICOTT (Preface to 1st Edition) pays a tribute to the character of the Epistle, in confess

ing how far his labors fall below what it demands, using language that finds an echo in the heart

of every faithful student of this stupendous revelation.&quot; Comp. SCHAFF, History of the Apost.

Church, Am. ed., p. 326. R.]

On the other hand the opinion advanced by DE WETTE is altogether untenable : that the

Epistle to the Ephesians is really nothing more than a verbose expansion of the Colossian Epis
tle without individuality in purpose or reference, without position because without respect to

false teachers, unworthy of the Apostle, poor in thought with its wordy style, overloaded with

parentheses and additions, without connection. [Similarly RENAN (St. Paul, p. xx.), proving

how the Epistle strikes a &quot;

surface reader.&quot; Comp. on the contrary SCHAFF, Apost. Church,

p. 327 : &quot;As to style, in no other Epistle do the ideas flow in such an unbroken stream and such

involved periods, as in that to the Ephesians. The perverted taste of some modern critics has

pronounced this diffuseness, verbosity, etc. GROTIUS understood the matter better, when he

said : Rerum sublimitatem adoequans verbis sublimioribus, quam alia habuit unquam lingua

humana ! The first chapter has, so to speak, a liturgical, psalmodic character, being as it were

a glowing song in praise of the transcendent riches of the grace of God in Christ and the glory

of the Christian calling.&quot; R.] BEYSCHLAG S passing remark (Christologie des N. T., p. 201),

that our Epistle, through its dependence on that to the Colossiaus as well as through the lack.
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of freshness and terseness of style connected therewith, can raise doubts, but that still it must

be regarded as a working up of the Epistle to the Colossians by the Apostle for a wider circle

of readers, as well as HAUSRATH S (Der Apostel Paulus, 1865, p. 2) unproven- opinion that the

Epistle is
&quot; a letter to the Laodiceans wrought over by another

hand,&quot; Rom. xvi. 1-16, being
an accompanying letter to Epheaus,* are answered by the facts adduced above (under 2), taken

from the two Epistles.

\ 3. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EPISTLE.

1. The exalted significance of the Epistle for all time lies in the fundamental idea and thought
of the Epistle : The Church of Jesus Qhrist a creation of the Father through the Son in the Holy
Ghost, decreed from eternity, destined for eternity ; it is the ethical cosmos, which Redemption

purposed and has realized in the cosmos instituted in creation
; it is the family of God, gathered

in the world and in history and still further to be gathered, the object of His nurture and care in

time and eternity.
&quot; This age of ours so lost and wandering in every direction respecting the

idea and nature of the Church &quot;

(SiiER), which has stumbled about from the ultra-montane

ecclesiasticism demanding unconditional obedience to all its precepts and dogmas,
&quot;

clear through
the rationalistic troops, who prefer to build a Pythagorean ofiamtlov (common audience hall) in

the place of the cxx/l^/a, as far as the free churches and churches of the future, which in Rupp s

fashion leaves only a o^atfoc and d^og without a/co?&quot; (STIEB), accepting even a mere religious

fellowship by the side of others, this erring age must find its bearings, be consoled and uplifted

by such a thought as this.

2. The ground and goal of the Church is Christ: everything depends on the relation to Christ,

according to which the relation to the Church is first determined. Where Christ is, there is (he

Church, even though in incipiency, and where the Church in truth is, there also Christ is and

works. Christ and the Church of Christ are indeed there only, where His super-terrestrial

eternal Personality is apprehended, where this is neither opposed nor in any way denied.

[Hence Rationalism can flourish where the ministry is
&quot; a moral

police,&quot; sustaining some

Erastian petrifactions, but confessedly cannot found a Church ;
nor is this Epistle with its pro

found ecclesiology any favorite with &quot;

liberal Christians.&quot; This results not so much from the

failure to conceive of the Church, as from the inability to sound the depths of the added and

essential phrase : &quot;in Christ.&quot; R.]
&quot; In Christ !

&quot;

is the qualification necessarily and involun

tarily joined to all truth and all life.

3. The Church is to be recognized as one, invisibly visible, thoroughly ethical life-sphere of the

Holy Ghost. As above the different national churches of the same confession, variously formed,

or deformed and loosely organized, one confessional church [denomination] is to be sought and

found, so above the different confessional churches, each professing to be a Christian Church, per

haps the Christian Church, there is the one Church of Jesus Christ. From this super-terrestri-

ally eternal life-sphere the Church lives and labors and blesses, in the world and in time, among
the nations. In her there is carried on an ethical life-process, moving the individual in his inmost

and tenderest centre, away from an ever more deceitful estrangement from God to a blessed

nearness to God, from enmity and bondage to sonship and heirship with God, from lust of sin

through pardon of sin to glorious purity.

4. As means of grace we have the word of God becoming personal in the individual as well as

in the communion, re-echoed in faith and prayer and song, in the heart and in the Church. Yet

the word of God is not made so prominent, that the Sacrament is on this account to be ligbtly

esteemed, as the position of baptism (iv. 5) shows.

5. As regards polity, it is only required, that the organs for the ministry of the word be effi

cient, that the members of the congregation stand in affectionate helpfulness toward, over and

under each other. For the former it is necessary, that both the susceptibility to receive it, and

the activity toward the congregation be unimpaired and unincumbered. Of presbyters and

*
[PROP. HAUSKATH does not enter into critical questions, but Dr. HITZIO, of Heidelberg, is understood to be preparing a

critical work in which the same view will be defended. This theory considers Rom. xvi. 1-16 to be genuine, but addressed

tn Kphesus before our Epistlt; was written. KK vv\ advances the same view in connection with his theory respecting Ro
mans as a circular letter (p. Ixxiii.). See my note, Romans, p. 425. Against the Laodicean destination, see below, J5, 3, o-
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bishops already existing nothing is said
;
nor is there the slightest hint which can be turned

against the lay element, but rather every living Christian is regarded as a saint, a sanctified one,

and as a member of the Body, whose Head is Christ. [It is significant that this most churchly

Epistle has so little to support the exclusive claims of any form of church government. Tins

ought to humble the pretensions of jure divino sectarianism. Indeed all Christians should be

humbled, as we feel how little any one body of Christians fulfils the conception here given of the

Body of Christ. It is through such humility that the true church of the future, not indistinctly

alluded to here (iv. 13), will be ushered in. R.]

6. The natural institutions, marital and domestic, established in creation, the status oecono-

micus, as well as politicus, find support, dignity and blessing with the status ecclesiasticus in the

church, so that salvation redounds to their advantage ;
in fact they thus first attain their rights,

in order to serve in turn the growth and good estate of the church. All that is essential for

these and for moral relations in general (which have their home in the church, and like all that is

human going to rack and ruin in homelessness without her) is here clearly recognized in a pro

found and extended view, and sketched in grand outline with wonderfully pregnant force.

In these points the exalted significance of this Epistle for all ages of the church will make it

self felt.

[7.
The character of the Epistle involves certain results in regard to commentators, which are

obvious to one who carefully reviews their labors. &quot;As the wonderful effect of the Spirit of in

spiration on the mind of man is nowhere in Scripture more evident than in this Epistle, so, to

discern those things of the Spirit, is the spiritual mind here more than any where required
&quot;

(ALFOKD). As one example, DE WETTE is cited, who, though so able, has allowed his prejudice

against the Epistle (see 4, 3) to make his commentary on it &quot;hardly better than works of third-

rate or fourth-rate men.&quot; But the same principle operates in another class of commentators :

those who approach it in a believing spirit, but with minds ever on the alert to prevent Paul

from saying anything contrary to their pre-conceived theological opinions. This class includes

those of the most opposite views. Certainly this mode of dealing with &quot; the writing of men in

spired by the Third Person of the adorable Trinity
&quot;

(ELLICOTT) is unwarrantable. It finds no

warrant in the conception of the church here presented, for this implies growth, precluding the

notion that in any given post-apostolic century all theological truth was exactly stated, however

valuable such statements may be. R.]

g 4. THE AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE.

1. The Apostle Paul is designated as the author in the Epistle itself, not only in the address

(i. 1), but also in the body of the Epistle ( ii. 1), with great emotion, just as in 2 Cor. x. 1 : av-

rdf &amp;lt;5 E} nav/lof aTrtkrroAof Trapana^u ; Gal. v. 2; We cyw IlavXof l.h/uv v/j.lv, and yet without imita

tion in a way entirely peculiar : kyu ttav%,or b Stafitog rov Xpicrov Ir/aov inri:p vftuv

r uv kQvuv. He thus refers to two things which are well known in his life : His imprisonment,

mentioned in iv. 1
;

vi. 20 also, and that he is the Apostle to the Gentiles (iii. 7
;
Acts ix. 15

;

xxii. 21
;
xxvi. 17, 18). As he speaks in 1 Cor. xv. 9 with humility, and in Gal. i. 1, 12 with

confidence and certainty of having received revelations from God, so here also bespeaks humbly
and yet as certain of his calling and illumination, of the revelation which has been imparted to

him (iii. 3, 8, 9), referring explicitly to GVVEGIV
fj.ov (ver. 4). Those traits may be perceived here,

which are found in the Epistles to the Romans
(i. 1, 5, etc.) and Galatians, and in his life. Still

another fact is to be noted : the sending of Tychicus, who is commended to the church as a be

loved brother and a faithful servant in the Lord. This agrees entirely with what is known re

specting him from other sources (see on vi. 21). Finally the character of the Epistle in thought

and language confirm the Pauline origin ($ 2).

2. The testimony of the ancient church points without exception to the Epistle to the Ephe-
sians as an Epistle of the Apostle Paul. No weight can be laid upon one passage in the Epistles

of IGNATIUS, who suffered martyrdom in Rome between A. D. 105 and 108, since in the briefer

recension of the text, it is said that Paul remembered them kv irdai) fTTiaro^y (i. e., in every letter,

except in later Greek it cannot mean : in the whole letter, see on ii. 21) ;
in the longer recension,

however, the passage reads very differently (ndvTore h rale dEf/asaiv abrov pvyfiovtvei ///uwv), while
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in the shortest (the oldest) it is wanting altogether. The allusions to our Epistle (ii. 8; iv. 26)

in the letter of POLYCARP (who suffered martyrdom A. D. 168) to the Philippians (Cap. 1 : ti-

A6r$ on x^PlTl ^are oeouafisvoi, owe ff ip-yav ; cap. 12 : ut his scripturis dictum est ; irascimini d
iwlite peccare, el sol non occidat super iracundiam veslram) can however be regarded as the earliest

witness for our Epistle ; although the first is slight, the second is quite definite and cannot refer in

its conclusion to Deut. xxiv. 15, as MEYER* supposes. The testimony of the Canon Muratori

belongs to the same period. According to WIESELER (Stud, u. Krit, 1847, pp. 815-857) and

TISOHENDORF ( When were our Gospels written, p. 6)j this was composed in the year A. D. 170,

according to LAURENT (Neutest. Studien, p. 198), before A. D. 160. This authority refers to

what was then generally acknowledged, and hence to a much earlier period. It names among
the Epistles to seven churches written by Paul, ad Ephesos as secunda. Nor are definite citations

wanting in IREN.EUS, who suffered martyrdom A. D. 202 : Eph. v. 30 [Adv. Hxr. v. 2, 36 ; also

Eph. v. 13 in i. 5, 8, where it is implied that the Valentinians accepted the Epistle as authen

tic. R.] ;
in CLEMENS ALEX, (f 220) : Eph. iv. 17-19; v. 21 ff., etc. [Strom, iv. | 65, Pxd. \.

\ 18. R
] ; while ORIGEN (f 254) names yw Efeajovf as Paul s [Philos. 6, 5-i]. Finally Eu-

SEBIUS cites our Epistle among the ho?nologoumena.

In addition to this testimony from the church that from the heretics must not be overlooked.

MARCION (about the middle of the 2d century) has our Epistle in his Canon, though under the

title : To the Laodiceans. Comp. 5, 1. VALENTINUS,
&quot;

the most profound, most rich in es

prit, thought and imagination of the Gnostics,&quot; who died about A. D. 160, cites it as a Pauline

Epistle, and also as
&quot;Scripture&quot; (see BLEEK, Vorlesungen iiber Kolosser, p. 187, f.) : [Comp.

ALFORD, Prolegg., pp. 6 ff R.] Even DE WETTE acknowledges that the ecclesiastical recog
nition of the Epistle opposes powerfully the grounds for doubt on this subject.

3. Doubts respecting the genuineness of the Epistle were first published by USTERI (Paulin.

Lehrbegri/, 1824), occasioned by oral expressions of SCHLEIERMACHER, who however in his lec

tures on the Introduction to the N. T. (pp. 165 ff., 194) only suggests the conjecture, that the

Epistle to the Ephesians was written by an attendant of Paul in accordance with his suggestions.

DE WETTE in his Emleitung, f 146, and yet more decidedly in his Commentary, sought to es

tablish these doubts, and to prove the author to have been a gifted disciple of the Apostle in the

Apostolic age. His proof did not however find general sympathy, even among the
&quot;

liberal&quot;

theologians, such as RUECKERT (see $ 2, 2), who makes the following apt remarks in opposition
to this view :

&quot; We find in this Epistle again that man, who, exalted high above his times, could

have as his equal only a few, and according to history had none such, since its silence would have

been impossible, had there been yet another to stand beside him or to walk in his footsteps.

Only such a man as Paul can be the author. If then he is not the author, show me the spirit in

those times who is equal to him ! Such an one could not walk through this world and leave no

trace behind
;

I ask then, who is he and where? In the ranks of the imitators, the compilers,

the counterfeiters, he is not to be found
;
where then shall I look for him ? It is Paul and no one

else !&quot; The attack of DE WETTE contains also in itself a peculiar contradiction, since it regards

the Epistle to the Ephesians as a wordy expansion of the Epistle to the Colossians, denying the

author s independence, ascribing to him poverty of thought, and then charges him with the a-a^

fay6[ieva and aira% voov/jeva, which evidence originality and fertility.

[ALFORD meets DE WETTE S objections thus (Prolegg., p. 9) :

&quot; Let every one of DE WETTE S

positions be granted, and caried to the utmost
; and the more in number and stronger they are,

the more reason there will be to infer, that the only account to be given of a writing, so unlike

St. Paul s, obtaining universal contemporary acceptance as his, is, that it was his own genuine

composition. Then we should have remaining the problem, to account for the Apostle having
so far departed from himself: a problem for the solution of which much acquaintance with him
self and the circumstances under which he wrote would be

required.&quot; But ALFORD by no

means admits that the problem is reduced to this form by DE WETTE S objections. Rarely

* [METER (4th ed. p. 27) intimates that in his tcripturis refers to the O. T., because the Apostolic fathers never thus speak
of the N. T. There is the more reason for this view just here, because in sacrit literit occurs immediately before. Still

cvi ii Meyer admits that tho connection of the two passages cited by Polycarp may arise from a recollection of our Epistle.

R.J
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does even &quot;

subjective criticism
&quot;

offer so contradictory a theory. Comp. HARLESS (Einlcitung,

pp. Ixvi. ff.); MEYER, Einleitung (4tb ed., pp. 22 ff.) ; DAVIDSON, Introduction, I., p. 352 it

-R.j
The assertion of EWALD, that the Epistle is more rhetorical than Paul was in the habit of

writing, yet as a whole very worthy of the name it bears on its face, placing it nearer to the

Apostle than the Pastoral Epistles, and yet ascribing its authorship to a friend and pupil of the

Apostle between A. D. 75-80, has no external support and this internal refutation, that no

friend and pupil of the Apostle could possibly play such a prank as to represent himself as

Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles in bonds, honored with revelation, praying for the church,

and requiring their supplications (see 1, above). This is an entirely different matter from the

question respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews, left anonymous.
That this Epistle should be rejected by the Tubingen school (ScHWEGLER, Nachapost. Zeitalter,

ii. p. 330 ff, and by Master BAUR, ZELLER S Theolog. Jahrbucher, 1844, 2, p. 378 ff.
; Paulus,

p. 418 ff.) as a Montanist or Gnostic production, was to be expected from the animus of this

school, but in the present state of exegesis and information respecting the character of both

Gnosticism and Montanism, can create no uneasiness as far as the Epistle to the Ephesians is

concerned. The terms ^ijp^fia, apx*!, aluv, noafioKparup, K. T. 2,. in this Epistle are not to be

taken according to the Gnostic terminology, and, however it may be wished by some, it is not

possible to discover in the phrase Trohviroiiuhos oo&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ia
TOV deov

(iii. 10), the ao&ia returning into the

Pleroma, or in iii. 21 the doctrine of the ^Eons, or in v. 28 the Syzygies of the Gnostics, espe

cially of the Valentinians, or in iv. 13 the Montanist point of view. For there can be found in

our Epistle by considerate exegesis as little of the universalistic character of Gnosticism, which

is pervaded by the most adventurous theosophistic and dualistic views, teaching about a physi
cal-life process instead of a moral one, as of the opposite Montanism, which on the basis of a

prophetic system, ecstatic in form and chiliastic in origin, substitutes asceticism for morality,

running off into rigorism ;
so that the Tubmger are peculiar enough to rest on no other basis

than their own assertions, especially as the Epistle to the Ephesians existed before Montanism

and even before the Gnosticism of Valentinus, while these systems stand in the most complete

antagonism to the fundamental thoughts and detailed statements of the Epistle (see 2). Comp.
LANGE, Apostol. Zeitatter, I. 1, p. 119 ff.

; KLOPPER, Deorigine epp. ad Ephes. et (Moss., 1853;

RAEBIXGER, De Christolog. Paulin., p. 42 ff.

[RENAN calls this Epistle
&quot;

doubtful.&quot; He wavers between the theory of the later origin (on

the ground of Gnostic features and the conception of marriage presented here differing from

1 Cor. vii., etc.] and one similar to that of EWALD :
&quot; That it was composed during his (Paul s)

life, under his eye, in his name, is not improbable.&quot; He suggests Timothy as the writer, espe

cially as his name is omitted here, joining with this the notion of a circular letter, afterwards

called Ephesians, because coming first to Ephesus, etc. The two theories contradict each other.

As for the latter, if RENAN regards the Epistle as
&quot;

chargte de mots inuiiles et de
repetitions&quot;

(p. xix.), such a quasi-forger would scarcely employ useless words and repeat himself as he does

in chap. iv. 25, where he not only forbids lying, but commands to speak the truth. Still the

whole theory accords better with the character of the St. Paul of Renan than with that of the

St. Paul of history. There is as much truth as ever in the remark of ELLICOTT :

&quot; The objec

tions have been so fairly and fully confuted that they can no longer be considered to deserve

any serious attention.&quot; R.]

$ 5. THE READERS OF THE EPISTLE.

1. The address (i. 1) contains a definition of the place, to which the Epistle is directed:

tv EQtau. The circle of readers is accordingly the Church in Ephesus, if this definition be

correct. It is wanting, however, in X. B., which belong to the fourth century, and in cod. 67

of the twelfth. In the first, the Sinaiticus, it was originally omitted, but it is added by the

otherwise skilful corrector, whom TISCHENDORF designates with C. In the Codex Vaticanm

the original omission was modified at a later date, as TISCHENDORF has shown in opposition to

HUG (Stud. undKrit., 1847, p. 133) ;
in cod. 67 it was found originally, but afterwards erased.

It is found besides in A. D. E. F. G. K. L. and others. The versions from the Peshito (simple
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Syriac) and the Itala, which may have existed in the second century, all sustain this definition

in the address. Our Epistle has been called the Epistle to the Ephesians since the middle of

the second century (see \ 4, 2).

In favor of the Ephesian destination of the Epistle we have also the testimony of TERTUL-

LIAN (contra Marcion, 5, 11) : pr&tereo hie et de alia epistola, quam nosad Ephesios prxscriptam

habemus, hxretici vero ad Laodicenos ; (and the same 5, 17) : ecclesiae vertitale epistolam istam ad

Ephesios habemus emissam, non ad Laodicenos, sed Marcion ei titulum aliquando interpolare

gesliit, quasi et in isto diligentissimus explorator ; nihil autem de titulis interest, cum ad omnes

aposfotus scripserit, dum ad quosdam. From this it follows : Since the middle of the second

century the same Epistle, which the ancient church designated and cited as the Epistle to the

Ephesians was designated and used by Marcion, and not by him only but by the other heretics,

(haeretici), as the Epistle to the Laodiceans. TERTULLIAN regarded Marcion as the author of

this alteration (interpolare ffestiit), which related chiefly to the title only (r/ irpbf Efeaiovf) agree

ing, as it of course did, with the address (roif olaiv h E^ff^), and not to the exact contents of

the Ephesian or Laodicean letter, from which the materials for the discussion were drawn.

Such a proceeding is easily explicable from the passionate, energetic and proud character of

Marcion ;
besides he accepted Paul alone among the Apostles, and only ten of his P^pistles in a

very mutilated form, feeling himself entitled from his Asiatic origin to decide on this point.

In the relations of the Apostle Paul to the Church at Ephesus, and in the universal character

of this Epistle ( 2, 1, 2), beside the parallel Epistle to the Colossians, and in the mention of an

Epistle to Laodicea (Col. iv. 16), Marcion had occasion enough to recoin the Epistle to the

Ephesians into a suitable support for his opinions and tendencies. With this agrees remarkably
what is said in the Canon Muratorianus (see WIESELER, Stud. u. Krit., 18-17, p. 828

; LAURENT,
Neutestamentl. Studicn, p. 198) : Ferlur etiam una ad Laodicenses alia ad Alexandrinos Pauli

nomine fictas ad hxresem Marcionis et alia plura, qux in Catholicain ecclesiam recipi non pote-

rant ; fel enim cum melle misceri non congruit. When then EPIPHANIUS cites Eph. iv. 5, 6,

from Marcion s 77/30? Aao&/ceaf, and TERTULLIAN opposes Marcion out of a common text, the ac

ceptation of a partial mutilation and alteration of the text by Marcion best meets the facts of the

case, and it seems better to accept with WIGGERS (Stud, und Krit., 1841, p. 429), that iv \ao6i-

Keitf was written and read by Marcion instead of ev E&au (i. 1) to conform with the title (7 fr/adf

Aao&Kear), rather than with TiscHENDORPand MEYER, that all closer local definition was want

ing [i.
e. in Marcion s text]. For some kind of local statement is indispensably required after

roZf ovfftv, as will appear from a comparison of the Pauline inscriptions which enter into the

discussion here (Rom. i. 7 ;
1 Cor. i. 2

;
2 Cor. i. 1 ; Phil. i. 1). As regards Rom. i. 7, the words

iv fufii) are wanted only in isolated manuscripts. So that the omission of every local defini

tion seems rather to have arisen in consequence of this manipulation of Marcion and in view

of the remarkably universal tone of the Epistle.* It was not until the fourth century that

BASIL THE GREAT (Contra Eunom. 2, 19) announced himself as convinced by manuscripts, that

the address of the Epistle to the Ephesians read as follows : rolg ayiotq rolg ovaiv nal marolf iv

XpiffTu Irjaov. JEROME, who for his part reads kv E0fo-w in the text, remarks on chap. i. 1 :

quidam curiosius quam necesse est, putant, ex eo, quod Moysi dictum sit : haec dices fihis Israel :

qui est misit me, etiam eos, qui Ephesi sunt sancti et fidelcs, essentiae vocabulo nuncupates, ut ab

eo qui est hi qui sunt appellentur. Alii vero simpliciter non ad eos, qui sint, sed qui Ephesi
sancti etfideles sint, scriptum arbitrantur. The former attempts to prove from the fact of Chris

tians being called ol ovref, that Christ is first really 6 &v
;
the latter refers, as TISCHENDORF

(N. T. ed. 7, maj. I. p. 441), affirms, to the explanation and opinion of ORIGEN. Accordingly
this Epistle is to be regarded as addressed to Ephesus.

2. The Epistle itself and Paul s relation to the Ephesian Church are at least not in opposition

to this view. During the second missionary journey, A. D. 53 or 54 (Acts xvi.-xviii. 22) on

his return from Corinth, Paul came with Aquila and Priscilla to Ephesus; these he left there

* [MEYER (Einlfitung, p. 9) suggests, too, the influence of the incorrect inference from passages in the Epistle, that it

was addressed to those unknown to the Apostle who were moreover beginners in Christianity. On these points see below

(2). The pruprirty ut this suggestion will appear when we consider that
&quot;

subjective criticism
&quot; found favor in early days

M well as now. Th&amp;lt;-

&quot;

rriti.-al
&quot;

iw well as &quot;

theological&quot; discourse* of the present time are often enough those of tha
&quot;

ieethiug
&quot;

post-apostolic centuries. R.J
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and hastened to the feast at Jerusalem. This excellent pair in connection with Apollos labored

still further for the gospel. During the third extended journey from A. D. 56 or 57-59 Paul came

again to Ephesus and remained there nearly three years (Acts xix.). Although he at first found

some sympathy among the Jews, he was obliged to yield to his opponents and betake himself

to the Gentiles, until Demetrius, the goldsmith (silversmith), excited an uproar against the

Apostle, which drove him from the city. He won both Jews and Greeks for Christ (Acts xix.

10; xx. 21). An intimate relation was formed between Paul and the church, as is shown in

the farewell at Miletus (Acts xx. 17-38), on his return to Palestine, when he fell into the im

prisonment at Cesarea, A. D. 60 and 61. The church comprised both Jews and Gentiles, but

the latter were in the majority, since the tumult which was excited by the silversmiths in their

anxiety about their gains, was far more considerable than the Jewish opposition. The city

of Ephesus, being the capital of proconsular Asia and celebrated for trade, art and science as well

as on account of the temple of Diapa, was a place well adapted for the formation of a church

of extended activity. It now lies in ruins, and in its place stands a little village called Ajasoluk
from ayia t)eo/.6-/ov, the holy place of the theologian, in remembrance of the labors of John

the Theologian.*

Just such a city as Ephesus would give occasion to the Apostle in his imprisonment, to pre
sent his universal and cosmical view in a letter to the dear church. Even though a &quot;morp

personal than official character&quot; (SCHENKEL) may not be found in the address (i. 1) : rotf

dy i o i c T ol r o i) a iv ev E e &amp;lt;r w KO.I rr i a r ol f e v X p i a r a I TI a ov, which is similar to that

to the personally unknown church in Rome (Rom. i. 7), and to Phil. i. 1, still the whole Epistle
is pervaded by a lively interest in this church, the main elements of which are Gentiles (g 2, 1).

The universalism pervading throughout the Epistle throws the special references into the back

ground and refers to the sending of Tychicus for oral communications. When the Apostle

(i. 15) writes, he had heard of their faith and love to all saints, this is to be explained by the

separation for years ;
he does not say that he had only heard of it. From iii. 2 we can by no

means infer the non-acquaintance of the church with the Apostle, nor from iv. 21 the non-ac

quaintance of the Apostle with the church (see Exeg. Notes in loco, and RINCK, Stud. u. Krit.,

1849, p. 953 f.) It might have been expected, that Paul would mention or hint at some special

personal relatives in this Epistle; but he does not do it, though the Epistle is one addressed to

a beloved church and full of lively sympathy. Yet at the same time he gives no ground for a

justifiable doubt, whether this Epistle was written to Ephesus. No fact in the Epistle com

pels or justifies a belief that it was not intended for Ephesus, as the historical evidences

require.

[The Ephesian destination of this Epistle has been denied by CONYBEARE (C. and HOWSON,

Life and Epistles of St. Paul, Vol. II., pp. 486 ff.). Owing to the great popularity of this

*
[&quot;

The city stood on the south of a plain about five miles long from east lowest, and three miles broad, the north boun

dary being Mount Gallesius, the east Mount Pactyas, the south Mount Coressus, and on the west it was washed by the sea.

The sides of the mountains were very precipitous, and shut up the plain like a stadium or race-course.&quot; (Lewix, quoted in

ALFORD). It was, in the time of the Apostle, an influential centre, a point of importance to be won for Christ. It is highly

probable that the churches of Colosse and the neighborhood (Col. ii. 1) were founded as the result of intercourse with

Ephesus (see Introd. to Colossians, p. 6). As regards its history, present condition, the temple of Diana, and the worship

of that goddess, see SMITH S Dictionary of Geography, and his Bible. Dictionary, WINER, Realwiirterbuch in all three under

the article &quot;

Ephesus;&quot; but especially the interesting and vivacious description in COXTBEARE and Howsox, Life and Epit-

tlts of St. Paul, Vol. II., chap. 16 ; comp. KA KIK, pp. viti. ff., and the authorities there cited. The classical references are

given by ALFORD, Prolegg. p. 11. The main facts are as follows : The city was wealthy and well-known, its chief attraction,

aside from its importance as a trading point, being the temple of Diana, to whom the city was sacred. This wonder of tin-

world, a Greek building of the Ionic order, was burnt by Herostratus, to gain immortality for himself, on the night of the

birth of Alexander the Great (B. C. 355), but was rebuilt at great cost in the course of centuries, one may say, contributions

having been made by all Greece and Western Asia. &quot;A many-breasted idol of wood, rude as an African fetich, was wor

shipped in its shrine, in some portion of which a meteoric stone may have been inserted, the token of its being the inia-e

that fell from Jupiter row SioTrtroOs
&quot;

(EADIE).
&quot; Oxford in England is not more Oxford on account of it- Tnivrrsity,

than Ephesus wan Ephesus on account of the temple of Diana&quot; (HoDGE). On the title feuucdpot, &quot;temple-sweeper.&quot; the

most honorable designation of the city, see CONY, and How., ii. p. 70. The effect of the preaching of the Apostle Paul on

this idolatrous worship is stated in Acts xix. 17 ff. It is nut necessary to tinil :iny allusion to this temple in certain pas

sages in our Epistle (iii. 20, 21), yet it does seem that it is unite us fair to adduce such a possible allusion in favor of the

Ephesian destination of the Epistle.as to advance such internal grounds a-ainst it as have gained considerable accept

ance. At all events the character of the city is not against the genuineness of the commonly received title R.J
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work, DEAN ALFORD has answered its arguments in detail (Prolegg. pp. 13-18). The same pop

ularity required at least a summing up of the question at this point, before passing to the theo

ries mentioned below, so that the reader may see how little real ground there is for the view

which these charming authors have made so current. On external diplomatic and historical

grounds, only thus much is proven : that so early as the time of BASIL copies existed without

having the words kv EQeou in the inscription, as indeed these are now wanting in N B., but not

even he, much less the other fathers, doubted that the true title was &quot;

to the Ephesians,&quot; as it

reads in all the older Uncials; that MARCION (not the best authority) called it the Epistle to

the Laodiceans. This scarcely amounts to more than a state of things just short of absolute

unanimity. The most probable explanation of the fact of this omission is that of ALFORD, who
thinks it was occasioned by the catholic subject of the Epistle, made

&quot;

very possibly by churches

among whom it was read, and with a view to generalize the reference of its contents.&quot; On in

ternal grounds but one objection deserves an answer, viz., that it is scarcely possible that Paul

could have written to such a church where he was so well-known without sending personal greet

ings. A sufficient answer is this, that in the Epistles addressed to those churches where he was

personally unknown (Romans, Colossians) there are most personal greetings to and from indivi

duals
;
and in every case where he was known few or none (see the close of the various Pau

line Epistles). It is to meet these two difficulties that the theories enumerated below have been

suggested, though MARCION S position has involved Col. iv. 16 in the problem. R.J

3. The, attempts to explain what is singular in this fact, which must always be recognized, fail

in four directions.

a) Many, following a few manuscripts, some of them important, and BASIL (see 1) reject all

local designation, as SCHNECKENBURGER :

&quot;

to the saints, who really are such,&quot; MATTHIES: to

all the saints who are there,&quot; CREDNER :

&quot;

to the saints who are also real believers
;&quot;

so also

WEISS (HERZOG S Realencykl. 19, p. 481). This is not only against the usage of the language

(see 1), the attempts at translation themselves showing that the words are incomprehensible and

meaningless without a local definition, but it also stamps the Epistle as a Catholic Epistle, for

which it has never been held by the church, not even by WEISS, who limits it to the totality of

the churches in Asia Minor, and considers it encyclical (see ibid. p. 482). Were this letter a com

panion to the nyjof Eppaiovc, it should have been entitled -n-pog &quot;EMjfvae rather than Trpof E&amp;lt;p-

aiovf.

b) Others consider it an encyclical letter, addressed to Ephesus and yet intended for the vi

cinity in a narrower or wider circle. JACOB USHER (Annales V. et N. T. ad a. 64, p. 686)
started this theory, and claimed that Paul has inserted no local name, leaving it to the bearer

to add it. [EADIE (p. 24 f
) gives his language in full, as well as a long list of the supporters

of his theory. R.] Following him are a great many authors who suggest the most various

modifications of his view. Some consider it a circular letter for Ephesus and its affiliated

churches (!!ARLESS and others), others for Ephesus and the churches connected with it (BEZA
and others), or for the Gentile Christians of Asia (STIER, HOFMANN, Schriftbeweis I. 1, p. 372)
or for these exclusive of Ephesus (KoppE and others), or for Laodicea and the neighboring

churches, such as Hierapolis (BLEEK). [Among the supporters of this
&quot;

limited encyclical
&quot; view

which implies the general correctness of the title : To the Ephesians, we must class some of the

most judicious of modern historians and commentators, such as TURNER, HODGE, SCHAFF, EL-

LICOTT, LANGE. Dr. LANGE with some positiveness says (Introd. Romans, p. 16) that in Col.

iv. 16 :

&quot; We are to understand rather the Epistle to the Ephesians as intended also for Laodi

cea, the last of the Ephesian Cycle of congregations.&quot; HODGE merely says :

&quot;

Perhaps the most

probable solution of the problem is, that the Epistle was written to the Ephesians and ad

dressed to them, but being intended specially for the Gentile Christians as a class, rather than

for the Ephesians as a church, it was designedly thrown into such a form as to suit it to all

such Christians in the neighboring churches, to whom no doubt the Apostle wished it to be com

municated.&quot; ELLIOOTT, while holding that the Ephesian destination &quot;

is not open to verv se

rious doubt,&quot; is led by the authority of N. to adopt the view of USHER, regarding the Epistle

as left studiously general in form, and free from distinctive notices.&quot; OLSHAUSEN, MAC-

KNIGHT, and many others, especially CONYBEARK (see above under 2) adopt the encyclical
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view, without admitting that Ephesus was the primary destination. R.] But Paul has al

ready shown in Gal. i. 1 :

&quot; Unto the churches of Galatia,&quot; 2 Cor. i. 1 :

&quot; Unto the church of God

which is at Corinth, with all the saints which are in all Achaia,&quot; how he designates a circular letter,

and gives an example in 1 Cor. i. 2, how he writes when in the address to a local church he has

etill in mind the adjacent churches, and one in particular. But of this there is no trace to be found

here; hence the view that the Epistle to the Ephesians is an encyclical letter seems to be un

founded, and only an arbitrary means of avoiding a greater difficulty, all the more so, when the mo
dern modification is added, that the Apostle had entrusted several copies to Tychicus, so that he

could insert the name of the place on the spot (BEN&EL, RUECKERT and others). Besides in that

case another riddle is proposed : how does it happen that only copies for Ephesus have become

known ? [Nor does this theory meet the internal difficulty, since Paul in just such an encyclical

letter (2 Cor.) goes into details to an extent that forbids our supposing the wider destination to

have been any reason for the absence of personal greetings. R.]

c) The opinion, based on Col. iv. 16, and Marcion, that our Epistle is that to Laodicea, is very pe

culiar, if it be claimed at the same time that it was intended for Ephesus also (&ROTIUS, AUGEK).
The same Epistle could not be addressed to two so different churches. [Corap. Col. iv. 16, pp. 85,

86. The acceptance of &quot;Laodiceans
&quot; and &quot; Laodicea &quot;

in the title and address is altogether un

warranted, a mere fiction to meet a single fact of no great importance, and involving various as

sumptions ;
and this strange inconsistency that Paul wrote two letters at the same time, one to

Laodicea and the other to Colosse, sending no greetings to Laodicea in the letter intended for that

point, but in the other one (Col. iv. 15) sent elsewhere. Even RENAN rejects it most decidedly.

Still this view has been supported by MILL, WETSTEIN, the younger VITRINGA, PALEY, HOLZ

HAUSEN, and others. R.]

d) Finally we can put on record as pure hypothesis the view of MEYER : Paul, with whose cir

cumstances the Asiatic Tychicus, who is used again as &quot;

emissary
&quot;

(2 Tim. iv. 12) and mentioned

together with the Ephesian Trophimus (Acts xx. 4), was entirely entrusted, might have had spe
cial motives (the Jewish accusation, Acts xxi. 28, 29, and the avarice of Felix, Acts xxiv. 26) in

the circumstances of his imprisonment and the watch kept on him for composing (on the score of

prudence) a letter to this very church, with which he stood on the most confident footing, without

presenting any personal reference or special circumstances. [This theory of MEYER is based on

his opinion that the letter was written during the imprisonment at Cesarea (see \ 6). But it

ought to be added that MEYER is very positive in accepting the genuineness of the words ev
Etj&amp;gt;6ou

as well as the exclusively Ephesian destination of the Epistle, views which he distinctly re-affirms

in the preface to his 4th edition. It is perhaps well to close this section with a list of some authors

who agree with the view advocated by Dr. Braune : viz,, that this Epistle was addressed to Ephe
sus and to no other church : CALVIN, BUCER, WITSIUS, LARDNER, PROF. STUART of Andover,

MEYER, DAVIDSON, WIESELER, ALFORD, WORDSWORTH, EADIE, SCHENKEL and very many
others. R.j

6. TIME AND PLACE OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE EPISTLE.

The time and place are dependent on each other. Paul writes as prisoner (iii. 1
;

iv. 1
;

vi.

20), hence between A. D. 59 and 64, either at Cesarea or at Rome. As a starting-point we must

remember that the three Epistles, to the Ephesians, the Colossians, and to Philemon, were writ

ten at the same time. The Epistle to the Colossians (iv. 10-14) shows us the Apostle surrounded

by the same companions sending salutations as in that to Philemon (vers. 23, 2-i). In the Epis
tles to the Ephesians (vi. 21, 22) and to the Colossians (iv. 7-9) we find the same messenger with

the same commission; this, in connection with the many almost verbatim parallel passages,

places the contemporaneousness of the Epistles above doubt. Now according to 2 Tim. iv. 12,

the Apostle sent Tychicus from Rome to Ephesus. At that time Luke was still with him, De-

mas had forsaken him, Mark was expected, and to Timothy he was writing. This points evi

dently to some other time than that required by our Epistles. According to Col. i. 1, Timothy
was with Paul, as in Phil. i. 1. According to Col. iv. 7-14, as well as Philemon 23, 24, Aristar-

chus, Mark. Jesus Justus, Epaphras, Luke, Demas were with him. Anstarchus went with

them from Cesarea to E,ome (Acts xxvii. 2). Timothy, Aristarchus, Tychicus journeyed to Je-
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rusalem with the Apoatle (Acts xx. 4). Hence we can infer nothing definite respecting the time

of the composition of this Epistle from Paul s companions. The Apostle was a person of great

power of attraction, restlessly active, using his helpers as became necessary. Hence constant

change. That the coming together of these men about Paul, who was the centre of all mission

ary activity would be more easily brought about in Cesarea than in Rome, decides nothing;

they did come with him to Rome, to him at Rome, and thence were sent out to return thithei

again. Accordingly special attention has been directed to one point, viz., the passages respect

ing Tychicus (Eph. vi. 21, 22; Col. iv. 7-9).

The mention of Onesimus in the latter passage is of special importance. The remarks of LANGE

(Romans, p. 15) against SCHENKEL, who with MEYER [THIEESCH, HAUSRATH] and others, fol

lowing the lead of SCHULTZ (Stud, und KrU., 1829, pp. 612-17), holds that the Epistle was writ

ten from Gesarea, are quite correct. Even WIGGERS (Stud, und Krit., 1841, pp. 436-450), who
after weighing with great circumspection the arguments for Cesarea and for Rome, decides for

the former, does not find those drawn from the companions sufficient. It cannot be perceived

why Onesirnus should have fled to Jerusalem rather than to Rome; since from the intercourse

with Rome, and the sea route and the prospects in the metropolis, this was much nearer. Nor

can anything be inferred from the expense, since thia would scarcely be reckoned with much
care. The fugitive would have been afraid of the fugitivarii, but not have fled from them. Nor
is any proof to be based upon the position of the cities, Colosse and Ephesus. Even the custodia

militaris does not help us to decide : the confinement in Cesarea would hardly have been stricter

than in Rome. Two reasons are decisive in Wiggers opinion: 1) that, if Tychicus travelled

with Onesimus through Ephesus to Colosse, and hence came from Rome, Onesimus would have

been mentioned in the Epistle to the Ephesians also
;
he is not named, and hence was no longer

with Tychicus, but separated from him, left behind in Colosse. It is inconceivable however,

why Paul ought to have mentioned in a letter to the Ephesians a slave entirely unknown to them,

just as in an Epistle to Colosse, where he belonged. 2) Paul could not have said that he had

sent Tychicus to Ephesus (vi. 22), if he in going from Rome [to Colosse] must of necessity pass

through Ephesus ;
in that case the route would have led him to Ephesus, not Paul s sending of

him. This remarkable reason is rejected even by Meyer, who agrees with Wiggers.
If on the contrary we call to our aid the situation of the Apostle in his imprisonment, it is

clear, that in Rome, the capital of the Empire, to which he had already addressed his most im

portant Epistle, the importance of Ephesus, the capital of Asia, would appear with especial

strength to his mind, and at the same time the universality of the Gospel, the importance of the

Gentile Christian Church there, the fundamental thought of our Epistle. The place of composi
tion, therefore, indicates the time, probably the beginning of the imprisonment. Paul was in

Cesarea from A. D. 59, and from the spring of 61 or 62 in Rome. Hence the Epistle to the

Ephesians was written in A. D. 61 or 62. [With the usual variations in chronology the great

majority of commentators and historians agree in assigning this Epistle to the early part of the

imprisonment at Rome. See MEYEK for the best defence of the other view. RENAN, mainly on
internal grounds, thinks this group of Epistles, if genuine, was composed at Rome toward the
close of the Apostle s life (p. ix.). R.]

The priority of the Ephesian Epistle to that to the Colossians will doubtless be accepted as most

probable (see Introd. to Colossians, \ 2, 1, p. 8). It is certain that nothing can be inferred in regard
to this point from nal ifiels (Eph. vi. 21), because the contrast with the Colossians, as those to

whom Tychicus first came, is not indicated at all, nor can it be proven from the context (See Exeg.
Notes in loco). Nor can the priority of the Colossian Epistle be concluded from the ungrounded
opinion that Colosse was the first and immediate goal for Tychicus.* We may rather suppose,
that with the universal thought respecting the Church in Jesus Christ, which impelled Paul
to the Ephesian Epistle, the application of the universal complex truth to the special necessities

of the Colossian Church might first have come into full view, than to claim that through his

writing to the church at Colosse, whose needs had been made known to him by Epaphras and
two grounds are advanced by METER, who considers the internal, psychological grounds to be altogether indeci-

ive. But tin- S.T 1 rcM-Kpn tuns t.. tin- firoiiinl with the theory that the Epistles were written at Cesarea. Were our
. rulL-rn-d to in Col. iv. 10, then it was certainly written first. R.]
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Onesimus, Ephesus as capital of Asia had suggested itself to him and the universalism of the

Christianity of the Gentile churches, and that he was thus led to write the Epistle to the Ephe-
sians. The former supposition is supported further by an incidental notice. In the address to

Colosse Timothy is mentioned with Paul (Col. i. 1) ;
in the Epistle to the Ephesians he is not

mentioned and this is the more remarkable, since Timothy was well known in Ephesus (1 Tim. i.

3). Hence it is scarcely probable that he was at Rome when Paul wrote to Ephesus, but he

must have been there when he wrote to Colosse. The most simple theory is that Paul had al

ready finished the Epistle to the Ephesians, when Timothy returned
1

from some errand at a dis

tance.* The Apostle then writes to Colosse, and both letters are sent away, the former written

probably towards the end of the summer, the latter at the beginning of autumn. Finally
HUTHER S proof for the probable priority of the Colossian Epistle, deduced from the fact that in

the Ephesian letter
&quot; an unmistakable fulness of language prevails,&quot; while the Colossian Epistle

is distinguished
&quot;

by a compact brevity,&quot; proves rather the opposite : the briefer form is usually
the later one, as the shorter catechism follows the larger. Comp. my remarks on the Epistles
of John, LANOE S Comm., p. 16. [HAUSRATH thinks that both were written at on* sitting as it

were, but the whole question involves conjectures merely. The view which accepts the priority
of the Epistle to the Colossians admits of the beautiful theory respecting the Apostle s state of

mind in writing the two, which ALFORD sets forth (Prolegg. pp. 41, 42) but aside from this there

is no advantage whatever to be derived from a decision of the question. As to the argument
from the contents of the Epistles, it is manifestly inconclusive, since A-LAPIDE, BOHMER, CRED-

NEE, SCHNECKENBURGER, L/ARDNER, and many others agree with Braune in assigning the earlier

origin on this ground to our Epistle, while SCHLEIERMACHER, HARLESS, NEANDER, WIGGERS, DE
WETTE, BLEEK, SCHENKEL reach the opposite conclusion. So too ELLICOTT, DAVIDSON, ALFORD;
EADIE is very cautious in accepting this view. R.]

2 7. LITERATURE.

Among the numerous commentaries on all or a number of the Epistles of this Apostle we
mention:

KOPPE : Nov. Testam. Vol. VI , Eph. ad Galatas, Thess., Ephes., Gottingen, 1778. (The 2d

and 3d editions, 1791 and 1824, were revised by Tychsen). J. D. MICHAELIS : Paraphrase und

Anmerkungen uber die Briefe Pauli an die Oalat., Ephes., Philip., Koioss., Thess., Tim., Til.,

Philemon., Gottingen, 1750 (2d edition, 1769). DE WETTE : Exegetisches Handbuch uber das

Neue Testament, Band 2, Theil 4, 1843 (2d edition, 1847). MEYER : Kritisch-exeget. Cbmmen-
tar uber das N. Testament, Abtheilung 8, 1843

;
3d edition, 1859. [The fourth enlarged and im

proved edition (1867) of this invaluable commentary has been used in preparing the additions in

the present volume
;
and Dr. Braune s citations have been carefully compared with it. R.]

OLSHAUSEN : Bibl. Commentar uber das N. Testament, Band 4, 1840. [Accessible to the Eng
lish reader through the translation of Prof. Kendrick]. SCHENKEL in Lange s Bibelwerk, 1862.

[A second edition appeared in 1867. The work shows the author s ability, but in point of gram
matical accuracy leaves no room to doubt the propriety of translating in its stead the commen

tary of Dr. Braune, altogether aside from the change of theological position on the part of Dr.

Schenkel, which made it necessary to offer to the German public a choice between two separate

works on the three Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians. R] FLATT: For-

lesungen uber Gal. und Eph., published by Kling, 1828. BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS : Commentar

uber die Briefe Pauli an die Epheser und Kolosser, published from his manuscripts and reports

of his lectures by Kinnel and Schauer, 1847. EWALD : Die Sendschreiben des Apostels Pauli

uberselzt und erkldrt, 1857.

Among the special commentaries the following are to be noted : RUECKERT: Der Brief Pauli

an die Ephesier erldutert undvertheidigt, 1834. G. CH. A. HARLESS : Qommentar uber den Brief
Pauli an die Ephesier, 1834

;
2d unaltered edition, 1858. [Pronounced by Ellicott :

&quot; one of

the best, if not the very best commentary that has ever yet appeared on any single portion of

Holy Scripture.&quot; Largely used by both author and editor in the present volume. R.]

*
[So Huo, but SCHOTT argues precisely the other way: that Timothy was present when the Colossian letter was written

uj l after he had been sent on some errand, Paul wrote to the Ephesians ;
so inconclusive is this circumstance. R.]
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STIER : Die Gemcinde in Christo Jesu. Auslegung des Briefs an die Epheser. Two vols., 1848,

18l&amp;gt;j. Extracts from the same great work for popular use: Der Brief an die Epheser. Lehre

von der Gcmeindefar die Gemeinde. [Elaborate and diffuse, attempting to retain and combine

as nuny interpretations as possible, yet exceedingly valuable. R.] MATTHIES : Erklarang des

Briefs Pauli an die Epheser, 1834. [HoLZHAUSEN : Der Brief des Apostels Paulas an die

Ephcssr itbersetzt und erkldrt, 1833J.

The following should be compared : LUENEMANN : De epislola, quam Paulas ad Ephes. de-

disss perhibetur, authentica, 1842. KLOPPER : De origine epp. ad Ephes. et Col., 1853. J. P.

LANGE : Oeschichte der Kirche, I. 1, p. 117 ff. [W. F. RINCK : Disput. adauthentiam epist. P.

ad Ephcs. probandam, 1848. Also the histories of the Apostolic times by REDSS, LECHLER,

TfllERSCH, SCHAFF, etc. R.J

For practical exegesis we name : CHRYSOSTOM : 2d Homilies on our Epistle. SPENER: Erkla-

rung der Episteln an die Epheser und Kolosser, 1730. RIEGER : Betrachtungen uber das N.

Testament, TheilS, 1833. [PASSAVANT : Versuch einerpraklischen Auslegung des Briefes Pauli

an die Ephesier, Basle, 1836]. HEUBNER : Praktische Erkldrung des N. Testaments, Band 4,

1859. KAEHLER : Auslegung der Epislel Pauli an die Epheser in 34 Predigten. On Eph. vi.

1-9, AHLFELD: Der Christliche Haussland, 1851.

[Comp. the lists in the Introduction to the New Testament, Biblework, Matthew, p. 19, in the

Introduction to the Pauline Epistles, Romans, pp. 27 f., 48 ff. Of special value here are the com

mentaries of CALVIN, BENGEL, MEYER, ALFORD (the 4th edition has been used in preparing the

additions), WORDSWORTH. Among the earliest English works on this Epistle we mention : PAUL

BAYNE, London, 1643; GOODWIN, London, 1681: BOYD. London, 1652 (in Latin); ROLLOCK,

Geneva, 1593 (in Latin also). Later works- EADIE: A commentary on the Greek text of the Epis
tle of Paul to the Ephesians, London, 1853

;
2d edition, 1861. (Full, devout, generally accurate,

containing a good list of the literature on the Epistle, and abounding in practical remarks which

have been largely used in the Homiletical department). TURNER : The Epistle to the Ephesians
in Greek and English, New York, 1856. HODGE : A Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephe
sians, New York, 1856 (republished in London, 1863). C. J. ELLICOTT : A critical and grammati
cal commentary on St. Paul s Epistle to the Ephesians, London, 1855

;
2d edition, 1859. The 4th

edition (18G8) has been used in preparing the volume. It differs but little from the 2d. (Without
a rival in English for concise statement in the department of grammar, accompanied by a good

translation, pervaded by a devout tone, and prepared with the greatest care). J. LLEWELYN DA-

VIES : The Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians, the Oolossians and Philemon ; with introduction

and notes, and an essay on the traces offoreign elements in the theology of these Epistles, London,
1866. Eadie enumerates among the more popular works those of M GHEE, LATHROP, EVANS,
EASTBOURNE and PaiDHAii. R.]





THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE EPHESIANS.&quot;

I. ADDRESS AND SALUTATION.

CHAPTER I. 1, 2.

1 Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ1

by the will of God, to the saints
7 which [who

are at [in] Ephesus,
3 and to [omit to] the faithful [or believers] in Christ Jesus : f

2 Grace be to you, and peace, from God our Father, and from [omit from]
4 the Lo

Jesus Christ.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

* TITLE: X. A. B. D. E. K and others : rrpo?
&amp;gt;

E$co &amp;gt;

ioy, to which P. G. and others prefix ap^erai, some versions

tncipit. L. has roO aytov a7ro&amp;lt;7ToAou IlavAou eTrtaroATj irpbf
&amp;gt;

E(/&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;rtoi s. [Elzevir has IlauAou TOV aTroaroAou 17 irpbs &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;-

&amp;lt;riovs eiricrroArj, which is followed in the E. V. R.]
1 Ver. 1. [/ta:., X. A. F. O. K. L., all cursives, some versions,

thers, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Ellicott, Alford :
Xpi&amp;lt;rroC I)&amp;lt;roO.

The latter is more
read: Ijjo-oO Xp

ore usual (see Col. i. 1) an
ter adapted to the contents of this Epistle, which would afford grounds for deciding against it. See in EXKIJ. Notts, Brauue

B. I). E., some versions and fa

l (see Col. i. 1) and seemingly bet

reasons for accepting the first reading. R.]
I Ver. 1. [X.

3 A. insert iraviv after ay to IT. So Vulgate, Coptic. R.]
8 Ver. 1. [See the Intrnd. $o, for a discussion respecting the words &amp;lt; v

cursive manuscripts except X. B. 67. They are found in all versions withou
y. The words are found in all uncial and
ption. Meyer (p. 8) defends the words as

mitted in the three manuscriptsdecidedly genuine, and with him a number of the best editors. On the other hand, they
mentioned above, though supplied by later hands in X. B., and really present in 07, with marks of suspicion. To this must
be added, the testimony of Basil that in his time they were wanting in old copies, Maroon s view, the possibility that Tertul-

liari did not know of them, Origen s acceptance of the omission, and the bare possibility that Jerome did not insert them.
The discovery of X. and its omission of them has led careful editors, such as Tischendorf, Ellicott and Alford, to bracket

them, but there is at present no evidence sufficient to warraivt their rejection, while the omission makes a reading so singular
as to overbear the ordinary canon respecting the lectio difficilior. Wo must also take into the account tho &quot;

subjective* criti

cism &quot; of the earlier centuries. R.]
* Ver. 2. [Ellicott aptly says: &quot;The preposition in such cases as this should certainly he omitted, as its insertion

tends to make that unity of source from whence the grace and peace come less apparent than it is in the Greek.&quot; For the
same reason a thorough revision would remove the comma after &quot;

Father,&quot; as well as the second &quot;

to
&quot; in ver. 1. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. The Inscription (address). A. The
writer (ver. 1 a). Paul. Comp. the Introduc
tion to the Epistle to the Romans. BEZA (Acts
xiii. 9) explains the fact that he thus names
himself in all his Epistles, by saying that he as

the Apostle to the Gentiles retains the appella
tion used by them. JEROME: &quot;The name Paul
is the token of victory, raised above the first

spoils of the church among the heathen.&quot; [Comp,
SCHAFF, Romans,* p. 58.] An apostle of
Jesus Christ by the will of God. We find

precisely as here a.ir6aTo%ng Iqaov Xptcr-
TOV 6ta 6 e %tj par of Oeov in 2 Cor. i. 1; Col.

i. 1 ; 2 Tim. i. 1. While in the earliest Epistles
to the Thessalonians there is no qualifying
phrase, Paul calls himself in Philem. 1, 6kc-

* [Whenever the name of an Epistle or Gospel thus occurs,
in Italics, followed by a reference to page or section, without
guy other specification, the reference is to the present edition
of tin Biblewnrk,

1 or Lange s Commentary,
&quot;

an it is popu
larly called.-R.]

[uoc XptaTov ITJCOV, and writes in Phil. i. 1: II&amp;lt;zf;-

Aof /cat Tcfiodeoc, Joii/lot Xpiarov Iqaov; in 1 Cor.

i. 1 /o^rdf is prefixed, in Rom. i. 1 dovtog In-

cov Xpiaroii is added, in Tit. i. 1 JotiAoc deoi1

, cnrda-

ro/lof 61 Itjaov \picrav are joined together, while

in 1 Tim. i. 1, instead of Jm 0e/U?/zrtrof 6eov, we
find /car kiriTayijv 6eov auTf/por r/fttiv

KCII X.ptarov 1^-

aov rifc eATT/dof T//IWV. In Rom. i. 1 ; Gal. i. 1 ;

Tit. i. 1, still further amplifications are ap
pended. In this variety there is nothing arbi

trary, but a consideration of the circumstances
and relations determines the special form of the

inscription in each letter, as in each case must
be shown and has been shown. The shortest

form, used here by the Apostle, is sufiicient to

indicate, humbly in unfading remembrance of his

wonderful conversion and calling, that he haa
received his Apostleship without his own merit

or worthiness, through (he will and grace of the

Most High (Gal. i. 15, 16), hence that he had not

assumed it for himself or obtained it through the

mediation of others. He did not present himself

to the Ephesians as a stranger, as in the case of

19
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the Roman church, nor .had he to deal with op

ponents, as in the case of the Galatians, nor was
he approaching the end of his life, as it appears
in the Pastoral Epistles. Hence there was no

need of such an amplification as in those letters.

Still, as he was not writing about a private mat

ter, as to Philemon, but of Church and Christi

anity at large, and the Epistle is an official letter

of great importance, the official designation
should not be omitted. Comp. the Introduction,

$1. 2, $3.
As-&amp;lt;5&amp;lt;TTO?.of is an official title. [Comp.

Romans, p. 59.] See Luke vi. 13 (dTroardAovc. iji&amp;gt;6-

/MIGEV); Mark iii. 14 : iva aTroffr&Xri avrovc, nrjpva-

aeiv. Hence 1 Tim. ii. 7: nfjpv!- KO.I a-rroarohof and

npt-aJevEiv i-xtp Xpiarov, 2 Cor. v. 20 ; Eph. vi.

20. As an Apostle, one sent out, he is dependent
on the Sender, has his authority in Him (against
HARLESS), since /car eiriTa-yi/r KpiaTOv Ir/aov, 1

Tim. i. 1, does not describe the source, the ori

gin of the Apostolic authority, but only the

corresponding activity, the situation in accordance

icith the commission. It is no self-glorification,
but in drrocrro^of Irjaov XpiaTov there is expressed
the feeling of dependence, in ar

k~iTayrji&amp;gt;

lt/aov that of attachment; thus in 2 Cor. iii. 5

he calls himself iK.av6c.,
&quot;

sufficient,&quot; but denies

his kcwdrjyf EK. TOV tfeoi
j
his &quot;sufficiency is of

God.&quot;

The genitive Xprroti lijaov accordingly

designates chiefly Him who sends, who gives au

thority; the subject* of the proclamation com
manded to the Apostle is indeed the same Lord;
but this lies in the nature and Being and posi
tion of the Sender, not in the genitive. Paul
thu&amp;lt; m;irks the authority which he has in the

Christian church. [ELLICOTT and ALFORD follow

HARLESS in taking the genitive as one of simple

possession, but EADIE thinks it indicates also

&quot;the source, dignity and functions of the Apos
tolic commission,&quot; as well as including the idea

of authority. R.]
Finally, the position of the words must be

considered. The best and most MSS. read here

lyaov yipiGTov; the same order is found in

Gal. i. 1 without variation, but in all other

Pauline inscriptions Xptarov Iqaov is the better

attested reading, so that TISCHENDORF (ed. 7,

inaj.) reads thus in every case except Gal. i. 1,

while KNAP! and others read Irjaov Xpiarov, ex

cept in Philemon 1. The difference in position

expresses a difference of shading in the view.

&quot;Jesus&quot; is the personal name of Him who ap

peared in the form of a servant, referring chiefly

to His humanity. &quot;Christ&quot; is the official name
of the Mediator, referring to the Divinity of the

Son mediating from eternity. Historically the

Apostolic proclamation begins with the Jesus in

the form of a servant, the Son of man, rising to

the Christ, the Son of God, as He proved Him
self to be. Thus it occurred in the revelation to

Paul, whose question the Lord thus answered :

&quot;I am Jesus whom thou persecutest&quot; (Acts ix.

5; xxvi. 15; xxii. 8); in the last passage &quot;of

Nazareth&quot; is added. He refers back to this

most pointedly in Gal. i. 1
;
hence in that pas

sage the reading is Iriaov Xptarov without varia

tion. But for this very reason the prevalent de

signation of Paul as &quot;an Apostle of Christ Jesus&quot;

is explicable: for the exalted Son of Man, the

Christ, who had appeared in Jesus of Nazareth,
had called him to be an Apostle, while He had
called all the others in the form of a servant.

There is, however, no perceptible reason in the
church to which he writes, nor in the contents

of the Epistle,* nor in the circumstances in which
he writes, for giving prominence to this distinc

tion or to the consciousness of it. Hence the

better supported reading is the more to be ac

cepted, since, the subsequent context (ma-
rolc, ev X/jrr lijaov) might give occasion for

substituting the more usual order.

A&amp;lt;d OeATfuaToc, Beov sets forth the means,
as in 1 Cor. j. 9: 6 6ebc. &amp;lt;V ov kK&amp;gt;..ifhrre \ Gal. iv.

7: Kfypdvouoc 6ia Veov (. A. B. C.; F. G.: dia

fa6v). In these cases the preposition did with

the genitive evidently stands in connection with

the causa principalis, seeming to be entirely=
Trapd, vw6. So in Gal. i. 1, d~6 and Aid are defi

nitely distinguished, and did is there applied to

Christ and also to God. FRITZSCHK S remark does

not meet the case : est autetn hie usus Hi tantum

admissus, ubi nullam sententise ambiguitatem crearet.

WINER (p. 355 f) comes nearer, since 6id does not

designate the author as such, i. e., as him from
whom something proceeds, but chiefly as the

person through whose endeavors or favor, etc.,

something is imparted to some one. It is pre

cisely the activity and efficncy of the Divine will

over against the various difficulties which must
be overcome and set aside, &quot;the achieving and

penetrating power, the energy
&quot;

of the same,
which is indicated. It does not rest nor repose,
as if what comes, only came hither from Him or

out of Him ;
He must be active, must further in

the present. Hence this phrase is not merely a

reference to the final and supreme ground and to

the important prerogative of his calling, as one

divinely authorized, in order to remove all sus

picion of intrusion and unwarranted appearance
or writing, but it is also a reminder of the con

tinued energy of the free grace of God; what
exalts and sustains him and what humbles him,
he comprehends here in one; it is as much an

expression of humility as of dignity. Here this

added phrase has &quot;still another peculiar mean

ing. For when an Apostle in the Holy Spirit

begins to write an Epistle, he knows already with

the first word, what will follow further
;

he has

conceived and borne the whole, before he begins
his greeting. If we read further, how in vers.

3-11 all the consolation of this Epistle is brought
out of the revealed mystery of the gracious good

pleasure and will of God, we can mark what the

Apostle has already in mind: an Apostle and

messenger through the will of God brings no

other message than a glad one, the gospel of Re

demption unto blessedness. Comp. Rom. i. 10,

11
;
xv. 29, 32. It is a counsel of grace creating

joy and peace, this will of jfld, through which

he also, who from Saul had become Paul, in his

call to be an Apostle stands before all who should

*
[The contents of the Epistle, especially its fundamental

thoughts, seem to me to be strikingly in keeping with tin- or

der: &quot;Christ Jesus,&quot; so much so as to aw;ik&amp;lt;&amp;lt;n additional

siis|&amp;gt;ii-ioM
..f un alteration to that form in MSS. of ;m early

date.-R ]

t [The references in the original are to the nth Qcmu
edition of WINER, but they have been altered to conform

to the 7th German edition, which is now the standard, and

to whose pages the last American edition refers in a sepa
rate index. R.]
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lielieve .,n Jesus Christ unio eternal life, as an
ex imple of the in -ivy that saves sinner- i I Tim.
i. 12 -hi).&quot; SriK.ii. [Ku.iroir gives especial
\v -iir at to the latter part of STI Kll s vieu , AI.IMKI,

to tin- former, while K.viHK clings to the single
notion of authority. R.] Accordingly the re

mark of MKI.ANCTHON, although accepted by
most commentators, does not cover the case:

Vides, quanta cura fuerit Spiritui sancto certos nos
reddere d&amp;gt; verbo Dei, ut et secure crederemua et non
aliud audit-emus prater hoc verbum.

B. The recipients of the Epistle (ver. 1 b). To
the saints who are in Ephesus and the
faithful [or believers] in Christ Jesus.

&quot;Ay
to i is applied to Christians accordiug to the

analogy of the Hebrew
tfVlj3 (Exod. xix.

Deut. vii. ; xiv. 2 ; 1 Pet. ii.

T

9) as those con
secrated to God, as members of a sanctified fel

lowship, of the kingdom of God, of the Church of

Christ. Although in the nature of the Christia
communion there is not merely, the calling and
destination but also the condition and further
ance of inward holiness, so that the latter are to

be chiefly thought of in connection with an dytoe
and can never be separated entirely from him,
still they are not. assumed in the word itself

[HARLKSS thus restricts it], so that this is not to

be regarded as a moral peculiarity (Esnus, GRO-
TIUS and others), nor does it express the call in the

history of personal salvation and the moral desti

nation, so as to mean : those called to holiness

(SCHENKEL). If the former view includes too

much, the latter includes too little. The principle
of holiness has already come to them and even into
them (LANGE); not merely is the goal of their call

ing held up before them, but the strength to attain
to it is conceded and imparted (SrtER). So that

dyioe designates not merely a goal, a destination,
but. a relation into which the man is transferred
and with which something is placed in himself.*
The inner side of this relation, the demeanor

is here designated by Turrroe, which means not

merely faithful, reliable, but is also=;r/(Two? (in
any case from

ireittu), mffreuuu, believing. Corap.
PASSOW sub yoce.f So that it is used, not only
in contrast with dmaroe (Jno. xx. 27; 2 Cor. vi.

15), but without such a connection (Gal. iii. 9;
1 Tim. iv. 3

;
Tit. i. 6), even in the address

(Col. i. 1). On this account it is not to be applied
to constantia in sanclimonia(GnoTivs) or perpetui-
tas in evanyelica fide (BAUMGARTEN). MATTHIES
is as little justified in limiting maroi to the en
lightened believing nature, and referring dyioi
to the sanctified affectionate walk, as is SCHEN-
KEL in applying the latter to the destination of the

*
[Dr. HODGE explains it :

&quot; Those who are cleansed by the
blood of Christ, nn.l by the renewing of the Holy Uhost , and
thus separated from the world and consecrated to (iod. -I No
doubt this describes the &quot;saints,&quot; but it is too extensive a de
finition ,,f the word a-s here used. EADIE oppose* the restric
tion ,,t HARI.KSS, but properly says: -The appellation iyioi
thus exhibits the Christian church in its normal a-spect-a
community of men self-deyoted to Ood and His service.&quot;

KI.UCOTT hl a Valuable note on the word, agreeing with AL-

life and the former to the direction of (he. heart.
For Triarehu is not merely a direction of the
heart, but a living activity, the acceptance and
appropriation of what is proffered together with
the devotion of one s own person to the Giver of
every perfect gift.

Kai joins Tri(rr6r with dyioe, as belonging toge
ther, like Col. i. 2, and thus are indicated the
external relation established from above, and the
demeanor of the church corresponding thereto,
or prominence is given both to the external re
lation and the internal condition of the Chris
tian

&quot;

(HARLESS). There is no ground for

taking the conjunctive particle as epexegetical,
as BEZA and others do, appealing to ii. 8 ; Gal.
vi. 10. Although the absence of the article be
fore Trtaroie renders this admissible, it is deci

dedly opposed by the fact that the union of dyioif
and -inrme is a description of the one church on
its objective and subjective side, of the two impor
tant elements in the completion of the idea (BEN-
GEL: Dei est, sunc/ijicarenos el asserere, nostrum, ex
Dei munere credere) : the two notions do not cover
the same ground, nor does one replace or explain
the other; besides, Paul, least of all, would ele
vate the subjective above the objective element, and
that too with an apparent exaltation of the Ephe-
sian church, as though the vocati were all Jideles.
Because the article is wanting before morale, it

is not allowable to find indicated in the two
words two different grades or parts of the church,
is does STIER,* appealing to 1 Cor. i. 2, where
lie thinks three grades are referred to; and yet
dropping

&quot; the thought of grades, which is but

^distinctly present in the two words,&quot; he ap-
alies them to two parts, the first of which is

bought of in the first part of the Epistle, the
other in the second part. The acceptance of
uch a division would be grammatically inad-
nissible here (we should then read ro/f dylote not

ole morale), and a similar division of the mat
er of the Epistle is found in others also; should
lot then the churches to which they were writ-
en, have had these two parts just as in Ephesus,

&amp;gt;r should not Paul have so thought of them in
he letters addressed to them? The distinction
s artificial.

Both ideas are further defined : 7 o I e d y I o i f

o&amp;lt;c ovatv FV Etptat.,, -tarole i i&amp;gt; Xpto-
&amp;lt;p Ir/aoi&amp;gt;. The first marking the objective
ide of the church by a local qualification, the
econd, respecting its subjective side, by the life-

phere of faith
; each is thus defined more closely

according to its nature. On iv Ecttnu, see
Introduction, \ o [and Textual Note s

]. Whether
it is accepted or rejected makes little change in
the sense of the words. Tote ovatv means
those who are. In Rom. i. 7; 1 Cor. i. 2: 2 Cor.

i.^1;
Phil. i. 1, iKK.7.i}aia Ty ovay or dyiote rote,

ovaiv stand in connection with a following state
ment of the place, as herewith iv Ep^erw.
This justifies the presumption that here too it

can mean only this; nor does the word admit of
, who says:

-
It is used here in its widest M*K, H d* miy other meaning. It is entirely inadmissible

m, ?hi :;:;;;;!;^ pi*m ^ o vaiv without ^ ^i av
t The clMrical meaning: qui ful,m },r**t&amp;lt;,nt, is accepted

as &quot; fining &quot;actual
&quot;

(to the actually hoh/) ; this
l.y

A,,o^ rea(1 . r(W
-

f 6vrof fiA8IL
(

-_
oif E &amp;lt;*VMfinn hnhit. is preferable here, and is adopted by HOIKJK, Ki.i.i-

*
[STIKR accents the meaning : faithful, which l&amp;gt;est accords

church -K&quot;)&quot;

lilir V eW rc8pecting the two 6*Iud&amp;lt;J8 in the

2
COTT, K\mc. I b,- last author thinks the other meaning would
rec,ui,v a simple dative after it, as Mel,, iii. &amp;gt;.. See his notes
for the authorities justifying this meaning in the N. T. R J
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iiuoTfAlMV wf yvnaiuc. T) vuutvoic, nf) bvn 61 eirtyv&-

aeuf 6rraf avrovc, wi 6fiaaev) to the contrary

notwithstanding. BENGEL, who does not accept
-&amp;lt;.),

renders: qui prxsto sunt, referring to

Acts xiii. 1 ; Piom. xiii. 1. But the passages
cited, Acts xiii. 1 : Kara rr/v ovoav Exu^t/ciai ,

and
Row. xiii. 1 : nl &amp;lt;5 ovaai k!-ovaiai, by the partici

ple of elvtu mark only present existence and va

lidity (in the churches which are existing there

at present, the powers ruling there at present),
and BENGEL himself shortly before explains with

more exactness : qui sunt in omnibus Us locis, quo

Tychicus cum hac epistola venit, so that the parti

ciple has still a local reference. Such a refe

rence must at all events be retained, and if iv

E0rw must be omitted, then there is a lacuna,
either intentional on the part of the writer, as in

the case of a circular letter, or occasioned by
the transcribers.

Ei&amp;gt;X/jf&amp;lt;rrw Iqanv is joined to iriaTolc,.
The connection with iv is not objectionable,*
even though Tuarog ev does not occur elsewhere;
for in Col. i. 1 : KIOTO IC, adetyolf iv XptaTy, the

phrase qualifies dArt.polc. ; so 1 Tim. i. 2 : yvrjaiu
rt KiHf) iv Triaret. But Triune. EV X/MOT^ is found in

i. 15; Col. i. 4; Gal. iii. 26: /nera irioreof Kal

ayaxr/g TJjg iv
X/i&amp;lt;ff-cj Iqaov, 1 Tim. i. 14; and

ma-Eveiv iv -&amp;lt;J evayyehuf), Mark i. 15. Since iv

designates the element, the life-sphere, the prin

ciple, the inmost life-fellowship of the believer, it

is not=tvf (BAVMGARTEN), for it is not the ob

ject, aim or direction of the believer that is

marked, but his activity and vitality. f Hence
it is also not=&amp;lt;5&amp;lt;d Xpiarov, for the means are not

here discussed, as SCHENKEL thinks, nor is it to

be rendered: fidem in Christo reponentibus (MEY
ER), since in that case we should find itri with

the dative (WINER, p. 367). The position iv
X p i a T C&amp;gt; 1 1] a o v must be noticed, since at the

beginning we read arroa-ol.oq Iqoov X/Koroy, and
so too in the greeting, ver. 2. &quot; The proclama
tion of the messenger proceeds mainly from Je

sus, preaching and proving that He is the Christ

but the faith of the saints rests mainly on the

Christ, the Messiah, the giver of the gift of

God, of eternal life (Rom. vi. 23). Comp. Col.

i. 4; 1 Tim. ii. 5; i. 14, 15.&quot; STIER. &quot;In

Christ&quot; is in this Epistle the centre and heart

beat of the apostolic proclamation. Comp. vers.

3, 4, G, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, etc. [See EADIE S re

marks in Homil. Notes. R.] This formula cor

responds entirely to the phrases &quot;in Adam,&quot;
&quot; in Abraham,&quot; referring to the efficient fellow

ship of life. The connection with mamlc. must
be retained, the more since ayim$ has already an
added qualification. It is true h Xprrcj might
be joined with dyioic., as in Phil. i. 1. But it

does not result from this, that it belongs here

not merely to KIOTOIC., but also to dytoi(, as SCHEN-

KEL, HAULESS and others think; as if Paul had
written : ro?f dyioic, /cat iticrolq iv Xp/orw Iqaov .

*
[
ALFORD seems to reject this connection. In that cose we

must accept an elliptical construction :

&quot; The saints who are

in Ephesus, the believers (who are) in Christ,&quot; or take the

phrase as &amp;lt;inalifyinic
Ixitli adjectives; the objections to the

latter will be found below. R.]

f [ELMCOTT thus discriminates between JTKTT!* iv Xpior&amp;lt;i

nd TUTTC-VCIC tis \pi&amp;lt;rr6v:
&quot;The latter involves a closer con

nection of the verb and the preposition, and points rather to

an net of the will, while the former involves a closer connec
tion of (he preposition and the noun, and marks a state and
condition.&quot; R.]

One might say with the same reason, that roZf
iif-rrii h&amp;gt; E&amp;lt;Jf&amp;lt;TG) belonged to 7rrroZf, since the be
lievers also are there.

While Paul writes rfj tKK.\i/nia in 1 Cor. i. 2; 2
Cor. i. 1

; 1 Thess. i. 1
; 2 Thess. i. 1

; / f EK-

Kfyoiatc. Gal. i. 2 ; in Rom. i. 7 ; Phil. i. 1
; Col.

i. 2, he says-: roZf dyiotg. In the former cases he
has in view the unity comprehending the Chris
tian persons, in the latter the persons standing
in this unity: this form will, therefore, scarcely
support the view, that it bears in itself a more
confidential character. (SCHENKEL on Col. i. 2.)
For the Romans were strangers to the Apostle.
while the Colossians, Corinthians and Galatians
were known and dear. Still less is there to be
found in this difference an indication that he
had founded the church in question or some one
else.

Ver. 2. The Salutation. [On the Pauline salu

tations, see Dr. SCHAFF S note, Romans, p. 57.]
Grace be to you and peace. Xdpic, has
the same root as %aipu, ;fa/xz, %dp/ia (joy), xaP~
roV (pleasant), from which also cams, gratius,

(jratia, grates are derived. It means favor, gra
cious character, loving, obliging devotion to ano

ther, such as that of a wife to the husband, the

enjoyment of love. See PASSOW sub voce. The
thought of the Scripture is aptly expressed by the
German word Gnade, the original meaning of
which may be perceived in the expression : die

Sonne geht zu Gnaden (the sun goes down, goes

under), ein gnadiger Regen (a rain that falls lightly
and penetrates deeply). It is compounded of

ge, with the signification of strengthening, mul

tiplying (as in Gerdusch, Geschrei, etc.), and na-

den (down, into the depths). Gnade, grace, is

therefore condescending love and beneficent kind
ness of God, the Lord, condescending indeed
from the heights of glory into the depths of dark
ness. Comp. KLING, 1 Cor. i. 3 (Bibleu-ork).

[The English word grace, as will be seen from the

etymological remark above, has the same root as

the Greek word used here, and is its nearest pos
sible equivalent in all its various meanings. R.]

T&lpjjvT) from elpu (to knit, to speak, according
to PLATO, Cratylus, p. 31)8. D : TO tlpeiv teyeiv

sar;, according to the analogy of sero, sermo, ter-

monem nectere) designates a union after separa
tion, reconciliation after contest and quarrel,
since then the speech is no longer against, but

to and for each other, since then comes rest and

joyousness, nappr/ala. It is Friede, peace, because
one is glad and free [/roA unrf/ra], the actual

well-being, corresponding to the Hebrew

[The meaning of the Hebrew word is aptly ex

pressed thus: &quot;Peace, plenty, and prosperity.&quot;

R.] First comes xdptr, grace, &quot;that which is

subjective in God and Christ, which the Apostle
wishes to be directed and shown to his readers:

the latter is the actual result, which is jirc-rntcil

through the bestowal of grace&quot; (MEYER on Rom.
i. 7); grace is the ground of sanctification and
of peace, peace is the goal of faith ; the dative

vulv, &quot;to you,&quot; viz., d]nin- and -inroic,, after %a-

pig indicates that
&quot;grace&quot;

first of all becomes
their portion, and then

&quot;peace&quot;
becomes and

remains theirs more and more. The thought will

be best completed from 1 Pet. i. 2
; 2 Pet. i. 2,
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where T^ IT^/// is added,* even if this word is

nut in tin- Apo-ili- s mm. I; for as ayim and irtaroi

tin&quot;,- an- .ili-i-ii ly partakers of these, and inCbris-

ii;in-i there i*i :i gruwth both of grace and peace.
From God our Father and the Lord

Jesus Christ. The preposition UTTO designates
tin- mining hither, without defining more closely
the relation of that which comes to him from

whom it comes, as is done by f and Trapd, or de

noting the activity of him from whom it comes,
as in the case of i&amp;gt;~6. On the further distinction

between these prepositions, see WINER, pp. 342 f.,

84G f. Here air 6 therefore means simply from,

governing both the genitives: Os ov Trarpbq
j/fiijv and Kvpiov Iqaov Uptarov. Both

grace and peace come from both God and Jesus

Christ ; in this then God and Jesus are alike.

Still in 2 Cor. xiii. 13 Paul says :
&quot; the grace of

our Lord Jesus Christ,&quot; placing it before &quot;the

love of God.&quot; In the present passage the two
are distinguished by closer qualifications. &quot;Our

Father&quot; denotes the fatherhood of God; we re

joice as His children &quot;by
virtue of the adoption

(ver. 5) attained through Christ.&quot; With the

word &quot;our&quot; the Apostle includes himself and the

readers, called &quot;you

&quot;

just before, and all Chris

tians, in humble, sacred joy. Kvpiov without

i/iiuv denotes in general the Lordship of Christ
;

He is such as Creator (Col. i. 16
;

1 Cor. viii. 6
;

comp. John i. 3), as Propitiator and Redeemer

(Acts xx. 28), as the exalted Son of man (Phil.
ii. 9-11); and such power as Lord He has from
God the Father

(i. 22; Matth. xxviii. 18) until

the consummation of the plan of salvation (1 Cor.

xv. 24, 28), while He in His appearance as Mes
siah (XptaTor) has God as head (1 Cor. xi. 3) and
is &quot;God s&quot; (1 Cor. iii. 23). Comp. HAKLESS in

loco. It is inconceivable how any can [as the

Socinians], in opposition to the language and

thought alike, make the genitive &quot;Lord Jesus
Christ&quot; co-ordinate with &quot;our,&quot; and thus de

pendent on &quot; Father ;&quot;
but what is not possible for

those who are unwilling to perceive Christ in His

Dignity above us, and us in our need below Him!
The importance of this benediction will be

perceived from the constant repetition of it, even
if in manifold forms. The briefest form is found
in 1 Thess. i. 1 : x&P lS V &quot; Kol elpi/vr); in Col. i.

2 we have :
X&amp;lt;*P

1S vfilv xal elpffvq dirb fieov Trarpbc,

i/
iuv

;
2 Thess. i. 2 : xaP S vu.lv KOI eiprivr] OTTO OEOV

TTarpbc. Knl Kvpiov Iqaov Xpiarov. Then as here

(i. 2) in Rom. i. 7 ; 1 Cor. i. 3 ; 2 Cor. i. 2;
Phil. i. 2

;
Philern. 3. In Gal. i. 3, i/uuv occurs

after Kvpiov, not after TraTpoc., and something
further is appended, together with a doxology.
Tit. i. 4: %aPtc

.
nal eipijvi) (nrb 6eov iraTpbc. KOI Xpia-

rou Iqaov roii auri/poc, t/utiv. The greetings in the

two Kpistles to Timothy are the fullest: xaPl
f&amp;gt;

lAeof, flpt/rr/ OTTO 6eoi&amp;gt; narpbf KOI Xpiorov Ir/aoi&amp;gt;

rob nvpiov tlnuv. &quot;Mercy&quot; enters between, to

indicate the activity of
&quot;grace&quot; towards this

&quot;peace.&quot;

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Paul knows and feels himself to be an
onxtl, &amp;lt;. t ,/fxns Christ, quite as much as those

*
fEl.l.ICOTT llllil Al.FOR

qrtatlvo beta
&quot;

gustion (if Dr

T und AI.FORD supply tii), not &amp;lt;TTUI iMKY
iK tin- mniv usniil fiirm, as is implied in t

r. ItBAlNF.. R
J

I

ll.* SI1--

who were i/:i//i&amp;gt;,/,,i/,/i/ called and sent out by Jesus
Himself. He too was called and ordained just as

immediately in an extraordinary manner, as these

in an ordinary way. On this account he adds,
&quot;

by the will of God,&quot; excluding all human choice
and self-will in his call. Hence he is not to be
reckoned as the thirteenth, but as the twelfth
chosen in the place of the traitor Judas; the elec

tion of Matthias (Acts i. 15 26), having been oc

casioned by Peter and consummated by the dis

ciples before the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, is

to be regarded as a work of haste and precipi

tancy. [On the other hand, see LKCIILEK, Bible-

work, Acts, p. 22. The question is discussed in

the histories of the Apostolic times. &quot;Paul never

represents himself as one of the twelve, but seems
rather to distinguish himself from them as one
born out of due time, occupying a similar relation

to the Gentile world, as the older apostles did to

the Jewish.&quot; SCIIAFF, Hist, of the Apost. Church,

p. 513. The only practical use made of it in mo
dern times has been in the interest of Prelacy,
against the people s choice of ministers. II.]

2. As Paul places himself upon an entire

equality with the other Apostles, although he is

pre-eminently the Apostle to the Gentiles (Acts
ix. 15; xx. 21; xxvi. 17, 18; comp. LECHLKR,
JJiblework, Acts, p. 171), he designates the Avos-
tolate as unique in its character, in respect to the

immediate call, as well as to its special position
and mission in the incipient stages of the Chris
tian Church. This refutes the error of the Ir-

vingites, who believe in the re-appearance of ac

tual Apostles and the re-establishment and re

newal of the Apostolate in their churches

(ScuENKEL, SCHMOLLER, on Gal. i. 2, Biblework).
We must not, however, overlook the fact, that

Paul in Phil. i. 1 calls himself in connection with

Timothy only
&quot; the servant of Christ Jesus,&quot; and

in Rom. i. 1, &quot;servant of Jesus Christ,&quot; in Tit.

i. 1, &quot;servant of God,&quot; first, and then
&quot;Apos

tle
;&quot;

thus giving priority in these passages to the

general official name
; including his assistant

with himself in Phil. i. 1, while in the two Epis
tles to the Theasaloniana he mentions these with
out any further qualification. In the Apostolate,
as a specializing of the general service of th

church, we must regard the general ecclesiasti

cal office as conjoined, finding in the former the

basis of all real church offices. It is in fact the

historically first form of office in the church, un

folding itself further in the wider course of ec

clesiastical development, according to the neces

sity of the congregation, in conformity with the

gifts and tasks of the church. Thus the dinconate

oon sprang up (Acts vi. 1-7), then other offices

(Eph. iv. 11), especially that of &quot;presbyter

&quot;

in

both Jewish and Gentile Christian churches. To
this correspond the instructions and commissions

mparted to the Apostles by the Lord Himself

(Matth. xvi. 19; xviii. 18; xxviii. 19, 20. where
the promise:

&quot; Lo, I am with you alway, even
nto the end of the world,&quot; is especially to be

noted; Jno. xx. 21-23), which are still in force

for the ministers of the word, and will be unto
the end of the world. In addition, it may be re.

membered that the Apostle is writing to churches

Iready existing, though in most cases founded

by himself, so that he does not place himself with
bis office and ministry temporal in priority,
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nor as to his rank above the church, but works
on and in her, as well as for her.

3. Paul regards the church from a double point
of view, as consecrated to God, aud believing.

With the first term (aytoi) he sets forth its objec

tive ground, with the second (ifiarbi h Xp^rrw !/?-

aoii) its subjective life ; the former marks the Di
vine work of salvation, the latter the human ac

ceptance and appropriation; that indicates the re

lation of the church to God, this the demeanor ;

that defines their worth (dignity), this their

worthiness ; that is always jirst, impelling to the

other, this is always second, having in the first

its ground, impulse and power. In the objective

factor, in God s arranging and ordering, there is

constantly given the power, which will and can

and should become efficient, even though only
latent at times. Nothing is said respecting the

degree and extent to which this power, given in

connection with the assembly effected by God, has

wrought and been successful in the whole body ;

from the first feeble beginnings on to the consum
mation, there are manifold, unmistakable grada
tions: fluctuations, too, and relapses of a very
dubious character. But above the appearance in

single churches and periods, the eternal and glo
rious basis must not be misunderstood

;
here

Paul gives an important example to the Ephesians.
The Christian must confess in humble gratitude
that he is ay/of, and in assiduous obedience feel

and show himself to be iriarb&amp;lt;; kv
\/naru&amp;gt; Ir/cov.

4. God, who has condescended and given
Himself to us as a Father

(&quot;grace
be unto you

from God our Father &quot;

)
with His gifts (

&quot;

peace &quot;),

stands together with Christ (&quot;and
the Lord Jesus

Christ&quot;) toward us as Giver and Dispenser. It

is the will of God, who has ordered all things

(&quot;by
the will of

God&quot;)
to this end, constantly

accomplishing His purpose actively through His

creatures, inanimate as well as animate and per
sonal, willing and unwilling, yes, resisting even.

Accordingly the Lord sends His Apostles, re

mains together with the Father the constant

source of all the benefits of salvation, aye, the

element, the life-sphere for all the called and

believing ones. Although it remains untouched

here, in what relation the Lord Jesus stands to

God the Father, it is still clear, that He needs no

&quot;grace&quot;
and

&quot;peace,&quot;
but is, as the sending

Lord and partaker of Divinity, highly exalted

above us, and we are deep below Him, poor,
wretched, without peace, needing Him, but yet
the objects of His mercy, who should become

partakers of God.
5. Grace and peace, stand related to each other:

in the former God condescends to man, in the

latter man lifts himself to God. In grace, the

Most High comes down into the depths of misery
and sin ; in peace, poor sinful man, taken up, re

conciled, pacified, cleansed, draws nigh to his

God and Father. Neither is complete at once,
each has its development and history: grace, not

merely forgiveness of sin, but deliverance, en

lightening, sanctification, beatification, imparts
ever more fully, penetrates ever deeper aud

wider, exalts ever more gloriously; peace, not

merely rest, quiet, but union and harmony,
strengthens more and more, grows and impels
ever higher and more beautifully. This is indi

cated by the form of the benediction. The vic

tory is decided
;

it will be followed up, improved,
and that more completely ami ;ill tins by the
ethical mode offa it /i, not an indefinite itiitl general
one, but the special definite faith in Cln-iM .1,

&amp;gt;u~,

the living Mediator of all blessing and salvation.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Did God make out of Saul, the persecutor of
the Church of Jesus Christ, Paul the Apostle of
Jesua Christ, then rejoice in humility and think
that the same God who has made of thee a Chris

tian, a joyous child of God, will help others to the
same privilege ;

if He succeeded in doing this in

your case, is it not even more likely to succeed
in that of others? Do not forget that in dealing
with the Apostle of Jesus Christ, thou dealest
with the will and work of God. Take heed in
thine office and calling, that thou standest there

by the will of God. Paul, so wonderfully led, so

marvellously overcome and so highly favored,
sees through all the defects, weaknesses, sins of
his churches, their glory, the glory of the people
of God, and their life of faith, however weak.
Now then, do not starch thyself in thy precious
office with proud ignoring of the worth of ^hy
flock; rejoice in the worth of thy ministry, but
at the same time in the church of thy Lord ; do
not depreciate the church of God because of hu
man appearances or on account of individual

members, however numerous, since thou dost

claim respect for thy office despite thy sinful per
son. The dignity of the office and the calling is

to be recognized, even if the person in office or

called permits himself to become guilty of un-
worthiness.

What is specifically Christian is this, that thou,
called and trained by the Father, inwardly de-

niest the natural Ego more and more entirely,
for the sake of the one and unique person, Jesus
Christ. He who is never satisfied in his mora

lity, but humbly strives and believes and hopes,
is near to Christ and belongs to Christ. Christ-

less morality, irreligious virtue, or, as it was
more faithfully termed in the last century and
still is in this, &quot;godless&quot; virtue, calling and think

ing itself &quot;free,&quot; has only the outward appear
ance, the garment, is really foolish pride. Thou
canst be a broker or agent of morality, then thy
part in it is usufructuary, but thou art no owner
of it. From the fact that thou art

&quot;holy,&quot;
i. e.,

consecrated toGod, accepted by Him the Holy
One, follows thy faith, which appropriates and
believes what is Divine and holy, more and
more inwardly to the internal personality. It is

therefore not correct to say : Holiness proceeds
from faith in Christ ; hence Paul calls them be

lievers, too. Nor is holiness merely the goal of

Christian striving; he who has God aid Christ,
the Holy One, has holiness also ; it is not put be

fore us as a goal, far or near, but we, as Chris

tians, are in it, as in an element, a sphere, that

it may become ours, be in us, increasing and

strengthening itself in us The *&amp;lt;iinl consecrated

to God
(&amp;lt;i)&amp;lt;of) says, first in the ronsciousm -~ :ni l

confession of his faith, however: 1 nm God s!

The believer (Trmrdc.) says: God is mine! But
that we are God s always comes first, then that

God is ours. How well has Paul complemented
the salutation of the Old Testament : Peace It
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with i/n i (Judges vi. 23; 1 Sam. xxv. J, de.), hy
a 1 liir.c or rather prefixing grace, which was not

wanting in the Old Testament.

Si M:KE: A minister of Christ, a teacher of

th
&amp;lt;!n-pel,

must he installed hy the will of God.

Mirk this, ye runners, who run of yourselves.
Where rai:e is. there is peace also, even though
ii h nut felt hy a believer in his state of conflict.

-Mm-,, .rraee aii l peaee come from Christ as well

as 1,0 11 (ind the Father, Christ must be very God
as is the Father.

KII:I;KII : V believer is already a saint. My
GoJ! I am Thine; therefore am I holy. Uphold
me in faith on Christ Jesus ! The chief posses
sion of the saints and believers is grace and

peace. This is from the very first the life of their

heart ; this distributes to them their daily nour-

ishmant and strength, and with this, too, they
are equipped even unto the end of their course.

HEUUXER: The call of God to the ministry

gives the proper joy &quot;in office. The Apostolic
benediction contains all that is worth wishing
for. SCHRXKEL: Neither the consummation of

salvation nor the beginning of faith is to be

found outside of fellowship with Christ. Grace is

the ground of our faith, peace the hope of our life.

STIEU : !I&amp;lt;3 whom the Lord admits among His

called saints, has an inextinguishable spark of

faith, that may bring him among the elect and
faithful. And if there were left of the church

only a lodge in a garden of cucumbers, a cottage
in a vineyard, a well-nigh devastated, straitly be

sieged city, and the rest were as Sodom and
Gomorrah if instead of the Ephesus of the days
of Paul and John, there remains only the miser
able village of Aj i-soluk: yet shall the besieged

city of God remain His preserved city, until He
Himself destroys it, and we would not regard
His sacred people as rejected either in their dis

persion or in their blindness. Grace and peace,
it is just this which is wanting to those who are

away from Christ ami without (ind in the world,
aliens from tin- commonwealth of Israel. Grace
and peace, it is this which is ever more and
more needful for those, who have obtained pre
cious faith in the righteousness which our God
and our Saviour Jesus Christ gives. In this

|

double yet single word we have once more: what
proceeds from God and what should be effected

inns. The first ground of all holiness. is the

grace of the Eternal One, meeting and preventing
us

;
the final goal of all fidelity in faith is

complete peace or entire salvation.

[EuuE: &quot;In Christ Jesus.&quot; The faith of
the Ephesian converts rested in Jesus, in calm
and permanent repose. It was not a mere ex
ternal dependence placed on Him, but it had
convinced itself of His power and love, of His

sympathy and merits
;

it not only knew the

strength of His arm, it had also penetrated and
felt Che throbbing tenderness of His heart it

was therefore in Him. &quot;Grace.&quot; As a wish

expressed for the Ephesian church, it does not
denote mercy in its general aspect, but that many-
sided favor that comes in the form of hope to

saints in despondency, of joy to them in sorrow,
of patience to them in suffering, of victory to

them under assault, and of final triumph to them
in the hour of death. &quot;Peace.&quot; A conscious

possession of the- Divine favor can alone create

and sustain mental tranquility. To use an im

pressive figure of Scripture, the unsnnctified
heart resembles &quot;the troubled sea,&quot; in constant

uproar and agitation dark, muddy and tem

pestuous ; but the storm subsides, for a voice of

power has cried, &quot;Peace, be still,&quot; and there is
&quot; a great calm:&quot; the lowering clouds are dis

pelled, and the azure sky smiles on its own re

flection in the bosom of the quiet and glassy
deep. The favor of God and the felt enjoyment
of it, the Apostle wishes to the members of the

Ephesian Church. R.]

II. PART FIRST.

THE GLORY OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST.

CHAPTERS I. III.

A. The ground and goal of the church.

CHAP. I. 3-23.

1. Grateful praise of the decree of grace.

(CHAP. I. 3-14.)

3 Blessed be the God and Father1 of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath [omit hath]
1

blessed us with [^, in] all spiritual blessings [blessing]
3
in [the] heavenly places in

4 Christ : According [even] as he hath chosen [he chose] us in him before the foun

dation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame before him [;] in

5 love: [omit the colon]
4

Having predestinated us unto the adoption of children [unto

adoption] by [through] Jesus Christ to [unto] himself,
5

according to the good
6 pleasure of his will, To [Unto] the praise of the glory of his grace, wherein he hath
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7 made us accepted [which
8 he freely bestowed upon us] in the beloved : In whom

we have [the or our] redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins [our
8 transgressions],

7

according to the richeo&quot; of his grace ; Wherein he hath abounded
9 [Which he made to abound] toward us in all wisdom and prudence ; Having made
known unto [to] us the mystery of his will, according to his good plea&ure which

10 he hath [omit hath] purposed in himself: [,] That in [Unto]
9 the dispensation of

the fulness of times he might gather together in one [to gather up together] all

things in Christ, both [omit both and supply the things]
10 which are in heaven, and

11 [the things] which are on earth ;
even in him : [,] In whom also we have obtained

an [In whom we were also made his]
11

inheritance, being [having been] predes
tinated according to the purpose of him who worketh all things after the counsel

12 of his own [omit own] will : That we should be to [unto] the praise of his glory, who
13 first trusted [we who have before hoped]

1 2 in Christ [or the Christ]. In whom ye
also trusted, after that ye heard [In whom ye also, having heard]

13 the word of

truth, the gospel of your salvation : in whom also, after that ye believed [in whom
I say having also believed], ye were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise [the

14 Spirit of promise, the holy One], Which [Who]
14

is the earnest of our inheritance
until [unto] the redemption of the [his] purchased possession, unto the praise of
his glory.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 3. B. omits jp,
8

.

.
&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;TT)po [lifter t vpt ov, to complete the well-known phrase], which is

disapproved by the later reviser [K.
3
]-

- Ver. .&quot;.

|

&quot;Tin aorist here ought certainly to be maintained in translation, as the allusion

tion. The iiiioiu of our language frequently interfe

the punt act of redemp-
with the regular application of the rule, but it is still no less certain

that the English preterite is the nearest equivalent of the (ireek aorist.&quot; A slavish application of this rule has much marred
the version of the Amtr. Bible Union. This section presents a number of cases where the proper rendering of the Greek tense
is a matter of some delicacy, though rarely of great difficulty. R.]

8 Ver. 3. [The singular should l&amp;gt;e retained, as in the Uenovan, Bishops , and Rhcinish versions. Alford and Kllicott

(following the Syriac version) render: blessing of the Spirit, but this is a correct interpretation rather than a trans
lation. With (E. V.) need not be changed to in, but the English reader should be reminded that the Greek preposition is

i v.R.]
* Ver. 4.

[See Exeg. Notes. R.]
6 Ver. 5. [Unto adoption through Ji&amp;gt;xus dirist unto himself; the variations from the E. V. are all necessary ; the adoption

of children is pleonastic ; & i a should, as a rule, be rendered through, and e i s unto. Himself is to be retained, because, al

though the reading is not aiirov but avrov, the reference is to Ciod, and this will not appear if the simple pronoun Him is

substituted. Ellicott s rendering is peculiar : /taring foreordained us for adoption through Jrsux Christ into Himself. He jus
tifies the last preposition by the English idiom &quot;adopt into.&quot; R.]

6 Ver. 6. X. A. 1$. have r;?, corrected in the first to iv
jj,

as D. E. F.G. K. L. read; the former is. however, Itctio diffi-

cilior, and it is more likely that the latter arose from it, than the reverse. [The reading of the Kec.
(ivji&amp;gt;

&quot; found in a

great majority of cursives, many versions and fathers; it is adopted by Tischendorf and Kllicott. The other is re

ceived by Lachmann, Meyer, Alford. It is very difficult to decide, but the above rendering is based on the reading
tit. R.]

7 Ver. 7.- [The emphatic article rw v before TT a pan T ta^drtav is best rendered by the possessive pronoun our, as in

deed is often necessary in translating the article from the German Transgressions is more exact than tint, and
thus the distinction Ix tweeu this verse and Col. i. 14 is maintained. On Tyv before a w o A v rptu &amp;lt;r i v see Exeg.

otes. R.J
8 Ver. 7.-. [Instead of TOV TrXovrov (Rec., X. s P.3 K. L.) read TbjrAoOros (N. 1 A. B. D.l), which is adopted by Lach

mann, RUckert. Tischendorf (see his frolegg. p. Iv. 7th ed.), Alford, Ellicott. Com]). Winer, p. M R.]
9 Ver. 10. [Among the multitude of emendations suggested in regard to this part of ver. 10. 1 have felt that it was only

necessary to adopt thisOne, which literally translates the preposition e is. The phrases, /or, u-ith a riVw to, in regard of,w th reference to. are not more intelligible than the simple ttnto. providing the pointing be property altered (as above) to indi

cate tlie close connection with &quot;purposed.&quot; Ellicott omits even the comma. M*i-nfatimt was once an Improper tran&amp;gt;lati..n,

but is |M fhaps now the nearest equivalent to the Greek oiKovo^ia. , fulfilm-nt might be substituted furfulnrtt, and seasons for

times, but the gain would be slight. The omission of that requires a change in the finite construction of the remainder of the

verse. R.]
Ver 10. [The T after ra in the Rec. is to l&amp;gt;e rejected, having scarcely any support (N. 8

). A much more difficult

question is whether we should read em or iv before rols ovpavo^. For the first, which is very unusual in this connection,
the authorities are : X l B. D. L. and 40 cursives, accepted by Lachmann. RUckert, Meyer. Alford and others ; for the second

(Rrr.), A. F.G. K., majority of cursives, fathers, accepted by Griesbach. Scholz. Itarless. De Wette, Ttehendorf, Kllicott,

Kadie, Braune. If the former be adopted, it must lie as an an-nf Aeyo^fvov ; and is so remarkable a one, that we may well

incline to the latter, especially as a careless copyist would find iiri so close at hand. Comp. Krey. Octet. K,]
Ver. 11 N. B. K. L. [all modern editors ]: e K \r,p*9r, n&amp;lt;

v. A. D. K. F.G.: wAij^M*&quot;- which is the easier reading.

[Braune takes this verb to mean: made an inheritance, not obtain &amp;lt;in inheritance, as in E. A . R.]
l* Ver. 12. [fora justification of this translation now generally adopted, see Rrnj. ffatet.lL]
&amp;gt; Ver. 13. [This view of the construction is the simplest, and most defensible. The participles : aKovvavrt* iritrrtucr-

arrcs, are best rendered by the English past participles ; after that, etc. (E. V.), is, too, pronounced in its temporal refer-

&quot; Ke
i4 Ver. 14. o according to K. !&amp;gt; E. K. is lectio difficilior over against 6, A. B. F. [The latter is the reading of the K-r.,

Lachmann, Rdckert, Alford. The former is accepted by Tischendorf, Ellicott, Meyer, who remarks on the rwdtaMI with

which the latter reading would arise, owing to the neuter wxeGjia. E.]

EXEOKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Summon/. It is clear that ver. 3 opens the

section with thanksgiving and praise for (he

blessing of Redemption. But in this wonderful

chain of clauses (vere. 4-14), so interwoven and

intertwined, the divisions and groupings are not

easily perceived, so that expositors hold very
different opinions. But it is evident, that the

three times repeated : &quot;unto the praise of the

glory of his grace
&quot;

(ver. 6),
&quot; unto the praise

of liis glory
&quot;

(ver. 12), &quot;unto the praise of his

glory&quot; (ver. 14), form conclusions, receiving, it
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is trili , ill I lie flow of l:m^ii:ie in V.T, . und ! _ ,

quiililiciitii.ns fur aiiiplifn atiun ami tnui-ii ion.

Aivm- lm^lv we tiii l in vers. 4-fi, tin- tir.it founda-

tiou fur |ir;ii*e : tin- i[-tinii of eti-rniil mercy; in

J, t In- .&quot; &amp;gt;/t&amp;lt;l : l!i, i-iirri/tn;/ out of the eternal

decree ; vers. 13, 14, the third: the personal appro

priation i,f xnli utinn. Our view is directed to the

/ ir/KT before nil time, the Son in time, the Spirit

in eternity. So STIKR, who, however, artificially
divides each .section again into three parts, ac

cording to ground, course and goal.

[ALFORU, who follows STIER. gives this sum
mary : &quot;The preliminary idea of the Church, set

forth in the form of an ascription of praise, vers.

8-14: thus arranged: vers. 3-6, the Father, in

His eternal love, has chosen us to holiness (ver.

4), ordained us to Sonship (ver. 6), bestowed

grace on us in the Beloved
;
vers. 7-12, in the

Son, we have redemption according to the

riches of His grace (ver. 7), knowledge of the

mystery of His will (vers. 8, 9), inheritance un
der Him the one Head (vers. 10-12); vers. 13-14,

through the Spirit we are sealed, by hearing the

word of salvation (ver. 13), by receiving the

earnest of our inheritance, to the redemption of

the purchased possession (ver. 14). Dr. HODGH
is less satisfactory, see ver. 4 for his exhaustive

analysis of vers. 4-G. II.]
HAULESS: I. The objective act of God, a) in

the eternal decree of the Redemption of believers,

b) actualized through the death of His Son (1-7 :

mpoirroftdruv) ; II. The revelation of this act in

the word (7-10) ; III. The subjective actuali

zation of this act in the Redemption of individu
als (11-14). MEYER takes the salvation (ver. 3)
as a) foreordained (vers. 4, 6), b) effected (vers.
6, 7), c) made known (vers. 8-10), d) actually
appropriated (ver. 11), by Jews (ver. 12), as well
as by those who had been heathen (vers. 13, 14).

Others otherwise, always with an overlooking
of the incisa so readily perceived. [Dr. LANOE,
who suggests the frequent occurrence of liturgi
cal forms in Paul s Epistles, finds in these verses
the most striking example. See his liturgical
reading, Romans, p. 26. R.]

Ver. 3. General opening.
Blessed be [eu A oy?r &amp;lt;$&amp;lt;].*

First of all, we
must notice (he play upon the words: evhoyij-
T 6 f 6 eiiAoy^raf EV evXoyin. The words fi Ao-

yelv and evhoyia have a two-fold meaning, as
in bftifdicere and benedictio, to bless and blessing,

1!?|
(
1?.2&amp;gt;

to praise, to laud and to endow, all to

be traced back to one sense, to speak or promise
good. So evfayelv, Luke i. 64 (cAdAet evAayCtv
rbv Beov) ; comp. xxiv. 63 (-alvovvTes rbv 6e6r) ;

Jas. iii. 9 (iv avry evhoyovpev TOM Kvpiov) ; efi/lo-

yia, Rom. xvi. 18 (6ta rf/f xf*l(r ?-oyiaf nal evho-

y/of), decora oratio, praise, Gal. iii. 8, It, 14;
Heb. vi. 7. The German word Segen, blessing,
is derived from signum, sign, i. e., the sign of the
cross in pronouncing the blessing; from this is

derived srgnen, to bless (see JUETTINO, Bibl.

Wiirtrrbuch, p. 171 ff.), and this means not only

*
[Tin- v.Tl. i- usually omitted in this an. I similar forms of

dOZology. rudersti.nd eir, ulol, ,. -Jl ; | s. cxii. 2) or *&amp;gt;TU&amp;gt;

(3 Cbron. ix. 8). Bo ALTORD. KU.II-OTT. Itteftom tttiwoni
tl,:it Dr. UNO! deriVM his M,. ivsjMTtiiij; Paul s us,, of Ij-

turK ii Hl form*
; comp. Koi,,. ix. :.

; ami th- 0. T. paamigea cited

tu wish well (Ps. x. 8; Isa. Ixv. 16) in coining

(1 Sam. xiii. 10) or in going (Acts xx. 1), but to

praise, to thank (1 Cor. xiv. 16; x. 16) and also

to assign or impart good or goods (Gen. xii. 2;
xxvii. 34, 36). The meaning, to praise, to

thank, docs indeed become the prominent one,
where it is applied to men with regard to God,
since man has only words, can only ev /.ryetv, as
does that of allotting good or goods, where God s

dealings towards men are in question, since with
God there is no resting in words, His words are
or become deeds. BENGEL,: A ntanarlasis : aliter

benedixit Dtus nobis, aliter nos bentdicimus illi.

TIIEODORET: eiJtvat Tr/wai/Kti, IM; eiiAoyowrtf utv
oi avIlpuTToi rbv 6ebv Myouc, uvri^ irf&amp;gt;oa&amp;lt;pipwai

u6-

vovf, Ipyv 6e aiirbv fi/epyfrfjaai ov divavrai, b 6i tte-

of tvhoy&V /hfiaiol roiV Myovf TW
ipy&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

Mil Travroda-

TTT/V irapt Xfi ijii/iur dyadiliv role, eii/.oyovufvoig. It

is otherwise, when Jethro says of God :

Din; ^n3 (Exod. xviii. 10), or Laban to Eliezer,

(Gen. xxiv. 31): PPD }n3 &quot;thou blessed of the

Lord&quot; (comp. xxvi. 29; Matth. xxv. 34, where
Jesus as Judge will say to His own: &quot;Come, ye
blessed of my Father;&quot; Luke i. 28, where Mary
is called Kc^apm^utw?, &quot;highly favored,&quot; in the

same sense). Both meanings appear here in our

passage, where the Apostle praises and blesses

God (EV Ao yijrbq), who has blessed us (6 cv-
&quot;

The form here chosen should be noticed, EV-

c, which is always applied to God.* not ev-

,
since for Him there is no time when

He was not and will not hereafter be &quot;blessed,&quot;

so that God is KO- t^o^fjv 6 ev/.oyt/roi; (Mark
xiv. 61). Nor is this worthy of praise, to be

praised, but like ^113 in a purely passive sense,

as the promiscuous use of both forms requires.
The position of the words also, at the beginning,
shows that the emphasis rests upon it ; in Rom.
ix. 5 the Person is put first for the same reason.

[So ELLICOTT.] On the sense of EV/.O^J/TO^ it

may be remarked, that Paul begins nearly all his

Epistles with praise and thanksgiving to God, and
that too with a reference to the churches and

persons to which, the circumstances in which,
and the purpose with which, he is writing; with

eiv.o}//r&amp;lt;5f
as here, only in 2 Cor. i. 3 (so 1 Pet.

i. 3), usually with ev \apiaTdv, Rom. i. 8; 1 Cor.
i. 4 ; Phil. i. 3; Col. i. 3 ; 1 Tliess. i. 2 ; 2 Thess.

i. 8
; Philem. 4, with ^aptv KXEIV, 2 Tim. i. 3. A

the received
&quot;grace&quot;

is returned again in

thanksgiving, so is the evl.oyia received from the

Lord, in the
ei&amp;gt;?.o; r/r6f from the praising creature :

God is saluted, never blessed, with His own,

blessing (Sri EH).
The God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ d 0edf KOI Trarf/p rov nvpiov
r/uuv Iqaov Xpiarov. Exactly as in 2 Cor.

i. 3 ; 1 Pet. i. 3. Comp. Rom. xv. 6; 2 Cor. xi. 31 ;

Col. i. 3 ; Rev. i. G. It is most natural, since the

passage docs not read : 6 tif6c,, b irarfjp TOV KV~

plnv, to join the genitive TOV Kvptov, &quot;of our
Lord,&quot; with

6t&amp;lt;Jf, &quot;God,&quot; as well as with Tra-

Tt/p, &quot;Father&quot; (JEROME, THEOPHYLACT, RTECK-

ITI.is is truoinN.T. usage. In the L.XX. it isalmost uni

versally tru&amp;lt;-, though in (Ion. xxvi. 29; Dcut. ii. 14; 1 Sam.
xv. 13

; xxv. :Ul ,1- KLUCOTT remarks, (vAoyrrrot is applied to
man. The distinction is snlti. imilv marked to justify Dr.
BKAINE S remark.. See lUakEss in toco. R.]
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KRT, STIKR), as the genitive is not necessarily

required us an explanatory addition to
Trar///&amp;gt;.

It

is found without any qualification, in ver. 20;
1 Cor. xv. 24 :

r&amp;lt;p
0f Kal narpi ; vi. 23; 2 Tim.

i. 2; Gal. i. 1 : Oeov TraTpof- 1 Thess. i. 1 : fej

irarpi. Besides in iii. 14 many MSS. read : TOV

irarepa TOV Kvpiov i/nuv I//&amp;lt;roi \ptarov (though K.

A. B. C. omit the genitive), while the established

reading in i. 17 is: 6 0eof TOV Kvpiov im&v l//a&amp;lt;w

XptOTov, so that the Apostle, as this very Epistle

shows, could join this qualifying phrase to

&quot;God
&quot;

as well as to &quot;Father.&quot; On this account
MEYKR is incorrect, in applying the genitive to

Troryp, and not to deor, on the ground that the

former idea alone demands such complementing,
and not the latter; nor should he have laid so

great weight upon the notion, that the expres
sion : the God of Christ, as an isolated one, has

not obtained that currency, which it must have

done, had it been found in this &quot;solemn formu
la

&quot;

also, since Christ s word on the cross (Matth.
xxvii. 46 : 6ee fiov, Oee

fj.ov)
and on the day of His

resurrection (John xx. 17 : dvafiaivu npbq TOV tra-

Ttpa fwv Kal TtaTEpa vfiuv Hal fleov ftov Kal 6ebv

ifiuv; comp. Rev. ii. 7
;

iii. 12) suffice to justify
this expression and this connection in our &quot;so

lemn formula.&quot; We find too in B. the reading o

Oebf rm&amp;gt; Kvpiov, K. T. ?.. Nor can it be asserted,
with HARLESS, that if the following genitive be

longed to the first substantive also, the reading
should necessarily be: 6t&amp;gt;e6fTe KanruT//p; MEYKH
refers very properly to 1 Pet. ii. 25. Km binds
what is homogeneous; re adds something acces

sory (WiNKK. pp. 404, 408) ;
Kal conjutigit, TS ad-

junffit, as HERMANN says.* To be God and to

be Father are not ideas which exclude each other,
nor do they appear as two, but as a unity ; He is

here praised, who is not only the God of the In

carnate One, but is also the Father of this Lord,
of the Only Begotten, whom He has given; thus

is indicated the God-man by whom the blessings
of Redemption are mediated. It was not neces

sary for THEODORET to say : 6?i?.uv, wf i/nuv pev
tOTi feor, row 6e Kvpiov f//j.(Jv Trarr/p. Practically
this generally Christian formula has taken the

place of the Jewish : the God of Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob, even if it were not so intended by the

Apostle or Apostles, as RUECKERT supposes.
Who blessed us [6 e v \ o y rj a a f /;/* a f].

The active, over against the passive (ei ?.o^r/T6f) de
notes efficient, active blessing, theaorist the his

torical fact in the existence and condition of the

Church,
j-

Hence &quot; us
&quot; should be taken in its

wider meaning and applied to Christians, and
should not be limited to the Apostle (KOPPE),
who afterwards (ver. 15: kyu) begins to speak

* [MEYER S view :

&quot; God who is also the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ.&quot; would require, if a strict construction lie in

sisted on : 6 0o. 6 &amp;lt;cai jrarjjp. as ALFORD intimates. ELLICOTT
sdrnit* that there are no grammatical or doctrinal objection!
to the view defended above, but prefers the other, mainly on
the ground that the phrase &quot;the God of Christ&quot; is sin

gular. HOWJE and EADIE join the genitive to both nouns.

t [Eu&amp;gt;iE
at first took this aorist an marking

&quot; a customary
T repeated act.&quot; U interpretation he seems to have given

op in hi 2&amp;lt;1 edition, where, however, a trace of it is found in

a footnote which liaa no corresimndiiig number in In- tc-\t.

To take it as having the sense of the present, which MJ&amp;gt;.;K

xei-ni- to favor (though tiis view Would require the perfect in

Oreck). in untenable. Theaorist participle, retaining as usual

its aoriKtic force, &quot;refers to the counsels of the Father as

graciously completed in the Redemption.&quot; R.J

of himself and his experiences, nor to the Jewish
Christians, who are first thought of in ver. 11
i romp, ver. 13); so strong rather is the tc.-lmg
of the fellowship under the blessing of God, that
the Apostle, as the genuine Apostle to the Gen
tiles, includes with himself and the Apo.-t!.- a*
his people, all men, who have become or will be
come Christians.

&quot;With all spiritual blessings, i v nday
evhoyia -K ve v

ft.
a T i KIJ. This denotes the

sphere into which He in blessing has trans
ferred them ; He has so placed us in blessing,
that we are surrounded, overflowed thereby, and
ev nday evA.oyia. According to WINER (p.

105) this means every blessing; iraca y iv/.oyia
would be the ichole blessing ; see the instructive

passage, Rom. iii. 19. There is no variety of

blessing, which God has not bestowed upon us,
but the entire fulness of the blessing, so that we
have nothing more to receive, has not yet been
conferred upon us. Comp. Rom. xv. 29 :

&quot; in
the fulness of the blessing of Christ.&quot;

The adjective &quot;spiritual&quot; limits the manifold

variety to the domain of the spiritual, to what
the Holy Spirit effects and imparts. It is re
called also in what follows respecting the adop
tion (ver. 5) the redemption and forgiveness of
sins (ver. 7), the revelation (ver. 9) and thus is

expounded the riches of that spiritual blessing,
which we already possess, but which we ever
need yet more. There is no manner of occasion
for supposing an antithesis to the earthly bless

ings and promises of the Israelites (CHRYSOSTOM,
GHOTIUS and others), or to their typical posses
sions and the vain ones of the heathen (St-HOTT-

GEN); nor should &quot;

spiritual&quot; be explained &e=qui
ad animum pertinet (ERASMUS, ROSENMTELLER) ;

our spirit of itself still belongs to the cdp.
[See Romans, p. 234 f.]* The Aposileis treating
of the blessings promised in Joel iii. 1, which
are no longer merely promised, since their ful

filment is expressed in &quot; who hath blessed us.&quot;

In heavenly places, iv Tolg eirovpavioic.
1. Besides this passage the phrase is found in

ver. 20; ii. 6; iii. 10: vi. 12, and in all, even
in the last named, with a local sense; in the do
main of the heavenly ;

hence in accordance with
the nature of the matter, it is not to be taken in

any coarse, sensuous signification as measurable,
limitable space, but as domain, region.

2. The word itself has in the preposition CTTI a
local reference, like tTriyeiof (1 Cor. xv. 40), but
as this is to be distinguished from KaTajeiof,

KaTaxOovios (Phil. ii. 10), so is the former from

i&amp;gt;7repovpdvio.

3. Ta inovpdvia at all events is not to be taken
as=o ovpavof, oi ovpavoi or=:/3aoY/.e/a TUV ni

pnvSn&amp;gt;t

but designates more indefinitely, in general,
what belongs to heaven in contrast with what

*
[ALFORD is fully justified in saying :

&quot;

irvevnaTiK^ in the
N. T. always implies the working of the Holy .-j.iiit. never
bearing merely our modern inaccurate sense of spiritual as

opposed to bodily.&quot; HOIWE apparently accepts both, which
i- not allowable, even if the correct meaning IM- given tin-

greater prominence. K.\l&amp;gt;lE concedes the latter meaning in

the New Testament, but improperly in every passage cited.

He justly opposes the exclusive reference of our
j

/,,-ism. In i \VniTiiy). alluding t.. the transitory character of
the-e Liitts. TlironouKT : &quot;The blessings referred to here are.
the ho| I the resurrection, the promises of immortality.
the kingdom of heuven in reversion, and the dignity o| adop
tion.&quot; R.]
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belongs to and is on c:irth, as appears from vi.

TJ, win-re- tin- contest with the powers of dark-
f.).&quot;

It cannot be overlooked in tins Kj.i-.ilc,

that tliis phrase: Iv
\i&amp;gt;tnn.i.

is &quot;the centre and
ness in heavenly places&quot;

is spoken of in :iu- heart beat of the Apo-tle s view.&quot; It IB re-

tiihesis to the contest with flesh and blood.
j peated in ver. 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 ff.; with the

1. The coiniectiiiii of the jih rase ev r o Z f : Apostle it stands in the same category as : in

t-T o rpii r / a ii uith /r &amp;gt; ! /&amp;lt;&amp;gt; /&amp;lt;/ -r/ I luiriKtJ is de- Adam, in Abraham. Herein (EV \piar^i) is to be
m.nplr I by the fact th.it the hitter is joined with found the difference between the Christian and

&quot;and ilejiendent on it, and hence the Jewish Churches, the New Testament and
latter cannot belong to the verb as a closer qual- Old Testament people
Miration of the act of blessing. Accordingly the former, the hies.-

of God. In the case of

ig was not wanting, nor
this added phrase says, that every spiritual the &quot;

spiritual,&quot; for the law is spiritual (Rom.
blessing, which we have received, springs from ! vii. 14); even the

&quot;every&quot;
was not lacking,

a higher world, is to be sought in a heavenly re- since God s Word was there, the forgiveness of

gion and thence to be obtained. [ELLICOTT with sins, though in incipiency, in types, in shadow
his usual exactness presents the view here up- (Heb. viii. 5: amd TUV etrovpaviuv, Col. ii. 17);
held and now generally received ; he takes the nor yet is kv roZf enovpaviotr,

&quot;

heavenly places,&quot;

phrase as &quot;defining broadly and comprehen- altogether new, as though the New Testament

sively the region and sphere where our true
j

first found place and voice there, first established

home is (1 hil. iii. JO), where our hope is laid
I

itself there, while the Old Testament jiointed

only to the earthly Canaan (against STIER).
[ALFOUD follows Stier, in accepting a refer

ence to the Trinity in the threefold tV, but ELLI-
COTT S treatment of the phrases seems more ex
act :

&quot;

Eu/.o}//&amp;lt;7af contains the predication of,

time (Donaldson, Gr. \ 574 sq ),
iv rr. eit.oyia

-vtv/i. the predication of manner, more exactly
defined by the local predication iv ro?f ixuvpaviotr,
while iv Xptarti is that mystical predication

up (Col. i. 6), and whence the blessings of the

Spirit, the
i) dupea 7}

eTrnvpdviof (Heb. vi. 4) truly
come.&quot; We may add from ALFORD :

&quot; Materi

ally we are yet in the body : but in the Spirit,

we are in heaven only waiting for the redemp
tion of the body to be entirely and literally

there.&quot; R.]

Accordingly it is incorrect :

a) To understand by ra iovpdvta. bona not loca,

with CuiiTsosTOM, THEODORET, LUTHER and which, as Stier well observes, is the very soul

many others; the idea of possessions is already of this Epistle, and involves all other concep-
found in ev}.oyia (against RUECKERT, STIER). ,

lions in itself.&quot; This accords well with
Nor is CALVIN right in saying : Non multum Braune s view, that it expresses the distinc-

refort, subaudius LOCIS an BONIS; lantuin voluit in-
j

lively Christian character of the blessing here

FOUNDATION OF THE PRAISE

dicare priextantiain gratix, quie per Christum

confertur, quia scilicet non in mundo, sed in cvelo et

vita teterna nos facial bonos.

b) Giionus is in error, in referring it, to a

place indeed, but to the ccelum summum in con

trast to the regio astrifera.

c) The rendering and explanation : in heaven

(MEYER, RUECKERT, HARLESS, STIER, SCHENKEL
and others), is not exact, passes beyond the

word itself; still less is it admissible to refer it

to the kingdom of heaven, the kingdom of heaven
on earth, the church (ERXESTI, TELLER and

others). [With more definiteness it is explained

by HODGE: caelum aratise, the kingdom of grace
here on earth, the heavenly state into which the

believer is introduced
;
a view to which EAUIE

inclines. R.]

d) To follow BEZA in joining the phrase to

God, is as unjustifiable and inadmissible, as to

accept with KOITE the aorist for the future, be

cause the believers walk in heaven already in a

certain sense (1 hil. iii. 20, to which JEROME and
BKBA refer), or quia non in mundo, sed in ccelo et\Koa/iov]. Kaflwf marks a relation, indeed a.

vita seterna nos facial beatos (CALVIN), or quia hsec
j

conformity of two facts, which correspond to

(dona) nos et spe et jure in caelis collocant (GRO- I one another: the evl.oyttv has taken place in

Tins). The explanation of HOMBERO, that it is conformity with the fK&amp;gt;^}eaOai ; He has blessed

=/&amp;gt;;,/ TrvevtiariKf! nal TT ov pav iy is alto- entirely as He has decreed in the choosing, the

spoken of. R.]

THE FIRST
VERS. 4-6:

The Election of eternal mercy. [Dn. HODGE thus

analyzes these verses :
&quot; Of these (spiritual gifts

for which the Apostle blesses God) the first in

order and the source of all the others is election,
ver. 4. This election is 1. Of individuals. 2.

In Christ. 3. It is from eternity. 4. It is to

holiness, and to the dignity of sons of God. 5.

It is founded on the sovereign pleasure of God
(vers. 4, 5). 6. Its final object is the glory of

God, or the manifestation of His grace, ver. G.&quot;

This ag
substitutes

with Braune
the

iraune s view, except that he
church &quot;

for &quot; individuals
&quot;

under (1), viewing the church as an organism
made up of individuals. See below and also

Doctr. Note 3. R.]
Ver. 4. Even as he chose us in him

before the foundation of the world
[

-
i/fiaf

gcther arbitrary and groundless.
In Christ, ev Xpiary, indicates the media

tion of the blessing (Sft/nen) which consists in

spiritual blessing (Sri/i ii). Comp. 2 Cor. v. 18 f.

election. So MEYER also. That analogy is

question, according to which from the fact of

the blessing a conclusion may be drawn with re

spect to the election. It is not merely indicated

It is not
iir&amp;lt;i/&amp;gt;tfr

C/iris/u/u (Monus, FLATT, MEYER: that there is an internal connection between the

&quot;in Him was contained the ground why God election and Ihe blessing, but it is definitely
bleated us,&quot;

which is after all equivalent to: for stated that this carrying out corresponds to the

Christ s sake). SCHENKEL: &quot;Outside of the eternal decree of God. BENCEL: electio respon~

fellowship with the Son there is no part in the det, et earn sulixn/intur. l&amp;gt;&amp;lt;n,ilii
ti&amp;lt;), it piitihn-il.

spiritual blessing of the Father (Rom. viii. 9 Hence natitjc, is not used here as a designation of
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causality (MoRtis, RUECKERT) [HouoE: because]
as it is in other passages (WINER, p. 417 : [quo
niam~\ quippe, siquidcm) ; HARLESS takes it as an

argumentative particle (^inasmuch) and say
that it is related to KaOuTi, the latter however

designating the causa, the former the modus

(Rom. i. 28; 1 Cor. i. 0). [MEYER takes it as

argumentative; ALFUUU and ELLICOTT as ex

plaining and expanding the foregoing, the latter

admitting its causal force at times; EADIE is

most exact :
&quot; These spiritual blessings are con

ferred on us, not merely because God chose u
but they are given in perfect harmony with II

eternal purpose.&quot; However true it may be that
&quot; election is the cause or source of all subse

quent benefits
&quot;

(HODGE), it is hardly safe to

found such a statement on the particle na6uc.

11. ]

&quot;E e A e f a r o=^IIe chose us out for Himself ;
*

Paul uses it only three times elsewhere (all in

1 Cor. i. 27, 28). The verb eKAt-yeoOai corres

ponds entirely to the Hebrew TH3, as tK/.f/crof=r

Tn3. In the middle form it designates, both in

the Old and New Testaments, an act of God,
&quot;by

virtue of which some rather than others es

pecially belong to God (HARLESS). Although
HOFMAXN (Schriftbeweis I. p. 223 S.) will only
admit, that in this word respect is had to that

on account of which one is chosen, or respect to

him who on that account is chosen or accepted,
and that the stress is laid each time upon that
which the chosen one thus becomes, and not

upon the antithesis to those who do not become

this, yet he perceives in the preposition a prefer

ence, even if only a preference above a mass to

which he would otherwise belong. He refers to

ol ayye/.oi (1 Tim. v. 21), 6 wdf TOV faoii

uevoe (Luke ix. 35), o XpioToc, TOV Oeov 6

cicfaKToc, (Luke xxiii. 35), remarking, that the

angels are thus designated as taken by God into

His service, and that Christ is not elected out of

the sum of humanity, tg
become what the rest

should not become, but chosen to be, what the
rest are not. EnAf:yea6cii, does then still mark a

preference, a distinction from others, who are not
what the chosen are, even if not an opposition to

those, who do not become this.f Respecting the

others, in preference to whom the elect belong
to God, nothing is indicated here, whether they
are not chosen after all, or no longer do or can

belong to the elect; just as it is not said con

cerning the elect, that they cannot fall away
from such a relation to God. Since in 1 Pet. i.

1, Ihe church is termed &quot;

elect&quot; and in the con
clusion (v. 13)

&quot; the Church at Babylon elected

together with
you,&quot;

and &quot; elect, of God&quot; (Col. iii.

12), &quot;for the elect s sakes &quot;

(2 Tim. ii. 10),
&quot;God s elect&quot; (Rom. viii. 33), etc., are applied
to individual Christians, because and in so far as

*
[AI.FORD prefers to render the verb : lelectfd, as liest indi

cating the middle sense, and the choosing out of the world.
Set- KI.I.ICOTT inloco on this word. R.]
t [KuiiK also discusses HOFMANN S view, which is simply

this, that the election is only a choosing fnr and unto some
thing, not a choosing otit of. MKYKR nays most emphatically
regarding HOFMANN S position: &quot;This is impossible from the
notiim of the, word. A reference to /Mrrr, to whom the
chosen ones would still have belonged without the

&amp;lt;cAoyrj,

the verb cicAcyeadai always has, and ax n /&amp;lt;//r&amp;lt;// nmsailii
must have it.&quot; How true this to, will appear from the un
satisfactory and confusing character of all attempts to ex

plain away this reference. R.]

they are members of the Church of Christ, it

may be concluded, that the act of election does
not concern individuals MS its immediate objects,
as HOFMANN thinks. It is true that tin-

n6ofUf,
out of which they are chosen (Jno. xv. P.I!, is

not a sum of individuals, a multitude; it is

rather an ethical conception. Still less is the
Church a plurality, a coltuvies, it is an organism,
a whole. Yet God does have regard to the indi

viduals, with Him the individual, the member,
is not lost in the whole. Accordingly the ex
planation of HARLESS is to be sustained, only it

must be remembered, that the individuals are not
to be thought of as without connection, severed,
by themselves alone, or the others as those who
may not and shall not belong to God. HOF
MANN S opposition is right only against this un
justifiable interpolation. It is evident that
Paul could apply the word &quot; chosen &quot;

only to
himself and the members of the Church, because
only in the case of these was this fact cognizable,
and must be, or at least could be, perceptible to

individuals. Hence we should here, with FRANK
(Theoloffie der Form. Con. iv. p. 177), think of
he world merely, out of which Christians are
taken by virtue of their effectual calling, as in
1 Pet. i. 1

;
Jus. ii. 5

;
] Cor. i. 27 f., not how

ever of the totality of those called, from whom
e elect, as more numerous (Matt. xx. 16

; xxii.

14), are to be distinguished. See further in

Doctr. Note 3. Inadmissible, therefore, is the

explanation: priscipuo in nos amore Deusfuit, be
cause siMyeadat is &\6Q=imprimie amare vel impri
mis beneficiis ornare (Mouus). Comp. 2 Thess.
i. 13. It is very erroneous to suppose (RrEC-
ERT), that Paul transferred the faith of his na-

ion, respecting the preference of their race to

all the nations of the earth, to those who ac

cepted Christianity with joy, and regarded these
as the number chosen by God.
The position of the verb emphasizes this elect-

ng act of God as the main thing. It is then
urther defined.

First, there is added a designation of the

objects, r/nac,, US. By this is meant the Church
of Christ, the congregatio sanctorum, the &quot;saints,&quot;

who at the time make up the people of God, in

whom the election, consummated in the calling,
&quot;s perceptible and manifest. About the conduct

&amp;gt;f individuals, their faith, its degree or perfec-
ion, nothing is said, just as little as was ex-

messed or indicated in dyiotf (ver. 1). Accord-

ngly the reference is not to individuals in them

selves, to the sum of individuals at that time,
ut to the Church and its growth externally and

iternally, yet in such a way that each individual

nay refer it to himself.* RICHTER, therefore,

orrectly remarks: &quot;God chooses for Himself,
iut of all, before others and for others.&quot; But it

* [EBRARP (CltriMiche Dngmatik. S60) denies the indi-

idual reference in the verb
e&amp;lt;cAey.. but, as EADIE well re-

larks: &quot;The choice of a multitude is simply the choice of
ach individual composing it. That multitude may be re-

,rded as a unity by (jod, but to Him it is a unity of definite

merits or members. On the Mvinc si.lr the elect, \t hat
er their number, are a unity, ami are so dcscnlied nav o

efiw/ce /moi, John vi. 39; irav o &fSu&amp;gt;Ka&amp;lt;; ainw, John xvii. 2

totality viewed by &amp;lt;&amp;gt;mniscii&amp;gt;n&amp;lt; us one : but on the human
MU, the elect are the Whole company of believers, but thus
dividualixed 7r4? 6 6apiav rbv vCov xal Triarfviov. .lohn vi.

4(.&quot; Paul says so distinctly that (i ul t/ir&amp;lt; ;/.&amp;lt; ///. as to put
men at their wits end to make Him say anything else. R.J
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is al-o eon-eel to s:iy : &amp;gt; /&amp;lt; iix i/iioi/n, in Cltrixto

fraintt.1. /u lHxi/Hiim muiuliix jifrel, t iyure scilicet elec-

tinni.i :i i fli:i I Ml SITLU8).
N-i-mid ,/m ilijif, itix/i : definition of mudalihf, in

Him, i i a / r i.i. vi/., Christ. 15y this our elec

tion is more closely defined and limited: Christ

the I eison, iii whom we are chosen, the life-

sphere, the life-element, in which we are the

objeets of the Divine election. HARLESS may be

correct, in saying that it is first stated in what

follows, how He has chosen us in Him, but he is

incorrect in rejecting all closer definitions of ex

positors here as interpolated, even if they corres

pond with what follows. BEZA (in ipso videlicet

adoptitudos) is very near the true explanation,
but his view is more limited than the subsequent
context authorizes. Our union, our external

and internal connection, with Christ is marked
as the modality of our election. But the act of

choice is asserted as a fact : in Him He has

chosen us, so that as humanity was made in

Adam, as the people of Israel was separated in

Abraham, so the Church vs chosen in Christ ;

not, however, that He has merely determined to

choose us. Accordingly it is entirely improper
to read iv drru (Alex., MORUS, HOLZHAUSEN), nor
is it = e/f Xpiardv (Ethiop. Vers.), or= 6t avrov,
Tovrean did rr/f e i avrbv iriareuf (THEOPHYLACT
and others), or per Christum et Christi merita prse-
visa (A-L.\PiuE, BULLINGER), or propter Christum

(GLASSIUS, FLATT). Finally, it is arbitrary and
incorrect to join kv

avrij&amp;gt;
with yua., since ovrag is

wanting and clvai fjuas dylovq follows.

[OLSHAUSEN, ELLICOTT :
&quot; In Christ, as the

head and representative of spiritual, as Adam
was the representative of natural humanity.&quot;
&quot; tu the proper and final sense this can be said

only of His faithful ones, His Church, who are

incorporated in Him by the Spirit. But in any
sense, all God s election is in HIM

only&quot; (AL-

JORD). HOUGH: &quot;In Christ, i. e., as united to

Him in the covenant of redemption ;&quot;
on the

ground of the federal union which precedes the

actual union. So EAUIE. MEYER is less exact:

&quot;The divine act of our election has ifi Christ its

determining around.&quot;
&quot; Outside this connection

of the divine decree of election with Christ we
would not be chosen ; but in Christ there lay for

God the causa meritoria of our election.&quot; This
is really equivalent to propter Christum. R.]

Third qualification : a temporal definition, be
fore the foundation of the world, TT/JO

*cra/3o/l!7f K.6au,ov. Used by Paul only here,
but found in John xvii. 24; 1 Pet, i. 20. In

Matt. xxv. 34; Luke xi. 50; Heb. iii. 4: OTTO

ara,ioA;/f Koauov ;
Matt. xiii. 35 : OTTO Kora/?o/.//f .

The preposition Tpo denotes that the election

took place before the creation, and, since ar-
fioAi/ designates the foundation, the groundwork,
before the beginning of the carrying out of the

well-ordered plan of creation. Thus the refer

ence to the eternity preceding time is made very
strong,* stronger than in TTOO TUV atuvuv (1 Cor.
ii. 7 ; couip. 2 Tim. i. y ; Rotn. xvi. 26 ; Col. i. 26

;

Eph. iii. y, 11). The election precedes the crea-

* r
F.u.in&amp;gt;TT says that this phrase &quot;here serves to define the

archetypal i hararter nf the Xew Dispensation, ami the wide

gulf tl.at separated the irpdOecris Trpo xpoviav aiuii iW CJ Tim.
i. in ,,f (iod with respect to Christian*, from His temporal
&amp;lt;Aoy&amp;gt;j

of the Jews.&quot; R.]

tion: the fulfilment of the former is justified in

creation and its history, in the history of the

world. HAKLKSS: &quot;The plainest parallel is 2

Tim. i. 9 : who hath saved us, and called us

with an holy calling, not according to our works,
but according to His own purpose and grace,
which was given us in Christ Jesus before the

world began.
&quot;

OLSHAUHK.H (with STIER also)

properly rejects the idea of a real, individual

existence of believers before the creation in tha

Divine mind, but Christ s existence with the

Father before the creation of the world is un

mistakably indicated (STIER). BENGEL: I/see

priesuppontint iflernilatem jilii Dei, nainque filiut,

ante mundum factum erat olyectum amoris paterni
noti futurum tantummodo, ted jam turn priesens,
John xvii. 5, 24. [ALFORU (after STIER) :

&quot; How
utterly irreconcilable pantheism is with this,

God s election before laying the foundation of

the world, of His people in His Son.&quot; R.]
That we should be holy and without

blame before him [e I v a i i//i a &amp;lt;, dy iovg
K a i o. u tit u ov $ KGTvci&amp;gt;~iov o vT o v} . The
infinitive elvai J^df adds a supplement to the

previous clause, to the phrase f/uag h ai&amp;lt;~(J in

particular, and is to be taken as epexegetical

( WINER, p. 2 (

J8), giving prominence to the end,

purpose and result of the election. The position
of eiy a i marks the existence, the actualized

reality aimed at in the pretemporal, eternal

choice. Chap. iii. 4, G
(ti&amp;gt;

rtlt /xvarr/pitf) TOV X/JT-
TOV elvai TO. iOvrj, K. r. %,.

)
is similnr.

Whether we are to understand the then present
realization, just begun, or the consummation,

begun in the church militant, or the completed
reality in the church triumphant, cannot be de

termined from the adjectives &quot;holy
and without

blame,&quot; but must be found in the phrase KUTE-
v(l&amp;gt;iriov ai)Tov, &quot;before Him.&quot; It is not ne

cessary to write avrov, with HARLESS, STIER and
others. BENGEL has remarked (App. ad Mutt. i.

21), and TISCHENDORF [Praf. N. T., p. 68 f. ed.

7], corroborates it, that before avroii avru, au-

ruv we constantly find CITT
,

i Tr
,
uer , tTr , Ka~\

never
d(j&amp;gt; ,

v&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;
,
ueO

, e^ , Ka6\ so that in the New
Testament the reflexive form av-ov is never used,
but in its stead eavrov. Thus too it happens that

avr6(; is referred in quick succession to different

subjects, as Mark viii. 22; ix. 27-21)
( WINER,

pp. 141, 143*). From the Apostle s point of view
avrov is quite correct, and to be understood of

God, even though h atT^j refers to Christ.- To
the phrase Karevurriov avrov corresponds

the Hebrew rP!T &quot;JsS, coram Deo. According
to this we must accept a reference to the present
life, and not to the Judgment. The context at

all events gives no support for the reference to

the Judgment, which He will hold at the end of

days. The parallel passage, Col. i. 22: &quot;to

present holy and unblamable and unreprovable
in His

sight,&quot;
as well as the &quot;now&quot; (ver. 21),

and &quot; if at least ye continue
&quot;

(ver. 23) refer

* [The (|ueHtinn respi ctin^ tin

n this p;

avrov is discussed
of WINER s ilramnuir. The sweeping assertion

that it is never used, is not accepted by WINER. It appears,

however, that under the influence of UKIKSUAOH, this pointing
became too frequent, the tendency now being against it.

ELLICOTT says: &quot;The distim-tion, however, between the pro
per use of these two forms cannot be rigorously denned.&quot;

R.]
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definitely to Hie present state.* This is con

firmed by a comparison with Jude 24: &quot;to pre
sent you faultless before the presence of His

glory with exceeding joy.&quot;
We must evidently

apply this to the Judgment before God in eter

nity, but the expression is modified in accordance
with this meaning. Hence STIER is mistaken in

regarding our passage as applicable
&quot; to the

last Hiiming glance of the holy Judge, who can

and will be the perfectly righteous and eternal

beatifying God alone (Heb. xii.
23).&quot;

SCHEN-
KEL too is not satisfied with the reminder that

He is the knower of hearts, but refers to His

great Judgment day.

[MEYER renders this phrase : judice Deo, in

connection with his view of the forensic refer

ence of the adjectives
&quot;

holyand without blame.&quot;

But the reference to sanctification is to be pre
ferred, and hence if &quot;before Him&quot; does not

refer to the last Judgment, it must mean: vere,

sincere (BEZA, ELLICOTT
; so EADIE). ALFORD:

&quot; In the deepest verity of our being, thoroughly

penetrated by the Spirit of holiness, bearing
His searching eye; but at the same time imply

ing an especial nearness to His presence and
deurness to Him and bearing a foretaste of the

time when the elect shall be evumov TOV dpovou
Tovfcov, Rev. vii. 15.&quot; R.]

With our view then
&quot;holy

and unblamable&quot;

cannot of course mean the complete holiness,
which is the original end of the first choosing,
as its attained goal before the throne of God, as

STIER thinks, or humanity cleansed from all the

defilements of sin, which, according to SCHEN-
KEL, is the end of the Divine election.

&quot;Ayiof,

holy, can scarcely be taken in any other sense

than that of ver. 1, designating one consecrated

to God. The distinction between its meaning
here and ver. 1 is to be found in the qualifica
tions : eh rti Karevumov aiirov. This state of

consecration is therefore a reality, not merely a

being &quot;called,&quot; a &quot;name&quot; (although even this

latter is not a mere sound, a non-entity), a reality
too before God, and not merely before men.

Accordingly ayioq here must in some way mark
the internal effects upon the subject, connected
with this state of consecration ; so that a/uuuoc,

is very naturally added.

&quot;Auuuog corresponds to the Hebrew
D&quot;pn,

un

blemished, and is to be rendered neither irrepre-
hensus (MoRUs) nor irreprehensibilis (2 Pet. iii.

14; Phil. ii. 15, where the form is auiJuqToc,),
even though this is the original meaning (PASSOW
sub voce). It is applied strictly to the sacrificial

animal (1 Pet. i. 19) which is also consecrated

to God.f The two words are joined together
elsewhere (v. 27; Col. i. 22); in the first pas
sage they are used of the church

(&quot;not having
spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing &quot;),

in the

latter, which is parallel to our verse, KOI aveyM/-
rovf is added. Hence we are reminded of Rom.
viii. 33 :

&quot; Who shall lay anything to the charge
of God s elect? It is God that justifieth,&quot;

and
have to do with those who are transferred ftf

viodeaiav (ver. 5), who are partakers of &quot;re-

*
[Dr. BRACNE seems to refer Col. i. 22 to the future Judg

ment, in his notes on that passage. R.l

f [&quot;

As there is here no wiorilioial allusion, direct .ir indi

rect (com p. chap. v. 27), it seems best to retain the simple

etymological meaning: inculjtalus&quot; (ELLICOTT). K.]

demption,&quot; &quot;the forgiveness of sins&quot; (ver. 7),
among whom all this is inward, living truth, the
vital beginning of a glorious conclusion, so that
advance is ever made toward holiness (1 Pet. i.

16, 16), and the saying in the Apocalypse (xxii.
11) is verified :

&quot; he that is holy, let him be holy
still,&quot; which indeed finds a further verification
in eternity. Thus both a condition, a subjective
state, and more especially a position, which is to
be and has been occupied, a station into which
they have come and live, are meant, and not

merely a judgment. The words of KOPPE, which
HARLESS recalls, are apt: non turn ad virtutit

studium, quam potius ad dignitatem C hristianorum,
qua tanquam homines innocentes sibique caros Deus
eos fractal, est referendum, idem quod alias in rpp.
Pauli est diKaiovodai irapa Otti. Accordingly dytoe.
without further qualification does not refer to

inward, actual sanctification (STIER). Such limi
tations as: nisi confecto nostro stadio (CALOV. ),

quantum quidem hujus in mortali vita per Dei ipsius
gratiam et carnis nostrss infirmitatem fieri potett

(CALIXTXJS), are as inadmissible as the explana
tion of BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS, that the final

end of the matter of Christianity is found in
moral worth, or RUECKERT S opinion, that it was
the Apostle s peculiarity, to idealize everything.

[Modern English commentators accept (he dis
tinction of MEYER respecting these two words:
the first presents the positive, the second the nega
tive side; but there is an unusual agreement
among them against the reference to justification,
which BRAUNE, MEYER, OLSHAUSEN, HARLESS,
KOPPE and others favor. CHRYSOSTOM, THEO-
PHYLACT, CALVIN, STIER, HODGE, EADIE, ELLI
COTT, ALFORD and others, apply the adjectives to

sanctification. And with good reason: For an
ultimate result is here spoken of, and Paul who
had stamped the technical sense on so many
Greek words before this Epistle was written,
would have made the other meaning plain by.
using such words here. Dr. HODGE deduces

very properly these statements: &quot;It men are
chosen to be holy, they cannot be chosen because

they are
holy.&quot;

&quot; Holiness is the only evidence
of election.&quot; R.]
In love, EV a yd IT /. Of course, His, God s

love. This phrase, at the close of ver. 4. must
be connected grammatically with the following
participle, thus standing in emphatic position.
The Greek is much freer in the position of words
than the German ; where the latter must help
out the meaning with particles, the former re

quires only change of position ;
still it never

goes beyond bounds in this respect. It cannot
be connected with &quot;chose&quot; (OECUMEN., THOMAS,
FLACIUS, BAUMGARTEN, FLATT, and others), since
it stands entirely too far and too decidedly re

moved from that verb ; and must be regarded as

&quot;trailing after it.&quot; Nor yet is the connection
with

&quot;holy and blameless&quot; (AMBROSIASTER,
ERASMUS, LUTHER, CALVIN, BEZA, GROTIUS

[evanaelii, TO irav is in love]. WOLF, RUECKERT
[dubiously], MORUS, MATTHIES, HEVBNER [E. V.,
ALFORD, HODGE], admissible; although auuuo?
tv ayahfadaei (Jude 24) and nuu/it/rof iv

cipf/t&amp;gt;y

(
2 Pet. iii. 14) occur, yet it is in such close
union as to form one idea ; the phrase could be

separated from its adjective by &quot;before Him,&quot;

only in case the latter were adopted to be in-
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eluded with the adjective sis one idea, which was
In h ipialitied : hut 1 iuil use*

&amp;lt;/;/&amp;lt;

hin
tflOflOf

without any qualification (ver. -7 : Col. i. &quot;2 2), and

tlu&amp;gt; proper exposition excludes this connection,

which hsis mainly subserved the Romanist and
H :ition:ilistii: view. Accordingly most (from the

l i-sliii&amp;gt;i to TisriiKMMHiF) have upheld the collec

tion with
rr/)0(&amp;gt;/)/(7f

as the only admissible one.

[The connection with the adjectives favors

tin- reference to sanctification in those words,

j;i \\n\f I his sense : we are chosen to be placed
&quot; in

a state of moral excellence which consists in

love&quot; (Hoi)GE). But this author is as little justi
fied in saying that the reference to sacrificial

purification occasioned the connection with the

following participle, as BRAUNE is, in affirming
that the connection with the adjectives has

mainly subserved the Romanist and Rationalistic

view. Neither of these statements affect the

question. ALFORD has an able defence of the

ordinary connection. Besides arguing that

throughout, this long sentence the verbs find par
ticle precede their qualifying clauses, since the

verbs are emphatic, giving prominence to God s

act, not His attribute, he holds that this qualifi

cation is highly appropriate :
&quot;

ayarcr], that which
man lost at the Fall, but which God is, and to

which God restores man by redemption, is the

great element in which, as their abode and

breathing place, all Christian graces subsist,

and in which, emphatically, all perfection before

God must be found.&quot; All which is true, but not

sufficient to overcome the grammatical objections
to this view. Dr. HODGE says that &quot;predesti

nated &quot; has a subsequent qualification, hence it

would be tautological to join &quot;in love,&quot; to it,

but as ELI.ICOTT intimates, the two qualifying

phrases point to two different attributes; one to

the loving mercy, the other to the sovereign

power of God. The view of BKAUNE, is that of

the I eskito, CHRYSOSTOM, THEOOORKT, THEOPHY-
LACT, AUGUSTINE, JEROME, BENGEL, KOPPE,
STORR, HAKLESS, DE WETTE, OLSHAUSEN, HOLZ-

HAUSEN, STIER, TURNER, EADIE, ELLICOTT, MEY
ER, BLEEK; also GRIESBACII, SCHOLZ, LACHMANN,
TISOHENDORF. The list might be enlarged, but
is long enough to sustain the last remark of

BRAUSE against HODGE S assertion that &quot;the

majority of commentators adopt the construction
followed by our translators.&quot; R.]

Ver. 5. In love having predestinated us
frrpoopiaa$ $/*{]. Upoopi&tv, to determine

beforehand; Trpb points out, that the determina
tion existed before the thing or person to be des

tined, and is to be more closely defined only by
the context: &quot;before the foundation of the

world&quot; (HARLESS, STIER, MEYER, and others),
hence beforehand, not before others (BAUMGAR-
TEN). The participle is associated with i^e).f^a-

TO: ffXfcm&amp;gt;
rtj&amp;gt; Trpoopioai, or Kal irpoufttae. Thus

the Greek expresses it, not indicating a chrono

logical sequence; the temporal relation is not

touched upon. The aorist indeed denotes the

concluded action without reference to the past
or present; the matter spoken of is before time.

Similarly vers. 8, 11, 13, 20. The participle
denotes, therefore, not priority of fact, but only
the :it tendant manner (HARLKSS). HOMDERG is

incorrect : postquam not prsedestinavit adoptandos,

!/,:/ it , imm no*, ut timus nancti. In that case we
should have found at all events, npurepnv npno-

pioag. When the Apostle says (Rom. viii. 30):
&quot; whom he did predestinate, them he also culled,&quot;

without mentioning the election, we must find

the latter included in the first ante-temporal act,

not in the other act of accomplishment, taking
place in time. Nor can it he inferred from
Rom. viii. 29 :

&quot; whom he did foreknow, he also

did predestinate,&quot; that the predestination was;

preceded temporally by a particular act, that of

foreknowing, quite as little as the two notions
are to be confounded.

[As regards the relation of priority, ALFORD
and STIER, take the &quot;election

&quot;

as antecedent to

the &quot;predestination,&quot; the former regarding the

fi-eM$a.To in this passage as ranking with the

npoh/vu in Rom. viii. 29. On the other hand
HODGE implies just the reverse, that the election

is based on the preceding predestination. ELLI-
COTT too regards the participle &quot;as temporal, not

modal, and its action us prior to, not synonymous
with, that of g^EAt^aro.&quot; He takes it a.s=guum
prsedestinavit,

&quot; after He had,&quot; &c., but MEYER
says that &quot;

predestinatio is never elsewhere distin

guished from electio, as antecedent to it.&quot; EADIE
too takes the participle as synchronous with the

verb, which is safest where there is no gramma
tical necessity for insisting on the temporal
qualification (see, however, WINER, p. 321). It

is not well to dogmatize about the order in the
Divine mind, especially on so slender a basis as

that afforded by the Greek aorist part iciple. R.]
The phrase

&quot; in love,&quot; coming first, marks
with special emphasis the motive of the predes
tination. In hac epislola regnat ~u amo, amor,
amatus; ipsi principle epistoh? congruit (BENGEL).
This precedence is like iii. 18: h &amp;lt;i;a-?; eppi^u-

fih m. What is thus demanded by the thought,
and confirmed by the form of language, is cer

tainly not contradicted, as will appear, by what
follows : Kara

ri/i&amp;gt;
eiidoniav cif E~aivov dd^/f -rfjq

Xnptrnq, which is not added tautologically, as

some (MATTHIES and others) suppose.
Hunf, &quot;us,&quot; is the object, as in ver. 4; but it

must be noticed, that we have here, not inK^.tjaia

or some such collective notion, but i/iiiir. Hence
it cannot be said with SCHENKEL: &quot; The predes
tination applies to the whole of the Divine decree

of salvation, the election to the individual persons
in whom it is accomplished. So much only is

correct, that the thought does not respect indi

viduals as such, a colluvies, a multitude, but the

church and its members, or the individuals as

members of an organism, but in the predestina
tion, just as in the election (ver. 4). Coinp.
Rom. viii. 29 f. [EADIE makes a far better dis

tinction between Trpnopiaac, and f^e/.t^aro:
&quot; The

end pre-appointed xpo, is implied in the one ;

the mass out of which the choice is made EK, ia

glanced at by the other.&quot; So ELLICOTT. R.]
Unto adoption, f if vioOeoiav. This desig

nates, in distinction from Tricvoyovia. (1 Tim. ii.

15), adoption (viovc, fitatiai, viov OfTiti) TroteiaOai) ;

we are not children by nature, like Christ, but

only by grace. Adoption is a rich conception,
not at all a simple matter, and its actualization

has a very significant history ; it did not come to

maturity at once, but has a development from

primary stages, preceded by grand preparatory
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stages, unto its completion in eternity. To the

Old Testament Israel belonged the adoption

(Rom. ix. 4, to which are added the glory, the

covenants, the giving of the law, the service of

the sanctuary, the promises) ; even the Chris

tians are &quot;

waiting for the adoption, the redemp
tion of the body

&quot;

(Rom. viii. 23). An explana

tory parallel to our verse is found in Rom. viii.

29 :
&quot; He also did predestinate to be conformed

to the image of his Son, that he might be the

first-born among many brethren;&quot; ver. 30
(&quot;he

also glorified &quot;)
however points yet deeper, so

that we must recall the bold words of Peter (2

Pet. i. 4) :
&quot; that by these ye might be partakers

of the divine nature,&quot; as well as those of Paul

(Rom. viii. 17) :
&quot; If children, then heirs ; heirs

of God, and joint-heirs with Christ.&quot; Comp.
Gal. iv. 5-7; 1 Thes. ii. 12 ; 2 Thes. ii. 14

;
1

Jno. iii. 2. Hence it is not a formula tolemnis ad

Christianam religionem adducere (KoPPE), nor to

be referred in general and indefinitely to the be

nefits, which distinguish Christians from other

men (FLATT), nor yeifutura beatitate ornari, adeo

amari Deumque redamare (MoBiis), nor can it be

said: viodeaia venix peccatorum morte Christi partse

certa spe verissime constat (TITTMANN).

[HODGE: Sonship in reference to God in

cludes, 1. Participation of His nature or con

formity to His image. 2. The enjoyment of His

favor, or being the special objects of His love.

3. Heirship, or a participation of the glory and

blessedness of God. Sometimes one and some

times another of these ideas is the most promi
nent. In the present case it is the second and

third.&quot; MEYER has a good note in loco on vio-

feff/a. R.]
Through Jesus Christ unto himself, &amp;lt;J/a

Itfffov \/&amp;gt;tarov e&amp;lt;c
av~6v. Against the

reading avrov, see the close of ver. 4. Am with

the genitive retains the meaning per, through,

marking the mediator, cannot therefore be :

propter (MOLDENHAUER). Comp. John xiv. 6. The

person of the Lord must be regarded as that of the

mediator. Even though we find in Gal. iii. 26 :

viol 6ia
TT)&amp;lt;; TrioTEur, there the subjective media

tion which proceeds from the Object of faith, the

mediator, is marked, here the objective, to which

the former will not be wanting. We take avr6v
as referring to God ;

should Jesus Christ be

meant, the reading must be, KUI etf avr6v.

Hence the explanation is incorrect : in conformi-

tatem ejus (Christi) per jidem et bonos mores (Au-
SELM and others). But the preposition eif must

retain the sense unto or into Him, as is required

by those passages cited in the last paragraph,
which indicate the final end of the viodeaia.

Hence it is not so much an &quot;

explanatory addi

tion
&quot;

(HARLESS), as an adjoined supplement

(SxiER). The explanation: ad gloriam gratix

tux (PISCATOR, MORUS), is in any case insuf

ficient. It is impossible to take eif avrov as=
the Hebrew i

1

?, ribi (Giumus, WOLF, KOPPE fol

lowing the paraphrase of BUCER : Qui priede.iti-

navit pridem nos, ut in filios sihi per Jesum Chris

tum adoptaret). PASSAVANT weakens it into :

up to God. Nor is it=ev eavnjj (CALVIN. KK/.X.

CALIXTUS) ;
and just as little a circumlocution

for the genitive aiirov, qualifying i ELu

KERT). MEYER is excellent: &quot;How rich and

entirely Grecian Paul is precisely in his prepo

sitional expressions, by which he never repre
cuts a mero relation of case.&quot;

[Among the various opinions respecting e!&amp;lt;

ttrrtfy, mid the shadings of signification attached
10 it, the view of ELLICOTT seems most satisfac

;ory :
&quot; In these deeper theological passages the

preposition seems to bear its primary (fif=Vf
Donaldson, Cratylus, \ 170) and most compre-
ensive sense of to and into (see Rost u. Palm.

Lex. . v.) ; the idea of approach (fi/v eif avrbv

wayovaav, Theophylact) being also blended with
and heightened by that of inward union ; comp.
notes on Gal. iii. 27. We may thus paraphrase,
God predestinated us to be adopted as His sons;
and that adoption came to us through Christ,
and was to lead us into, and unite us to God.

&quot;

R-]

According to the good pleasure of his

will, Kara ri/v evSotiav rov OeAtfuarof av-
TOV. Ei&amp;gt;6onia can indeed mean good will, as in

Luke ii. 14; Phil. i. 15; ii. 13; 2 Thess. i. 11, or

wish, arbitrium, or Matt. xi. 26; Lukex. 21. Here
however it is equivalent to flov/J/, ver. 11: Kara

TTJV /3ov%qvToi&amp;gt; 0eA)?//a-o?, and the sense is that what
was ordained in love, He ordained according to

(/card) the determination of His will. As h aycnry

(ver. 4) denotes the principle of the ordaining, EV-

6oKia here cannot mean &quot;good will.&quot; It is the

substantive answering to donelv (frequentative
from dt^eada/, Ion., tienfaOat), to seem good, as

Acts xv. 22, 25, 2&=beneplacitum, and is distin

guished from /3wi A//, the inclinational * act of

willing (while etfeAeiv designates the ethical act),

only in this, that it refers more to deliberation,
choice. Comp. TITTMANN, Syn. I. p. 124 ff.

Hence the interpretations of THEODORET
(fj

en

Evepyeaiq fiovhqatf), SUIDAS (from Theodoret ad
Ps. v. 12; TO ayaObv d&r/fia), BEZA (benevolentia),

LUTHER, MORUS (pro benevolo suo consilio), HAR
LESS, (according to the kindness of His will),

OLSHAUSEN, HEUBNER [ADIE, not MEYER as the

German indicates, R.J and others, are incor

rect,

[The two meanings of evdotda here under dis

cussion are : 1. beneplacitum, mere good plea
sure

;
2. benevolentia. Undoubtedly in this case

God s good pleasure was also His benevolentia,

but to which does the Apostle here refer? The

usage of the LXX. favors the latter meaning, but

in the New Testament both occur. The context

must decide. It favors meaning (1.), for (a)
the idea of benevolence in the highest degree
was already introduced as a qualification in cv

aycnri), admitting that the phrase is to be joined
with this verse, (b) The phrases occurring
afterwards in vers. 9, 11 point to this meaning,

especially ftav^v roi&amp;gt; 6e~/.i/uarof ai Tov (ver. 11).

(c) The reference being to the actor exclu

sively and not to the objects of the action, this

meaning brings them less into view (Ei.i.icoTT,

after DK WETTE). The proper safe-guard

against the notion of bare arbitrary decree is

found in iv ayaTrn. So substantially but with

an occasional tendency to press the sense tou

* [Bnumr s:iv&amp;lt;: I m i/riniitMirhrn Akt &amp;gt;l
&amp;gt; \\ H&amp;lt; us. tlnu

iinlic-Mliii _ liis iirn-pUiirc of Iliittiiianii s iliM inctimi U-IWI-.T,

/3ouAoK&amp;lt;n and efl.AM itln&amp;gt; fi.ninT moiv mi net .if ini linntiini.

the Uttar of deUberalion, oboioe). on thk KW vr. 11. Tht
w.ml i/rmnilii-ti hns uu KiiL li-;li fiinivnl iit, s-&amp;gt; far M I alt

nwan- . R.J
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far, OROTIUS, ERASMUS, CALVIN, BENQEL, FLATT,
RiKiKKKT, I)K WKTIK, MKYKI;

(

&quot; the free self-de-

terminutton independent of ;ill hiimanMesert is here

meant&quot;), UI.KKK, HoiH.r., .\ i.ruiti&amp;gt;.,r .i.i.ic&amp;lt;&amp;gt;TT. Nor
docs this view make tin- ground for thanksgiving
the less, as EAIME implies. We uccept.( ,/;///

hen- in tin- simple &amp;gt;eiiso of &quot;will,&quot; reserving
the discussion nl its precise meaning for a sub

sequent page. R.] The explanation of CHRY-
sosiuM (7,) nt^pbv d&r/ua, rd ^uerd kniftvuias

} is to bu rejected.
Ver (I. Unto the praise of the glory of

his grace, ci? erratvov 6 6 1; TIC r ff f X^P 1 -

rof avro v. Eif liratvov points to the viol

fcroi, who now praise, as those who have been

blessed by the sonship and heirship, and ren

ders prominent, that God s ultimate aim is the

blessedness of His creatures, of His Own. For

cif exaivov is to be taken in connection with TT/IOO-

p/craf fif vwOeoiav eif avr6v as forming the con

clusion ; it reaches unto the praise from him who
has been pardoned. The object of the praise is

&quot; the glory,&quot; but not glory in itself, or God s

glory, but &quot;of his
grace&quot; (avrov not avro v,

see on ver. 4). Xdpif is dydrrn, the latter is

however more general, the former more special,

marking love, which condescends, like the Ger
man Gnade (-jee on ver. 2), or which acts upon
Xaipfiv, ^a/)d, making or being ^a/HEif (lovely).
This then is, principally, the object of the praise,
which lauds indeed the glory of the grace. This

glory is the object of the praise, vers. 12, 14,

where we find : e I f ixatvov rf/c 66^ avrov. It

is remarkable that the article is omitted here be

fore tW^tff i but f ci^a is not the main idea, but f]

Xdptq avrov, and we should render (according to

WINER, p. 179) : To the praise of His glory in

grace (Gnadenhcrrlichkeit), so that Jo^a r^f X^P l ~

rof forms one conception. Still it is altogether
inadmissible to explain the genitive 66;-^ as a

Hebraism for the adjective mfofof; Paul was

acquainted with that adjective (v. 11 ;
1 Cor. iv.

10) and did not select it here. This is equally
true, whether it be joined with Ixaivov, as mean

ing: to glorious praise (GROTIUS, ESTIUS), or to

rK X&amp;lt;*P
IT S : to the praise of His glorious grace

(LUTHER, I li:/. \, MORUS, KOPPE, FLATT, and

others).

[.MEYER:
&quot; The glorifying of the Divine love

(which however is here designated, according to

its definite peculiarity, as grace, because it con

cerns what is sinful, ii. 1 S.
)

is the final end&quot;

of the Divine predestination. ELLICOTT: &quot;As

CHRYSOSTOM appears rightly to have felt, 66!- j/f

ia a pure substantive, and serves to specify that

peculiar quality or attribute of the xaP l which
forms the subject of the praise.&quot; R.]
Which he freely bestowed upon us [y f

ixap iTuaev ///df]. On the attraction /} f

ixapiruaev for f/v according to the well-

known expression x^Plv XaPiro ^ v
&amp;lt;

8ee WINER,

?.

154, and the Textual Note 6
. Similar cases, iv.

; 2 Cor. i. 4. XapiToi-v = gratia aliquem nffi-

cere ; but gratia may be taken in the subjective or

objective sense, so that this means either: He
has made lovely, pleasing, or: He has dispensed

grace, favor. The word occurs elsewhere in the

New Testament only in I, uke i. L S (the salutation

of the angel to Mary: xa
~

l
f

&amp;gt;e Ktxa/&amp;gt;fr(.mn //, where
either meaning may be accepted, or both com

bined (STIER in loco.) [The objective sense is

certainly to be pi-eternal in Luke i. 28; for to

take the other view involves at least a quasi-
support of very untenable dogmas. On the force
olVireek verbs in 6u, see EADIE, HARLESH, KLLI-
COTT. R.] It also occurs in the LXX. (Sir.
ix. 8 ; xviii. 17), and in the first sense. The
reading r/

( supports the first view; the reading
I ev i)

the other. For the former was evidently
accepted in the Syriac version, and aptly repro
duced : quam effndit super not, so that His grace
has not remained and does not remain fruitless,

j

So the Vulgate: yratijicavit. CHRYSOSTOM: oil

i fi6vov duapTr/udrcjv dirr//.Aai;i-v, d?./.d nat E-nepdarovs

\eiroiTiGEv; THEODORET, Theophylact, (EcuMENius
|

to the same effect. A-LAPIOE: Qratiosos not

reddidit, scilicet gratiam sitam nobis communicando
et infundendo. LUTHER: Angenehmgemachr, made
pleasant. BEZA : Gratis nos sibi acceptos reddidit ;

so STIER and others. The second view is held

by BENOEL (gratia amplexus est), BAUMGARTEN,
KOPPE, FLATT, HARLESS, RUECKERT, SCIIKNKEL
and others. At all events with the perspective
reaching

&quot; unto the praise of the glory of Hia

grace,&quot; we must not leave out of view the result

of pardoning, the effect of the xa P&amp;lt;

on ne XaPl-

T&amp;lt;J()EV-, who become ^ap/cvrff ; here, where the

Apostle &quot;closes his first circle of thought&quot;

(STIER), there is nt the same time a reference to

the goal aimed at from the pardon. Accordingly
&quot; us

&quot;

applies not merely to Paul and his readers
or contemporaries, but to all believers.

[The subjective sense may be involved, but
the other seems decidedly preferable. ALFORD
says the subjective meaning of x^P1^ does not
seem to occur in the N. T., certainly not in St.

Paul. He very properly argues for the other

meaning, from the &quot; indefinite aorist, referring
to an act once past in Christ, not to an abiding
state which He has brought about in us.&quot; Also
from the context which is all of God s grace. So
ELLICOTT, EAOIE, MEYER, HODGE. The Roman
ist expositors find in the other sense a support
for their doctrine ofjustitia inh&rens. R.]
In the beloved, kv -w dyair query. This

contains a reference to txapiruacv. BENOEL aptly
says: Autonomasia, opportuna. Amor plus figni-

ficat, quam gratia. 1 Pet. ii. 10: ubi de Us, qui
misericordiam consecuti sunt, ea dicuntur, supra qnie
6 iiya^riufvo^, AMATUS longe. eminet; f/rof necessa-

rio priesupponit prsevi im miseriam, sed amor non
item. The Jleloved, /car ffo^&quot;. (Col. i. 13 ; Matt,
iii. 17), by God the Father, not ab omnibus (PE-
LAOICS), is the Only Begotten, the Son of God by
nature, Christ; He is tne object of the love

(dyd-xri) of the Father, not needing x^P^i as we *

only through the grace of God in Christ do we
become objects of His love

;
as ^rtp^rwflfirff. Ac

cordingly this distinction is not to be made use
of in favor of the second meaning of t xapiruaev,

as is done by HARLESS. The preposition n-

must be retained as marking our fellowship with

Christ, who is our life-sphere ; hence it is not= did TOV, propter (GROTirs and others). We are
rather reminded of the verse : Vor r/ir sonst

nichts gilt, als Dein eigen Bild. [Before thee

nothing passes current but thine own image.]
In Him, the image of God, we have, not only ob

jectively, but subjectively also, the grace, that
we are well-pleaaing to God.
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[EADIK: &quot;We, as adopted children, are in

deed loved, but there is another, the Son, the

own licloved Son. It was not, therefore, affec

tion craving indulgence, or eager for an object
on which to expend itself, that led to our adop
tion. There was no void in His bosom, the loved

One lay in it.&quot; R.]

SECOND FOUNDATION OF THE PRAISE; VERS. 7-12.

The carrying out of the eternal decree.

Ver. 7. In whom we have the [or our]
redemption through his blood [iv i %o-
/j.e i T ii v tixo /.i rpuaiv 6 1 a TOV a I fi a r o f

avToi ]. Comp. Col. i. 14. &quot; We have,&quot; &quot;the

first present tense of the whole discourse, and

very emphatic&quot; (S riEii). Hence it immediately
follows t v (It,

&quot; in whom.&quot; With this a new cir

cle of thought begins, pointing to the already
experienced accomplishment of the Divine eter

nal decree, even though just begun. The pre
position s v is to be taken in its strict meaning :

for only within the Person of the Beloved, Christ,
are we in the possession and enjoyment of re

demption. Christ s work is inseparable from
His Person ; we have redemption, not in His
work wit/tout His Person, but in His Person,
which with His work is a living unity (OLSHAU-
SBN). Hence it will not suffice to explain: in

fellowship with Him
( WINER, p. 364, note 7),

while it is altogether incorrect to take it as =
ota uv, evena oi&amp;gt; (FLATT, KOPPE), even though the

phrase
&quot;

through His blood &quot; be adjoined, and
the explanation be : cujus morti cruentic debeo ; so

MORUS : propter quern. SCHLNKEL appears to in

terpolate per &amp;lt;Vi oi&amp;lt; in his explanation: by means
of the fellowship with Him through faith.

[ HODGE seems to have lost the force of the

phrase, weakening it into,
&quot;

i. e., not in our

selves,&quot; and then taking
&quot;

by his blood &quot; as ex

planatory. ELLICOTT, EADIE, ALFORD all catch
more or less of the true view so aptly expressed
by OLSIIAUSEN. R.]

We are having ! Believers, Christians are in

possession of a property. The possession is

marked, not the receiving, or having received
;

hence tjv is not = assecutum esse, or assequi.

[EADIE is still better: &quot; We are ever needing,
and so are ever having it.&quot; The objective sense,
there is for us, adopted by ALFORD, following
HARLESS, underlies the expressed and emphatic
subjective one ; the latter is not merely

&quot; an im

plied import,&quot; but the prominent thought. R.]
The subject treated of is a bonum novi testament i

(BENOEL) TJ/V* d^o^-vrp uaiv. This word

points to a redemption through ransom. This
idea is a prevalent one, even in the New Testa

ment, where our Lord so uses it (Matt. xx. 28;
Mark x. 45 : to give His life a ransom for many),
and Paul, 1 Tim. ii. 6 : o doiif iavTov avTil.vTpov

virep ndvTuv, Tit. ii. 14: AvTf&amp;gt;ova0ai, 1 Cor. vi. 20 ;

vii. 23; Gal. iii. 13: ayopd&tv, Acts xx. 28: TTE-

pnroieiatiai. Still the expiation, indicated in the

Lord s saying, appears also, as in Rom. iii. 23-
25. Manifesto satis earn mortis vim indicat, quse sa-

* [The article here points to something well known; if the
verb f\o/ie I- has a reference mainly objective, thru this means
thf. redemption promised, etc., but if it be tmbjective. then it

means our redemption. So &amp;lt; OXVK\RK. KI.I.ICHTT objcvt-. to

this, Imt sanctions it in the Revision by Four Aug. Clergy
men nch a rendering by no means implies that the

tt.nu\vrpiaat.y is merely subjective. R.]

crificio confertur piaculari (Fun/si UK). Urn- in

deed the thought of an expiatory sacrifice seems
to be the prominent one, since &amp;gt;

tlm&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;:li his

i blood&quot; is added (comp. Levit. xvii. II. II \u

j

LESS). We may howevT&amp;gt;r take the blood of Christ

I

as the ransom price. The powers and evils, in

dicated in the preposition u-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,
from which be

lievers are and shall be snatched, are according
to STIER, the wrath to come (1 Thess. i.

10), the

present evil world (Gal. i. 4), the power of dark
ness (Col. i. 13), all unrighteousness (Tit. ii. 14),
vain conversation after the ways of their fathers

(1 Pet. i. 18); indeed the extirpation and com
pensation of all the evil in which we have in

volved ourselves with our transgressions (PFEN-
NINUEII). Though the word may have in pas
sages, such as iv. 30

; Rom. viii. 23
;

1 Cor. i.

30, a more general signification, the original re
ference being supplanted or obliterated, here this

is marked by the context. HARLESS indeed is

correct, in maintaining against Romanist expo
sitors (such as A-LAPIDE), that it designates not

merely a subjective condition
; but he should not

have based on the presence of the article the
statement that abstract nouns without the article

merely designate that the generic notion has be
come real as a subjective possession.

Through his blood, fha TOV aluaroe
avrov. MEYER regards this as entirely like tv

rtj tiifiaTL (ii. 13), remarking that Paul was very
fond of prepositional variations (2 Cor. iii. 11).
The former, however, describes rather the me
diation, which may be in constant movement, as

here ; while the latter points to an existing life-

sphere or fact, in which indeed that mediation
must be consummated. Hence the Apostle is

not influenced by likings or beauty of diction, etc.,

but by a shading of the thought. In the Person
of Christ as the Only Begotten, is given to us, as

to all believers, Redemption by means of His

blood, as an offering and ransom-price, and now
we are having such a gift. Though Hcb. ix. 12-

14 is to be compared with our passage, still we
may not introduce here, as is done by KOPPE, the

sacrificial worship of the ancient nations, ac

cording to which through a sinless offering past
sins were extirpated and the angered divinity

reconciled, as though Paul had made use of

I this.

[ALFORD :
&quot; It is a noteworthy observation of

j

HARLESS here, that the choice of the word, the

j

Blood of Christ, is of itself a testimony to the

;

idea of expiation having been in the writer s

j

mind. Not the death of the victim, but its BLOOD,
1 was the typical instrument of expiation. I may
j

notice that in Phil. ii. 8, where Christ s obedience,

not His atonement, is spoken of, there is no men
tion of His shedding His blood, only of the act

of His Death.&quot; This was the price, TO \irrpov.

As EADIE well says : &quot;The nexus we may not be

able to discover fully, but&quot; &quot;the death of

, Christ has governmental relations, has an in-

j

fluence on our salvation totally different in na-

I

ture and sphere of operation, from its subjec-

i
tive power in subduing the heart by the love

which it presents, and the thrilling motives

which it brings to bear upon it.&quot; R.]
The forgiveness of our transgressions,

r
i,

r ii
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

t a i v T uv ir a
/&amp;gt;

a T u ft
n ~

&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt; v. Lu-
TIIKK joins this with the foregoing thus : namely.
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the forgiveness of sins, thus diking it, and cor

rectly, as epexegetical (WiNKii. p. 4 .2). [So the

E. V. in the parallel passage, Col. i. 14. R
]

Tliis implies, that tin- more comprehensive ex-

pr -ssiou. rrili-mjition, is to be limited, contains

in, &amp;gt;n- than is involved in the context, i^outv ;

&quot;the forgiveness of i raus^ressimis
&quot; renders em

phatically prominent mie principal element, on

which indeed another depends. Accordingly it

cannot In- said, that the Apostle defines the na
ture of the &quot;redemption&quot;

with this epexegetical
addition (HARLESS) [MEYER]. It is just as er

roneous to extend the epexegetical phrase on ac

count of the first expression, and to explain

&quot;forgiveness of trmsgressions
&quot;

as taking away
of sins

(B&quot;.rlenb. Kbit). Paul now takes out as

chief th&amp;gt;. first thin;/: the forgiveness of sins (STIER).
FRITZSCHS aptly remarks (Rom. iii. 25) on the

distinction between T&amp;lt;ipeo/f
and atyeaK; :

* &quot; Con-

veniunt in hoc, quod siae ilia, sive hsec tibi obtiyerit

nulla peccatorum tuorum ratio habetur ; discrepant

eo, quod h tc data facinorum tuorum paenai nunquain

pendes, ilia concessa non diutiua nullas peccatorum
tuorum poenas lues, quam ei in Us connivere placu-

erit, cui in ddicta tun animadoertendijus sit.&quot; Fur
ther the genitive of rd irapaTrrijuaTa refers only
to individual facts, and, since these can neither

be undone or extirpated, we must understand

pardon alone ; OLSHAUSEX is incorrect in laying
no weight upon the form irapaTrriJuara, auapriai

(Col. i. 14), and including also the sinful condi

tion, the inborn sinfulness, understanding here

absolutely all that is sinful. f Although he is

correct in saying that the appropriation of this

forgiveness of sins as a fact cannot be conceived

of, without, the transformation of the man pro

ceeding from it as a consequence, yet we must
still maintain that nothing is said here about the

latter, but only that redemption, like the for

giveness, has its complete objective reality en

tirely irrespective of the subjective state of the

individuals (HARLESS). [Accepting this view,
which is that of HODGE, LADIE and others, we
must deny ALFORD S remark, that this phrase is

not to be limited, but is &quot; at least equipollent
with a-oMrpu-r/f.&quot; R.]
According to the riches of his grace.

Karri TO TT A o v ~ o f r
// f % d p tr o f a v T o v

evidently designates the grace of God, not of

Christ, as the ultimate ground of the fact of Re

demption, and corresponding (Kara) to the depth
and importance of the same in its riches. Simi

larly ii. 7 : TO 7r/lof;rcf rf/q ^dpirof, Rom. ii. 4 :

jrXaiirof rj?f ^p^ffror^rof, Rom. ix. 23
; Col. i. 27

;

Eph. iii. 16: rrji; do^yc. Hence it is not=yratia
lioeralissim i (Koi PE). Instead of TO TrAoi/rof,
attested by X. and B., and to be retained here, 6

n-Aot rof more frequently occurs. [Comp. Textual

Note .

] PASSAVAXT aptly says:
&quot; We have in

this grace not only deliverance from misery and
curse, not only forgiveness we find in it the

*
[On this distinction, comp. TRENCH, Synnnymts, N. T., \

::; O MTKir: h;is ii -;.,, -ml treatise, Dr. utititate dixtinctimis

int r iraptviv ft OLIJHVIV (Opp. t. vii.) See SCHAFF, Romans, p.

128, Ttstual Note . R.]
t On nnpdirruina. see )r. SCHAPF s note (Rom. v. 15)

p. 182, and the 8iilise,|ii ml discussions. Tin- positions taken
there f.irl.i.l iiny such wide reference as tlint of Oi.sn U-SKN.

BUMOCT, while not laying much stress upon the distinction

Mw.M.n Trapn-T^aTa iind i^apTiai. takrs the former iw point-
in- am to -ins ,, the side of commission, sinful acti, the

lattor to sins its the result of a itute, tinful conditions. R.]

freedom, the glory, the heritage of the children
of God, the crown of eternal lite.&quot;

[Ai.Koiii) is nut correct in say ing this clause of

itself prevents the limitation of atptaiv to mere
forgiveness. EAUIE seems to catch the spirit of

the passage best. &quot;Atonement is not in antago
nism with grace. For the opulence of His grace
is seen not only in its innumerable forms and
varieties of operation among men, but also in the
unasked and unmerited provision of such an
atonement as the blood of the Beloved One. &quot;

11.] With the forgiveness of sin we gain
access to all the treasures of Divine grace (GEB-
LACH). Hence the Apostle continues as in the

following verse.

Ver. 8. Which he made to abound to
ward US

[//
r ETrepiotJEVoev eif ;///&amp;lt;if].

II f,

referring to rijc xdpiTog, which is imparted, not

parted, cannot be, as in Luke xv. 17: ~ef&amp;gt;iaaev-

ovaiv dprwo, a partitive genitive (ERASMUS : de

qua uberlim nobis impartivit) ; but is here an at

traction for
ijv,

since the eireplaaevas is to be ren

dered, transitively in accordance with the con
text (ver. 9 : yvupiaa^), and with the accusative
like 2 Cor. ix. 8 (rfwardf -yap 6 0tof TT a CT a v %d-
pi.v irepHJaevoai ttf i&amp;gt;ua$ ; comp. iv. 15

;
1 Thess. iii.

12). THEOPHVLACT aptly says : aQtiovw; efe-

Xee. It is not in accordance with the language
or context to take it as instead of

// ( Vulgate: qua
superabundavit) or

i) (CALVIN : qua redundavit).

[SoE. V., but such an attraction of the dative is

not found in the New Testament, while the at

traction of the nominative
( Vulgatr.) is scarcely

possible. R.] Ef ?}//df, into us He has caused
His grace to flow abundantly.
In all wisdom and prudence [f v Tracy

a o
(f&amp;gt;

i a Kal (ftp ovr/ae i*]. The word Trday,
without the article, designates every one there is

(WINER, p. 105). Comp. ver. 2; Col. iv. 12.

lldf sets forth the multiplicity, fulness, always
extensiveness, never intensity, force (HARLESS);
hence it is not=um//ta (WAHL, RUECKERT). 2o-

tyia, icai typovrinu; cannot be taken as exact syno-
nymes (EoPPK), nor so distinguished, that the
former is used de prteterito et prxsenti, de his, qux
Deus facit (ver. 17), the latter de futuro, de his,

quse nos faciemus (AH8BLM, BENGEL). Wisdom

designates rather a normal state of the mind in
the centre of intelligence, prudence the special

turning of the same in different directions
; T) 6k

aotyia dvdpl TIKTEI Qpovijaiv (Prov. x. 23); the lat.

ter is subordinate to the former. Besides this

formal distinction, the material difference must
be considered : Wisdom grasps God s doings, per
ceives and understands His counsels of grace,
prudence is directed to what we have to do, looks
at our problem and how to solve it; the former

clearly sees the relations ordered by God, the
latter regulates our conduct, accordingly. Thus
every kind of wisdom and prudence is indicated

by &quot;all,&quot; and &quot;in&quot; marks that God has caused
His grace to flow abundantly into us, in the gift
of all wisdom and prudence. So also in the pa
rallel passage, Col. i. 9 : Iva irATipuOyre rip&amp;gt;

firt-

yvuaiv roii Oe/.t/ttaTof aiirov tv Trdoij arxjtia Kal avv-
rei. Accordingly this is not to be taken as=
manifold wisdom&quot; (iii. 10), and, as in iv OJOTJ
*

[ELLICOTT renders this word : diicrrnntnt or intelligence.
adding a very discriminating note. R.J
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irpoopiacu; (ver. 5), to be joined with the following

yvupiaac (JnnoMK, CHRYS., SEMLER [ADIE], and

others), nor to be applied to God, to whom indeed

&amp;lt;!&amp;gt;p6vT)&amp;lt;Jtc. (1 Kings iii. 28; Jer. x. 12) may be as

cribed, but not naaa in such a way as to mean
that not only is all wisdom and prudence in Him,
but that He acts, does this or that in all wisdom
and prudence (HARLESS).

[The view here defended is also that of HAB-

LESS, MEYEK and ELLICOTT, the three most exact

commentators on this Epistle. Comp. the note

of the last named on the meaning, reference and
connection of these words. ALFORD follows DE
WETTE in referring them to God, taking the same
view of the connection as given above, while EA-
DIE refers them to man, but connects them with

yvupiaa^. HODGE joins this phrase to the object
of the verb instead of to the verb itself, and inex

actly renders the preposition h: in connection

with, together with
;

his view of
&amp;lt;bp6v7}ai$

is also

objectionable. R.]

Ver. 9. Having made known to us. Tvu-

piaaf denotes, as in vers. 4, 5, the manner of the

eirepiaaevae (VViNER, p. 322), explaining &quot;in all

wisdom and prudence.&quot; The verb means to

make known, without stating any thing as to the

means used. Comp. iii. 3, 5
;
Gal. i. 12; Col. i.

25. [The perfect participle in English is indefi

nite, and serves best to express the idea of the

Greek aorist participle, which here denotes an
act coincident, and terminating synchronously
with the finite verb (MEYER, ELLICOTT). The
best paraphrase would be : in that He made
known (ALFORD). R.]. &quot;Us&quot; means Chris

tians, believers, not merely Paul or the Apostles.
The mystery of his will, TO uvar^piov

TOI&amp;gt; $E/.i/u. arog av-ov. [The genitive is that

of the object : the mystery concerning His will

(MEYER, ELLICOTT, ALFORD and now EADIE).
On d&.ijua see ver. 11. R.] This mystery is the

object made known. He terms it &quot;of Christ&quot; in

iii. 10, because He is the Mediator of the same;
&quot;of the gospel,&quot; vi. 19, because it is thereby
proclaimed; &quot;of faith,&quot; &quot;of godliness,&quot; 1 Tim.
iii. 9, 16, because it is comprehended and pre
served only by faith, and the fear of God in

faith
;
here &quot;of his will,&quot; because it is willed by

God. It is the decree of Redemption in Christ.

In iii. 9 ; Col. i. 25, 26 ; Rom. xvi. 25, 26
;

1

Cor. iii. 7-10, its depth and concealment as well

as its revelation are described. This decree, a

secret from all eternity in the fullest sense for

the Gentiles, hinted and adumbrated in Israel by
prophecies and types, is now manifest in Christ,
to those only, however, who are true believers

(1 Cor. iii. 12), to those who are lost, it remains
concealed (2 Cor. iv. 3). It is a secret which has
become public, ceasing henceforth to be a secret,

yet ever having and still retaining in itself what

surpasses all reason (HARLESS, STIER).
According to his good pleasure, narci

ryv fvdoKiav ai Toi; defines more closely the

yvupicar, &quot;having made known.&quot; Comp. ver. 5.

[The making known is thus defined as having
taken place in strict dependence, both in time and

manner, on the will of God (ALFORD, ELLICOTT).
EADIE retains here the meaning benevolentia,
which is quite inadmissible, more BO than in ver.

6. R.]

&quot;Which he purposed in himself, f/v trpo.
tdero kv nvr^t. The determination is thus
marked as an internal one, so as to give promi
nence to its freedom ; hence we should read

avT(j&amp;gt; (HARLESS, TISCHENDORF), not airt

(.MEYER). [The latter reading is adopted by
ALFORD, EADIE, ELLICOTT, all of them claiming
that if the pronoun refers to God (and we cannot
well accept any other reference) the reflexive
form is necessary. In ver. 6, they urge, another
idea had intervened, hence av~6v was there suffi

ciently explicit, but here the immediate connec
tion with the verb and its subject requires the
form aii7u. This is opposed to the theory ad
vanced in ver. 6, that this reflexive form never
occurs in the New Testament; but it is safer to

accept this reading than to refer the pronoun to

Christ, R.]
In the compound verb TrpoTideaOat, sili proponere

(BENGEL, PASSOW sub voce), the preposition irpo
is local (MEYER): to put before one s self, not

&amp;lt;npora/=beforehand. So also in irpddeaif, ver.

11; Rom. i. 13; iii. 25; Acts iii. 20 (Trpo^eipi^o-

ftai) ;
2 Cor. ix. 7 (Trpnaipeouat). Accordingly fi&amp;gt;-

6oK.ia is not=rgood pleasure (LUTHER), gracious
purpose (HARLESS), and kv avrti is not to be
referred to Christ (CHRYSOSTOM, LUTHER: her-

vorgebracht durch Ihn, BENGEL), nor is TT/JO-

6eTo=ante constituit (ANSELM), apud se relinuit

(CALVIN). [As Meyer remarks, this purpose is

to be regarded as taking place before the foun
dation of the world, but the preposition does not

express this. R.]

Ver. 10. Unto the dispensation of the
fulness of times [fir oiKovouiav rov 7r%qp&-
fiarof TUV natpuv]. This verse follows, setting
forth the goal of the Kpodeaic. Elf designates
the tendency, the aim, as in iv. 30; Gal. iii. 17,
23 (WiNER, p. 371), with a view to which He
purposed in Himself; hence it is to be closely

joined with npoide-o, not with yvupioac, (BEN-
GEL), which is too remote. Of course e/f is not
=in ( Vulgate), nor usque ad (ERASMUS, CALVIN),
for which ewr, pfxpi, would be used. [HODGE
and EADIE : with reference to, a view of the prepo
sition which MEYER often favors, but which fails

to bring out its full force here. R.]
OiKovouia, from oiK6i o[iof t is stewardship (Luke

xvi. 2) ; it is transferred to the spiritual sphere
n iii. 2, 6; 1 Tim. i. 4. The original meaning
s modified in two ways, according as the word
n its connection &quot;designated the activity of a

governing or subordinate subject; in the first

jase : arrangement, disposition, in the second:

management, execution&quot; (HARLESS). Thus the

ntext in 1 Cor. ix. 17 defines the word in the

second sense, of the apostolic office and service.

Here God, and that towards which He has formed
a purpose, are spoken of; so it here means: unto,
with a view to the disposition. LUTHER correctly
renders the fJf of the aim, but limits OIKOVO-

&amp;gt; too much: that it may be preached; so

QROTIUS : ut mo demum tempore publicaret. THEO-
HYLACT (6miKT/aic) and the Vulgate (tiirpensatio)

restrict it too much. KUECKERT S complaint
about the omission of the article is entirely un

necessary, as in Rom. i. 1, which is a parallel for

:ur passage, we read: tlf evayyrl.tov tieov, &quot;unto

he gospel of God.&quot; The article is wanting on
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account of the following genitive, which defines

our wunl more fully. im&amp;lt;l is to be joined mn-i

cl i-elv witli it; so A.6yov Cwr/f (Phil. ii. Hi)

/,. / nxii ort, &quot;Word of life,&quot; j/fiepa TOV X/wrri/r,

-lay of Christ.&quot; Comp. WINKK, p. 118 ff. Ac

cording to this, we should take the phrase to

in. MII : tiilti! iiii iit economy.
The genitive rob TT ?. rjp uu a rof TUV nat-

,,
. .

. I. tines i hen itiKnvoiiiav more closely. &quot;Verbo

t -l.//puua persaf.pe utitur Paulus ad Kphe-
fioi ,-t Colnrnses (BE.voEL). According ta the

w.-ll known investigations of FRITZSCHE (Ad
Run. II. p. 473, and a Dissertation, Rostock,
is !!i

i although HOFMANN (Schrifibeweis, I. 2,

p 118) denies the active and passive senses of

the word, seeking to prove that its meaning is:

contents, full amount, complement [i. e., the first

of the following senses] T/,//pw//a signifies (1.)
id quo rex implelar [this is often called the active

sense, but is not strictly so. see on ver. 23. R.],

( I.) id quod impletur [the strictly passive sense=
TO ireTrfo/puuevov, that which is filled, or the state

of having been filled and continuing so, fulness;
this being the more usual meaning of verbals in

pa. R.], (3. ) implendi actionem [the proper active

meaning], the passive sense being more prevalent
than the active. According to this view, the se

cond signification is to be accepted here, as in

Gal. iv. 4: TO nM]puua TOV %p6vov, that which is

rilled, the state of fulness, the fulness of time.

Between the two passages there is however a

difference, occasioned by TOV ^p6vov and TUV KOI-

ftuv. Here definite tuupoi are spoken of. Al

though we find in Mark i. 15: TreTrM/puTat 6 Kai-

p6f. because one point of time is referred to, yet
in 1 Tim. ii. 6, the proclamation of salvation is

said to take place Kcupoif idioif, and in Luke xxi.

24 Kaipolf idvitv are mentioned, as in Acts i. 7

Xpdvavr r) nai-iovc.. And in the passage strictly

parallel (ii. 7) it is said that h roif aiuat, T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i{

eirepxouevotc, God would show the riches of His

grace toward the congregation of the believers.

Hence we must apply the word here to different

sections of time, linked on to each other, through
which the plan of salvation is unfolded, since God
ever revealed what and so much as was requi
site, to advance the development of His King
dom, so soon as the end of one period of time in

the history of Redemption arrived, and an epoch
had fulfilled its task and passed away ; while
TOV

if&amp;gt;6i&amp;gt;ov
in the passage from Galatians marks

these details in their connection as a totality.
Tin fulfilment of these definite periods and points
dl tiiuf, adapted for the required development, is

to IM- understood here: 6 opiaOelf rrapa Tnv iraTpbg

(vav&amp;lt; iTiiKoooiiKT), the point of time, with the
entrain,1

.- of which the pre-Messianic periods are
closed and the Messianic ages begin.
The genitive TOV irk npupaTof ruv KUI-

p&amp;lt;:&amp;gt;\&amp;lt;

indicates then what belongs to otKOvouia,
the external and internal relation to it. Comp.
WIMKU.

]i.
ITU ff. [So ELLICOTT and EADIK: the

former has a capital note on this genitive, which
lie c.ilN a genitive of the characterizing quality.

R.] We have therefore here indicated, that the

fulfilling of the times stands under the guidance
of (in 1 Himself, who has determined and ordered
the periods and brings them in according to His

ic. Hence we explain it as: dispensatio
i plenitudini temporum (CALOV., RUECKERT,

MKYKR, MATTMIKS. STIKK [HmxjK, Ki.i.in.TT. KA-
IMI

]

and othcr-i. HAIU.KMH takes the genitive
as epexegetical, subjoining the special to the ge
neral; but oiKorouia, that which in arranged b

the Lord, is not explained by T/.f/pu/ta, a develop
ing process, nor that mode of action by a fact,
such as the latter undoubtedly is. SCHENKKL
accepts a genitive of the object, as though &quot;the

fulness of the times&quot; was the object of &quot;dispen

sation;&quot; but while fatte (Gal. iv. 4) may be pre
dicated of that irs.tjpuua, tnnovoutiTat cannot be,
and nlHui iiiiiii has the naipov^ as the object of its

vtneiv, the result of this being the irs-i/pupa.

LUTHER S rendering is too limited: dans en gepre-

digt wiirde, da die Zeit erfiillt war. It should not

be explained, as if we read tv
TIJ&amp;gt; TrAr/fMJfiaTi : tern-

pore exaclo (WoLF), or aliquo tempore, uo tempore

(MoRUs); nor should it be referred to extrerna

ternpora (Koi PK) still less is \i=eorum quie res-

tant temporum, or inreliquis, i. e , novifaederi* tern-

poribux (SxiER* and others). Unpauline as well
as unbiblical is USTERI S explanation, the fulfill

ing of that time has had its ground in the neces

sary development of the human consciousness, or
of the religious spirit of humanity. f God s

gracious design applies then to a dispensation,
which ordains time and its periods, leading to a

point when they are completed. This is still

further defined by what follows:
To gather up together all things.

[&amp;lt;i vaK(f&amp;gt;aAat
uaanHat Ta Travra. Uraune:

to gather together again for J/imself all thinys.]
The verb is derived from KeQaAaiov, the chief

point, and means principally, to gather together
in one main point, as Rom. xiii. 9, where it

is said of the single commandments, that they
are &quot;briefly comprehended&quot; in the one com
mand of love (iv rw Wyy TOVTU avOKejafaiutvTiu),
summatim comprehendere. But it is acknowledged,
that the Apostle,

&quot; who does not etymologize, but
follows general accords&quot; (HARLESS), might rea

dily have chosen the word, in order to play upon
the word Kftya /.r/, the head, which according to i.

22 is Christ. (CHRYSOSTOM, THEOPHYLACT, LU
THER: &quot;comprehended together under one

head,&quot; CALOV., WOLF, HARLESS, STIER, SCHEN-
KEL, MATTHIES and others). As recapitulare passes
over capitulum to caput in its meaning, so too ava

KffaXamvv over
Ke&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;d?.atov

to Kefya/.i/. [The play on
the word is barely possible. Paul s usage favors

it, but the context is against it, since &quot;in Christ&quot;

follows so soon, and the idea of Christ as Head
occurs much further on, the reference here being
more to His atonement than to His sovereignty.
He is regarded as MOU /&amp;lt;U&amp;lt;IV rather than as ce

YER). R.]

* FAtPORD argiica at some lenjrth in fnvor of the rcfcrcnc*
to the whole

K(M|M&amp;gt;I dispcnaation, &quot;the - iviii- forth of the

goMpi l under Uod s providential rnaflemratfc. AgaiiiHt hig

view, see KADIE. R.]
t [It is certainly true that Ood comprehended this develop

ment in His plan, and thut it WOM an important factor iu

carrying out &quot;the dispensation of the fulness of times,&quot;

though its importance lias not lx&amp;gt;en recognized until lately
tiy theologiaiiH and church historians EADIK well observe* :

&quot; The ir\ripu&amp;gt;na is regarded ox a vast receptacle into which
centuries and niilleiiiiiins had !&amp;gt; -n lulliiiu . Imt it was now
filled.&quot; &quot;That fulness of the time in whirl, this .-, ,.nomy wo
foiinild. is the prfrist periml, for the I,ord has iip|M)inte&amp;lt;l it;
and tl.&quot; Iftt [H-riiMl. for the aire was ripe fur the event.&quot; Thl
view i&amp;gt;f Dr. Hr:iune is ..\\,.ll &amp;gt;[^t,-il and agn-es sn entirely
witl. th.it nt tl M-t i-\.i.-i ! n.mleru commentators, thai
furtln-i Mi,i|.li-i.U Mt i&amp;gt; needless. R.I
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Although the meaning of the preposition (ava,

again) does not appear in the verb, Rom. xiii. 9,

since it would be too artificial to retain it with

HARLESS, because of an assumed reference to the

local position of the law given in detail Exod. xx.

and afterwards summed up and repeated, Lev.

xix. 18 (TuiLO renders Rom. xiii. 9, repetere),
still there is no ground for not retaining it here

(see PASSOW sub voce), where the reference is to

a gathering of what was dispersed and a renewal
of what was ruined, and not originally so. The
word may indeed apply to an entirely new fact,

but it still refers back to an original status and

beginning (MEYER, HARLESS, STIER).* Comp.
Col. i. 15-17.

Finally the middle form must not be left un
noticed: God will gather together again for Him
self (tiki)

what He has created for Himself; this

supports at the same time the meaning again.

Accordingly the following explanations are un

satisfactory: a principio renovare (Syriac),instau-
rare

( Vulgate), giving an explanation of the cha

racter of the gathering together; avyKEfyaKaiovo-
6ai (RAPHEL), to subject all things at once to

Christ; borrowing the phrase from rhetoric, to

recapitulate (JEROME, ERASMUS, BEZA), or from

military usagerz=( unum agmen cogere (GROTius)
or from arithmetic=m unam summam redigere

(CAMERARIUS, BUCER), although in each of these

there is something more or less correct.

The infinitive is to be taken as epexegetical;
it brings forward as an explanation the design -f-

which obtains in the &quot;

dispensation of the fulness

of times&quot; (WINER, p. 300): in order to gather

together under one head for Himself. But how ?

In Christ. Nothing further is said; in the

resumptive kv avrti we find an explanation. We
must maintain however that kv TM Xpior ti refers

to the Saviour who appeared in the fulness of

time (the article is in any case inserted purposely
and for emphasis), thus preparing the way for

the statement of the object. What thea is to be

gathered together? All things.
The things which are in heaven, and

the things which are on earth [ra kv rolq

ovpa volq KO, I ETTI r qg y ffq. See Textual Note 10
].

Ta Trdvra is neuter and universal, the more be

cause this explanatory clause is added. No im

portance is to be attached to the plural (ob pa-
vole), since we find in Phil. iii. 20: ev oiipa-

volf eoii; despite its different regions (2 Cor.

xii. 2 : wf rpirov ovpavov) heaven is conceived of

as a unity, over against the earth. The well-at

tested Tri is at all events an error of the tran

scriber or a provincialism, beside which the es

tablished ETTI r/7f y^? could not appear strange.
The repeated article denotes the particularity of

what is found in both spheres. Heaven and
earth have become places of sin

(ii. 2; vi. 12);
indeed heaven was the first theatre of sin, when
a part of the angels fell into sin and from God

* [The force of avd, again, should he retained, it would

riii, for Horn. xiii. 9, can include such a notion irrespective

of the forced a8sumption of HARLESS. HODHK and AI.FORD in-

deeUare timid about admitting it. lest it be turned to an impro
per use, but there is undoubtedly a restoration implied in

Redemption, although restoration falls very far short of the

latter idea. R.]

t [ftuu.Rsa takes it as depending on &quot;the mystery of his

will.&quot; The general idea is the same, but Ittoh t connection

would give to the intervening words too much of u parenthe
tical character. R.J

(1 Tim. iii. 6; 1 John iii. 8; Jas. ii. 19; 2 Pet
ii. 4; Jude 6); thence it came to earth (2 Cor.
xi. 3), in ever greater dimensions (1 Cor. x. 20,

21). Thus the state originally appointed by God
and the development He wished to be without
disturbance, ceased (Rotn. viii. 18-24), so that a

renewing of the heavens and of the earth was
taken into view (2 Pet. iii. 13). The centre of
this renewal is Christ and His redeeming work
(Col. i. 20), which, however, has its development
also, as before His appearance up to the &quot;fulness

of times,&quot; so afterwards up to His second Ad
vent, when the &quot;restitution of all things&quot; (Acts
iii. 21), the palmgenesia (Matth. xix. 28), will be
introduced. Comp. 2 Pet. iii. 10-13.

It is altogether unmistakable that, in ac
cordance with the views of this Epistle as well
as the entire organism of Scripture truth, we
must apply this to the totality of the creation

(HARLESS, OLSHAUSEN, MATTHIKS, MEYER, STIER,
HOFMANN, Schriftbeiveis, I. 216 ff., SCHENKEL
and others). If we maintain with BENGEL:
Omnia sub Christo fuerant ; per pe.ccatum autem

facia erat avulsio et divulsio; atque hxc rurmm
sublata est, then only such a &quot;restitution of all

things
&quot;

is here treated of, as takes into the

account, not the relations of the individual mem
bers, of the individuals of the TO. TTOVTO, to each

other, nor yet the relations of the same in their

diversity over against God and Christ, but rather
and only the relation of Christ to the totality.
We should neither specialize and restrict too

much, as does HOFMANN, who excludes good
angels and evil men, and others, who apply it

only to intelligence, persons,* nor accept an un-

specialized thought (HARLESS), indefinitely in

suspense and admitting of no specialization, re

specting a totality. If it could be inferred from
the fact of the angels not needing redemption,
that they were excluded here, we should be

finally obliged to except redeemed men from this

avaK&amp;lt;pakaiuGi&amp;lt;;
and no longer regard them as

under Christ, when their redemption was com
pleted. &quot;The reconciliation through Christ is

to the Apostle a fact, whose effects permeate the

universe, which affects alike the conscious and
the unconscious creation, whether it be touched

by sin, or not, as is the case with the good
angels

&quot;

(OLSHAUSEN). Here we may certainly

apply what BENGEL so aptly remarks on Rom.
viii. 19, that pro suo quodque genus captu, and
statu may be appended, participate in this

Anacephalaiosis, the evil as conquered and re

jected opponents, the good angels as partici

pating, ministering friends, the redeemed as ac

cepted children, the rest of creation as subordi

nate companions, as theatre of the honors. It is

precisely &quot;the restoration of the harmony of

* [Perhaps the most restricted view is that of Dr. UODOE:
&quot;The redeemed from among men, some of whom are now in

heaven and others are still on earth.&quot; This he defends by a
number of reasons, all of which I am forced to consider irre

levant. The great mistake i- in liis giving too wide a scope
to tin 1

&amp;lt;iitiii-i
/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;,&amp;lt;ili&amp;lt;iiiitis, insisting that it means such a gather

ing together as implies redemption in its fullest sen&amp;gt;e, for

which there is no authority. s:tve the assumed paranomaaia
in the word. Granting this position, the restriction of rn
aoM-ra. follows as a matter of course. It would seem to be

a far better method to take TH rrai Ta in its appropriate sense.

all Ihiniif. even at the risk of limiting a doubtful word like

ai/aicc4&amp;gt;aAaioi}&amp;lt;70ai, than to give it the sense ot the masculine,
which it never has. This restricted view seems to bo adopted
more from doctrinal than exegetical reasons. R.]
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the Jniverae &quot;

(HARLESS), which is aimed at.

CIIKVSOSTOM makes the excellent remark; IM- ui&amp;gt;

-if&amp;gt;i tnnn; TIC dmu ra ittv
atu)/&amp;gt;a

ra Ae ta^vpa

i\inn//i-, (ivifiKoMur/ac rf/v oiniav uin.i i\m iimni/i
-a itKiv iiyaye KEtyaAi/v. That nothing is

said of &quot;the restoration of all
things,&quot;

is quite
I vi l.-nl. (See Doctr. Note 8.)*
Even in him, i v a v T

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;,

is to be joined to

&quot;things in heaven, and things on earth,&quot; as &quot;in

Christ&quot; is with &quot;all things,&quot; since the two
clauses are entirely parallel (!ARLKSS). GROTIUS
well says :

&quot; Serf repetendum censuit, quasi diceret :

fur i/i*nm, inquam, unum, non per ulltim alium ; non
hoc factum per Mosen, non per philosophos.&quot; Hence
it is not a Hebraism or Syriasm (RUECKERT, who

acknowledges the &quot;not, feeble repetition &quot;),
nor

to be joined with the following lv &amp;lt;i as pleonastic.

Thus, then, the person of Christ is noted as the

Mediator and middle-point of this comprehen
sive reuniting, and that without Him such does not

and shull not take place. [&quot;Re-asseverating
with great, solemnity and emphasis (see Jelf, Gr.

658). the only blessed sphere in which this

avanfty. can be regarded as operative, and apart
from which, and without which, its energies can
not, be conceived as acting. It forms also an

easy transition to the following relative
&quot;

(EtLi-
COTT). R.]

It is arbitrary and unscriptural (MEYER) for

CALOV. and others to assume that Christ is as to

His Divine nature the Head of angels, as to His
human nature the Head of men. This anacepha-
laioxis is not to be applied to the completion of

the kingdom of God in the resurrection of the body
(THEOI&amp;gt;OPET, JEROME), and still less to the moral
uniting of antagonistic endeavors (Koppji,WAHL) ;

nor should we determine from Col. i. 20, how it is

to be conceived of or to take place, but rather

confess that our passage says nothing about
this.

* [Comp. METER in loco. He says:
&quot; The doctrine of resto

ration, according to which even those who have remained

unbelieving, and finally devils, shall yet attain to blessed-

ne8&amp;lt;, contrary as it is to the whole tenor of the New Testa

ment, finds no support in our passage either (against ( IIKY-

SOSTOM and others), where in avaicj&amp;gt;aA, etc., the exclusion of
the unbelieving and the demoniacal powers anil their banish-
m-nt to Gehenna is self-evident in connection with the Chris
tian consciousness of faith, so that the anacephalaiogis does
not apply to every iingl-indindmil, but to the whole complex
of things heavenly and earthly, which, after theanti-cbristian
individuals have been excluded and transferred to hell, shall

be joined in unity under tJod in the renewed world again, as

formerly before sin all in he.iveu and on earth was thus
united. OLSIIAUSEN therefore incorrectly thinks our passage
(like Cnl. i. 20) is to IM&amp;gt; placed in accord with the general type
of Scriptural teaching, by finding in the infinitive dvax&amp;lt;4. the

/(ur//x- of Clod, which, in the founding of redemption fur-

nished with unlimited power, has in view the establishment
of unirrrxnt ftiirmtini/, the restoration of all that is last. Ir

respective &amp;lt;.t the fact that the infinitive is epexegetical, it is

altogether unscriptural to assume that in redemption there
i- purposed a restoration of all that is lost, even of the devils.

Kur those passages which speak of the universality of re-

deiiiptnin and such sayings as 1 Pet. iv. (i ; Phil. ii. 10 f., leave

entirely untouched the constant doctrine of the New Testa
ment respecting eternal damnation. As regards the devils,
the purpose of (lod in the economy of redemption was to

1-11111/111
r them il John iii. 8; 1 Cor. xv. 24), and to deliver

them to the punishment of eternal torment already passed

rn
them Matt. x\v. II ; .Imle il; 2 Pet. ii.4; K.-v. \\. 1

cotnp. IJKRTHOLDT, flirixtnlni/ie, p. J JIl). In the New
Testament there is no single thought of the restoration of

devils, ai tliis is coneeived of as an impossibility in the cii.se of
th&quot; i. nli. ally antitheistic spirits. The prince of this world
is only JH I tfil.&quot; N&quot; one ean accuse MKYKR of theological

bias, or of ungrammatical exegesis, hence bis opinion is

quoted entire. R.J

Ver. 11. In whom we were also made
his inheritance [/ v nui i*3itip&8ti/tev].
A comma only is to be placed after -in Him;&quot;
&quot; in whom,&quot; which ret ern to it, marks the union
with Him (hence not = through whom, KOPPB,
FLATT) as the way to the obtaining of the inheri

tance, which is rendered prominent by the /
;

were the emphasis on the subject we should find

Kal fuels here, as in ver. 13: KOI vuelq. Incor
rect: in quo ttiam nos

( Vulgate, ERASMUS). [The
E. V.: &quot;in whom also&quot; is equally objectionable
in connecting nai wiih iv ^ R.] Prominence
is given to the fact, that the plan of God ia

already in the process of accomplishment, in ac
cordance with the decree and design; /cot is not

indeed^reaWy, it joins with t/c/u/p(j$ #/zev, only
what is to be inferred from the preceding con
text : we are destined, and this connection points
to the actualization.

is found here only ; the compound
in Acts xvii. 4. It is derived,

not from n/.r/povouia, but from K/l^pof, lot (Matth.
xxvii. 35; Acts i. 26), portion of an inheritance

(Acts xxvi. 18; Col. i. 14), used in a spiritual
sense, and transferred to men, to the church

omposed of individuals (1 Pet. v. 3 ; TUV K/J/puv).
Since this usage is well established, and there is

no sufficient reason why the passive sense should
not be retained here, we explain : we have be
come K/J/pog (i. e., of God, as the context re

quires) in Christ. BENGKL: hie loquitur per

personam Israelis; eramus facti PI/HJ A//pof tea

K^.r/povofjia, sors, heredita* domini. Deut. xxxii. 9.

So also STIER. The context (ver. 12: &quot; that we
should be,&quot; ver. 14:) &quot;purchased possession&quot;

supports the requirements of the language.
Hence it is not to be explained with LUTHER :

through whom we also have come to an inheri

tance, nor with most: have become partakers of
the inheritance; nor yet accepimus (MoRUs),
contigit nobis, ut (KoppE).

[The view here taken of the verb is ably de
fended by ALFORD and ELLICOTT, and the ordi

nary interpretation by HODGE and EADIE. The
passive form calls for a passive sense, unless
there are very strong reasons to the contrary.
It would seem that the other sense is allowable,
but the only grounds for adopting it here are

(1) the objective character of the whole passage,

(2) the parallel passage, Col. i. 12. But the
sense : we have become an inheritance, is sub

jective only in form, presenting as it does some

thing which God has become to us, quite as much
as what we have become. The other reason is

in itself of little weight, for the parallel .is in

exact in other respects. We adopt the passive
sense, rejecting however the allusion to the lot

as indicating God s freedom of choice, and ac

cepting the special meaning given by BENGKL.
R

]

Finally it is clear that the subject (&quot;
we

&quot;)
is

not put in antithesis to another one, as in ver.

14, and that no limitation is indicated either in

the verb or in the following participle, so that

according to the context and ver. 1, we may ap
ply it to the Apostle and his readers, to Chris
tians in general, but not to the Apostle alone

, nor to him and the Jewish Christians

(GaoTius, BENGEL, HARLESS, STIER, SCBKNKEL
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[HODQE] and others). [BARNES restricts it to

the ministers of religion. MEYER, EADIK, AL-

FORD, ELLICOTT, agree with BRAVNE. R.]
Having been predestinated according

to the purpose of him who worketh all

things [Trpooptadevres KOTO trpotieaiv
T o v TO, irdvra c vep yovvr of]. We who
have become an inheritance, are predestinated.
A comparison with ver. 5 :

&quot;

having predesti
nated us unto adoption,&quot; shows us the progress
and the distinction. Here it is further denned

by the phrase
&quot;

according to the purpose
&quot;

from ver. 9 (fyv Trpoetfero), that the predestinated
is grounded in Him, in His design, His will.

Accordingly He whose design it is, is termed:
r o v ra TrdvTa kvepyovvrog,* &quot;the God,
who ordains, prepares and carries forward to

its goal the Redemption,&quot; who is &quot;therein the

All-efficient, Almighty&quot; (STIER); ra ndvra is

both what is external and historical in the

world s story, as well as in the life of individuals,
and what is spiritual and internal (Gal. ii. 8;
iii. 5; 1 Cor. xii. 11.)

This working is further denned by the phrase :

After the counsel of his will KOTO, rf/v

POV^JJV roi&amp;gt; tf eAj^arof avrov. Similar to this

is Taf povhdf T&V napfituv (1 Cor. iv. 6). HARLESS

compares: the desire of my heart, the joy of my
eyes, the tears of my sorrow, as examples of the

exchange of the simple subject into the activity,
or peculiarity, or organ of the subject, which is

the ground or means of a mental or sensuous

manifestation, in order thus with exactness and
detiniteness to render prominent the close rela

tion between the two. A similar case is 1 Pet.

iii. 17: i)e7.oi TO &i7,Tjfj.a TOV deov. Bov?^
is then the decision, the determination which
God forms in His will. See above on ver. 5. It

is God absolutely free (MATTHIES), His consilium

liberrimum (BENGEL). Td Trdvra is not ad id ne-

golium, de quo agitur, adstringendum (GROTIUS),
iior are povAq and TOV &^rjfiaToq mere syn-

onymes, as has been affirmed without ground of

Tr/&amp;gt;oopio&quot;9fvT(;
and Trpd^eai^ also, nor yvt=voluntas

liberrima (KoPPE).
[The two words /3ov/l# and &&npa naturally

lead to remarks upon the distinction between the

verbs from which they are derived defaiv and

flouXeodai.^ The distinction of BDTTMANN will

not upply in the New Testament. He says (Lexic.
nub voce) :

&quot;

ftovAopat is confined to the inclination,

tffAw to that kind of wish in which there lies a

purpose or design.&quot;
But in Matth. i. 19, where

both words occur, they cannot be thus distin

guished; for Joseph s inclination was not to ex

pose his wife, and this is expressed by

*[ALFORI&amp;gt;: &quot;Energizes; but especially in and among ma
terial previously given, as here, in His material creation, aud
in the spirits of all flesh, also His creation.&quot; The same au
thor remarks on the repetition of the notion of predestination:
&quot; Here first the Apostle comes to the idea of the universal

church, the whole Israel of
&amp;lt;iod,

and therefore here brings
forward again that fore-ordination which he had indeed
hinted at generally in ver. 5, but which properly belonged to

Israel, and is accordingly predicated of the Israel of the
church.&quot;&quot; R.]

t [
In my note on CMnttians, p. 35, 1 refer to Dr. Hitchcock s

views on this point. While it is a mutter of regret as regards
this work as a whole that Prof. Hitchcock, owing to ill health,

was obliged to abandon his intention to e&amp;lt;lit Kph.-sians, it is

especially unfortunate that his studies on this distinction

could not be incorporated here. His conclusions, however,

agree in the. main with those of TITTMANN, as given above. R.]

win!.- his purpose to put her away is expressed
by efiov/J/ftr/. It is rather in this case, as ALFORU
says: &quot;tfeAw expresses the mere wish, iinr/nuni
the wish ripened into intention,&quot; in favor of
whicli view he cites BUTTMANN however. TITT
MANN on the other hand, while seeming to agree
with BUTTMANN, aud usually cited as sustaining
him, really differs from him. In his Si/nonym.
N. T., p. 134 ff, he says that WAav is simply to
will (simpliciter velle), while ftov7^oGai denotes
further the inclination. His citation of Am-
inonius who remarks that the latter cannot be
predicated of brutes, would prove that delibera
tion also was implied in it. He further adds
that he who does anything deiwv, does it spon
taneously, while he who does it flovMpevof, de
termines to turn his mind to that matter. So
PLATO

( Laws, v.
) opposes TO fiov^rw re KUI FKOVOIOV

and TO
a/3(Hvw?Toi&amp;gt;

TE KUI duovoinv. This distinction
would justify the remark of BRAUNE (on ver. 6)
that

$OV&amp;gt;.TJ
is the act of willing joined with in

clination, while eti&etv is the ethical act. Yet
TITTMANN and others are scarcely justified in

denying to -&tAetv any sense of desiring, wishing,
etc. With the infinitive such a meaning is com
mon, as in the well-known formula: &quot;I would
riot have you ignorant

&quot;

(ov i?fA ce vfidfdyvoeiv,
Rom. i. 13, etc.), and in Rom. vii. 15 ff., where
the antithesis is piau. Besides the spontaneity
of will may, after all, indicate an impulse from
the side of the desire: who can decide? One
thing is certain, we cannot, save by a species of

anthropomorphism, apply such distinctions to

God, e. ff., 1 Tim. ii. 4: &quot;who will
(tftvtw) have

all men tb be saved
;&quot;

2 Pet. iii. 9: &quot;not willing
(,3ov/.6[iEvof) that any should

perish.&quot; We dare
not, it seems to me, say that one passage refers to
God s spontaneous will and the other to His in
clination. In fact any discrimination between
the two words for doctrinal purposes is of doubt
ful propriety, for there is no conflict in God,
such as we find in us. Still we need not hesi
tate to explain &quot;the counsel of His will&quot; as

meaning, the definite and deliberate volition of
God s free, sovereign, spontaneous will. A pure
voluntas on His part involves the accordant de
sire, purpose, determination and volition, all

questions respecting priority being out of place.
So ELLICOTT, whether correct in his distinction
or not, is right in saying that our passage
&quot;solemnly represents the Almighty Will as dis

playing itself in action: dcfa/fia designating the
will generally, flov/.q the more special expression
of it.&quot; So MEYER, ALFORU (on 1 Tim. v. 14)
make this general distinction: &quot;tfeAw is the

resting inclination of the will, /3w?.o//a its active

exertion,&quot; which is valid enough here. On the
whole EADIE is most judicious in his remarks,
preserving TITTMANN S distinction, and yet ad
mitting the idea of desire in 0e/U&amp;gt;.

&quot;Qi/.t/pa is

will, the result of desire voluntas; t
i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;v /.i/ is

counsel, the result of a formal decision proposi-
tum.&quot; Donaldson s New Cratylus, $$ 463, 464.
Here /JovA? is the ratified expression of will
the decision to which His will has come. The
Divine mind is not in a state of indifference, it

has exercised Ml.nua will; and that will is not
a lethargic velleity, for it has formed a definite

purpose, jlovM/, which it determines to carry
out. R.]
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V-r. 12. That we should be unto th

praise of his glory [tic TO elvai
////&amp;lt;M,

ei

f-&amp;lt;ni-(n iJo//r ali Toil. The Rec. inserts r^f be
fore 66i;r/ on very slight authority. 11.] Thi
marks the goal, which is set up for those wh
urc &quot;

|)ivilrM inalril
&quot;

in tho
&quot;purpose,&quot; wit)

the further definition: &quot;to the praise of hi

glory.&quot; Comp. ver. 0. Here He Himself ant

His glory are the object of the praise, as in ver

14. This expression, three times repeated, an

always used at the close of a circle of thought
must be explained each time in the same way
and so that the emphasis whicli is laid on it b&amp;lt;

not lessened; accordingly we must retain its

force as a designation of the aim or goal, reraem

bering that eivai precedes it; a being is spoken
of, which is attained through & becoming, and this

status is that of persons (///zaf ),
who not merely

praise with the mouth, in words, but should b

themselves a praise. Hence the phrase is not all

to be regarded as an incisum or as parenthetical,
nor should we join &quot;that we should be &quot;

either

with&quot; in Christ&quot; (ZELTNER) or with &quot;who be
fore hoped&quot; (KNAPP, FI.ATT, HARLESS, OLS-
HAUSEX and others), as though the thought were
the goal of the predestination is, that we who
before hoped, should be in Christ, to the praise
and glory of God, or that we to God s glory,

hoped before in Christ. MORUS: ut adeo in

Christo spem reponere possimus in laudem honorem-

que Dei. This displaces the proper aim, and
what it substitutes cannot be an aim ; the hope
of the Jews, the faith of the Gentiles.

We who have before hoped in Christ

[or the Christ]. Towf irpoijt.TriKdrai;

guippe q ui antea spem posuerunt (WINER, p. 127) ;*
it characterizes those who have thus become to

the praise of God, by pointing out the way to

this. The construction is not singular (1 Cor.
xv. 19: iv XPCTTW fairtKdres ;

Rom. xv. 13; fA if

kv dvvduet irvevuaToc. dyiov, before in ver. 12: ETT

aiiTu e^TTiovatv).
&quot; In Christ,&quot; kvr^t X.piaru&amp;gt;,

marks this vital fellowship with Him ; it is not

i^sJf TOV XpiGTdv, towards Him, to Him; He is

the ground of the hope.
And now irp6\ It points to the state and the

period before attaining the appointed goal, hence
to the earthly life; it is a designation of the
Christian state in the pilgrimage. Hence BENGEL
very properly remarks : TO ante refertur ad tem-

poraV. T., but he is incorrect in referring &quot;be

fore&quot; to persons as though the Jews were thus
indicated (primum nacti sunt Judiei deinde gentes,
Acts xix. 40). SoCHRYsosxoM, ERASMUS, HAR
LESS, STIER, MEYER and others. But Trport.irifciv

sv r&amp;lt;j

X/K&amp;lt;Trw
is

not=7iyxxT(5f;rf&amp;lt;T#a&amp;lt; (Luke ii. 25,

28), notwithstanding Acts xxviii. 20; xxvi. 6, 7.

This phrase is added to what precedes in order,
as in ver. 6, to furnish at the same time a point
of connection for what follows, a transition; hence
at the close (ver. 14) no such addition is made.

[The view defended above is that of DE
and of EAIHE (in his first edition).

*
[ELLICOTT objects to this as inexact, observing that &quot; this

oiii,| imply a participle without, not HH here with tin- article.&quot;

He refers to Dov u.i.sox, fV&amp;lt;i/i//.. jj :&amp;gt;4, (innnmur, j)
4 .rj sq.

It should lie notici-d that tin |-rfect participle expresses h.-iv

as -o nit. -n :i pa-t art rniitiiiuiiiK to the present, the perfect

ofpermannit staff.

f [I

pal *u
[It should In- noticed, that DE WKTTE, who is the princi

*upporter of this view, is also tho chief opposer of the

Nearly all modern commentators accept at this

point a distinction between t/ufir and vfietc., re

ferring the former to Jewish Christians, the
latter to Gentile Christians. (The other view
refers the former to Christians in general, the
latter to the readers.) I am constrained to differ

from Dr. Braune here, and adopt the common
opinion. (1) No other view allows to npo its

proper meaning. To refer the participle to the

earthly life, seems far-fetched. The word would
not be an appropriate characteristic of all Chris
tians in this connection. Nor is the reference
to before the time of writing, worthy of the con
text. (2) The antithetical nai vutir (ver. 13) is

well-nigh conclusive, especially if it be taken as
the direct subject, of the verb

cn&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;ayia6i/Te.
The

Jews had in the Messianic prophecies a ground
for their hoping before, but a sealing was more
prominent in the case of the Gentiles to whom
no such promise had come. (3) The form ev r

XpiaTtf), instead of sic. TOV XPWTOV, is not against
this view :

&quot; to have hoped in Christ was a higher
characteristic than to have directed hope towards

Christ, and designated them as more worthy ex

ponents of the praise of God s glory
&quot;

(ELLICOTT).
If this view be accepted, then we can with

propriety retain the article in translating: in

the Christ, as indeed BRAUNE himself insists on
the emphatic force of the article in the similar

phrase, ver. 10. Any emphasis upon it here
would tell against his view. R.]

THIRD FOUNDATION. Vers. 13, 14: The personal
appropriation of salvation.

Ver. 13. In whom ye also. Ei^ w, in

Christ, viz., &quot;ye
were sealed,&quot; since the repeti

tion of EV cj is justified by the added phrase:
&quot;after that ye heard,&quot; etc. Comp. WINER, p. 545,
1. [For a capital defence of this view of the

construction, see ELLICOTT in loc. R.] Evidently
neither EOTE (MEYER) [ALKOUD], nor i/f.ninaTE

ERASMUS, CALVIN, BEZA [E. V., ESTIUS] and
others), nor EK^ptMtj-e (ANSELM, KOPPE, HAR
LESS, OLSHAUSEN)* should be supplied. The
&quot;

ist is manifestly too remote, the second could

nly be TrpoT/^TriKaTc, and the first is unnecessary,
^t is impossible to take the participle duniaavrei;
as a finite verb (Syriac, LUTHER: have heard)
i. e., as the predicate of vpetf]; just as little

should EV GJ be explained as ideo (Montis).
&quot;Ye also&quot; refers to the readers, and placea

hem in antithesis to &quot;we:&quot; that is, the Chris-
ians specially addressed, the local church,
vritten to, over against Christendom in general,
he church as a whole. There is no ground
ivhatever for the reference to Gentile Christians,
which is accepted by nearly all modern exposi-
ors, except RUECKERT; nor does the context

ustify it. [See my note on ver. 12. The pas-
age is markedly antithetical, and this is a
round for the reference to the Gentile Chris-
ians. As for the context: while hearing and

ine origin of our Epistle. Naturally euoii^h the latter

pinion would influence his judgment on thi.s point, fur one-
ho believes that this verse was written liy a pupil of the-

pi.stle Paul, in all probability a Gentile,, would tail to see
le appropriateness of K v

&quot;g prominence to the antithesis,
etween Jewish and Gentile Christian** accepted liy most
iinmentators. K.J
*
[So HODOK, who misapprehends the difficulties attending

,e construction accepted by URAUMK. K.J,
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believing and scaling belong to all Christians,
there was undoubtedly in the previous circum
stances of the Gentile Christians, a good reason
for emphasizing these facts in their case. R.]

Having heard the word of truth, aicov-

aavreq TOV Aoyov rf/q a X//0e/af . This points
to the external situation, in which the apostolic

preaching came to them, and they accepted it.

This is by no means a token that they are Gentile

Christians (SriEH, SCHKNKEL and others), but
is chieHy applicable rather to the Jews. (Acts
xiii. 40, xviii. 6, 6; Rom. i. 16; xv. 8).* That
which is imparted, &quot;the word of truth,&quot; is so

termed on account of its contents (2 Tim. ii. 15),
as it is called &quot;of God,&quot; on account of its origin

(Acts xiii. 46); &quot;of life,&quot; 1 Jno. i. 1, on account
of its e/ect. In Col. i. 6 : &quot;in the word of the truth

of the Gospel&quot; (comp. Gal. ii. 5: &quot;the truth of

the
gospel&quot;)

the shading of the thought is some
what different; here the reference is less to the

antithesis in Judaism (the &quot;shadow&quot; of the

O. T.), asCHRYSosTOM, STIER think, or to that in

heathenism with its lies (A-LAPiuE and others),
or to both (GROTIUS), than to Christ, who is the

Truth, so that the word as to its contents and

origin is r^C a/^tfetaf (HARLESS, SCHENKEL

[E.vuiE, ALFORU, ELLICOTT, HOOGE] and others).
But the plinise is never= doctrina vera (MoRUS,
KOPPE), institutio in vera reliyione (WAHL).
The gospel of your salvation,TO evayythiov

rr/f auTt/piaf vftuv. This is appositional, de

fining what precedes, and in such a way that

&quot;word&quot; corresponds to
&quot;gospel,&quot;

&quot;truth&quot; to

&quot;salvation;&quot; the latter word sets forth the power
of saving, which is joined to the gospel, which

operates through it (Rom. i. 16; 1 Cor. i. 18; iv.

20); hence it is the contents to be imparted;
&quot;salvation&quot; is more comprehensive than &quot;for

giveness of sins,&quot; redemption (ver. 7) ;
it is &quot;the

certain, complete rescuing&quot; STIER). [ELLICOTT
distinguishes between the two genitives; taking
a/.r/Oeiac; as genitive substantial, auTnpiac, as &quot;a

genitive of the (spiritual) contents or subject-

matter, etc., the gospel which turns upon, which
reveals salvation, thus forming one of that large
class of genitives of remoter reference.&quot; R.]
In whom I say having also believed, ye

were sealed [EV KOI TriarevaavTes ia-

QpayiadrjTE]. Ei&amp;gt; w, &quot;in whom,&quot; stands in

the anaphora and, as in the beginning of this

verse and in ver. 11, refers to Christ ; this is re

quired by K a i irtereiroavTef, since K a i con
nects with the preceding aKoioavrec. :

&quot; the in

ward state of being permeated by the word of

truth is expressed by the advance from aKoi aav-

Tef to Kal 7rTrei (Trtvref, they have heard it and at

the same time really appropriated it&quot; (MAT-
THIES); hence both words have the same refer

ence. Although it is grammatically allowable
that k v

if)
be connected with iriareiaa vref

and applied to the gospel (Mark i. 16; n-iffrevere

iv TV evayyehiv) ; yet as a matter of syntax it

should be referred to iv ry Xpiarv (ver. 12)
which is dialect ically justified at the same time,

*
[It is difficult to see how these

j&amp;gt;assaKcs prove the correct

ness of Dr. BRAUXE S statement. Tin- .lews were the first

hearers, hut of tin-
i&amp;gt;(ii &quot;believing&quot; also is here pn-dicateil,

tin- reference being to the same persons; hence the |M-
sages Which sjx ak of the Jews hearing and not believing,

prove rather that vpci? refers to Gentile Christians. U.J

the vital fellowship with Christ is the

pre-supposition for the
a&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;payto0i/i ai, and faith is

only tlie condition, the subjective means of ap
propriation. &quot;Not in virtue of faith, but

t&amp;gt;;/
niKim*

of faith in virtue of what the word proffers to
him who hears and what he apprehends&quot; (Ds-
LITZSCII), comes the new life in Christ.

II lOTevaavTt f may be understood, as in
Rom. xiii. 11 of the act of acceptance (RUECKERT),
or taken as= 6ia

T&amp;gt;~/g iriareuc, as in ver. 7: dia
TOV aiuaTOf OVTOV ; iii. 12: 6ia rfjq trioTew; ai&amp;lt;Tov.

Comp. Rom. v. 2
; 1 Cor. iv. 16. [It is best

taken absolutely. R.] We may then say with
HARLESS : the notion of the participle as to its

temporal occurrence coincides with that of the
finite verb. MEYER ought not to separate and
sever temporally hearing, believing, baptism, re

ception of the Holy Ghost, although dialectically
they are to be sharply distinguished.

[These aorist participles may express either

contemporaneous or antecedent action. The
latter relation seems to be most in accordance
with the nature of the actions referred to. AL-
FORI&amp;gt; takes them as indicating the terminus a quo,
rendering: since, from the time when ye heard,
on your believing, remarking further that the

participle is and is not contemporaneous with
the verb: &quot; it is not, inasmuch as in strict ac

curacy, faith preceded baptism, and baptism
preceded the gift of the Spirit: but it is, inas
much as on looking back over a man s course, the

period of the commencement of his faith includes
all its accidents and accompaniments.&quot; R.]

E atypa y i aOrjT e is more closely defined by
the context. It means in iv. 30; John iii. 33;
vi. 27 ;

2 Cor. i. 22, to seal, to confirm, as
a&amp;lt;?payif

(Rom. iv. 11
; 1 Cor. ix. 2; 2 Tim. ii. 19) is the

attesting seal. By means of the faith which is

joined with your hearing, ye have been also

sealed and certified in Christ; referring to ver.
11 : iv

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

KOI EK^.tiputtrjufi . The KfafpuBijvai moves
onto the aQpaytoOifi ai (CHRYSOSTOM) ; it is not

evident, how this should be particularly true of
the Gentile Christians, over against the Jewish
Christians, among whom Paul reckoned himself.*
There is not merely an intended inheritance and
an attestation thereto conceded, but this is pre
sented with a certifying seal; since the heritage
is in them, they in it, and it growing into them,
they are themselves made sure as heirs, are con
firmed and certified in this possession. The im
mediate meaning is, that they have been assured
of this grace for themselves; &quot;ye

have been
assured by the Holy Ghost, as by a letter and
seal&quot;

( RUECKERT).
The change of person (r/utic, ruelr) marks,

hat they have been attested in this possession for

others also, strongly enough designated, to be

recognized as companions. [This is equally
true, if &quot;we,&quot; &quot;you,&quot;

be referred to Jewish
and Gentile Christians, for it was precisely the

gift of the Holy Ghost (Acts x. 47; xi. 17),
which demonstrated to Peter, that the Gentiles
hould be thus recognized. R.] THKOPHYLACT :

iJOTf elvai dijhov, OTI faov COTE Adxoc, KOI

*
[The sealing was the same in the case of both, but the

uitecrdents .if the tJeiitile ChriHtiatis, the fact that they had
10 previous -e.il ,if i ;,nl s covenant, makes this prominent
M their case, but this does not require us to find here any

definite allusion to circumcision. K.J
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It is only a sequel and an inference, that they
have I&quot; -in future wrath, ruin, I&quot;--

and condemnation.* The passive indicates 1111

experience, which docs not proeeecl from them
selves, is not developed out of them, but is the

act of another, of iod. All this is so natural

and so accordant with the use of the word, which
in a common one in the Old Testament, that there

is no reason for supposing here an allusion to

heathen customs, such as branding slaves with
the name of their master (FLATT), or the stigmata
of idolatrous worship ((JeoTius), or, because the

letter is addressed to Kphesus, to the
afy&amp;gt;ayis

of

Diana (AMETHIS), or to Jewish circumcision

(ScHOETTGBN, WuTSTEiN, TuoLiicK and others).
Nor is it equivalent to: the salvation or inheri

tance (in I; i KCK KI: r i is sealed to you ;
since they

themselves are attested documents.
&quot;With the Spirit of promise, the holy

One [TU TTvei nart rr/f knayyeh iaf r&amp;gt;

d } /
tf)~\.

The dative T (p tr v ev fiar t , marks that

with which they have been sealed, certified; iv.

30; fv
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;,

wherein &quot;

ye are sealed unto the day
of redemption,&quot; denotes the fellowship with the

Holy Ghost. The Spirit is here the attesting
&quot;seal,&quot; that God affixes to those who in fellow

ship with Christ have heard His word and be
come believers: Tftarcixjavreq designates the sub

jective means, T u Trvevfiari the objective. In
Rom. viii. 16, without the figure: &quot;the Spirit
beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the

children of God.&quot; [ With (E. V.) as indicating
that the Holy Spirit is the seal, is preferable to

i.y (A.LFORU, ELUCOTT), which might imply that

the Spirit was the Sealer : God is ihe Sealer, we
are the sealed, the Spirit is the Seal. R.]
The phrase r^ eiytqj compels us to accept a

reference to the Holy Spirit; it is added with

emphasis, so as to guard against the mistake,
that tlie spirit inherent in the promise was

meant.f But because r//f eirayye^iaf is em
phasized, it comes first; it is otherwise in John
vii. Al : iv Ty ia^drij IluefXf, ry Heyday rf/f fo/ar;/f.

Comp. WINER, p. 488 f. Of course we cannot
take it as referring to special miraculous gifts
of the Holy Ghost (GROTIUS, ESTIUS), as though
only those thus endowed were assured of the

adoption and inheritance. Nor does it refer to

the donum sanctiflcationis (PKLAGIUS, Romanists)
since rw dyiu denotes, not the e/ect, but the at

tribute of the Spirit.
The genitive

-
ij f eirayyeXiaf accordingly

cannot possibly designate the promise as that in

which tue Spirit is immanent, inheres, but refers

to that the object of which is the Spirit, viz., the

Holy Spirit. BENUKL is excellent: per verbum

promissus erat tspiritus sanctut ; data igitur spirilu

tancto, ., qui credidere verbo, obsiynati sunt; et

qui tpiritum sanctum habenl, omnem promissionem
tibi priestitumiri sciunt. So most expositors: the

promited Spirit. J &quot;The promise of the Spirit&quot;

* [HODO.S combines tliM three meaning : (1) To authenti
cate nr confirm as ti -nniiit ami true; (2) To mark as one s

prop.rty; (. !j To render secure. R.]
t MM KK well remarks that i aul wishes

ti&amp;gt;Kivprm/&amp;gt;A&amp;lt;ificciii&amp;lt;/

tol.Hill prominence to tl.at l,y m.-ans of which til- sealing
takes place, and lii Mi-i- -.peak-; witli a corresponding pathos.
This sliuiilil I&quot;- preferred in the Knulish rendering as above
(so AI.KORII). R.)

* KI.I.ICOTT : &quot;The Spirit which came from, i. e., was an-
noniiceil, by promise.&quot; KAHIK: &quot; The genitive is almost that

f ablation.
&quot;

MI.VLK Ukea itM &quot; a Kuitivu of quality, dcuig-

((!!. iii. 14) is the promise which has the Spirit
as its aim, or its object. The promisi-

&quot;

hen-

should not, however, be limited to Christ s last

words (Luke xxiv. 49; Acts i. 4), as is done by
BAI;MGAKTEN-CRI HIUS, nor yet to Ihe Old Testa
ment promises (Joel iii. 1-5; lea. xxxii. 15;
xliv. 8; Ezek. xxxvi. 25; xxxix. 2

.)),
as HAB-

I.KSS supposes, following CIIUYSOSTOM; it in

cludes both what is prophetical and apostolical

(Luke xxiv. 44-47). The context definitely de
cides against the view, that the Spirit brings the

promise, or that the notion of a (ettimonium red-

dere, obnignare is found in the genitival connection

(TiiEOPHYLAOT [who, however, also gives this

correct explanation: bn ef- iirayyehiaf i&Wri.

R.] CALVIN, BKZA.)

Ver. 14. Who is the earnest of our in
heritance [0$ e a T iv d

1&amp;gt; pa t
1 uv T f/ &amp;lt;;

K. /. tj
-

povoftiaf TJ n a
v~\. &quot;Of refers logically to TO

Trvelifta, marking its personally, which the Apos
tle has in mind, constructio ad sensum), as Matth.
xxviii. 19: ra eOvr} niVoif; 2 John 2: roif

rtKvocf ovf. Comp. WINER, p. 138. [A better

explanation of of, than the construct ad temum,
is that of its agreement in gender with appafiuv.
So MEYER, ALFORU, ELLICOTT. (See WINER, p.

157.) The last named remarks that &quot; TO -veiifta

in its most distinct personal sense is invariably
used with the neuter relative.

&quot;-R.J
It is not to be

referred to Christ (! OLYCARP) ; that is too re

mote (WINER, p. 149) and the sense will not ad
mit of it, since the Spirit is the dppa t

luv
;
2 Cor.

i. 22: &quot; Who hath also sealed us, and given the

earnest of the Spirit in our hearts&quot; (v. 5).

From the Hebrew
\\l~\y (Gen. xxxviii. 3, 17, 18,

&amp;lt;

2.Q)=pignus,* there probably arose through the

agency of Phoenician traders appafiuv in Greek,
arrhabo and arrha in Latin (without the A also),
with the sense of &quot;

earnest-money,&quot; the begin
ning of the payment which should take place in

full afterwards. Hence HESYCHICS :=n/}oAo/ia,
CHRYSOSTOM : fifpof roii Trovrof ;

JEROME: Arrabo

futune emtioni quasi quoddam testimonium et obliga-
mentumdatur. It \s=:dTraf)xtj rov Trveifiarof, Rom.
viii. 23.

What the Spirit promises to vouchsafe to us in

the future, in eternity, is indicated by the geni
tive T t/ f K%r) pov o

fi
i a f f/ n &amp;lt;j v

,
&quot;of our in

heritance.&quot; The inheritance which is the neces

sary consequence of sonship (Mom. viii. 17
; Gal.

iv. 7) is an eternal one (Gal. iii. 18 ; Heb. ix. 15 ;

comp. v. 6 ; Col. iii. 24). Thus then believers

obtain the certainty that they are heirs and have
an inheritance in eternity, not through an as

surance from without, but chiefly through the

reality of the possession, not at once in its entire

extent, but in an earnest (HAKLESS). &quot;Our&quot;

includes the Apostle, his readers and all Chris
tendom (1 Cor. ii. 12), because it stands at the

end of the paragraph, not Gentile and Jewish
Christians (SxiER, SCHENKKL and others.)

uating the promise as a character ittic of the Holy Spirit.&quot;

Ai.Fo.ii, woiil.l retain the article in English :&quot; the Spirit of the

promise.&quot; R.)
*

[
l i&amp;lt;inii, pledge, differs from ami, earnest ; the former is

restored when the rontract hius be. ii jwrlor I, the latter is

apart of the purchase money. The eustom of paying &quot;earriest-

iii
y&quot;

ol.tains still in le^al transactions, but n.

cially in tho popular usage of moot uutioiu. R.J
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Unto the redemption of his purchased
possession, unto the praise of his glory,
cif oTroAiTpuaiv r//f ire pinoii/aeu^ ,

el f enaivov r;/f 661-nc. avrov. These two

qualifying phrases, introduced by the same pre

position, are to be taken as parallel, the first re

ferring to the objective aim of the church of God,
the secoud to the subjective aim of the redeemed
member (SCHENKEL). Cornp. vers. 6, 12. Hence
a ii T o v is to be joined to Treptirott/aeuc, as

well as to &amp;lt;5d;/f (MEYER, HOFMANN), who how
ever in Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 28, understands
it of Christ, when it obviously refers to God the

Father, (SCHENKEL). The preposition etc marks
a goal, which is nearer at hand, more definitely
described in the phrase

&quot; the earnest of our in

heritance,&quot; than in
&quot;ye

were sealed,&quot; so that

the connection with the relative clause is more
natural than to pass over it back to the verb of

the main clause, ver. 13 (MEYER, [HOUGE, ELLI-

COTT] and others). Thus the explanation of

^Tro^iifrpuKT/f as f) rcAeia is required. [That is,

as in chap. iv. 30; Rom. viii. 23 (comp. my note

in loco) the full final redemption, the accomplish
ment of all that is included in the word (AL-
FORD). R.] The context, however, gives a

further definition with rfji; Kepin-oirjaeuc,

(oiirov.)

Hpt7roth :=io cause something to remain, to

let remain, to deliver ; Trfpi-oieiaOai, to cause to

remain for one s self, hence to acquire, to gain.
The substantive therefore=acquisition, posses
sion. In 2 Thess. v. 9 : fig irepnroir/aiv aurr/piag;
2 Thess. ii. 14: fif Trepnro waiv 66^7/g, it is ac

quisition as the genitives indicate; 1 Pet. ii. 9:

?.aof f Trept-xohjaiv, it is evidently possession

(comp. Matth. iii. 17; Acts xx. 28; Isa. xliii.

21), henoes=iT7Jp as the people of Israel were

termed, which is elsewhere designated by Keptov-

aiof (Exod. xix. 5; Deut. vii. 6; xiv. 2; xxvi.

18, /.aur -fpiovaiog, LXX. and Tit. ii. 14), peculium
Dei. Hence the &quot;redemption

&quot;

applies to God s

possession, to the people already acquired by
Him, and cannot be the first redeeming act, &quot;the

forgiveness of sins
&quot;

(ver. 7; Col. i. 14; Bom.
iii. 24), by which the people are acquired, but
must be the completed work, to which the Holy
Ghost, as earnest, pledge, points and leads. So
most expositors from THKOPHYLACT (ol rivfy

eauev irepiKoinaic, nal nrf/aiq nai Trepiovaia deal) and
(EcuMENius (rim TO Trepinou/aaatiai quac, rbv 6e6v)
to ERASMUS and the latest time. Hence eif ia

not=fwf, usque ad (MORUS), nor ai7oAi Tpuatf=
mors, liberalto amalo

( MORUS), nor is the genitive

riyc TC piirot r/dfuc, a designation of the effect

(LUTHER: to our redemption, that we become
His possession ; STIER : to the redemption, that

we become and because we are His possession.)

[It rarely occurs that a passage presenting a
number of difficulties is interpreted with so

great an approach to unanimity as in this case.

Modern English and American commentators,
almost without an exception take the same view
as BRAUNE. STIER, among the Germans, does
not reject it, but puts other meanings upon the

passage as usual. EADIE gives his Trinitarian

division as follows :
&quot; The Father seals believers,

und His glory is the last end ; in the Son they
are sealed, and their redemption is His work;

while the Spirit which proceedeth from the

Father, and is sent by the Son is the Seal and
Earnest.&quot; For a very full discussion of the
word Trepnroiyoic., see HARLESS, whose comments
have largely contributed in producing the una
nimity respecting this passage among modern
interpreters. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The importance of the doctrine of predestina
tion. The Apostle speaks in great emotion, as is

unmistakably shown by the remarkably com
plicated structure of his sentences, and with

special emphasis, as the repetition and strength
of his expressions (vers. 4, 6, 9, 11) equally
prove. CHEMNITZ says, in a sermon on Matth.
xxii. (in FRANK S Theologie der Form. Concord.,
iv. 268) :

&quot; Therefore (on account of the contests

arising out of the doctrine of election) it has oc
curred to some, that we ought not to preach at

all to Christians in the church about the fore

knowledge and choice of God, because it is

dangerous to both sides, as it is said, leading
eikher to security or despair ; but because God
has revealed this very doctrine to us BO often
and in so many parts of the Scripture, we must
not put it under the table, may not and should
not say, that it is unprofitable, obnoxious or in

jurious, yet we must so look into it, as not to

run too far or climb too high, but have and hold
in all simplicity the true understanding and pro
per use thereof.&quot; [It may well be added, that

such use is for Christians alone (ver. 5 :
&quot;us&quot;),

and that this use will lead on the one hand to

trustful security in view of the fixedness of God s

purpose, on the other hand to profound humility
in view of the entire freedom of God s choice

irrespective of our merit. Others may, nay some
must speculate on this subject, but they find no
solution of this problem save so far as God s

word gives on:; and this solution can be fully

apprehended only by a believing soul ; it is

above logic and philosophy, and even technical

theology, even as on many subjects, and these
the most important, the heart is a better teacher
than the head. Still even the most advanced
Christian, seeing that God s word alone gives
any solution, may well say with the martyr
.Ridley :

&quot; In these matters I am so fearful, that

I dare not speak further ; yea almost none other
wise than the text does, as it were, lead me by
the hand &quot;

(from EADIE). R.]
2. The starting-point. It must by no means

be overlooked, that the Apostle first expresses
in praise the consciousness of salvation, though in

a summary way, and then passes to predestina
tion. Even the transition

(&quot;even as he chose

us&quot;)
does not place predestination in the first

rank; it only marks the actual relation, and that

the possession of salvation becomes our portion
according to the election and fore-ordination ; yet
it still remains true, that from the consciousness
of salvation we should look into the eternal will

of God, and be lifted up to it. This is done in

the confession of the Lutheran church, Form.

Concord., article xi. In that symbol we begin
with sin and the natural powers of man

(i. ii.),

then follows Justification and its consequences
(iii. iv.), next the means of grace in the Word
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and the Lord s Supper (T. vi. vii.); to these are

joined the Cliristological articles (viii. ix.), ant

l&amp;gt;
&amp;lt;t*(ici (x. )

seems to t onntli

conclusion. But lust of all t here is added further
, i

;it
:i &amp;lt;/ xtiniihuiii- ft ili-riinnf Dei. See

FKANK. 7Vi.-,/r/,.-. i. -is ; iv. 1:1*. Tin- K,
:
f,,rm,;

in tlit-ir confessions (Basle, lielgic, Weslminxt,

II and others) proceed from the specula-
tivr / /. / of God, which is neither Pauline, bibli

cal, nor advisable. [This objection as regard
abstractness doea not hold against the Heidelberg
Catechism. Still the Lutheran symbols go to the

opposite extreme. That the order in the Re
formed confessions is Pauline, Dr. Braune un

consciously admits in the order he himself

adopts in these notes (ver. 4 follows ver. 3 very
closely, be it observed). If it be Pauline, it is

Scriptural, though this Apostle is not alone in

putting God and His will so prominently in ad
vance. As to its advisableness : some minds
demand the Reformed order, which is at all

events that of logical statement, of systematic

theology. Others object to it, but the great

difficulty is not met by any change of position.
If we claim that believing hearts, &quot;blessed with
all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in

Christ,&quot; alone are competent for the discussion,
we have claimed all that our section warrants us
in doing. Let each systematize as he will

; we
cannot make God s truth dependent on the order
of our symbols. Let us be charitable,since some
minds are so constituted as to accept, or even
demand Calvinism, and others prefer to take the

difficulty in another form. Let each hold, in

deed, that God s truth is objective truth inde

pendent of our subjective statements, and hope
for the time when a higher synthesis will recon
cile what seems now to be contradictory, all the
more because neither Calvinism nor Arminianism
has solved the problem presented in this chapter,

though one may in its efforts embrace more of

the facts of the rule of grace and providence than
the other. Comp. the Doctr. Notes on Rom. ix. in

the Bible-work R.]
3. The object of the predestination is set forth in

&quot;us&quot; (vers. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14) and
&quot;you&quot;

(ver. 13), and in such away that no ground for

the predestination is to be found in those pre
destinated, hence nothing indicates a limitation

of it. It is rather to be extended as widely as sin

reaches, and the &quot;forgiveness of sins&quot; (ver. 7)
is necessary, and the hearing of &quot; the word of

truth, the gospel of salvation&quot; (ver. 13) is de

signed to extend. Hence the whole human race

is the object of the predestination, and as the
words &quot; we &quot; and

&quot;you

&quot;

require, not in a mass,
but down to each individual. This is entirely
in accordance with 1 Tim. ii. 4 (iravrac, av6pu-

i

auftrjvai), with the Lord s word, John iii.

-t/ctev 6 6eo rbv KOOUOV), and the saying of

Peter (2 Peter iii. 9 : uf/ 3ov^6uev6f nvaq curoAfa-

II. i
,

i\ / /(i Trdvraf eJf ufrnvoiav xupr/aat). It is pre
cisely the section before us which marks the

Divine will of mercy as directed towards all.

We must maintain the universality of grace, CNI-

VKKSAI.IS VOLUNTAS OKI, quod non tanturn prsedi-
catio fxenilfntiif,, verum etiarn promissio evangelii
tit univer*alis, hoc est, ad omnes homines pertineat
I Form. COM. xi. 2S). The word Trdvraf (1 Tim.
ii. 4) cannot be explained by cujiuvit status atque

conditionit homines, tarn illuxtres ac potentet in mun-
do, quam obscuros (PiscAToii), neither can we
understand under honu n- (.Inn. iii. 10) the elect,
on the ground that God never loved the dimmed
(BKZA), nor limit ndvTac. (2 Pet. iii. 9) by nempe
credentes (PiscATOR). Thus the Form. Cono.

(xi. 23) ; et quidem Deus illo suo consilio non
tanlifn in genere salutem xuoruin procurauit, verum
etiam OMNKS ET SINOULAS PEKSONAH electorum

prxscioiteligit (comp. ibid. g 54). The Lutheran
confession, it is true, besides the universality of
the grace of God notes also with a reference t&amp;lt;

this section a particulariti/ of the election of grace,
of which not all, good and bad, are the objects,
but only the children of God : STERNA vero
ELECTIO seu PR.EDESTINATIO DEI AD SALUTEM non
simul ad bonos et ad malos pertinet, sed tantum ad
Jilios Dei, qui ad seternam oitam consequendam electi

et ordinati sunt, priusquam mundi fundamenta ja-
cerentur (xi. 5). Accordingly we should reject
here the double predestination to salvation and
damnation, which from the first was taught by
LUTHER and MELANCIITHON (following AUGUS
TINE, who, however, expressed himself very
prudently and only in an infra-lapsarian sense,
and GOTTSCHALK in the ninth century with his

duplex sive gemina preedestinatio), but in an infra-

&quot;apsarian sense, maintained however by ZWIN-
OLE (see HAHN, Stud. u. Krit., 1837, pp. 705-

305) and CALVIN in a aupralapaarian sense, and
revived by the Jansenism of the Catholic Church
n the 17th century, and by E. W. KRUMMACHER
n our day, and also the doctrine of SAMUEL Hu-
BERS, that God has in His Son ordained and
elected each and every man to eternal life (see
FRANK, iv. pp. 1G5, 281 ff., HAUENBXCH in Her-
oa s Real-Enc., vi. p. 2&amp;lt;J3

ff.),
a doctrine which

SCHLEIERMACHKR repeats in his discussion of the
loctrine of election

(
Werke Tlteol. ii. p. 3 J3 f

)

and in his Glaubenslehre
( 119, 2), and also the

view of HOFMANN (Schriflbeweis, i. p. 257 ff.), fol-

owed by LUTHARDT (Compendium der Doi/matik,
). 85), which denies the reference of the decree
&amp;gt;f grace to a definite number. [Dr. Braune
seems to avoid a definite statement. Whatever
nay be deduced from the other passages referred

o, Paul-here declares that individual persons are
ihosen by God, predestinated unto adoption,
low many those persons are is a question which
vhen asked of the Son of God led only to per-
onal exhortation. Who they are, manifests it-

elf only in the exercise of faith, though even
his is not always manifest to others (nor, as in

he case of infants, is this a decisive test). Prac-

ically, the question is respecting our personal
ppropriation of the blessings of redemption,
which are according as (miHuf, ver. 4) the elec-

ion. Logically and theologically, the fact that
ome are partakers of blessing and others not,
rhen taken in connection with the statement of
era. 4, 5, leads to the conclusion, that of God s

ree will some have been chosen and others not
hosen. The negation is, however, all that any
ught to deduce from our passage. The difficul-

ies arising from this conclusion cannot be fully
let save by a heart so trustful in its affection (o

he God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, as
o know it to be right because He has so or-
ered. The same difficulty meets us in God a

&amp;gt;rovidential dealings, aye, in the workings of
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His natural laws, for as a brilliant author has

well said: &quot;Nature is a terrible Calvinist.&quot;

Paul concerns himself here only with the posi
tive side, which presents but one difficulty, viz.

that of fully responding in love to the gracious
fact. R.]

4. The Subject of the predestination is God, the

Father of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

(ver. 3), and that, too, in His &quot;love&quot; (ver. 4)

according to &quot; the good pleasure of His will
&quot;

(vers. 5, 9), or &quot; the purpose of Him who work-
eth all things after the counsel of His will

&quot;

(ver. 11): reference being made to His
&quot;grace&quot;

(ver. 11), and &quot;the mystery of His will&quot; (ver.

9) being recognized as the subject of the revela

tion. A duplex state in God Himself is by no

means indicated, but rather excluded. In Him
there are not. two wills, one revealed, according
to which God wills the salvation of all men, and
another secret (occulta ilia et metuenda volun-

tas Dei ordinantis suo consilio, quos et quales prsedi-

catse et oblatte misericordite capaces et participes esse

velit), nor do His mercy and justice exist merely
beside each other, the latter respecting the damned
and the former the elect. It is not that God is

gracious, and at the same time just, or just and

yet gracious, but in that He provides a satisfac

tion for His justice, He is gracious, and because

He will satisfy His grace, He appeases His jus

tice, so that justice as satisfied is the ground of

grace, and grace as to be satisfied is the ground
for the satisfaction of justice (FRANK, iv. 191).
The secret will is not here asserted beside tlia

revealed, nor can the secret will detract aught
from the revealed : the latter, &quot;as the real, un-

limitedly efficient&quot; will, stands &quot;constantly over

against t he apparently contradicting secret
&quot;

will

and &quot; conditions and controls &quot;
&quot; the reality of

the secret will.&quot;
&quot; A secret will in abstracts,

not having at the same time in itself as substan

tial elements the substantial determinations of

the revealed will, does not exist&quot; (FRANK, iv.

pp. 198-200). &quot;The Scriptures, however, teach,
that the Providence of God has not such a man
ner and meaning as if a master cook determines

he will strangle some of the pheasants lying be

fore him and let, others fly, a figure Gerson uses,
but predestination comprises in itself Mum de-

cretum redemptions, vocationis, justificationis, guber-
nationis et fflorificationis, as Paul throughout the

first chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians thus

treats and expounds this doctrine in detail
&quot;

(CHEMXITZ in FRANK). The omnipotence and
executive energy of God is conditioned and
bound by His will, by His Nature, as well as by
the regulations He has Himself established,
which will be spoken of hereafter (notes 6, 7, 8).

It is not the Absolute in itself, nor yet ihepurely
Absolute One, but the self-conditioning Uncondi
tioned One. Accordingly the Scriptures and
the Lutheran Confession distinguish from the

prsedestinatio Dei ad salutem, taken as identical

with the electio, the pncscienlia Dei, according to

which He prxvidet et novit etiam mala, sed non ea

ratione, quasi Dei voluntas propitia ilia sit, ut fiant

(Form. Cone. xi. 6) ; principium autem et causa

malt non sit ipsa Deiprtescientia, Deus enim non creat,

procurat, tfficit out operatur malum, sed neque illud

juvat aut promovel (Ibid 7).

[The theory of the self-conditioning of God is

a favorite one witfi many German theologians.
Such self-conditioning may be assumed as the
basis of creation, especially the creation of free
moral agents, but the mystery yet remains : an

Almighty God from whose freedom none of His
creatures dare detract aught, and moral, yet sin

ful, men, from whose freedom of will God will

detract nothing. If foreknowledge be assumed
as the basis of the predestination, the difficulty
is increased :

&quot; If God foresaw this faith and
holiness, then these qualities were either self-

created, or were to be bestowed by Himself; if

the former, the grace of God is denied, and if

the latter, the question turns upon itself what

prompted God to give them the faith and holi

ness which He foresaw they should possess&quot;

(EADIE). Braune only hints at this explanation,
however. Sir WM. HAMILTON S &quot;

Philosophy of

the Unconditioned &quot; encounters the problem* as

directly as Calvinism. Assuming as we must
that &quot; God s grace fits men for heaven, but men
by unbelief prepare themselves for hell,&quot; we
still insist : that St. Paul here teaches the entire

freedom of choice on the part of God, that choice

being in accordance with the nature of the Sov-

reign Chooser; and at the same time in ver. 13

assumes the free faith on the part of those ad

dressed, while the state of blessing which moves
his thanksgiving is expressly said to be in ac

cordance with the choice of God. So much a

fair exegesis allows, as Dr. Braune himself ad
mits in his exegeticuj notes. &quot;Whether this

doctrine be identified with Pagan Stoicism or

Mohammedan fatalism, and be rudely set aside,

and the world placed under the inspection of an
inert omniscience ;

or whether it be modified as

to its end, and be declared to be privilege, and
not holiness ;

or as to its foundation, and that

be alleged to be not gratuitous and irrespective

choice, but foreseen merit and goodness ; or ag

to its subjects, and they be affirtned to be not in

dividuals, but communities; or as to its result,

and it be reckoned contingent, and not absolute;
or whether the idea of election be diluted into

mere preferential choice:&quot; &quot;such hypotheses
leave the central difficulty still unsolved, and
throw us back on the unconditioned and undi

vided sovereignty of Him of whom, to whom,
and through whom are all things, all whose

plans and purposes wrought out in the Church,
and designed to promote His glory, have been

conceived in the vast and incomprehensible soli

tudes of His own eternity.&quot;
EADIE. R.]

5. The end of the predestination is defined in a

threefold way :

,. For the predestinated :
&quot; unto adoption&quot; (ver.

*
[EADIE, whoso notes on this subject are as judicious na

they are apt. quotes from Sir Wm. Hamilton ( Discussions, etc.

p. 698):
&quot;

It is here shown to be as irrational as irreligious,

m the ground of human understanding, to deny, either, on

he one hand, the lore-knowledge, predestination, and free

grace of God, or, on the other, the free will of man ; that

we should believe both, and both in unison, though unable to

comprehend even either apart. This philosophy proclaims
with W. Auifiiflitie, and Augustine in his matures! writings:

If there be not free grace in (iod. how can He SIM- tin-

odd? and if there be not free will in man, how can the

orld by (Jod be judged? (Ad I alrntnium A/us/. J.4.1 Or.

as the saute dootriM is p.-i haps e\piv-&amp;gt; -.1 .-v.-n letter by .SY.

Bernard: Abolish free will and there is nothing to I,.- savrd :

abolish free grace, and thi-re is nothing wherewithal to sue.

(DtGratin ft Lilirru Arbitrin.)&quot; See the list of authors of

all opinions given by EABU:, pp. 28, 29. K.J
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B), in which &quot;redemption, the forgiveness of

sins&quot; (vors. 7, 14) are given to them in grace

(&quot;His grace which He freely bestowed upon us,&quot;

ver. i

)). so that they as the &quot;

jiossession
&quot; of

God (ver. 14) become partakers of the inheri

tance (ver. 11), of the salvation which the gos-

])d lirings (vcr. 13) and &quot;

holy and without

blame &quot;

(ver. 4).

b. For the entire world, in the history of which

through various periods of development (
dis

pensation of the fulness of times,&quot; ver. 10), it is

accomplished :
&quot; to gather up together all things

in Christ.&quot;

c. For Ood the Lord: &quot; unto the praise of the

glory of His grace&quot; (ver. 6), &quot;unto the praise
of His glory

&quot;

(vers. 12, 14). The aim is ac

cordingly as much moral as religious, and as

much individually-personal as world-historical. The

synthesis of the moral and religious factors,

which is in the main peculiar to the Sacred

Scriptures (SCHENKEL), appears all the more

prominently here, as the emphatic fir erraivov is

at once both religious and moral. The same is

true of the glory of God and the blessedness of

man, and so much so that it is not correct to af

firm that the glory of God and it alone is &quot; the

final and most exalted end of the creation and

redemption of the world&quot; (SCHENKEL).
What is world-historical must be combined

with what is personal, the individual life with

the whole ; it is however unmistakable, that the

relation of the creature to the Creator is ar

ranged in order to regulate the demeanor of the

former, and that the whole is wrought upon by
the individual parts becoming the object of ac

tivity, as these are wrought upon through the

whole, and thus the totality is brought to com

pletion.
6. The Mediator is Christ,

&quot; our Lord and
Saviour&quot; (ver. 3), &quot;the Beloved&quot; (ver. 6), and
it is &quot;

through His blood
&quot;

(ver. 7) thus in con

formity to His eternal Person and His relation to

Gol, us well as according to His atoning and re

deeming sufferings in time. &terna igitur prsedes-
tina io in Christo et nequaquam extra mediatorem

Chrixtum consideranda- est (Form. Cone. xi. 65).
Since then God, who is the Father of our Lord
an 1 Saviour Jesus Christ, the Beloved, formed
the decree of redemption in Christ, He must be
conceived of as existing before the purpose, and
hence the Person of Christ as that eternal per
son, in whom the Father chose us, as He created

us in Him despite the foreseen fall. Accord

ingly Christ is the causa meriloria of our election,
both of the purpose and its accomplishment, to

which latter the suffering of death, mentioned
in ver. 7, especially refers. Although the Re
formed agree with the Lutherans in formal state

ment on this point, all their symbols describing
the election of grace as taking place in Christo

and proper Christum, yet they deviate from

scriptural truth, in regarding Him as the object
of the predestination : ut ipse qttoque eKAKT6f

(Helvet. Conf. V.
),
and not as fundamentum ipsam

eltctionem preecedens, not as causa meritoria. So
th:it they not only refer with propter Christum to

the idea of satisfaction, which should not be the
causi impulsiva, rather merely the condition

chosen by God for the actualization of the pre
destination in eternal blessedness, but also with

in Christo wish to designate only the medium of

the accomplishment. According to this view

ly for those elected by God s mercy is there a

Christ and an atoning death, and it cannot be

perceived whence there should then arise any
necessity of the atoning act of redemption for

the satisfaction of Divine wrath; for the grace
has not to be rendered possible, but the deter

mined gracious purpose has only to be carried

out. Comp. SCHNECKENUL-ROER, Vergleichende

Darslellung, I. p. 192 ff. ; FUANK, IV. p. 192 ff.

[It is scarcely fair to take the strongly partisan
work of HEIDEGGER (Formula Consensus Helveti

ca, 1675, see Biblework, Romans, pp. 191, 192)
as a representative of the Reformed Confessions

on this point. There has been, since the days
of the Reformation, a tendency in the Reformed
Church to bald forensic statements on this point,
but to-day the full significance of the phrase :

&quot;in Christ,&quot; is perhaps better understood than

ever before. R.]
7. The means of grace in carrying out the de

cree of redemption the Apostle indicates with

yvupiaac., &quot;having made known&quot; (ver. 9), and
calls them also : &quot;the word of truth, the Gospel
of your salvation&quot; (ver. 13). To neither desig
nation of the Divine word is there attached any
limitation as respects the sphere of its effect,

while the genitives describe rather, partly (&quot;
of

truth&quot;)
an efficient truth, calculated for all, as

the purport of this word, partly (&quot;
of your sal

vation&quot;)
the power and effect, which it bears in

itself and exercises. At all events we should

maintain, as respects this chapter, what is said

in the Form. Cone. xi. 16, 29, 33 (where the

German version has &quot;

verleiht,&quot; the Latin ex

pressing it more weakly : largiri vult, though
meaning quite as much) : For it should not be

thought, that God spoke thus: Externally

through the word I call all of you, to whom I

give my word, into my kingdom, but in my heart

I do not intend it for all, but only for a certain

few; for it is my will, that the greater part of

those whom I thus call through my word should

not be enlightened and converted, but be and re

main condemned, although I declare otherwise

respecting them in the invitations of my word.
&quot; Hoc enim esset Deo contradictorias voluntates af-

fingere&quot; (xi. 24). [This is the old difficulty in

another form. It is a difficulty of fact, too.

For a large portion of those who have the word
of God in their hands and hear it, even while it

is the Gospel of salvation to those who sit. beside

them, are &quot;not enlightened and converted.&quot;

Why not? The question is not a merely theo

retical one, but comes out of agonized hearts

often enough. An answer which charges God
with folly, or which accepts His purpose as

thwarted, will not satisfy the heart, however

theologians may philosophize; the resting place
in this strait, as in all others, is in God. &quot; He
worketh all things after the counsel of His will&quot;

but is
&quot; the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ.&quot; R.]
8. The condition of the saving effect of these

means the Apostle marks with aKin oavref, to

which he adds with emphasis xai niarfixjavrff

(ver. 13), and with irpoTjhirtKdrac ev r^t X/worw.
The Formula of Concord aptly states these

thoughts (xi. 17) : Decrevit etiam se spiritu tanctu
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tuo per verbum annuntiatum auditione perceptum et

memorix commendatum velle in nobis ejficacem esse,

et corda ad veram pcenitcntiam agendam inflectere et

vera fide conservare. There is at least nothing to

be derived from these propositions in favor of

the Synergism of Melanchthon and his followers.

The word of God develops in the hearer that

power which he has placed in it, and in this

power lie apprehends, being himself first appre
hended, what is bidden him, and thus gains hope
and confidence through the power of the word
which has become vital and active in him. But
it is indicated definitely enough that man can
resist ; he is not forced to hear and accept what
is proclaimed, nor to believe in it and hope in it.

Since God will save only in Christ, and only

through the Word will create faith and hope in

Him, this does not accord with the statement of

the Reformed and the Predestinarians, that God
wills nothing which He does not do. If the Ni-

nevites could avert His punitive will by repent
ance, so His gracious will may be thwarted

through resistance. This is Scriptural truth, and
it is confirmed by Christian experience, which
knows of no necessity for obeying the will of

God, but too well of a possibility of resisting it

(FRANK, IV. p. 205). The gratia irresistibilis of

AUGUSTINE is a fiction arising from an abstract

conception of the purely Absolute. The uncon
ditioned yet self-conditioning Personality of God
does not will, as the predestinarians think that

He wills, but with a self-restraining almighti-
ness within the sphere of redemption, so that

salvation is not gained without His will, but the

proffered salvation is lost through man s own
fault against His earnest gracious will, which
He offers in His Word. Both must be main
tained : God has willingly given men of His will

and conditioned Himself, in placing conditions

before men in the hearing and believing of His

Word, and man has the power of continued re

sistance, so that an entire apocatastasis of all

things, the ultimate salvation of all, although
God s revealed will points thereto, is scarcely
conceivable, as ORIGEN, SCHLEIERMACIIER and
others suppose. A final resistance is to be main
tained as possible. NITZSCH, System, p. 416.

9. Assurance of election is definitely pointed out

in vers. 13, 14:
&quot;ye

were sealed with the Spirit
of promise, the Holy One, who is the earnest of

our inheritance,&quot; and although in consequence
of faith (maTEvoavTEs), still on the ground of the

promise of the Holy Ghost and the resulting be

stowal of the same in the means of grace, the

word, and baptism (which, though not expressed,
is to be understood) and through which Christ s

merit, that is and suffices for all, is attributed to

us. On the ground of the certainty, that God s

word is true, that God has loved the world, that

Christ has died for the sins of the whole world,
and that God has called you also, must have
called you, because He has loved you in Christ,
and I have been baptized, accepted as a child,

endowed with the Holy Ghost, renewed, regene
rated, even though it be but germinally, poten

tially, I am certain of my election before the

foundation of the world, and my inheritance in

eternity. [Rightly enough the doctrine of elec

tion is for the comfort of believers, but they will

derive far more comfort from a more definite

conception of the matter. If &quot;baptismal re

generation
&quot;

is a ground for the assurance of

election, then many thus assured are not sancti

fied in this world, and such an assurance is not

likely to further such a result. The Augusti-
nian view is here the practical one. R.]

10. The possibility of apostasy is indicated by
the phrase &quot;unto the redemption of the pur
chased possession.&quot; It marks chiefly the goal
to which the Holy Ghost, as &quot;earnest of our in

heritance,&quot; points. But the Christian has the

consciousness, that his life-development is an
ethical, not a physical, process, that he can with
draw himself, can resist the Divine will, can fall

and fall away too. God will preserve us to the
end and complete His work on and in us, si modo
non ipsi nos ab eo avertamus (Form. Cone., xi. 32,

75). Hence the warnings in the hortatory part
of this Epistle (chap, iv.-vi). Comp. Heb. vi. 4-

0, where the fall of the regenerate is assumed,
and only the return of such is called impossible.

Accordingly there inheres in the reference to

election and the possession of salvation a strong
means of incitement to sanctification, on the

ground and in virtue of the existing ethical

matter of fact in faith. [An &quot;earnest&quot; is

generally a safeguard against failure to fulfil

the agreement, nor does the preposition eif (ver.

14), rendered &quot;until&quot; in the E. V., indicate any
possibility of failure, but rather with its strong
final sense, and that too in parallelism with
&quot; unto the praise of his glory, implies the very
opposite. The doctrine of the perseverance of

the saints stands or falls with that of personal

predestination, and both are parts of the theolo

gical system, which makes &quot; His glory
&quot;

the chief

end. R.]
11. Concluding remark. A mystery remains

here until eternity. It is analogous to a miracle,

which is not such in the sight of God nor of the

redeemed any longer, but only for those in lower

stages. Thus it is with the mystery of God s

will, which is ever dissolving and in tlie higher

degrees of revelation becomes ever more mani
fest. The completion of revelation like that of

the inheritance lies beyond this world. Hence
we have not contradictions,* that inhere in the

Scripture or the truth, but only those wtiich be

long to human statement, and are such to our

understanding. Let us then be humble ! [This
is the best guard against dogmatism. Especially
let those who hold those views of Divine Sover

eignty which are most humbling learn the les

son ! R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Begin always with thanksgiving to God, and

neither forget nor overlook the benefits He has

conferred upon you; but above all consider the

spiritual gifts with which He has blessed you and

yours. The beginning, middle, and end of the

Christian life, or its ground, path and goal, is

the praise and adoration of God. Before God
created men, He willed that they should be His

children; it is just in being or becoming God s

[The position to lie taken is not tlmt the fiitinv will rv&amp;lt;-on-

&amp;lt;-il. pnipcisitionn whirh nrf contradictory, !&amp;gt;iit which teem to

be contradictory, the whole question trUMOOdtag the limit*

of human thought. R.]
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children, that we foster the human in us, and
we should be Christ inns, in order to be really
mm. llr \vliu dcic-i imt fully become nmnn, is no

proper Christian or child of Ood. The ultimate

end of (!od is His irlory ;
this is attained, when

we become holy and blameless. He wills His

glory only in our blessedness; the Father s

honor is linked with the children s blessedness.

I .vrryihing is to be traced back to the will of

(iod: what is manifest, revealed, experienced is

the guide into the secrecy of God and His will ;

we must let ourselves be led from His revealed

will into His secret will. God accomplishes His

will, but only according to the purpose of His

will; hence not in a physical, chemical, &quot;natu

ral&quot; process, but in an ethical life-process of

men created after His image and for sonship with

Him does He effect the desired and determined

redemption of the same. In Christ, the Beloved,
is the counsel of salvation formed, in Christ it is

to be carried out, and in such a way that Christ

dies for the sake of sinners as a sacrifice of recon

ciliation, as an atoning sacrifice, and with the

forgiveness of sins is begun that redemption,
which leads to the throne and heart of God, since

the Spirit of God works on our spirit, and His
work not being in vain, confirms us in sonship,
in regeneration and renewal even unto the in

heritance. The process is from above to beneath,
then from within to without, in order to lead

from the depths up on high. The mystery of

the Divine will is not in itself an incomprehensi
ble, inconceivable enigma, entirely uncompre-
hended ; it is only a mystery for us, rising so

far above us, who cannot fathom its depth nor
measure its infinitude, considering the majesty
and the kindness of the same. For our reason
it is a mystery ; not contrary to, but above our
reason

;
the reason of man and of God are two

very different things. The mystery of the Di
vine will is only the manifestation of what is

conditioned, limited, finite and imperfect in our

knowledge, which bears to what in itself is clearest

of all the same relation as the eyes of night birds
to bright daylight. It is a proof of a Divine re

velation, if we seem, when confronted with His
will and truth, to be transferred to a shoreless

sea, a fathomless depth. That is at once the

mystery and the revelation of God. Without
revelation knowest thou nothing of God, canst
know nothing of Him

;
whoever rejects the reve

lation in Christ, in the sacred Scriptures, rejects
also the science of God Himself; to him the

mystery of God ever becomes a riddle without

solution, while the Christian ever knows and feels

it with greater joy. It is not unreasonable to

believe on the mystery in God, since this dis

appears ever more and more; like children, we
grow into the truth which was at first so mys
terious. As Christ is the point of beginning for

the Father s gracious decree in eternity, so He is

the middle-point of its accomplishment in his

tory, and the terminal point in its consumma
tion. All things, the creation of heaven and
earth, the maintenance and administration of the

world are subordinate and subservient to the
counsel of God s grace respecting our redemption
in Christ: the Father is concerned for His chil

dren, not for His servants and His possessions;
these are employed and rightly placed, when the

children are cared for. The word of revelation

must be proclaimed and accepted: this is the

chief duty of men ordered by God. Here be
lievers have no lack of germs, beginnings,
earnest; but fruit, completion, full payment
come not. here, but above.

STAHKE : The wealth of the elect is incon

ceivable, indescribable, incomparable See the

final point of this election of grace, and its

tokens too. Prove yourselves thereby, ye Chris
tians! Believers have sonship with God through
Christ, not from their own worthiness: it brings
with it the noblest treasures, yes, the eternal

inheritance. The forgiveness of sins is the most

glorious fruit of Christ s redemption; it is the

basis of all other benefits : for where it is, there

is life and blessedness. The fountain of grace
will never be drained, but is and remains inex

haustible, so that of its fulness we receive grace
for grace. Christ is the true ladder whose top
touches heaven and its end the earth, thus link

ing and binding heaven and earth, God and men.
Let him, who will be united to God, hold to

Christ. Angels and men stand again in friend

ship through Christ. Hence Christ is concerned
with the angels, not that He must gain something
for them of which they do not stand in need, but
that they may have friendship again with men,
when these again attain to grace. The work of

our election and salvation is full of wisdom, be
cause it has taken place according to the counsel

of Him who is wisdom itself; it is pure grace,
because it appertains to an inheritance

; infalli

ble, because it is founded on the purpose of the

Almighty; full of righteousness, because all

comes to us through Christ, the righteous. Ex
cellent tokens of the Divine truth of the Chris
tian religion: it brings that with it, which the

whole world cannot, give and which makes man
blessed, in the germ here in time, in perfection
in eternity. This makes believers joyful in all

tribulation, even in martyrdom.
RIEOER: They shall be blessed is the sum of

all the promises of the Old Testament; He has

blessed us is the Gospel laud for the fulfilment of

these promises in the New Testament. With
these spiritual blessings in heavenly places the

gospel conquers the whole world and the earthly
mind, in which Jews and Gentiles lay captive.
In this are the honor of God and our salvation

inseparably joined : God seeks His honor or the

praise of His glory in us through our pardon. In

the Old Testament, it was often said : the Lord
do thee good for Abraham s sake, for His ser

vant David s sake ; but now all is in and through
the Beloved, who became the propitiation for the

sins of the whole world. Once obtain in Him
the forgiveness of sins, and then all other spirit
ual blessings flow without ceasing. By the fre

quent phrase : according to His good pleasure,

according to the counsel of His will, the Apostle
bows down our mistrustful heart, so apt to strive

for the mastery with the Holy One of Israel In

the repeated expressions : through Himself, in

whom, in Christ, the Apostle manifests an un
usual zeal and care, to bind us ever to Christ, to

accustom us to seek and find our glory in this

alone, that we belong to Christ and are numbered
in His inheritance; we may have reason here

after to praise more the truth of God, like thu
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Jews, descending from the fathers, whose are the

promises; or to magnify rather His mercy, like

the Gentiles, who unexpectedly have been favored

with the gracious call. It is a word of truth,

searched hy every one, who is of the truth, con

cerned about the truth, that thus he may be

helped to the truth ; it is the Gospel of our salva

tion, not only bringing us tidings of it, but con

taining a Divine power for actual blessing,

through the faith to which it inclines the heart,

giving also the Spirit, which affords what re

dounds to our own certainty and steadfastness

in the truth, serving at the same time as a wit-

iiess to others, that we have attained a position
in true grace, and especially assuring us of our

preservation, which we are to enjoy as the re

deemed possession of the Lord, but which with

the crown thereto appertaining we will lay at the

feet of Him, who has accepted us to the praise
of His glory.
BENGEL: Ultra hoc beneplacitum nobis neque in

salutis nostrse nc.que in ullis operum divinorum causis

rimandis ire licet. Quid philosopharis de mundo

optimo? Cave, ne tute sis mains!

KLETTKER: The entire Pauline theology rests

mainly on what he calls the Divine mystery, term

ing its execution the economy of God. No Apos
tle speaks with such a sweep and fulness of spirit,

as Paul, whose revelation is in this economy.
GERLACH: The riches of Divine grace in the

forgiveness of sins makes itself known to us

chiefly through the illumination, which thus be

comes ours, the knowledge of God and our sal

vation, this we include under wisdom; under

prudence especially the insight into our condition

and the life of the world, the practical, Christian

wisdom for living. In neither should we think

merely of the one-sided intellectual knowledge.
HEITBNER: Christ, the eternal Son of God,

has been the ground, why God created the world,

and delivered and blessed the fallen world.

Christ is the eternal ground of the Divine com

placency toward the world, the ground of our

blessedness. The highest grace is Redemption.
Goci decreed it, Christ accomplished it, earning
it. It is of a purely spiritual character, the for

giveness of sins. That is true redemption, which

releases us not from earthly need, but from

anxiety and disquietude of conscience, from en

mity to God, from incapacity for good and fear

of hell. It is the fundamental condition of all

other possessions, which we have through Christ.

The general decree of God is the basis of the

calling of individuals ;
for God overlooks no one.

Man can bring either honor or shame to God, as

a child to its parents. Christians should bring
honor to God, He desires to get honor through
us before the world. The Holy Spirit is the

seal of Christians, the stamp which they receive,

that they are real children of God, the token by
means of which they appear and pass current as

Christians before the celestial spirits. Without

this character (&quot;express image &quot;)

faith is vain

and all Christianity mere sham. How many
sham Christians there are, who have not this

seal! This Spirit is to the Christian the strong
est proof also of eternal life, because in itself it

is something eternal, imperishable.
PASSAVANT: The eternal counsel of the Father

respecting the election of souls is first carried

out and consummated in the Son and through
Him in the course of time. It is a work and
miracle of love, unsearchable and unfathomable,
carried on at once on earth and in heaven, in a
human breast, and in a Divine heart. This elec

tion does not rest in man or -angel, not in the
will of man or angel s thought ; not in human or

angelic holiness or righteousness, purity or

greatness or fidelity, not in any virtue, glory or
love of the creature. By nature we are not the
children of God; even though so many may,
flatly and godlessly enough, think and aflirm

otherwise, calling God Father and All-father.

But God now makes us His children; He has
exalted us to the joys, the blessednesses, the

treasures, the eternities, the glories of the

heavenly nature ; we are children, beloved chil

dren, heirs of God, heirs of heaven ! This is the

doing of the Lord s grace. Nothing makes so

poor in all true good and worth and blessing, as
sin and all that belongs to and proceeds from
sin. The gospel traces our thoughts and feelings
back to and into ourselves, so that we perceive
the cunning of our hearts and the deceit of sin,
and come to the footprints of God, to the springs
of what is eternally true and good. It reveals
to us, what we were, what we are, and what we
should become; what are our deepest needs, the
eternal ones; what our internal injury the worst
of all; what our heaviest sorrows might be, here
and hereafter. It reveals to us, where the true,
certain aid is, where salvation, light, peace, life

are, a Divine salvation, an unerring light, an
eternal peace, an everlasting life. It is out of
this light, that its opponents and enemies have
borrowed or stolen all tlierays of truth and wis

dom, which shine here and there in their proud
writings and philosophies. It is the Holy Spirit,
who gives man to God in this life, and gives God
to man in eternal life; who here sketches the

features of the children in likeness to their

heavenly Father, and will complete the picture
in eternity : who begins their redemption here
with their release from the servile yoke of the

creature, and will complete it in the unity and
love of the Creator.

STIER: An Apostle prays for his church,
teaches and exhorts out of the promise and petition
of his apostolic prayer, but does not lord it, does
not establish eternal forms, does not urge and

carry to excess the external phenomena of the

church, which is forming itself deeply and in

wardly in view of its goal. Each after his man
ner ! As Christ is now our Head in another way
than that of the holy angels, so is He in another

way Lord and King, and Crown, too, of the

material world also. The condemned and evil

spirits lie at Riafeet in another manner than the

adoring saints and angels yet still all really,
all finally before Him.
BEECHEK*: Those who are willing are al

ways the elect, those who will not, are not

elected. Many men are wrapped up in the doc
trines of election and predestination, but that

is the height of impertinence. They are truths

*
[This is no doulit HKNRY WAKM HKKCIIKK. l&amp;gt;r. Braune

gives no further clue to the discovery of the original pas
sage than the single word &quot;

Heedier,
&quot;

whit h might apply to

any one of a large family. As this is the only American cita

tion in any ]&amp;gt;;irt
of the volume, it is retained, even though at

the disadvantage of being a translation of a translation. K.J
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belonging to God alone, and if you are perplexed

liy i licin. it is only because you trouble yourself
iilxmt tilings which do not concern you. You

only nri-d to know that. God sustains you with

all His might in the winning of your pal vat ion,

if you will only rightly use His help. Whoever
doutus this is like the crew of a boat working
with .-ill their might against the tide and yet

going back hour after hour; then they notice, (hut

the tide turns, while at the same time the wind

springs up and fills their sails. The coxswain

cries: pull away boys! wind and tide favor you!
But they answer : What can we do with the oars,

don t the wind and tide take away our free

agency ?

SCHKLI.INU : It is a vacuity of ideas, that ven

tures to call itself Rationalism. Not to hate

one s enemies, not to persecute them, but to do
them good, nye, to love them, is above Reason.

The supreme commands of a generous morality,

exalting humanity, could not be fulfilled, if man
could not act above Reason. Why then should

not God act above Reason ? In this sense it is

by no means irrational to say, the will of God
as respects the human race estranged from Him
is above Reason. We can, with J. G. Haman,
answer the good-natured people who want to

have a rational God after their notions: whether

they have never noticed, that God is a genius,
who asks very little about what they call rational or

irrational.

HOFACKER : The wide range which Christmas

Day opens to our eye of faith: 1) How/ar back ;

2) How high up; 3) How/ar ahead it teaches us
to look.

AHLFELD : Thank the Lord, who hath blessed

thee with ull spiritual blessings in heavenly
things! 1) For what should I be thankful? 2)
How should I thank Him? (Sermon for Whit

sunday): The Holy Ghost, as Steward of the

possessions of Christ, pours out His treasures

upon us. He (1) proclaims, ( !) entails, (3) seals

to us salvation in Jesus Christ.

PALMER: Oar election in Christ: 1) It is an
eternal one, but linked to the temporal Incarna
tion of Christ ; 2) It is a mysterious act of God,
but each may have a clear consciousness respect

ing it ; 3) It has taken place without our help,
but does not permit us to be idle.

KAPFF (on St. Thomas Day) : What a mighty
strengthening of our faith lies in the Divine
election! 1) in its goal, 2) in its ground, 3) in

the mode of its accomplishment.

[SCHENKEL: The eternal election of the

Christian: 1. A work of Divine love; 2. With
the effect of presenting him ever more and more

pure and holy before God. Jesus Christ the

Saviour of the world: He is (1) the Centre of the

world s history, (2) the Key to the understanding
of the mystery of God s providential rule. How
in the Person of Jesus Christ, beginning and end,
heaven and earth harmoniously unite. No pre
destination save unto holiness, no election out

side of the Mediator, Jesus Christ. All events in

time depend on the decree of God in eternity.
The Holy Ghost as the earnest of our heavenly in

heritance : 1 . A balm of consolation for the weak
;

2. A weapon of victory for the strong. R.]

[EAIME: Ver. 8. We bless Him because He
has blessed us. Christianity is the dispensation
of the Spirit, and as its graces rfre inwrought by
Him, they are all named &quot;

spiritual
&quot;

after Him.
Ver. 4. The pulsation of a holy heart leads to

a stainless life, and this is the avowed purpose of
our election. Sovereignty is but another name
for highest and henignest equity. Ver. 5. The
returning prodigal does not win his way back
into the paternal mansion. This purpose to ac

cept us existed ere the fact of our apostacy had
manifested itself, and being without epoch of

origin, it comes not within the limits of chrono

logy. It pre-existed time. Adoption has its

medium in Christ: but it has its ultimate enjoy
ment and blessing in God. Himself is our Fa
ther. //(* household we enter His welcome we
are saluted with His name and dignity we wear

His image we possess His discipline we re

ceive and His home, secured and prepared for

us, we hope forever to dwell in. To Himself we
are adopted. The origin of this privilege and
distinction is the Divine love. Ver. 8. A mystery
is not to be flung abroad without due discrimi
nation. The revealer of it wisely selects his au

dience, and prudently chooses the proper time,

place and method for his disclosure. Ver. 10.

This re-capitulation of all things is declared a se

cond time to be in Christ a solemn-and empha
tic re-assertion. His mediative work has secured

it, and His mediatorial person is the one centre
of the universe. As the stone dropped into the
lake creates those widening and concentric cir

cles, which ultimately reach the farthest shore,
so the deed done on Calvary has sent its undu
lations through the distant spheres and realms
of God s great empire. Ver. 11. His desire and
His decrees are not at variance, but every reso
lution embodies His unthwarted pleasure. Ver.
13. The gospel is wholly truth, and that very
truth which is indispensable to a guilty world.
And it comes as a word, by special oral revela

tion, for it is not gleaned and gathered : there is

a kind and faithful oracle. The gospel is good
news, and that good news is our salvation. That
seal unbroken remains a token of safety. What
ever bears God s image will be safely carried
home to His bosom. Ver. 14. The earnest,

though it differ in degree, is the same in kind
with the prospective inheritance. The earnest

is not withdrawn, nor a totally new circle of

possessions substituted. Heaven is but an addi
tion to present enjoyments. The prelibation will

be followed by the banquet.
&quot; We have redemp

tion
&quot;

so soon as we believe ; we are ever having
it so long as we are on earth ; and when Jesus
comes again to finish the economy of grace, we
shall have it in its full and final completion. All

issues &quot;to the praise of His glory,&quot; His grace
having now done its work. The church receives

its complement in extent at the very same epoch
at which it is crowned with fulness of purity and
blessedness. &quot; May it please Thee of thy gracious
goodness shortly to accomplish the number of

Thy elect, and to hasten Thy kingdom,&quot; is an

appropriate petition on the part of all saints.

-R.]
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2. Exhortation springing out of the Apostle s supplication for the Church as the body of Christ, who is

the Head.

(CHAP. I. 16-23.)

15 Wherefore [For this cause] I also, after I [having] heard of your faith [or the
faith which is among you] in the Lord Jesus, and love [the love which ye have]

1

16 unto all the saints, Cease not to give thanks for you, making mention of you in

17 my prayers ;
That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give

unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge [in full knowledge]
18 of him : The eyes of your understanding being enlightened ; [Having the eyes of

your heart3

enlightened,] that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, and
19 [omit and]

4 what the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the saints, And what
is [omit is] the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who believe, according

20 to the working of his mighty power [the might of his strength],
5 Which he [hath]

6

wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead, and set him [in raising him
from the dead and making him sit]

7 at his own right hand in the heavenly places*
21 Far [over]

9 above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion [lordship],
and every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in that which is to

22 come : And hath put [And subjected] all things under his feet, and gave him to be

23 the head over all things to the church, Which is his body, the fulness of him that

[who] filleth all
10 in all.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 15. X.i A. B. and some other authorities omit TTJV d y a TT ij

&amp;gt;

; X. 3 adds it. The omission is an evident error of
the transcriber. [K. L., nearly all versions, most fathers support the longer reading, which is adopted by Tischendorf,
Meyer, Ellicott and the great majority of editors and commentators. The repetition of TIJI/ readily accounts for the omission,
while there is little reason for accepting an insertion from Col. i. 4. In the above emendations Ellicott has been followed.
fbr this cctuse is adopted in preference to wherefore (the rendering for 616) and on this nn-ount (which is more modern). The
more indefinite participial construction, harinr/ heard, is necessary here; the faith which is among you is more exact than

your faith (see Ere;/. Mitr.s), while the. lore which ye, have, brings out the force of tho second rrji/. R.]
8 Ver. 16. [The Rec, reads: fi.vti.a.v v HMV jroiou/u.eco?, on the authority -of D.3 E. K. L. (F. G. transposing: irotoujue-

KOS viilav), most cursives. Vulgate, Syriac versions, Coptic, most fathers; accepted by Tischendorf (but not in all editions),

Oriesbach, Ellicott. Wordsworth (De Wet to and Braune tacitly). In X. A. B. D.,
1 and about 10 cursives, ii^iav is omitted:

accepted by Riiekert, Lachmann, Meyer, Alford. The question is a delicate one : Was the word inserted where the meaning
is so obvious, or was it omitted because occurring so immediately before? The variation in position favors the former

theory, but a similar omission by nearly the same authorities in 1 Thess. i. 2 is almost decisive for the latter. See Exeg.
Notes for the interpretation of Meyer and Alford, resulting from the acceptance^ the briefer reading. R.|

Ver. IS. Instead of KapSi as (X. A. B. D. E. F. G. K. L. and others) a few \Ree., fathers, no uncials] have ia-

yot a;, an evident gloss from iv. 18. [There should be merely a comma after enlightened in the English text. On the reasons
for rejecting the absolute construction followed in the E. V., see Exeg. Notes. R.]

Ver. 18. Kai is omitted in X. 1 A. B. [D. F.; by Lachmann, Ruckert. Alford, Braune. It is found in X. 3 D.3 E. K.

L., nearly all cursives retained by Tischendorf. Meyer, Ellicott, Eadie. The probability is against its genuineness, yet it

may have been omitted became KOI follows in ver. 10. R.] A very few authorities substitute ri for rt.
6 Ver. 19. [On this choice of words, see Exeg. Notes. R.]
Ver. 20. [Braune apparently accepts tho reading ivipynatv, which is sustained by X. D- F. K. L. (So Rec.), ac

cepted by Ellicott among other careful critics. Tho perfect ivr/pyriK tv (A. B.) is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf,

Meyer, Alford, mainly for tho sufficient reason that the more usual aorist would scarcely have been altered to the perfect,
while the succeeding aorists might readily occasion the alteration from tho perfect. Hence we render: &quot;hath wrought.&quot;

Ver. 20. X A. B. and others read: ica0t&amp;lt;ra [adopted by RUckert, Lachmann, Alford. Tischendorf varies. Th
Rec. reads tuddicriv, with D. F. K. L. and most cursives. So Eadie, Ellicott, and Meyer (apparently): but the change to the

finite verb looks more like the attempted relief of the construction. R.]
Ver. 20. Instead of iv rol&amp;lt;t irovpa i/ioi in X. 1 and most authorities, iv T&amp;lt;U ovpavor? [an evident gloss] is found

in B. with a few minor authorities.

Ver. 21. [Far above (E. V.) involves more than is expressed by the Greek word virtpa. via, according to the most ex

act commentators. R.]
10 Ver. 23. [The Rec. omits TO before navra, but on altogether insufficient authority. No important alterations have

been made in the rendering of this clause, because it is almost impossible to change the literal rendering of the E. V., with

out substituting an explanation for the translation : Braune s view would require : all things in all (persons;, but the differ

ence of gender he accepts cannot be expressed in an English rendering. R.]

of this very grace the Apostle s thanksgiving for

i?YwnwTTP4T Avn PRTTTPAT the readers fait
*
and love in his prayers vers.EXEGETICAL AND

Summary. After the praise of God on account

of His grace towards Christendom, to which the

readers of this letter belong (ver. 13) has been

expressed (vers. 3-14), there follows on account

petition, united with his thanksgiving, that God
would make them know the glory of their calling
and inheritance as well as of His power (vers.

17-19), which He has shown and will show in the
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Redemption through Christ, the Head of the

church (vers. 20-28).
It is ii&amp;lt;it proper to find here, as OLSHAUSEN

tlm-i, :i ft IT un &quot;effusion of love,&quot; only a &quot;thanks

giving c,, r tin- faith of the readers,&quot; as far as ii.

10. without perceiving the profound, rich in

struction contained in these verses. But it is

not precisely a prayer for the readers which fol

lows, as HARLESS says; he only mentions what
he does when thinking of the church. This

prayer and supplication to God about and for

souls is the apostolic ministry in faith, care and

joy ; and the whole Church should know it and
should infer from this petition, how weak and

needy she is in and of herself, even though born

a heavenly seed for heaven ; and how necessary
earnest, persevering prayer and supplication on

her part always is, for her preservation and

prosperity.

[After praise comes prayer (EADIE). ELLI-

COTT :
&quot; I ever give thanks, and pray that you

may be enlightened to know the hope of His call

ing, the riches of His inheritance, and the great
ness of His power, which was especially displayed
in the Resurrection and supreme exaltation of

Christ.&quot; ALFORD, following the Trinitarian

division of STIKR: &quot; The idea of the Church carried

forward, in the form of a prayer for the Ephe-
sians, in which the fulfilment of the Father s

counsel through the Son and by the Spirit, in

His people, is set forth, as consisting in the

knowledge of the hope of His calling, of the riches

of His promise, and the power which He exer

cises on His saints as first wrought by Him in

Christ, whom He has made Head over all to the

Church.&quot; R.]

The Apostle s Thanksgiving (vers. 15, 16).
Ver. 15. For this cause, 6 id TOVTO, refers

to what precedes, and on account of the close

connection of the individual parts with each

other, to vers. 3-14. So most ancient and mo
dern commentators (CEcUMENiUs: 6&amp;lt;a TO. (nroKei-

uzva ayatia roif opfajf iriorei Oixn KOI fiiovai KOI 6ia

rb ev role auOr/aoutvotc TETa^Oai fjuac.) ; it is not

merely an appendage to vers. 13, 14, because the

thanksgiving and petition apply to the reader*

only (MEYER, RUECKERT), nor to the last clause

(ver. 14 :
&quot; to the praise of His glory &quot;),

as GRO-
TIUS thinks. But it treats of more than thanks

giving, of petition, supplication, not merely of

the readers, but also of all Christendom (f
r/uar. ver. 19; comp. vers. 20-23).

[The reference to the whole preceding para
graph is defended by HARLESS (so CHRYSOSTOM,
WINZER, SCHENKEL and many others). It ac

cords best with Braune s exegesis of vers. 13, 14,
to accept this view, but EADIE, ELLICOTT, HODOE
follow THEOPHYLACT, in referring it to vers. 13,
14. ALFORO : &quot;On account of what has gone
before, since ver. 3

; but especially of what has
been said since ver. 13, where KOI vuets first came
in.&quot; Tiie more restricted view seems preferable,
but we must then accept an expanded reference
in ver. 1 J. R.]

I also, Kal f- }(. ). The unexpressed fellowship
in which Paul thus murks himself, as ver. 13

(Kal vuei$), is to be interred from the context,
from the clause aiiovaac, ov Traiouai

ti\a/nar&amp;lt;ji-.

He thinks of the Christians, who have spoken of

the readers Christian state with joy and thanks-

giving, and &quot;expects,
that all Christians, espe

cially they themselves to whom he writes, would
do the same&quot; (HARLESS). Hence it is nol=s
even I also, a believing Israelite (BACMGARTBN) ;

such arrogance he* would have opposed, not pos
sessed. Nor is it=also I, your Apostle (STIKR)

[EADIE] ; He places himself as a member of the

body of Christ, who is the Head, in the Church,
not above it. [Us WETTB unwarrantably joins
KOI with the preceding Ata THVTO. ALFORD objects
to the view of MEYER

(&quot;
Paul knows that he co~

operates with the readers in his prayerful acti

vity &quot;), preferring to take mii as marking the re

sumption of the first person after the second.
ELLICOTT thus expresses Braune s view :

&quot; Kdyu
is thus faintly corresponsive with KOI vutir, and
hints at the union in prayer and praise which
subsisted between the Apostle and his converts.&quot;

_R.]
Having heard, aKuvaac.. This marks no

thing further than that he had heard, and ac

cordingly indicates only, that what has been
heard has been spoken of, hence that the Apostle
was not in Ephesus, when he heard. GROTIUS
is therefore correct : loquitur apostolus de profectv

evangelii apud Ephesios, ex quo ipse ab illis discesse-

rat. So THEODORET, HARLESS, MEYER and
others. Nothing is said respecting acquaintance
or non-acquaintance (against OLSHAUSEN [who
thinks the larger part were probably unknown
to him R.]) ;

it is used in the former case,
Philem. 5, in the latter, Col. i. 4 ; Rom. i. 8.

BENGEL : Hoc referri potest non tolum ad ignotos

facie, sed etiam ad familiarissimos, pro statu eorum

prsesenti. It is therefore not=scire, comperire

(HAMMOND), as though it described personal ob

servation, since it is the very opposite; but at

the same time nothing can be inferred from this

against the composition of this Epistle for the

Ephesians, nor that he Wrote the letter before his

personal acquaintance, nor yet that he had
i other churches in his mind at the same time

(STIER).*
Of the faith which is among you in the

Lord Jesus, rrjv naff vuac. rriariv iv T&amp;lt;J

K v p i (,) I TI a ov. To this Col. i. 4 is parallel:

&quot;your
faith in Christ Jesus,&quot; etc. Accordingly

rijv KaO vuaq Triartv here seems to be

equivalent to TTJV Trianv iifiuv there [so E. V.].
But &quot;faith among you

&quot;

differs somewhat from

&quot;your faith:&quot; the relation of the faith to the

subjects is different : in the first case, in accord

ance with the notion of the preposition (/card rrjv

ir6/.rv, Luke viii. 30, /car olnov not=fv oixu, see

WINER, p. 374), which is distributive, the faith is

merely to be found there, within the church,
even though each one does not have it, and be

lievers and unbelievers dwell side by side,- in the

other case, however, the faith is the possession
of the individuals ; WINER, p. 146, fides, quse ad

vos pertinet, apud vos (in vohisf) est.^ Such cir-

*
[On the other hand, the norist must not be taken as fre

quentative, go as to show from such a dense, that he had fre

quent communication with them a* a well-known church.
Kven KAI.IK, who at first adopted this view, citing Kiihne.i

and liuttmann in support of it. is disposed to defer to th

judgment whirl, WI.NKR (p. 2&amp;gt;0) pronounces against it.

II ;K -reins to have been led into the same error. R.J
f

|

MKYKK admits no distinction tie! wren the two passages,
while EADIE, finding this form singular in the New Testar
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cumlociitions have their special shadings of

thought, as TT/V dtrb aov inuyyehiav (Acts xxiii.

21), TTJ ff vuuv dydni) (1 Cor. viii. 7), promissio a

te profecta, amor qui a vobis projiciscitur, are not

exactly equivalent to tua promissio, amor vester.

Comp. WINER, p. 181. STIER is excellent: A
hint that a gracious treasure of faith and love is

indeed present within the church, yet not cer

tainly active in every member of it. [So AL-

FOIID.] The notion of the substantive is not,

however, thereby modified, as though the ob

jective nature of faith were to be understood

here, and the individual quality of faith in the

particular persons, in Col. i. 4 (HARLESS) [Eb-
LICOTT] ; with the Apostle the faith in Ephesus
as among the Colossians remains the subject of

thanksgiving; and the genitive indicates nothing
about individual quality, only the possession of

the individuals, still less any thing about purity
or impurity (MATTHIES) ; nor is any hint given
respect ing fides qua or fides quse credilur.

It is indeed here as there more closely denned
as the faith &quot;in the Lord Jesus,&quot; as Gal. iii. 2(&amp;gt;.

The preposition marks the foundation of the

faith: founded in the Lord Jesus, or its life-

sphere, without placing any other aim of the

faith. There is no reason for understanding here

e&amp;lt;i
6e6v from 1 Pet. i. 21 :

&quot; who by him do be
lieve in God &quot;

(BENOEL: fidem erga Deum in do

mino Jesu; GROTIUS: fidem in Deum fundatam in

Chrislo) ; &quot;in the Lord&quot; is notz=&quot; through
Him,&quot; nor tv=c (KOPPE, FLATT). The article

rfjv is wanting before tv T(JI Kvpiy, because the

qualifying phrase adds an integral element to

Tntmf, which as anticipated is joined immediately

(Rom. iii. 25; 2 Cor. vii. 7). [&quot;Christ-centred
faith&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.] Comp. WINER, p. 128.

The position of the words does not permit our con-

nectingji; r u KVPIM with vuag (WINZER); besides

rn0T(f requires further definition more than vudf.
And the love which ye have unto all

the saints, KCII ri/v dydirnv irt/v eif irdv-

TO.C -ovq dyiov$. [See Textual Note l
. R.]

This sets forth the first and immediate manifesta
tion of the faith. CHRYSOSTOM aptly says : irav-

Ta%ov avvdrrTci KOI ovyK(M.d TT/V TTIOTIV Kai rijv

dydirnv, Bavuaarrjv rtva $wupida. Quisquis fidem et

amorem habet, particeps est totiusbenefaclionis (BfiN-

3EL). This love is, however, more closely defined

as &quot;unto all the saints.&quot; On the article [which
here specializes love. R.] see WINER, p. 126.

&quot;Paul had here first the idea of love in itself and
then added in his thought rtfv eif irdvraf&quot;

(MEYER). &quot;Aytoi are Christians. Hence:
&quot;all saints&quot; (iii. 8, 18; vi. 18, 24) points to

brotherly love as character Christianismi, John xiii.

34 f.
;

1 John v. 1. As little as this notion is

to be enlarged here into universal philanthropy,
as CALVIN would do, and as is the case in 1 Cor.

xiii.; Gal. v. 6; 1 Tim. ii. 1 ; Tit. iii. 2, also in

2 Pet. i. 7 (kv rf) &amp;lt;&amp;gt;)Aa(k7i&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ia TTJV dydirrn&amp;gt;),
so little

and still less is brotherly love to be narrowed

down, with TIIKOUORET, to liberality. At the

same time we should not overlook the emphasis
resting on the word &quot;all,&quot; permitting no dis

tinction as respects condition, rank, possessions

ment (though frequently used for the possessive genitive in

later classical (ireek), makes it denote more characteristic

possession, differing thus from nearly all the commentators.

or internal endowment, either mental or spi
ritual.

Ver. 16. Cease not .to give thanks fot

you, oi) travoua &amp;gt;. tv x.ap IGT uv VTT p
iiuuv. Thus or ev^apiaru TTOVTOTE, 1 Cor. i. 4;
Phil. i. 3; Col. i. 3; 1 Thess. i. 2; Phil. 4;

comp. WINER, p. 323. Paul never ceases to be a

giver of thanks. [The participle points to a state

supposed to be already in existence. EADIE :

1

&quot;As one giving thanks for you I cease not.&quot;

ULPHILIIS: non cestans gratias dico. R.] The
phrase virtp ituuv, as in ver. 2: 1 Tim. ii. 1,

marks the protection of prayer, like that of a
shield over the assailed (WINER, p. 359) while

TTspl irdvruv vuuv (Rom. i. 8) denotes the position
of the protector around the protected.
Making mention of you, uv e iav v u uv

iroiovufvos, adds a limitation; he thanks con

stantly whenever he thinks of them
;
but that

happens daily. In my prayers, en-i ruv
Trpoaev%av fj.nv. This indicates that Paul
has and takes occasion to think of them from his

prayers.* Comp. WINER, p. 352; 1 Thess. i. 2;
Rom. i. 10. Praying is the Apostle s daily doing,
and therewith arises the thought about his

church, changing his prayer into intercession.

The subject of his thought and petition is not,

therefore, precisely the faith and love of the

Ephesians (MEYER [ALFORU] who rejects vuuv),
but themselves, with their necessities indeed,
which determine thepurport of the petition. &quot;No

thanksgiving without petition, so long as perfec
tion and completion are not yet there&quot; (SxiER).

The Apostle s petition as to its purport. Vers.

17-19.

Ver. 17. That, tva, has its parallel in OTTW^,

Phil. vi. and must retain, as in iii. 16, the signifi
cation of the purpose, design Comp. WINER, pp.
418 f., 428 f. The Apostle s will, in the very
thought of his prayer, is directed to this, that

God thould give (MEYER, SCHENKEL). Hence
there is no reason for weakening the force of tea

here into : that He may give (WINER, p. 273), as

if it introduced only the object, the purport of

the petition (HARLESS, STIER) ;
for although

Paul did not regard his request
&quot; as causa of

Divine favors,&quot; nor purpose
&quot;

thereby
&quot;

to bestow

upon others the gift of grace, yet still in his

petitions offered in the name of Jesus (John xiv.

j

13
;
xv. 16 ; vi. 23) he has the design as well as

j

the hope, that they should take place. f BENQEL:
A ryamentum precum pro veris Christianis.

*
[&quot;

In iiri with a genitive, the apparent temporal reference

partakes somewhat of the local reference of juxtaposition,&quot;

BERXHARDY. So ALFORD, ELI.ICOTT, anil now KAPIE who
formerly omitted the sub-local reference. The preposition
&quot;serves to express the concurrent circumstances ami rela

tions, in which and under whicli an event took place.&quot; R.j

f [On the force of tW comp. TITTMAMM, Sy. X. T., II., p.

35, ft., who is perhaps the ablest defender of the frequency of

itsucbatic signification. But many of the instances he cites am
very doubtful. The eventual or cchatic sense ( in.lii -alive ,,f

result) is not defensible here. The very best explanation of

the force of iya after verbs of praying, /., is given by Ai,

FORD(on 1 Cor. xiv. ;!): &quot;The Ufn of jwrpoM is tatepwrnblj
bound up in this particle, and can be traced wherever it is

used. At the same time, prayer being a ilirrrl trrlcin&amp;lt;/
of the

fulfilment of the purpose OB account of which we pray not

like iiinnv other actions. inilir&amp;gt;-rthi connected with it. the

fiiir/i ii t and
i&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;r/&amp;gt;ii.if

become OBM|MHwM in tht f.ipresfian.&quot;

ThU m&amp;lt;li-tiinil force is accepted by KI.UCOTT, deni-d by EALJI

mid by MtVER, who rejecto everything short of the stric! final
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The God of our Lord Jesua Christ,
e o f roii nvpiov i//ttJv I / &amp;lt;r o v \piarov

!len&amp;gt; we nuisl holil (see ver. ! f.
). that he is

speaking of tin I nr;mi:ite One, the God-man, tc

\vlioiu (!oil is Goil, worshipped by Him also

(Si-mi). It does not suffice to say, that the

inclining is. (i,l sent Him, He bore witness of

God and returned to God (HARLKSS) [apparently
HoniiE also].
The Father of glory, 6 TTOT^P ri/f Mf

This parallel clause is far more difficult than the

last. First of all, Trarr/p, corresponding to fcof,

is to be retained in its established meaning,
&quot;

Father,&quot; hence not to be taken in the sense of

catua (GaoTius), auclor (6 ueyaXa vulv
(ft&amp;lt;5&amp;lt;j/cwf

aya iti, CHRYSOSTOM and others), source, origin

( MvTruiES, SCIIKNKKL). The genitive, r

66^&amp;gt;/c, designates the possession, the character

of the Father, to whom the glory belongs, which
is =1123, the Divine glory and majesty; it is

like &quot;the God of glory&quot; (Actsvii. 2; Ps. xxix.

3), &quot;the Lord of glory&quot; (1 Cor. ii. 8), &quot;the

King of glory&quot; (Ps. xxiv. 7); comp. also &quot;the

Father of mercies&quot;
(
2 Cor. i. 3). Hence: the

Father full of glory. As parallel to the geni
tive : &quot;of our Lord Jesus Christ,&quot; we must also

in connection with
&quot;glory,&quot;

think of Him, in

whom it was manifested. BKNGKL: Pater gloriee,

infinitK illius, quie refulget in facie Christi; imo glo-

riie, qux est ipse filius Dei, unde e/iam nobis heredilas

glorinsa obtinget (ver. 18). HARLESS: Father of

glory, because the glory presses upon the Apos
tle, which God has revealed to men in His Son.

Though the, Greek Fathers go too far (rfo^av yap
rf)v H?iav

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;I&amp;gt;GIV uvouaaev), yet
&quot; the Father full

of glory,&quot; following
&quot; the God of our Lord Jesus

Christ,&quot; is evidently not without a reference to

Christ and of such a kind, that the Apostle s

first phrase conceives rather of the God-m(/n ,-*

the second of the GW-man. This explanation

accordingly is not a curiosity (RUECKERT),
needing no contradiction (OLSHAUSEN), nor is

it obscuring et remotius (A-LAPiiiE). It is much
more of a curiosity, to wish to connect thus:

J)eus qui est domini nostri Jesu Christi pater,

ylorise ; since then 6 6 E 6 ? and -i/c, 66 f TJC, must
bj taken together, while TO v nvpiov 6 rrarr/p
is inserted between them (VATABLE). The con

jecture of PISCATOR, that iraTt/p and fcof were
first written in interchanged positions, is very
bold. Still it cannot be said that our phrase is=r

paler gloriosus (CALVIN and others), or cui debetur

honor, venerandus, or prsestantissimus (WAHL and

others), or the Almighty Father (KOPPE).
(EjUMENius aptly remarks : Trpbf TO irpoaKeiuevov

bvoud^fi tteov. The designation of God in this

passage corresponds entirely with the fervor and
confidence of the Apostle s petition respecting
the affairs of the kingdom of Christ.

May give unto you. (5 &amp;lt;J T) vul v. A
&amp;lt;fi tf the

optative; John xv. 16: dt.tij
the conjunctive; the

Ionic conjunctive form is not sufficiently attested

in the New Testament, and ^ is preferred [in

sense. Tin- i-chatic sense is rare, it must be admitted, and
due tn &quot;Ili-brew tel.-ology,

1

which reverently accepted a

proptMcj M talfiHed. R.]
*

|

It is perhaps unwise t&quot; press any Christ. ilo^ical re fere &amp;gt;

II|K&amp;gt;II
Ibis phr,i-.e ii|. ..H 111. ^niiinil of it* parallelism with the

l&amp;gt;n-c.-din&amp;gt;; uiie. tlioiijih tlii* is prefi-rulili- tn (lie many ilistnrtiMl

views, wlii. li have heeii aclnptiil through four of an Arian in-

terpr.-talidU. K.J

that passage, B. giving it here also. -R.] The opta
tive as modus optandi. is here, especially in orulia

obliqua (.MATTHIKS i, used in the place of the con

junctive (WINER, p. 273). In 2 Tim. i. 16, 18
we find a similar usage. [MEYER and ELLICOTT

regard the optative as chosen to follow the pres
ent here, because the answer belongs to what is

hoped for, etc., the latter finding in its use a

support for his view of the sub-final force of Iva.

But the view of ALKORO (and EAUIE) is prefera
ble: The optative

&quot; is used when the purpose is

not that of the writer as he is writing, but is de
scribed as that of himself or some one else at

another time,&quot; thus falling in effect under the rule

of the oratin obliqua. R.]
The spirit of wisdom and revelation,

TTvevua aotyiac, icai arroKaAuifteuf, is the

object of the preceding verb. The omission of
the article before the genitives points to the close

connection with the governing substantive, to

which also the article may be wanting, without
its becoming indefinite, as the genitives contain
the closer definition ; Luke xxiii. 46: tif %elpdg
aov -rrapandsuai TO nvevud uov

( WINER, p. 118
f.).

God gives as a Father to His children, who have
become such through Christ, of His Spirit ; hence
the reference may well be to the Holy Ghost

;

but since they have already been sealed with
this (ver. 13), this efficient, personal, power
recedes rather, and we are to understand the

spirit wrought or to be wrought by the same in

Christians. So Gal. vi. 1 ; 2 Tim. i. 7. So OLS
HAUSEN, STIER: Something of God, yet manifest-

ig itself as in man. Hence we are not to un
derstand the human spirit of itself, or the human
lieart (RUECKERT: God give you a wise heart,

open to His revelation), nor yet precisely the
Person of the Holy Ghost (BENGEL: idem Sptri/us,

qui est promissionix, in progrcssu Jidtlium est etiam

apientise et revelationis ; tapientia in nobis operatur
lapientiam, REVELATIO cognitionem ; MATTHIES,
MEYER).* Evidently Paul is speaking of a gift
or all Christians ; hence Charisms are not meant,
as 1 Cor. xii. 8; xiv. 12; vi. 26 (OLSHAUSEN).

Both &quot;wisdom&quot; and &quot;revelation point to

universal gifts to Christians, and to what is or
3omes to pass in them, hence to something sub

jective. By &quot; wisdom &quot; we understand a con-
inued condition, by &quot;revelation&quot; the single
glances afforded us, into the truths of Christian-

ty, into the will of God in special circumstances
and situations of life, into the human heart, into
he course of time, into eternal life. The former
ncludes the (ppdvqatf, &quot;understanding,&quot; joined
vith it in ver. 8; the latter is &quot;the very neces

sary private revelation for every Christian&quot;

STIER), as 1 Cor. ii. 10. Paul adds the special
o the general in the same way (Rom. i. o; v.

5 ; xi. 29). Accordingly we are not to consider
he second an objective medium for the first

HARLESS); in that case, the position would be
eversed (MEYER). f Comp. Col. i. 9.

* [EADlEand HODGE defend the formal reference to the Holy

t-oept jrrn Hn as
&quot; the complex idea, of the spirit of man in-

writ by the Spirit of God, so that as such, it is His special
ift.&quot; Thin Intermediate or complex sense is that suggested
limy Excursus, Romans, p. 236, B., but too often overlooked.

t|These(;rnitivi saivaN.i ehararteriziliK genitives, it would
iem. KAIHK takes the latter as indicating the mod..- l.y which
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In the full knowledge of him [fv kiriyvu-
asi aiirni

].
First the meaning of the words.

In ewiyvumc. the preposition, which &quot;renders

prominent the intension of the verbal notion to its

object
&quot;

(HARLESS), must not be overlooked, and
the distinction from

}vw&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;f
must be maintained.

It is major exactiorque cognitio (GROTIUS,) plena et

accurate, cognitio (\VAHL). 1 Cor. xiii. 12 is in

structive :
&quot; Now I know (ytyvowr/cw) in part ; but

then shall I know (CTT/ yvuao/ucu) even as also I

am known&quot; (tireyvuadriv)* Hence it is not=
agnitio (CALOVIUS and others), nor can it be of

any force here, that yvtiatc. designates the higher,
the charismatic form of knowledge, 1 Cor. xii. 8 ;

xiii. 8 (OLSHAUSEN), since this technical term

designates the character, not the degree (I\!EYER).
The context, vers. 18, 19, evidently determines
that the knowledge of God is here referred to, and
does not permit avrov to be referred to Christ

(BEZA, ERASMUS, LUTHER and others); nor can
it remain undetermined (CALVIN). Finally k v,

&quot;in,&quot; designates the sphere within which that

is accomplished, which has been spoken of: it

cannot possibly be taken as = f ( Vulgate, LU
THER and others), or =: per (ERASMUS and

others), or = una cum (FLATT). [
HODGE most

unwarrantably renders the preposition kv, &quot;to

gether with.&quot; R.]
The connection with the verb &quot;

give
&quot;

is clear

then : The knowledge of God is a status or circle

of life, wrought already by the Spirit, and word of

God, in which he should and must be, who will

and shall receive the spirit of wisdom and revela

tion, since this does not take place without means,
Col. i. 9, 10. Advance is made from truth to

truth, from knowledge to knowledge. The con
nection with what follows : treQurtauevovf 6&amp;lt;p#a/l-

fiovc (CHRYSOSTOM and others), is impossible,
both grammatically and logically, on account of

the appended tg TO tldt-vai vuag, which is joined
at the close of ver. 18, just as kv eirtyv&aei
aitrov here in ver. 17 ; the two phrases corres

pond to each other. But the connection with
vu.lv is quite as impossible, as with aKOKa^vipeu^

(a suggestion of KOPPE S) ; it is contrary to the

usus loquendi and introduces erroneous thoughts:
for it is not to those, who have known, who are

real worshippers, that He gives such a spirit, as

He does not give the spirit through knowledge,
but rather knowledge through the Spirit, nor does
revelation consist only in the knowledge of God,
although this is the beginning, centre and main

point to which all comes and returns. [ADIE
follows KOPPE, the result being a confusion re

specting these phrases, which is very uncommon
with him. R.]

Ver. 18. Having the eyes of your heart
enlightened [TreQuTtauevovs TOVC. o 0-
0a A/to if T i] q K.a pdiag vuav]. This is ad
ded without a conjunction, seeming to be in

apposition, with the emphasis on the participle ;

the wisdom is imparted, which appears illogical. Dr. HODOE
does not clearly indicate what view he adopts, but apparently
inclines toward that accepted above. K.]

*
[The use of the verb in this passage, applying it in the

second instance to God, contradicts th position taken by
KMIIK, that eiri has in our word an adrlitive force, referring

pledge, for in that case itto the successive increments of ki

n.uld not be applied to Uod, as

never U.-H.]
ideed he affirms

the being enlightened is, what God should give.
Toi&amp;gt;r ifdakftaitft eyes, He need not first

give ; BENQEL : articulus prtexupponit oculos jam
prte.tentes. But the Apostle wishes that the eyes
may be given in a new quality (HARLESS). Ac
cordingly we should not render : enlightened
eyes (LUTHER) ;

in that case we should find, roiif

b(f&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;a^.uouf TOVC, irEij&amp;gt;uTiauivov&amp;lt;;.
It is arbitrary to

correct the reading into irt-fyuriauevoic (PISCATOR
and others), as though it belonged to iiulv. It ia

untenable to accept an accusative absolute

(BEZA, KOPPE, MEYER [E. V., EADIE), and to re
fer the participle to v/j,lv, so that the accusative
of the noun is made to contain the closer defini
tion ; for then the recipients would have been,
which is contrary to Scripture and to fact, en

lightened before they received the Spirit of wis
dom and revelation ; the reference to the effect :

so that you are illuminated as respects your
eyes is grammatically impossible. Nor should
dvai be interpolated (FLATT).

[The interpretation : so that you are illu

minated as respects your eyes, is that of MEYER,
who does not defend the accusative absolute.

ELLICOTT and ALFORU, whose rendering is given
in the English text, refer the participle to vulv,
as a lax construction, taking the noun as an ac

cusative of limiting reference. Notwithstanding
Dr. Braune s objection, this seems the best solu

tion. The clause &quot;serves to define the result of

the gift of the Spirit, and owing to the subse

quent infinitive, which expresses the purpose of
the illumination, not unnaturally lapses into the

accusative
&quot;

(ELLICOTT). See ALFORD for simi
lar constructions. The accusative absolute
which also expresses a result, is a very doubtful

construction, see MEYER in loco, and on Rom.
viii. 3. The appositional construction, which
makes our clause the object of

Jw&amp;gt;?,
is open to

fewer grammatical than logical objections. The

enlightenment as regards the eyes of the heart

ought not to be put as correlative or co-ordinate
with the gift of the Spirit of wisdom, etc. This

objection holds, however, the meaning of our
clause may be enlarged, as is done below, and

by HARLESS and others. Braune s view, it

should be added, is supported by RUECKERT,
MATTHIES, MEIER, HOLZHAUSEN, HARLESS, OLS
HAUSEN, DE WETTK and others ; apparently by
HODGE, who does not notice the construction

preferred in this note. R.]

The value of the gift is well described by GRE
GORY NAZIAN. : ft yap tr/ctSrof q ayvota KOI t/ duap-

ria, 0uf av elrf TJ yvuai( nai 6
[3ioc. evdeng. Accord

ing to v. 8, compared with iv. 18 ;
2 Cor. iv. 4

;

Heb. vi. 4, the light of life is meant, that illumi

nation which is already connected with sanctifi-

cation and rooted in experience (HARLESS,
STIER), so that it cannot be referred to merely
intellectual insight (RUECKERT and others). [Yet
&quot; the eyes of the heart

&quot;

are spoken of. giving pro
minence to the perceptive side. R.]
The eyes are rf/c aapfiiac iiuuv, &quot;of your

heart,&quot; and this is the centre of life (HARLESS),
the core of the personality (OLSHAUSEN), and
not merely mind or soul, without disposition.
Matth. xxiii. 15: ry napdia owuat. Comp. iv.

22
;
Rom. i. 21

;
2 Cor. iv/6. Cor es t, quo tan-
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tas res pe.rcipinue* ( MKNIIKI.).* It is thus marked

by tliis (nullifying phrase, that we, &amp;gt; spite of

our old nature, are renewed and made suscepti
ble of that wisdom and revelation, that is the

light for which the eyes of our heart are pre

pared; our heart should become secure and full

of the Spirit. Thus this apposition is defended

from MEYER S objections.
That ye may know, eif rd kidivai

v uaf. This sets forih the aim of the enlighten

ing, toward which progress is made &quot;in the

knowledge of Him
;&quot;

the latter is to be devel

oped. Thus to the ground and outgoing there

corresponds the aim, in which the beginning now

appears in its extent ; the deeper insight after

the hearing of the proclamation, after the first

faith and knowledge and understanding, is here

treated of.f
What is the hope of his calling, riq ka-

riv 1} fATTtf r//f K^tfaeuf avrov. The

first object of this insight is &quot; the hope of His

calling!&quot;
&quot;

His,&quot; a v T o v, according to the con

text, is to be understood of God ;
Rom. xi. 29 :

the &quot;calling of God.&quot; He calls; this call is

not without effect ; and this is the hope, the

cause of which is the call. The re-echo in us of

this call of God on us is hope, hoping ; the Chris

tian s hope lies, not in the eternal &quot;election,&quot;

but in the temporal &quot;calling.&quot;
So

&quot;joy
of the

Holy Ghost&quot; (1 Thess. i. 6), &quot;trial of afflic

tion
&quot;

(2 Cor. viii. 2). Hope is the Christian s

advantage (ii. 12; 1 Thess. iv. 13; Bom. v. 2),
and a hope that &quot;maketh not ashamed&quot; (Rom.
v. 5; viii. 24). To know the character of such

hope is not a small matter (against STIBR). T i q

points then to the character, the quality of this

hope. PASSOW sub voce. It is therefore not =3

ir6arf, TTora-f/, quanta (SxiER, OLSHAUSEN, SCHEN-

KEL), but qualis, cujumam natures (HARLESS,
MEYER and others). Nor is eAT/f = res sperata

(OLSIIAUSEN, STIER [EADIE] and many others),

although it can mean this (Col. i. 6 :
&quot; laid

up;&quot;

Heb. vi. 18: &quot;set before us;&quot; Gal. v. 5: &quot;wait

for the hope of righteousness&quot;), which MEYER

[with ELLICOTT] denies. It is inconceivable that

KAjyaif should be = those called (SCHUETZE).
LUTHER renders : &quot;your calling,&quot; putting the

effect for the cause: &quot; his calling.&quot; [With AL-

FORD, EALME, and ELLICOTT it is better to take

rif in the simple meaning &quot;what,&quot; qute (
Vul-

yate), without referring either to quality or quan
tity. As regards &quot;hope,&quot;

the objective sense

must be admitted in the N. T., but the bald res

sperata does not express the signification here.

ALFORI&amp;gt; thinks the controversy mere trifling :

[ELLIOTT says of the phrase,
&quot; the eyes of your heart:&quot;

&quot; A somewhat unusual ami figurative expression, denoting the

inward intelligence of that portion of our immaterial nature

(the iii \ if
&quot; which the iea.p&ia. is the imaginary Heat.&quot; Comp.

MBTER, ALFORU, HARLESS and STIER. K.]

t [Dr. HODQE divides the prayer of the Apostle into three

leading petitions: 1. For adequate knowledge of Divine

truth : -1. For due appreciation of the future blessedness of

the-,aints; :!. Fora proper understanding of what they them
selves hail already .xpcrienced in their conversion. This is

well enough tor homiletioal purposes, hut it is very unsatis

factory as an exegesis of tin- passa-e. since it places as co-or

dinate three clauses, which hold MTV different relations to

each oth
If,

di -troying alto-ether t lie proper tinal force of e&amp;lt;?.

,,,- ,.p.-ii t.. other objections. ALFORD rightly
takes eit TO ti&ivai as setting forth the purpose of the

rc4&amp;lt;im&amp;lt;Tfif&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ovf,
not of the irwvpa acxftia^ What in now de

scribed is inrolrett in the latter, nut its object, but that of the

former. R.]

&quot; If I know what the hope is, I know both its es

sence and its accidents. Kvcn KLLICOTT admits
an objective aspect :

&quot; the grounds, the state of

the hope.&quot; HOOGK supports the subjective sense.

On Kfc/ai&amp;lt;;, see Romans, pp. 280, 281. R.]
What the riches of the glory of his in

heritance in the saints
[ri&amp;lt;;

6 nXovTnf
rjyfdofj/f Ts?f K A TI p ov o y. t flf avrov iv
T ol f d yi o i f]. The second object of the insight
is the object of the Christian hope, the inheri

tance, to- which &quot; the calling of God &quot;

helps us,
hence &quot;

His:&quot; He gives it, it is from His own.
As Divine, eternal life, participation in the king
dom of God, heirship with Christ (God Himself
is our portion), it has a &quot;

glory
&quot; and this glory

has &quot;riches,&quot; so that it is an important object
for our more profound observation. So Col. i.

27 :
&quot; the riches of the glory of this mystery.&quot;

It is a weakening of the ideas, to resolve these
substantives into objectives : what is the riches
of the glorious inheritance (LUTHER), or: what
is the glorious riches of His inheritance (STIER).

[As MEYER well says :
&quot; What a rich, sublime

cumulation, setting forth in like terms the weight-
iness of the matters described

;
and not to be di

luted by any resolving of the genitives into ad

jectives.&quot; R.]
&quot; In the saints

&quot;

is added after &quot; His inheri

tance,&quot; without the article (rjyf ii&amp;gt; roiq dyioiq), and
hence conceived of as most closely connected with
his inheritance, which is to be found in

(
LUTHER :

aw) and among the saints, the called Christians not

outside of them. So Rom. ix. 3: &quot; my kinsmen

according to the flesh
;&quot;

2 Cor. vii. 7 : rbv i/uuv

C^Aov virep EUOV. Comp. Col. i. 12
(eif rqv fj,e-

pi6a TOV K^r/pov TUV dyiuv iv
(jturi) ; Acts xx. 32

(doiivai TT)V Kfafpovoftiav iv rolq r/yiaauevoif Trciatv) ;

xxvi. 18. The Apostle does not say
&quot; in

you,&quot;

&quot;us,&quot; but states it altogether objectively in hu

mility and wisdom. He speaks indeed of the

inheritance of God in Christians, but not of the

glory of the portion, nor its riches in the saints,
so that we must understand here chiefly the chil

dren of God, who are partakers of the inheri

tance (vers. 11, 14), even though only in its in

cipient stages; &quot;the riches of the glory&quot; be
come indeed perceptible even here, but unfold
themselves fully only in eternity, which is the
more to be included, since here and hereafter
are less divided than light and darkness. Ac
cordingly we are not to consider the object of the
inheritance to be principally and solely the pre
sent kingdom of God on earth (HARLESS), or on
the other hand the future kingdom of God to be
established at the second Advent (MEYER) ; nor
is the connection of f v TO If d y i o t f with an ia-

TIV to be supplied (KOPPE and others) possible,
since not 6 rrAovrof, but only K?.qpovoftia, is in,

on and among the saints.* To join avrov with

*
(This interpretation should not ! lightly passed over,

since it is sustained by \Vi\ER(iii earlier editions, not in 6th
and 7th), DE WETTE, MEYER and ELLICOTT. The reason for

adopting it is the assumption that the article should precede
our phrase, were it joined directly with KAqpopo^ia? aOroO,
since that expression is so complete in itself as to admit of
no ,|iialitication forming one conception with it (which is the
condition of the omission of the article). Our phrase would
then, according to KI.UCOTT, define the sphere in which the
riches, etc , are peculiarly found, felt and n-ali/.i-d. To this

view, however, there are grave objections It i&amp;gt; awkward to

begin with ; it disturbs the grammatical par.ill-livn of th

clauses, and logically it represents Paul ;i ,
pra&amp;gt; mi: &amp;lt;hat they

might know what great thiujjs are already aiuunu Christian*
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fVToIf d-yioif (STIER) is inadmissible, be

cause far-fetched. The reference is not to the

totality of morally good beings in the other world

(RUECKERT), or in the holiest of all (CALOVII:s),

as Ileb. ix. 12; nor should prominence be given
to the thought, as inhering in the text: God in

herits the saints (.MEYER. (ETTINQER, STIER), al

though they belong to Him, and He to them.

This is the carrying out, extension and expan
sion of the thought, but not an exegesis -of the

words set before ua.

Ver. 19. And what the exceeding great
ness of his power to us-ward who believe

fx a t T i TO v it K p ft a h h a v [it y e 6 o f T ?/ f

ovvdfieuf avroi) e i f 7 M a f T ov$ TT i a-

T f i&amp;gt; o vr of]. The third object of the insight is

the power of God, which leads from the calling to

the inheritance. The &quot;exceeding greatness&quot; of

this power is a worthy object of profound in

sight (2 Cor. iv. 7 :
i&amp;gt;Tp/3o/l# rr/f dvvdueuf) ;

it

must and can also be experienced, since it makes
itself felt &quot; to us-ward,&quot; to those &quot; who believe

&quot;

in the present, hence, without limiting the circle

of those who believe, or passing beyond it, not to

all in general, but only to those who admit and
consent to this condition appointed by God.

Since the preposition designates the direction

towards the believers, and the present participle
the present time, and the article before the par
ticiple marks that word as the ground, condition

of the activity (ver. 13 ; 1 John iii. 23), and since

only experiences of the power of God are spoken
of, from which &quot; the exceeding greatness&quot; is to

be inferred, we must here hold fast to the proofs
in this earthly life (CHRYSOSTOM or to HARLESS,

STIER), and not apply it to the future (MEYER,
SCHENKEL, who however adds, that the begin
ning of the consummation manifests itself in this

life).*

According to the working of the might
of his strength,! Kara rijv evepyetav TOV

ovc. rfi f \p XVQ$ avr o it. In this collo-

This last objection MEYER, who on all possible occasions

adopts a reference to the future kingdom of God at the se

cond Advent, avoids by saying that Paul conceives of it as

present (vergryenwiirtiyes). Nor does the absence of the ar

ticle interfere with the other interpretation. Comp. HARLESS
and ALFORD for a clear statement of the case. We give the

paraphrase of the latter : &quot;jf/t s inheritance in, whose example
and fulness, and embodying is in tlie saintt.&quot; EADIE and
HODGE apparently restrict

&quot; inheritance
&quot;

to the future bless

ing, the former expanding this idea with his usual felicity as

a practical expositor. R.J
*
[ELLICOTT agrees with SCHEXKEL in taking the primary

reference to be to the future, but admits a secondary present
reference, which MEYER denies. See the beautiful climax
ELLICOTT gives in his note. But the other view is preferable,
on the grammatical grounds urged by Braune, and because
of the comparison with the resurrection of Christ. See HODGE,
who quotes C.\LVixs remarks against the notion that this

language would be frigid hyperbole if applied to our experi
ence in this life. Dr. HODOE, however, incorrectly takes our
clause as a third petition. ELLICOTT and MEYER again supply
e&amp;lt;TTi,

with which they connect i ij/u.a. It is better,

with most, to join it with Syvd^ut ai-roC. ALFORD retains

&quot;to us-ward
&quot;

as better indicating the prominence which be

longs to &quot; us
&quot;

in the fact of its direction.
&quot; But it is nut the

power which works faith in us, except in so far indeed as

faith is a portion of its whole work : here the irio-reiiorm are

the material on which the power works.&quot; R.]
f [

ALFORD and ELLICOTT prefer &quot;strength &amp;lt;&amp;gt;t bis might ;&quot;
the

former says: &quot;The latter
(i&amp;lt;r\v&amp;lt;;)

is the attribute subjectively

considered; the former (itawrof) the weight of that attribute,

objectively esteemed.&quot; Most commentators accept this ili-i-

tinction ; &quot;the question is only, whether the inherent strength

(I&amp;lt;TXU;
is best expressed in Knglisli by the word strenytli or

might. The former SBCUM prelerablw. K.]

cation of words the proper subject is I a x tf, as
&amp;lt;\i i-itiinj just before, giving prominence to a cha-

acteristic, the strength (iax vs from tf seat of

elasticity, sinew, muscle, nape of the neck, stem
of a tree, hence vis) ; 6vvajj.t(; is brachium divinum,

lox vr its muscles
; Kpdrof is the power manifest

ing itself, the el-ovaia., which rules (/c/jm) ; e v-

e py e ta (iv epjv), ejficacia (ERASMUS), the ac
tual efficiency (HARLESS). SoBENGEL, CALVIN :

robur est quasi radix, potentia autem arbor, efficacia

fructus. There is no chance throwing together
of words, but an order corresponding to the

thought: regard is to be paid chiefly to the effi

cacy, the effects, in which the power of God s

strength allows itself to be perceived and felt.

[The language is intended to exalt our ideas of

God s power in connection with this &quot;eminent

act of His omnipotency.&quot; R.]
Kara with the accusative isjuzta, secundum,

according to, thus designating the norm and
standard as well as the motive and occasion

( WINER, p. 375 f.). Comp. iv. 7 ; i. 5, and KOTO

v6uov (Luke ii. 22), /card xapiv(Rom. iv. 4). The
two notions, &quot;according to&quot; and

&quot;by
virtue

of&quot; are related (1 Cor. xii. 8, 9). The simplest
connection and that most readily understood by
the hearer, is that with &quot; us who believe.&quot; We
believe only by virtue of the efficacy of the power
of God in Christ and upon our souls. [The
meaning of the preposition is something less

than proptcr and something more than according
to. On the connection see below. R.]
So CHRYSOSTOM, who truly and beautifully says :

TOV avaaTf/aat vtupov no^&amp;lt;f) davftaaturepov TO Trti-

cai T/w;fdf. Just on this account, because we be
lieve only by virtue of the efficacy of God s

power, which has enough obstacles to faith to

overcome in us, we can understand, how great
the power .of God is. Since believing is not a

momentary affair, but a status, preserved by the

same power, which produced it, the aorist par

ticiple TrtcTevcavTsf is not necessary (BLKKx), and
no room is given for the monstrous thought, that

faith according to the power of God is spoken
of. It.is inadmissible to connect, either with the

verb iaTt which is understood, or with &quot;the ex

ceeding greatness&quot; (SCHENKEL), or with all the

points introduced by
&quot; what &quot;

(HARLESS), or

with &quot;may
know&quot; (MEYER). [Dr. HODGE also

defends the connection of this clause with irto-

TEvovTaq, but it is doubtful whether this is cor

rect. For though undoubtedly expressing a

truth, yet it places the rest of the chapter in

grammatical dependence on an incidental idea.

It has also a suspicion of polemical purpose

(against Pelagianism) attached to it, besides

pressing too strongly on KUTO, the sense of &quot; in

virtue of.&quot; It is better then with DE WETTK,
EADIE, ELLICOTT, ALFORD and others, to accept
a reference which Braune does not mention, viz. :

to the whole preceding clause: &quot; not however as

an explanation (Chrys.) or an amplification

(Calv.) of this power, but in accordance with

the full ethical force of Kara, as a definition of

its mode of operation (Eadie), a mighty measure,

a stupendous exemplar by which its infinite pow
ers towards the believing, in its future, yea, and

its present manifestations, might be felt, ac

knowledged, estimated and realized&quot; (ELLICOTT).
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The Apostle s petition as to its ground. Vers.

20-23
Ver. 20. &quot;Which he hath wrought in

Christ &quot;Hr / ; //T T,* analogous to dyd-

-&amp;gt;/f u;c/T&amp;lt;/r,
ii. 4, is to be referred to

WINER, p. 210 [Tae cognate accusative]. Nor
is iv

Ttf&amp;gt;
\. /I

i ft r i.i. without a reference to elg

ijiiiif, vcr. I .t : in Ciirist is accomplished that ef

ficacy of God, which is powerful toward us.

[&quot;Iti
Him&quot; as our spiritual Head (ELLicorrand

others). II.]

In raising him from the dead, i-yeipas
OVTOV K veKp&v, marks a fact of his work

ing. [The aorist indicates that the act is con

temporaneous with that of the preceding verb.

ALFORD justly warns against the danger of re

garding,
&quot; with the shallower expositors, Christ s

resurrection as merely a pledge of our bodily re

surrection, or as a mere figure representing our spi

ritual resurrection, not as involving the resur

rection of the church in both senses.&quot; Both
HODGE and EADIE fall somewhat short of the full

conception thus expressed. II.]

And making him sit at his own right
hand in the heavenly places [/cat KaOi-
a

a&amp;lt;;
kv A e i- 1 a a v TO v i v r ol s e TT ov pav i-

otf]. Thus the exaltation, beginning with the

resurrection, was completed (1 Pet. iii. 21 ff.).

Instead of the better supported participle, titd-

fttfjEv has b.;en generally substituted, because the

Greeks disliked the spinning out of long relative

and participial sentences, and easily passed over

into the finite verb (WiKBR, p. 638, b.).f Ev
6eta avroii denotes the participation in do

minion, the rtuvttpovor; of the Father (Mark xvi.

19 ; Rom. viii. 34
;
Ac s vii. 55

;
Phil. iii. 20 f.

;

Matth. xx. 21
;
Mark x. 37). Comp. also 1 Sam.

x. 25; 1 Kings ii. 19, in the earthly relations,

which are transferred to Christ, Ps. ex. 1. The

phrase kv -ols eirovpav to is (see on ver. 3),
which is the antithesis of in venpuv, designates
space, or as HOFMANN (Schriflbeweit, II. 1, p.

334) intimates, the relation to the world ; kv 6e^ta
avrov distinguishes Him from spirits, iv STTOV-

paviois locates Him and them alike. We may
with as little right understand here the status

c&leslis (HARLESS and others) as the central place
of Divine glory and revelation, the highest, in

most heaven (STIER, SOHENKEL), since the word
is used of Satan also (vi. 11, 12).

[The various local expressions used in the con
text seem decisive as to the meaning of eirovpa-

vioif. It refers to heavenly places, is more in

definite than KV Tois oipavo/s, but was chosen here

probably on account of the details in ver. 21 (EL-
LICOTT). ALFORD reminds us, that &quot;the fact of

the universal idea of God s dwelling being in

heaven, being only a symbolism common to all
j

men, must not for a moment induce us to let go
the verity of Christ s bodily existence, or to ex

plain away the glories of His resurrection into

mere spiritualities. As Stephen saw Him, so He
* is,.e Rxtuai Natt &quot;. whre the reading i v ^pyr,Ktv~is

aerepted. MKYH; not -sits distinctive sense here in refer-
riin; to ;ui art completed, as viewed liy tin- writer. R.]
t [

KLLICOTT, adopting the readii: : Ia6imv, says the chantre
t.. tlir linitf rerb, ! especially d.-i-n.-d to enhance the im
portance of the truth conveyed l&amp;gt;v the participle, referring
to the same page in WIXKR. The main thought at first is

that of thf it suiTection. tin! tin- ApoMle is speedily absorbed
with tin- other, which accords so well with the ground-tone
oftheKpistle. K.J

veritably is: in human form, locally existent,
over above,&quot; etc. R.]

Ver. 21. Over above all principality, and
power, and might, and lordship, and every
name that is named

[i&amp;gt;ir

e pdvu it dans np-
X f) S K al e f ov a i a s K a I 6 v i&amp;gt; a fit u f unl KV
ptdrijTof Kai iravrbs bvdfiarog bvofia
o u vo v\. The word v TT e p d v u (iv. 10: irdv-

TUV rOv ovpavuv; Heb. ix. 5), the opposite of vrro-

KCITU
((c/l/v//f, Luke viii. 16 ; r^f avurj^, Jno. i. 61

;

TUV noduv, Mark vi. 11; Matth. xxii. 44
; Rev.

xii. 1), can only mean &quot;over, above&quot; [so ELLI-

COTT, ALFORD] without marking any particular
eminence, GREEK FATHERS, BEZA, ESTIUS [EADIE]
or dominion (BENUEL), although the latter in

heres in the nature of the case (MEYER). It is

to be connected with
&quot;setting,&quot;

and with its ge
nitives

(&quot;all principality,&quot; etc.) forms the de
tailed description and explanation of the phrase,
&quot; at his right hand in the heavenly places;&quot; the
two belong together, the first being more closely
defined by the second.

Of these four names the first three occur
in the same order in 1 Cor. xv. 24, the first

two occur in our Epistle, iii. 10, and in Col.
i. 16, after elre ftpovoi elre KVJHOTIJTE^, joined with
tire also and in the same order, in 1 Pet, iii. 22:

inroTa} fVTuv ai rw dyyi^uv Knl ei-ovaiCiv /cat dirva-

fisuv. On the other hand in Rom. viii. 38: ayye-
lot and dpxai, like (u// and OavaToc., dvvauis, vtyu-
ua and ftdflog, are contrasted with each other by
ovre OVTE; so that we can infer nothing thence

respecting our passage.* A certain consis

tency is noticeable in the use of these words. Be
sides the reference to angels is quite obvious,

being required here by the context, especially
kv role, fTTOvpavioic. CALVIN. Cur non simpliciter

nominavitangelos? Respondeo, amplificandx Christi

fflorise causa Paulum exaygerasse has titulos, ac si

diceret ; nihil est tarn sublime aut excelsum, quo-
cunque nomine censeatur, quod non suhjectum sit

Christi majestati. According to HOFMANN (Schrift-
beweis, I. p. 34) f we cannot understand here a
climax descendens (MEYER, STIER). These desig
nations for the world of angels were given
through the higher position of the angels as the

messengers of God (Ps. ciii. 20 f.; Heb. i. 6 f.,

13
f.), as holy (Ps. Ixxxix. 5

; Dan. viii. 13).
Since the context points to the resurrection of

Christ, the Crucified, and His exaltation to a

participation in the government of the world, ,-n

a fact, in which we see the efficiency of God, ac

cording to which He works on us also, in order
to make us His children and heirs of His glory,
we may well apply these terms to goo.l as well as
bad angels, aye, we can scarcely limit the refer
ence to the angels, who reach also into this world,
the atuv ovroc., especially as both Trdam and the

concluding phrase &quot;every
name that is named,&quot;

which corresponds entirely with &quot;nor any other
creature&quot; (Rom. viii. 38), warrant an unbounded

*
[The variation in the text of Rom. viii. 38 indicates cer

tainly that the early transcribers referred vfdiei? to angels,
sin. ,. tln-iv is no other motive for the change in its position ;

the correct reading however seems to justify a reference to

earthly powers, so that as remarked alxive WCgatn nothing
&amp;lt;|.vM\e. from that |.aa-e. K.]

t [HOFMANN denies
ati&amp;gt;

reference to gradations in rank,
admitting only a designation of various relations to Hod
and tin world, lmt this diMmrtion doei not seem to be tena
ble. R.J
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extension, limited only to power and might.
HARLESS only concedes this, preferring however
the reference to good angels alone, as does MEYER,
who then refers &quot;name&quot; to every thing created.

In such universality is the passage understood by
ERASMUS, RUKCKERT, STIER [ALFORD] and
others. With STIER we must understand under

the first four designations, personalities, not

merely principles, forces, factors, recognizing
them in &quot;every name that is named,&quot; the tran

sition to the impersonal (ra irdvra). Accordingly
the following views are to be rejected : the refer

ence to devils alone (ScuoLz), to Jewish hierarchs

(SCHOTTGEN), to heathen (VAN TILL) human po
tentates (Mouus); the affirmation of a polemical

purpose, not at all indicated, against angel-wor

ship (BucER, ESTIUS, HUG), or a preservative pur

pose against possible infection through false gnosis

(OLSHAUSEN [HODGE, though not decidedly]);
also every attempt to define the different grades
of these groups of angels, and the explanation
of &quot; name &quot;

as a summing up of a nomen dignitatis

potentiseve (ERASMUS and others) ; it is not even

to be limited to names of &quot;such a character
&quot;

(HARLESS).
[It is on some accounts safest to take th four

terms here introduced in the widest, most indefi

nite sense. Still it would seem best, if any limi

tation is made to refer the words to good angels

alone, including of course under that term all

created heavenly intelligences. The prevailing
reference in these words is to angelic powers, to

good (Eph. iii. 10; Col. i. 16; ii. 10) and bad

(vi. 12; Col. ii. 15; 1 Cor. xv. 24; comp. Rom.
viii. 38) alike. The preceding local definition

would not exclude the latter, as Christ is placed
&quot;over above&quot; all these (besides tv rolg iirovpa-

vioif is apparently applicable to bad angels also,

vi. 12). But the &quot;verse relates to Christ s ex

altation in heaven rather than His victory over

the powers of hell.&quot; Then without attempting

any closer definition of these classes, we may still

admit a dencensive order throughout: First the

Exalted One, then the various gradations of hea

venly Intelligence, then &quot;every name that is

named,&quot; a view which is favored by the apparent

regularity in the order (comp. Col. i. 16).

Every name that is named&quot; includes more than

persons, in this view, more than tides of honor :

Every thing which can bear a name. No less com

prehensive sense seems admissible. ALFORD ac

cepts the most universal reference for the four

terms under discussion, but adopts rather too

abstract a sense. ELLICOTT refers to the list of

authors in HAGENBACH, History of Doctrine, \ 131.

R.]
Not only in this world, but also in that

which is to come
[oi&amp;gt;

u6vov iv TO aluvi
TOVTU d/i/td Kal iv T&amp;gt; uiM.ovTi]. This

qualifies &quot;named,&quot; establishing the pre-eminence
of Christ above all that is ever named in both

this world and that to come. BEZA : prsestantiam
non esse temporariam, sed seternam. We find a pa
rallel in &quot;things present,&quot; &quot;things to come&quot;

(Rom. viii. 38). Yet the expression here is not

purely=no\v and hereafter [HODGE], but desig
nates tue present time as the first age, disappear

ing in the transition to the future glory, the fu

ture as the eternal glory beginning with the re

turn of Christ. Paul takes the reference to time

from the system of the world ruling in each pe
riod, thinking at once of pre-messianic and post-
messianic, terrestrial and celestial worlds. Ex
cellent, but rather abrupt is BENGEL S remark :

aluv denotat, hie non tempus, sed systema rerum et

operum suo tempore revelatum et permanent. It is

then=always (HAULESS) with respect to this in

stitution of the history of salvation (STIER).*
Comp. my remarks on uluv oirof and /zeAAwv, Bi-

blework, 1 John ii. 18, p. 73 f. The connection
with KaOiaaf (CALVIN and others) is incorrect and
also the remark of BENGEL, following CHRYSOS-
TOM : &quot;Imperia, potestas, etc., sunt in future, sed
tamen NOMINANTUR etiam in seculo hoc; at ea

quoque, quie in prsesenti ne nominanlur quidem, sed

infuturo demum nobis nomine et re patefient, Christo

subjecta. sunt.&quot;

Ver. 22. And subjected all things under
his feet [at wavra vtrira^ev vnb rovf iro-

&amp;lt;5ac avfov]. Even if we retain the participle
in ver. 20, we must here accept the transition
from the participle to the finite verb. The words
themselves are not difficult. Evidently, and in

this the advance of thought consists, Trdvra,
&quot;all

things,&quot; is to be applied to all that is

created, and v-rrirat-sv, &quot;subjected,&quot; with its

closer definition, refers of itself as well as on ac
count of Ps. viii. 6 (comp. iii. 6) to conflict and

opposition, which was suggested already by the

passage (Ps. ex. 1) evidently in mind in ver. 20:
&quot;set him at his own right hand.&quot; The Lord
Himself had quoted Ps. viii. 3. The same Psalm

(ver. 6) is used with special emphasis in 1 Cor.
xv. 27

;
Hcb. ii. 6-8. Should the Psalm refer to

the glory of the first Adam (Gen. i. 26-28) and
its restoration, as is definitely indicated in the

Epistle to the Hebrews
(ii. 6-8), then we must

suppose here, that Paul is led by such thoughts
to the use of this passage, especially as the con
text requires it, treating as it does of what shall

occur to us, in accordance with what has occurred
to Christ. Dominium nunc illi uni (Christo) tribui

potest, quandoquidem per Adamum primum potesta-
tem dignitatemque a Deo concessam nostrum genus
amisit (PETER MARTYR). There is therefore no

tautological repetition here, but from above de-

scensively the Apostle marks, after a sketch of the

dignity of Christ (SCHENKEL), the sovereignty,
which subjects all things, even the unconscious
creation (OLSHAUSEN). This representation is

not merely emphatic, or only a reminiscence

(MEYER), but nal
T?/I&amp;gt; TrpotyijTmi/v Em/yaye: uaprv-

piav (THEODORET). So HARLESS and STIER in

the main.

[The notion of opposition should not be too

strongly pressed, though it is undoubtedly im

plied. As regards the allusion or citation from
Psa. viii. 6, if it be regarded as a mere allusion

the difficulty disappears ; if it be a veritable cita

tion, then we must adopt one of two conclusions:

*
[Alford remarks : &quot;Not only time presen

but the present earthly condition of things,

Not only time present and to come,
and the future

heavenly one.&quot; ELLICOTT: \Vitli regard to the meaning of
aiiav it may be observed that in all passages where it occurs,
a temporal notion is more or less apparent. To this in the

majority, an ethical idea is limited. In a few passages like

the present a semi-local meaning seems also supcradded,
causing aiiav to approach in meaning to uocruos, though it

still may bo always distinguished from it by the temporal
and (commonly) ethical notions which over form it&amp;gt; bark

ground.&quot; Comp. chap. ii. 2
;
Ual. i. 4. K.]
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either the Psalm is in a certain sense M&amp;lt; x*i&amp;lt;tni&amp;lt;-,

or Paul quotes in the accoinmodntini/ manner
which virtually destroys any specific meaning
the Scriptures have. I prefer to adopt the former

alternative, little fearing that too many Psalms

will be accepted as Messianic. Paul s allusion

is due &quot; to a direct reference under the guidance
of the Spirit to a passage in the 0. T. which in

its primary application to man involves a second

ary and more profound application to Christ. In

the grant of terrestrial sovereignty the Psalmist

saw and felt theantitypical mystery of man s fu

ture exaltation in Christ&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.]
And gave him to be the head over all

things to the church \_nai avrbv edunev K e-

Qa&r/v virsp TrdvTa ry e KK A if a i a]. Thus
is set forth the office (SCHENKEL) of Christ, and
the sphere of His efficiency. A v T & v is in em

phatic position, Him. Such an one, thus placed

[thus exalted, thus glorified]. We must regard
Him too as a gift, a present. &i66vai is noi=-i6i-

vat, the Apostle might otherwise have said e6rj-

KEV or KareGTtfctsv ;
it is quite different in 1 Cor.

xii. 28: &quot;And God hath set (eHsTo) some in the

church.&quot; He gave Him to be &quot; Head over all

things to the church.&quot; We say with equal ex

actness : He gave Him to be Head, or as Head for

the Church. As Head! not as Kapfiid, but as /ce-

QaXr/. In the head lies the organizing power.
SCHUBERT (Geschichte der Seele, p. 163) describes

the relation of head and body &quot;as a figure of

a love, descending from above to beneath, grasp
ing and moving the corporeal, and of a longing
rising from below to above, the work of which it

is, to constantly transform the lower nature of

that which lotigs into the higher nature of that

which is longed for.&quot; MARTIN Boos boldly says:
&quot;Christ dwelling in our humanity is as active as

in that which He assumed from Mary.&quot; GER-
LACH beautifully says : &quot;At once Ruler and Mem
ber of His Body.&quot;

&quot; Head &quot;

designates elsewhere

superiority also (1 Cor. xi. 3).
The qualifying phrase &quot;over all&quot; is governed

by &quot;gave
him to be head,&quot; and marks the might

(vrrep) of this Head; irdvra is all without limita

tion, He is Head over all to the church, to Chris

tendom; &quot;Head&quot; is not to be supplied again

(MEYER). The presence of /ce^a/. ?/ v iiir ep irdvra
between eJw/ce K and ry knnhijaia does not at all

alter the construction (against HOFMANN, Schrift-

beioeis, II. 2, p. 117). The sense is precisely
this :

&quot; Christ is such a Head of the Church, that

He is for all that the Lord over all, over devils,

world, etc.&quot; (LUTHER). The whole economy of

Creation stands at His disposal as the basis and

sphere of activity for the economy of redemption
(BECK). Accordingly virep irdvTa is not to

be joined per trnjectionem to a v r 6 v (Syriac,
GRKEK FATHERS, ERASMUS and others), nor is

vnep Trdvrotobe taken as meaning: above
all the good which God has given stands this that

He gave Christ as Head of the Church (CiiRYSos-
TOM), nor is \\=prsecipue, udhtara TTUVTUV (BAUM-
UAKTEx), nor=vxpexovaa rravTuv, caput summum
(|{EZA, UUECKERT: Oberhaupt,OLSH.: theprophets
also were heads) ; nor are we to understand it of

bona virtuturn (ANSELM), or dona gratise, nor is
&quot; the natural limitation to be found in Tt) e/c/cA)?-

oia&quot; and this dative taken as in commodum eccle-

tix, for the Church (HARLESS). It is altogether

unwarrantable to take the neuter for the mascu
line (.JEROME, WAIII.).

[The view of Braune is in the main that of

modern English commentators. We must reject

any sense of the verb but the simple one of
&quot;

give,&quot;
since the dative follows. Christ is given

to the church and given as Head, for the next

clause renders this view imperative. The only
trouble then is with &quot;over all things;&quot; what is

His relation to them? Evidently that of Head
also. No other view is admissible exegetically ;

the question becoming thus a purely grammatical
one : Shall we accept a brachyology and under
stand a second

Kftj&amp;gt;aA.i/v
before

T&amp;gt;J inK/.r/aia ( MEYER,
STIER, HODGE approvingly): &quot;gave Him the

Head over all things (to be the Head) to the

church,&quot; or take K(/&amp;gt;aA//v
&amp;lt;xs a species of tertiary

predicate (ALFORD, EAOIE, ELLICOTT): &quot;gave

Him as Head over all things to the Church.&quot; The
latter seems to be Braune s view, and is certainly
the simpler grammatically. Nor does it throw
out of view the grand thought that Christ is Head
of the Church. ALFORD: &quot; CHRIST is Head over
all things : the Church is the BODY of Christ, and
as such is the fulness of Him who fills all with

all: the Head of such a Body, is Head over all

things ;
therefore when God gives Christ as Head

to the Church, He gives Him as Head over all

things to the Church, from the necessity of the

case.&quot; R.]
The choice of the word i-KKArjaia for the

Christian Church
(iii. 10, 21; v. 23, 25, 27, 29,

32
;

Phil. iii. 6 ; 1 Cor. vi. 4 ; xii. 28) is very
apt. GERHARD (Loc. ed. Cotta. X. 3, 20):
Chemnitius notat ffiryKJir/aiv de primoribus, magnati-
bus, consulibus et eorum conventu, diaKATjatv de col-

luvie promiscuse multitudini.t quando fit conyregatio
ab agris, fKKAr/aiav vero de civibus, quando avvo-

Jof TUV nara TT/V Kokiv celebratur, eorum scilicet, qui
certis legibus sibi deoincti unius reipublicx cives xunt.

Appellatio igitur ecclesise ad pnpulum Dei translata

ostendit, ECCLESIAM DEI NON ESSE COLLUVIEM
PROMISCU.E MULTITUDINIS, sed eorum, qui certis le

gibus a Deo vocati et sibi invicem sunt obstricti.

Athenis erant usitati duplices conventus, EKKMJ-
oiat et dyopai vel dyopaiai. Itlne siynificabant CON-
VENTUS ORDINATOS, quando universitas civium, eo

rum scilicet, qui jus civitatis habebant, ordine, justo*
a mayistratu convocati congregabantur ; hte vero sig-

nificabant congregationes promiscuas et inordinatas,

quando promiscua multitudo hominum in civitatibus

et oppidis sine observationc ordinis in unum coibat.

Appellationi igitur ecclesire ad populun Dei trans

lates inest signijicatio evra^iaf /cat evvouiac;, qualis est

in aristocratia civili, cui opponitur 6r/fjoKparia, dua-

T.aoraaiac /cat araf/af plenissima. Ut civitas non

consistit ex medico et medico, aut ex rustico et rustico,

sed ex medico et rustico, sicut Aristoleles in ethicis

loquitur, ITA QUOQDH ECCLESIA NON CONSTAT EX
PASTORE ET PASTORE SEU EX AUDITORS ET AUDI-

TORE, 9ED EX DOCENTIBUS ET 1HSCENTIBUS, ATQUE
INTER IPSOS AUDITORE8 SUNT VARII VITJS STATUS

ATQUE ORDINES.

Accordingly the inK^naia has two maiii

features in it, one the ordained unity and the other

the calling, which includes in itself a separating out

(EKteyeotiai) from the world not yet called or re

jecting the call, and which is consummated

through intellectual means. See further under

Doctr. Note 5.



THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

Ver. 23. &quot;Which is his body, // r i c f a r i v

&quot;it auua avrov. The pronoun oartf has an

&quot;explanatory clement,&quot; introducing the state

ment of a reason, and is=the old German als

welcher, &quot;as which.&quot; So Rom. ii. 15: otrn&amp;gt;ef=

ut qui (BEZA), qtii quidem ostendanl (CASTALIO) ;

LUTHER renders it quite well : damit dass sie be-

weisen, and here: welche da ist. [ALFORD: which

tame; EADIE, ELLICOTT: which indeed. MEYER:

&quot;utqux, denning the attribute as belonging to

the being of the church&quot; is perhaps too strong

though true enough. R.] He is the Head of

the church, since it is His Body, TO a&ua av-
rov (ii. 16; iv. 4, 12, 16; v. 23, 30; Col. i. 18,

24 ; ii. 19
;

iii. 15
;
Rom. xii. 5

;
1 Cor. vi. 15 ;

x. 17; xii 13, 27). From this citation of pas

sages, in all of which this view of the Apostle is

contained, the frequency of the figure, especially
in this Epistle, may be seen. The membership
making up the whole, the indispensableness of

Christ and the vital fellowship with Him are

marked. We must also remember, that here, on
account of the ?}

r i f , only that is treated of,

which the church is and has in Christ, and not

what He has in it; this is only an inference,

though a correct one, and remains in the back

ground, should it enter at all.

[The questions, what constitutes the church ?

who are true members of the true church? do not

enter here; but that Paul here teaches a mysti
cal union, above and beyond any federal or re

presentative union, or ethical union of thought
and feeling, seems perfectly clear. We call this

a figure, but is it not the reality and the organic

unity of the body the figure? Really and truly
the church is the body of Christ, and out of this

truth spring many lessons respecting our per
sonal union with Christ. ALFORD: &quot;It is veri

tably His body: not that which in our glorified

humanity He personally bears, but that in which

He, as the Christ of God, is manifested and glo
rified by spiritual organization. He is its Head

;

from Him comes its life; in Him, it is exalted;
in it, He is lived forth and witnessed to ; He pos
sesses nothing for Himself, neither His com
munion with the Father, nor His fulness of the

Spirit, nor His glorified humanity, but all for

His Church, which is in the innermost reality,
HIMSELF.&quot; Comp. Col. i. 24, which admits of

no satisfactory explanation, unless we accept the

fact that the Apostle was conscious of such a
union as this. R.]
The fulness of him who filleth all in all

[rd -x krjpuiia roi) TO. Trdv~a kv iraoiv ir%,q-

povplvovA As respects syntax, this is the

intrusion of an apposition, forming a parallel

clause, in order to express without a figure, what
has just been figuratively explained : &quot;fulness&quot;

corresponds to
&quot;body,&quot;

&quot;of Him filling all in

all&quot; to &quot;His.&quot;

On irhfypaua, comp. ver. 10 and PASSOW
tub voce. Words ending in u6f as a rule repre
sent the abstract action of the verb, those in ua
the concrete effect, so &quot;that they are for the

most part equivalent to the perfect participle

passive&quot; (HUTTMANN), like -rrpayua, onrpua, nfj-

piryua, especially here atjua (id quod a (j e-

rai). The word is
not=7r/l&amp;gt;7pw&amp;lt;T/f.

the act of

filling, but is to be taken in the passive sense:

&amp;gt;11 that, or with which any thing is filled, the

fulness. So here. [This simple passive sense
is adopted by FRITZSCHK, DK WETTE, OLSHAUSEN,
STIKR, MEYER, and by ALFORD, KADIE, ELLICOTT

(&quot;that
which is filled, the filled-up receptacle).&quot;

As the word was a favorite among the Gnostics

(in after times however), so it has been a favor
ite plaything with commentators since, who
have thrown not a little confusion upon its mean
ing. The simple passive sense is the most natu
ral one; though perhaps not the most usual one,
it is certainly allowable. The active eense, the

filling up is adopted by HARLESS, who snys there
is no other sense used in the New Testament, in

which view HODGE seems to acquiesce. But
what is meant by the active sense : implendi acti-

onem, or id quod res impletur ? ELLICOTT speaki
of the latter as passive, while HODGE evidently
regards it as active (so Braune apparently under
2 below). ALFORD deems it a transition from
the abstract sense, denying any active sense to

such nouns, but saying that what is thus termed
is &quot;a logical transference from the effect to that
which exemplifies the effect.&quot; From this it is

evident how impossible it is to speak intelli

gibly about the word in its active and passive
senses, until this meaning: that by u-hich any
thing is filled, is properly labelled. That is the

work of the grammarian, yet it is evident that

it is active or passive, according to the point of

view: &quot; whether one thinks first of the container,
and then of the contained, or the reverse.&quot;

HARLESS and HODGE are not justified in saying
that the word is always used actively in the New
Testament, though this sense is a common one.*
It would give here the meaning complement, or

supplement, which seems appropriate in view of

the figure of Head and Body But, on the other

hand, this gives a sense which is so remarkable
as to raise doubts

;
for how can Christ be filled

by the church ? Then again, we are almost
forced by this interpretation to take the following

participle in a passive sense, which is objection
able grammatically and logically. These reasons
are strong enough to lead us to adopt the passive
sense, which may be done without any tear of

running counter to the usus loquendi of the New
Testament. R,]
Nor does the difficulty lie in the genitive:

TOV irknpovufvov, which refers to Christ.

The participle is middle, and, as usage requires
in the case of such correlated words, is used in

the same sense as the preceding noun : of Him
who fills from out Himself, through Himself

(WINER, p. 212), or fills for Himself (FRITZSCHE:

qui sibi complet). [The latter sense is adopted by
MEYER (in 4th edition, Braune quotes him as

accepting a deponent, sense), ELLICOTT, EADIE.
This reciprocal sense seems to have escaped the

notice of Dr. HODGE, who agrees with ALFORD in

accepting the active sense, though he admits it

is favored only by classical usage. Certainly the

active meaning of the participle is not so justi-

*
[In many of the instances specified by HODGE, the pas

sive sense is equally allowable. Kor example, chap. i. In.

&quot;the fulness of tin; times
&quot;

may as well he taken as meaning
the state of I ii- ing full on the part of the appointed periods of

time, as that which tills up those periods, and so in lial. iv.

4; Eph. iii. 19: the fulness of God&quot; affords a murh better

sense if taken passively (see in loco), while Mark viii. 2n :

the fulnesses nf how many baskets.&quot; refers not to what tills

up the baskets, but &quot; the state of fulness as respects the bas

kets.&quot; R.]
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a&quot; the jussive sense of the noun irMj-

pvja. II.]
Thi present tense must, also be

Ink. MI into tin- nc&amp;lt;-miut : He is conceived of in the

-
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f filling; whether He succeeds, the re

sult will show : i In- process is now going on.

The MM! ililliculi y lies in T a Trdvra ev n d-

a t i , &quot;all in all.&quot; The object TO. iravTd, is of

course, in accordance with what precedes, to be

referred to the entire world of creatures, which

ChrUt fills, naturally as a soul the body, the

former however working out beyond the latter,

not exclusively in and upon it, and not only

working, but being actively present, hence not

as blood fills the heart, or water a vessel. AH&quot;

is filled by Christ, as is the Church, His Body,
hence not mechanically, chemically, or the like.

The most difficult point still remains: ev irdaiv,
&quot;in all.&quot; The preposition EV joined with tr h.T)-

povvttai and TrAi/puua must designate that in which
He fills ; if this is inconceivable, then the Apos
tle must and would have expressed himself other

wise. Accordingly the neuter cannot be accepted
here, since then idem per idem would be asserted,

or an exaggeration occur: Alles in Allem [all

things in ail things, see below under (7.) R.]
Following the rule, that those cases which be

long to both genders (navTuv, ndai) are to be
taken as masculine, unless the context absolutely

requires the neuter, we render: in Allen, &quot;in

all persons&quot; (so LUTHER originally, but &quot;m Al
lem&quot; afterwards crept in); it thus marks
His filling efficiency iu persons, in heavenly
spirits and human souls, of which also His rela

tion as Head of the Church obliges us to think.

He is the central Personality, working through
all things, working in all. Such a Head has the

Church, the central sphere of the world which is

to be perfected (STIER).* This explanation is in

no particular without supporters, but there is

also no incorrect explanation possible which has
mt been made here.

(1.) The connection is viewed incorrectly, by
joining the parallel clause &quot;the fulness,&quot; etc.,

with &quot; him &quot;

(ver. 22), and taking
&quot; which is his

body
&quot;

as parenthetical (ERASMUS), when it is

too important to admit of this. BENGEL, too,

following SEMLER, is incorrect: &quot;//be ncque de

ecclesia prxdicalur, ut plerique censent, neque, ut

alii* vifum, cum IJEDIT construitur, sed absolute pon-
itur accusativo casu, uti TO uapTuptov, 1 Tim. ii. 6.

Esl tnim epiphoncma eorum, quse a ver. 20 dicuntur,

innuilque apostolus, in Christo esse PLEMTUUINEM
patris omnia implentis in omnibus.&quot;

(2.) tlX^puua is taken in the active sense as

tupplementum. So the GREEK FATHERS, ESTIUS,

*
[Thin Interpretation is VCT.V plausible, and commends it

self especially on account of the view it takes of the preposi
tion e v. As ri. irdv-ra. immediately precedes, too much stress
should not be laid on the rule mentioned ahove respecting the
choice of the masculine. But I fully share in Dr. liraune s

dislike for the inslruntfntal sense of iv (taking it aspur).
One who has been puzzled by the E. V., which accepts this
as oni of its most usual significations, and seen how often
commentators p;ws over it without notice, must feel that for
go small a wor.l, it ha-siilfered more at the hands of its friends
than any other in the (ireek Testament. It is a good rule:
never render t r.

&amp;gt;.*/

ifany other possible meaning accords with
In- conti-xl. AI.FORD and KI.UCOTT refer to chap. v. Ib, in

support of the instrumental sense, but it is very doubtful
even there. If we take -

iii Ii. !!, then the iratrn iiin-I be

accepted a-* masculine, for the neuter v.ould not allow ..I any
intelligible meaiiini:. especially in view of the well-known
phrase Td irai Tu. the uii vtrte. See under (7) however.

CALVIN, BEZA
(&quot;ut

sciamus C/irin/um per te non
iMMiiKUK hur xHpfilrnu iiiii, uf / t f/firnit omtiia in

omnibus revera,&quot; even H \KI.KSS, who holds with
BAKIIK as the undoubted result of investigation,
that TrAtjfMJua is used in the New Testament only
in its active sense, says: &quot;She is the fulness of

Christ, not as though she were the glory which
dwells in Him, but because He permits His glory,
as in all, so to dwell in her; she is the glory,
not of one who would be in want without her,
but of Him who fills all in all

parts,&quot;
so HOF-

MANN (Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 118-1 JO). Even
STIER points to this, bringing it over out of the
middle form ; yet this is not se implere, se su/iplere,
but xii&amp;gt;i. It is quite as incorrect to take it as=
n-AqOof (HESYCUIUS, WAHL: copia cullorum Dei
sive Christi, SCHOTTGEN: multitude, cui Ghristus

prseest). RUECKERT, too, who is helpless here, is

in error, in taking the Church, TT /
// p u // a, as

the means of filling for Christ s executive effi

ciency, since the Church can do nothing without
Him. The explanation of CAMERON is a curi

osity: full bodily mass.*

(3.) The participle TOV TrAqpovftevov is

taken as passive (CHRYSOSTOM. Vulgate) ; dvrl
TOV ir%T/povv-oc (THEOUORET, (EKCMKNIUS, OLS-
IIAUSEN, HARLESS) ; as deponent (.MEYER). BEN-
GEL remarks: &quot;i.e., irhnpovvTor ; sed major vis

medite vocis, in denotandu relation* ejus, qui implet
et eorutn, qui implentur

&quot;

quite correct !

(4.) The meaning of the verb is certainly not:
to make complete ( Vulgate, ESTIUS : adimpletur).

(5.) As regards the subject of the verb, HAR
LESS, referring to THEODORET : TOV uti&amp;gt; XptaTov
dMiia, TOV rfe TT a TT p o f TrA^puun olufi iv

ai&amp;gt;Tfj Tij

(tKK^f/aia) KCII eurrepiTcaTel /cnra TI/V irpo&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;rjTiKijv (fxjvf/v

says : it must be referred to Christ, while STIER,
who founds his proof less on the passage in ques
tion than on the organism of the Epistle, says:
God must be considered the subject. [So ALFOKD,
but the great majority of commentators adopt
the other reference. R.]

(6.) Td irdvTa has been limited to the mem
bers of the Church, to members of the body of
Christ (EsTius, STIER), to the spiritual results

wrought by Christ, or the Christian s faculties
of soul (GROTius : Christus in omnibus (credenti-

bus) implet omnia, mentem luce, voluntatem pits afftc-

tibus, corpus ipsum obsequendi facilitate), to differ

ent peoples, nations (FLATT, MORUS).
(7.) The preposition i v is taken as instrumen

tal (MEYER). [ALFORD: &quot;The thing with, or

by, or in which as an element, the filling takes

place. So that the expression will mean, with

all, notonly gifts, not only blessings, but
things.&quot;

So ELLICOTT, who thus explains the whole verse:
&quot; The Church is the veritable mystical Body of

Christ, yea the recipient of the plenitudes of
Him who filleth all things, whether in heaven or
in earth, with all the things, elements, and enti

ties, of which they are composed.&quot; This view

accepts ndaiv as neuter, and is on the whole pre
ferable to every other interpretation, unless that

of Braune be an exception. See above. R.]

*
[HARLSSS takes rrATJfxo/ja as expressing the IHrint glory

Shfkiwih, but that is ..bjectioliable f.,r rHMOlM both lexical
and logical. EADIE refers to the view of Mi, IUKLIS and
BiiKTseiiNKlDKR

( &amp;lt;/uasi tfinplum in
&amp;lt;/U&quot;

i //,/ .&amp;lt;

, (/H&amp;lt;K/ nn-ufint
et rr&amp;lt;/it.

nt nniina rorpitt). but this and kindred interpreta
tions are all either too limited or too specific. Just here it

becomes us to be cautious. K.j
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(8 )
H aa iv is taken as neuter and rendered :

in all parts (HARLESS and others), or in all

places, everywhere (FLATT). BBNGEL (neutrum,
masculini potestatem) does not belong here, nor

does he waver
;
he refers it to ueleai TOV auuaroc,

OVTOV, to persona. It is also taken adverbially :

ev iravTi (.JEROME: sicut adimpletur imperator, ti

quotidie ejus augetur exercitus ita et Christus

s-ic tamen, ut omnia adimpleantur in omnibus, i. e., ut

qui in eum credunt, cunctis virtutibus pleni sint). In-

deed, iravra ev IT aai v has been taken adver

bially (SCHOTTOEN: omnia omnino), or referred

to the eternal (HOLZHAUSRN).
(9.) It is entirely groundless to find a polemic

purpose here, especially an account of the word

irZi/puua used afterwards by the Gnostics also

(MEIER, BAEHR).
(10.) Quite as groundless is the assumption

that the ubiquity of the glorified Body is taught
here (CALOVIUS).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. God, whose power and glory is so exceeding

great (ver. 19), at whose command and disposal
are all things, even Christ, whom He raised and

exalted above all heavenly and earthly, personal
and unpersonal powers (vers. 20-22), works

freely, but without arbitrariness, conditioning

Himself, upon men not without faith (ver. 19),

not without Christ (vers. 22, 23), so that the

prayer also (vers. 16, 17: iva), which is offered

believingly in the name of Christ, has a prospect
of being granted. Precisely in the work of Re

demption is manifested the worshipful glory of

God, who in self-conditioning love moderates

Himself, lowers and limits Himself, in order to

employ and to show His unbounded love, to im

part of His nature and to make blessed. His

whole power, strength, might and efficacy stand

in the service of His love.

2. Christ, who as to His human nature has in

His Father His God (ver. 17), is our Lord, the

Head of His Church, at the right hand of G6d
in glory, of unlimited power over angels and

men, ministering and hostile spirits, as well as

over the economy of the creation and of salva

tion. He cannot be put down to the level of

Divine humanity and God likeness. Yet our

section says nothing of His state of humiliation,

speaks only of His state of exaltation, beginning
with the resurrection from the dead, refers to

the humanity, which He assumed, appropriated,
and did not afterwards relinquish,* only that in

what the Father did in Him, we might have a

standard for what the Almighty God, who

through Him is our Father, will and shall do

and work in us (vers. 19, 20 : etc
&amp;gt;7/*

a f * a T a

rr/v ivepyeiav iv TV Xptffrci). He is the

Head, to whom there will not be wanting a body,
which He will prepare for Himself; He cannot

be a &quot; mere Head.&quot; But he has also no vicar,

such as the Pope. Sancta emm Christiana sive

Catholica ecclesia consistere absque ISTO capile optime

* [We must hold fast, especially in view of the local refer

ence in ver. 20 to the. truth of Christ s actual hodily presence.

in heaven, over against the Lutheran doctrine of the ublqnity
of His humanity i Form. Cone. ii. KI. Com p. the implied op

position to this dogma in the Heidell.erg Catechism. Q. 47,

48, 80 (apparently inserted afterwards). The Eucharistic

1-onirovcrnie.s of the 16th century made of this a battle-field.

-R.J

potent et constitisset certe rectius, at melius cum et

ageretur, nisi diabolus illud caput in medium proje-
cissft et exaltasxet (Articles of Smalkald).

3. The. connection between cmiti m nnil redemption
is presupposed here ; the two spheres do not fall

asunder ; Christ, the acme in both, holds them
together; the former must serve the latter (vers.

21-28).
4. Respecting the angels, who are included in

ver. 21. &quot; over above all principality, and pow
er, and might, and lordship,&quot; it is only indicated
that they are personalities, and affirmed that they
have power and might. From the series of these

designations, which can scarcely be taken as a

descending climax [though this is the most

plausible hypothesis II.], nothing can be in
ferred as to the ranks or groups of angels.*
[&quot;On

the nature of angels, consult the able
treatise by TWKSTEN, Dngmatik, Vol. II. especial
ly \ 1, 4, the essay by STUART, Bibliotheca Sacra
for 1843, p. 88-154, EBRARD, Dogmalik, \ 228

sq., Vol. I. p. 276, and the remarks of LANOE,
Leben Jesu, Part II. p 41 f.&quot; (ELLICOTT). AH
that is expressed is well set forth by WESLEY :

&quot; We know that the king is above all, though we
cannot name all the officers of his court. So we
know that Christ is above all, though we are not
able to name all His subjects.&quot; R.]

6. The Church. On this subject our section

teaches more. As regards its origin the name
inKtyaia (ver. 22),

&quot; the calling of God &quot;

(yer.

18) show what is indicated by &quot;Head&quot; or

gave Him to be Head&quot; (ver. 22) viz.: The
Church results not from a physical or purely
world-historical process without the creative

power and fatherly love of God; it is His work,
His gracious gift, and indeed His Word is effi

cient therein, Christ, also, as the Eternal Word,
as the power organizing the whole (TO auua),

through the word, as the intellectual means of the

ingathering. The extent of the Church is also

pointed out in two directions :

a) On earth :
&quot; the faith which is among you

in the Lord Jesus &quot;

(ver. 15) and &quot;te us-ward
who believe&quot; (ver. 19) the faith in Jesus,

wrought in men through the word, describes the

domain of the Church: where (aft ty/df) faith is

there is the Church, the congregation, even if it

is wanting in particular persons or in many.
The extent is not to be limited by Donatist or

Anabaptist notions of the Church: she has, ac

cording to the purity of the word, the power of

the preaching, the vitality of the faith, her de

grees, quo purior et sincerior est verbi praedicatio,

eo etiam purior est ecclesix status (JoiiN GERHARD,
Loc. XI. p. 195). But it should not be said, that

there is no Church where sinners are and are

tolerated (Anabaptists, SCHWENKFELD and others).

b) On earth and in heaven: &quot;the fulness of

Him who filleth all in all
&quot;

(ver. 23) ; she is not

merely a temporal institution, within (he visible

world, she embraces men after as well as before

death. &quot; Of all the names which the Church
can and does bear, not one is so immeasurably

* [The so-called revelations of modern spiritualism
&quot;

di&amp;gt;

not seem to have shed much light on the few passag f Scrip-
tun which treat of angels. Nor do they attempt to do so.

One might infer something from this fact. as to the question
whether these revelations, granting them a supernatural ori

gin, have the same origin as the statements of Scripture.

K.J
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deep and yet so transparently clear, so sharply
defined and yet so inexhaustibly rich, at once so

real ami ipiritoftl,
external and internal, obvious

and mysterious us this &amp;lt;&amp;gt;&quot; : .she in the Body of

Ckrixt. It is this niiiue and no other, which tin-

New Testament Cliurch has not in common with

the Old Testament Church, and in which all her

superiority over the latter is included ; time and

eternity, suffering and glory, blessing and curse, for

all over whom the name of Christ is named, lie

in its lap, and itself a riddle, to be first olved

hereafter, yet all the riddles proposed to us by
the present life find in it their solution&quot; (DE-

LITZSCH).
The completion of the Church is an object of

the Divine government of the world, and has

begun here in Christendom by the path of faith,

to which the inheritance in the saints is certain

(vers. 18, 19, 23).
6. Faith has its ground

&quot; in the Lord Jesus

(ver. 15), its place of manifestation in the Church

(naO vudc,, ver. 15), its worth and its position be

fore love (ver. 15), its importance and value for

God, who requires it as the condition of salva

tion (ver. 19: &quot; to us-ward who believe&quot;),
from

which may be inferred at the same time, that it

has different degrees, since the Apostle joins to

gether himself and others, also since the parti

ciple is present, that it is not to be conceived of

as an act once for all, but as &quot; a continuing life-

movement to be constantly renewed.&quot;

7. Beside faith stands love, which is germinally
included in the former, since this &quot; is an act of

self-emptying and surrender to a gracious God,&quot;

who is Love. But it is not to be regarded as a

virtue, by means of which we become well-

pleasing to the beloved Love ;
it comes into ex

istence with faith, which lays hold of the right
eousness of Christ, and thus attains to righteous
ness before God, and is the mother of all virtues.

In the phrase &quot;unto all the saints&quot; no limita

tion can be perceived, since he who loves all the

members of the Church, the orthodox and the

erring too, will imitate his Lord Jesus, the Good
Samaritan of the world in Samaritan love (Luke,
x. 37 : Go thou and do likewise

&quot;).
The con

text leads only to this emphasizing of love.

8. The ground of hope is the calling of God and

its goal the &quot;inheritance&quot; of God. It comes

from above, points and looks upward ;
it lifts us

out of the natural ego and above the visible

world about us.*

9. Knowledge is both path (tv em-yvaaei, ver.

17) and goal (eJf ro eiSevat, ver. 18) ; it is a mat
ter capable of growth, for it has but to ponder
the thoughts of the eternal, creative God. Man s

knowledge is not perfect within the domain of

creation, still less can he know the things of the

invisible world. Only by living in a sphere does

* [MEYER: &quot;Notice here, too, the three fundamental ele

ment* of snl.jectivc Clmstiimity : f\iith and Lore and Hope
(vers. i:&amp;gt;. IS); \\ifnilh and lore the illumination through the

Holy &amp;lt;ihost N!I. mi&amp;lt;l ever bring more and more to our know
ledge the glory of our

/-&quot;/&quot;
:

&quot;

&quot; &quot;&quot; Christians iro\i.Tfvna. is

in heaven UMiil. iii.ih. whither their entire
&quot;

minding
&quot;

and

&quot;seeking&quot; is directed. Tlie centre of Christianity is still

faith with it* love, in connection with which, however.
/&quot;&amp;lt;/

evi-r. .ncoiiragiiuly and inspiritingly, holds up the constant

goal.&quot; He adduce* this against WKISS. who ,,-ek&amp;lt; to discover

here special prominence given to hope entirely ;lfter the IV-

trine mi M|C.&quot; which as Unit author thinks make* &quot;

hope
&quot; the

centru. R.]

he gather knowledge of what is found there
;

knowledge comes from experience of occurrences.
Without a disposition of the heart the sense of the

understanding is not enlarged and sharpened.
Sensible, mental, spiritual knowledge refers to

life-spheres, in which he who knows must move
Only the believing, loving, longing one knows
and grows in knowledge unto knowledge.

10. The prayer of the Apostle has it starting-

point in what God has given, and its goal in

what God should give. From thankful acknow

ledgment, he proceeds to requests, petitions ;

with the faith and love of the church before his

eyes, he rises to supplication for the spirit of

wisdom and revelation, for wider knowledge of

what God is, on behalf of their inner life. This
occurs daily. Thus have we all, ministers and
members of the church, especially the former, to

learn, in order to practise it, what furthers the

Kingdom of God in general and in particular :

such prayer is a means of grace full of blessing for

those who offer it, as well as for those for whom
it is offered.

11. The consummation in the case of individuals

is conditioned by the church and conditions its

consummation. Hence &quot;His inheritance in the

saints
&quot;

(ver. 18). Outside the church we do
not advance, nor salvation become ours, what
ever we may be, or accrue to us, wherever we
stand ;

it is a gift, for which we must be prepared.
The fulness of the gift and our perfection finally
coincide.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

It is a joy, when in social circles one hears
from another, just as of city and state events, so

especially of the kingdom of God, the church of

Christ, of the faith and love of Christians. We
should not judge the faith of particular persons
n a church, but rejoice in the faith within the

church, though it be only among the minority ;

so long as there is believing preaching, supplica
tion for all that concerns the church, order in

the administration of the sacraments, grace at

table and family worship, use of the best hymns,
since we have so many poor ones, and many ano
ther sign of faith in the Lord Jesus Christ in the

church, a stranger who does not know the indi

viduals at all, may and ought to rejoice therein

and speak thereof. Love to all Christians ! As
we must pray every Sunday for love toward all

men, so love to all Christians is not so easily

brought about. The orthodox, pietists, and those

who deal earnestly with God s word and the con

fessions of the church, are least likely to en

counter love from those, who regard themselves

as precisely the liberal Christians ; such fall in

much more readily with those who are against
the Church of Christ than with these. Always
reckon among &quot; all Christians

&quot;

those first, who
are to vou the most unpleasant, thus you will

best perceive the weight of this injunction and

your own weakness. Who of us always begins
his prayers with thanksgiving, as did the Apos
tle? We rather pray for what we lack, than

thank for what we have received. This should

not be.

Men rejoice much, if they are thought of at A

distance ; they part well-nigh always with the
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request: Remember me ! It is something beyond
this, when such remembrance rises into interces

sion, and one remembers the absent, not merely
pleasantly or listlessly, in conversation with

men, but devoutly in prayer to God. Without,

knowledge we do not attain to knowledge; only
in the light do we see light. The Apostle does

not indeed preach the Word of learning or sci

ence, but still it is spoken against ignorance, in

discretion, narrowness. Only that the centre of

man, the heart and temper with the will be open
to the light, to knowledge! As the fear of God
is the beginning of wisdom (Ps. cxi. 10), so the

starting point for this is insight into our misery
and poverty ; poor human beings generally swell

out with their own worth, and just in this way
1 ritter away what they have of God s gifts. We
must in the end seek our worth .above, if we
would find it; else we get into a pitiful satis

faction.

The three most important objects of our know

ledge : 1. God s call in our need; 2. God s

heritage in our heart; 3. God s strength in our

longing and striving. As the world needs revela

tion beside the wisdom from experience, so a

man also needs besides wisdom and prudence
the private revelation to teach what and how he
should act and suffer and bear. Our hope rests

on Christ in God. What the Father, to whom
Christ in His holy humanity prayed, praying as

to His God, has done to Him, in and upon Him,
when Ho exalted Him from the dead to His right
hand, that shall occur to thee, since He works

upon thee, yet only in proportion to thy faith in

thy Saviour. Be, become and remain a member
of the Church which is His Body! Those are

beheaded rather, who deny the Lord to save their

heads, than those who in holy martyrdom lost

their heads, to remain with their Head.
STARKE : Faith has to do with the gospel,

love with the law. Faith takes, love gives ; the

former has the benefits, the latter the duties.

We must not seek the saints only in heaven, for

they are certainly already on the earth. The

imperfection of sanctification and holiness does
not deny the truth of these things. See here,
how a preacher should remember his congrega
tion before God in prayer! As it is one of the

signs and duties of a faithful teacher, now to

thank and now to pray to God for his congrega
tion, so it is not less the characteristic of a good
hearer, to give the teacher, whose intercession

he will confidently expect as a blessing to him
self, great, cause for thanksgiving. The posses
sions of our glorious inheritance are so great and
excellent, that no man can understand them
without the illumination of the Holy Ghost. The
mere science of the letter in Divine things, ob
tained by tlie natural powers of godless people
is no real enlightenment nor proper knowledge
of Jesus Christ. The call to the kingdom of God
must stand at the basis of every external calling
which we have in our sphere of life, that we may
master it. Conversion is a great and almighty
work of God, hence not the power of man, nor

consisting in a mere thought of the brain, but is

& great change of soul, since all its powers are

turned away from sin and the world to heaven
and God. Lazarus was awakened by Christ with

a word, but how many sermons did He use to

awaken the spiritually dead Jews, and yet they
would not let themselves be awakened. God s

power and grace for the conversion of man is in
itself infinite, yet He will force no man, but
leaves him the freedom to resist. The Christian
Church is the Body of Christ and hence closely
united with Him. She receives all her fulness
from Him

;
from Him, the Head, flows all strength

into the members. Although she here finds her
self surrounded with much weakness and misery,
yet is she still glorious in her Head, who already
reigns in glory.

A. H. FRANCKE: This then is also wisdom, to
know that we cannot be wise unless there be a
God and we can receive it from Him in answer
to prayer. The Apostle does not say, he wishes
that a university might be established in the city
of Ephesus, in which many professors would
take positions, that by this means the people
might be made wise, but: that the God of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give
unto you the spirit of wisdom.
RIEGER: Beside the glances into the distance

and the hope of our calling in the invisible and
eternal, beside the insight into the economy of

God, without us, we must not disregard the in

sight into the necessary truths learned by expe
rience of God s work of grace within us, that

each do their part in making the heart steadfast

and full of confidence and love. If a man thinks
of the depth of his fall, the throng and deceit of

his foes, the powerful hindrances to his salvation,
then he may well desire to look into the great
ness of the power of God, which is employed in

his calling and preservation unto blessedness.

In faith we can most precisely notice, how God
applies His transcendent might and yet how man
is not overcome by it in a violent manner, but is

so disposed, that he can maintain his convictions,
his love for light, his obedience under its influ

ence. Believing is opposed by the love of our
own life so deeply inherent in us, by so many
offences occurring to us in the world s ways;
therefore it requires the working of His mighty
strength. This power of God and its effect is

indeed still concealed in us, covered up by our
weaknesses, and behind the curtain of the flesh

not yet fully to be judged ;
but in Jesus Christ

it has already attained to victory. The Head
and the Body together make a whole; in the

church is seen the fulness of Him who filleth all

in all ; Christ applies the fulness of the Godhead

dwelling in Him to the completing and perfect

ing of this His church; He does not leave her

until He has also fulfilled all that is well-pleasing
to God, and presented her, blameless, filled with

all the fruits of righteousness. He who stands

in vital fellowship with Him, has all things.
All that is not yet disclosed to you, remains yours
till in this fulness.

PASSAVANT: Do you detect no result of this

Divine power in you, no new life from God, or

no hunger and thirst after deliverance out of the

old nature into the new nature of the friends of

the Lord
; oh, do not trust yourself, do not trust

y best thoughts, thy most, beautiful feelings,

thy noblest strivings, thy best beliefs, for there is

also a vain, a false, self-made, fancied faith, a

faith leading to God as little as coming from God.

Are they holy and good, those powers, Jesus
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is still more holy and glorious above them ; and

hive they 0:1 God s account, as is tin- MM, M
angels of li^lit, an influence upon the worlds of

&amp;lt;! i I, upon the earth, upon us, they receive from

Cliri*t their power and strength, they stand un-

dr His supreme, influence; He directs them, He

equips tli. -in. Are they unholy and evil, those

powers, even here Jesus will have power and

maintain authority; will punish their evil na

ture, will restrain their corrupting influence and

destroy their power, aye, has already, as the

Dying and Crucified One, broken and destroyed
their power. All in all: In the angels of His

power, in the glorified righteous, in His saints,

and all the Blessed, their only clear and heavenly
radiance, their Divine joy, their eternal peace,
their blessedness, their glory. All in all: Among
the angels of disobedience, about the unrighteous,
the ungodly and the damned, for all the Light

shining with eternal rays of anxiety and terror

through their darkness; the eye, that with a

flame of fire searches forever through their in

most nature; the power, that always from with

out and from within tends them with a rod of

iron; the word, the eternal word, judging and

condemning them in their own hearts, ever anew,
ever more penetratingly, more irrevocably, more

awfully. All in all: In all His worlds, from the

lowest to the highest degrees, in all powers and

glories, from the smallest to the most exalted of

constellations, of suns, which excel all others in

clearness and glory. He is the Divine, infinite

fulness of light, of life, from out which they

gladly rise in His heavens.

HKUBNER: Thanksgiving and prayer are the

inward emotions of a holy mind, the inward holy
choir. Only what proceeds from God s revela

tion, wbich is attested to man by the illumina

tion of the Holy Ghost, is true wisdom. Every
one must have his own revelation of Christianity,
for he should not believe on the testimony of a

stranger. The Christian knows not only his mi

sery, but also his blessedness, how rich and glo
rious is the inheritance ordained by God for the

saints, and from the greatness of his blessedness

he knows the greatness of Divine grace. All

this can be known and valued only by an en

lightened eye, because it has not the dazzling

glitter of earthly things. The evil spirit blinds

man, so that he does not perceive how great is

the blessedness won by Christ, so that he in his

blindness thinks this disturbs his happiness and

lays a yoke upon him. God s mental power
shows itself in what He has made out of man, in

the transformation of the single sinner as well as

of the heathen world. What philosopher could

have suspected this? What did Apollonius ac

complish ? Nothing, save that the next genera
tion held him to be what he was, a charlatan.

The resurrection of Christ is a token of spiritual

life, of the regeneration of humanity, to take

place through the Risen and Exalted Christ.

Christ is the Lord of the whole world of spirits,
visible and invisible; He has authority over all

ruling powers in heaven and on earth. Paul s

words are an amplification of Matth. xxviii. 18.

This heavenly King is given to the Church as

Head; she is committed to Him in specif ; over
her He has immediate oversight and care ; she is

to Him the dearest of all, because He has bought

her with His own Mood. The Church is the

Body of Christ, she is a communion, entirely

permeated by His Spirit, the members being ani

mated and controlled by His Spirit; she is the

very centre of His efficiency.
STIER: The most powerful and yet most

humble way of exhorting is with this introduc
tion : I pray for thee ! No thanksgiving without

petition, so long as perfection and completeness
are not yet there. Our state of grace does not

indeed begin with this deeper insight, but only
through this does it indeed advance: may all

preachers then learn from the Apostles, to work

properly in their sermons and in their congrega
tions for this end. The Spirit ofGod cannot begin
entirely without knowledge, nor work through
dim feeling toward new will and life. Illumina
tion is not itself as yet sanctification, but is the

immediately vital transition thereto from faith,
which is at first, in and before experience, a mat
ter of knowledge. To know God the highest
aim of all wisdom of the spirit. In the heart is

all decided, faith, insight, desire, will. The

Apostle unfolds and portrays the supremacy of

the Exalted One in the domain of power, espe
cially in the kingdom of grace, of the Spirit,

making alive again the dead in sin on the earth,
in the church. In this world there are many
names before God and Christ, that we do not

know or name, but hereafter we shall learn them.
Church is the assembly or unity of those called

to the fellowship of salvation in Christ; it is

the growing, developing body of Christ.

LEUPOLD (Sermons for Whitsunday on vers. 15-

19) : The heavenly gifts, in which the children of God
rejoice with praise lo-dai/. 1) The grace of God,
enriching us in the knowledge of salvation ; 2)
the power of God, causing this knowledge to be
come a might; 3) The faithfulness of God, carry
ing forward the good work already begun to the

blessed goal. How do we prove ourselves thankful

for the outpouring of the Ifoh/ Ghost and Ifis gifts?

1) By our knowing His gifts better
; 2) ever im

ploring them more faithfully for ourselves and
others ; 3) by letting ourselves be filled by them
and their power become more perceptible and

precious in us. What are the Christian s festival

petitions? 1) That he may grow in the know
ledge of salvation ; 2) that he may grow in fel

lowship with the Saviour and all saints; 3) that

he may not forget to give thanks for the unmer
ited favors of God. The high significance of the

Pentecostal gift: 1) It comes from the Lord;
prayer is its condition; 2) In it the Lord comes
to us; knowledge of God and His plan of salva

tion, of Christ and His saving work, is its proof;

3) Through it we come to the Lord ; living faith,

working in love is its crown. The fellowship of
believers, holy and glorious: 1) The spirit of reve

lation endows it; 2) Faith in the Lord Jesus
founds it; 3) Love to all saints strengthens it;

4) Fraternal intercession crowns it.

WINTER (vers. 20-23) : The ascension of Christ

His exaltation to the right hand of God in heaven :

1. Let us so consider it. 2. Let us perceive the

transcendent consolation therein inherent for us:

a) now is He properly attested as our Saviour
and Deliverer ; 6) now we know, not only that

He still lives, but has power to defend us and
His kingdom; c) now we may cheerfully go
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there too. 3. The high and holy duties proceed
ing from this : a) that we obey Him in all things ;

b) commit to Him ourselves and our whole life;

c) seek not what is below, but what is above, and
have our conversation in heaven. Christ all in

all! 1) The Lord of all in heaven; 2) the Al

mighty Head of His Church on earth.

[HoDdK : In praying that the Ephesians might
be enlightened with spiritual apprehensions of

the truth, the Apostle prays for their sanctifica-

tion. In praying that they might have just con-

cep;ions of the inheritance to which they were

c.illed, he prayed that they might be elevated
above the world. And in praying that they
might know the exceeding greatness of the power
exercised in their conversion, he prayed that

they might be at once humble and confident,

humble, in view of the death of sin from which

they had been raised; and confident, in view of

the omnipotence of that God who had begun
their salvation.

[EADIE: Ver. 15. Community of faith begets
community of feeling, and this brother-love is

an instinctive emotion, as well as an earnest ob

ligation. In that spiritual temple which the

Spirit is rearing in the sanctified bosom, faith

and love are the Jachin and Boaz, the twin pil
lars that grace and support the structure. Ver.

16. The Apostle, though he had visited them,
does not felicitate himself on his pastoral success

among them, but gives thanks on this account to

God. The Apostle gave thanks, and his thanks
ended in prayer. Ver. 17. It is only when the

prayerful study of the Bible is blessed by spiri
tual influence that wisdom is acquired. This

knowledge of God concerns not the works of His

creation, which is but the &quot;time-vesture&quot; of

the Eternal, but the grace and the purposes of His

heart, His possession and exhibition of love and

power. Ver. 18. If the spirit of wisdom and re

velation in the knowledge of God be conferred,
then the scales fall from the moral vision, and
the clpudy haze that hovers round it melts away.

Not only had they been the objects of God s

affection but also, and especially, of God a

power. Infinite love prompted into operation
omnipotent strength. Ver. 19. If the resurrec
tion of Jesus be the normal exhibition of Divine

power, other similar exhibitions are pledged to

Christ s people. Ver. 20. The specimen and

pledge of that power displayed in quickening us,
is Christ s resurrection. 1. It is transcendent

power. 2. It is power already experienced by
believers. 3. It is resurrectionary power, displayed
in restoring life. 4. The resurrection of Jesus

I is in this respect not merely a specimen or illus-

[

tration it is also a pledge. Present spiritual
life and future resurrection are both involved.

Jesus was placed at the Father s
&quot;right hand.&quot;

1. It is the place of honor. 2. It is the place of

power. 3. It is the place of happiness happi
ness possessed, and happiness communicated.
Ver. 22. The brow once crowned with thorns now
wears the diadem of universal sovereignty ; and
that hand, once nailed to the cross, now holds in

it the sceptre of unlimited dominion. He who
lay in the tomb has ascended the throne of un
bounded empire. Jesus, the brother-man, is

Lord of all : He has had all things put under Hi?
feet the true apotheosis of humanity. The his

tory of the church is a proof extending through
eighteen centuries ; a proof so often tested, and

by such opposite processes, as to gather irresisti

ble strength with its age ; a proof varied, rami

fied, prolonged, and unique, that the exaltec

Jesus is Head over all things to the church.
Ver. 23. Head and body are correlative, and

are organically connected. There is first a con
nection of life at the same time a connection of

power, and, in fine, a connection of sympathy.
The Head of the Church is at the same time

Lord of the Universe. While He fills the Church

fully with those blessings which have been won
for it and are adapted to it, He also fills the uni

verse with all such gifts as are appropriate to its

welfare gifts which it is now His exalted pre
rogative to bestow. R.]

B. The extent and mission of the church.

CHAPTER II. 1-22.

1. Reminder of the previous condition of death and the glorious new creation,

(CHAP. II. 1-10.)

1 And you hath he quickened, who were dead in trespasses and sins [You also who
2 were dead in your

1

trespasses and your sins] ;
Wherein in time past ye [Wherein

ye once] walked according to the course of this world, according to the prince of

the power [or powers]
2
of the air, [of] the spirit that [which] now worketh in the

3 children [sons] of disobedience : Among whom also [even] we all had our conver

sation [way of life] in times past in the lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires [do

ing the wishes] of the flesh and of the mind [thoughts] ;
and [we] were by nature3

4 the children of wrath, even as others [the rest : ]. But God, who is [being] rich
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Even when we were

us together with Christ,

5 in mercy, for [because of] his great love wherewith he loved

dead in sins [our trespasses], hath [omit hath]
4

quickened i

6 (by grace ye are [have been] saved ;) And hath [omit hath] raised w up together

[with Him],
6 and made us sit together [with Him] in [the] heavenly places in

7 Christ Jesus : That in the ages to come he might shew [That he might shew forth

in the ages which are to come]
8 the exceeding riches7 of his grace, in his [omit Aw]

8 kindness toward us, through [toward us in]
s Christ Jesus. For by grace are ye

i) [have ye been] saved through faith ;* it is the gift of God [the gift is God s]. Not
10 of works, lest any [that no] man should boast. For we are his workmanship

[his handiwork are we]
10

,
created in Christ Jesus unto [for] good works, which

God hath before ordained [God before prepared] we should walk in them.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Luii- is found in N. B. D. F.; accepted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Ellicott. It is

omitted in Rec., K. L.; bracketted by Alford, rejected by Braune, but it seems unlikely to have been inserted, since the ar

ticles are sufficiently explicit. They justify at all events the above rendering. On also instead of and, the meaning of in,

and the anacoluthon, see Exrg. Nates. R.J B. reads eiriflv^xiai? instead of a uapriait.
* Ver. 2. [The word tfoucri as is generally taken collectively. It means here either empire (so Kllicott renders) or

power* (Four Aug. clergymen). The latter least disturbs the E. V., and gives an excellent sense. Of must be inserted be

fore &quot;spirit,&quot;
to show that it is not in apposition with

&quot;prince,&quot;
as the E. V. assumes. Sims is more literal than &quot;chil

dren,&quot; and serves to distinguish vloi from TfKva. (ver. 2). R.]
3 Ver. 3. Instead of re K va.

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

v cr e i
[Rec.] in K. I*, and others, A. D. E. F. O. and others read

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;rn
fixva ; an evident

ther. [Most modern editors retain the order of theords belonging together.
v (Rec., A. I). F. K. L., most editors). Ellicott has been followed in th

transposition, to take
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;vo-ei

from between t

Kf.c. Alford accepts ^efla (X. U-) instead of ^ /oi

emendations of the English text. R.]
* Ver. 5. [The aorist should bo rendered by the English past, here and ver. 6, while the peculiar and emphatic e &amp;lt;r r e

&amp;lt;r
e-

a&amp;lt;u
&amp;lt;Tfi

e v o i, ye have been and (still are) saved, seems to require the perfect here, where a series of past acts are brought in

review. We substitute our trespasses for sins, because irapawrta ft. a&amp;lt;7 iv is usually rendered thus, tin; article having in

this instance almost the force of our possessive pronoun. B. has a number of various readings in this verse, inserting ec

before TOIS ir a pa -main a. & iv, which is an evident gloss. On in see the parallel expression, ver. 1. R.]
6 Ver. 6. f/n Him is preferable to together, bringing out more exactly the force of &amp;lt;rvv in the compound verbs. R.J
Ver. 7. The whole verse is wanting in X.; yet added very early. [The order of the E. V. is unfortunate, since the em

phasis rests on the verb shew forth. The fuller expression : the ages which are to come, seems to be required by the full form
ol the Greek.

7 Ver. 7. [The Rec. (with D. K. L.) gives the masculine form. The neuter is found in A.B. D.i F., added in X., accepted

by nearly all modern editors. R.]
8 Ver. 7. [The E. V. as so often incorrectly renders e v, through. The comma should be omitted, as the phrase is

either part of a compound modal clause, or closely joined with &quot;toward us.&quot; His before kindness is altogether unneces

sary. K.]
Ver. 8. [The article rrjs before jrio-reoj? is found in X. D.3 K. L., most cursives, Rec ; accepted by Tischendorf,

Meyer, Eadie. Bracketted by Alford. It is omitted in X. B. D. F. O.; rejected by Lachmann, Ellicott (not in eds. 1, U, but
in li, 4) and Braune. The weight, though not the majority, of authorities seems to be against it. Alford renders the last

clause of the verse: God s is the gift, following the Greek order, but Ellicott s rendering: the gift is God s, better accord*
with the English usage respecting emphatic position. K.]

10 Ver. 10. [This transposition brings out the emphasis resting on His, required by the Greek order, and has the addi
tional advantage of showing that the participle created agrees with we. The changes in the latter part of the verse are de
manded by the generally admitted interpretation of the passage. See Exeg. Notes. R.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Connection and Summary. After the Apostle
has been led, by his petition for enlightenment
respecting the glory purposed from eternity and

already begun, to the carrying out of this pur
pose in the Church of Christ, the Body of which
He is the Head, and in such a manner too, that

i. 23, &quot;so grand and solemn in matter and in

manner,&quot; is adapted to form &quot;a full-toned con
clusion&quot; (MEYER), his look is again turned to

his readers to notice the &quot;

mighty working of the

Father, through the resurrection and ascension

of the Son, done once for all, and yet taking
place in every one called into the Church &quot;

(STIKR). First of all he is moved by &quot;a glance
at the similar condition of death in the case of

the Gentiles (vers. 1, 2) and of the Jews (ver. 3)
&quot;

(SxiER) and then by the thought of God, who out
of mercy has quickened and blessed the wretched

in, with and through Christ (vers. 4-7) : of grace
through faith (vers. 8, 9), new-creating in Christ

(ver. 10)!

[Braune, as will be seen below, arranges this

section into paragraphs: Vers. 1-3, the condition

of death out of Christ; ver. 4, the Deliverer;
vers. 5, 6, the deliverance

;
ver. 7, the purpose;

vers. 8-10, the means of bringing about the deli

verance. HODGE, who is always clear in his

analysis, finds three principal topics treated of

in this section: (1) The spiritual state of the

Ephesians before their conversion, vers. 1-3.

(2) The change which God had wrought in them,
vers. 4-6. (3) The design for which that change
had been effected, vers. 7-10. He then enters

into details. ALFORD: &quot;The power of the Father
in quickening us, both Gentiles and Jews, in and
with Christ (1-6) ; His purpose in manifesting
this power (7) ; inference respecting the method
of our salvation.&quot; This follows STIER S view,
who refers the preceding clause to God. R.]
Hence the connection of the beginning of this

chapter (at v/ja. ovveZuTroiqae, ver. 5) with

&quot;wrought&quot; (i. 20, BENGEL) or
&quot;gave&quot; (i. 22,

HARLESS) is inadmissible. Nor is KUC fivrof v/uac
to be joined with f rjua&amp;lt;; row; iriareiovra^ (i. 19,
KNATCHBULL and others) or with nl.qpovfitvov (i.

23, CALOVIUS, KOITB and others) ; nor is it ne

cessary to complain here again, that a well-con
tinued thread of discourse can scarcely be found
in this Epistle (ROBCKERT). Although these
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grammatical connections are to be rejected, there

is still an internal relation : as the petition

(i. 15-19) passed over into the typical and conso

latory view of the exaltation of Christ, this sec

tion by applying this to the readers in effect con

tinues the subject.
The condition of death out of Christ (vers. 1-3).

The construction is not easy at first sight, but

otherwise regular: KM vudf bvrac. (ver. 1) 6 6s-

6c (ver. 4) avve^uonoi^aev (ver. 5). The expan
sion of the object (vers. 1-3) alone occasions the

beginning of a new sentence (ver. 4), as 6 &amp;lt;J 6 e-

6 f shows, indicating as do autem, inquam the

epanalepsis (WiNER, p. 412) ;
in consequence the

object already described (vers. 1-3) is again re

peated in briefer statement (ver. 5). So THEO-
PHYLACT and most ancient and modern exposi
tors. [ELLICOTT thus states the same view:

&quot;Ver. 1, after having its structure interrupted

by the two relatival sentences, vers. 2, 3, is re

newed in ver. 4 (not ver. 5, SCHOTT) by means
of 6e resumptive (Herm. Viger, No. 544), and
there further elucidated by the interpolated no
minative 00f, expanded in application by the

more comprehensive ///&quot;(if,
and concluded in ver.

5.&quot; HODGE (more popularly, but less exactly) :

&quot;He dwells so long, in vers. 2-4, on the natural

state of the Ephesians, that he is obliged, in ver.

6, to repeat substantially the beginning of ver. 1,

in order to complete the sentence there com
menced.&quot; The objection to the E. V.: hath he

quickened, aside from the wrong tense, is that
&quot; he &quot; has no antecedent, if ii. 23 refers to Christ,
within reasonable distance. R.]

Ver. 1. You also, Kal vuac, applies the

discourse to the readers, without opposing vuag
to any others, than the genus, the whole church,
as members of which they here come into special

consideration, since they also have experienced,
what has been experienced by the whole, and
are a proof of the truth before uttered. [In
rendering Kal i&amp;lt;uds, &quot;you also,&quot; it is not im

plied that they are contrasted with other Chris

tians ;
it is chosen rather to avoid the simple

connection with what precedes which is ex

pressed by &quot;and
you,&quot;

and to give prominence
to the word

&quot;you;&quot;
not thus introducing &quot;a

special exemplification of the general act of grace
in ver. 23,&quot; but implying a parallelism between
the physical death in the case of Christ and the

spiritual death in their case, as indeed the govern
ing verb awf^iMTrnirjaev (ver. 5) suggests. R.]
Who were dead in your trespasses and

your sins, [ovraf venpovg role, irapair-

Tuftaat Kal ralg duapriait; vfiuv. See

Textual Note 1]. &quot;Ovraf, depending on avve-

CwoTro/^tre, in view of the TTOTC occurring in the

subsequent relative clause, i s evidently==cMw
eratis (BENGEL), the condition in which God
found them, when He quickened them (MEYER).
They were dead through sins ;

the dative is ab-

latival, marking the causa tfficiem (GBOTIUS,
MEYER). Hence it is not equivalent to venpol TT)

duapTia(Rom. vi. 11), ye are dead for sin (CAJE-

TAN), nor with GROTIUS=EV role. TrapaTrruuaai

(Col. ii. 13, the parallel passage, in which the

status, the element is emphasized).*
*
[EADIE infers from ver. 2,

&quot; in which,&quot; that these datives

represent nut simply the instrument, but at the same time

That Paul makes a distinction between napd^
ruua and duapria, and what it is, is shown in
Rom. v. 12-19. There the sin of Adam is termed
ro roii hbq irapdTTTuua (vers. 15, 17, 18) or napa-
Knij (ver. 19), and through one man

i] d/iaprla has
come into the world (ver. 12). Comp. Rom. v.

20 with vii. 10-13. Ha p OTTTU /j.
a is applicable

to the first sin of the seduced first man ; the idea
of misdeed is contained in it, of a deed not consi

dered, temere commissum, i. e., a nolente facere inju-

riam, while duapria, with its manifestations al

duapTiat reaches further and deeper (TITTMANN,
Syn. I. p. 45

ff.).* There is here an ascent from
desertio boni to perpetratio mali (AUGUSTINE). To
this view approximate HARLESS [HODGE] (actual
sins and manifestations of sin in word, deed or

otherwise), OLSHAUSEN (actions of sin and the
more internal sinful motions of the soul in desires
and words), JEROME (dclicta cogitatione inchoata
and actual sins).f The distinction : the mental
errors and obscurations, the moral sins and vices

(MATTHIES), is unfounded; neither should we
apply the former to the Jews and the latter to the
Gentiles (BENGEL), nor with STIER first think of
the law of the State, of the conscience, well-
known to the heathen also, and then of the out
breaks of corruption itself. We may not, how
ever, take the two as purely synonymous
(KoPi E), or deny a real distinction by affirming
merely a two-fold representation, fall and trans

gression (MEYER). The article points to the sins

committed by the readers, Rom. v. 12 :
iq&amp;gt;

u irav-

ref ijfj.aprov. Hence vfiuv is an unnecessary ex

planatory gloss. [It is to be retained on diplo
matic and critical grounds, but does not affect

the sense. R.]
Under vtxpoi we should understand the dead,

made dead; it recalls in veapuv (i. 20); Chris
tians are no longer dead. But the natural sin

ful condition, according to the Scripture from
Gen. ii. 17 on, is really a death, because it is

without life from and in God (iv. 18). It is

therefore not=miserable (Koi PE and others), nor
does it refer to physical death, as though it were

quivalent to certo morituri (MEYER), which does
not spare them now. Spiritual death alone is

spoken of, since God is the source of life (Ps.
xxxvi. 10) and without Him men are in the sha
dow of death (Matt. iv. 16; Luke i. 79; Matth.
viii. 22; Luke xv. 24, 32; Rom. vii. 9, 10). So

nearly all expositors. [No weakening of the

sene is admissible ; comp. Doctr. Note 3, d. R.J

Ver. 2. Wherein ye once walked [ev olc
o T E TT ep i e TT a r

r/
a a ~

e]. Kv a \ f, which

the condition of death. The general notion of the dative, the
where-cas ,

is not opposed to this. HODGK ELLICOTT and AL
FORD accept the causa sense, the latter justifying the use of

in, to express this (&quot;sick in a fever&quot;). There seems to be
loubt enough as to the exact force to warrant us in retaining
the preposition supplied in our version. R.]
* [ALFORD doubts the universal applicability of TITTMANN S

listinction, but accepts it as correct here, where both words
are used. In Rom. v. 12-19 (see pp. 176. 182, Humans) there
s a very marked distinction between the words, but here it

s less observable. We must however attribute to a/uapria a
nore generic sense than is found in the concrete na.pa.it-

f- [ELLICOTT: The former, the more limited term, viz.: par-
icular and special acts of sin ; the latter, the more in&amp;gt;-liifire

ind abstract, embracing all forms, phases and movements of

sin, whether entertained in thought or consummated in

act.&quot; So EADIE, though not very decided in his preference.

-R.]
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connects with auapTiatq, the word just preceding
ami forming a climax, denotes the causa of the

condition of death as a developed condition, as a

desired element. II ore irepieirarr/aaTe
joined with venpovs is an oxymoron, like 1 Tim.

v. 6: {&amp;lt;Joa r/0w?KEv. ]\?pnra.Telv ev nvt (iv. 17;
v. 2 ; Rom. vi. 4; 2 Cor. iv. 2 ; Col. iii. 7) has

been transferred from the Hebrew
(&quot;pit)

and

designates walking as to the mode of life (WINER,
p. 32) ; in English it designates the being at

home, having entrance and exit, having one s do

ings and movements, having one s residence

(Matth. xvii. 22: they abode in Galilee&quot;).

[EADIE : &quot;The h marks out the sphere or walk
which they usually and continually trod, for in

this sleep of death there is a strange somnambu
lism. Col iii. 7.&quot; R.]
According to the course of this world

Kara now defines a relation of those walking to

a power. This relation qualifies the walk more

closely as one directed thereby, dependent
thereon, determined thereby; &quot;according to,&quot;

by virtue of&quot; are the two significations re

quired here (SriER), which are combined in :

corresponding to. This power is designated by
TOV a I u v a TOV K.6ouov TOVTOV, &quot;the course
of this world.&quot; This combination is peculiar,
the words themselves are frequent, seeming to be
used indiscriminately : 1 Cor. ii. 6

(ao&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ia

TOV al-

wfof TOVTOV) ;
iii. 18 (ovioof iv ru aluvi TOVTU) ;

ver. 19
(ffoii/a

TOV KOOUOV TOVTOV) i. 20 (aofyia TOV

K6a,uov) ;
John xii. 31 (6 ap^uv TOV ndauov TOV

TOV) ;
1 Cor. ii. 6 (TUV ap%6i&amp;gt;Tuv TOV aluvog TOV

TOV) ; 2 Cor. iv. 4 (6 tftof TOV aluvo^ TOVTOV). But
the distinction is clearly obvious. Aluv (PAS-
SOW sub voce, HARLESS in loco), from aiu=ar/fj.i,
uu. to breathe, is related to

i/ u^, with which
Homer joins it, referring to life and time (sevum);
hence also air aiww&amp;gt;f, OTT aluvuv. In the New
Testament the notion of time predominates, of

periods of time, and the tendencies controlling
them, their character, view and mode of life,

their spirit. Koauof is the created, but fallen,

apostate world, more definitely : humanity. The
former may occur in the plural, the latter not.

Hence BENQEL is very correct : file hunc reait, et

quasi informal ; Koauoq est quiddam exterius : aluv
sub/ilius. &quot;TEMPOS dicitur non solum physice, sed

e/iam m:&amp;gt;ra iter, connotata qualitate hominum in eo

vioenlium; et sic aujv dicit longam temporum seriem,
ubi setas mala malani sElatem

excipit.&quot; Acts xiv.

16
;

1 Pet. i. 18. In aluv here the notion of the

tendency of time predominates, and means more
what we call the course of the world than lapse
( Verlauf); the course includes both the time and
its character, as does aluv also. Hence : accord

ing to, corresponding to the course of this world.
The aluv is in itself ethically indefinite, hence
aluv TTovrjpoc; (Gal. i. 4) and the demonstrative ov-

rof or a genitive as here TOV n6auov TOV
TOV. K(io7/of is the external appearance, the ex
ternal continuance of the world of men, aluv its

course, current, impulse (SxiER) ; the latter may
change, vary, in different periods, the former
remains, and as the latter is estranged from God,
so is this.*

[KLLICOTT finds an ethical meaning predominant here in

a.itav. &quot;IntachcMetM tin- present the meaning si-ems tn

approach that of tendency, spirit, of the age (Olsh.), yet

It ia incorrect to take the two words as purely
synonymous, as though it were TUV

n6(jfun&amp;gt; TOV

TOV (Koi PK). We regard aa arbitrary the view
that they are=rov aluva TOVTOV TOV noafiov (RuecK-
ERT), or: TOV K6auov TOV aluvoc. TOVTOV (BRET-
SCHNEIDER). It is impossible to explain this

designation from the gnostic doctrine of JEons,
and to understand the devil thereby (SKMLER).
LUTHER S rendering : Lauf [so E. V.:

&quot;course&quot;]

is more apt than: spirit of the age (MATTHIESJ,
tendency of the age (Oi.siiAUSEN), life

( HARLESS),
duration of time (MEYEK), course of time (SenEN-
KEL).

According to the prince of the powers
of the air

f/cara
TOV apxovTa T //

r efov-
oia&amp;lt;; TOV apof]. Here Paul evidently passes
to what stands behind the course of this world,
influencing it, working through it. Ka T a places
this clause as parallel to the preceding, and TOV
apxovTa refers to the master, the prince.*
The genitive T fj q efjovaiaf denotes the power
belonging to and at the command of this prince
(Matth. ix. 34; xii. 24; Mark iii. 22; Luke xi.

15). This power, which is to be considered aa

collective, is further defined by the genitive row
fit-pof, &quot;of the air,&quot; most closely connected
with it. A-fjp, which in its etymology reminds
us of aluv and in its nature of Ttvevua, is the air,
the atmosphere, surrounding the earth, hpeathed

by all, acting upon the /coa/zof, the world of men,
standing in many relations to and exerting great
power and influence upon their life; hence the

power which the prince controls, is brought into

connection with &quot;the
air,&quot; is described by &quot;of

the air,&quot; because in this are found the place and
character of the power, its medium, element, re

gion and domain, its means and mode ; the figu
rative and literal meanings coalesce, the air aa
a cosmical and pneumatic reality (STIER) ;

we
too say: it lies in the air, in the time, thus de

noting a quiet, profound and powerful operation.
Thus Satan with his kingdom is sharply charac

terized, his nature spreading widely miasmata of

corrupting power, from which even those truly
living can scarcely withdraw or defend them
selves, miasmata from diabolical choke-damp (as
in the French Revolution) even to the most re

fined ethereal poisons of classical, aesthetic litera

ture (vi. 11, 12 : Col. i. 13). So (ECUMENIUS has
described the devil s power as VTTO TOV ovpavov,

ov% iiiTKp TOV ovpavov, concluding thus:
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;at&amp;lt;; yap

Tolf irvcvuaaiv ti evasp/oc; ti/aTpi/3r].

We reject therefore those explanations, which
take 6 a p % o v r^f e ova ia f as princeps po-
tentissimus (CLARius), or the genitive as apposi-
tional=6f e&amp;lt;mv fova!a (FLATT), or cui est potestas

(ERASMUS and others), or as the object=tOTpernwi
(GREEK and LATIN FATHERS and others) ; those

taking r;/f k$ovaiaq TOV a epos as potestatis

still not without distinct trace of the regular temporal notion,
which, even in those passages where aiuiv seems to imply lit

tle more than our world (conip. 2 Tim. iv. 10), may still !&amp;gt;e

felt in the idea of the (evil ) cnursr. development, and progress
( ubi ifttis maUt nuilam ejrcipit ), that is tacitly associated with
the term.&quot; R.]

*
[&quot;
The world and the church are now tacitly hrought into

contrast as antagonistic societies; and as the church has its

own exalted and glorious Head, so the world is under the
control of an active and powerful master, thus chai^cier-
ized (E.um:). The reference to a personality is to be found
in this word, though tfouo-ia? as a collective noun in

cludes the evil spirits whose prince is Satan. R.\
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aerist (Syriac, BUCER and others) ;
or those taking

TOV aepoc only figuratively (CALVIN, BEZA),
or=roti OKdTovf (although we find: icxoTiaOr/ 6

ayp, Rev. ix. 2), either tropically pro obnubilatione

mentis (CoccEius, STORR and others), or pro con-

creto as darkened spirits, men and bad angels

(FLATT), or by metonynie, continent pro contento,

the earth surrounded by the atmosphere (HI
LARY. BULLINGER and others), or merely as the

region=t-&amp;gt;
rw aept (BAUMGARTKN, not -CRUSIUS),

or only as a designation of quality=aeptof (A-
LAPIDE, CALIXTUS and others), or referring it to

the
&quot;prison,&quot;

2 Pet. ii. 4 (AUGUSTINE) ; nor can
we suppose here a remnant of rabbinical tradi

tion (MEYER), or echoes of a Pythagorean view
of the world (MEYER, SCHENKEL), or the influ

ence of Alexandrian gnosis (ELSNER and others).
Out of such &quot;muddy pools &quot;or untenable specu
lations Paul would not have drawn, his doctrine.

Comp. Doctr. Note 3.

[HARLESS and STIER are very full on this

clause. The most extended comments easily ac

cessible to the English reader will be found in

EADIE, whose opinion approaches very .nearly to

that of Braune. The simplest explanation is that

of ALFORD, who thinks the phrase &quot;of the air
&quot;

is drawn from &quot;the persuasion and common par
lance of mankind,&quot; without conveying any teach

ing respecting demonology. In any case the ge
nitive de/)0f is to be regarded as a genitive, not
of quality, but of place, either literal or figura

tive, or both, as Braune holds. HODGE, while
not definitely deciding, seems to favor the unte
nable view, that &quot;of the air

&quot;

is=&quot; of darkness.&quot;

EADIE :
&quot; The noafiog of the New Testament is

opposed to God, for it hates Christianity: the

believer does not belong to it, for it is crucified

to him and he to it. That same world may be
an ideal sphere, comprehending all that is sin

ful in thought and pursuit a region on the ac
tual physical globe, but without geographical
boundary all that out-field which lies beyond
the living church of Christ. And, like the ma
terial globe, this world of death-walkers has its

own atmosphere, corresponding to it in charac
ter an atmosphere in which it breathes and
moves. All that animates it, gives it community
of sentiment, contributes to sustain its life in

death, and enables it to breathe and be, may be
termed its atmosphere. Such an atmosphere
belting a death-world, whose inhabitants are

VFKpol TOI
Trap&amp;lt;nr~(j&amp;gt;[i.a.ai

Kal raZf d^iapTiai^, is really
Satan s seat. His chosen abode is the dark ne
bulous zone which canopies such a region of spi
ritual mortality, close upon its inhabitants, ever
near and ever active, unseen and yet real, unfelt

and yet mighty, giving to the /cdauof that form
and pressure that aluv which the Apostle
here describes as its characteristic element.&quot;

Comp. STUART, Biblioth. Sacra, 1848, p. 140;

HAGENBACH, Stud. u. Krit. I. p. 479; CUDWORTH,
Intel. System. II. p. 664. R.]
Of the spirit, TOV -rrvev fiarac, is in ap

position to 77/f f^ovalag TOV dt/ of, &quot;of the power
of the air.&quot; While the last phrase sets forth his

external dominion, the parallel phrase denotes
his internal efficiency. BENGEL is excellent :

principium illud internttm, ex quo fluunt actiones in-

fidelium, oppositum spiritui fidelium jiliorum Dei.

It is therefore not a personality, but an influence

which has become a ruling mode of thought, dis

position, a nvv,ua kvspyovv (RUECKERT, STIER).
Comp. Winer, p. 589. Hence it is not to be

joined in apposition to TOV ap^ovra and a hy-
pallage accepted as in iii. 2; 2 Cor. iii. 7;
Luke viii. 32 ; xxii. 20. So CALOVIUS, KOPPE,
RUECKERT; similarly FLATT. But TOV TT v e v-

fi
a ~ o f is also not dependent on TOV aipof, as

HOFMANN (Schriftbeweis I. p. 455) thinks, taking
it-ovaia in accordance with Luke xxiii. 7 as the

region of dominion, so that the air of the spirit

working in the disobedient is the atmosphere
formed by his nature. Nor is it to be taken col

lectively, just as it-ovaia TOV aepor is the complex
of demons (GROTIUS and others). It is the spi
rit, which through its ruler, the devil, exists out
side of individuals, defines them, works in them,
the spirit of the age [Zeitgeist].

[The apposition with iovaiac. is at all events
to be accepted, with the majority of modern
commentators. But here the two views present
themselves: (1) the reference to the evil princi
ple, which must be taken objectively as the arti

cle requires (MEYER, ELLICOTT), as Braune
holds, or (2) to the aggregate character of the in

dividual TrvevfiOTa (EADIE, ALFORD). The former
is open to the objection, that it represents Satan
as the prince of a principle, and the latter as
sumes a collective sense which is quite unusual.
If we accept a tacit antithesis to the Spirit of

God, and remember that this spirit is here con
ceived of as distinct from its influence on men,
(1) will be the safer view R.]
Which now worketh, TOV vvv EVE p.

y OVVT o f. This spirit is to be regarded as effi

cient, not as effected, a(fee/us mundanus (SCHMIDT);
vvv being put in advance and &quot;in the children
of dispbedience

&quot;

appended for emphasis.
&quot; Now &quot;

expresses the fact that it has not ceased
to work, after no longer working in them, the
readers (ITOTK) ;

it now works in the children of

disobedience, subjects of its activity are not

wanting ; it might be explained with OLSHAUSEN

by h T&amp;lt;J alurvi TOVTU. From this danger always
springs for the believers. Hence it is not : now
still, ad hue (MEYER and others), nor : nunc
maxime (BENGEL: quievangeliumperincredulitatem

spernunt, manent mancipia spiritus illius et ampliu*

capiuntur; STIER: &quot;more now, since accom

plished redemption proffers itself
&quot;).

RUECKERT
also, with FLATT, refers to the extraordinary,

specially dangerous power of the Satanic king
dom in the age of Redemption (2 Thess. ii. 2 if.;

2 Cor. iv. 4). [So DE WETTE].
In the sons of disobedience, iv Tolf vl-

olf Tys aireiOe iaf. Thus are those desig
nated who are ol eg aireiOeia^ (comp. Rom. ii. 8:
ol it; epiVeiac;), who are dependent on, springing
from, nourished by disobedience, as v. 6

; Col.

iii. 6. It is a Hebraistic expression. [It marks
&quot;the essential and innate disobedience of the

subjects, a disobedience to which they belong as

children to a parent
&quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.] &quot;Diso

bedience
&quot;

emphasizes the immoral nature of un

belief, which is precisely disobedience, contu

macy, among the heathen also, who resist the

secret voice of God in their conscience (Rom. ii.

14, 15) as well as among the Jews who resist the

revealed will of God in the word of the prophets,
and among both, in resisting the apostolic an-
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nouncemcnt. MKYKII should not be willing to

refute (lie r\|&amp;gt;l:in:ition
: unbelief (LuTHKR, BKN-

ciKL, HARNESS, STIER).* The preposition i:v,

in,&quot; murks the internality of this Satanic

working: in their souls (MKYER). They are the

tnliir-s
&quot;

df t lie devil, on whose part there is a

&quot;spirit,&quot;
efficient unto destruction, which the

disobedient, und unbelieving mood already pre
sent in man cornea to meet.

Ver. 3. Among whom even we all had
our way of life in times past [t

v o i r KUI

// fi f i f TT (i v T e f a v e a r p a
fy // u t v K o T i].

The emphasis rests on aal ijfieiq &quot;even we;&quot;

in antithesis to
&quot;you&quot; (ver. 1), the readers,

whom he describes as previously heathen, he

places himself and the Jewish Christians, f and
that too without exception (&quot;all&quot;).

Ei&amp;gt; olf,

according to grammatical rules, refers to &quot;the

children of disobedience
&quot;

(ver. 2) ; thus de

claring that those who were formerly Jews be

longed also to the children of disobedience; ev
o I g \s=uv Kal t/u~t bvreq, in order to lay down
the ethical category for the Jews (MEYER). So
the same corruption and its universality are pre
dicated of the Jews, over against the Gentiles.

Comp. Doctr. Note 3. We should not then render
it inter quos, or explain that although the Jews
were actually locally among the Gentiles, they
did not live there as children of disobedience.

The reference to irapairruuaaiv, &quot;trespasses,&quot;

ver. 1 (Syriac, JEROME, BENGEL, STIER and

others), is at once impossible, if v/j.uv be retained

there, and in any case inadmissible on account
of &quot;in the lusts of our flesh,&quot; which denotes the

element or sphere of the verb, so that this can
not be found in e v o I f. The grammatical con
nection cannot be decided by the parallel passage,
Col. iii. 7 : EV olf srepiewarr/aaTe, since parallel
ism will not contravene the requirements of

grammar.
lu the lusts of our flesh [t v T alg E TT i-

Ovuiatq Tijg oapxbf r/uuv\. The repeti
tion of iv in the same clause occurs also in 2 Cor.

i. 12 : EV dyiorijTE KOI EiAmpiveia ev aotpip EV %d-
piTi dvEaTpd&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;T/uv

kv r) Kuffuu, where the first

phrase answers to the last in our verse, and the

last to our first. BENQEL remarks on the verb :

hoc quiddam speciosius quatn ambulare. STIER
finds it sharper and stronger than TrepiETra-q-

oarE, used of the Gentiles. LUTHER:
&quot;ye

have
walked &quot;

&quot;we have had our walk.&quot; [So sub

stantially the E. V.] This avaarptyeaVai refers

* [The connection lictween &quot;unbelief&quot; and &quot;disobedi

ence&quot; is undoubted, but the former does not come into any
special prominence here. The word here &quot; characterizes the
world not an in direct antagonism to the gospel, but as it is

by nature hostile to the will and government of Uod, and
daringly and wantonly violating that law which is written
in their hearts&quot;

( KADIK). R.J
t (The reference to Jewish Christians has been accepted by

tin- vast majority of commentators, both on account of the

particular antithesis (u/ud. ver. 1 ) and the general distinction
which seems to attach *cj these pronouns in this Kpistle. But
Dr. WKTTK, KADIK, KU.ICOTT, ALFORD oppose this reference

here, ,in the ground that ndvTf* will not admit of this limi
tation. In ever\ case 1 aiil refers to both, when he uses

Wr 7r&amp;lt;ii&amp;lt;Ts. Perhaps it is safest to follow this lisa-,- here,
for the (loctriiMil teaching remains the same, whether we
suppose the Apostle is em|ihaM/mi&amp;lt; the fact

are children of wrath by nature, ..r even the Jews who
thought them-elve.s children of promise by nature. The
meaning of oi. Aonroi at the dose of the verse will of course
b modified by the view Uikeu of i7/nis. K.J

more to an unquiet, refractory, quarrelsomi
course of conduct, trEpmarelv is rather an indo
lent letting one s self go according to habit. The

qualifying phrase ; &quot;in the lusts of our flesh,&quot;

also sharpens the affirmative here, in comparison
with that respecting the Gentiles. Among the

latter the power of the evil spirit works, as re

spects the Jews prominence is given to their own
disposition and will. Israel had already the

proper ap^uv in the theocracy, in its discipline
another ii-ovala. the moderating and helping air

of a better spirit, being by no means given over
in the same degree to the course of this world

(STIER). HARLESS sets forth very well the order
of the significations of adpi; ; 1) what is material,

2) external, not mental, 3) what is ruled by matter,
and in so far sinful, 4) what is sinful, opposed di

rectly to the Spirit of God, 5) Humcmity in all

these aspects. [Comp. the Excursus in Romans,

pp. 235 ff. The word is here used in its ethical

sense : the whole human nature turned away from

God, in the supreme interest of self, devoted to

the creature. R.]
Doing the wishes of the flesh and of the

thoughts \jroiovvTes rd We/.
f/ tiara r//( aap-

Kof KUI T&amp;lt;JV dtavoiuv]. II o i o v v T E f,

placed first for emphasis, defines more closely
the preceding verb. [A participle of manner.

R.] The children of disobedience to whom
they belonged, do the wills, TO. OEhijuara,*
not merely single ones, which the flesh has, and
those T &amp;lt;Jv diavoi&i , as real servants, slaves

in fact. The plural denotes the confused, op
posing multiplicity ; a united, self-contained will

is not spoken of. But these are not mere ebulli

tions of the flesh. &quot;The AiavomaVai is the in

ternal self-activity of man, conscious of his na
ture as self-determinable, and the 6iavoin&amp;gt;. are the
manifold productions of this&quot; (HOFMANN,
Schriftbeweis, I. p. 663). He appears as the

slave of his inborn nature and of his selfish

thought ;
the two are turned to various objects,

and in his desires create a diversity. The un

derstanding or the reason stands in the service

of the flesh, falls into subtleties, seeking reasons,

excuses, ways and means for the &quot; lusts of the

flesh,&quot; helpingthedesire to strengthen intodeter-

minations and activities of the will. Aidvo-
lai are &quot;opinions of the will representing them
selves as prudent, deceitful grounds of volition.&quot;

COUITATIONES callidius peccandi studium inferunt,
CARO cceco ruit impetu (BENOEL). The plural
marks the sundering, the confusion of the did*

vma into the unhappy and treacherous diversity

(HARLESS, STIER); the flesh makes a heap of

reasonings (JJerlenburaer Bible). The context
determines this view, as MEYER correctly re

marks, but the form chosen subserves the con

text, corresponding well to its purpose ; but it

should be noted, that didvoiai is used by Paul

only here, and ti/.f/uara only in his speech, Acts
xiii. 22, there too of God s will. It is incorrect

to regard didvoiai as loose fancies (MATTHIES),

*
[ELLICOTT says of this word : &quot;It here probably denote*

the various exhibitions and manifestations of the will, and
is thus symmetrical with, but a fuller expansion of eiriOu-

/aian.&quot; So MEYER. KADIK similarly ; the latter inclinations,
the former tin: resolves into which they ripen, and which
arc further divided. The use of the word seemed to justify
our finding in it an element of desire, though the E. V. is too
decided iii its rendering. R.J
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sensuous thoughts without the basis of sensuous

desire (OLSHAUSEN), or corrupt imaginations

(EASE).
[The distinction between the two classes of 6e-

&quot;krj fjtara is thus expressed by EADIE : &quot;The

desires of the flesh are those grosser gratifica

tions of appetite which are palpable and easily

recognized; and the desires of the thoughts,
those mental trespasses which may or may not

be connected with sensuous indulgences.&quot; EL
LICOTT :

&quot; The worldly sensual tendency of our

life on the one hand, and the spiritual sins of our

thoughts and intentions on the other.&quot; Both

EADIE and HODGE restrict aapi- (in the second

clause, not in the first) to the animal part of our

nature, but this scarcely seems justifiable, espe

cially as the wider meaning gives so good a sense.

Nor is the latter exact in taking (havoia as in

cluding &quot;the whole thinking and sentient prin

ciple, so far as distinguished from the animal

principle,&quot; still less in referring it here &quot;more

to the affections.&quot; MEYER says tiidvoiai bears to

adp^ in this case the relation of the special to

the general. The article before aapKog and be

fore tiiavoiuv would justify the rendering
&quot; our

flesh,&quot; &quot;our thoughts,&quot; but the literal translation

is sufficiently explicit, &quot;thoughts&quot; being the

nearest equivalent to didvoia, 11.]

And we were by nature the children of

wrath [sat r/usvTKva $ i&amp;lt; as i opy^f].
K a t i/pev is most naturally taken as i. 19-22:

eyeipaq /cat KaOiaag /cat mira^ev, or kyeipa^ /cat

fKciOiaEv and joined with iroiovvrtq, as a partici

ple resolved into the finite verb. Since f/uev
comes first, it is emphatic. [The change of con

struction gives emphasis to this verb also, mark

ing that they
&quot;

were,&quot; not that they &quot;are,&quot; and

further, as EADIE suggests, indicating unmis

takably, that what they
&quot; were by nature &quot; was

not the result of what they had been doing. The
insertion of &quot; we &quot;

in the English text will serve

to indicate this emphasis. R.] The Apostle
has noted the action in the preceding clause, he

now notices the state of the Jews, which is per

ceptible and perceived from the action, and
hence put in the second place, this like the other

being more sharply expressed than in the case

of the heathen. This is parallel to &quot;the children

of disobedience,&quot; among whom he has already
reckoned them (kv otf )

but among whom they are

now characterized as
&quot;by

nature children of

wrath.&quot; The phrases: &quot;son of perdition&quot; (2

Thess. ii. 3), &quot;child of hell
&quot;

(Matth. xxiii. 15),

&quot;Son of peace
&quot;

(Luke x. 6) are similar. Paul

says rsKva, not viol, not to weaken it into &quot;little

children,&quot; but to indicate the relation to birth.

The genitive bpyijs without the article must

be connected as closely as possible with TEKVO,
&quot;children of wrath.&quot; [Not mere liable to

wrath, but under it, as the figure implies. R.]

The Hebrew phrase HinD Jll (2 Sam. xii. 5 :

wlof Oavdrov in the LXX., comp. Ps. Ixxix. 11
;

cii. 21) may have occasioned the expression, but

does not modify the explanation in the N. Testa

ment, nor justify a weakening of the meaning,

only marking the dependence of bpy*/, which the

context (ver. 4) defines as that of God. So v.

6; Col. iii. 6; Rom. i. 18; comp. Doctr.

Vote 1

$ v a e i is not so emphatic as fjuev, nor even as

TfKva, denoting only a closer qualification of the

latter, as regards origin, by nature.
4&amp;gt;wrtf (from

ot oj, to become, to arise, as natura from nasci, in-

(jenium from geno, gigno) refers to birth, origin,
and is that, which has grown as distinguished
from what has been effected, has the ground of
its being, as it is in its own development, not in

the accessory influence of others (HARLESS,
STIER). [So EADIE, ALFORD, HODGE, ELLICOTT
and the vast body of commentators. The last

named finds the exact meaning in Gal. ii. 25 ;

Rom. ii. 14; Gal. iv. 8, to be respectively (a)
transmitted inborn nature

; (I) inherent nature ;

(c) essential nature. The first is the meaning
here, see below. R.] So in Gal. iv. 8; Rom. ii.

24 (comp. Acts xvii. 28) Quoei points to the

ground and origin of the present status. The
meaning of these words necessarily is: we were
from birth those who were forfeited to the Divine

wrath, irse Dei devoti atque obnoxii, quasi ad earn

rem ab ipsa natura efficti (BEZA). Indeed r} Qvmc.
is something living, developing itself, but from
its beginning, in accordance with the principle
inherent in it, so that there is included here also

the natural development, further determined by
man in his unregenerate state.

Standing in contrast to this Qvaei is the Di
vine Oiaiq of God s work of revelation and of His
covenant with the people of Israel, according to

which they should not be &quot;children of wrath.&quot;

and also might not have been. &quot;As belonging to

the people of God, the Jews were

but aside from this, consequently as belonging
to the Adamite humanity, they were TtKva bp-

yijc.&quot; (HOFMANN, Schriftbeweis, I. p. 5G5), hence

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;aei.

It is aptly mentioned that CHEMNITZ re

marks: Dicit, eramus et nos, Judvei scilicet. Dize-
rat enim Rom. xi. 16: si radix sancti, ergo rami.

Ne ergo intelligatur, Judxos nalura esse sanctos, di-

cit ; eramus et nos Judxi filii irx, sicut caeteri

(HARLESS). The position of Qrcet between
TfKva and bpyije suggests too: we were children

that is, qvasi, not Meet, bpyf/c, and yet might
and should have been diatiijitiK (cum putaremus nos

esse liberos liberos Dei. BENGEL) ! [The doctrine

of original sin is here plainly implied (EADIE,
HODGE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT, and others), the im

plication being an &quot;even more convincing as

sertion of that profound truth.&quot; The opposition
of BARNES and STUART, so far as it has an exe-

getical basis, finds some justification in the

forcing of a direct theological statement on our

passage. But the attitude here taken as respects
this fearful fact of a universal natural slate oj

condemnation, is precisely that which the Scrip
tures hold toward the question of the existence

of God: it is not proved, but assumed. Comp.
Doctr. Notes 1, 3, 4 ; EADIE in loco; Romans, Dr.

SCHAFF S exhaustive notes on v. 12-21, especially

pp. 178-180, 191-195; the last reference is to a
resume of the theories of original sin. R.]

Accordingly &quot;children of wrath &quot;

is not to be
taken as merely a Hebraizing phrase for &quot;

worthy
of wrath.&quot; ira rei, diyni (THEODORET, RUECKERT
and others), nor proprii trie (STRIEGEL), objects
of wrath (FLACIUS). Nor is bpyi]=pcena (GREEK
FATHERS). Quite as little is v a E t=:dfof(JiJf, yvrj-

aiuq ((EcuMENius), or : natura, indolegentis (CLEB-
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in -
. &amp;lt;iill less: pa/ernae traditionis eonstiftndine

(I Ki, \uius), since it is the very opposite of avvi/-

(JEia. Miii-covcr we shoukl not think of a relation

produced by the development of a nativa indoles

(MEYER), or of the customary actual life of sin,

&quot;a doing of the wills of the flesh and of the

thoughts,&quot; which had become habitual, making
them &quot;the children of wrath&quot; (SCIIENKEL).
I .i.i: I:K says more circumspectly : the reference

here is not merely to the inborn character, but

also to the natural development springing from
the man himself. To explain it of the natural

condition of man in ante-christian life (ERASMUS
and others) leaves undecided the main question,
whether or not the ipvcei designates an inborn re

lation. HOLZHAUSEN S connection of (t&amp;gt; vaei with

bpyfft (wrath springing from the ungodly natural

life) is entirely too inverted.

Even as others, d&amp;gt; /cat ol hoiiroi. In 1

Thess. iv. 13, this designates the Gentiles, who
have not become Christians. A.onroi are

passed over, without any further characteristics;

according to the context, the word classes toge
ther here men with and men without Christ, who
have not submitted themselves to the working of

Christ, resist it; such can be among Christians

even. We may easily suppose, however, that

Paul means the yet unbelieving Jews, over

against the &quot;we all,&quot; who have become believers

in Christ; this would render prominent that

while the Jewish Christians who have been res

cued from the condition of death are no longer
&quot; children of wrath,&quot; these are and remain so,

like the heathen, the &quot; children of disobedience.&quot;

So STIER, while nearly all expositors refer it

either to the Gentiles (MEYER and others) or to

all except those mentioned before (HARLESS and

others) ;
the latter is unquestionably more cor

rect than the former, since just here the Gentiles

are not in question, and to refer it to these alone,
would be as if ver. 3 had been appended. The
extension to other nations is, however, unneces

sary, since all men are either Jews or Gentiles,
and what has been said of the previous life of

Christians from among the Gentiles or Jews, ap
plies to the whole of the human race. It marks
in a tender, sparing manner those Jews uncon
verted to Christ as &quot;children of wrath,&quot; as the

Gentiles not converted to Christ are &quot;children

of disobedience,&quot; in whom Satan works. [Those
who refer rju.~i Trdvre? to all Christians, of course
take ol fanroi as including all the rest of man
kind, not Christians ; but the universality of sin

and guilt remains the indirect (and more con

vincing) assertion of the passage, whatever re-

ference be adopted. R.]

Ver. 4. The Deliverer. But Ood, 6 6t
This is not antithetical, but resumes the dis

course, begun with the object and then length
ened out, in order to permit the subject to fol

low, as we would say in German: hat also Gott.

[We have no word so strictly resumptive as the
German also, or the Greek rf, as used here,
hence the E. V. supplies both subject and verb
in ver. 1, and resumes here with &quot;but,&quot; which

may bear a resumptive meaning. R.] See on
Ter. 1. The 6k is required here by the antithe

sis in which the subject stands to the object;
otherwise we have found civ here (MEYER and

others). [Honr.E makes the antithesis too

strong :
&quot;

notwithstanding our guilt and misery.&quot;

-R.]
Being rich in mercy \ir\oit9iof uvev

cXcet]. HXovoiog stands first for empha
sis; our Epistle frequently mentions the riches

in God (i. 7 ; Rom. x. 12: irfavruv), [
ilv does

not seem to be causal here
(
HODGE: &quot;because

He is rich in mercy &quot;),
but rather to state (in the

form of a secondary predicate of time) the gene
ral principle under which the Divine compassion
was exhibited (ELMCOTT, ALFORO) ;

&quot;

being rich

in mercy.&quot; The special ground follows. R.
] The

connection &quot;rich in mercy &quot;is like Jas. ii. 5
(&quot;rich

in
faith&quot;);

1 Cor. i. 5; 2 Cor. ix. 11. So n*//-

tt&amp;gt;f
TUV oiKTipfiuv aov, Ps. li. 1

; Ixix. 16. But

e/leof ia somewhat more than olnrip^ (b ?^uv

subvenire studet misero et si potest, vere subvenit, sed

qui inlra fines doloris se tenet, is tanlum olKTti-

pei ; TITTMANN, Syn. I. p. 70).
Because of his great love wherewith he

loved us
[&amp;lt;$

i a TTJV iroX2,t/v dyairr/v av-
rov f/v TiyaTrqaev /}//df]. The preposition

(6 id) marks the ground of His doings (vers. 5,

0), on account of this, propter multum suuin amo-
rem. LUTHER is therefore incorrect: through
His great love. Prominence is given, not so

much to the greatness, as to the riches, the ma
nifold character of the love of God. The con

struction, ijv TiyaKijaev tjfiaf, is like John
xvii. 26; Mark x. 38. WINER, p. 210. The

great love of God (air of
)

is added by Paul, af

ter the expression respecting the riches of His

mercy, which he had placed first on account of

the context over against the condition of death
in the case of Gentiles and Jews alike, because
there was to be found in men themselves no

ground at all for their salvation. Mercy was in

God the movement of His love, which belongs to

His Being ;
that men should be helped, required

the entire fulness of the love of God. MISERI-
CORDIA removet miseriam, AMOR confert salutem

(BENGEL). CALVIN incorrectlyjoins 6id rf/v TTO/.-

A/)v aycnrnv with irXoi&amp;gt;aio(; 0&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; [HouoE appa
rently]; the latter is an attribute ofGod, the former
is an adverbial qualification of awet^uoTToirjaev.

&quot;Us&quot; must be applied here to entire Christen

dom, after the necessary statements about
&quot;you&quot;

(vers. 1, 2) and &quot;us
&quot;

(ver. 3). Aperta satis hiec

verba sunt et cognilu facillima, si tantum et creditu

facilia ea plerisque dominus redderet (BucER)!
STIER refers it to the Jews, on which view see

next verse. [It \s=f/ueig iravre^, if that phrase
be accepted in its wider reference. R.]

The Deltvera.net ; vers. 5, 6.

Ver. 6. Even when we were dead in our
trespasses [KOI bvrag yfiac veKpov? Tolf TTO-

pa irruaaai v]. After ;/udc (ver. 4) the object
is again repeated, with a reference to what has
been said in vers. 1-3, in admiration and wonder
at the Divine grace, mercy and love. Now how
ever we read /cat orraf v,&quot;df, while before

we had /cat bfiag dvraq (ver. 1), KOI r/tieic (ver. 3) :

the emphasis therefore rests on ovraf, and /cat

puts this state of death with another on&amp;gt; in a
certain relation to tr^.ovaioq wi&amp;gt; iv e?.m. Accord

ingly the distinction between those dead, between

&quot;you&quot;
and &quot;us&quot; falls into the background be

hind the existence, the reality of this condition.
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[Against, MEYER, who takes KOI as the simple co

pula, and RUECKERT, who deems it resumptive,
we are fully justified in taking it as intensive,

retaining even (E. V.) therefore; so ALFORD,
ELLICOTT and most. The dative is precisely as

in ver. 1. R.] What he has said in ver. 1 of

the heathen :
&quot; dead in trespasses,&quot; is true of

both therefore : it is the briefest expression, and

quite sufficient after the previous explication of

the object, especially as he mentions TiapaTrTu-

uara, in which the reality of the condition of

death is perceptible. The article denotes that

the sins are the sins of the &quot; dead &quot; themselves

(MEYER). [Hence our trespasses.]
This statement cannot indeed be referred to

entire humanity ; though it be done for all men,

yet it is only done in Christians ; and that is

what is spoken of here. But it is just as little to

be limited to Jewish Christians (STIER) ; the in

terchange of
7&quot;/,ue?f

and vuelq (vers. 5, 7, 8) springs
from the liveliness of the discourse, the interest

in the readers and the purpose of the Apostle.Kt is of course uot=KatTrep 1 quamvis (CALVIN,

SCHENKEL). [For a making alive could only be

from a state of death, not in spite of it. R.]

Quickened us together with Christ, av-

ve^uoTToii)ffEv T w X p t a T GJ. The construc

tion is clear ;
the dative is governed by the avv

in composition. A fact in the past is clearly de

noted as having taken place upon Christ and

upon us. The meaning is also indicated by the

antithesis or object: the dead He has made
alive ; were these not physically, but spiritually

dead, then a spiritual life is meant. The prepo
sition aiiv does not denote contemporaneousness,
but only fellowship : in the fellowship with the

Risen One God quickened us also: Him hath He
raised from the dead, us from our death, but not

without Him, the Risen One. The verb itself

does not determine any thing more definite re

garding the life; the tense marks only the act of

God as having taken place. Nothing further is

added. Accordingly this fact is to be taken al

together objectively, without a subjective re

ference, altogether generally, without further

qualification, as Col. ii. 12, 13, 20; iii. 1, 3;

Rom. vi. 4-6 ; it is simply : He quickened us to

gether with Christ. THEODORET : KEtpaAr) rjfj.uv 6

avvefipFuuv, an-apx?/ W^v 6 cvufiaaiktvuv TT/V yap

f]fj.-ff)av hdedv-rai tyvaiv. Comp. i. 7, 22, 23.

Though the life of Christ the Risen One is com

pleted, and ours just begun, beginning in the Spi

rit, yet the two stand in an internal connection

(2 Cor. v. 15), the latter, like the former, is the

Father s act, in which the whole, the full life is

implied and granted.

Accordingly it is first of all incorrect to ap

ply aw to the re-animation of the Jews and

Gentiles together (BEZA), or: sicut ad exemplum

(ANSELM, GROTIUS). Then the reference is not

to physical death and the actual resurrection life

(MEYER), or to the forgiveness of sins (RUECK
ERT), or only to the first degree of life, from

which the subsequent ones advance (OLSHAU-
SEN), or to justification and regeneration (Bo-

DEUS) ; nor are the aorists to be justified by re

calling God s prescience (JEROME), or by intro

duced hope (AUGUSTINE, ERASMUS), or by a pro

phetic view, as if it had already taken place,
were as good as certain (MEYER), nor is the fact

of the actual accomplishment of this act of love
in the readers, the Christians to be set aside by
an emphasizing of the objective act in Christ

(HARLESS).*
By grace ye have been saved [^dptrf

ears aeauafievoi]. In lively discourse, with
a direct application to the readers, this is joined
parenthetically to the general, objective fact of

new life in Christ. The emphasis rests on x a ~

f&amp;gt;

IT i, which comes first; it refers to &quot;His great
love,&quot; is God s grace, thus dismissing all thought
of claim and merit on the part of man. The
clause emphasizes the fact of the deliverance
from death into life, from wrath into love. Ye are

(care)! This means more than the simple iau-
OSTE.

[&quot;Ye
have been and are saved,&quot; the per

fect of permanent state, implying that God s

grace abides. R.] Videmus, ut nunquam sibi in

prsedicanda gratix amplitudine satisfaciat ; ideoque
identidem pluribus verbis inculcat, nihil esse in sa
lute nostra, quod non sit Deo Iribuendum certe qui
ingratitudinem hominum rite expendet, non fastidiet
hanc parenthesin quasi supervacaneam (CALVIN). )

It is not interpolated from what follows (Gfio-

TIUS), nor is the grace of Chr ;
.st (BEZA) re

ferred to.

Ver. 6. And raised us up with him and
made us sit with him in the heavenly
places in Christ Jesus [/oat avvf/yeipev

o i $ EV Xp7ra&amp;gt; I^ffoi1

]. After thus spe

cializing, Paul expands what was expressed in cv-

vEC,uonoir)cev. Here the first verb gives promi
nence to the negative side, and the second, with
&quot; in heavenly places,&quot; to the positive side of the

quickening ;
the former marks the disappearance

of the condition of death, the latter the perma
nent participation in what is heavenly. The
liveliness of the discourse causes the introduction

and repetition of /cat, nai; they are not to be ren
dered: both and. &quot;In heavenly places&quot;

(comp. on i. 3) sets forth the antithesis to &quot;the

power of the air
;&quot;

&quot;at His right hand&quot;
(i. 20)

could be predicated only of Christ (BENGEL:

*
[EADIE emphasizes the subjective side :

&quot; The object of ths

Apostle, however, is not merely to affirm that spiritual life

and resurrection have been secured by such a connection
with Jesus, but that having been so provided, they are really
possessed.&quot; This makes the &quot;life&quot; here referred to strictly

spiritual. But a reference to physical resurrection seems to

be involved (ALFORD, ELLICOTT). The aorist. retaining its

proper force, has occasioned some difficulty. While the read

ing iv (B.) is to be rejected, and &quot;in Christ&quot; is not the exact

sense, we must still hold that this thought underlies our
verse. &quot; What God wrought in Christ He wrought ipso facto
in all who are united with Him &quot;

(ELI.ICOTT); not to the ex
clusion of a reference to the actual Quickening in the case
of believers. &quot;When He was raised physically, all His peo
ple were ideally raised in Him; and in consequence of this

connection with Him, they are, through faith, actually
&amp;lt;iuickcned

and raised&quot; (EADIE). Dr. HODGE finds in the last

fact that two other aorists follow a reason for limiting this

verb to the beginning of the work of restoration, and yet
says, ver. 6 : &quot;In its widest sense the life, which in ver. 5 is

said to bo given to us, includes the exaltation expre.-sed in

this verse. It is, therefore, only by way of amplification
that the Apostle, after saying we are made partakers of the
life of Christ, adds that we are raised up and enthroned with
Him in heaven.&quot; If the latter position be correct, the verb
is not to be limited here. R.]
f [

Ku.iroTT : This emphatic mention of (trace (grace, not

works) is to make the readers feel what their own hearts

might otherwise have caused them to doubt, the real and
vital truth, that they have present, and actual fellowship
with Christ in the quickening, yea, and even in the resut-

rectiouary and glorifying power of God.&quot; It.]
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Chrts/n sun iniiini I sri
llfuliu), but &quot;in heavenly

places&quot; of Christians also. &quot; In Christ Jesus,&quot;

following &quot;with Christ&quot; (ver. 5), introduces the

mediation in tin- fellowship with Him: with iM-

Col. ii 1 2, 18 should be compared. [EAUIE takes

&quot;in Clirist Jesus&quot; as qualifying &quot;in the hea-

Venly places,&quot; but this is scarcely allowable.

-R.]
Accordingly, &quot;raised with him,&quot; is not an ad

vance from &quot;quickened&quot; toward &quot;made us sit&quot;

(OLSIIAITSEM) [EADIK], the first two expressions
occur Col. ii. 12, 13 in inverted order. We
should not interpolate spe (GaoTius) or jure et

virtute spirituali (BENGEL), nor are the aorists to

be taken as futures from a prophetic view
(
A-LA-

PIDE), nor should we refer them to summa et uni-

verxa felicitax (KoPi E), or to something spiritual,
which is not yet objectively and really given.

Comp. Col. iii. 1-3; Phil. iii. 20; Rom. vi. 6-10.

Though iv Xptoro Ir/ffov is no(=per et

propter Christum, yet it cannot be denied that

fellowship with Him is indicated (HARLESS), in

accordance with the aw in the verbs.* But it-

may not be affirmed that on account of this

&quot;wonderful union&quot; of the redeemed with the

Redeemer, all the occurrences, through which
the Redeemer passed after His death until His

glorification, are spiritually and morally, hence
in this life, consummated in the converted

(ScHEXKEL). Comp. Doctr. Note 2.

[EAIME also takes the three aorists as refer

ring to what takes place in this life, and as

marking successive steps: &quot;The dead, on being
quickened, do not lie in their

graves.&quot; ELLICOTT
ia very cautious here : &quot;As awe^uonoiriaEv,

though primarily spiritual and present, may
have a physical and future reference, so here

conversely, a present spiritual resurrection and
enthronement may also be attended to,&quot; the pri
mary reference being, as he thinks, to what is

future and objective. ALFORD seems most cor
rect: &quot;God vivified us together with Christ : in
the one act and fact of His resurrection He raised
all His people to spiritual life, and in that to

victory over death, both spiritual and therefore

necessarily physical also. To dispute therefore
whether such an expression as this is past (spi
ritual), or future (physical), is to forget that the
whole includes its parts. The three aorists are

proleptical as regards the actualization in each
man, but equally describe a past and accom
plished act on God s part. The disputes as to
whether these are to be taken as present or fu

ture, actual or potential, literal or spiritual, will

be easily disposed of by those who have appre
hended the truth of the believer s union in and
with Christ.&quot; This last statement finds a

striking confirmation in the fact, that many a
commentator begins by limiting the sense, and
ends by including the entire meaning. R.]

Ver. 7. The purpose. That he might show
forth, Iva ivdei^rirai. The verb stands

unpliatically first. EvfalitvvoOai (Rom. ii. 16
;

ix. 17, 22; 1 Tim. i 16 ; 2 Tim. iv. 14; Tit, ii.

10: iii
) has, like vJe/fof (2 Cor. viii. 24) the

* [The foive of o-ti in the two verbs is brought out in our

readering
l tlii* v.-rs... A nrul.-r v.-rsi.m would |iruhal.ly

!*: &quot;Ami with Mini niis.-.l us up. and made us sit iu the hea
venly places ID Christ Jesus.&quot; R.J

signification of an efficient, active showing, a

making known through communicating, giving,

causing to experience. It is not a mere
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ave-

povv, yvupi^eiv, declarare (OI.SHAUSEN, MKYKII and
others. [EADIE inclines to the singular mean
ing : give a specimen of, which is not in accord
ance with the emphasis resting on the word.

-R.]
In the ages which are to come, iv roZf ai-

tJoi
&quot;riif tttpxofthnif. The plural marks a series,

the word aiuvez, periods of time, stretching over

&quot;generations&quot; (iii. 21), standing over against
&quot;the course (aluv) of this world (ver. 2), not
mere Katpoi, occasions, moments of time

(i. 10);
iTrepxopevoi points to coming periods, i. e., accord

ing to the context, those periods (temporibut in-

stantibus) following eacli other with the fact of

Redemption in the resurrection of .Christ as the

starting-point; lastly the preposition iv marks
these as the spaces of time in which the showing
takes place, in which there is really an advance.
BEXGEL: I lurale, contra unum seculum malum, cui

secula beata superveniunt potvnter. Congruit hsec

locutio menti Pauli de die novissimo non prozime in-

stante. Even in the earliest Epistles there is not

wanting the thought of the long development of

Christianity, whose blossoming in the Apostolic
Church and in the first Christians as first fruits

and representatives, lets us perceive the fulness
of their Lord (1 Thess. iv. 15-17; comp. v. 1 : 2
Thess. i. 7; comp. ii. 3

ff.).
It is neither the

age succeeding the resurrection, the age of the

parousia (Giumus, MEYER), nor alitv pt/ikuv

(HARLESS). [These limitations are rejected by
EADIE, ALFORD and ELLICOTT, HOLHJK who agree
with Braune in referring the phrase to the suc
cessive periods of time between the resurrection
and the Second Advent of Christ. The plural
forbids the limitation to any one age, the present
participle renders any remote future reference

improbable. The Second Advent is rarely alluded
to in this Epistle (ALFORD), though as usual
MEYER finds it here also. R.j
The exceeding riches of his grace, rd

inrepfta.%,% o v n/.nvTO r//f %d p i T of av-
r o i). The neuter form TO TrAo i&amp;gt; 7f is well

established here, as iu iii. 1G, and occurs several
times

(iii. 8; Phil. iv. 19; Col. ii. 2). On vTrep-

jld%?Mv, see notes on i. 19. It denotes, over

against the wrath of God (ver. 3) and the power
of Satan (ver. 2) the triumphant superior power,
hence it is not=rrff&amp;gt;taai&amp;gt;iv (i. 8). Comp. Rom.
v. 20. Evidently as in the case of those realities,
so is the power of this grace efficient, already
imparted. Rom. ix. 23.

In kindness toward us in Christ Jesus

ao\i\. &quot;In kindness&quot; designates the mode of

showing the grace, &quot;the friendly, condescending
kindness &quot;

(HEUBNER), which expressed itself in

Christ s Incarnation and in Himself. TITTMANK

(Syn. I. p. 195) : Est benignitas Dei ad benffacien-
dum hominibus potius parata, quam ad puniendum ;

differt a voee x&P lS &quot; hac enim eerie in N. T. im-

perat notio benevolentite et gratioe, quae nihil merenti-

bus bene facit. It is therefore not here (as TITT-
MANN thinks, p. 142) : ipsum beneficium in nos Dei

benignitate per Jcsum Christum ; it is not x&~
ia/ua, but

x&amp;lt;ipt
is active &quot;in kindness,&quot; the con

descending love scatters out of the fulness of its
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possessions; that is, its &quot;kindness.&quot; [EADIE
says of the four terms here used respecting the

source of salvation : tAfof, aydiri), xaPl$i %prjar6-

TT}, &quot;the first respects our misery; the second

defines the co-essential fdrm of this eAeof ; the

thin! characterizes its free outgoing, and the last

points to its palpable and experienced embodi
ment.&quot; He finds an evident alteration in xa ~

P ft XMOTfow* X/Kirrof. R.]

E0 7//iaf is connected with &quot;in kindness,&quot; as

Xapa EV TTvei uan dylcf) (Roin. xiv. 17) and similar

cases. See WINER, p. 126. This occurs with

anarthrous substantives, which receive further

definition; CTI denotes the object of the kindness,
as Luke vi. 35. The phrase: EV Xpiarti lq-
a o v without roi f or bv~a&amp;lt;; is therefore not to be

referred to r)/zdf. Were it grammatically admis

sible, the thought would not be against it, since

it corresponds with &quot;to us-ward who believe&quot;

(i. 19). As, however, it stands here without any
word to connect it with ?af, it must be taken as

qualifying the verb hdei^ij-ai.* Notanda repe-

titio nominin Christi, quia nihil gratite neque amoris

a Deo sperari vult, nisi ipso intercedente (CALVIN).

Comp. Doctr. Note 2.

The means of the deliverance. Vers. 8-10.

Ver. 8. For by grace have ye been saved
through faith, rfi yap xapiri EOTE a e c-

uautvoi Aid Triarnur. This is a completed,
more closely defined, repetition of the parenthe
tical clause (ver. 5). Tap is connective. Non
IGITUR ait, sed ENIM, quia ab effectu ad causam

concludit (BENGEL): because He in the course of

time brings into manifestation nothing else than

the exceeding riches of His grace. Ye are saved

by grace. T ?) xapiri, not merely %apiTi (ver.

6), to denote the category ;
the article referring

to the grace mentioned in ver. 7, the wealth of

which is so exceeding, marking thus the grace
in question (MEYER). The dative expresses, as

Rom. iii. 24 (aurov xaPtTl dia r^q cnrolvTpu-

crewf), the motive, fVa with the genitive here

states the subjective means,-}- in the passage just
referred to, the objective. Comp. WINER, p.

204 f. The emphasis rests on
&quot;by grace,&quot; which

is placed first, being the causa efficient ; the

causa apprehendens follows, as a modal quali
fication. On the nature of &quot;faith,&quot; see Doctr.

Note 5.

And that not of yourselves: the gift is

Gods [KOU TOVTO ova ef v/u.uv, OEOV TO

*
[It is joined by some to xP1

)

&quot;r
&quot;I

Tt
i Dut this seems a

strange collocation. KLI.ICOTT takes the whole expression as

&quot;a single compound modal clause,&quot;
&quot;

in kindness toward us&quot;

defining accurately the manner in which God displays
&quot; the

riches of His gracX&quot;
while &quot;

in Christ Jesus &quot;

specifies as it

were, the ever-Messed sphere to which its manifestations are

confined, and in which alone its operations are felt. The
same author very properly remarks on DE WETTE S

&quot;melancholy want of appreciation
&quot;

of the repeated mention
of the name of Christ. R.]

t [The variation in the reading does not affect this state

ment, since Jta TT to- re us would mean, through faith,

taken abstractly, while T^S n-io-reois would mean your
faith. As regards the meaning of &quot;grace,&quot; it preserves the

same wide sense as in ver. 5. and is not to be regarded

specially and technically as in the scholastic theology, and
divided into gratiie, firii-re.nirn.i, oper.ms. co-operans ; the first

having for its object homn conrerte.mlus ; the second, linmn

qu.i amrr.rtittir : and the third, lumw cmiversus srd minrtifi-

candus &quot;

( KADIE). The force of the perfect as expressing both

a terminated action and a present state should not be over

looked : Ye have been saved, and ye are actually now in a

Ute of salvation. R.]

6f.&amp;gt;pov~}.
&quot;And that&quot; refers back to the idea of

the preceding verb:
&quot;ye

are saved,&quot; in the
sense of et quidem (PASSOW, sub orrof, 12); and
this in addition I say, or and this, being saved

through faith, comes not out of yourselves. Thus
the value of fiia iriaTsug is put below that of ri)

XapiTc; salvation has not its origin in faith or
the believing one

(oii/c ff V/AUV); he has indeed

only to accept it. Hence there is at once added
to the negative the positive (not parenthetical,

HARLESS) expression: Ot-ov TO fiupov, God s

is the gift, i. e., the salvation; the genitive be-

ing=tK 6env (Phil. iii. 9) or airb 6tov (Phil. i. 29),
and TO 6upov=oupeav (Rom. iii. 24; v. 15, 17),
yr.ttis, as a present of grace.

[The reference to salvation is adopted by
CALVIN, RUECKERT, HARLESS, OLSHAUSEN,
MEYER, DE WETTE, STIER, EADIE, ALFORD, EL-
LICOTT, and every commentator of note since the

days of BENGEL, except HODGE.* Of course on
doctrinal grounds there is no objection to the re
ference to faith, for, as ELLICOTT remarks, &quot;it

may be said that the clause nal TOVTO K. T, 7,. was
suygested by the mention of the subjective me
dium irioTic., which might be thought to imply
some independent action on the part of the sub

ject.&quot;
But since the next verse: &quot;not of

works,&quot; cannot be referred to faith, and an un
necessary parenthesis, creating some confusion
and destroying the obvious parallelism between
ff vuuv and cf Ipyuv, is the result of this view,
it seems far better to accept the other reference.
The gender of TOVTO is not decisive in favor of
this

; but when it stands so near to Tr/orewf, it

does seem strange that it should not be feminine,
were the latter its antecedent. R.]

Ver. 9 takes up the negative side again: not
of works, OVK ef epyuv, used by Paul re

peatedly (Rom. iii. 20; iv. 2 ; xi. 6; Gal. ii. 16;
iii. 2; v. 4 ; Tit. iii. 5). Without the article,
because in this respect there are no saving, me
ritorious works

;
it is God who rescues, and He

is determined thereto by no works or virtues of
men. There is not here, nor should there be,

any thought of the works of the Mosaic law

(BLEEK). Thus the phrase &quot;not of yourselves&quot;
is more closely and sharply defined. Accord

ingly we should not accept a parenthesis from
KOI TOVTO to ef epyuv (GRIESBACH) or KOI TOVTO

TO 6upov (BEZA), or QF.OV TO 6upov (LACHMANN,
HARLESS), nor refer ical TOVTO to dta Trjs TT/CT-

rpwf and then to infer TO TCIOTEVEIV on this account

(FATHERS, ERASMUS and others).
That no man should boast, iva uij m;

K av % tj a q T a t. This is the manifest end
(&amp;lt; va)

of this ordering of grace, established and desired

by God Himself. Comp. 1 Cor. i. 29 ff.; iv. 7;

*
[Dr. HODGE presents four reasons for preferring the refer

ence to faith. 1. &quot;It best suits the design of the passage.&quot;

Grant it, but that is of little weight when the other reference
accords better with grammar and syntax. 2. The other in

terpretation makes the passage tautological.&quot; Paul uses a

great deal of such tautology. 3. &quot;The antithesis between
faith and works is preserved.&quot; But regard for an antithesis
found in the Kpistles to the Oalatians anil Homans should
not outweigh regard for the parallelism of our m\ u |n-^.i-.-.
4. &quot;The analogy of Scripture is in favor of this view.&quot; Very
true, but as it represents elsewhere faith as the gift of God, wi
it represents &amp;lt;

r&amp;lt;-r//i/
/i&amp;gt;r that salvation is the gift of Cod. It

is to be re-retted that so judicious an author had not stated
the difficulties attending his view as well as these arguments
in its favor. R.]
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2 Cor. x. 17 f.; Rom. iii. 27; iv. 2. &quot;Iva is not
i&amp;lt;&amp;gt; In- t.ikim as=uwrre or as imperative (KOPPE).
|

\I\cKsii;nT objects that this is not a worthy
cii l. t luTcl orc i rii is not telic. But it is only
mi- cu 1, and then it implies a great deal more
than the mere stopping of man s boasts. The

implied antithesis is: that God should have the

glory, as ver. 10 indicates. R.]

Ver. 10. For his handiwork are we, i&amp;gt;-

rov yap kaaev Trmi/aa. The genitive stands
first with special emphasis; if there should be

any boasting, He should be boasted of by us, His

work.* Hence the connection by means of yap,
for the reason is given why no one should boast.

Gratia tollit naturam. What we are to understand

by TToirfua, the Apostle sets forth in the follow

ing participial clause belonging to iaiitv:

Created in Christ Jesus for good works.
UriaHevTs^ EV Xpiarij Irfaov, &quot;cre

ated in Christ Jesus,&quot; is like 2 Cor. v. 17: et Tiq

Ei&amp;gt; Xptnrti, Kaiv&amp;gt;i ariat^. Cornp. Gal. vi. 15. The

fellowship with Christ is the mediation condi

tioning the creative efficiency of God. &quot;God s

work &quot;

is a creation in Christ, by means of

which there becomes a &quot;new man&quot; (ver. 15).
j

A double creation is therefore not spoken of, the

physical, that of the protoplast, in &quot;His handi
work&quot; (TERTULUXN, GREGORY NAZ. and others), j

and the spiritual, that of the new birth in &quot;ere-
[

ated,&quot; nor are both creations to be regarded as

united here (PELAGIUS, ERASMUS, MATTHIES,

RUEOKERT), so that we both as Christians and as

men are God s work. Salvation alone is in

question. Thus much only is true, that the ex

pressions respecting the physical first creation
are transferred to this ethical one, which is a
naw birth

(Tit. iii. 5), a real creation (ver. 15;
iv 21, 22).
The preposition k-irl with the dative marks both

the end and the result; Gal. v. 13: CTT eXev-

ttepia eKhijQqre ; 1 Thess. iv. 7 ; 2 Tim. ii. 14;

WINER, p. 3(38. It is not=~&amp;lt;f epya dyatid, hence
not merely the end and aim of salvation

[ HODGE],
(SCHENKEL). [ALFORD: &quot;Just as a tree may be
said to be created for its fruit.&quot; R.j E^t ep-

yoif dyaOolq is in antithesis to ef epyuv, de

noting that those created in Christ Jesus do per
form good works, as &quot;a peculiar people, zealous
of good works&quot; (Tit. ii. 14); such works are

therefore not the cause but the consequence of

being delivered.! Hence we read here not ip-

yoif or ipyoif vouov, but, what is much more sig

nificant, fpyoie dyaffois: good works are per
formed only by the regenerate.
Which God before prepared that we

should walk in thsm, o I
(,- Trpor/Toiua-

a e v 6 Hear, Iva E v a v r o I f TrpinaTTfau~
H e v. .As regards the construction it should first

ba remarked that the difficulty lies in oif and in

*[ALFORD: &quot;The English reader is likely to imagine a
contract between not of wirk.i and for we are His work- I

manship, which can hardly have been in the mind of the

Apmtle.&quot; The word
iroi&amp;gt;j/aa

becomes in Latin and English
piii mn. i&amp;gt;tf.m ; the same notion of poetry being the truest,

j

lii.nh.--t wiirk or creation, is (bund in other languages. R.]

f [

K \niK well sunn up the argument of the Apostle, that

MlvkttOO H not of works: 1. The statement that salvation

is of works involves an anachronism; J. Involves the fallacy
i mistaking the effect for the cause. 3. Even such good
works can have in them no saving merit, tor we are His

j

workmanship. R.]
6

the meaning of the verb TT
(&amp;gt;

:,
// r &amp;lt;&amp;gt; i /ia n e v, which

requires an object in the accusative, as well as
in the reference of the preposition 7iy&amp;gt;o.

The re
lative oif can belong only to epyois dyattoif, and
since irpnerotij.aZ.Eiv cannot be taken as neuter

(BENGEL) and there is no l/uac added, it must be

explained by attraction
( Vulyate, Si/riac, down

to BLEEK); ev avrnif follows, as in John v.

36. [That is, the relative is the object of the

verb, which would be in the accusative (a) were
it not attracted into the case of its antecedent ep-

! yois ayaOotf; so E. V. and the vast majority of
commentators. R.] IlponrntpdZetv (Rom. ix. 23)
is to prepare beforehand, here of things, as irpoo-

pi&iv of persons (i. 11). [See below however.]
The npo totamrem Deo tribuit (BENGEL), implying
that they should be performed. It should be
borne in mind that we do not find : inl Tolf ep-

yoig ayatJuii;, o/f ; the individual good works
are not regarded as prepared before, but on)y
epya dyatid ingeneral. Christians are new-created
for these; they are performed by the Christians
not according to arbitrary choice ; they are de

termined, as by the law, so by the Holy Ghost

(GROTIUS : quasi in mari aliquis et viam prsesigna-
ret et simul ventos darel feren(es) ; they are given,
to them is the Christian directed, equipped
therefor with strength and desire.

God Himself has thus prepared before &quot;

good
works,&quot; and that too with the design, to the end:
&quot; that we should walk in them,&quot; as prepared be
forehand by God, as in the element in which
the Christians walk moves, in which the regene
rate should prove themselves alive. This final

clause is in antithesis to: &quot; lest any man should
boast&quot; (ver. 9). HOFMANN, who (Schriftbeweu,
II. 1, p. 365) rejects rightly the explanations,
ordained before, predisposed in God s counsel,
and accepts the proper conduct of humanity to

God as once for all present in Christ, says ex

cellently in further exposition (ibid. II. 2, p.

294) : Our walk in Him is a walk in them (good
works), so that iv avrolf has the emphasis, and
r/uelq is not missed in the first clause.

Accordingly . if cannot be referred to KnaOev-

ref and explained as masculine: for whom, to

whom He has before ordained (ERASMUS, and
necessarily RUECKERT also). It is altogether im
possible to accept a Hebraism and construct
thus : EV olf Iva TrepnraTr/auiiev irpnijToifiaaEv o tie-

of (BENGEL, KOPPE) ; but npoeTuiud ttv is not=
velle, jubere. Nor should i/uaf be supplied from
the context and the clause rendered : to which,
or: for which He has prepared us before

(
LU

THER, RUECKERT but doubtfully, SCHESKEL).
Nor should the verb be taken as neuter (BEN-
GEL) : for which He has already prepared, so
that nothing is wanting (STIER). Nor should we
say that God has prepared the circumstances for
them (bonos socios, prxccptores, confessionarios,

concionatores, sancla exempla aliaque incitamenta et

occasioned), as do MICHAELIS and OLSHAUSEN,
following Catholic expositors. Nor does rrpo
stand related to &quot;created unto good works,&quot; as

though the preparation of the works preceded
the new creation of the man, and the men were
redeemed for the works and for their sake, and
the walk in good works were the final and su

preme aim of the Divine revelation of grace anJ

saving dealings with man (MEYER, SCUENKEL)
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[The view of Braune is open to serious doubt

in one point alone. The attraction from the ac

cusative is by far the best solution of the gram
matical question. The verb, which is not neu

ter, does not mean &quot;predestinated,&quot; but &quot;pre

pared before.&quot; Comp. Romans, p. 321. That
notion is a fair inference, but does not necessa

rily belong to the word, as even HODGE admits.

It may be allowed too that &quot;good works&quot; with

out the article does not of necessity refer to defi

nite, particular actions, which God has appointed
for the several believers. But the force of npo
is not sufficiently taken into the account in the

view advocated above, while HOFMANN S expla
nation seems to be an attempt to avoid a theolo

gical difficulty rather than a fair exegesis. Tlpoo-

pi^eiv is distinguished from Trpot Tot/id&tv, not by
a difference of objects (as Braune holds, follow

ing HARLESS), but as follows: The end comes
more into view in the former, the means more in

the latter (so FRITZSCHE, LANGE, Romans, p. 320,

EADIE, ELLICOTT). As the temporal relation to

&quot;created&quot; seems to be the only proper reference

in the preposition npo, we should accept this ex

planation: God, before we were created in Christ,
made ready for us a sphere of moral action, a

road, with the intent that we should walk in it,

and not leave it : this sphere, this road, was

&quot;good works&quot; (ELLICOTT). Or yet more defi

nitely, with ALFORU : As trees are created for

fruits which God before prepared that they
should bear them : i. e., defined and assigned to

each tree its own, in form, and flavor, and time

of bearing. So in the course of God s provi
dence, our good works are marked out for and

assigned to each one of us. This does not seem
to be open to the objection that it makes the

works the supreme end of God s saving dealings.
EAUIE: &quot;These good works, though they do

not secure salvation, are by God s eternal pur
pose essentially connected with it, and are not a

mere offshoot accidentally united to it.&quot; R.]
BENGEL says aptly: Ambularemus, non salvaremur

aut viveremus.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. THEOLOGICALLY : God s nature is designated
by:

&quot; who is rich in mercy, for His great love
&quot;

(ver. 4). Precisely as in 1 John iv. 16: &quot;God

is love
&quot;

(comp. my notes, Biblework in loco, p.
146 f.

).
What He will ever more and more

manifest and prove, is &quot; the exceeding riches of
His grace in kindness &quot;

(ver. 7). All salvation
is traced back to

&quot;grace&quot; (vers. 5-8), to &quot;love&quot;

(dydirn] now condescending in its entire fulness

to the deepest misery, the lost condition of sin

ners (xdpic.), in order to help (e/leof) as a master
and to minister (xpr/aToTrfc)

as a servant. How
then can there be room for &quot; wrath ?&quot; 0/*y^

(from bpkyu, allied with reach, rack, stretch,
and bpydu, to swell, to be full) designates first

of all, appetite, emotion, then passion, anger.
God is indeed holy love, hence precisely not an

apathetic personality, not an epicurean natura
divom semota ab rebus nostris sejunctaque longa,
not a pagan or Turkish eiuapuFvn, nor a modern
moral order of the world, or mere &quot;

Providence,&quot;
&quot;

Heaven.&quot; or the philosophical Absolute, or

the common numb Deity. He loves, He must

also be angry with what is unholy, evil
; He has

wrath, not as a man, active et initiative, but pas
sive et consecutive. His wrath is the zeal of love

against corrupting evil, the energy in the con
duct of God against that relation to Him, estab
lished with the fall of the creature from Him;
in the creature s sin God s wrath brings forth
itself (STIER). One thing besides should be
especially considered. By &quot;

we,&quot; described in
ver. 3, the Israelites are meant : precisely these,

though chosen, are called on account of the

apostasy of the human race, &quot;children of wrath.&quot;

Accordingly all, the entire fallen race, are the

object of the wrath of God, even the elect, just
as all are the object of His grace, as even these
have been, who, because they will not let them
selves be saved, are cast away. In mercy and
anger is He the same God, and has before Him
the human race in like manner undivided, in
order to save it as the object of His love. Comp.
FRANK, Theologie der Form. Cone., IV. p. 194 ff.

2. CHRISTOLOGICALLY : The Mediator, in whom
alone the fallen race, now a prey to the corrup
tion of sin, is and can be an object of love to

God, and through whom alone, yet certainly, the

purpose of salvation conceived in Him, is con

summated, is Jesus Christ, the Risen One, who,
as the Sinless One, was not forfeit to death, but
overcame it. The text only indicates this latter

thought; but it distinctly asserts : only in Him
is life, renewal, power, blessedness, without
Him there is none of this (vers. 10, 5-7). In
this entirely unique Person, including in Him
self all that man needs for a renewal well-pleas

ing to God, presenting in His resurrection and
j exaltation, not merely a type, but the dynamic
principle for the elevation of humanity to son-

ship with God in this Person is set forth all

that is specifically Christian in Christianity.
3. HAMARTOLOGICALLY: a) The essence of tin is

disobedience (&quot;sons of disobedience&quot;) to the will

of God, and obedience to the flesh (&quot;doing the
wishes of the flesh and of the thoughts&quot;).

b) The universality of sin. It extends itself

over the whole human race without exception.
Gentiles (vers. 1, 2) and Jews (ver. 3), and

among these (fjiielq TrdvTec.) to those also who like

the Apostle were
&quot;

taught according to the perfect
manner of the law of the fathers, and zealous

toward God &quot;

(Acts xxii. 3) ; for fleshly self-

will and obstinacy mingles itself as a ruling

power, even in the most refined forms, with
human virtue and honorableness.

c) The variety of sin does not condition a va

riety in the extent of guilt. To the Apostle the

heathen world was a wrestling place of demons:
Satan ruled it; there all goes according to his

will
;
and the Apostle calls the Gentiles &quot; sons

of disobedience.&quot; The people of Israel, not

withstanding its theocracy, consists in his esteem
of &quot;children of wrath,&quot; as he designates them
much more sharply. The guilt increases with

the less considerable sins, if the favors received,

which have been despised or neglected, are

greater : so there may be less guilt with greater
sins, and a far greater guilt with sins less great

externally, because there is a greater sinful cor

ruption.

d) The corruption of sin. Although some may
hold for truth in Eph. v. 14 (&quot;Awake thou that
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eleepest and arise from the
(lend&quot;), only

&quot; tlioi

that sleepest,&quot; together with Horn. v. 0: &quot;when

we were yet without, strength,&quot; the phrase
&quot; were

dead&quot; (vors. 1,
&amp;gt;)

here limy not be overlooked.

The Romanists indeed say (Cone. Trid. Seas. VI

cap. 1): liherum tirbitrium miniine eztinctum euxe

viribus licet attenuatuin et inrlinatum, and MOHLEH
speaks only of the sle^p of sin (Symbolik, p. 100)
but Paul says, in accordance with his Lord ii

the parable of him left &quot; half-dead
&quot;

(qiutiavf/

Luke x. 30), that we are dead to what is good,
robbed of the &quot;

life,&quot; which includes strength
and activity in connection with entire satisfac

tion, i. e. happiness, and hence are powerless,
inactive, cramped in our life-movement, troubled,
dissatisfied and unhappy; it is therefore not

merely a feeling of unhappiness, not merely the

corruption of the intellectual, but also of the

moral, in fact of all the powers of life, so that

physical death cannot fail, nor yet the anufaia,
eternal destruction. Indeed the physical life is

so affected, that sin is the heritage of every
ohild of man from birth, it is forfeit to death as

well as to sin.

[EAUIK: &quot;While admitting the scriptural ac

count of the introduction of sin, many have

shaped their views of it from the connection in

which they place it in reference to Divine fore

knowledge, and so have sprung up the Supra-
lapsarian and Sub-lapsarian hypotheses. At

tempts to form a perfect scheme of Theodicy,
or a full vindication of the Divinity, have occu

pied many other minds than that of Leibnitz.

The relation of the race to its Progenitor has
been viewed in various lights, and analogies

physical, political and metaphysical, with theo
ries of Creationism and Traducianism, have
been employed in illustration, from the days of

Augustine and Pelagius to those of Erasmus and

Luther, Calvin and Arminius, Taylor and Presi

dent Edwards. Questions about the origin of

evil, transmission of depravity, imputation of

guilt, federal or representative position on the

part of Adam, and physical and spiritual death
as elements of the curse, have given rise to long
and labored argumentation, because men have
looked at them from very different stand-points,
and have been influenced in their treatment of the

problem by their philosophical conceptions of

the Divine character, the nature of sin, and that

moral freedom and power which belong to re

sponsible humanity. The modus may be and is

among the deep things of God ; but the res is

palpable: for experience confirms the Divine

testimony that we are by nature children of

wrath, per generationem, not per imitationem.&quot;

Comp. the history of the Doctrine, Romans, pp.
191 ff. R.]
These walking dead ones (vers. 2, 3) stand in

the relation of slaves in Satan s kingdom, and so

long as they are without help from above, they
wallow ever deeper and deeper into misery and
death. They have in Satan an apxovTa, &quot;prince,&quot;

who works and rules in opposition to- Christ, the
Head of the Church. He has his personal,
wicked will as ruler, according to which (nard)
unconverted sinners walk

;
he has in the existing

tendencies of the age in the world, urging them
selves as a norm, an assistant of his power,
which surrounds all men, penetrates all, unper-

ceived and unregarded (i$nvoia TOV ae/iof), which
works as a spirit in the sons of disobedience (tw
2). The lusts of the flesh also and its glory, of
the &quot;thoughts,&quot; the selfish thought, are channels
of his influence, of the flow of his spirit into
the children of wrath, to which he is himself
forfeit and to which all are exposed, who do not

permit themselves to be converted and redeemed.
This truth is as startling as it is humbling. In
and with the world-historical progress under
God s gracious guidance Satan as the prince of
darkness carries on his activity to the destruc
tion of men.*

4. ANTHROPOLOGICALLY : Man appears here :

a. As the creature of God (avroi) iroir/fia), in

which however there is but a side reference to

the fact of man s creation. Paul uses this (ver.

10) only as a substratum for his remarks re

specting man s renewal and regeneration in

Christ, holding this truth firmly however, just
here, where man s ruin in sin is spoken of. This
must never be forgotten : Every man, not merely
Adam and Eve, those too who are born, are
God s creatures. Even though the substance is

given, out of which man is begotten and born,
it exists only as the creative inworking of-God.
And although man is to be regarded continually
as the creature of God, this does not exclude the
second causes by means of which God -since the
close of the Hexaemeron continues the work of
creation (see FRANK, Theol., F. c., I. p. 62), so
that the Apostle can say: &quot;by

nature children
of wrath.&quot; There is a two-fold nature, the ori

ginal, created by God, the degenerated, cor

rupted by sin. So far as we are God s work
and creation, is the nature of the body and the
soul in organism and powers, good ; but intruded
sin has corrupted their nature which was in it

self good. This leads to the second point.
b. As a member of his race

(&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;vaei)

and that from
the point of time when his &quot;

nature,&quot; a produc-
on within humanity, begins, hence from his

birth. As respects this he is &quot;flesh,&quot; doing the
wishes of the flesh and of the thoughts, is &quot; dead
n trespasses and sins.&quot; For humanity is a living
whole and in it every individual partakes of the
character of the whole. This permits no one to

be a non-participant in the consequences of the
first sin, and each individual has his natural
share in the corruption thereof. There is how
ever, notwithstanding, in him a capacity for

being converted, redeemed, saved, which dis-

inguishes him from the fallen angels, who do
not possess this, and also from lapis or truncus,

negatively, in that he holds himself not passively,
but aggressively against God, and positively, in

that he has been created by God for renewal in

Christ, and has from the creation on such an

iptitudo (see FRANK, p. 140 ff.). To his doings
*
[In our section, immediately following i. 2 2, 23, the worM

s marked in distinct and telling contrast to the -Church.
The Church has its head e^aA&amp;gt;j ;

the world has it*

apx&amp;lt;ov.
That Head is a man, allied by blood to the commu-

ity over which He presides; that other prince is an unem-
odied spirit an alien as well ax a usurper. The one so
lesses the church, that it becomes His fulness, the other
heds darkness and distress all around him. The one has
lis Spirit dwelling in the church, leading it to holiness; the

&amp;gt;ther, himself the darkest, most malignant, and unlovely
jeitig in the universe, exercises a subtle and debasing iiiflu-

nce over the minds of his vassals, who are children of dis-

Dedi. iic... Matt. xiii. :58; John viii. 44; Acts xxvi. 18;
Cor. iv. 4.&quot; EADIE. R.j
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and his character there belongs however no ac

tivity or relation to the salvation given in Christ,

although he can and will have a consciousness

the Divine testimony. Salvation hy grace is not

arbitrarily attached to faith by the mere sove

reign dictate of the Most High, for man s will-

f his unhappiness as a &quot;child of wrath,&quot; and
j

ing acceptance of salvation is essential to his

has accordingly a certain knowledge (obscura
&amp;lt; possession of it, and the operation of faith is

scintilLula ejux notitia quid sit Deus), or a memoriter just the sinner s appreciation of the Divine

knowledge of God and a longing for the removal ! mercy, and his acquiescence in the goodness and
of his need, and hence too will try in his conduct ! wisdom of the plan of recovery, followed by a
and plans many a way to help himself, without cordial appropriation of its needed and adapted
ever finding the right way and the effective

j
blessings, or, as Augustine tersely and quaintly

means. He will rather be deceived by the lusts
[ phrases it Qui creavit te sine te, non salvabit te

ind be oftener and more powerfully moved by
j

sine te. Justification by faith alone is simply
the wills of his flesh and of his selfish thought
under the evil influences of his surroundings.

c. As a child of his age (&quot; according to the course

of this world&quot;)
and his nation, breathing in the

atmosphere of his time and his tribe, determined
and swept on by the stream of the present, to

which he belongs.
d. As member of a rid, in which outside the

pardon enjoyed on the condition of taking it.&quot;

EAIME. R.]
e) The course of salvation, according to vers.

&quot;quickened together with Christ,&quot;

&quot;and raised us up with Him and made us sit

with Him&quot; &quot;in Christ,&quot; as well as ver. 10:
&quot; created in Christ Jesus,&quot; is to be thus under
stood: that the salvation, given personally and

Divine power the power of the kingdom of dark- i actually in Christ, begins in man with a reviving,
ness secretly, noiselessly exercises its force all

j

which is a &quot;dying to sin&quot; (Rom. vi. 1
f.), be-

about and in the individual men, who are un-
j
ginning first of all in the individual and having

believing and unconverted. Man has an indi- hirn first its growth and development, but

vidual, moral, national position, but stands re- then extending itself over whole races and un-

lated also to the cosmical power of the evil one . folding itself ever more gloriously in them, not

as well as to the eternal power of God working indeed as a natural life left to itself, but as con-

above and within the world. tinually evoked and furthered by the supernatu-
5. SOTERIOLOGICALLY : a) The essence of sal- ral grace in its riches (ver. 7), always in Christ,

vation
(&quot;ye

have been and are
saved&quot;)

out of out from Christ, never awny from Christ, beyond
the condition of death, wrought and strengthened

by sin, is &quot;life :&quot; hence &quot;quickened together&quot;

(ver. 5). Life is a gift, a gratuity of grace

(rfwoov, ver. 8), but not so complete at once, that

it. only needs to be offered and taken into posses
sion

;
it is a new creation (ver. 10), a creative

renewal. Salvation is also conceived of as de-

Christ, but on toward and up to Him.
6. ETHICALLY: a. The worth of morality trans

cends all intellectual power. If ever a people
was great in the latter respect, it was the Greeks,
and yet to them applies what is said in vers. 1,

2: despite all science and art, despite all pro
gress in the department of human mental culture

liverance from the power and dominion of this and the earthly life, so that they have been for

world and its prince, as exaltation and redemp- |

centuries the masters of the lending civilized na
tion into the kingdom of God ; hence &quot; raised ! tions, they have fallen and persisted in moral
us up with Him, and made us sit with Him in

heavenly places.&quot;

b) The cause of salvation is God, who quickens,
raises and exalts, and especially His grace (vers.

5, 8). Comp. 1. This salvation is so little a

life developing itself out of the natural charac

ter, that it is called a
&quot;gift

of God,&quot; which is

only to be received.

c
)
The Mediator is Christ. See 2.

d) The condition is faith: &quot;through faith.&quot;

The context shows that the object of faith is the

Person of Christ (vers. 5, 6, 7, 10), in whom

corruption.
b. The nature of morality is &quot;good works,&quot;

which God prepared before; they have been

given since the beginning of the creation: in the

written law the unwritten laws have been ren

dered, fixed and secured against alteration. The
new creation iu Christ has resumed and conti

nued the first, not obsolete creation, not however
as supplementing a defective one, but as renew

ing one disfigure J and destroyed in man. God s

dealings ordered from the beginning by Him are

alone spoken of.

God and God s grace are known and grasped,
[

c. The basis of morality, which is the proper

grasped and known. The nature of faith is evi- bearing of man towards the will of God, rests in

dently thus defined, that it is no work, since in the proper relation of man to God, into which he

this salvation works are denied as antecedent 1

(&quot;not of works,&quot; ver. 9), and good works are

designated only as subsequent thereto (ver. 10),
but also, that it does not spring of itself on the

s transferred as a new creature in Christ. Since

this is brought to pass through faith, faith itself

is the basis of true Christian morality. From
what is said respecting the people of Israel, it is

soil of our heart or spirit, since salvation comes
j

manifest that even the law of God and many
&quot;not of yourselves :&quot; faith is not from the natu- other salutary institutions can be in force, with

out, helping or furthering this, if faith be lack

ing. But works cannot and may not be lacking
itself must be conceived of as an accepting ac- to faith, if it is genuine: they are essential in

tivity, an ethical act, or an ethical course of
j

the life of faith; even though not necessary for

action, having its corresponding development, j

the sake of justification and to the aitainment of

ral man. But since salvation is the impartation
of life, and that too in creative manner, faith

Still nothing further is predicated on this point.

[&quot;It
is the uniform doctrine of the New Testa-

eternal life, they are still necessary proofs of

faith, and necessary on account of the mandatiim,

ment, that no man is saved against his will; and
j

ordinalio et voluntas Dei. Since good works are

hid desire to be saved is proved by his belief of
|

not created by God, but Christians created for
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them, iiiul sine-.- Christians should perform them

of tlirir own free will under the impulse of the

Spirit, fa i tli inii^i be tlie basis for these, the -amr

fiiitli bv nie;ius of \vhicli the man becomes a new
man. [_Tlie (Jospel says &quot;Live a;id do this,&quot; not

&quot;Do tliis iin*l live,&quot; and the old maxim: bona

opera non
}&amp;gt;r:i

&amp;lt;-nlunt jnxtitirundum, sed sequuntur

justificatum, is here ugairi proven Scriptural, as

experience proves it the only possible order.

I ll*- many battles on this point, the ever-recur

ring tendency in theology and in the heart of the

Christian, to mix, confuse, contrast and oppose
faith and works, find in the plain, pellucid state

ment of the Apostle their proper rebuke. Alas,

such simple words have too often been tortured

by expositors to support their theories.* R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Despite the amiable qualities and social virtues

in the character, lovely mental gifts in the life

of those who are not born of God, not born of

His Spirit ; they are still walking dead men,
dead in the living body, in which the outer man
is nobly upheld while the inward man perishes

day by day. Through trespasses and sins,

through many, but little sins, little meannesses,

trifling impurities, petty jealousies, which creep
in secretly, lightly, unnoticed, and work so suc

cessfully for the death of man s soul, it occurs

that one otherwise honorable can be inwardly
more corrupt, more thoroughly ruined, than one

who has committed some great crime. Among
the twelve disciples of Jesus, one was Judas the

traitor! Consider the experience of all Chris

tians : only after conversion do they perceive the

abomination of sin, its origin and its end,

destruction. Here can man only reflect. Most
men appear well, but if they had at one time the

thoughts and feelings which so often steal in

upon them, in externally manifest and accom

plished deeds before their eyes, their body would
seem to them like a shroud, and their heart like

a corpse, of a beloved one indeed, yet full of

stench. The spirit of the age of this world is

never a good spirit. It does indeed occasionally

appear to be so here and there, as in the time of

the Reformation. This was born of God s Spirit
and Word, and yet it was furthered by carnal

hostility to the Pope, evil desires after the eccle

siastical possessions, after the treasures of the

monasteries ; godless movements against godless

oppression ;
if God the Lord had not helped it

by special events and circumstances, it would
have been repressed or polluted by the spirit
of the age ! In evil there is system, progress,

growth, development : a prince too and rulers,

spirit and law ; evil, darkness is a kingdom also,

and at its head is a prince, the chief of the de

vils ; from frivolous, temperate sinners to pre
meditated villains, and from sinful men to fallen

angels, and among these there is gradation and

connection, a kingdom, without peace and happi
ness, it is true.

[As a specimen of the mode by which tinman inferences

and hypotheses can lie added to Scripture to pervert it, take
the declaration of the Council of Trent. Sett. VI. ,vi/i. lii:

&quot;The Lord s piodness toall men is so ^rcut that He will have
the things which are His own gifts to be their merits

&quot;

ul tnrumvelit exse mcrita quxiunt ipsiiu doni (from EADIE).

Selfishness is a destructive pervading disease
of one s own Ego, which dies of it. To live for
self and only for self is a poor, pitiable life.

What kind of a wife is that who will not live for
her husband * what kind of a man is he who will

not live for his calling ? what kind of a human
being is that who will not live for his God, but

only for his lusts, capable of no sacrifice, except
petty alms if he is rich

; noble before men, before
God a tatter, honored before rnen and yet the object
of Divine wrath and of His sentence to perdition ?

It is a sad contradiction among men, that they
speak of the &quot;dear God&quot; [the common German
phrase: der Hebe Gott] and say, He is love,
while no one is to them more uncomfortable and
obnoxious than the Church, which makes this a
matter of earnest, preaching of the love of the
Father in Christ the Crucified and Risen One ;

they are tolerant toward sins in themselves and
others, aye, toward vile sins, fornication, sui

cide, if there is any respectability about it, but
tolerant toward the living and active members
of the church they are certainly riot, that is im

possible for them. What then do they think of

the love of God? You may as little undervalue
faith as the rudder, however small it is in a large
ship. All labor in the rigging, in the masts and
sails, at stem or stern, helps nothing even in the
best of weather, much less in swell and storm, if

the rudder is not in order and rightly used; so

without faith you toss about in life, aimless,

helpless, hopeless. God did not first make the

members and then out of them the body ; man
was at once entire. So too man is not born

piecemeal, though small and weak, he is yet an
entire human being. It is so with the new birth

also. Conversion affects the whole man, is how
ever only the first step, not perfection, is a be

ginning pointing and impelling toward advance
and completion.
LUTHER : That for which each thing is cre

ated, it does without law and compulsion. The
sun shines by nature, unbidden ; the pear-tree
bears of itself, voluntarily ; three and seven

ought not to be ten, they are ten already. There
is no need that one should say to God, He should
do good, for He does all the time willingly and

gladly of Himself. So too one should not com
mand the righteous man, that he should do good
works, for he does it without this, without com
mand and compulsion, because he is a new
creature and a good tree. He should not be
driven thereto, if his faith be not fancied and

feigned.
STABKE : He who does not walk in God s way,

following the guiding star of God s will, gets
other blind guides, and is induced to cut such

capers, that he is plunged into extreme corrup
tion. The saints are free confessors of their

sins, having no desire for hypocrisy to justify
themselves. All men are equally corrupted by
original sin, although the corruption breaks out
in various ways. Evil lust is the root of all sins,
even of sin itself. Reason is a glorious gift of

God, as the deprival of the same, madness, is a

great misery and judgment. But it is much
weakened and darkened through the fall, and
hence inclined to many errors and prejudices,
permitting itself to be abused. Art thou poor in

soul, here thou mayest find an inexhaustible
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treasure of God s mercy, making us rich in Him.
Our salvation comes from God s compassionate

love alone. We are really quickened in Christ,

by Christ and with Christ. Therefore we have
a real not a fancied life, and there is as great a

difference between a natural and a regenerated
man as between those physically dead and alive.

Believers not only become blessed in the fu

ture, but they are really blessed, although their

blessedness is still imperfect. Without grace no

one can believe, and without believing no one

can partake of grace. We are God s work as re

gards creation ; but if we do not become so as

regards sanctification and the application of re

demption, we remain outside the fellowship with

God. Regeneration is a real creation and the

source of all spiritual life.

RIEGER: Living men cannot exactly under
stand that they are to regard themselves as dead

through trespasses and sins. Weak they prefer

admitting as applicable to them; and indeed the

word of God does occasionally describe us as

weak, as sick. But the Spirit of God does not

mean this, as men gladly explain it. They con

fess themselves weak with the persuasion that

they can make themselves better and become

strong by self-improvement. The word of God,

however, means a weakness, in which self-help is

no longer possible, where the hope of recovery
rests solely on the presence and power of the

physician. As certainly as the body without the

soul is dead, so certainly is the soul without the

Spirit dead. The walk and the occupation with

which man commonly conceals this death, do not

make the harm less, but rather the more dange
rous. That the time, the existing course of the

world, the principles, opinions and habits arising
therein, can operate largely in man, bearing him
into much which he would not reach by himself,

making his exit and freedom very difficult,

should a longing for something better actually
arise within him ;

this is quite readily perceived.
But that a prince, a ruler of darkness, an expert

power, extending as far as the air and clouds,
lurks therein, that we do not know of ourselves,
nor do we want to believe it, though it is proven
by the word of God. The devil himself has the

best interest in the fact that so little of his busi

ness is suspected among the dealings of men.
At first flesh and Reason can be for a while in

conflict. Reason accuses the lusts of the flesh

of being vile and unbecoming to man
;
but there

is no power to free itself from them
; and the

flesh reproaches the reason with this inability
and the consequent falsity of its assumed virtues,

and so the two prefer to make peace with each

other. The reason is reconciled with the flesh,

helps to justify and excuse its lusts, paints a

better external appearance for them, while the

flesh for the sake of the praise occasionally
crawls into a form not too coarse. What will

God yet do in future ages, that the riches of the

grace of Christ may be yet more confidently

proven, more gladly believed, and more uninter

ruptedly enjoyed !

PASSAVANT: Our whole nature desires life,

life is our thirst, we hate death ! So often and
BO long as we trespass against the law of our con

science or God s law, is all holiness and right
eousness dead within us; there lives then no love

of God, no Spirit of the Lord, no joy in Him, no

heavenly peace, no Divine life in us, that is, no
real life. If God s breath does not breathe afresh

upon us with the power of the Divine nature,
then education however careful, culture however
refined, is mere patchwork and tinsel, no pure
truth, no pure power from God, no new birth, no

heavenly life. We can learn from the reports of
the gospel messengers, in what forms, in what
follies and enormities the kingdom of superstition
and unbelief has down to our days, multiplied and
established itself. Every recollection of the holy
and eternal, every trace, every presage of the
unknown God in the human soul, has been de

graded and distorted into the silliest and most
infamous fictions and lies, into the most misera
ble and sinful abortions of idolatrous forms and

worship. Notice the language of Scripture.
One and the same word in the text signifies un
belief and disobedience, for both these poisonous
plants proceed from one and the same bitter root
of the heart. You do not look with pleasure on
Him, whom you will not obey ; you do not keep
Him in mind, nor inquire after Him. Is thy
obedience poor, then thy faith is not earnest; is

thy faith not vital and genuine, then there is no

child-like, earnest obedience.

HEUBNER: Those are dead, who have died to

all that is good and godly, in whom the spirit is

benumbed and the flesh alone is active. There
are grades of death as well as of life. Spiritual
death manifests itself in the entire lack of know
ledge respecting spiritual things, of desire, love,

power for good ;
all taste for the Divine, all

longing for God is wanting. This death is the

result of sin. Christianity found the world dead
and reanimated it. To be without God, without

Christ, is death. The first stirring of life is

anxiety about ourselves, the consciousness of

misery and sin. Fearful is the power, which
the course, the spirit of the world, maintains
over man. It distorts all his ideas. We must

agree with it, if we would have peace, honor, re

spect and power; those who oppose it, are re

garded with wrath. The origin of this spirit is

in the prince of darkness. He who stands out

side of Christ, stands in fellowship with Satan;
for he thinks and lives in accordance with the

maxims of the evil spirit. &quot;Prince of the power
of the air!&quot; This description is apt, because
the evil spirit is not a visible member of human

society, and yet is about us, in our circle, in the

sublunary world. Satan was therefore the

ruling power in heathenism, and accordingly
this cannot be regarded as a healthful and nor

mal development of religion. His influence still

continues. To deny this activity of Satan is to

bring water to his mill. The bodily resurrection

of Christ has as a consequence a spiritual resur

rection of men. It is contrary to the proud
consciousness of man, to live by the grace of

God, and yet he cannot live by any thing else

n grace. All is of grace : that we may hear

the gospel, God opens our understanding, and
makes our hearts willing to believe. What would
have occurred had Christ not come ? Socrates,

Plato, Pythagoras appeared 4-500 years before

Him what had they helped the world ? He who
thinks that others would have come after them,
who would have helped, will wait in vain for-
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ever. On the one aide Paul excludes works, on

the other he requires them.

SI-IK ic -(Jod not only raised Him from the

l.M l. Inn the dead in Him. The air which ex-

li.-iles II-MIII earth the old villain who hides therein

an 1 uses it, thoroughly knows how to turn and

pour in opposition to the gales from heaven.

M-TCII removes misery and death, Love appears in-

st MI| of wrath, blessing, delivering, saving.
First life, the new creature, then we may speak
of walk and good works. Life, as just begun, is

nut complete, does not stand still, but grows, de

velops, forms and employs itself. It proceeds
from the Risen One continually as the Spirit of

sanctification.

Si tiROKON : Spiritual quickening : Jairus daugh
ter, the young man at Nain, Lazarus, 1) Illus

trations of the different circumstances in which
those who are really dead are to be found; 2)
Illustrations of the various means of grace through
which they are quickened by the power of the

same Spirit; 3) Illustrations of experiences

through which those who have been made alive

pass after their quickening.
I. \ M; IIKI N : The glorification of Christ, the

glorification of Redeemed ones: 1) God has

quickened us together with Him, 2) raised us

together with Him, 3) transferred us into hea

venly places in Him. Gesetz und Zeuyniss : Bow
thy knees and rejoice over the great gracious

plan of God : 1) that we fully survey it in Christ,

2) that each of us has his place in it, 3) that it

has become actual in many respects through the

word and faith and in the Holy Ghost.

[ScBENKEL: Sin a fountain of death in appa
rent life. The kingdom of Satan in its dreadful-

ness and nothingness. The blessedness of the

Christian : 1) It has a firm basis, that of grace;
2) It leads them to a certain way, that of faith.

Our hope that in the course of ages God will ma- I

nifest Himself yet more gloriously by means of
|

the grace and truth made known in Christ,
j

&quot; Faith opens our eyes, ears, mind and heart; i

giving us (1) the heavenly desire, (2) the Divine i

knowledge, (3) the Divine taste, (4) the truth of
i

life&quot; (from PASSAVANT). R.]

[EADIE: Ver. 1. The epithet &quot;dead&quot; here)

implies: 1. Previous life; 2. Insensibility; 3.

Inability. lie cannot because he will noi, imd
therefore he is justly responsible. Ver. 2. They
did not pursue indulgeneo fashionable at a for

mer epoch, but now obsolete and forgotten.
Theirs were not the idolatries and impurities of

other centuries. No ; they lived as the age on
all sides of them lived in its popular and uni
versal errors and delusions ; they walked in en
tire conformity to the reigning sins of the times.

Ver. 3. Si Deus non irascitur impiis et injustis,
nee piot justosque diligit (LACTANTIUS). Ver. 4.

Though mercy has been expended by God for six

milleniums, and myriads of myriads have been

partakers of it, it is still an unexhausted mine of
wealth. The love is great a great God is its

possessor and great sinners are its objects.
Ver. 5. Life may be feeble at first, but the sin

cere milk of the word is imbibed and the ex

pected maturity is at length reached. Its first

moment may not indeed be registered in the con

sciousness, as it may be awakened within us by
a varying process. Ver. 6. The quickened soul
is not merely made aware that in Christ, as con

taining it and all similar souls, it is enlivened,
and raised, and elevated, but along with this it

enjoys individually a conscious life, resurrection
and session with Jesus. Ver. 7. All the grace in

this kindness shown in the first century is a les

son even to the nineteenth century. What God
did then, He can do now and will do now; and
one reason why He did it then was, to teach the
men of the present age His ability and desire to

repeat in them the same blessed process of salva

tion and life. Ver. 8. Look at salvation in its

origin it is
&quot;by grace;&quot; in its reception it is

&quot;through faith;&quot; in its manner of conferment
it is a

&quot;gift.&quot;
Ver. 9. If man be guilty, and

being unable to win a pardon, simply receives it;

if, being dead, he gets life only as a Divine en

dowment; if favor, and nothing hut favor, has

originated his safety, and the only possible act

on his part be that of reception ;
if what he has

be but a gift to him in his weak and meritless

state then surely nothing can be further from
him than boasting, for he will glorify God for

all.-R.]

2. Extolling comparison of their previous and their present condition.

CHAI-. II. 11-22.

11 Wherefore remember, that ye being in time past Gentiles, [that once 1

ye, Gen
tiles] in the flesh, who are called [the] Uncircumcision by that which is called the

12 [
r by the so-called] Circumcision in the flesh made [wrought] by hands

;
That at

that time* ye were [ye were at that time] without Christ, being aliens [alienated]
from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the covenants of [the] pro-

13 raise, having no hope, and without God in the world : But now. in Christ Jesus, ye
who sometime [once] were far off are made [were brought]

8

nigh by [in] the

14 blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who hath [omit hath] made both one, and
hath broken down the middle wall of partition between us [and broke down the
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15 middle wall of the partition,] ; Having abolished [or done away]
4
in his flesh the

enmity, even the law of [the] commandments contained [expressed] in ordinances ;

for to make in himself of twain [that he might create the two in himself 5

into] one
16 new man, so making peace ;

And that he might reconcile both [And might recon

cile them both]
6 unto God in one body by [in one body to God through] the cross,

17 having slain the enmity thereby [on it] : And [he] came and preached peace to

you which [who] were afar off, and [peace]
7 to them that [those who] were nigh.

18 For through him we both have [our]
8 access by [in] one Spirit unto the Father.

19 Now therefore [So then] ye are no more [longer] strangers and foreigners [sojourn-

ers], but [ye are]
s
fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the household of God

;

20 And are built [Built up] upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus

21 Christ [Christ Jesus]
10 himself being the chief corner stone; In whom all the

building
11

fitly framed together groweth [is growing] unto a holy temple in the

22 Lord : In whom ye also are [being] builded together for a habitation of God
through [in] the Spirit.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 11. [X.

3 D.3 K. L., and a number of versions and fathers support the order of the Rec. (u^ei? n-ore), which Braune
ms to prefer, but Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer and English editors accept the reading of X. 1 A. B. D. (IT o T e v

fi.
e T s).

se from a regard for euphony in all probability. The pointing a
l&quot;]&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;-&amp;lt;l

.il.nve accepts ra ISi/rj ei&amp;gt; trapxi in

simple apposition to v^els. a view strengthened by the correct reading (see Kllioott). The usage respecting the article in

English differs from that in tireek, as the alterations in this verse indicate. R.]
* Ver. 12 [The Rec. inserts iv before

r&amp;lt;? caip&amp;lt;u, with D.3 K. L., and some versions, but it is omitted in X. A. B. D.

F., by most fathers; rejected by nearly all modern editors (Hodge retains it without remark) as an explanatory gloss, the

preposition being more usual and perhaps more correct in such cases. The same gloss occurs in the Rec. again (iii. 5). R.]
3 Ver. 13. [The flee, reads eyyiis eyeifr/9-iiTt, on the authority of D. F. K. L., Greek fathers; accepted by Meyer,

Ellicott and others, on the ground of the contrast with paicpdv. Lachmann, Alford, Braune. and others accept the order of

X A. B., versions, which is quite as well supported. On the emendations see Exeg. Notes. R.]
* Ver. lo. [As Braune adopts the construction favored by the E. V., only verbal changes have been made in the first

half of this verse. But it is doubtful whether this is correct. The other prominent opinions require the following render

ings: Broke down the middle wall of the partition to wit, the enmity in His flesh, having made void the law of tho

commandments expressed in decrees&quot; (Ellicott). This joins e x & P a v in apposition to necroroixov. and tv TJJ crapxl
a v T o v to Aiio-a?. The other view, that of Meyer, De Wette, Hodge (and preferred in the additional notes), accepts the

apposition, but joins in His flesh&quot; to &quot;abolished:&quot; &quot;Broke down the middle wall of partition, to wit, the enmity, having
in His flesh done away the law,&quot; etc. In any case we ought to put a comma instead of a colon at the close of ver. 14. R.]

5 Ver. 15. [The Rec., X. 3 D- K. L., most cursives and fathers read : eaimo, accepted by Meyer and most commentators.

X.lA.B. F., 10 mss.: avTip, accepted by Lachmann, Alford. The authorities are about equally divided, the latter being the

more difficult reading, too difficult in fact, since the pronoun must be referred to Christ, and that would be intolerably harsh

with this reading. Besides the Greek e might easily be dropped, either from the interchange of forms, or after tv, as Meyer
suggests. The E. V. is very unfortunate in the structure of its clauses here, making two co-ordinate final clauses differ as

widely as possible in form. R.]
e ver. 16. [We may render here: both of us with equal correctness. Reconcile again may be the true meaning, but I

hesitate in adopting it. In one body is to be closely connected with both. To instead of
untj&amp;gt;

(E. V.) for the simple dative.

77wou&amp;lt;/ftbest expresses the sense of Sid. On it is more exact than thereby, the reference being to the cross. We might put
a period at the close of this verse, but the insertion of the subject in verse 17, indicates the want of close connection.

R.J
7 Ver. 17. X. A. B. D. E. F. G. and others : tipjjxrji rol&amp;lt;; e y y v s. The emphatic repetition is well attested, and

an omission by tlie transcribers is more probable than an insertion. [So all modern editors and commentators, even the

most conservative as regards the Ri i fpta. R.]
8 Ver. 18. [The article here is almost equivalent to the possessive. The E. V. again renders iv, by. R.]
8 Ver. 19. [The Rvc. omits tore, with D.a K. L., versions and fathers; but it was probably deemed superfluous, instead

of emphatic ; it is found in X- B. (both d\\d cure), A. C. D.l K., accepted by modern editors. R.]
10 Ver. 20. [The Rec. reads I ij &amp;lt;r o Xpio-roO on the authority of C. D. E. F. G. K. L.. several versions and a num

ber of fathers; accepted by Scholz, De Wette, Meyer, Ellicott. X. 2 A. B., the Vulgate and other versions, some fathers,

support the order: X p i a r o ITJCT-OU; adopted by Tischendorf, Lachmann, Alford and others. X 1
;&amp;gt;

&quot;il.v
TOV Xpio-Tou,

which Braune seems to favor. On the whole the order of the Rec. should be given up R.]
11 Ver. 21. [The Rec. inserts ^ between TT i a a and oiKo&ow (X.2 A. C., some cursives), but it is omitted in X-1 B. D. E.

F. G. K. L., most cursives, and is rejected by nearly all modern editors. The briefer reading is difficult, and the change
was an easy way of avoiding it, just as following the Rec. now-a-days saves a little trouble to the commentator. R.]

Ver. 11. Wherefore remember. A t 6,

&quot;wherefore,&quot; refers, like i. 15: dia TOVTO, to

the preceding section (STIER, BLEEK), since the

object of &quot;remember&quot; is their previous quite
as well as their present condition, or the &quot; cre

ating&quot; of those who were &quot;dead.&quot; Talisrecor-

datio gratum animum acuit et fidem roborat (BEN-
GEL), taking into view not merely the obtained

riches, but also the poverty and misery from
which they were released. The reference to

vers. 5-10 (MEYER) is not correct, since ver. 5

resumes the object, of vers. 1-3, and ver. 4 con

tains the subject, nor that to the last thought

only (CHRYSOSTOM), since this sums up the

whole. [ELLICOTT suggests the reference &quot;to

the declaratory portion of the foregoing para

graph, vers 1-7; vers. 8-10 being an argumen
tative and explanatory addition. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Detailed description of their previous condition.

Vers. 11, 12.*

*
[Dr. Hodge gives the following analysis of this para

graph : I. Their former relation,!. To the Church as for

eigners and aliens. 2. To God as those who were far off,

without any saving knowledge of Him, or interest in His

promise vers. 11, 12. II. The means by which this aliena

tion from God and the Church has been removed, viz., by the

blood of Christ. 1. Satisfying the demands of justice it

secured reconciliation with God. 2. Abolishing the law in

the form of Mosaic institutions, it removed the wall of par
tition between the Jews and Gentiles both are united in one

body and reconciled to God vers. 13-18. III. The Ephe-
sians are therefore united with God and His people. 1. They
are represented as fellow-citizens of the saints. 2. They are

members of the family of God. 3. They are constituent

portions of that temple in which God dwells by His Spirit

yers. 19-22. R.]
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That once ye. Gentiles in the flesh, or&amp;lt;

! pelf
-

&amp;lt;i T t:
\_-

or f i it e. I c
]

r a t v r/ iv

a npKi. (See Textual Note ,f The f/re (ver.

12), introduced by the resumptive brf after the

apposition, belongs here, so that it need not be

supplied.
&quot; Ye &quot; means those who are now

Christians (aeauauevot), and that they have been
&quot; (Jcntiles in the flesh

&quot;

is marked by nori. Ac

cordingly rd e6v7j kv a a p K i is a predicatory

appositional phrase. The article marks the de

signation as one well-known, the substantive,

which in itself has no dishonorable meaning,

being used with a reference to D&quot;U, and thus

with the additional notion of a fault. Accord

ingly, Paul adds,
&quot; in the flesh.&quot; This is not

Kara adpua (vi. 5; Rom. ix. 3, 5 ; 1 Cor. x. 18),
which denotes a relation, while here a status is

spoken of, one which has been, but is no longer

existing (irore). Joined without the article it

forms with &quot;Gentiles&quot; one conception: Goim
in the flesh, denoting what is external : Ye
former hentiien in the flesh, in the natural con

dition, uticircumoised, without a sign of the

covenant, not even externally, in the flesh, en

dowed with the known sign of the people of God.

[Sd/jj is taken in this its simple meaning by
nearly all later commentators (MKYER, ELLICOTT,
ALFOHU, HODGE, E.VDIE, for the very good reason

that the context plainly points to it, especially
iv aapd just below. Braune s view of the con
struction is also the usual one. R.] Otherwise

we must take ru Wvrj without any reference to

heathenism nnd the therewith connected defi

ciencies, as the nations excepting Israel, and find

its quality denoted in the added phrase, as de

signating what was defective in them. BENGEL :

hoc considerate Paulus conjungit cum GENTES
; nam

Ju isei gentcs simplicitfr diccbunt prseputium, non

prseputium in carne Gentiles, not Gentiles in the

flesh. Hence it is incorrect to take kv aapni= natalibus, origins carnati (GROTius) ; for this

they would continue to be. Nor does it designate
the carnal mind, the unholy life (AMBROSE, AN-
SKI..M, CALOVIUS), nor has it a typical reference

(SxiEii) for which Heb. vii. 16
;

ix. 10, give no
occasion.

Who are called the Uncircumcision by
that which is called [the so called] Cir
cumcision in the flesh wrought by hands
[ot A,ey6uevoi di\po fivarla VTTO rfjc. Aeyo/zt-
VTJC, 7TplTOUijf iv (TapKl X e IpOITO I

i)
T O V. ].

AKpoj3var ia,
&quot;

uncircumcision,&quot; is evidently in

apposition to &quot;Gemiles in the flesh,&quot; andot At-

y6uvot, already prepared for by rd before

idvr/, is placed first for emphasis. The nations
are called &quot;Uncircumcision&quot; on account of

heathenism, the absence of the sign of the cove
nant in the flesh. The abstract noun, denoting
here the essential point, is here a name also

;

hence it stands for the concrete = the uncircum-
cised. Col. iii. 11; Gal. ii. 7; 1 Cor. vii. 19,
and IT ep tr our/ = the circumcised. In the

phrase
&quot; who are called the Uncircumcision,&quot;

the fact that they were (LUTHER) and are so

termed, is stated here objectively, while in turd

TTI g hE-youevr/f nupirour/f, instead of ruv /le -

jouevuv, which it called, instead of are called, it

is indicated that the thing and the name do not
coincide in the same way, . e., by the so-called

circumcision, the so called circumcised.* Ac
cordingly the added phrase &quot;in the flesh,&quot; cor

responding precisely with &quot;in the flesh&quot; in the

last clause, marks the externalness, in the flesh

where it takes place.
X e i p o TT o i f/rov, &quot;wrought by hands,&quot; is

added with special emphasis, forming the anti

thesis to dxEipoTroif/rv, Col. ii. 11, and to what is

perfect, wrought by God (Heb. ix. 11, 24; Acts
vii. 48

;
xvii. 24). It has a typical reference,

as the passages in Hebrews plainly aflirm, so

that this reference is not contained in kv aapKi,
which is not opposed to iv Trvei uan, either here
or in the previous clause (STIER). Hence we
should connect closely

&quot; circumcision in the

flesh,&quot; and explain : which is made by hands in

the flesh (MEYER, BLEEK). There is indeed a

special significance in circumcision, which is

mentioned by Moses (Deut. x. 16; xxx. 6), and
the prophets (Jer. iv. 4; ix. 24, 25; Ezek. xliv.

7, 9). This the Apostle does not wish to under
value ; he only does not permit it to pass for

something merely external, over against that of

the heart, wrought by God (Phil. iii. 3: Rom.
ii. 29 ; Col. ii. 11

),
to which that wrought in the

flesh points.f He marks here the Jew in the

people of Israel; the Jew, who remains satisfied

with this external mark of the covenant with

Israel, is a so-called circumcised one, and exalts

himself without reason arrogantly above the un-
circumcised and unclean nations. How misera
ble must be the condition of the heathen, who
are despised by the Jew ! So much the more

glorious is it that they as Christians are now ex
alted above the latter. Hence we should not

accept here a repugnance toward the Jews

(RuECKERT), or an advantage of the Gentiles

(CHRYSOSTOM), or the opinion, that uncircumci
sion was no detriment to the Gentiles, and cir

cumcision no advantage to the Jews (CLARius).
In ea sequalitate, quam antea comme.morat apo.itolus,

nunc late/item insequalitatem profert, ut Gentes, quo
longius a Deo abfucrant, eo plura se gratix Dei
debere fateantur (BEZAj.

Ver. 12. That ye were at that time [5 -&amp;lt;

TIT e r G&amp;gt; K.a ip G&amp;gt; e KE iv w]. &quot;0 T i,
&quot;

that,&quot; is a

resumption of the first uri (ver. 11), and con
nects with &quot;remember,&quot; adding to the status

miserabilior of the heathen, already defined, the

inner side. The verb placed first for emphasis
marks the past, and r u K a i p &amp;lt;j i K e i v (j, the

dative of time (Luke xii 20: ravrg rrj vvnri\

WINER, p. 20-&quot;))
renders it even more prominent

than ITore (ver. 11).
Without Christ, ^uplf Xpiarov. Xwp/f

ad subjectum, quod ab objecto sejunctum est, refertur,

avEV, ad objectum, quod a subjecto abesse cogitandum
est (TITTMANN, Syn., I. 93

ft*.).
Thus #wptf

Xpi ar ov affirms : the heathen are in a condi

tion, where they are deprived of Him : vos eratit

* [The Gentiles were called anil really were the
&amp;lt;ticpo/3i&amp;gt;&amp;lt;7Tia

:

the Jews were called the jrepiro/u-j), but were not truly so
&quot;

(ELUCOTT). R.]

t[Here again ELI.IOOTT is excellent. He renders: per
formed by hand in the flesh, to bring out the connection more
accurately, and calls the phrase &quot;a tertiary predication added

by the Apostle reflectively rather than descriptively; the

circumcision, yes. hand-wrought in the flesh; only a visi

ble manual operation on the flesh, when it ought to be a
secret spiritual process in the heart; only KOLTO.^, not

&quot;

B.J
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procul a Ghristo ; avrv Xpiarov esset ; Christus non

aderat vobis* &quot;Christ&quot; refers to the promised
One, the eternal Son of God ; since a time is

spoken of when He had not appeared in the form

of a servant. Hence the name &quot;Jesus&quot; is not

inserted. Christ, by means of ixitinuia votfrr/

((ti.sii \I-SKN i, as the Angel of the Covenant

(RUECKERT), dwelt already in the people of

Israel (see 1 Cor. x. 4), and the people of Qod
stood in an attitude of longing, hope, trust and

faith, towards the coming One. The antithesis

is in ver. 13: &quot;in Christ Jesus.&quot; Hence we
have here the summary which is expanded in

the succeeding clause; this is not then a first

point followed by a second and third (SCHENKEL),
but a Kt^fiAatov. [HODGE takes the following
clauses as a confirmation of this phrase, but

ELLICOTT, more correctly, as an elucidation of

its significance. R.] It is incorrect also to

explain it as sine Ckristi fide vel nolitia (An-
8ELM, CALOVIUS).
Being alienated from the commonwealth

of Israel, aTr^AAor^iw/uevot rc/f irohiTeias
TO it lapaqh. This is the first of two co-ordi

nate members of one thought; it describes the

external relation, the other the internal. We
have marked here, a separation from the TTOAJ-

ma of the people of Israel, which has become
and will become ever greater, and at the same
time an internal estrangement (comp. iv. 18 ;

Col. i. 21). The word indicates, if not an origi

nal fellowship, still an earlier nearness and

equality. BENGEL: Abalienati, non: alieni ; par-

ticipia proesupponunt, gentes ante defectionem suam
a fide patrum, imo potius ante lapsum Adami

tfuisse

participes lucis et vitse. So RUECKERT, OLSHAU-

SEN, STIER. [MEYER does not think this notion

of a previous fellowship is here implied. AL-

FORD: &quot;Gentiles and Jews were once united in

the hope of redemption this was constituted,

on the apostasy of the nations, into a definite

ro/Uraa for the Jews, from which and its bless

ings the Gentiles were alienated.&quot; To which
ELLICOTT adds: &quot;The Gentile lapsed from it,

the Jew made it invalid (Matt. xv. 6, comp.
Chrysostom) ;

and they parted, only to unite

again (iOvr/ /cat Aaot lapafa, Acts iv. 27) in

one act of uttermost rebellion, and yet, through
the mystery of redeeming love, to remain thereby

(vers. 15, 16) united in Christ forever.&quot; R.]

By iro^iTeia (ARISTOTLE: rtiv ri/v Tttifav OIKOVVTUV

rdf/c T f) we necessarily understand here ac

cording to the context the constitution of the

State, the external polity, from which the Gen
tiles were ever further removed; a reference to

*
[On this distinction E\DIE remarks: &quot; Not to contradict

this refinement, we might add, that avfv, allied to in, an,

ohne, might, in a general sense, signify privation ; but XMP^
marks that privation as caused by separation. The Gentiles

are viewed as being not merely without Him, but far away
from Him. Their relation to Him is marked by a great
interval

x&amp;lt;P
- But, as Ellicott says, this distinction

must be applied witli caution, when it is remembered that

X&amp;lt;pi
is used forty times in the New Testament, and oi/eu

only three times. &quot;The connection of this phrase with

aTTTjAAoTpiwiutxoi :

&quot; that at that time, being without Christ,

ye were excluded from theocratic privileges&quot; (I)K WKTTK,

following the punctuation of LACHMAN.N, EU.IE, though not

focidedlj in his second edition), is properly deemed IKH-II by
ELLICOTT and ALPORD, though it ought not to be termed

&quot;clumsy beyond precedent &quot;by the latter, since there are

no clumsy tricks po.-Ml.le in interpretation that have not

found a field for their exhibition in Biblical Exegesis (?) !

R.]

the theocracy also is of course included. Hence
too the theocratic name of honor, of &quot;

Israel&quot;

(Gen. xxxii. 28), not &quot;of the Jews.&quot; Tota res-

publica Israelis spectabat Christum
(BES&amp;lt;;EL).

Comp. John i. 48; Rom. ix. 4, ; 2 Cor. xi. 22;
Gal. vi. 10. The genitive TO v I a p a % A denotes
the possessor, the usufructuary, of the nolireia.

[So ELLICOTT, who rightly insists that the word
marks their religious and spiritual, rather than
their national or political distinctions. HOUGE
and ALFORD accept as more simple the view of

HARLESS, that the genitive is that of the identi
cal nation: &quot;the commonwealth which is Israel.&quot;

ALFORD notices that the word &quot;alienated
&quot;

re

quires an objective reality as its reference, hence
the meaning mentioned next is to be rejected.

R.] Certainly we should not refer this to the
civil constitution (ANSELM, GROTIUS), for which
a Roman or Greek could have no desire

;
what

the Gentiles, who became Christians, lacked pre
viously and now possessed, was certainly not

&quot;places of honor&quot; or &quot;

citizenship In the Jew
ish State&quot; (HARLESS). We should not then
think of citizenship (BULLINOER, CALVIN).And strangers from the covenants of
the promise, KOI f ivoi ruv tiaOnauv*
r?f i: nayys f.iaq. This clause it closely con
nected with the preceding (KOI), afi a formula.
So too the words correspond:

&quot;

strangers&quot; to

&quot;alienated,&quot; &quot;covenants&quot; to
&quot;polity,&quot; &quot;pro

mise&quot; to &quot;Israel.&quot;
&quot;Strangers&quot; respects what

has come to pass in the course of development
or the internal position, which that develop
ment furthers (BULLIXGER : eandeto rem significat

utraque, nisi quod posterius prius) ; &quot;covenants
&quot;

designates the repeated renewal of the covenant
from Abraham to Moses (Gen. xli. 2 f. 7; xiii.

15; xv. 18; xvii. 20; xxii. 16 ff.; xxvi. 2 ff. ;

xxviii. 13 ff.), to the prophets ; the context speaks
merely of the time before Christ. All these re

peated agreements, however, serve the one pro
mise given to Abraham referring to all nations
as well as characterizing the covenants, and re

echoing again and again. S in Rom. ix. 4:
&quot; the covenants &quot; and &quot; the giving of the law &quot;

are placed side by side. Hence this is not to be
referred to the two covenants, the old and the
new (CALOVIUS and others), 01 to the two tables
of the law (BEZA and others).

Having no hope, etc. H*re again we have
two clauses connected and belonging together.
E A 7ft da ui) e^ovref, &quot;having no

hope,&quot;

owing to the absence of the article, denotes that

they have no hope of any kind ; not merely a
definite hope, but all hope is denied in their

case. Hence we should not understand it of the
resurrection and eternal life (BULLINGER, GRO
TIUS), or of the promised possessions (EsTius,
BENGEL), as the object of the hope, nor indefi

nitely of deliverance (HARNESS). At most we
might join to it from the following aOeoi, in

accordance with Acts xxiv. 15: &quot;toward God,&quot;

np6f (elf) TOV fcw. In 1 Thess. iv. 13 we find

the expression used as absolutely as here. The
negative u

ij is used with the participle in this

*
[The genitive seems to be one ofprivation, or inverted pos

session. Hernhardy, Si/n. iii. 411. p. 171; Kiihner, ii. 161
Comp. WINER, p. Is;,, who takes tin- -vnitive here as one of
separation, properly following th noun

f&amp;lt;*oi. ELLICOTT:
genitive of the point of view. R.
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,
which is dependent on iii i/uoni-tre, &quot;re

member,&quot; as a subjective negative. WINKK, p.

1 1 1 A.-ronlm-lv iliis ionise is not to be put in

depi-ii lem:i iijion i lie preceding &quot;stranger*, etc.

(
UEMIEL : si promissioncin habuissent, spent habu

issent Mi respondentem ; II VKI.KSS i ; the clause

would thus also be loosened from its close oon-

nuctiof with the following one: /cat adioi ev

T(J KOIflV.
Without God. Afooc is stronger than

j&amp;lt;j/c (&amp;gt;!&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;, corresponding to 6s6i&amp;gt; ovu e^et (2 John

9; 1 Join ii. 23), = &quot;not having God.&quot; The
essence ol heathenism is Atheism (Rom. i. 21 ff. );

the worshp of devils and ddw/.a (1 Cor. x. 20;

xii. 2) doss not take the place of God; &quot;for

polytheisa is atheistic,&quot; and that philosophy is

first corrett, which throws this off in its thoughts

respectingGod. BKNGEL: non statuerant, nullos

esse deos (Ajts xix. 35): sed verum Deum ignora-

bant; tanlun aberat, ut haberent (1 Thess. iv. 5).

He who is tWeof is, not merely as respects reli

gion, but riso as respects morality, God-less,

and heather immorality is different from Jewish

immorality. Hence HARLKSS should not wish to

exclude this as if it were true enough but not

pertinent lure, where the distinction from the

people of Isael is set forth, they being however
included ala under sin. MEYER, against the

context, weaiens the idea, by taking it as pas
sive : God-fo-saken. [Of the three senses of

aOeof. active opposed to God), neuter (ignorant
of God, with Ut the subordinate notion of im

piety, which Braune prefers), and passive (for
saken of Goi, without God s help), the latter

seems most &amp;gt;rominent here, and is accepted

by HODGE, E.UIE, ELLICOTT, ALFORD, mainly on

the ground tlat the whole passage is passive in

its character. This is the gloomiest view, and
hence the mov probable one, though the others

stand so closel; related to it, that it is hardly
correct to termthis a weakening of the idea.

R.] The connotion with the preceding clause

is evident, God * the God of hope (Rom. xv. 13
;

2 Thess. ii. 16). Comp. Doctr. Note, 2.

In the worlc iv rci KoafiiJ, sets forth the

antithesis to &quot;th commonwealth of Israel,&quot;-de-

noting the &quot;unodly where&quot; (MEYER), and

marking in any cse the fearful element of dfleof,

the place, where, &quot;sure hope, a firm hold&quot; is

so urgently needei (OLSHAUSEN), the place with

out the Creator n the service of nature and
the creature, witbut a Redeemer in need and

sin, without conscation and salvation in vanity
and nothingness. Hence it is no\=inter ceteros

homines, in his terri.(K.oppB), in profane humani

ty, the heathen wrld (MKYER), or in the world

created and ruled yGod (GROTIUS, RUECKEKT).
Finally it must e remarked in regard to the

structure of this Riitence, that the two pair of

clauses which unfol the meaning of &quot; without

Christ,&quot; each comin two related connected

thoughts, and the Vo in the first pair stand in

such a relation tothe two in the second pair,
that the first correoonds to the fourth and the

second to the thirc [The various correspond
ences as well as the elation to the leading clause

of the verse are aptl expressed by EADIE :
&quot; Be

ing Christies*, they re described in regular gra
dation as being chrchless, hopeless, godless and
homeless.&quot; R.]

Ver. 13. fundtimi iitnl triiit of their present condi

tion. But now, in Christ Jesus [yvvl 61
iv X/;*&amp;lt;rrw Ir/Toij. The thought of thia

verse is still in dependence on &quot;remember&quot;

(ver. 11); the Apostle however breaks off into

the independent, antithetical form. &quot; But now&quot;

is in contrast with &quot;once&quot; (ver. 11), &quot;at that

time&quot; (ver. 12), and as there the past was de
scribed by &quot;without Christ,&quot; so here the present
by &quot;in Christ Jesus;&quot; the latter form being
fuller than the former, because the Promised One
has come, the eternal Son of God has become
man.* The Apostle does not refer to &quot;the

now of the present simply, but to the present
in their fellowship with Christ&quot; (HARLESS).
Still we need not supply cither iare (BAUMGAR-
TEN-CRUSIUS) or oiref (CALVIN), nor connect the

phrase exclusively with &quot;now&quot; (HARLESS);
both belong to kytvifirrrt below, in fact to the

whole sentence.

Ye who once were far off were brought
nigh in the blood of Christ, vntl^ ol
TTOTC d v T e

fi a K
/&amp;gt;

a v y e v
i/

tf
T] T f tyyvf ev

T
if)

a I par i TOV Xp iff roii. The position of

the words obliges us to regard iv
Xpri&amp;gt; Inaov

as rendered specially prominent, as a general
definition of modality, and iv TU at ft art TOV
X pi a TOV, &quot;in the blood of Christ,&quot; as a spe
cial one, so that the latter is to be taken as a
more precise explanation of the former

;
it is not

then in apposition with it
;
both belong to tha

verbal notion &quot;were brought nigh.&quot;
Then again

&quot;ye&quot;
has now another qualification than before:

&quot; who were once far off,&quot; as corresponding to

ver. 12
(&quot;alienated&quot; &quot;strangers&quot;). Comp.

ii. 17; Acts iii. 39; xvii. 27 (&quot;though He be
not far from every one of

us&quot;) ; Mark xii. 34

(&quot;Thou
art not far from the kingdom of hea

ven
&quot;).

These words have a reference figura

tively to our relation to God; the heathen are

thus spoken of in prophecy (Isa. xlix. 1
; Ix. 3,

4; Ixvi. 19; Iv. 5; Ivii. 19) in their relation to

both God Himself and His people. BUCER: gui
hactenus nonfuisti populus domini, jam estis populus
domini. The distance and nearness include both
the relation to God and that to His people ;

hence should not be referred either to the former
alone (MATTHIES), or to the latter alone (RUECK-
ERT, OLSHAUSEN, BLEEK). BESGEL: procul a

populo Dei et a Deo. It is not sufficient to say :

longe eratis a cognitione Dei veri et a spe vilse cae-

lestis (GROTIUS), still less : fj.anpdv homines miser-

rimi, iyyv$ , felicissimi (Koi PE). The approach is

something which develops (i-yevijtiyre), has
a history ;f the means rest in and proceed from
what is expressed by :

&quot; in the blood of Christ.&quot;

This is almost=&quot; through his blood,&quot; tita TOV al-

fj.aToq avTov
(i. 7) ; the prepositions iv and did

are, however, both used in Col. i. 16: iv avTu
61 aiiTov. The latter denotes the cause, through
which any thing takes place, comes into position
or existence, the former the permanent ground,

* [The reference to the personal Messiah, to Jesus of Na-

Wmh, wlio is the Christ, Deems to be quite certain (comp.
KLLICOTT and EADIK). R.]

t [The verb is the aorist passive, expressing the effect of a
definite event in the

)&amp;gt;iv&amp;lt;t, though ihr MIM c,l ln-r lining or be

ing gradually brought is not to be forgotten. They were
brought nigh, they became nigh through the inatrumeutality
of another. R.]
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on which it has its continuance.* (WiNER, p.

362. The word &quot;

Christ&quot; here has special sig

nificance: it marks the Son of God beside the

word &quot;blood,&quot; which marks &quot;the form of a ser

vant.&quot;

Closer explanation respecting the nature and genesis

of their present condition. Vers. 14-18.

Ver. 14. For he is our peace [niroc ydpf
EOT iv r/

el pijvr) fj flu v~\.
The position is em

phatic, &quot;He,&quot;
not the unemphatic subject, but

He Himself
( WINER, p. 142). [He and none

other; so most commentators. R.] His Person

is &quot; our peace.&quot;
The article marks the peace as

well-known, more closely defined. BENOEL aptly

says: pax, non modo PACIFICATOR; nam sui im-

pensa pacem peperit et ipsi vinculum est UTRO-

RUMQUE. The allusion to passages in prophecy

(Mic. v. 4; Isa. ix. 5, 6; Hi. 7
;

Hii. 5; Zech.

ix. 10, etc.; also Ps. Ixxii.) is unmistakable.

This is denied by BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS. The

Messiah is indeed called
Dlbt^,

not merely Prince

of Peace, elprjvo-oi6q. The genitive J//AUV, &quot;our,&quot;

merely denotes that the peace belongs to them,
does not say whether the peace is among them

selves or between them and God. This is deter

mined by the context. On the nature of this

peace, see Doctr. Note 36.

Who made both one, 6 iroifjaa^ TO,

afiQurepa EV. He is therefore &quot;the peace&quot;

through an act (6 iroifjaai; with avrof, quippe qui

fecit), which is set forth here only generally:
made one, EV iroielv. Here we find a closer defi

nition of the idea peace,&quot; not of &quot;our,&quot;
as the

neuter requires. Ta afj,(f&amp;gt;6TEpa,
like ra /uu-

p a, aaftevf/, K. r. A., 1 Cor. i. 27 f., designates the

general : what is of two kinds,
&quot; what opposes

because sundered &quot;

(MATTHIES). The annulling
of an existent variance is thereby noted as the

nature of the peace. Hence we may not say that

the neuter is=roi f auQo-tpovc (vers. 16, 18), roi&amp;gt;f

do (ver. 15), as KOPPE, MEYER and others

think, nor does the neuter EV define the neuter

ra a/^oYepa (BEXGEL). [&quot;Both&quot;
is usually re

ferred to &quot;Jews and Gentiles.&quot; This is a legiti

mate inference, but Braune holds that the state

ment here does not require any specific refer

ence. R.]
And broke down the middle wall of the

partition [/cat ri&amp;gt; fie nor oi%ov TOV
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; p a y-

fiov Ado-ac]. The indefinite notion of &quot;making

one &quot;

is now more closely defined
;
Kai adds in a

figure the main point; hence it is not epexegeti-
cal (MEYER). [The explanatory or epexegetical
force of Kai is accepted by EADIE, ALFORD, ELLI-

COTT. It is correct, if the previous clause has a

distinct reference to the Jews and Gentiles : who
made both Jews and Gentiles one, viz., in that

He broke down, etc. There seems to be nothing

gained by adopting Braune s view, while the

other most obviously suggests itself. R.]

* [The strictly instrumental sense does not belong to *,

even here, when it seems so natural. At all events the idea

of immanent instrumentality is as much as can be conceded

in that direction. ALFORD rightly prefers &quot;in&quot; as more

comprehensive: &quot;The symbol of a fact in which the seal of

covenant in which your nearness to God consists.

HODOK accepts &quot;by&quot;
as the proper rendering without ques-

&quot;ftThis particle introduces a confirmatory explanation of

the preceding verse (so most commentators). R.]

Td fiea6Toi X ov. rot) &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;oayuoi&amp;gt; Hike ip.

Kitf od6i T(jv)=the partition wall of the fence, that

is, the partition wall which is in the fence, de

noting in the figure of an independent object a

quality and effect of the hedge. [So HARLESS].
The leading idea is found in the first noua, the

wall set up between the two, the Gentiles without

the promise and covenant of God, and tin Jews,
the people of promise, which contains Li itself

the notion of separation; the participle applies
to it. Therefore TOV Qpaypov is no; the ge
nitive of apposition (MEYKR) or to b* resolved

into TOV Qpay/tbv TO fieab~oixov bvTa (-GiflMM, Cla-

vis, sub voce) ; in that case we would lave found
here TOV

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;paypbv
TOV fifaoToi^ov. LuxrtER too is

incorrect: and has broken down tie hedge,
which was between. Nor is \\,=nEa(roi%ov 6ta-

(bpaaaov (GROTius and others). Unserviceable

here also is the distinction of BEJEL : paries

disjungit domos, sepes regiones. FromMatth. xxi.

33 ; Isa. v. 2, we are shown that
(&amp;gt;pay^6f (in

agreement with ver. 15) refers to tie law, that

is, to its quality or effect in separating the peo
ple of God, which permits it to be rjgarded as a

partition wall. We may also
refjr

it to the

temple in which a type of the spijtual is pre
sented, and to which the expressiins here se

lected point ;
there was there a coui of the Gen

tiles (Acts xxi. 28), though only inlatter times,
in the last temple ;

a vail, which sjparated like

a wall, rent first at the death of tie Redeemer.
Hence the word Aixrac is aptly chteen (John ii.

19
; Matth. v. 17 ; Gal. ii. 18

;
1 John iii. 8 ; 2

Pet, iii. 10).* All reference to tte separated
residence of Jews in cities, as i Frankfort,
Rome and elsewhere (GRONOW am others) and
the like is to be rejected.

Ver. 15. Having abolished flone away)
in his flesh the enmity, eve&amp;gt; the law of
the commandments expres/ed in ordi

nances \T7jv Ex^pav, EV fj aapul av-

ty/ja-
aiv KaTapyfj a a f . See Text6 1 Note *]. The

Apostle now adds, without a collecting particle,
the meaning of the figure; he

^nstrues
it thus:

T r) v i %6 p a v k v TTJ aapulki Tov K a T a p-

yr/aaq, but during the dictatio/ inserts after at&amp;gt;-

TOV the phrase TOV v 6
fj.

o J r GJ v EVTO^UV
EV n6ynaaiv, the banner of this

jimity
; these two

objects in the accusative reprJenting two sides

of one object, hence very weu allowing the de

pendence on K a T rip y ij a a o To TO neadToi-

%ov corresponds TT/V i%ttpa\ denoting simply
the literal reality, the division the hostile sepa
ration and antagonism of Jew^uid Gentiles, and,
since there is nothing to indiote any limitation,

but as the context rather poinl to enmity of man
towards God which is active bhind this hostility

of the Jews and Gentiles, inclding this latter at

the same time (ver. 16). [SoALFORD and ELLI-

*
[EADIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT follol DE WETTE in taking

TOU &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;pa-yjxoC
as the genitive (possession: the wall

which pertained to, or belonged to t? fence. Thin view ha*

the advantage of ^ iviiin ;i wide ivtvncr to
teyp&amp;lt;c.

AL
FORD tinds a primary allusion to the Muling of the vail of the

temple, a view which is support
ng through our pa&amp;gt;sau

r

which neaoroixov is the instruiiieii i- the whole legal sys
tem, ceremonial and moral, whicl lade the whole separa

tion, of .lew from lleutile, and i he background of bth
from God. (So ELLICOTT.) R.J

complex idea of

Hi- takes
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;payno&amp;lt;: (of
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OOTT: &quot;The enmity due not only to Judaical li-

mituiions uii l antagonisms, hut also and, as the

widening context shows, more especially to the

alienation of hoih .leu- and Gentile from God.&quot;

II.]
l?i&quot;K!:: \ &amp;lt;-rn tunirn in Iff Judieos el ethni-

&amp;lt;&quot;.&amp;lt; immiritiii, i. &amp;gt; .. din-rxitnx -///, i/itoililli verum De-

um colerent, hi minime. It is incorrect to refer it

exclusively to the enmity against God (GRKKK
FATHERS, HAIU.ESS and others) or to the enmity
between the Jews and the Gentiles (AMBROSIAS-
TKU, KIMSMIS, BI.KDK [E.\im:, HOUOE] and oth

ers), or to understand only the cause of division

that is the law (LfTHER, CALVIN and others). It

is correct however to understand that the Apos
tle places by the side of the existing fact, rrjv

i^Opav, the cause of the same, TOV v6fiov
*.uv ivro^fJv ev doynaai.
The law has its contents in &quot; commandments :&quot;

^EVToAai, the injunctions to be regarded and exe

cuted, are both the purely moral and the cere

monial commandments of God (Matth. xv. 3;

xxii. 36, 38; Rom. vii. 8-13), called also &quot;of

men&quot; (Tit. i. 14); the plural marks plurality,
and points also to divisions. This is rendered

prominent by the phrase kv 66yn&amp;lt;iaiv, joined

closely without the article to evroAuv, and de

fining its quality. Similarly: irlang kv TV KV-

pl(f) (i. lo), a) d~t/ fi&amp;gt; nvevuart (Col. i. 8), aixbla. kv

uvoTqpiij (1 Cor. ii. 7). Comp. WINER, pp. 129,
20t&amp;gt;. Ady/in, used of regal orders (Luke ii. 1;
Acts xvii. 7), of apostolic determinations (Acts
xvi. 4), means here as in Col. ii. 14 the statutes of

the law; rf o y UOT t e a t) a t, in Col. ii. 20, is to

be ordered or to order one s self. The idea of a

mandate is always contained in it. ERASMUS :

Ostendens legein imperioxam appdlat Mam TUV kvTo-

%.G&amp;gt;v {kvTEt.Oovaav) quomodo 3 non persuasione et

lenitale aut promitsis, sed prseceptis quse vocal DOG
MATA. Every iiTu/.i/ appears then in a special,

mandatory precept. [This view of the phrase is

now the common one. ALFORD: &quot;The law of

decretory commandments.&quot; For the other inter

pretations, see HARLESS and EADIE in loco. R.]
Of this there is predicated K.CLT a p y jj a aq (ap-

ybv=he.pybv TTOIEIV, Rom. iii. 31; 1 Cor. xiii. 11):
to make unavailing, to do away, to deprive of

power. The ideal worth remains intact, so also

the theocratic obligation; but in so far as the

law imperiously binds the heart and will with
v-asutslic ordinances for all cases, it is done

away. In this too lies the cause of the enmity
against God and men. [EADIE takes &quot;law,&quot; etc.

to mean the ceremonial law. HODGE more cor

rectly :
&quot; The idea probably is that the law in

all its compass, and in all its forms, so far as it

was a covenant prescribing the conditions of sal

vation, is abolished.&quot; He extends it to all the
law of God, written in the heart as well, while ad

mitting a special reference to the Mosaic law.

-R.]
This doing away took place &quot;in his flesh.&quot;

As the decisive, main qualification it stands in

an emphatic position. It means more than &quot;in

Himself,&quot; denoting the real &quot;likeness&quot; to our
&quot;fle&amp;gt;li,&quot;

in which He began His sanctifying, ex

piating sorrows, which slew what was opposed,
which helped the right to full right, in active
obedience to the law even to the acme, of the
death on the cross, the passive obedience, thus,

though without sin, bearing, feeling, overcoming

the
&quot;enmity&quot;

with the &quot;law,&quot; thus
&quot;by

virtue

of His fleshly life under the law, which He gave
to death, in order to receive it back from death

living, glorious, free in spirit for us all&quot; (Dg-
LITZHCH), putting the law with its ordinances into

inactivity, ut the same time in His bodily life

burying it. BENGEL construes incorrectly : Eit

quu-si stilo lapidari scriplum : Chrittux curne tua

inimicitiam, doymali/ms evanydicis in tolum orlem
deditis let/em prieceptortirn suttulit ; this is simply
untrue historically, impossible logically, unne

cessary grammatically, and too artificial. [It
seems scarcely correct to render &quot;

by His flesh
&quot;

(HODGE :
&quot;

i. ., by His death
&quot;),

since this leaves
out of view the life of Christ as a satisfaction of

the law. Besides kv rarely means simply by.
ALFORD and ELLICOTT however thus limit it: &quot; in

His crucified flesh.&quot; The question of connection
is more disputed. The article would precede, if

it, should be joined to
l^0/&amp;gt;av. HARLESS, DE

WETTE, MEYER, EADIK, HODGE agree with
Braune in joining it with Karap; //traf , in emphatic
position. To this ALFORD, who, with ELLICOTT
and many of the earlier commentators, joins it

with huaaf, objects, because it makes the instru

mental predication precede the verb. If l%-
tiav is governed by Karapy//aaf, the question is de
cided at once, while in any case this view seems

preferable ; the general sense remaining the

same, although the allusion to the vail of the

temple becomes more prominent, if Alford s view
be accepted. II.]
MEYER and others take TJ/V lx^P av by it

self as in apposition to ufa6Toi%ov, detaching it

from what follows; in that case ~bv vouov TUV iv-

ro^uv KV 6oyp.aaiv would stand before kv rij oapul
avrov. [This is also the view of EADIE, HODGE,
ALFORD, ELLICOTT. While it does not introduce

any material difference into the interpretation of

the passage, it modifies its form very considera

bly. And it seems the preferable view. The

objection Braune raises is met at once by saying
that his own interpretation assumes an after

thought influencing the order (see beginning of

this verse). The emphatic phrase: &quot;in His
flesh&quot; thus takes an emphatic position, whatever
be its connection. The emphasis is altogether
lost in the E. V., as any reader may perceive.
This view allows of a nicer discrimination be

tween the accusatives, introduces a needed ex

planation of the figurative expression: &quot;middle

wall,&quot; while exttpav is more usual after (lie verb
&quot;Mietv than after Karap^flv. HODGE thus para
phrases: &quot;He is our peace, because He has

made the two one, by removing the enmity or

middle wall which divided the Jews and Gentiles,
and this was done by abolishing the law.&quot; This

is correct, but omits the important description
of the law and the emphatic: in His flesh.&quot;

Comp. Textual Note *. R. ]

STIER incorrectly joins iv A6)uaoiv to vouov;
but then the article TOV would necessarily havo
been prefixed (1 Thess. i. 8) or evro/.uv have pre
ceded vouov (Col. i. 8). Nor is &quot;in his flesh&quot; to

be joined with &quot;enmity&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM), as

though only a natural hatred among his people,

among his kindred, were referred to. It. is in

correct to understand v6uo? ruv kvrol.uv as refer

ring only to adiaphora ((luoTit s), to the ceremo
nial law (BENGEL) [EADIE], or to the moral law
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alone (CALOVIUS), or 66ynara as referring to

philosophorum doctrinas (GROTIUS), since the

readers are not homines triti in philosophorum

Scriptis; quite as little can the doctrine of Christ

be denoted thereby (BENGEL and others), or

nova prsecepta (FRITZSCHE). Finally KaTapyr/-
a a f does not point to the removal of the theo

cratic obligation (SCHENKEL).
That he might create the two in himself

into one new man [Iva rovg 6 vo KT i a?j

kv iavTu elf eva K.O.IVOV avd p UTT ov\.
Iva introduces a final clause, giving here the

purpose of naTapyt/oas, which defines Awraf more

closely, and with this explains troit/aaf. He has

done away the law in its commandments ;
de

stroyed the separating elements clinging to it,

that He might K.TI at). Thus the itou/oas is fur

ther defined as creating. The objects of this

creation, rovg 6vo, are the two great masses

of people regarded as two individualities, as two,

not a greater number of separate individuals be

side each other, each of whom stands or falls for

himself (OLSHAUSEN) ; still less is there involved

a series of various specimens of the differefat

races. The masculine denotes the persons, in

distinction from the more general idea of the

neuter (-a ap^oTEpa, ver. 14) ;
the choice of words

corresponds. That dvflpwTouf is not inserted, is

not to be explained by the wider scope, as BEN-

GEL thinks : eleganter omittit homines, antea enim

vix humanum nomen tuiti erant, Ev lavTfi

places the Person of Christ again in the fore

ground : Ne alibi quam in Christo unitatem quserant

(CALVIN). [HODGE: &quot;In virtue of union with

Him, union with Christ being the condition at

once of their unity and of their holiness.&quot; In

His Person, at all events. R.] The ground of

the existence and permanence is in Him ;
He is

the Author (KTiay) and foundation, and at the

same time the life-sphere, Creator and Second

Adam, Progenitor of the new race, which stands

in original peace with God. It is therefore not

=(h eai -ov (GREEK FATHERS), in order to ex

clude angels or other powers, as those through
whom what is asserted was effected. But still

less is it=per suam doctrinam (GROTIUS).
In this creation (urian, vers. 1, 10) there is a

purpose fif eva natvbv avOpuTrov. Ei&amp;gt;

eavru conditions avOpurrof in the singular.

Comp. Gal. iii. 28 : navref yap vatic, elf ears EV

Xpto-rw Iqaov; John x. 16. By elf naivbc. av-

OpuTroc is indicated: 6pa ov%l TOV &quot;EAA^va ye-

v6f*Evov TowJaZov, aAAa KOI TOVTOV KO.KEIVOV liq ETE-

pav naTacTaoiv TJKovTOf ov% iva TOVTOV ETEpov kpya-

eijTOi, TOV vo/jov KaTTfpyr/aev, dAA iva
roi&amp;gt;f

6 v o

KTian. It is very superficial and perverted to

take &quot; one new man &quot; as a third, which is neither

heathenism nor Judaism, without thinking of the

moral renewal of persons (BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS).
The preposition marks the purpose or tendency,
and thus the creation as one not yet concluded ;

humanity, consisting of personally free indivi

duals, is potentially renewed in Christ, but not

yet actually.

[ALFORD : &quot;Observe, not that He might recon

cile the two to each other only, nor is the Apostle

speaking merely of any such reconciliation: but

that He might incorporate the two, reconciled in

Him to God, into one new man, the old man to

which both belonged, the enemy of God, having

been slain in His flesh on the cross. Observe,
too, one new map : we are all in God s sight, but
one in Christ, as we are but one in Adam.&quot;

-R.]
Hence: So making peace, noitiv slpij-

vnv. The present participle stands first for em
phasis, marking a continued activity of Christ.

The act of union does not therefore coincide with

the act of creation. Hence BUCER is incorrect:

pace facta. Since Ei/ir/vq has no limitation joined
with it, that peace (between Jews and Gentiles)
which the context indicates as the most immedi
ate reference, is to be meant, but that which is

implied also in &quot;new man&quot; (toward God) is not
to be excluded (SCHENKEL [EADIE, HODOE], and

others). HARLESS should not term the note of

CHRYSOSTOM (rrpbe TOV flebv nal irpbs aAA//Aot&amp;gt;f)

correct only in the first half.

Ver. 16. And might reconcile them both

[K at a tr o* a r a A &amp;gt;l d f T o v q d^0or-
povq~\. Kat connects this clause with Iva, on
which the verb depends ;

so that this too belongs
to the purpose of aaTapyijaac. The emphasis is

on the verb which comes first. This compound
occurs only here and in Col. i. 20, 21, and is a

strengthened KOTaAAaaaetv, as airfudtxEGOai and

cnTOK.apa6oK.Elv, not merely to expert, but to await,
to expect with perseverance. The preposition
air6 has the meaning &quot;again&quot;

in composition

j (see PASSOW sub voce), but only when the notion

I

of the verb itself includes this in some measure,
as anonadicTrjUL of what is healed, restored

j (Matth. xii. 13; Mark iii. 6; viii. 25; Luke vi.

j

10 ; Acts i. 6) ; certainly the notion &quot;

again
&quot;

is

I
near at hand in that of reconciliation, because

separation and enmity are not original, and the

reconciliation leads away from the present status

back to the original one. Hence the strengthened
notion is &quot;reconcile again.&quot; [So CALVIN, AL
FORD, ELLICOTT ; but EADIE and MEYER object.

R.] Qui ita deposuerunt immicitiam. ut amicitia

successerit, neque quidquam reltquum sit, quin con-

cordes vivant EV kvl aufj.an, cujus est unum caput
Christus (TiriuNN, Syn. I. p. 105).* The object

of the reconciliation: roi&amp;gt;? d/i^orepovf.
[The article renders the object definite: them

both or both of us. R.] Since Paul does not say
di o, which is a mere numeral, but afupoTEpot,

which denotes diversity, he renders prominent
the difficulty and importance of the reconci

liation.

In one body to God through the cross

[kv EVI aufjLa~i T u t) E w 6ia TOV OTav-

poii]. &quot;In one body&quot;
denotes the sphere in

which the reconciliation is consummated : over

against &quot;both&quot; there is now only &quot;one body,&quot;

in which they are
;
each does not need a separate

one. To supply &quot;being,&quot; fivrnf, in thought is

the simplest interpretation. The phrase refers,

*
[Against TITTMANN S distinction, according to which iio-

Aacrcruj refers to the cessation of mutual enmity, and KOTII-

\d&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt; is employed in ru-. s wli.-re the enmity has existed

only on one side, si-e KM&amp;gt;IK: rump. I STEKI, Le.hrbtgriff, p.

1(W; FRITZSCHE. K&amp;lt;immis, I. p. JT i ; THOI.ITK, Bfrftprnli&amp;lt;jt. p.

19-J; TRENCH. Syn. N. T, 2d part, p. 137; and especially the

notes of Drs. I,ANK and Sen VFF, Rnmuim. p. Itlti f., and 2 Oa-

rinthians. p. 98 f. We must hold fast here : That the recon

ciliation is with God, that the ground of it is what Christ did

on and througli His cross, viz., removed from us tin- Divine

wrath against gin, of which we were the objects in conequenc
of sin. R.]
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like h FIU-TI.I, ii ry finite al-Ti&amp;gt;v, ill-Tin.
; u/i (ver. 14),

to His IVrsiiti, :is i In- only &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ne in which both are

redeemed, in :IM uritaiiism (fi.iiin, not nn/i;;) in its

outward appearance, thus to the body of Christ,

the Church. [So HOIMJK. Ai.nntn, Ku.n ..IT.
]

It is not, aieut Latinis collegia vocantur corpora,

corporal ion-=Socii ly (GROTilis).
Tin end of the reconciliation is r^j de$. It is

not Coil i hut is reconciled with men,* but men
with God \Vh:it lisisiill along been implied, con
ceived of in general, left indefinite in the words
&quot;

peace
&quot;

(vers. 14, 15),
&quot; the enmity

&quot;

(ver. 15),
&quot;new man&quot; (ver. 15), is now definitely ex

pressed as the other side. The added qualifica
tion of the reconciliation: &quot;through the [or His]
cross

&quot;

refers to the death on the cross, in which
the t?.a(if, the atonement, is marked as the act,

which is the condition of the at-onement. Cornp.
Doctr. Note 3.

Hence it is not justifiable to take EV EVI au-

ftan as=Kf EV aupa (DenTZSCH), or to refer it to

the body of Christ on the cross (CHRYSOSTOM,
BKNGEL: cruci ajfizo, HARLESS, HOFMANN and

others), since then o/d rov orav/xiv would be alto-

gether^unnecessary
or should be joined with the

following cnroKTsivag ( HOFMANN, Schriftbeweis, II.

1, p. 381) ; nor is the thought to be completed
thus: Christ has reconciled in one single body,
or made one single body (His own) to a unity,

including them in the same fellowship with God;
there is no reference to the antithesis of many
sacrifices bfore and outside of Christ. GROTIUS

interprets d/d TOV aravpoit incorrectly : Simul in-

telliffit doctrinam cru.ce sane/am ; sed crucem dicere

malint, ut intelligamus, quanta res ista Christo ste-

lerit STIER too misinterprets: the power and
fear of the cross which is to be preached. Nor
can we accept a reconciliation of &quot; both &quot; with
each other, taking &quot;to God 1

as dative commodi:
ut Deo servia.nl (GROTius).
Having slain the enmity on it [anoK-

TEiva$ T
;}

v e^tipav EV
ai&amp;gt;rw].

The aorist

participle defines the mode of consummating the

reconciliation, explaining TOV aTavpov, on which
account EV avTiJ can refer only to this: the
Crucified One, who was slain, the Dying One,
slays and has slain &quot;the enmity,&quot; which includes
here as in ver. 15 both the enmity between
&quot;both

&quot; and against God, the latter being more

prominent here, the former in ver. 15. On the
cross the chief matter was, that He who had been

rejected by both Jews and Gentiles should through
a propitiation in Himself reconcile both to God.
It is incorrect to exclude from rr/v e^Pav enmity
toward God (SCHENKEL, MEYER) or of the Jews
and Gentiles against each other (RUECKERT,
HARLESS, HOFMANN), for the peace of these with
each other does not condition their peace with

God, indeed enmity against God participates in

the hate these have toward each other, which the
law occasions and furthers. [ALFORD and EL-

* [Inasmuch an &quot; the cross
&quot;

is here spoken of, we must ad
mit it secondary reference tn the iiropitiary sacrifice of Christ
MS tin- ounlitiim i&amp;gt;|- Around of the reconciliation If then \vc

ask reM|&amp;gt;ertillH the II SUS between this ground ;Uill till- result.

there miiM enter H thought of (Soil s wrath (ver.:!) apiinst
in. One tiling remains clear whatever was objectively ne-

re-sii-y that men lai-hl I&quot;- at peace with God ami with each
oilier W.IS eliected liy llle ileatll of ( 111 1st, alld what is Ileces-

oarv in the subject is. to take hold of Christ
l&amp;gt;y

faith, as to be
&quot;in Him&quot; (ver. l.V) a member of the &quot;

oiie body&quot; IVIT. 10).
R.I

i. ii &quot;i i adopt this wide or complex reference
HuiniE liowever says:

&quot; The enmity is that which
subsisted between God and man.&quot; Many doubt
the propriety of predicating iffl/tar of (iod, who
certainly has ii/i^i/i . Comp. Romans, p. 166. In
the passage there commented on, the active sense
of the adjective must be accepted, I think, but
that does not seem so bold and harsh as to say

thate^pavis &quot;God s
enmity.&quot; The wider refer

ence is better sustained by the context, and of
itself tones down the objectionable form without
at all interfering with the implied truth respect
ing God s anger against sin and the satisfaction

rendered on the cross. The view of MEYER is

accepted by EADIE, though there seems to be a
confusion in his language. But this limited

meaning does not &quot;at all satisfy the solemnity
of the sentence, or of the next two verses.&quot; En
mity here is &quot; that between man and God, which
Christ did slay on the cross, and which being
brought to an end, the separation between Jew
and Gentile, which was the result of it, was done

away
&quot;

(ALFORD). The fact that our participle
is aorist, and in all probability denotes an ante
cedent act, is no objection to this view, as EADIB
seems to think, since what Christ did on the
cross (here spoken of) necessarily precedes what
He designs doing through His cross (&quot;reconcile

them both in one body to God&quot;), and the enmity
of man against God was as fully and effectually

destroyed in that act as that between Jew and
Gentile. MEYER S position takes this distinction

of enmity as the basis of the &quot;one
body,&quot; in

which both are reconciled to God, but this seems
to condition the latter on the former. R.] It is

a perversion to understand TIJV i^6pav&a the
law (Koi-PE and others). Comp. on ver. 14.

Ev
avT&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

cannot be referred to iv EVI aa-
ua-i (BENGEL, HOFMANN).

Ver. 17. And he came and preached
peace [ a t e /. ft u v e i&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;/ y y e /. i a a ~ o E I p &amp;gt;/-

vj)v]. Since the verb is not dependent upon
ha, but independent, it cannot be joined with
ver. 16. Kai connects rather with ver. 14 : He
Himself is our Peace and announces that Himself

(HARLESS). What intervenes explains the former

statement, by showing its meaning and truth in

His doings even unto death: He has established

peace, therefore He is our Peace. This is to be

regarded as pre-supposed in fWuv. Accordingly
His coming is after His resurrection. BENGEL
is excellent: Veniens a morte, profectione ad infe-

ros, resurrections, victor Isetus ipse ultra nuntiavit.

To this the verb EvriyyE^iaaTO, &quot;preached,&quot;

refers, which is not a predicting of the future,
but a message from one who is present, who has
come. E/. Ouv is added descriptively, and is

in accordance with the promise (John xiv. 18):
&quot;I come to

you,&quot; denoting there His continued

presence, insigne verbum (BENGEL). CHRYSOSTOM
well says : ov 61 ETE/.WV irre/^fv, oiioe 61 d?.Aoi&amp;gt; TI-

vdf Tavra EU^WOEV, dXA avToc. 61 lavrov. The
Risen One is Himself an actual announcement
of the attained victory and peace; He is present
in the coming of the Holy Ghost, and also with
His messengers and their gospel. So in 2 Tim.
i. 10, where the

~t&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;dvEia
of the Risen One and

His gospel are spoken of.

Thus the proffering and appropriating of the
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established peace is emphasized, and &quot;preaching

peace&quot;
is distinguished from &quot;being peace.&quot;

Evidently we should understand both peace with

one another and with God. Accordingly it is in

correct to regard iWuv as redundant (GROTius
and others), or to refer it to the Incarnation

(CHRYSOSTOM, ANSELM, HARLESS) ;
the expres

sion can by no means be referred merely to the

resurrection and the salutation of peace (BEN-
QEL), or to the coming in the Holy Spirit (OL-

N, SCIIENKEL), or in the Apostles (AM
CALVIN and others) ; nor can it be=

caused to be proclaimed (GROTiirs), since eA-

6&amp;lt;Jv is found here and is not redundant. &quot;Peace&quot;

shou d not be limited to the relation to God

(CHRYSOSTOM, HARLESS [HODGE]) or of the Jews
and Gentiles toward each other (BLEEK, MEYER).
[The repetition and emphasis are against this.]
As regards the matters here treated of, we should

not compare here John x. 1C ; xii. 20-23 ; Matin,

viii. 11
;
xxiv. 14, as though this were that which

He &quot; came and preached.&quot; We should rather be
reminded of the renewal of the Apostles, the

conversion of Paul, and of Rom viii. 9, 10; 14-

17; xv. 18; 2 Cor. xiii. 3, 5; Gal. ii. 20; Eph.
i. 13. [So EADIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT (and
HODGE, except as regards the comprehensive
sense of &quot;peace ). R.] The tense of the verb

aaro defines the point of time of the

of individuals
;
then Christ brought

it to them.

To you who -were afar off and peace to
those who were nigh, v/ilv role, uanpav KUI
t i p }/

v ij-v TO if K y } { f . This is to be taken in

atcordance with ver. 13. The readers as origi

nally Gentiles are those &quot;afar off,&quot; and on this

account they come first, as indeed historically
such were converted to the Church, the Jews,
&quot;those

nigh,&quot; falling into the background. The

repetition of eiprjvr/v before this last term
marks their need of this, notwithstanding their

nearness; i iJ.lv however comprises both, since

both (Jews and Gentiles) were in the Church,

though the latter constituted the main element,*

Comp. Acts xvi. 23. The double eipt]vr)v is de

rived from Isa. Ivii. 19. There Dl
1

?^ D^W refers

not inaptly but emphatically, like the double val

vai, ob bv (Matth. v. 37 ; Jas. v. 12), to Gentiles

and Jews, and hence the repetition. The dative

depends on the verb, not on elpfjvr) as dative

commodi; the interpretation of HARLESS compel
ling him to accept this view of it : the purport
of His message was a peace which respected all,

Jews as well as Gentiles. [So HODGE, but the

other is far simpler, and accepted by MEYER,
EADIE, ALFORD, and most. R.]

Ver. 18. For through him [on 6 C av-

roi&amp;gt;].
&quot;On is here evident\y=quia; it is pro-

*
[This seems doubtful in view of the

repeated
e i p &amp;gt;j-

vii v, which interposes between v fi.iv and TOL&amp;lt;; tyyus. ALFORD
is better: &quot;Not to us (i.e., in the gerund category), for fear

of still upholding the distinction where he wishes to merge it

altogether.&quot; &quot;Though those who were nigh were the first

who hoard the proclamation based on the commission be

ginning at .Jerusalem, yet those who were afar off are

mentioned first, as they had so deep an interest in the tidings.
and as the invitation of Gentiles into the Church a theme
the Apostle delighted in, proving, as it did, the abolition of

class privileges, and the commencement of an unrestricted

economy was the result and proof of the truths illustrated

in this paragraph.&quot; R.J

batio ab ejfectu (CALVIN).* The purport of the ft -

riyy&iaaTo cannot be thus introduced (KOPPE);
this is set forth in &quot;

peace,&quot; and it cannot be

preached, that (on) we have, but only : because
we have, or : that we may have. The nature of
the

&quot;peace&quot;
is not to be explained by this

clause (RuECKERT); this has been already de
fined. The truth of the assertion: &quot;came and
preached

&quot;

is shown in a reality (Ixounv), the

reality of the result, of this preaching (TI/V npo-
aayuyi/v) ; because the preaching of Christ is

spoken of, dt arrov stands first. Were the pro
clamation the main matter, then e^o/yev would
have taken the first place.

&quot;

Through Him &quot; de
notes the mediation by means of the entire Di
vine-human Person; it is not &quot;

through his
blood&quot; (OLSIIAUSEN). [HODGE suggests this,
but not to the exclusion of other thoughts.

We both have our access in one Spirit
unto the Father [i:%o/LiEv rt/v npoaayu-
yrjv ol au(j&amp;gt;6TEpoi ev evl nvtiiuari irpdf
TOV TTarepa]. Tlpoaayuyij here, iii. 12 and
Rom. v. 2 (f xaPlv ]

tne presupposition to the
entrance into the holiest (Ileb. x. 19) and &quot;into

the everlasting kingdom of our Lord&quot; (2 Pet. i.

11) and the occasion of the drawing near (Heb.
x. 22) ; it is not merely the right and permission
to do so, but a fact in which we rejoice as a real

ity (1 Pet. iii. 18) that has become ours (t x-
li e v) ; the drawing near should not be wanting ;

iaxriKafisv (Rom. v. 2) gives prominence to the

appropriation as a continuing fact, exofiev denotes

only the present possession, the acceptance which
has taken place. The underlying figure is ac

cording to Heb. T. 19-22 the entrance into the
most holy place. In npoGayuyi] STIKU finds indi

cated a free approach and an ever closer ap
proach. [The active, transitive sense: admission,

introduction, is preferred by ELLICOTT, EADIE,
and HODGE apparently, following THOLUCK
(Romans v. 2), while ALFORD prefers the intran

sitive sense, access, which does not differ greatly
from the other, certainly does mean merely li

berty of approach, and leave the actual enjoy
ment of the privilege out of view. &quot;Introduc

tion&quot; certainly does not bring out the idea of

&quot;repetition, present liberty of approach,&quot; as

&quot;access&quot; does. MEYER and EADIE remark that

it means more than &quot;

door,&quot; John x. 9. Comp.
Romans, pp. 160, 161. R.] We need not with
CHRYSOSTOM (OVK. el~ev irpdaodov ov yap a&amp;lt;p

eav-

TOV irpoaf/?.tioftev, d?.A VTT avrov irpoa//xOquev) and
MEYER think of a irpoaayuyevg to the king. [This
thought need not be peremptorily rejected, how
ever, though the other is on the whole prefera
ble (ELLICOTT, EADIE, ALFORD). R

].
The no

tion of &quot;

leading into
&quot;

[MEYER] does not suit

the other passages, iii. 12; Rom. v. 2.

The words: ol
d^&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;oTepoi

ev ivl nvevfian
placed in juxtapositibn, mark strongly the re

moved division, the unity, that too in the fellow-

*
[ELLICOTT says correctly that the particle is not merely

explanatory, nor yet strongly causal, Ixrause we have.
but with more of a demonstrative or confirmatory force, &quot;as

it is a fact rtiat we have.&quot; ALFORD finds in this verse a proof
of the wide reference of the words &quot;peace&quot; and &quot;recon

cile
&quot;

in the previous verses. &quot; Here clearly the union (not
reconciliation, nor is enmity predicted of them) of Jew and
Qentile is subordinated to the blessed fact of an access

to God having been provided for both through Christ by tb

Spirit.&quot;-!!.]
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ship of the Holy Spirit. They are not merely
within the body of Christ, members of the

Church, but are animated and impelled by the

Spirit ruling there, which Hi- h:i* st-nt. &quot;In

one Spirit
&quot;

refers to &quot; in one body ;&quot;
the two

expressions being parallel. It is certainly not

int inimia voluntate, ounttufiaMv (ANSELM). [The
reference to the Holy Spirit scarcely admits of a

reasonable doubt. But the preposition is not

instrumental. To take as such destroys the

parallelism with &quot; in one body,&quot; and confuses

the relations of this clause. It is greatly to be

regretted that this verse, so explicit and discri

minating in its designations of the work of the

Trinity in our salvation, should be thus confused.

Dr. HOUOE, whose notes on this verse are other

wise so excellent, does not bring out fully the

correct interpretation of this preposition.
&quot; The

Holy Spirit is, as it were, the vital sphere or

element in which both parties have their com
mon Kpuaayuyr/ to the Father&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.]
&quot; Unto the Father,&quot; ad Patrern ut ad Patrem.

Hoe vcrsu tit mentio Christi, Spiritus, Patris, eodem

ordine, quo ver. 12, 1 Cor. i. 3, 5; aliter Acts

i. 4, ft (BENOEL). The choice of prepositions is

remarkably apt: -rrpbc. TOV narepa 8 id XpivTov
E v KVEvaari, Unto the Father through Christ in

the Spirit.

Sketch of their present condition. Vers. 19-22.

Ver. 19. So then ye are no longer [dp a

ovv OVKETI tare]. &quot;A.pa ovv is very often

used by Paul (Roru. v. 18; vii. 3; viii. 12, etc.

WINER, pp. 414, 519) ; it is = hinc ergo [ac

cordingly then, comp. on Gal. vi. 10. R.] ; apa
draws a conclusion from vers. 14-18; ovv con

tinues the discourse. OVKETI, &quot;no longer,&quot; is

placed immediately after a p a ovv, for the sake

of emphasis.
Strangers and sojourners, fevoi nal

irdpotKoi. LUTHER S rendering: Gdste und

Freundlinge, unnecessarily transposes the words.

The expression proceeds from the more remote,

!-evoi, to the less remote, irdpoiKoi. The for

mer is the antithesis of env^wptof, and thus of

the following avvirohtTai. So &quot;brethren&quot; are

termed (3 John 5*) &quot;strangers;&quot;
it is =

&quot;^

The latter word, IT d p o t K o t = 355MA which is

often joined with the former (Lev. xxv. 35, 40).
Lev. xxii. 10, 11, where the LXX oppose irdpoi-

/cof ifpewf and olKoyeveii; avrov, forbidding the for

mer and permitting the latter to eat of the holy

things, seems to have been in the Apostle s mind.
H d p o i K o i is then here the opposite of omtioi,

and means inquilini (from incolo, incolinus), qui
dnmicilium in aliquo loco habent sine jure civitatis,

hospites in urhe aliqua (GROTics). The frequent

figurative descriptions of the kingdom of God
as the city or house of God (1 Tim. iii. 15 : Gal,

iv. 26 and Heb. iii. 6 ; xii. 22) here evidently

pass over into each other (avvirolirai OIKEIOI) ;

there is not however a union or a mixing of these

figures, but the irol.iTEia is regarded as a more
extended household. It inheres in the matter

itself, that the citizens of the kingdom of God,
have now filial and household privileges with

Him, His whole people become themselves the

* The K. V. makes an antithesis in this passage which the

original does not at all warrant ;

&quot; to brethren, and that

strangers,&quot; is the literal rendering. R.]

holy house, the temple in which His Spirit
dwells (HARLESS, STIBR). The figure of the

house and building predominates (vers. 20-22).
We should not think of proselytes (STIER), nor

takeffvoi KOI v a poiKoi as the antithesis to

avviruMrat TUV dyiuv, which is enhanced in mean

ing by oiKeloi TOV Oeov (MEYER). [The plausible

parallelism of HARLESS and BENOEL, adopted by
Braune, is doubted by ALFORU and ELLICOTT,
but accepted by EADIE. II.]

But ye are. The repetition of t art, in ac
cordance with the best authorities (see Textual

Note ), is emphatic, like Rom. viii. 15; 1 Cor.
ii. 6, 7 ; Heb. xii. 18, 22.

Fellow-citizens with the saints [avviro-
liTai* TUV dyiuv~\. Among &quot;the saints&quot; we
can include only those who have been thus
termed from the beginning of the Epistle, Chris
tians. BENOEL (Israelis cfr. iii. 18), STIER,
BLEEK, and others, have taken occasion from
ver. 12 to refer it to the spiritual Israel

; but
this word being without closer qualification

scarcely admits of this. RUECKERT understands
the Jewish Christiana alone under the term.

Still less are we to think of the patriarchs

(CHRYSOSTOM), or the angels (CALVIN, and

others), or to include them here. Still the no
tion should \je extended as it has been by ZAN-
CHIUS r omnium vere sanctorum, qui unquam fue-
runt futurive sunt.

&quot;[So
EAUIE. ALFORD: &quot;Not

angels, nor Jews, nor Christians then alive merely,
but the saints of God in the widest sense, all the

members of the mystical body of Christ, the

commonwealth of the spiritual Israel.&quot; ELLI
COTT: &quot;The members of that spiritual commu
nity in which Jew and Gentile Christians were
now united and incorporated, and to which the

external theocracy formed a typical and pre

paratory institution.&quot; This view, which is that

of MEYER, HODGE and many others, is prefer
able, notwithstanding the objection of Braune,
since ver. 13 could not fail to remain in the

Apostle s mind. R.]
And of the household of God, nine lot

T o v 6 e o v. This means those who belong to the

house, to the family, whose Head and Father is

God. To the right of citizen is added that

of the house, of the child, of the heir, ye are
not merely menials, servants, but members of

the family, children. They have a relation

of fellowship not merely to &quot;the saints,&quot; but
to &quot;God&quot; also. Oi/iof by itself would mean

only domesticus, one who dwelt, in the same house,
as 1 Tim. v. 8, and as oiKiano^, Matt. x. 36, so

that it would remain undecided in what precise
relation he stood. The genitive T o v 0eoi,&quot;of

God,&quot; in accordance with cvvtrollTai TUV dyiuv,

obliges us to apply it to the most intimate rela-

,
that of a child. It is incorrect to under

stand, according to Gal. vi. 10: oiKsiow; TJJC, TTIO-

, religionis socii (WINER, who compares olnelot

, philosophise addicti), here familiares,

[The word would ordinarily be spelled &amp;lt;rv^no\ira.i, but
A. B. 0. D. K. F. G. support &amp;lt;rvviro\lTai, which is

adopted by Tischendorf and most later editors und commen
ts i MKYKR studiously retains the other orthography).

The word belongs to later Greek, and is considered rather

inelegant. ALFORD say* the compound verb is found in the

[inrest Attic writers, and the noun in Euripides, Herac. 826.

&amp;gt;rUinly the compound is necessary to express the Apostle i

even though it belong in itself to the faiisctnt
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intimate friends (THEODORET: Trpoaoiiceiudevrec.,

relatives) ; quite as little should we take the

family here as the stones of the house in which
God dwells (HARLKSS), even though the next

verse passes to that figure.

Ver. 20. Built up upon the foundation,
i TTOlKoSofindeVTEf 7T t T

(ft
8

fl E A L U.

The participle characterizes the oiKtloi as mem
bers, who are themselves first wrought, and in

serted in the whole as &quot;living stones&quot; (1 Pet.

ii. 5), and that too upon the foundation which is

laid. Vulgate and BENGEL: supenedificate. [We
have the noun super-structure, but not a corres

ponding verb. The phrase &quot;built
up&quot;

is the

nearest equivalent.
&quot;

Having been built up
&quot;

has perhaps too strict a reference to the past
act. R.] The aorist denotes the act of

being built upon, and the context refers only
to what has already been attained, not to the

further building, which is emphasized in 1 Cor.

iii. 10, but first mentioned here in ver. 22.

Hence we have here eirl r cJ tiefie^iy, not:

em rbv OeueZtov (Rom. xv. 20), nor yet : e-rrl TOV

6e/jel.iov (=from the foundation, over the founda
tion ; see WINER, p. 850), which would point to

the further building. The dative here is not

then &quot; accidental
&quot;

( METER). [ELLICOTT remarks
on the assertion of Meyer, that the dative of

rest, instead of the genitive of rest, is accidental :

&quot;the former denotes absolute and less separable,
the latter partial and more separable super-po
sition.&quot; The apparent exception (i.

10: km
roZf oipavole) is a reading of doubtful authority.

R.)
There is here no leap from one figure (that of

the family) to another (that of a building) ;
it is

only on the other side of the same figure, which
has in the temple its deeper or higher unity.

Comp. Numb. xii. 7 ;
Heb. iii. 2-6 ;

1 Tim. iii.

15; 2 Tim. ii. 19-21 : 1 Cor. iii. 9, 10; Col. ii.

7 ; Jude 20
;
Acts xx. 32. [If there be a tran

sition it is quite easy and natural, &quot;the employ
ment of a term in a double meaning. House
has a similar twofold signification with us, as

the house of Bourbon,&quot; or house of Stuart,

phrases in which the word is employed in a sec

ondary and emphatic signification. We speak
too of such houses being built up by the wis

dom or valor of their founders. In such cases,

as Alford says, there is a transition from a poli
tical and social to a material image&quot; (EADIE).
R.I Whether fle/nehios is masculine, as in 1 Cor.

iii. 10, 11, 12; 2 Tim. ii. 19; Heb. xi. 10; Acts

xxi. 14, 19, or neuter, as in Acts xvi. 26, can be

determined as little from the text as Rom. xv.

20
;

1 Tim. vi. 19
; nor can it be decided on the

ground that the neuter is used only metaphori

cally, which would be inadmissible here (HAR-
LESS), but rather from the fact that the mascu
line seems to be the prevalent usage with Paul.

Of the apostles and prophets, ruv diroa-

T 6 /I u v KII\ TrpopnTuv. These genitives set

forth who has laid the foundation ;
1 Cor. iii.

10: Oeutfaov eftrjKa; Rom. xv. 20: ITT aM6rpiov
eefifTiiov oiKoSofiu. For : testimonium apostolorum
et prophetarum substrictum est fidei credentium

omnium; per illos jactum est fundamentum (BEN-
GEL). Comp. iii. 5, 6, 7. It is not then a geni
tive of apposition, which would designate the

Apostles and Prophets as the foundation (CHRY-
SOSTOM, A-LAPIDE, ESTIUS, [BAUMGARTEN-CRC-
sius, OLSHAUSEN, DE WETTE, HODGE], and
others), for Christ is not primus inter pares (1
Cor. i. 12, 13; iii. 11) and Rev. xxi. 14 is a
vision, in which the name of Christ is not men
tioned, and the names of the Apostles are only
inscribed on the foundations. Nor is it a pos
sessive genitive (ANSELM, BEZA, [BUCER, Coc-
CEIUS, ALFORU], and others), for Christ can at
least not be the foundation, where He is repre
sented as the corner-stone.

[This view may be now considered the usual
one. It is adopted by BCLLINOER, CALVIN, CA-
LIXTUS, GROTIUS, BENGEL, KOPPE, FLATT, RUECK-
ERT, HARLESS, HOLZHAUSEN, BLEEK, MEYER,
EADIE, ELLICOTT, SCHENKEL. This takes the

genitive as that of &quot;originating cause.&quot; The
only possible objection to it is that urged by
ALFORD against the introduction of those who
form parts of the building as agents; but on
this very foundation they rested even if they
laid it. To take the genitive as appositional is

grammatical enough, and does not necessarily
involve doctrinal difficulties, while it avoids con

fusing the foundation and the corner-stone, as
the possessive sense does

; but the whole analogy
of Scripture figures seems to be against it. The
simplest, least embarrassed view is then :

&quot; The
doctrine of the Apostles, i. e. Christ preached, is

the OefifAto^ ; Christ personal the aKpoyuvialoq
Christ mystical the irM/puua

&quot;

(ELLICOTT). This
view elevates evangelical preaching, while it

sends us back of councils and creeds to Christ
for our doctrine. R.]
The context, which admits only of the preach

ing of the Christ already come, the order of the
words and the omission of the article before

irpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;r/Tuv,
thus denoting a single category, com

pel us to think chiefly of the Apostles alone

(HARLESS, STIER, HOFMANN, II. 2, p. 103),
who are prophets also

(iii. 11): the first term

referring more to their personal testimony re

specting what they have seen and heard, the
latter more to the testimony communicated

through the Spirit, and not to the Old Testa
ment prophets (GREEK FATHERS, JEROME, ERAS
MUS, CALVIN, CALOVIUS, RUECKERT, [BARNES],
and others), or to the New Testament prophets,
subordinate to the Apostles (PELAGIUS, BENGEL:

qui apostolis suntproximi, KOPPE, MEYER, SCHEN
KEL, BLEEK). [The reasons for a reference to

New Testament prophets seem far more decisive

than those which support the identity of Apos
tles and prophets in this passage. The absence
of the article is not conclusive. So EADIE,
HODGE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT. The reference to

the Old Testament prophets is untenable ; comp.
EADIE and ALFORD in loco. R.] Of Montanism
with its continuation of the Apostolate by means
of prophets, ZELLER and his teacher BAUR alone
can think. On the significance of the view here
set forth, see Doctr. Note 6.

Christ Jesus himself being the chief
corner-stone [6 i 7 oc apo) uviaiov avrov
Xpiarov 1 77 a o v. See Textual Note 10

].

Participium fivrof initio commatis htijus, valde de-

monstrat in prcesenti tempore (BENGEL), and marks
the being so. A. Kp o y u v c a i o v, to which some
codices add MQov, occurs only here and 1 Pet
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ii. 6: MOov axpoyuvialov, from Isa. xxviii. 10;

comp. Matt. xxi. \ 2 : TiiOoq eyevf/tiq f Kf^aA^v

yuvf af. Lapis anyularis, ut duos parities ipse me-

dius COW//WC/VM.IKHD.MK) KUI TOV$ rot^ovf aw^et
Kal roif OeueMove (CiiRYSOSTOM), is the stone,

which upholds the connection of the single ones

with the whole, gives support to the whole edi

fice, is the most important stone, designating
here the importance and indispensableness of

Christ above the Apostles, just as in 1 Cor. iii.

11 Christ is termed the foundation, and the

Apostles those who have in preaching laid this

foundation and built others upon it. The founda
tion on which the Ephesians have been built is

the preaching of the Apostles, but Christ is the

corner-stone, who gives support to the whole
and to the parts, Christ Himself, the living his

torical Christ. It must not be supposed that the

Apostles personally are a foundation ; they them
selves need the corner-stone and are also built

upon it. The various readings (see Textual Note
10

)
do not alter the sense, only aiirov marks

somewhat more strongly the Person of Christ,

and rov in X., or lyaoi in the others the histori

cal Christ. Avrovis not to be referred to

OefiMu (BENGEL and others). The article is

naturally wanting after avroi&amp;gt;, since no reference

to what precedes is intended
;

the &quot;corner

stone
&quot;

is not for the &quot; foundation
;&quot;

that would
be the support of the foundation ; the support
of the edifice is spoken of. A reference to the

union of Jewish and Gentile Christians (THEO-
DORET, ESTIUS and others) is too remote accord

ing to the context, ver. 19:
&quot;ye

no longer are.&quot;

Ver. 21. In whom, e v w. This is to be re

ferred then to the Person of Christ, not to &quot; cor

ner-stone &quot;

(Esrius, KOPPE and others), or
&quot; foundation

&quot;

(HOLZHAUSEN), i&amp;lt;p

u or ty ot&amp;gt; the

building might be raised. It is not then: above
which i I!K/\: Super), nor: on which (LUTHER),
nor yet : through whom (FLATT: per), but like

i. 10 : iv T$ Xpiary, who is the point of union
and support of the framing together and grow
ing, without which the building falls, dissolves,
and does not grow (UUECKERT, HARLESS, STIER),
[ALFORU, HODUK, EAUIE and most. 11.]
All the building, Trdffft ol KO do////. Al

though iraaa 1} oiKodouq is the least sustained

reading, and the article should be rejected, and
the use of iriif with and without the article ac

cording to Rom. iii. 9 (irav ar6/ia irag 6 K6auog)
is such that the former would mean; the whole

building and the latter : every building, yet here
we must in accordance with the context inter

pret: the whole building, as Trtzf okof \Gparfh.

(Acts ii. 36), which however can be regarded as
a proper name not requiring the article see

WINER, p. 106. (EKUMENIUS reads iraaa oiKooofifj
and explains :

f]
a66fov eiaclqaia. IGNATIUS uses

iraaa iniaro^rj, iraaa fKK^aia in the sense of the
whole letter, the whole church. The later Greek

usage justifies this explanation and the omission
of the article.

[Those commentators who are unwilling to ac

cept the poorly supported reading of the Rec., as
a rule take refuge from the incongruous inter

pretation; every building, which usage favors,

in some such explanation as Braune gives. MEYER,
whose grammatical accuracy rarely leads him as

tray, in this case insists on a strict interpreta
tion. Ami iu&amp;gt;: &quot;Are we then to render ungram
matically, and force words to that which they
cannot mean? Certainly not&quot; &quot;the account
to be given of such later usages is, that gradu
ally other words besides proper names became

regarded as able to dispense with the article af
ter True, so that as they said first iraaa \npoa6-
Zvua (Matth. ii. 23), and then nag okof lopafa
(Acts ii. 3C), so they came at length to say iraaa

KTiaig (as we ourselves, all creation for all Me
creation

)
and IT da a

oiKotiouf/,
when speak

ing of one universal and notorious
building.&quot;

ELLICOTT accepts this view, but doubts the exis

tence of another distinct instance in the New
Testament. EADIE thinks the passages cited

above and Luke iv. 13; Acts vii. 22; Col. i. 16,
at least show a transition to a larger usage.
MEYER S grammatical haste leads him into an un
warranted exegesis, for what warrant is there
for calling separate congregations OIKO^O^IJ. R.]

i K o 6 o n i) is like 1 Cor. iii. 9, building, the
edifice in the process of erection, which grows
into a temple, especially as ver. 22 : awotKoSo-

fielaOe eif KaratKT/-qpiov, marks decidedly the pro
cess, requiring the substantive idea of this verse
to be that of a building going up. [Hence our
word is chosen, not otKOf. R.] Our verse then
contains an entirely general thought, which ver.

22 applies to the Ephesian church, in the figure
of a temple, of the Church as one whole on one
foundation ; the view that every Christian is a

temple of the Holy Ghost (2 Cor. vi. 16), and

every congregation also such an one, being quite
remote. Hence it does not mean : every building

(MEYER), nor &quot;every part of the building,&quot;

walls, roof, etc. (CHRYSOSTOM), since it is not

these parts, but the building as a whole that

grows into a temple. [Comp. however EADIE in

loco.E.]
Fitly framed together is growing [ar-

vapuohoyovuivri ai !-ei~\. The present
av$i, instead of av^avETai, like av^y (Col. ii.

19), is rare but classical, denoting together with
the present participle the process, which the

Apostle considers merely as a spectator ; the

participle sets forth the form of the growth. 2i&amp;gt;-

vapiio%oy?lv from ap/nd^, groove, joint, member

(armus, artus), as Heb. iv. 12, occurs only here
and in iv. 16, and according to this and the pa
rallel passage Col. ii. 19 is = framed together,

incorporated together. The figure is derived
from the organism of the body. Ari-arftv (some
times transitive = auaere, as in 1 Cor. iii. 6, 7;
2 Cor. ix. 10, but usually intransitive) is used
most exactly of plants (Matth. vi. 28; xiii. 32),
but of men also (Luke i. 80; ii. 40; 1 Pet. ii. 2),
of a nation (Acts vii. 17), of the word of God

(Acts vi. 7; xix. 20), of faith (2 Cor. x. 15), of

growth in grace (2 Pet. iii. 18: comp. Col.i. 10) :

John the Baptist uses it in a purely external

sense of Christ
(
Jno. iii. 30 : fai ai^aveiv). The

growth is not then merely an outward extension,
but respects the number of the called and their

progress toward perfection (NiTZscn). Hence
GROTIUS is incorrect : quorum jam mceniaturgunt ;

the citizens themselves are largely involved.

HKXC.KI, : crescit coagmentata, Vulgate: constructa,

but these renderings are insufficient.

[ALFORD: &quot;Both participle and verb imply
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that the fitting together and the growing are still

going on: and the only way which we in English
have to mark this so as to avoid the chance of

mistake, is by the auxiliary verb substantive,
and the participle. The bare present, growth,
is in danger of being mistaken for the abstract

quality, and the temporal development is thus

lost sight of: whereas the other, in giving pro
minence to that temporal development, also ne

cessarily implies the normal, perpetual uncon
ditioned nature of the organic increase (LLI-
COTT).&quot; R.]
Unto a holy temple, eif vabv ayiov.

The goal of tli growth is set forth in the figure
cf the temple in Zion. It is mere playing with

the text to refer it to the temple of Diana, which
cedere dclel (BENCKL) to this. [MEYER remarks:
&quot;This is not to be translated: unto a holy tem

ple; for the notion of several temples was foreign
tt&amp;gt; the Apostle in consequence of the Jewish na
tional peculiarity, but: unto the holy temple,
which does not require the article.&quot; This ac

cords with the extensive reference advocated
above. R.]
In the Lord, ev Kvpiu. This phrase is to

be joined with &quot;

holy,&quot; characterizing the sa-

credness of their temple as inward, vital, pro

ceeding from, effected and nourished by Him.

[So HARLESS, USTERI, DE WETTE, HOFMANN,
BLEEK. R.] Unquestionably Christ is meant,
as the Apostolic usus loquendi (\\

T

INER, p. 118)
and the context which refers back to iv $, de
mand

;
He is the Mediator, in whom the mem

bers become OIKEIOI TOV 6eov. Hence iv Kvpiy is

not. to be taken as the simple dative (BtzA,
KOPPE [MACKNIGIIT] and others), or joined with

va6v= Kvpiov. i.e., ./) (BENGEL). Others rightly
refer it to Christ, but incorrectly join it with

vabv ayiov as one notion (STIER), or with av!-ei

(MEYER), in spite of iv 9. [The construction

last named is rendered still more objectionable

by taking iv= &quot;through&quot; (GROTIUS, WOLF,
and SCHKNKEL, who has a fondness for this in

strumental sense of the proposition). HODGE
suggests the same view, but prefers that of

MEYER, which is tautological. ELLICOTT objects
to the connection with ayiov, that it &quot;gives per
haps a greater prominence to the special nature
of the holiness than the context requires.&quot; He
therefore prefers the view of STIER, taking the

phrase as a kind of tertiary predicate, almost =
&quot; and it is a holy temple in the Lord, and in Him
alone.&quot; ALFORD thinks this more in accordance
with the Apostle s style, and it is favored by iv

irvevfiiaTi, ver. 22. So EADIE. R.]

Ver. 22. In whom ye also [iyvKalvp-
e I f]. Per anaphoram iteratur iv w (BENGEL),
which is to be joined to &quot; Christ Jesus Himself,&quot;

as i. 13. It is not to be connected with Kvpup

( HARLESS, MEYER, SCHENKEL) because the whole
clause is parallel to the preceding one; still less

however to &quot;holy temple&quot; (CALIXTUS, MAT-
TIIIES [EADIE] and others), since they are not

built in a temple for a habitation. &quot;Ye also&quot;

places the readers as being Christians, without

any reference to their coming out of heathenism,
as BAUMGARTEN CRUSIUS and BLEEK suppose, in

connection with the whole
(&quot;the

whole build

ing&quot;).
This is in accordance with the parallel

ism of the application in ver. 22, which is not

tautological, but marks a dialectic advance.

[Most commentators take &quot; in the Lord &quot;

as the
antecedent of the relative. &quot;You also,&quot; not
&quot;even

you,&quot;
&quot; nai with its ascensive and slightly

contrasting force marking the exalti-d nature of
the association in which the Ephesians shared&quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.]
Are being builded together, awotKodo-

fiEloBe. This is indicative, not imperative
(CALVIN and others), according to the context,
which says what the readers, and the church in

general, are, not what they ought to be. The pre
position aw, as in cvvapfio/.oyovfiivT], makes the
connection with each other and with the whole;
hence not merely with each other (MEYER), nor

only with &quot;the whole building&quot; (HARLESS). The
verb points to internal edification more strongly
than av^et, denotes the process of becoming built,

magis magisque coaptari (Buc-ER); hence with
LUTHER we should retain : mitcrbaut WERDET,
noi seid (PASSAVANT). [&quot;Are being builded to

gether
&quot;

is the nearest English equivalent. The
preposition refers to the close and compact union
of the component parts of the building (ELLI
COTT). R.]
For an habitation of God, tic KO.T oncrj-

-fypiov TOV 6 eo f . This sets forth the goal, as
in ver. 21. The word here chosen in the stead
of vaw occurs only here and in Rev. xviii. 2,

marking the place of dwelling (LUTHER: Behau-

sunff), while vabv marks the place of worship. In
this there is implied a significant advance, which

explains the idea of the church. Comp. Doct.
Note 5. The genitive TOV 6tov designates the
Master of the house, who goes in and out, doing,
regulating, taking care of everything, even to

the smallest and most external matters. Hence
this is not the same idea as in the previous verse
with only a change of expression (MEYER, SCHEN

KEL), though it is not to be referred to individual

Christians (HARLESS) and quite as little to be
taken as dependent on ai ^ei, EV u /cat i/jeif awot-

Ko6o,uE~ia6e being regarded as a parenthesis (GRIES-
BACH, KNAPP), so that the sense would be: that

a dwelling of God might arise (KOPPE, RUECK-
ERT).
In the Spirit, iv ir v ev [KIT i. This, being

parallel to &quot;in the Lord,&quot; which qualifies &quot;holy,&quot;

defines more closely the phrase,
&quot; of God,&quot; His

relation to the &quot;habitation&quot;: It is God, who
dwells in you, in His church, in the Spirit as the

elementof His presence, hence in the Holy Spirit.
The comparison with xapa iv -rrvevfiaTi ayiu (Rom.
xiv. 17), ayd-KTi iv Krci fjaTi (Col. i. 8) should not

be so decidedly rejected as inappropriate by
MEYER, as though this were possible only with

abstract terms. Eph. iv. 1: dtautof iv Xpiaru
or Kvpiu, 1 Thess. iv. 16 : VEKpol iv \piaTu are by
no means abstract. Comp. on the idea of this

verse, 1 Cor. iii. 16: vabr OEOV tare nal TO nvevfia
deoit oiKEl iv vulv; 2 Cor. vi. 16; Rom. viii. 11.

As the Church is a temple, which is holy not

merely outwardly, but &quot;in the Lord,&quot; so it is

also a dwelling of God, where He does not dwell
as the Shekinah in the temple, but in the Spirit,
in His, the Holy Spirit, who is the Regent in this

edifice, as He is efficient in its growth and occu

pation. So RIEGER, HAKLESS, STIER. It is not

then = nvEVfiaTtn6v (Greek Fathers, RGECKKRT
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and other*) i&quot; accordance with 1 Pet. ii. &amp;gt;: i-

-.IIT/MII; ; nor is if Aui
(
Til KOIMI YLACT

[K. V.
|

and ..i hers), nor is the connection with

the vei-l&amp;gt; admissible : by virtue of, by means of

ilu- Holy Ghst ye are built together (MKYEK.
SCIIBNKKL, KI.KK.K ). [IIour.K also prefers this

view, \\hicli disturbs the parallelism, giving the

phrase an unwarranted emphasis. The view of

Ki i CK HUT is against ihe whole sense of the pas

sage (ALFORU). Against MEYEK S objection to

the interpretation of Braune, see ELLICOTT in

loco. Comp. EADIE, and Galntians, v. 6, against
the distinction of HAKLESS respecting the use of

the article with trvfi iia. The reference to the

Holy Spirit is undoubtedly the correct one and
thus the verse brings the Trinity into view. It.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Trinity. Ver. 18 points to the Trinity:
To the Father through Christ in the Spirit. But
the allusion in ver. 2-J is more obscure. [Yet AL-

FORi&amp;gt; correctly says of the latter part of this sec

tion: &quot; Thus we have the true temple of the

Father, built in the Son, inhabited in the Spirit ;

the offices of the three blessed Persons being dis

tinctly pointed out; God THE FATHER, in all His

fulness, dwells in, fills the church: that church
is constituted an holy temple to Him in THE SON,

is inhabited by Him in the ever-present in

dwelling of the HOLY SPIRIT.&quot; R.]
2. The ANTHROPOLOGY of this section.

a. Heathenism in distinction from Judaism. The
heathen are termed those &quot;

afar off,
1 the Jews

those &quot;

nigh.&quot;
The latter had the theocracy and

a covenant of God with them, repeated in many
ways, and containing a glorious promise ;

the

former were withouthopc and without God. For
neither in the idol deities of the people, nor in

the fancied deities of the philosophers and the

educated, did they have the living God; neither
nature (Rom. i. 19. 20; Acts xiv. 17; xvii. 27),
nor conscience could reveal to them the mercy,
and the holy and sanctifying love of God, as this

had become evident to the Jews in theocratic

tr.lining and guidance. The heathen with their

natural gifts wallowed ever more deeply in the

creature, the Jews with their gracious gifts re

lied more and more on God s election, proudly
exalting themselves, as did the former. Such
distinctions, defining the relation of God to the

nations and of the nations to God, define at the

same time ditferences in the moral conduct of the

Gentiles and the Jews. The former, left to them
selves, did not see the arm of God shown to be
so strong in nature, or the finger of God warn
ing in the conscience, but fell into the mire, into

the starless night of vile immorality; heathen
ism becomes ever worse and worse (Rom. i. 18

32); modern heathenism, which not only strug
gles to be free from the arm of God s power, but
tears itself away from the heart of God with its

thoughts of peace, is even more loathsome. Juda
ism falls away into externality (&quot;the so-calledcir-

cumcision in the flesh,&quot; ver. 11
; Rom. ii. 14-29)

throwing the theocratic feature into the back

ground and out of practice, but giving promi
nence and power to the national element; mo
dern Judaism has lapsed into the most frivolous

emptiness.

b. Heathenism and Judaism are alike in this,
that external position, neither in natural endow
ments nor in the gifis of revelation, decides as

to the personal state of salvation. Whether one
is a

&quot;stranger,&quot;
as a heat lien, or a &quot;sojourner&quot;

as a Jew, amounts to nothing; he ought and
must still be and become &quot;of the household of

God.&quot; Let him who enjoys the gifts of grace,
think rather how to use them, to make them effi

cient in himself, than in false delight to despise
others who lack them. In natural ^endowments
there are indeed ways and means to the know
ledge -of God, which He can carry further unto
eternal salvation, through Christ, in the Holy
Ghost however. We may not with philosophers,
such as Hegel, place upon an equal footing the

Jews with their theocracy, or the mission of pre
serving salvation, and the heathen, with their

cosmocracy, or anthropocracy, the mission of

moulding in its naturalness the subject attaining
salvation, and regard both as united in the The-

anthropos Christ, thinking then that they shall

all become Christ s, God-men, instead of new
men, God s men. Still less should we with Abe-

lard, Zwingli and others, make exceptions arbi

trarily, placing Socrates, Plato, Cicero and oth

ers, among the patriarchs and prophets, Apostles
and believers, in heaven, as though we could act

as judges in such a matter. Here it is best to

keep within bounds, as did Paul, who sticks to

what is evident, making no final judgment re

specting individuals and their personal state of

safety, nor overlooking the distinctions in what
is similar.

c. The continued validity of these two forms.

This antithesis is perceptible, not merely before

Christ, but also in the Church which He estab

lished. They are not forms historically con

cluded, but active categories of human error,

showing themselves constantly anew. Man suf
fers from a defect, though in the rich possession
and masterly use of the most important natural

endowments, if he is estranged from his Creator,
and even in the possession, use and enjoyment
of noble gifts of grace, if he has not attained to

personal fellowship of life and heart with the

Giver. Such a defect does not remain quiescent,
but impels to restless opposition and enmity to

wards God and Man. The onesidedness urges
ever deeper into discord, as the abuse of the

gifts of nature or of grace is changed into the

destruction of the same, coming home upon him
who has enjoyed them.

d. Natural and gracious endoirnunts do not ex

clude each other. The latter direct, purify, ele

vate the former, making them more productive.
Human nature loses nothing, but gains much by
means of the latter, if they are but rightly used :

the Divine in the human, the Divinity in human

ity is thus nurtured. It is thus that the state

of things will be brought about when neither the

individual, nor nations as a whole, will stand in

hostile antagonism to one another, but will com

plement each other in peaceful contact, further

ing each other s interests through the fulfilment

of their calling in life or history, of their minis

try with the gifts entrusted to them.
3. CHRISTOLOGY.
a. Without Christ the distance from God in the

case of the Gentiles is not overcome, nor doea
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the nearness to God in the case of the Jews be

come fellowship with God. Without Him a man
or a people is either &quot;stranger&quot; or &quot;sojourner,&quot;

and the advance from &quot;stranger&quot; to &quot; of the

household of God &quot;

is not through the &quot;so

journer.&quot; As little as sonship of itself develops
itself from slavery, so little avail circumcision,

Mosaic law, theocracy, promise; only creative

renewal (ver. 15) is of avail among Jews as well

as Gentiles, and this is accomplished only through
Him and in Him.

6. He is our Peace, He, in His Person ; and this

peace is here denned by its antithesis,
&quot;

enmity
&quot;

(ver. 15), by the hostility of Gentiles and Jews

(ver. 11), by the estrangement of the Gentiles

from God and His law, as well as the distance

and separation from God the Father (vers. 12, 18)
and the externality of the Jews (ver. 11) as con

cord, as unity concluded and secured in agree

ment, in friendly intercourse. This peace id

not a sensation, but a possession. HOFMANN

(Schriflbeweis, II. 1, pp. 374) refers to the etymo
logy, deriving the word from elprj and Iptg, the

circle, the place of assembly, or it may be traced

to ripa, to speak, quiet, friendly, independent in

tercourse in speech. STIER (Reden Jesu, V., p.

221 on Jno. xiv. 27) compares it with Dl/B
, and

reaches thus the notion of prosperity, welfare.

In this concord with its intercourse is found wel

fare, complete and symmetrical development.
Hence the possession of this peace is at the same
time a status. The first and main thing is peace
with God; on this is based and depends neces

sarily the peace with our neighbor. Where the

latter appears, the former is certainly efficient ;

hence Paul can here give special prominence to

it in accordance with the context. He who has

Christ, can speak of His peace (Jno. xiv. 27), has

peace.*
c. The work of Christ culminates in the death of

the cross (ver. 13: &quot;made nigh in the blood of

Christ;&quot; ver. 16: &quot;

might reconcile them both

to God through the cross
&quot;

), having for its end the

reconciliation with God and among each other (ver.
14: &quot;who made both one;&quot; ver. 16: &quot;having

slain the enmity;&quot; ver. 17: &quot;came and preached
peace:&quot;

ver. 18; &quot;we both have our access

in one Spirit unto the Father&quot;), comp. Col. i.

20-22; Rom. v. 10; 2 Cor. v. 18-20. Enmity is

to be overcome only on the side of man, on the

part of God &quot; wrath&quot; (ii. 3). We have only the

popular expression: IZdaOnTi uot (Luke xviii. 13)
and 2 Mace. i. 5 ; vii. 33 : viii. 29 : KaraXdaaEG-

tiai vulv. Non Deus inimicus erat hominibus. sed

homines inimici erant Deo. Non caepit homines

amare, qui cum eo reconciliati essent, sed quia ab
xterno homines amavit, idcirco decrevit homines sibi

inimicos per Christiani secum reconciliare. Reconci-

liafio, morte Christi effccta, non est duplex seu mutua,
sed simplex, h. e , Christus morte sua non Deum, ho-

minum amantisximitm, cum hominibus, sed homines,
Deo inimicos, cum Deo reconciliavit (WEBER). The

[The little necessity for seeking to sunder the two
tee with God, peace among men, in this paragraph.

Bin.-.- tin- complex notion alone meets tin- rccjtiiremciitsofa fair

exegesis. The doctrine to l&amp;gt;e deduced is one eminently Bib

lical: Bight relation* to Ood are the bMU of right relation!

withm-m; the former involve the latter of necessity, while

the latter constitute the evidence and indicator of the former.

The complex notion of peace becomes a simple one, when
thus regarded as simple because &quot; He is our peace.&quot; R.]

enmity against God was extirpated by, through
and in Christ; the attracting power of His Per
son, especially of His cross is so great, that man
is won by Him for God. Thus the Father of
Christ becomes the Father of men and the con

tending nations and creatures become peaceful
children in one church and one Spirit. This is

the reconciliation. It rests upon the propitiation,

removing the wrath of God, which is however
only the energy of His holy love for sinners

against, sin. But this is not treated of in this

section. By this reconciliation of men resting on
the atonement their relation not merely to God
but also to the law is changed. In that He ful

filled the law in deed and in truth, performed
God s will and suffered in obedience, He ren
dered it powerless in its single ordinances, dis

solving its separative features; it thus gained
through Him internal validity and importance,
so that it no longer burdens men, but they stand
and walk in and on the same as a common soil

within salutary bounds. Here too all depends
on His Person and our relation to Him (ver. 15:
&quot;in His flesh;&quot; ver. 16: &quot;in Him;&quot; ver. 18:

&quot;through Him;&quot; ver. 21: &quot;in whom&quot; &quot;in

the Lord
&quot;);

in Him and through Him that takes

place which ought to take place both for us and
in us. Ipsa na/ura suscipienda erat, quse liberanda

(AUGUSTINE). Neque Christo impulari potuissent

peccata nostra, nisi turn naturse ejusdem vinculo turn

voluntaria sponsione nobiscum unitus esset, neque
justitia Christi nobis impu/aretur ; nisi in unum
cum Ipso corpus coaluissemus (TURRETINE). He
guards against that humanitarianism, which is

only the glory of the flesh, as well as against
a godless cosmopolitism[&quot;without God, in the
world

&quot;] ;
He creates new, real men, who as the

children become the possessors and rulers of the
world.

4. The law here is the Mosaic law. This fol

lows from the description : ruv kvTohiJv iv 66y-
Haaiv (ver. 15), from the figure: TO uea6roixov
rov Qpayuov (ver. 14), and also from the state

ment that Christ has abolished this &quot; in His
flesh

;&quot;
for it was precisely to this law that He

was subject in the flesh; this was the &quot;

hedge
&quot;

of the vineyard of God, the people of Israel; it

was this which split the will of God into ordi

nances difficult to be grasped, and multiplied by
casuistry most enormously. But here where the

subject is not merely the enmity of the Jews

against the Gentiles and against God, an enmity
denoted by and connected with the law, hut quite
as much the enmity of the Gentiles against the

Jews and against God, this too being joined with
the law, we must admit a secondary reference to

the law in the conscience. Rom. ii. 14, 15 per
mits such a reference, the connection requires it

and the nature of the case explains it: the bad
conscience is the still active conscience, so far as

it is still good. The bad conscience is the justly

judging conscience, is enmity, not as it should

be with sin and the sinful subject, but with dml.

before whom it puts to shame, with our neigh
bor, from whom it divides us

;
the sinner

ag;iin&amp;gt;t

the law excuses himself and accuses God and

men, by always finding the circumstances, rela

tions, surroundings more to blame than himself.

The voices of a bad conscience became for the

heathen Furies, but not so easily Eumenides.
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\/:ninir in rrlitnm. He (00, who holds to the law

an I to conscience, is iin dlijccl of cninity for the

fi -ivoloiis world ; where the law appears power
t ul, there is in the worM discord, opposition
within the heart, in individuals and in the whole,

and externally also. Thus enmity toward Cod
and men clings to the law. We do not wish to

have i he will of God about us, above us, before

n. and to know and feel ourselves under the law
with its single decrees ; it is impossible for us to

h ive the law in us and peace at the same time,
unless we have God Himself. Only fellowship
of life with Cod in Christ removes the enmity
uhich attaches to the law, as it appears in its

commandments and ordinances over against the

natural man.
6. The church is essentially a.fellowship, closely

united and orynnic. Her support is in Christ, her
!&amp;gt;,,tinning in the pure and powerful Word of God,
in His Apostles and prophets, her design respects

every man and every nation, her task is not

merely tiie worship of God, but abiding fellow

ship with God, and accordingly each individual

must be prepared in the work of the Holy Ghost,
freed from his singularity and framed into the

whole (vers. 19-22). She is &quot;the assured resi

dence and abiding working-place
&quot;

of God, from
which He will and does work further into His

world. In the world He indeed already has His

real, immanent, continued presence, but in the

church He is present in an extraordinary man
ner; she is His palace, His immediate surround

ings, His family, while the world is His broad

kingdom on which He operates from this, and
which is subservient to it. Certain as the per
manence of the church is, she is still in process
of growth, not yet complete. But she is real,
not merely ideal.

6. The Holy Scriptures are referred to in the

expression:
&quot; the foundation of the Apostles and

prophets
&quot;

(ver. 20). There is here eyidently a

reminiscence of the words of Christ (Matt. xvi.

18: &quot;Thou art Peter,&quot; etc.), in which He pro
mises to build His church, not upon the person
of Peter, but upon Peter s confession of the Per
son of Christ. The foundation of the church,
the beginning of this building is not the persons
of the Apostles, but their witness of Him, the

preaching of the Apostles. Scripture is not the

Eroducer,
but the product, not before the church,

nt within and for her. The word of God spring
ing up in the Apostles, as prophets of God, as

men to whom revelation was imparted by the

Holy Ghost, and preached by them, is the founda
tion, but what is given in fixed form in the Scrip
tures is the norm for the church. She has her

support and deepest ground in Christ, her begin
ning in the preaching of the Apostles, but her
rule in the standard of truth contained in the

Apostolic and
prophetical Scriptures, the suffi

ciency of which is such, that no tradition is

needed in addition.
[&quot;And

no other foundation
can suffice. When philosophical speculation or

critical erudition, political affinity or human en
actment supplants it, the structure topples and
is iilwut to fall. The opinions of Luther, Cal
vin, Cranmer, Wesley, Knox, or Erskine (and
these were all

&quot;pillars&quot;),
are not the founda

tion; nor are the edicts and creeds of Trent,

Augsburg. Uort, or Westminster. Such writings

may originate sectional distinctions, and give

peculiar shape to column or portico, shaft or ca-

pil.-il,
on the great edifice, but they can never be

substituted for the one foundation&quot; (EADIE).

-R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ponder this : What thou wast and wouldst
have been without Him? what thou wast and
hast become through Him? what thou wast and
shouldst and shall become, if thou abide with
Him? God is near thee, nearest of all, yet hasl

thou at first not noticed or known this at all, and
still dost thou forget it and fail to feel it; many
a one does not learn it arid perishes, but he who
learns it gains what is most glorious, the ever

lasting salvation of the soul, God s gifts, God
Himself, as joint-heir with Christ. The moon is

by no means so valuable to thee as the sun ; it is

nearer to the earth with its powerful influence

notwithstanding its distance, than the near moon
with its borrowed light. So is Christ nearer
than Luther; He makes for thee spring with fruit

abiding eternally. See now, what it has cost

Him, to bring thee near to God, who is so nigh, to

win thee for Him! He must die, that thou

mightest live in God and God in thee. Do not

deny it, underneath all hast thou enmity to God ;

in order not to be obliged to acknowledge His

wrath, thou feignest friendship and love to Him,
and still wilt not allow Him to rule in thee. The
foundation of religion is not a doctrine but a life,

not the Apostles life, but Christ and He alone,
in His Person and in His life and death, His
work and suffering. He disturbs the peace, the
false one, in order to establish one which is real

and eternal.

The Church of Christ is God s house and our
own home, in which we should be children and be
come heirs. Here we are not only instructed, as
in a school, but educated, in order to go out into

the world and do what is good and useful
; here

not only is religion protected from the world,
but we ourselves from irreligion. In the church
each one should feel, that the might of the whole
is at his command, to be used for himself, to be
efficient in him, quite as much as that he must
serve with assiduity the whole : thus he himself
will grow and thrive. The temple becomes a
home: First worship Him, then live with Him.
Is the home but a hovel at first, a hovel is still

home. Do not, take offence at the outward ap
pearance of the church, but look at the internal
loveliness! Builded together on the one corner-

I stone, Christ, so that we are changed from ser
vants or slaves into children and heirs. We are
to become free ! God hates the slavery of the

world, or hireling service no less than we do ty-
I ranny. See to it that with thy hatred of tyrants
and raving about freedom thou dost not still re-

, main a slave. In the Church of Christ we first

|

really become men, the grace of God in Christ

i

leads us directly to nature and to true huma
nity.
STARKE: Where a soul will have hope toward

God, it must have a testament or promise of God
as its foundation. Our life must properly be no

thing else than a continued going out of ourselves
and going to God. The great glory of Christians
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as citizens of the city of God and members of His

household. What was Roman citizenship in com

parison ? Acts xxii. 28. Thus we are assured

of all possessions, liberties, privileges and pro
tection. Ps. Ixxxiv. 5. What glorious and won
derful thing does not attach to the Church of

God? Nothing is more majestic, because it is

His temple; nothing more worthy of veneration,

for He dwells therein; nothing more ancient, for

the patriarchs and prophets labored thereon, no

thing more solid, for Jesus Christ is its founda

tion, nothing firmer and stronger, for He is its

corner-stone, nothing more exalted, for it reaches

into eternity and the bosom of God, nothing more
well-ordered and arranged, for the Holy Ghost
is the architect; nothing more beautiful and

agreeable in its variety, for stones come from all

quarters, Jews and Gentiles, from every age,

land, race and condition, nothing more roomy,
for all the elect and righteous of all generations
have a place therein, nothing more sacred, for it

is consecrated to the Lord, nothing more divine,

for it is a living edifice animated by the Holy
Spirit.
PASSAVANT : God was not far off, but they

were far from Him, with heart and life far

from Him in their darkness. How often are we

notwithstanding revelation and the knowledge of

the Lord far from God in our hearts and lives,

while we are &quot;in the world!&quot; And that is the

beginning and end of all heathenism. We are of

a heathen race and always bring again into all

our worldly yes, Christian concerns, undertak

ings, plans and labors something, much, that is

Pagan. Instead of making the holy law of their

God serve as a sacred and salutary safeguard
from the Gentiles, their customs, sins and enor

mities, the Israelites turned their hearts toward
hate and bitter enmity against all the nations

about them. Though both Greek and Roman
occupied the most beautiful isles, the loveliest,

home ; yet were they still on an earth foreign to

them and not yet confirmed as their property ;

above them was a heaven, though so glad and
beautiful still unknown and strange; under
them unknown depths and abysses full of night.

and horror. As really homeless they walked
the earth, not knowing whence they were or

whither their living and dying would lead them!
The holiest and sweetest of the Here and the

Hereafter remained closed and strange to them.

With all their advantages of form, of culture and

customs, with all the beauty and brilliancy, in

which many of them are to-day still patterns for

us in earthly things, they were, over against
the Israelites, at most like guests, suffered to re

main or kindly received beside the children and

members of the household. Ask thy heart, thou

who art called, and mayhap art, a Christian;

hast thou really given thyself to thy God? Hast

thou transferred every hall, chamber, nook and

corner, all the heights and depths of thine inner

man to Him for a living, pure, spiritual indwell

ing? Art thou His temple ?-[ Christour peace; 1)

In time and in eternity ; 2
)
Before God, in His

Judgment; 3) In all sufferings, in all anxieties

of life; 4) In need, in death
; 5) In God s rest,

in His love. Jesus Christ: 1) The cause, 2)
Ground, 3) Strength of all peace. It is Christ s

Cross, that atones for Christians; His blood

anctifies them ; His Spirit impels them
;
His love

permeates them; His name unites them in one
and the same grace. R.]

RIKOK.R: The wretchedness of Paganism is

not represented now-a-days in its full extent.
The matter is now inverted ; first the heathen are

granted a fortunate fate in eternity, that thus
afterwards the difference between nature and
grace, faith in the gospel and walking by the
feeble light of conscience may be altogether
ignored. The distinction between Jews and
Gentiles was brought about by man, but fixed by
God Himself, and guarded by the entire eccle
siastical polity of the Jews as by a hedge. Then
ndeed the human heart took occasion from this

for much pride and mutual enmity. This too
must then be interrupted and removed by an
other Divine interposition, which took place in

the sending of His Son. He who thoroughly be
lieves the word of the Apostle, accepting Christ
as the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the

end, in the matter of our salvation, is not only
in connection with the foundation, but is in love
built in with all the living stones beside Him;
abides too for the further work of the good Spirit,
who is the master-builder of this edifice, but also

the future Possessor and Ruler of every well-

erected habitation.

HEUBNER: Quesnel distinguishes three kinds
of looking back at former sins: a longing, faith

less one, destructive of grace, a distrustful,

disquieting one, hindering the course of grace, a

penitent, thankful one, increasing grace. With
out Christ we can be alive in no church ; without
Him there is no holy kingdom of God on earth.

Christ transfers us into the state of the pious,
into the congregation of the saints ; with Him we
are in a state, embracing all true Israelites, in

the kingdom of the just and blessed. Heavenly
citizenship is a favor from Christ. Without Him
man has no part in the covenant of promise, in

the covenant with God, which gives salvation.

Christianity is the eternal covenant with God.
Without Christ we are without hope. Without
Christ we are without God, because the true

God has not yet become ours. First with Christ

is God rightly known and revealed; we know
that He is our God, who cares for us sinners and
desires our salvation. Outside of Christianity
God remains as it were only a general idea. The

Personality of God is illustrated by nothing so

well as by the Personality of His Son. Losing
Christ is losing God. denying Him leads to Athe
ism. Who can read this description of the heathen
condition without horror ? Yet that is the pic
ture of many baptized people; they live without

Christ, they have fallen away from Christ and
that leads to apostasy from God. An unhappy
withdrawing of the heart from God continues,
unless we are brought nigh through Christ.

Christ s death is the nations peace! Who can

quarrel and fight with others under the cross of

Christ? The whole of mankind should be one

man, one holy body whose Head is Christ. Hu
manity must he held together by one Head, else

unity is impossible. Who is available for this,

if God had not given such an one? The highest
union of men is that of becoming one in Christ;
then they make one family, one household.-Since
the establishment of Christianity, God no longer
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knows :uiy distinction of nations; all have the

mime :io-. &amp;gt;s id tin* l- athiT. IMTIHISC Christianity

gives din- Spirit to nil. Tlnit. is the business of

Clirist. tin- Only-Mfgoitcii, to bring the wander

ing children tollic Father, and to reconcile those

divided He is the only and the indispensable
Guide. He, who imagines that he will go alone

to the Father, will be rejected, because he conies

as a self-righteous one. But he, who clings to

Christ, will not be rejected. Men lost through
sin the heavenly family-right or the fellowship
witli angels, through Clirist they obtain it again.
Without Him eternal banishment were our fate.

Now we belong again to the house and family of

God. The Christian Church is the only edifice,

that will lust. What others, the free-masons for

example, boast of as their building amounts to

nothing; it will perish.
STIEK: There was a little light even in the

midst of heathenish darkness, just as on the

other hand hracl with all the light of the law
and the promise sat for the most part in the

shadow of death The enmity between Israel

and the Gentiles was at bottom only the promi
nent manifestation of the enmity of the flesh

against God s truth and love, against the Spirit

already in the law itself. The same hate and

antagonism to the Living One manifested itself in

the scorn and hatred of Israel on the part of the

Gentiles, led to false glorying in their pre-emi
nence on the part of the Jews. Something
analogous continues to exist everywhere, where
Christ has not made all new and free. Christ is

humanity, on that, account He can represent
it. Let us hold fast to the words of the Apostles
and prophets as the foundation of the Church,
but recognize the words respecting Christ as the

pith and marrow of the teaching.

[EAr&amp;gt;iE:
Ver. 11. The exercise of memory

would deepen their humility, elevate their ideas

of Divine grace, and incite them to ardent and
continued thankfulness. Ver. 12. The Jewish
nation had the Messiah not Jesus indeed but
the Christ in promise. He was the great sub

ject the one, glowing, pervading promise of

their inspired oracles. But the Gentiles were
&quot; without Christ.&quot; &quot;The commonwealth of

Israel&quot; is that government framed by God, in

which religion and polity were so conjoined, that

piety and loyalty were synonymous, to fear God
and honor the king were the same obligation.

They had hope of nothing a sinner should hope
for; their future was a night without a star.

They were godless, having no one to cry to, to

trust in, to love, praise, and serve. &quot;In the

world,&quot; dark, hostile and under Satan s domin
ion. Ver. 15. Deep hostility lay in their bo-
soms ; the Jew looked down with supercilious
contempt upon the Gentile, and the Gentile re

ciprocated and scowled upon the Jew as a

haughty and heathenisk bigot. One new man
the Gentile is not elevated to the position of the

Jew; but Jew and Gentile together are both
raised to a higher platform than the circumcision
ever enjoyed. Spiritual blessing in itself, and

not merely pictured in type, is possessed by the
Jew as well as the Gentile. Ver. 16. Jesus
reconciles us to God by turning away the Divine

anger from us. God has shown infinite love to

the sinner, and infinite hatred to his sin, in the

sufferings of the cross, so that we tremble at His

severity, while we are in the arms of His

mercy. Ver. 18. Christians do not approach
some dark and spectral phantom, nor a grim and
terrible avenger. It is not Jehovah in the awful
attitude of Judge aud governor, but Jehovah at)

a Father. Ver. 20. That man, &quot;Jesus,&quot; who
was the &quot;Christ,&quot; the Divinely appointed, quali
fied, and accepted Saviour, unites and sustains
the Church. Is He not in His truth, His blood.
His power, His legislation, arid His presence to

His Church, Himself &quot; the chief corner-stone ?
&quot;

Ver. 21. Every stone is in its place, and fits its

place. One s ingenuity devises what another s

activity works out. As Fergusson says
&quot; By

taking bond with Christ the foundation, they are
fastened one to another.&quot; Jehovah dwelt in His

temple: 1. To instruct His people; 2. To accept
the services of His people. God inhabits this

spiritual fane for spiritual ends spiritual sacri
fices are still laid on the altar to God. The
Church is one, holy and Divine; it rests on
Christ is possessed by God filled with the

Spirit and is ever increasing. R.]
[ The so-called Circumcision occasionally finds

a parallel in the extemalness of a so-called
church. Hand-wrought ordinances are a fruit
ful source of pride. In discovering the condition
of men out of Christ we must reverse the order
of the Apostle: we see that they are &quot; in the
world,&quot; learn that they are &quot; without God,&quot; and
despite their stout denials conclude with certain

ty that they have &quot;no
hope.&quot; Near the cross,

near each other Christ came to destroy the
works of the devil ; He destroys partition-walls,
which we are slow to cUss with these works.
Christ came to abolish Jewish casuistry and
hair-splitting distinctions and ordinances, but
how much of this remains in His church. Such
things have not tended to make peace. The
peace Christ preaches is no armed neutrality.
As disbanded armies give laborers for a coun
try s prosperity, so the activities once employed
in hostility against God and man. are turned to

edification. \[ e have our access, do we really
enjoy it? Let men sneer at the &quot;

saints&quot; it is

a term of privilege, not of presumption, implying
here the highest citizenship, the most exalted

adoption, while in itself it means that God is

making us sinful ones holy like Himself, that we
may the more enjoy the blessings of His house
hold. Let us hold to that church, whose founda
tion and corner-stone are here set forth, and
then despite all the mistakes of the past and im

perfection of the present, we shall see in her the

reality described in the figures of verse 21, and
find in our own experience that we, together
with this corner-stone,

&quot; are being builded to

gether for a habitation in the
Spirit.&quot; R.I
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C. The office and service of the church.

CHAP. III. 1-21.

1. The office in andfor this church.

(CHAP. III. 1-13.)

1 For this cause I Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus]
1

for [in behalf
2 of] you Gentiles, If [indeed] ye have heard of the dispensation of the grace of God
3 which is given me to you-ward : How that [That] by revelation he made known

unto me the mystery [the mystery was made known2
to rne] ; ({omit parenthesis]

4 as I wrote [have written] afore in few words
; Whereby, when ye read, ye may un

derstand my knowledge [In accordance with which, while reading, ye can percejve
5 my understanding]

3 in the mystery of Christ,) [omit)] Which in other ages [ge
nerations]* was not made known unto [to] the sons of men, as it is [has been]

5 now
6 revealed unto [to] his holy apostles and prophets by [in] the Spirit ;

That the Gen
tiles should be [are] fellow heirs, and of the same body [fellow members], and par
takers [fellow-partakers] of his [the]

6
promise in Christ [Christ Jesus]

7

by [through]
7 the gospel : Whereof I was made [became]

8 a minister, according to the gift of the

grace of God given unto [which was given
9

to] me by the effectual working [ac-
8 cording to the working] of his power. Unto me, who am less than the least of all

saints, is [was] this grace given, that I should preach among [to preach to]
10 the

9 Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ ;
And to make all men see what is the

fellowship [dispensation]
11 of the mystery, which from the beginning of the world

[lit., from the ages] hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ

10 [omit by Jesus Christ] :

12 To the intent that now unto the principalities and pow
ers in [the] heavenly places might be [made] known by [through] the church the

11 manifold wisdom of God, According to the eternal purpose which he purposed
12 [wrought] in Christ Jesus our Lord: In whom we have [our] boldness and [our]

13

13 access with [in] confidence by the faith of [through our faith on]
14 him. Where

fore I desire that ye faint not [I beseech you not to faint]
15 at niy tribulations for

you, which is [are] your glory.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 1. { I jjo-o is omitted in K. 1 D-1 F.; it is bracketted by Alford. The order in A. B. C. D.* K. L. is Xpio-Tou

1 ij a o u, so the corrector in X. Fr the inverted order of the E. V., there is no authority. R.]
Ver. 3. X. A. B. C. D. and others [many cursives, most versions, including the Syriac and Vulgate] read iyvupitrBri ;

the interim! grounds (Stier notices the agreement with i. 9, the distinct reference to the Trinity, the great probability of an
alteration from ver. 5) are not stronger than the external. [The reading of the Rec. (eyvupio-e ) supported by D.8 K. L., and
iome minor authorities, is considered an explanatory gloss by most modern editors. R.]

3 Ver. 4. [This verse must be thus recast to conform to the exegesis of Dr. Braune, which agrees exactly with that of

Ellicott, Alford and others. R.l

Ver. 5. [The preposition iv is an explanatory interpolation, having no uncial support, rejected by all modern editors.

Ver. 5. [The Greek aorist is joined with vvv, but in English we cannot say : as it was now revealed. Since now is em
phatic, we must adopt the English perfect, its indeed is frequently necessary. R.]

8 Ver. 6. [The Rrr. inserts auToO. It is rejected by most modern editors, since the more important MSS. (X. A. B. C.

D.1
) with a number of minor authorities are against it. On arf. instead of xhiiuld be, see Kxfg. Notes. The words: fellow-

heirs, fellow-mrinhrra, l tllnw-i&amp;gt;nrtakera, are analogous to the unusual Greek compounds, suemingly coined by the Apostle.
TUchendorf (on the authority of some of the best MS*., (K. A. B. and others in the various instances) adopts the forms:
fv v

A&amp;gt;jp., avvaia., wuxfieT., instead of the more euphonic and usual forms, !&amp;gt;o Ellicott. K.]
f Ver. 6. [Modern editors generally accept Xptcrrtu

-

I)&amp;lt;roO (X. A. B. C., cursives and versions) instead of TW
Xpco-rci ( Rec., D. E. F. (}. K. L.; most cursives) R.]

Ver. 7. The reading &amp;lt; ye KIJ 9r, v is found in X. A. B. D.1 F. G. and others; fytvowv [Rec., 0. D.3 K. L.] being the more
usual form, was likely to creep in.

Ver. 7. [The Rec. has : TTJK 6 o 9 t &amp;lt;r a
&amp;gt;,

on the authority of D. K. L., most cursives, many versions and fathers ;

adopted by Tischendorf. Meyer, Braune. The genitive: rijs 6o0eI&amp;lt;rT) is found in X. A. B. C. !). F.
&amp;lt;}.,

10 cursives ami
a few versions; adapted by Lachmann, RUckert, Alford, Ellicott and most later critics. The latter is letter sustained; the

presence of the genitive in ver. 2 casts a doubt on it, but to my mind not sufficient to warrant adopting the accusative. The
longer form substituted above brings out better the connection between girtn and what follows. R.J

10 Ver. *.\Rfc. inserts tv before roT? iOvtaiv, on the authority of D. F. K. L.. most cursives, versions and fathers;
retained by Ellicott and Eadie. The suspicion of an alteration from &amp;lt;jal. i. Hi (a parallel passage, is very great, and as it*

omission, supported by X- A. B. C.. presents a hxtio difficilior, it is rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer. Alford,
Braune and others. The Rec. also inserts TWC after KO.VTWV against all our manuscript authority. The rendering: to preach
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IH in. ie literal, ci inform* better with tin- sense of the aorist : wttt given, as well as with tho Infinitive construction retained

&quot;

*&quot; ver. ;i. -jThe reading xoiviavia (Kfc.) instead of oiitovonia (. A. B. C. D. K. K. I,.) i

jKirted by no Important authority Ud rejected by all critical editors. Ha KTO is iiinilt..(| i

M n ir ..I n.it IN supplied. Mil--- ill.- /Ki-.fni il lefereii, e is not marked X. (with a ! minor au

s an explanatory gloss, sup-
n A. X. 1 iiill-rw&quot;iii.l- added;.

s; mini- after

Vj V.T. !i. [Tin- longer reading &quot;1 Hi 1 / &quot; in imocM liy D. K. L., a number &amp;lt;if cursives, ami a few father*; 6iA

li,&amp;lt;rov Xpicrrou is omitted ill N. A. U. C. D. 1 F. O., a few cursives, the best versions and many fathers. It is therefore rightly

njectod \&amp;gt;\ critical editors. K
]

&quot; Ver. I - .--jTbe second T r is omitted in X. A. B. (rejected by Lachmann, Kucnert, luarketted by Alford); but nearly
nil cursives and fathers support it, together with K a C. I). F. U. K. L. (though with some variations in position;; accepted
by Tischendorf. Meyer, Kllicoti and most. R.]

Ver. 1-2. [This emendation gives the correct sense better than the literal hut harsh and equivocal rendering of the
K. V. K.]

&quot; Ver.

Exrg. Notes. The Hec. has tttnatttlv, with C. IM F. K. L. Kllicott (with A. B.l !. E.) &amp;lt;coceiV, while most editors accept
the form !

y a i v (X. B.3 ). Coinp. my Textual titles on (lal. vi. 9. Meyer does not a-cept the view that the first named
is a doubtful word, but thinks it wn.s in oral use and first introduced into writing by Paul

;
the other reading being an at

tempt at improvement, lie is almost alouo in th.s opinion. R.]

IH.
f
Or. Rraunc s exegesis rei]uires the following rendering : Wherefore I pniv (Ood) that (I) faint not.&quot; etc. See

s. The Hec. has tttnatttlv, with C. IM F. K. L. Kllicott (with A. B.l !. E.) V&amp;lt;coceiV, while most editors accept

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Connection and Summary. With TOVTOV x&-
ftv the Apostle refers to what precedes (ii.

19-

22), not exclusively to ver. 22 (BLEEK, also

MEYER), which is only a conclusion, although a

comprehensive one. The reference to vers. 11-22

(STIER) is preferable to that of BLKEK, yet the

first part of that section contains merely an an
tithesis which has been overcome and is past.
Without any fear of a relapse he now looks for

ward and points to the end and aim. From the

fact that the church, &quot;of the family of God,&quot; is

built together in Christ &quot;unto an habitation of

God in the Spirit,&quot;
there proceeds as a result:

the Apostle s intercession and exhortation (vers. 14-

19)* the weight and indispensable consideration

of which rest upon the office, not the person, al

though person and office do and must include

each other; if the former rightly regards and
administers the latter, the latter makes its im

portance felt chiefly in its bearer. Hence vers.

1-12 treat of the apostolic office as the appointed
subject of the intercession and exhortation. Ver.

1 describes the present efficient bearer of this of

fice in general; ver. 2 defines the office as a yift

of God s grace, which according to vers. 3, 4 has
been imparted in a special manner and according
to ver. 5 now for the first time, having as its task

the reception of all nations through the proclamation
of the gospel (ver. 6). Vers. 7, 8 a mark the ser

vice and the unworthiness of its recipient, ver. 8 b,

9, the extent of the task allotted to this gift; ver.

10 points to the aim; ver. 11, back to the begin

ning and foundation; ver. 12, to the carrying
out of the task already begun. So STIER iu the

main.

Ver. 1. The person holding the office. For this
cause. TOVTOV ^dptvisan emphatic ex

pression, occurring elsewhere only in iii. 14;
Tit. i. 5. It is stronger than 616, ota TOVTO, in

troducing something special. [It means for this

reason and is aptly rendered in the E. V.] To
this strong expression corresponds: I Paul,
fj&amp;gt;w

Haii /I of. The phrase is found also in 2

Cor. x. 1
; Gal. v. 2 ; Col. i. 23; 1 Thess. ii. 18;

Philemon 19 (and ver. 9^. Similarly qw ludv-

VTK, Rev. i. 9; xxii. 8; xxi. 2 (Kec.). He men-

*
[According to the usual view, ver. 14 is ii resumption of

ver. 1, all that intervenes being a digression. l&amp;gt;r. Bruuno
takes another view of the euii-ti netinii (see, his Dote at tho
close of ver. 1), but is forced t.i accept a connection of thought
which amounts to the san.e thing. R.]

tions his name, not on account of his person (ver.
8), but because of his office and the importance
of what he is doing.
The prisoner of Christ Jesus [o aeauiof

Xptorov Inaov]. In iv. 1 aloue do we find
iv Kvpiu, elsewhere always (2 Tim. i. 8; Philemon
i. 9) as here, with the genitive. It is undoubtedly
the genitive auctoris, causie.* WINER, p. 178.
So ota/iol TOV tvayyetinv, &quot;bonds of the gospel&quot;

(Philemon 13) are bonds which belong to the
service of the gospel, oveidtaftov \()iarov (Heb.
xiii. 13) is reproach which Christ bore, 7ra#/)/zara
TOV Xpiaroi- (2 Cor. i. 3). Our phrase is not=
for Christ s sake, propter Christum. A special
emphasis rests on the expression. In the Epis
tle to Philemon written at the same time (ver. I),
it even stands in the place where &quot;Apostle

&quot;

is

usually found, and in ver. 9
(&quot;as

Paul the aged,
and now also a prisoner of Christ Jesus&quot;) it is

similarly used. Here it is not a predicate, but
in apposition to the subject already so emphati
cally named, not an adjective, but a substantive
added for the sake of description. BENUEL aptly
remarks: legatus, isque vinctus. As if he would
say : I Paul, the prisoner, not of the emperor,
nor of the soldier, but of Christ Jesus, whose
Apostle I am. So, following Un. 1,1.1:. PASSAVANT
and STIER. MEYER approaches this view (=

[The phrase is taken as a predicate (rlu! being
supplied) by very many from CHRYSOSTOM to

BEZA, KOPPE, MEYER. The Syriac version sus
tains this view, which simplifies the construction

very greatly, but is open to great objection: (1)
It makes &quot; for this cause &quot; and &quot;on behalf of

you&quot; tautological; (2) disconnects vers. 2 if. from
ver. 1, since they then do not explain it; (3) the
article could only occur in the predicate with

special emphasis; this emphasis isunpaulineand
inconsistent with &quot;if indeed ye have heard&quot;

(ALFORD). Other verbs are supplied in some
codices. MEYER formerly accepted a brachyology :

I Paul, the prisoner of Christ Jesus, (am a pri

soner) for you Gentiles, but gave it up as untena
ble in his 2d ed. See further below. R.]
In behalf of you Gentiles, i&amp;gt;irip vftuv

ruv ktivfjv. This added phrase justifies the
above interpretation. Paul is imprisoned for
the Gentiles, suffers to their benefit, as is said
also in Phil. i. 7, 12 ff.; Col. iv. 3. Although
Paul had to suffer on account of his proclamation

[Xpio-roO standing first perhaps implies that it was
the MesHiahship of Jesus which caused his imprisonment
(ALFOKD). R.J
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of the gospel among the Gentiles (Acts xxi. 21,
28 f.; xxii. 21 ff.), yet VTT tp is not=propter (Guo-
tius).* It refers to vuac. (ver. 2) and is rather

ad evanyelium gentibus annuntiandum than annunli-

atum (FLATT). BENGEL: &quot;Pauli studio erga gen-
tes incensi aunt perseculorcs, ut vincirent ilium ; et

vincula ipsa profuere genlibus, ver. 13; 2 Tim. ii.

10&quot; Here then everything &quot;odious&quot; is to be

rejected from the term, differing thus from the

expression: &quot;once Gentiles in the flesh&quot;
(ii.

10). OLSHAUSEN is excellent :
&quot; He here makes

mention of his bonds, in order to bring into

stronger prominence the glory just described in

contrast with the present condition of the

church.&quot; HARLESS also remarks: &quot;Paul would
have the Gentiles led to none other than Him,
whose chains he wore, and would thus give a

proof of the glory of such fellowship, exalted

above suffering and shame.&quot; STIER: &quot;The

bonds should especially show that proof of the

office which proceeds from internal efficacy; the

bonds themselves also preach to the Gentiles,
and themselves reveal to the Apostle something
new.&quot;

At this point the sentence breaks off, and is

resumed again in ver. 8, since it is peculiar to

the naive style of the Greeks, to place the name
in the nominative in a sentence, the end of which
is not immediately contemplated, and since kp.oi

(ver. 8) is in a strikingly emphatic position, so

that it refers back to eyu (ver. 1) and thus indi

cates the resumption of the interrupted construc

tion. So (ECUMENIUS, GROT1U8.

[Notwithstanding Dr. Bruune s preference for

this view of the construction, it seems to be un
tenable. (1) Though examples of such a change
of case may be found, Origen affirms that it is a

solecism. (2) There is no natural connection of

thought afforded by this view, while &quot;for this

cause&quot; loses its meaning; the grace was not

given for this cause, i. e., because they were built

in. (3) Ver. 8 has another obvious connection,

viz., with vers. 6, 7, so that according to this

view &quot;the leading thought of the antapodosis
in ver. 8 is clumsily forestalled in vers. 6, 7&quot;

(ALFORD). R.]
Most however (from LUTHER to WINER, p.

526 f., BLEEK) find in ver. 13 a return to the

thought of our verse, and in ver. 14 a resumption
and continuation. [This view is supported,

among others by THEODORET, BENGEL, FLATT,

LACHMANN, RUECKERT, HARLESS, DE WETTE

(who however regards the construction as
&quot;

scarcely Pauline
&quot;),

OLSHAUSEN, EADIE, HODGE,
ALFORD, ELLICOTT. It is the simplest view, ex

cept that of MEYER, and not open to any grave
objection. (1.) It makes the TOVTOV x-pi-v of ver.

14 take up the same emphatic phrase from ver.

1. (2.) It gives to that phrase as well as to the

whole chapter an appropriate meaning, while a

long digression or parenthetical statement is not

unpauline. In view of the truth he has just ut-

*
[It was indeed the fact that he was a prisoner an account

of the Gentile*, but this is not the prominent thought here.

Hence EADIE may or may not be correct in saying: &quot;In

writing to the Ephesians lie could not forget that the suspi
cion of his having taken an Kphesian Bamed Trophimui Into

the temple with him, created the popular disturbance that

11 to his capture and his final appeal to Csesar, his jour

ney to Rome, and his imprisonment in the imperial city.&quot;

-K.]

tered
(ii. 19-22), he is about to pray for them,

but other thoughts come in. He is a prisoner

(ver. 1), that too in behalf of the Gentiles; the

thought of his office leads him away (vers. 2-12),
when at length he comes back to the thought of

imprisonment (ver. 13) with a request that they
would not despond on account of his sufferings
then he resumes (ver. 14). The whole seems

Pauline, and need occasion no difficulty. R.]
BAUiMGARTEN-CRUsius accepts an anacoluthou

without any subsequent continuation. CALVIN

[legations fungor\ and others supply Trpeafievu

(from vi. 20) ; others KKav^^at (from Phil. ii.

16) ; while such supplements as postulo, hoc scribo

[CAMERARIUS], cognovi myslerium [JEROME], sum

captious adhuc, etc., are quite ancient, and occur
in some copies. A prevalent view (from the Sy-
riac to MEYER and SCHENKEL) accepts elui as the

proper supplement ; but it can scarcely be as

serted, that Paul, TOVTOV x6-Plv i J 118^ on this ac

count, is the Apostle to the Gentiles, the prisoner
of the Lord, and that too HOT i^oxr/v. [See
above.]

[Among other untenable views there should be
mentioned that of ZANCHIUS, CRAMER and HOLZ-

HAUSEN, who suppose the resumption to take

place in ver. 13. Against this may be urged the

simple 616, the want of -connection thus given to

ver. 14 with its strong TOVTOV x^Plv
i
and &quot; the in

sufficiency of such a secondary sentiment as that

in ver. 13 to justify the long parenthesis full of

such solemn matter, as that of vers. 2-12 &quot;

(AL
FORD). To take the whole chapter as parenthe
tical is still more objectionable. In that case the

digression were too long, and the parts of the

chapter would not find their proper connection
;

besides chap. iv. does not resume the thought be

gun in our verse. R.]

Ver. 2. The apostolic office is a gift of grace.
If indeed ye have* heard, el ye TJKOV-

Ga.Te. It is evident, first of all, that el can

not be regarded as purely hypothetical, since

it is written by the prisoner &quot;in behalf of
you,&quot;

and also since the object they have learned :

&quot;the dispensation of the grace of God,&quot; will not

admit of such a view. It is not necessary, how
ever, to take it as=7T/, since, Acts iv. 9 ; Rom.
xi. 21

;
1 John iv. 11 ; see WINER, p. 417. The

same is true of et ye in iv. 21
;
for there, imme

diately after ver. 20
(&quot;but ye did not so learn

Christ&quot;), expressing accurate knowledge of the

church, we find: ye aiiTov r/Koi-aaTe, &quot;if indeedye
have heard him.&quot; The particle occurs elsewhere

only in Col. i. 23 ; Gal. iii. 4 (2 Cor. v. 3, we
have in various readings both }e and

flirep).

It does not necessarily indicate a doubt, as does

eiTrep (HERMANN, ad Viger., p. 833), and hence is

more like ineiye, though it must not be regarded
as precisely equivalent. In the form there is

expressed an uncertainty, an assumption, which

challenges a self-scrutiny in the case of every
reader or hearer. [&quot;Assuming that

;&quot; ALFORD,
ELLICOTT, not in itself implying the rectitude of

the assumption made, which depends on the con
text. R.] The context, however, Confirms the

truth of the assumption, that they have heard.

This turn of expression is therefore a rhetorical,

*
[This seems to be one of those cases where the Greek

aorist is properly rendered by the English perfect. R.]
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&quot;a more elegant and suggestive reminder&quot;

(.MF.YI:I:) o! ihe preaching of Paul, as if he had

written: &quot;for ye have heard,&quot; or &quot;since ye
have heard.&quot; KSTKS:

&quot;&amp;lt;i;,e
non est dufiituntix,

sedpotws iiriiniHintix.&quot; Or we may say with STIER,
that it is jire supposition, not without a slight

touch of irony, in case ii ucreotherwise; or still

more correcily : in case they would not consider

the Apostle as the Apostle of the Lord for them
;

not to have recognized Paul, not to have received

his teaching would be equivalent to not having
heard. Hence it is not correct to conclude from

these words, that the Epistle was not written to

Ephesus (see Introd. \ 5, 2). Nor does this

phraseology render it necessary to accept a wider,

partially unknown, circle of readers (HARLESS,
STtER, BLEEK and others). The assumption of

CALVIN is inadmissible: &quot;It is credible, that

when he labored in Ephesus, he was silent on

these topics.&quot;
Nor is it at all necessary to do

violence to the verb, and render it : firmiter reti-

netis (PELAGIUS), intellexislit (ANSKLM, GROTIUS
and others). The reference is simply to preach

ing, especially that of Paul; hence this is

termed OKW) (Rom. x. 161
.). [See Romans, in

loco. p. 349. II.]

Of the dispensation of the grace of God
[T/)J&amp;gt; oiK.ovofi.iav rfff xdptroc. rov Oeov].
O iKOvo/Ltia here follows the close of chap,

ii. with its otKodouq. There the building of &quot;an

habitation
&quot;

is treated of, here the establishment

of a household, a reftetv (STIER). See on i. 10.

This is a matter belonging to God, or still more

clbsely to &quot; the grace of God.&quot; Hence it is to be

regarded not as an apostolic function (PELAGIUS,
ANSELM, LUTHER : office, [douce] and others),
but as a Divine arrangement. It must also be
remembered that we find here, not xapia/ia,
but #dpif. This ^/f is then more closely de

fined :

Which is given me to you-ward. T
?/&amp;lt;;

doOciar/s //
o i, as in Rom. xii. 3; xv. 15; 1

Cor. iii. 10 ; Gal. ii. 9, with vuiv 1 Cor. i. 4.

Hence it is not to be understood of the Apostolic
office exclusively ; although the context here

points to that (elf vpag, as in Gal. ii. 8, ?tf rd

itivr/). Eif (&amp;gt;//df
marks the readers as the ob

ject about which the Apostle s position and acti

vity was concerned, and is neither=i&amp;gt;7Tp v/tuv,

vestra causa (MoRUs), nor=ev i ulv, in vobis
(
Vul

gate) or inter vos, but upon, towards you: as elf

ly/udf, i. 19: hence it is not merely: with respect
to you (IluECKKiiT). [&quot;To you-ward,&quot; though
now unusual, expresses very well the precise
shade of meaning. R.]
Thus the apostolic office is described as a gift

of God s grace, yet not so imparted and conferred
that a &quot;dispensation

&quot;

is not necessary in addi

tion, but so that the person himself (fioi) is espe
cially prepared for it. Here we must include all

that God had done for and in Paul, from child

hood on (Gal. i. 15), near and in Damascus (Acts
ix. 1 ff.; xxii. 3 ff.; xxvi. 12 ff.); in Jerusalem

(AoU xxii. 21) and elsewhere (Gal. ii. 8
; 1 Cor.

xv. 8-10; 2 Cor. xii. 1-10). So RUECKERT espe
cially. To regard this as merely munus apostoli-
cum aratiose, imrnerito beneficio Lfivino creditum is

too superficial. Nor can we in accordance with
Col. i. 25 : &quot;the dispensation of God which was

given to me for you,&quot; explain it thus, that the

administrative office of the Divine grace was
com MI ill fd to him (.\\SKI.M, &amp;lt;ii:oTii &amp;gt; and others]:

here rye tioOtiaris belongs to ^dptrof, here
the matter is regarded under a different aspect,
and the context is different, since &quot;heard&quot; is the

governing verb, and the office is not heard.

[This view of otKnvo/iia is defended by EAUIE,
ALFORU, ELLICOTT

(
HODGE mentions it, though

he thinks it differs from his own merely in form).
The only remaining question is respecting the

genitive. It is obviously not that of the subject,
but either that of the object, &quot;the material with

respect to which the dispensation was (o be exer
cised

&quot;

(ALFORD) or that of &quot;the point of view&quot;

(ELLICOTT). These scarcely differ here, but
some such sense is favored by the passive verb

fyvupiatiq (ver. 3 where the lice, has h/vupioe).

R.]

The method of communication. Vers. 3, 4.

Ver. 3. That, on, gives prominence to a

particular part of what they have heard, the es

sential part of the dispensation of the grace of

God. [ALFORU: &quot;Epexcgesis of the fact implied
in i/Kovaare ri/v OIK., viz., of the fact that: as we
say how that.&quot; That is the literal render

ing, &quot;how that&quot; is a rather inelegant exegesis.

By revelation was made known to me
[Kara aw o nd &quot;kv tp i v ey v cj p i a U

r/ /xot~\.
The emphasis here rests on

&quot;by revelation,&quot;

since it comes first. As neither rtva nor rr/v is

added, the reference is not to some particular

event, definite in itself, but not more closely in

dicated (Acts ix. 1 ff., as OLSHAUSEN thinks, or

Acts xxii. 21), nor to some occurrence definitely

designated, but rather to the mode of making
known. It is an adverbial qualification of kyvu-
p i 3 t) ri=(nrEKa/.i&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;67j (ver. 5). or like Gal. i. 15,
16. Kara denotes, as in KUT dvOpuTrav (Rom.
iii. 5 and frequently), Kara. %dpiv (Rom. iv. 4),
a mode which obtains or prevails (WINER, p.

375). [So MEYER, ALFORD, ELLICOTT, HOUGE
apparently. R.J Even 6t dTroKa/.i^ewg (Gal. i.

12) does not point to a single revelation (STIER).

[Comp. in loco. ELLICOTT says the allusion in

the phrase as it occurs Gal. ii. 2 &quot;is rather to the

norma or rule, here to the manner.&quot; R.] It

might be interpreted (according to PASSOW, sub

voce, II. 3, p. 1598 b) like ep^eatiat Kara Ot/pav, to

go hunting, or 2 Tim. i. 1 : dnoaro^oq nr ixay-

yeXlav, apostle for the proclamation; indeed G.

HERMANN explains Gal. ii. 2: for the explana
tion, proclamation, presentation. But (nroKalv-

V&quot;f
is only what occurs to man from God, not

what men have to impart to one another. The
word fioi, placed last, indicates that he treats of

something which does not distinguish him per

sonally, but which belongs to his office: &quot; Reve
lation

&quot; and &quot;apostles and prophets
&quot;

are correla

tives; -yvupi&iv is the general making known,
but arro/cdAvi/ /? denotes that by means of

which the official personages thus endowed are

immediately distinguished, by means of which
the Apostles become prophets. See ver. 5 and
Doctr. Notes on ii. 20.

The mystery, TO nvarfi piov, altogether
indefinite, is, like i. 9, the decree of salvation

and grace in Christ (STIER), the renewing ot hu

manity through Christ, especially moreover the
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calling of the Gentiles (ALLIOLI). To refer it to

the latter exclusively (most commentators from

OHRYSOSTOM to HAKLESS, MEYER, SCHENKEL,

BLEEK) is not admissible, even though ver. 6

follows.

[On the precise reference of the word &quot;mystery
&quot;

in this chapter. The great majority of commen
tators, including HODGE, EADIE, ALFORU, ELLI-

COTT, accept the more restricted view just men
tioned, but admit the wider reference in ver. 4

(and many in ver. 9). The reasons for so doing
are quite strong : the purport of the mystery is

set forth in ver. 6, the dispensation of grace

spoken of is &quot;to you-ward,&quot; a leading thought
of the Epistle has been this calling of the Gen
tiles to fellowship with the Jews. Nor can it be

urged against this, that it presents a matter un

worthy of this designation and not at all myste
rious. THOLUCK (Rom. xi. 25) thus classifies the

meanings of our term : (1) &quot;Such matters of fact,

as are inaccessible to r-eason, and can only be

known through revelation : (2) such matters as

are patent facts, but the process of which cannot

be entirely taken in by the reason.&quot; In the lat

ter sense, the calling of the Gentiles was a
&quot;

mystery,&quot; is so still in view of the separatism,
which to the Gentile mind is in some aspects yet

stronger. Evidently the indefinite reference,

which leaves this special fact out of view, is in

admissible, while ver. 4 seems to require the

wider meaning. Accordingly the alternating
reference has been accepted to meet these re

quirements. To my mind it is unsatisfactory :

(1.) It seems unlikely that a word should thus

vary so speedily, when there is so little to mark
a difference. (2.) The difficulty in construction

is thus increased : the E. V. accepts a parenthe
sis so as to connect vers. 5, 6 with &quot;mystery&quot;

in our verse, and thus leave the wider reference

of ver. 4, undisturbed ; but this is altogether ar

bitrary, since the relative clause (ver. 5) is to be

joined directly with &quot;mystery&quot; (ver. 4) in ac

cordance with the common structural usages of

the Apostle. (3.) Since then the grammatical
connection is such, the purport of &quot;the mystery
of Christ&quot; is set forth in ver. 6, and the

alternating reference has lost its one great

object, viz., the extension of the meaning in

ver. 4.

It seems best then to accept Braune s view,
but with somewhat more defiriiteness in state

ment. &quot;The mystery
&quot;

throughout is one mys
tery, but in view of the universalism of the Epis
tle and the current of thought in this section, it

here appears as complex, precisely as the notions

of &quot;enmity&quot;
and

&quot;peace&quot;
in the preceding sec

tion : the mystery of redemption, whose centre

is the Person of Christ, whose object and purport
is Christ, taking that term as including the Body
of which He is the Head, which He has redeemed,
and in which the Gentiles are &quot; fellow-members&quot;

(avaauua, ver. 6) ;
the latter thought being the

special reference throughout, though never to

the exclusion of the wider thought, since ver. 6

itself with its compounds of aw compels us to

think of the one inheritance, body and promise
which the gospel presents. VAN OESTKRZEE well

remarks (LANOE S Comm. 1 Tim. iii. 16, p. 47) :

&quot;Paul knows one only great mystery,&quot; the chief

truth of which as revealed to us is the Person

of Christ in its connection with the Body of

Christ, as the passage in the Epistle to Timothy
itself teaches, and as is not obscurely hinted in
v. 32 of our Epistle. With this thought of union
as the ruling one, no wonder the special refer
ence to the union of Jews and Gentiles comes in
without in the least disturbing or excluding the
more general one. R.]
As I have written afore in few words

[Ka6ug TrpOE-ypaijja ivb/,iyu. The Eng
lish perfect brings out the force of the verb best,

though it is not a literal rendering. The paren
thesis of the E. V. is altogether unnecessary, the

linking of clauses by relatives being common in

this Epistle. R.] Kaflwf indicates that Paul
has written only as &quot;it has been made known to

him by revelation,&quot; of course, from God. This
the context demands (vers. 2, 4). This writing
has therefore great importance. The verb refers
to what is written already. The phrase ev

bhiyy, in brief=6ia ftpa^tuv (CHKYSOSTOM, Heb.
xiii. 22) ;

in Plato : 6C otiyuv, as in 1 Pet. v. 12.

The preposition is, at all events, local: in little

space=c7w-iyzwf, Acts xxiv. 4; xxvi. 28 (ev
bl.iyu&c. xp6v&amp;lt;j).

Pauca tantum attiyi, cum multa
did possent (WETSTEIN). Accordingly we must

apply -it to the whole Epistle up to this point; in

comparison with the wealth of the truth revealed,
its fulness, its wide-reaching, deep-moving effi

ciency, what he writes is to him always little and
brief. He thus speaks in modesty respecting his

writings, not as though the time for a more tho

rough treatise failed him (SCHENKEL). The re

ference is to such passages as i. 9 if.; 17 ff.; ii.

4 ff.; 11 ff., not to one passage especially,* as

those expositors must hold, who limit
&quot;mystery.&quot;

Since he is speaking of local precedence alone, not
of temporal,

&quot; written before
&quot; cannot be referred

to a previous Epistle (CiiRYSosxoM, CALVIN :

ferre omnium consensu) as Trpofipt/K.a/j.Ev (Gal. i. 9),

TrpoMyu, irpoelirov (Gal. v. 21), point to some

thing spoken at a previous time; so 2 Cor. xiii.

2
;

1 Thess. iii. 4 ; npoeypd&T/ Rom. xv. 4 must
be understood of a prophetic writing with re

spect to the future. But Rom. iii. 9: irpoirna-

cdfj.cda, as in the present instance, relates to

what precedes, in the same Epistle. The expla
nation : paulo ante (THEODORET, CALVIN, ESTIUS
and others) is incorrect.

Ver. 4. In accordance with which, while
reading, ye can perceive. llpof 6 dvvaaQe

v oTJaai must at all events be joined together.

Hprff with the accusative denotes the measure

(
Rom. viii. 18) as well as the norm (2 Cor. v. 10 ;

Gal. ii. 14). Comp. WINER, p. 378. The rela

tive 6 refers to what was written briefly before,

as the measure by which to reckon, on which to

measure ; hoc non refertur precise ad PAUCIS, sed

ad totum noema et Tr/aof notat analogiam ex ungue
leonem (BENGEL). Accordingly it is not to be

applied merely to what was written before

(MEYER: KpoEypa^a), or to EV ul.iyv (STIER) ; nor

is it =; prout (.JEROME), nor = ev y (KOPPE),
nor oi) (FLATT), since what precedes is

neither the source or ground, but can only be

* [ALFORD refers it to i. 9 ff., EADIE to ii. 13-22 ; HODGE and
ELLICOTT accept the wider reference. The last author refers

(taOio? to the fact that the mystery was made known to the

Apostle, not to the manner in which it was made known, but
Brauue s view seems preferable. R.J
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the measure. [K.vuiE prefers the sense &quot; in re

ference to which,&quot; but &quot;in accordance with&quot;

is adopted by ALFORU, ELLICOTT (whose note in

loco on this preposition is a marvel of neatness

and exactness) and others, favored by HOIXIK,

who adds :
&quot; what he had written might be

taken as the standard or evidence of his know

ledge.&quot; R.]
With 1*1 r : a nO e (BENGEL : moderate et liberali-

ter positum verbum) Paul refers cautiously to the

ability which can be affirmed of every one; of

the willingness he says nothing, that must come
in afterwards. Modestly he points to what they
can do, leaving to them the doing, neither com

manding nor demanding it. The subject is each
and all in the Church. AbvaaOe stands first

very properly, since it is the emphatic word.
The conditio sine qua non is indeed avaytvuo-
Kotrff, reading, while ye read; not attendentes

(CALVIN). Nor does he say: duovovree, hearing;
he conceives of each one reading for himself.

The present tense suggests repeated reading

(GROTius). To the Greek reading [as the word

indicates] was a second perception following the

first perception of the author; to the Roman
and German the immediate thought is of con

necting the letters arid joining the words (legere,

lesen). [The present participle here indicates

an act contemporary with that of the perception :

while reading. R.] Norjaai is not exactly
equivalent to avvievai ; they differ as do our
&quot;

perceive
&quot; and &quot; understand.&quot; Comp. Mark

viii. 17; TITTMAXN, Syn., I. p. 191. The read
ers perceive that which Paul understands. It is

not a knowledge possible through reflection

(RtiECKERT), but a kind of immediate percep
tion

(iii. 20; Rom. i. 20 ; Heb. xi. 3; Matt. xv.

17)*
My understanding in the mystery of

Christ. T
//
v aiiveaiv uov f v r u v a-

T ri p t(j) TOV
X/o&amp;lt;&amp;lt;7rot&amp;gt;.

These words are to

be taken together as the object of vof/aai (MEYER).
Evveaif used with

ao&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ia (Col. i. 9), has a trkrijm-

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;opia (Col. ii. 2; 2 Tim. ii. 7), is vox media (1
Cor. i. 19), and marks an especial knowing, that

penetrates and commands its subject, as in the
case of a master of the science (Jno. iii. 11).
&quot;The mystery of Christ&quot; (Col. iv. 3) is the

mystery, which has Christ for its object and

purport; Christ Himself is the concrete Divine

mystery. Col. i. 27 (MEYER, STIER).| It is

evident that p.voTr]piov is not an absolute secret,
since there is an &quot;understanding&quot; with respect
to it. See i. 9. BEZA :

&quot;

Optimo vero jure de se

ista prxdicare apostoluin, re ip.ta cngnoscet, quisquis

perspexerit, quam sublimiter et prorsus divine totum
Mud argumentum ab initio epistolx pertractarit.&quot;

In the connection in which Paul writes, in virtue

*
(Tin- aorist infinitive, according to DONALDSON (Grammar,

\ 4J7. K i

&quot;

describe! a single act either ax the completion or as
the e,,m!iiencemcnt of u continuity.&quot; Hence ALFORD says
that here &quot; the act is regarded as one of a series, each of
which, when it occurs, is sudden and transitory.&quot; Comp.
KILICOTT in Incn, who does not press the aorist&quot; here ; and
\VIXKR, p. :U:i, where the idiomatic us.- of the aorist innni-
tive alter iiW^iai is mentioned. The view of Bruune is in
.nv CMC allowable. R.]
f[ SlI S&amp;lt;&amp;gt; AI.KORD, KI.UCOTT and others. KUHK prefers to take

the genitive as one of the object, but Rraniie dues so, and yet
reaches MKVI:K S explanation. In any case the

my&amp;gt;tery&quot;

heii- refers to the whole wonderful scheme or purpose of

Redemption in Christ, of which He is Himself the centre.
See note on ver. 3. K.J

of his office and by writing labors in and for the
Church two things are evident and properly
placed together ;

that he urgently directs the
Church to what is written as a standard for their

judgment respecting him, as the Apostle, by
whom it is said to them, and ascribes to them
unconstrained ability and freedom for examina
tion.

Hence the inferences drawn from this passage
against the genuineness of the Epistle arc inad
missible. It is not necessary that he should
refer to his labors among them, Hince his avvtaic,
is under discussion, and both the subject-mat
ter itself and his mode of treating it in this

Epistle are well adapted to make them aware of
tliis. 1 Cor. xiv. 37; 1 Jno. iv. 0. Comp.
Introd. \ 5, 2. [See EAIME on the reasons for

professing such a knowledge of the mystery.
MEYER properly intimates that this verse is

worthy of the Apostle (against DE WETTE,
SCHWEOLER), and that an imitator would never
have written it. In fact an imitator would have

probably thought of it as DE WETTE does! R.]

Ver. 5. The period and persons concerned in the

communication. Which, o, refers to &quot;the mys
tery of Christ&quot; (ver. 4), not to &quot;the mystery&quot;

(ver. 3) ; in which case we should have to regard
what follows Kattue as a parenthesis (\VETSTEIN,
[E. V.], and others). [Dr. HODGE seems dis

posed to regard ver. 4 as a parenthesis, but the
relative forms a direct connection. The other
construction is an attempt to avoid the difficulty
which arises in taking ver. 6 as the purport of
the &quot;mystery of Christ.&quot; 11.]
In other generations. The dative Irepaic

y e v e a I f, is a temporal qualification, which is

of very common occurrence; see WINER, p. 205.

So ii. 12; Matt. xii. 1: ro/f ffd,33aat ; Luke xiii.

14:
T(j&amp;gt;

aa
t33dr(f). The word yeved designates the

lineage, the family, Matt, i. 1, 17; also in a

spiritual sense, Matt xvii. 17; Mark ix. 19.

Then a generation, Matt. xxiv. 34
; Luke i. 48 ;

xxi. 32; Phil. ii. 15; and also an age, Acts xiv.

16; xv. 21; Luke i. 50; Col. i. 26 (OTTO TIJV aluvuv
KOI T&V yeveuv) ; here the temporal idea is the pro
minent one, only a shorter period of about 33

years is meant. There is no ground for tak

ing it as = time, era (SCHENKEL) ; and still

greater objection to retaining the meaning : line

age, and taking it as an ordinary dative, so that
&quot; the sons of men &quot;

is an epcxegesis, which sets
forth in concreto what is meant by the &quot;

genera
tions

1

(MEYER). The antithesis &quot;now&quot; de
mands a temporal definition here. Yet it must
be noticed, that the word &quot;generations&quot; is

chosen on account of the various stages of re
velation to the patriarchs, Moses, David and the

prophets.

[MEYER, in his 4th edition, gives up his for

mer opinion, adopting the usual view of our
word, mainly on the ground that vvv requires an
antithetical temporal qualification here. Still

he correctly insists on the meaning
&quot;

genera
tions,&quot; over against &quot;times&quot; or

&quot;periods.&quot;

HODGE apparently inclines to the earlier view of
MEYER. The word is used in the LXX. to trans
late the Hebrew word I ll, which admits of the

temporal signification, now generally attached to

yeveaic. in this passage. ELLICOTT remarks
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that in one case (Isa. xxiv. 22) even D O is thus

rendered. R.]
Was not made known, ov K tyvupiaOq.
This in distinction from cnroKakvfyOTi is some

thing more general and indefinite. BENGEL :

Notificatio per REVELATIONEM (ver. 3) est fans
notijicationis per prfcconium. REVELATIO est quid-
dam specialius ; NOTIFICATIO fit ad reliquos etiam

auditores, UEVELATIO tantum ad prophetas.
To the sons of men, TO if viols I ^v

avffpuiruv. Only here and in Mark iii. 28.

Latissima appellatio, causam exprimcna iynorantite,
ortum naturarum (BENGEL, who adds with over-

nicety : de statu vetere loquitur idiolismo lingux he-

braicse). The antithesis is found in &quot; His holy
apostles and prophets,&quot; which moreover com
pels us to give prominence to the &quot;need of men
born of men&quot; (HARLESS), while kv irvevuaTi sug
gests the lack of the regeneration, correlated to

revelation (STIER) ; so that under the term

OnX&quot; ^ we must include also the Old Testament

men of God, such as Abraham (Gal. iii. 8), and
even the prophets (Rom. ix. 24-29

; xv. 9-12),
whom JEROME would exclude. BENGEL, how
ever, is incorrect, when he says : denotari prse-

eipue PROPHETAS antiques, v. g. Ezechielem, qui

ssspe didtur DlX~j2 ; thus he is described not as

a prophet, but as a man born of men. [EADIE
thinks the phrase was suggested by the word

yevea.
&quot; Sons succeeded fathers, and their sons

succeeded them; so that by sons of men is

signified the successive band of contemporaries
whose lives measured these fleeting yeveai.&quot;

K]
As it has been now revealed. Q f con

trasts now (v vv) and formerly. On account of

this we, we must take OVK eyvupiaftq as = ovx
otruf iyvupiaOr], &quot;not thus made known,&quot; and sup
ply here in thought: &quot;through their words and
works&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM). Comp. Doctr. Notes. It

is only asserted that the knowledge of the mys
tery in former times is not to be regarded as at

all equal to the knowledge which now exists; the
latter is immeasurably deeper, richer, clearer
than the former. It is incorrect to interpret tie

as=while, and to infer that the mystery was
not all known before (BLEEK); that cannot be
asserted.

His holy apostles and prophets. The
Apoxtlfs are aytot, because they are Christians

;

Paul can have no hesitation in affirming of the

Apostles, what he had already said of the whole
Church (i. 1) ; of course a higher degree is in

volved here, especially since they, as well as the

Old Testament prophets, who are called
&quot;holy,&quot;

Luke i. 70 ; Acts iii. 21
;
2 Pet. i. 21 (various

reading), are termed &quot;

prophets.&quot; The Apostles
also were of themselves naturally only &quot;the

sons of men,&quot; but like the Christians a holy
KAoyjj.

&quot;

His,&quot; according to the context (ver. 2),
must be understood of God, and &quot;

apostles and

prophets,&quot; especially on account of the word
&quot;

now,&quot; must be interpreted as in ii. 20. It is

incorrect to regard TOI^ dyioif as qualified by
what follows as an appositional phrase. [So
LACHMANN, BISPING].
In the Spirit, i v TT v e {&amp;gt;

ft
a r i, is to be joined

with the verb, and defines the modality of the

revelation and its communication. It cannot be

joined either with
&quot;prophets&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM)*

or with
&quot;holy&quot; (MEIER), still less with what

follows (ERASMUS). It is not however = i)ia rov
Twri juarof, 1 Cor. ii. 10 (LimiEH : durch den

Geist). [E. V., HODGE, ELLICOTT, MEYER], but
denotes the life-sphere, within which the revela
tion is accomplished: one must live in the Spirit
to be a partaker in the revelation. BEXGEL:
cujus donum Novo Testamento reservatum ad Chris
tum glorificandum. The glory of the revelation
and the importance of the Apostolic office so

overpower Paul here, that he forgets himself

altogether.

[OLSHAUSEN :
&quot; It is certainly peculiar, that

Paul here calls the Apostles, and consequently
himself among them, holy Apostles. It is going
too far when De Wette finds in this a sign of an
unapostolic origin of the Epistle; but still the

expression remains an unusual one. I account
for it to myself thus that Paul here conceives
of the Apostles and Prophets, as a corporation
(comp. iv. 11), and as such, in their official

character, he gives them the predicate ajwf, as
he names believers, conceived as a whole, iiyioi
or i/yiacuEvoi, but never an individual.&quot;

It.]

Ver. 6. The purport of the mystery. That the
Gentiles are (slvai r a etivr/). The infini

tive, standing here in emphatic position, is ep-
exegetical of uvaTqpiov, &quot;mystery,&quot; hence not to

be joined with &quot;revealed&quot; (FLATT), or with
&quot; made known,&quot; nor is fif TO to be supplied ; and
it should not be taken as = yivecOai. [&quot;A mys
tery is not a secret design, but a secret fact&quot;

(ALFORD); hence &quot;are,&quot; not &quot;should be.&quot; So
most commentators. R.]
Fellow-heirs.

&quot;Zvy K.&quot;Xripov6u(i, not as in

Rom. viii. 17 (Xptarov), but &quot;of the saints&quot;

(ii. 19), the believing Israel. Comp. i. 14, 18;
Gal. iii. 29. With the saints they are heirs of

God (Rom. viii. 17), as His children. That is

the highest privilege. Fellow-members [of
the same body]. Kt avaauua denotes, by
means of a peculiarly formed word, the member
ship in that body, the Head of which is Christ

(i. 23; ii. 12, 16). Fellow-partakers of the
promise, KOI avuueroxa r^f k-xayyel. lag.

[See Textual Note 6
.] This denotes participation

in the promise (i. 18; ii. 12; Gal. iii. 14), the

fulfilment of which is already begun, but by no
means completed as yet ; flaai/.eia yap en-ffyyeArai

irapa TOV 7rarp6f ((EcuMEN.). It refers neither in

general to res or bona promissa, nor in particular
to the Holy Ghost alone, as BENGEL, [AUIE]
and STIER think, who find a reference to the

Head, Christ, in &quot;

fellow-members,&quot; and to the

Father in &quot;

fellow-heirs,&quot; and thus to the Trinity
as in iv. 4-6, 18, 21, 30; v. 1, 2, 18 ; 2 Cor. xiii.

13. There is as little ground for-this as there is

indication of a climax (JEROME, PELAGIUS,
SCHENKEL : heir, possessor, partaker). For
&quot;fellow-heir&quot; comprises the whole, on the

ground of the relation to God as a Father, who

*
[This is a mistake borrowed from DE WETTE. See AL

FORD in loco. This view of the connection is thut of KOPPB
and HOI.ZHAUSKN. It is admissihl.. eimuuli irrainmatii-allf,
tint why define &quot;

prophets
&quot;

l..v
so self-evident a qualification,

or distinguish them thus from &quot;apostles ;&quot;
(or the adjective

&quot;holy&quot;
must then he limited to the latter term. That the

two terras &quot;apostles
&quot; and prophets

&quot;

refer to the same per
sons cau scarcely be accepted ;

see on ii. 20. K.J
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has prepared an inheritance for His children;
the I wo inlded lerins respect their relation union j;

cueh nther: the first arising from the relation

of the community to which dependence attaches,
the other springing directly from the personality

regarded as self inclusive ; the first marks the

membership in the Church, the relation to it, the

second the independence of the individuals, their

relation in and of itself. Hence it cannot be said,

that what is already sufficiently expressed by the

term &quot;

fellow-heir,&quot; is repeated twice afterwards,
once figuratively and the second time literally

(MKYKK). or that Paul creatively rummaged in

the language (K.\HNts), or that the first term con
tains a personal and substantive reference (!!AR-

LESS), which is further indicated by the other

two. [ELLIOOTT S view resembles that of Braune,
but is more clearly expressed: &quot;The general fact

of the
awKAr)[&amp;gt;ov&amp;lt;wia

is re-asserted, both in its out

ward and inward relations. The Gentiles were fel

low-heirs with the believing Jewsin themostunre-
stricted sense: they belonged to the same corpo
rate body, the faithful; they shared to the full in

the same spiritual blessings: theeirayyeWa.&quot; R.]
In Christ Jesus through the Gospel.

&quot;In Christ Jesus,&quot; defines &quot;are&quot; more closely

and, like this, relates to all three of the preced
ing words. It cannot be joined with &quot;

promise
&quot;

(KoPi E, BAUMQARTEN-CRUSIUS). Thus Paul in

dicates that all is communicated only in Him,
the God-man. Hence &quot;through the

Gospel&quot; is

added, in order to point to the means by which
that objectively given in Christ, already proffered
and prepared, is brought to the individual, is

presented for his subjective appropriation. Be
cause Paul is speaking of his office and calling,
he must add this also.

The ministry and unworthiness of the recipient ;

vers. 7, 8 a.

Ver. 7. Whereof I became a minister
foil syevr/Ojjv (Jidxovof].

&quot; Whereof &quot;

re

fers to &quot;Gospel&quot; (Col. i. 23, 25). A&amp;lt; a KO vof
(Col. i. 7) is a synonym of v^rjpfTj)q (1 Cor. IT. 1

;

Matt. xxvi. 58 ; Mark xiv. 54, 65
; Jno. vii. 32,

45 f., etc.); and according to its etymology (tha

xdvtf,* dust), like the latter
(viru fper^f,

rower), designates a servant of a lower order,
while oin6vofwf (1 Cor. iv. 1

; Tit. i. 7 ; 1 Pet. iv.

10; denotes one as related to the property, avvep-
y6$ (1 Cor. iii. U; 1 Thess. iii. 2), as related to

the works of his Master, 6ov/.oq (vi. 6 ; Col. iv.

12; Rom. i. 1; vi. 16; 1 Cor. vii. 21; Gal. i.

10; Phil. i. 1), in his dependence on his Mas
ter, MiTovpy6q (Rom. xiii. 0; xv. 16) in Jiis devo
tion. It is incorrect to assert that Aidnwog de
scribes the servant in his activity for the service,
virepETiK in that for his Master (HARLESS). [See
MEYER and ELLICOTT against HARLESS]. Eyt--
vr/tir/v marks more strongly than kyevduyv [Rec.]
his becoming a servant, refers to a development,
even if not as (ECUMENIUS (ovAev -yap eyu ep-yov

ffiavoi&amp;lt;veiaf{VfyKa rtj \dpiri Tai Ty), RITECKERT and
others think ; that thought is found in the con-

fext, not in the word.

*
[According: to BUTTMANN (Lexic. under the word Sidxro-

po&amp;lt;;i
this word is derived from Sidicui. or Siijicui, to hasten.

Tin- Ionic form is Siijicoros, and the a is lonj;. henee it is not

compound with iia. KLLICOTT refers to
Benfe&amp;gt;, Wurzel-

rie&amp;gt;m fur remoter difficulties. B.1

According to the gift of the grace of

Qod[Kru r
//

1 du/jcHi r
?/ f x a f)tr&amp;lt;t f roi

Wtov]. Krd marks the fact that Paul s becom
ing a minister of the Gospel had for its norm
the grace of God. Aw/jf a (iv. 7; Rom. v. 17),
the single gift, like

oG&amp;gt;pnv (ii. 8), marks the free

present.
&quot; The grace of God &quot;

sets forth the

nature, purport of the gift. [The genitive is

one of apposition or identity ; the grace wag the

gift. R.] LUTHER accordingly is incorrect:

according to the gift out of grace, as if this were
the source, the dispenser, while the gift itself

was something else, such as the gift of tongues
(GROTius), the Holy Ghost (A-L*i&amp;gt;iUE, FLATT).
It is in accordance with the context to think of
the Apostolic office [Houuis, EADIE]; but the

grace of God, which Paul had received, prepared
him for this; He cannot use for His service per
sons as they are. He must convert and trans
form them for this end

(ii. 10).
&quot;Which was given to me. TISCHKNDORF

retains r
/) v dot) elaav in spite of the Cod. Sin.

[See Textual Note 9
. The received reading makes

&quot;given&quot; agree with
&quot;gift;&quot;

the other with
&quot;

grace,&quot; the sense being the same in either
case. R.]
According to the working of his power

[K r d T i) v kvepyeiav r // f Juvd/zewj
avrov}. &quot;According to the working&quot; (i. 19)
marks that the gift has been bestowed, not ac

cording to the receptivity of the recipient, but

according to the efficiency of the Giver. [This
prepositional clause depends on r//f dotfeicrr/g not,

defining the mode of giving. This justifies the

seeming tautology: &quot;the gift given to me.&quot;

MEYER, whom ELLICOTT cites in favor of con
necting the phrase with the leading verb, now
adopts this simpler view. Dr. HODGE accepts
without remark the incorrect rendering of the
E. V., which, not content with the instrumental
sense it imposes so frequently on tv, here gives
Kara the same sense: by. R.] &quot;Of His power&quot;

gives prominence to God s power, and throws
Paul s person into the back-ground ; yet recalls
the fact, as he himself does in ver. 8, that it is

precisely the persecutor who has become an
Apostle, the narrow-minded, proud Pharisee who
has been transformed into the most large-hearted
and humble servant of the Gospel to the Gen
tiles (STIEK). CALVIN: In hoc doiio pncdicat Dei

potentiam, ac si diceret : nolite respicere, quid sim

meritiis, quia dominus ultra mihi sun liberalitate hoe

contulit, ut sim apostolus gentium, non mea, digni-
tate, sed ejus gratia. Nolite etiam respicere qualia
fuerim ; nam domini est, homines nihili txtollere.

Hxc est potentise ejus efficacia, ex nihilo grande alt-

quid ejficere

Ver. 8. To me, who am less than the
least, efiol T &amp;lt;j fAaxiOforepu. The pro
noun in the dative stands first, somewhat remark
ably ; we might rather expect: avTi/ // ^dp/f
itiotttj

-
i)t.axiaTOTfp&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; ndivuv, this very grace is

grace to less than the least of all. But the pro
noun refers to ver. 1, and must be joined with
it. It is scarcely possible that after the gram
matical and logical conclusion of the sentence

begun in ver. 1 (ver. 7 : r//f 6vrdftfuf avrov) an
other entirely new sentence should begin in ver

8, only to introduce a parenthetical thought, es-
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pecially as the sentence closes with ver. 12, be

yond which the supposed parenthesis must be
continued. [The objections to this view of the

connection will be found in my note at the close

of ver. 1. Dr. Braune s difficulty suggested
above is not so singular in a writer like Paul as

the resumption by means of a dative. As re

gards the logical connection, ELLICOTT remarks:
&quot; No addition was required to the former period ;

the great Apostle however so truly, so earnestly
felt his own weakness and nothingness (2 Cor.

xii. 11), that the mention of God s grace towards
him awakens within, by the forcible contrast it

|

suggests, not only the remembrance of his former
|

persecutions of the Church (1 Cor. xv. 9, 10), j

but of his own sinful nature (1 Tim. i. 15) and I

unworthiness for so high an office.&quot; Thetransi-
j

tion always seems natural to one who is familiar

with Paul s modes of thought. R. ]

STIER attempts to transfer the double compa
rative into the German: dem Gerinsteren. BEN-
GEL : Notio nnminis PAULUS cumulata per compa-
rativurn superlatiuo superiorem ; quo se sanctis vix

accenset ; elegantissima modestia. A similar double

comparative is found in 3 Jno. 4: uet^orepav.

Comp WINER, p. 67, where he compares the

Latin minimissimus, pessimissimus. [To this wo
may add excelsior, now almost naturalized in

English ; a word constructed precisely like Paul s

double comparative. The rendering of the E. V.

cannot be improved, R.] Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 9:

?MxtaTo$ ruv diroG-6kuv. Here he cannot suffi

ciently express himself; here he speaks of the

service of the Gospel in general. Accordingly
he adds :

Of all saints, TT a v r u v a y i u v, i. e. Chris
tians ; he does not say of &quot;

Apostles,&quot; nor yet
&quot;of men,&quot; two interpretations, the latter of

which is designed to exclude angels, without any
ground. According to Phil. iii. 6; 1 Tim. i. 13,

Paul s persecution of the Church of Christ is

the strongest expression of sin in him, so that,

according to the context, compared with all

Christians, he regards himself as the most un

worthy, because he is conscious of his sin and

guilt, feeling that since God s grace has helped
him, there is no one whom it, cannot and may not

help.
Was this grace given, koodri rj xapi$

avrrj. This is the grace which lies at the

foundation of his vocation as Apostle (STIER),
not the Apostolic office itself (RUECKERT).
A IT??, &quot;this,&quot; points forward to what follows,
which sets forth wherein this grace consists.

What he has set forth in ver. 6 as the purport of

the mystery, as the mission of the Apostles in

general, he now represents as that which is com
mitted to him. There is not therefore here a

parenthesis and exclamation of joy: &quot;to me
less than the least, is this grace given !

&quot;

so that

what follows is to be joined with
&quot;gift,&quot;

ver. 7

(HARLESS) ; for vers. 2-12 do not form an inter

polation, but the sentence begun in ver. 1 is en

tirely broken off, and avri] does not refer to what

precedes, nor is ii. 6 to be compared with this

construction.

The magnitude of the mission ; vers. 8 b, 9.

Ver. 8 b. To preach to the Gentiles [roZf
f.Qvsoiv eva v

-y
e Aiaa ot)a i. &quot;An explana

tory and partly appositional clause,&quot; ELLICOTT.

R.] The infinitive here sets forth the mission
of the gift of grace, as in ver. 6 it indicated the

purport of the mystery. See WINER, p. 2 J8.

Tlie dative, which in accordance with the con
text stands first for emphasis, is a more difficult

reading than if kv were inserted, is in Gal. i. 16.

[See Textual Note 10
.] Yet to Paul was com

mitted the task of preaching to the Gentiles

(Gal. i. 16; ii. 8; 1 Tim. ii. 7; Acts ix. 15;
xxii. 21

;
xxvi. 17), not merely among the Gen

tiles ; he should do what he could, the completed
solution of the problem belongs to God.
The unsearchable riches of Christ, TO

a v e $ i %v i a a r ov TrAovrof T o v Xp/crroii.
TIIEODORET is excellent: KOI TTUC K^pliTreig,

FLTrcp 6 TTAOVTOC
avE^ixVLaaTOS ; TOVTO -yap avro,

(pqat, K.r)pvTTu, OTI ave^ixviaat-nq. Rom. xi. 32.

&quot;Of Christ&quot; is not an abbreviated form for the

grace, the goodness of Christ, but refers rather
to the fulness of the glory (HARLESS). [ALFORD :

&quot;The fulness of wisdom, righteousness, sancti-

fication and redemption all centred and sum
med up in Him.&quot; R.] BUCER: Jam evangeli-
um exponit invesligabiles divitias Christi, non Mas
quidem, quas nemo nostrum percipere potest, sic enim

frustra prsedicarelur nobis evangelium; sed quod
quisque pro modulo dono suo tantum percipiat opum
ccelestium, quantum ad salutem, consequendam satis

est. There is ever indeed an immeasurable re

mainder, and poor needy souls seek in vain to

exhaust it (Berlenburger Bible). Comp. ver. 19;
1 Cor. xiii. 9-12. [Exhaustless

&quot; both in its na

ture, extent and application
&quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.]

Ver. 9. And to make all see, nal
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;uTi-

aai Travraf. This adds to &quot;preach,&quot; a fur

ther task of the Apostle, which is accomplished
by means of the preaching of the gospel; what
the gospel can do (2 Cor. iv. 4 : TOV (fiuriauov TOV

etiayjcA/of) this the evangelizing Apostle effects,

whose word enlightens as a &quot; word of prophecy,&quot;

which is a
&quot;light shining inadark place&quot; (2 Pet.

i. 19). He is bidden &quot; to open their eyes, and to

turn them from darkness to light (Acts xxvi.

18). See i. 18; Heb. vi. 4; x. 32; Ps. cxix.

130. The object is &quot;all,&quot; which according to

the context, means the Gentiles hearing him;
there is no reference to the Jews

(
PEL AGIUS, HAR

LESS, STIER), since Trdirnf, &quot;all,&quot; following the

emphatic role. kOveaiv (ver. 8) cannot receive any
emphasis. Since, however, no such accusative as
&quot;

eyes
&quot;

is added, the verb &quot;

enlighten
&quot;

refers

to the whole man, spirit, heart, conscience, not

merely to the perceptive faculty (SCHENKEL),
nor is it docere (BENGEL). It is more than
&quot; make known,&quot; almost, equivalent to curoKd/.vipif,

revelation (STIER).* As to what he enlightens
the Gentiles then follows :

What is the dispensation of the mys
tery, TifT/oiKovofiiaTov ftv a T r/ p i o v.

See on i. 9, 10. The &quot;mystery&quot;
here is not

merely the calling of the Gentiles (ver. 6), but as

in ii. 3; here &quot;the actual accomplishment of the

plan hitherto formed in secret&quot; (STIER) is treated

of. [HODGE favors the same view. ELLICOTT:

*[AtFORD: &quot;Not mi ivly xUTiKilly to tiwh. referred to

hit work but internally to enlighten fie hearers, referred to

their appre/iensimi.&quot; HODGE vakes tho \erb as equivalent tc

&quot;teach
;&quot;

EADIE is much better. B.J
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&quot;The dispensation (arrangement, regulation)
oft IK- in \ si cry (the union of Jews and Gentiles

in I lirist, vcr. 6), which was to be humbly traced

and acknowledged in die fact of its having se

cretly existed iii the primal counsels of God,

and now having been revealed to the heavenly

powers by means of the Church.&quot; So MEYKR,
AI.KOKD and most. See on ver. 3, however.

BJWhich from the beginning of the world
hath been hid in God who created all

things [r o v airoKEKpvfilvov (urb T uv
aiuvuv f v ~

(ft
QE

(f)
T fi T d IT a v r a KT i-

aavri}. Tot* cnroKe Kp v uev ov is like aeai-

yquevov, Rom. xvi. 25
; comp. 1 Cor. ii. 7 ; Col.

i. 26. It has been hid cnrd TUV aluvuv
(Col. i. 26 ;

= OTT altivog, Luke i. 70 ;
Acts iii.

21 : SK rol aluvoc, Jno. ix. 32), since the ages, from

the beginning of the same; since there were men
and angels, it has been revealed to none of them ;

before that there was no one, from whom it could

be hid
( V!EYER). It was concealed &quot; in God who

created all things.&quot;
Thus God is marked as the

Creator of the universe with all that therein is,

of heaven and earth. BENGEL: Antitheton ad

creaturas, etiam excellentissimas, ver. 10. There is

no ground for limiting &quot;all things,&quot;
and refer

ring it either to the moral creation* (CALVIN,
GROTIUS, MORUS, and others), which is forbid

den both by the meaning of the word and by the

aorist (xTiaar), or to the moral world (HoLZHAU-
SEN). Evidently, however, Redemption and
creation are thus placed in relation and con

nection with each other; BENGEL takes the lat

ter as fundamentum omnis reliquise (Economise, pro

protestate Dei universal} liberrimse dispennatse ;

STIER regards the former as fundamentum cre-

ationis rerun omnium, even of angels. We can

and must join together Creation and Redemption,
as decrees, dare not separate them, even though
the act of creation self-evidently precedes the act

of Redemption and the acts of revelation, and is

ordered with a view to these.

[The only question that arises in regard to this

passage is this, Why is the creation introduced

in this connection? HODGE deems it a mere ex

pression of reverence, but this is unsatisfactory.
ALFORD thinks the fact here expressed &quot;involves

His perfect right to adjust all things as He will,&quot;

thus the concealment is justified (so RUECKERT).
To this MEYER properly objects, that there is no

logical connection of this kind, and ELLICOTT

says:
&quot; A reference to God s omniscience would

more suitably have justified the concealment.&quot;

OLSHADSEN S view, that Redemption is itself a

creative act seems equally irrelevant. It is either

added to enhance the idea of God s omnipotence

(ELLICOTT), or better with MEYER, KADI i:, and

others, to indicate that God in creating the world

included in His purpose and arrangement that

development which forms the purport of the mya-
tery.-R.]

The end with a glance at the final cause and also

at the present ; vers. 10-12.

Ver. 10. To the intent that now, etc.

Upon what / r a depends will be best determined

after the whole verse has been explained. Fvw-

* [The correct reading Ukes away the only support which
this view could have from text or context. R.]

pi of) i? vvv is the order in the Greek, hence the

former word is emphatic and corresponds with
&quot;hath been hid,&quot; just as &quot;now&quot; does with
&quot;from the beginning.&quot; Comp. WINER, p. 269.

[VVe might render: &quot; In order that there might
be made known now,&quot; (the last word having a

secondary emphasis). R.]
Unto the principalities and powers,

raig dpxaig nal Taig ij-ovoiaig. Thus
the objects, to which it is made known, are
marked as of importance. See i. 21. [The re

petition of the article adds solemnity without dis

tinguishing two classes. R.]
In the heavenly places, kv rolg kirov-

p a v i o i f, describes them more closely as to lo

cality (comp. i. 3) ;
hence they are not earthly

and human, either heathen priests, Jewish rulers

or Christian church authorities, but angels, and

good angels, who desire to look into these things

(1 Pet. i. 12). CALVIN: Quid enim egregium de

evangelio prxdicaret apostolus out de gentium voca-

tione, si mine primuin diabolus innotuisse diceret f

The context does not permit us to apply the

terms to bad angels (AMBROSIASTER), nor even to

consider them as included (BENGEL, OLSHAUSEN,
HOFMANN, Schriftbeweis, I. p. 361 f., BLEEK), since

it treats of a designed making known of the wis

dom of God to His praise.* That Paul did not

concisely say &quot;angels,&quot;
arises from the fact that

here, as in i. 21, he wishes to give prominence to

their power and elevation, here to glorify the

Church, as there to glorify Christ, hence the

agency of angels in the world of nations is not
indicated (HOFMANN). In order to mark that a
cosmical relation is under discussion here as in i.

10, the
&quot;powers&quot;

are termed kv rolg ETTOV-

p a v i o i f. This added phrase is so joined with

&quot;principalities and powers&quot; as to form a single

conception; hence does not indicate the modality
of the verb &quot;made known&quot; (MATTHIES). This

is done by the next phrase.

Through the church, diarrjc tKK?.q-
aiaq. This is the theatre of the glory of God,
of the Divine works (BENGEL), see 1 Cor. iv. 9.

It is a communion in heaven and on earth, the

militant and triumphant churcb, and as such an

object of interest to the good angels (Matth. xviii.

10; Luke xv. 7, 10; 1 Cor. xi. 10; Heb. i. 14).
LUTHER renders: an die Gemeinde, on the church,
which does not accurately present the means em
ployed, as it makes of the church only an object
of observation or a place of instruction, while the

preposition did presents it as an instructress,

who makes known, not in words indeed, but by
acts, conduct and character.

The manifold wisdom of God. ?/ TT o A v-

iroiKtlog aotjti a r o v f o i&amp;gt;. l!o/K//.of occurs

with voffoig, Matth. iv. 24
; Mark i. 34; Luke iv.

40, with tmOvuiaic 2 Tim. iii. 6, with r/oovalc Tit.

iii. 3, with dwdfteai Heb. ii. 4, with
oida^aif

Heb.

xiii. 9, with -reipaauolg Jas. i. 2: 1 Pet. i. 6, with

Xdpirog 1 Pet. iv. 10; iii. 7 (various reading) and

means &quot;various;&quot; so that the special word ~ o-

?.vir oi icilog, occurring only here means mul

tifarious, strengthening the idea of &quot;manifold.&quot;

Accordingly it cannot be = very wise (KoppE),

* [A reference to both classes is excluded &quot; not so much bj
iv TO IS eirovpaviott, as by the general tenor of the passage ;

evil iinncls nun- naturally recognin tho power, good angeb
the wisdom of God&quot; ( ELLICOTT). B.J
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nor mean merely the wisdom which adjusts the

antagonism between law and grace (HARLESS),
but it refers &quot; to those wondrous ways operating
on the Church &quot;

of that God &quot; who imparts re

conciliation and actually edifies the church &quot;

(so
STIER, who incorrectly limits it to the Holy
Ghost), to the different treatment of different

men, the various means He employs, so that He
is &quot;to each eternally another and yet to each

eternally the same&quot; (LAVATER). Rom. xi. 33,

34. The &quot; wisdom&quot; is indeed one, it is only its

manifestation that is so manifold (ANSELM) ; cer

tainly it is not that of Gnosticism (BAUR). What
is said of the Old Testament in Heb. i. 1

(&quot;sun

dry times and divers mannners&quot;) is true in

the highest degree of the New Testament eco

nomy.
[ALFORD:

&quot; It is all one in sublime unity of

truth and purpose : but cannot be apprehended
by finite minds in this its unity, and therefore is

by Him variously portioned out to each finite

race and finite capacity of individuals so that

the Church is a mirror of God s wisdom chro

matic, so to speak, with the rainbow colors of

that light which in itself is one and undivided.&quot;

ELLICOTT :
&quot; The variety of the Divine counsels,

which nevertheless all mysteriously co-operated
toward a single end the call of the Gentiles, and
salvation of mankind by faith in Jesus Christ.&quot;

&quot; That the holy angels are capable of a specific
increase of knowledge, and of a deepening in

sight into God s wisdom, seems from this passage
clear and incontrovertible.&quot; R.]

It is evident then that this clause of design de

pends with its i v a on the clause: &quot;What is

the dispensation of the mystery.&quot; The arrange
ment, management and guidance of this edifice

(OIKOV vEfiEi.v)
is of precisely that kind (r/f), so

planned, that
(h&amp;gt;a) through the church as a col

lection of believing saints out of every land and
condition the wisdom of God should in continued
acts become perceptible and manifest to the par
ticipant and active angelic world in the most
multifarious manner; that is the purpose of the
&quot;

dispensation of the mystery, which from the

beginning hath been hid in God who created all

things.&quot; The mystery has not been hid from
the ages, in order that God s wisdom might be
revealed later (MEYER, SCHENKEL, [EAOIE]
BLEEK), nor has God created all things, that this

might be made known through the Church (HAR
LESS) ;

this purpose and design does not form a

closer definition of &quot;mystery&quot; nor of &quot;God,&quot;

but of His &quot;economy.&quot; Nor is the ground of

this purpose found in the task set before the

Apostle Paul (STIER), his preaching and enlight

ening, but in that which he has to preach and
about which he has to enlighten, which remains
after him and his labor, upon which he entered

as fellow-laborer; hence in the economy of God
itself.

[This view of Braune is certainly plausible,
but it is not preferable to that which he men
tions last, viz., that this verse is joined with the

&quot;preaching&quot; and &quot;enlightening&quot; of vers. 8, 9

(so OLSHAUSEN, DE WETTE, HOFMANN, HODGE,
ELLICOTT, ALFORD, who however thinks the re

ference is to tfioRrj, if one word must be singled

out). The objection that this ascribes too much
to Paul s own preaching (MEYER) is scarcely

valid in view of the current of thought and the
fact that the &quot; manifold wisdom&quot; did manifest
itself through the preaching of the Apostle to the
Gentiles. OLSHAUSEN: &quot;Paul contrasts the

greatness of his vocation with his personal no
thingness, and he therefore traces the design of
his mission through -different steps. First, he
says, he had to preach to the heathen

; then to

enlighten all concerning the mystery; and both,
in order to manifest even to angels the infinite

wisdom -of God.&quot; To take Iva as ecbatic is al

together inadmissible. The connection with
&quot;created

&quot;

is accepted by some who adopt the

longer reading and refer this then to the moral
creation. HARLESS however adopts the same
connection in a supralapsarian sense. As this
is the only passage in the New Testament which
can be made to assert this view, it may be here
remarked: (1.) This is singular and involves a

theory of creation which, however logical, be
comes too terrific to be admitted on the strength
of a doubtful exegesis. (2.) It joins a marked
final clause to a participle which depends on an
other participle which depends on an infinitive

which depends on a leading verb. (3.) The pre
sent manifestation is the end of a present opera
tion, viz., the preaching and making known.

(4.) The end of creation is distinctly stated in.

Col. i. 16 to be the personal Christ: elf avr6v,
&quot; unto Him,&quot; as causa fmalis, &quot;all things were
created.&quot; R.]

Ver. 11. According to the eternal pur
pose, Kara irpo tteaiv T ( .&amp;gt; v al uvuv, evi

dently defines &quot;

might be made known,&quot; not
&quot;manifold&quot; (ANSELM), nor &quot;wisdom&quot; (KOPPE),
certainly not vers. 3 and 5 (FLATT). The making
known takes place according to the purpose
&quot;before the foundation of the world &quot;

(i. 3). The
genitive marks the relation to the ages, that this

purpose will be retained during these, will re
main in force and regulate them. Col. i. 20:

aifia TOV aravpov, 2 Cor. xi. 26 : Ktvfiwoi iro-

rafjtuv are similar; see WINER, p. 176. [AL
FORD: &quot;The genitive is apparently one of time,
as when we say it has been an opinion of years :&quot;

&quot; The duration all that time giving the nJwwf
a kind of possession. If so, the sense is best

given in English by eternal, as in E. V.&quot; EL
LICOTT: &quot; The purpose which pertained to, ex
isted in, was determined on in the

ages.&quot; Two
things we may hold fast to: (1.) The general cor

rectness of the rendering
&quot;

eternal.&quot; (2.) The
utter groundlessness of any Gnostic reference.

-R.]
Which he wrought in Christ Jesus.

H v ETTOLTJC EV refers of course to Trp66faiv, not
to ffo0/a (LUTHER : which He has shown), nor to

KKK^ffia (ERASMUS) : nptitieaiv iroieiv means either

to form a purpose (Rev. xvii. 17; yvufirjv iroulv,

Mark xv. 1 : avnftoi 7aov TTOIEIV), or to execute one.

The context points to the carrying out, which is

however just begun : the mystery has already
become clear in the gospel, it is no longer as be

fore, and ver. 12, with its emphatic &quot;we have,&quot;

gives prominence to the present time. Hence it

is incorrect to render :
&quot; which He purposed

&quot;

(CALVIN, RUECKERT, HARLESS, HOFMANN, Schrift-
beweis. 1, p. 230) ; in that case we would find the

verb in the middle voice (t/ro^/craro), which is
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used in a periphrasis like this (WINER, p. 240).*
To combine the two (SxiBR) is altogether im

proper ; we must choose one or the other.

&quot;In&quot; denotes, that outside of Him who existed

before all (Xpiar^t) and has now become in

carnate
(

I ri oo ii)
and without Him God s pur

pose is not accomplished.
The added: Our Lord, r nvpiu $/zv,

pointing to the time of His appearing, is added
on account of the in^rjaia, the rip.uv, whose
Head and Lord is Jesus the Christ. [ALFORU is

forced by his view of the verb to apply the whole

to Christ in His pre-existence, which is very un
usual. R.] It is now explicable why the an

gels through such a church obtain wider know

ledge of God s wisdom. At the same time the

phrase introduces what follows.

Ver. 12. In whom we have, iv * 1%-
fiEV. [The relative has here a slightly demon
strative and explanatory force (.MEYER, ELLI-

COTT). R.] Here &quot; we &quot;

evidently means those

who are really in Him; our fellowship with Him
is the fundamental thought. For the gifts which
are afterwards mentioned, do not inhere in Him,
as do Truth, Love, Life, but are states of mind

resulting from fellowship with Him or ripened
relations.

Our boldness and our access in confi
dence [r//i Trap pr/aiav /cat rf/v ir p o a a-

y uyr/v EVTreiroiOr/uei. See Textual Note ls
. ]

On the first term see my remarks on Jno. ii.

28, LANQE S Comm., p. 82. f It is used by Paul

besides in vi. 10; Col. ii. 15
;
Phil. i. 20

;
2 Cor.

iii. 12; vii. 4; 1 Tim. iii. 13; Philem. 8; and
is found in Heb. iii. 6; iv. 16; x. 19, 35. Here
it means the free, joyous spirit of the redeemed,
and must not be limited either to libertas dicendi

(VATABLE), or to prayer (BENGEL). Kat T
?}
v

irpooayuyi/v iv TTETroitfr/aEi, &quot;our access

in confidence,&quot; forms a single conception; the

last term is not to be joined with &quot;boldness;&quot;

for that does not require as a closer definition

what it has essentially in itself. &quot; Access &quot;

(ii.

18) however requires it, since this may be fee

ble, timid, anxious, uncertain of acceptance. J

* [ALFoan supports the sense :
&quot;

constituted,&quot; urging that
Paul would have used a more definite verb to express the

idea of executing the purpose, and further that the aorist

seems to point back to a definite act of origination, while the

perfect would better express the continued execution. The
latter remark lias some force, but does not outweigh the ar

guments supporting the other sense : (1) That the name of

&quot;Jesus,&quot; the historical Saviour, follows immediately; (:&amp;gt;)

that the next verse is an explanatory confirmation of the ac-

cnmplilltfd, not the purimsed design (MEYER). It may be
added that this meaning is more common in the New Testa
ment (ii. 3; Matth. xxi. 31 ; John vi. 33

;
1 Thess. v. 24 and

elsewhere) than the other, which occurs only in Mark xv. I ;

Rev. xvii. 17 (not Acts xvii. 17, as Braune has it in the Ger
man, repeat ing a typographical error, which has been allowed
to remain in several editions of METER). Notwithstanding
WINER S distinction, in neither case do we find the middle.
ELLICOTT properly renders the verb : wrought, instead of

using the too definite &quot;

fulfilled.&quot; In support of Braune s

view, the following names may be mentioned: THEODORET,
(liioTius, OLSHAUS :\, DE WETTE, MEYBR, CONYBIARE, ELLI

COTT, lion IK, EVDIE. R.]

t[Dr. Hraune there refers to the mistaken conception of
the term arising from one of those etymological jumbles so

common in all languages. The sense is Frriinuthiykrit ; Lu
ther however rendered it Fre.ydigktit, Freiilit/kvit (derived

from frei, free). This was soon confounded with Freudiy-

M^/nM&tfJoyfal): a sense which has influenced KnglMi
commentators as well. The joyous element is present indeed,
but not so prominent its this mistake has made it. R.]

t J.ELUCOTT clings to the transitive meaning here also,

The &quot;confidence&quot;
(7r7roi(&amp;gt;r/oir, only in Phil. iii.

4; 2 Cor. i. 15; iii. 4
;

viii. 22; x. 2), which

expresses itself after the boldness (comp. Rom.
viii. 38, 39 with 31-37), is the childlike confi

dence in which the subject of grace approaches
God. The phrase, therefore, is not to be joined
with &quot; we have&quot; (MEYKR, SCHENKEL). [The
latter view of the connection is adopted by LLLI-
COTT and ALFORU. While the other is admissible,
there seems to be a gain in thought from joining
it with the verb ; see below R.j
Through our faith in Him

[&amp;lt;h&amp;lt;i
r^f

iriaTEuf aii rod]. The preposition marks
that by means of which the fellowship we have
with Him is brought about, and is a closer defi

nition of EXOUEV, &quot;wo have.&quot; T/)f niarEuc,
avrov (only in iv. 13) like Rom. iii. 22, GaL
iii. 22, means faith on Him, viz., on Him, in whom
&quot;we have,&quot; etc., on &quot;Christ Jesus our Lord&quot;

(
ver. 11

).
This faith is the subjective means of

the union and the continued fellowship (
Rom.

v. 1, 2
). [ELLICOTT taking

&quot; in confidence&quot; as a
predication of manner defining the tone and
frame of mind in which the &quot;

access&quot; is enjoyed
and realized, makes the following distinctions
between the three qualifying phrases: &quot;in

whom&quot; makes the objective ground of the pos
session,

&quot;

through our faith in Him&quot; the subjec
tive medium by which, and &quot;in confidence&quot; cliv,

subjective state in which it is apprehended.
EADIE :

&quot; That faith whose object is Jesus is the
means to all who are Christ s, first, of boldness,
for their belief in the Divine Mediator gives them

courage; secondly of access, for their realization

of His glorified humanity warrants and enables
them to approach the throne of grace ;

and

thirdly these blessings are possessed in confi

dence, for they feel that for Christ s sake their

persons and services will be accepted by the

Father.&quot; R.]

Ver. 13. Conclusion. Wherefore I beseed
616 alrovaat: This refers to ver. 12

(
&quot; V70

have our boldness and our access&quot; ); he proven
this in petition, of course, to God. [ See below

however.] The middle voice, upon which how
ever too great stress must not be laid

(
Col. i. 9 ;

Jas. i. 6
),
denotes the praying for himself

[ The reference seems rather to be to the whole

paragraph :
&quot; Since I am the appointed minister

of so great a matter&quot;
(
ALFORD ; so EADIE, ELLI

COTT and now MEYER
).

The other view is

perfectly grammatical, but joins this verse to a

secondary thought, while the wider reference

brings us back, as if the steps were being re

traced, to ver. 1 :
&quot; the prisoner of Jesus Christ

in behalf of you Gentiles,&quot; the next verse pass
ing further back to &quot;for this cause.&quot; R.]
Not to faint, p f/ ey-Kaitelv. [Dr. Braune s

rendering is: 1 pray (God) not to become dis

pirited, i. ., that I become not dispirited; others

I pray (God )
that you faint not ; while most ac

cept the view which supplies vfing as the object
of the verb and the subject of the infinitive :

though admitting some uncertainty in regard to it. The
union with &quot;Itoldness

&quot;

requires the transitive sense. &quot;We

may confidently say, that so important an objective truth aa
our introduction to(Jod by Christ would never have been thus
coupled to a mere subjective quality in ourselves&quot; (ALFORD).
Still it id not so purely subjective aa &quot;

boldness.&quot; K.j
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&quot;I beseech you not to faint.&quot; See below. R.]
The subject according to the context, especially
&quot; in my tribulations,

&quot;

is the Apostle. It is pre
cisely the result of his prayer to God and his

intercourse with Him that he is courageous and
in high-hearted joy even in tribulations. ID

my tribulations for you [
e v ralf ff^itfjEaiv

ftov v TT e p vfiuv~\. The word 8\l^pt( defi

nitely shows that the subject is the Apostle ; so

does the expression vire p vfiOv , which is to be

closely joined with 6 \i-fyeaiv JJLOV. Accord

ingly Paul does not ask the readers not to faint

( Vulgate, LUTHER, MEYER, BLEEK, and many
others

),
but prays to God for himself.

SThis
view of the verse is supported by such

e commentators as BENGEL, RUECKERT, HAR-
LESS (who however altogether unwarrantably
joins inrep vuu v with a I r o vfiai ) OLSHAUSEN,
TURNER, BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS, and is favored by
the Syriac version, THEODORET and JEROME. Still

the majority ofcommentators from CHRYSOSTOM to

the latest English expositors, reject it. With good
reason too, for

(
1.

)
it seems unpauline to insert

such a prayer here; he rejoiced in suffering (Col.
i. 29) and gloried in infirmity (

2 Cor. xi. 30),
and was speaking of high privilege little likely
to suggest faint-heartedness in himself. (2.) The
next clause presents, a motive

( MEYER), which
is irrelevant if the prayer is for himself. (3.)

Notwithstanding Braune s remark, pov would be

superfluous in that case. (4.) Grammatically it

is far simpler to supply vuac, as the object of the
finite verb and the subject of the infinitive, than
to supply 6e6v as the object and then iue as sub

ject-accusative ;
two words necessary to define

the thought would scarcely be omitted, and the

view we oppose necessarily requires two different

words. If, as is natural, only one is to be sup
plied, that one must be vuaf. Ev therefore

denotes the sphere in which the faint-heartedness

of the Epliesians might possibly be shown
(
ELLI-

noTT
) ; the article is not necessary before virep,

since the close connection of thought is similar

to that in ver. 1: &quot;prisoner for you Gentiles.&quot;

R.]
Which are your glory [ijris earl 66%a

ifiuv]. &quot;ling put for alrivec by the attrac

tion 66^a vuuv
( WINER, pp. 157,505). The

tribulations of the Apostle for the church are

the honor, fame and glory of the same ;
it would

be a detriment, distress and disgrace to the

church, to have a founder and leader, who in

tribulations became discouraged and despondent ;

but they confess a faith, for the proclamation of

which the Apostles must bear heavy sorrow, yet

compared with which sorrows are not to be

dreaded, and they have a leader, whom they
may joyously nnd confidently follow. This

clause is not to be referred to &quot;faint not&quot; (HAR-
LESS, SCMIENKEL and others), nor is it to be left

indefinite in an oratorical sense
(
RUECKERT

).

It is thus that he prays first for himself
(
ver.

13
)

and then
(
ver. 14

)
for the Ephesians

(RHENFF.RD). Thus he closes the section con

cerning himself and his office, in order to pass to

a supplication for the church.

[
The reference of this clause to &quot; tribulations

&quot;

is to be maintained and is best indicated by re-

Btoring the plural form in English: which are

( seeing that they are
) your glory. The view of

Braune stands or falls with that taken of the
former part of the verse. It must be apparent
that the other explanation is more satisfactory
here. ELLICOTT well remarks too : &quot;Glory ac
crued to the Ephesians from the official dignity,
not the personal dignity of the sufferer.&quot; Both
because God so loved them as to give His Son
first, and then to send His servants to suffering,
(
CHRYSOSTOM

)
and because these tribulations

were the tokens of the freedom of the gospel
(
EADIE

), are these
&quot;your glory.&quot; He has now

returned to his starting-point (
ver. 1

),
and re

sumes the thought there broken off in ver. 14. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The idea of substitution is more ethical than
doctrinal, and finds a sphere in the whole human
life, in its narrowest and widest circles. The
Apostle suffers for his Church ; his suffering is

for her advantage. So the child lives at the ex

pense of its parents; the child for whom no one
suffers is a miserable creature, and the parents
who do not suffer for their child, nor take sorrow
on themselves to avert them from their offspring,
are no true parents. So benefactors suffer

for their wards, and suffering for them,
remove their pain and need. So the shep
herds of the people. The suffering of human life

is in its widest range vicarious. Where this

really exists, without some subtle selfishness,
there it is without vanity, desire to please, am
bition or vain-glory, there, just as one does his

duty to his neighbor, faithful in the least, does
he also bear and with joy dares suffer! And it

is just he who has felt the truth of the vicarious

sufferings of Jesus Christ, who can thus do. The
Romanists acknowledge such vicarious suffering

only in the case of the saints, we find it in all

departments of our social life. As Paul was a

martyr, so is every teacher, every mother. But

they are only martyrs, t. e., witnesses of the ev

erlasting mercy and the everlasting redemption,
Christ Jesus is the author of redemption, the
mediator of mercy.

2. The official service in the Church. On this

subject this section contains important sugges
tions of various kinds.

a. First of all Paul feels that he is &quot;the pris
oner of Christ Jesus:&quot; he has orders, powers,
duties, rights and authority from the Master ;

quum verbum Christi porrigunt (ministri), Christi

vice et loco porrigunt ( Apology Aug. Conf. Art.

vii. viii. \ 28), non repreesentant suam personam
(
the same, g 47

).

b. The office is a gift of grace (vers. 2, 7);
beneficium seu gratia, non judicium seu lex

( Apolo
gy, vi. 6

) ;
it stands and falls with the church,

so that &quot; a priority attaches neither to the
church before the office, nor to the office before
the church ;

rather the office has never existed

without the church, as the church has never ex
isted without the office&quot;

( HARNACK, Die Kirche,
ihr Amt, ihr Regiment, \ 41

).

c. The office must be distinguished from the

general calling of Christians as a special call of

the church, but not separated from it
(

&quot;less

than the least of all saints,&quot; ver. 8
)

; there is no

specific difference, and the ministers of the

church remain members of the body of Christ,
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just as the private Christian does ;
both belong

together and are included in the organism of the

church. Hence the communicative &quot;we have&quot;

( vcr. 11!). Here however is the distinction of

tin- New Testament office, that it is not united

with a class, family, or with definite persons,
like i hut of the Old Testament. It is filled from

among the &quot;saints.&quot;

d. In its nature the office is a SiciKovta
(
ver. 7 :

ov iyev6fj.nv Atanovoc. ), ministerium, not a lordship ;

the free inquiry of the individual member in

private must not beabridged (
ver. 4

).
&quot; For the

Apostles did not receive a mandatitm cum libera,

i. e,, an entirely free and unlimited authority and

power, but a certain [
i. e., definite ] authority

(Apology, xiv. { 18).
e. The gift of this office is God s Word, and its

task is the preaching of the sume :
&quot;Gospel&quot;

(
ver. 6

),
&quot; to preach to the Gentiles the un

searchable riches of Christ, to make all see what
is the dispensation of the mystery&quot; (vers. 8, 9);
hence we must not preach our own words! So
far it is juris Divini, belonging to the economy of

salvation as a continuation of the apostolic min

istry ; not however of the apostolate
* with apos

tolic dignity and authority, for the Apostles as

persons have no successors. For this office too we
must distinguish the empirical establishment of

church offices, which is a matter of ecclesiastical

regulation and juris humani.
[
These principles

are of great importance, but the trouble has been
that &quot;ecclesiastical regulation&quot; exalted itself to

such a degree as to assert for its creatures the

jun Divinum. R.]
/. The equipment for and in this office is the

work of the Holy Ghost, who vouchsafes the
&quot; revelation

&quot;

(
ver. 3

),
in whom the mystery is

revealed
(
ver. 5

),
who furnishes the necessary

&quot;knowledge&quot; (ver. 4).

g. Oral preaching and the Holy Scriptures be

long together ( &quot;ye
have heard,&quot; ver. 2; &quot;when

ye read,&quot; ver. 4
)
in the Apostle s method, just as

the congregation should hear and read, both in

public and in private.
h. This office lays claim to the person of the

minister, not merely to his strength and his

time ; the office is not conferred upon him just
as he is ;

it does not make demands upon him

merely when an official discharge of duty is con
cerned. Hence the Apostle says: &quot;I became&quot;

(
ver. 7 ),

&quot; the grace to God which was given to

me (vers. 2, 7, 8
)

&quot;

according to the working
of his power (

ver. 7
),

so that he who is &quot;less

than the least&quot;
(
ver. 8

)
has still &quot;boldness&quot;

and &quot; access with confidence
&quot;

(
ver. 12

). [Comp.
here the note of EADIE, p. 231, from BAXTER S

Reformed J aslor. R.]
3. As regards Revelation, Paul only declares,

that it was actually the possession of himself and
the Apostles (

ver. 3, 5). We find moreover at

the same time an expression of the necessity of

revelation: &quot;the mystery&quot; would never have

*
[IlomiE:

&quot; You roiild no more appoint a man an Apostle,
than yoiimulil appoint him n saint. Neither inspiration nor
holiness eome hy appointment. An Apostle without irispj-
ratiun in .1.-. inn. h ;i soleei^m as a saint without h.. lines,.

Home, here a-s everywhere, retain* the semlilanee without
tin- reality, the form without the power. She has A p... ties

without Loepiration, the otti.v without the grace ,,f which
the offloe w.us hut the expression. Thus she feeds herself
uii l her children upon ashes.&quot; K.J

become &quot;the gospel,&quot; had the Apostles been

wanting in that understanding and clearness ne

cessary to preach and explain the mystery.
Evidently the personal intercourse of the Apos
tles with the Lord was not sufficient for this

purpose, they needed the revealing Spirit, just as

Paul required the appearance of the Lord.

Nothing is said respecting the mode of revelation
in the Apostles, except that it did not consist in

a single act, but in a continuous one, which
could have its pauses and its ebbings, but never
ceased entirely. In the church however, it is

plainly stated
(
ver. 6

),
the revelation respecting

the &quot;mystery
&quot;

is mediated &quot;through the gos
pel,&quot;

and is therefore joined with the words of

the preached gospel.
4. Hence there results the duty of the private

Christian, neither to absent himself from the
common public service, so that he may hear, nor
to neglect private closet worship, so as to read.

Upon this is based the obligation of the church
to circulate the Scriptures through the agency
of Bible Societies, and the crime of the Roman
pontiff in forbidding and hindering this. *

&quot;The

old complaint continues still : tudnos non habcmus

aures, sicut Deus linyuam (STIER ).

5. The difference in the Holy Scriptures. Old
and New Testament, are defined in ver. 5, very
much according to the saying of Augustine; et

in vetere novum latet, et in novo vetus patet. Both
treat of the

&quot;mystery,&quot;
which is the purport of

the gospel, as it was the subject of prophecy.
The difference is only in clearness respecting
this; the former lacks it, the latter possesses it.

In the former the full universal idea of the gos
pel lies hidden, as, in a bud, in enigmatical vi

sions and figures. The hope of the Old Testament

prophets had not that clearness of understanding
which belongs to the New Testament Apostles
and congregations, but the intensity of the con
sciousness of salvation and of the sense of God s

mercy was not less then than afterwards, hence
not less perfect in itself, only less distinct in

form and expression ; so that we may in the light
of the gospel and the adult church understand
the prophets of the Old Testament better than

they did themselves, and yet be not more perfect
than they. Hence we can only say with JEROME :

aliud est in spiritu ventura cognoscere, alitid ea

cernere opera completa, or with CALOVIDS : distin-

guendum inter coynitionem generalem et specialem.
The contrast of the Old and New Testament ia

not under discussion, as HARLESS remarks, but
that bestowal of the Holy Ghost upon the Apos
tles, which introduced them into the entire al

ready existing truth of redemption, and which
was accordingly something actually different

from the previous inspiration.
6. Carefully as the Apostle demands the read

ing of what he has written (ver 4: &quot;while

reading,&quot; etc.), he yet places it before them as
a measure and norm

(&quot;in accordance with
which

&quot;).
The preached word, when written,

became yet more objective and permanent, as a

*
[ BATXK ( from Eti&amp;gt;u ) on ver. 4 :

&quot; Here he confutoth the

papists, on account of theircurseil praetiee in taking awiiT
the key of knowledge the reading of the Scripture,; in

whirh fac-t thev are like the Philistines, putting out tl yes
f Sims, ,n. and taking away the smiths, not leaving a weapon

in Israel.&quot; R.]
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genuine expression of the truth, accomplished
by the clarifying reflection of the collected spirit

(comp. PETEKSEN, Idee der Christlichen Kirche,

2, p. 181 if.
).

The propositions : it is true, be
cause it is in the Scriptures, and it is in the

Scriptures because it is true, supplement each
other.

7. The Church is to be conceived of as a com
munion rising above the limits of time and of the

history of humanity on the earth
;

it reaches into

eternity. But it is also to be regarded as a

sphere of the operations of God and of the reve

lation of His glory, which has a significance, not

merely terrestrial but cosmical : a place of the

revelation of the Lord, which is the high school

of angels (
ver. 10) ; we are not indeed the pro

fessors at whose feet the angels must sit as schol

ars, but it is God who leads them onward in the

knowledge of His wisdom ;
we are but the means

of instruction. They attend the work of Re

demption from the beginning: Matth. i. 20; ii.

13, 19 ; Luke i. 11, 26 ff.
;

ii. 9 ff. Matth. iv. 11
;

Luke xxii. 43; Matth. xxviii. 2 S. 1 Tim. Hi. 16.

8. Creation and Redemption stand in internal

connection
(
ver. 9

) ; the former was not willed

by God without the latter, and is arranged and
ordered with reference to it.

9. The strength of the consciousness of sin

(
ver. 8) is here intensified by means of the con

trast with the high office ;
it is not conditioned

by special and peculiar sin, but by his especially
clear and profound self-knowledge in the light of

the gospel of Jesus Christ, which it was his duty
to preach. HARLESS :

&quot; Into the inmost depths
of the soul each one sees only for himself; what
he sees in himself, he does not see on others

;
what

he sees there says to him, that sin dwells in him

(
Rom. vii. 17

)
and that the wrath of God is

upon him, and that now when God s grace has
saved him, he has nothing which he has not re

ceived
(

1 Cor. iv. 7
) ; the hearts of others are

searched not by him, but by God.&quot; It cannot
be affirmed, tnen, to be a constantly recurring
phenomenon, that the most powerful witnesses

to Christian truth have been led there through
previous and great errors and wanderings ; it is

however true that such must have obtained a

deeper knowledge and experience of corruption
in their own hearts, passing through hard and

humiliating struggles. Conversion in their case

is no greater act of God s grace than in that of

others ; they feel it as such, however, more vivid

ly and overwhelmingly : Has the Lord helped
me, then I know not whom He is unable and un

willing to help !

10. The ground-tone of the Christian is &quot; bold

ness&quot; (ver. 12), which has a two-fold refer

ence: 1) backwards to the accusing guilt and
forwards to the exalted goal ;

2
)
downwards to

the threatening world and upwards to the Ever-
Present One. In the first aspect this &quot;

boldness&quot;

is fearless and undoubting confidence, that sin

is forgiven, its power broken, and its eradica

tion assured, according to the promise : in the

other it is the joyful assurance of the favor and
nearness of God, which cannot be disturbed by
circumstances the most adverse. Hence with

this &quot;boldness&quot; is joined &quot;the access in confi-

di iice&quot; to the throne of the Most High, in the

prayer, certain of a hearing, to be preserved in

grace and mercy, and to obtain help against the
evil without us and the sin within us.

[ Or
taking the other view of the passage, such &quot; bold
ness and access &quot;

possessed
&quot; in confidence&quot; so

exalts, that he who suffers comforts those who
sympathize ; the sympathy of Christ not only
rises above human sympathy in consoling power,
but makes the sufferer able to remove in turn the
reflected sorrow in the hearts of sympathizing
friends. R.]

11. Concerning faith it is only stated here,
that it is the medium of the blessed condition of

the child of God (ver. 12: &quot;through our faith in

Him&quot;);
it alone gives a courageous spirit, con

stancy and joyous confidence ; without it &quot; we
have&quot; none of these.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

That is an elevating sight a man who has over
come sorrow and compelled it to grant him joy,

strength, comfort, as a star in the night joyously
twinkles for the traveller. It is sad enough,
when a man, an heir of eternal life, n child of a

Heavenly Father, permits himself to be overcome

by sorrow and cast forth like a faded leaf from
the tree, to be trodden under foot, instead of af

fording shade. The cause of sorrow was to Paul
a cause of joy : on account of the Gentiles, to

whom he preached the gospel, he was persecuted,
and this persecution turned out for their advan

tage. Paul was like a sword in the contest

against error and falsehood and godlessness ; life

was the workshop, God the Lord was the master,
who formed it, hut suffering was the anvil and
hammer, by means of which it became solid and

sharp; and that was good for the church. That
sufferer is right and sets God right before others,
who is like a farmer, that knows the bright sky
is ever behind the cloud of sorrow, and finds in

streaming rain a blessing from above, and thus

praises and thankfally accepts what city folks call

&quot;bad weather.&quot; See to it that you know what

gifts are given to you and for what. For in this

is the task which you have to do ; are you un
certain whether others have rightly profited by
you, still be certain of this, that you have done

your duty. Joy in the ministerial office must be

greater than the sorrow over the injuries which

accompany it. Your calling among men is a gift

of God to you and you should be a blessing of

God to others. God does not bestow His gifts of

grace perfect and complete out of heaven, as one

hangs up a picture in his room; but He produces
them in our lives, like a harvest, for while the

field is prepared, the seed sown and harrowed

in, and sunshine and rain, day and night are

ordained.

The Scriptures lay claim to be heard on one
matter alone. God s everlasting mercy in Jesus

Christ : Is that of importance to you, then the

Bible is also : only there is this made clear to

you. About what is spiritual, Divine, eternal,

you find no such information anywhere else,

whether among the Greeks or the Germans or

the English, as in the prophets and Apostles of

Jesus Christ; they are greater than all -the

world s philosophers and psets. It is wonderful

how the mystery of Christ, the therne of the sym
phony of the Holy Scriptures gradually passes
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from the faint twilight through the gray morning
of the prophets to the bright day in the birth

and death of Jesus Christ, and the church, like

u Memnou-statue, give a clear note in the beams
of t lie rising sun. &quot;In a few lines!&quot; often

enough a mere phrase. Not HO here : the rich

contents, I!H- di-cp insight, the pleasure in the

communication, the love to the Church all these

c ni-pire to make what is written brief, all too

brief. Here the preacher may learn : much mat

ter, few worJs . Hear in the congregation, read

in die cloM t ! Walk in the Spirit and search in

the Scriptures ! Shun not solitude, but seek God
tin- re! These are three exhortations and three

rules for the growth of the inner man. If you
do not consider yourself worse than others, you
have not yet known yourself or God. You should

not lo-ie joy or power in your calling, when you
recognize in humility your own insignificance,
the office is ever greater than its incumbent and
rather holds him than he it. He who with the

microscope of God s word, honestly searches and
knows his own heart and life, will have in the

same word, a telescope to help his gaze toward the

furthest heaven, the world of angels and the life

eternal, in blissful gratitude.
STAKKE : Papal Home and what belongs

thereto is as cruel as heathen Rome was, since

it arrests and imprisons so many real Chris

tians. Let no one run into the important office

of the preacher, unless God has sent him there.

Reason knows nothing of the mystery of Christ;
it is a revelation from God. God did not at once

make known the secrets of His will in all their

extent and present distinctness, but it pleased
the Divine Wisdom to proceed therein grad

ually. Each book of the Bible is like a jewel in

a golden crown ; Paul s Epistles, however, have
this excellence, that they lead more richly, pow
erfully and emphatically to Christ. Hence we
must use them like daily bread for the nourish

ment of our souls. Happy are they who in such

a perusal can say : the longer, the dearer ! The

calling of the Gentiles remains full of mysteries,
for thus God has shown His grace, power and
truth. Why should he who is endowed with

office and gifts in Christ s Church exalt him-

elf ? He is what he is, and has what he has,

dot of merit, but all of grace. The gospel has to

(o with the unsearchable riches of Christ : away
vith all else from the pulpit, such as mere hu-

n an science, pleasant stories, fables, etc. Learn
a 30, O my soul, with the angels the manifold

v isdom of God ; learn it in the church, and
v&amp;gt;,vtch how wonderfully God has gathered, called,

upheld and protected it ; learn it in thyself, and

notice how wondrously He has led thee through
this world. Those teachers should be ashamed
who attempt to force from the flock with knocks

and scoldings, what would be so much better

gained by more winning ways, by requests and

entreaties When faithful shepherds have weak
and timid sheep they must strengthen them with

the consolations of the word of God and thus

instil courage. The tribulations of its teachers

are no disgrace to the Church, but honor and

glorious strengthening. For the power of the

Spirit and of the truth manifests itself most

gloriously, when on this account one is willing to

sutler also

KIKUKH: The chain nd the soldier, with
which and to whom Paul was bound made him
the prisoner of the Emperor, but the willingness
of spirit with which these bonds were borne was
from Jesus Christ

; hence he was the prisoner
of Christ Jesus,&quot; who also was near him and
had an oversight of all that occurred to him. To
know atid make known God in His unsearchable
love is more than to investigate all the works of
His hands. God will not give up His right as

Creator, His purpose, which he had in the foun
dation of the world, with respect to the Kingdom
of His Son, but through Redemption will save
the Creation, and restore it to its original good
ness. How greatly is the manifold wisdom of
God made known through the Church, in the

gathering of it from all tribes and tongues, in
the adorning of it with so many and varied gifts,
in overruling all events for its good, in enduring
so many tares, in the unfailing fulfilment of all

the declarations of God.
HEUBNEK : Every one has a criterion of his

Christian knowledge, in his proper perception
of the purpose of God in Christ and the indis-

pensableness of Christ. In our day this is often

willingly changed. Many would make of Chris

tianity, something local, temporal, and thus de

grade it. Christ is inexhaustible for mind and
heart; we find all in Him. If we would speak
of Him, the theme is never exhausted. Let us
never make of this rich Christ a poor one !

What Christ has instituted must truly be some
thing transcendent, and not so common that

every intellect can discover it; else the angels
would not be able to look into it and be satisfied

therewith.

PASSAVANT: Paul will not speak or teach
from his own wisdom or his own inspirations; he
will not give or recommend any thing, that it

from his own thought or mind or will; at this he
trembles, against this his whole conduct and life

in the service of his Lord speaks. Nor will he

speak a single word of any wise or learned one
of this world, any birth or abortion of their lit

tle brain and great conceit
;
as little will he bor

row from their idle word. Divinely great was
:he light, which appeared, on so many pages of
the Psalms and Prophets, respecting the calling
of the Gentiles; yet even to the Old Testament
seers themselves this, like many other things in
he future universal economy of salvation, re-
nained largely in the dark ; much both in gene
ral and in particular was still concealed. Still

ess than they, did the people to whom they pro
phesied, perceive this mystery. Besides this, up
,o the times of Christ and afterwards, the view
)f most of them was disturbed by their inborn

enmity and profound contempt for the Gentiles.

Among these
&quot;holy Apostles and prophets&quot;

none seem to have viewed the mystery of Christ
with so clear, profound and quick a glance as
did the Apostle Paul. The great Apostle knows
nothing save grace, will know nothing save

;race. The richer my life, my experience, my
knowledge of grace, the richer the gifts, the joys,
he richer my eternity, the nearer to the eternal

building of God, so much the less can I under
stand it all, so much more deep and unfathoma-
)le are these depths. &quot;The highest of sciences

s Christianity!&quot; says a friend of God; &quot;little
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s Christians devote their attention and study to

it ! the highest, most enlightened of the angels
have made it their study, and learn from it to

perceive God in a manner worthy of Him ; and

those, for whom such a master-piece is wrought,
do not know it nor deem it worth their know

ledge.&quot; Others, on the contrary, search therein

in an ungodly spirit alone, their wit will guess

everything, their intellect explain all, even ar

range all
;

will blame and criticise, will approve
and deny, will break up and break off, and the

powers on high in eternal light wait patiently,
until light and knowledge comes to them respect

ing these things.
STIER: The bonds themselves preach to the

Gentiles ; they reveal even to the Apostle him
self something new. The reading for one s self is

pre-supposed and recommended in the case of

each individual. Missions are the continued,

God-given, gracious and spiritual life of the

church, her impulse of growth. They re-act as

powerfully, widely and thoroughly as the preach

ing of the gospel on the church of the baptized,
since from them we first learned the idea of the

Inner Mission, or as the English say still more

beautifully : Home Missions.

ZIEL (on Eph. iii. 8-21): The Apostle Paul

was a rich man in his prison: 1. Rich in the

unsearchable riches of Christ, to the proclama
tion of which the grace of God had called him

(vers. 8-12) ; 2. Rich in his fervent love to the

brethren, which revealed itself in his supplication
for them (vers. 13-19) ; 3. Rich in his unswerving
confidence in God, who can do exceeding abun

dantly above all we can ask or think, and with

whose praise he is full (vers. 20, 21).

[EADIE : Ver. 8. The riches of Christ are the

true wealth of men and nations. And those

riches are unsearchable. Even the value of the

portion already possessed cannot be told by any
symbols of numeration, for such riches can have
no adequate exponent or representative. The
latest periods of time shall find those riches un

impaired, and eternity shall behold the same
wealth neither worn by use nor dimmed by age,
nor yet diminished by the myriads of its happy
participants. Ver. 9. If we gaze upon a land- I

scape as the rising sun strikes successive points j

and brings them into view in every variety of
tint and shade, both subjective and objective il

lumination is enjoyed. No wonder that in so

many languages light is the emblem of know
ledge. At the fittest timp, not prematurely, but
with leisurely exactness, were created both the
human materials on which redemption was to

work that peculiar and varied mechanism by
which its designs were to be accomplished. Ver.
10. in the proclamation of the gospel to the Gen
tiles, with its strange preparations, various agen
cies and stupendous effects involving the origi
nation and extinction of Judaism, the incarnation
and the atonement, the manger and the cross, the

spread. of the Greek language and the triumph of

the Roman arms &quot;these principalities and pow
ers in heavenly places&quot; beheld with rapture
other and brighter phases of a wisdom which had
often dazzled them by its brilliant and profuse
versatility, and surprised and entranced them by
.the infinite fulness of the love which prompts it,

and of the power which itself directs and con
trols. Ver. 11. In all this procedure, which re

veals to princedoms and powers God s manifold

wisdom, the Divine eternal plan is consistently
and systematically developed in Christ. R.]

[HODGE: &quot;Through faith of him.&quot; How
may I come to God with the assurance of accept
ance? The answer given by the Apostle, and
confirmed by the experience of the saints of all

ages, is, By faith in Jesus Christ. It is because
men rely on some other means of access, either

bringing some worthless bribe in their hands, or

trusting to some other mediator, priestly or

saintly, that so many fail who seek to enter God s

presence. R.]

[SCHENKEL : It is a grace to be able to suffer

for the sake of the kingdom of God and the ad

vantage of our brethren : for thus to suffer is a

blessing 1) for one s own heart, 2) for the church.
The glory of the Apostolic office: 1. As to its

ground, resting on revelation: 2. As to its end,
to effect a knowledge of the mystery of God.
The preaching of the gospel: 1) As to its pur
port, it is about the unsearchable riches of

Christ; 2) As to its end, the enlightening of a
darkened world. The Christian Church, the
bond which links heaven with earth. R.]

2. The Apostle s petition with an exhortation for the church.

(CHAP. III. 14-19.)

14 For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ [omit
15 of our Lord Jesus Christ],

1 Of [From] whom the whole [every] family in heaven
16 and [on] earth is named, That he would grant

2

you, according to the riches3 of his

glory, to be strengthened with might by [through] his Spirit in the inner man
;

17 That Christ may dwell in your hearts by [through] faith
; that ye, being rooted

18 and grounded in love,
4

May be [fully] able to comprehend with all saints what is

19 the breadth, and length, and depth, and height ;

5 And to know the love of Christ,
which passeth knowledge [

or the knowledge-surpassing-love of Christ], that ye

might be filled with [may be filled up to] all the fulness of God.



CHAP. III. 14-19.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
I Ver. 1-1. [The phrase: rov xvpiov i,^v I^&amp;lt;roO XpioroG, wliirli follows jrarrjp in i. :! : Col. i. :

;
a Cor. i. 3; Rom. XT.

.should I&quot;- n-jeried bra. The iv, ,
:,/,l of diplomatic authority n ;i^im-i n iomitt&amp;lt;l in X 1 A. B. C. 17. ii7 ; t.mnd in X-8 1&amp;gt;.

V. K. I,, and nil other i-urMVem. A niiiulii-r nt fathers rejert it i.leroim- x pn -.-** I y spe,ik-&amp;gt;
of th OffiiMion), while tha bMl

versions p-t.iiu it. It is seaiv.-ly &amp;lt;-r.- lil&amp;gt;le. a- II- \V.-tti- OTgM. thai it ,i- omitt-d I.-, ans . -oinin- li.-tw.-eii n a. T ,
f,
a :unl jra-

rpti, sin. -e it really disturbs tin- rliylliiiiir.il r.miieetinii ; while on the other hand no addition would In- more lik.-ly thaq
this from tin- fomiiion formula. It ml. -MM! grounds have any weight, it uni-t bo rejected. So Lachmaun, Tischendorf,
Kii U-TI II n I -&quot;. Mi. OUIiausen, A 1 lord, Kllicott ;

Kadie inclines to tins view. Reiche and I).- W.-ti-- i.-t.un it, an due*

l|.i.|_-.-. hi -.i\s :

&quot;

tin- in ijoiily of rcci-nt editions and cumiuoiitatora retain them,&quot; a statement surprisingly unwarranted.

* Ver. 10. [The See. reads
&&amp;lt;fi)

with I). K. L., and most fathers, but S v (K. A. B. C. F.) is to be preferred. Comp. i.

~* Ver. 16.-f Here also as in i. 7
;

ii. 7
;

ill. 8, the Rec. gives the masculine form (D. K. L., cursives), but K- A. B. C. D.

Y. support tin- ii -liter. R.]
&amp;lt; Ver. 17. (Another view of the construction require,* the following translation: &quot;That Christ may dwell in

your In-art.-* through faith, yo having been rooted and grounded in love, iu order that,&quot; etc. See Extgeticcd
foteh_K.1

Ver. 18.
1
The order of the Rtr. (/3&amp;lt;i0os

xa.1 0^o) in siiNtuined
l&amp;gt;y K- A. K. L., most cursives; adopted by TU-

chendorf, Ellicott, Meyer and Brauue, as lectio difficiiiar. B. 0. O. E. F. G., most versions, give the reverse order,
ln. ii .1- mure natural and pruvaluut (Rom. viii. M) in open to suspicion. It is accepted by Lachiuann, Alford and

others. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 14. The connection. For this cause,
Tobrov ^dptv. Thus Paul connects with

Ver. 1, where the construction is interrupted.
Still with i Tep vpuv (ver. 13) he has already re

sumed what was expressed in ver. 1, and with

&quot;which are your glory,&quot; referred to the previous
current of thought (ii.

22:
&quot;ye

are builded to

gether&quot;). Comp. iii. 1. [EADIE:
&quot; The prayer

must be regarded as immediately following that

section, and its architectural terms and allusions

will thus be more clearly understood.&quot; MKYER
however explains : on this account that you faint

not, etc. R.]
The prayer, vers. 14, 15.

I bow my knees, ndfiTTTu TO. y6vara
/jiov. So Phil. ii. 10. It describes TT/V Karave-

wyuh tiv 6er)aiv (CHRYSOSTOM). BENGEL: &quot;Si

prxsens adfuisset Paulus, genua flexisset, exardes-

cente pectore. Acts xx. 30. Here the reference

is to genua mentis (JEROME) ; the idea of &quot;pray

ing&quot;
is so prominent, that the accusative some

times follows the verb yovvjrerwv (Matth. xvii.

14: Mark x. 17).
Unto the Father, n p b c rbv iraripa.

The phrase is found thus without any qualifica
tion in ii. 18; v. 20; Col. i. 12. [On np6q,
denoting the direction, see WINER, p. 378. The

metaphorical sense of the phrase justifies the

preposition ; were the idea merely that of bend

ing the knee, a dative would probably follow.

On the phrase : of our Lord Jesus Christ,
see Textual Note i. R.]
From whom every family in heaven and

on earth is named.* E ov iraoa irarpta
6 v n fj.d Z e T a i is a paronomasia to irarepa, which
cannot be reproduced, except as Luther

(
1 545) has

so beautifully and correctly expressed it: Der der

rechte Voter isl liber Alles, was da kinder heisst ;

all editions from 1522-1541 read: was Voter

heisst. Evidently &quot;from whom,&quot; ef ov, refers to

&quot;Father,&quot; from Him (ff) originates the name
borne (o v o p a C, e r a

i) by him who stands at the

head of a group, rcarptd, which is thus termed
from Tfarijp. The etymology must be well consi

dered here. While ^ai (niHO) designates the

*[ ELLICOTT renders: &quot;From whom every race in heaven
and on earth is thus nam&amp;gt;-d.

&quot;

while the Herman text of
Braune runs thus in a literal translation: &quot;whose name
very family in heaven ;uid on earth bears.&quot; R.j

tribes descending from the sons of Jacob,

irarptai (
flinaE

lp )
denotes the families in the

several tribes, descending from the sons of Jacob s

sons ; OIKOI
(
m3Nn~JV3

)
is yet more special in

its meaning. Hence the reference here is to

larger groups. The word designates a lineage,

family, springing from one father and bearing
his name. [EADIE: &quot;Every circle of holy and

intelligent creatures having the name of irarpib
takes that name from God as flarc/p.&quot; So AL
FORD, ELLICOTT. R.] Accordingly something
concrete and living is treated of, so that it is

notTttrpoYvf, Fatherhood (THKODORET, JOHW
of Damascus, ANSELM, LUTHER, 1522-41; .MEYER:
He is the original Father, the Father of all fa

thers ; THOLUCK, Sermon on the Mount, p. 394 ;

NITZSCH, Prakt. Theol. I. p. 269).
Hao-o without the article

( WINER, p. 110) ne

cessarily refers to the multiplicity of the fami
lies: every family. BENOEL is excellent: omnis,

Iangelnrum,
hominum ceterorum, ex ipxa, ut patre,

pendens ; as David s family from David (Luke ii.

4) and from Abraham, so the blessing comes,
i like that of a father upon all the families of the

earth (Acts iii. 25). The phrase: &quot;in heaven and
on earth,&quot; kv nvpavolc. nai CTTI yyc, joined

closely to irarpta without the article, points to

the world of angels and of men, referring to the

groups dependent on heads and chiefs We must
then understand here classes of angels (comp.
on i. 21), since the angels also are called sons,
children of God (Job xxxviii. 7; Luke xx. 36)
and call God their Father, not merely their Cre

ator, and races of people as national families, al

though &quot;children of disobedience&quot; (ii. 2; v. 6)
are not wanting. For &quot;all angels, all Christians,

aye, all children of men are God s children, for

He has created them all&quot; (LUTHER) in Christ,
the Son of filiation. The word Ttarpta, which

by the addition of IT a a a and kv ovpavolf
KOI knl yf/q, has received an extension of

meaning reaching far beyond bodily descent,
must be understood not merely in a natural, but
also in an ethical sense, as indeed the idea: &quot;Fa

ther
&quot;

is thus used. Since &quot; fatherhood &quot;

has not

a concrete meaning, it cannot be translated by
this word, but STIER thus attempts to preserve
the concrete force, der rechte Voter uber Alles, teat

nach Viitern heisst.

It is incorrect and ungrammatical to under
stand by it the whole world family (MEYEK, OL
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HAUSEN and others), or only two groups, angels
and men (CALVIN), or the saints in heaven and
the elect on the earth (CALOV.),* since in that

case the article would be found before c v ovpa-
voZf and before c. n I

j&amp;gt;qf,
as in the first case

it should stand after Traaa. It is incorrect to

ignore altogether the idea of groups, families,

which Luther s version throws into the back

ground, and to make of God an &quot;All-father
&quot;

(MEYKR). LUTHER has given occasion to this

mistake, but corrected it through his translation;

for he says there that God is Father over all, that

is called children, of course maintained, cared

for, as we are, in Christ. It respects more the

right Father than the right children (HARLESS).
Finally all polemical reference, such as against
the particularism of the Jews (CALVIN), angel-

worship (MICHAEL), must be rejected. The

passage is ironical rather. Comp. Doctr.

Note 2.

Ver. 16. The purport of the supplication. Vers. 16,

17. That he would grant you. &quot;I v a 6$
i) fj.lv marks the purpose and consequently the

purport of the supplication, indicating at the

same time the confidence of him who prays, that

He who is implored will fulfil his request. Comp.
i. 17. [The subject and the purpose thus blended
as so often when Iva follows a verb signifying

(even metaphorically) to pray. R.]
According to the riches of his glory.

Kara TO 7rAoi)ro? rij^ J6fj?c a VTOV defines

the (56 more closely, as a rich and glorious giving.
He should give, not merely announce, according
to, in the proportion of His riches in glory. See

i. 7, 17 ; Col. i. 11. &quot;Glory
&quot; here embraces the

whole glorious perfection of God (MEYER) ;
there

is no ground for limiting it to power (GROTIUS)
or grace (CALVIN).
To be strengthened with might. &vvd-

fj.fi, &quot;with might,&quot; placed first for emphasis,
cannot anticipate either the phrase &quot;by

his spi

rit,&quot; or &quot;in the inner man,&quot; nor can it be an
instrumental dative (MEYER), nor does it refer to

the will or moral being over against knowledge

(HARLESS), which also belongs to the inner man
and is given prominence in vers. 18, 19. It qua
lifies the verb &quot;strengthened,&quot;

* [So BODIES and HODOE, both insisting; upon the exclusive

reference to the redeemed. The argument of the latter rests

altogether on the incorrect reading he accepts. Admitting
that the omission of the article favors the rendering :

&quot;

every

family,&quot; he adds that it may still be omitted where the sense

is
&quot; the whole family,&quot; provided the context is so clear as to

prevent mistake. But it is not so clear, else the great body
of commentators would not have mistaken it ;

hence the con
dition is not met. Besides the context does not teach, except
critical judgments are to give way to exegetical preferences,
&quot;that those who are here contemplated as children, are those

who are by Jesus Christ brought into this relation to God.&quot;

&quot;Consequently&quot; it ought not to be affirmed that &quot;the word

jrarpii cannot include any but the subjects of redemption.&quot;

Undoubtedly there is an underlying thought of redemption ;

&quot;

it is not in virtue of God s creative power that the Apostle
here prays to Him, but in virtue of Ilia adoptive love in

Christ
&quot;

(ALFORD). The thought of an &quot;All-Father
&quot;

is remote

enough, but any unnecessary limitation of n-aaa irarpta
to at the same time a limitation of the wider results of Ke-

demptive Love so frequently hinted at by Paul and not very
remote here (ver. 10). ALFORD: &quot;The Apostle seems, regard

ing God as the Father of ns His adopted children, to go forth

into the fact, that He, in this His relation to us, is in reality

the great original and proto-type of the paternal relation,

wherever found.&quot; And in an ethical sense this relation may
be readily conceived of as existing in heaven among other

than those redeemed from earth. K.]

which is antithetical to the term
&quot;faint&quot; (ver. 13) thus not merely excluding dis

couragement and weakness, but marking also the
external efficiency, the influence on the world,
the overcoming as well as the standing fast, like

av^pi^eatie before KpaTaiovatie (1 Cor. xvi. 13) gee
vi. 10; Col. i. 11

;
1 Pet. v. 10. Hence the pas

sage does not refer to mere passivity, so that
dwduei is merely a strengthening of the verb
(RUECKERT). LUTHER is incorrect: &quot;That he
may give you strength to become

strong.&quot; [The
instrumental sense is adopted by ELLICOTT,
HODGE, ALFORD, EADIE and many others.
Braune s view virtually resolves the dative into
an adverb. ELLICOTT: It defines &quot;the element
or influence of which the spirit is the causa
medians.

&quot; The contrast with eyKaKelv, though
plausible, must not be pressed. EADIE, who
finds a reference to the figure of the temple in
ver. 18, sees an architectural allusion here.

-R.]
Through his Spirit [6ta rov Kvekuaroq

avro v]. The means of imparting such strength
is indicated thus (avTov=6tov, who is implored) ;

God s Holy Spirit makes us strong within, and
thus prepares not only the actual fellowship in
the kingdom of God, but also the powerful de
monstration of the same

; hence BENGEL well

says : tivvduei bene congruit cum mentione spi-
ritus.

In the inner man. [Ei? here is not=i&amp;gt;,

nor=in regard of (MEYER, WINER, DE WETTE,
HODGE: as to), but &quot;to and into,&quot; marking &quot;the

direction and destination of the prayed for gift

of infused strength&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.] lau
avGpuTTOf (so also Rom. vii. 22) is the anti

thesis of 6 ffw i//uui&amp;gt; avdpuTTOf (2 Cor. iv. 16),
which &quot;perishes,&quot;

while &quot;the inward man is

renewed day by day.&quot;
It is not something phy

sical, but moral, hence too, not=im f, which can
have a &quot;vanity&quot; (iv. 17), of which

&quot;corrupt&quot;

can be predicated (1 Tim. vi. 5), which is impos
sible in the case of the inner man. It is ra-

ther=&quot;the hidden man of the heart &quot;

(1 Pet. iii.

4) and refers to the concealed, displaced and ob

scured image of God within us. Accordingly the

Apostle says eif TOV eau, to become strong so

far as to reach within to this; the preposition

thusmarking tbeaim towards which the becoming
strong should be constantly and renewedly di

rected. See WINER, p. 389. Accordingly &quot;the

inner man &quot; cannot be used interchangeably with

&quot;the new man&quot; (iv. 24) ; the latter is the new
creature, in which the former lives again, rises

anew out of the death of sin which has come upon
it :

&quot; the inner man &quot; does not stand in antithesis

to the &quot;body,&quot;
but includes so much of it as God

in the creation has prepared and designed for

the life in glory, in the new creation for the

resurrection of the body. See Doctr. Note 3.

[Comp. LANGE, Romans vii. 7-25, especially my
Excursus, pp. 232-236.* R.]

*
[Dr. HODOE, very sweepingly, intimates that all those in

terpretations which distinguish this
&quot; inner man &quot; from the

renewed man, belong to &quot;the theory of Semi-Pelagianism,
embodied and developed in the theology of the Church of

Rome.&quot; But this is based on a mere assumption, viz., that

this view of &quot; the inner man &quot;

as the seat of spiritual influ

ences implies the actual sinlessness and unfallen status of

&quot;that inner man,&quot; an implication distinctly denied by many
of the supporters of this theory, among whom are expository
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Ver. 17. That Christ may dwell in your
hearts through faith. This verse forms an

explanatory, further developing, parallel to the

infinitive clause of ver. 10. We have here a se

cond petition, in continuation of the first, hence

Luther is not altogether incorrect in inserting an

epexegetical &quot;and.&quot; [See below.] Karoi-

Krjoat denotes a permanent indwelling of one

taking entire possession, as Col. i. 19; ii. 9;

Matth. xii. 45; Luke xi. 26; 2 Pet. iii. 13; Jas.

iv. 5. The expression otKfiv, Rom. vii. 20 (ver.

17 : evoinavoa), viii. 9; 1 Cor. iii. 16, is weaker.

Here it stands first for emphasis and refers to

KaToiKqrqfnov, ii. 21, 22. Comp. John xiv. 21-23.

BENQBL is excellent: in perpetuum. It corresponds
to &quot;strengthened with might,&quot;

which precedes
it ; as the former is marked as an effect from

without, from above, by &quot;into the inner man,&quot;

so the latter is distinguished by
&quot; in your hearts,&quot;

as an internal condition.

Ata r tff IT LOT cue [almost=through your

faith] denotes in any case a power of the Spirit
which has been appropriated by the Christian;

accordingly the previous petition was dia rov

irvei uaro$, &quot;through the Spirit,&quot; to whom the

initiative belongs, the Spirit of Christ, preparing
for Him (BEXUKL: ubi tpiritus Dei, ibi etiam

Christus), while 7rmf, &quot;faith,&quot; is wrought by
the Spirit in the human spirit, is the power of

man, awakened, directed, strengthened by the

Holy Spirit, to appropriate Christ, to become
Christ s. Hence it is neither idem per idem (MAT-
THIES), nor something entirely different (RuECK-
EH.T), nor yet a consequence from what precedes,

independent of
6&amp;lt;ji,

but dependent on Kparaiudi/vai

(BLKEK).
[The connection has been much discussed.

MEYER (following CALVIN: declarat, quale sit in-

terioris hominis robur) takes the clause as Braune
does : parallel to the last clause of ver. 16, with

an explanatory force. DE WETTE explains the

infinitive as one of design, an opinion to which
EADIE formerly inclined. Notwithstanding
Braune s objection, the simplest explanation is

that of BLEEK, adopted previously however by

who cannot be classed among tin- advocates of Semi-Pelagian-
ism. I append the statement of ELUCOTT, which agrees with

my own view, referred to above :

&quot; The expression 6 itrta Hv-

0puro (Rom. vii. 22) is nearly identical with, but somewhat
More inclusive than 6 Kpvnrbs TJJS KapSta? aydptoiro? (1 Pet,

iii. 4), and stands in antithesis. to o
ef&amp;lt;u a^pojiros (2 Cor. iv.

16); the former being practically equivalent to the vovs or

higher nature of man (Rum. vii. J), the latter to the
&amp;lt;ripf

or

fAi) : see BECK, Seelenlfhre, III. 21, 3, p. 68. It is within
this iaia afOpunros that the powers of regeneration are exer
cised (llARLBss, Christl. Ethik, g22a), and it is from their

operation in this provinue that the whole man ( secunda in-

tfrnn xpecttitut, Bengel) becomes a yo di-Spun-os (as opposed
to a former state), or a xau-n? ai-dpwn-ot (as opposed to a for

mer corrupt state), and is either o Kara Mtiir Tier0fis (chap.
iv. 24), ur 6 ai-aicaii ouMf &amp;gt; Q? fit tiriyviaaiv itar tixova. roil

KTKraiTos O.VTOV (Col. iii. 10), according to the point of view
under which regeneration is regarded. The distinction be

tween this and the partially synonymous terms irvtvua. and
t-ous may perhaps be thus roughly stated : ircfOfia is simply
the highest of the three parts of which man is composed ;

pout the nvev^a regarded more in its mtiral and intellectual

asiwrcts, qtuttt iiuis intt llifjit, crHfittit, et vult ; o e&amp;lt;ru artfpcorro?

the nveutio. or rather the wlnde immaterial portion, consi-

dereil in its tltfulmjii-iil aspects, and ax the sent of the inwork-

ing powers of grace.&quot; To which may be added that owing
to lli&quot; fact that nvtvuo. has also a second meaning i the human
spirit as inwrought upon by the Divine Spirit), I aul does not

use it in Rom. vii. 7-i&quot;&amp;gt;,
but rather -oD? and 6 taut MjftMTCf.

This view of the phrase is adopted by EUHF. and ALFORD, and

may be regarded its the prevalent one in Ueruiauy, perhaps
now among English commentators. R.]

ALFORD and ELLICOTT among others. This ac

cepts the clause as one expressive of the result

(&quot;so that&quot;)
of the inward strengthening. The

emphasis resting on the infinitive seems to de
mand this (ALFORD). This is a somewhat lax

construction, but clearly admissible ( WINER, p.

298). The view which connects &quot; the inner
man&quot; with this verse (Syriac, AMUROSIASTER,
PELAOIUS) :

&quot; In order that Christ may inhabit

the inner man by the faith which is in your
hearts,&quot;

is altogether untenable. On napdia,

comp. i. 18
; DBLITZSCH, Bib. Psycholoyie, II. p.

203 f.: &quot;the seat and centre of the moral life

viewed on the side of the affections.&quot; CALVIN:
&quot; 1 artein etiam designat ubi leyitima est Christus

sedes ; nempe cor : ut sciamus, non satis use, si in

lingua versatur, out in cerebro volitet.
R.&quot;]

The end of the supplication ; vers. 18, 19 a.

Ver. 18. That ye. &quot;Iva, &quot;that,&quot; is placed
after the closer definition of the subject, as ewf,
2 Thess. ii. 7, and as iva is put after the object
in 2 Cor. ii. 4; Gal. ii. 10; Acts xix. 4. Simi

larly 1 Cor. xi. 14, 16; xiv. 7 (iav), 16
(iruf).

[So Rom. xi. 31, where however Dr. Lange de
nies the trajection. This view of the construc
tion is accepted by BEZA, CAMERARIUS, GROTIUS,
CALIXTUS, SEMLER, STORR, ROSENMUELLER,
FLATT, MEIEB, MEYER, WINER (eds. 6, 7), BUTT-
MANN, SCHENKEL, HODGE. It is however adopted
by none of the ancient versions except the Go
thic, is rejected by ORIOEN expressly. The other
view joins this clause to what precedes, as a

consequence of the indwelling of Christ, accept
ing an irregular nominative. So in the main:
CHRYSOSTOM, ERASMUS, LUTHER, ESTIUS, MORUS,
KOPPE, RUECKERT, MATTHIES, HARLESS, Ot-
SHAUSEN, B-CRUSIUS, DE WKTTE, BLEEK, EADIE,
ELLICOTT, ALFORD. Our preference is for the
former construction. See below. R.]*

*
[EADIE thus states his view : The change of syntax indi

cates a change of connection, and the use of the irregular
nominative makes the transition easy U&amp;gt; the form adopted
with Iva. The clause thus changed becomes a species of in

dependent proposition, giving a marked prominence to the
sense, and connected at once with the preceding context as
its result, and with the following context as ita starting idea.
So ELLICOTT, who in his translation puts a dash before and
after the clause. The course of thought then is: &quot;:hrist

dwelling in their hearts they are supposed, as the effect of
this Inhabitation, to have Iwen now rooted and grounded in
love ; and as the design of this confirmation in love they
are then and there qualified to comprehend,&quot; etc. This con
struction is certainly admissible, although HARLESS is fanciful
in accounting for it by the reference to both the dative and
genitive which precede. MEYER presents the forcible objec
tion that the present participles would occur were thii the
connection. When to this it is replied,

&quot; that the clause does
express the state which must ensue upon the indwelling of
Christ be-fore what is expressed in the next clause can in any
way be realized, and that then-fort- the perf.part. is correctly
used&quot; (ELLICOTT), I find in this but a confession of that sub
ordinate relation of the clause to the next one, which is

implied in the other view. If the ideas are no nearly similar,
a trajection seems a better explanation, than to complicate
the relation of the clauses further (we have already a leading
clause in ver. 14, a clause of purport in ver. 16, containing a
finite verb followed by an infinitive, on which infinitive &amp;lt;t

clause of result depends, ver. 17. The view under discussion
would make an irregular sub-suliordinate clause of result to
be followed (ver. 18; by a clause of design, which the other
view would append directly to the purport of the prayer).
On the other hand this metathesis is open to objection. Such
a trajection implies an emphasis on the words thrown in
advance, and it is asserted that there is no necesssitv for such
emphasis here, but this is no real objection, since the .vonU
ctin be emphatic (notwithstanding ALFORD S denial). Again,
it is said that the premised words in all such cases form the
objective factor of the sentence and are uot connected with
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Being rooted and grounded in love.

The perfect participles, eppi^uuevot K a t

reOffieTiUJuevot, denote a state, in which

they already ure and continue to be, which is

the pre-supporition, in order that they may be

able to know. This state is effected by what has

been prayed for in vers. 15, 16; hence accord

ing to the sense and the context it is impossible
to connect these participles with what precedes

(CHRYSOSTOM, LUTHER: &quot;and to become rooted

arid grounded through love,&quot; RUECKERT, HAR
LESS, BLEEK sind others), eveu if it were gram
matically admissible to join a nominative to

won ,
as in iv. 23 : vudc, dve%6nEvoi &amp;lt;77rouJdovref .

Col. ii. 2
;

iii. 16. See WINER, p. 532. This

position gives especial weight to the participles,
which introduce two figures borrowed from a

tree and a building. They mark that a pro

foundly penetrating life (e p /&amp;gt;

i C w W voi} and a

well-grounded, permanent character (retfe/ue-

hitifttvoi) are necessary. [The first maybe
regarded as used &quot; without any other allusion to

its primitive meaning than that offixedness, firm
ness at the base or foundation&quot; (ELLICOTT).

R.] Comp. 1 Cor. ii i. 9 ; Col. ii. 7.

The double figure strengthens the notion of the

relation to love ; this latter (kv ay any) is made

prominent by being placed first. &quot;In&quot; marks
&quot;love&quot; as the soil, in which they are rooted,

and as the foundation, on which they are

grounded. This implies moreover that it is not

their own love which is referred to, but one

which corresponds with the soil afforded to th&quot;

tree, the foundation given to the house ; and this

would undoubtedly be, in accordance with the

context, the love of Christ (BENGEL), were not

all closer definition wanting, even the article.

Accordingly this substantive rendered general

by the absence of the article corresponds with

the verbal idea : in loving, i. e. in that love,

which is first God s in Christ and then that of

men who become Christians, who are rooted in

Him and grounded on Him through faith. [The
reference to the Christian grace of love (EADIE,
ALFORD, ELLICOTT) is preferable, since it does

not lay too much stress on the absence of the

article, as is done by both MEYER (in amando]
and HARLESS (subjective, because anarthrous),
and does not confound two things (God s love to

us and our love in response), either of which

might be represented as soil and foundation,

scarcely both. R.] But it is not necessary to

supply &quot;in Christ&quot; (HARLESS) in thought, as if

&quot;in love&quot; could be instrumental and the prepo
sition could be repeated with two different refe

rences and used in joining two distinct definitions.

Nor should it be limited to &quot; love of the brethren &quot;

(CALVIN, SCHENKK&, BLEEK and others), as is

still further evident from what follows.

May be fully able to comprehend
[&quot;i

v a

tl-ia%i&amp;gt;aiiTE K. a T a /. a
t
i i a a i J

. K a r a X a-

ptattat here means more than a mere intellec

tual apprehension, a perception, as in Acts iv.

13; xxv. 25; x. 34, but pre-eminently an in

ward experience: it corresponds with yvuvai,

which is conjoined to it with -e but differs from

the subject as hero ( ELLICOTT). ELLICOTT S remark is true as

regards the other oases where iva. is trujccti-il. lmt in 1 Tlic-s.

ii. 7, cut is put utter the subject, which it uot strictly ]&amp;gt;unil-

lel, is certainly analogous. K.J

it however, the first word denoting the inward

experience, the latter the spiritual perception.

[The tense of this verb perhaps implies the sin

gleness of the act, and the voice the exercise of

the mental power, a dynamic middle (KRUEOER),
indicating tiie earnestness or spiritual energy
with which the action is performed (ELLIC OTT).
~R.J The verb e $ to \vanT e, placed in em
phatic position, adds the idea of exertion, an

energetic pressing through; BENGEL: evaleatis.

Something important is treated of, which can
not be comprehended in solitude, for one s self

alone, but only in fellowship : with all saints,
cvv wdai ro7f dy/oif. Like all science, the

science of God s love, the study of God, is a joint
labor.

&quot;What is the breadth and length and
depth and height, ri TO TrAdror at jiijKof
KCLI f3d6of Kai vtjjof. The lively, roused

spirit of the Apostle here borrows the figure of
a body, a matheaiatical magnitude [sacra ilia

Pauli malhemntica ], as in Job xi. 8, 9, it is ap
plied to God s wisdom and perfection; it is in

stead of and = ri TO utyeOoc;, what is the great
ness. Since the article occurs but once, the

unity of the object referred to is strongly indi

cated. Very naturally the &quot;breadth&quot; comes

first, to this the
&quot;length&quot; corresponds; then

the
&quot;depth&quot;

is the nearest dimension, and the

&quot;height&quot; closes the series: what is the object
then whose dimensions Paul notices here ? It is

not directly designated, and hence must be taken
from the context. The added clause connected
with this by -e points at once to &quot;the love of

Christ.&quot; The dimensions set forth here then
become clear: &quot;breadth&quot; refers to the nations

lying beside each other on the earth, over all of

whom the love of Christ will extend itself;

&quot;length,&quot;
to the successive ages during which it

will reach; &quot;depth,&quot;
to the misery and corrup

tion of sin, into which it will descend
;

&quot;

height
&quot;

to the glory at God s throne and near His heart
to which it would elevate all.

To return to ver. 9 and accept &quot;the mystery&quot;

as the object (CHRYSOSTOM, CALOVIUS, RUECKERT,
HARLESS and others) is as unfounded as to find

a reference to &quot;the fulness of God &quot;

(ver. 19),
and with Rev. xi. 1

;
xxi. 15, 16, to understand

the Church of Christ, the temple of God (BEN-
GEL, STIER, [EAUIE], and others), or merely to

supply &quot;of God&quot; or &quot; of Christ
&quot;

(MATTHIES,
and others); HOLZHAUSEN alone suggests &quot;our

love ! Arbitrary as many of the explanations
of the four dimensions undoubtedly are, the

opinion of MEYER, that, every special interpreta
tion is unpsychological, only opening the door to

subjective speculations, is equally unjustifiable.
Abusus non tollit usum. The thought of the

Apostle is clear: Loved and loving thou knowest
the love of Christ. Certainly it is not: In the

love to the brethren thou wilt know God s love.

Comp. 1 John iv. 10, 16; John xv. 9-11.

[This simple view of the object whose dimen
sions are here predicated is held in the main by
CALVIN, CALIXTUS, MORUS, STORR, HODGE, MEY
ER, ELLICOTT. EADIE strangely enough opposes
it because re follows : see his notes for a good
resume of opinions. ELLICOTT says :

&quot; The con

sequent clause, without being dependent or ex

planatory, still practically supplies the defining
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genitive: Paul pauses on the word / .
mid

then, perhaps feeling it the most appropriate
rhar.-ictcristic, df Christ s love, he appends, wiili-

oui finishing the construction, a parallel thought
whicll hints at the same conception (

i-~t
i&amp;gt; :

i&amp;lt;i / -

. ami suggests the required genitive.&quot;

A i. HI KM, less correctly, leaves the object in

definite: &quot;of all that God has revealed or done
in up tor us,&quot; a view which results from his

insisting on the subordinate character of the

dau&amp;lt;e introduced by re. This little word real

ly settles the question the other way. An al

lusion to the temple of Diana (MACKNIOHT,
CHANDLER) is exceedingly improbable, and the

reference to the Christian Church finds no sup

port in the context, foregoing or subsequent.
AUUUSTINE gives the fanciful explanation: sae-

ramentum cruces, which ESTIUS elaborates. Comp.
that of SEVERIANUS (in ALFOUD), and the va

rious hoiuiletical applications given in Horn.

Notes. K.]

V.er. 19. And to know the knowledge-
surpassing love of Christ [yvuvai TE rr/v

v IT E p j3
aA l.ovaav rf/ y v UOE we ay air i) v

roaJLptOToi] Yvuvai re adds something

closely related, giving prominence to the percep
tion of what has become a matter of internal

experience. The object is &quot;the love of Christ,&quot;

obviously Christ s love, not our love to Him. To
the former alone is the attribute &quot;knowledge-

surpassing&quot; applicable. BENOEL: Suavissima

hxc quasi corrcctio est ; dixerat : cognoscere, sta-

tim nfijat coynitionem idoneam haberi posse. The

participle, which is here placed between the

article and substantive, must evidently be taken

as an adjective, governing with its comparative

meaning the genitive which follows, superiorem

coynitione. See WINER, p. 324. It is= t Tf^ov-
aav zdv-a vovv,

&quot; which passeth all understand

ing
&quot;

(Phil. iv. 7). Comp. Phil. iii. 8-10. It is

an oxymoron, like 1 Cor. i. 21, 25; 2 Cor. viii.

2
;
Gal. ii. 19

;
1 Tim. v. 6, and refers to an

(adequate) apprehension of the love of Christ

which surpasses knowledge (i. e., the particular
abstract knowledge, which is possible to man of

himself). HARLESS : &quot;Love fully solves the

mystery of love; only love experiences love and
knows love. The

}r&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;f

of the reflecting under

standing finds its limit here; the yvuaiq of love

understands the love of Christ, which otherwise

far transcended yvvotc..&quot;
LUTHER (1522-41): also

to know the love of Christ, which yet exceeds

all knowledge; in 1545 the incorrect rendering
first appeared, which goes too far in the attempt
to popularize the Scriptural language: and to

know that to love Christ is better than all know

ing. This is contrary both to the language and
the context. Yet it cannot bo said, that the love

of Christ is the object of a knowledge, which
never attains its full end (RUECKERT). Against
this is the previous expression: &quot;that ye may
be able,&quot; as well as the remainder of the verse.

[Nor cm we accept the view of HARLESS and
Oi.sn Af.iEN : &quot;that ye may know that the love

of Christ is knowledge-surpassing,&quot; since the

participle, which is properly taken as an adjec
tive, is thus twisted into an infinitive, and since

the Apostle s prayer is thus unnecessarily shorn

of its fulness. li.J

Tin 1 li/uil * nil nf tin xHji/ilicatiiin ; ver. 19 b.

That ye may be Oiled up. This phrase
connects itself with &quot;that ye may be able . . to

know,&quot; and designates the highest, last favor

which the Apostle implores for the Church,
With what are they to be filled ?

To all the fulness of God [fir irdv rd

n^.t)i&amp;gt;Dfia THV HEOV.~\ E if designates that

toward and unto which the becoming filled pro
ceeds, and na.v TO TT &quot;k if n u n a, metn eat (BEN
OEL), to which the Church should attain, when it

is filled. It is therefore in her, not without her.

Hence the Apostle is treating of a fulness in them
which God grants, and which is unincumbered,
unabridged. They must themselves, through the

experience and knowledge of the love of Christ,
he prepared, expanded, strengthened and fitted

to receive Trdv TO IT /.
t/ p u u a, &quot;all the fulness,&quot;

which God will impart, has determined and or

dained to impart. What God imparts is indeed
in Him, from His own character and glory lie im

parts. LUTHER: &quot;That is according to the He
brew mode of speech as much as to say, that we
are filled in every way, by which lie makes full
that He alone completely rules and works in us.&quot;

It is a bolder expression than 2 Pet. i. 4 :

&quot;partakers of the Divine nature.&quot; Comp. iv.

13; Col. ii. 9, 10. CHRYSOSTOM: irfypovaQat

now aper^f, fc irl.f/pw iariv 6 ticbq. THEODORET:
Iva reAf(wf avTov evoixov 6t^rfdde. It is not to be
limited to the presence of grace (HARLESS), or

to charisms (MEYER), nor to be pantheistically
extended or applied to the universe, filling itself

in God, i. e., reaching the highest expression of

its perfection, and reflecting itself in the Church,
so that in it there is no more defect to be dis

covered (SCHESKEL). A fulness of God, which

complements His Godhead, as though God s

Being were first perfected through the Church,
is as little the subject treated of as a pantheistic
deification of men. See i. 23. The Apostle un

doubtedly refers to the persons ami personal
culture of the individual members of the Church.
See Doctr. Note. 4.

[MEYER and DE WETTE take irhr/pufia in

the sense of 7r/;/ttjf, and the genitive as that of

origin. But the GREEK FATHERS, and OLSHAU-

SEN, ALFORD, ELLICOTT, HODGE, among late

commentators, prefer to take ir/.ijpuua in the

strict sense of id quo res impletur, and the geni
tive as a possessive, implying :

&quot; that ye may be

so filled as God is filled,&quot; the reference being not

to charismatic gifts, but to the spiritual perfec
tions of God. The only objection is, that such
a fulness could not be realized here in a state of

imperfection, but e I f shows that a standard is

here set up, and none but a perfect one would be

thus held before them. The other view is too

tame for the climactic position and force of the

clause. ALFORD: &quot;All the fulness of the God
head abides in Christ, Col. ii. 9. Christ then

abiding in your hearts, ye, being raised up to

the comprehension of God s mercy in Him and of

His love, will be filled, even as God is full each
in your degree, but all to your utmost capacity,
with Divine wisdom, might and love.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The fervency of the worship (KUUITTU rt
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yovara uov) does not lose itself in the joyous
sense of the love of God (irpbc.

TOV irarepa), but

becomes more deep and clear in love to the

neighbor, in unselfish supplication, which in the

scale of prayer rises above the lowest grade,
which is a cry of need, a cry for help, above the

grade of a pupil, the petition for supply of

needed good and protection from threatening

evil, and approaches in its best feature the mas

ter-prayer of thanksgiving, which is so often

forgotten, and of praise, that so often is not un
derstood.

1. The Father who is here supplicated is not

the All-father of the 18th century or of the ra

tionalists, nor the Father of the heathen. For
He is not that weak father, who on account of

His goodness consents to withdraw all the de
mands of His righteousness ; nor is He merely
the Creator, as if He were, like Jupiter, a father

of the trees and animals, of the flowers of earth

and the stars of heaven, as well as of angels and

men, and as if the idea of &quot;Father&quot; included

only that of the Creator, who calls into being.
The father is more than the begetter, he is also

the provider, the teacher, the guardian in pre

serving sacred love. Where such paternal care

exists, it comes from God, it points to Him, the

original Father. Even the most scanty traces

of such fatherhood, i. e., of such companies with

a father at their hand, point to Him, who has

ordained and still sustains such relations. The
children may be lost and not permit Him to work
within them

;
still traces of Him, kindnesses

from Him are so little wanting, that even among
the heathen &quot; an altar with this inscription, To
the unknown God,&quot; points to them. The Church

sings and speaks of a /ioyof ffTrspuariKOf, and sees

a great family in different groups, in different cir

cumstances, conditions and attitudes, but at the

head, over all and for all the One Father in Christ.

3. The inner man (o sou avOpuiroc) is the rem
nant of the man created in the image of God,
which is found in all men, even though extremely
disfigured or shrivelled up into insignificance.
On this account is Redemption possible, man is

capable as well as in need of redemption. Hence
the inner man is to be thus distinguished from
the new man (o natvog avQpuTroq) : the former is

the remnant of the original man as created by
God in His own image, the latter is the begin

ning of the regenerated man, new born in Christ;
that is still present in all men, this not yet exist

ing in all, though it might and should be ; that is

found without the Church also, this begins only
within it; the former is the starting-point, for

the latter, the latter is the result of the reviving
of the former obtained in Christ ; that is the

first creation, conceived in retrospect, this the

&quot;new creature,&quot; conceived as rising ;
the former

is accordingly of nature, which God in holy love

has created, preserved and guided, the latter of

grace, in which He has had mercy upon the

former. But universal as the need of redemption
and the capacity for redemption are, man is, on

account of this need and in spite of this capa

bility, not in a condition to win the gracious right
of sonship, or obligated thereto (SCHENKEL), but

on account of this need notwithstanding this ca

pability only in a state to receive the gift of re

newed sonship. See Exeg. Notes, ver. 16.

4. In the economy of salvation, in which our

passage, being addressed to believers, presupp*-
ses justification and antecedent repentance, and

regards only the growing renewal, the strength
ening of the inner man, his growth in the grace
and truth of Christ the Father constantly, at

every stage, takes the initiative, and the recov

ering man takes no step forward without power
received from God. Hence the supplication,
that He would

&quot;grant&quot;
and that too &quot;through

His Spirit&quot; to the inner man : thus the renewal
within begins from above. Then the awakened,
renewed power of the inner man appears in

faith, in dependence draws Christ into himself,
into his heart, as a guest into his house, for con
tinued intercourse with Him, carefully directing
himself by Him in all respects. The inner man,
when once, he has actually, with saving effect,

become the object (elf) of the working of the

Holy Ghost, becomes the subject of transforming
activity in faith, which like a screw binds Christ

to the soul. Though we may not, with the mys
tics, accept a union essentialis et corporalis, still

we should not, with the rationalists, deny the

conjunctio substantive hominis fidelis cum substantial

sanctse trinitatis and affirm only a dynamic or op
erative presence of Christ.

5. The work of salvation is a difficult one, and
demands the power of God and man. Of God:
hence Paul prays (

ver. 16 ):
&quot; that he would

grant you according to the riches of His
glory.&quot;

Of man: hence ver. 18: &quot;that ye may be fully
able.&quot;

6. Knowledge and Love are not to be separated.
There is not merely an &quot;illumination&quot; before

conversion and repentance, but also after justifi

cation through faith. In the enjoyment of the

love of Christ, which we experience, our love is

strengthened, forgetting itself and yet with a

profound remembrance of itself it knows what it

has experienced, denying itself it is thus strength
ened to a clear knowledge of the love of Christ.

Human things one must know, in order to love

but Divine things one must love, in order to

know (PASCAL). Love, hastening before, ever

gains new material and light for knowledge.
&quot; The more I love, the more I find that I ought to

love Thee.&quot;

7. The connection of faith and love is also pre

supposed here, and in such a way that the former
is the mother s lap for the latter

;
the faith in

that love of God in Christ, which we experience
and enjoy, must impel to love, to love in return

again and again.
8. Christ s Love surpasses all knowledge and

understanding, that only toilsomely attains t$

seeing. HOFMANN :
&quot; There is really but one

love in the world, because but one actual entering
in of person into person. The eternally personal
God, who is Love, who has entered into humani

ty as the personal Christ, who in the Holy Ghost

personally flows into the personal life of men, so

that we have Him and are His, He loves and is

loved. Only where this archetypal fountain of

love exists, can man exercise toward his fellow

man a copied love.&quot; Only so far as it is felt,

can it be known in our weakness.
9. The completion of fellowship tvith God points

into eternity, from the militant to the triumph
ant church ;

there the children become heritors,
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are taken on His throne and heart. Here many
radial lines already proceed from the circumfer

ence, grace, peace and joy, truth and freedom,

sonship and the sense of sonship, life-power and
life-l iilin-ss, yet they come together in the center

only above. Let us only hold fast to the unity
of the family of God in heaven and on earth, the

oneness of the Father through Christ in the Holy
Ghost.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Had not the Apostle said so, no one would
have discovered from his tone, that he was in

bonds and chains, looking death in the face. To
him affliction is a clear winter night, in which
the stars of promise only shine the brighter.
Has he tears in his eyes, they become a telescope
to carry his sight into the far distant heavens,
to open heaven to him and permit him to gaze
into the depth of its wonders. It does not occur

to him, to pray for release
;
he asks only for the

perfecting and ennobling of the church. In out

ward woe he thinks, feels and prays about in

ward weal alone ; in evil, that concerns himself,

about the good of the church alone. God, the

true Father, is not nearer to heaven with its

angels and saints than to earth with its sons of

men ;
were we but nearer to Him ! He is the

Rich One, who can and will give; we are the

rr
ones, who should receive and will not !

vere better if thou didst not care so much
how to adorn the outer man through the spirit
of the world and of fashion ; God can through
His Spirit re-animate and strengthen the inner
man. Above all see how it stands within thee,

so that what God has created after His image in

thee be not stunted and starved out. Thine outer

man may laugh and sing and dance, while the

inner man laments and sighs and goes to de
struction.

Christ wishes to dwell with thee, not as a
mere passing guest; so order thy work and re

creation and mode of life after His example, that

it may please Him to dwell there and not to hasten

away. He is willing to belong to thee
;

it is not

enough then that thou hearest Him, hearkenest
to Him, thou must also belong to Him as His

possession, must submit thyself and all thou hast

to His disposal. Bind thyself in faith to Him
and hold communion with those who believe in

Him, that thou mayest grow in the knowledge of

His love. Root thyself ever deeper in that love,

ground thyself ever more firmly upon it. Do
like Ernest the Pious, who in 1636 had a medal
struck in commemoration of his marriage with
Elizabeth Sophia of Altenburg, with this inscrip
tion on the one side : Christum lieben ist das

beste wissen
( Loving Christ is the best knowledge),

and on the other: Golt, lehr erkennen mich und
Dich (God, teach me to know myself and Thee) !

Holy love alone lets us understand and use the

Scriptures ever better and better! If we look

at God s word and world without love ; we see

them only remotely. Three-fold aim of Christian

supplication : 1. Strengthening of the inner

man; 2. Knowledge of the love of Christ; 3.

Fulness of Divine glory.
STAHKE : In praying the outward posture is

indeed of little importance; it is left to Christian

liberty to take this or that position with the

body ; yet no kind of posture seems better fitted

for fervent, earnest prayer, than kneeling.
Thou hast indeed a merciful, gracious and loving
Father : Thinkest thou, He can ever forsake
thee? That is an idle thought. As little as He
can take Love out of His heart so little can He
forget thee. See, what is the best thing a teacher
can ask for his flock; but also what thou too, O
soul, must seek after, to be strengthened through
the Spirit of God in the inner man. It is not

enough to have come into a state of grace through
conversion, there must be added a strengthening
and fortifying, which however is not the work
of man, since Christ is the Author and Finisher
of our faith. Though our sins were so broad,
so long, so deep, so high, as heaven and earth,

yet is the grace and mercy of God deeper, broad

er, higher and longer, so that it cannot be
measured. The mystery of the love of God is

incomprehensible: in future perfection we will

understand it. Because we still await that time,
let us meanwhile imitate such love in its depth,
by helping those who are in the deepest misery
and least deserving ; in its breadth, by showing
to all men without distinction, for God s sake,
kindness and affection, in its length, by never

ceasing or becoming weary ;
in its height, by

looking up to God, devoting to Him all our ef

forts, and having His glory as our purpose.
In Christianity more depends upon taking in

faith, than upon giving and doing in love. For
the more we take of the fulness of God, the more
we-can give.

A. MUELLER: He who lets Christ dwell in

his heart, only that he may have from Him a
household blessing or a joyful consolation, sells

Him his heart; but he who surrenders himself to

Christ out of pure love, at the same time think

ing himself unworthy of the least look of Hia

grace, gives Him his heart.

RIEGER : God oftentimes indeed begins in a

very small way in His works of grace, because
He will effect nothing according to absolute

power, but so as to lead men to faith and obedi
ence. Christ dwelling in the heart and His

Spirit lay claim also to the members -of the body,
putting them into the service of righteousness,
to bring forth fruit unto God in holiness. Being
rooted and grounded in love we obtain the ability
to comprehend, sot merely to know, but also
with other powers of soul so to appropriate
something as to be filled therewith. Faith
widens the heart, so that more and more can be

grasped. But with these enlarged views, which
are imparted to us, we should not sunder our
selves from other saints, nor attach to anything
such an immoderate value, as to sever the bond
which unites us with other saints, but apply all

to the edification of the body of Christ.

HEUBNER: It is a truly proud misery of
Kant s, his denying kneeling as a slavish Orien
talism. He can scarcely have felt the impulse
of a praying heart. Lichtenberg judges very
differently, when he says :

&quot; When the body
falls upon its knees, the spirit lifts itself to

God.&quot; We have too little bending of the knee;
the Catholics perhaps too much, so that a Cath
olic may occasionally be recognized by the looks
of his clothes at the knees. Speuer wished that
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kneeling devotion was more common among us.

What a comfort for fatherless children and wid

ows, what hope for affectionate fathers, to know
that their dear children have in heaven a better

Father than themselves. Still the human rela

tion can best teach the true &quot; Father-theolo

gy.&quot;
A church can be good outwardly and

apparently and yet be without inward life. This

inward life comes from the Spirit of God. Chris

tianity should be learned not by heart, but in the

heart. * Christ will dwell, not in stone churches,
but in living hearts ; the heart should live and

mcve in Him, His Spirit should animate our

spirit in constant intercourse with Him. When
Christ dwells in the heart, every one has his

Christ in his neighbor. Breadth: the Church
of Christ should stretch itself over the whole
circle of the earth, over all lands. The length

refers to time ; she continues throughout all cen

turies. The depth points to her foundation ;
she

has it in the unfathomable abyss of Divine mercy,
and her height reaches into heaven, it is unassail

able, for the church on earth and in the spirit
world is one. This is the greatness and the

origin of the spiritual temple. Love to Christ, a

simple heart full of faith and love to Him, is bet

ter than all science. This love has an uncondi
tioned value, is in itself the highest: not so with

knowledge ;
it can give a kind of enlightenment,

without at all affecting the heart. The heart

excels the understanding. Science should not

be over-estimated, and made an idol. Science
can never conquer the enemies of the Kingdom
of God, she should be a handmaid. The true

science is only where the cross is. Only the

theologus crucis is the theologus lads.

PASSAVANT: With a narrow heart we cannot

pray with confidence. Hence everything de
mands that we should receive Divine riches,
which enlightens our mind, expands our heart

and makes God great in us. How worthy of

admiration, how highly exalted above man is

this inner man of the heart! Faith is his reason
and his light; love his heart and his life; the

Holy Ghost his soul and strength; Jesus Christ
his ego and his nature

;
God his Father and at

the same time his heritage, his glory, his riches,
his eternal dwelling-place ;

God makes him, His
work in His own good time, and this through a

power whose working corresponds with the

riches and the glory of His grace. Did Christ

dwell in us, what would we become to our friends,
to our enemies, to the world, to the heavens!

Only the Spirit of God in us can disclose to us

what God is
; only faith, through the Holy Ghost,

can apprehend Christ and His life in us
; only

pure, holy love in us can comprehend what is

transcendent and blissful, the wonders of the love

of God in Jesus Christ. There is a breadth and

length and depth and height ;
for this no worlds

are too broad, no paths too long, no space too

wide, no abyss, no hell too deep, no heaven too

high, that it may not reach thither, and pene
trate there with might and almightiness, with

light and life, with comfort and salvation and

peace from eternal compassion &quot;fulness of

God&quot; the destination and end of man, the aim

*
[
The German has a similar paranomasia: Man soil das

Christenthum nic/tt auswendig, smdern inwmdig lernen.

and end of all the decrees of God, of all the mys
teries of Christ. Canst thou not satisfy man ?

Must he still fill himself with a thousand trifles

besides, that his happiness may be complete?
STIER : The higher his petition seeks to as

cend above all understanding to Him, who is able
to do above all, the deeper he bows himself. The
indwelling of Christ : Its beginning through
faith

;
means Christ s love, which becomes ours ;

aim according to the widest extension of the

plan ( knowledge )
and inmost depths of the

foundation
(
Christ s love

).

GERLACH : The love of Christ to us precedes
all our love and knowledge.

NITZSCH : The essential petition, which we,
each for all and all for each, should bear in our

hearts, during the varieties and vicissitudes of

our life-path. 1. Its purport: a) To become

strong in the inner man
;
b

)
To have vital fellow

ship with the Redeemer; c) To know His love.

2. The effect.

WOLTERS
(
Dedication sermon at Godesberg) :

The proper prayer for a young congregation : 1
)

that its members become strong in the inner
man: 2

)
that Christ lives in their hearts

;
3

)
that

they understand His love in its greatness and
blessedness.

GENZKEN (Preparatory Lecture* on Eph. iii.

13-21
)

: St. Paul our example in prayer. 1
)

He bows his knees, so we under the burden of

our guilt ; 2
)
He addresses himself to the Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ; so there is no other

name for us; 3) He asks power for the inner
man to strengthen in faith, in love, and for every
good work ; so we.

LOHE : St. Paul s request to the Ephesians,
his prayer to God, his song of praise to Him, all

in relation to the great mystery of building the

church on earth.

WESTERMEIER: The best prayer : 1) to whom
it is addressed; 2) the gifts it desires; 3) the

basis on which it rests.

KLUGE : Seek the kingdom of God, not in ex
ternal things, but in the inner man 1) in

judging of the contest of the gospel against the

world ; 2) of the blessing of the gospel in your
selves.

RABUS: A glance into the closet of the

Apostle: 1) How we should approach God in

prayer; 2) how supplicate Him; 3) how praise
Him.
RAUTENBERG: What Paul does in his tribu

lations, that his disciples may not become weary
in the walk of faith : 1) He is far from them

yet sends them his mighty word ; 2) He suffers

the contempt of the world but endures it for

their glory ; 3) He cannot give them his hand,
but he bows his knee for them.

DR. MEIER (Baptismal discourse on ver. 18):
On the breadth, length, depth, height of the love

of God.
PROHLE : Paul s pious wish for the Church

at Ephesus : 1. That they might not become

weary in their Christian course (ver. 13). 2.

*
[Bfichtre.de is literally a discourse at confession, but among

Protestants means the service preparatory to the commun
ion, during the previous week. The etymology confirms the

view, that our preparatory lecture is borrower! from the

Romanist usa^e of confessing lie tore the communion, though
in reality a proper mode of obeying the injunction: Let a
man examine himselL R.J
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That God would give them power to become

strong in the inner man (vers. 14-16). 3. That

Christ may dwell in their hearts (ver. 17). 4.

That they may be able to comprehend with all

saints the breadth=the universality, embracing
all, the length=the endlessness from eternity to

eternity, the depth and height=the immeasura
ble and incomprehensible greatness of the love of

Christ.

[IIonoK: The most beautiful object might be

in the apartment of a blind man, and he not be

sensible of its presence ;
or if by any means

made awaro of its nearness, he could have no de

light in its beauty. Christ dwells in us by faith,

because it is by faith we perceive His .presence,
His excellence and His glory, and because it is

by faith we appropriate and reciprocate the ma
nifestations of His love. Faith is to this spiri

tual communion what esteem and affection are to

the fellowship of domestic life. The love of

Christ is infinite; not only because it inheres in

an infinite subject, but because the condescen
sion and sufferings to which it led, and the bless

ings which it secures for its objects, are beyond
our comprehension. R.]

[EADIK: Ver. 15. They lose the cold and
official name of subjects in the familiar and en

dearing appellation of sons, and they are united

to one another not dimly and unconsciously, as

different products of the same Divine workman

ship, but they merge into one family &quot;all they
are brethren.&quot; Ver. 17. When Ignatius was
asked, on his trial, by the Emperor, what was
the meaning of his name Theophorus he

promptly replied,
&quot; He who has Christ in his

breast.&quot; Love is the fundamental grace. Ver.
19. As the attachment of a man, it may be

gauged ; but as the love of a God, who can by
searching find it out? Uncaused itself, it origi
nated salvation

; unresponded to amidst the &quot;con

tradiction of sinners,&quot; it neither pined nor col

lapsed. It led from Divine immortality to human
agonies and dissolution, for the victim was bound
to the cross, not by the nails of the military exe

cutioner, but by the &quot;cords of love.&quot; It loved

repulsive unloveliness, and, unnourished by re

ciprocated attachment, its ardor was unquenched,
nay, is unquenchable, for it is changeless as the
bosom in which it dwells. Thus it may be
known, while yet it &quot;passeth knowledge;&quot; thus
it may be experimentally known, while still in
its origin and glory it surpasses comprehension,
and presents new and newer phases to the loving
and inquiring spirit. For one may drink of the

spring and be refreshed, and his eye may take
in at one view its extent and circuit, while he

may be able neither to fathom the depth nor mete
out the volume of the ocean whence it has its ori-

gin.-R.]

3. Conclusion in the form of a Doxology.

(CiiAP. III. 20, 21).

20 Now unto [to] him that [who] is able to do [above all things], exceeding abun

dantly above all that [above what] we ask or think, according to the power that

21 worketh in us, Unto [to] him be [the] glory in the church by [in]
1 Christ Jesus

throughout all ages, world without end [lit., unto all the generations of the age of

the ages]. Amen.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 21. After * rfj e * icX rj &amp;lt;ri o X. A. B.C. insert ai before e v Xpi a r &amp;lt;2 Ij&amp;lt;roC. A few authorities [D.i F.]

read: e v
Xpi&amp;lt;TTa&amp;gt; IricroO KOI (iv) rrj eicieATjo-ia, evidently front doctrinal hesitation about placing the church before Christ ;

in single minor authorities ev rjj e/c(tAj&amp;lt;rio
is wanting. This arises from the inappropriate icat, which only disturbs, and

although well supported externally, is inadmissible on internal grounds. It may be rejected, and is rejected by Tischen-

dorf, on the authority of a number of important MSS. [These are D.2 K. L., besides the great majority of cursives, oldest

versions, and many fathers. Rejected by Tischemlorf, Meyer, and most, brockctted by Alford, accepted by Luchmann, Elli-

cott (ed. ;$, 4 only). Before the discovery of X. the internal grounds were sufficiently strong to outweigh the preponderant
uncial testimony in its favor, but now the question is more doubtful. The sense is not affected materially by the variation,

though the insertion precludes on&amp;lt;- interpretation. The word may have been inserted to indicate the other meaning, hence
its omission presents a lectio dijjicilior. K.j

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

In general the doxology is frequent, either at

the beginning (i. 3-14; 1 Pet. i. 8-5), or at the

dose of an Epistle (Rom. xvi. 25-27; Phil. iv.

20; 2 Tim. iv. 18; 1 Pet. v. 11; Jude 25;
Heb. xiii. 21), or at the close of a section, as

here, Rom. xi. 33-36; Gal. i. 5
;

1 Tim. i. 17.

Ver. 20. Now to him who is able to do

above all things T $ 6 e* dwaptvy stands

emphatically first, because the matter in hand is

the manifestation of God s power and almighti-
ness (ver. 16: iuvdfi-et, ver. 18: tfiaxboiiTt).
With the infinitive iroirjaai

[&quot;
to do,&quot; to ef

fect], we must closely connect i Trep Trdvra,
&quot; above all,&quot; under which we should understand

*
[AtFORD: &quot;Si brings out a slight contrast to what has

just preceded viz., ours .lvu, and our need of strength and
our growth in knowledge and fulness,&quot; but the contrast i&amp;lt;

not Mnmg enough to justify our rendering the particU :

&quot;

but:&quot; R.]
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creatures, powers and events, which may act in

a hindering, disturbing or destructive way.
Exceeding abundantly above what we

ask or think [vnepeKireptaaov uv alrov-

netia i/ vonlfiev ].
In this added qualifica

tion the Apostle places God s almightiness in

comparison with his prayer, and that in a most

striking manner. Hence vTrepenTrepiaaov,
found also in 1 Thes. iii. 10, v. 13 [?]. Simi
lar expressions, strengthening the sense, occur

inEph. i. 21; iv. 10; Rom. v.20; 2 Cor. vii. 4,

13; xi. 5; xii. 11; 1 Tim. i. 14; Mark vii. 37;
xiv. 31; vi. 51. In its comparative signification
it governs, as inver. 19: inreppd/iZovoav rift yvu-
(Tewf, the genitive uv, which is = TUV a a IT o li

fted a fj v o o v u e v. BENGEL : Cogilatio latins

patet quam preces ; gradatio. God is greater than
our heart (I John iii. 20). CHRYSOSTOM: iyu

HEV yap ev^ouat, avrog tie Kol j^wptf TW ^&quot;W
e^W

[teiova Epydaerai TUV q/iETEpuv aiTi/aeuv ov% dirAur

(tEiijova fi EK
irep^iaaov

dM? virEpeKXEpiaaov, TO UE-

ysOof fuoaivuv r//f ffwpedf.

[The relative does not refer to ndvra; it in

troduces a new but related subject. The two

phrases are not in apposition, but the second
member explains the first. There is no tautology
therefore, since subjoined to the expression of

God ?

s super-abundant power, we have a defini

tion of the mode in which it displays itself, viz.,

by conferring spiritual gifts in super-abundance
(EADIE). There is no hyperbole as HARLESS
thinks though Paul has such a marked predi
lection for virt-p and its compounds ;

it &quot;occurs

nearly thrice as many times in Paul s Epistles
and that to the Hebrews as in the rest of the New
Testament; and of the 28 words compounded
with virtp, 22 are found in these Epistles, and 20
of them there alone.&quot; R.]
According to the power that worketh

[or is working] in us, /card TT)V 6v vauiv
T?JV evepyovuEvqv iv i/ulv. This belongs
to the phrase:

&quot; able to do.&quot; The present mid
dle participle marks the continued efficiency of

His power, while &quot; in us &quot;

indicates both the ob

ject and the sphere of activity. Paulus allegat

expcrientiam (BENGEL) and full of confidence turns
from the beginning to the future. Comp. Col. i.

29. Miraculous gifts (MICHAEL) are not re

ferred to, nor should virep K&vra, &quot;above all,&quot;

be limited to quse hactenus visa sunt (GROTius), or
the preposition v TC e p be taken adverbially
(BENGEL), as in 2 Cor. xi. 23 alone. [The power,
so frequently referred to in this Epistle, is the

might of the indwelling Spirit. The middle

(comp. Gal. v. 6) is used mainly in non-personal
references; see WINER, p. 242. R.]

Ver. 21. To him be the glory, OVTU fj

6 6 f- a. The pronoun sums up vigorously and

emphatically what is predicated in ver. 20. The
dative denotes that the glory is due, will be

given to Him (Luke xvii. 18; John ix. 24
; Acts

xii. 23; Rom. iv. 20; 1 Pet. i. 21; Acts iv. 9,
xi. 13; xiv. 7; xvi. 9; xix. 7). [So most com

mentators]. Accordingly the article, TJ 66 go,
does not indicate the

&quot;glory,&quot;
which He has

(HARLESS); in that case the pronoun avrov

would occur, as in the interpolated doxology at

the close of the Lord s prayer: on aov earlv TJ

paotteia, K. T. A. But it is the glory of the

church, which indeed she has first from God, but
which as received from Him, properly His and
yet appropriated by her, she returns to Him with

gratitude and praise. It is not = ETTOIVOC, praise,
which consists in words, nor= ivw), honor, which
consists in the judgment of those who praise, but
refers to the life, worship, and character of the
church. Comp. i. 12, 14: ftf eiraivov r^f tWfw
avTov,

&quot; unto the praise of his
glory.&quot; It is most

natural to supply EOTU.

In the church in Christ Jesus, [EV T$
KitA.7]Gia EV X p t o T &amp;lt;j I T/ G ov~\. The prepo

sition EV before ry e/c/cA;/&amp;lt;7/a points to the sphere
in which the glory of God is given back, defining
more closely either the omitted EOTU or fj dofa.

By f] KK%.j/aia, &quot;the church,&quot; we should under
stand the assembly of those in whom God s power
has become efficient and works (ver. 20: &quot;in

us&quot;);
it is accordingly no external region

(MEYER), which is indifferent internally, and be
side which an inner spiritual sphere is to be in
dicated (iv Xpia-y); the church is indeed her
self such a sphere. Hence the phrase &quot;in Christ

Jesus,&quot; defines more closely the church, its cha
racter and status, in order to explain, in what
church the glory can and shall be given to God.
Luther has rendered it properly as one notion :

die. in Christo Jesu lebendige Gemeinde (the church
alive in Christ Jesus).

[To this interpretation, which is that of OLS-
HAUSEN, STIER and others, it is properly objected
that such a definition of the church is altogether
unnecessary. If /cat be accepted (see Textual

Note) this exegesis is inadmissible. Nor is the
view of MEYER (with HARLESS, DE WETTE,
EADIE, HODGE, ALFORD and ELLICOTT) open to

the objection urged by Braune that it presents
an external region internally indifferent. The
sphere of the giving of glory is defined in a two
fold manner: &quot;It is offered in the church, but
it is, at the same time offered in Christ Jesus,
or presented by the members of the sacred com
munity in the consciousness of union with Him&quot;

(EADIE); &quot;if any glory comes from us to God
it is in Christ.&quot; The repetition of kv seems to

point to such a meaning, even if /cat be omitted.

R.] Hence it is not = to nid Xpiarov (Gno-
TIUS); comp. Col. iii. 17; Rom. i. 18; vii. 25.

[CALVIN, BEZA and RUECKERT: per Christum;
E. V.: &quot;by

Christ Jesus;&quot; ai v Xporry (CEcu-
MENIUS), all alike objectionable, for even the in

strumental sense of EV is not exactly = did, and
the proper sense of the preposition is the more
necessary because it occurs for the second time.

-R]
Unto all the generations of the age of

the ages, [etf it d a a $ TdgyevedfTovatu-
v of TUV at uvuv, d

fj.qv~].
The phrase e I q TT d-

&amp;lt;rf rdf yevedf designates the successive

groups which are added to this church
; yeveai

designates the groups of living persons. Now,
at the time when Paul writes, the beginning has
been made, the first ytvta,

&quot;

generation,&quot; which
reflects Godward the glory, the light in and from
His light, is present; and thus it should and will

continue, hence etf, &quot;unto.&quot; It is = e\q yevtav
/cat ysvedv, or ctf yeveaf yevtuv (Luke i. 50, vari

ous reading) ; this repetition expressing the

same idea as Trdcrat ;
&quot; the iterative form of the

expression indicated the extension
&quot;

(HA&LKSS).
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The phrase rot) aluvo? TUV aluvuv de

tines t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; uli:ii litest-
-,11

ini belong iiml extend, i;

(,mn&amp;gt;.i yentratiomt, /&quot;. rmj&amp;gt;l&amp;lt;
c/t/nr &amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;m.H&amp;gt;, ywt &amp;lt;er

mimlliir in Tin r IUI.IKH, fii-r/n tinix (
l&amp;gt;KN&amp;lt;iKL).

aitJl

mark* the unity or toiulity ofpassing time, whicl

nt the same time includes eternity. We have n(

wonl which indicates both, as the Greeks had

[True in both Knglish and German]. BKNCKI,

aluvf periodi (economise divinie ab una quasi scent

ad aliam decurrenles ; hie amplijicantur causa ut-

rumque vocabulum, cum metaphora in yeved, genera

do, conjungitiir, ut siynificetur tempus bene longum ,

nam in alum non jam sunt OENERATIONBS. Paul

says therefore, that the church now begun shal

continue through a long series of generations;

begun on earth it will be developed throughout
these generations, and even when generations
shall cease, shall continue in icons, without suc

cession of generations, and these generations
and those teons (in which new generations are

not added, but the constituent ones continue

permanently) form a whole, one aluv, the aluv

ufUuv. Instead of this full formula we find only

elf roi)? aluvac., Rom. i. 25; ix. 5; xi. 36; xvi.

27; Luke i. 33; 2 Cor. xi. 31; or alurac. TUV

aluvuv, 1 Tim. i. 17; 1 Pet. v. 11. Rev. i. 6, 18;
iv. 9, 10, etc. ; f/c iravraf rove alui ac., Jude 25 ;

elf TOV aluva, Matth. xxi. 19 ; Mark xi. 14, etc. ;

elf TOV aluva TOV aluvoc,, Heb. i. 8. Comp. Doctr.

Notes, 5, 6.

[Only the most extravagant literalism can ex

clude the idea of eternity from this cumulative

expression, and only the most forced exegesis can

include &quot;distinct traces of gnosticism.&quot; HAR-
LESS makes a subtle distinction between aiuvef

TUV aluvuv and aluv TUV aluvuv, taking the for

mer as more extensive, the latter intensive, for

which there is little room here. MEYER is per

haps too literal in his view of yeveai, which
Braune apparently adopts. ALKORD is satisfac

tory:
&quot; Probably the account of the meaning is,

that the age of ages (eternity) is conceived as

containing ages, just as our age contains

years; and then those ages are thought of as

made up, like ours, of generations. It is used,

by a transfer of what we know in time, to ex

press, imperfectly and indeed improperly, the

idea of Eternity.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. God s Omnipotence is unlimited, if we leave

out of view His own will: He can do what He will

(Ps. cxv. 3).

2. God s power works in His people (sv vulv,

ver. 20), not merely over them, and about them;
for they do not resist Him with that will which
He has given from His own will to those created

in His image. He will not, with His omnipo
tence, force any into the Church in Christ Jesus,

into salvation. Man has might to resist God s

Alrnightiness within himself. [The limitation

or extension of meaning which theologians of

different schools may put upon this last sentence,

need not be discussed here. Given free-will, the

sacred right of personality, and it is true in some
8enge awfully true, since this is the fearful

price of our privilege as free men. How God s

Almightiness, notwithstanding, never fails of its

purpose, we do not know; that it never does,

lies at the foundation of all proper theology.

3. The Essence of worship is the thankful re
turn of what God has bestowed and the recipient
lias accepted and appropriated; hence the ap
proach of the recipient to the Bestower, in gra
titude for the gift, praise for the Giver; the

deepest ground of adoration is, however, the

condescending grace and imparting love of the

Almighty God. He who is blessed begins to

bless the Blesser (i. 3) and ends in praise of the
God of glory (iii. 20, 21).

4. The true Church, a creation of God (ver. 20),
a living congregation, an assembly of sanctified

persons, is Christian, having and needing no
other Mediator than Christ Jesus, proving and
defining the relation to the cuurch according to

the relation to Him.
5. The Christian Church has a history, a deve

lopment through a long series of generations
even into eternity. HOFMANN (Schriftbeweis, II.

2, p. 127) retains the /cat before iv
\/&amp;gt;iaru Ir/aov

and thinks the glorifying ot God &quot;in the church&quot;

takes place only in time and on earth, but &quot;in

Christ&quot; eternally, as though the church were a

temporal thing and nothing more. [EADIK:
&quot;The obligation to glorify God lasts through
eternity, and the glorified church will ever de

light in rendering praise, as is most due.
Eternal perfection will sustain an eternal an
them.&quot; R.]

G. The Church of Jesus Christ does not find

her final issue in the State (ROTUE), or in a

higher grade of culture;* she has a rising with
out a setting. Rescued through all the changes
of national life, she is herself the rescuer of in-

Jividuals, and of larger groups as well, unto the
future of eternity.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Prayer is no limit to God s working in thee,
but a condition, which He Himself has appointed,
without which thou canst not experience His

almighty grace. Thou art a creature of God,
and shouldst become a work of His, praising the

Master hand in word and deed, and above all in

private character and conduct. &quot;Exceeding

abundantly!&quot; Hagar asked a drop and found a
well (Gen. xxi. 19) ; Saul sought his father s

asses and found a crown (1 Sam. ix. 3; x. 1);
David asked bread and received a kingdom (1
Sam. xxi. 3).
STARKE : God does more than we desire. Jo

seph wishes only to be free from the iron chains:

behold, God not only does what he desires, but

gives him golden chains besides.

HEUHNER: In the synagogues, mosques, and

mgodas there is no true praise of God, nor yet
n our churches, if Christ be not kno&amp;gt;vn. The

orayer of Paul for the church (vers. 13721). 1.

t was prompted by the impulse of love (ver.

18).
2. Full of confidence toward God, the Fa-

her of all churches (vers. 14, 15). 3. It was

loly in its purport (vers. 16-19). 4. Hopeful,

* [When De Wotto asks :

&quot; Wiw the Apostle warranted in

xpecting such a long duration for the Church?&quot; he prove*
lis utter want of sympathy with this Kpistle, anil abundantly
u-titi.s tin- critiriam made on his commentary by ALTOKD
see AUrod. J3, 5). R.J
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certain of hearing (vers. 20, 21). God the true

Father. 1. Exposition: a) He is not only the

physical Creator and Upholder, but 6) spiritual
Father (vers. 14-16). 2. Ground of our belief

in this: a) not mere reason and experience, but

b) the gospel of Christ (vers. 17, 18). 3. Power
of this belief: a) it attracts our heart to God

(ver. 18), so that we understand God s heart, b)
it strengthens unto obedience, c) it gives com
fort and hope (vers. 19-21). The intimate fel

lowship of the Apostles and their churches as an

example for us. The inner growth of a Chris

tian church.

RIEGER: What occurs to each one at his con

version and during his daily renewal, is as good
an evidence of the &quot;

exceeding abundant&quot; power
of God, as what occurs in the creation, preser
vation and government of all things.

[EADIK: The Trinity is here again brought
out to view. The power within us is that of the

Spirit, and glory in Christ is presented to the
Father who answers prayer through the Son,
and by the Spirit; and, therefore, to the Father,
in the Son, and by the Spirit, is offered this glo
rious minstrelsy : &quot;As it was in the beginning,
is now, and ever shall be, world without end.
Amen.&quot; R.]

III. PART SECOND.

THE SPIRIT RULING IN THE CHURCH OF CHRIST.

CHAPTEKS IV.-VI. 20.

1. The Theme of the Whole Part:

Walk worthy of the calling love and unity.

CHAP. IV. 1-3.

1 I therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you [I exhort you therefore, I the

prisoner in the Lord,]
1 that ye walk worthy of the vocation [calling] wherewith ye

2 are [were] called, With all lowliness and meekness,
2 with long-suffering, forbearing

3 one another in love ; Endeavoring [Earnestly striving] to keep the unity of the

Spirit in the bond of peace.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

. 1. Nearly all MSS. have: ev K vp i&amp;lt;a ; X. : ec Xpurrw. [The change of order is for the purpose of bringing
phatic force of 7rapaicaAu&amp;gt; (erlinrt rather than hi ni fch) ;

the second / being required in English. In is substiout the em
tuted for of as more ect, while calling is in itself a better than vocation, serving here to preserve the correspond
ence between the substantive and verb (aorist: were called). R.l

2 Ver 2 _[The spelling irpauTjjros (J{. B. C. 17) is considered by Tischendorf, Alford, Ellicott, as the best attested

form in the dialect of the New Testament. Comp. Gal. v. 25. Braune apparently prefers TrpaoTjjro? ( Rec., A. D. F. L., most

cursives). His rendering of the three terms is very neat : mit alter Demulh und Sanftmutlt,
., . .

il Lunymutii.R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1 a. The connection. I exhort you
therefore, I the prisoner in the Lord [

II a p a-

Ka/l ovv vuac. kyu 6 deauioc, kv nvpiu].
The verb Trap a/c a /I w, placed first for emphasis,

marks what follows as the ethical part. Ovv,
&quot;

therefore,&quot; joins this practical, hortatory por
tion of the letter with the previous theoretical

part, and that too as a consequence, so that the

one forms a foundation for the other ; the con

text indicating the reference more closely.

deauioc, &quot;the prisoner,&quot; resumes what was

expressed in iii. 1 and continued further in vers.

13, 14. As Paul in his bonds prays for the

Church, so he exhorts it also. Although the paro
nomasia (napanaku K^^aeu^} recalls CKK^JJ-

fia, yet the reference is not to iv ry exu^r/aia, ver.

21, but to the whole of what precedes (TTJ tKKl.r]-

ala has occurred already in i. 22), which is,

however, summed up in the concluding dox-

ology. Hence MEYEU is incorrect in taking ovv
as an inference from iii. 21 merely.* The ex
hortation of the Apostle gives special emphasis
to t y &,

&quot;

I,&quot;
even though it stands after vfidf,

&quot;

you,&quot;
in the Greek. The phrase, 6 6ea pios

*
[EADIE accepts a reference to the preceding paragraph ;

ALFORD to all that precedes so (HODGE,, but add:*: &quot;here

perhaps also a resumption of TOVTOV
x&amp;lt;P

t uf chap. iii. 1, 14,
and thus carried back to the contents of chaps, i. ii.&quot; ELLI-

COTT :

&quot; To those passages in the preceding chapter which
relate to the spiritual privileges and culling of the Ephesians,
e. g., vers. 6, 12, but especially to ver. 14 ft ., in which the tenor

of the prayer incidentally discloses how high ami hc.w great
that calling really was.&quot; The objection to the more general
reference in my mind is, that it assumes the Kpistle to have
been by the Apostle himself purposely divided into two parts,

doctrinal toad practical, like the divisions of a sermon. Paul i

method is rather that of ooncatenation. K.]
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v KVP I
(f&amp;gt;,*

&quot; the prisoner in the Lord &quot;

( which

can be taken together grammatically, and must

be taken together in view of the reference to

iii. 1), marks the importance of the exhortation

of I aul, who as a &quot;faithful member of Christ
&quot;

bears chains in and for the cause of Christ.

CU.VIN : Krant (vincula) enim veluti tsigillum hono-

rificte illiux leyationis, quani obtinuerat. TIIEODO-

HET: Toif 6ia TOV X/)rroy deauolg evaftpvverai [iah-

TMV fj /3a&amp;lt;TAei&amp;gt;f
6ta.fi i/pan. He is a shining exam

ple, and elsewhere he refers to his own walk in

agreement with his preaching (1 Cor. iv. 16; xi.

] ; Phil. iii. 17) ;
he speaks accordingly ad ex-

citandum effectum, quo sit efficacior exhortatio (Es-

Tius), but not ut Paulum obsequio exhilararent

(BENUEL). He wishes to gain attention and

efficacy for his irapctKafalv, by appealing, not to

his imprisonment, which in itself was incapable
of strengthening his exhortation, but to his will

ing, joyful, worthy wearing of the bonds ;
thus

at the same time also strongly urging self-denial.

The verb itself means originally to call hither, to

invite (Acts xviii. 20) ;
then to address either

hortatively (Rom. xii. 1
;
2 Cor. ii. 8) or conso

lingly (&quot;1

Cor. ii. 7; i. 6
;

vii. 6, 7). T/idc,

&quot;you,&quot; designates the Church in its individual

members; he always conceives of the Church as

a fellowship of particular persons.

The fundamental exhortation. Ver. 1 6.

That ye walk worthy of the calling
[at-iuc, TT e p i IT a T ija a t TJjg /cA^dewf. The
infinitive IT e p iirartj a at (see ii. 2), as in Acts

xxvii. 33, 34, sets forth the purport of the ex

hortation. The emphasis, of course, rests upon
the closer qualification df/wf (&quot;worthy&quot;),

which stands first; for the kind of walk is the

important matter. The genitive (as in Phil.

i. 27; Col. i. 10; Rom. xvi. 2; 1 Thess. ii.

12) rr,q K/ljyo-ewf denotes that call of God, to

which the walk must correspond, in order to be

worthy.
&quot;Wherewith ye were called, 7/f (instead

of 9, 1 Cor. vii. 20) e K^rjQrjr e.f This relative

clause joined per attractionem (see on i. 8) indi

cates that the call has already taken place and
been accepted. He speaks of a walk corres

ponding to the call already received, not as

though we should walk worthy, in order to be

called, but, since we are called through the grace
of God without our merit or worthiness, we
should not be unworthy of such grace (CALVIN).

* [The choice of this phrase here, following iii. 1, where the

genitive occurs, is overlooked in the E. V. E v is not hrre
=610. or (rvv (it is doubtful if it ever is), but denotes the

sphere or element of the captivity. As distinguished from
iii. 1, this passage gives prominence to the fellowship with
Christ and devotion to His cause, while the genitive marks
Christ more definitely as the author or originator of the cap
tivity.

&quot; In the Lord &quot; seems to be at times. ELUCOTT re

marks, little more than a qualitative definition, yet there is

far more clanger of abridging than extending its profound
spiritual significance. The phrase cannot In 1

joined with the
verb, as is done by SKMLKR and KOPPK. R.I

t [MEYER thinks the attraction is from the accusative^
though admitting that a dative might IK.- proper here. DB
WET rn denies the propriety of the expression icAjjcru/ icakeiv

(*//),(/, , .r&amp;lt;/.&amp;lt;,//i,v). tb, .ugh it is defended by WlNEK.p. Io4,
and occurs in Arriati, Ej&amp;gt;ict.

:
Ka.rai&amp;lt;Txvvti.v ri]v K\^IV f,v

KtK^KCV. The dative gives the simpler grammatical form
and through a slight violation of the law of attraction, is

sustained by the analogy of 2 Tim. i. !l; 1 C,.r. v. lid is not

decisive since .V with the dative precedes and the relative

might be attracted into that case, though it piobably is not.

-R-l

romp. vers. 17-30; ii. 10; Tit. ii. 11 ff.; Rom.
viii. 4 ff.; Gal. v. 19 ff.

Closer definition of the Christian walk ; vers. 2, 3

Ver. 2. With all lowliness and meekness
[/*rd iraarjf T airei

vo&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;poai vqc. nal
irpai&amp;gt;-

TTJTOC.. See Textual Note a
].

This clause de

fines more closely
&quot; walk worthy of the calling,&quot;

joining with it two attendants which belong to

the Christian walk (WiXER, p. 353).* First stands
&quot;

lowliness,&quot; which has for its opposite &quot;mind

ing high tilings&quot; (Rom. xii. 16), &quot;thinking one s

self to be something
&quot;

(Gal. vi. 3) ;
it is Traaris

dper^f viTodtaiq (CHRYSOSTOM). Comp. Phil. ii.

3
; Col. ii. 18, 23 ;

iii. 12, 13. It is belief in

our poverty over against faith in Christ, so that

we know we have nothing, know nothing, can do

nothing, having only an empty hand, yet an open
one, to receive what the Lord will give. Ac

cordingly, as in Matt. v. 3, 4, 5, to &quot;the poor in

spirit&quot; and &quot;they
that mourn&quot; (==ot T&amp;lt;nreivo-

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;povovvref)
are joined &quot;the meek,&quot; so here

&quot;

meekness,&quot; IT p a i) T rj f, is added, that mildness

which is gentle toward others, because it thinks:

Have I been helped, then I do not know, who
should not be helped! Comp. Gal. vi. 1 ; 2 Cor.

x. 1
;

1 Cor. iv. 21; 2 Tim. ii. 25. [See TBENCII,

Syn. JV. T. \ xlii., perhaps the most discrimina

ting essay on these words which can be found.
j-

R.] The adjective TT a a 77 f, &quot;all,&quot;
denotes all

the various relations and situations of lowliness

and meekness ;
the former must manifest itself

in both intellectual and ethical spheres, before

God and men, the latter toward friend and foe,

under violations of our own rights and property
as well as those of our neighbor.

&quot;With long-suffering, //era paKpoffvfiiag,
is co-ordinate in form with the other two, stand

ing closely connected, yet taken up by itself.

Long-suffering (Matt, xviii. 20, 29; 1 Cor. xiii.

4; 2 Cor. vi. 6: Gal. v. 22) is a manifestation

of meekness
;
much depends upon it frequently

in the life of a church. Hence it accords with

the context to distinguish this by a second fierd

and to conjoin it to the other terms. [The word

means, not taking swift vengeance or inflicting

speedy punishment, though it becomes more

general in its sense=forbearance of every kind.

The pointing of the E. V. is correct, making the

phrase a separate clause. Besides the objection
which Braune urges below against connecting it

with what follows we may add, that thus the

phrase would receive undue emphasis and the

parallelism of the participial clauses be disturbed.

R.]
Forbearing one another in love [avex&-

uevot aAAtj?.av ev a}dtrif\. We would ex

pect the accusative here instead of the nomina
tive : irapaKaku v a a f TrtpuraTfjaat d v e x u f-

v o v f. It is not however the vuac.,
&quot;

you,&quot;
which

* [2K denotes coherence, often with the same idea of as

sistance; nerd refers to an accompaniment or attendant.

!-

f [TBENCII properly objects to CHRTSOSTOM S proud humility,
which shows itself in his definition of the first term:
&quot; making ourselves small when we are great,&quot; defining it

rather: &quot;the esteming ourselves small, inasmuch as we are

so: the thinking truly, lowlily of ourselves.&quot; The second
term is more than yrnttfnrss. to which Braune and HonoE
seem to limit it ; it rests on the former as its foundation, ac

cepting (i..d s dealings in humility, anil manifesting itself

toward men, because they are His instruments. R.]
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Is to be more closely defined, but the
&quot;walking,&quot;

not the subject, who should walk, but the predi
cate, how the walk is to be conducted

;
the two

participles (here and ver. 3) do not then present
secondary and additional thoughts. The pas

sage is continued as though, in accordance with
the sense, irepiTrarf/aaTe were to be read. So
i. 18; Col. iii. 16; ii. 2, 10. WINER, p. 532.

Av E % 6 pevoi are those who endure the inju
ries and sins of others; avo%f/ is the action of

HaKpodvfj.ia, &quot;long-suffering,&quot; which as the dispo
sition, virtue, is to be perceived in the former.

Comp. Rom. ii. 4; 2 Cor. xi. 1; 2 Thess. i. 4.

AvsxeaOai is the active forbearance, inrofiKveiv the

quiet endurance. TITTMANN, Syn. I. p. 194.

The genitive dAA^Awv, &quot;one another,&quot; refers

to the fact, that each one, who has to endure
from another, gives occasion also for endurance ;

&quot;

long-suffering&quot; is well aware of this.

In love, f v a y a TC ?/. This shows at once
that the forbearance should not be mere cold

ness, indifference, obtuseness. Love should be
the element of the endurance

(iii. 18). Aliorum

injirmilates sequo animo ferimus, nee ob ea, quse
nobis in proximo displicent, ab ejus amicitia recedi-

mus, sed PERSONAM constanter amamus, etsi iritia in

odio habeamus (CALOVIUS). Hence &quot;in love&quot; is

not to be joined with what follows (OLSHAUSEN) ;

nor are we besides this qualification of &quot; for

bearing,&quot; to take &quot; with long-suffering,&quot; as still

another such (CALVIN, RUECKERT, HARLESS,
STIER and others); for the

&quot;forbearing&quot; is the

act of the &quot;

long-suffering,
&quot; and the latter is not

therefore the attendant (fj.~d) of the former, but
its ground, its cause; a forbearing without love

is conceivable and actually occurs, but never
without long-suffering and yet in love, since

love, according to its very nature,
&quot; suffereth

long&quot; (fiaKpofofiel,
1 Cor. xiii. 4). Still less al

lowable is it to join the first //era with avexofisvot

(BENGEL). [MEYER properly urges against this

view that it makes an abrupt, instead of an easy,
transition from the general :

&quot; walk worthy,&quot; to

the special: &quot;forbearing one another.&quot; R.]

Ver. 3. Earnestly striving to keep [airnv-
f5aoi&amp;gt;r?f T ?/ p e 1

1&amp;gt;].

The participle is to be

regarded grammatically like the preceding one.

[&quot;This
clause is parallel to the preceding, and

indicates not so much, as Meyer says, the inward

feelings by which the a.vf%EaQai is to be charac

terized, as rather the motive to it, and the ac

companying or simultaneous effort&quot; (EADIE).
R.] It describes the zealous striving (LUTHER:
be diligent), as Gal. ii. 10; 1 Thess. ii. 19. The

present infinitive rypelv denotes the continued
maintenance which is necessary every day, since

dangers constantly approach. The idea of the
verb refers to retaining possession of property,
which has not first to be gained. Etiam ubi nulla

fissura est, monitis opus est (BENGEL).
The unity of the Spirit, rf/v v6rr)-a

r o v TTvev/uurof, not rov voof, is the unity
which the Holy Spirit effects. So CHRYSOSTOM :

TO TrvEVfia roi f yevei nal rptirroif diatyopotf diecrrjKO-

rag evol, and most. It is not the unity peculiar
to the Spirit, which needs not to be preserved by
us (SCHENKEL), but the unity and concord of the

Church and its members, and indeed only that

which the Holy Ghost works; that accomplished

by the spirit of the age is not the object of zea
lous preservation (TTJPEIV), but only of purifi
cation. [The genitive is that of the originating
cause (EADIE, ELLICOTT) rather than a possessive.
The reference to the human spirit is altogether

inadmissible, yet is advocated by ANSELM, ERAS
MUS, CALVIN, ESTIUS, RUECKERT, and others.

In the bond of peace, e v r & avvSsany
r//f Eip?/V7ff. This defines more closely the
&quot;

keeping
&quot; which is the object of the &quot;earnestly

striving,&quot; and in the same way (ev) as in ver. 2

(&quot;forbearing&quot; &quot;in
love&quot;),

since something
depends upon the motive and mode of preserving

unity.
The very &quot;unity,&quot;

which is &quot; of the

Spirit,&quot; required and wrought by the Spirit, can
be fostered, furthered and preserved in a carnal

manner, from political and egotistical grounds.
Against this our phrase is directed. Ooi wfoj/zof,
with the exception of Acts viii. 23, occurs only
here and in the Epistle to the Colossians

(ii.
19 ;

iii. 14) ; to vers. 2, 3, Col. iii. 13, 14 are evident

parallels. There &quot;love&quot; is &quot;the bond of per-
fectness,&quot; hence a bond well adapted to preserve
the unity of the Spirit.

&quot;

Peace&quot; is indeed itself a
condition corresponding alike with

&quot;unity&quot;
and

&quot;love;&quot; it is in spiritual life, and for the Church,
first peace with God, and then that peace of

heart which is undisturbed by the assaults, temp
tations and ills of the world and the flesh, not
even by the disquiet of the conscience

;
and fur

ther with respect to our neighbor, it is peace
with him in love to him, out of love to the Lord
of the Church, the Saviour, to the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ and our Father, and to His
children through Him. Hence love is the bond
which cherishes peace in the Church, and in

such love should that unity be preserved, which
God s Spirit will work in the Church of Christ ;

&quot;love edifieth
&quot;

(1 Cor. viii. 1). Accordingly
&quot;the bond of peace&quot; is love itself (so BENGEL).
The genitive is, therefore, not epexegetical

(BLEEK), nor the genitive of apposition (MEYER,
SCHENKEL); else, as RUECKERT aptly remarks,
the foundation of the building would be sus

tained by a perishable roof, tlie unity of the

Spirit be preserved in or through peace with our

neighbor, while the Apostle says, that the unity
of the Spirit should be preserved in the efficient

strength of the power, which fosters this very
peace; that is love, which has peace through
faith in love, and brings, establishes and retains

peace. Where it is wanting, there is carnal

nature and discord (1 Cor. iii. 3). Accordingly
the preposition &quot;in

&quot;

designates love as the ele

ment in which the unity of the Spirit is to be
maintained

;
hence EV is not=(5m (BLEEK).

[Braune s view takes the genitive as gen. ob-

jecti. It is adopted by BENGEL, RUECKERT, HAR-
LESS, STIER, following THEOPHYLACT. But it is

open to serious objection. It is far from proba
ble that the Apostle would express the notion
&quot;in love&quot; by such a periphrasis, especially as

the parallel clauses are not parallel in the mean

ing of their several parts. Certainly the Ephe-
sians would not have the Colossian Epistle at

hand to suggest to them this sense, and it is not
at all obvious without that suggestion. The as

sumption that h was instrumental may have led

to this view of the phrase (MEYER). On the
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otlr-r hand if the genitive be taken as one of ap

position, defining the &quot;bond&quot; as &quot;peace&quot; (so

FLATT, ()I,MI.U;SKN, MKYKK, EADIE, HODQK, AL-

KOUI&amp;gt;, HI.I.ICDTT), we have an obvious and simple

interpretation, suiting the sense of fv. RUEOK-
ERT S objection really applies only to the instru

mental sense of the proposition. ALFORD :

Peace binds together the Church as a condition

and symbol of that inner unity which is only

wrought by the indwelling Spirit of God. Far

more than the union of Jew and Gentile is meant.

-It.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1 . Doctrine and Exhortation. &quot;The distinction

of doctrinal and hortatory parts must not assume

Hie unapostolical character of that modern fiction,

according to which exhortation is so severed

from doctrinal discussion, as to contain no doc

trine at all. As little as an apostolic Epistle is

a mere doctrinal discussion, so little is an apos

tolic, or even a Christian, exhortation without

doctrine. What the Apostle requires, are not

requirements in addition to and outside of doc

trine, but requirement s of doctrine, if by doctrine

we mean the knowledge of Christian saving truth.

This is the very order, which distinguishes Chris

tian ethics from all other.&quot; The Apostle now
shows his readers, &quot;what the gospel requires,

after he has called to their memories what it has

given them. It requires manifestations of life

from those who had been quickened, not from
the dead. It expecis works of love and right
eousness from those who believe and are justi

fied, from him who has been new-created unto

good works (comp. on ii. 10). It expects good
fruit from a good tree. The opinion that men
can gather grapes of thorns, see works of holi

ness without faith, and make man just before

God without the Redeemer
;
the preaching of

morality and the theory of good works without

faith, all constitute a perversion of Christian

intelligence and of the apostolic order into the

futility and confusion of pseudo-Christianity,&quot;

(HARLKSS). [The Apostle s &quot;therefore&quot; re

bukes both the dogmatism of dead orthodoxy,
and the cry: give us something practical, none
of your dry doctrine. At one time the applica
tion to the firmer was more necessary, but
the tendency of the present day calls for special
attention to the other phase of the matter. When
professing Christians or churches tire of the

facts respecting God s love in Christ (the real

Christian doctrine on which the Apostle s

&quot;therefore&quot; rests), they have already ceased to

be in earnest about the worthy walk. R.]
2. Paul s right to exhort. The exhortation of

the Apostle proceeds rather from the Christian

worthiness of &quot; the prisoner of the Lord,&quot; than
from the apostolic dignity of the ambassador of

the Lord; the latter is more the merely outward,
the former more the inward authority, both be

longing together; the latter could not exist with
out the former and vice versa. The former would
have neither courage nor right without the lat

ter, but the latter would lack fervency, sincerity
and emphasis without the former. The most

winning exordium as well as the most powerful
Amen, is still the Christianity of the servant of

Christ. Vita clerici evangelium est populi. Non
bene auditur, qui non bene diligitur (GREGORY the

Great). There should be no complaint, because
at the present time so much is made to depend
on the person, to this first of all men will look.

3. The calling. With the calling which God
proffers to us, which we have experienced, the

Christian life begins. At first we have only to

hear (horen), then it comes about that we hearken

(zuhoren), and finally we adhere (zuyehoren). Many
are the methods of the call: through God s word
sung or spoken in the sanctuary, in the pictures
of sacred art, in holy action, in the statements
of pious Christians, or in the Scriptures as we
read in the closet, from the mouth of a mother
or a child, from events in the life of others or

ourselves, in the voice of conscience and the im
mediate suggestion of the Spirit, suddenly, or in

the way of gradual consideration, of recollection

of what was previously learned and perhaps long-
forgotten thus often is the call addressed to

each : every one is more than once, yes many
times called by God to Himself. To this the
walk should correspond, to this it should give

testimony.
4. The worthiness of the walk is determined

first and chiefly by the relation of him who is

called to the revelation of grace which intro

duces and regulates the spiritually received,

personal fellowship of grace with God. Thus
the foundation of the Christian life is laid. In
the received benefits and possession lies the germ
of all the blessings of eternity. The great mat
ter is constancy, fidelity, personal fidelity to the

inwardly efficient word of God, to the personal
fellowship with God wrought by the Holy Ghost
who calls us, not to a precept, a law, rule, maxim,
not even to one s own nature and soul; this

comes in as a result of the first, which is the

cause, the basis, the foundation work, followed

by a superstructure of fidelity to the renewed
soul.

5. Lowliness is the first attendant (uerd) of the
Christian walk, beginning after the call of God:
He who hears tne call, recognizes Jesus as the

Christ, feeling. He has more and is more. His

heavenly and Divine fellowship is beyond all our

experience, He knows and explains and presents
the Father s will in overpowering clearness,

strength and beauty, and thus he who is called
ever feels himself to be more insignificant, sinful

and needy. In listening to and looking unto

Jesus, lowliness springs up within him; he be
came a Christian not having this, he did not need
to bring it to Christianity or as a price for it, but

by becoming a Christian he becomes humble, and
that too in the most profound earnestness and

lively sorrow over his own sin and poverty and
weakness. The more the Christian knows and
feels himself to be exalted as a child of God, as
a member of the body whose Head is Christ, so

much the more does he feel himself fro be exalted
without any desert or worthiness, only through
the fellowship of grace with his Creator, Re
deemer and Comforter. He rejoices in his pecu
liar gifts, but only as given, not as profitable or
abused. He well knows, that he is of worth be
fore God, but also that what he is and has is lit

tle in comparison with what he should and
might be and have, that he is an unprofitable ser-
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vant and yet is a child of God, a joint heir with

Christ.

6. Meekness is joined with lowliness. This is

not a soft, yielding natural disposition, nor a

prudent bridling of a passionate nature, but it is

humility applied to the world, not taking offence

at the offences of the world, even though misun

derstood, mercilessly treated, oppressed and per
secuted. This does not estrange her, for she

knows herself. The knowledge and experience
of corruption and of salvation through Christ in

our own heart, produces either no permanent
feeling, or else a common feeling, a fellow-feel

ing, which looks upon him who gives or prepares
offence, as one who is suffering under sin, as un

fortunate, rather than as evil-minded and rejoicing
in sin; accordingly she remains without bitter

ness, because she has herself experienced the

rich grace of God, and perseveres in patien
because she knows God s patience. [It is also

exercised toward God, in submission, which is

the foundation of its manifestations toward men.

-R.]
7. Long-suffering is added as an especial at

tendant of the Christian walk in social life. It

is meekness towards the sins of others, whom we
can punish, meekness, keeping its ground against
a long series of these. She knows out of her own
experience of the long-suffering of God, that sin

is misery, out of which condemning and judging
never helps us, but rather gi ace and mercy, if

one will let himself be helped. Long-suffering
refrains from punishment, that rejects, cuts off,

expels from fellowship and friendship, having
instead entreaty, exhortation, instruction, disci

pline in word and deed. She can lovingly hope,
is lovingly spirited and brave. She bears with
her neighbor, does not weakly yield, does not

stand by coldly and stolidly, nor yet embittered
and in carnal anger; she is not whimpering and

feeble, but strong and heroic in her love, like a

mother or a friend.

8. Unity should be the object of zealous

striving, but only that unity which the Holy Ghost
works. It is not first to be made, is not factitious,

but unity, wrought from above, which we have

only to preserve. Over against this, the Chris
tian must keep at a distance from all party com
binations, which in effect introduce discord and
schism into church-life. But he must also avoid

jumbling together the great variety and wealth

of gifts and powers, and seeking to unite all un
der external form and letter. No carnal strife,

but also no slothful peace, no patched-up, hypo
critical or dead unity.

9. The impulse under which we must endeavor
to keep this peace, is peaceable love, which can
have foes, but is a foe to none, rejoicing in every
gift and creature of God, embracing such and

leading them into the life of the church, employ
ing and enjoying them, as a nation in time of

peace with its various classes, labors and powers,
strives in every direction to perform its task, not

from the motions of the flesh, but from the basis

which God has given, out towards the appointed

goal.
10. Paul conceives of the Church of Christ

above all as a living company of Christian per
sons, not as an institution with all its regula
tions. But the sacredness does not rest upon the

individuals, but inheres in the whole organism,
which the Holy Ghost animates.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Suffer as a Christian, in order to be able to
work in the service of the Master. Show thyself
in deed a servant of Christ, in order in such ser
vice to be able to direct aright in word, those
who are directed to thee. Loosen doctrine from
the precept which it contains, but do not sever
them from one another

; distinguish, but do not
divide them. There is no Christianity without

Christ, and no religion without morality, but at

the same time those ethics are of no value which
have no doctrine behind them. True the con
science is the voice of God, but what were that,
if it were without the Word of God? He who
walks unworthy of his vocation is doubly cul

pable, more than a heathen
;
do not despise the

calling. As a child of man, a son of earth, no
one stands alone and solitary, but with others, aa
child of God also dost thou belong to a family;
take heed thereto! Thou belongest not merely
to the visible, but also to the invisible church.
The three chief virtues of a Christian : Lowliness,
meekness, and long-suffering [Demuth, Sanftmuth,

Langmuth]. Humility is the basis of all Chris
tian virtue: without it all is wicked, however

praiseworthy it may otherwise appear. It is

nothing more than evangelical truth applied to all

cases; a doctrine which does not make us humble
is of no account. Christian practice in walk and
conversation is indispensable ;

it is more import
ant to be skilful in this, than to have special in

sight respecting the theory.
STARKE: Christians have a great and import

ant calling, to walk worthily according to the
commands of their Saviour. that we ever had
this calling before our eyes in all our doings!
Where there is much cross, there much light is.

Tribulation brings experience; he preaches best

who preaches out of his experience. What God
gives and how He gives should satisfy us. Bread
and honor are the twin-portions of our calling.
He lives in no shame, who has an unpleasant
calling, for God has set him in it. Has God or

dained, our pleasure s gained! Without lowli

ness, gentleness and patience the unity of the

Spirit cannot be maintained. All discord, heresy
and schism come from the vices which are op
posed to these virtues. A gentle spirit is the

garden in which patience grows. Unity of the

Spirit, the highest ornament of Christians.

How? should those live in discord, who are

members of one body, of one Head, Jesus Christ ?

But that is the very sign of a corrupted Chris

tianity, that there are so many sects, so much
discord and strife among Christians.

RIEGER: Paul has just prayed so heartily,
now he can exhort so profitably. Have you ne
ver found that after secret intercourse with God
in prayer, your neighbor s heart also inclines

ore to you, and is more willing to receive a
word which is redolent of prayer ? The call en
titles us indeed to the kingdom and glony of God,
out it obligates us also to sanctification, and to

adorn the doctrine of God and our Saviour.

Humility stands in the feeling of her own de

fects, and knows how slowly the growth of the
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inner man proceeds ; hence in meekness she does

not exact too much of others, and in long-suffer

ing does not lose patience, when an enduring
love is necessary in meeting others. Endurance

is keenly felt, but love sweetens it, as we see in

the case of our children, what we can endure in

them, in order in love to help them out of their

infirmities. Endeavor overcomes all difficulties:

only ever revert to confidence in God. Unity in

the Spirit we dare not make, but only keep it.

To maintain peace is better than to maintain right.
HEITBNER: The Christian should be and re

main conscious of the fellowship to which he be

longs: it is a calamity in the Christian church,
that this consciousness has been so greatly ex

tinguished. This consciousness should not be
maintained proudly but humbly, because the

higher the aim, the greater the required perfec
tion, so much the more should each one be con

scious of his distance from it and his weakness.
The principle of the Christian communion is: to

humble ourselves, to become the least, to serve
;

out of this grows meekness, which shows itself

towards those who make the fulfilment of the

duty difficult for us. Endurance presupposes,
that every one has something that is obnoxious
to others. It is necessary, because we ourselves

are troublesome to others, and because we are

all members of one body, and because it is God
who places others by our side. The unity in (he

Spirit is something very different from corpo
rate, external, conventional, superficial unity ;

it

dwells deep within, in the entire will and dispo
sition, it is holy, proceeding from the Spirit, not

from mere prudence, concerning itself about es

sentials, not about non-essentials. From this

we infer what real union is
;
the Spirit alone can

create it, that made by man is as a rule of no
value. SPANGBNBERG says :

&quot; I hold that no one
is a child of God merely because he belongs to

this or that religion [
. e., Christian confession] ;

to him who receives Jesus Christ, power will be

given to become a son of God. In Christ Jesus

nothing avails save faith, which works by love.

He in whom I find this faith is my brother. Is

he of another religion, that makes no difference,
he is still my brother and nearer to me than my
fellow-professors who have no faith. Indeed,
because he is of another religion, in which the

gospel does not shine so brightly, he is to me a
miracle of grace.&quot; The Moravians have been

very unjustly accused of narrow-heartedness.
PASSAVANT : The calling of men was from the

beginning, to live innocently and holily, thank

fully and obediently toward their God. The

calling of the sinner is : to repent, to forsake the

ways of sin, to seek pardon, grace and peace ;
to

turn to the holy and living God, whom he has

long forsaken. The calling of the Christian is

this: internally and externally, with word and
work, with his whole life, in all things, at all

times in the church, before believers and unbe
lievers, to give glory to God the Father in Jesus
Christ. One may endure the faults of his neigh
bor from want of feeling, from mildness of tem

perament, from human good-nature, from earthly

politeness, from temporal policy, from pharisai-
cal hypocrisy; nothing is so common; but it is

rarely done out of real Christian love.

STIER: What is not rooted in humility does

not deserve the name of a virtue. Always and

everywhere this alone is of avail, to cherish the

unity of the Spirit ; thus out of every desolation

a new edifice is formed, without this the most
beautiful structure becomes rotten and finally
breaks.

GEKLACH: Patience manifests itself in the

quiet endurance of injuries, long-suffering, more
in the active maintenance of others in necessities,
even when criminal.

SERMONS on the Epistle for the 17th Sunday after

Trinity (iv. 1-6). WESTERMEIER: Unity in the

Spirit: 1. What is it ? 2. By what means is it

preserved? a) in general (ver. 1); 6) in particu
lar (vers. 2, 3) ;

8. On what grounds should it

be maintained (vers. 4-6).
ZIEL: Endeavor to keep the unity of the Spi

rit! 1. On what this admonition is based (vers.

4-6). 2. How we obey it (vers. 1-3).
AHLFELD: Walk worthy of your Christian call

ing ! 1) Your calling as children of God; 2)

your calling as brethren to each other; 3) your
calling, to derive the power for such a walk from
the right sources. Our joy in the congregation of
the saints. 1) Who are these saints and how far

does this fellowship extend ? 2) What is the bond
which encircles them? 3) What blessing and what

joy do we derive from this fellowship of the saints?

RAUTENBERG : The unity of the children of God.

1) How the Divine call requires it; 2) in what
it consists; 3) from what it proceeds ; 4) to what
it obliges every one.

KAPFF: Endeavor to keep the unity in the

Spirit! 1. Let go what disturbs unity. 2. Hold
fast what confirms it.

HEUBNER: The unity of the Christian Church.

1. Oneness of life: a) Worthy walk, b) brotherly
love, c) peiiceableness. 2. Oneness of faith : a)
in one Holy Ghost, 6) in one Saviour, c) in one

God and Father. The duties of Christian church-

membership. 1. A walk which is worthy of the

call into the church (ver. 1). 2. Specially fra

ternal walk in humility and love (ver. 2). 3. A
concordant, harmonious walk, not mere external
but internal unity (ver. 3), for the fellowship of

the Church is not merely a body, but a Spirit

(ver. 4) ;
it is founded upon one faith in Christ

and one confession (ver. 3) and is perfected in

God the Father. The communion of the saints. 1.

A description : not of a place, nor of a form, but
of love and of faith. 2. How is it established:

not by force, by human power or act, but by the

Spirit of God. 3. Its importance. The equality

of our fellowship in Christianity. 1. Proof: we
have one calling, one Saviour, one Father. 2.

Application: Thanksgiving to God, caution

against pride, consolation for the lowly and

poor, awakening endeavors after this fellowship.
PROHLE: Endeavor to keep the unity in the

Spirit ! 1. Only in sorrow can we receive this

exhortation now-a-days. 2. May it knock loudly

upon the conscience of every one. 3. And may
it bind anew in firm union our hearts and hands.

Forbearing one another in love. 1. Meaning:
a) We should follow after peace, as husbands,
wives, kinsmen, masters, servants, b) This is

possible through lowliness, meekness, long-suffer-

ng. 2. Motive: a) The duty of brotherly love,

b) our own defects ; to-day I must bear with you,
to-morrow you must bear with me.
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2. Three motives to the preservation of the unity in the Spirit.

CHAP. IV. 4-16.

a. The working of the Triune God in the Church.

(CHAP. IV. 4-6.)

4 There is one body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called [as ye were also called]

5, 6 in one hope of your calling ;
One Lord, one faith, one baptism, One God and

Father of all, who is above [over] all, and through all, and in you all [in all].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
i Ver, 6 -[&quot;The Rec. inserts i/u. &quot; (with very slight authority), while D. F. K. L., good versions and a few fathers, 40 cur

sives, read ^ilv; no pronoun occurs in X. A. B. C., 10 cursives. Most fathers also sustain the omission, which is accepted

by nearly all

.

commentators since Lachrnann, the pronouns being regarded as exegetical glosses to confine the

assertion to Christians. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Connection. These three verses are joined to

what precedes without any connecting particle,

.and, as parallel clauses, follow each other with

out any such particle, since the context, being

quite clear, requires none. THEODORET: Travra-

%ov TO ev Kat elf TtdK.KiK.ev etf av/Lufruviav cvvcnrruv

TIJV EKK^r/aiav. BUGENHAGEN : omnia, unde Chris-

tiani sumus, unitate nobis commendantur . The ex

hortation to maintain the unity of the Spirit has

mainly occasioned these verses ; they give a rea

son for it
; yap is wanting however, on account

of the liveliness of the discourse, and for empha
sis.* The objective bases for unity in the Spirit,

to which they have been exhorted, the motives

for such exhortation are stated. f Hence we should

supply Eariv, and not SOTS, as though it were con

tinued exhortation (Syriac, CALVIN, HOFMANN,

Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 127, and others). [Braune s

view is that generally received, and by far the

most tenable. R.]

Ver. 4. Thenatureof the fellowship. There is

one body and one Spirit [ev aaua KOI EV

frvEvua]. &quot;Ev aufia (i.
23

;
ii. 16; Rom. xii.

5
;

1 Cor. xii. 13, 20) designates the totality of

Christians as a corpus myslicum ; it is not=e/c-

Ktyoid, church, which is to be viewed as the ex

ternal phenomenon, the body of Christ is hidden,

but a reality, like the body of nerves, a hidden

reality, which can be traced, making itself per

ceptible, the invisible church, the unity of which

*
[So E VDIE with more correctness than ALFORD and ELLI-

COTT, for though yap is not to be supplied, yet the logical

connection of the assertion is argumentative. It is one of the

rare cases where the grammatical nicety of the commentator
last named has led him somewhat astray. R.]

t [So METER: &quot;Objective relations of unity, to which the

non-observance of the precept in ver. 3 would be opposed.
These are: 1. The Church itself constituted as a unity -i&amp;gt;\ie

body, one Spirit, one blessed consummation, ver. 4; 2. That

by which this constitution of thf. same as a unity has and dots

come to pass one Lord, one faith, one baptism, ver. 5 ;
3.

The supreme Ruler, Administrator and Preserver of this entire

unity one. God and Father, etc., ver. 6. Notice the triple

tri-partite division.&quot; RJ

is emphasized by the Apostle and to be held

fast. Kat ev nvevfj. a is added to designate the

soul of this body, the Holy Ghost, which forms
and moulds the body, and to show that this auua
of Christ is no KTUUO.. He is not speaking there

fore of an ideal invisible church, which does not

actually exist, but of the actual, real essence of

the church, which is internal, but comes into be

ing continuously. It is foolish to explain here,

we should be united penitus, corpore et anima, non

exparte duntaxat (CALVIN and others).
Since Christ s body and the Holy Ghost are

perceptible, not in their essence, but only in

wardly and in their effects and consequences,
Paul refers next to their own experience:
As fe were also called in one hope ofyour

Calling [/caflwf K.O.I K.%T/6}}T EV uia e A-

TT id i TJjq K^Tjaeuq vuuv]. According to the

calling (/c
a 6 wf Kal e/cA^^re), by means of

which he who is called has obtained or can ob

tain knowledge and perception of the
&quot;body&quot;

and
&quot;Spirit&quot; just mentioned! This calling

points likewise
(

a
i)

to the unity, because it is

consummated &quot;in one hope;&quot; as soon as a man
is called of God, he is in the hope of salvation

(aurrjpia, K^ripovofiia) and this hope is one and the

same for each and all who are called, by right,
in tendency and effect. This &quot;

hope
&quot;

belongs so

especially to the being called (i K. 1.
i]
6 n T e) that

it can be termed all along &quot;of your calling;&quot;

hope and calling are not to be separated from

each other. BENGEL is excellent: Spifituts est AR-

RHABO, atque ideo cum ejus mentione conjungitur

SPES HEREDITATIS. They belong together from

the beginning; Paul here however refers to the

history of the origin of church-fellowship which

is to be maintained, whether one looks at the

unity of the church, or of principle, or of aim.

It cannot be said that the calling consists in hope

(BENGEL : h exprimit indolem rei, HARLESS and

others), still less that it takes place by means

of hope (MEYER), or that iv is=eif. WINER,

p. 385.

[See EADIE for a list of prepositions used with

/ca/lew in the New Testament. He, with ALFORD
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and ELLICOTT, rightly supports the usual meaning
of /i here : the element in which the calling took

place. ELLICOTT speaks of this sense of the pre

position as being, &quot;so to say, its theological

meaning.&quot; He takes the genitive as one of ori

ginating cause, but it is rather that of possession,
&quot;the genitive of the correlative noun, suggesting
what belongs to the call anil characterized it,

when t hoy received it. The hope is one, for

it has one object, and that is glory ; one fountain,

and that is Christ&quot; (EAUIE). Efonf is of course

subjective. R.]

Ver. 5. Christ and the union with Him. One
Lord, one faith, one baptism This refers

to the way and the means of salvation. E I f

Kvptog, &quot;one Lord,&quot; is Christ, the Lord par
excellence. See ver. 1

;
i. 21. The word found

in Deut. vi. 4 is now applied in the New Testa

ment to Christ (1 Cor. viii. 4-6). His will has

authority over all. Each one stands equally near

to Him ;
for there is &quot;one faith,&quot; which unites

with Him; faith (i. 1, 15; ii. 8; iii. 12, 17)
unites inwardly to the one Lord, trusts Him as

Lord. Hence there is but one faith, and not

several kinds : Jides, qua creditur ; it is not then

a faith in abstracto (HARLESS), nor the doctrine

of faith (GROTIUS and others) ; for this faith is

actually and efficiently present and a living

power, a believing. [A vast deal of difficulty as

well as of error is avoided by bearing in mind
that TT i a r i ?, &quot;faith,&quot; in the New Testament,
almost invariably means subjective faith (Gal. i.

23 is the only exception, and this perhaps an ap

parent one). The conception of &quot;faith&quot; as a

universal dogma belongs to a later age, and while

it has preserved Roman Catholic uniformity, has

not &quot;

kept the unity of the
Spirit.&quot; So the Apos

tle implies : Because there is one faith, keep
unity, not because we need unity, lay down one

objective Catholic undoubted Christian faith.

Dr. HODGE defends the objective sense here, but

must make limitations which are of necessity in

definite enough to cast doubt on his own view.

Still the context plainly points to the &quot; one Lord &quot;

as the object of the &quot; one faith ;&quot; and in the na
ture of things one subjective recognition of this

eternal truth respecting Christ, this apprehension
of Him in His Person and work, necessarily in

volves a common objective profession of it, and
thus we pass to the third term of the verse, which
is to be regarded as the external sign of faith, and
in one aspect as a profession objectively made.

-R.]
Faith, which is one, begins with baptism,

which is also only one; the former is an inter

nal subjective medium, the latter an objective
one, from without and above; these two factors

make the Lord our own, and us the Lord s own.
Modo baptisiiius modo Jides prseponitur, Mark xvi.

16; Col. ii. 12 (BENGEL). [The order of the

words does not justify this view of Dr. Braune s.

ALFOUD takes the verse as presenting three great
facts on which unity rests, the first objective,
the second subjective, the third compounded of the

two :
&quot; the objective seal of the subjective faith,

by which, as a badge, the members of Christ are

outwardly and visibly stamped with His name.&quot;

To find a reference to one mode of baptism is un
warranted by text or context. R.]

Why the Lord s Supper is not mentioned, is

evident from the context, which contains the
motives for the exhortation, to desire to preserve
the unity of the Spirit. The Lord s Supper is

rather an act of the preserved unity, than a mo
tive for its preservation. It is celebrated by
those who have been reconciled with God and
hold each other to be brethren

;
it does not so

nuch give an impulse to peaceableness, as it is

a result of the same, as a common celebration of

those who have become united together, as an
attestation of the church which has become one
in the Lord. DE WETTE refers to this by inti

mating that the Lord s Supper is not mentioned,
because it is a representation of unity.* The re

ference to the fundamental conditions of the

Christian communion at its beginning is an in

sufficient ground for the omission of this sacra
ment (HARLESS and others). Still less admissi
ble is it to suppose that it is included in the one
sacrament of baptism (CALOVIUS), or in the &quot;one

Lord, one faith
&quot;

(OLSIIAVSEN), or to explain

historically, that there has been as yet no sepa
rate celebration (MEYER), or that this is prophe
tic foresight, since the unity of the sacred feast

would be broken nevertheless (STIER), or because
he did not wish to hinder the manifold form of

the rite (SCUENKEL), or because a definite ex

pression for it was wanting (BLEEK).

Ver. 6. The deepest basis of true unity. One
God and Father of all. Here God the Father
is referred to, after the Spirit (ver. 4) and the

Son (ver. 5) have been made prominent. As
little as God can be disunited with Himself, so

little should you who are His children be among
yourselves. Hence to the phrase

&quot; one God,&quot;

there is added epexegetically : &quot;and Father,&quot;

the genitive &quot;of all,&quot; under which Christ cannot
be included, leading us to understand it as the

Father of believers, of those who have become
God s children in Christ. &quot; Father &quot; cannot then
mean merely

&quot;

creator,&quot; according to the heathen

conception, nor can &quot; of all
&quot; be neuter in this

context. Nam onmes ad unitatem rediguntur (BEN-
GEL), and the following

&quot; all
&quot;

(TT
d v TCJV TC a a

i)

takes up the first one again, referring to persons,
to the members of the Church, who should pre
serve the unity in the Spirit ;

on which account

ver. 7 continues : &quot;to every one of you.&quot;
It is

accordingly neither neuter (IREN.ETS and others),
nor to be extended to men in general (HoLZ-
HAUSEN).

&quot;Who is over all, 6 sir I vavruv, marks
the Ruler, Guardian, Guide (WISER, p. 351)

governing over all (WINER, p. 390). CHRYSOS-
TOM : 7rdi/u irdvTuv, ri/v dtarroTfiav ar/uaivei.

And through all, nal dia TTOVTUV, per
omnes operans (BKNGEL) ;

the individuals are in

struments, means, as Rom. xv. 18; 1 Cor. iii. 9;
Gal. i. 1 : 61 avtipuTrnv oid lijaov. See WINER,
p. 390.

And in all, KOI i v T? aotv, dwelling in all

* [On this question, which seems to have occupied undue

prominence from the sacramental tendencies of many com
mentators, ELLICOTT remarks that if a reason must lie as

signed,
&quot;

it must be referred to the fundamental difference

between the sacraments. The one is rather the symbol of

union, the other, from its single celebration and marked in

dividual reference, presents mure clearly the idea of unity,
the idea most iu harmony with the context.&quot; R.)
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(BENOKL, WINER), filling them, perfecting them

(John xiv. 23). All three qualifications refer to

&quot; God and Father,&quot; hence are not to be inter

preted in a trinitarian sense, of the Father, Son
and Holy Ghost, so that He who is &quot;

through
all&quot; is the Head working through all, and He
who is &quot;in all&quot; is the indwelling Spirit, yet
such a reference lies unmistakably in the back

ground (Rom. xi. 36; 1 Cor. xii. 4-6; 2 Cor. xiii.

13), at all events was not far off, so that HARLKSS
can discover here a recapitulation of &quot;one God,&quot;

&quot;one Lord,&quot; &quot;one Spirit,&quot; which STIER and
others think was intentional. Comp. HOFMANN,
Schriftbeweis, I. p. 201 f., who doubts any refer

ence to the Trinity, but applying it to the Father

not without the Son and the Spirit, excludes no
one Person. The reference to Redemption alone

is clearer, hence &quot;through all&quot; is not to be un
derstood of the all-pervading creative power, nor
of Providence in general.

[While the mention of &quot;one baptism,&quot; with its

Trinitarian formula, suggests the great probabi

lity of a reference to the Trinity in the several

expressions of this verse, which is further favored

by the first and third prepositions, it is far safer

not to press it. The express mention of the &quot;Fa

ther&quot; is against it; 6id can be referred to the

work or office of the Son only by departing from
its proper sense or inverting its relation to the

rest of the verse
(&quot;per quern omnia facia sunt,&quot;

AQUINAS, so OLSHAUSEN), and as EAUIE remarks:
&quot; In previous portions of the Epistle triune rela

tion has been distinctly brought out
; here the

representation is different, for unity is the idea

dwelt on, and it is the One God and Father Him
self who works through all and dwells in all.&quot;

ELLICOTT here confessedly allows doctrinal con
siderations to outweigh his exegetical convic

tions, and it is precisely thus, that those who de

fend the well-grounded doctrine of the church
lose in their contests with those who impugn it.

They attack our exegesis of a passage like this,

and we must defend the doubtful, unimportant
outpost at a disadvantage. One thing is certain

that this passage refers to believers alone, nei

ther teaching God s Fathership of all men (though
ALFORD thinks it is referred to as a lost posses

sion), nor pantheism of any kind. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The unity of the Church. Although iK.KXrjaia

and auua
(X(&amp;gt;iaTw)

describe so nearly the same,
that of the former it is said

(i. 23) :
&quot; which is

his body,&quot; while in Col. i. 24 we read of &quot;his

body, which is the church,&quot; yet the two may be
thus distinguished: the former designates the

church as an assembly of believers, of saints;
the latter as a living organism, the organ of Him
who is the Head, thus with the corpus Chrisli

myslicum, giving more prominence to the inner

concealed side, the unity of the same. Hence
there are indeed &quot;churches,&quot; but no &quot;bodies of

Christ.&quot; The Nicene creed was right in adding:
UNAM to sanctum catholicam et apostolicam ecclesiam

(the Apostles has only: sanctam ecclesiam catholi

cam) ; so the Augsburg Confession, Art. 7 : quod
UNA tancta ecclesia perpetuo mansura tit. Strictly
there is but one Church of Christ, though in

groups of congregations with different confes

sions. No confessional church (though, strictly

speaking, the term is a misnomer) is the Church
of Christ, it is only a church by the side of oth

ers, through which the body of Christ extends
itself.

2. The distinction of the body of Christ from the

Spirit is indicated definitely enough by their being
placed side by side, yet the latter at the same time

gives prominence to the church as the working-
place of the Spirit.*

3. The call, when accepted and effectual, be

gins within the called, not with a mere promise
which he receives, but with &hope corresponding
thereto, so that the objective call of God and the

subjective acceptance of the man come together,
and he from the very beginning knows and feels

himself to be shown out of the lower sphere of
life into the higher one.

4. Christ is the One Lord, and no faith in Him
is genuine, except it be in Him as Lord. It ia

not sufficient to believe the Master or Teacher;
it is not enough to feel and deem ourselves scho

lars, hearers, disciples. The Christian must be

servant, subject of Christ, not merely to hear or

listen to Him, but to belong to Him, to hearken
to Him, to obey, to follow Him as His vassal, at

tendant, servant. No human dignity, in the

history of our lives or of the world exceeds the

dignity of Christ: He is the one only Lord; who
gives Him up, must give up faith and the fellow

ship of the church.
6. Baptism, with which faith begins (regenera-

tio priecedit fidem) imparts the germ of the new
life, the beginning of the gift of the Holy Ghost,
the principle of faith in the subject, as at birth,

upon coming to the light of the world, man is

endowed with reason. It is not merely a sym
bolical act, nor a mere prophecy of the cleansing
which begins later, but it is the incorporation
into the body of Christ, animated by the Spirit,

implantation into the soil of divine life. [This
is the Lutheran view, approaching, in its esti

mate of the objective grace of this Sacrament,
the position of Romanism and Anglicanism.
Certainly the fact that baptism is mentioned at

all, puts it into an exalted position, from which

unchurchly Zwinglianism would degrade it. But
it is not placed before faith, nor is there here

any warrant for the assertion that faith begins
with baptism. The Reformed or Calvinistic view
is most in accordance with our passage. See

Heidelberg Catechism, Questions 69-74; Belgic Con

fession, xxxiv.; Westminster Confession, xxviii.;

comp. especially Romans, p. 2U6, Doct. Note 3.

While there is no reference to the one mode of

baptism, there is probably an allusion to the fact

that baptism is not or should not be repeated.

-R.]
* [HODGE :

&quot; There are many [&amp;gt;assages
to which the. doctrine

of the Trinity give* n sacred rhythm, though the doctrine it.

self is not directly asserted. It is so here. There is one Spi.

rit, one Lord, one (Jodand Father. The unity of the Cliurrh

is founded on this doctrine. It is one, because there is to us
one Cud the Father, one Lord, one Spirit. It is a truly niys-
tical union; not a mere union of opinion, of interest, or of

feeling; but something siiperiiatur.il arising from a common

principle
of life. This life is not the natural life which be

longs to us us ereatures ; nor intellectual, which belongs to

us as ratirmal beings; but it is spiritual life, called elsewhere

the lit- of liod in thr soul. And a- this life is ,-0111111011011 the

one hand to Christ and all His members, un.l on the other to

Christ and (iod, this union of the Church is not only with

Christ, but with tho Triiuio tiod.&quot; E.J
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6. Ood, thf F&amp;lt;ithrr of b lievers, is not far from i house, one family, one home to which you hav

them, over them, but near to them, disposing been culled ; you all hope for one heaven, and in

concerning them, working through them, yes, the same heaven to obtain a common inheritance,
in them, as in a temple, furnishing His an identical blessedness and glory in the hea-

work as in a work-shop. God is a I ernon, who
not only rules throughout the universe, but gives
to His own a special personality.

7. The Atheist denies the Father, the Deist the

Son, the Pantheist the Holy Ghost, because he

substitutes for it the unholy
world&quot; (BAADBR).

spirit of the

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ever return from multiplicity to unity, and in

freedom to obligation; but never let your view

of the unities be disturbed. Do not hold faith

higher than baptism, penetrate into the commu
nion of the Church until you reach the Spirit
which is its soul, and do iiot sunder the Lord
Jesus and God the Father!

STARKK : There is but one Church, which re

ceives life and movement from the Holy Ghost,
and hence but one ship, with which we can sail

into the haven of bliss; all other vessels destroy
and drown. Christians are all equal in the fel

lowship of heavenly possessions, and no one has

a better God, Christ, Spirit, Faith, etc., but what
one has, the others have also, although one may
have a greater enjoyment of such possessions
than another.

RIEOEII: The body of Christ is ruled by one

Spirit ; one Lord gave Himself for the Redemp
tion of all

;
out of one Word of truth and of faith

are we convinced ; one baptism is the door of en

trance for us into the kingdom of God. There
fore God administers such a government of love

over all, that as much as possible equality is esta

blished ; out of his property every one can con

tribute something to the common benefit: as God
on the other hand so gives Himself to be enjoyed

by each, that he dare not look too anxiously upon
others, still less through secret envy render diffi

cult his keeping peace with all. HEUBNER, see

Ilomil. Notes on the preceding section.

PASSAVANT : There is one path, one goal, one

venly life. &quot;I do not know, how it happens,
that we glory in being the children of God so

confidently and yet at the same lime forget bro

therly love.&quot;

STIKH: Where there is still body, there is also

Spirit that is the Apostle s great thought.
Baptism and Faith belong together : 1. As faith

is the subjective appropriation, so baptism is the

objective representation of the same
;

2. Faith
takes out of the Lord s hand, in baptism we have
the firm foundation and beginning from the Lord.

I confess that I find the one faith on the Lord
in many a [Roman] Catholic with the hearty joy
of fraternal agreement, and in many a zealot for

the pure Word and Sacrament I might look for it

with pain and in vain.

[EAIME :
&quot; One baptism

&quot;

is the result and ex

pression of the &quot; one faith
&quot;

in the &quot; one Lord,&quot;

and, at the same time, the one mode of initiation

by the &quot;one Spirit
&quot;

into the &quot;one body.&quot; All
this unity is but the impress of the great primal
unity one God. Christ s claim for the preser-
vation of unity is upon all the church unity
of present connection and actual enjoyment not
a truce, but an alliance, with one living and cog
nizance not a compromise, but a veritable in

corporation. HOIXJE : All sins against unity are
sins against the Holy Ghost. R.]

[Seven times does the word &quot;one&quot; occur in

these verses, but the middle term is &quot;one Lord,&quot;

next on either side &quot;one hope&quot; &quot;one faith.&quot;

How great a unity results from &quot;one faith,&quot; the
same trust of the heart on the &quot;one Lord;&quot; one
creed often leads and always permits us to chop
logic and split hairs, but where the &quot;faith&quot; id

one,&quot; hearts are one, and no earnest Christian
has failed to notice how quickly this manifests
itself. It is a comfort to come back from the

jars of the church of to-day and the wars of the

church of the past, to the simple truth : There
is one body: but here too faith is required.

ft. The gift of Christ to individuals.

(CHAP. IV. 7-10).

7 But unto every [to each] one of U3 is given grace [was the1

grace given] accord-

8 ing to the measure of the gift of Christ. Wherefore he saith, When he ascended
9 up on high, he led [a] captivity captive, and 2

gave gifts unto [to] men. ([omit

parenthesis] Now that he ascended, what is it but that he also descended first [omit
10 first]

8 into the lower parts* of the earth ? He that [who] descended is the same
also that [he it is also who] ascended up far [omit far] above all [the] heavens,
that he might fill all things.) [omit ) ].
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 7. [The article is omitted in B. D.i F. G. L., a few cursives, by Lachmanii; bracketted by Alford; inserted in N.

A. C. D. K., accepted by Tischendorf and most recent editors. The omission was probaWy due to the TJ wliich precedes, and
gome glosses still further sustain its genuineness. The order of the E. V. is altered for the sake of retaining the article, and
was substituted for is, to bring out the force of the aorist. R.l

Ver. 8. [Kai is omitted in X- A. C.2 D.l F., versions and fathers; rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf (ed. 2), Ellicott.

It is found in (tfec.) K. 3 H. C.1 * D.3 K. L., nearly all cursives, versions (Syriac, etc.), fathers; accepted by Tischendorf (ed.

7), Meyer, Alford, Hraune. As it is wanting in the LXX., the internal evidence seems to decide in its favor; an insertion

for the sake of connection is not probable. Sec Extq. Notes for the text of the original Hebrew and the LXX. R.]
8 Ver. 9. [The Kec. inserts irpu&amp;gt;Tov, on the authority of K-3 H. C.8 K. L., cursives, versions and fathers; it is not found in

K. A. C. D.i
F.&quot;,

and is rejected by modern editors as an explanatory gloss. R.J
* Ver. 9. [The authority for M. e p rj is much stronger than for irpiaTov (X. A. B. C. D.3 K. L., nearly all cursives, a few

versions and fathers), though it is open to suspicion as an explanatory gloss, and is rejected by Tischendorf, Meyer and Elli

cott (omitted in D.1
F., most fathers). It is however retained, on account of the strong uncial support, by Lachmann, Scholz,

RUckert, Alford and Brauue. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 7. Every one is cared for by Christ. But
to each one of us, evl fie ^/cdcrr^ f/puv.

Antithetical to &quot;

through all and in all,&quot; in or

der to explain it and to give prominence to the

subjective condition, which is a motive for the

preservation of unity ;

&quot; of us &quot; holds fast to the

circle of Christians, of believers; it recalls iii.

20 :
&quot; in us.&quot; After the seventh &quot; one &quot; and the

fourth &quot;all,&quot; prominence is given to the special

izing of what is common to all, to what is pecu
liar to the individuals. [Henca evl in addition

to EKaari.). R.] It cannot be referred to

teachers (PASSAVANT), or to extraordinary
Christians (BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS), or to the re

lation of Jewish and Gentile Christians (OLSHAU-
SEN). Each has a part in salvation, and should

prove it in concord; each has a part in salva

tion, and hence should be treated in a fraternal

manner.
Was the grace given [k86f)ri // *d /&amp;gt;*{].

The verb stands first for emphasis : Every one

has received, no one has it of himself; each has

to recognize that, for himself, in order not to be

proud, for another, in order not to despise or

avoid him. That which was given by Christ is

&quot;the grace,&quot;
God s grace, which is active and

noticeable in Christianity,* and of which he has

already spoken in ver. 6 (HABLESS) ;
or the grace

imparted
According to the measure of the gift of

Christ [K a r a TO // e T p ov r
f] f 6 u p af r o v

Xpiarov]. One kind of grace is given, and

yet very differently. It is given by Christ
;

hence the genitive Xpiarov is the genitive

subjecti, on which account we find in ver. 8 :
&quot; and

gave gifts,&quot;
ver. 11 : &quot;and He

gave,&quot; accordingly
that gift which He has given, not received (OE-
DER in Wolf). He gives to each individual, to

one more, to another less, to each the entire

grace, but in peculiar form, with differently ma
nifested strength, efficacy and tendency ; hence
&quot;

according to the measure of the gift of Christ.&quot;

[&quot;

In proportion to the amount of the gift which
Christ gives&quot; (ELLICOTT), the first genitive being
a simple possessive genitive, and the second that

of the agent, or both being subjective. STIER

tries to combine the ideas of giving and receiving

in the phrase: &quot;of Christ.&quot; &quot;The rule is not
our merit, or our previous capacity, nor our

asking, but His own good pleasure&quot; (HODGE).
-R.]

Christ has power thereto ;
Vers. 8-10. a) The

quotation (ver. 8). b) The further exposition and

application (vers. 9, 10).
Ver. 8. Wherefore he saith. Ai6 denotes

that in the quotation there is a reference and

proof, f. e., for &quot; the gift of Christ;&quot; as will ap
pear. We most naturally supply ?/ ypavt/, the

Scripture, with Ac/ei, &quot;saith&quot; (Jas. iv. 6;
Bom. xv. 10; Gal. iii. 16; 1 Cor. vi. 16: 0?ff/v),

and not 6 6e6f (MEYER, SCHENKEL), or 6 Myuv
(BLEEK : the writer). [The fact that Paul fre

quently supplies // ypa&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ij (Rom. iv. 3 ; ix. 17
;

x.

11
; Gal. iv. 30

;
1 Tim. v. 18) is against Braune s

view
;
for in some of these passages there is a

reason for its insertion (see Romans, p. 314), and
as the Scriptures are God s Word (MEYEII), the

natural aim and obvious subject is 6 Oeof. So

ALFORD, ELUCOTT and most. R.] The quota

tion is from Psalm Ixviii. 19: JT3tf

* [The aorist points to a definite act: &quot;by Christ, at the

time of His exaltation when He bestowed gifts on men &quot;

(Alford). &quot;The grace,&quot; as the article is to be retained has

some shade of a transitive force, denoting the energizing

grace which manifests itself in the peculiar gift (ELLICOTT)
rather than the spiritual gift itself and the influence, function,
r office flowing from it (HODGE). R.J

: D1X3 rnjj^O nnpS &quot;1W LXX.: amifiaf etc.

i&amp;gt;i/iof T/xfiahurevaac alxftaTuuotav ^aj3ef 6uuara kv

avt)pu-(f&amp;gt;.
In Paul it reads :

&quot;When he ascended upon high he led a

captivity captive, and gave gifts to men,
dva/3df elf v ip o f T] % f* a/.ur eva e v ai % f*a-

/t G) a iav nal i J u ne 6 6 p a T a role, a v 6 p tj-

TTOIC. The citation is unmistakable up to the

last clause : Paul has used the third person in

stead of the second, because he would mark the

application and not merely quote ; but in the last

clause he substitutes &quot;give&quot;
for &quot;receive,&quot; and

the dative roZf dvdpuiroic. for iv dvOpuiru.

The article is found in the Hebrew, in the Ka-

mets, and in the singular, the general idea, which
Paul expresses by the plural, inheres. Accord

ingly there remains but three variations of any

consequence: Hp7, hafifidveiv, to receive, what is

in itself inadmissible, didovai, to give; instead of

DliQ, the dative, which is not represented by

3, but by S, and the added Kai. What in the glo

rious Psalm is said of God, whose triumphant

doings on the earth are praised, and who takes

up His abode on Mount Zion, in His sanctuary,
to which the people festively draw near, and whi

ther the Gentiles also will come, this the Apostle
here applies to Christ. David sang of the ark of

the covenant, which, after a great victory, was
transferred (STIER) or brought back (HENGSTEN-
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BERG) to Zion. In this fact he sees the principle
of the history of the Kingdom of God, appearing
in ever widening circles and nobler manner; the

fact is to him it type of tue method and course of

the Messianic kingdom. Hence the general view

(vers. 2-7 and 2
.)-3&amp;lt;i)

and the reminiscence of the

journey through the wilderness from Sinai to

Ziou (vers. 8-1
.)).

So that the Apostle is perfectly

justified in finding the singer s eye directed to

wards Christ and thus interpreting it. The

height (&quot;on high&quot;)
in the Psalm is first of all

Zion (ver. 16, 17; comp. Jer. xvii. 12, 23; xxxi.

12; xxxiv. 14, where D1&quot;1D is spoken of Ziou);
but this is a type of heaven

;
of the most holy

height, on which account the Apostle has heaven
in his mind (ver. 10).* By &quot;captivity,&quot; al^ua-
huoia, according to Judith ii. 9; Ezra vi. 6 ;

Rev. xiii. 10, we must understand captives, a

troop or group of them, and not prison, captivity

(LuxHKR). This the parallelism which follows

in the Psalm (LXX.: axeitiovvTeq, Vulgate: non

credentes) teaches us; indeed the next clause
(f./.a-

ftef 66fiara ev dvtfpwTw) indicates plainly

enough that the notion of alxnakuaia is that of
a turba captivorum, a crowd of captives, since the

passage speaks of gifts in the man (in the human
race), in men, presents consisting in men, whom
He received and bore with Him into the same
sanctuary. f This however the Apostle does not

simply take up in his quotation, does not place
it after the first clause without any connecting
particle, but with nai, which denotes advance,
something further, passes from the quotation
over into the meaning: and He gave. For what
God conquers, overcomes, leads with Himself,
takes to Himself, makes His own, He does not
wish to retain for Himself, but He transforms it,

endows it, and makes it a gift: His captives be
come His servants, Israel s servants. He makes
the enemies and antagonists of His theocracy its

servants. So in a higher sense Christ; He made

*
[The inspired and prophetic character of the Psalm, and

its antiquity are undoubted (see HITZKJ, HENGSTE.NBERO, I)E-

LITZSCH, against HE \VETTE and EWALD). It was probably
composed after a battle, and quite as probably (against EA-
DIE) &quot;at some bringing up of the ark to the hill of

/Ami,&quot;

which took place after a victory (HK.NOSTENBERO: taking of

Kabbah, I Sam. xii. 20). ALFORD, with reference to the re
turn of the ark. says: &quot;It is therefore a Messianic I salm.

Every part of that ark, every stone of that hill, was full of

spiritual meaning. Every note struck on the lyres of the
sweet singers of Israel, is but part of a chord, deep and world
wide, sounding from the golden harps of Redemption. The
partial triumphs of David and .Solomon only prefigured as in

prophetic mirror the universal and eternal triumph of the
Incarnate Son of God. Those who do not know this, have yet
their first lesson in the Old Testament to learn.&quot; Coinp
Doctr. Note. 3. R.J
t [In the revision by Four Anglican Clergymen, captires

is substituted for captivity. &quot;A captivity&quot; is a literal render
ing which points to the concrete sense. As regards this con
crete sense, there is little difference of opinion, the only
question being: Who are the captives? Obviously enemies
who have been overcome, either (a) men who become His
servants, those referred to in roll av0purro&amp;lt;.s (Untune,
following some fathers, HARI.KSS, OLSHAUSKN and others), who
were previously prisoners of Satan (thougli Uraune does not
bring this out

,
or

(l&amp;gt;) Satan, sin, death (QamMMK, UE.VQEL,
MKVKU, SriEK, EADIE, ALFORD, HODOE, EI.LICOTT/; CALVIN
*. ,-K-. to combine the two. The former view greatly lessens
the difficulty in the last clause of the quotation, helping to

justify the substitution of the notion of i/irini/ tor that of re-

cci !/;;/ in the original passage. But this very fact hi\~ it

&quot;pen to su-pii-ion ;i- an &amp;gt; \ I^MS I ran emergeiiey. The Other
view is favored by ( ,.1. ii. !. (though not to he limited by the
rcterriicH there), it preserves the analogy of the comparison,
and gives a forcible meaning. Other views have been sug
gested, but not very probable ones. K.I

10

Saul Paul, the enemy and destroyer of His church
an Apostle. God s taking, receiving, points to a

subsequent giving, Christ 3 giving to a previous
receiving. Thus the taking of gifts in men passes
over into a giving for men, and the citation from
David s Psalm the Apostle interprets as referring
to Christ. ]5y &quot;men,&quot; roZf avOpuiroic., w
must understand chiefly men conquered by Him,
His men, to whom He has given gifts of grace,
that they themselves may and can become gifts
for men in wider circles (see ver. 11; Acts ii.

33).
After all this, it cannot be said that the citation

is not from Ps. Ixviii. 19, but ex carmine, quod ab

Ephesiit cantitari sciret (SroRR, FLATT), or that
Paul did not know the exact words (KUKCKERT),
nor nonnihil a genuino sensu detorsit. de suo adjecit

(CALVIN), or to invent an exegetical tradition
from the Targums (which were made not earlier
than the third century, and the Syriac and Ara
bic versions, altered to accord with the Apostle,
and to suppose the Apostle had followed this

(HOLZHAUSEN, MEYER and others). Nor should
we go beyond the context, and find a reference,
as in Col. ii. 15, to Satanic powers, which He has
led captive (CHRYSOSTOM, BEZA, CALOV., BENCEL,
STIER and others), since this docs not comport
with the Apostle s interpretation, or to the souls

released from Hades (Esxius, DELIFZSCH, Psy
chology, p. 358, and others), since enemies are

spoken of. Finally we cannot infer from this

passage in the Psalms and the use Paul makes of
it this difference between the Old and New Tes
taments, that in the former God receives gifts
from or among men, but in the latter gives to men
(SCHENKEL).

[The real difficulty of this verse lies in the form
of the last clause. That Paul quotes from the
Psalm which has a Messianic reference, that
Christ is represented as returning victoriously to
heaven with a crowd of captives, is evident, and
occasions no difficulty. But as the point of the
section is Christ s giving to men, it is singular that
the words: &quot;gave gifts to men&quot; are not found
in the Psalm, which says: &quot;received gifts

among men&quot; (DIN^ lit., in theman), oras Braune

takes it, &quot;consisting in men,&quot; i. e., the captives.
Dr. J. A. ALEXANDER (Psalms, in loco): &quot;To re

ceive gifts on the one hand and bestow gifts on the
other are correlative ideas and expressions, so
that Paul, in applying this description of a theo
cratic triumph to the conquests of our Saviour,
substitutes one of these expressions for the other.&quot;

If this be deemed satisfactory, and Braune s view,

which obviates the difficulty in D1X2, be accepted,
the solution is complete. But if the latter be re

jected (see footnote on aixfuduaiav), then we can
render the original passage: &quot;has taken gifts

among men&quot; (the collective sense is clearly cor

rect) and consider the whole phrase recast by the

Apostle to express the correlative idea which is

at hand, and which is contained in the further,
fuller, and deeper meaning of the Psalm, here

succinctly, suggestively and authoritatively un
folded (ELLICOTT). This seems to be more satis

factory than to attempt to prove that the Hebrew
expresses this meaning. It may be admitted that
it isoften=rfa;irfaMm^*i &amp;lt;(as

EADIE clearly proves)
but that it means this in the Psalm in question it
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rery doubtful. The same view would rendei

DHX3, // men, which becomes to men, after the be

stowiil of the gift. See KADI E in loco. R.]

Ver. 9. Now that he ascended, TO 6 1

av k
{Iri,

taken from the dvaSdf. [Not the word
which does not occur in the passage quoted, bu
the predicate, which is contained in avafid

(MEYER). The os introduces a slight cxplana
tory transition; not strictly & proof ( HODGE, EL
LICOTT, following HOFMANN and MEYER) of the
correctness of the Messianic application of the

passage cited, but a further explanation of wha
it means as thus applied. MEYER now (4th ed.)
gives up his former view, remarking that such a

proof was unnecessary and illogical, since th&amp;lt;

subject of the Psalm in its Messianic fulfilmen

was self-evident, and God Himself is conceived
of in the Old Testament as 6 /cara/3df. R.]
What is it [What docs it imply] but that

he also descended [rt eanv ei
fj.rj

i

xal K art
/?&amp;gt;?].

Tt err/v==what is thereby ex

pressed (Matth. ix. 13; John xvi. 17 ff.; x. 6)?
&quot;On KOI nark ft TI, He has not merely ascended,
but has also previously descended

;
the former

presupposes the latter. Thus heaven is indicated
as His original dwelling-place (John iii. 13) and
His Person as that glorious, helping One, who
can and will give gifts. [So MEYER. It is im

possible to understand the verse otherwise than
as indicating heaven to be the point of departure
and the place of return for Him who descends
and ascends. The doubt respects only the place
whither He descended and whence He ascended.

R.]
Into the lower parts of the earth, eJf TO.

tca-uTepa HEprj T i) $ ytjg. This closer defi

nition of the descending evidently indicates the

depths of the lower world, the subterranean
world, which is below the surface of the earth

;

the genitive is partitive, governed by fie prj.
The thought occurs in a variety of forms (Phil.
ii. 10: KaraxOoviuv; Acts ii. 27, 31: elf adrjv ; 1

Pet. iii. 19: kv QvhaKrj). The expression here

corresponds to aroJraro rfjq yfji; (Ps. Ixiii. 10),

grammatically r?/f yijs might be tho genitive
of apposition (WINER, p. 494), like elf TO inpoc, TOV

ovpavoi) (Isa. xxxviii. 14). It is also true that
the context up to this point would permit us to

refer the phrase to the earth alone. But the

following TO, Trdvru (ver. 10) and the design of
the Apostle to show the power of Christ, require
the fullest justifiable meaning of the expression,
and hence the application to Hades. There is no
reference to burial (CHRYSOSTOM and others),
nor in accordance with Ps. cxxxix. 15 to the
mother s womb (CALIXTUS and others).

[This interpretation of the phrase: &quot;the lower

parts of the earth&quot; is the one anciently received,
current among Romanist expositors, and adopted
more recently by BENGEL, RUECKERT, OLSHAU-
SEN, STIER, TURNER, WORDSWORTH, ALFORD and
ELLICOTT. The other view: the lower parts,
viz., the earth, is accepted by the majority of

modern commentators, such as CALVIN, GROTIUS,
HARLESS, DE WETTE, HOFMANN, HODGE and EA-
DIE (who gives a full statement of views and a

good defence of this interpretation). It may be
remarked that while one class of expositors may
have been led to the one conclusion by a desire

to sustain the article of the Apostles Creed:
&quot;He descended into hell,&quot; the other may havt
been quite as much influenced by a fear of favor
ing the Romanist appendages to that article.
Both views are alike grammatical, for while the
positive would more naturally express the latter
sense and the superlative the former, we have here
the indefinite comparative, which may mean
either. Doctrinally either view is admissible,
while the considerations mentioned by Braune
perhaps make the ancient view the preferable
one. On Christ s descent into Hades, see Dr.
SCHAFF S note, Matthew, pp. 228-229, and
LANGE and MOMBERT, First Peter, pp. 63 f., 67-
72. ZANCHIUS, BARNES and others favor the
notion that the phrase signifies, in general, low
liness or humiliation, a view altogether untena
ble, because opposed to the context, and an
unnecessary departure from the literal mean-
ing.-R.]

Ver. 10. He who descended, he it is also
who ascended [6 /carc/?af airdf EOTIV
Kal 6 dvafidf]. Both thoughts are here
brought together, without ovv, in a lively, joyous
manner, marking the identity of the Person. K a-

Tti(3df stands first, having the emphasis, and a v-

6s [lie, emphatic], not o avrdg [the same, as in
E. V.], gives prominence to the Person, who
ascended out of the deepest depths, above all
the heavens, virepdvu rrdvTuv TUV ovpa-
vQv; the strongest antithesis to ver. 9. Under
the term &quot;heavens&quot; there is no necessity for

reckoning either three (HARLESS and others)
according to 2 Cor. xii. 2, or seven (MEYER and
others), according to the prevalent Jewish opi
nion.* Similar expressions: Heb. iv. 14;
vii. 26.

That he might fill all things, Iv a TT^IJ-

uarj rd Trdvra. The Apostle thus gives the
motive for what he has presented [in ver. 71.
There is nothing into which He cannot penetrate,
^omp. i. 23. Td Trdvra designates all regions
into which He can carry His gifts, can penetrate
with His grace and glory, all regions and all

jersons within them.f There is no reference to
i fulfilment of Old Testament prophecy ( ANSELM,
ioi-PE and others), or to the completion of the
ivork of Redemption (RUECKERT and others) ;

nor is it to be limited to Christians (BEZA, GRO
TIUS, SCHENKEL and others), for He rules also

among and in His enemies (Ps. ex. 2). CHRY
SOSTOM is excellent: TOVT6 EGTI

TTJ&amp;lt;; ivEpyeiac. av-
TOV Kal Tf)q &amp;lt;5e&amp;lt;77Tomaf, that He lets none slip, gives
o every one, who has permitted himself to be

lonquered ;
the gracious and efficient presence

if Him, the God-man, is thus established, and
er. 7 explained.

[ALFORD: &quot;It is natural that one who, like St. Paul, had
i brought u]&amp;gt;

in tho Jewish habit of thought. should still

their method of speaking.&quot; But this does not imply an
cceptation of such a division of the heavens

; rather this:

Whatsoever heaven is higher than all the re.st which are
ailed heavens, into that place did He ascend&quot; (Bisn. I EAR-
)N in ELLICOTT). R.]

f- [So HODOE, EADIK, ALFORD and KLLICOTT. Even Dr.
raune does not attempt to justify the use made of this pas
age to defend the doctrine of the ubiquity of Chri-f- l.o.ly
Form. Gmcord.). On Which ELLICOTT aptly says : &quot;Christ is

erfect God, and perfect and glorified man ; as the former H&
present en:ryw/iere, as the latter Ue can be present an]f
tere.&quot;R.]
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The iilinxi/iirnti-i/ andfreedom of the individual

is as little altered by the gift of Christ s grace as

the former is of itself able to replace the latter

by its own self-originated development. There
must be giving, and indeed in thjs there ia neces

sary a repeated proffering, making receptive or

preparing, appropriating and preserving; the

Lord offers ten times before we once receive, ac

cept, take ; so little does the Lord limit the free

dom of the recipient. With
the^/&amp;lt; (Gabe), how

ever, a task (Anfffabf) is at the same time ap
pointed to the recipient: he must use it, gain
with it. The gift does not obliterate national,

corporate, local, temporal, individual differences,
but purifies and ennobles them. Temperament
and natural mental powers, talents and inclina

tions arc only refined, directed, moved and used
for the Lord s kingdom and our own salvation.

&quot;It is self-evident that the gifts of grace are not
mere developments of the natural talents of the

man, but this does not deny that they are

planted in a natural talent&quot; (KAHNIS, Lehre vom
heil. Geist I. p. 72).

2. Christ is the Lord, who gives. He has fought
the fight of Redemption, and stands as a conqueror
there; has overcome as the Lion of the tribe of

Judah, and as the Lamb of God, who bears the

eins of the world. He can give to every one and
He is willing to do so. His ^pia/^a, by means of

which He makes men Christians, is a xdpiaua,

grace in a special manner adapted to the indivi

dual. Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 8 ff.

3. Respecting the internal connection of the Old
and New Testament, as well as for Hermeneutics
and Homiletics, much can be deduced from the

application of this citation from the Psalms in our

passage.
a. &quot;The Apostle knows that what the Old Tes

tament contains, the New Testament must also

contain, only in a more glorious manner. Comp.
2 Cor. iii. 7-11. He knows that however differ

ent according to the different relations, which
are indicated in the very character of the Old
Testament revelation, it still inheres in the na
ture of this unity of the two revelations, to bear
witness of this unity to those who can and will

seek it. All that was written aforetime was
written eif rj/Lterepav didaaKa/iiav (Rom. xv.

4).&quot;

HARLESS. Besides the definite prophecies, there
are in the Old Testament enough types and things
typical of Christ and what has taken place in and

through Him. What occurred in the people of
Israel and is narrated as history or sung by holy
men of old, is something pointing to the future ;

while at the time indeed it ia accomplished fact

or acute sketching of a living person, yet beyond
this it has a validity for the Messianic period, so
that when this comes in it is related to it as ama
to

a&amp;lt;Jfj.a,
shadow to body. In the Old Testament

the Logos is concerned, but concealed, in all; in

the New Testament manifested openly in all glory,
full of grace and trut h. The Jehovah of the Old
Testament is the Redeemer in the New. Comp.
RIEHM. Lehrbei/riff des Hebrderbriefs, I. p. 131 ff.

b. Hf.rmeneutics should perceive and show forth,
in the acts of God narrated or sung in the Holy
Scriptures, His administration, both going back

to seek the preparatory and prophetic types, and
forwards to point out the advancing accomplish
ment. But there must be a distinction made be

tween what the passage to be expounded ex

presses as the sense and meaning of the writer,
and what the deed or person, so simply and

transparently described, signifies in the kingdom
of God, in His people, of which signification the

writer may be entirely unconscious. The

knowledge which looks back to the guidance of

youth is the knowledge belonging to Christianity;
the guidance of youth is the history of the Old
Testament theocracy ;

the veil which rests on the

guidance of youth disappears with the knowledge
of manhood in Christ (2 Cor. iii.

4-16).&quot;
HAR

LESS. Every important poet, every skilful artist,

may first perceive in the later inspection of his

work thoughts therein, of which he neither was
nor became conscious in making it. So in the

Scripture often enough is there more than the

writer had in his consciousness. [Comp. Exeg.
and Doctr. Notes, Galatians, iv. 19-30. Even
EADIE, who is most earnest in the effort to prove
that the Apostle cites from the Psalm in accord
ance with its original and exact sense, says:
&quot;Our position is, that the same God is revealed

as Redeemer both under the Old and New Testa

ment, that the Jehovah of the one is the Jesus of

the other, that Psalm Ixviii. is filled with imagery
which was naturally based on incidents in Jew
ish history, and that the inspired poet, while de

scribing the interposition of Jehovah, has used

language which was fully realized only in the

victory and exaltation of Christ.&quot; R.]
c. Homiletics may and should place the biblical

history of the Old and New Testament, as a con

crete manifestation of a Divine thought or of Di

vine guidance and ways, which enclose love and
wisdom for men, besides others in the present
life of the world or of individuals, in order to

place these latter in that true light, which the

former gives. For God and the Saviour Jesus
Christ is the same in the Old and the New Testa

ment, and at all times, ours as well, in His Church.
GAUPP (Homiletik I. p. 174) calls this the tropolo-

yical view. [Admitting both the usefulness of

teachings drawn from analogy, since analogy,

figure, type, etc., all indicate the harmony of the

Divine will in Creation, Providence and Redemp
tion, and the propriety of such extensions and

applications of the Old Testament on the part of

an inspired Apostle, we must remember that

our tropological exposition is not authoritative,

and that we can base no doctrine or precept upon
it, but only use it to elucidate established doc
trine or enforce plain precept. R.]

4. The Christoloyy of this passage. It says that

Christ is originally in heaven; there is His eter

nal dwelling-place. But He betook Himself into

lowliness and penetrated the universe even to the

lower regions, in order to fill all with His glory.
He works as King, dispensing victoriously, where
He has wrought as champion. His pre-existence
is taken for granted, while we are especially

taught His eternal activity of grace in all direc

tions and for all times and for every man.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Only take what Christ gives thee; thou needs*
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envy no one. Thankfully recognize what He
|

forgotten the One Great Giver in the gifts and
has given to another; it benefits thee also. Do gifted, looking with especial astonishment to this
not be satisfied with the natural endowments of i teacher, with especial love to this benefactor,
your nation, your class, your family, or your in-

J

with especial admiration to this hero; a virtual
tellect ; let them be sanctified, purified, pene- j idolatry. The main blow and the victory for all

trated by grace in Christ. The most highly time and for eternity took place in and with

gifted natural man is always smaller and poorer ;

the death of Christ in and with His Resur-
than a living Christian (GOETHE, TERSTEEGEN). I rection.

Christ is King, Lord; His sword is His word,
but this is a sword. He has descended into the

deep as a Redeemer : thy sin is not too deep and

thy heart is not too bad : He can fill it.

STARKE : Each member must be contented

with his measure of gifts, received without pride,
shared without envy. Dear Christian, wilfc thou

ascend with Christ and reach His glory, then

must thou first descend and suffer.

RIEGER: No one has all, and no one need be
concerned lest he come away entirely empty.
The origin of all gifts is to be found especially in

the exaltation of Christ, which began with the

victory over the rulers of darkness, over the

principalities and powers who held us captive,
who were themselves taken captive in the deep

path of Christ s humiliation, and in the moment
of Christ s death, when they believed they had

gained the mastery over Him, must find and feel

Him to be their Conqueror and Destroyer.
HEUBNER : The diversity of gifts as respects

degree and subject, should not occasion boasting
or envy. In working together for the Kingdom
of God there can be no envy ;

where there is

envy, there the labor is for personal advantage.
Christ s Kingdom embraces also the invisible

Kingdom of God. Would this be conceivable,
were He a mere man?
PASSAVANT: It has ever been the indiscretion

and folly of men in the world, that they have

STIER: Each for himself and all together
have to walk the same way in Christ. The gifts
of Christ are themselves at the same time men

;

all gifts of grace are pre-eminently official

gifts.

[EADIE : Ver. 7. The law of the Church is

essential unity in the midst of circumstantial

variety. Each gift in its own place completes
the unity. Ver. 9. Reproach and scorn and con

tumely followed Him as a dark shadow. Perse
cution at length apprehended Him, accused Him,
calumniated Him, scourged Him, mocked Him,
and doomed &quot;the man of sorrows&quot; to an igno
minious torture and a felon s death. His funeral
was extemporized and hasty; nay, the grave He
lay in was a borrowed one. He came truly &quot;to

the lower parts of the earth. &quot;-^Ver. 10. But as
His descent was to a point so deep, His ascent is

to a point as high. His position is the highest in

the universe. R.]
[HODGE: Ver. 7. To refuse to occupy the

place assigned to us in the Church, is to refuse
to belong to it at all. Vers. 9, 10. All other

comings were typical of His coming in the flesh,
and all ascensions were typical of His ascension
from the grave. It is God clothed in our nature
who now exercises this universal dominion; and
therefore the Apostle may well say of Christ,
as the incarnate Gpd, that He gives gifts unto
men. R.]

c. The organization and organism of the Church.

(CHAP. IV. 11-16.)

And he gave some, apostles [some to be apostles] ;
and some, prophets ; and

me, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers ;
For [Unto]

1 the perfecting of

11

12 some,
the saints, for the work of the ministry [or of ministration], for the edifying [build-

13 ing up] of the body of Christ : Till we all come in [unto] the unity of the faith,

and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect [full-grown] man, unto the

14 measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ: That we henceforth be no more [To
the end that we be no longer] children, tossed to and fro [tossed as waves], and
carried about with every wind of doctrine [teaching], by [in] the sleight of men,
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive [in craftiness tending to

15 the system
2 of error] ;

But speaking [holding]
8 the truth in love, may grow up into

16 him in all things, which [who] is the head, even Christ :* From whom the whole

[all the] body fitly joined [framed] together and compacted [,]
5

by that which

every joint supplieth [by means of every joint of the supply], according to the ef

fectual [omit effectual] working in the measure of every [each several] part,
6

maketh increase [the growth] of the body unto the edifying [building up] of itself

in love.
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

l Ver. 1 J.
[
I ntn is substituted for the preposition for, to indicate the difference in the Greek prepositions. In order

to,

vith ,i i-if if
/&quot;,

would express one view of the meaning of the verso, but unto suits the view of Dr. Untune better. Ministra-
tinn is preferable to ministry, since the latter U now confined by usage to the office of the preacher and pastor. Building up
i^ Savm. filil iiiii l Latin. K.J

1 Ver. H. [X. H- 1 U- 1
*&quot; K. L. support the form fietfo&ax, adopted by Tischendorf (ed. 7); but n cOoSt ia v (Rix.) la

preferable, &quot;as changes in orthography which may be accounted for by itacism or some mode of erroneous transcription
must always be ie, , i\e.l with caution&quot; (Kllicott;. The periphrasis is necessary to express the force of irpd. R.]

a Ver. 15. [See Exeg. Notes, especially the additional footnote. R.]
4 Ver. 15.

|
The article is found in the Sec., N. 3

1&amp;gt;. F. K. L., most cursives, and is accepted by De Wetto
;
but it is omit

ted in K i A. B. C., and rejected by Lachmann. Tischeudorf, Alford, Kllicott (now by Meyer). It occurs with Xpiaros 31

times, and is omitted in .

r
&amp;gt;:i instances (Kllicott). R.]

6 Ver. 16. [The view of the connection taken in the Extg. Notes requires the insertion of a comma here, to indicate that
the subsequent phrases qualify the main verb. The less usual form: 9vvftkfta.96ll.tvov is sustained by X. A. B. (?) C.

D.1 F. Q., adopted by Tischundorf, Kllicott and others. Comp. iii. 0, where the usual euphonic changes in the prefixed pre
position are ignored in the best MSS. factual is omitted to avoid conveying the impression that the working is God s K-

cpyia. R.]
Ver. 16. [A. C., some versions and fathers sustain the reading /ueAov?, but it is probably a gloss occasioned by o-u/un;

ttepous is found in X. U. 1). F. K. L., and accepted by all recent editors. R.]
t Ver. 1C. [Jt. D.1 i . read avTou, but c a v T o u is sustained by most authorities. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 11. Christ s gift for the Church. And he
gave [K at avrbq ifiunev].

&quot;And&quot; joins with

what precedes (&quot;
that he might fill all thing? &quot;),

what follows, which has the former as its aim.

As the clause of design (ver. 10) refers to the

beginning (ver. 7 :
&quot;

according to the measure
of the gift of Christ&quot;),

so the clause &quot;he gave,&quot;

aiirbq ed&amp;lt;JKv, refers back also (ver. 10: a v-

rdf, ver. 8: tdw/ce, ver. 6:
&amp;lt;560rf).* A.vr6g

gives emphatic prominence to the Person of the

Giver, the Exalted One: He and none other.

Ipse, summa potestate; and repetitur ex v. 10. Mi-
nistri non dedere se ipsos (BENGEL). It is not=6
avr6f (SCHENKEL), nor is e^uKe=edETo (THEO-
PHYLACT, HARLESS) in accordance with 1 Cor.

xii. 28. [EADIE remarks (and ALFORD approves) :

The idea is, that the men who filled the office,

no less than the office itself, were a Divine
gift.&quot;

R.] Nor should the aorist be pressed, so as to

express only something momentary, passing ;

Paul is himself included, as one whom the Ex
alted One gave to be an Apostle ; the historical

fact is indicated. CALVIN has justly said: et sus-

citat interdum prout temporum necessilas postulat,

although he accepts the first three classes of of

ficers as belonging only to the beginning of the

Church (Institutes, IV. 3, 4).

Some to be Apostles [rovf fiEv airoa-
rd A o uf]. Toi)f /J.KV,

roi f 6e is not=viov, some

[i.
e , some Apostles], since this is only a nume

ral, while the former expression points as a de
monstrative to definite persons, whom He has

prepared to be the gift, and given as an oar 6-

A o v f. &quot;Apostles
&quot;

are those immediately called

and equipped by the Lord to extend His work ;

they were especially endowed by Him, and had

personally great advantages and prerogatives.
First of all there were twelve ; after the apostasy
of Judas, Matthias was chosen by the disciples
somewhat precipitately, before the day of Pente-

*
[EU.ICOTT : &quot;There is here no direct resumption of the sub

ject of ver. 7, as if vers. 8-10 were merely parenthetical, but
a regression to it; while at the same time the auros is natu

rally and emphatically linked on to the OVTOS of the pre

ceding verse. This return to a subject, without disturbing
the harmony of the immediate connection or the natural se

quence of thought, constitutes one of the high excellences,
but at the same time one of the chief diffieulties in the style
f the great Apostle.&quot;- B.J

cost, while Paul was called by the Lord Himself
as the twelfth.* Still Barnabas was called an
apostle in connection with Paul (Acts xiv. 4, 14)
and others also (Rom. xvi. 7; 2 Cor. viii. 23;
Phil. ii. 25), hence thia is not an abuse of the
term (BLEEK), so that one might thus name those

men, chosen and specially endowed by the Lord,
appointed to found churches, as Boniface the

Apostle of the Germans, Egede the Apostle of

Greenland, Ziegenbalg and Schwartz the Apos
tles of India.

Some prophets. &quot;Prophets&quot; are
(ii. 20;

iii. 5) men, who receive revelation (airoKdhinbif)
from God, and, perceiving God s will and thought
with clearness, announce the same with discre

tion and power; the prophet is pdvTis, as far as
he has revelation (1 Cor. xiv. 2G) ;

the latter be
comes a prophet through interpretation; &quot;gloss-

arily&quot; (to be distinguished from the Pentecostal

miracle) is a morbid species of prophecy (1 Cor.

xiv. 27
ff.). They appear in Acts xi. 27; xiii.

1
;
xv. 32

;
xxi. 10. They are concerned, not so

much with the future (BENGEL) as with the eter

nal. To them correspond in the progress of ages
those theologians with more profound insight
into God s truth and will, as well as into the

character and course of His Kingdom, such aa

Luther. [Comp. the excellent note of EADIE in

loco. HODGE : &quot;As the gift of infallibility waa
essential to the Apostolic office, so the gift of

occasional inspiration was essential to the pro
phetic office.&quot; R.]
And some evangelists. &quot;Evangelists,&quot;

such as the deacon Philip (Acts xxi. 8; viii. 4-

12), nepiiov-es iK-f/pvTTov (THEODORET), as travel

ling missionaries f (NEANDER), but also in per-

* [On the position of Matthias, comp. i. 1 and Acts (in loco).

EAPIE thus enumerates the ewential elements of the aposto-
late: 1. That the Apostles should receive their commission

immediately from the living lips of Christ. 2. That having
seen the Saviour after He rose again, they should l&amp;gt;e qualified
to attest to the truth of His resurrection. 3. They enjoyed
a special inspiration. 4. Their authority was therefore su

preme. 5. In proof of their commission and inspiration,

they were furnished with ample credentials. G. Their com
mission to preach and found churches w;is universal ami in
no sense limited. This statement, approved by ALFORD and
ELLICOTT, involves further : That they have no personal suc

cessors, can have none ; that no supreme authority exists in

y ecclesiastical office, unless that office be the Apostolate.
See further, Galatians, i. 1-5, Doctr. Notes; Romans, p. 59.

t [Dr. HODOE, in an excellent note here, remarks that the

prevalent view at the time of the Reformation (gee CALVIN M
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mancnt positions (2 Tim. iv. 5
; comp. 2 Cor.

viii. 18), in consequence of their own view of the

facts of the Gospel (John xvi. 26
ff.),

or mediate
tradition (Luke i. 1-4). It must not be referred

to &quot;those writing the Gospel&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM) ;

BENGEL also goes too far in ascribing to them

prseterita; they have to do with the life of the

Lord in prophecy and fulfilment.

And some pastors and teachers, rov?
d IT o i u E v a f K al f5i&amp;lt;5a&amp;lt;r/cd/loi&amp;gt;f. JE
ROME : Non ait, alias autem pastores et alias ma-

gistros,,ted alias pastores et magistros, ut qui pastor

tit, esse debeat et magister et nemo pastoris sibi

nomen assumcre debet, nisi possit docere quos pascit.
BENGEL: Pastores et doctores hie pinguntur, nam

pascunt (and regunt) docendo maxime, turn admo-

nendo, corripiendo, etc. The pastors are=:7r/&amp;gt;oZffrd-

(isvoi (Rom. xii. 8), who have the office of Kvflep-

vijaic. (1 Cor. xii. 28) and must be &quot;apt to teach,&quot;

didoKTtKoi (1 Tim. iii. 2; 2 Tim. ii. 24; Tit. i. 9),

they are
&quot;bishops,&quot;

iwiano-KO!. (Acts xx. 28).
Ot ard n-67i.iv /cat KUUJJV dtjxjpiauevoi in distinction

from evayyefaaTai (THEODORET). BLEEK takes

them as distinct; and he is right to this extent

only, that the &quot;teachers&quot; are not always &quot;pas

tors;&quot; it is as &quot;apostles and prophets&quot; (ii. 20;
iii. 5); hence despite this distinction, they form
one category beside the previous ones.

[There has been much dispute whether these

terms refer to two classes of stationary church

officers, or to one whose twofold duty is indi

cated by two titles. The latter view is favored

by the absence of the distinctive rovg de, and is

accepted by AUGUSTINE, JEROME, BENGEL, HAR-
LESS, OLSHAUSEN, MEYER, HODGE, EADIE and
ALFORD.* The former is accepted by THEOPHY-

LACT, CALVIN, GROTIUS, NEANUER, DE WETTE,
STIER, though the definitions of the distinction

vary greatly. ELLICOTT says:
&quot; The TTOIUEVEC, (a

term probably including EiriaKoiroi and trpeafivTE-

poi) might be and perhaps always we
but it does not follow that the converse was true.

The ^apiaua of KvfttpvnaLC. is so distinct from that

of 6idaffKC*,ia, that it seems necessary to recog
nize in the J5dffK?.ot a body of men (scarcely a

distinct class) who had the gift of didaxf/, but
who were not invested with any administrative

powers and authority.&quot; Is the teacher then the

parish schoolmaster or the professor of the

ology ? or a preacher who does no pastoral
duty ? The Reformed Church polity has usu

ally recognized the distinction
(
Westminster Di

rectory, Constitution of Reformed [Dutch] Church

loco] regarded this term as applied to &quot; vicars of the Apostles,&quot;

such as I.uke Timothy, Titus. This is altogether untenable,
and no doubt arose from the effort, made by CALVIN and
others, to prove that all the offices referred to except that of
&quot;

pastors and teachers,&quot; were of a temporary nature, and thus
to establish the principle of &quot;

parity of the clergy.&quot; R.]
*

[ALFORf&amp;gt;
remarks that the figure in iroinitVes, if pressed,

would imply that they were entrusted with some special
flock, which they tended ;

and then the &quot;teaching&quot; would
necessarily form a chief part of their work. EADIE says the
former term implies careful, tender, vigilant superintendence
and government, being the function of an overseer and
elder. The official name eiruricoTros (&quot;bishop&quot;), he adds, is

O9ed by the Apostle in addressing churches formed princi

pally out of the heathen world (Ephesus, Philippi, Crete),
while wpecr/3uTfpos (&quot;

elder
&quot;),

the term of honor, is more
Jewish in its tinge (Acts, Epistles of James, Peter and John).
&quot;

Speaking to Timothy and Titus, the Apostle styles them
elders (and so does the compiler of the Acts, in referring to

spiritual rulers); but describing the duties of the office it-

lelf, he calls the holder of it emVicoiros.&quot; B.]

in America, etc.), but practically it has amounted
to nothing, as indeed little good has ever re
sulted from the attempt to reproduce accurately
as jure divino those distinctions which expositors
discover in the offices of the primitive Church.
It may be remarked that while this phrase shows
that every pastor ought to be a teacher, putting
the former phase of duty first, it will ever be
the case that through native endowment some
ministers are better adapted for one part of the

duty than for the other, though there is no war
rant for total neglect of either, or for appoint
ing in one congregation one minister to be pastor
and another to be teacher

;
for the latter would

nowadays take undue precedence of the former.
Those who are &quot;

teachers,&quot; in our sense of the

word, are also in the most important sense

&quot;pastors.&quot; R.]
It is unmistakable that these four categories

above named, so divide themselves, that the first

three do not belong to a single congregation, but
to the whole Church or a number of congrega
tions, the last however is definitely appointed to

one congregation. A gradation from higher to

lower is noticeable also, in this manner, that the

higher includes the lower grade or grades. Thus
Jesus is called and calls Himself &quot;

Apostle
&quot;

(Heb. iii. 1, after Jno. xx. 21); &quot;Prophet&quot;

(Matt, xiii. 57; Luke xiii. 33; Acts iii. 22 ff.,

vii. 37) ; cvayyeh6fuvo{ (Luke iv. 18, 43; xx. 1) ;

&quot;Shepherd,&quot; iroi/uqv (Jno. x. 11
;

1 Pet. ii. 25) ;

&quot;Teacher&quot; (Matt, xxiii. 8; Jno. xiii. 14). Ac
cordingly BENGEL says: Cum summis gradibus
conjuncti poterant esse inferiores ; omnes Apostoli
simul etiam vim propheticam habuerunt. Sed pro-

phetse et evangelistie non simul etiam Apostoli
fuerunt. Finally it must be noticed, that the
offices themselves are not named here, and that

in distinction from 1 Cor. xii. 28, the official

persons stand in the foreground as gifts, in Co
rinthians the gifts of office, the offices themselves

falling into the back-ground in both cases. See

further, Doctr. Notes 1, 2.

Ver. 12. The immediate aim of the activity of the

persons in office. [Note on the relation and de

pendence of the clauses of this verse. There is

great difference of opinion, but of the various
views those numbered (4) and (5) are most wor

thy of consideration. Braune adopts (4) ; but

(5) seems to be preferable.
1. The clauses are taken as co-ordinate (CHRY

SOSTOM, ZANCHIUS, BENGEL, E. V.), but this is

opposed by the change of preposition, and in

that case we would have a different order, the

second clause would come first.

2. The trajection (GROTIUS, KOPPE and others),
which actually put that clause first, is altogether
unwarranted.

3. The second and third clauses are taken as

parallel (by HARLESS and OLSHAUSEN), but as

dependent on the first, in a partitive sense: some
to teach, others to be edified. But there is no

thing to indicate such a sense, and it is logically
inadmissible, since the &quot;saints&quot; of one clause
and &quot; the body of Christ&quot; of the other are iden
tical.

4. Braune follows ERASMUS, DE WETTE, MEIER,
FLATT, RUECKERT, SCHE.VKEL and many others,
in taking the second and third as dependent on
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the first, or rather the second dependent on the

first and the third on the second. The meaning
tlii-n is: &quot; For the perfecting of the saints unto
nil that variety of service which is essential

unto the edification of the body of Christ.&quot; As
this view is fully presented below, the objections
to it alone require mention at this point. These
as urged by MEYER are : a. That as the context

treats of offices in the Church, it is improper to

enlarge the meaning of dtaKovia beyond that of

official service (Rom. xi. 13; 2 Cor. iv. 1 ; vi. 3;

comp. Acts vi. 4; 2 Cor. iii. 7 ff.
; ix. 12, etc.).

b. That with such a meaning navruv would have
been so essentially necessary with dy/wv, that it

could not have been omitted. These objections
are sufficiently strong to lead him to adopt the

next view.

5. The second and third clauses are taken as

c &amp;gt;-ordinate, and dependent on ata/ce,
&quot; he

gave;&quot;

the first expressing the more ultimate and final

purpose (Tpdf) of the action, the other two the

more immediate end (f). This view is adopted
by ALFORU, ELLICOTT, HOUQE, EADIK (2d ed.),
and gives this sense: &quot;He gave Apostles, etc.,

to fulfil the works of the ministry, and to

build up the body of Christ, His object being to

perfect His saints.&quot; So HOFMANN substantially.
The great objection is the strange order which

place the more ultimate end first, but as the

difficulty seems to inhere in the Apostle s own
choice of prepositions, it is not decisive against
this view. While preferring it, I would not in

sist on its correctness, but, leaving Dr. Braune s

notes as they stand, add in footnotes the require
ments of this interpretation. R.]
Unto the perfecting of the saints (Vpof

TOV KarapTiofiov TUV dytwv]. lip df
marks the end aimed at, viz.: &quot;the perfecting of

the saints.&quot; Karaprifffiof, occurring only here,
like KardpTiats in 2 Cor. xiii. 9 designates the re-

establishment of an affair, so that it is aprtc^

(only 2 Tim. iii. 17, reAof, various reading),
integer, as it should be (1 Cor. i. 10

;
2 Cor. xiii.

11
;
Gal. vi. 1

; 1 Thess. iii. 10 ; Heb. x. 5
;

xi.

3
;

xiii. 21 ; 1 Pet. v. 10). Non potuit honoriji-
centius verbi ministerium commendare, quam dum
hunc illi effectum tribuit (CALVIN). Through the
ministers of Christ the Christians should become
complete, perfect.* For what purpose ?

For the work of the ministry [or of
ministration, eif epyov 6 KIKOV I a?].
Hence there is no thought of merely external
increase (PELAQIUS, BEZA). E I f marks that for
which the saints should become expert, com
plete. The nouns, without the article, have here
a more general meaning: tpyov indicates the

efficiency of the fiiaKoviac;, and the latter denotes
that every work which it does, is a service to

our neighbor and then to the whole. Aianovia is

a general service (2 Tim. iv. 11; 2 Cor. xi. 8).
This meaning is demanded here by the context,
the connection with the saints, the members,
each one of which has his office (Rom. xii. 4)
and needs the other (1 Cor. xii. 21). Comp.

* (Ho IUK irivcs the following meaning!) which have been
suggested hen-: 1. The completion of the saint*

(&quot;the num
ber ut the elect&quot;). 2. Their renewing or restoration. :!.

Their redaction to order and union as &amp;lt;&amp;gt;M.. body. 4. Their
preparation tor service- (to Hramie). fi. To their&quot; perfecting.
The last he prefers, as is required by the vi-w taken of the
relation of the clauses. K.J

2 Tim. iii. 17: irpdf TTO.V tpyov ayaftiv i^rjprta^~

vof. It must not be referred to church service,
ecclesiastical office, the diaconate in a technical

sense (MEYER).* Comp. on ver. 10.

For the building up of the body of
Christ, etf OIKOO o (Jirjv TOV ffw/zarof TOV

XpiOTov.-f The aim of the
&quot;ministry&quot;

is

again subjoined with the preposition elf. So

great is the significance of the preparing of Chris
tians through the ministers of the Church to

ministering activity in the congregation ! The
body of Christ is there, it exists, but new mem
bers are continually incorporated in it, it extends
and increases

;
hence both of the figures derived

from the body (i. 23; ii. 20-22) are included.

LUTHER is very good :
&quot; that the saints may be

fitted to the work of the ministry, that thus the

body of Christ may be edified.&quot; Accordingly
the three clauses are not co-ordinate (CHRYSOS-
TOM, BENGEL and others); nor are the two sub

joined with eic co-ordinate (RUECKEKT, MEYER,
HARLESS and others), nor yet dependent on

MWACC, as some think, while others make them

dependent on KarapTia/idv. Quite as little can
we accept a trajection of the second number
before the first (GnoTius, KOPPE and others).

[See above for a classification of opinions. R.]
Comp. Doclr. Note 3.

Ver. 13. The end of the perfecting. Till we
all come [/ze^p* /ca~rt&amp;gt;r ;/o~/zev oi IT dv-

ref]. Mexp 1 denotes the final, highest aim,
not the beginning and entrance of the same,
axpi, but the presence and enjoyment of it

(TiTTMANN, Syn. I. p. 33 ff.). [Comp. Dr.
SCHAFF S note, Romans, p. 181.] K a T a v T //-

aupev, the conjunctive without av denotes sim

ply the future; the verb itself however i=
Qddveiv (CEcuMENius), the arriving at the desti

nation, as frequently in the Acts (xvi. 1
; xviii.

19, 24, etc.),
in a local sense; here and Phil,

iii. 11 however in the spiritual sense, promi
nence being given to the free movement, which
is occasioned, strengthened and animated by the

educating KaTapria/j.6f.^
Under the term oi rrovref, &quot;

all,&quot;=oi aytoi,
as a complete whole, the Apostle includes him-

*
[The term is not to be restricted to the diaconatf, nor to

tlio ministry, i.e., the office of pastor and teacher (HoDOE),
but seems to refer to &quot;

spiritual service of an official nature &quot;

(so MEYKR). Hence ministration is preferable to the more
technical word ministry, though Brauue extends the signi
fication in accordance with his view. On the absence of the
article ELLICOTT remarks: &quot; Aieucoxia may possibly have
been left studiously anarthrous in reference to the different

modes of exercising it alluded to in ver. 11, and the various

spiritual wants of the Church; cpyov however seems clearly
definite in meaning, though by the principle of correlation

(Middleton, Art. iii. 3, 6) it is necessarily anarthrous in
form.&quot; R.]

t [ELUCOTT remarks that this clause is parallel to, hut at
the same time more nearly defining the nature of the epyov.
The article is not required, M edifying generally is the ob
ject. There is no confusion of metaphors, since both words
have a distinct metaphorical meaning, where the original
allusion is in a measure lost. R.]

J [All reference to coming together from different starting-
points, or coming out of previous wanderings is imaginary
(MEYER). KLLICOTT remarks that too much weight must not
be laid on the omission of av as giving an air of less uncer

tainty to the subjunctive, since there was an evident ten

dency in later Greek to omit it in such cases, adding :

&quot; the
use of the subjunctive (the mood of conditioned but objec
tive possibility), not future (as Ohrysostom) shows that th
Karavrav is represented not only as the eventual but as tbe

expected and contemplated result of the &amp;lt;5w&amp;lt;cx.&quot; R.]
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self; it is therefore implied that those in whom
there has been a beginning of nianq (HARLESS),
even the greatest, the Apostles, are in need of

progress towards the goal, are not yet there,

even although in advance of others, but further

their own progress when they labor for others

(Phil. iii. 13, 14; Rom. i. 11, 12). Accordingly
&quot;

all&quot; is not to be extended to all men (JEROME).
BENGEL is excellent : Ne apostoli quidem se puta-
runt metam assecutos, ncdum ecclesia. Semper pro-
ficiendum fuerat, non standum, nedum deficiendum.

Et nunc ecclesia ideam sui optimse non a tergo re-

tpiciat oportet, sed ante oculos habeat, ut futuram,
etiam num assequendum. Notate hoc, qui antiquiia-
tem non tarn sequimini, quam obtenditis.

Unto the unity of the faith, and of the

knowledge of the Son of God, e I f T?JV
ivor i) TO. r

&amp;gt;/ f Trtff-ewf nal rf/f e TT t y v w-

&amp;lt;7 e u f TOV viov TOV deov. The preposition
marks the goal. The repeated article demands

absolutely, that &quot;faith&quot; and &quot;knowledge&quot; be

kept apart as distinct, independent ideas, al

though the genitive which they have in common

(&quot;of
the Son of God&quot;)

occasions a connection

by means of the copulative conjunction.
&quot;

Faith&quot;

designates the immediate possession, &quot;know

ledge&quot;
the assurance obtained by means of

knowing (MATTHIES) ;
the former is applicable

to an ethical, the latter to an intellectual sphere ;

the latter proceeds constantly anew from the

former, the former is itself the permanent be

ginning, the constant principle, not merely an

initiatory stage to be surpassed ; both belong

together accordingly. The unity of both, since
&quot; one faith&quot; is presupposed (ver. 5), refers to

the various degrees of clearness and power in

the individual members (ol mfiref), to littleness

of faith, weakness of faith, want of maturity,
etc. Accordingly the genitive,

&quot; of the Son of

God,&quot; defines both more closely, indicating that

they are as strong, as He possessed them, and
that thus we, being God s children who will

grow up and become educated, should possess
them ; He is the Author and Finisher of our
faith (Heb. xii. 2) and knowledge, thus Example
and Standard. If He is not the object, there is

neither faith nor knowledge at all. Hence it is

the genitive sub/ecti (STIER), not obfecti, as most
consider it. But unity of faith and knowledge
is not meant, either alone (OLSHAUSEN), or in

connection with the other meaning (STIER) ;
we

should rather refer it to the unity of the indi

viduals, of the church-members, which is effected

by ihe faith and knowledge of Christ.

[The view of OLSHAUSEN is, that the unity is

the state in which faith and knowledge are iden

tified ; fides implicita developing into fides expli-

cita (BispiNo). EATHE and ALFORD virtually

accept this as included here, the latter citing
DE WETTE :

&quot; True and full unity of faith is then

found, when all thoroughly know Christ, the

object of faith, alike, and that in His highest

dignity as the Son of God.&quot; But the second

term is not epexegetical of the first, and faith is

not to be lost in knowledge, but abides (1 Cor.

xiii. 13). The strong word eTriyvuais must be

noticed. If any prefer the more common view

of the genitive as that of the object, the follow

ing statement
( HODGE) will be satisfactory:

&quot; Faith -vnd knowledge express or comprehend

all the elements of that state of mind of which
the Son of God is the object a state of mind
which includes the apprehension of His glory,
the appropriation of His love, as well us confi

dence and devotion. This state of mind is in

itself eternal life.&quot; &quot;The unity of faith is now
confined to the first principles ;

the unity of faith

contemplated in this place is that perfect unity
which implies perfect knowledge and perfect
holiness.&quot; R.]
Unto a full-grown man, e2f avdpa r i-

Aecov. The singular marks the unity of the

Church, which grows up into a perfect man.*
Here a &quot;development&quot; (werdenj is spoken of,

which is involved in the K.aravTa v
; the Church,

the body of Christ, becomes a personality edu
cated and completed to the perfect life-degree
of Christ. For reAwof is the opposite of I ^tog
(ver. 14); like 1 Cor. iii. 1 ; ii. 6 and Heb. v.

13, 14, it means one in ripe, full manhood.
Unto the measure of the stature of the

fulness of Christ [elf fiirpov r/hiKiac,
7 v i&amp;gt; IT %TJ p un a T of TOV Xptcrroi]. &quot;Unto

the measure of the stature
&quot;

points to a definite

measure; it does not therefore extend in infini-

tum. H A i K i a from fy.it; , qui adultse et matures

SBtatis esl, certainly designates, as in Luke xix.

2, the stature, the bodily size, elsewhere (Matt,
vi. 27; Luke xii. 25; ii. 52; Heb. xi. 11; Jno.
ix. 21, 23) however, the age, generally the age
of manhood

;
it is, more fully expressed, the

maturity, the full growth, and in accordance
with the context the spiritual maturity (STIER).f
The genitive : TOV TrA^pw^arof TOV XpttT-
TOV, &quot;of the fulness of Christ,&quot; defines more
precisely the measure of the maturity: it is

conditioned by the fulness, the state of being
filled, which comes from Christ, accordingly by
Himself, who lives in it and by His gifts and

powers. We should become perfect, as He, the

Head was, 1 Cor. xii. 12. Hence LUTHER is in

correct: in the measure of perfect age; for

Tr7ir)pu/j,aToq is not to be made an adjective quali-

*
[&quot; Metaphorical apposition to the foregoing member, the

concrete term being probably selected rather than any ab
stract term, as forming a good contrast to the following
j/TJTn.01 (ver. U), and as suggesting by its singular the idea
of the complete unity of the holy personality, further ex

plained in the next clause into which they were united and
consummated&quot; (ELLICOTT). As a curiosity ALFORD cites

from AUGUSTINE (Civ. Dei, xxii. 17):
&quot;

Nrmnutti. propter
hoc quod dictum est, Eph. ir. 13, nee in sexu fcemineo resur-

recturasfeeminas crtdunt, sed in virili omnes aiunt.&quot; R.]
t [As the word undoubtedly means either stature or age,

the latter being more common, or perhaps includes both,
like the German Erwachxenlie.it. the sense here must be de
termined by considerations drawn from the passage itself.

KOPPE, HOLZHAUSEN, HARLESS, MEYER, HODGE prefer the
sense: age, because &quot;full-grown men,&quot; &quot;children&quot; (ver. 14),

point to this ; the phrase which follows is then a character

izing genitive. But measure &quot; seems more appropriately
used in reference to &quot;stature

&quot; and the idea of magnitude is

indicated by the words fulness,&quot; &quot;grow up&quot; (ver. 15) and
by the figure of ver. 16. This sense is adopted by ERASMUS,
GROTIUS, BENGEL, KUECKERT, STIER, EADIE, ELLICOTT, ALFORD.
It may be added that 7rA;pui/u.a does not refer to the Church
(STORR and others), nor to the knowledge of Christ (GRO-
Tius). The genitive TOV XptcrToO is a genitive subjec
tive: Christ s fulness: &quot;This stature grows just as it re
ceives of Christ s fulness; and when that fulness is wholly
enjoyed, it will be that of a perfect man &quot;

(KAWE). Some
of the Fathers referred this passage to the resurrection,

teaching that man shall rise from the grave in the perfect

age of Christ, having the form and aspect of thirty-three
years of age, the age of Christ at His death. See METER,
wh i has a note on the time of fulfilment in which he brings
out his favorite views about the Second Advent and Paul *

expectation of its speedy coming. R.]
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tying tytitia. The explanation: full gracious

!&amp;gt;n

-1 iiru of Christ (II UU.KSS) ia insufficient;

still more so the meaning given by RUECKERT:
Christ stands before us as the ideal of manly size

anil beauty. Whether this goal will be reached

in this life or only in the next, is decided by
T/ar/f in the context, to this extent, that we must
refer it to this life also, although indeed many a

one first attains unto it in the future life, since

this coming to the appointed goal extends through
centuries. Comp. Doctr. Notes 4, 6.

The purpose, vers. 14, 15. a) negatively, ver.

14; b) positively, ver. 15.

Ver. 14. To the end that we be no longer
children [iva ^T/KETI u/iev v/jirioi].
Iva sets forth the purpose, which aims at the

fulfilment of ft TI K T i u/zev vt/TTioi, and
this must accordingly take place before the

goal is reached, &quot;unto a perfect man.&quot; It is

not to be joined to ver. 13 (SCHENKEL),* but to

vers. 11, 12, more particularly to E^UKE, and un
folds wherein the &quot;perfecting of the saints&quot; con
sists. As the Apostle, who, although the most ad

vanced, still in humble sense of fellowship, bears
and suffers in the imperfection of the Church,
includes himself (ufisv), we must not find here
a reproach, but a point or state of transition,
which does not continue, hence UIJKETI, which
does not recall false teachers in Christendom

generally (MEYER). The Gentiles are not yet
v i/ TT i o t ; Christians in their incipiency are such

(Matt. xi. 25; Luke x. 21; 1 Cor. hi. 1; viii.

11; Gal. iv. 13; Heb. v. 13); they should not
however remain so, but advance to ripe man
hood.
Tossed to and fro [as waves] and car

ried about [K / vduvi^6fjievot Kal irepi-
1 p 6 fiev o

*]. This describes more closely the

vrjiTi6T7/G, with reference to appearances and ex

periences observed and felt in the churches, in

clusive of the false teachers who had appeared
and would appear.

&quot; Tossed as waves
&quot;f (fluc-

tuantes, Vulgate), moved as waves, intrinsecus,
sursum deorsum, etiam citra ventum (BENGEL),
&quot; and carried about,&quot; extrinsecus, hue illuc, aliis

nos adorientibus (BENGEL), describes the ready
excitability of the unsubstantial, the immature
(Jas. i. 6; Heb. xiii. 9; Jude 12) ; they are de

pendent on their surroundings, on influences and
insinuations, are moved:

* [SCHENKEL S view is somewhat novel. He takes our verse
it.-, giving the purpose of ver. 13, and to the objection that this

places perfection before the state of childhood answers, that
the last verse refers to the whole Church, this to individuals.
Because the whole Church is perfect, the members should be
no longer children. But this is very unsatisfactory. The
two leading views are those of HARLESS and MEYER. The
former takes our verse as co-ordinate with ver. 13, and im
mediately dependent on vers. 11, 12, giving the purpose of
the ministry (so KI.ATT, BLEEK, HODOE). MEYER, who has a
dear Statement of the CMC in loco, takes this verse as sub
ordinate to ver. 13, and remotely dependent on vers. 11, 12.
lie holds that ver. 13 defines the terminus ad qutm&quot; which
clwnotarlMl the functions of the Christian ministry, while
ver. 1-1 thus explains the object, our ceasing to be children,
OOBtomptated in the appointment of such a

&quot;terminus,&quot; and
them-- mi. re remotely in the bestowal of a ministry so
cbaneteriMd. To the former view there is the decided
grammatical objection that a clause introduced by Iva is

maile ro-nnlinate with thos,- int n .itueeil l.y ti^ in that case
ton ver. Hi would follow vers. 14, 1.x The &quot;latter view avoids
these dillieulties without bi-ing &quot;pen to the lugical objection
whi:-!i probably led to tin- adoption of the f. .rnier. R. 1

t l\ot by the waves, like a deserted ship, as MEYBB and
others hold, but like the billow itself. R.J

By every wind of teaching, travrl
i i r a i.i T fj f di 6 a a K a 7. i 05. The winJ has a

great variety (iravri), from the aura teculi, leva
aura popelli to the strong continuing trade-wind,
and as to its origin from coarse to refined carnal

interests, as well as in its tendency toward aims

against the Church or in favor of a false church.

[The dative is the dynamic dative, KHUEOER.

K.]
&quot;

Teaching &quot;is introduced under the figure
of the wind, because it is something pneumatic
and because, as the wind in proportion to its

strength or the free situation of the water, stirc

this from ripples to foam, so the teaching seta

in motion the spirit of the vr/inor, which is so

easily tossed to and fro. The vi/irioq will learn,
know

;
that is the proper way to perfection.

But beside the one wholesome teaching of truth
there appears the multifarious teaching of error
as a great danger,* and the greater because it

works, moves, attracts and hurries along:
In the sleight of men. Ev TJJ Kvftsta,

belonging to the participles, refers with the
article to &quot;teaching;&quot; through the sleight be

fitting the doctrine, and with the substantive

(from /ci /fof, die), to dice-playing, in order to

denote, that the teachers deal with the Scrip
tures and the truth and men, as players with
dice (LUTHER). [Braune agrees with DE WETTE,
MEYER, HODGE, and the E. V., in regarding iv
as instrumental, but as this seems pleonastic
after the dative, &quot;and would mar the parallel
ism with iv aydnri (ver. 15), the preposition ap
pears rather to denote the element, the evil at

mosphere as it were in which the varying cur
rents of doctrine exist and exert their force

&quot;

(ELLICOTT). So HARLESS, OLSHAUSEN, EADIK
and ALFORD. R.] The genitive (&quot;of men&quot;)

indicates that the vi^ioi stand under the influ

ence of men, instead of their placing themselves
under the guidance of Christ (MEYER), and also

under that of many instead of one. But this is

not all
;
the added parallel clause carries the

matter further
;
there is not only human sleight,

temeritas, but a plan also :

In craftiness tending to the system of
error [t y rravovpyif Trpof rf/v uedoSeiav
r//f TT/^yj/f]. Ev connects with the previous
phrase. II avovp y if corresponds with /ci .Je/n,

and gives prominence to what the latter does not

indicate, the nequitia, the conscious malice
;
hence

it is incorrect to find this in the previous phrase
(HARLESS, STIER). The article can be dispensed
with, since the closer qualification is added. The
preposition, as in ver. 12 (Tr/wf TOV xaraprta^v),
denotes toward what the craftiness proceeds (Wi-
NER, p. 378). This is rtjv ne6o6dav (only
here andvi. 11, where the plural is used), which is

derived from ne6ode veiv, to follow in order to track

up something, then machinare, meaning therefore

machinatio, crafty pursuing (LUTHER: erschleichen,
to sneak upon), to follow and come upon in a

sneaking manner; in this there is found pre-ar-
rangement, system. The principle which fiedo-
dtiiei is indicated by the genitive TIJC irXavn?*

*
[EADIE :

&quot; The article TTJS before Stfiao-icaAiaf gives defint
tive prominence to the touching, which, as a high function
respected and implicitly obeyed, was very capable of sedu
cing, since whatever false phases it assumed, it might find
and secure followers. The substantive is abstract and gen
eral

; teachin,/ is preferable t,. &amp;lt;ln,-li-iH f. because it brings out
the active agency employed with more distinctness. K. ,
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This is not error mentis, but lying, the opposite of

a^.i/Oiia (1 John iv. 6) ; hence, especially as rw tiia-

/3oiot&amp;gt;
is added in vi. 11, BENOEL is on the right

track when he says: i.e., Satante.* It is true

theirl-ovy is in the main only personified (MKYEK);
but it has a kingdom and a

nvei&amp;lt;/M,
that operates

through men, the false teachers (ry Kvfieiy TUV dv-

0/&amp;gt;&~ui&amp;gt;),
as through serviceable tools, proper

instruments.

Ver. 15. But holding the truth in love,

may grow up into him, ahytievovT ef fie

kv d y a ;r 77 avgrjauuev el $ av r 6 v, is to be

joined with &quot;tva (ver. 14) as the antithesis
(fit)

to
&quot; no longer children.&quot; Hence LUTHER is incor

rect : &quot;but let us be honest in love and
grow.&quot;

Christians (ol irdvTec., ver. 13), not merely teach

ers, are the subject. Avgdvetv is simply to grow,
not to remain vfj7rto, to come out of the wjTu^rriq.

Hiec alrjaic., auymentatio (ver. 16), media est inter

infantes et virum (BENGEL). Accordingly e I f

points to the goal; hence &quot;into Him&quot;
(&amp;gt;!AT-

THIES, STIER) ;
it corresponds to the elf avdpa TE-

heiov, we should become a perfect man, as He is.

The phrase
&quot; Head &quot; from the following relative

clause should not be pressed (HOFMANN, MEYER),
in order to make the meaning still more difficult ;

TO. Trdvra stands between, and this accusative of

reference will not allow elf a vrov to be=grow
in respect to Him (MEYER), whatever that may
mean.

[&quot;
Unto and into Him,&quot; as the goal and

standard of our growth, with a secondary thought
apparently of the incorporation of all the Church
in Christ, which is developed in the subsequent
context. The phrase is not to be joined with

&quot;in love&quot; (HARLESS). R.] Still less can it

mean: ipsius cognitione (GROTius), virtute et influxu

(A-LAPIDE).
While elf avr6v denotes the goal of the

growth, O.AT/ e v o v T e g ev ay d IT y designates
the condition under which, the state in which it

takes place. Hence the two are to be joined :

true in love.
A/.&amp;gt;/dei&amp;gt;Eiv is=aAr/f)i)f elvat (PASSOW,

sub voce) ; the context explains it further. In
the New Testament only here and Gal. iv. 16.

There vulv indicates that it means speaking the

truth, here the context is a different one. While

av^rjaufj-ev forms an antithesis to vrjmoi ujiev,
dhnOevovr e$ stands in contrast to the manner
of such (&quot;tossed

as waves and carried about
&quot;)

and to &quot;teaching&quot;
in general, as well as that of

the deceitful false teachers in particular. BEN-
GEL is excellent: VERANTES, LUTHER (Gen. xlii.

* [On the reading /a e o 6 i a v see Tertuil Note 2. As to

its meaning, we may remark that the had sense is not neces

sarily inherent in the term, which signifies: &quot;a deliberate

planning or system.&quot; Still here the had sense is fixed on it

by the genitive which follows, and we might render it: ttra-

tagem, though in the full phrase, &quot;system of error,&quot; the

meaning is sufficiently evident. EVDIE renders &quot;a system,&quot;

but &quot; the system of error&quot; is one. The force of the preposi
tion can he brought out in English only by a periphrasis:
lending to, leading In, not awn-ding to. The word IT A a v 7; 5

here includes the idea of deceit no doubt, but is perhaps bet

ter expressed by error, &quot;error in its most abstract nature.&quot;

Tin- genitive is subjective, the error plans and machinates.
That the Apostle meant to characterize &quot;error&quot; as evil, mo
rally as well as intellectually wrong, is evident eiinugh from
the context. When RUECKERT says that this was Paul s weak
side, to stigmatize those in error, in a spirit &amp;lt;uf dogmatical
defiance, he betrays his usual incapacity for comprehending
tli- Apostle. If truth be not sanctifying, and error demoral

izing, then thu Scriptures and human experience are alike at

frult.-R.j

16) : if you design truth. The whole personality
is spoken of, in walk and nature, and the mean
ing is more than merely: to be true in speech,
verumdicere (HOFMANN, Schriflbeweis, II. 2, p. 130,

MEYER).*
Ev ayam) sets forth the sphere or element

in which the d/.r/6n Eiv moves; aycnri) and ai(i/8eta
are correlative ideas.f Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 6.

Love is here entirely undefined, hence general :

love for the truth, for the brethren, who come
into danger through false teachers, or themselves
become false teachers, to the Church as a whole,
to God. There is accordingly no reference to
forbearance toward error (HARLESS), or love to
wards those of different profession (MEYER), or

something of the same
; nor is e v=6 i a (ScHEN-

KEL), or
ai&amp;gt;v,

or merely upright in love (LUTHEE
and others).
In all things who is the head, even

Christ [-d iravra, be, eariv
f/ K e Q a /&amp;gt;, tj,

Xp&amp;lt;c7T(5f].
Td Trdvra.J without a preposi

tion, as 1 Cor. ix. 25
; x. 33

; xi. 2, or with /card

(Col. iii, 20) denotes, on account of the article,
all, to which reference has been made, into which
we must grow : faith, knowledge, truth, love, etc.

&quot;Who is the Head, even Christ,&quot; with great em
phasis, in order to furnish a motive for growing
up into Him. We might have found TOV Xptarov,
in apposition to elf UVTUV, but it can either be in

apposition to $ /cf0a///, or in the first instance
still be in the nominative (WINER, p. 495).

Ver. 16. Comprehensive conclusion. From
whom, f of, marks the cause, the source,
and as the context demands, a continuing one.
Christ is the goal (elf avrdv) and the source of
the life-development of the Church (MEYER). If

then CHRYSOSTOM says: afofipa daa&tjf i}pfir/v-

evos -y Kavra 6p.ov Be/.f/crai elirelv, an exact analy
sis of the sentence will show what is incorrect

(dffapOf). Col. ii. 19 is parallel.
a. The. subject. All the body fitly framed

together and compacted [TTUV TO au;j.a
cv vapfto A.O yov ue vov KOI avvf}ifla6ue-

* [Though the more extended meaning is stoutly denied by
MEYEB, it is accepted by CALVIN, DE WETTE, RUECKERT, AL
FORD, HODOE, EADIE and ELLICOTT. The difficulty is to ex

press the sense in English : being true, is literal, but not sa

tisfactory ; walking truthfully, walking in truth, though
giving the correct sense, would be inapt here

; holding the

truth is the best rendering, if the care is taken not to give an
objective sense to truth.&quot; Comp. the remarks of ALFORD
(who renders : being followers of truth) and ELLICOTT.

-R.]
f [The question of connection is much disputed. Many,

perhaps most, join &quot;in love&quot; with the participle (CALVIN,
UROTIUS, ALFORD, RUECKERT. HODGE, STIER, BLEEK among
others), while HAKLESS. MEYER, OLSHAUSKX. EADIE and ELLI

COTT connect it with the verb
&quot;grow.&quot;

In favor of the for

mer, the order, the parallelism of structure with ver. 14. the

otherwise feeble and awkward position of the participle at

the beginning of the sentence, Paul s habit of subjoining his

qualifying phrases, and the vital association between love and

truth, may be urged. The latter view is supported by MKYEK
as better agreeing with his rendering of the participle:

speaking the truth; he urges also that &quot;in love&quot; ought to

be joined with the same verb as in ver. It;, ami that thu- &quot;in

love,&quot; at the beginning here and at the close there, receives

its d mphasis. .Still the other seems preferable, for the
connection in verse 16 is equally open to dis&amp;lt; -u i..n.

It is not &quot;a Juit juttitia, runt crrlnm truthfulness:
but must be Conditioned by love; a true-seeking and true-

Ix-ing with loving caution and kind allowance&quot; (ALFORD).

{[This is the accu-ati\e of the ,/Himtitatirr object (KLUCOTTl;
we are to grow in all those things iu which the Christial
must advance

&quot;

(UUHAVttH). &.]
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or]. &quot;All the body&quot;
takes tho term &quot;nil&quot;

(yer. 13) as a unity; the niuin idea is that of to

tality. (&quot;All
tin- body,&quot; which the E. V. gives

in Col. ii. 19, is perhaps preferable to &quot;the

whole
boily,&quot;

the idea being of the entire body
as including every member, rather than of the

body as a whole (TO niiv aufia more accurately

expresses this). The latter notion becomes the

stronger one in the close of tho verse. K.] The
double definition, &quot;fitly

framed together and

compacted,&quot; describes the Church in its present

development (present participle). The first ad

jective (see ii. lil ; of a building) indicates the

individual parts and members (ap/iof, groove,

joint, member), which are printed together

(avv), the other, used more precisely of men
who enter into a society, marks these members
as individuals, as persons. In this the difference

and the reason of the double expression is found.

In such a union the Church is conceived of, be

cause it is a building; besides a society is spoken
of, a society of persons, a congregation. Ac
cordingly such a two-fold designation sets forth,

either the figure and fact (MEYER) or harmony
and solidity (BENOEL). ELLICOTT suggests, in

accordance with the simple meaning of the words,
that the latter term refers to the aggregatim, the

former to the inter-adaptation of the component
parts. R.]

tBy
means of every joint of the supply.

his phrase, which presents more difficulties

than any other in our verse, is discussed below

by Dr. Braune, who joins it with the predicate,
not with the subject (i.

e
, as a qualification of the

participle) as is done in the E. V. The latter

view of the connection is adopted by the majority
of commentators (so HODGE, EADIE, ELLICOTT),
and is favored by the position of the phrase and
the parallel, Col. ii. 19. The former is defended

by MEYER, STIER, ALFORD, CHRYSOSTOM, THEO-
DORET, BENGEL). It may be remarked in favor

of this, that it gives more perspicuity to the pas

sage,
&quot; the whole instrumentality and modality

here described belonging to the growth&quot; (AL
FORD), the repetition of oti/ia is more natural in

an involved predicate, while the complicated
subject is much more awkward. As regards the

parallel, the position there is totally different.

It ought to be added that the earlier defenders
of this view advocated a sense of the word
atj&amp;gt;r/ (=alatir)at, the perception of the vital energy
imparted from the head), which did not admit so

readily of the connection with the participles.
Still Braune s view is preferable. R.]

6. The predicate. Maketh the growth .of

the body, rijv avt-r/oiv TOV auuaTof
iroifiTai. Col. ii. 19 : av^y rf/v avS-rjatv. The re

petition of TOV auuaros (&quot;of
the

body&quot;)
in

stead of eavrov
(&quot;itself&quot;)

marks the permanent
effect proceeding from the cause, and as com
pared with Christ s continued influence, puts into

the background the self-development as an en

tirely independent one. Only when the princi

ple of life in the Church has grown and been

trengthened through Christ, does it become per
ceptible (f/f (&amp;gt;iK(i6inii/v eavrov); yet it is already
indicated by the middle (vote z

ra&amp;lt;).
This repe

tition is therefore not to be explained by the dis

tance of the predicate from the subject (oupa) as

an effort at distinctness (MEYER), or as negli

gence (RUECKERT), or as a Hebraism (Gnorius),
or because the interest of individuals is not un
der discussion (HARLKSS, STIER).*
The predicate is then enlarged by a designa

tion of the means: by means of every joint
of the supply [rJ

i iraari^ a$f/q r//f IT i-

Xoprjyiag~\. A0// (from air r e a6 a
t)

cannot

according to Col. ii. 19, where it is put in one

category with avvAiofitJv and connected with kirt-

XoptfYobfiewv KUI awj3i/3a^6fuvov, mean the same
band, yet must be something similar.

j-
It can

not be=aia(h/ai(; (CHRYSOSTOM), sensation (MEY
ER), contact

( HOFMANN). Since d$?jv IXEIV means
to have something enchaining, enticing (I Assow,
tub voce), and the singular is found here, the

most natural and correct meaning will be : con
nection or grasp. E TT i x P *) 7 &amp;lt; (from xop*?-

)ia) means to lead a choir, to defray the expenses
of a choir, to render a public service, the contri

bution to expenditures, public, common rendering
of service

; accordingly the growth of the Church
is by means of every grasp of contribution or

service rendered (genitive objecti, and not of ap
position, SCHEXKEL, HOr=7T/30f, GfiOTIUS, HOF-
MANN and others).

[To this view of Dr. Braune it may be ob

jected that it loses sight of the strict anatomical

figure without substituting for it the subtler in

terpretation of Chrysostom and others. It seeing

better to take dqij in the sense indicated by
Col. ii. 19, and render it

&quot;joints.&quot;
The quali

fying genitive is as ELLICOTT remarks: &quot;a kind
of genitive definitions, by which the predominant
use, purpose, or destination of the dtfit/

is speci
fied and characterized.&quot; &quot; The joints are the

points of union where the supply passes to the
different members, and by means of which the

body derives the supply by which it grows&quot;

(ALFORD). HODGE is undoubtedly correct in in

terpreting this supply as &quot;the Divine life or

Holy Spirit communicated to all parts of the
Church &quot;

(against Braune, who seems to refer it

to the service rendered by the individual mem
bers), but it is very doubtful whether he is right
in saying that the dfyai &quot;are the various spiritual

gifts and offices which are made the channels or
means of this Divine communication.&quot; Most re

cent commentators have wisely refrained from
thus particularizing. Certainly when these

dtj&amp;gt;ai

are taken as meaning the officers mentioned in

ver. 11, despite all saving clauses, a step is taken
toward the Romanist and High Anglican view of

the clergy. The figures of Scripture, through
wrested and strained interpretation, have been
made subservient to great error. R.]
According to the working in the mea

sure of each several part [\ar tvtpyeiav

*
[The repetition is generally regarded as made for the

sake of perspicuity, especially iw iavrov is found in the next
clause. Perhaps however tho body as a whole comes more
into view now. The middle is apparently not so much re
flexive as intensive, and indicative of the energy with which
the spiritual process is carried on ( EADIE, \VCPRDSWOBTH ELLI
COTT). R.]
t [In Oolossians (p. !&amp;gt;.

&amp;gt;)
Braune seems to limit the word to

&quot;

nerves,&quot; in accordance with tho view which joins each of
the substantives there used with one of tl.e

|HtrticipU&amp;gt;s. As
this is scarcely tenable (see in loco), and as tho article is not
repeated with tho second substantive in that iniHsage, the ca
tegory &quot;joints and bands&quot; decides yet more definitely
against any interpretation of this word which remove*
it out of the general class of the anatomical arrangement*

R.]
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iv fiETpu evog eKaarov [itpovs]. This

qualifies the phrase which precedes. Kar ev-

tpyetav, without the article on account of the

following qualification (i.
19 ; iii. 7), defines the

eirtxoprjyia as an efficient one, while the propor
tion of this efficiency rests &quot;in the measure of

each several part,&quot;
in the measure, which every

part, the individual member of the Church in

himself has from Christ. The service rendered

proceeds therefore from the individual parts,

from each one, so that it is not to be referred

merely to the ministry, the officers of the church

(HAULESS). This efficient service of the indivi

duals is to the advantage of the whole and con

ditions the growth of the whole. Cornp. vers. 7,

12. This part of the sentence is therefore to be

closely connected with emxopjjyia^, and not

joined immediately with avfyatv Troislrai (MEYER),
with which it is connected only through the

former.*
Unto the building up of itself in love,

e i C oiKotioufjv lav T ov ev ay air 77. The
aim is thus set forth, and as in ver. 12 it is OIKO-

douij; the self-development is here marked, since

the powers of growth thereto are given from

Christ. This self-edification is consummated only
in love, as the life-sphere rendering it possible.

&quot;In love&quot; therefore depends grammatically on

&quot;edifying&quot; (BLEEK), not on &quot;maketh increase&quot;

(MEYER).f With this so emphatic conclusion

(&quot;unto
the building up of itself in

love&quot;)
the

Apostle is brought back to his starting-point

(ver. 1-3), to the bond of peace.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christ gives official persons (ver. II). It is

not so much that Christ established certain regu
lations binding on the Church, as that He has

bestowed on it persons, charisms for the endow
ment of an office, a ministry. He is the Author
and Possessor of the office, not only the first, but

the only one, who has never relinquished it and
never will to the very end. &quot; Christ gives the

Church s ministers, the Church takes those given
and sets them in the service of the Church. Ac

cordingly the Church, or he who represents the

rights and duties of the Church, never has to

choose the subjects arbitrarily, but to know and

*
[It is difficult to decide the question of connection. In

favor of the view taken by Braune &quot;

is the position of the

words, and also the congruity of the figure. It is more natu
ral to say that the Divine influence is according to the work
ing of every part f . e., according to its capacity and function

than to say, the growth is according to the working, etc.&quot;

(HoDC-E). ELLICOTT and ALFORD connect it with the verb
however. The &quot;

working
&quot;

is the functional energy of the

body, not Divine inworking, as seems to be indicated by the
JE. V.: &quot;effectual working.&quot; R.]

f [METER S view overloads the verb with qualifications.
&quot;Love is just as much the element in which the edification,
as that in which the growth takes place&quot; (ALFORD). In the

hope of giving clearness to the exegesis of this verse, a sum
mary is added: From whom (Christ) all the body (each and

every member)./i%/ram/ together Jointed together) and com

pacted (forming one whole) grows (as if possessed of life in it-

eelf ) by means of every joint (every special adaptation in gift
nd office) of supply (which Christ grants to these joints as

means and instruments, the supply being) according to the

toorking in the measure of each several part (Christ s vital

energy is serviceable only as supplied by the rjeans He has

chosen, and He chooses to supply it as the several parts of the

body exercise their functions, so that the growth is not only
from Him, but symmetrical and organic also) unto (the end

being) the. buildimt up of the body itself in love (as the element

ofedification&amp;gt;-R.l

recognize those endowed by Christ as those given
by Him, and to place them in the ministry ; hence
the highest idea of the ecclesiastical directory
is to examine whether those concerned are given
by Christ, without prejudice however to other re

quisites which are matters of ecclesiastical po
lity.&quot; MEYER. Concerning the double aspect
of the office, which is both divini and humani ju
ris, a divine institution as well as a human, ec
clesiastical arrangement, the passage does not
speak more definitely. But three things are

plain : 1) It is incorrect to affirm that Christ now
raises up no apostolic men, no prophets nor
evangelists, but only paStors and teachers. See
the Exeg. Notes. He does this according to the

necessity of the times. 2) It is also erroneous to
find no offices at all appointed, and to be unwil
ling to institute any, as if it were only a human
notion to establish a teaching ministry. So the
Quakers (according to Barclay in GUERICKE,
Christl. Symbol, p. 626) and SCHENKEL, Ephesians,
p. 66, 5; the former accept only the authority of
the Divine endowment of persons, the latter re

gards the service alone as from the Lord, but the
office as a human regulation. 3) Just as little

however should these official persons whom the
Lord gave at the beginning and still gives to the

Church, be fixed in number, as the Irvingites
would do, or be stiffened into a hierarchy as

among the Roman Catholics.*
2. The distinction between the official persons,

involving as it does no subordination of one class
to the other, since indeed the Apostle Matthew is

specially designated as Evangelist, John as pro
phet and Evangelist, while Peter calls himself

presbyter&quot; (1 Pet. v. 1), is altogether irrele
vant as respects the teaching office: this indivi
dualizes itself in the other offices. Subordination
exists only as respects Christ who gives them.

They have no reason for self-exaltation on ac
count of their gifts or special calling, nor has
the congregation any for aversion to recognize
and respect them and their calling : the Lord
works with His word and Spirit in them and

*
[EADIE :

&quot; We are ignorant to a very great extent of the

government of the primitive Church, and much that has been
written upon it is but surmise and conjecture. The Church
represented in the Acts was only in process of development,
and there seem to have been differences of organization in
various Christian communities, as may be seen by comparing
the portion of the Epistle before us with allusions in the three
letters to Rome, Corinth and 1 hilippi. Offices seem to be
mentioned in one which are not referred to in others. It
would appear, in fine, that this last office of government and
instruction was distinct in two elements from those previ
ously enumerated ; inasmuch as it was the special privilege
of each Christian community not a ministerium raijum, and
was designed also to be a perpetual institute in the Church
of Christ. The Apostle says nothing of the modes of human
appointment or ordination to these various offices. He de
scends not to law, order or form, but his great thought is,

that though the ascended Lord gave such gifts to men, yet
their variety and number interfere not with the unity of the
Church.&quot; As this Epistle has for its fundamental thought,
&quot;the. Church which is in Christ Jesus,&quot; it is remarkable how
the Apostle in it scarcely touches upon those points, which
seem to fill the minds of many who profess to hold an exalted
estimate of the Church : Nothing about tin* ministry consti

tuting the Church, though enough to show the necessity mr
the ministry ; nothing about the Church maintaining the
succession through fixed forms, but a good deal about
Christ s giving real pastors and teachers (the Church some
times fails to receive such through the most ancient order of

succession); nothing about Church polity, but much about
the means of her advancement toward unity of faith and
knowledge, toward perfection, toward the measure of the sta
ture of the fulness of Christ. R.J
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through them (Acts xiii. 21
;
xv. 28), and this

arrange in cut, belongs to the living and animating

organism of the Church, in which the life of

Christ develops itself. The officers should be

called neither cli-nrx nor (, i

ix;/ii-/ti; nor should the

Church be divided into ecclesia reprxsentans and

rf/ir/rKi ntiitit. For every Christian belongs to the

KM/pnf Oeov, has a part in the Ktypovopia (i. 11,

15), should be &quot;yeisllich,&quot;
and have TO irvevfia,

and the ministers as the Lord s servants must
labor in and for the Church, to serve her, not to

represent her, but the Lord.

3. The task of the official persons with their

gifts for their special calling, over against the

other members of the body of Christ with the

general call, is &quot;the perfecting of the saints,&quot;

and this reaches also to &quot;the work of the minis

try,&quot;
to &quot;the edifying of the body of Christ.&quot;

As certainly then as the servants of the Lord
have to serve the Church and its individual mem
bers, hence not in the commission of the Church,
as though this were always and everywhere the

only efficient impulse, nor yet out of their own
authority, so certainly should these ministers be

prepared for their special service by their labors

in the Church, as they have been called and in

stalled by her. As the Lord works upon the

Church, and this should permit itself to be acted

upon, so she has the duty of working again ac

cording to His purpose, of leading back to Him
under His guidance and the help of God, which
He will grant and furnish for her welfare. The
first link in the chain of congregational activity
is the officers, the second is every Christian in

healthy activity at his post, and thus the joyous
upbuilding of the whole is advanced, which re

acts on the ministers and individual members of

the Church. Thus it goes from above to below,
from the ministers in immediate rapport with the

Lord to the individuals, the Church, the whole,
and from individual to individual, and through
them to the whole, and from this back again to

the individuals. The lay element must be culti

vated, set in motion, sustained, animated and

guided. The design is to bless men, to serve the

people, the people, the people, as LUTHER (1
Adv. Kirchenpostille, ed. Franke 1. p. 42)
preaches. In avoiding the Scylla of priestly
rule, many fall into the Charybdis of congrega
tional or lay rule.* This is of importance for all

Church polity.
4. Like all pedagogy, the pedagogy of the

church also should make itself superfluous and

unnecessary. The utility of the ecclesiastical

office is appointed to this end, and should be

managed accordingly. j-
But this gives neither

*
[All questions of Church polity assume an entirely dif-

prent aspect, when viewed in the light of the

principle, which totally deprives the State of any control in
tin- internal affairs of the Church. There can be no question
that the Knistian ism prevalent in Germany has done as much
to hinder the development of the lay element in Church work
in that country, an the opposite principle has to further that

development iu America. Hut the latter state of things has
its dangers, &amp;gt;

.//.. iuc.apalile Sunday School superintendent.*
and teachers, elders or deacons or church wardens or what
ever they may ! called, who. while contributing little to the

spiritual advancement of the Church, take advantage of their
otlice. or of the intliience of their purse ill the annual esti-

inate-;. to control and annoy him whom God gave to be

&quot;pastor and teacher.&quot; R.)

f [EADIE :

&quot; The meaning ( ver. i:i) is, that not only is there a
blesstd point iu spiritual advancement set before the church,

right nor occasion to undervalue at the time what
will and should cease after its time. Fidelity to

the Master demands that it should be left to Him,
when and how He will break up the form, lest

we in doing so should spill and lose its contents
and substance.

5. In connection with the prospect that we
all (ver. 13) shall attain unto the unity of faith

and the knowledge of the Sou of God, it must be
remarked:

(1.) That this is not spoken of in anyway
(see Exeg. Notes) of the apocatastasis : &quot;A com
munion of the enjoyment of salvation&quot; (SCHNECK-
ENBURQER) is not indicated, but the progress
from the militant to the triumphant church, the

development, not from unbelief to blessedness,
not from eternity to God, to heirship with Him,
but from faith to sight, from service according
to God s will to participation in the glory of Hia
Nature.

(2.) A uniformity of expression, of forms ana
formulas, is not meant, but that condition is

meant which the Lord Himself foretells (John x.

16), when there shall be &quot;onefold&quot; and &quot;one

Shepherd,&quot; when the church of Christ is de

veloped out of and beyond all &quot;

fermentation,&quot; is

ripened, ministers and members furthering each
other s advance, the individual parts and the
whole in accord, and on the basis of a deeper
unity the proper variety existing in glorious

harmony.
It cannot be overlooked, that, although the

differences, which divide, will disappear, because
error attaches to them, or at least immaturity,
the removal of differences cannot be anticipated,
unless the church, instead of growing up unto a

perfect man, should become an assembly of offen

sively over-prudent children. Even the dis

tinction of -sex shall be removed (Matt. xxii. 30),

and that till such a point he gained the Christian ministry
will be continued, but also and primarily, that the grand
purpose of a continued pastorate in the church is to enable
the church to gain a climax which it will certainly reach;
for that climax is neither indefinite in its nature nor con
tingent in its futurity.&quot; On the question whether the goal
plainly set before the church in ver. 13, is attainable here in
this world there is great difference of opinion. That it will
first be reached hereafter is held by THEODORET, CALVIN,
HOIX:E and others, and that it is attainable hero is affirmed by
CHRYSOSTOM, THEOPHYLACT, JEROME, LUTHER, DE WETTK,
MEYER, STIKR, SCHENKEL. That Wris is mentioned does
little to decide the matter, nor is there anything to indi --.-te

that the distinction of here and hereafter, entered into .ho
Apostle s mind. He regards the church as one, speaks of the
goal set before her on the earth, not stating whether it is to

COTT). Besides eschatological views do much to give indefl-

be attained on earth ^So HARLESS, OLSIUUSEN, EAIUK, Em-
ogica&quot;

teness to the terms &quot; here and hereafter
&quot;

in our usfl of
them. &quot;In such sketches the Apostle holds up an idaal

which, by the, aim and labor of the Cliristian pastorate, is

partially realized on earth, and ought to be more vividly mani
fested; but which will bo fully developed in heaven, when.
the effect being secured, the instrumentality may be dispensed
with &quot;

(EADIE). That effect has not yet been secured, that in-

are tossed as waves, who are carried about by every wind of

doctrine, who according to the Apostle show most clearly tho

present necessity for the ministerial office, are readiest to cry
out that it is useless. Would that the church needed minis
ters less ! Then they might go out into the world more fre

quently to win souls for Christ ! Paul here certainly docs
not prophesy of that &quot; church of the future,&quot; in which there
shall be neither pastor nor teacher, because each member ia

able to take care of himself, and there is nothing to be held
up to -faith.&quot; That &quot;Church&quot; iu the view of those who
proclaim its coming, will be based on &quot;

knowledge;&quot; but it

will be y v u&amp;gt; a i not e ir i y v u a t ?. perception of some frag
ments of truth, not tho grasping and knowing with &quot;faith

and knowledge&quot; all Truth, iu the Person &quot;of th Sou ot
God.&quot; KJ
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as that of corporealness in general ;
but that is

no reason why we should treat the body as a

prison of the soul, and desire to be without sex,

before we enter the company of the angels. Let

each one be faithful to his own church and to

his Lord ! Beyond Christ we cannot go, without

Him or against Him there is no progress.
6. He who allows himself to be determined by

external influences, is still immature, is as yet no

man, independent, firm and clear, unless these

influences come from the source of truth and life,

from Christ: from Him and to Him our life

comes and goes. Influences of an unchristian

character are brought by the spirit of this world
into every age, and many a one may unconscious

ly serve this spirit against the truth; as in the

history of the world there is presented a plan of

God, so in these there is a method which points

beyond them into the kingdom of darkness and
lies.

7. Truth and Love, which belong together,
since the former has an ethical character, and
the latter is not blind, are the fundamental ele

ments of growth, requiring Christ as the aim
and spring of our life, the gifts of Christ and the

acceptance on the part of the church, her re

ceptivity and self-activity, the reciprocity of the

whole and each individual member. By this we

may judge the wrong and error of the separate
divisions and generations of the church. The
Catholics do not let Christ work as a fresh stream

ing fountain, nor rightly value the life of the

members of the church, but put the apostolic

power of the Pope with his hierarchy in .the

front and centre; they undervalue the Head and
members and overvalue the ministers of the

church, who become masters. The Lutherans

have hampered the lay element, and suffer the

consequences of the abridgement: the fellowship
of the church is too little developed. The Re
formed are wanting in the sacramental element

;

they foster what is individual and social, rather

than that which is formative and established, as

the sects proceeding from them plainly show.

By this passage every position and every age

regulate itself.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Take heed, pastor, that thou not only hast an
office and ministry shown to thee, which thou

administerest, but that thou art and becomest

more and more thyself a gift of Christ to His

church. Rejoice, church, that the servants of

Christ are Christ s gifts for thee and use them

according to His will against thy lust and errors.

Thou shouldst not say, that Christ raised up
Apostles, prophets, evangelists, only in the first

century and never since; nor deny that He raises

up the pastors and teachers of His church. All

ministry, even the most important minister is in

vain, if he does not labor further into the house

and the bye-ways, so that each in his place may
do his duty as a Christian ;

but if the spiritual
teachers do their duty, the church will not re

main unspiritual. Do not reckon according to

visible results ; concealed and gradual is the pro

gress of the work, reaching its mark at last and
in glory. But do not think hastily and proudly,
now is the time of maturity ! You may in the

end mistake the impulse of the spirit of the age
for the showers of Christ s Spirit and the Shib
boleth of party-spirit for the word of life, and
this deception would be fearful. No one is so
much a minor as to be without responsibility and

strength to resist; have regard to this, proving
all things by the truthfulness in love, by Christ,
the End and Source of all growth ! Preach the
word simply and purely! Certainly, but not
less : love it in the same way. Love does not,

indeed, work by means of injustice, untruth,
deception, counterfeiting, intrigue, misrepresen
tation and pretence. But she creates fellow

ship, and truth is the cause, not of the isolated

individual, but of the fellowship of heaven and
earth, of the nations, of the earth, and of cen
turies, aye of thousands of years.
STARKB: For as rogues so manage dice that

they must fall according to their wish, so do
schismaticsand fanatics act with the sacred Scrip
tures. Truth and love must be side by side.

True teaching and lovely living. That is the
sum of all Christianity. Love and unity edify.
RIEGER : The goal of our growth is a long

distance before us, the hindrances are many ;

but growth is the most certain way thither. For
as little as in physical growth is advance made
all at once with immoderate rapidity, but as in

the use of the ordained means, with proper labor
and exercise, in confidence on God and His be
stowed blessing, in love and peace with one an

other, the body grows, not one member only, but
one just as another, so we, through God s word,
prayer, embracing all the means afforded us in

the church, the school and the home, reach the

position of men of God furnished for every good
work.
HEUBNER: Christ s kingdom embraces even

the invisible kingdom of God. Would this be

conceivable, if He were a mere man? The
variety of offices should not lead to ambition and

place-hunting, but to the service of the church.
The stature of manhood in a Christian consists

in this, that he, irrespective of men has spiritual

majority and independence. Teachers should
not wish to keep the congregation in a state of

immaturity, but their task is to render them
selves unnecessary. It is the duty of the Chris
tian to strive after this maturity. Humanity is

capable of an ever-increasing perfection by
means of Christianity. Progress in Christianity
is, however, no advance beyond Christianity.
The Christian is firm in his faith and free from
the miserable dependence on foreign and worldly
opinion. How much is still wanting in the mu
tual support of all in the Christian church. All

should be for the furtherance of the Christian
life : for example, the household life should be
a school of Christianity, the State should further

the church, and the schools of learning educate
for Christianity, all arts and sciences should sub
serve religion. It is child s play, even when not

detrimental, to speculate how far this figure of

the body can be carried out into detail, who, for

example, is eye, ear, breast, back, etc. This can
lead to results of as revolting a character, as the

Hindoo system of caste.

PASSAVANT: One class, as well as another, is

chosen to their particular service by the Master
of the church; and He who on earth was in the
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form of a servant, will regard the nlore lowly of

His servants with special looks of love. He sees

tin- In-art, and li li-liiy in what is little is precious
in His sight. To seek truth always and every
where, in nil things Mii l among all persons; to

:n-t in triitli with all, towards all, with one s self

and before God ; to base one s inmost thoughts
and impulses always in and on the truth this

keeps the heart, amid all the lies, lusts and illu

sions of this false world, firm and quiet, as the

ship that has escaped the waves and cast anchor
in the harbor. All genuine truth and love come
alone from Christ upon us and into us, leading
us back again to Christ.

GEULAOH: In every false teaching which sep
arates men from Christ and His word, the Apos
tle shows us also a work of wickedness. Human
nature was not created by God so perverse as to

choose without the fault of man, a lie instead of

the truth.

ZELLEK: These are the instruments by which
the Lord has chosen to build His Church, not

Popes, not Emperors and kings, not princes and

great ones, the mighty monarchs of this world,
but Apostles, Evangelists, pastors and teachers,
men illuminated by His spirit, endued with power
from on high, not merely by men, but given and

appointed by Himself. It is to take place through
the peaceful means of preaching, pastoral care,

instruction.

[EAUIK: Ver. 12. The spiritual advancement
of the Church, is the ultimate design of the

Christian pastorate. The ministry preaches and
rules to secure this, which is at the game time

the purpose of Him who appointed and who
blesses it. Ver. 13. Christians are all to attain

to oneness of faith, that is, all of them shall be

filled with the same ennobling and vivifying con

fidence iu this Divine Redeemer not some lean

ing more to His humanity, and others showing
an equally partial and defective preference for

His Divinity not feome regarding Him rather as

an instructor and example, and others drawn to

Him more as an atonement not some fixing an
exclusive gaze on Christ without them, and
others cherishing an intense and one-sided as

piration for Christ within them but all reposing
a united confidence in Him &quot;the Son of God.&quot;

The Christian church is not full grown, but it

is ii lv.-iiicing to perfectage. Ver. 14. How many
go the rounds of all sects, parties, and creeds,
and never receiye satisfaction. If in the pride
of reason they fall into rationalism, then if they
recover, they rebound into mysticism. From
the one extreme of legalism they recoil to the
farthest verge of antinomianisrn, having travelled

at easy stages all the intermediate distance.

Ver. 15. That character is nearest perfection in

which the excessive prominence of no grace
throws such a withering shadow upon the rest,

as to signalize or perpetuate their defect, but in

which all is healthfully balanced in just and
delicate adaptation. Ver. 16. The church is

built up, for love is the element of spiritual pro
gress. That love fills the renewed nature, and

possesses peculiar facilities of action in edifying
the mystical body of Christ. Whatever parts it

may have, whatever their forms, uses, and posi
tion, whatever the amount of energy resident in

them, still, from their connection with the one

living Head, and from their own compacted union
and mutual adjustment, they compose but one

growing structure &quot;in love.&quot; R.]

[HODGE: Ver. 12. If Christ has appointed the

ministry for the edification of His body, it is in

vain to expect that end to be accomplished in

any other way. Ver. 14. Error can never be

harmless, nor false teachers innocent. Two con

siderations, however, should secure moderation
and meekness in applying these principles. The
one is, that though error implies sin, orthodoxy
does not always imply holiness. The character
most offensive to God is that of a malignant zealot

for the truth. The other consideration is, that

men are often much better than their creed: that

is, the doctrines on which they live are much
nearer the truth than those which they profess.

They deceive themselves by attaching wrong
meaning to words, and seem to reject truth, when
in fact they only reject their own misconceptions.

Ver. 16. The church is Christ s body. The

body grows. Concerning this growth, the Apos
tle says: 1. It is from Him. He is the causal
source from whom all life and power are derived.

2. It depends on the intimate union of all the

parts of the body with the Head, by means of

appropriate bands. 3. It is symmetrical. 4. It

is a growth in love. R.]

3. General Christian Duties.

CHAP. IV. 17 V. 21.

a. The principle of the new walk, with reference to the contrast of the old and the new man.

CHAP. IV. 17-24.

17 This I say therefore [therefore I say], and testify in the Lord, that ye henceforth

walk not [no longer walk] as other Gentiles [the rest of the Gentiles]
1

walk, in the

18 vanity of their mind. Having the understanding darkened [Being darkened 2 in

their understanding], being alienated from the life of God [,] through [because of]
the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness [hardness] of the heart:

19 Who being past feeling have given themselves over unto lasciviousness [to wanton-
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20 ness], to work all uncleanness with [in] greediness. But ye have not so learned
21 [did not so learn] Christ; If so be that ye have heard [If indeed ye heard] him,

and have been [were] taught by [in] him, as the truth is [as is truth]
3

in Je^us :

22 That A -OP-- -- ^1 - i .

24 And that ye put on the new man, which after God is [hath been] created in right
eousness and true holiness [holiness

3 of the truth].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 17. [The reading is doubtful: X. 3 D.23 E. K. L., most cursives, Syriac, Chrysostom (Rec., Tischendorf Meyer

Eadie, Braune), sustain AoiTrd; it IB wanting in N.I B. Dl F. G 5 cursives, Vulgate and other versions, and minted by
Lachmann, Alford, Ellicott. Thccxterual evidence against it is slightly preponderating, hut internal grounds ar- in its favor
It was probably misunderstood, ami the omission further continued liy 1 Tliess. iv. 5. R.Irmed by 1 Thess. iv. 5. R.]

51, which, as more rare, is preferred by most recent ed
is required by the view taken of the construction as a pt

&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;TKOTIO&amp;gt;

parallelism :

. (Rec.,
Ver. 18. [K. A. 15.:

D. F. K. L.). The comma
a Being darkened in their understanding,
b Being alienated from the life of God,

a Because of the ignorance that is in them,
6 Because of the hardness of their heart,

action w
r

hich&quot;is i

1

/ &quot;[ hn ili&quot;&quot; li l

fourth members corre8Pond the alternation being probably due to the reciprocal inter-

3 Ver. 21.; This rendering is literal, see Exeg. Notes. The aorists in vers. 20, 21 are best rendered by the English past
tense. In is substituted for by, as is so often necessary. R.]

4 Ver. 23 [The two leading interpretations are suggested by the two readings given above. See Exeg. Notes. Become
renewal is adopted (from hllicott) to indicate the force of the present, which here marks a continuing process. R.l

6 Ver. 24.--[X.i gives : OCTIOTI,
jcai

tori;iT|. The heudiadys of the E. V. here laud at the close ,,f ver. 22: &quot;

deceitful
lusts

)
must be guarded against.- Hath been created is preferable hero to was creatfil, for though the Greek aorist is his

torical, the latter rendering
&quot; tends to throw the imcns further back than is actually intended

;
the reference beiu- to the

new KTt o-is in Christ
&quot;

(Ellicott). R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 17 a. The connection. This therefore I

say [r o v T o o v v heyu]. TOVTO refers to

what follows, and with emphasis (WiNER, p.

152); ovv, however, as the subsequent context

shows, going back of the digression (iv. 4-16),
which contains the motives of the exhortation (iv.

1-3), refers to &quot;walk worthy.&quot; THEODORET: irdfav

aveAafie rf/q Trapavtaeug TO irpooi/LLtov.* But the

simple &quot;I
say&quot;

is not enough for the Apostle;
he adds: And testify in the Lord, /cat

fiapTvpo/nai kv Kvpiu. He presents him
self in his apostolic authority as a witness, not
in his own, but in the Lord s cause.

[&quot; By thus

sinking his own personality, the Apostle greatly
enhances the solemnity of his declaration&quot; (ELLI
COTT). R.] It is similar to Rom. ix. 1 ; 1 Thess.
iv. 1. The Lord is the element in which he lives

and in this case bears witness, and at the same
time the ground on which he stands in common
with the Ephesians ; on this account he reckons
on their acceptance of his urgent appeal. It is

not=7r/&amp;gt;df Kvpiov, per Dominum (even the Greek

Fathers, and many others).

The heathen walk.as a type of the natural walk in

general; Vers. 17 A- 10.

Ver. 176. That ye no longer walk [urjKETt
t&amp;gt; ju d c TTcptTiarEl v. This infinitive is the ob

ject of
2.67&amp;lt;j (it being unnecessary to understand

delv) expressing, however, what ought to be

(EADIE) more than what is; ELLICOTT thinks an

imperative sense involved
(&quot;that ye no longer

must walk&quot;), as indeed the context indicates

(ALFORD). R.] This says negatively what is

* [The ovv is resumptive rather than illative, but as AL-
JORD says: &quot;The digression is all in the course of the argu
ment. The fervid style of St. Paul will never divide sharply
into separate logical portions each runs into and overlaps
the other.&quot; EADIK defends the connection with what imme
diately precedes. R.J

expressed positively in ver. 1: &quot;walk worthy.&quot;
&quot;No longer&quot; denotes their once walking, as they
should not and dare not now, being Christians.
As the rest of the Gentiles walk. [See
Textual Note 1

] Ka06f introduces the kind of
walk which they should avoid. Kai is joined
with emphasis and admonitory foi-ce tor a AOIKO.
edvrj to which class they belong.* The heathen
are those who remained behind, they no longer
belong to the heathen who now &quot;walk,&quot; and how?
In the vanity of their mind, iv uarat6-

TTJTI rot vobe UVTUV. This is the briefest

characterization of the natural heathen walk,

presenting both its religious and moral side. It

is the explanation of THEODORET (-a ^?) bvra

deoiroieiv) in accordance with Rom. i. 21
;

viii.

20; 1 Pet. i. 18. This
&quot;vanity&quot; [betokening a

waste of the whole rational powers on worthless

objects (ALFORD). R.] is, of course, one brought
about through sin, another nature as it were. It

has penetrated even the will of the human spirit,

corrupting this high faculty, the ^/FUOVIKOV in the
nature of man.

)
Hence there is no special re

ference to philosophy (GROTIUS). To this gene
ral sketch are added special traits in vers. 18, 19.

Ver. 18. Being darkened in their under
standing, ECKorufiEvoi ry 6 1 av o i a bv TEC,.

The masculine form indicates the reference to

persons, to particular individuals, and not to the

whole, rd iOvi], as such. The verb
(ovcortiw), only

here and Rev. xvi. 10, instead of the more usual

CTKorifu, is in the perfect, to denote a state not

*
[If Aoiira be rejected, there is still nn allusion in Kai to

the fact that they were once thus walking, i . c., were oncti

Gentiles. The only point of difference is. that the fuller

reading implies they are so still. &quot;Though the Ephesians
did not walk so now, their returning to such a course is made
the logical hypothesis&quot; (ALFORD). R.]

f [So EAWE and most; HOIM;K however takes i/oO? as the
whole soul, just as on the other hand in Rom. vii. 2::-2.

.,

he refers it to the renewed nature, in both cases sacrificing
exactness to doctrinal considerations. R.]
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previously existing, but having come into being,

which the present participle, (o vr ef) designates
as present. That to which the darkness clings

is set forth by ry diavoia,* which means the

intellectual power of the mind, the mode of

thought, the character, since the reference is not

to the formal faculty, but to its condition. Comp.
Bom. i. 21 f.

;
xi. 10. It is incorrect to join

b vref with what follows (RUECKERT) [EAIHE];
it follows thus in Tit. i. 16 also, and ri) diavoia
forms one conception, together with the parti

ciple in its emphatic position.

Being alienated from the life of God,
airrihhoTpiuuevoi T i) $ f uf/ f T o v E oil.

See on ii. 12: &quot;alienated from the common
wealth of Israel.&quot; The perfect participle must

be noted here also; BENGEL correctly remarking:

participia prtesupponunt, gentes ante defectionem

suarn a fide pair urn fitisse participes lucis et vide.

Conf. renovari ver. 23. Zw&amp;gt;), the opposite of

fldvaToc. (ii. 1), is the intensive spiritual, eternal

life, belonging to God (rov deov), vita, quie

accenditur ex ipsa Dei vita (BENGEL), qua Deus vi-

vit in suis (BEZA), vera vita, qui est Deus (ERAS

MUS) ;
LUTHER: the life, that is out of God.

[Comp. TRENCH, Syn. g xxviii.
; OLSHAUSEN,

STIER in loco. R.] See WINER, p. 175. -Thus
&quot; the vanity of their mind &quot;

is designated as to

its two sides, the ethically intelligent, and the

ethically practical. [This clause sets forth an

&quot;objective result of the subjective being dark

ened &quot;

(ALFORD). R.] To this corresponds
what is immediately added.

Because of the ignorance that is in

them, because of the hardness of their

heart, 6 1 a TIJV ay v o Lav r ij v o v a a v i v a v -

ro&amp;lt;f,
6 i a ~

i) v 7Twpw&amp;lt;7ii&amp;gt;j-
T ij f Ka p S iac,

ai&amp;gt;

- uv . The^e two clauses are added without

a connecting particle, because they refer to the

two preceding ones, as their purport requires
and because the one requires and furthers the

other. &quot;Because of the ignorance that is in

them,&quot; points to an ignorance which has become
immanent, is now natural and peculiar (Acts iii

17; xvii. 30; 1 Pet. i. 14), as the ground (61

with the accus., see WINER, p. 372) of the darken

ing, and which is ever increasing, going from ig
norance to ignorance. &quot;Because of the hardness

of their heart,&quot; renders prominent in the sann

way the hardness, unsusceptibility of the hear
as the ground of the estrangement from the life of

God. The two are ever conjoined in the natura
man : There is not intellectual obscuration beside

practical estrangement from God, nor ignorance
beside hardness of heart

; the one conditions the

other, working destructively as they reciprocal
ly affect each other. Hence it cannot be affirmed
that the former applies more to the Gentiles, the
latter to the Jews (STIER and others) ;

the Gen
tiles alone are spoken of, as a type of the na
tural character. But at the same time the

*
[This is a dative of reference, giving the sphere or clement

in Which. On tin- difference between it ami the accusative it

may IN- siii.l that the latter is more objective, denoting that
the darkness extended over the mind, the former more sulv
jective, d-notins; that it has its seat in the mind. The word
itself is here the understanding ( Verstand). R.]
t[0n the etymology and meaning of irp&amp;lt;ri. See

FRIT/.C -HK. Rom. xi. 7. It undoubtedly means hardness, ob-
iurw u ( not blindness), used by medical writers of the
&quot;oallu*

&quot;

at the extremity of fractured bones. K.]

ignorance&quot; is not to bo regarded as merely a

onsequence, and these two clauses (with 6id)
eferred to the last participial clause alono

MEYER).
[This parallelism of construction in which the

irst and third, second and fourth clauses are

otuiected together is accepted, by BENGEL, DB
WETTE, OLSHAUSEN, FORBES (Symmetrical struc-

ure of Scripture, p. 21), SOHENKEL, and others,

t is opposed by MEYER, HODGE, EADIB and

DLLICOTT; but the objection they urge, that

ignorance&quot; is not the cause of &quot;darkness,&quot;

oses its force when it is remembered that the

\postle is speaking of a process rather than a

condition. Nor is it contrary to the Apostle s

ityle, in which parallelisms abound, far less BO

,han to explain :
&quot; Darkness of mind is the cause

of ignorance, ignorance and consequent obduracy
of heart are the cause of alienation from God &quot;

HODQE), thus trajecting the third and fourth

clauses between the first and second. This is

he view of MEYER, who makes the last clause

subordinate to the third (though both are intro-

iluced by 616) : a needless complication, which
Leads to the removal of the comma, while the view
of Braune requires the insertion of one after

)EOV. See Textual Note 2
. R.]

Ver. 19. Who, ot rivec. [men who, such as],
introduces the explanation, the proof of this con
dition. Being past feeling have given
themselves over [inrqhyr/ K.6 T EC eavr ovc,
a p E 6 u nav], ATrq^yr/ KOT e f (from UKO

and d^yof, a^yeu), unsusceptible of pain, and

according to the context, in the heart, the moral

consciousness, hence not feeling the unrest and

punishment of conscience, the correction of God
(Jer. v. 3), they have given themselves over,
ultra (BENGEL); that is the ayaiattr/aiu, sponte
sese in guryitcm omnium vitiorum priecipitans.
CALVIN : llvmines a Deo relied, sopita conscientia,

exstincto dtvini judicii timore, amisso denique sensu

tanquam attoniti, belluino impelu se ad omnem tur-

pitudinem projiciunt. [The pronoun e a v T o ii g is

used &quot; with terrible emphasis
&quot;

(MEYER). R.]
Self-reprobation is consummated in becoming
apathetic, just as Rom. i. 24 :

&quot; God delivered

them over, in the lusts of their hearts.&quot; Our

passage marks the freedom and guilt of men, the

passage in Romans the rule, will and power of

God, but both of them indicate the means: the

lust corrupting even unto want of feeling ;
here

prominence is given to the consequence, the con

dition which has arisen and becomes aggravated

(d TT i] Tiyrj K. 6 T E f ),* there to the ground, the ac

tive power (&quot;lusts&quot;).

To wantonness, TT? aari.-yeta. The term,

apparently from Oc/.yu, schiL-elgtn [allied to the

English swell, and meaning to over-eat, carouse,

debauch], occurs quite frequently (Mark vii. 22;
Rom. xiii. 13; 2 Cor. xii. 21 ; Gal. v. 19; 1 Pet.

iv. 8; 2 Pet. ii. 2, 7, 18; Jude 4), almost always
in connection with sensual sins, denoting, how
ever, not special sin, but reckless, unbridled,

extravagant and excessive character in general.

* [Some textual variations occur, but not sufficiently sup

ported to raise any question. From airijAn-iKo-m (! . nd

others) the seii.su ili S}H-rnntri seems to have come. But it it

incorrect; the semi-technical semi
jriupu&amp;gt;&amp;lt;7i suggests a con

tinuation of the figure. K.]
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Comp. TITTMANN, I., p. 150 ff., on aaf^-yeta and

anattapaia, [TRENCH, xvi., and Exeg. Notes on

Gal. v. 19, in this volume. R.] It is not to be

limited to sensual lasciviousness (MEYER).
To work all uncleanness, eiq tpyaaiav

aisadapaiaf Trdarif. [The preposition in

troduces the conscious aim of this self-abandon

ment. R.] E/iyaoia marks the managing, the

assiduous, connected labor [the working at it as

though it were a trade], and dKaOapaia, extended

by ?ra arjg ,* sets forth what has come to pass in

the service of aaetyeia. We should apply
it to

all kinds of uncleanness, especially libidinous,

but also to the lust of the eye and pride, natural

and unnatural, refined and coarse, solitary and

social, in thought, word and deed (Rom. i. 24-

82). Still less is this to be limited to libidinous

filthiness (MEYER), or to trade in harlotry,

qusestus ex impudicitia (GROTIUS, BENGEL and

others). The next phrase will not justify this.

In greediness, ev TT /U o v e f t a This word
means to want to have more, greediness, avarice,

graspingness, limited usually to earthly posses

sion, to money (v. 3
; Col. iii. 5

;
Mark vii. 22

;

Luke xii. 15) ;
but the limitation arises from the

context, not from the word itself. The context

here does not admit of any such limitation: k v,

in, marks the ground on which the &quot; unclean-

ness&quot; moves, and this is not avarice, but greed
in general unto insatiableness. Hence the

GREEK FATHERS thus explain it (CHRYSOSTOM:
a//erpwf, THEODORET : auerpia, (ECUMENIUS : Kuff

vTrep f3oATfv Kal avevfidTuf). Ev is not=&amp;lt;rw
(
LU

THER: together with avarice); there is not a

new special vice, avarice, added to another

special one, unchastity (MEYER, SCHENKEL) ;

neither the context nor the word itself favors the

explanation : gluttony (HARLESS).|

Reminder respiting Christ and Christian instruc

tion ; vers. 20, 21.

Ver. 20. But ye, vuelf 6e, in opposition to

&quot;the rest of the Gentiles &quot;

[just described].
Did not so learn Christ. Ov% orw?isa
very emphatic litotes=entirely otherwise, not at

all in such a way that you can live afterwards as

you did before. E^dflere [the historical

aorist] rbv X.piar6v marks Christ as the ob

ject, the substance of the preaching of the Apos
tles and of Christ Himself; His person we must
attain to : He Himself must be accepted and ap
propriated in us (vers. 13, 15

; Col. ii. 6
;

1 Cor.

i. 23
;
2 Cor. i. 19). Hence it is not the doc

trine of Christ, as was once almost generally
thought. [This use of the verb with an accusa
tive of the person is probably unique (ELLICOTT),
and properly so, for in no other learning is a

Person so directly and fully the object. Hence
the explanation: learnt to know, is inadmissible
as without lexical authority and insufficient.

BEZA S exegesis is totally unwarranted: &quot;Ye

are not so ye have learned Christ.&quot; R.]

* [The unusual position of ir a. IT i ? leads EnicoTT to render :

&quot; uncleauness of every kind. R.]
t [HODOE renders: &quot;together with covetousness,&quot; which is

doubly objectionable. The wider sense of irAeoi/efia is ac
cepted by KADIE, ALFORD and KLLICOTT. The last named,
however, properly objects to obliterating the underlying no
tion of covetousness and srjf-seeking which seems bound up in
the word. Comp. Col. iii. 5, p. 64; and TRENCH, Sun. 3 xxiv.,
who links it most closely with sins of lust. B.J

Ver. 21. If indeed ye heard him [dye
avT bv i) nova ar e] &quot;E * y e, as in iii. 2, marks
in a fine turn of expression a definite, undoubted
fact

(
that he heard

him&quot;), particula non mir-

uit, sed auget vim admonitionis (BENGEL). It is not
however=&quot; so as&quot; (STIER). Kvrov is in empha
tic position; &quot;heard&quot; denotes the beginning of
the discipleship; hence it is not merely, heard

of Him (LUTHER), but heard Him Himself in

spirit, even though through the instrumentality
of others. He is the subject of the very first in

struction. Hence Paul adds :

And were taught in him, nal kv avr$
E 01 66. x&TJTf. The two designations* corres

pond to those in Matt, xxviii. 19, 20: &quot;disciple

all nations &quot;
&quot;

teaching them to observe all

things whatsoever I have commanded
you.&quot;

&quot;

In,&quot; v, is neither=7rcp/, concerning (PISCATOR),
nor i&amp;gt;7r6 (FLATT), nor fiia, by (BEZA) [E. V.], nor
illius nomine, quod ad ilium attinet (BENGEL), but
an instruction not merely having its result, a be

ing or living in Him, but in accordance with the

fellowship with Him (WINER, p. 366); in ipso=
ipsi insiti and docti are equivalent ( BUCER) ;

doceri

is inseri.

As is the truth in Jesus [n 86$ lar iv

a).f]deia evrti Ir/aov]. &quot;As&quot; refers only
to the instruction, to its quality ;

it corresponds
to &quot;not so&quot; (ver. 20); what was there nega
tively and briefly indicated, is here positively

expressed, and then given in detail.f &quot;Is

truth &quot;

gives prominence to the agreement of the

teaching with the reality : in the instruction

they hear Him really, possess Him as He is.

Ear iv, coming first, denotes the existence, the

reality, and that, too, as a present, now valid
and continuing reality.

Consequent TOV audire et TOV doferi est TO discere

(BENGEL): they have therefore learned, as truth
is in Him. &quot; Truth &quot;

is here opposed to the
heathen &quot;

vanity ;&quot;
as the latter was a self-made

foundling, the former is something bestowed,
real, excluding the subtleties of human origin or

change of any kind. [The notion of the Greek
adjective a7iij6iv6&amp;lt;; is thus included by Dr. Braune.
The clause setting forth the manner of the in
struction (the subntance follows in vers. 22-24),
may be thus explained: If ye were taught so
that what you received was according to what
is true (true and real) as embodied in a personal
Saviour. The literal rendering: &quot;as is truth

in Jesus
&quot;

gives most nearly the exact force.

R.] In the expression kv TGJ \rjnov, the
article is significant, pointing to the known Per

son, the personal name being chosen instead of

the official title, Christ. BENGEL: Expressing

ponit nomen Irjao v. CHRISTI, idcam perfectissime
et fulgidissime explevil JESUS; this preserves the

received instruction from obliteration. Tne
clause is, therefore, not parenthetical (BEZA,
RUECKERT and others),

&quot; truth
&quot;

is neither

* [ALFORD renders :

&quot;

If, that is, it was Him that ye heard
and in Him that ye were taught, following MEYER in re

garding both as included in
&quot;ye

learned Christ.
&quot;

the first

clause referring to the first reception, the second to further
instruction. So ELLICOTT. Perhaps ALFORD restricts tho

meaning too much when he explains
&quot; heard Him.&quot;

&quot;

if ye
really heard at your conversion the voice of the Shepherd Him
self calling you as His sheep.&quot; R.]

f [This view properly excludes the interpretation
&quot;

inas

much,&quot; which Dr. HODGE here, as elsewhere, attaches to
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tgnitio Dei (BKNOKL), nor true doctrine of Christ

i
l ic \rnii mid others), nor true holiness, good

ness (EKASMI s, il.uiLKss [HODQR] and others).

We should not connect &quot; in Jesus &quot; with what

follows (HoFMANN, Schriftbeweii, II., 2, p. 291).

The Christian walk; vers. 22-24, a. Negative
side

;
ver. 22, b. Positive side ;

vers. 23, 24.

Ver. 22. That ye put off, dtroOt-odaivftae.
This infinitive depends grammatically on the

entire thought, that they heard Him and were

taught in Him, as the truth in Jesus is (BLEKK),
although STIER and BENGEL are not incorrect in

connecting it in sense with &quot;I say and
testify&quot;

(ver. 17); they recognise, however, &quot;a certain

reference to the nearest words&quot; (ver. 21). The

emphasis rests on the verb, coming first, which
has its antithesis in

&quot;put
on&quot; (ver. 24). It is

incorrect to accept a dependence on the last

clause alone (MEYER) and a contrast between

&quot;Jesus&quot; and
&quot;ye&quot; (JEROME, HARLESS, and

others), which would be indicated by an em
phatic position for iiuac, and the insertion of

ofcrwf.* In the frequently occurring figures of

putting on and off the clothes to represent the

external appearance from which the internal

state may be inferred, it is not necessary to find

an allusion to a race before which, or a baptism
(of a proselyte) at which the clothes should be

taken off; the context gives no warrant for

either. The Lord Himself (Luke xxiv. 49) trans

ferred into the New Testament the usage of the

Old Testament in describing an instantaneous,
sudden inspiration. Comp. STIER, Words of
Jesus, vii. p. 323 f. Paul extended the figure

(ver. 23; vi. 11, 14; Rom. xiii. 12, 13; Col. iii.

8, 9, 10 ;
1 Cor. xv. 53, 54

; Gal. iii. 27 ;
1 Thess.

v. 8). The verb includes the sense of a decided

casting away, not merely a gentle putting off,

since this is required of the followers of Jesus,

among whom a preserving of the old man and
the heathen walk is intolerable.

As regards your former way of life [K a r a

rrjv rrpoTepav d vaar p oQtj v]. Karrf in

troduces that with respect to which the putting
off takes place. The substantive (hvaarpo^i/),
like the verb, includes a course of conduct aris

ing from a corresponding disposition, the mani
festation of what is within, as Gal. i. 13; 1 Pet. ii.

11, 12; i. 17, 18 (STIER), and is more than

TrEpnrarelv, preparing the way for the mention
of the internal disposition which should be put
off. It is not enough to put off merely the for

mer heathen (irporepav) walk.-)- Antitheton versus

23 lotus (BENGEL).
The old man [rdv iraAcudv avdpuirov],
&quot;Man&quot; denotes here the Ego (eyu, Rom. vii.

*[MtYER insists that
i&amp;gt;/na

forbids the dependence on

fSiSax0&amp;gt;)Te.
but ELLICOTT suggests that it marks a contrast,

not with &quot;Jesus,&quot; but with the &quot;Oentilos
&quot; and their own

previous condition as implied in the next phrase. The in

finitive has, not in itself, but from its independence, an im

perative force, as in
&quot; walk &quot;

(ver. 1) :
&quot; that ye must put off.&quot;

As an aorist it probably refers to the speedy and tingle
nature of the act. The dependence on the entire preceding
thought is a satisfactory solution : The substance of what
you heard, were taught, when you heard Him and were

taught in Him in tin- correct wuy &quot;as is truth in Jesus,&quot;

was &quot;

to put off.&quot;

&quot; that you must put off,&quot; etc. R.]

ffAi.FOR.&amp;gt;
thus indicates the train of thought :

&quot; fur you
were clothed with it (the old man) in your former conversa

tion.&quot;
The phrase nialitifd the verb, not the substantive:

&quot; That as regards your former way of life you put off.&quot; K.]

9, 10
; 17-21 ).

&quot; Old &quot;

designates that it is con
demned to be put away, old over against Jesus
the second Adam

;
hence &quot; the old man &quot;

(Col.
iii. 9

; Rom. vi. 6) means the sinful Ego de-

ninged by sin, the natural man in the corruption
of his sin.* This condition is then described:

Which waxeth corrupt according to the
lusts of deceit \_r~uv $(itip6utvov Kara
TO? tirtOvftlaf T/f a ir 6

Tyc,&quot;].
The present

participle denotes the present condition, which
is not. however a purely passive one: &quot;which is

corrupted,&quot; but in accordance with ver. 19:
&quot; which corrupts himself.&quot; It is then neither

imperfect: which corrupted himself (BENGEL),
nor to be taken as referring to the future judg
ment (RUECKERT and others) ; yet it is not

merely=morally destroying himself (HARLESS).
The antithesis is creatum (BENGEL) and the use
of Qdopa and ^dpeadat (Gal. vi. 8

;
Rom. viii. 20,

21) points to the whole man, body and soul.

[MEYER and HODGE refer it to eternal destruc

tion: &quot;which tends to destruction,&quot; but this

does not do justice to the present participle, the

peculiar force of which, as indicating a process
not entirely passive, is brought out by

&quot; waxeth

corrupt&quot; (ELLICOTT). HODGE S objection, that

&quot;old&quot; already expresses the idea of corruption,
has no force against this description of the pro
gressive character, while his own view introduces
an objective element into a delineation which is

strictly subjective. R.]
The accomplishment of the corruption is more

closely defined by the phrase :
&quot;

according to the

lusts of deceit,&quot; The corruption is accomplished
in accordance with the lusts, the factors of the

corruption; and these are affairs of sin, which
are here personified in accordance with the

power of deceiving and betraying inherent in it

(Rom. vii. 11
;

1 Cor. xi. 3 ; 2 Thess. ii. 9). The

genitive, which is that of the subject, is not to be
resolved into an adjective (GROTirs [E. V.]) and
thus weakened, nor applied merely to error tech-

nicus (BENGEL). The antithesis is secundum
Deum in justitia et sanctitate veritatis (BENGEL).

Ver. 23. And become renewed [dvaveova-
dat f?f], The contrast is marked by 6 e ,

which introduces the positive side (vers. 23, 24),
The verb in the passivef points to the fact that

a work and operation of God is spoken of
(ii.

10; iv. 24; KTiatievra; see Tit, iii. 5, 2 Tim. i.

9). The present refers to an operation which is

not concluded in a moment, but continues. The
roots of the word (vfof [recent&quot;], new) points to

a becoming rejuvenated, to the beginning, the

coming into being, of what was not, or not yet,
or no longer ; Katr6f [_noviis~]

refers to the charac

ter of that which exists, as compared with its

*
[The reader is referred to Romans, p. 203 ; comp. pp. 235-

244. The opinions there advocated are expressed in ELU-
COTT S notes on &quot; the old man :&quot;

&quot;

personification of our
whole sinful condition before regeneration, opposed to the

Kaii-ut or I fo? ai
Wp&amp;lt;oTT-os (ver. 24; Col. iii. 10) and the

&amp;lt;cAir*7

trials (Gal. vi. 15), or, if regarded in another point of view
to the taia avOpoiiros (iii. lli

;
Rom. vii.

22).&quot; R.]

f[The middle form of the verb is active in meaning (HAR
LESS), so that we must insist on the pajisiir here. MIER
objects that &quot;to I* renewed&quot; is not a proper subject ot

exhortation. But the Apostle is giving the substance of the

teaching (ver. 21). and as ALFORD well remarks: &quot; we hare
perpetually this seeming parudt X of God s work encouraged
or rlifi-kfd by man s co-operation or counter-actiou.&quot; lie

renders :

&quot;

undergo renewal.&quot; R.
]
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former condition ; avanaivovv is to put away the

ruins of the present condition and to supply new

powers, to transfer into a condition of newness,
as distinguished from the previous one. Hence
we never find via uriaig, but Kaivf/, since VEOTTJS is

already implied in KTioif. See TITTMANN, Syn.
I. p. CO f. [TRENCH, Syn. ( xviii.; Colossians, p. 65, )

ALFORD and HODGE in loco. R.] Avd indicates

not merely a setting up, but according to the

participles in vers. 18, 19, a restitution of the

original creation. The infinitive is in the same

dependence as ajroffeaOat, although in these infini

tives there is latent, a hortatory imperative,
which comes out in ver. 25. Still this inheres in

the thought, not in the form.

In the Spirit [or by the Spirit] of your
mind[rcj -vEv/uaTt, rov vooc vuuv~\. The
renewal, tiie letting themselves be renewed, is

accomplished in this. The dative is one of re

ference, the genitive that of the subject. HAR-
LESS says: T{&amp;gt;VX/} designates the immed lateness

of the personal life, Kapiia the same as the inter

nal life of a human person, vovf is the habitus

corresponding to this existence and life, irvevua

the motive power which calls forth and conditions
this habitus. To this the organism of the human
spirit corresponds. BENGEL: spiritu mentis, 1

Cor. xiv. 14. Spiritus est intimum mentis. That

inexplicabile coming from God (OETINGER) must
be renewed, is seized by the corruption of sin,

needs redemption from &quot;the vanity of the mind.&quot;

We may not take nvevfiart as instrumental on
account of the genitive and understand it of the

Holy Spirit (OEKOMBN, and others), nor can
both explanations be combined (STIER: through
the Spirit yet, living in you) ;

in that case the

middle, contrary to the usage which gives it an
active sense, and contrary to the Biblical view,
which nevcr.speaks of men renewing themselves,
is taken as reflexive. Nor is the

&quot;spirit&quot;
of

man to be regarded as opposed absolutely to the

&quot;flesh,&quot; as if it could never be subject to the

latter (SCHEXKEL).
[The view of Braune, which takes ro&amp;gt; TTVEV-

(ia.7i as a dative of reference referring ex

clusively to the human spirit, is accepted by
most commentators. HODGE takes Trvevpa here

as the &quot;interior life that of which the volf,

Ka, )fJi , ipvxy are the modes of manifestation, . a

psychological statement inferior to that of HAR-
i,;:.-i s, and probably resulting from the desire to

avoid any trichotomic opinion. MEYER has wa
vered in his views: adopting in the 1st, 3d and
4ih eds. the usual opinion, and in^the second that

of FRITZSCHE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT and others.

This takes the dative as instrumental, and as re

ferring to the human spirit acted upon by the

Holy Spirit (see Romans, p. 235), or to the Holy
Spirit in a gracious union with the human spirit

(ELLICOTT, 3d ed.). To this view I incline, but

not decidedly. The other interpretation is open
to objections both of an exegeticaj and psycho
logical nature. This sense of ITVEVHO, is now

clearly established, and indispensable in exege
sis. In fact as ALFORD says: &quot;the irvsvfia of

man is only then used sensu proprio as worthy
of its place and governing functions, when it is

one Spirit with the Lord.&quot; The trouble is, that

this Kvevfia would hardly be spoken of as the in

strument; the answer being that a process is

described as going on, the agent being &quot;the re

stored and Divinely informed leading principle
of their vuvc..&quot; The genitive is then possessive.

-R.]

Ver. 24. And that ye put on, KOI KvSvaa-
a ft at, is an internal act done by us, having an
effect upon the walk and thus manifesting itself.

The new man, TUV naivov avdpuTrov,
we have as present, given, outside of ourselves,
in Christ; hence Rom. xiii. 14: &quot;Put ye on the
Lord Jesus Christ.&quot;

&quot;Who after God hath been* created
[rov KUTO. 6ebv KTiatJevra]. This marks
both the reality and the character of the new
man. The designation evidently points to Gen.
i. 26, 27; which is even more prominent in the

parallel passage, Col. iii. 10
(&quot;after the image

of Him that
created&quot;). Cornp. 1 Pet. i. 15.

It should be noticed that this qualification com
pels us not to take &quot;new man&quot; as exactly=
Christ; for He is not &quot;created,&quot; but rather

&quot;God, the image of Him who creates,&quot; after

whom (Kara) the new man is created. Hence
we should refer it to the new human personality
as respects Christ, which the Christian should
become. Thus in the Epistle to the Colossians
we find: TW vkov TUV avaKCuvofisvov, the young,
tender, newly born, which is renewed, developed
in contrast with the previous one. The creation

of the protoplast is however merely recalled;
the expressions are borrowed from it, to desig
nate the new creation taking place in Christ and
to put it in relation to the first. f
In righteousness and holiness of the

truth
\_KV

fiiKaioai Vi) nal OG i6rr/T i rf/f a/.n-

0et af]. This characterizes the new man and sets

forth the distinguishing marks of its character;
the preposition adjoining to &quot;created&quot; that in

which the created man appears, with which he
is endowed, equipped. The Apostle proceeds
from without to within. The two notions are

united together and applied to God (Rev. xvi. 5),
to men (1 Thess. ii. 10; Tit. i. 1

;
Luke i. 75),

o&amp;lt;7*of is predicated of God (Rev. xv. 4), of Christ

(Heb. vii. 26; Acts ii. 27; xiii. 35), of men (1

Tim. ii. 8). Off/or^f refers to the inmost nature,
the disposition, the immaculate purity of love

(i. 4; v. 27; Heb. vii. 26), dtKaioaumj to the

action and mode of dealing, which keeps all re

lations within the bounds of truth and right

(STIER). TITTMAXN, Syn. I. 25 ff. Here we may
not apply the frequent usage of Plato, who joins
both notions, of which Philo says: oovoY^f n?v

TTpbf fleov, tiiKdioavvi) de Trpof avQpuirovs 6etjpeirat.

MEYER regards timaioavvi] as moral rectitude in

itself, oatorr/g specially in reference to God.

SCIIENKEL takes the former as respecting the

world, the latter God; the latter is evidently op-

*[
; Not created in the case of each individual believer,

but created once for all (im tio rei f hristianit, Kengel) and
then individually assumed &quot;(KLLICOTT). Comp. Textual Xote-:

K |

f[
fThe doctrine of the restoration to us of the Divine

image in Christ, as here implied, is not to be overlooked.

MUKI.LKR, Lehre von der Sutide, ii. p. 485 ff., denies any
allusion to it here, but on insufficient grounds, as indeed he

himself virtually allows. Not the bare fact of (Jen. i. JT,

but the great truth which that fact represents is alluded to.

The image of Uod in Christ is a far more glorious thing than

Adam ever hud, or could have hud: lint still the near eiwtva

eeov=KOLTa 6iov, is true of both&quot; ^ALFDKiiy. Corny.

Colossians, p. 08. K.]
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posed to &quot;uncleanness&quot; (ver. 10) and the for

mer to &quot;

wiiuloimess&quot; and
&quot;greediness.&quot; [So

8TIKR urn! KI.I.ICOTT.] The genitive sets i m-ili

the ground of both; &quot;the truth&quot; is personified,
like &quot;love&quot; i ver. 22). the cause of the righteous
ness :md holiness; out of the eternal Divine
ti:i-i- t.f truth springs the ethical personal
lite, which is conditioned by this as true: with

out this niiin would lapse into
&quot;vanity&quot; (ver. 17).

LrniKit incorrectly renders the genitive by an

adjective: in real righteousness and holiness.

[So CALVIN, BEZA, HOLZHAUSEN and the E. V.,
while PKI.AUIUS explains: &quot;in the truth,&quot; Kal kv

ahrflfia (the reading of D. F. and some fathers)
There seerns to bean antithesis between &quot;truth&quot;

here and &quot;deceit&quot; in ver. 22 (HODGE, EAIHE
and others), which suggests that the notion
&quot; real

&quot;

is prominent here. R.] It is incorrect

to take the preposition as instrumental (Monus),
or as=fif. The new man is not created by this

ethical quality but by God, nor is this the end,
but the accompanying gift of this creation, as is

manifest in Christ, to whom this belonged from
the beginning, not becoming His in the course

of His life.

[OLSHAUSEN S remarks are generally accepted :

&quot;AiKaioai vrt betokens a just relation among the

powers of the soul within, and towards men and
duties without. But 6at6r/j&amp;lt;;, like the Hebrew
D On, betokens the integrity of the spiritual life,

and the piety towards God of which that is the

condition. Hence both expressions together

complete the moral idea of perfection. As here
the ethical side of the Divine image is brought
out, Col. iii. 10 brings out the intellectual. The
new birth alone leads to kiriyvuaic. : all knowledge
which proceeds not from renewal of heart, is

but outward appearance ;
and of this kind was

that among the false Colossian teachers. On
the other hand, in Wisdom ii. 23 the physical
side of the Divine image is brought out.&quot; ELLI-

COTT deems the last reference somewhat doubt
ful. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The nature of the heathen life is &quot;vanity of

the mind.&quot; This designates the type of the
natural character among Jews and Christians.

[&quot;The ethical and religious element of their life

was unsatisfactory and cheerless, alike in wor
ship and in practice, the same as to present
happiness as to future prospect, for they knew
not man s chief end &quot;

(EADIE). R.]
2. The &quot;vanity of the mind&quot; is the result of

a fall from a previous possession and enjoyment
of original gifts, which is accomplished in a two
fold series of acts reciprocally requiring and

furthering each other; the intellectual and moral
side of man s nature being in turn solicited, and
thus roused in selfishness, it is ever further re

moved from the truth in God and from the God
of truth. Indeed, the result, the vanity of the

mind, is itself capable of increase and must de

velop into extreme corruption, if aid does not
come and a retrograde movement begin.

3. The intellectual and moral side of man require
and promote each other. The Reason can not

remain healthy and clear, or susceptible, as from
the beginning, if the will is or becomes warped

or weakened. The obscuration, weakening ol

tin l ie.-ion necessarily enters with-the enfeebling
and confusion of the will. The Apostle com

prises both under the term irvtvun* (ver. 23):
the former he designates vofif (vers. 17, 23),
didvoia (ver. 18); the latter nap&ia (ver. 18).
The Apostle Paul places (he initiative in the lusts

(ver. 22: &quot;corrupted according to the lusts of

deceit&quot;),
as Luther sharply indicates in his in

correct translation (which corrupts itself through
lusts in error). The perverted will, executing
what is wrong, makes the understanding a so

phistical attorney, a crafty counsellor for its

unrighteousness.
4. The factors of corruption are three : God,

who hardens (Exod. iv. 21; vii. 3; xiv. 4, 8;
Jno. xii. 40; Rom. ix. 1.8; i. 24), man himself (1
Sam. vi. 6; Ps. xcv. 8; Heb. iii. 8), the sur

rounding circumstances, through which and under
which it takes place (Gen. vii. 13; viii. 15;
Heb. iii. 13). According to the context man is

here described as the cause of the corruption

(ver. 19), because personal guilt and the evoking
of self-activity is treated of, while in Rom. i.

24 God is termed the Author in the same matter,
since there the final and deepest ground is

touched upon. Usually its consummation ap
pears as a history, which is pragmatically
sketched by the external circumstances, the

Power above the man and the concealed doings
within him not being brought into prominence.
What comes to pass is never loosed from the

dealings of God and His holy rule, iior from the
consent and opposition of man or without the

influences of historical circumstances and per
sons. Consider, however, that thy guilt is at

once God s punishment and thine own guilt, and

forget not that the two appear together as a de

veloping history.
5. The dangerous element of sin is the.deceit of

lust, which plays the role of pleasure, and is not

really tjfiovq, but pOnpd and Qtteipet. This is God s

appointment, that what is unholy should be un

wholesome, as wrong is ill; the lustful one,

turning away from God, naturally ruins him
self, which is possible only in self-deception.

6. Renewal is not accomplished by man in his

own strength, but only in the acceptance and use
cf the vital strength promised and imparted to

him with justification, hence in the appropriated
power of God, in the strength of Divine life.

Comp. notes 8, 10.

7. Renewal too, like corruption, has its history.
As the latter proceeds from dvouia to dvouta, even
to the end, Odvarnf (Rom. vi. 19, 21), so in the
former advance is made from hearing Christ to

being taught in Him, from the scholar to the

friend, the intimate of Christ, and from the ser

vant of God, who permits himself to be thus

termed, to heirship and participation in His king
dom. [Comp. Exeyetical S^otes on ver. 23. R.]

8. The beginning of the Christian walk is the

putting off the previous vices (ver. 28-32), and

*
[Whatever view may bo taken of rer. 23, or whatever

psychological distinctions may be allowable in tho exegesis
ul tin- NVw Testament, there is nothing hero or elsewhere to

in.lii-ati that man hius a -spirit&quot; UBraMtwd l&amp;gt;y
tho &quot;

flesh,&quot;

inmtYiTti il
l&amp;gt;y

tin- fall. The natural state is the more awful,
lu i-aii.-i tin spirit.&quot; tin- higher part, the point of connec
tion with Hiviin- inllui Mcfs, is umler tho dominion of gin.

11.J
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from resistance, even if with feeble result, ad
Vance is made to victorious crucifixion of the flesh

and its lusts (Gal. v. 16, 17, 24).
9. In this too knowing and willing stand in re

ciprocal action conditioning each other: learning
Christ and putting on Christ, Christian science

and Christian life. Theological faculties and
the Church of Christ belong together. No
knowledge should sunder itself from life, nor
the science of Theology from the Christian

Church. Where faith in Christ is- not active,

the scientific culture of individuals and churches
will fare badly enough.

10. The vital power of faith must in the moral

life-process prove itself real (r?/f aAijddas) and

permeate the whole mode of life (iv dMaioavvy)
from within to without (ev 6ai6rrfn) and thus

manifest itself in the walk. Faith, in itself a

moral act, must prove itself in an ethical life-

process.

[11. &quot;This passage is of special doctrinal im

portance, as teaching us the true nature of the

image of God in which man was originally
created. That image did not consist merely in

man s rational nature, nor in his immortality,
nor in his dominion, but specially in that right
eousness and holiness, that rectitude in all his

principles, and that susceptibility of devout af

fections, which are inseparable from the posses
sion of the truth, or true knowledge of God.
This is the Scriptural view of the original state

of man, or of original righteousness, as opposed,
on the one hand, to the Pelagian theory, that

man was created without moral character; and,
on the other, to the Romish doctrine, that origi
nal righteousness was a supernatural endowment
not belonging to man s nature. Knowledge, and

consequently righteousness and holiness, were
immanent or con-created in the first man, in

the same sense as were his sense of beauty and

susceptibility of impression from the external

world.&quot; HODGE. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Deal earnestly with the conduct of those com
mitted to you, as did the Apostle, and take care
that none of your children can say: Father and
mother have not told me of it. Much depends
upon this, that every one in his circle and place
bears witness against the walk of the natural

character and in favor of Christian conduct.

Consider, no one is lost except through his own
fault; but perhaps through yours too! Sin
binds the will, so that it is not free, and blinds

or darkens the Reason, so that it is not healthy.
The two faculties act and react upon each
other ;

it is madness for a sinner to boast of

a sound reason. It is a fearful truth however,
thou wilt have life, enjoy the world and yet
thou destroyest thyself, most certainly thy soul

at least. Where God s life and gift, peace and

pure pleasure of the heart is wanting, there man
wastes himself away, grasping in darkness for

light, in emptiness for fulness, in apathy for life,

aiming at these, and yet, at last, comfortless and
unsatisfied. Hold to Christian instruction and

constantly try, whether thou art learning Christ :

He is the measure of all truth. Never forget:
He is the Light ;

whoso is athirst, let him come

to Him and drink! You may know everything
in the world, but not knowing Him, thy know
ledge is nothing; you may know nothing of the

world, knowing Him, trusting in Him, thy
knowledge is rich. The toil of self-denial and
denial of the world cannot be spared you; but

begin in the centre, in thyself, thy will
and heart. What avails external alteration:
that is by no means growing better. One must
not be ever setting the tools and the plough in

order; draw furrows through the field of thy
heart and sow good seed therein, thus wilt thou
reach the harvest and the harvest home. The
sun makes the Spring and rejuvenates the earth,
not single sunbeams, however, but the sun itself

ever mounting higher, ever working longer. So
Christ, who renews thee. Look how Peter with
his sanguine temper became the rock-man, be
came constant, and John with his choleric dis

position (Mark iii. 17; Luke ix. 54) was renewed
into the Apostle of energetic love.

STAKKB: The natural knowledge of God is

not the right one, and is far from sufficing for

salvation, 1 Cor. i. 21. The origin of all our
sins is the &quot;vanity of the mind&quot; and the dark
ened understanding. We do not understand
what the true good is, nor how we can attain to

it. If we are to be helped, we must be helped
in these respects, else a hardening results, and
we become at last &quot; without

feeling.&quot; All, even
the best, in man is corrupted by nature, accord

ingly nothing is to be expected from his own
strength. Mark, man, the stripes of thy con

science, they are a favor from God; despise
them not, lest thy heart be gradually led by the

deceit of sin into obduracy. He who does not

live devoutly has not rightly learned or beard
Christ. In Christ Jesus is the truth, not a doc
trine merely, but a righteous life, and this truth

consists in a putting off of the old man and a

putting on of the new. He who rightly knows
Christ, must, to honor Him, live holily. It is a

sheer impossibility to be a Christian and to be

willing to continue walking in heathenish lusts.

Through a long habit of sinning, the under

standing at length becomes so darkened, the

conscience so insensible, the will so stubborn,
that the man no longer perceives the danger of

his sinful condition, has no more conscience

about sin, and no desire to desist from sin.

Where sin began, there repentance must begin.
RIEQER: The understanding would otherwise

be a pre-eminent ornament of man, but it too

has suffered much from the inroads of sin. A
proper character begins in us with the know

ledge and confession of the might of sin, how it

has clurg to us from the time of our birth and
extended itself as an old man over all our powers
and members.
HEUBNER: Where the will is corrupt, the

nderstanding is darkened
;
blindness is the re

sult of hardening. Heathenism is life without

God, Christianity life from God. The Christian

must ever begin anew and at the same time

afresh. Daily repentance is needed, if we know
;he weakness, impurity, inconstancy of our

learts. We will be ever seeing remnants of the

old man appearing and returning here and

here, and then a putting off of the old and put

ting on the new man is at onoe necessary again,



CHAP. IV. 17-24. 1G1

and a purging process must be begun as in the

case of sick people. There is no more Certain

sign of an unspirituul mind, than the question:
\Vhiii then is so bad in me? Am I then so en

tirely unlike the image of God?
1 \-i-i.vvANT: The history of the heathen of

all ages and countries is a history of such vanity
of mind, and of vanities; and all this vain

character and action is renewed, re-decked and
increased in the history of the character and

doings of the heathen now-a-day, of the unbe

lieving and God-forsaken in Christendom. In

the latter case the guilt is indeed greater, the

injury deeper and the vanity worse. This story
of the origin of all heathen character and

action, and of all idolatry in the world, repeats
itself in every heart, which permits itself to be

led through lustfulncss and vanity of the mind

away from the only true God into unbelief, dis

obedience and ingratitude. The will becomes

perverted and evil, seducing in its turn the un

derstanding and all the senses of man; and the

mind, when it has once become false and vain,
Beduces in turn the impure heart, which has
forsaken truth and faith; and here, in this

impurity is the damnable ground and beginning
of all ignorance and obduracy. That which is

most exalted in us, which shall inherit immortal

ity, our most beautiful, thinking, poetizing, loving,
that which moves our whole heart and soul,

what is inmost and most intellectual, our most

profound life, our
&quot;spirit&quot;

itself must be re

newed within us.

STIER: The natural man in the vanity of his

mind chooses what is void, empty and perishing,
instead of what is Divinely real. Lust and
deceit are akin. Hearing, learning, becoming
learned, are the three orderly degrees. Man,
corrupt by nature, destroys that which was
created, God s Spirit in our spirit breaks anew
the first creation. Once for all in the Person of
Christ is that created and prepared for us, which
we are to put on.

GKULACH: The lusts paint joy for us and
then bring misery, place man in opposition to his

Creator, his eternal destiny, himself, making out

of the whole character a lie.

/IK i,: The heathenish nature in our Christian

congregations of to-day. From the text (vers. 17-

32) we may perceive as in a mirror: 1) In what
inward character of the heart (vers. 17-19), 2)
in what outward form of the conduct it still mani
fests itself among us (vers. 25-32). Conclusion:

T0 extirpate it by the roots, each one for himself,

puts and must put it away from him.

On the Epistle for the l
(Jth Sunday after Trinity,

iv. 22-28. LANGBEIN: How it is chiefly shown in

social life, t hat something really new is born with
in us? When there is found, 1) in our mouth,
instead of a lie, the truth, 2) in our heart, in

stead of wrath, placability, 3) in our hands, in

stead of unjust property, the gift of mercy.
THOLUCK: The virtue of Christian love of

truth. 1 How does it manifest itself a) toward

God, 6) toward our neighbor, c) towards our
selves . 2. How do we attain to it? a) Through
the consciousness of the continued presence of

that eye. which sees in secret and to which a lie

is an abomination, b) by taking the right stan

dard, the Word of God.

F. A. WOLF: On the proper conduct of all iu

authority for the promotion of fidelity and pro
bity in their subordinates. 1. Strict love of

truth. 2. Forbearing earnestness in disciplin
and admonition. 3. Zeal for the public good in

our own place and calling.
FLORET: A new man, a new life! 1) In

words of truth, 2) mastery over the passions, 3)
blamelessness in walk, 4) turning away from what
is unjust, 5) activity in one s calling, 0) brotherly
love in the heart. Some principles for Christian

parents in the education of their children 1.

To convince them of the evil nature of their

hearts. 2. To be helpful to the renewal of their
mind in the Holy Ghost (Baptism, Home, School,

Church). 3. To contend against their darling
sins (lying, quick temper, slandering, purloin
ing, tattling) and to help to the opposite virtues.

BRANDT: The new man in Christ. 1. Truth
fulness his ornament. 2. His heart breathes
love. 3. He allows himself to be guided by
benevolence and trustfulness. 4. Faithful and
honorable, is his watchword. A rich harvest

blessing is an urgent demand to put off the old
man and to put on the new. Without this 1) we
do not fulfil the design of God in bestowing this

blessing, 2) with all our thanksgiving we cannot

please God; 3) we are in danger of turning the

blessing into a curse.

SPITTA : Believing and pious Christians should
not walk as the heathen. 1. How the heathen
walk. 2. Why Christians should not walk thus ?

3. How they show proper earnestness in this.

GENZKEN (Preparatory discourse) : The blessed
barter (after Matt. ix. 16

f.).
The old ragged

mantle of the old man is cast away (the web of

lust and error) ; 2. The Lord Jesus is put on

(the garment of righteousness and honor).

[EADIE: Ver. 17. In the case of the heathen,
all the efforts and operations of their spiritual
nature ended in dreams and disappointment.
Ver. 18. Deep shadow lay upon the Gentile

mind, unrelieved save by some fitful gleams
which genius occasionally threw across it, and
which were succeeded only by profounder dark
ness. A child in the lowest form of a Sunday
School, will answer questions with which the

greatest minds of the old heathen world grappled
in vain. There could be no light in their mind,
because there was no life in their hearts, for the
life in the Logos is the light of men. Ver. 19.

Self-abandonment to deeper sin is the Divine

judicial penalty of sin. Self was the prevailing
power the gathering in of all possible objects
and enjoyments on one s self was the absorbing
occupation. This accompaniment of sensualism

sprang from the same root with itself, and was
but another form of its development. Ver. 20.

Once dark, dead, dissolute and apathetic, they
had learned Christ as the light and the life as
the purifier and perfecter of His pupils. Ver.
22. This deceit is not simply error. It has assumed

many guises. It gives a refined name to gross-
ness, calls sensualism gallantry, and it hails

drunkenness as good cheer. It promises fame
and renown to one class, wealth and power to

another, and tempts a third onward by the pros
pect of brilliant discovery. But genuine satis

faction is never gained, for GoJ is forgotten
Ver. 24. While this spiritual creation is Go-i i
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peculiar work for He who creates can alone re

create this truth in Jesus has a living influence

upon the heart, producing, fostering, and sus

taining such rectitude and piety. R.]

[SCHENKEL: The characteristic marks of

heathenish disposition: 1. Darkening of the

mind, where the knowledge of what is Divine is

concerned; 2. Hardening of the heart, where
the repression of their own evil lusts is con
cerned. Lust and greed the two fundamental
sins of the natural man: 1. Their internal con

nection; 2. Their external difference. To learn
Christ 1) the Christian s first duty, 2) his high
est wisdom. The seal of true Christianity is the
new birth, ; for 1) where this is wanting, all good
works are but seeniiny, and 2) where it is present
the life with good works must really be tetming.
The deceit of sin and the truth of redemption:

1. Sin corrupts man under the deceitful repre
sentations of evil lust; 2. Redemption heals man
by restoring his original truth in righteousness
and holiness. R.]

b. Special trails of the new walk.

CHAV. IV. 25-32.

25 Wherefore putting [having put] away lying [falsehood], speak every man truth

[speak ye truth each one] with his neighbor : for we are members one of another.
26 Be ye angry [Be angry],

1 and sin not : let not the sun go down upon your wrath

27, 28 [irritation] :

a Neither [Nor yet]
5

give place to the devil. Let him that stole

[who stealeth] steal no more [longer] : but rather let him labor, working with his

hands4
the thing [that] which is good, that he may have to give [impart] to him

29 that needeth [who hath need]. Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your
mouth, but that which [whatever] is good to the use of edifying [for the building
up of the need],

5 that it may minister [give] grace unto the hearers [to those who
30 hear]. And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby [in whom] ye are [were]
31 sealed unto the day of redemption. Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and
32 clamor, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice : And be [be

come]
6

ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another [each other],
even as God for Christ s sake hath forgiven [in Christ forgave]

7

you.
8

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 26. [ Y?. is omitted for the sake of euphony, and is inserted in ver. 25 for the same reason. On the other change*
Bee Ertg. Notes. R.J

* Ver. 2(i. [The article T to is omitted in X. 1 A. B. ; rejected by Lachmann, Meyer, bracketed by Alford. but on the au

thority of X. 3
1&amp;gt;- F. K. L., fathers, retained (as in Rec.) by most editors. The probability of its being omitted because the

substantive was defined by v n &amp;lt;a v is very great. R.J
8 Ver. 27. [Instead of /HIJTC (Rec., a few cursives, Chrysostom) most modern editors accept fi r)5 e on the authority of

all our MSS. (X. A. B., etc). On the grammatical objection to the former reading, see Exfy. Xntes.Xor yet, see Kllicott s

Dote on the translation of 1 Thess. ii. 3. R.]
* Ver. 22. [The variations are great : 1. We have the long reading ra.lt iSiati \fpo~lv TO aya-Bov (X. 1 A. D.

E. P. G., many versions), accepted by Lachmann, Tiscliendorf(ed. 1), Wordsworth, Eadie, Kllicott and others ; the same words

appearing with TO ay a.0 6v coming first in K. and some cursives. 2. In many authorities ioiam is omitted, and there is a

strong suspicion of its interpolation from 1 Cor. iv. 12. Here too there is variety in the order; X. 3 B. some fathers read :

roi? \tpa\v TO ayaOov (Meyer, Alford. 4th ed.), while the order is reversed in the Rec., L., majority of cursives,

many fathers (Oriesbach, Pcholz, Tischendorf, eds. 2, 7). 3. We have besides two briefer readings, almost wholly conjectu

ral, though each claims a Father in support ; theoneTais x *P&amp;lt;ri
&quot; alone (regarding TO ayadov as interpolated from (i lt l.

vi. 10), the other TO ayaOov alone. It will be seen then that the evidence strongly sustains the position of T 6 dy a86v
at the end of the clause ; accepting this, the only other question deserving attention is the genuineness of i 6 i a i ? . The
mass of authority is in its favor, but very good authorities omit it. The internal evidence seems to be against it, for it may
have been inserted from 1 Cor. iv. 12, and the special force attached to it by Kllicott (see Ereij. J\~te.s) scarcely amounts tu

an argument for retaining it. Braune s preference is rendered uncertain by an evident typographical error, but he rejects

?. R.]
Ver. 29. [D.

1 F., some fathers read n-iVrttos instead of
\peia&amp;lt;; ; an evident correction. Giw is more literal than min

puts upon grace the sense of &quot; Divine grace,&quot; foarer* to is &amp;lt;omewhat too technical in itsister, which at the same time

present use. R.|
Ver. 32. [B. and some minor authorities omit S i (Lachmann). while ovv is found in D.l F. &amp;lt;!. both reading pro

bably due to a misapprehension of the relation between vers. 31, 32. Become is more exact than be ; each other (iavTols)
than one another. R.]

Ver. 32. [Never was the E. V. more unfortunate in its rendering of the phrase iv X p t &amp;lt;TT u. The aorist requires
here : forgave. R.]

Ver. 32. [B. (according to Alford s personal inspection, not B.2) D. E. K. L. and a number of minor author,!

q M I v ; accepted by Lachniunn. But X. A. F. and other authorities support ii tt.lv. The probability of an alteration from

T. 2 has decided most recent editors of the correctness of the second pertan.R.]
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KXK!KTI(\VL AND CRITICAL.

The (jeni r/il basis : no lie. but the truth (vor. 25) ;

the special points as respects deposition (vers.
^ ,, 27), as respects work (ver. 28), word (vers.
2 ., 30) ; comprehensive conclusion (vers. 31.

82).
Ver. 25. The general basis. Wherefore, A 16,

gives the connection with what precedes (
no

longer wulk as the rest of the Gentiles
walk&quot;),

and, as the exhortations with their positive and
negative sides show, with special reference to

vers. 2:2-24. Hence immediately: having put
away falsehood, anotikusvot rb

i/&amp;gt;ei&amp;gt;(Jof.

According to Ps. cxvi. 11
(&quot;all

men are
liars&quot;);

Ixii. 10; Horn. iii. 4, the first duty of every na
tural man is to put away the lie, especially as
the connection with the kingdom of darkness
is thereby indicated. For the devil is the
liar from the beginning, who slew man, leading
him away out of the truth of life in God (Jno.
viii. 44). Hence [the abstract]* TO tyev&os,
which is not TO tyevoeatiai, nor=lies (LUTHER); it

is the opposite of the &quot;truth as it is in Jesus.&quot;

Cooip. 1 Jno. ii. 4; iv. 20; v. 10. It does not
occur then, because it is the principal spiritual
sin of heathenism and has as its result a dark
ening of the spirit (SCHBSKEL). This require
ment is of deeper scope than to allow it to be
said that even haathen ethics could designate
and forbid this as sin.

Speak ye truth each one with his
neighbor [AaAeZrc a ArjO eiav enaaToc
fie TO. TOV KAr/oiov a v T o

]. This exhor
tation is [a reminiscence] from Zech. viii. l(j

(LXX.) : ZafaiTE a/Jfimav eKuarof Trpo^ TOV rrkqaiov
avrov. The article is wanting with a/./faiav, ia
order to mark th it not the complete, entire truth
is to be spoken; that cannot be done at the be
ginning; only let what you do say be true.
Paul substitutes the preposition //era for

trp6&amp;lt;;,
in

order to give special prominence to the inter
communion in the speaking with each other

[STIER] and to bring to mind the Christian bro
ther, as the context requires. The reference is

not to &quot;

neighbor&quot; in the wider sense, to all
men. The Apostle is treating of the Church of
Christ.

For we are members one of another
\OTL iautv a)././/A.uv p ?.,/]. This is the
motive: to be members one of another and to
belie one another, how contradictory (MEYER)!
Eat enim monstrum, si membra inter se non consen-
tiant imo si fraudenter inter se agant (CALVIN).
Christians are &quot; members one of another,&quot; not
merely members of the body of Christ, but each
has to do for the other, to give to him, as well
as to receive from him and permit him to do in
return. The reciprocal f7rtXo,&amp;gt;t,yia

of speaking
the truth (SriER) is marked. It is entirely
similar to Kom xii. &quot;&amp;gt;-H

: ] r,,,-. X J L [5.27 ;- Jh,
[Notice tli- fre,,iie,,t use of abstract nouns, almost per-

...i.il .-at in .Ins chapter. Here &quot; th- vie, and habit of
lying,

is meant, which is a chief characteristic of the &quot;,,1,1man. | IlilM ,ral ,,.! i, Iim ,.diat.- ,,.,,( ,- ,., ,!
i-h,,..., of sin. Th, MfM participle is prefer,-,-,! h-re &amp;lt;

having put aay,. IMM-,,,,*. th man must |mv ,. r.. r a ,,

put off talseh.,0,1 as a ,

:
l,arae, (.ristle before h, enter* the

hai.it ,,t speaking truth &quot;

( ALPORD). R.]
t [&quot;The f,, iv,.,, f the ...\h,.ri:iti.,ii ,|,,.-s ,,,,t rest ,,n -my mere

thical coupler........* ,,t&quot;our obligation, , society^ , ttn ;

passage is full of significance, not inexact (Gno-
TIUH, llUk.CKKKT and others), Illld 19 HOt tO be
applied to the Gentiles and the Jews, as is done
even by BKNGKL.

THE PARTICULAR POINTS: a.) As respects ths

disposition: anger without sin, since in the Church
so great occasion to anger especially is given to
the Christian with his natural man, and the fel

lowship is so easily disturbed thereby, and tho
Christian himself corrupted; vers. 20-27.

Ver. 2&amp;lt;;. Be angry and sin not [opyi^taOe
Kal ur) djtapTavsTe]. The first verb is to
be taken as imperative, in this series of impera
tives (vers. 25-32). This is further required by
the circumstance, that it is a citation (Ps. iv. 5:

XI 1?J&quot;I translated by the LXX. pre

cisey as Paul here writes it) : the original and
the Greek version are undoubtedly imperative.
The passage in the Psalms is rendered by LU
THER: Be angry, so that ye sin not; this pas
sage: Be angry and sin not. The sense is evi

dently equivalent to bp~yi^6pevoi ///) djiapTavert

(WISER, p. 292), which not only states the case
in which they would become angry, but also ex-

presses that the anger is allowed, aye com
manded and righteous. This is only the more
strongly marked by the two imperatives joined
with KOI, the second of which only is negatived
(//) ; accordingly Paul used this form, this ci

tation.* The original text in the Psalm, in
which the main matter is the transformation of
the angry quousque tandem to rest and gentleness,
is correctly rendered by the LXX. (HENGSTEN-
BERG, HITZIG, STIER, against EWALD, HAHLESS
and others). It can only be affirmed that Paul
did not wish to prove anything by the citation

(HARLESS) ; he wishes only to use the words of

David, but does not use the words of the LXX.
to strengthen those which they are acquainted
with

;
it is incorrect to suppose that nothing

depends on the sense of the original passage
(KuECKERT). The Sacred Scriptures, which
speak of the wrath of God, showing us Christ
in anger at the cleansing of the temple (John ii.

13-16; Matt. xxi. 12, 13), do not reject anger:
Jas. i. 19, 20; Rom. xii. 19; Eccles. vii. 9. So
here, for we do not read : Do not be angry and
sin, the negative cannot be moved forward so as
to qualify the first verb (WISER, p. 460). Hence
we need not accept an unwilling permission of

anger (DE WETTK, WINER) ;
in that case a/,/.d

would be found in place of nai. Nor is &quot;be

angry&quot; in accordance with an assumed Hebra
ism to be taken conditionaliier on account of the
connection with a following imperative (RUECK-
ERT, ZYRO, S ud. u. Krit., 1841, p. 690), [HODGE
apparently]; that would really mean: if ye are

analogy that may IM&amp;gt; derived from the body (Chrysostom),
but on the deeper truth that in U-ini; memlV-rs of one an
other we arc members of the body of Christ.&quot; ELLICOTT.
The analogy CHRYSOSTOM draws is striking, however, and de
serving of notice: &quot; If the eye were to spy a serpent or a
wild U-ust. will it lie to the foot?&quot; ,tc.-R.}

*
[This is perhaps the view now generally received. Both

imperatives are jussive; anger is not only allowable, but
commanded in certain cases, yet the Apostle forbids the
joining, .f sin with it; in so doing the emphasis resting on
the s--,-,.ii,| Imperative obscures the jussive fi.rce of the first

inn-, rendering it rather attumfitirf : He angry (for this must
I* so) and do not sin. So EADIE, ALMRD, METER, ELLICOTI
and others. R.I
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angry, ye will not sin. The limitation of &quot; sin

not&quot; to reconciliation (HARLESS), to the exclu

sion of enmity against others (ZYRO), is incor

rect because not in accordance with the context.

The acceptance of an interrogation (GROTIUS :

are ye angry ?) is inadmissible on account of the

quotation.
Let not the sun go down upon your ir

ritation [6 ?}/Uof firj ETTitivEru e TT t T&amp;lt;J

ir apopyia [i&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; v,uui&amp;gt;].
This thought is occa

sioned by the citation (Ps. iv. 5) and the matter

itself. There is also in the expression &quot;let not

the sun go down,&quot; a reminiscence of Deut. xxv.

13, 15, according to which the poor man should

receive his cloak, given in pledge, and wages
should be paid before sundown. There is no
reference to the Pythagorean precept to be re

conciled before sunset
;
and quite as little to

Christ, the Sun of Righteousness (AUGUSTINE),
certainly none to the Reason (LOMBARD). The

[non-classical and rare] word Trapopyia/j.6^ occurs

only here; it is related to irapopyi^Eafiai (Eph. vi.

4; Col. iii. 21; Rom. x. 19), meaning the anger
aroused in us, the being or becoming angry,
which should not continue, nor be carried about
and nourished. AJfectus noctu retentus alte insidet

(BEXGEL). Anger thus becomes hate, rancor.

What is right towards the occurrence, viz., being
angry, should not when that is past, be retained

against the person, who remains. The preposi
tion 7ra/)d does not indicate something wrong
(ZAXCHIUS), [WORDSWORTH], and the article,

marking the momentary being angry, connected
with bpyi^eaOai, is not incorrect (STIER). [Comp.
Textual Note *. ALFORD brackets the article,

suggesting that the omission gives the sense

&quot;upon any irapopyiafior.&quot; The word irritation

preserves the reference to occasion given indi

cated by Trapd, and at the same time distinguishes

(in English) from the &quot; wrath &quot; which is forbid

den in ver. 31. R.]

Ver. 27. Nor yet give place to the devil

\[11J ft SIGHTS TOTTOV TW (5 I a (i 6 &quot;k

(j).~\

M r)St is disjunctive and adds something new

(Matt. vi. 25) ; while //#re is adjunctive, adding

something which belongs to the foregoing

(Matt. v. 34-36). Comp. WINER, p. 457.* Be
sides not sinning by prolonging wrath, they
should not sin by giving place to the devil.

A /(Sore T 6 IT o v designates, as in Rom. xii. 19,

affording free play, wide space, of course in the

heart. But to whom? to the devil, as in vi. 11
;

2 Tim. ii. 26, even though it does not elsewhere

occur in this sense in Paul s writings, but more

frequently describes slanderers, or a slanderous

manner (1 Tim. iii. 6, 7, 11 ; Tit. ii.
3).J

The
antithesis is found in ver. 30. Hence it does

*
[In addition to the critical grounds for rejecting /attire,

the grammatical objection should he noted. Mijre here would

presuppose another
/*&amp;gt;?,

while /AJJ precedes. The sequence
is therefore abnormal. METER suggests that it might occur,

if the second member were an after-thought, but it never

does occur in Caul s writings. This verse is therefore con

nected with the preceding, but as an affirmative sentence

would be through St. R.]

t [In two of these instances the meaning is: the devil, in

the other two, without the article, it may mean slnmlerous

(as an adjective applied to women in both cases). METER is

probably right in affirming that the substantive iio/3oAos in

the New Testament alwayt means: the devil. So BOMU.
ALFORD and ELLICOTT. &quot; A name derived from the fearful

nature and, so to say, office of the Evil One.&quot; E.]

not mean: the blasphemer (LUTHER and others)
or talebearer, as many hold. Nor is the verse
to be applied to social life (HARLESS) ;

the con
text requires a reference to individuals. Sinful

anger brings even the Christian s heart into the

power of Satan, from whom he was freed, de

stroying the fellowship with the Redeemer and
His grace.

Ver. 28 b. As respects work : Honesty reaching
to benevolence. Let him who stealeth steal
no longer [o K^EITTUV [tt/nTi KA.ETTTE TU].

KACTTTUV, which is ncither=o K/.trjiaf, nor
=6 K^ETTTT/^, marks the act or the action, not the

character; hence it is stronger than &quot;him who
stole,&quot; and weaker than &quot;(he thief.&quot; Comp.
WINER, p. 331. LUTHER is therefore incorrect

[rendering as in E. V.] ; BENGEL also: quifura-
batur, adding however : prttsenti hie non excluso.*

The notion of stealing, however, must not be
limited here by the definition of criminal law
and police regulation, but be conceived of from
the stand-point of Christian ethics, as in the
case of the eighth commandment. That deport
ment of the natural man over against the pos
sessions of his neighbor, which ought to be over

come, is here treated of. It is incorrect to sup
pose idle habitual thieves are meant (SCHENKEL).

In the Christian ethical sense there is added :

JACKET i K ?, E TT T T w. Hence it is unnecessary
to inquire why nothing is said of restitution

(MICHAELIS), and the opinion that this exhorta
tion is unsuitable, because it does not correspond
with the Apostle s strictness (DE WETTE), is not

pertinent. The Apostle s strictness and the
Christian view follow immediately :

But rather let him labor, working with
his hands that which is good \_ua /. /.ov 6e
K o TT i a TU p 7 a C o

fj.
e v o f rnZf %e p olv TO

ay ad 6 v. See Textual Note *.]. Md/.Aov 6 E

gives prominence to the antithesis. With the

emphatically placed Ko-rridru Paul includes

laziness and idleness as the beginning and ground
of theft (BENGEL: sxpe furtum et otium sunt una],
and all the more decidedly by designating as the

antithesis: &quot;

working with his hands that which
is

good.&quot;
The participle denotes the active, as

siduous performance, corresponding slightly with

kpyaaia, ver. 19 (STIER); it is not earning, gain

ing, as the object is not external possessions, or

handicraft, trade (MEYER, DE WETTE). BENGEL
is excellent : Antitheton ad furtum, prius manu

piceata (i. e., hands to which whatever comes
near sticks as to pitch, pix) male commissum ; on
&quot; with his hands&quot; (the hands of the thief), he
adds : quibus ad furtum abusus erat.-\ Rom. vi. 19.

*
[EADIE:

&quot;

Some, shocked at the idea that any connected
with the Ephesian Church should be committing such a Bin,

have attempted to attenuate the meaning of the word.&quot; So

JEROME, CALVIN, and HODOE who accepts the past sense. But
such sinners may yet have been in the Church. See 1 Cor.

v. 1 ;
2 Cor. xii. 21. In the service of the Reformed Church

for the ordination of Deacons, this gloss occurs: &quot; Let him
that stole (or who hath been burthensome to his neighbor),&quot;

as an admonition to those who too long depend on the chari

ties of the Church.R.I
1 1 ELLICOTT retains iSiais and says: &quot;The thievish man

lives by the labors an. 1 hands of others : he is now himself
to labor, and with bis mm hnnit*. not lit TO xaicrii . but at TO

ayaflof.&quot; But surh an antithesis seems doubtful. The verse

is better explained tbus : He who steals ( whether a thief or
a so-called &quot; business-man

&quot;

i should stop this, anil go to work,
to real labor. The participial clause then adds how : let him
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The hands should now do the good, that in its

proper time arid place must be done; then there

will not be wanting something to bestow upon
the iifcily.

That he may have to impart to him who
hath need [t

v a i X 1) ueTa6t66vai TV
Xpdav t%ovTi~\.

&quot; That he may have &quot;

sets

forth i in- purpose, not of him who labors, as if

the work should be done on this account, but of

the eijoining Apostle, the ruling Lord.* He
should have something to give (n e r a 6 1 6 6 v a

c),

for &quot; we are members one of another&quot; (ver. 25).
This should take the place of stealing. &quot;To

him win hath need,&quot; to him from whom recom

pense is not to be expected. Instead of stealing
there is required an honesty and activity, which

impels tobeneficence. Whether the question about
restitution is necessary and ethical earnestness
and depth are missed here is evident enough.
See Doctr Notes.

e. As respects speech: no foul word, but gracious
discourse tending to edification ; vers. 29, 30.

Ver. 29. Let no corrupt communication
proceed out of your mouth [jrdf Aoyof
a air pb &amp;lt;;

K. T i) v a T 6 ft ar o $ v u u v u?j e K

tro p EV i G t) u], The subject : wag %6yof aa-

irpof is assumed as present in the mouth of the

readers while the predicate forbids: let it not

proceed out ; not one such should be expressed,
v. 5; John iii. 16; 1 John ii. 21. [Literally:
&quot;

let every foul saying not come forth.&quot; R.J
See WINER p. 162 f. BENQKL : at jam in lingua

tit, resorbete. 2airp6(, from ar/xu, oaTrf/vai,

spoiled by putrefaction, corrupt, used of fishes

(Matt. xiii. 48), of fruit (Matt. xii. 33; Luke
vi. 43), of a tree (Matt, vii. 17, 18; xii. 33;
Luke vi. 43), denotes according to the antithesis

(ayatibq irp6q) uselessness, but it is certainly
chosen to designate both what is decayed, worn-

out, ruined, and what is disgusting and stinking;
BENQEL: vetustatem redolens. Comp. Kevbf Aoy6g,
V. 6 ; prjua apyov, Matt. xii. 36. In these passa
ges the emptiness and unprofitableness is more

Prominent,
here however the loathsomeness.

HEOOORET: aioxpohnyia, hotdopia, ovKoQavria,

(JAaaibr/uia, tfievdohoyia Kai ra ToiiTotf iroiooiua.

But whatever is good for the building
up of the need. AA/td

(sc. einropeveadu), ei

Tif aya6bf(sc. e&amp;lt;m) irpbq o lKoftourjv T fj q

Xpeia^. Over against the prohibition the ac

ceptance of wholesome speech takes a very
modest attitude; over against jrdc we have here ei

T i f. BENQEL: non postulatur ab omnibus par
facundta. A.yatt6&amp;lt;;, however, as in Rom. xv. 2,

designates what is internally, morally good, not

accomplish by assiduous effort with his hands something

good, instead of this past evil. The purpose of the effort

follows in tin- next clause. The sura of the whole is : Hon-
ett manual labor. 1. Labor, 2. better with the hands than
with the dishonest wits

;
3. above all let it be honest at! to

means and good as to end. R.]

[This is evidently stated by the Apostle as &quot;the true

ipeciflc object of all Christian labor, and just to the extent
that the work is done on this account, will it be itself Chris
tian.&quot; Tlir laborer may be unconscious of this end at times,
but it is necessarily his end in labor as a Christian. The
TIT*&quot; is worth a whole library of volumes on social science.

Its preci pts wnuld make many a so-called merchant or pro-
fonional man go to manual labor, white on tin- other hand
this last clause would settle the &quot;workman s question&quot; fur

more ITVrtimlly than the whole array of socialistic theories.

Agrarian appeal*, *wfa unions and&quot;
&quot;

strikes.&quot; But Prud-
hommc is too often preferred to Paul. B.J

merely what is fitting (HARLSS),[HODOE,EADIK,
ALFORU, ELLICOTT] ; that would be too external.

The genitive of reference has been aptly rendered

by LUTHER: where it is needed. This refers to

the time when, to the place where, to the person to

whom, to the method how, and to the purport
which, we are to speak. &quot;According to Jerome it

applies also juxta opportunitatem loci, temporis et

personx xdificare audientes&quot; (STIEH). Col. iv. 6 :

&quot; How ye ought to answer every man.&quot; [ELLICOTT
also takes the genitive as one of reference ;

&quot;edi

fying as regards the need, i. e., which satisfies the

need.&quot; ALFORD follows MEYER in regarding it

as the regular objective genitive=r&quot; the defect to

be supplied by edification,&quot; so that the sense is

the edification of the present deficiency or need

calling for it.&quot; The hypallage of the Syriac,
K. V., is clearly wrong,

also qua sit opus (ERASMUS and others). R.].

BEZA, followed in the E. V., is clearly wrong,

It is incorrect to take r/ xp i&=o &amp;lt;- xP Lav

(RuECKERT, OLSHAUSEN).
That it may give grace to those who

hear [Iva 8 v x a P lv ~
C aKovovat],

&quot;That&quot; refers to the design of the enjoining

Apostle, not that of the obeying member of the

congregation. The subject of &quot;

give grace
&quot;

is

&quot;good word;&quot; we do not then read &quot;that ye
may give.&quot;

LUTHER presents very well the

manner, the esthetic side: &quot;that it may be gra
cious

;&quot;
for xP f means also the gracefulness,

agreeableness, of the discourse; just as in Col.

iv. 6: &quot;in grace,&quot;
Luke iv. 22. But the inner

side, the matter, must not be overlooked, nor put
in a secondary place ;

it must be a kindness.

HARLESS includes this alone, but incorrectly; a

befriending, agreeable act of kindness is meant,
which should make this impression on the hear

ers: whether it profits them, is their own affair.

STIER seems to be not incorrect, in finding here

(Jti) an echo of ver. 28 (uTafii66vai), and a spi

ritual gift in the seasoned but pleasant word

spoken with unction. [ALFORD retains the the

ological meaning of xaPl$ &quot;minister spiritual

benefit; be a means of conveying through you
the grace of God&quot; (so E. V.). HODGE on the

other hand follows HARLESS, holding that, the

phrase always means to confer a favor; &quot;that

it may benefit the hearers.&quot; ELLICOTT accepts
the non-theological sense of xaP l

f&amp;gt;

but adds that

owing to its change of meaning in the New Tes

tament, there seems to be even in this phrase a

reference to spiritual benefit. He renders: &quot;that

it may impart a blessing.&quot; R.]

Ver. 30. And, K a i, connects closely with

what precedes ;
so much depends on proper

speech. Grieve not the Holy Spirit of

God, fj. fj
AtiTreZre TrvevfJ.a TO dyiov rot)

f0 [&amp;gt;. The verb forbids injuring, disturbing,

rendering sorrowful, pointing thus to an inti

mate fellowship, in which joyous love toward

and among each other should prevail, and to a

tender conduct and intercourse ;
for it happens

per sermones putres (BENQEL). The object is

&quot; the Holy Spirit of God.&quot; This full designa
tion shows the importance of the matter and

compels us to recognize the objective reality and

Personality of the Holy Ghost. Shepherd of

Hermas, ii. 10: fit/ OMpe TO irveiiua TO
ayiov^

TO i*

aol KaToiKoiv, uij-KOTt ivTEvt-riTai Kara aov xal
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curb aov. He who speaks out the foul thing which
comes from his mind to his lips, injures thus the

Holy Spirit in himself, and in others also. The

plural means also : Ye, each one in himself, or in

others too. The Holy Ghost like God is not

apathetic, but capable of being affected. Rom.
viii. 26. He feels what occurs in us, as a loving
Friend, who does not Himself change, but will

help us and change us, so long as we grant that

He be not rejected. This is a possible final re

sult, in spite of the close connection in which
He stands to us, and in spite of the help and

blessedness, which He produces in us. Both
ideas are added in the relative clause which fol

lows:
In whom ye were sealed unto the day

of redemption, iv &amp;lt;j kafypayiodijTe eif

f]p.pav d TroA VT p ha e wf. The first thought
is contained in the expression:

&quot; in whom ye
were sealed,&quot; in whom*= in fellowship with

whom, ye were sealed
(i. 13) ; the other is

marked by &quot;unto the day of redemption&quot; (i.

14) ; hie dies est novissimus, cujus representatio

qusedam est in die mortis ; prsesupponit dies citerio-

res (Rom. ii. 16) ; in illo maxime die referet, quis
inveniatur obsignatus (BENOEL). Isa. Ixiii. 10

(where the LXX. have incorrectly rendered Oj, ,

nap&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;$vvav ;
the Vulgate is better : (afflixerunt)

should be compared, not as though this were a

citation, but on account of the similar thought.

Accordingly 7.vwelv is not to be pared down to

a mere troubling (BENGEL: turbare), nor is the
human spirit to be regarded as the object (Ds
WETTE

; Christian feeling), nor is the capability
of being affected which belongs to God and the

Holy Ghost to be rejected or regarded as a mere

anthropomorphism; the reference to the possi

bility of being forsaken by the Holy Ghost should
not be denied (SCHENKEL). There is both great
kindness and earnestness in the warning thus
formulated and emphasized :

&quot; in the case of the

unredeemed sin it is a transgression of the law

(Rom. iv. 15, etc.), in the case of the redeemed
it is a wounding of the Holy Ghost&quot; (HARLESS),
whose tempter he is (ii. 22). Not by threaten-

ings respecting the punishment of hell, but by
holy dread of grieving the Holy Ghost, and
wholesome fear of the day of Judgment, which
with Him is only the day of Redemption, does
the Apostle seek to persuade and strengthen.f

Comprehensive conclusion ; vers. 31, 32. a. The

negative side, ver. 31 ; b. The positive side, ver. 32.

[Not by whom (whereby, E. V.), HODQE, since God is the

Sealer, the Spirit the seal ; comp. i. 13. R.j
1 1

It is precisely this thought of the Apostle, so correctly
stated by Braune, which throws doubt upon the reference to

the possibility of losing the seal, found here by HARLESS,
STIER, ALFORD and Braune (Doctr. Note, 6). But the mention
of a Real is not suggestive of such a possibility, nor is

&quot;

griev

ing the Spirit &quot;resisting the Spirit, the latter being predi
cated of unbelievers only (Arts v. 51). Besides had Paul wished
to convey this idea

&amp;gt;rapofufT&amp;lt; (from Isa. Ixiii. 10. LXX ) was
prolwbly in his memory, anil this would have expressed
such a thought far better. Of course the caution assumes a

logical possibility of falling, which is practical enough, but
the appeal is to love not to fear. While the Scriptures al

ways thus exhort men, it seems to be a species of anthropo
morphism also, for the more theological and soteric. logical
statements preclude such a possibility. Even here wlierc
the verse begins with such a caution, there is at once added
a mention of the &quot;seal

&quot; and of &quot; the day of redemption
&quot;

as

the end, which suggests the doctrine of &quot;

final perseverance
&quot;

rather than the opposite. Comp. E.U&amp;gt;IE and HODUK in loco.

-R.J

Ver. 81. Let all bitterness HiKpia (Heb.
xii. 16; Acts viii. 2-3; Rom. iii. 14) is ill-temper,
animosity, unholy indignation, as

ntK/&amp;gt;aivcoOai,

Col. iii. 19. Comp. C^-of 7n*pof, Jas. iii. 14. It
is entirely internal, concealed in the heart

[&quot;(he

prevailing temperament and frame of mind &quot;

( Ki.i.K(tTT).R.]. And wrath.
Ov/z&amp;lt;5f

is ex
citement, passionate movement of the temper, in

selfishness, unrestrained and disorderly. And
anger. 0/&amp;gt;y#

is the passion concentrating it

self, directed against a particular person with
the purpose of hurting him. Ovfibf yewrjriKos
can rijq 6pyw (CEcuMENius). According to the
context carnal anger is spoken of; hence there
is nothing to be inferred respecting ver. 26 from
this passage. BKNGF.L is incorrect : hattenm de-

scendit climax; but he properly compares the first

with xpriarol, the second with eiffTr/a^ww, the
third with -yapi^svot (ver. 32) as their respec
tive antitheses. Comp. TITTMANN, &amp;lt;?&amp;gt;/. I., p.
131 ff. [Also TRENCH, Sun. I xxxvii.f DONALD
SON, New Cratyluv, U

&quot;476, 477
; Galatians v.

20.]
We now pass to the breaking out of what was

within, to its becoming perceptible in look, mien
and gesture: and clamor. Kpavy^ (Acts
xxiii. 9) is wild, rough crying, refers to the

voice, improperly strained and sharpened, as in

scolding, upbraiding, to the casting about of
words uninterruptedly. It is the steed of anger
(CHRYSOSTOM).* And evil speaking, P t.io-

q&amp;gt;rifj.ia, pointing to the purport of the speaking, is

aspersion of one s neighbor, /.moopia (Col. iii. 18;
1 Tim. vi. 4

; Matt. xii. 31 ; xv. 19), yet sharper
than this, not merely like &quot; Raca &quot;

(Matt. v. 22),
abusing the mental or civil capacity of a brother,
but like &quot;thou fool,&quot; the moral capacity for

God s kingdom, and hence not without a refer
ence to God (STIER), blaspheming possibly or

probably. &quot;All,&quot;
which belongs to all the sub

stantives, refers to the various degrees, from the
coarsest among common people to the most re
fined among the educated ; so dvuoi, 2 Cor. xii.

20.

Be put away from you. A pdyru afi
v

fj.H&amp;gt;v
is a stronger conclusion of &quot;

putting away&quot;

(ver. 25); it must take place with power in the

mighty help of One stronger than we, to whom
all this clings. With all malice. Zi v Trdoy
KOKia, the fermentum of the bitterness (MEYER)
and the rest

[&quot;the
active principle to which they

are all
due&quot;J,

refers to malice, malignitas and
malitia (Rom. i. 29; Col. iii. 8), both the quality
and its manifestation, in order to sum up in con
clusion all that cannot be enumerated.

[EADIE: &quot;This verse contains not only a cata

logue, but a melancholy genealogy of bad pas
sions ; acerbity of temper exciting passion ;

that passion heated into indignation ;
that indig

nation throwing itself off in indecent brawling,
and that brawling darkening into libel and
abuse; a malicious element lying all the while
at the basis of these enormities.&quot; R.]

Ver. 32. The positive side. And become ye,
yiveode 6e. Thus the antithesis is strongly

* [CHRYSOSTOM adds: &quot;Let women especially attend to
this, its they on every occasion cry out and brawl. There is

hut one thing in which it is needful to cry aloud, and that is

iu teaching and preaching.&quot; K.J
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o sympathy, fellow-feeling, hearty

[Comp. Colossians, p. 6
.*].

For-
other, x a P l & ft e v o i lavrolg

iirirkfl ut flu&amp;gt; very start, as not finished at one

stroke, hm liiivin^ a ilevelopineiit, a history.*
Kind one to another. KM; a h. kfj h.ovc, is

put tust, ni.-irkmir Hiietly th&quot; fellowship. X,i/y-

ar&amp;lt;n (Luku v. :{ ,!; vi. 35; 1 Pet. ii.
&quot;A;

Rom. ii.

4) helping the xinnl &amp;lt; inyeniogius quam verius is

the reference t&quot; th- mime: Christians (OLSHAU-
SK.N). ( imp. Til i MANN, Syn. I., 140, 1U5.

Tendar-hearted, f vaK).ayx v l (like 1 Pet

iii. 8) refers to sympathy, fellnw-feelinjr, heuriy

compassion.
giving each
(2 Cor. ii. 7, 10; xii. 13), marks the tender,

considerate, forbearing, forgiving life among
themselves; lavrolc, points more strongly than

aM.f/?.ois to the existing unity, where one deals

with another as himself (Col. iii. 13). [The for

mer thought is from STIER, the latter from ORI-

GEN. but they are not to bs pressed too far. R.]
Even as God in Christ forgave you

[*caW&amp;lt;jf
Kdi 6 6ebg kv

X/jt&amp;lt;TT&amp;lt;Jj e^apiaaro
vfit v]. Kaflwff is as in i. 4 (HARI,ESS). Kat
joins the readers to God, to the clause &quot;God in

Christ forgave you
&quot; The notion is as in Matt.

vi. 12, 14. God s mercy and grace is manifest

in Christ, proved itself in Christ, in the deith

(2 Cor. v. 19) of Him who accomplished the re

conciliation of the world with God. &quot; In Christ&quot;

belongs to the verb, the predicate, not to &quot;God,&quot;

the subject. [Either connection presents a truth :

God in Christ, manifested in Christ, forgave us,

but Go 1 forgave in Christ, in giving Him to be
a propitiation for our sins. The latter thought
seems more appropriate with the aorist which
refers to a definite past act; it is neither

&quot;hath forgiven&quot; (E. V.), nor &quot;will forgive,&quot;

a gloss our feeble faith puts on it. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The lie is put first by the Apostle as a fun
damental vice. It is the loveless misuse of lan

guage and the means for communicating the

thoughts of the heart, with the design of deceiving
our neighbor. It injures love, therefore one s

own heart, and one s neighbor, it injures fellow

ship and truth, and thus one s own heart again,
which needs these, and our neighbor, who needs
them no less. The untruth must be intentional;

otherwise it is merely not true, an error, not

amounting to a lie. The deception must be inten

tional: Drama, irony, satire, joke, conventionali
ties are not lies; for in these it is presupposed
that our neighbor understands this language and
can translate it into his own. What is conven
tional is the language of humanity, which should
come from the heart and become natural, as in

Fenelon. A lie is an act of lovelessness against
our neighbor, even when not intended to injure
him, perhaps only to help or assure ourselves or

others, to make preposterous stories, something
out of nothing, like all frivolous lies, which,
however innocent they may appear, are still the

* [ALFORD is scarcely justified in saying that &quot;become

remove* tip- precept too l&quot;;ir from the present. ELLICOTI

rightly takes the verli ;L* implying evil elements aiming them.
vet til he l;lUell ;IW;IV; llflire t lie ;ippp ipriilt elieHS of &t. See
Textual A ofc . K.|

t [Tliis partiele introduces an example, having at the *.im,

time ;m .irgiimeiitativu force; not=6ecoiiie, as HOWIE renders
it here also. R.]

school for turning frivolity into mischief. The
weird itself dues nut necessarily miike the lie ; it

may be consummated in silence, in countenance,
in gesture or act ; but at all events it is an abuse
of God s gift for the manifestation of our thoughts
and perceptions. Its opposite is truthfulness, love

of truth, which is at the same time love to man
kind. It is indeed not possible without some

circumspection and restriction, since it does not

consist in having the heart on the tongue, but in

having the tongue in the heart.

This vice is less strange among men than many
others, so that even the better class of people,
the pious world also, has an elastic conscience

respecting this point. The conventional mode
of life with its illusion and deception makes
truthfulness utterly impossible, unless Christ be
comes a living power in us. In lying as in steal

ing, a beginning is made in a little thing, and then
come bolder advances, until an extreme is

reached: one lie is told to conceal another, in

stead of forgiveness being sought, and then cornea

shameless, impudent untruth. It comes from the
devil and leads to him; it is the devil s own vice

(John viii. 44). The Scripture forbids it uncon

ditionally, especially the Lord Himself (Matth.
xii. 36, 37) ; it does not approve of the untruths
of the Hebrew midwives, of Michal, Jonathan,
etc., only narrating them as facts. Although ly

ing mainly injures fellowship, yet it is not to be
so connected therewith as to be considered al

lowable where no fellowship exists; nor is it to

be so contra-distinguished from love, that a lie is

not to be regarded as such, where the latter is

active, even though the untruth is spoken with
an intention of deceiving. The former principle

applies to robbers, murderers and thieves; the
latter to children, lunatics, drunkards and pas
sionate people. In the first case it is not allow
able like stratagem in waror in peril of life, and
in the other truth should not become poison or

poniard.* Over against the sophistry : verbal
truth should not stand against hearty love, the

rigoristic principle, which allows no lie in an

emergency, is justified. It is better inconsist

ently to deny in books and in the pulpit the right
of untruth, and in life and in the household to

practise it, than at the expense of truth to serve
a false one. To speak an untruth on account of
a neighbor s necessity out of love for him is still

a lie; personal need, personal interest does not
first give it this character; the necessity of a

neighbor gives no justification to a lie in a case
of emergency.

2. Anger, which, in God, is the energy of holy
love against sin and corruption disturbing and

perverting moral order, is justified in the Scrip
tures. Affirmed of God more than three hundred

times, it cannot be wrong of itself in man who is

created after the image of God ; it is rather a

*
[Lies to children are fearfully common. Surely the mo

tive
(&quot;

fur we are memhers one of another&quot;) in this case has
unusual force. To say that such lies are necessary, U to say
that it is necessary to lilacken a child s heart. In the liveli

ness of childish imagination they are groat romancers them
selves, but at the same time sensitive to an untruth tuld
them. How can they have faith in God. when those who
stand for the time being in the place of Ood prove unworthy
of belief? What they cannot understand should l&amp;gt;e declared

incomprehensilile to them, not misstated. What would we
think of our llouveuly Father, if Ha dealt otherwise with uat
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witness and basis of active love in the surround

ings of an unholy world. The right to be angry
is admitted and granted, but to be angry rightly

however. Loveless anger is as incorrect as an-

gerless love. Without ardent hatred towards

what is wicked, there can be no lawful anger to

wards those who are wicked. It is difficult to

separate the two; conip. Jude 23; Rev. ii. 6, 15;
Rom. xii. 9; Ps. xcvii. 10; Amos v. 15. The

Apostle here gives prominence to the pernicious
element of that anger which becomes a lingering

grudge, and to the danger of thus falling a prey
to the devil; it corrupts man inwardly and makes
him the slave of Satan ; the &quot; irreconcilable re

mains the unreconciled, incurring the wrath and

judgment of God.&quot; See PALMER, Moral, p. 373.

3. Property and Theft stand in the closest re

lation. The latter attaches not only to the lack

of the former, but rather to its acquisition, pre
servation and expenditure. A Christian should

have more than he requires for himself; there

should be a surplus for others, even though he
be a day-laborer. The opposite of thievishness

is Industry, which leads to opulence; with this

many continued and varied exercises of Christian

virtue stand connected, and Benevolence, per
sonal, private benevolence, both secret and open;
this is required, not the public, municipal cha

rity. The emphasis rests on personal benevo

lence, which succors and devotes itself to need,
not on police alms. Honesty should proceed to

ward benevolence, and what hampers and weak
ens the latter, has the blot of dishonesty upon it-

Avarice, dissipation, vanity, laziness, negligence,

debauchery and idleness are theft. See BRAUNE,
Die heiliy. 10 Gebote, pp. 178-189; PALMER, Mo
ral, p. 375.

[The scope of the negative precept (&quot;steal

no longer&quot;) may be inferred from the posi
tive statement which follows : It forbids idleness

in general (&quot;labor&quot;)
and laziness (&quot;work

ing&quot;), implying also that those who are neither

idle nor lazy may yet
&quot;

steal,&quot; because their

work is neither &quot;with the hands&quot; nor for &quot;that

which is good&quot; (speculation, sinecures, sharp
business habits, etc.}. Further all labor,

however assiduous, proper and honest, which
does not aim at a surplus to give away is not dis

tinctively Christian. Though no one has a right
to demand from capital (*

. e., the accumulated

surplus of labor), yet here is the responsibility
of the Christian capitalist. On the other hand,
the positive principle of honesty here set forth

bids us labor, that we may have a capital for be

nevolence; so that begging, combining to extort,

or even legislating in favor of idleness, is not in

accordance with the Apostle s view. Paul by his

example (Acts xviii. 3
;
xx. 34; 2 Thess. iii. 8),

as well as by the strongest precepts (Acts xx. 35;
2 Thess. iii. 10) exalts the dignity of manual la

bor. To despise labor is a mark of barbarism,

involving as a result either the indigence of sa

vage freedom or the injustice of not less savage

slavery. Unless the curse pronounced (Gen. iii.

19) upon the man be accepted and transformed

by such acceptance into a blessing, it becomes a

worse misfortune. As a working man then Paul

appears equally removed from the capitalist

hoarding only for self and from those champions
of labor who talk too much to work and who ask

the same wages for the ignorant and la/y as be

longs of right to skill and industry. Appealing
to his hands hardened by toil, he says: &quot;So

laboring ye ought to support the weak, and to

remember the words of the Lord Jesus, how
He said, It is more blessed to give than to re
ceive.&quot; R.]

4. The entire scope of speech is here in ques
tion: The essential characteristic of Christian

speech, well pleasing to God, is &quot;

good for the

edifying of the need,&quot; a furthering in accordance
with the necessity of the case. This applies to

the preacher and pastor, to the social circle, the

popular orator, be he democratic or conservative,
and to the statesman as well. To have regard to

place, time and auditors, and to regulate both
matter and manner accordingly: this is the con
scientious scrupulousness of the Christian ! The
minister should spare all pious phraseology
which is not to edification, and not be content
with showing and proving his Confession of Faith,
without any regard to the necessities of the oc
casion. Magna vis esi in colloquiis piis (BENGEL).
Much therefore depends on the fitting word;
comp. BRAUNE, Die heil. Gebnte, p. 205 ff.

5. General remarks: a. Sin is universal; it at

taches not to the heathen only, but to the natural,

unregenerate man as a ruling power; nor is it to

be found especially in one class, race or period.
b. Sin as a whole is referred to: sin of thought,

word and deed; here too the coarser or finer

form, the secret or open manner makes no dif

ference. The Apostle so sketches the substance

of sin, that at first glance we are shocked, and
can imagine, it exists only in numerous circles,
strata and periods, in the heathen or the remark

ably degraded ; but if we look more closely, we
find it everywhere and in all ages, often indeed
under the gloss of culture and elegant manners.
The appearance of sin is in the extremities, but
its seat is in the very noblest organs, from
which it extends through the whole body of our

race, without He helps who is the Head of His
Church.

6. The motives presented are : God s mercy in

Christ over us, the precious gift of the Holy
Ghost in us. the thought of the day of decision

before us. God s own aim is what is morally
good; to injure this is to injure Him, to obstruct,
disturb and destroy His working for us and in

us. God s unchangeableness is not the impossi

bility of being affected ; that would be imperfec
tion, indolence (Jas. v. 1618). Our new birth

may, like the life of one born, be again taken

away, the sealing of the Holy Ghost be again
taken from us. He who does not look at the goal
not yet attained and still held up, does not pre
serve what he has received in his spirit from the

Spirit of God. We can lose the grace of God,
can again fall into condemnation without reco

very, much as it is denied.* Heb. vi. 46.

*
[In the original Dr. Braune adds : &quot;by the MethodisU

and Baptists,&quot; an oversight which is singular enough ;
it may

be accounted for by remembering that these two denomina
tions are almost the only ones which operate aiming German
Protestants as missionaries. The representative of the State
Church (Dr. Braune is General Bapwriotendmt) naturally
classes them together. On the question whether the po^i-
bility of falling from grace is here taught, see t.jreg. _Vo/.
The passage in Hebrews teaches either: nr&amp;gt; fall is pvisibU,
or : thf first fall is fatal, an alternative not usually accepted
by the advocates of such a possibility. R.J
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IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. Dnrtr. \&amp;lt;&amp;gt;trs.Qn vers. 22-28 (the Epis

tle for thr I .t/A Smtilny after Trinity) see the pre

ceding sect ion. Virtue helps to cast off vice,

and the casting off of vice introduces virtue, both

thus acting reciprocally. Two classes of men
sin against the Apostle s precept respecting sinless

anger: those who rage and those who can never

be angry. Sinful anger is a raging storm which

lays waste a planting of God s ; righteous anger
is a priest, who slays the sacrifice of righteous
ness and casts all care and anxiety from herself

upon the Lord with a Hosanna. As in the Psalm

(iv. 6) so here the allusion is to night, to inter

course with one s self, to quiescence about and

in us ; the day of anger should be the day of re

conciliation ; in prayer before God let all animo

sity be still ; let not radiant love of God set for

us, with the sun in the heaven. With anger we

give a lodgement to the murderer of souls, the

devil ; who does not slay anger, him anger slays.

Hot temples are the easiest bridges for the devil

into our hearts. As room can be given to the

devil, so is there also a withdrawal of the Holy
Ghost. For the commonest virtues we need what
is highest of all: the kindness of God in

Christ; without this there is a relapse into the

heathen vices.

STARKE : Truth is a lovely virtue, a glorious
ornament, and sparkles brighter than the most
beautiful diamond. If you have the truth, speak
the truth from your heart, and walk in the truth,

then are you certainly a beloved child of God.

Anger must not be taken to bed and allowed to

go to sleep with us, lest it become hatred. Where

anger takes the upper hand, Christ goes down
with His gracious light The slanderer and

blasphemer has the devil on his tongue, and
whoever purposely listens to the slander gets him
in his ears, and whoever takes delight in it, has

him in his heart. There is no dignity, no office,

in which peculations are not practised by many.
It is only a pity that they are so bedecked and

behung with the fine show and appearance and
well-adorned cloak of right. Not only are the

rich bound to have compassion on the needy, but

those who maintain themselves by labor, should

share with those who cannot work. See how
out of the glow of sin one spark after another

rises up, each greater than the last, until a great
fire is made out of it.

The enigmatical, mysterious, unfathomable,

people, who never let their hearts be seen, do
not bear this Divine stamp ; it is as if they did

not wish their evil tricks to be betrayed. The
Christian should never lay his head unreconciled

to rest, and he has no rest, if he has injured any
one, or knows himself to be at enmity with any
one. Gentle rest belongs only to a heart free

from passion. Examine thyself, whether any
one sighs over thee. The Pythagoreans, if they
had fallen out with each other in words, gave
each other the hand before sundown, kissed each

other, and were reconciled. The aim of labor,

of earning, should be the weal of others. The
worth of labor is this, that it furnishes us the

iiu iiiis of doing good and tasting the sweetness of

doin

The perceptible alterations of life which must occur

in the regenerate. 1. In general, in the prevailing

mind, vers. 22-24. a) An entire laying off of the

old evil mind, a cessation of the old lust, b)

Putting on of an entirely new holy mind, of God s

likeness, like God to think and will, and daily
renewed zeal in reaching after the likeness of

! God. 2. Specially, vers. 25-28. Through the

;

virtues which the renewed man exhibits : a)

Purity, chastity, b) Truthfulness, e) Gentle

ness, d) Inoffensiveness. e) Honesty and Rec
titude.

The great difference between Christian culture

and that of the world. 1. In general, a) The
world s culture leaves the old humanity un

touched, unimproved, only whitewashes it. b)

Christian culture ennobles man from the founda

tion up, by substituting the Divine mind for sel

fishness.

2. Specially. a. Culture hinders only the

great outbreaks of vice, Christianity makes the

heart pure. b. Culture teaches to shun great

lies, Christianity makes inwardly true. c. Cul
ture makes outwardly refined, Christianity gives
true gentleness, d. Culture guards against coarse

injustice, but Christianity makes truly honest,
even where one is not remarked. Real improve
ment must begin at the bottom of the heart.

Would not the world fare better, if all became
real Christians ? Christians are new men. The

speech of a Christian should always have a moral

purpose. Paul describes Christian eloquence
both as to its matter: it speaks what is service

able for improvement, awakens good impulses,
leaves a sting behind it in the hearts of others;
and as to its manner, which is to be kind, so that

love is thereby expressed and made perceptible.
The Christian is no babbler, does not allow him
self to become a mountebank or court-fool ! The

Holy Ghost can be grieved: 1. In Himself, one

frustrates His work partly in his own heart, and

partly in others, which especially happens
through evil speeches. 2. In others, when one

grieves the pious Christians, who are full of this

Spirit. Consider, whom you should respect iu

such persons, the Holy Ghost dwelling in them!

The Christian should not be bitter, without on

this account becoming sweet. Wratli is the full

outbreak of hate against others. Clamor is a

token of a hasty, vehement, uncontrolled, rough
spirit.
PASSAVANT : All liars, because all, sinners,

for in every sin is falsehood, a denial of the truth,
a deception upon and against ourselves and be

fore God. Better die than lie! says an old

Church Father. In the case of the unconverted

every sin is a wrong against the holy law; in the

case of the converted it is at the same time a

wrong against the Holy Ghost.

GERLACH: The Holy Ghost is estranged by
empty, vain babbling, but grieved by foul talk.

STIER: To drive out every sin dwelling in the

old man, the practice of the opposite virtue must
be employed. Either we slay again, or it slays
us. If a man goes to bed with poison, it creeps

through all his members during sleep. Anger is

a murderer. Who would sleep with a murderer?
To be angry is human, but to cherish it long if

devilish (HEiNRicu MUELLER).
[ADIK: Ver. 26. Anger is not wholly for-
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bidden; it is an instinctive principle a species
of thorny hedge encircling our birthright. But
in the indulgence of it, men are very apt to sin.

&quot; When the curfew bell rings, let us then also

quench all sparks of anger and heat of passion&quot;

(THos. FULLER). Ver. 27. Give the devil

&quot;place&quot;
but in a point, and he may speedily co

ver the whole platform of the soul. Ver. 29.

Words so spoken may fall like winged seeds upon
a neglected soil. Comp. Prov. xxv. 11. Ver.

30. All this perverse insubordination is in utter

antagonism to the essence and operations of Him
who is the Spirit of truth, and inspires the love

of it ; who assumed, as a fitting symbol, the form
of a dove, and creates meekness and forbearance :

and who, as the Spirit of holiness, leads to the

appreciation of all that is just in action, noble in

sentiment, and healthful and edifying in speech.
It may be said to a prodigal son grieve not

your father lest he cast you off; or grieve not

your mother lest you break her heart. Which
of the twain is the stronger appeal ? Ver. 31.

&quot;Anger sets the house on fire, and all the spirits
are busy upon trouble, and intend propulsion,

defence, displeasure or revenge ;
it is a short

madness, and an eternal enemy to discourse, and
sober counsels, and fair conversation ; it is a fe

ver in the heart, and a calenture in the head,
and a fire in the face, and a sword in the hand,
and a fury all over ;

and therefore can never

suffer a man to be in a disposition to pray&quot; (JE
REMY TAYLOR). Ver. 32. In the exercise of

Christian forgiveness his authority was their

rule, and his example their model. They were

to obey and also to imitate, nay, their obedience
consisted in imitation. R.]

[Ver. 25. The ground of Christian truthfulness
and its negative and positive sides. Vers. 26,
27. Anger. 1) may be right ; 2) is far more
likely to be wrong; 3) certainly ia, if it lasts

long: 4) becomes worse yet by giving entrance
to the devil. Ver. 28. Obedience here would

stop many a business, and deplete the ranks of

|

many a profession, by increasing the number of

|

honest laborers ; but how much it would do for
the weal of mankind ! Legislative charity is not
Christian charity, nor the payment of taxes for
the support of the poor, an essentially Christian
virtue. Ver. 29. The Apostle implies here: 1.

That corrupt things rise very naturally to th

lips, but should never be spoken ;
2. That use

ful things are rarer. Much speaking is likely
to be evil-speaking. Profitable conversation :

1. How rare; 2. Little sought for; 3. Selfish-

j

ness the cause. This verse would shut many a
1

mouth in prayer-meeting, often enough in the

pulpit too. Would that it did, for is it not by
unedifying words as well as evil ones, that the

Spirit is grieved? Ver. 31. &quot;Evil
speaking,&quot;

i. e., slander, is &quot;blasphemy&quot; in Greek; it

stands last in this catalogue. It always breaks
the sixth and ninth commands, usually the seventh,
and is an offence against the third also. Ver.
32. Kindness is well, compassion is better, but

forgiveness is like God in Christ. Who forgave
us? God in Christ; how did He forgive us? in

Christ; whom did He forgive? us in Christ.

-R.]

c. Three points of view for the new walk.

(CHAP. V. 1-14.)

1) Look above thyself to follow God I

(GPAP. V. 1, 2.)

Be ye [Become] therefore followers [or imitators] of God, as dear [belovec

children ;
And walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us [also loved you],

1 and hat

given himself [gave himself up] for us2 an offering and a sacrifice to God for a swee

smelling savour [savour of sweet smell].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 2. [The better attested reading is vfii? (X. 1 A.

E. F. K. L., most cursives and versions); so Lachmann, Ellii
B., cursives, versions and fathers). The Rec. has

&amp;gt;j n a.
&amp;lt;&amp;gt; (N.J D.

ott. See next note. R.)

Ver. -2.. [B., with some minor authorities, reads v^v instead of
r)ni&amp;gt;v,

which is well supported. The connection with

the last clause complicates the critical question however. Tischendorf, Alford and others accept : v^ds vnfav ; Laclimaim,

Kllicott and most ( AV&amp;lt;-.|: rj^a? jj/nui . If a uniformity in the person of the pronoun is indispensable, then the latter is pre

ferable, but Braun. . with Meyer and others, still more correctly accepts the variation
(&quot;

loved you and gave himself for t),
which is lectio dijflcilior, accounts best for the various readings, and in detail is better supported by diplomatic autho-

rity.-K.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The exhortation. Become
*e ovv. This connects with

Vers. 1, 2

therefore, yi

hat precedes (iv. 34) : yiveafte 6e, marking an

inference, and at the same time an advance and

a distinction, BO that it iB=6i6 (iv. 25; ii. 11;

iii. 3), and like rf/d rmirn (i.15), roi Tov %6-piv (iii.

1, 14), indicating a new section, as it does in iv.

1, 17; v. 15. Hence these verses are not to be

joined to chap. iv. (SCHENKKL [HODOK]* and

*
[Both KuuKand EI.I.K-OTT seem disposed to regard the

verses in this light, but AI.KORD takes them as transitional,

accepting the view of ovv suggested by STIER and her* up
held by Brauno. R.]
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others). Followers [or imitators] of God,
iitini-&amp;lt;ii roi &amp;lt; : Like 1 Cor. iv. If, ; xi. 1: 1

Tl.ess. i. &amp;lt;1: ii. l-: H &amp;gt;&amp;gt;. vi. 12; 1 Pet. iii. 13.

An injunction on the part of the Apostle to the

churi ln *. lu lifvcrs, to imitate what is good; we

always find yivfotfat, never tlvai, in this connec

tion ; linn tin; lii-ciiining so is marked. LUTHER,

IE.
V.], (be), Vulgate (estate) render incorrectly.

n what sense tiiia enormous requirement is

intended is clearly indicated by the context :

condonawio et amando ; nam sequitur a/na^ (liEN-

OKL). [Hence the word &quot;imitators,&quot; though a

literal rendering, suggests too much, and &quot;fol

lowers&quot; is sufficiently correct. R.]
As beloved children

[&amp;lt;if

rinva dyairnrd].

Qf, &quot;as,&quot;
denotes the reality, TEKVO. dyairriTd,

&quot;beloved children,&quot; the relation in which they
are the objects of the love of God* and through
Christ His children. TUEODORET: viodeaiag

7]$iuttr/TE, iraTEpa rbv 6eov bvoud&rs, fr/Auo/zre rot-

yapovv TTJV avyyeveiav. Coinp. 1 John iv. 12 ; iv.

7-11; Matth. v. 48: Luke vi. 36. Liberorum est,

patrem moribus referre (QROTIUS).

Ver. 2. And walk in love. K at, &quot;and,&quot;

is epexegetical, in order to define the point of the

imitation: TT e p t TT a TE I re EV dycnrri, &quot;walk

in love,&quot; &quot;even as God forgave you
&quot;

(iv. 32).

Ev a yd IT y is God s characteristic (i. 4, 5), our

aim (iii. 17-19) ;
the former makes the latter

possible. On -rpixaTEiv, see ii. 2.

Ver. 2 b. Closer designation. As Christ also

lovsd you [K a t) (b f Kal 6 X pi a TO f ij y cnrr]-

aev vuas- See Textual Notes ]
&quot;In Christ&quot;

(iv. 32) is now explained. &quot;As Christ also&quot;

binds the Christian walk to Christ and His work.

Christ has loved you, in that He became man and

dwelt among men, served them, being mighty in

word and deed. [While
&quot; the Apostle makes no

distinction between our being the objects of God s

love, and our being the objects of the love of

Christ&quot; (HODGE), it is quite as true that K a i,

also, marks an advance &quot;from the love of the Fa
ther who gave His Son, to that of the Son, the

Personal manifestation of that love in our hu

manity
&quot;

(ALFORD). The force of the aorists

should be preserved. R.] The v a a f marks the

exhortation more strongly than if the reading
were }udf, permitting the general predicate

(r) y a ir Tfae v) to become prominent in its inde

pendent validity, over against what follows :

And gave himself up for us. K-ai iraoe-

OUK.EV i a v T 6 v, over against ffiuKrv (John iii.

16) denotes two tilings: the voluntary giving and

the giving Himself up to suffering, that is, to

suffering in the general sense, including the spe
cial form, death : so has lie loved. To this

v IT e p T/
u u v,

&quot; for us,&quot; also points. [The phrase
in itself may or may not imply substitution; EL-

LIOOTT and most think the context points indis

putably in this case to the sense : in our stead.

Comp. Romans (v. 6), p. 164; also Galatians (ii.

20, and Doctr. Notes on iii. 6-14). R.] The

figure is taken from a conflict, in which, against
the enemies thronging over a fallen one, a hero,

full of noble courage and of love, protectingly

Ti,,. jMiint -._ &amp;lt;t&amp;lt; .1 1 1) the .!:: i live i- obsi ur ! in n.

B. V.: &quot;d. ;ir:&quot;
&quot; children Moved,&quot; they should imitate

Bod in love, see ver. 2. R.J

12

contends; similar to this (ft the use of nepi,

which gives prominence to the being encircled by
foes. This reference is found also in the closet

definition which follows.

An offering and a sacrifice, n- oooyopat
KOI Gvaiav According to KLIEFOTU (Liturg

Abhandlungen, IV. p. 27 ff.) ^p (corban) is the

common name for all sacrifices and offerings,

bloody and unbloody, while nmp (mincha) is

principally used of the unbloody (Tiyjoff^opa),

POT (zebach) for the bloody offerings (Ovaia).

Comp. Heb. ix. 9; x. 5, 8, where both words oc

cur, and x. 10, 14, 18 with x. 12, 26, where they
are used promiscuously. Still even there TOO

auuarof is added to Ttpoafyopd, so that in accord

ance with the context and usus loquendi this dis

tinction is to be maintained, and in the given or

der also, because He gave Himself here as a

nyjoff^opd, and became in death &8vrjia, the former

being the soul of the 0w/rt&amp;lt;waa(STiER).--[Ai.FORD,

EADIE, ELLICOTT, all find in the former term a

more general reference to the vicarious work of

Christ, and in the latter a more special reference

to His death. &quot;The great prominent idea here

is the one sacrifice, which the Son of God made
of Himself in His Redeeming love, in our nature-

bringing it, in Himself, near to God offering

Himself as our representative Head : whether in

perfect righteousness of life, or in sacrifice, pro

perly so called, at His death&quot; (ALFORD). R.]

Accordingly it is not necessary to supply Eig 6av-

arov in thought (HARLESS [HODGE], SCHENKEL
and others) ; the context includes more.

To God for a savour of sweet smell

[ru 6 e.y* elf bauijv evuoia(f\. This ii=

nirr^ nirvj n-i. (Exod. xxix. 18, LXX.: -cpxv-

p/u f!f bauqv EwjJ/ac; comp. Lev. i. 9; iii. 16),

where Kvpiu in correspondence with the original
text is placed last. Hence &quot;to God,&quot; which is

inserted for the sake of clearness, is not to be

joined to the verb (MEYER). The two substan

tives (both derived from 6^u, 6a//;} denoting the

smell in so far as it is inhaled, and ci-uJ/a its

quality, WINER, p. 662, or its effect, pleasure)

give prominence to the fact that God the Father

is well-pleased in the self-sacrificing love of the

Crucified One, in order to strengthen, through
the reference to this, the exhortation, that we
too can become well-pleasing to the Father only
in self-devoting love. Phil. iv. 18; Rom. xii. 1,

2
;
2 Cor. ii. 15.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The principle and impulse of the Christian

walk is love love as it actually exists in God,
who is Love in His character (1 John iv. 8), and
as it has been felt and enjoyed by us who are

beloved (dya^rjroi}, so that we can give more and

more what we have received and ever receive

again. Now in Christ this love has become our

portion, hence it is forgiving, reconciling, peace-

*
[ALFORD. ELLICOTT and others prefer to connect T&amp;lt;U 0tu

as dot. cammodi. This alters the sense very little, and is fa

vored by the |xition of the words, though the Old Testament

allusion stronnly sustains the view of Braune. which u

accepted by many commentators. fM connection with tl*

verb is out of the question. R.]
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making ;
to show this in their walk is here re

quired of Christians.

2. God is the original, Christ the express

image of the Father, and the ensample of His

people, the Christian the likeness and copy. As
the imitation of God cannot be absolute, but is to

be limited to loving, to forgiving love, so the imi

tation of Christ cannot be directed toward expia
tory sufferings, but only to self-sacrificing love

for our fellows, well-pleasing to God.
3. As we are able to walk in love only as be

loved of God and as vouchsafed sonship with

Him, so we can only, when reconciled to God
through Christ, follow Him in filial and hence in

fraternal devotion; in His grace we first can
walk as well-pleasing to Him. The error of the

Socinians and the Rationalists who see in Christ

and His self-sacrifice a mere example and nothing
more, is great and pernicious. See Exeg. and
Doctr. Notes on ii. 16. As the Bible highly es

timates tiie vicarious sufferings of Christ, which
are taught, not in the vTrcp iinuv, but in the Ovaia*

and the whole Scripture (Matth. xx. 28; 1 Tim.
ii. 6), so it occurs in the entire life of human so-

viety: the child lives by the mother s sacrifice,

*
[EADIE remarks: &quot;To warrant the application of the term

sacrifice to the death of Christ, H must have been something
more than the natural, fitting, and graceful conclusion of a
self-denied life it must have been a violent and vicarious

decease and a voluntary presentation.&quot; See his full doctrinal

note in loco. At the same time ALFORD is perhaps justified in

terming the question, as usually discussed, an
&quot; irrelevant one

here.&quot;
&quot;

It is not the death of Christ which is treated of, hut
the whole process of His redeeming love. His death lies in

the background as one, and the chief, of the acknowledged
tacts of that process: hut it does not give the character to

what is predicated of Him.&quot; This cxegetical view does not
howevei favor any theory of the death of Christ which denies

its vicarious, propitiatory character aa an atoning sacrifice.

K.J

and he for whom no one suffers is miserable. Si
we too should live for others and suffer in their

stead: though we cannot make atonement, we
can still live and love self-sacriticingly in tho

strength imparted to us.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. the foregoing Doctr. Notes and Horn.
Notes at the close of v. 6-14.

STARKE : Wilt thou become like God hereaf
ter, and see Him as He is, then must thou in this
life be holy, even as He is holy. No one can

rightly boast himself of sonsliip witli God, who
does not imitate Him. Christ s example is the

proper mirror in which to see the true and natu
ral form of love.

RIKGER: The moral instruction of the Apos
tles is everywhere deduced from the marrow of
the gospel, nor can it be put in practice by any
one who does not stand in this gospel of peace.
It is the character of love, to imitate as it may
the Beloved.
HEUBNER: This is a powerful precept: who

can satisfy its demands? We cannot become
like Him, but we can strive to follow Him in ho
liness and love. Imitating Christ and God is the
same thing. Christ is and remains the original,
but we should be copies, the more faithful, the
better.

STIER: The Father gives His children but
one command: Love!
GERLACH : The thank-offering Christ brought

for us, that we too might now offer ourselves to

God ; the sin-offering, that we need not suffer the
same punishment.

2) Look into thyself and think of purity.

(CHAP. v. 3-5.)

3 But fornication, and all uncleanness, or covetousness, let it not be once [even]
4 named among you, as becometh saints; Neither1

filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor
5 [or] jesting, [things] which2 are not convenient : but rather giving of thanks. For

this ye know [of this ye are sure,
5

knowing] that no whoremonger, nor unclean

person, nor covetous man, who4
is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom

of Christ and of [omit of] God.5

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 4. [The heat established reading an respect* the particles is (Rec.)
lives and versions). X 1 has rj instead of the second

&amp;lt;tai,
while ij

is found three times

Bran no), and in others &amp;lt;cai throughout. K.]
. B., 3 cursives have : & o t

i-K a(-f, (so K! B. D. K. L., mort en*.
BS in A. D.i F., fathers (Lachmami, Meyer,

Ver.4. [X- A. B., 3 cursives have: 5 o v K avyieev (accepted hy Lachmaun, Alford. and others) instead of ra ovc
ivr,KovTti (Rec.. D. F. K. L., Meyer, Ellicott, Braune and most). The latter is well supported and 1,-ctio

&amp;gt;liffici/inr, but
either external nor internal ground* are altogether decisive. R.]
3 Ver. i&amp;gt;. [The Rec. has itrre on the authority of D.3 K. L., hut X- A. B. P. F. O.. 30 cursives, good versions support I

&amp;lt;TT,

which is accepted by nearly all recent editors. The emendation above conforms to the correct reading. R.]
&amp;lt; Ver. 6. [The reading o Is found in X- B-,B., accepted by Lachmann and Alford. The Rfc. has of, which has iimn uncial

support. In F. G. the neuter occurs with eiSwAoAarpcia, which helps to account for the change to the neuter. R.]
f&amp;gt; Ver. ft. . B. and most: Xpio-rou ai 6 t o v. We find also 0eoO &amp;lt;u Xpto-roG, XpurroG 9eou. and Miupli

The first is not only better suj)ported, but Ifttin difficilinr. [The second of nhould be omitted to indicate the close connec
tion implied in the omUsiou of the article before 9 1 o v. E.J
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KXK.iiKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

The exhortation ; vers. 3, 4.

Ver. 3. But fornication, and all unclean-
ness, or covetousuess [iropveia tie Kal
iraoa iiti u

j&amp;gt;n

t a fj
trX e ove i;

i a]. &quot;But,&quot;

rf ?, indicates the transition to another part of the

exhortation (MEYER). Tlopv eia cannot here,

where Christians are addressed, be taken in the

heathen sense; the Scriptural meaning (in both

Old and New Testament) is the prominent one.

Hence it refers not to the coarsest exhibition,

but to what is within, to the heart. It comes

first as something general and comprehensive ;

applying to act, word, disposition, as indeed the

context combines temper and walk in one, to

men among themselves and in relation to God.

&quot;And all uncleanness
&quot;

gives prominence to

one particular side of this, pointing to every
form and mode of the same. &quot; Or covetousness

&quot;

marks the other side, which is to be clearly dis

tinguished, hence the disjunctive if*, &quot;or,&quot;
which

indicates that IT da a, &quot;all,&quot; belongs here also.

The former refers to impure, unchaste, ungodly,
dalliance and contact, solitary uncleanness;
the latter to greedy lusting, from a distance and

ungratified. This accords with iv. 19, where
both substantives are found.

Let it not be even named among you,
pride &voftat6ot)&amp;lt;J

kv vfj.lv. Comp. ver. 12;

Ps. xvi. 4. Such a thing should not even be

taken up in speech, much less be done. E v

{,
f,

i y fy fitay ifiuv. The prohibition is of

course to be limited: sine necessitate (BENGEL).
It is incorrect to explain: Such a thing should

not be told of them, as 1 Cor. v. 1 (Gaoxius,

BENGEL).
As becometh saints. Kcfluf, as in ver.

2; with Tpeirei dyioig, we should compare
ai-iut (iv. 17) and OOIOTTK (iv. 24), with which the

introduction of such things into the speech is

irreconcilable. [&quot;Were
the Apostle to say, Let

despondency be banished, he might add, as be

cometh believers, or, Let enmity be suppressed,
he might subjoin, as becometh the brethren; but

he pointedly says in this place, &quot;as becometh
saints&quot; (EADIE). R.]

Ver. 4. Neither filthiness,
This evidently includes more than ai

(Col. iii. 8). Although the antithesis (cii^aptff-

rla) points to shameful words (LUTHKR), neither

the context, which places aiaxporrji; beside fiupo-

Tioyia nor the word itself require an exclusive

reference to speech. Still less is it to be limited

to lewd talk. BEXGEL refers it also to gestus, etc.

Nor foolish talking, Kal fiupo^oy i a.

[Textual Note . Should rj be accepted here, we
should substitute or for nor, as is done in the case of

the next substantive. R.] According to the New
Testament conception of uupoq, &quot;fool&quot; (Matt. v.

22: Ps. riv. 1; liii. 2), this means godless dis-

*[&quot; Thesis not explanatory, but has its full dt./unciV

farce, wrviafl \ ditlngnilb v\tove(ia from more special

gins of the flesh
&quot;

( K.i.uroTT). On the last noun see iv. 19.

It i- med, Trlce. nnconqoend)i love of appropiiation,
niorl.iil lust ,.f acquisition, rurrylng itself tt violation

tif ;ilm,.st every precept of the Decalogue&quot; (EADIE). This

iin-iiinl notion iiiii&amp;gt;t not be overridden by the connection

with sensual sins. R.]

course ; it is not merely ttultiloqitium, insipid

talk, silly babbling (CALVIN, [HODGE] MEYKR,
SCIIKNKEL). LUTHER hits the meaning with:

Narrentheidinge, buffoonery, which denotes what
is high-flown, pompous, in loose discourse. See
JUETTING: Bibl. \ViJrterbuch, p. 189. [TRENCH,
Syn. xxxiv. : &quot;The talk of fools, which is folly
and sin together.&quot; R.]
Or jesting, # e vrpaire ti. i a (from tv and

Tyj/ Tw) means strictly uilxinitax, a habit of culti

vated people, not without adroitness and not

without frivolity. LUTHER : jest. BENGEL aptly

says: iubtilwr inyenio nititur ; this refers to the

form, the previous term to the purport. The

Vulgate is incorrect : scurrilitas. [Comp. TRENCH,
\ xxxiv. on this word. He refers to &quot;the prof
ligate old man&quot; of the Miles gloriosus (PLAU-
TUS), who is exactly the evr pair eAof, and

remarkably enough an Ephesian, boasting as

though such wit were an Ephesian birthright.
See also BARROW S famous sermon on wit from
this text (Vol. 1, Serm. xiv.), an extract from
which is given by EADIE in loco. R.]
Things which are not convenient, ra

o i&amp;gt; K av TI KQVT a. This gives prominence to the

wider range, beyond the lewdness and the coarser

forms. In spite of fit) naHi/Kovra (Rom. i. 28) we
found OVK here, because the negation has
coalesced with the word in one conception. See

WINER, p. 452. As a predicate we must borrow
an absint (BENGEL) from pi bvofta^taOu, [This
phrase is not to be limited to the last of the

three substantives, but is &quot;in apposition to the

last two words, to both of which ei xapiaria, as

denoting oral expression yet implying inward

feeling, forms a clear contrast.&quot; R.]
But rather giving of thanks, fta/.lov d i

Evx&amp;lt;
l P iaT i a nvr/Ket, as BENGEL aptly sup

plies out of the preceding context, remarking:
linguae abusus opponitur ianctu* et (amen Ixtus usus,

vers. 18, 19. Non conveniunt abusus et usus eiirpa-

Krfkia. et evxapiarta, concinna paronomasia ; ilia

turbat animam (et quidem subtilis aliquando jocus et

lepus tenerum gratix sensum Isedit) litec exhilirat.*

As &quot; beloved children
&quot;

they have ever again to

thank God. The reference is not to grace of

discourse (JEROME, CALVIN, and others, STIER
includes this with the other), nor to pudtcitia

(HEINSIUS).

Ver. 5. Special motive. Por this ye are sure,

knowing [TOVTO yap lore y ivua /covrtf].
&quot;For&quot; adds a ground, in order to strengthen

the exhortation as a consequence therefrom.

Accordingly ar e
[t&amp;lt;rrc] yivuaKovregisio

be taken as an indicative [MEYER. EAUIE, ALFORD
and others], not as imperative ( Vulgate, LUTHER,
BENGEL and others). The participle indicates

the mode of knowing as of their own perception

(MEYER), insight. TOVTO, &quot;this,&quot; placed in

advance, points to what is stated afterwards,

* [METER ami ELLICOTT supply yiviaOta iv iiij.lv; EM&amp;gt;H

suggests that ovopa&&amp;lt;r8u still guides the ronstructio.i:

&quot;KuthiT let thanksgiving l&amp;gt;e named let there l&amp;gt;o vocal expres
sion to your grateful emotions.&quot; STIER and ALFORD follow

BF.NUEL. &quot;There is a play perhaps on the similar sound of

irrpairAia and x a P L
&amp;lt;rri a - which mn.V account for the

latter not finding so complete a justification in the sense a&amp;gt;

we might expect: the connection being apparently, -you*
true cheerfulness and play of fancy will be found, not ID

ull ...... fry, but in the joy of a heart overflowing with
&amp;lt;j

nse of God s mercies. ALFORD. K.J
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the import of which cannot be unknown to

Christians. WINKR (p. 333) is therefore in

correct: What is said in vers. 3, 4, ye know,
since ye perceive, that, etc. [This reference of

TOVTO to what follows is doubtful to say the

least. It seems quite correct to refer it, as the

object of laTE, to what precedes, yivuanovTES
being joined with on. Braune takes no notice

Of the correct reading, an inadvertence which

probably modifies his opinion of the construc
tion. The combination of finite verb and parti

ciple is not to be explained as Hebraistic, since

the verbs are different. R.]
That no whoremonger, nor unclean per

son, nor covetous man. The concrete terms

(TTO/SVOC, andtiapToc, TT AEOVE K T TJ f), here

occurring ifistead of the abstract ones men
tioned in ver. 3, must be taken in the same
sense. [The literal sense is: &quot;that every forni-

cator or
(//

individualizes here) unclean man, or

covetous man, who is an idolater, hath not in

heritance.&quot; The negation is transferred to the

subject according to English usage. R.]
Who is an idolater, of EUTIV el 6u%o7.d-

rprjq. This relative clause not only character

izes, but also gives a reason for the fact to be
stated. On this account and because &quot;who&quot; is

limited to the last term altogether without war

rant, the clause is to be applied to &quot;every

whoremonger, unclean person, covetous man.&quot;

It is not the covetous man alone who is an idol

ater, having this world s goods as his god (Matt.
vi. 24; 1 Tim. vi. 10); Paul holds

&quot;belly&quot;
and

&quot;glory&quot;
also as

&quot;god&quot;
for the enemies of the

cross (Phil. iii. 19). The proof lacks aptness,
if that be not attributed to the first two, which
is predicated of the third, who is not an idolater

more especially than the former. The clause is

incorrectly referred to the &quot;covetous man&quot;

alone (MEYER, SCHENKEL, BLEEK) ; Col. iii. 5

does not prove this, still less can it be said that

Paul s self-denial, which unselfishly offered up
all, led him to affirm this of covetousness alone,
since he was just as free from lust and unclean-

ness. [In this wide reference of the relative

clause Braune is sustained by HARLESS, STIER
and others, but the more limited view is that of

EADIE, HODQE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT and most. It

is more natural and obvious, since all that can
be urged in favor of the other view but proves
that the reference may be thus wide, not that it

i*. And covetousness is more specially idolatry,
the other sins are but more subtle forms of this.

If 6 be accepted as the correct reading, then the

reference is necessarily confined to the last word.

See ALFORD in loco. R.]
Hath any inheritance, o v K I % s i K. Arjpo-

vofiiav. See i. 11. It is not=oi&amp;gt; K/.TJPOVO/J.T]-

aovaiv,
&quot; shall not inherit

&quot;

(Gal. v. 21
;

1 Cor.

vi. 9, 10), nor KAr/povofif/aai ov dvvavrai (1 Cor.

xv. 50). It is the fact respecting the status;

permanent, prevalent sin excludes from the

kingdom of God, effects the repelling of the

trrkabo, the Holy Ghost
(i. 13, 14); &quot;hath an

inheritance&quot; is not = inherits the kingdom,
since the former marks the heirship, the latter

the entrance of the heir. To accept a certain

future relation viewed as present, will not suf

fice (BENOEL). [See WINEK, p. 249. &quot;Has no

inheritance,&quot; can have none, this being a law of

God s moral government of the world (EADIE,
ELLICOTT), an eternal verity of that kingdom
(ALFORD). R.]
In the kingdom of Christ and God, /

T
T) fi a a i A t ia XptaTov KO.I Oeot. Raai-

Aeia means the kingdom, where God in Christ
is the Ruler, and His people belong to Him, and
hence to be distinguished from tKKfyaia, to which
the fornicator and such characters belong, with
out having part in the former. (See Doctr.
Note 5.) BENQEL is excellent: articulus simplex,
summam unitatem indicans. The expression here
depends on the fact that Christ s and God s

kingdom is one (ver. 12), that Christ s kingdom
is also God s kingdom; though this first appears
at the end in glory (Rev. ix. 15), the develop
ment advancing through the Church. Accord
ingly it is incorrect to explain it as meaning the

kingdom of Christ, who is also God (HARLESS)
[HODGE and many others] though Christ is

termed God (Rom. ix. 5), or can be thus termed

[against MEYER].
[ALFORD: &quot;No distinction is to be made,

Xpiorov KOI deov being in the closest union.
Nor is any specification needed that the kingdom
of Christ is also the kingdom of God, as would
be made with the second article. This follows
as a matter of course: and thus the words bear
no legitimate rendering, except on the substratum
of our Lord s Divinity. But on the other hand
we cannot safely say here that the same Person
is intended by Xpiarov /cat OEOV, merely on ac
count of the omission of the article. For 1) any
introduction of such a predication regarding
Christ would here be manifestly out of place,
not belonging to the context : 2) OEO^ is so fre

quently and unaccountably anarthrous, that it is

not safe to ground any such inference from its

use here.&quot; So EADIE, ELLICOTT and many
others. The inferential proof of the Divinity
of Christ thus afforded is well-nigh as strong as,

certainly more defensible than, that resulting
from the other view. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The life of the Christian, like Christian

ethics, must pursue sin in its coarsest forms
and manifestations even into its most secret,
refined propensities; it depends upon the sub

stance; this is to be rejected in every form.

Christian culture has a sharp eye and delicate

perception for evil under its elegant appearance,
and a powerful will and apt word for the refusal

and overcoming of the same: it can have ne

pleasure in elegant forms under which wicked
ness conceals itself.

2. What was of validity in the morals of the

Persians (HERODOTUS I., 138) : aooa 6e.
a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;t

iroieeiv

OVK ti-eGTi rav a oi 6f Aeyeiv ei-eari, every Christian
must accept as valid to this extent, that he

says: What is more becoming to do or say, that

tliou shouldstnot even think. A word often in

cludes more evil in itself than an act, and a

thought than a word; even if the evil thought
be less mischievous than the act, because it is

only a thought not an act. The sinful act of the

non-christian is at all events as a rule less wicked
than the Christian sinful word or temper; as the
same is true of a neglected Christian child, over
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against one can-fully t ruined, or of the same
man, as different now and formerly, or on festi

val or fust day with its elevation and in the press
.I lulmr mid the throng of the world.

3. The Christian s position is dignity, which

jin-MTVfs tin; worthiness of the person in a pure
life DO less than in pure doctrine with tender

conscientiousness.

4. Every sin stands connected with idolatry:
it remains the same, whether thou makest a god
of the goods of this world in covetousness, or of

the lust, of this world in pursuit of pleasure, or

of thine own Ego in pride. Paul terms covet

ousness not. the
(&amp;gt;/)

but a root
(/&amp;gt; )

of all evil (1
Tim. iv. 10). The same is true of the lust of the

flesh and the pride of life (1 John ii. 16).

[HoixjK is however perfectly correct in say
ing: &quot;The analogy between this supreme love

of riches, this service of mammon and idolatry,
is more obvious and more distinctly recognized
in Scripture than between idolatry and any other

of the sins mentioned. It is well that this

should be understood, that men should know
that the most common of all sins is the most
heinous in the sight of God ; for idolatry, which
consists in patting the creature in the place of

God, is everywhere in His word denounced as

the greatest of all sins in His sight. The fact

that it is compatible with outward decorum, and
with the respect of men, does not alter its na
ture. It is the permanent and controlling prin

ciple of an irreligious heart and life, turning the

soul away from God. There is no cure for this

destructive love of money, but using it for other

than selfish purposes. Riches, therefore, must
ruin their possessor, unless he employs them
for the good of others and for the glory of God.&quot;

-R.]
5. The kingdom of Christ and of God is not

precisely the church. The former marks the

authority, the latter the people; that refers to the

power, which orders, manages, governs, -this to

the grace which chooses, attracts, trains, guides
and endows; the former has to do with powers,
which are applied and with laws which are estab

lished and administered. Both however have
one end : God s glory and the creature s salva

tion. The kingdom of God and Christ is wider

and narrower than the church. It stretches itself

over the time antecedent to the church, which
should become the kingdom of God, and em
braces all, who obey and permit themselves to

be drawn by the will of the Ruler, God in

Christ, so far as the same is known, in His laws

given to His creatures in nature from the very
creation, in their conscience and in the order

about and above them. All moral natures of

every kind, childlike, truth-seeking souls belong
ing thereto (Matt. viii. 12; Mark xii. 34; John
xviii. 30, 37). To this belong all historical lead

ings of nations, all guidance to individuals, all

the effects of power and wisdom, which prepare
the way for the church. The kingdom is God s

as well as Christ s (Matt. xiii. 41; John xviii.

36 f.
).

As before the church and for the church
the kingdom is more extended. But at the same
time it becomes less extended within the church.

There it applies to those called as the people of

God, to those who obey the call; those who re

sist, who are indifferent, who hold only exter

nally to the church, even though they hold in

high regard a moral life, as is done without the

church as well, who undervalue or despise the

faith of the Scriptures or the church, or rely on
the latter and neglect the former, all withdraw
themselves from the &quot;kingdom&quot;

within the

church. The word is to be taken in this latter

sense here (ver. 5). At the end of the world
both come together: since that will be the ful
ness of time, when the Sou of man shall appear
in glory.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. Doctr. Notes.

From the wanderings of the flesh in the in

subordination of its appetites and of society
in loose talk, we should take occasion, not to

run away and forsake the world, but to guard
ourselves and so to strive in ourselves, that

God s pardoning love is not in vain, and sanc-

tification is not disturbed. Neither happiness,
nor pleasure, nor property is the aim and task

of life, but the formation of the character, of

that stamp with His image received in creation
and renewed in redemption. To be covetous in

what is noblest, to be impure in what is most

exalted, to be disorderly in what is spiritual
and heavenly is an abomination of abominations.
Such a condition excludes from God and God s

kingdom, in the Church, its service and govern
ment. Take heed to that, teacher and preacher.
Be mindful -of it always in prayer and public
service.

STARKE : In Christianity exact bounds are

placed upon our words, far more so than is done

by mere reason; Matt. xii. 36. Hear this, ye
buffoons! ye -cannot boast yourselves of Chris

tianity. You betray by this too well the bottom
of your yet unsanctified hearts. Could we find

a register of those whom God as a just Judge
will exclude from heaven, the first place as a rule

would be given to those who break the Seventh
Commandment.
RIEGER: The world often gives its unclean-

ness the name of love-affairs ;
but the word love

in the Scriptures is far too good to be applied to

any such things.
HEUBNER: No man has such a horror of all

sins of the flesh as the Christian; his destiny,
his fellowship, his Exemplar, his future inherit

ance, all require him to be pure. Paul describes
the Christian s propriety in speech, dist inguishing
three kinds of obnoxious talk : 1 . Such as offends

and injures the sense of virtue, that is, impure,
indecent, shameless talking; 2. Such as opposes
the reason and offends the sense of truth, that

is, foolish, silly, senseless, insipid talking ; 3.

Such as hinders religious earnestness, designed
only to raise a laugh. Every prevailing sin re

moves us from God. The covetous commit idol

atry with their money, the lustful with their

flesh. If then it be asked which is more com

patible with religion, a disposition to lust or

avarice, the latter seems less reconcilable. The
covetous man imagines, because he perhaps
restrains himself from many vices, that he ia

better, and covetousness as something relative ia

more difficult to recognize. The kingdom of

Christ ia the medium and condition of the kiuy
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dom of God : through Christ the kingdom of God I worldliness, for which the Holy Ghost has the

becomes predominant. The kingdom of Christ, same aversion in His saints,

in so far as it is an external institution, yields [EADIE : Into Christ s kingd
to the kingdom of God.

PASSAVANT: The Greeks loved a fine joke,

Mian til and adorned with wit and grace. But

om the fornica-
tor and sensualist cannot come ; for, unsancti-
fied and unprepared, they are not susceptible of
its spiritual enjoyments, and are filled with

under the jest and its elegant dress, an impure antipathy to its unfleshly occupations; and
and low sense was often concealed. Look, wit specially into God s kingdom &quot;the covetous

is a dangerous gift, and to give it play brings dis- man, who is an idolater,&quot; cannot come, for that

comfort and pain. God is not his God, and disowning the God of

STIER: The worst in front, the obscenities, ]

the kingdom, he is self-excluded. As his trea-

double entendre* ; there are also obscenities of
j

sure is not there, so neither there could his heart

mammon, nastinesses arising from pride and 1 find satisfaction and repose. R.]

3) Look about thyself and be independent and benevolent 1

(CHAP. V. 6-14.)

6 Let no man [no one] deceive you with vain [empty] words : for because of these

7 things cometh the wrath of God upon the children [sons] of disobedience. Be
8 not ye [Become not] therefore partakers

1
with them. For ye were sometime [once

ye were] darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord : walk as children of light ;

9 (For the fruit of the Spirit [light]&quot;
is in all goodness and righteousness and

10,11 truth;) Proving what is acceptable unto [well-pleasing to] the Lord. And
have no fellowship

3 with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather [even] re-

12 prove them. For it is a shame even to speak of those things which are done of

them in secret [For the things done in secret by them it is a shame even to speak
13 of].

4 But all things that are [being] reproved are made manifest by the light: for

whatsoever doth make manifest [everything which is made manifest]
5

is light.

14 Wherefore he saith, Awake [or Up !]
6 thou that [who] sleepest, and arise from the

dead, and Christ shall give thee light

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 7. [Here as so frequently in compounds with &amp;lt;rov in Paul s Epistles, vwfiiroxoi. is better supported than

the usual and more euphonic &amp;lt;rvn pcroxoi (Bee.). The former is found in X. A. B.1 D.1 F. G., accepted by Tischendorf, Alford,
Ellicott and many recent editors. R.]

* Ver. 9. -[The reading of the Kec.: irvevfiaTot, is supported by D.= K. L.. most cursives and some fathers, but is now
generally rejected as a gloss from Gal. v. 22. MTO? being sustained by X- A. B. D 1

F., good cursives, Syriac and other ver

sions Latin fathers. The parenthesis is to be retained, see Ertg. .Votes. R.l

Ver. ll.-fSwKicoi. coelTefX. A. B.l D.l F. G. L., Tischendorf, Ellioott). R.]
* Ver. 12. The E. V. has unnecessarily tnuwpoaed the order in this verse. A literal rendering would be :

&quot; For the things
which in secret come to pass by them it is shameful to speak of.&quot; R.]

Ver. 13 [These alterations are required by the views expressed in the Extg. Xot-s, and may be accepted as indicating
in general the opinions of recent commentators. R.]

* Ver. 14. The Rec. reads cyeipai (Lachmann], which has no uncial support. Ey eipt is accepted by nearly all re

cent editors and commentators, since it occur* in tf. A. B. D. F. K. L., and other authorities. R.]

persons spoken of are false teachers with &quot;

empty
words.&quot; This phrase means discourse wanting
in truth, life and spirit : hoc genus est. species tret

ver. 4. (BEXGEL). [ALFORD: &quot;Empty not

containing the kernel of truth, of which words
are but the shell words with no underlying
facts.&quot; R.] Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 33. BCLLIN-

GBR: Erant apud Ephesios homines eorrupti, ut

hodie apud nos plurimi sunt, qui huec salutaria Dei

prxcepta cachinno excipientes obstrepunt : humanum
esse, quodfaciunt amatores, utile, quod faeneratores,

facetum, quod jaculatores, et idcirco Dtum non

usque adeo graviter animadvertere in istius modi lap
sus* STIER is not altogether incorrect in find-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 6. The transition. Let no one deceive

you with empty words, ar/tclc, vuac.
(nrardru iccvoif /ttiyoif. The precept:
&quot;let no one deceive you,&quot;

is entirely general,
but limited by the context to social intercourse ;

there being nothing to indicate a further exten

sion. Hence &quot; no one
&quot;

is to be applied to.mem-

bers of the Church and the non-christians who

are, or come, near them ;

&quot; deceive
&quot;

including
unintentional as well as intentional leading

astray. Accordingly the reference is not, as in

Col. ii. 8, to philosophers and Jewish errorists

(GROTtrs), nor merely to frivolous Christians

(OLSHAUSKN), or to those heathen who had re

mained unbelieving (METER). The loquacious

*
[&quot;The Apostle generally condemns all

a|x&amp;gt;l.i^i&amp;lt;t&amp;lt;
for vice,

whoever they mitrlit I*-. They would .&amp;gt;t course be most com-
ni .iily t .iiti l among the heathen, and to them the passage
most naturally points. The palliation or tacit toleration of
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ing an ironical opposition in : a-ara~v itevolc., ex

horting thus: let them speak only in vain (1 Cor.

xv. 14, 58).
For because of these things, 6ia ravra

j
11 ,), introduces a reason; &quot;because of these

tiling&quot; ]mititin; beyond the genus (&quot;empty

word&quot;) to the species (ver. 4), just as in the

parallel passage, Col. iii. 6 (dt a). [The
context

is decisive against the reference either to the

aitari] of the &quot;empty words,&quot; or to this and the

sins mentioned in ver. 4. See ELLICOTT and
ALKOBU. R.] Cometh, I p ^erat, marks the

fact as present, like &quot;hath not&quot; (ver. 5) ; it is

neilher=reire tolet (ERASMUS), nor a general
asseveration without any temporal qualification

(HAKLKSS), nor does it point to. the future

(MlTBK, SCHENKEL, BLEEK) ; the punishment
has already begun. See Rom. i. 18.

The wrath of God, r) bpyi) roi&amp;gt; 6soi&amp;lt;.

This also is not to be considered as quiescent
until the final Judgment. It already comes both

externally and internally as correction and pun
ishment, upon the sons of disobedience,
k-l rove, vlovf r f/ f air ciOciaf (\i. 2).
This designates more strongly than arrFitieig those

who still or again oppose God and His word
within the Church.

[&quot;The
active and practical

side of the dteitiuv (John iii. 36) is here brought
out. The word is a valuable middle term between
unbelief and disobedience, implying their iden

tity in a manner full of the highest instruction&quot;

(ALFORD). R.]

Warning against association icith wicked men;
vers. 7-10.

Ver. 7. Become not therefore, fir) ovv
yiveade. Ovv, &quot;therefore,&quot; marks the spe
cializing of the warning and that it rests on &quot;the

wrath of God upon the children of disobedience&quot;

as its basis, while j &amp;lt;Iv eatie,
&quot;

become,&quot; indi

cates that this state of things is not yet present,
and at the same time the danger of its entrance
and its quiet, unnoticed and unregarded devel

opment.* Vulgiite: Oolite ejfici ! BENC.EL : Ne
ira super vos venial .

Partakers with them, awue TO\ orf av-
TUV, i. e. with the sons of disobedience. It is

inappropriate to refer a v r Civ to vices (ScHEN-
KELI, and to understand avvueroxoi (iii. 6)
of the portion of the wicked (KoiTE, STIER,
who includes this also). The reference to the

punishment is the foundation of the warning
against companionship with them.

Ver. 8 presents a new reason, taken from their

experience of grace, their grasp on the Lord and

rice, especially sensuality, was one of the most fearful and
repulsive features of heathenism ; see specifically Tholuck,
Influence of heuOitnitm, Part iv. t&quot; ELUCOTT. Comp. th
citation from Whit by and Gauthey in EAIIIE. The &quot;vain

words&quot; wen- publicly spoken then, now they come in more
CODCMtled form, but the same lies are uttered still on the
si Mil.j.vt and with like result, immediate and ultimate

K.J
*
[The force of yivtg-Ot is not to he explained away. AL

FORD indeed strongly objects to it here as unnecessary and
unsuitable, but he seems to entertain a prejudice against it.

A German from his familiarity with tin- distinction lietween
M i i an. I HVn/. M in his own language is usually delicate in

;

i ion (1 f the same distinction in other languages.

f [See Teitu.il ,\ -V i for the authority in favor of thus
tpelling the word. -

K.]

their task- For once ye were,* fjre -yap
n-orc! That is, thanks to God, it is past!
Hence lyre stands emphatically first ; and LU
THER with his wetland [=to the antique &quot;some

time
&quot;

of the E. V.] aptly recalls a past condi

tion, referring to a new life. Darkness,
a K 6 r o f, abstraction pro concrete, emphasi egregia

(BENGEL). [They were not only living or abid

ing in it, but themselves actual and veritable

darkness (ELLICOTT). R.]
But now are ye light in the Lord, vlv

6e Quc. cv TW Kvpitf). This, without tan, is

quite as emphatic and brief.
&quot;Light,&quot;

as in 1

John i. 5 ; John viii. 12, is a comprehensive
designation of the Divine life and character,
both ethical and intellectual in its meaning, in

contrast with darkness (iv. 18; Acts xxvi. 18;
Col. i. 12, 13; 1 Pet. ii. 9). These nominatives

emphasize the being full, permeated by, and are

stronger than iv aaorfi (Kom. ii. 19; 1 Thess.

v. 4), ev QUTI. [Comp. USTERI, Lehrbegr. ii. 1, 3,

p. 229, on the terms owf and crxorof. HOUGB
weakens the sense into

&quot;enlightened,&quot; but

&quot;light
&quot;has here an active sense, which pre

pares the way for the subsequent exhortation,
since they were not only to walk worthy of the

light but be light to others (ver. 13). R.] The
added phrase, ev -9 Kvpiy, excludes the no
tion of having earned the present condition,

marking the operation of the Lord, in order to

excite thankfulness for constancy, fear of apos-

tacy and backsliding, without the ability of

helping one s self.

Walk as children of light, wf TIKVO
or o ff TrepiTrarelr f. The status is marked

by u f,
&quot;

as.&quot; What ye are
(

&quot; children of light
&quot;

),

be in deed and truth
(&quot;walk )! Energetically

added, without any conjunction, as growing out

of what precedes, as its result.

Ver. 9. For the fruit of the light, 6 y a p

KapTroc. TOV Q(jT6c.. This is introduced as a

ground (&amp;gt; dp). The children of the light are

referred to the fruit of the light, in order to ex
cite them to a corresponding walk. This fruit

consists in all goodness and righteousness
and truth

[.
; v ~ d a y, a y a u a v v

ij
K a I

dtnatoai vy nai a A 7)
ft I a]. &quot;Fruit &quot;is in

the singular, and yet three terms follow, as in

.Gal. v. 22 :
&quot; the fruit of the Spirit

&quot;

is followed

by nine, in order to render prominent its unity
in contrast with &quot; the works of the flesh&quot; (ver.
19 ff.) in their sundered character, their opposi
tion to each other.

Goodness, ayattuovvr;, the opposite of

which is Kama, is distinguished from xpr/wrorTft,

which is mentioned in connection with it (Gal.
v. 22), in this, that it refers to the depth of the

disposition, xt&amp;gt;1
ffr6~1S more to the character of

its manifestation ; both denoting goodness how
ever. Here are designated the character and
conduct as regards possessions of every kind,

*
[This order seems to bring out the emphasis best. Comp.

HABLESS and ELLICOTT in justification of the omission of
M&amp;lt;

here (against RfECKERT). R-l

t [The absence of the article with
&amp;lt;^TO

is regarded by
AI.FORD aa significant: &quot;here it is light, a* light, which is

spoken of.&quot; ELLICOTT however thinks the omission is due to

the principle ol correlation: &quot;if the governing noun if

without the article, the governed will be equally so.&quot; R.I
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which one has and knows another to stand in

need of.

Righteousness, 8 iKaioavvi), the opposite
of which is adiKia, respects relations and the

ordering of the same, claims which can be made,
and obligations, which should be fulfilled, and is

just in regard to all these, taking pains that no

thing, neither the least nor the most difficult,

receives detriment.

Truth, aX ?j6eia, the opposite of which is

t/&amp;gt;eiiJof,
concerns the agreement of what is inter

nal and external, of thought and word and deed,
of goodness and righteousness, so that one is not

served at the expense of the other, and harmony
exists. The terms are not to be divided accord

ing to the three categories : inwardly, toward

man, toward God (B-CRUStus), or source, out

wardly, inwardly (SCHENKEL).* &quot;All,&quot; Tracy,
denotes the extent of the manifold manifestations

(Phil. iv. 6: baa), it is not then=all kinds.

Others explain differently, but it is generally

agreed, that sari or avvi-arr/Ke should be supplied.

[Comp. WINER, p. 173, against the acceptance of
a Hebraism here (kv=Beth essentise, Gesenius,
Lexicon, under 3,C). R.]

Ver. 10. Proving, do KI u a Co vreq. Gram
matically this participle may be the mode of the

walking, ver. 9 being taken as a parenthesis.
So BENGEL, HARLESS, MEYER, SCHENKEL [HODGE,
EADIE, ELLICOTT, ALFORD], and others.- But the

exhortation may also be regarded as concluded in

ver. 8; nor does ver. 9 give in the main the im

pression of being a parenthesis, while the partici

ple can be, according to WINER (p. 545), taken

imperatively with iare supplied, as occurs at least

ten times in Rom. xii. 9-13. So KOPPE, STIER,
BLEEK and others. [Such a construction is cer

tainly allowable, where the context plainly re

quires it, but is not to be accepted when a

simpler view is so obviously suggested as in this

case. R.] The former view is favored by the

connection of &quot;

proving
&quot; and &quot;walk,&quot; since

through the walk as a child of the light material

and power for the proof grows and ripens. [On
the word see TRENCH, Syn., II. xxiv. R.] In

vestigation and discrimination are required of

the children of light ; independently, not &quot;tossed

as waves and carried about in the sleight of

men&quot; (iv. 14), they should prove, what is

well-pleasing to the Lord, T i ECTIV sva-

pearbv r ti Kvpiu.
&quot;

What,&quot; T i, defines that

all things, even the most refined traits and forms,
are to be proved. The question is, Is it &quot; well-

pleasing to the Lord,&quot; t. e., to Christ, who with

His Word is the objective measure.
[&quot;

The
Christian s whole course is a continual proving,

testing of the will of God in practice : investi

gating not what pleases himself, but what pleases
Him&quot; (ALFORD). R.] Comp. Rom. xiv. 23;
xii. 2

;
2 Cor. v. 9

;
1 Thess. v. 21.

Warning against fellowship with evil works ;

vers. 11-13.

* [METER properly observes that these three words present
the whole of Christian morality under its three aspects, the

good, the right, the true. It may he added that this verbal

triad, presenting the one fruit of the light is less sentimental,
but more substantial than the hackneyed cluster of words :

the true, the beautiful, the good. &quot;Tim right
&quot;

too often

givei way to the beautiful,&quot; go-called. R.]

Ver. 11. And have no fellowship, K il ui)
OVVKOIV weir e. &quot;And&quot; connects the impe
rative with the similar admonition, ver. 7

, there
&quot; with them &quot;

is added, here &quot; with the works,&quot;

the latter referring to fellowship with the works,
the former with the persons The verb is a

strengthened form* (Phil iv. 14. Rev. xviii. 4),
from awKotvuvos (Rom xi. 17 ; 1 Cor. ix 23,
Phil. i. 7 ;

Rev. i. 9) ;
it is a compound not usual

with the Apostle, denoting however the fellow

ship on one side alone. Hence aw is not to be
referred to the disobedient, and notvuve.lv to

the works (MEYER).
With the unfruitful works of darkness

[ro&amp;lt;f epyoig role aKdprroiq TOV OK.6-

rovf]. The prominent word ipyoif, &quot;works,&quot;

is followed by aKapKoi^, &quot;unfruitful,&quot; distin

guished by the article, in contrast to :
&quot; the fruit

of the
light&quot; (ver. 9).f The expression is not

without a certain mildness, like &quot;

empty words&quot;

(ver. 6), yet without being weak, simply denying
the fruit, without positively referring to the cor

ruption and condemnation (iv. 22
; Rom. vi. 21 ;

viii. 13; Gal. vi. 8). The expressions: &quot;dead

works&quot; (Heb. vi. 1; ix. 14), &quot;wicked works&quot;

(Col. i. 21), are similar. The added genitive:
TOV CK.6TOVQ, &quot;of darkness,&quot; appends the

positive element (Rom. xiii. 12) ;
Gal. v. 19: -n?f

aapKdg.
But rather even reprove them. Non satis

abstinere est (BENGEL) ;
hence iiuA Aov 6 e K a i,

&quot;but rather even.&quot; Lev. xix. 17. E/, ey ^ ere

requires rebuke, punishment, conviction, as in

John iii. 20
; xvi. 8 The object is not expressed;

but the context supplies it: abrd (them, i. e. the

works). The mode is determined by the con

text, since the evil works are to be punished:
through proper conduct in word and work, verbit

et factis luce dignis (BENGEL). MEYER and
SCHENKEL incorrectly apply it to oral rebuke

alone, against the passages in John, from which
an oral conviction and punishment cannot be de
duced. Comp. John viii. 9. The result: con

version, improvement, is in no way indicated,
hence not to be accepted (OLSHAUSEN).

[ALFORD, EADIE and ELLICOTT favor the refer

ence to oral rebuke ; certainly it seems a promi
nent thought, but see on the next verse. The
last named author thus marks the antithesis:
&quot; Do not connive at them or pass them over un

noticed, but take aggressive measures against
them

; try and raise the Gentiles to your own
Christian standard.&quot; HODGE takes the verb as

meaning: to convince by evidence, deducing from
this statement: &quot;The ethics as well as the theo

logy of the Bible are founded on the principle that

knowledge and holiness, ignorance and sin, are

inseparable.&quot; Hence that our duty is simply to

let &quot; the light of Divine truth shine into the

darkened minds of men, and upon their evil

deeds.&quot; R.]

Ver. 12. For the things done in secret

by them it is a shame even to speak of.

*
[De Wette s rendering:

&quot; take no part in,&quot;
would require

a genitive after the verb
;
the other is more literal, anil is

now accepted by EAI&amp;gt;IE, who at first followed DE WKTTE. R.]

f [Comp. especially Gal. v. 19, 22, where there is a similar

contrast, on which JEROME remarks: vitia in seme.tif
iuntur el pereunt, virtute.s frugibas pullulant et
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[See Textual Note*]. Evidently a reason (y 6. p)
for what was said in ver. 11 is here introduced.

BKNCKI. correctly indicates one part of it: cur

inilrjitt /i I x/iHititr err. 11 de operibus tenebrarum,

quum j riictuin /nci.i ver. 9 definite dcscripserit,* the

other is at any rate, why he has expressed him
self so briefly, generally, without qualification :

eheyxETe. It is incorrect to take } d/j=although
(Koi i E), or to insert &quot;although&quot; (RUECKERT).
Td y d p Kpvfyij yiv6/j.Eva v TT aiiT&v,

i. e , the children of disobedience (ver. 6), or

&quot;those doing the works of darkness&quot; (WINER,
p 134), can only be the works mentioned before,
but more definitely characterized, in order to

give a motive for the propriety of the require
ment. Two elements now brought forward, con
stitute the characteristics of these works: Kpvtyij,
&quot;in

secret,&quot;
the main point standing first, and

y iv6[i e v a the second. The former marks the

works as those to which ever clings something
unknown, unrecognized, that may not appear,
but will remain in concealment, ashamed of it

self however bold; the latter, which is not

=Trotovfj.Eva, marks their involuntary, habitual

character, not isolated but peculiar, while VTT 6

expresses the guilt of those who do them. STIER

aptly compares with our passage the profound
description of the &quot;rebels against the

light&quot;

(liX-H-p, Job xxiv. 13-16) and &amp;lt; the hidden

things of darkness&quot; (1 Cor. iv. 5; John iii. 20,

21); accordingly it is not to be referred exclu

sively to sins of debauchery, orgies [HOLZHAU-
SEN] and the like, although these are included ;

nor are we to understand only heathen sins of

the most objectionable character. The works
of darkness are stretched in a way that is uni

versally and continuously valid ; of such works
&quot;it is a shame even to speak&quot; (vers. 3, 4). Evi

dently heyeiv is not merely narration, indiffer

ent mention, but includes disapproving, rebuk

ing mention as well. Paul requires an efayxstv
without a

&quot;f.tyhv,

&quot; without one s taking all their

dirt into his mouth&quot; (Berlb. Bible), hence

through the walk in word and work, so neces

sary on this account. Matt. v. 16; Phil. ii. 15.

[The main difficulty here is the question of

connection. The views of BENGEL and KOPPE
have been already suggested, and seem unsatis

factory. That of Braune (so STIER, PEILB,
BLOOMFIELD, following THEOPHYLACT and ERAS

MUS) depends on the meaning of fAfj^ere, and
since this seems to include verbal reproof, the
restriction here is at least improbable. HAR-
LESS and others connect the verse with &quot; have no

fellowship,&quot; but this identifies &quot; works of dark
ness

&quot; and &quot;things done in secret&quot; almost too

strongly, and as ELLICOTT suggests, gives undue
prominence to the negative part of the com
mand, while the phrase &quot;but rather even,&quot; as
well as the subsequent context makes &quot;

reprove
&quot;

the leading thought. Taking cAey^ere in its

proper sense, and accepting the connection of
this verse with it by yap, two views present
themselves: that of ALFORD and others: &quot;I

mention not and you need not speak of these
deeds much less have any fellowship with them

*
[So (ECUMEXIUS, BAVMGARTF.IC, MATTHIES, !mt the Apostle

was not apt to jiiiusc thus in his rdnikc of sin : romp. Kora.
l. 24-32 ; 1 Cur. vi. a, M ;

Gal. v. 19-21
;
1 Tim. i. 9, 10. R.J

your connection with them must be only that

which the act of eAey$tc necessitates:&quot; and that

of MEYER, ELLICOTT, EAUIE and others:
&quot;By

all means reprove them, and there is the more
need of it, for it is a shame even to speak of

their secret sins.&quot; This is preferable, and the

reproof of the works of darkness can take place
without speaking of the more disgusting forms.

R.]

Ver. 13. But all things, r 6e
7rdi&amp;gt;r.o,

denotes what is described in ver. 12. [So MEYER,
ELLICOTT and others against RUECKERT and AL-
FORi), who take the phrase as of general appli
cation. R.] Being reproved are made
manifest by the light, i/.i y xoue va VTT&
TOV dxjTof Qavepovrai. The light is God s,

in His Word, in our conscience, character and
conduct

; the Christian persons falling into the

back-ground behind the
&quot;light&quot; which works in

and out from them: this must work for its own
sake, the efficiency does not enter with reference
to our persons. Hence vno TOV

tj&amp;gt;

u T 6 f be

longs both to they x6 /J.EVO. and &amp;lt;pavpoi&amp;gt;Tai t

as the position indicates also, since otherwise it

would be repeated. In/ly /
o

/
uei&amp;lt;a the suc

cess of the iteyxETE ts set forth : you do not pro
ceed ineffectually against the works of the chil
dren of disobedience, they are rebuked, struck,
could not avoid it; your light has become a pun
ishment for them. When this takes place, they
are made manifest, what is &quot;in secret&quot; in them,
becomes plain and its scandalousness is recog
nized; i/.eyxo/ueva is therefore a presuppo
sition toQavepovrai, not an extension of the

predicate, but a limitation of the subject, rd
iravTa. The context however suggests: there-

proved acts or conditions become so to the pos
sessor: to him they are now manifest as re

proved, as reproved with right, and both re

proved and manifested through the light of the
truth in Jesus Christ and His people.

[It secrns to be an unsatisfactory way out of
the difficulty respecting the connection of v TT d
TOV w r o f , to join it to both the participle
and the verb, and Braune is probably led to

adopt it by his desire to maintain the thought
of a tacit reproof. To join it with the partici

ple (DE WETTE and others) is open to objection,
for this gives the eteyxEtv a specification not in

accordance with ver. 12, while, equally whh
Braune s view, it makes

&amp;lt;pf entirely too ethical,
it being properly metaphorical in both clauses.
The connection with the verb is more natural,

&quot;by
the

light&quot; receiving emphasis from the
order in the Greek. So MEYER, ELLICOTT,
EADIE and most recent commentators. The par
ticiple is a predication of manner or time

(&quot; being
reproved,&quot; or &quot; when reproved &quot;) joined to the

subject. See note at the close of the verse.

R.]
For everything -which is made manifest

is light. Hay TO davepoi uevov, follow

ing QavEpovTai, is passive (WixKR, p. 242); all,
that is illuminated, made manifest, &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;uf

E &amp;lt;JT tv,
itself gives light, has the nature and efficiency
of light. This very general proposition is lim
ited by the character of the subject (

BENGEL .

sermo de homine ipso, ver. 14), to the persons who
permit themselves to be reproved, who must
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permit themselves to be enlightened, in order to

become manifest, shined upon and illuminated,

and finally to become themselves light. BEN-

GEL : Antanaclasis ; nam (jtavepovrat eat passivum ;

Qavepoi iierov medium, quod manifestari non refugit.

With STIER we may find here a recalling of:
&quot; once ye were darkness, now are ye light

&quot;

(ver. 8), in order that in thankfulness and mild

ness towards those in the same condition in

which they formerly were, they may apply the

reproving and manifesting walk. Because what
is shined upon, illuminated, itself shines, walk
then so, that ye shame, reprove, convince those

who are busy with the works of darkness, bringing
them to the light ;

thus ye will best help them,
as ye yourselves have been helped. The first

part of this verse indicates the immediate result,

the second the end of the kteyxpijvcu, or iMyxeiv -

BENGEL: Simul hinc patet facilitas (STIER: be

cause without speaking, hence without special

knowledge of him who is to be reproved), jus-

titia (STIER: because to the darkness the judg

ing light is of right due), salubritas (STIER :

because these can thus become light themselves)
elenchi. There is here no reference to the Gnos
tic light-theory of the Valentinians (BAUR), since

these on the contrary wrested and distorted this

passage after A. D. 150. Quite as untenable and

inapt are those explanations which take Qavepov-

pevov as active and TTUV as the object accusative

(GROTIUS), or apply the i7.tyx it&amp;gt; on^7 to oral re

buke (MEYER, SCHENKEL and others), or regard
the neuter as masculine merely (STORRandot hers).

[The view of MEYER is on the whole most sat

isfactory :
&quot; But nil things (all those secret sins),

when thet/ are reproved, when that Heyxere has

been effected on them, are made manifest by the

light, by the light of Christian truth, which is

efficient in your reproving, are brought to light
as to their true moral quality, unveiled and

made clear to the moral consciousness; by the

light, I say, they are made manifest, for in

order to prove by a general proposition, that

this cannot take place except by the light all

that which is made manifest, that is brought out

of its concealment and brought to light in its

true character, is light, has thus ceased to have

the nature of darkness and is now of the charac

ter of light. The basis of this proof is the syl

logism :
&quot; Quod est in effectu (&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

f k a T
i),

id debet

in cama (virb
TOV

&amp;lt;pwr&amp;lt;$f).&quot;

This is equally

simple and grammatical. It avoids the common
mistake of referring the words too definitely.

Commentators have run into much perplexity by
not accepting occasional general propositions;

comp. Gal. iii. 20. EADIE, following CALVIN
and others, still maintains an active or middle

sense, objecting to the passive that light does

not always exercise this transforming influence.

But this objection holds only against a too

strictly ethical sense of
0&amp;lt;jf,

to which OLSIIAU-

SEN, STIER, HODGE (and Braune) incline. Ob

jectively taken, it is universally true : &quot;every

thing shone upon is LIGHT.&quot;
&quot; Whether this tends

to condemnation or otherwise, depends on the

nature of the case, and the inward operation of

the outwardly illuminating influence&quot;
(Ai.n&amp;gt;iu&amp;gt;,

ELLICOTT). See the last named for a clear state

ment, and comp. HARLESS, EADIE, but especially

MEYER in loco. R.]

The conclusion ; ver. 14.

Ver. 14. Wherefore he saith
[rf

1 o \tyei;
Braune: It is said: comp. iv. 8. R.] &quot;Where

fore
&quot;

refers to what precedes, and in accordance
with the purport of the citation, to all that is

said of the walk in the light, not merely to ver.

13 (SCHEXKEL), but to vers. 8, 1 1 also, in order to

render the exhortation more complete and forci

ble through a citation.* Hence heyei is as in

iv. 8. This quotation of the Apostle is not to be

weakened, because no corresponding passage is

found in the Old Testament, neither Isa. Ix. 12

(CALVIN and most) nor xxvi. 19 (BEZA and

others) nor Iii. 1, 2, or ix. 1
;

it is not supposed
that he cited a saying given directly to him

(JEROME) or an apocryphal passage (MoRUS
and others). Certainly we should not accept a

lapsus memorise, as though he wished to quote
from canonical Scripture and happened on an

apocryphal passage that could not be authenti

cated (MEYER, who compares 1 Cor. ii. 9), and
quite as little a combination of the passages from
Isaiah (SCHENKEL, who refers to Rom. ix. 33 ;

xi. 8, 20).f Least of all is
teyEi=&amp;lt;]&amp;gt;7)oi, they said,

it is said (BORNEMANN). The most probable ex

planation is, that it is a quotation from a Chris

tian hymn that had grown out of Isa. x. 1, 2.

This is confirmed by vers. 18, 19, as well as by
the significance of church hymns beside tho

Scripture. So THEODORET with reference to 1

Cor. xiv. 26; SEVERIAXUS in Tischendorf (ed. 7,

vol. ii. p. 457). BEXGEL : Simul videtur in mentt

habuisse formulam, qux in fexto buccinarum adhi-

beri solita fuerat. Et fortasse illo anni teinpore scrip-

sit hanc epistolam. 1 Cor. v. 7. BLESK in loco

and Stud, und Krit. 1853, p. 331. STIER and
others : A word of God is introduced as speaking
to the Christian.

[There is one insuperable objection to these

views of Braune, STIER, BENGEL, BORXEMANN,
as well as to those of RHEXFERD (one of our

Lord s unrecorded sayings), WESLEY (the gene
ral tenor of Soripture), BARNES (who sees no

reason for accepting a quotation at all), and that

is Paul s use of teyei, his formula of citation

from the Old Testament ; especially in conjunc
tion with Jto. If we accept a Christian hymn
based on the passage in Isaiah the difficulty is

not removed, but the way opened for the multi

plication of difficulties. If God speaks, (as
Braune implies) through a paraphrase in the form

of a Christian hymn, much more does he speak,
when His Apostle interprets or applies His writ

ten word. The best solution is that of ALFORD:

* [ALFORD explains :

&quot;

Seeing that everything that is made
manifest becomes light-is slums upon by the detecting light

:tf Christ objectively it only remains tbat the man should

be shone upon inwardly by tho same Christ revealed in his

to that effect.&quot; R.]

t(The German has an obvious typographical error. It

reads Johnn&amp;gt;ifisi-ln-n Stellr.n, passages Irom John. SCHEJKKL

really defends tho view,
&quot; that the Apostle has freely com

bined several Scriptural passages in accordance with their

sense and from memory,&quot; suggesting Isa. Iii. 1: xxvi. 1U;

Ix. 1. This view is fav,.ivd though not definitely adopted by
HODGE and EADIE. Undoubtedly, tl&quot;

1 Apostle coml

sagesfRom. ix. 33; xi. 8, Mi. but not so loosely. We may
drfrnd either a ((notation according to the sense, or a literal

combination, not both, especially in connection with the

notion of fr mutation from memory. Paul interpreted tho

Scriptures, wlu.se words he well knew; a lapsus memori*
was scarcely possible iu Lis case as a man, much less aa an

inspired man. R.J
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&quot;In the first place, by the introduction of 6

Xptor6&amp;lt;;,
it is manifestly &amp;lt;/ paraphrase, not an exact

citation. The Apostle cites, and had a perfect

right to cite, the language of prophecy : and
that he is here doing so, the bare word Christ

shows us In-yon. 1 dispute.. L insist upon this, that

it may be plainly shown to be no shift in a diffi

culty, no hypothesis among hypotheses but the

necessary inference from the form of the citation.

This being so of what passage of the Old Tes-

tamenl is this a paraphrase? I answer of Isa.

Ix. 1, 2. There, tbe Church is set fort has being
in a state of darkness and of death (comp. lix.

10), and is exhorted to awake, and become light,
for that her light is come, and the glory of

Jehovah has arisen upon her. Where need we

go further for that of which we are in search?&quot;

The view of ELLICOTT is similar: &quot;St. Paul,

speaking under the Inspiration of the Holy Spirit,
is expressing in a condensed and summary form
the spiritual meaning of the passage.&quot; He thinks

the prophet s immediate words supply in sub
stance the first part of the quotation, while the

latter part is the spiritual application of the re

mainder of the verse, and of the general tenor

of the prophecy. ALFOBD S view is safe, and
rests on the Lord s own saying: &quot;Search the

Scriptures, they are they which testify of me &quot;

(John v. !J9). 11.]

Up! them who sleepest, iyeipe 6 Ka6-
eitduv. [The word ejetpe is not the active for the

middle but is the common form of rousing

(Faixzs.-UE). R.] This can be addressed only
to the Christian (Horn. xiii. 11, 12), who at God s

call opens his eyes ;
the Lord has come to him,

awakened him, so that he, awake and alive,

looks about him. [It is more correct to regard
this as addressed to those who are not yet
Christians, but about to become so through the

effectual call of God. This is perhaps Braune s

view, see Doctr. Note 3. 11.] The beginning of

knowledge is thus denoted. Still there is yet a

struggle with sleep; the eyes close again ;
the

light of day dazzles. And arise from the
dead, na&amp;gt; dvdora en TUV venpuv, is the

advance to rising from the couch, standing up and

preparing for work. AvaaTf/vai i-rrl epyov iye/rfi/-

vai t-f VTTVOV. The sleeper is inactive, as one who
is dead. The promise incites: and Christ
shall shine upon thee, KO. i e TT iQarae c aoi
6 X p i a r 6 f. The figure is that of the morning,
when day breaks and man meets the sun and day
light. Christ is the light, makes the day that

shines upon and enlightens us, in order that we
may become light for others, as the context re

quires. On the forms dvaa-a and iiricjav-
aei see WINER, pp. 76, 85.

[The question of the connection of this verse
deserves some further attention. Braune appa
rently follows STIKR, who thinks the quotation
is introduced to exhort: &quot;Become light, that ye
may be able to convict others,&quot; which accords
with his view of silent reproof. But this seems
to be stepping aside from the more obvious sense.
lIuniiK lakes it as a confirmation of the asser
tion of the preceding verse: everything made
manifest is light. This is true, but scarcely a
sufficient reason for its introduction. MKYKR
paraphrases oto thus: Because the reproof is so

necessary, as I have indicated in ver. 12, and ao

wholesome in its effects as shown in ver. 13,

therefore, etc., and then says that the call of God
confirms the necessity of the reproof, and the

promise: &quot;Christ shall shine upon thce,&quot; sup
ports the wholesome influence of the light, under
which the reproof places them. This seems pre
ferable. So that the purpose of the Apostle ia

to show by a paraphrase from the Scriptures
that the effect of the light is such, and that

therefore Christians should reprove in order that
others may become light through the illumina
tion here promised. In general what is made
manifest is light (ver. 15), but Christ s shining
makes new light in a spiritual sense. Let your
light shine, so as to reprove, in the hope that
Christ will shine on the convicted heart. This
seems to be the view of ALFOHI&amp;gt;, and is ap
proached by ERASMUS and RUECKKRT. R.]
What JEROME says is interesting: tcio me

audisse qucndam de hoc loco in ecclcsiam dixputan-
tem te&timonium hoc, inquit, ad Adam dicilur in

loco calvaries sepultum, ubi crucijixus est dominus,
illo ergo tempore quo crucifixus dominus super ejui

pendebat sepulchrum, hiec prophetia complela est :

surge, Adam, qui dormis et exsurge a tnortuis et

non ut legimus CTrKparaei am XptaToc,, i. e., orietur
tibi Christus, sed ii^aiaet, i. e., contingent te

Christus, quia videlicet tactu sanyuinis ipsius et cor-

poris dependentis vivijlcelur alque consuryat.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. One of the weightiest points in the formation
of the Christian life is the conversation and inter

course with others, the social life. Here foresight
and circumspection are necessary. Sociality is

a gift and has a task, and both of these are two
fold: Every one has both for himself and others.

For himself, that he does not suffer detriment

through the idle, flat, empty, useless character
of the same. There may enter a somnolence of

the awakened Christian impulse and life, of moral

endeavor, of zeal in sauctification, through dis

sipation, gossipping, amusement and jesting, or
excitement of carnal zeal, dainty, proud and

high-ttown character, onesidedness and injustice
in opinion and conduct. For others, that he pro
motes their advancement, and in the interchange
of sentiment and experience elevates, confirms,

clarifies, rectifies, and complements them. Do
not enter into more intimate intercourse with

him, who cannot and will not be to you what you
ought to be to him, or guard against his influence

over you, taking heed if you cannot alter him,
that you do not at all events conform him in his

character. You should not withdraw yourself
from others, but so act that you are not with
drawn from God, who has drawn you to Him
self. What He has given you hold fast, so that

no one deprives you of it. Do not let what He
has planted in you be rooted up by the words of

others. Let the fruit of His light ripen, and do
not allow it to be eaten up by the worms of the
world s culture.

2. Consider the two in connection: proving
what is God s will, and reproving your neighbor.
The former comes first, the latter is second.
The former requires care in intercourse with
God through His word, personal growth in His

grace and knowledge, intimacy with Him, walk-
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ing in His light, as His child. The latter, on the

other hand, that you become for your neighbor a

conscience outside of and beside him, as your
own conscience has borne witness to yourself, or

that like Sarah you speak silently in your con

duct (1 Pet. iii. 1) ; very little depends on words,
at least on many of them, only on apt ones,

without scolding ;
be free and frank, true in love

and lovely in truth (iv. 15). He who is not yet

your brother, may and ought to become so; but

you should no longer be to him what you were

before Christ won you: a companion in his evil

works and words.

3. In the concluding verse the grace of God is

rendered strongly prominent, but in such a way
as to indicate that it is in vain, if man s

own act is not also present and he does not lift

himself up by applying the power brought nigh
and proffered him, his own strength increasing
with the use of the power from on high
which he appropriates. If he when awakened
does not open his eyes and wake up, if when
called he does not get up from his couch, he does

not reach Christ s light or the walk in the day ;

this however takes place only in consequence of

the initiative of Divine and imparted power.*
4. Finally it may be said, that as Paul imme

diately afterwards speaks of psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs (ver. 19), so he here places
on an equality with canonical Scripture the

Christian hymn which grows out of God s word.

Hence the importance of church hymnology. By
this too we must test every hymn and hymn-
book, that nothing apocryphal or heretical

throws what is Scriptural into the back-ground,
but that the truly Christian element of the hymn
animates, furthers and subserves the Scriptures
in the congregation, in the public service and in

the household. [While compelled to object to

the premise here laid down for the reason stated

in the additional Exeg. Notes on ver. 14, we may
well approve of the influence, which is valid on

other grounds than the supposed citation of a

Christian hymn. See further Doctr. Notes on
the next section. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. the Doctr. Notes.

You should not fly from men, yet you should

not become their admiring slave, nor esteem

yourself less than God has esteemed you, nor
forsake His truth to accept human errors. So

ciety has her assemblies generally in the even

ing; how much is there spoken in the artificial

life of crowded halls resounding with human
voices, with spirit and wit (but generally with

out this), confidently and with the approval of

the mass. But as you go home in the quiet

night, under the twinkling light of the stars or

the shining of the moon, test what you have
heard: Can you still highly estimate it? Have

*
[Eadie compares the command of ver. 14 to &quot;that given

by our Lord to the man with the withered hand Stretch it

forth. The man might have objected and said, Could I

obey thee in this, I would not have troubled thee. Why
mock me with my infirmity, and bid me do the very thing
Icanifct? But the man did not so perplex himself; and

Christ, in exciting the desire to obey, imparted the power to

obey.&quot;
If every man would understand the philosophy of

waking up before he gets up, what a world of sleepers we
would have ! R.]

you not oftenest felt its emptiness with inward
sadness ? You have often thought, I would have

got more by staying at home and chatting with

my wife and children or with some friend ! How
then if you test it by God s word, by Christ s

life ? Prove all thereby ! Let no one say to

you: You must believe without examining. But
do not let any say of you, that you do so. The
world may ask: what is useful? what is ad
mirable ? what is lovely ? what is customary ?

do you only ask : what is right and well-pleasing
to the Lord? Harless very properly says: Pun
ishment is light! But STIER is quite as correct
in saying; Light is punishment ! It is good to

be convinced by the light, whether it breaks
forth from the walk and word of a friend or a
foe. To change one s way on account of the

light is well, but when it comes from an oppo
nent, then to do so is deserving of praise. It

really amounts to nothing to accept a rebuke out
of fear or gratitude, or any spirit of calculation:
it is however a special gift of God, when one
receives and is affected by the primitive element
of the light, altogether irrespective of the man
who bears the light, be he dear, influential,

powerful or not. For only thus does the recipi
ent become himself light. Cherish a spirit of

independence not merely against others for the

truth, but also for others against falsehood ; it is

the latter that especially needs nurture. Christ
will enlighten thee here, but glorify thee here

after, if indeed you are really an enlightened
Christian and not merely a man shone upon !

STARKE: It is an old trick of Satan s to patch
up the worst vices with the form of virtue and

give them a free pass in the world under a false

name. Craftiness is termed prudence, extrava

gance generosity, vindictiveness high-spirited-
ness, arrogance neatness, lechery politeness,
avarice economy, etc. True Christians are not

credulous, silly and unreasonable people, but

lights in the Lord, on the contrary the godless
are such, 1 Theas. v. 5. Where goodness, right
eousness and truth cannot be met with, the Spirit
of God certainly does not dwell. Love and good
ness must not go so far as to make justice and
truth suffer: when these virtues, united to

gether, kiss each other, all goes right. Christian

reproof is one of the most excellent obligations
of love ; from its omission the lack of love and

fidelity may certainly be perceived. As much
wickedness is done by the godless in secret, never

coming to light ; so on the other hand much good
is done by the pious, that might be mentioned
with praise, yet is concealed out of humility.
For them it suffices that God and their own hearts

know of it.

RIEGER: One of the greatest vexations, and
at the same time a correct judgment, respecting
the world is, that she has so many people who
talk to please her and adorn her nlthiness. But
all these vain words will not cover her from the

wrath of God. Goodness is the imitator of God
in His love, by means of which we avoid anger,
hatred, tumult, blasphemy, avarice. Righteous
ness prevents stealing, the unmerciful shutting
of the hand against the needy, and avarice which
like a weight of lead sinks one into darkness.
Truth shuns lies, shameful words and buffoon

eries, foul talk, vain and seductive discourse.
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Thus Christian prudence is attained, which never

seeks to go as far as it can without sin, but after

the manner of well-behaved children, is ever

concerned to meet God s approval.
HEUUNKU: With vain wordy, i.e., deceiving

talk, as though these vices belonged to things in

different. This evil, perverted moral sense be

gets unbelief of morally strict Christianity and

thus brings down God s wrath. The Christian

is an interested participant and yet separate and

peculiar. On the Epistle for the third Sunday in

Lent; vers. 1-9. The Divine walk of the Chris

tian. 1. Description, a) In general: Imitation

of God, ver. 1 ; b) in particular: holy love (ver.

2) and pure, spotless life (vers. 3, 4). 2. Its

necessity, a. For our own salvation ; for with

out such walk we have no part in the kingdom
of GoJ and of Christ (ver. 5) ; b) for the salva

tion of others : for only such a walk can reprove
the evil, corrupt principles of the world, and
make out of unbelievers, children of wrath, be

lievers, children of grace. What would the

world be without Enochs? (ver. 6). 3. Means.

a) Separate yourself from the company of the

ungodly, leave the path of sinners, else you can

not walk godly (ver. 7). b) Accept the light of

grace, that your darkness may be enlightened

(ver. 8). c) Use the light however as you re

ceive it, beginning with God s help to exercise

your spiritual strength. The imitation of God, to

which the Christian is obligated. 1. In what it

consists : a) In accepting the temper, which
makes us like to Him as children to a Father

(ver. 1) ; b) especially in love and holiness (vers.

2-4). 2. What makes this our duty: a) Our
Christian calling, which should distinguish us

from idolaters (ver. 5) ; b) our happiness, our

freedom from the wrath of God (ver. 6). 3.

What strengthens us thereto: a) Holding to the

Church and accepting the light of the Word

(vers. 7, 8) ; b) seeking the Spirit of God. The

spirit of Christian investigation is nothing else

than Christian conscientiousness, with this rule:

what pleases God ? What pleases man is a mat
ter of indifference. The Christian is in duty
bound to speak earnestly and decidedly against
evil; he dare not be silent, where he ought to

speak, still less approve with the men-pleasing
spirit of the worldly wise. The ground of this

earnestness and reproof is the shamefulness of

the world s vices. What is made manifest

through rebuke is generally brought out of the

darkness, in which shameless vice conceals itself,

and placed in the light, so that it is thus evident

to all as wicked. This is indeed the main mat
ter. All that is made manifest through reproof,
so that the man is really made conscious of his

sins, is thereby overcome. This is the only path

by which the Divine light rises within man in the

place of darkness. One must be roused, shaken,
in order to be brought to consciousness. Out of

the sleep of sin, in which he is not aware of the

evil, he must be awakened, in order then to see

what is in him.

I ASSAVANT : It is indeed an unhappy thing
to b a companion of sinners, in follies and vices,

in which one becomes a means of annoyance,

corruption and distress&quot; to another, only to be

companion in his shame and pain, hereafter in

the despair of the Judgment Day.

STIER: Words awaken lust, lust bears sin,
this is the irresistible and dangerous course of

deceit, against the first appearance of which in
words we cannot too carefully guard ourselves.

Where there is unbelief, there is also the wrath
of God ! Have nothing in common with them,
for you are unwilling to have this wrath in com
mon with them! Not reproving is equivalent to

having fellowship. Darkness can become light

only by means of a shining light, and the walk
in the light is of itself able to judge and trans
form the darkness. Let yourself be enlightened,
that you may live, and become alive that the

light may ever more fully shine on you !

GENZKEN (Preparatory Discourse): Jesus my
consolation (ver. 2), my love (vers. 1, 2), my
Shield (vers. 3-7) and great Reward (vers. 8, 9).
On the Epistle for the third Sunday in Lent (Eph.

v. 1-9) : KAPFF: What belongs to the walk in

the light? 1. Fellowship with God in Christ;
2. Laying off all ungodly doings; 3. Living ac

cording to God s good pleasure (justification,

repentance, sanctification). RAUTENBEUO: That
is real love, which goes even unto death for the bre-

hren. 1) It covers a multitude of sins ; 2) is the
fulfilment of the law; 3) is well-pleasing to God;
4) brings blessedness. How important are the

sufferings of Christfor our sanctification ! The Holy
Ghost works in us through them 1) powerful,
sacred shame, 2) pure, self-sacrificing love.

The sacrifice of Christ a sweet-smelling savor to God
on account of the love 1) which brought it;

2) which makes room for it
; 3) which is

awakened by it. THYM : The eternal love, 1)
its archetype, 2) its express image, 3) ita

copy.

[HODGE : Ver. G. It is not only among the

icathen, but among the mass of men in all ages
and nations, a common thing to extenuate the

particular sins to which the Apostle here refers.

It is urged that they have their origin in the very
constitution of our nature ; that they are not ma-
&quot;ignant ; that they may co-exist with amiable

erapers; and that they are not hurtful to others;
hat no one is the worse for them, if no one
cnows them, etc. Paul cautions his readers in

every age of the Church not to be deceived by
such vain words. Ver. 10. Christ is here recog
nized as the Lord of the conscience, whose will

s to us the ultimate standard of right and wrong.
.t is thus that the sacred writers show that Christ
rvas their God not merely the God of their

heology, but of their religion. Ver. 13. Accord-

ng to the Apostle, the relation between truth and
loliness is analogous to that between light and
vision. Light cannot create the eye, or give to

a blind eye the power of vision ; but it is essen-

ial to its exercise. Wherever it penetrates it

dissipates darkness, and brings every thing to

ew, and causes it to produce iis appropriate
effect. So truth cannot regenerate, or impart
he principle of spiritual life; but it is essential

o all holy exercises ; and wherever the truth

&amp;gt;enetrates, it dissipates :he clouds of error, and

&amp;gt;rings every thing to ^icw, so that when spiri-

ually discerned it produces its proper effect on
he soul. Ver. 14. The light which Christ sheds
around Him has power to awake the sleeping,

dead.-R.]
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d. Exhortation to a pure walk, with careful consideration of the Christian position.

(CHAP. V. 15-21.)

15 See then that [how] ye walk circumspectly [strictly], not as fools [unwise men],
16 but as wise, Redeeming the time [Buying up the opportunity], because the days
17 are evil. Wherefore be ye not unwise [on this account do not become senseless],

18 but understanding
1 what the will of the Lord is. And be not drunk [made drunk]

with wine, wherein is excess [or dissoluteness] ; but be filled with [in] the Spirit ;

19 Speaking to yourselves [one another] in
2

psalms and hymns and spiritual songs,

20 singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord
; Giving thanks always for

all things unto [to] God and the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ
;

21 Submitting yourselves one to another in the fear of God [Christ].
3

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The exhortation; vers. 15, 16. Ver. 15. See
then [or take heed]. B ?. e TT e T e with Iva (1

Cor. xvi. 10
;

2 John 8), with the accusative

(Phil. iii. 2; Col. iv. 17), here as in 1 Cor. iii.

10 with Trwf. Sollicitudo etiam MODUM special

(BENOEL). They are enjoined to take heed, and

because (ovv) as the comprehensive quotation

(ver. 14) says, they are awake, have arisen, been

enlightened by Christ, to a walk such as has been

spoken of (ver. 1: &quot;beloved children,&quot; ver. 8:

&quot;asbecometh saints,&quot; ver. 8: &quot;as children of

the light &quot;).
CALVIN is therefore too limited :

Si aliorum discutere tenebras fideles debent fulgure

tuo, quanta minus aecutire debent in proprio vitx in-

stituto ; MEYER limits it also to vers. 10, 11.*

How ye walk strictly [~us aKpiftug
ne piirarelr E]. According to the context TrtJf

is to be confined precisely to the a. up i flue ex-

acte ad voluntatem divinam (LUTHER S rendering :

vorsichtlich [so E. V.: circumspectly] is not suffi

cient) ; marking with the indicative that it is not

first to be considered how this shall be taken

hold of, but that it already exists in its best fea

ture, the walk being an actual fact (WINER, p.

282). [.\LFORD:
&quot; Take heed not only that your

walk be exact, strict, but also of what sort that

strictness is not only that you have a rule and

keep to it, but that that rule be the best one.&quot;

The indicative is not used for the subjunctive or

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 17. [Th reading of the Sec. ((rvvievres) is supported by D. K. L., nearly all cursives, many fathers and good

versions (Tischendorf, Kllicott and most) ;
&amp;lt;7imorre? is found in D.l F. Q., some versions (Harless, Meyer, Alford, earliest

editions); the imperative: o-unere has good support (X. A. B., 6 cursives, Chrysostom, Jerome), accepted by Lacliniann and
Alford (ed. 4). The last appears to be a correction, the participle being lectio difficilior, so that of the two participial read

ings the first is to be preferred on external grounds. R.]
2 Ver. 1 J. [Lachmunn and Alford insert iv in brackets before

i/;
a A n o i

,
but as it is found only in B., 5 cursives, some

versions, and could so readily enter into an explanatory gloss, it is generally rejected. Both editors bracket irpcvjiOTi-
K a i s on much the same authority, doubting it an a probable interpolation from Col. iii. 10

;
but it might readily be omitted

in a few cases from homu:t, l,-ut,,,&amp;gt; (M-yer). Tals ap8iais, instead of rn icopSto (Rec. N.I B. K. L.) is found in tf.a A. D.

1\ but is rejected by Tischendorf, Ellicott, Alford and most, as an emendation derived from Col. iii. 16. R.]
a Ver. -21. [The reading; of the Rec. (fleou) has no uncial support; while Xpio-roO is found in nearly all MSS., and

accepted by all recent editors. R.]

the future; comp. ELLICOTT in loco and Friizschi-

orum Opuscula, pp. 208 f, note. U.]
Not as unwise men, but as wise [ur/ wf

aaoyoi. a 7. 7C
&amp;lt;jf &amp;lt;ro0o/]. &quot;As,&quot; marking as

in i. 8 the actual condition, and not comparative

(Vulgate: quasi, is apt), designates the subject
referred to in &quot;take heed,&quot;

&quot;

walk,&quot; as &quot;wise.&quot;

Hence &quot;not as unwise&quot; (BENUEL: qui prseter

propter viam ambulant), which is placed first for

emphasis, denotes a subjective notion, which is

inadmissible and unexpected as regards Chris

tians. WINER, pp. 442, 567. Paul means Chris

tians, in their walk, ay indeed
&amp;lt;ro06f points to

practice, walk, in works and evidences corre

sponding to the aim (i. 8; Jas. iii. 13), and not

philosophers (GROTIUS), whom he ironically terms

da6(/&amp;gt;ovf.

Ver. 16. Buying up the opportunity,
egayopa^ouEvoi TOV naip6v. This de

scribes the &quot;wise&quot; in their walk. The phrase

(Col. iv. 5) recalls Dan. ii. 8 (LXX.: olda eyu on

Kaipov vusif i^ayopd^ere). Nebuchadnezzar says
to the Chaldeans, his servants, plainly, that they

only want to gain time. Here however sapienta
et aKpifleia prtecipitur, non ignavia (BfiNGEL). In

distinction from the passage in Daniel, the arti

cle and the middle form are to be noticed. The

right point of time, the appropriate time is the

object of the e^ayopd^eiv, the middle denotes that

it is to be done for themselves, while the preposi
tion e f designates the complete entire character

of the verb. Christians then should not allow

rbv Kaip6v, to escape them, should seize the

opportunity (^rwpof), though it costs them some

thing in self-denial, after they have properly

*
[E.u&amp;gt;iE

follows CALVIN, HODGE follows MEYER, as respects

o 5 v, while ALFORD and KLLICOTT take the particle as resump
tive from the n-epurareiTe in ver. 8, and what followed it

there. This is preferable unless the extended view of Braune
be accepted.-R.J
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looked at it, like a skilful merchant, and then re

deeming it out of the possession of sin, of sloth-

fulness tui l plr.-isurc, of the flesh and of dark-
iii i. -liiiuM uiukr it tlit ir own and use it for

Christ i.-ui \v:ilk. The time is then not to be taken

as it is, nor is LCTIIER correct: &quot;adapt your
selves to the time.&quot; Nor is it, to wait prudently
and to temporize (BENOEL), or merely, to use for

the ihiyxtiv (FLATT, HARLESS).
[In regard to this phrase, we may accept as

established: 1. That Kaipw means opportunity,
not time, hence that the E. V. conveys a wrong
impression. 2. That all special references to

those /row whom the purchase is made (bad men,
BENOEL; the devil, CALVIN), or to the price paid

(all things, CIIKYSOSTOM and others), are irrele

vant and unwarranted. The participle is one of

manner, the ff is referred by ELLICOTT and AL
FORD to the collecting out of, the buying up,

&quot;calling your times of good out of a land where
there are few such flowers.&quot; The exact sense

then is: improve the opportunities which occur,

looking out for them as a merchant, because the

days are evil, and opportunities are rare ; not as

is often supposed : Be diligent in the use of time,
because the days are few. The reference to

Gen. xlvii. &amp;lt;J will not justify this twisting of the

next clause. R.]
Because the days are evil, OTI al rjfie-

f&amp;gt;ai TTovqfiai eiatv. See Gen. xlvii. 9; 2

Tim. iii. 1. The days, the present period of life,

the aluv otVof, in which sin has her glory (OL-
SHAUSEN), are therefore &quot;evil&quot; on account of

sin, creating hindrances and temptations, lead

ing even to apostasy; hence not simply full of

difficulties, unfavorable circumstances (RUECK-
IBI).

Ver. 17. Thefirst point of view as respects the wise:

the will of God. On this account, 6cd TOVTO,
refers to vers. 15, 16, not merely as [OECUME-
N1US, RUECKERT, Dfi WETTE, OL8HAUSE.N] BLEEK
arid others think, to the reason

(&quot;
the days are

evil&quot;) appended to the designation of the
44

wise.&quot;

Become not senseless but understand
ing. /* / yiveaOr) aQpovec., aXXd avviev-
ref. This can be said to those who are wise.

For aQpov is qui mente non rente utitur (TITTMANN,
Syn. I. p. 143), and is joined with vi/ma^ in Rom.
ii. 20. They should not become this; they are not

yet so, since they are &quot;wise.&quot; [This is to be
maintained against ALFORD, who as usual objects
to rendering yiveatie, become. R.] The an
tithesis

(&quot;but&quot;)
is avviivTsc,, &quot;understand

ing&quot; they should become discerning, and that is

more than ytvufSKovreq. A definite object, is

treated of, which in every case must be clear to

the &quot;wise,&quot; but which can however easily re
main not understood :

What the will of the Lord is, ri TO 6e-
/. i/

n n roii xvpiov, i. e., of Christ. Xon solum

ttniverso, sed certo loco, tempore, etc. (BENGEL).*
This will reaching to what is least and most pe
culiar, is the object of the insight of the wise;

* [The E. V. with its order: &quot;what the will of the Lord
-is tins ili-tiiiite ku.i ledgi- in special circumstances,

benoe to alter it. u some propose, to : &quot;what is the will of

the Lord,&quot; would be not only unnecessary, but unfortunate.

the further he advances, the less is any thing to

him merely permissible; everything becomes for

him a precept and will from above. Acts xxi. 15.

Ver. 18. The second point of view: Their own

person, its inspiration. And be not made
drunk with wine. KUI fii/ [tiOvoKeotte
olv^. &quot;And&quot; adds a second point to the first;

it is not thru in particular (MKYBR), as though
it introduced a single vice, for which there is no
occasion given by the context, since no general
pleasure has been spoken of, the species of which
could be named. [The view of MEYER is ac

cepted by most recent English and American
commentators. The objection of Braune is not

valid, it would seem; for the thought of pleasure
does not enter in this clause either. The general
notion is &quot; not senseless, but understanding,&quot; and
the special and emphatic subordinate thought is
&quot; not being drunk,&quot; a connection which is obvious

enough. The state of drunkenness is viewed not
as a sensual pleasure, but as a &quot; senseless

&quot; con
dition. Comp. HOUGE. R.] The precept, after

the reference to the will of God and from its po
sition in antithesis to what follows, contains in

the special a reference to the general as is al

lowed and required by the Scriptural view. Luke
i. 15; xxi. 34; 1 Thess. v. 6-8; 2 Tim. iv. 5 ; 1

Pet. i. 13; iv. 7; v. 8. So &quot;the wine of the

wrath &quot;

(Rev. xiv. 8, 10; xviii. 3 : xix. 15). The
next clause points the same way.*
Wherein is excess, iv

&amp;lt;^J

eariv aauria.
Ev &amp;lt;J refers to the juetiuaKeaOe otvw;f in this

there inheres as on a ground the fact (eariv),
which at the same time breaks out as a conse

quence. A. OUT ia, the character of an aouToc.

(duwrof from aou, ou^u),
&quot;

past redemption
&quot;

(Tit. i. 6 ;
1 Pet. iv. 4), in which one s own cha

racter is corrupted (fOelpfadai, iv. 22). TITT

MANN, Syn. I. p. 152 f. [Comp. TRENCH, \ XVI.
The N. T. sense : dissoluteness, profligacy, seems
to have arisen from the more common meaning
of dtrwrof : one who does not. know how to save,
i. e., a spendthrift. R.] Hence Luther is incor

rect in rendering it merely : unordentlich Wesen.

JEROME incorrectly limits it to lascivious ex

cesses; KOPPE, DE WETTE and others to excess
at the Agappe, which are not suggested as in 1

Cor. xi. 21; MEYER and [most] others to the vice

of drunkenness.
But be filled in the Spirit [dA/U **.*-

p ov a fie e v n VE vfj. a r
&amp;lt;].

The antithesis is

strongly marked (d/,Ad) and is to be found in

TrhnpovaOe, which stands first, as did fiedv-

aKtafte, not in olvu and irvevpaTi. [
HODGE

(with others) overlooks this in remarking: &quot;To

the Christian, therefore, the source of strength
and joy is not wine, but the blessed Spirit of God.&quot;

R.] The imperative: Be filled! is not to be
taken merely as KaTaMayrrre TCJ 6eu (2 Cor. v. 20),
because it can be refused (Acts vii. 61) as well

*
[It is to be feared that the rising from the special to the

general renders too indefinite the very important precept of
the Apostle. We may well hold fast to the plain literal

meaning: &quot;do not bo made drunk with wine,&quot; this i an
injunction deserving all the prominence it receives, even if

no general sense be appended. R.]
t [In which vice, in the hemming drunk (METER, ALFORD

and mo-t i. not in the wine, the us.- i.t whii-h is not forbidden

(romp. 1 Tim. v. Jli ; Col. ii. Hi, -Ji&amp;gt;--j:i), although our passage
proves that it was intoxicating. R.]
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as requested (Luke xi. 13), but because Christians
in the strength of God have to be faithful and to

show zeal, in order to increase and become com

plete ;
much then depends on themselves. This

is an entirely different becoming full from being
&quot;drunk with wine.&quot; The qualification: iv
irvevuari, and not Trveruari, is not an antithe

sis to olvL), but designates in and upon what the

becoming full takes place, not in flesh and blood,
but in the spirit of man, his better part. It is

not instrumental, which cannot be established

by i. 24
;

Phil. iv. 19, as MEYER supposes, nor
does it refer to the Holy Spirit (most expositors
down to BLEEK) or to our spirit and God s Spi
rit. That we should be filled with the Holy
Ghost is indicated by the context, but not by ev
TT v E v fi a TI. [The instrumental sense of v, if

accepted, must not exclude the more usual mean

ing : &quot;with and in the Spirit&quot; (EADIE, ELLI-

COTT). Here also, as in iv. 23, the exact sense

of irvevuart, in view of the preposition chosen, is

neither the human spirit (Braune), nor the Per
sonal Holy Spirit, but the human spirit as acted

upon by the Holy Spirit (ALFORD and others).

Comp. Romans, p. 235. R.] FLACIUS: prseclara

ebrietas, quse sobrietatem mentis operatur! Comp.
Ps. xxxvi. 8-10; Acts ii. 15-18.

Closer definition of becoming full in spirit [or the

Spirit] ; vers. 19-21. a. Social Sony ; ver. 19 a.

b. Singing in private; ver. 19 b. c. Continual

thankfulness ; ver. 20. d. Proper conduct in one s

position; ver. 21.

Ver. 19 a. Speaking to one another, Aa-

TIOVVTEC; savTolf. The participle denotes

the most immediate expression of this being filled

in spirit by the Holy Spirit, and this result as an
exercise re-acts as a means for furthering the

fulness. Kpiritus facit fideles DISERTOS (BENGEL).
E o v T o I f, as in iv. 32

;
Col. iii. 16, is=d/l/u/-

;Uf. In intercourse, in social circles, they re

turn, in every case, to this point of speaking as

is here described. [The reference to both social

intercourse and public assemblies is now usually

accepted. The reciprocal action on their hearts

rather than the antiphonal method with their

lips, is implied in the reflexive pronoun. 11.]

It is not then=mcditantes vobiscum (MoRUs). The
double sense: from inward impulse, with one

another (STIER), is inadmissible, as well as the

limitation to public assemblies for worship (OL-

SHAUSEN).
In psalms and hymns and spiritual

songs, ^aliuotf nai vuvoif /cat cjfJaZf
TT vevuar mat g. LUTHER is incorrect: by
Psalms. Since Tpa/.u6( is something historical

(Luke xx. 42; xxiv. 44; Acts i. 20; xiii. 33),
the word should here retain the meaning of Old

Testament Psalms, which were well-known and
had been accepted in the public service (Apost.

Constitutions, II. 57, 6: rovq rod Aa/ftd ifjaAAeru

vuvovg) ; iiuvo&amp;lt;;
is a song of praise, according to

the context (ver. 19 : &quot;to the Lord
&quot;)

and to his

tory (PLINY in GIESELER, Kirchengeschichte, I. 1,

p. 136 : Carmenque Christo quasi Deo dicere secum

invicem), to Christ, hence more strictly Christian

hymns, songs of Jesus
;

i&amp;gt;6nl Trvevua.TiK.ai
are spiritual songs in general, productions of the

Holy Ghost in the department of poetry as re

gards form, out of the Christian life as regards

substance, distinguished from hymns as the spi
ritual song is distinguished from a song for the
church and congregation, by being more general
as regards matter and intended more for indivi
dual needs and private use. STIER hits it very
nearly with his threefold distinction: Scriptural,
congregational, private. It is improper to take
the first as applicable to Jewish Christians, the
second to Gentile Christians, and the third as re

ferring to an expression understood by every one
alike (HARLESS) or the last as the genus, the first

as a hymn with musical accompaniment, the
other as a song of praise, improvised, when it is

true that out of the head as well as out of the
heart only that which is known can be used, or
that the heaping of terms is due to the lively and
urgent discourse (MEYER and others), since he
is not speaking of the day of Pentecost or of the

gift of tongues (Acts ii. 4; x. 4C; xix. 6; 1 Cor.
xiv. 15, 26) but of the orderly and regular course
of things in the church; nor should all distinc
tions be rejected (RUECKERT).* &quot;Spiritual&quot;

belongs to the undefined
&quot;songs,&quot;

not to &quot;psalms

and hymns&quot; (STIER), which are confessedly pro
ductions of the Holy Ghost; the word means pre
cisely this however, and not merely that Chris
tian thoughts and feelings find expression
therein (BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS). Evidently the

Apostle marks that Christians should interweave
such into their conversation, often passing in

joyous mood into united song, not however that
such only should be recited, uninterruptedly said
or sung.

Ver. 19 b. Singing in private. Singing and
making melody in your heart to the
Lord. Joined as a co-ordinate clause without
a connecting particle. The participle adovreq
Kal i/&amp;gt;d/l/,ovre? designate what is related,

singing, the former in melody, the latter in reci

tative ;
the added phrase (EV ri) Kapfiiq vuuv)

however marks something} different, that is done
alone and inwardly. [So, HARLESS, MEYER, OL-
SHAUSEN, ALFORU, ELLICOTT and others. HODGE
favors what was once the common view : that the

clause is subordinate, defining the mode or mo
ral quality of the preceding one. But HARLESS
has shown that such a view is incompatible with

the presence of iipuv, and few grammatical
commentators have since differed from him. R.]
Here the social song re-echoes, here also is its

ground and source. This is even stronger: not

merely when excited in the company of others,

to become joyously full of the Spirit, but to be
that when alone also in disposition and desire

o the Lord &quot;

(ru Kvpii^). Acts ii. 47
;
Jas.

v. 13.

Ver. 20. Continual thankfulness. Giving
thanks always for all things, evxapia-

*
[While rigorous distinctions are not to be insisted upon,

*e may accept in the main the view of Braune. EI.LICOTT :

Much curious information will be found in the article,

Hymni a Christianis decantandi, in Deyling, Obs. No. 44,
Vol. III., p. 430 sq.: for authorities, see J-ai.ri, ins. DMiiHjr.
Antifi. XT. 13, and for specimens of the ancient v^vot., ibid.,

liibl. Grieca, Book V. I. 24.&quot; In the fourth volume of
TISCHENDOKK S Monumfnto. Sac Ined., some hymns ,uv found
at the close of the Psalter, but the M.&amp;lt;S. is incomplete, leaving
us with aliy inn incomplete. In the face of such testimony
there can be no question that the early church was not coa-
fined to the Old Testament Psalms. R.]
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rovvrec. navrore vntp ndvTuv. Thus by
the side of ilie joy is described that circumspect

Miliriny Mini tliou^litfiilncss, wliich at all times

and in nil tilings sees and feels God s gracious
hand, not merely singing, in public and private,
in order to ask, but giving thanks uninterrupt

edly through the whole life. This is no popular,

hyperbolical expression (MEYER) ;
it is an esta

blished injunction of the Apostle (vi. 18; Col.

iii. 17 ; iv. 2 ; 1 Thess. v. 19 ; Rom. xii. 12).

Sufferings are included also (CHRYSOSTOM and

others). [
HODGE follows MEYER, in needlessly

limiting rr a vra to blessedness. R.] It is in

deed so difficult, that, it is possible only for him
who has God in Christ. Hence:
To God and the Father in the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ [e v bvduart TOV
nvpiov f]

uuv Ir/ffoii X pi a TOV r &amp;gt; 6 E
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

Kal

irarp&amp;lt;].
&quot; In the name&quot; designates the mani

fested, known and acknowledged Person
(&quot;of

our Lord Jesus Christ&quot;),
in whom, that is: in

fellowship with whom the situation in question
is experienced: giving thanks (Col. iii. 17), ask

ing (John xiv. 13), commanding (2 Thess. iii. G),

being baptized (Acts x. 48), reproached (1 Pet.

iv. 14), saved (Acts iv. 12). We either bear or

experience what He permits to be laid upon us
or occur to us, or we act in His service, in long
ing after Him, or in the consciousness of His me
diation (per quern omnia nobis conlingunt, BENGEL);
it is=fv X/3/07U (iii. 21) ; similar to did HputTov

(Rom. vii. 25). Without Him we would have no

living God, whom we thanked, least of all in Him
the Father. The article

(r&amp;gt;) points to the God
known to us, and the phrase &quot;God and the Fa
ther &quot;

indicates that the same God is a Father for

us, our God and Father. It is incorrect to refer

irarpi to Christ (HARLESS, MEYER). [On this

august title, comp. i. 3
; Gal. i. 4; it seems per

fectly proper to accept a reference of a general
character : the Father, our Father and the Father
of our Lord, without limiting it to either or here

emphasizing either. R.]

Ver. 21. Proper conduct in one s position.

Submitting yourselves one to another.
~iroTaoa6[j.Evoi, a co-ordinating participle

[not to be taken as an imperative, CALVIN and
others. 11.], refers to the position, also a gift
and ordinance of God, in which one should be
considerate and contented as regards superiors
and inferiors (a X A TJ A o t f ),

in piety, as well as
in charity, in service in each direction, but: in
the fear of Christ, kv

&amp;lt;]&amp;gt;6pu Xpiaro v. Ac
cording to 2 Cor. v. 11

(&quot;the
fear [not &quot;terror,&quot;

E. V.] of the
Lord&quot;) and 1 Cor. x. 22

(&quot;Do
we

provoke the Lord to jealousy ? are we stronger
than He

?&quot;),
this means fear before Him, as the

present Lord, the Head,* marking the tender awe
of the conscientious, the humble and zealous imi

tation, not the fear before the Judge (HARLESS,
MEYER and others).

[HODGE connects this verse with what follows,
a view which is very convenient, but not gram
matically admissible, though vers. 22 ff. do carry
out the thought in detail. He says his view is

generally accepted, but the view of Braune is

*
[&quot;Kara phratrix. licngel ; of Him, whose members we all

are, so that any &amp;lt;lisj&amp;gt;l;irement in the Body is a forgutfulness
of the revt-rcno- diic to Him&quot; (ALFORD). B.J

13

held by KNAPP, TISCHENDORF, RUKCKKRT, HAR
LESS, MEYER, ALFOHD, ELLICOTT, EAOIK, in fact

by every recent commentator, who gives due
place to grammatical considerations, OLSHAUSEN
excepted. The connection is difficult however.
ELLICOTT finds here named a comprehensive mo
ral duty in regard to man (after the three duties
in regard to God) the exact connecting link be

ing &quot;thanking God for all things (for sorrows as

well, submitting yourselves to Him, yi-a) submit

ting yourselves one to another.&quot; ALFORD thinks
the thought is suggested by ver. 18: &quot; that as
we are otherwise to be filled, otherwise to sing
and rejoice, so also we are otherwise to behave
not blustering nor letting our voices rise in sel

fish vaunting, as such men do but subject to one

another,&quot; etc. So EADIE. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Christian mode of life is precisely wis

dom, which has first of all as a pre-supposition
the possession of (he truth, and is essentially the

appropriation and acquisition of truth, or the capa
city and readiness, clearly perceiving the truth
in every case, position and event, to use it in

life, by which use it is not squandered, but in

creased for the possessor. It is truth becoming
or already made practical. It is not a knowing
much, but a unity of the knowledge of the truth,
a unity referred to the kingdom of God, and
hence the doing of the truth ; Christian morality
is true wisdom, it is of a thoroughly ethical na
ture, although it never renounces its intellectual
character. It is the common bond of truth, love,
freedom and rectitude. It takes notice of all,
world and nature, the heart itself and men about
it, sorrow and joy, circumstances and events,
rights and duties, the past and future and pre
sent, and above all, what concerns the soul,
God s word and counsel, and the course of His
kingdom. It learns experience in all and gains
a certain tact, which grows in clearness and
confidence, so that it readily knows, what it

ought to do and why, while at the same time it

is willing and able to do it. Accordingly cor
rect life and correct doctrine meet together in
wisdom. Prudence is a natural gift; a child,
an uusanctified man, may be prudent. It is

only formal, mainly without regard to a definite

object ; you ma;/ be prudent in temporal, even
in shameful things, as well as in Divine, eter
nal things; in the latter you ought to be or
become so. Prudence is circumspection, in

sight, intelligence, discrimination, appreciation
and estimation; wisdom applies it to what con
cerns God and the soul, to the department of

practical ethics.

2. A principal trait of wisdom and Christian

morality is the improvement of the time, in which
it considers and effects what is eternal. Every
moment of time is of value to it to be used for
the eternal; it perceives the transitoriness of

time, but hastens the more to use it as an oppor
tunity, to improve it for eternity. Like a mer
chant, it makes traffic in time to gain in eternity.
Every year, every greater or smaller portion of

time, is viewed and treated with reference to the

God-appointed duties, so that time appears as
measured out eternity. Wisdom fears to destroy
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time, avoids mere pastime,* is unwilling merely
to enjoy time, regarding it rather as a season,

given of God s eternal grace, in which the power
of body and soul bestowed by God, operates for

the glory of His name and the soul s own salva

tion, so that from this no complaint or accusation

arises. Precisely the evil days, which continue

as long as sin has power, it views as the set time

and urgent occasion to wholesome improvement.
3. The two main points of view for wisdom

are : Understanding of the Divine Will and active

tircumspection of spirit. The first is the every
where valid and objectively given foundation of

Vie Divine will, with which nothing that will be

flioral, Christian, wise, dare enter into opposi
tion. All culture which lacks an intimate, lively

yegard for the will of God, is without wisdom

.lso, hence foolish, despite all knowledge and
Clever character. The other however is sobriety.
fixiER :

&quot; Not only every passion, every merely
jwnsuous pleasure, every dissipation leaving the

Aeart unguarded and lost in the creature, every
ivaste of time called pastime, even the most du-

fiful, sober business, if it entirely absorbs, has
in it something intoxicating ; before all however
is it the fanaticism of opinion, of error, which
Jhe devil will present to us in the most various

mixtures, often under the most enticing appear
ance, out of the great intoxicating cup of the

spirit of the age, of the power of the air (Rev.

ivii.).&quot;
Or one might present a gradation from

the common intoxication with wine or brandy,
to the &quot;most spirited&quot; form of a &quot;lay-breviary.&quot;

[The particular precept must not be overlooked

in the general application. EADIE well remarks :

&quot;There is in the vice of intemperance that kind
of dissoluteness which brooks no restraint, which
defies all efforts to reform it, and which sinks

lower and lower into hopeless and helpless ruin.

There are few vices out of which there is less

hope of recovery its haunts are so numerous
and its hold is so tremendous.&quot; Especially when
ihe craving opens the door to covetousness on the

part of the dealer and manufacturer, so that the

Victim is poisoned as well as besotted. No won
der that such a tremendous evil has driven most

philanthropists and Christians to the advocacy
of forcible measures for its prevention. Still the

vemedy is not law, but gospel. And &quot;the free

dom of the gospel
&quot; should never become a yoke

9f bondage. The two apparently contradictory
principles to be reconciled in Christian practice,
are (Col. ii. 16) : &quot;Let no man judge you in eating
or in drinking,&quot; and (Rom. xiv. 21) :

&quot; It is good
Neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine,&quot; etc. R.]

4. As a help to sobriety the Apostle sets fortl

first, the use in common of Christian hymns, which
sliould be used, though not exclusively, in public
ecrvice. In this the Psalms, as Scriptural songs,
with their parallelisms, probably gave rise to

ontiphonal singing between minister and congre
gation, the songs of praise (&quot;hymns&quot;),

as eccle

siastical songs to hypophonal singing, in which

* [What relaxation the body demands is certainly not f&amp;lt;

bidden by ver. 16. If any one thinks that he is better re

deeming the opportunity by so overtasking his brain or his

conscience either, as to die early or bo laid upon a bed of

iickness, or unfitted for duty by dyspepsia, melancholy or

irhat not, he makes a great mistake. What God says so

Jtainly in our frames is not to be overborne by seemingly
tous principles ;

if it is, God punishes us. R.]

the congregation repeated the last line of th

stanza sung by the choir, and the spiritual sonat,
as Christians, to symphonal singing. The Holy
Ghost, who presides in the Church, wrought be

yond the word of Scripture, made art in word
and tone serviceable to the Church, exer

cising His power in connection with public ser
vice and even in social intercourse. So then be
side the use in common there must also be a so

litary digging into such poetical treasures and a

private application of them. Further, every gift
should be constantly esteemed, recognized and
used accordingly. Finally however in humility
every relation of subordination ordained by God is

to be regarded and maintained unimpaired ;
so

cial institutions are God s institutions.

[In regard to singing in public worship and
social intercourse, ver. 19 plainly shows that
other than the Old Testament Psalms were and

may still be sung. There is no warrant in the
word of God for the exclusion of all hymns com
posed since the canon of Scripture was closed.

Such a view owes its origin to causes quite as
much political as religious, and perhaps always
more national and local than logical or theologi
cal. Still it must be said that this extreme ia

fostered by a proper antagonism to what is now
admitted into the public and especially the social

services of Christians. It were better to sing
nothing else than the Psalms than to encourage
the introduction into congregations of hymn-
books, born, not of spiritual feeling, but of pe
cuniary greed. Especially is it unfortunate that

the children in our Sunday Schools are taught
bad taste in music, bad morals and worse doc
trine by what they sing. The full effect of this

mistake has not yet appeared. Comp. Colossians,

p. 72. &quot;Christ is the centre of sacred art as

well as of theology and religion. From Him mu
sic has drawn its highest inspiration. The

hymns of Jesus are the Holy of holies in the tem

ple of sacred poetry. From this sanctuary every
doubt is banished

;
here the passions of sense,

pride and unholy ambition give way to the tears

of penitence, the joys of faith, the emotions

love, the aspirations of hope, the anticipations of

heaven; here the dissensions of rival churches
and theological schools are hushed into silence;

here the hymnists of ancient, mediaeval and mo
dern times, from every section of Christendom,
unite with one voice in the common adoration of

a common Saviour. He is the theme of all ages,

tongues, and creeds, the Divine harmony of all

human discords, the solution of all the dark

problems of life&quot; (ScHAFF, Christ in Song, pre

face). To banish Christian hymns is to exclude

from this Holy of holies, but to substitute for

them unworthy, unspiritual, and unchristian

rhymes is to profane it. R.]
5. The principle, impulse and norm of all Chris

tian morality, of the new, Divine life, is Jesui

Christ, the Fulfiller of the Law and Divine Will
-,

for He is &quot; the manifestation of the willing Divinity

and fulfilling humanity (HARLESS, Christliche

Ethik, p. MS). All other motives adulterate or

counterfeit the new life.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The Christian has not like a philosopher first
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ro seek the truth; &quot;unwise,&quot; ho possesses it and
must evidence it in his walk. With the philoso

pher all dopt-nds upon exactness and acutencss

in the tide of his thoughts, with the Christian,

however, upon his care in the course of his con

duct; the former works out a system, the latter

a fine character; the former will grow, while

his forerunner decreases, the latter will decrease,
but his forerunner must grow in him. Christian

wisdom as manifested in the acceptance and ap
plication of three proverbs: 1. Time is money !

U. Time gained, all gained ! 3. Good fishing in

troubled waters ! He who does not become wise

in hard evil days, certainly remains a fool in

gool days. It is just the evil days that you
should not let pass by unimproved, for in the

evil days of earthly life in this valley of tears we
must gain for the good days in eternal life on
God s throne. The evil days are only the so-

called bad weather so needed for the growth of the

inner nun andGod s plants. There are periodi
cals a.id books of all kinds, especially novels,
which are like cups full of intoxicating wine, and
instead of boing bread, they should be burned
like the books of magic in Ephesus (Acts xix.

19). The house and household life should not be
isolated from the Church and its services, es

pecially its lovely, consolatory, precious hymns.
Thankfulness and humility are two principal

emotions of a glad Christian heart: the former
sees the gifts, which it has received from the

Lord, the latter the duties He has appointed.
Without serving love that Christian exaltation is

not true, but a lie. The Christian must not ask;
Who should minister to me, but: to whom should
I minister?

STAUKE: Foresight and wisdom belong to

Christianity: not the cunning of this world, but
the prudence of the righteous. It is like a bee,

drawing honey from good and bad examples alike.

Kedeem the time then, and give good heed to

the blessed hours, when the Spirit of God knocks
at thy heart. Many men are laden down with so

much work in their avocation, that they often

do not have the proper time for eating, still less

for reading God s word, prayer, and other godly
practices: it is especially necessary for these

persons to forestall and even to steal time, that

they may gain an occasional opportunity for

spiritual exercises and collecting their heart be
fore God ; and besides this to accustom them
selves to lift their heart to God in the midst of

business, and to carry on the same in the fear of
God. The will of the Lord is our rule, to know
and follow it, is the greatest wisdom. Wine is a

good gift of God; but alas! all gifts of God are

abused, and so is wine. In one heart there may
not dweil at the same time the fulness of the

Spirit and the fulness of the world: God does
not enter unless the creature retires thence.
Our Church has a rich treasure of spiritual songs
ever increasing; it is a shame that they are so
often sung without knowledge or thought.
Great benefits demand great thankfulness. The
fear of God is the bond, which should so unite
all Christians together, that they submit to and
serve one another.

RIEGER. The evil mixture of light and dark
ness with which so many are pleased, and in

which they seek their wisdom, will, as folly, be

come their shame. In a wise walk every child of

the light looks chiefly to himself and the keeping
of his own way. In the adapting one s self to

the time, or redeeming the time, one looks to

others also, how they are to be approached, OP to

be served, which is not the same in one case as

in another. Luxury in eating and drinking hin
ders true wisdom very much.
HKUBNKR: One can permit himself to be robbed

of much time. Amid fares temporis. Redeem
ing the time is opposite of whiling away the

time. It is a frivolous thought, that of regard
ing time as an evil. There is a great difference

between the worldly wise and the Christian mode
of making time profitable. The former seeks to

gain as great a pecuniary advantage as possible
out of circumstances of time; the Christian re

gards the pressure and the evil of the time as a
means to spiritual gain, as an exercise to faith,
and hence places himself in a spiritual attitude

to the time; he is for example, prepared -for

great sacrifices, for privations, sorrows and af

flictions, which he has to bear, for difficult duties,
disturbances and the like. To the worldly man
that *&quot;ne is evil, when his pleasure is interrupted
or hindered by sickness, scarcity, ef. The
Christian holds that for the evil time, when vir

tue decreases and is made more difficult for him
self, when the good have much to suffer, and the

enticements to faithfulness and apostasy are

great. There is also a great inward song, when
at work, on a journey or a walk, etc. Such sing

ing imparts a quiet, glad, godly tone to the

spirit. Learn good hymns by heart therefore.

The Epistle for the 20lh Sunday after Trinity; vers.

15-21: The Christian disposition the best help i&amp;gt;

evil days. 1. It gives wisdom to understand and
to use aright the evil days (vers. 15-17). 2. It

gives us cheerful courage, aroused not by wild

intoxication, but by God s Spirit, fitting us for

proper reflection (vers. 18-20). 3. It teaches the

willingness to serve one another in the right way
(ver. 21). The duty of the Christian, to adapt him

self to the time. 1. What it requires? a) Wis
dom which bears unavoidable evil as of God s

sending, not murmuring, nor resisting, nor walk

ing uncircumspectly therein, b) Wholesome use
of it for the soul s benefit. 2. Means: a) Know
ledge of the Divine Will, of the purposes of Di

vine Providence and of our salvation, b) Re

ligious inspiration and meditation. 3. The

blessing: a) For us; all must serve for our pro
fit, that we give God thanks: b) For others, that

we serve and help them.

PASSAVANT: It is no easy matter to set the

right bounds to our joys; one drop follows an

other, pleasure entices to sensuality, joyousness
to wantonness, forget fulness to intoxication.

We must give thanks for every gratification even

the smallest, which we enjoy from our Heavenly
Father through Christ; for every spiritual bles

sing in the heavenly places and possessions.
Whoever understands this, knows how to give
thanks to the great Giver for every temporal and

earthly good also, even the least.

STIER: The walk of a Christian to his goal is

a worthy, exact, correct walking; only thus does

he find and follow his path. In continuously in

creasing exactness and strictness as respects our

disposition and conduct, we grow out of follj
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into complete wisdom. To gain the time is some

thing other than to gain time. To seek and to

use opportunities, to make a prudent choice of

the point of time, to esteem time and be busy ac

cordingly, to use prudently and circumspectly
the time with its circumstances, this is the mean

ing of redeeming the time. The special public
service should not and must not be something al

together sundered from the private life of the

Church. The ministry must always reach the

spirit, lay the foundation anew; but the congre

gation comes in with its praying, responding,

singing, praising. The thankful taking and re

turning of God s grace is itself true gracefulness.
The root of all apostasy and disobedience is

ingratitude.
On the Epistle for the 20th Sunday after Trinity

(Eph. v. 15-21): Gesetz und Zeugniss, 1862 [a
German theological periodical] : How does the

wisdom of the Christian display itself in walk? 1.

In a circumspect walk (strait gate, narrow is the

way; the days are evil). 2. In an industrious

use of the means of grace (the Lutheran Church,
the triumphing one, with large capital of the

Holy Ghost). 3. In humble conduct. (As the most

worthy proof of reason is in sobriety, and the

greatest blessedness of a correct walk is shown in

a life full of thanksgiving, so in various forms of

submission the most delicate tact of this life ap
pears. Thus are added the noblest limitations

of life and the purest and most considerate for

bearance in all relations. LOHE.)
BRANDT: Earnest demands of the gospel in an

evil time. 1. It, is a time of ignorance respecting
Divine things, and it calls out to us in ver. 17.

2. It is a time of the dominion of disorderly lusts

and propensities, and we are warned as in ver.

18. 3. It is a time of ecclesiastical lukewarmness,
and enforces the precept of vers. 19, 20. 4. A
time of restless excitement, saying to us as in

ver. 21.

RAUTENBERG. The prudence of the children of

God in the evil time. 1. They secure to them
selves a free hand, to seek their safety amid all

the power of the evil time; 2. An open ear for

God s will amid all self-will of the evil time; 3.

A well-prepared heart for the gift of the Holy
Ghost amid all the carnal mind of the evil

time, a joyful spirit in the Lord amid all the

complaints of the evil time. STAUDT: The life

of the new man 1) in foresight, 2) insight, 3) pene
tration (Durchsicht).
PROHLE : Rules of Christian practical wis

dom. 1. Prudent foresight. 2. Earnest re

trospect. 3. Pious insight. 4. Moderation in

pleasure. 5. Practice in sacred song. 6. Con
stant thanks to &amp;lt;;.!. 7. Due subordination.
Become full of the Spirit! 1. Full of the Spirit,
2. Full.

[EAUIE : Ver. 15. Wisdom and not mere in

telligence was to characterize &amp;lt;hem : that wis
dom which preserves in rectitude, guides amidst

temptations, and affords a lesson of consistency to

surrounding spectators. It is a strange infatua
tion to be obliged in pointing others to heaven,
to point over one s shoulder. Ver. 18. Drunk
enness was indeed an- epidemic in those times
and lands. Plato boasts of the immense quanti
ties of liquor which Socrates could swill unin

jured; and the philosopher Xcnocrates got a
golden crown from Dionysius for swallowing a

gallon at a draught. It is a sensation of want
a desire to fly from himself, a craving after some
thing which is felt to bo out of reach, eager and
restless thirst to enjoy, if at all possible, some
happiness and enlargement of heart that usu

ally leads to intemperance. But the Spirit fills

Christians, and gives them all the elements of
cheerfulness and peace ; genuine, elevation and
mental freedom; superiority to all depressing
influences; and refined and permanent enjoy
ment. Ver. 19. Mere music is but an empty
sound; for compass of voice, graceful execution,

1 and thrilling notes are a vain offering in them-
I selves. Ver. 20. So many and so salutary are
the lessons imparted by chastisement so much
mercy is mingled up in all their trials so many
proofs are experienced of God s staying

&quot; his

rough wind in the day of His east wind,&quot; that
the saints will not hang their harps on the wil

lows, but engage in earnest and blessed min
strelsy. Ver. 21. This Christian virtue is not

cringing obsequiousness ; and while it stands

opposed to rude and dictatorial insolence, and to

that selfish preference for our opinion and posi
tion which amounts to a claim of infallibility, it is

not inconsistent with that honest independence
of disposition and sentiment which every rational
and responsible being must exercise. It lays
the foundation also, as is seen in the following
context for the discharge of relative duty, it

should be seen to develop itself in all the rela

tions of domestic life. SCHEXKEL: The duty of

subordination in the Christian Church: 1. It

rests on the recognition of natural and historical

distinctions, ordained by God Himself; 2. It has
its pattern in the relation of believers to Christ,
which is not one of servile fear, but of moral
reverenee. R.J
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4. Special Christian duties in domestic relations.

CHAP. V. 22 VI. 9.

Wives and husbands.

(CHAP. V. 22-33
)

22 Wives, submit yourselves
1 unto [to] your own husbands, as unto [to] the Lord

23 For the hu.sba.nd is the head of the [Because a* husband is head of his] wife, even

as Christ is the head [as Christ also is head] of the church: [,] and he is [himself
24 omitting and he

i.s]

3 the Saviour of the body. Therefore, [Nevertheless]
4 as the

church is subject unto [to] Christ, so let the wives [also] be to their own [omit
25 own]

5 husbands in every thing. Husbands, love your
6
wives, even as Christ also

26 loved the church, and gave himself [up] for it: That he might sanctify [it,] and
cleanse [cleansing] it with the washing [laver] of [the] water by [in] the word,

27 That he might present it to himself a glorious church [That he might himself 7

pre
sent to himself the church glorious], not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ;

28 but that it should [might] be holy and without blemish. So [Thus] ought men
[husbands also]

8
to love their [own] wives as their own bodies. He that [who]

29 loveth his [own] wife loveth himself. For no man ever yet hated [no one ever

hated] his own flesh
;
but nourisheth it, even as the Lord [Christ

9
also doth] the

30 church : For [Because] we are members of his body, [being]
10 of his flesh, and of

31 his bones. For this cause shall a man leave his [omit his]
11

father and mother,
32 and shall be joined unto his wife,

12 and they [the] two shall be one flesh. This is a

great mystery [This mystery is a great one] : but I speak concerning [I say it in

33 regard to]
13 Christ and the church. Nevertheless, let every one of you in particu

lar [Ye also severally, let each one] so love his [own] wife even [omit even] as

himself; and [let] the wife see that she reverence her husband.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 22. [The Rec., with K. L., many versions (Chrysostom, Scliolz) inserts virordvyetrffe after d vSpd tri v. while in

D. E. F. G., Syrisu: it is placed after y v v a. IK e ?. Lachinann accepts unora.&amp;lt;Ta(&amp;lt;iSui&amp;lt;Ta.v after a v S p a. &amp;lt;r t v on the authority of

X. A., 10 cursives, Vulgate, other versions, some fathers. B. omits the verb altogether, and this reading is accepted by
TUchendorf. Uarless, Meyer, De Wette, Alford, Kllicott and recent editors. While one uncial manuscript would not be
decisive for the omission, the variations in form and position suggest an interpolation, (conip. Col. iii. 18) and when to this

U added the testimony of Jerome, who asserts that there was nothing in the Greek MSS. to correspond with his suliditee

tint remarking that it was less necessary in Greek than in Latin, the evidence is conclusive. Still we must supply the verb
in English.- R.l

* Ver. 21. [The article is wanting in all uncial MSS., the Rec. inserts it on altogether Insufficient authority. The mean
ing is not altered by the correct reading, yet the literal form adopted iu the above emendation is on the whole preferable.
Hit wif,; is to be insisted

U|H&amp;gt;I&amp;gt;,
since the article is very definite here. We might render His Church, were there any other

than the one Cltnrr.lt. R
]

Vor. i!. [The briefer reading a. vr os is accepted by nearly all recent editors on the authority of K.I A. B. D. F. Kai
a i&amp;gt; T 6 ? &amp;lt;7Ti (Rf.:) is found in K.3 1). 23 K. L., most cursives, good versions and many fathers

;
but geeuis to be an explana

tory gloss. As regards punctuation the colon of the E. V. might be retained to indicate the independence of the clause.

We can render: He is Sirwur of the My, or He Himself is the Saviour of the hotly, or Himself the Sari.mr of the b,xiy, but
the latter which is most literal requires a substitution of a comma for the colon of the E. V. R.]

* Ver. 21.
[
A A A a must be thus rendered to give clearness to the sense. The Rec. reads wrirep, but on insufficient au

thority; i&amp;lt; is well attested (tf. A. D. F.) and generally received. R.}
Ver. 24. [The Rec. inserts 161019 on the authority of A. I).* K. L., many cnrsives, versions and fathers, but it is omitted

in X- M- U- 1
F&quot;

f-tei &quot; tuilt &quot;le weight of external authority and the suspicion of an interpolation from ver. 22 are decisive

against it. Rejected by recent editors. R.]
Ver. 25. [The Rec inserts iavruv, with D. K. L., most cursives

;
F. O. read v^iav; while tf. A. B.. cursives and fathers

have simply T4 yvvaiica.*. Thu briefer reading is accepted by Lachmann. Tisehendorf, Alford, Kllicott. Hraune, how
ever, follows Meyer in defending iavriav, on the ground that iStot would have been a more natural interpolation, if an ex

planatory gloss were added. This is plausible, but scarcely decisive. R.]
Ver. 27. [Instead of OIVTJJP (Rec. D.8 K.) recent editors accept the better supported and emphatic a WTO*

({&amp;lt;
A. B.

D.l etc.). The emphasis resting on t -5of ov is best presented by the order given above, though Ellicott gives: in gloriaut

Ver. 28. (There is a doubt as to the correct order as well in regard to the reading. K a i is omitted in the Rec., K- K.

L., nearly all cursives, fathers and versions (Ellicott), but found in A. B. U. F., very good versions, and generally accepted
since Lachnmnn. The verb 6&amp;lt; i A o v &amp;lt;r i v comes first in N- B. K. L. and other authorities (Alford, Ellicott), but Lach-

mann Meyer, Kadie, Itraune and most put it after Zv&pa, with A. D. F., good versions, fathers. The longer, noninverted

reading xat o i ar5pcf 6
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

c A o i/ o- n- is perhapt preferable. The inversion of the E. V. ueod not be altered however
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Husbands is more correct hero, though in the older English man meant husband also, as in Greek and German, a philologi

cal fact not without interest in the exegesis of this paragraph. X- 1 has reicva. instead of o~ at pa TO., but it is correct. The
E. V. omits own twice, apparently for the sake of elegance, but improperly since the emphasis is thus lost. R.]

9 Ver. 29. {The Rec. (with D.3 K. L., majority of cursives) reads : icupios, but the authority for Xpio-ros is so decisive,

that it is accepted by nearly all modern editors. R.]
10 Ver. 30. [Lachmann, on the authority of X- 1 A. B.. good cursives, a tew versions and fat hers, omit c &amp;lt;c TTJS o-apicbs

bo-riutv O.VTOV. Alford brackets them. They are found in X-3 D. K. F. G. K. L., nearly all cursives, versions and

fathers; accepted by Tischendorf (ed. 7), I larless, Meyer, Eadie, Ellicott, Wordsworth. The recurrence of a u TO would

readily occasion the omission, while the citation is not exact enough to suggest an interpolation from the LXX. We must

insert beint/. to avoid the connection : members of his flesh, which the E. V. suggests. K.]
n Ver. 32. [The articles, TOV, ti\v (so LXX. Gen. ii. 24), found in the Rtc. X- A. D.3 K. L., most cursives, good versions,

are rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer. Ellicott, Alford and most, on the authority of B. I). 1 F., good cursives, and

distinct statements of Origeu and Jerome. So OLVTOV after irarepa. on the same authority (X 1 in addition) and for the

ime reason. R.]
Ver. 32. [Here instead of rij yvv r, V y, ca a v T o on the

.
i (LXX., X A. D.l F) the best editors accept w p b

authority of X-3 I)-3 K. L,., nearly all cursives, Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret. R.)
w Ver. :. [Lachmann and Alford bracket is, but the external authority (B. K., a few cursives) against it is slight,

and it might have been omitted because not understood. R.]

self must obey.* Hence it is not the husband as

lord (THOM. AQUINAS, SEMLER and others).EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

To WIVES; vers. 22-24. a. The exhortation,

ver. 22 ;
b. The basis of it, vers. 23, 24.

Ver. 22. The exhortation. Wives, submit

yourselves to your own husbands, a I

yvvalaeg roif I6ioi$ avdpaaiv. This

section with its particular duties is so closely

connected to the last sentence: &quot;submitting

yourselves one to another,&quot; with its general du

ties, that the form is thus abbreviated. Accord

ingly the verb to be supplied should be impera
tive, as in some of the various readings, as is

required also by the arrangement of the section

itself (vers. 25, 28, 33). BENGEL Inferiores

priore loco ponuntur, delude superiores 25, vi. 1, 4,

6, 9
;

1 Pet. iii. 1, quia propositio est de subjectione :

et inferiores debent ojficiumfacere, qualescunque sunt

superiores. Multi eliam ex inferioribus fiunt superi

ores : el qui bene subest, bene prseest. The term

Idiog is almost invariably joined with &quot; hus

bands&quot; in the New Testament (Tit. ii. 5, 17; 1

Pet. iii. 1, 5; 1 Cor. vii. 2: TT/V eavrov yvvalna

rbv Ititov avdpa: xiv. 35). We even find UIOQ

avruv irpofyijTris (Tit. i. 12) marking in addition to

the &quot;their,&quot; that no strange (antithesis : t&of)

one is to be thought of. From this it follows

that 6 Uioq dvf/p is not simply=husband (HAR-

LESS), nor l6iof=iavTov, av-ov (WiNER, p. 145).

It has elsewhere its definite mea,ning=proprius,
as WINER admits in regard to many passages,
and the Apostle had in this one precept of obedi

ence for the wife a good and sufficient reason for

defining the husband with Idioq ; this justifies the

sharpening by which the command appears a

natural one.* At the same time it points to the

fact, that the wife is found to the husband in

another way than he to her. She has here her

calling, the avocation of the husband extends

further. It is also to be noticed with BENQEL :

Mulieres obsequi debent suis maritis, etiamsi alibi

melinra viderentur consilia. See Doctr. Notes.

As to the Lord, u Q TU nvpi w. The singu

lar requires according to the context a reference

to Christ (vi. 1, 5, -6, 7), and &quot;as&quot; marks a re

ality ; behind the husband stands the Lord Him
self. Thus the obedience is characterized. The

obedience is to be rendered not to the husband

as man, but as &quot; own husband &quot; in and by
whose person the Lord is honored who has es

tablished the relation, whom the husband him-

*
[&quot;The duty of submission is plainly based on that fender-

ness, specialty , or exclusiveness of relationship which 161015

implies
1

(EADIE). So ALFORD, ELUCOTT, following BENGEL

and MEYER against DE WETTE, HARLESS, OLSHAUSEN. R.J

The basis of the, exhortation ; vers. 23, 24.

Ver. 23. Because a husband is head of his
I
wife [or i avijp eari KE^C/,// r^f yvvaiit6f].

!
The foundation of the exhortation is intro-

jducedbyori, &quot;because.&quot; Avyp, &quot;husband,&quot;

without the article, designates generally every
husband, | who as such is &quot;head&quot; of the definite

wife, chosen and won by him (TI/Q yvva.iK.6q}.
The position of the husband is thus marked as

of an organizing, managing, controlling and de

ciding character, which is further set forth by
the comparison immediately following:
As Christ also is head of the Church

& C Kal 6 Xpicr6g places Him as parallel
with the husband (ii. 3; iv. 17). On &quot;head of

the Church,&quot; see i. 22; iv. 15. The wife and the

Church are thus placed as parallels.
Himself the Saviour of the body. This

distinguishes Christ from the husband. Avrof
emphasizes Christ : He and none other. 2 u-

Ti/p TOV fffj/znrof, Saviour of the body,
the Church, is He and He alone. It is thus

| explanatory of &quot;Christ,&quot; marking His pecu-

j

liar dignity, and not in apposition to &quot;head.&quot;

j

This is not applicable to the husband as respects
i the wife

;
for him also Christ is the Redeemer.

[ALFORD thus expands the Apostle s thought:
&quot;In Christ s case the Headship is united with,

nay gained by, His having saved the body in the

process of Redemption: so that I am not alleg-
i ing Christ s Headship as one entirely identical

j

with that other, for He has a claim to it and

j

office in it peculiar to Himself.&quot; So most. R.]
I It is incorrect to take this as referring to the

man also, in order thereby to remind husbands

j

that they should make their wives happy (RAS-
i
MUS, HOFMANN, Schnflbeweis, II. 2, p. 133, and

i others) ; that thought belongs to the other part

*
[Ellicott: &quot;Viewed in its simplest grammatical sense as

the pronoun of the relative, the meaning would seem to be,

yield that obedience to your husbands which you yield to

I Christ. As, however, the immediate context and still more

i
the general current of the passage (comp. ver. 32) represent

marriage in its typical aspect, &amp;lt;os will seem far more natur-
:

ally to refer to the aspect under which the obedience is to be

regarded ( quasi Christo i/tsinift, cujus locum et pergonam viri

: representant, Corn, a Lap.), than to describe the nature of it
1

(Eadie), or the manner (De Wette) in which it is to !&amp;gt; ten

dered. Still less probable is a reference merely to the simi.

larity between the duties of the wife to the husband and the

Church to Christ, as this interpretation would clearly reguire
is r)

KcA. TU Kvp. : See Meyer.&quot; R]
f [Or better &quot;ahusband,&quot; as an example of the class, 6 avr/p

would be &quot;every husband&quot; in each case, every one of the

class (see WINER, p. 113) : but the articJ with yu van. KOI
means &quot; his

&quot; in this case. R.]
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of the exhortation (ver. 25 ff.)
and would weaken

the notion of a u r
t/ p very much. STIKR ia over-

ivlinrd in discovering in auri/p aiJua an etymo
logical allusion, as Phil. iii. 20, 21.

Ver. 24. Nevertheless as the Church is

subject to Christ, n /./.d wf r) ennhnaia
v rr OT do a e rai ~w XpturGJ A/iAa, &quot;never

theless,&quot; in spite of the difference between Christ

and the husband, the resemblance between the

Church and the wife remains. Hence the parti
cle is adversative: habet quidem id peculiare

Chris/us, quod est, est servator eccle.sise, niliilominus

sciant mulieres, sibi maritos prseesse, Christi exem-

plo, utcunque pari gratia non polleant (CALVIN,
BENGEL and others).* It is accordingly neither

syllogistic=&amp;lt;j&amp;lt;7re,
ovv (BEZA [E. V.] and others),

nor continuative=rfe (WINER, p. 420), nor re-

sumptive=m&amp;lt;7waw ( HARLESS).
So let the wives also be to their hus

bands [oirwf K.al a I yovalaeq rotf av-

Apa a iv~\. The o v r wf /cat strongly marks the

analogy. The verb is to be supplied as in ver.

22. The emphasis rests on the final words : in

everything, v iravri (1 Cor. i. 5)=ara
Trdvra (Col. iii. 20, 22). From such a command
we are not to infer that the reference is to Chris

tian wedlock (HARLESS) ;
this must indeed also

be thoroughly correct. Neither the one (1 Cor.

vii. 12-17) nor the other is to be accepted.
&quot; In

everything
&quot;

is limited by the context to that

which the husband as such commands and which
the wife as such has to do, but in neither con

trary to the Lord. [HODQK: &quot;It teaches its

extent, not its degree. It extends over all de

partments, but is limited in all, first, by the

nature of the relation; and secondly, by the

higher authority of God.&quot; R.]

To HUSBANDS
;
vers. 25-31. a. The exhorta

tion, vers. 25-28; b. The basis of it, vers. 29-31.

Ver. 25. Husbands, love your wives, o I

avd p e f, ay a rr art: raf y o v a t /c a f e av-
ruv. [See Textual Note 6

].
Thus the husbands

are exhorted, but a closer definition follows :

Even as Christ also loved the Church.
Kaflwf /cat 6 Xp&amp;lt;ia T of places the husbands
in emphatic parallelism with Him, and the wives
with the Church (7 ?/ v k K K /I i] a i a v). Si omnia
rhetorum argumenta in unum conjicias, non tarn per-
suaseris conjugibus dilectionem mutuam quam hie

Paulus (BUGKMIAGEN). [Comp. the apt quota
tion from THEOPHYLACT in ELLICOT*T, and the

beautiful remarks of CHRYSOSTOM, cited at

length by ALFORD in loco. R.] H ya TT^CTCV,
&quot;loved&quot; (John xiii. 34; xv. 12; 1 John ii. 8;
iii. 14) is more closely defined by procf of fact.

And gave himself up for it.f /cat iavrbv
irapiiAuKEv vxep avTf/f (ver. 2). Here
also we should not supply in thought: unto death

*[ThU view is simple, grammatical and introduces neither
a truism (EADIK), nor an unnecessary limitation (WINER).
It is accepted by ALFORD, KI.LICOTT, HODOE and others.
EVDIB supposes mi ellipsis, which is very objectionable.
ALFORD: But what I do say is, that thus far the two Head
ships are to be regarded as identical, in the subjection of the

liculy to the Head.&quot; JfcwKMBM is on the whole the best

rendering of aAAa. R.]

t [It would be more literal and perhaps better accordant
with the cnnipariMiii to substitute the feminine pronoun
(her, &amp;gt;ht) for &quot;

it
&quot;

in \vr&amp;lt;. -Jii. &amp;gt;!. but our language is very
stiff in its rules for gender. K.]

(MEYER), if by that is meant only the death on
the cross ; the reference is to the entire suffer-

ing including the last act as the extreme point.
Tims the love required of the husband, a love

self-devoting even unto death, gains a significant

depth, while there still remains something im

portant which is incomparable: Christ first cre

ated the Church through love, as His love made
a reconciliation of the world with God, redemp
tion from sin, and death, eternal life and salva

tion.

Vers. 26, 27. The end of the self-sacrificing
love of Christ.

Ver. 2G. That he might sanctify it. &quot;Iva

defines the end: aitri/v ay id a
i). There is

here indicated a continued action and dealing
towards and upon the Church, the result of
which is expressed in ver. 27

(&quot;that
it should

be holy and without blemish
&quot;)

;
it is the posi

tive activity, effecting the ethical form and de
meanor which is well-pleasing to God. It is not

merely segregate et sibi consecrare (CALVIN [EADIE,
but not to the exclusion of the idea of sanctifi-

cation as a result. R.] and others). The mo
dality is set forth in the participial clause:

Cleansing it. Ka a p i a a\; as in i. 9, 13.

This indicates the negative activity directed

against the evil which is to be removed ; both,
the positive and the negative, advance together
and undivided. Hence it is not: after he
cleansed it (OLSHAUSEN, MEYER and others),*
nor, as though it were complete in a moment:
and has cleansed it (LuTH EH). It continues: it

is not a single member of the Church that is

spoken of, but the totality of Christians. By
what means then is the Church cleansed from
sin?

With the laver of the water, r AOVTP^
T o v v (5 a TO f. Unquestionably this means bap
tism; the readers must have thus understood it

(HAULESS) ; insigne texlimonium de baptismo (BEN-
GEL). The article (rw) denotes something well

known: besides iJarof and the connection
with liaOapiaag. Comp. Tit. iii. 5; 1 Cor. vi. 11

;

Heb. x. 23; Acts x. 47 ;
xxii. 10. But the water

does not give the cleansing which is spoken of,

nor the bathing or washing. It is the baptism,
not the bath in the water. Hence there is fur
ther added : in the word, iv pt/uari, in

order to designate Christian baptism as to its

essence. The notion of baptism, as a means of

cleansing beside the sanctifying (see Doctr. Notes

5, 0), as well as the position of this phrase re

quire us to take both together, and the usage
respecting the word pf/ua and the connection by
means of ev (like vi. 2: kvroA.ij tv irrayyf/.ia) ad
mit of this. Paul uses pijua (ver. 17

;
Rom. x.

8, 17; 2 Cor. xii. 4; comp. Heb. i. 3 ; xi. 3; 1

*
[Grammatically the pnrticiple may indicate either an

act antecedent to or synchronous with that of the leading
verb, either having clf.ansed or cleansing. The former is the
view accepted by KLLICITT, ALFORD, EADIE and HODOE. main] v

on doctrinal or logical grounds derived from the reference
to baptism which immediately follows. R.]

t [This word occur* only here and in Tit. iii. 5. It means
not &quot;washing,&quot; but &quot;lnver,&quot; (lavacrum, Vulgate); comp.
ELLIOOTT in locn. l)r HonoK is scarcely justified therefore in

finding an argument in favor of a particular mode of bap
tism in our phnise, which does not mean : a washing with
water, as he implies. The allusion to the bride s bath before

marriage is accepted by K uu i.. and most. R.J
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Pet. i. 25) in a similar manner. [In all cases

it refers directly or indirectly towards proceed

ing ultimately or immediately from God (ELLI

COTT). R.] The conjunction of naOapoc, vfiup,

A&amp;lt;5yof,
John xiii. 10 ;

xv. 3, is well known.

&quot;The washing of water&quot; takes place &quot;in

word,&quot; consists essentially therein, hence the

reference to God s Word in general, and in

particular to the name of the triune God and
His promise. [.\LFORD is quite correct in re

ferring it to &quot;the preached word of faith (Rom.
x. 8), of which confession is made in bap
tism, and which carries the real cleansing

(John xv. 3: xvii. 17) and regenerating power

(1 Pet. i. 23; iii. 21) so Augustine Tract. 80

in Joan. 3, vol. iii. p. 1840, Migne ; where
these memorable wonis occur, Detrahe verbum,

et quid est aqua nisi aqua? Acccdit verbum ad

elementum, et fit sacramentum, etiam ipsum tanquam
visibile verbum.

&quot; So substantially EADIE, EL-

LICOTT, HODGE and others. Comp. Doctr. Notes.

-R.]
Hence it is incorrect to take ev pfj/iart, Iva

as a Hebraism=to the end thereby (KOPPE and

others), or as formula baplizandi (GREEK FA
THERS, SCHOLASTICS and others). Nor is it to

be joini-d with KaOapiaaq (BENGEL, HARLESS,
HOFMANN, Schriftbeiveis, II. 2, p. 135, who takes

it as the word Matt. viii. 3: nadapiafirfTi), which
would then have two means by the side of each

other, or with dyidari (JEROME, WINER, p. 130,

MEYER and others), for in that case it would of

necessity have been immediately subjoined. [The
connection with the participle is defended by
EADIE, ALFORD and ELLICOTT (who more exactly

suggests: &quot;rather with the whole expression&quot;).

The absence of the article is strongly opposed
to Braune s view, while the participle might
well have two added qualifications, one an in

strumental dative and the other specifying with

kv &quot;the necessary accompaniment&quot; (ELLICOTT).
&quot; Thus the word, preached and received, is the

conditional element of purification, the real

water of spiritual baptism ;
that wherein and

whereby alone the efficiency of baptism is con

veyed&quot; (ALFORO). R.]

Ver. 27. That he might himself present
to himself the Church glorious, I v a IT a-

pa ar
f/
a

i) a i r 6 f e avr
&amp;lt;jj

I v oo o v rijv k K.-

K A j] ff i a v. This second Iva depends on dyiAay,
the end and aim of which it introduces :

&quot; He
might himself present,&quot; etc. He and none other

(avrdf), without the co-operation of others for

Himself (e a v r )* and not for others, the world

or anything else, to His own good-pleasure pre
sents the Church gloriously. The figure (Trapa-

oTfjaai} is taken, as in 2 Cor. xi. 2, from the

adorning of a bride; hence the emphatically

placed iv6o^ov, which in 1 Cor. iv. 10 is the an
tithesis of driuos,, is like Luke vii. 25 (ev luan-

ou&amp;lt;j)
to be applied to the glorious appearance,

so that the Church thus appears
&quot;

worthy of the

calling&quot; (iv. 1), or &quot;of the Lord&quot; (Col. i. 10),
&quot;of God&quot; (1 Thess. ii. 12; 3 John 6), respon-
deat idese suss xlernse (BENGEL). The result of

the ayid&iv is the do^eiv, both belong together:

*
[More literally and correctly

&quot; to Himself,&quot; He alone

presents, He receives (ELLICOTT). R.]

sanctitax est gloria interior, gloria est sanctitas emi-

cans (BENGEL)*.
The second clause beginning with Iva is not

to be placed as parallel to the first, nor is the

figure of an offering to be substituted for that of

adorning (HARLESS). But it is to be maintained,
that this state of things for the Church is not
attained in this life (RUDELBACH), while at the
same time we may say with BENGEL: (id valet suo
modo jam de hac vita). The vital process in the
individual and in the whole is indeed that of a

development from seed to harvest, is not complete
at one stroke, has its stadia and phases. The
consummation is really only at the conclusion

(Second Advent). [So ALFORD, EADIE and most.
HODGE has a full note on the question. R.]
Not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such

thing, ut/ e % o v G av a TT i /, ov r/pvridaij T i

r o t o ii T u v. Thus the Apostle describes more
clearly Evfio^ov. 2 r /loff (2 Pet. ii. 13

; comp.
Jude 12), parallel to

(J.U/LIOC., designates what
clings to her from without, spot and stain, what
is loathsome, the remains of the previous walk
and conversation

; pvrif, wrinkle, refers to in

ternal emotions, which fix themselves in the

countenance, and disfigure the face as it grows
old, Other antitheses, as those of GROTIUS (the
former applying to carere viliis, the latter tovegre-
tos semper esse, to what is good) are not justified

by the language. The final phrase negatives the
least spot or wrinkle or even what is similar,
hence in general what can disfigure. [&quot;The

terms are taken from physical beauty, health,
and symmetry, to denote spiritual perfection

&quot;

(Ex DIE). R.]
But that it might be, d % A Iva TJ instead

of d-lA ovaav, in accordance with the liveliness

of the Greek, who liked the transition from the

participle into the finite verb. WINER, p. 537.

This tva is parallel to the second one at the be

ginning of this verse. [Hence
&quot;

might
&quot; must

be substituted for &quot;should
&quot;

(E. V.), to indicate

the parallelism. R
] The final end of the sanc

tifying is the bcltvj holy and without blem
ish. J To the &quot;wrinkle&quot; proceeding from within
the

&quot;holy&quot; corresponds, to the external
&quot;spot&quot;

without blemish&quot;
(i. 4).

Ver. 28. Thus, otrwf, points emphatically
to what precedes, on which account HARLESS

(with ESTIUS: diyrcssus nonnihil ad mi/sterium,
nunc ad institutum redit) incorrectly excludes the

definite comparison for wedded life, as though it

were inappropriate, when only prudence, mode
ration are commanded. It is not to be referred

to the following wf (B-CRUSius). [So ALFORD.
But ELLICOTT, EADIE and HODGE agree with

*
[ELLICOTT:

&quot;

Tlie nmrrh glorious; the tertiary predicate

evSofov (Donaldson, Gr. \ 489) being placed emphatically
forward and receiving its further explanation from the par
ticipial clause which follows.&quot; The reading of the Jtec.,

giving avTY)v as the direct object of the verb, necessarily led

to the obscuration of the force of the word, disturbing the

grammatical structure by making T TJ v e K K AT; &amp;lt;r i a v the

tertiary predicate. R.J

f [The German editors and commentators (TISCHEXDORF
and MEYER, Braune also) accent this word: o-jrTAo?, but

EADIE, ALFORD and ELLICOTT adopt: triri Ao. The iota is

short apparently, hence the latter is correct. The word lie-

longs to later Ureek. R.]

J[&quot;
Blameless&quot; ( ELLICOTT, ALFORD) ; but &quot;without blem

ish&quot; retains the etymological reference, thus according bet

ter with the figurative current of the verse. R.]
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Braune, in referring o
r&amp;lt;jf

to what precedes,
I. .,

&quot;

tliu.s, in like manner us Christ,&quot; while &amp;lt;.V

indicates not the measure, but a fact, &quot;as they
are,&quot; etc. II.]

Ousht husbands to love their own
wives [Kai oi ttiMfpef i&amp;lt;M

i/.o va i v dyairyv
rdf lavruv yvvalK.ar~\. The comparison
with Christ is now especially denoted by /cat

before ot dv(5/&amp;gt;ef.
t A o v &amp;lt;r v presup

poses a command for this, the &quot;new command
ment&quot; (see ver. 25), which corresponds with

nature, as God has ordained it,* and, applying
to fraternal fellowship, is then certainly valid

for marital fellowship, as is indicated by the

next phrase which introduces a motive: as their

Here w f is evidently a designation of a reality,

corresponding to the figure, that the man is the

head of the wife (ver. 23; 1 Cor. xi. 3). [See
EAUIE for a lucid statement of the correct view

respecting this particle. R.] It is not compa
rative (G nun us), hence not=is themselves.

The result of the view that the husband is the

head of the wife, while the wife is the body of

the husband, as the Church is Christ s body is

this thought : He who loveth his own wife
loveth himself, 6 ayaTruv ri/v eavTov
yvvaina, eavrov nyarrre. Comp. ver. 33.

On this general proposition what follows rests.

The basis of the exhortation; vers. 29-31.

Ver. 29. For no one ever hated his own
flesh, oiirJetf yap TTOTS ri/v iavrov aii/&amp;gt;Ka

e u i a r/
a e v. Tue ground which follows is intro

duced by 7&amp;lt;ip f In the first place a general fact

is negatively expressed.
&quot; No man ever&quot; is not

limited ; not even nisi scilicet a natura et a se ipso
desciscat (BENGEL). For all &quot;unsparingness of

the body
&quot;

(Col. ii. 22) rests on self-deception.
If he actually injures himself, it cannot even
then be said that he &quot;hateth his own flesh.&quot;

Paul did not choose atiua here, because he al

ready had in mind the quotation (ver. 31), which
refers to the institution of marriage in Paradise
before the fall

;
there as hero all that is sinful is

excluded from the cap!;, which is not of itself

subject to sin. Mtaelv is chosen, because the

disposition is spoken of; it is to be understood
like 1 John iii. 15. QUOTIUS aptly recalls Cur-

tius, vii.: corporibus nostris, quse utique non odimus ;

SENECA, ep. 14: fateor insitam esse corporis nostri

caritalem; De Clem. 1,5: Si quod adhuc collegitur,
animus reipublicie til es, Ma corpum tuum, vides, ut

puto, quam neccssaria dementia sit. Tibi enim

parcis, quum videris alteri parcere. Comp. Prov.
xi. 15, 17.

But nourisheth and cherisheth it [aAA
eKr(&amp;gt;&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i

KOI Ou A- i atT//j .] AAAd na

turally takes out of owfetf the subject

* [From this passage Dr. HODOB correctly infers the falsity
of tin; Hopkinsiaii view that all love and all holiness i s

disinterested benevolence, proportioned to the capacity of its

object. \Ve do love ourselves, and our bodies, and it &quot;is not
only natural, but according to Scripture so to do. R.]
t [The whole tenor of the argument is thus stated by El.-

I.ICOTT:
&quot; Men ought to love their wives as Christ loves His

Chin rh, as being in fact (I might add) their own (cavruc)
lidies; yes, I say the man who loves his wife loves him-rlt
(eavrov); for it he hated her lie would hate lac-r.inlinir to the
axiom in ver. JS) his own lleih. wheivas ,,,, the contrary. 1111-

le,&amp;lt; In- acts against nature, he nourishes it. even as (to urge
the comparison again) Christ nourishes llis Church.&quot; R.]

each one. The first verb, the strengthened
rpetyeiv, refers to the growing development
brought about through nourishment (MHYKU);
it occurs only here and in vi. 4. The second
verb (only here and 1 Tliess. ii. 7) is stronger
than OepuaivEiv (.las. ii. 16) which is also more

general, and denotes the warming upon and with
one s self; hence it is used of brooding, Deut.
xxii. 6 (LXX.); it is more than foeet ( Vulgate},

pflfigt (LUTHER). The two expressions are dia

tinguished by BENUEL so far correctly that he
remarks on the former intut, on the latter ad ex

tra, but he is faulty in thinking of victut in con
nection with the former, amictus with the latter.

The one refers to the strengthening food, renew

ing the life, the other to the protection and pre
servation of the life. HARLESS incorrectly de
nies any distinction, taking both AS descriptive
of maternal love.

Even as Christ also doth the Church
[/cafluf KCII u X/M&amp;lt;TTof TI/V K.K./.j/aiav].
What is of universal validity within I he sphere

of creation, is found also in the Redeemer as

respects His Church
(
He nourishes and cherishes

it). STIER applies it to the Lord s Supper, which
is indeed not to be excluded, thinking that after

the nasci in the baptism (ver. 2G) the pasci is

here spoken of. It is more natural to remember
how Christ calls Himself the bread of life (John
vi. 48, 51), which &quot;nourishes,&quot; not in the Lord s

Supper alone, even though it takes place there
in its most full and intense form, and also that
lie compares Himself to a hen (Matt, xxiii. 37)
that covereth with her wings, thus protecting
and cherishing (()d%.ir ei) at the same time.

GROTIUS (nutrit earn verbo et spiritu, veitit oirtuti-

bus) is correct only in the first part of his com
ment. Evidently the spheres of Creation and

Redemption do not fall outside each other; the
former finds in the latter its restoration and
consummation, the latter in the former its basis
and point of connection. What is unnatural is

unchristian.

Ver. 30 proves the action of Christ to His
Church through her intimate union with Him:
Because we are members of his body

[tin uf /^rj ecFfiev rov crt.itia-os ai&amp;lt;rov].

&quot;Because&quot; connects with the foregoing thought:
He nourisheth and cherisheth the Church. The
Church is now the subject, which inheres in

fffiv. Every individual is so, as the plural
indicates. The Church as a whole as also indi

vidually, the members of the Church are then,

&quot;members of His body.&quot; Here TO auua av-
TOV is evidently=o Xprrd? (I Cor. vi. 15; xii.

27), on which account BENGEL is correct in say
ing: corpus hie dicitur non ecclesia, quse continen-

lur in subjecto
&quot;

sumus,&quot; sed corpus ipsius Cliristi ;

hence this is entirely like 1 Cor. x. 16 (STIER).
The membership, which is designated by the

emphatically placed utAtj, and which is con
ceived of as existing in the word ecr^ifv, is de&amp;gt;

signed to mark Christendom and Christians as

ntegral parts of His body&quot; (MEYER). A
closer definition follows.

Being of his flesh and of his bones, ;

rijc, a a
/i

K d f a v r n v K at K r&amp;lt;jv o a T i u v

Toii. First of all the repeated preposition
must be noticed, marking as it does the origin
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and the appertaining to. The phrase denotes
the personality and corporeality of Christ, in

which the Church with her members originates.
The connection with and origin from Christ,
from the historical, incarnate Christ, from His

personal body, is designated in such a way, that

we as well as the whole Church are to be re

garded as His production and possession; and
this is expressed with the Scripture passage, or

at least with a reminiscence of the passage, which
refers to the creation of the woman out of the

first Adam in Paradise (Gen. ii. 23 : LXX.: TOVTO

vvv baroitv IK TUV bartuv uov, KOI oap!; fK TI~/C aapKiif

/Mi
1

),
because Christ is the second Adam (1 Cor.

xv. 45, 47 ; comp. 1 Tim. ii. 13), and the Church,
ns well as each of its members, is a creation

(1 Cor. v. 19). Comp. the parable of the Vine
and the branches (John xv. 1

ff). Our life in

Christ proceeds in its inmost nature from holi

ness, is really strengthened from Him, and af

fects the resurrection body.

Accordingly it is inappropriate to think only
of the close union of Christ with us (KOPPE), or

the identity of our nature with His (LATIN
FATHERS), or only of spiritual origin (GREEK
FATHERS, ERASMUS, CALOVIUS, HOFMANN, Schrift-

beieeis, II., 2, p. 137, MEYER and others), or only
of the death of the cross (GiiOTius : ex came ejus

et ossibus cruci adjixis, i. e., ex passione ejus prsedi-

cata et credita ortum habuit ecclesia ; SCHKNKEL,
who refers to vor. 24), or the Lord s Supper
(KAHNIS, HARLESS, OLSHAUSEN, STIER and

others), or the glorified body (GESS : Christi Per-

ton, p. 274 ff.). BEXGEL, who is followed, up to

a csrtain point, by STIER, since he also finds in

the creation of the woman out of Adam a type
of the creation of the Church out of Christ,
must be regarded as fanciful despite the several

apt remarks he makes: Moses ossA.prius, Paulus

CARXEM prius nominal; naturalem quippe structu-

ram, de qua ille, ossa polissimum sustinent ; ut in

nova crratione caro Ckristi magis consideratur.

Porro Moses plenius loquitur ; Paulus omittit quse
ad propositum non seque pertinent. Non ossa et

caro nostra, sed NOS spirilualiter (STIER: via spiri-

tualiter in corporationem vergentc) propagamur ex

humanitate Cliristi, carnem et ossa habente. RCECK-
ERT is altogether perverted in his notion that

the Apostle himself had no definite idea in his

mind ;
if he waives an explanation of the pas

sage, so he must waive first of all his own ex

planation.

[In agreement with the view of Braune, in

the main, the following statement is appended.
The Apostle here asserts a state (eauev) of

Christians, originating from Christ
(f/c), analo

gous to the physical derivation of Eve from
Adam and the consequent union subsequently
between them. The direct reference to every

nuptial union (EADIE) does not accord with the

preposition or the immediate allusion. This is

the mystical relation, implying as Hodge well

contends, something more than that we derive

our spiritual life from Christ, as Eve her spiri
tual life from Adam (ELLICOTT, ALFORD, follow

ing MEYER), since the peculiar language seems
to involve more ;

and something else than that

we are partakers of the substance of Christ s

body, as Eve was formed out of the substance

f Adam s body (CAL.VIN, and with various modi

fications most strong sacramentalists), a view
which tends to materialistic conceptions of the

union, and, in attempting to explain one acknow
ledged mystery, creates confusion instead of
clearness. This middle position accepts a con
nection with Him, &quot;not simply and generally
by a spiritual union, but in some close and de
rivative way, which the Apostle calls a mystery&quot;

(EADIE), leaving the matter there. As regards
the secondary application to the Sacraments,
which ELLICOTT and WORDSWORTH (with many
German commentators) accept, it may be re

marked, that these undoubtedly constitute signs
and seals, and in a certain sense means of main
taining this union, but this passage, which speaks
not of &quot;

body and blood,&quot; but of &quot;flesh and
bones,&quot; does not distinctly refer to these, so that

nothing can be deduced from it in regard to the
communication with Christ s glorified, or trans

muted, body in the Lord s Supper. Comp. the

full, clear and excellent discussion of HODGE,
who opposes CALVIN S views most strenuously.
-R.]

Ver. 31. Paul in this verse proceeds with the

passage which follows the saying of Adam re

specting the woman brought to him (Gen. ii. 24,
LXX.: EVEKEV TOVTOV KaTafatyei avOpuTof TUV

avTov Kal Tr/v utfTfpa avTov Kal 7rpoGK

Trywf TI/V ywalKa avrov Kal iaovrai oi 6i o sir capita

fiiav) :

For this cause shall a man leave father
and mother, and shall be joined unto his
wife, and the two shall be one flash. The
changes are inconsiderable : a v r i instead of

eveKEv, TT a T e p a and uqrepa, according to the
best authorities, without the articles and pro
nouns, TT? -ywaiKt at least a various reading as

Matt. xix. 5. Notwithstanding this, it is not a

quotation, since there is nothing to indicate this.

He merely continues in the words of Moses,
which he uses with slight variations, while the
Lord introduces them (Matt. xix. 5) with slrcev,

and Paul himself in 1 Cor. vi. 16, the last clause
with

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;yaiv. Further, this passage is not a part
of Adam s speech, since he could say nothing of

forsaking father and mother, unless it be taken
as a prediction (STIER) [JEROME: primus vales

Adani\; in which case, however, he would still

in the last clause have prophesied respecting
himself. [Comp. Genesis, p. 209. R.] Hence it

is not strange that the Apostle passes over the in

tervening clause, in which HARLESS unneces

sarily finds a difficulty.
AVTI TOVTOV is then, if we compare av9

uv
(
2 Thess. ii. 19; Luke i. 2

;
xii. 3

;
xix. 44),

for this, that the woman is taken from the man,
he will cling to her; elf aiwifiijv ( WINER, p. 342).
Paul unmistakably thus returns to the conjugal
state, after he has finished the proof (ver. 30)
for &quot; as Christ also

&quot;

(ver. 29). Hence it is not

necessary with BLEEK to supply after ver. 30:
we are of His flesh and bones, the following
middle term : as the woman is not of the flesh

and bones of the man, to which ver. 31 refers.

TOVTOV is not to be referred to our origin from

Christ, to whom the forsaking of father and
mother does not apply, the forsaking of father

not in the future at least (/cara AC iipet), and such
a reference is foreign to the purpose, the clinging
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to tin; wife, the Church, since either this did not

tit all exist when Ho was born a man, or He al

ready dun}? to it in love, without the necessity
of first forsaking the Father. Indeed, the future

(KaraXei yet) may be regarded here in this

eaying of / . analogously to the future [the
ethical future] of the commandments (Rom. xiii.

9: ov uoixei aeic., K. r. A.), as the precept corres

ponding to the relations as established in God s

word.
Hal I aovr a t o t 6i o elf Capua fit av re

fers to a gradual coming to puss of unity (hence
ctf with (he accusative), and that, too, in the

case of two different persons (oi 6m, apaev KOI

df/l.v, Gen. i. 27), who from within becomes one
in all external circumstances, non solum uli antea,

respectu orlus, ted respectu novse conjunctions

(BENGEL). Hence it is not necessary to find here

only a prophecy of the Second Advent of Christ,
who now as Betrothed and afterwards as hus

band, clings to the Church (MEYER), nor in the

Mosaic passage a prophetic type of Christ and
His Church (SxiER), nor to refer the last clause

to the Lord s Supper (CALVIN, BEZA, HARLESS,
OLSHAUSEN, KAIINIS).

[The main difficulty is in regard to the con
nection. MEYER (and many others from CHRYS-
OSTOM to ALFOUD) refers &quot;for this cause&quot; to

ver. 30, thus applying our verse to the relation

of Christ and the Church. But the Apostle is

recalling a passage at the basis of which lies the

fact of Eve s being taken out of Adam, and the

slight alteration he makes does not show an in

tent to apply it differently here. Besides the
whole section treats of the relation of husband
and wife, and this is, therefore, to be regarded
as the leading reference unless the other/is dis

tinctly marked. This principle the Apostle him
self assumes in ver. 32 : &quot;But /speak concern

ing Christ and the Church.&quot; At the same time
we must accept a secondary application (ELLI-
COTT) to Christ and the Church, not simply be
cause most commentators have done so, but be
cause the whole tenor of the passage and the in

terpretation of ver. 62 seem to demand it. The
view of HARLESS, OLSHAUSEN and HODGE, that
the last clause alone refers to Christ and the

Church, the early part being introduced merely
for the sake of that clause, seems to be an exe-

getical make-shift. As the Apostle had left out
a part of the original passage in Genesis, he

might just as readily have omitted all that was
irrelevant. Still less tenable is the special ap
plication, which OLSH4USEN makes, comparing
the Lord s Supper and conjugal cohabitation,

showing that allegory may serve to foster the
coarsest materialistic conceptions. MEYER S

paraphrase is as follows: &quot;

Wherefore, because
we are members of Christ, of his flesh and bones,
shall a man leave

(i. e., Christ at the Second Ad
vent) his father and his mother

(i. e., according to
the mystical sense of Paul: He will leave His
seat at the right hand of God) and shall be joined
to his wife (to the Church), and (and then the two)
(the husband and the wife, t. e., the descended
Christ and the Church) shall be one

flesh.&quot; Such
a view is to be expected from this commentator,
whose grammatical exactness is exceeded only
by ILW fondness for bringing in a reference to the
Second Advent, bt it fails to meet with general

acceptance. JERF.MYTAYLOR: &quot;Christ descended
from His Father s bosom and contracted His

divinity with flesh and blood, and married our

nature, and we became a Church;&quot; but this con
fuses our nature with the Church, as well as,

impliedly, the Bride and the offspring. ALFORD
is safer in regarding

&quot; the saying as applied to

that, past, present, and future, which consti

tutes Christ s union to His Bride the Church:
His leaving the Father s bosom, which is past
His gradual preparation of the union, which is

present, His full consummation of it, which ia

future.&quot; All these views may be held as partial
elucidations of the matter in hand on the side of

the application to Christ and the Church, which
was doubtless in the Apostle s mind, but we still

insist that so detailed a passage has a primary
reference to a union, where a mere man leaves

his earthly father and mother, and is joined to his

wife. With all these allegorical interpretations,
one thought, which inheres in the passage, as

referring to the human relat ion, has been too much
overlooked, viz., that it is the man who forsakes

father and mother. It is remarkable how true

this is, and how it comes out in works of fiction,

in homely sayings like this :
&quot; My son is my son

till he gets him a wife, but my daughter s my
daughter all her life,&quot; in the feelings, since

mothers and sisters are rarely jealous of the man,
but so often of the woman, who marries into the

family. Nor does social custom fail to recog
nize this. The basis of all is the principle set

forth in vers. 28, 29. 11.]

Comprehensive double conclusion; vcrs. 32, 33.

Ver. 32. This mystsry is a great one, T &amp;lt;&amp;gt;

uvarijpiov TOVTO ueya ia~iv. The posi
tion of the words must be noticed. WIXEU (p.

1G3) remarks that ovroq usually comes before the

noun, and knetvoq after, and that accords with the

nature of the case. Deviations have their ground
in the context. Paul lays the stress here on

&quot;mystery,&quot;
the position after the noua weakens

the demonstrative ;
it is not d/c&amp;lt;io, does not

refer to the last point alone. There is here a

retrospect over the whole paragraph. BEXGEL
is correct: mysterium appellatur non matrimonium
humanum (ver. 33), sed ipsa conjunctio Christi et

ecclesise. &quot;Mystery&quot; (i. 9; iii. 3, 4, 9 ; vi. 19)
is a fact, which either entirely or partially trans

cends the understanding, as the Divine will, a
decree of God, the truth in its depth, etc. Here
it is the union of the man and woman in wed
lock, and of Christ and His congregation in the

church, which the Apostle so presents that the

latter is the pattern, and the former the copy. It

is irrelevant to suppose a reference to a con

cealed sense in the words of Moses, so that

eipjjutvov, yeypauuivov, is to be supplied (GROTius,
STIER, RUECKERT, MEYER and others). It is

termed &quot;

great,&quot;
because Paul himself plus sen-

sit, quam ii, ad quos scribebat, caperent ; comp.
Rom. xi. 33.

[HoooE seems inclined to refer &quot;this mys
tery

&quot;

to the union of Christ and the Church, in

accordance with his view of ver. 31. EAUIB

agrees eocactly with Braune, while ALFORU refers

it to &quot;the mystery of the spiritual union of

Christ with our humanity, typified by the close

conjunction of the marriage state, alluded to in
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ver. 31. ELLICOTT applies it to the close con

junction of the married state: He adds: &quot;Ver.

29 states the exact similarity of the relationship;
ver. 30 the ground of the relation in regard of

Christ and the Church; ver. 31 the nature of the

conjugal relation with a probable application
also to Christ; ver. 32 the mystery of that con

jugal relation in itself, and still more so in its

typical application to Christ and His Church.&quot;

EADIE: &quot; Vers. 25-28 introduce the spiritual

nuptial relation, ver. 29 affirms its reality, ver.

80 gives the deep spiritual ground or origin of

it, while the quotation in ver. 31 shows the au
thorized source of the image, and ver. 32 its ul

timate application guarding against mistake.&quot;

On &quot;

mystery,&quot; see chap. iii. 3. R.]
But I. Eyoi is used only with emphasis

(WINER, p. 144), and must have an antithesis,
which the context gives; here it is (ver. 33);
&quot;you.&quot; At, but, is merely metabatic (MEYER);
tuerefore : I, the Apostle, the unmarried one.*

Say it in regard to Christ and the Church
[? y w eifULptOTov K at EL f T

t/ v E K K A jj-

ciav~\. A.f&quot;yetv e&amp;lt;c
marks the aim of the dis

course, as Acts ii. 25; Heb. vii. 14; John viii.

2(5 (WINER, p. 370). Here teyeiv is the expres
sion of the opinion and view of Paul, who refers

the mystery to &quot;Christ and the Church&quot; as the

archetype and prototype for Christians in the

marital fellowship. The repetition of the article

is emphatic, containing a caution to consider this

on account of the consequence for the copy,

marriage. It is incorrect to take At 7w=I apply
it (STIER), or, I cite it (MEYER; Luther, too, is

wrong : of Christ and the Church, and the Vul

gate : in Christo et in ecclesia. On the Romanist

error, which regards marriage as a Sacrament,
to which the Vulgate gives occasion, see Doctr,

Note!.}

Ver. 33. Nevertheless ye also. II A
rj v

(from TTAeoi
) precisely : further, beyond this,

that is beyond the saying on my part, Kai vuelc..

There is, therefore, no digression to be accepted,
from which he now returns to the subject, ver.

28 (BENGEL: quasi oblitus propositse rei nunc ad
rem revertitur; HARLESS, BLEEK), nor is it: in

order to enter no further upon this mystery
(MEYER). J

Severally, let each one, ol na6J eva
EKaaroc., vos singuli, each one without excep
tion; the masculine and the context point to hus
bands. So love his own wife as himself,
rijv iavr ov y vv a I Ka o vr w f ay a TT u r w ci f

eavr6v. Loving as one s self is a conception,

*
[The reference is apparently not so much to his celibacy,

as to the subjective character of the application and com
parison, while the slightly adversative Se contrasts it with

any other Interpretation that might have been adduced: &quot;the

mystery of this closeness of the conjugal relation is great,
but I am myself speaking of it in it.s still deeper application,
in reference to Christ and the Church &quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.]

t [Our English and American commentators do not fail to

notice this blunder of the Council of Trent, but some people
who speak English treat the Authorized Version with the same
reverence

;
ministers preach from the gound of the E. V., not

the sense of the Word of God. The Romanist can cover his

blunder by the sanction given to the Vulgate by his church,
but Protestants have no such excuse. R.J

J [The view of MKTER is accepted by EADIE, HODGE, ELLI

COTT, ALFORD, and seems perfectly tenable. Braune s view
results from the effort to maintain a derided antithesis to

&quot;I&quot; in
&quot;ye,&quot;

when most commentators find the antithesis

to &quot;ye
also &quot;in Christ.&quot; R.J

which is compared (ovrof) with the love of
Christ to the Church. [Not so love his wife as
he loves himself, but: in this manner (like Christ)
love his own wife as being himself; comp. ver.
28 R.]
And let the wife see that she reverence

her husband. The construction: $ 6t yvvrj
iv a

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;o tif/Tai TOV a v ft pa, presupposes some-

tiling to be supplied: volo aut simile quid piam

(Gal.^ii.
10; v. 13; 1 Cor. iv. 2; vii. 29; 2 Cor.

viii. 7). BENGEL, and answers to an imperative,
as indeed one precedes (WINER, pp. 295, 537).
It is stronger, however, than an imperative; #
tie y v v

t/ stands first emphatically. [See ELLI
COTT, who Accepts a nominative absolute, reach

ing the same conclusion as Braune. &quot;Let the
wife see,&quot; brings out the emphasis quite well.

R.] Particula vim habet, vim temperat ellipsis
morata (BENGEL). Thus a special weight for
house and husband is laid upon this, that she
does her duty, which is summed up in

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o(3f/Tat

and traced to its inmost ground in vers. 22-24.
(ECUMENIUS:

&amp;lt;if Tplirei yvvalna Qofaladcu fit).

dovhoTpeTruf. See Doctr. Note 1, 3, 4. Optime
cohierebit concordia, si utrimque constabunt officia

(ERASMUS). [E.VDIE well remarks: &quot;AVhat is

instinctive on either side is not enforced, but
what is necessary to direct and hallow such an
instinct is inculcated.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The fundamental features of the moral conduct

of man and wife towards each other are the prin
cipal points in this section. The Apostle refers
the subject, with wholesome words and grand
freedom from all casuistry, back to the main
point, to its briefest expression : As regards the

wife, to be subordinate to the husband (vers. 22,

24), to reverence him (ver. 33) ;
as regards the

wife, to love the husband (vers. 25, 28, 33). The
former is in force since Gen. iii. 15 :

&quot;Thy de
sire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule
over thee;&quot; it is not, however, merely a conse

quence of the fall and a punishment, but inheres
in the position of the woman and her corres

ponding endowment and nature, since she was
to be a help-meet for the man, that he should
not be alone (Gen. ii. 18). In this is at once im

plied that there is here meant no servile sub

jection, no forced, legal obedience, no loveless,

joyless fear, by indicating that the man as the
head of the wife, in his mind, character and ac

tivity is placed as the representative and pro
vider for his own in circles outside that of the

house, the context defines the subordination and
fear to this extent, that, as soul, heart, disposi
tion and honor of the household, she submits her
self to the regulations established by the hus
band in virtue of his office, and in tender thought
avoids disturbing, injuring or destroying his
work. Above the house stands the man s avo

cation, which is from God, for which God has

appointed him; hence it stands higher than the

house, the character and life of which should
subserve his avocation in the house alone. It is

therefore in substance commanded that the wife
should be subject, and in tender solicitude should
fear to oppose the husband, to undervalue his

arrangements, to make him discontented or an-
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gry while tarrying in the house to strengthen
himself for his avocation.*

Tbe wife who refuses this subordination and
considerate respect, who does not see and seek

her mission in the house, in the service of her

husband, becomes an offensive caricature : from
discontent there is bad progress to growling,

managing, seeking the mastery, scolding, and

finally to -

emancipation.&quot; Thus is stripped off

and destroyed, not only what is Christian, but

what is germanic, even what is womanly, es

pecially what is peculiar and individual, the

special gift of the Creator. JRZRRRL and HERO-
PIAS are examples of this kind. The true charac
ter shines in SARAH (1 Pet. iii. 1-6). To the

husband one command is given, and in this one
three requirements: Love even unto self-sacrifice,

with the consequence and purpose of sanctijica-

tion (vera. 25-27), and this with such energy,

purity and constancy, that more is required of

the husband than of the wife. The wife should

love the husband, as the Church loves Christ, in

entire, exclusive, indissoluble and ministering

love, and the husband should love the wife, as

Christ the Church, in entire, exclusive, indissolu

ble and protecting love. It is more difficult to

* [HOME :

&quot; Tho ground of the obligation as it exists in

nature is the euiiueney of tlio husband; his superiority iu

those attributes which enable and entitle him to command.
He is larger, stronger, bolder, has more of those mental and
moral qualities which are required in a leader. This is just
as plain from his history as that iron is heavier than water.
The superiority of man, in the respects mentioned, thus

tauglit iu Scripture, bounded iu nature, and proved by all

experience, cannot be denied or disregarded without destroy
ing society and degrading both men and women. The superi
ority of the man, however, is not only consistent with the
mutual dependence of the sexes, and their essential quality
of nature and, iu the kingdom of God, but also with the in

feriority of men to women in other qualities than those which
entitle to authority. The Scriptural doctrine, while it lays
the foundation for order in requiring wives to obey their hus
bands, at the sani^ time exalts the wife to be the companion
and ministering angel to the husband. As a proof that this

is the position assigue 1 to woman by her own mind and heart,
we may cite the works of imagination written by the most
brilliant of the sex. Their ideal of man, even when they
write, personating the other sex, is one who from his nature
demands their loving obedience. If it be said that raauy a

woman is joined to a man, whoso character does not thus de
mand the obedience of the superior mind, we must consider
how often women accept the relation of wife, with a full know
ledge of the right position, as taught by God in nature and in

His word, and yet conscious that they neither can nor will

occupy that position to the man who becomes their legal hus
band. Such are punished in this life, and the cry about &quot;the

subjection of woman &quot;

is often the wail of distress resulting
from such punishment. As regards the relation of the sexes
in general, though nothing is expressly said in this section,
much may be inferred. No doubt great mistakes have been
made in drawing such inferences, but it is perfectly obvious
that a distinction between the sexes is here assumed, which
distinguishes, if it does not sharply divide, the sphere of duty
belonging to each respectively.

&quot; Woman s work &quot;

is differ

ent from man s work, though care should be taken neither

arbitrarily to exclude her from certain kinds of labor, nor to

deprive her of her just recompense for her work. The
Church, too, should find work of a certain kind for many
who are not &quot;

wives,&quot; by constituting them &quot;

Bible-readers,&quot;

&quot;deaconesses; the mere office of Sunday-school teacher will

not satisfy many such, since for that muny are not adapted.
In regard to the question of

&quot;suffrage,&quot; it is a fair infer

ence from our passage, that for a wife to vote independently
would be a disturbance of the relation as ordained by
God; the question assumes a slightly different phase in re

gard to unmarried women of full age. Still even in the case
of such, the passage at least lays the onus probandi en those
wlui advocate the right. One popular argument urged in

lavor of &quot; women suffrage&quot; is that thus drunkenness could
be stopped by force of law. But not only is (bat mi-tlmd ot

doubtful justice, legality and expediency, but tin- question
fairly arises how many men are driven to drunkenness by the
failure of their wives to heed the spirit of the Apostle s words.

K.]

love the wife, without egotism, without tyranny
and despotism, without any severity to be the
master in the house in true affection, than to be

subject to the man in tender respect for hia

dignity as husband, and his avocation as man.
2. The combination of marriage and Church

(Kirche), which appears as the main thought in

this section, has a twofold reference.

a. The two are to be compared with each other:
As the wife should conduct herself to her hus

band, so should the Church to Christ ;
as the

husband should conduct himself to the wife, so
does Christ to the Church. Marriage, like tho
Church (Kirche), is a life-fellowship between a
head and its body; the former Christ is for the
Church (Gemeinde) and the man for the wife;
the latter, the Church, is for Christ, and the wife
for the husband. From the relation and the de
meanor between Christ and the Church light falls

upon the relation and demeanor of married peo
ple to each other, just as from the latter upon the
former. Thus marriage and Church serve each
other for the rendering clear of that which is

normal in the two. But we must guard against
descending in this parallelism to small and be

littling particulars: such as conjoining winning
the bride, baptism, and time of betrothal and the

temporal period of the Church, leading home the
bride and the Second Advent of the Lord as Bride

groom, sexual fellowship and unio mysttica. But
we may with right speak of the religion of mar
riage and of the marriage of religion ; on this is

based, too, the position in the canon of the Song
of Solomon, which is a hymn of holy love. The
Church should not keep at a distance what apper
tains to the creature, what is natural, or even turn
a disapproving countenance upon it; that would
be a wrinkle in the face of the Church, thus despis
ing her Lord s work and so growing old on one
side, instead of being glorified. From the wife,
who in her husband s house is never to be re

garded lightly, but must manage and mould, the
Church may and ought to learn how to become
at once deiformis and mundeformis.

b. The two, however, stand in such close re

lation to each other, that from the Church proceeds
the power for the proper direction of marriage, the

proper conduct of married people. The wife should

belong to the Church in order to receive from
Christ His gifts, that thus she may be to her hus
band what the Church is to Christ, and quite as
much must the husband be sanctified in the

Church, taken hold of by Christ and permeated
by His love, in order to treat his wife, as Christ
does His Church. Thus the Christian Church is

the foundation for a normal marriage, as ths
natural life becomes in the life of regeneration
that which is according to God s will.

3. Marriage, and Nature. Our section points
into the sphere of creation. The man is from the

beginning made for marriage (Gen. i. 2(3-28:

&quot;male and
female&quot;),

and in Paradise the first

human pair was brought together for wedlock,
were wedded pair by the grace of God, before
father and mother, and children existed. Mar
riage is the first union in point of time. And
in point of dignity as well : from it proceeds the

dignity of father and mother, through it alone
comes family life, the basis of all blessing in hu
man life. As to its nature it is the fellowship
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of one man and one woman, in which both more
and more live together (elf adpua fj,iav), chiefly

moral, then however sensuous vital fellowship
even to sexual fellowship ;

it is the fellowship
of the body and of the worship of God, of all

worldly goods, of all intellectual gifts, and, as far

as it is possible with personal reason and con

science, of spiritual gifts also; the religious
side of the fellowship should predominate, the

moral side operate, the sensuous side may never

override and repel the others, would enter only
but not be repressed.*

4. Marriage and Bible are joined together also

by our section, since it refers back to the oldest

Scripture, deriving thence these thoughts: God
has created mankind for marriage ;

the desire,

the initiative, is on the side of man, the being
desired is the part of the woman ; marriage
unites only one man and one woman (Monogamy ) ;

is first of all and as to its deepest ground di

rected to moral fellowship of life, includes in

itself sexual fellowship, is directed thus towards

the establishment of the family and family life,

toward the bringing up and education of chil

dren; has such an inwardness and fervor, that

devoted conjugal surpasses filial love, even

father s and mother s love, that the marriage tie

is indissoluble, unless sin should rend it asunder.f
Monogamy is established from the beginning as

self-evident. A Cainite, the bold and sensual

Lamech, who first took two wives, Ada (=orna-
ment) and Zillah (=shadow of the head of hair),

begetting the master of fiddlers and fifprs, and
the master of workers in brass and iron, made
the transition from monogamy to polygamy, and
in the progress of civilization forsook the Divine

*
[Dr. HODGE remarks on the true expression of the Apos

tle
&quot; as tluir own bodies,&quot; (ver. 28) : (1.) It does not refer to

any material identification. (2.) It implies nothing inconsist

ent with the separate subsistence of husband and wife as

distinct persons. (3.) The marriage relation is not essential

to the completeness or perfection of our nature in all states

of its existence. It is to cease at the resurrection. (4.) It is

not however merely a union of interests and feelings. In a
certain sense husband and wife complement each other. (5.)

There is doubtless involved a oneness of life which no one
can understand. R.]

f [Here L&amp;gt;r. UODGE is excellent : (1.) Marriage is a union for

life between one man and one woman; consequently bigamy,
polygamy, and voluntary divorce are all inconsistent with its

nature. (2.) It must be entered into freely and cordially by
the parties, i. e., with the conviction that one is suited to the
Other (and it may be added, to take the positions involved in

the natural and scriptural view of the relation). All co
ercion on the part of parents is contrary to the nature of the
relation ;

and all marriages of mere convenience are opposed
to the design of the institution. (3.) Tho State can neither
make nor dissolve the marriage tie. It may enact laws re

gulating the mode in which it shall be solemnized and
authenticated, and determine its civil effects. It may shield

a wife from ill-usage from her husband, as it may remove a
child from the custody of an incompetent or cruel parent.
When the union is, in fact, dissolved by the operation of the
Divine law, the State may ascertain and declare the fact, and
free the parties from the civil obligations of the contract. It

is imjmssible that the State should have authority to dissolve

a union constituted by God, the duties and ordinances of

which are determined by His law. (4.) According to the

Scriptures, as interpreted by Protestant churches, nothing
but the death of one of the parties, or adultery, or wilful
desertion can dissolve the marriage contract. When either
of the last-mentioned causes of dissolution is judicially as

certained, the injured party is free to contract a new mar
riage. The greatest social crime, next to murder, which any
one can commit, is to seduce the affections of a wife from her

husband, or of a husband from his wife : and one of the

greatest evils which civil authorities can inflict on society is

t he ilis-.il 11 tiim of the marriage contract so far as it is acivil con
tract (for further the civil authority cannot go), on other
Uian Scriptural grounds. K.j

institution (Gen. iv. 19-24). The impatience of
Sarah for an heir caused her to forsake her

position and conduct so far as to lead Hagar to

Abraham, and the selfishness of Laban made use
of the love of Jacob for Rachel, so that he took
Leah first, but the promised blessing came only
on the child of the legitimate wife (Isaac, not

Ishmael) or of the first one (Judah, not Joseph).
See HARLESS, Ethik., \ 52, p. 6, 7 ff. Hence it

should not be said, that in the Old Testament

marriage only gradually lifted itself to mono
gamy (SCHENKEL); on the contrary the latter

was recognized as the original institution ap
pointed by God, and the defections from it are
referred to sinful tendencies, to the dominion of

sin, are not approved. Christianity however
has glorified marriage, establishing it firmly and

securely in its nature, dignity and blessing.

Redemption goes back to the natural institutions

established in creation, removing the perversions
and degradations introduced by sin into the
heathen world and the people of Israel

; what is

new in Christianity is what is primeval restored.

This appears especially prominent in the matter
of marriage and family life, so strongly that all

which is anti-christian and anti-scriptural is at

the same time unnatural and inhuman, just as
the impulse of anti-christian Atheism, Material

ism, Satanism has led thither. Interest attaches
to the view of Melancthon, who, much as he has

prized his excellent betrothed, was afraid of

married life, lest he might thereby be drawn too

much away from his studies, and yet afterwards

despite a wife suffering from hypochondria and
a numerous family called the marriage state &quot;a

kind of philosophy, which required duties the

most honorable and most worthy of a noble man.&quot;

[So JEREMY TAYLOR: &quot;Single life makes men
in one instance to be like angels, but marriage in

very many things makes the chaste pair to be
like Christ&quot; (Sermon on the Marriage Ring).

5. Beside the conduct of married people to

each other and the relation between Christ and
His church and the husband with his wife, there

is also marked, through the purpose of Christ or

the aims of the church, the end of marriage, viz.,

the sanctification of the personality (vers. 26, 27).
This is a process of development, ever deepen
ing and extending through the whole life, with
two sides : internal, moral perfection, through
growth and unfolding of talent and strength

granted (d-yia) and ever wider and clearer eman
cipation from all evil imposed and entering or

clinging from without
(rt(uw//of). The former is

based upon the internally and correctly estab

lished relation of the person to God and His

kingdom, the latter upon the conduct of the same,

externally corresponding to the given noun, in

all the relations of life from work to word and
its source in thought and temper. Hence the

sanctification of the sexual appetite can be re

garded as only a single purpose, for which there

is not even a point of resemblance in the parallel
with the church and her Head, not as the prin

cipal task of Christian family morals (SCHEN
KEL), as if marriage were ordained as a safe

guard against whoremongery or carnal excess,
when this is but a single object, or rather a co

incident result, even though the main matter in
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this work of sanctification. From the very seek

ing ami consummating of the marriage, the

morality of the fellowship not its sensuousncss,
the religiousness of the married pair not the

sexual fellowship, should show itself to be the

decisive and impelling feature. The proper sex

ual pleasure to be allowed by man and wife must

like every other pleasure within a social relation

find its norm in accordance with the moral end

of marriage.
6. On the phrase respecting baptism (ver. 26)

rests with full right the explanation of Luther in

the smaller catechism, 4 main part,, 1 : Baptism is

not mere water, but it is water taken in God s

command and united with God s word. For it

is a pledge of the power of the atonement effi

cient, through awakening and growing faith, an

assurance of the forgiveness of sins, a guarantee
of the new relation to God, of sonshipwith Him

(Matt, xxviii. 19: elf TO bvoua
;
Acts ii. 38 ; xxii.

16; Heb. x. 22) and an assurance of the power,
to be received in faith, of the new life in the gift

of the Holy Ghost (John iii. 5
; Tit. iii. 5); both

together, Horn. vi. 3-11
; Col. ii. 12. CHEMNITZ:

Paler salvat, filius emundat, spirilus regmerat (\l\K-

LESS). Mandatio prxcedit donationem glorise et

nuptias (BENGEL). Thus both the mechanical

view of b.ip;ism as a mere initiatory rite among
the Rationalists, and the Baptist sundering of

sanctification and cleansing, which makes of

baptism merely a seal of entire conversion, are

here opposed ;
it stands at the commencement

of sauctitication, which begins with it. [The re

ference to baptism is undeniable, and such a

reference seems to contradict at once the very
low view of the ordinance which is quite preva
lent among many Pedo-baptists, just as the ob

vious reference to the mystical union of Christ,
and His Church in this section implies that the

Lord s supper is more than a mere memorial
service. As a specimen of the Reformed or

Calvinistic views on this subject (though Calvin

himself was more of a Sacramentalist than those

who moulded the Reformed confessions), the re

marks of Dr. HODGE are presented: When the

Scriptures speak of baptism as washing away
sin, they do not teach (1.) That there is any in

herent virtue in baptism, or in the administrator,
to produce these effects ; nor (2.) That these ef

fects always attend its right administration ;

nor, (3.)
That the Spirit is so connected with

baptism that it is the only channel through which
He communicates the benefits of redemption.

Positively he remarks: (1.) Baptism is a Divine

institution. (2.) One of the conditions of sal

vation, not sine qua non, but having the necessity
of precept. (3.) A means of grace, that is, a

channel through which the Spirit confers grace;
not always, nor upon all recipients, nor is it the

only channel, nor designed as the ordinary means
of regeneration. (4.) Infants are baptized on

the faith of their parents; and their baptism
secures to them all the benefits of the covenant

of grace, provided they ratify that covenant by
faith. R.]

7. Here, as also in i. 8
;

iii. 3, 9; 1 Tim. iii.

16; Rev. i. 20, the Vulgate has rendered ftwrr^-

piov, sacramcntum. This translation has been

used to support the view of the high dignity of

marriage recognized in this section, which ex

aggerates it to such an extent that the Roman
Church, in opposition to her own doctrine of the

celibacy of the clergy and the virginity of the

saints, proclaims it a sacrament. Comp. Cone.
Triden., Less. 24, cap. \; Si quit dixerit, matrimo-
nium non esse vere et proprie unum ex septem legit

evangelicse sacramentis a Christo domino institutum,
sed ab hominibus in ecclesia inventum, neque gra-
tiam conferre : anathema tit.

This church (Catech. Rom. ii. 8, 23 sqq.) ac

cepts three gracious gifts \\i\
this so-called sac

rament] : proles, fides, Jidelitas qusedam und
vincufurn, quod nunquam dissolvi potest. As re

spects the matter and form the schoolmen vacil

late in consequence of -the novelty of the subject.
BONAVENTUKA finds the material of the sacra
ment in the sexual acts, others in the partners
themselves, others in their consensus. To regard
and treat matrimony as a Sacrament, but only
for the laity, who do attain to the perfection of
the saints, while celibacy is demanded of the
monk and priest, that they may be able to boast
of sanctity, of actual renunciation of sexual de

sire, was only possible, because the antithesis

between heaven and the world, from which Paul

proceeds in speaking of celibacy as respects his

own office, age, and individuality (1 Cor. vii.

25-40), was changed into an antithesis of spirit
and flesh in such a way that a false dualism waa
established between Divine and human, spiritual
and carnal, moral and natural. This dualism
the church has overcome. Very apt are the re

marks of HARLESS (Etliik, p. 512): &quot;Marriage

is the divinely appointed ordinance and form,
within which the spirit of Divine love can find

on earth according to the nature of the case its

most unhampered rule, and in such efficiency can
best give a measure of the fulness of the Divine

love
;
but the marriage itself does not briny or be

come the medium of this Spirit of pure Divine love.

It is only the vessel which is prepared for this

Spirit; the spirit and the power do not come
from the earthly copy of the Divine fellowship
of love. The Christian perceives rather, that

the institution in itself does not at all protect

against violation and desecration through selfish

ness of every kind but that [the Spirit and the

power] come from the graces of the New Testa

ment, that these graces do not come to him by
means of marriage, but through the word, bap-
sm, the Lord s Supper, repentance and faith,

on which account it is impossible for him, under
a misunderstanding of Eph. v. 32 to call the

Divine institution of matrimony a sacrament in

the sense, in which Baptism and the Lord s

Supper are thus termed. Still the evangelical
church down to the latest times has not been free

from Romish distortions, of a mystical, theo-

ophic tendency ; GOTTFRIED ARNOLD held the

narriage state to be incompatible with true wis

dom, though he himself afterwards married;
with him agreed MICHAEL HAHN, who with his

followers remained unmarried, and Pastor CUL-
MANN (Ethik, i. p. 42). LUTHER himself did not

regard the sexual propensity and its gratification
as in itself God-willed (KOESTLIN: Luther s Theo-

loffie, II. p. 483). On the other hand ZINZE.V-

DORF attempted to place the marital obligation
under ideal points of view. If from the Roman
Catholic side attacks are still made upon the
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convenience of Luther and Melancthon for their

approval of the bigamy of Landgrave Philip
after the example of Abraham, who had however
to suffer severely on this account, it may be re

plied that the Catholic Church not only per
mitted Abbe Sieyes and Bishop Talleyrand to

marry, and dissolved Napoleon s first marriage
with Josephine, but even helped him to the

second marriage with the Austrian Archduchess.
8. In the 13th century the Old Testament age,

and the Old Testament Scriptures were often

termed the &quot; die alte Ehe &quot;

(the old marriage).
This points to a mystery of marriage, like that

of the communion of Christ and His Church.
The former is a mystery on its natural side from
the very creation; in it creative powers for soul

and body are active
;
a mystery on the side of

redemption : in it wonderful confiding love and
consecrated fidelity are manifested; on the side

of sanctification : in it operate sanctifying powers
for eternity. Comp. PAUL GERHART: Voller

Wander, voller Kunst, voller Weisheit, voller Kraft,
voller Ilulde, Gnad und Ounst, etc.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. the foregoing Doctr. Notes and BRAUNE,
Die heiligen 10 Gebote, pp. 147, 177. The hus
band has a great advantage over his wife : he is

the older, more mature part, has the choice of

the wife, possesses greater power and culture for

civil life, must represent his wife and household
in these matters (1 Cor. xi. 7-9). So at least it

should be. But he has no advantage as regards
the Divine image and moral worth over her, the
fellow-heir (1 Pet. iii. 7). Both must have pa
tience with each other, but no wife should be
ever for having the last word without yielding!
She who patiently bears puts to shame the des

potism of a husband. Nor should they spoil
each other by a weak and false silence respect

ing unpleasantness ; they should inure themselves
in the draught of truth, should be confiding
without inconsiderateness; neither dare cease to

be a lover of the other. Even if the husband
should be lacking in what is necessary to fill per
sonally his position, the wife should not in boast-

fulness despise the social dignity of the husband,
but above and beyond him see the Lord. Have

you given your
&quot;

yes,&quot;
then it must be held good

to the end; even if it is hard, the difficulty does
not dissolve it; life must fulfil it, death alone

dissolve it. You may be married and yet not

truly wedded, may have one household and yet
no matrimonial fellowship ; may be with him or

her one flesh, but not one heart and one soul; you
live together under one roof, but may have no
common foundation, may walk united on earth,
but heaven is wanting to your union. No one

ought to rejoice so much in Christ and His

church as the wife: she and her children have

gained most by Christianity ;
this is a reason

why women and children have and ought to have
so strong an attraction to Him in the church ;

there is gratitude involved. Submission, minis

tering subordination is no misfortune, but a joy,

exercising a triumphing, pacifying power. In

one sense every man must die for his wife: he
must die to himself, to his sinful Ego, mortify
his selfishness and egotism, not his peculiarity,

which he should still exercise without self-will.

The man is most apt to do this as betrothed and
in the honeymoon, as if once were enough. But
this should occur throughout life: before death
no one is entirely done with it. Wo to him who
chooses before he has to choose, when he knows
neither why nor wherefore, or before he knows
how to choose, when he does not know what it

means, or who chooses arbitrarily, before he has

bethought himself what his position requires or

proved her whom he chooses! Wo to such,
especially if they are or become ministers of the
church. Sin separates from God, disturbs the
union with Him, grieves the Holy Spirit. Sin
does this also to the Divine institution of mar
riage. All separation of dispositions, all dis
turbances and discord of soul come from sin,
and never merely from that of the other, but
from your own sin also. The guilt in unhappy
marriages, or even in the disturbance of other
wise happy ones, is on both sides, demands at
least an examination of one s own sins. When
there is discord and even when the other is

wrong, do you listen attentively to what is said

against you, and then try it as a judge upon
yourself. Never forget this: what is yours does
not merely belong to you, you belong to it also.

STARKE: How then can a godless man with

alacrity be the head of his wife and require
obedience of her, when he neither clings nor lis

tens to Christ, his head ? Pious widows, you
have lost one head, but the other Head (Jesus)
death cannot take from you; He watches and
cares for you. Is Christ the Head of the church,
then the Pope cannot be it, else the church would
have two heads and so be a monstrosity. In
Christ there is at once a Head and a Saviour ;

the two characters must unite also in a husband
who should use his dominion for the blessing,
never for the oppression and damage of those
whom he rules. The fellowship of believers
with Jesus gives them that great dignity, noble

advantage and blessed consolation. AVithout love

marriage is a bitter state, with love it is sweet.
The love of Christ to His church is both cause

and standard of the love of husbands towards
their wives. Love and fear stand beside each
other in a well-ordered marriage: the former
must sweeten the latter, the latter must ever more
incite the former.

RIEGER: The Apostle begins with married

people, because, if things go wrong between
them in the household, the trouble soon extends
tself from them to the children and dependents,
[n each relation the Apostle begins with the
weaker side. Proper distrust of one s self and
what is doubtful in one s natural gifts, willing
ness to be told what to do rather than to lead
the other into temptation, is the root of this sub

jection. The rule of the household is not to be

put on a magisterial footing, but to be conducted
a mild and yet efficient influence, like that of

the head upon the members. What is set before
the husbands : love your wives, is not easier than

being submissive. Whoever knows human
nature, how loveless, changeful, easily wearied

ay faults, quickly angered it is, will notice how
deep the foundation must be laid for a love

which is not puffed up, seeketh not her own, etc.

HEUBNKR: Even with love and similarity of
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hearts i hercMiiut be subordination. The household

I!. . 1- Lr ull:i lire and government. The wife sllOllld

sub mil. The wife s government reverse&amp;lt; I lie pro

per order. Nothing can frighten a Christian

[H.iuiu:: -Ver. 22. The obedience of the wife
terminates on the Lord, mid therefore is religious,
because determined by re.li^iou&amp;gt; motives and di

rected towards the object of religious affections.

heart I ro-ii divorce mort tlian t liis thought : ItisasjTuis makes the burdeu light and the yoke easy;
if yon par.-ited from .It-sin. Unbelief, coldness for every service which the believer renders to

tow,ml .1 ,-sus li:is terribly wasted our married life.

FASSAVANT: The Greeks acted more humanly,
the II .iii:in-&amp;lt; and Germans more magnanimously;
elsewhere we see everywhere in the history of

humanity the mothers and daughters of the na

tions, the weaker part, despised and oppressed

by the stronger, often most cruelly degraded;
and we should have, in such traits of ancient and
modern heathen, and of all infidel nations and

races, enough to perceive how deeply the whole
j

ier, stronger, or more active. Still it is ft in body,
human race has fallen from its original nature

j

and he treats it as tenderly as though it were the

and destiny and what rudeness and wickedness I best and loveliest man ever had. So a man may
of sin has permeated all nations and men, seeing have a wife whom he could wish to be better, or

Christ is rendered with joy and alacrity. Vers.

M, &quot;27. The church the bride of Christ. 1. The
object of a peculiar and exclusive love. 2. She

belongs exclusively to Christ 3. The relation

more intimate than between Him and any other
order of creatures. 4. The church the special
object of delight to Christ. Ver. 29. A man
may have a body which does not altogether suit

him. He may wish it were handsomer, health-

they all have sinned. With the appearance of

the Redeemer, however, a new hour of Redemp
tion struck also for this so misunderstood and

oppressed half of the human race. The more

true, wise and manly the husband is in his cher

ishing of his wife, as his own body, the sooner,

and if the wife is not altogether unholy in heart

the more faithfully, tenderly and sacredly will

all be raturned to him by the wife s sacredly af

fectionate care and solicitude, and he be richly

recompensed.
SriEit: The church should never demean it

self as merely parallel to other circles of fellow

ship, for she is called to become tha inmost of all.

From out of the family, the concentrated life

of the household, where a filial spirit is born of

wedded love and household dependents regulate
themselves accordingly, the moral life of a nation

also grows. The emancipation of the strong-
minded woman, that most repulsive miscreation

of natural corporealness, destroys not only what
is Christian but what is germanic. Love is the

only right dominion
;
there is then in every house

a church in parvn. The Word is the proper, con

tinuing baptism. The mystery of marriage is a

portico to the mystery of the sanctuary; from
the latter too a light streams into the former.

SCHLKIEHMACIIKU: On the Christianconduct of

marriage: 1. In marriagethere iasomething eort&jf
and something heavenly, which are one. There is

marriage in an anxious form, when only one is satis

fied, the other constrained; merely a carefully kept
contract. There is marriage in a repulsive form,
when the parties areaccustomedto each other mak.

ing as few claims as possible on each other, seeking
their pleasure outside. There is a marriage in

a loathsomo form, when there is mutual anger
and bitterness. Ever more aroused in spirit,

mollifying each other, and that in household,
social life with its possessions, joys and sorrows.

2. In it there is an inequality, which loses itself

in perfect equality in perfect oneness of life.

BJKHBB: Look at your households, fathers
and mothers, for you are priests; your congre
gations impose a hundredfold greater responsi
bility than mine. Your priesthood is from God s

own hand. HOFMANN (ver. 22-24): The mar
riage state the school of Christian obedience; its

ground, character, measure and aim. (Vers. 25-

29): The marriage state the home of love on imagery and language which might aptly and
earth of born, free, heavenly love. truly be applied to Christ and the church, which

more beautiful, or more agreeable ; still she is

his wife, and, by the constitution of nature and
ordinance of God, a part of himself. Ver. 33.

The sentiments which lie at the foundation of
the marriage relation, which arise out of the
constitution of nature, which are required by
the command of God, and are essential to the

happiness and well-being of the parties, are, on
the part of the husband, that form of love which
leads him to cherish and protect his wife as be

ing himself, and on the part of the woman, that
sense of his superiority out of which trust and
obedience involuntarily flow. R.]

[EADIE: Ver. 22. In those days wives when
converted and elevated from comparative servi

tude, might be tempted, in the novel conscious
ness of freedom, to encroach a little, as if to put
to the test the extent of their recent liberty and
enlargement. The insubordination of wives has

always been a fertile source of sorrow; and yet
Christian ladies in early times drew forth this

compliment from Libanius, the &quot;last glory of ex

piring paganism&quot;: proh, qunle* feminas habent
Christiani! Ver. 23. There is only one head;
dualism would be perpetual antagonism. Each
sex is indeed imperfect by itself, and the truest

unity is conjugal duality. Ver. 24. In the do
mestic economy, though government and obedi
ence certainly exist, they are not felt in painful
or even formal contrast; and, in fact, they are
so blended in affectionate adjustment, that the
line which severs them cannot be distinguished.
The law of marital government is an &quot;unwritten

law.&quot; Ver. 25. Husbands are not to be domestic

tyrants; but their dominion is to be a reign of
love. The church did not crave Christ s love:

He bestowed it. It was not excited by any love

liness of aspect on the part of the church, for
she was guilty and impure, unworthy of His af
fection. Who can doubt a love which has proved
its strength and glory in such suffering and
death? Ver. 27. As He originally loved her in

her impurity, how deep and ardent must be His
attachment now to her when He sees in her the
realization of His own gracious and eternal pur
pose! Vers. 31, 32. So close and tender is the
union between Christ and His church that the

language of Adam concerning Eve may be ap
plied to it. These primitive espousals afforded
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is &quot; of His flesh and of His bones
;&quot;

and the ap

plication of such language is indeed a mystery
a truth, the secret glory and facility of which
are known but to those who are wedded to the

Lord in a &quot;perpetual covenant.&quot; Ver. 33. &quot;He

rules her by authority, and she rules him by love :

she ought by all means to please him, and he must

by no means displease her&quot; (Jeremy Taylor).
When this balance of power is unsettled, happi
ness is lost, and mutual recrimination ensues. &quot;A

masterly wife,&quot; as Gataker says, &quot;is as much de

spised and derided for taking rule over her hus
band as he, or yielding to it.&quot; R.]

[In view of the well-known fact that an immense

proportion of the conversation of many women is

about their husbands, their children and their

servants, showing how their lives are bound up
in these relations, it would be well for them to

study (and for pastors occasionally to teach in a

prudent way) what the Apostle says in this part of

the Epistle (chap. v. 22 chap. vi. 9) about their

duties as wives, mothers and mistresses. R. ]

i. Children and parents.

CHAP. VI. 1-4.

1, 2 Children, obey your parents in the Lord :

l
for this is right. Honor thy father

3 and [thy]
2 mother ;

which is the first commandment with promise ;
That it may be

4 well with thee, and thou mayest live long on the earth. And, ye fathers, provoke

[or fret] not your children to wrath : but bring them up in the nurture [discipline]

and admonition of the Lord.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Yer. 1. [Lachmann, Rucckert, and Mill omit e v K v p i &amp;lt;&amp;gt; on the authority of B. D.i F., some fathers. It is bracketted

by A Iford
;
but Harless, Meyer, Ellicott accept it on the strung support of tf. A. D. 2 3 K. L., nearly all cursives and versions,

express statement of Chrysostom ; especially since, as Meyer urges, we would have found w TW Kvpita in case of an insertion

from v. 22, and if from Col. iii. 20, it would have been placed after SiKanov. Braune s note here speaks of the absence of the

phrase in Col. iii. 20, a manifest error. R.]
2 Ver. 2. [The K. V. omits &quot;

thy,&quot;
without reason and unfortunately, for the article occurs in the Greek, and the same

emphasis rests on thy mother as on thy father. R.]

because they are Christians, or good and rich, or

masters over the child, but because they are the

parents (&quot;your parents&quot;),
with the duty of

bringing up (ver. 4) as they have brought forth.

As Christians the children, however, must obey
&quot;in the Lord,&quot; in Christ (vers. 10, 21; ii. 21:

iv. 1, 17
;

v. 8; WINER, p. 364) ; analogous to

&quot;in the fear of Christ&quot; (v. 21), &quot;as to the

Lord&quot; (v. 22). Thus the kind of obedience, not

immediately and chiefly the kind of parents, is

more closely defined, as specifically Cnristian in

ground, measure and limit. It is incorrect to

take it as=/card TOV QEOV Myov (THEODORET), or

to- refer it to God (CALVIN), in Deo, or to connect

it with &quot;parents,&quot;
or to take it as merely a de

signation of the mode of obedience (HARLESS).*
For this is right [- o v T o yap kcr i fi i-

K.aiov~\. Quickly, briefly Paul presses the

proof (ydp) forward. &quot;This&quot; refers to the

whole : the obedience of children to their parents
in Christ. In rf/cva and yuvsls there is a

reminder of the fivarrfpiov (ver. 32), which lies in

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The precept for children; vers. 1-3. Ver. 1.

Children, ra re/cvn. The next step from the

married state is the family. The wedded pair
become parents through God s gift, which may
also be denied. The address to children in a

letter to the Church presupposes, that the Apos
tle regards them as belonging to the Church,

present at public worship, understanding the

word read to and applicable to them
;
indeed

they must be regarded as baptized, since ver. 1 :

&quot;in the Lord, ver. 4: &quot;in the admonition of

the Lord,&quot; obliges us to do so (STIER, HOF-

MANN, Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 192.)* See Doctr.

Note 1.

Obey your parents in the Lord \y K a-

KOVETE roZf yove voiv vfiuv ev Kvptcj].
The verb coming first has the emphasis : this one

precept comprises the main part of filial duty in

itself. The word is stronger than viroTaaaeadai

(BfiNGEL : id plus etiam dicit quam subordinamini ;

obedire est imperitioris : subordinari cujusvis inferi-

oris). To the more mature and experienced per
sons, who are God s representatives and the

child s supporters, and guides in fidelity, love

and wisdom, obedience is to be rendered, not

*
[To this METER objects, but in its stead lays down a prin

ciple which approaches the strict Reformed view: &quot;The

children of Christians through their vital fellowship with

their Christian parents were even without baptism o-yioi (see

1 Cor. vii. 14 ;
Acts xvi. 15; and should render to their parents

obediemce iv
icvpi&amp;lt;f.&quot; R.]

* [HODGE seems to follow HARLESS. but EADIE, KI.I.ICOTT,

ALFORD rightly take v
icvpiu&amp;gt;

as indicating the sphere or

element of the action. ALPOHD adds, in reference to the

common view that the Apostle gives a hint as to command!
not according to the will of God: &quot; I should rather believe.

that he regards both parents and children as &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

Kvpi&amp;lt;a.
and

the commands, as well as the obedience, as having that inhere

and element. How children were to regard commMUH &quot;&amp;lt;&amp;lt;

answering to this description, would be understood from the

nature of the case.&quot; Certainly, if the reference be, a&quot; i&quot;

thought by most, to baptized children, then this presupposes
the parent s riding

&quot; in the Lord.&quot; (&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; the limits of obedience,
ELLICOTT refers to TAYLOR, Duct. Dub. HI o, Rule I and 4 ft

-R.]
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the
r&amp;lt;5/cof

and yovela (STIER). Hence Ainatov,
&quot;right,&quot;

refers to the relations bnih as given in

nature and ordained by Divine law. BEXGEL:
etiam nati/r,t ; MKYER: according to nature and

law. This LUTHER wishes to cypress with his
&quot; it is proper.&quot;

It should not be referred to the

Divine law alone (THEODOHET, MEYER, SCHEN-

KEL), to which prominence is given in the next

verse. [The natural obligation seems to be

brought out. here, the enforcement through the

Divine law is added in the next verse (so EADIE,

ALFORD, ELLICOTT, HODGE, following BENGEL,
ESTIUS and THEOPHYLACT). 11.]

Ver. 2. Honour thy father and thy mo
ther. This is the commandment, Exod. xx. 12;
Deut. T. 16; Matth. xv. 4. In. riua there is

more included than obedience. Obedientia testi-

moniurn eat ejus honoris, quern debent parentibus.
Sub voce honoris complectitur officia, quibus sfrio

tuam erga parentes observantiam et pietatem sestan-

tur filius (CALVIN). In Matth. xv. Jesus deduces
from the honor the nourishment, and provision
and care. Sirach iii. 8. LUTHER: serve, love

and esteem. With emphasis the commandment
places on an equality over against the children
&quot;

thy father and thy mother;&quot; in Lev. xix. 3 the

latter even comes first.

Which is, ijTif kffrtv, introduces a reason,
as in iii. 13; it is not=j?, qu&, but ut pote quse.*
The first commandment with promise.
EvroXrj evidently refers to the Mosaic law,

the Decalogue, of which what has just been said

is one commandment, hence without the article;

on the thought that it is a command of God an

emphasis rests.f which is strengthened by the

added phrase: TrpuTij ev eirayye A ia: at

first; it is not the first. According to the context

it ia aa respects the time in which it applies to

human beings, a first one: children must first

honor God s representatives, in order to learn how
and to be able to keep those which precede and
follow (STIER). And it is indeed placed on the

promise, conceived in promise, because thus the

obedience to parents becomes joyful, and upon
this obedience salvation actually rests both in

ternally and externally (1 Tim. iii. 1, 2). BEN-
GEL : Honor parentibus per obedientiam prsesertim

prsestitus initio setatis omnium prieceptorum obedien

tiam continet. It is not necessary therefore to say
that it is in the series of commandments the first

with a promise (HARLESS and others) [see be

low], as if there were not a promise annexed to

the first or second [the Catholic and Lutheran

first, our second] (Exod. xx. vers. 9, 10), or as

though it were the first with a promise in the
second table (AMBROSE and others). It belongs
to the first table, and such a distinction is not
&quot;a comment of modern theologians, a distinction

*
[This is the view of MEYER and formerly of ELLICOTT, but

the latter now accents the explanatory force of the pronoun,
Hini-c, HM Ai.Fniii) intimates, the other view throws &quot;the mo
tive to obedience too much on the fact of the promise accom
panying it, whereas the obedience rests on the fact implied
in cproXi), and the promise conies in to show its special ac-

ccptal.lclieSS tO Owl.&quot; R.]

t [ALFORD S remark in loco must bo taken with caution.
He says the reference is to &quot;the Decalogue, which naturally
stands at the head of all &amp;lt;!od s other commandments

; and
which, though not formally binding on us a* Christian*, is

quoted, in matter:; of eternal obligation (not of positive

enactment), as au wuiiueiit exanipU of God s holy will.&quot;

not founded in the sacred Scriptures&quot; (ERASMUS),
ince it is definitely stated in Deut. v. 2:2, and the
tenor of the commandments are distinguished
accordingly. (Matth. xxii. 37-40; Lev. xix. 18,
34 ; Deut. vi. 5

; x. 12.) Least of all does rrpurti
mean the most important, a chief commandment

(KOPPB [HODOE] and others). But while it ia

incorrect to take i v fTayycAt p=:annexa,
addita promissione, it is quite as much so to un
derstand it as=in point of promise (WINER, p.

300; and others).

[The view of STIER, advocated by Braune, ia

not altogether satisfactory, that of KOITE and
HODGE is still less so. Nor is any importance to

be attached to the absence of the article with

TrpuTT). The simplest view, one that usually
suggests itself to the children, is that of HARLESS
and MEYER, accepted by EADIE, ALFORD and
ELLICOTT: first in order ; in point of, involving a

promise, the preposition showing that in which
the priority consists. The second commandment
has attached simply &quot;a broad declaration of the

great principles of the Divine government,&quot; not

a specific promise. As regards the difficulty
that no commandment follows in the Decalogue
with a promise, we may either accept the expla
nation of HARLESS that &quot;first&quot; refers only to

what precedes in this case, or that of MEYER,
which finds the rest of the series in other Mosaic

commands (so ELLICOTT). R.]

Ver. 3. That it may be well with thee,
and thou mayest live long on the earth.
This is the purport of the promise. Exod. xx.

12; Deut. v. 10; LXX.: Iva sv COL yivrjrai
KOI Iva uaxpoxpovtof yevij knl rf/f yrjg,

77 c 6 Kvptoq 6 6e6f aov di&uai aoi. The

Apostle only alters : KOI lay ua Kpo%p6vi of,

omitting the last relative clause, which as a com
mandment of God designates, not merely Canaan,
but every country appointed by Him as a home,
Palestine in the case of the Jews. According to

the quotation 2 v a must be retained in the second
half with the future, although the conjunctive
occurs in the first half. WINER (p. 271) explains
the construction with the future as a lapse into a
direct discourse, despite similar examples.
MEYER finds indicated in the conjunctive the

mere actualization, in the future the certain en
trance and continuance, hence a logical climax.*

Undoubtedly Iva is to be taken as telic, and on
account of the phrase, &quot;thy

father and thy mo
ther,&quot; to be applied to individuals, not toti eorum

genii (BENGEL, who prudently says beforehand:
non tantum singulis ; HARLESS and others). The
well being is put in the front rank, the long life

in the second. Even among the most decayed
people it will go well with him who honors hia

parents in obedience, and his life will be long, at

least quoad giijficientiam for eternal salvation

(STIER). Godliness has indeed a promise for

this life also (1 Tim. iv. 8), but certainly for that

which is to come. To limit the promise to the

*
[On this ELLICOTT remarks: &quot;The future undoubtedly

often does express &amp;lt;he more lasting and certain result (comp.
Rev. xxii. 14, where the single act is expressed by the aorist

subj., the la-tin;; act by the future) ; still as the present for

mula occurs in substance in Dent. xxii. 7 (Alerand.), and
mifjht have thence become a known form of expression, it

seems better not to press the future further than as repre

senting the temporal evolution of the C ytvtvOai.&quot; K.J
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Bpiritual possessions of the heavenly Canaan

(JEROME, OLSHAUSEN) is incorrect. Tenerior setas

pro captu suo allicitur promissione longse vitfe (I3EN-

GEL). The attracting promise is chiefly to be

taken in the sense and spirit of children, who

hope for a long life; the history of nations and

families confirm the truth of the promise. Hodie

teque bene vivunt pii in ornne terra, atque Israel olim

in ilia (BENOEL).
[We must reject both the generalizing and spi

ritualizing interpretations of the promise, and

accept an individual reference of present validity.

On this most recent commentators agree. And
the promise is fulfilled in the usual course of

providence with obedient children. The only

question is : Did the Apostle by omitting the lat

ter part of the commandment, which had a spe
cial reference to Canaan, himself apply the pro
mise to obedient children in all lands, or did the

original commandment imply this (the-given land

being the home in every case), so that the Apostle
omits the last clause as unessential for his present

purpose and really implied in rfjb y^f ? The for

mer is the view of EADIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT,
and HODGE, the latter of Braune and others.

Either is preferable to- MEYER S notion that the

Apostle omitted the clause because his readers

were familiar with the passage, and understood

it in the general sense, though its original refer

ence was only to Palestine. R.]
The precept for fathers; ver. 4. And ye fa

thers. Quickly and closely he connects this

with nai.* He addresses the &quot;fathers,&quot; because
he regards the mothers as &quot;submitting to their

own husbands&quot; (v. 22, 24, 33), who are their

responsible representatives. Facilius parentes et

heri abutunturpotestate sua, quam mariti (BENGEL);
that lies in the freer position of the former. We
are not to refer this to grown up children (OLS

HAUSEN), since &quot;

bring them up
&quot;

follows
;
nor is

there any oriental depreciation of the mother

(RUECKEHT), since ver. 2 commands: &quot;honor

thy mother,&quot; and Gen. xxiv. 67; xxxvii. 10;
1 Kings ii. 19

; Judges v. 7
;
2 Sam. xx. 19 teach

us otherwise.f
The prohibition : Provoke [or fret] not your

children to wrath, /u?/ Trapopyi^ere TO.

TKK.va v
fj.
uv. It is parallel to the Trapa^tj^ovv,

Rom. x. 19
;

it is explained by Col. iii. 21 (N.:

Trapop-yi&TE, others : kpt^ere Iva pi a6v/utiaiv).
It is the hasty, rough, moody treatment of chil

dren, so that, without childish confidence, with

out joyful obedience, they
are repelled and en

ticed to opposition, defiance and bitterness.

Righteous, wholesome parental anger is not ex

cluded, but painful, arbitrary, grumbling treat

ment, as well as rough, unjust treatment, without

sparing the childish nature. [ALFORD: &quot;The

Apostle seems to allude to provoking by vexatious
commands and unreasonable blarne, and uncer
tain temper, in ordinary intercourse.

&quot;

R.]
The command : But bring them up, dA7,d

SKTp&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;T aiira (v. 29). This points to

children who still require care. But it should

*
[ELLICOTT suggests that the particle

&quot; marks that obliga
tion was not all oil one side, but that the superior also had
duties which he owed to the inferior.&quot; R.]
t [EADIE limits this precept to fathers, urging that mothers

are apt to spoil the child by indulgence, while fathers are

apt to chastise in a passion. But the other view is preferable.

not be the mere growing up of the proletarians,
but spiritual also. Hence:
In the discipline and admonition of the

Lord, e v TT a i d i a nat vovOeaianvpiov.
Thus the element is denoted in which the bring
ing up should be consummated.* The former
consists in work, the latter in word; the former
is discipline (LUTHER), not merely punishment,
also strict ordering of the household, accustom

ing to self-denial, serviceableness, confession of
faults without shuffling. Heb. xii. 6, 7. The
latter (LUTHER: admonition) comprises earnest

warning (1 Cor. x. 11) and kind exhortation

(Tit, iii. 10; Rom. xv. 14; Col. iii. 16; i. 28
;
1

Cor. iv. 14; 1 Thess. v. 14
;

2 Thess. iii. 15),
which evidently predominates over serious re

bukes. It is important that the former comes
first, and this last. Ilarum altera occurrit rudi-

tati, altera oblivioni et levitati ; utrague et sermonem
et reliquiam disciplinam includit (BENGEL). [Comp.
TRENCH, Syn. \ xxxii., whose views correspond
in the main with those suggested here, and are

adopted by EADIE, ALFORD and ELLICOTT. R.]
Hence the first is not general, the training of

children in general, the latter special, the re

proof for the purpose of improvement (HARLESS,
MEYER), nor are they indistinguishable syno
nyms (KOPPE). The genitive belongs to both
words : the Lord does it through the father as

His representative; it is therefore a genitive

subjecti. [So HARLESS, DE WETTE, MEYER,
EADIE, HODGE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT and others :

the discipline and admonition prescribed by the

Lord and to be regulated by His Spirit. R.]
It is not then : to the Lord (LUTHER), nor=well-

pleasing to the Lord (FLATT), or=Je Christo

(MICHAELIS), nor are we to accept that the

Apostle himself scarcely knew how to explain it

(RUECKEET).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The presupposition for the conduct of chil

dren to parents and parents to children is the re

lation of both to Christ. The children should do
their duty &quot;in the Lord&quot; (ver. 1), the parents
&quot; in the discipline and admonition of the Lord &quot;

(ver. 4), and that too from infancy (&quot; bring them

up&quot;). Baptism, infant baptism, is thus presup

posed as the basis for the children as well as for

the treatment of children. And all the more so,

that there is expressed for the children no ter

mination or cessation of their conduct toward
their parents and for the parents no beginning
of the influence on the children, nor is any hint

given of the baptismal act to be effected or expe
rienced, which could scarcely be wanted after iv.

5
(&quot;one baptism&quot;),

since the fellowship of the

Lord is indicated in the case of children as well

as parents. HOFMANN (Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p.

193) properly recalls Acts xvi. 15. For before

mention was made of the household of the jailer,

and without any impression of what had occurred

having been made upon his household, it was
said to him :

&quot; Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ

[Dr. HODGE, whose comments on this verse are very clear

and instructive, tails into his usual error, in taking the pre

position ev as instrumental: &quot;developing ,ill their powers
by the instruction and admonition of the Lord.&quot; The thought
is rather that the child shall grow up, be trained in un ele

ment, sphere, atmosphere, et;. R.]
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and thou shalt he saved, ami thy house.&quot; We
HliouM thci-ft oro willi AUUUSTI.VK (De (jfn. X. 23,

Si nu. \.
)
:ind OiiuiKN (ail Rom. vi.) regard infant

h.-ijiiism as an ordinance instituted by the Apos-
/It-s. It was practised in the days of TERTULLIAN,
but no mention is made of its having been intro

duced. Accordingly our passage refers the nur
ture of children to the basis of baptism and the

family: family education and baptismal educa
tion are enjoined. [The relation to Christ rests

not on the baptismal act, but on the relation to

the believing parents, hence children are to be

baptized
&quot; as members of Christ s Church &quot;

(Ref.
Church, form of baptism), are thus publicly ac

knowledged and sealed as Christian children,
whcse personal piety is to be looked for in faith

just as it is prayed for in faith. Despite all

abuse of this Christian truth, it is the truth, and

holding it fast we may hope for a piety which
rests on an educational, not a spasmodic, basis.

In regard to the apostolic origin of the ordinance,
the negative proof is overwhelming. Besides the

allusion here and in Acts xvi., it is inconceivable

that the Jews, who attacked Paul on every actual

point of difference, could have omitted opposition
here, had he failed to perpetuate in some distinct

form the Old Testament doctrine of covenant

blessings on the household. But as negative

proof it leaves room for honest adherence to that

marked individualisticform ofChristianity, which
is necessary, it would seem, for many minds of

that cast. R.]
2. The Apostle requires obedience on the part

of the children to their parents as God s repre
sentatives. This is a manifestation of that honor
which God requires. It is established, regulated
and limited through Christ, and is the foundation

of earthly happiness. While vnciKoveiv denotes
obedience as a reverent hearing, listening to the

parents will, not merely in order to know it, but
rather to be directed by it, so the German word:

gehorchen [derived from horchen=our English

hearken], related to hiirig, gehorig, zugehorig [all

meaning : belonging to, but strengthened in the

longer forms], refers to the internal relation of

dependence which finds its answering expression
in gehorsam [obedience]. Both refer to the rela

tion of piety [i. e., filial piety, since piety toward
God and parents are recognized as identical in

the Latin word pius], and include as the inner
most motive love, which devotes itself with recog
nition of the parental dignity, even when parental
worthiness is wanting. Over against the will of

the parents the will of the child is illegal ; but
this statement is valid only so far as the parents
exercise their will as the representatives of God,
and their will is not opposed to God s will. In

this there is a hint that the Fifth Commandment
belongs to the first table (BKAUNE, Die heil. 10
Geb. pp. 85-88). This requirement, to agree to

the will of parents, does not cease in the course
of years, though it receives limitations from the

avocation and position of the children, as in the

case of our Lord (John ii. 4)
8. The blessing of the Fifth Commandment points

to this fact, that in God s world and God s govern
ment His law, which is in accordance with the

whole as well as with each individual part, is and
must be of validity, and because it is valid for

life, ia given in correspondence with the ordi

nances of His Creation and Providence Th
blessing is not an arbitrarily placed reward, buv

a result of obedience, actual and true obedience.

One cannot creep into the blessing through con

strained or feigned obedience. Obedience, this

deeply rooted act of a will, growing morally, is

not an affair of selfish calculation, still less can

an immoral or demoralizing observance of a na
tural law be spoken of Nor is the blessing pro
mised for the life of the earthly family and peo
ple to be so lightly esteemed, that it must be

transferred to the inheritance of the heavenly
Canaan. Welfare and long life will be constantly

regarded and used by the Christian as a gift of

the gracious God; if something is lacking, he
will never murmur nor doubt, as if God did not

keop His promise, since our obedience of His

commandment is never so perfect that it can be

brought into an account with Him
;

it is rather

the case that He has always vouchsafed and still

vouchsafes to us more than we deserve.

4. Christian education must be consummated in

the family, and if the family, in which children

are born, is broken up by death, or destroyed by
social, individual or sinful relations, and made

incapable of fulfilling the task of education, each

child should still be transferred to a family, or

every institution which undertakes the task must
be formed as a family. Christian nurture must

begin with the earliest childhood, with the begin

ning of the child s life (KKTP^ETS). On this ac

count h Traukia comes first, and vovOeaia follows.

Matters pertaining to the ordering of the house

hold, to habitudes, to treatment without speaking,
even to punishment, come first. Comp Heb. xii.

6; Prov. iii. 11, 12; xxii. 15; xxiii. 13. But i

must add to this and pass over into admonition by
word, both alike &quot; of Christ,&quot; not i self-will, but

under the Lord to whom we are responsible.
Hence this education must be Christian.* Fur
ther it connects itself wi.h baptism; hence it is

Churchly. Comp. VON ZESCHWITZ, System der

Christlich Kirchlichen Katechetifc, II. 1, \ 2. [More
Christian than Churchly however. Hence in

those lands where the Church as such must needs
control education, there is little gain for the

Church or for Christ. Were the family instruc

tion what it ought tc be, there is no fear of chil

dren becoming irreligious from attending common
schools

(i.e.,
schools of the State, not of the

Church). The question of Sunday Schools ought

* [HODGE : &quot;As Christianity is the only true religion, and God
in Christ the only true God, th.- only profitable education is the

nurture and admonition of the Lord. That is, the whole pro
cess of instruction and discipline must be that which He pre
scribes and which He administers, so that His authoritj
should be brought iuto constant and immediate contact witt
the mind, heart and conscience of the child. It will not do
for the parent to present himself as the ultimate end, the

source of knowledge and possessor of authority to determine
truth and duty. This would be to give his child a mere hu
man development. Nor will it do for him to urge and com
municate everything on the abstract ground of reason ;

for

that would be to merge his child in nature. It is only by
making God, God in Christ, the teacher and ruler, on whose

authority everything is to be believed, and in obedience to

whoso w lll everything is to b.? done, that the ends of educa
tion can possibly be attained.&quot; But it must still be main
tained, that the place where tb&amp;gt; close contact with Christ as

Ruler and &quot;eacher and Saviour is to be brought about is not
the school, whether parochial soiiool or Sunday School, but
as a rule the household, since the command is addressed to
&quot;

fathers,&quot; who, standing in loco Pei in the family, should
not too readily abdicate from tu-ir responsible position.

E.]
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to be far oftener studied in the light of this sec

tion. R.] The mother is not excluded, but only
subordinated to the father (vers. 2, 4). The mo
ther s influence on the formation of character is

quiet and deep, reaching both to the tenderest

germs and the profoundest depths of the heart.

2 Tim. i. 5. Finally the individuality of the child

must be well considered, and one not be treated

as anot her. Such a difficult task can be performed
only in the strength of the Lord, by whom we are

ourselves educated.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. Doctr. Notes and BRAUNE, Die heiligen

10 Gebote, pp. 84-106. True obedience is BO

difficult, that it becomes possible only to the

Christian child in the strength of the developed

baptismal grace; not the natural, only the spi

ritual man is capable of proper obedience and
becomes more and more so. On the other hand
Christian training is so difficult, that only Chris

tian parents can grant it, and this too without

having learned the art, often without being con

scious of it. By the child s cradle you still

humbly look up to God ; you cannot boast that

you have given the child life ; must indeed con

fess that you have imparted sin to them. Eve

preferred her first-born Cain (=weapon) to

Abel (=shadow, nothingness). Be sparing of

words in your discipline ; let your children obey
without asking why and punish rather before

than after five years of age, else they will pun
ish you.
STARKE : God joins certain promises to His

commandments, that we may be the more will

ing to live in accordance with them. If obedi

ent children have a promise, disobedient ones

have a threatening. The training of children is

an art not easily learned. Parents, you must

study this, that you may learn it, and implore
this grace from God ; but especially must you
be watchful over all your own conduct, that you
give no bad example to your children

;
and

above all implant the true fear of God in their

hearts. If parents bring up their children to

the glory of God and the advantage of the world,
that is more and better than to leave them great

earthly treasures.

RIEGER: The phrase: in the Lord, leads us

to perceive that they must be chiefly guided and

impelled therein by God s commandment, the

walk of the Lord Jesus on the earth
; the hope

of future recompense from the Lord
;
but also

that it sometimes requires courage to be obe
dient in all things, and for the Lord s sake to

rise above even the parents who stand in the

way. It is often asked how shall we encourage
and incite children to their duty? and it is gen
erally thought that the love of honor and the

excitement of this feeling are the best means.
But he who in accordance with God s word meets
their sense of truth with this thought : for this

is right, proceeds far more securely. There is

often in children a far purer feeling than we

suppose, we frequently corrupt it by presenting
so many frivolous motives. With the power of

eelf-will love would never suffice for constant

obedience, did it not derive support from reve

rence. All promises of God must however be

treated believingly, i. e., humbly, for they allow

nothing to be extorted from them. Provoking
to wrath takes place not only through unmerci
ful beating, but also through other unskilful

treatment, even though it often has the appear
ance of right. God has Himself given us the best

pattern of &quot;bringing up.&quot;
At first without the

sharp condemnation of sin designed in the law
He led men by His eye and kept them walking
before Him. After the stricter imputation of
sin through the law, He guided them through
His grace in Christ.

HEUBNER: The forbearance, the mildness, the
fairness towards children, which Paul enjoins,
consists in this, that one neither unmercifully pun
ishes them on account of faults and infirmities,
nor teases them with their education and con
version, but leads them with love and earnest

ness, removing hindrances, and for the rest

commending them to the care of the Lord, who
loves children. The child has not yet a very
lively sense of sin, hence you must not overdo
this matter of conversion. Thus much is cer
tain : religious culture should begin early ; the
child s heart can be early won and be influenced

by love to Jesus. This is the spirit of Christian

nurture, which proceeds without constraint and
cannot play much with dogmatics.
PASSAVANT : How difficult for a child s heart

is child-like obedience ! for all are sinners, and in
all sin there is self-desire, self-will, opposition.

Ill-bred children rarely become good subjects
to the king, good citizens for the State, good
brethren, good friends, or good parents to their

children.

STIER: The obedience of children is due ac

cording to natural and revealed right. The first

school of obedience for man is his relation as
child. The mother s love must compensate when
the father s character inclines to severity ; the
father s earnestness and strictness must step in

where the mother s natural tenderness is insuffi

cient.

ScHLEiERMACHERrThenatureoffilial obedience:
1. From what it should arise: neither hold out

rewards, nor threaten punishments ; nor gratify
froward asking for reasons ; solely out of filial

respect. 2. On what grounds it is recommended:

citing the old promise.
ANACKER : To what education must be directed,

that it may bear fruit for time and eternity.
1. That the youth learn proper obedience; 2.

That they are led through love to obedience; 3.

That mildness and strictness be rooted in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord.

HOFMANN: The personal work of the parents-

anger their greatest hindrance ; their surest

means: nurture your children into the Lord.

The nurture of the Lord: The fundamental traits

and principles of Divine training, presented in

the history of salvation from the beginning of

our race on and in the conversion of individuals

through the training of the Holy Ghost ; some

applications thence to our training: doing acts

of love, blessing (Meyer), preserving from un

godly influences, promising, punishing. Admo
nition of the Lord: reminder that Christ should
be glorified in the children and that they should
become happy men, skilful warriors of God.
ZIMMERMANN : From what you seek in your
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children, measure what you owe to them ! 1.

Y.iii di^ii-f obedience from them, show yoitr-

nelves full of love to them. 2. You desire that

they honor you, apply to them the right nurture.

.&quot;.. Von desire that they protect and adorn your
old age, so help them to inherit the promise :

that it may be well with thee and that thou inay-
est live long on the earth.

[HoDdK: Children should obey their parents.
This obedience should be in the Lord, determined

and regulated by a regard to Christ. The ground
of the obligation is: 1. It is in itself right; it is

enforced by an express command in the Deca

logue, to which a special promise is annexed,
vers. 1-3. Ver. 4. A parent had better sow tares

in a field from which he expects to derive food

for himself and family, than by his own ill-con

duct nurture evil in the heart of a child. R.]

[EADIK: Ver. 1. The lore which Jesus showed
to children, when He took them in His arms and
blessed them, should induce them, in a spirit of

filial faith and fondness to obey their parents,
and to regard with special sacredness every

parental injunction. And that obedience, if

prompted, regulated, and bounded by a sense of

religious obligation, will be cheerful, and not

sullen ; prompt, and not dilatory ; uniform, and

|

not occasional ; universal, and not capricious in

its choice of parental precepts. Filial obedi

ence, under God s blessing, prolongs life, for it

implies the possession of principles of restraint,

sobriety, and industry, which secure a length
ened existence. Ver. 4. Such training leads to

early piety, and such is ever welcome to Christ
and His Church. For the sun shining on a

shrub, in its green youth, is a more gladsome
spectacle than the evening beam falling dimly on
the ivy and ruins of an old and solitary tower.

-R.]
[While ver. 4 does not mean (see Eteg. Notes)

instruction and admonition concerning Christ,
it is still true -that a father, who, by proper dis

cipline tempered with love, ever keeps the heart
of his children in intimate and trustful alle

giance, by his very demeanor teaches lessons con

cerning Christ and God, that are rarely learned
so easily in other ways. Many a son is kept
from utter ruin by remembering a mother s love
and piety, but happy is he who has had such a
father as Paul here sketches in bold outline, for

amid every doubt that assails head and heart

alike, the reality of that father is an evidence, ,

in kind though not in degree, of what God is to

us, which no speculations can overbear. R.]

t. Servants and Masters.

(CHAP. VI. 5-9.)

5 Servants,
1 be obedient to them that are your masters [to your masters] according

to the flesh,
2 with fear and trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto [to]

6 Christ ;
Not with [or in the way of] eye service, as men-pleasers ;

but as the ser-

7 vants of Christ,
3

doing the will of God from the heart
; With good will doing

8 service, as* to the Lord, and not to men : Knowing that whatsoever5

good thing

any man doeth [each one shall have done], the same shall he receive6 of the Lord,
9 whether he be bond [bondsman] or free. And, ye masters, do the same things unto

[toward:?] them, forbearing threatening : knowing that your Master also [their
Master and yours]

7
is in heaven

;
neither is there respect of persons with him.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

i any case the injunctionservants, and since

Eieg. Xntts. R.J
o-a pica before &amp;lt;c u p t o i ?. but TUchcndorf and

1 Ver. 5. [Literally
&quot; slaves

;&quot;
but as Brauno accepts a reference to fit

has a wider application, the K. V. need not be altered (against Alford). Se
* Ver. 5. {Lachmann ({{. A. H., a few cursives and fathers) places (can

recent tilltors regard this as a conformation to Col. iii. 22. R.]
Ver. 6. [The article before X p i a TO (/fcc., D.&quot; K. L) is omitted by recent editors on the authority of N- A. B. D.I

F., efc.-K.]
* Ver. 7. [The KM. (with D.3 K. L.) omits ut, but it is well sustained and generally accepted. R.]
*Ver. 8. [The reading of the R&amp;lt;*c : 5 r t 6 idv TI eicao-Tot, is accepted by UrieBbach, Scholz, De Wette, Meyer,

Tischendorf. Kllicott and others, not so much on external authority (K. L., most cursives, Syria.- versions, fathers), an be
cause the very great number of various readings can be best accounted for by regarding this as the original reading. See
Kllicott and Meyer, on this point. The second reading in point of preference is that accepted by Lachmann, Rttckert,
Wordsworth : on. itntrro^ 6 i&i&amp;gt;

iroirj&amp;lt;r)7
which is found in A. E. (D. 1 F. (., oV); many cursives, Vulgate. B. has on &amp;lt;ta&amp;lt;TTos

cap TI, accepted by Alford
; X. as the easiest reading : edi&amp;gt; jroujcrjj exavTO ;, while we find in cursives uml fathers, o eav TI,

tOLV TI, iav TI, 6 edv, between on and ixacrro^, besides oV0pu)7ro instead of the latter word. The theory of Meyer is simple:
The received reading was the original one; but the transcriber passed directly from on to TI, hence the reading: on ocacrro?

-ocTJ&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;j:
then came the corrections as above, the greater numlwr tending to prove that i K a &amp;lt;r TO? should come last, as in the

Jtfc. The acceptance of the inverted n-.iding of Lachinanu or Alford would require this rendering: &quot;that each man if he
shall twve don,, any g thin--

R.J
Ver. S The HfC. has o UL i e i Ta t, with

N.&quot; D. K. L., most cursives, fathers, but &amp;lt;c Ofii a t r a t is now generally
preferred on the authority of X- 1 A. B. Il.i K. The other rending is regarded by many as taken from Col. iii. 2.

r
&amp;gt;,

whew
however the same variation ..ccurs. The article before Kvpio e (Rtc.. K. L., cursives) is generally rejected, not occurring
in the l,e*t uncials. R.]

Ver. 11. &quot;Fin- variations are numerous, but &amp;lt;cai a v TU&amp;gt; p ai u ^ &amp;lt;I&amp;gt; &amp;gt; is accepted by Lachmann, Tischendnrf. Alford,
Silicon Meyer, llarless, because it has good support (A. B. D.,l versions aud fathers) and best accouuU for the occurrence
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of the other readings. X. 1 has iavriav, wliile six other variations (in position or through omission) occur. The Rec. (iiftSiv

OUTWV) is i)oorly supported, but probably arose early, as a correction, the reference to tin- slaves being misunderstood
; par

tial attempts at restoration led to changes in position (see Meyerj. The idea presented, that of a rumiium Master, seems to
be better preserved by omitting the word both, which a literal translation would insert before theirs. K.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The precept for SERVANTS ; vers. 5-8. a. The

precept, ver. 6. b. Closer definition, vers. 6, 7.

e. Praise and promisf, ver. 8. Couip. Col. iii.

Ver. 5. The precept. Servants, o I fiovhoi.
In this context this means the domestics, the

serving members of the household, as ver. 3:
&quot; as the servants of Christ,&quot; shows, and ver. 8:
41 whether bond or free,&quot; requires; it includes

here the free servants also (BENGEL, STIER,

BLEEK), does not refer to slaves alone (MEYER,
SCHENKEL).* Thus this section gains its con
tinued validity and importance for all relations

of subordination, that of subject and citizen

also (GaoTius : eadem est ratio in republica et in

familia). The passage says nothing for or against
slavery. See Doctr. Notes.

Ba obedient, vir (movere. Thus the Apos
tle places the servants on an equality with the

children, in the same dependence upon the mas
ters, who are the parents to the children.

To your masters according to the flesh,
TO If Kvpioif Kara Capua. Thus the mas
ters are designated as bodily (LUTHER) according
to Rorn. i. 3 ; ix. 3, 5, where the last phrase
denotes external, temporal, earthly relations.

There is also thereby involved at the same time
the deajTOTsia irpocKaiuos KOI flpaxela (CHRYSOSTOM)
and the limitation of freedom in external rela

tions (CALVIN ).f
The obedience is more closely denned: with

fear and trembling, uera
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6f3ov

/cat r p 6-

fiov.Comp. Phil. ii. 12; 2 Cor. vii. 15; 1

Cor. ii. 3. This is sollicita reverentia, which has
In mind as regards the masters the copied ma
jesty of God, remembering the judgment and

recompense before Him. [So HODGE]. It does
not refer then to anger and rebuke and punish
ment (BENGEL), nor is it to be weakened into

tender, anxious conscientiousness (OLSHAUSEN,
MEYKR, SCHENKEL). [So ALFORD, ELLICOTT.
EADIB remarks: &quot;The Apostle in the following
clauses hits upon those peculiar vices which

slavery induces, and which are almost insepara
ble from it: indolence and carelessness.&quot; R.].
To guard against every misunderstanding t here

is added: in singleness of your heart, iv
aTTAoTT/ri Tf/ K a p A i a c. v u v. This not

only consists in considering the one interest of

the master (HARLESS), but like 2 Cor. viii. 2, 3
;

*
[Nearly all English and American commentators accept

the, exclusive reference to slaves, bondmen (OONYBBAU); and
with good reason, since the word means &quot; slave &quot; over against
a hired servant (Luke xv. 17, 19), and since the greater pro
portion of servants in those days were slaves. Ver. 8 may be

quite as readily urged in favor of the exclusive reference.
Still the passage has, and was designed to have, a continued
validity, which is better indicated by retaining the word
&quot;servants.&quot; R.]

tfOn the distinction between Kvptos and Seem-on)*, whi -h

Paul uses in 1 Tim. vi. 1 ; Tit. ii.21, see TRENCH, Syn. xxviii.;
it is neglected here probably because the former word &quot;as to

be used again (ver. 7) in a higher sense, as indeed Kara
capita implies. The ileduftinn from the latter phrase, that

spiritual freedom was left intact is generally accepted, though
* is doubtful whether the phrase itself implies this. R.J

xi. 3, includes willingness and the opposite of

Travovpyla, excluding all untruth. [This phrase
sets forth the element (iv) of the obedience, aa
the last phrase expressed its accompanying fea
tures. &quot;Singleness

&quot;

is an apt rendering of the

word, which marks that openness and sincerity
of heart which repudiates duplicity in thought or
action. On the classical use of the word see

HARLESS; comp. TRENCH, Syn. II. \ vi. R.]
Quoniam pessimos etiam quosque paense timor coge-
bat, Christianas servos ab impiis discernit affectu

(CALVIN). It is all to be done: as to Christ,
wf rtjj X PIOT $, tamquam (ERASMUS), not sicut

( Vulgate) Christo; v. 22.
[&quot;

He being the source
and ground of all Christian motives and duties&quot;

(ALFORD). &quot;As common and secular induce
ments can have but small influence on the mind
of a slave, so the Apostle brings a religious motive
to bear upon him&quot; (EADIE). It may be added
that if this motive could be brought to bear on
the class to whom the exhortation of the Apostle
most directly applies in these days when &quot; the

workingman s question
&quot;

is so much discussed,
the solution of that question would be less diffi

cult. II.]

Vers. 6, 7. Closer definition. Not with [or
in the way of] eye-service as men.pleas-
ers, (JL fj /car oQtiaAfiodovTielav u $ av-
6 p uirdp ec KO i. The first phrase, as the op
posite of &quot; in singleness of your hearts,&quot; denotes
the mode, method, maxim of the service (STIER).*
Paul uses the plural in Col. iii. 22 : iv

6tj&amp;gt;6aA/uo-

dovleiatc.. THEODORET explains the word as rqv
oi K elAiKplVOVf napSiaf Trpoc&amp;lt;j)t:po/j.vj)v OepaTTF.iav,
dUd

r&amp;lt;ji o%y/j.aTi KexpuofiJhufV, (EcuMENius also

remarks : /u?/ brav Trdpeiatv ol Sianorai /cat O/JUGIV,
d/./.d xai 6.Tt6vTuv avruv. The reference is not

simply to compulsion, but the appearance of
faithful service is designated. Tuey are really
&quot;

men-pleasers,&quot; they wish to please men alone,
who can only see what is before their eyes ; thus

they use their master s human weakness to their

own advantage. The studium placendi kominibus
is expressly rejected from the Christian point of
view.

The antithesis follows : but as the servants
of Christ, doing the will of God from the
heart. The first phrase is opposed to: &quot;as

men-pleasers,&quot; the second, which characterizes
the servants of Christ,f to: &quot; with eye-service.&quot;

The servants of Christ naturally do the will of

God, which is also the will of Christ (John x.

30; v. 30), and that too &quot;from the heart,&quot; with
out discontent with their service or murmuring
in their service; this necessarily distinguishes
them from others, even from those who may be

doing the will of God.J

* [The preposition marks the norm of the afti-n : ELLICOTT :

in the way of; ALFORD: in the spirit of. The substantive is

me of Paul s coining, occurring only here ami i-i Col. iii 2.

KLLICOTT says: &quot;the more correct form is &amp;lt;--^-~ ^.MOvAia
l&amp;gt; K. F (1. L.

{&amp;lt;.).&quot;
but does not put it in his text. R.~|

f [RUECKERT makes the tirst phrase subordinate to the
second, removing the comma after Xpi&amp;lt;rrou (so TISCHKX-
noiiF, ed. 7, against recent editors generally) ;

but this de-

troys the obvious antithesis. R.]

J [EADIE, UODUE aud ALFORD render :
&quot; the slave of Christ,&quot;
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Yer. 7. One thing more is added, which com

pletes tin- l:tst designation: with good-will
doing service, as to the Lord. Mer e ii-

votof Jo vX e i&amp;gt; ouTt f marks the personal de-

yieii leriee on the masters, in which they serve

them (LUTHER, [E. V. ] : &quot;with good-will&quot;), so

that they &amp;gt;erve ihem, &quot;as to the Lord,&quot; tam/unm
dunino, i. e. Christo. This is rendered emphati
cally prominent by the antithesis: and not to
men, mil OVK dvdpiJiroif. On this ac

count &quot;from the heart&quot; is not to be separated
from &quot;doing&quot; (ver. 6) and joined to &quot;doing

service
&quot;

(CuRYsosTOM, JEROME, BENGEL, HAR-
LKSS, STIER), which in that case would unneces

sarily receive two adverbial qualifications. [So
LACHMANN, DE WETTE and ALFORJ&amp;gt; (who makes
a good defence), but the other view is maintained

by TISCHENDORF, MEYER, ELLICOTT, HODGE and
EADIE. ELLICOTT, however, defends the view
of HARLKSS (against MEYBR), that SK 1/w^r/f

seems to mark the relation of the servant to his

work, uer evvoiac pointing to his relation to his

master. II.] Still less is &quot;with good-will&quot; to

be joined with what precedes and this verse ren
dered: Let yourselves think that you serve the

Lord and not men (LUTHER). Thus the precept
of ver. 5 has been more closely described and a
return made to it.

Ver. 8. Basis and prom se. Knowing, e &amp;lt;do-

rtf. [ELLICOTT: &quot;se-ing ye know.&quot;]
Thus

Paul refers the servants to their faith, to the

certain confidence: that whatsoever good
thing each one shall have done, the same
shall he receive of the Lord &quot;On b e uv
T i enaa Tuci* grammatically clear: E a v often is

=&amp;lt;\v in relative clauses (WINER, p. 291) and o

rt is tmesis (BENGEL) : e K a GT of is not to be ex
tended to both masters and servants; the con
text

(&quot;
whether bond or free

&quot;)

limits it to those
addressed ; each one of you. [This view as

sumes that &quot;bondman or free,&quot; refers to two
classes of servants, but the more commonly re

ceived opinion includes the masters under the
latter term, thus giving the verse the character
of a general proposition. This is the more ob
vious reference, and has the advantage of giving
an easy transition from the exhortation to the
bondman to that to the free man (masters, ver.

9). R.] In TT o 1 t/ a i)
a ya.66 v the verb stands

first with emphasis ; something depends on the

doing; the will of God must be done by you, as
well as on yotf [The rendering: &quot;shall have
done,&quot; brings out. best the relation to the time
of recompense, t. e., the Second Advent of the
Lord. R.] Ayaf)6v, &quot;good,&quot;

is only what
takes place for Christ s sake, in love and obedi
ence to Him. Tot&amp;gt; TO is the

&quot;good,&quot;
which the

servant has done, and which Trap a xvpiov
K op iff rat, &quot;he shall receive of the Lord.&quot;

The verb is joined with tuatius, 2 Pet. ii. 13
; with

eTrayye/U ai;, Heb. x. 36; xi. 39; and with similar

expressions, 1 Pet. i. 9; v. 4; it means: tibi

auferet, reportahit (ERASMUS), recipiet (Vulgate)

Ki.
V.: receive], from the Lord, from Christ in

e Judgment. [ALFORD:
&quot; This in full. this

exactly, he shall then receive in its value as

v,)t thi&amp;lt; in a hareh expression; ELLICOTT: &quot;

bund-&amp;lt;&amp;lt;-rviiiN
&quot;

Tho idea uf purchase unil possession is probably implied.

then estimated, changed, so to speak, into the

currency of that new and final state.&quot; R.]
Thus the complete recompense is marked (~ff
avratrMoaiv rfc K/.r/puvnuiaf, Col. iii. 24).
&quot;Whether he be bondman or free, added

quickly without a verb; it is better to supply:
fuerit (ERASMUS), than sit (.MEYER and others).

[ELLICOTT:
&quot; Whatsoever be his social condition

here, the future will only regard his moral state.&quot;

Comp. the citation from CURYSOSTOM in ALFORU.

R.] From this it cannot be inferred that Paul
had not conceived of the cessation of slavery
before the Second Advent.

The precept for MASTERS and its basis, ver. 9.

a. Positively ; b negatively ; c. basis.

Ver. 9. And ye masters, a a I ol icvptot,
who are thus recognized, just as &quot;and ye fathers

&quot;

(ver. 4). The positive precept: do the same
things towards them. Td avra TTOIEITE
refers back both to &quot;the will of God from the

heart, with good-will&quot; (RUECKERT), and to
&quot;

submitting yourselves to one another&quot;
(v. 21);

as the former should serve (dovlevetv), so the
latter should rule

(KV/JIEVEIV). He does not re

quire a dovfabuv from the masters (CHRYSOSTOM).
Amor ojftcia servilia et herilia moderator (BE.VGEL).
&quot;Towards them&quot; denotes the equal footing, as
was already required in Deut. xv. 12 ; Levit.
xxv. 42, 43; Job xxxi. 13-15, and enlarged in
Christ. [EADIE :

&quot; The Apostle had stooped to
the slave, and he was not afraid to speak with
erect attitude to the master. The language is

general, and expresses what Calvin well calls

jus analoyutn.&quot; R.]
The negative precept : forbearing threaten

ing. AvievTEf, placed emphatically first, is

according to Acts xvi. 26; xxvii. 40: to leave
off, cease from; rf/v arrechr/v (Acts iv. 17,
29; ix. 1) they should not only moderate ; for
the singular does not mean a single threat, but

threatening, mulatto (Vulgate). [&quot;Your usual,
too habitual threatening&quot; (MEYER, following
ERASMUS

;
so ALFORD and ELLICOTT). The last

named author says: &quot;St. Paul singles out the

prevailing vice and most customary exhibition
of bad feeling on the part of the master, and in

forbidding this naturally includes every similar
form of harshness.&quot; R.] Deposita fere a domi-
nis sseoitia erat, tuscepta Jide ; nunc etiam minse re-

mittendte, ne ostentent serois potestatem suam ad t .r-

rendum (BENGEL). Thus Paul defiLjs the action
of the masters according to their disposition; in
different forms of action the same disposition.
jEqualitas naturie et Jidei potior est. quain differentia
statuum (BENGEL).

Masts: Knowing that their Master and
yours is in heaven, f irfortf on nal avruv

[See Textual Note ].
&quot;

Knowing&quot; (as in ver.

8) &quot;that their Master and yours&quot; conceives of
both masters and servants as standing on an
equality before Him, who helps the latter to
their rights and will and can give the former
their due. He &quot;is in heaven,&quot; omnipotent, (BEN-
GEL) ; before Him earthly power does not appear,
is of no value ; in His time He comes from heaven
as Judge (1 Thes*. iv. 10; 2 Thess. i. 7). Hence:
neither is there respect of persons with
him, K a I irpoourro /.r/rbia oi K iariv nap
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airf &amp;gt; The substantive (Rom. ii. 11
; Col. iii.

25;* Jas. ii. 1) is used by Paul in every case

with reference to the Judgment. This is de

cidedly excluded, and the phrase suggests what
one may expect to receive from Him (Trap aiirov,

ver. 8). Comp. Wisdom vi. 5-9
; Gal. ii. 6.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1, Paul takes occasion elsewhere also to speak
of the relations of service and the state of slavery

(1 Cor. vii. 21-24; Col. iii. 1^-25: 1 Tim. vi. 1,

2 ; Tit. ii. 9, 10), as does Peter (1 Pet. i. 18-25),
without condemning these relations. But sym
pathizing, in a specially detailed manner, the

gospel instructs those who serve, having for them
an affectionate heart, an interesting discourse, a

consoling word. It does not without further

delay declare the slaves free, but it makes them
free from within. Paul sent back to Philemon
his escaped slave. f In the Church the master
remains a master and the slave a slave. The

Apostles see in the service of the bondmen, and
in the position of servants, though established by
wrong and deformed by sin, the fundamental
traits of master and servant, as these are estab

lished by God. What the ancients already knew,
that the slaves participated in the dignity of hu

manity and had the rights of humanity as well

as their masters (SENECA : servi sunt ? imo homi

nes; servi sunt? imo contubernales ; servi sunt? imo

conservi, si cogitaveris tanlundem in utrosque licere

fortunse), that was not first taught by Christi

anity. But it brought to masters and slaves one

Redeemer, in whom both are brethren (Gal. iii.

28; Philem. 16); it wrought upon the disposition
from the inner life of faith, so that at once the

burden was lightened in Christian families, and
in the course of centuries the relations were
altered and the state of slavery was done away.
Still &quot;

it must not be overlooked that Paul s mode
of viewing the already present relation of freedom
and slavery cannot be used to justify slavery in

troduced by Christians, the enslaving of free men,
the slave-trade,&quot; etc. (MEYER). The most mo
dern form of slavery, the Helotism of industry,
cannot be viewed in the same way as something
existing and historical; it remains a disgrace
on which Christianity must prove, whether it is

antiquated or retains its eternal powers.
2. The care of the Apostle in teaching servants

*
[In Col. iii. 25, the same thought occurs in the former

part of the exhortation, with a slightly different reference

therefore. See Onlmsian*, pp. 78, 79. MEYER and ALFORD
cite Seneca, Thye,st. IJO&quot; :

&quot; F
, quibus rector mnris atqtu. ter

ra: jus dtdit mfiynuin necis
ati/U&quot;. vitie, 1 nni/e injlatus tumidox-

que vultus. Quicquid a vnlris minor extineitit, major line

vobis diiminut minatur ; Omne sub regwt ijrariore regnant

ert.&quot;-R.]

f [The reader is referred to the remarks of Dr. HACKETT,
Phikmtm. pp. 29 tf., and the extracts there given on the sub

ject of Christianity and slavery. On the general principles
which this section implies most commentators agree; and
these principles did abolish slavery in the early Christian

centuries. Unfortunately there are times when and places
where these principles, while theoretically accepted, do not

operate toward the desired result
;
then God s Providence

does quickly and retributively what men would not let His

gospel do. Still emancipation is not necessarily Christian

freedom. Tin- gospel method begins within; the other lays

upon Christ s Cuuri-ii the responsibility of so teaching the

truth that the &quot; truth may make free
&quot; those suddenly re

leased from bondage. That is but the beginning of freedom.

is for every preacher as well as for the Church
an earnest exhortation to take up the oppressed.

3. Servants, subordinates, subjects must, irre-

respective of the example and conduct of their

masters, demean themselves according to the
commandment and direction of God. tienevolen-

tiam, quse in servo est, ne asperitas quidem fieri

exslrinyuit, ut incateUis (BENGEL). [The general
principles underlying this section are applicable
to all relations of employer and employee. The
latter is warned against eye-service, exhorted to
faithful labor &quot; as in God s

sight,&quot; bid look to a
higher recompense than the temporal wages, be
cause serving a higher master ; the former is

reminded of the equality before God, how po
sition does not avail before Him, and of the

duty to Him involved in the duties of an em
ployer. How many then may study these words
with profit. Comp. Colossi/ins, p. 79. R.]

4. The following applies to the masters: ut
Dominus vos tractavit, ita vos tractate servos ; out
ut vos tractatis servos, ita ille vos tractabit (BEN-
GEL).

5. The Judgment of God finally awards strict

recompense. [&quot;The
Christian doctrine of re

ward is too often lost sight of or kept in abey
ance, as if it were not perfectly consistent with
the freest bestowment of heavenly glory&quot; (EADIE).

R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

God s service and the master s service. Eye-
servants and God s servants. Those who serve
are a necessary evil for the masters, who are
unable by themselves alone to take care of their

own, rather than the employers for the servants,
who often first learn of them something of order,
cleanliness and skill. Ernest Ike Pious once said :

Masters and mistresses can never answer to God,
if they keep their domestics away from church-
service. STARKE: Those who murmur and growl
in the services, as though weary of them, mur
mur against, God Himself. Servants can lay up
for themselves in continued service a blessing or
a curse: a blessing if they faithfully serve in

the fear of the Lord, a curse, however, if they
act falsely and faithlessly. A pious serving-
man, whose fidelity and industry is not perceived
by his employers, and whose wages are impro
perly withheld &quot;or cut down, is known by God,
who will give him the best reward.

RIEGER: Compulsory measures, severity and

cunning are of no avail. They only make the

servants more crafty. A servant has often no

thing in the world but his good name; and

anxiety about this can easily lead one into eye-
service ; but with singleness of heart better pro
gress is made in this direction. Eye-service
spoils the heart, wasting those powers, which
would remain united in the fear of the Lord and
preserve from weariness also.

HEUBNER: The higher Master frees from sla

very. The Lord regards all; servants ami slaves
are as well-known to Him as masters and piinces.
Before Him the heart alone gives rank, and even
the most trifling services, if rendered with an
honest, heart, receive their reward. What a
transformation the Lord s Judgment will bring
about ! How much the serving class has to thank
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Christianity ! It has made a freer feeling in

jervice and better masters, and effected all this

without a violent subversion of relations. The

rough and coarse master makes rough and coarse

servants, the gentle master makes gentle servants.

The master should not have an imperious, de

spotic feeling, but a ministering one.

PASSAVANT : This is true, and those who stand

high and rule in the world, cannot bethink them
selves of it too earnestly and humbly : Before

God we are all alike, all of one origin, one na

ture, one sin and all partakers of one grace,
one redemption, one glory. You look for so

many virtues and perfections in your maid or

man ; with such conditions do you think you
would be worthy or capable of being man or

maid-servant ?

GKHLACH : Obedience to the bodily master
should constantly be directed toward Christ.

[EAIHE: &quot;And with respect to servants of

every denomination, equity requires that we treat

them with humanity and kindness ;
that we en

deavor to make their service easy, and their con

dition comfortable ; that we forbear rash and

passionate language; that we overlook accidental

errors, and remit trivial faults ;
that we impose

only such labor as is reasonable in itself and
suitable to their capacity ; that our reproofs be
calm and our counsels well timed ; that the re

straints we lay upon them be prudent and salu-

|

tary ; that we allow them reasonable time for

|

refreshment, for the culture of their minds, and

j

for attendance on the worship of God ; that we
set before them a virtuous example, instil into

them useful principles, warn them against wick
edness of every kind, especially against the sin

which most easily besets them ; that we afford

them opportunity for reading and private devo

tion, and furnish them with the necessary means
of learning the way of salvation ; that we attend
to the preservation of their health, and have

compassion on them in sickness ; and, in a word,
that we contribute all proper assistance to render
them useful, virtuous, and

happy&quot; (from LA-

THROP, Ephesians). R.]

5. Concluding exhortation.

CHAP. VI. 10-20.

10 Finally, my brethren, be strong [Finally be strengthened]
1
in the Lord, and in the

11 power of his might [in the might of his strength]. Put on the whole armour of
12 God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle

[our* wrestling is] not against flesh and blood, but against [the] principalities,

against [the] powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world [the world-

rulers of this darkness],
3

against spiritual wickedness [the spiritual hosts of wicked-
13 ness]

4 in high [heavenly] places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of

God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done [accom-
14 plished] all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt [girt your loins]
15 about with truth, and having [put] on the breastplate of righteousness. And your

feet shod [having shod your feet] with the preparation [preparedness] of the gospel
16 of peace ; Above [In addition to]

5
all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall

17 be able to quench all the fiery darts6 of the wicked [evil one]. And take7

[or

receive] the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of
18 God : Praying always with all prayer and supplication [With all prayer and sup

plication praying at all times] in the Spirit, and watching thereunto8 with [in] all

19 perseverance and supplication for all [all the] saints
;
And for me [or on my be

half], that utterance may be given
9 unto [to] me, that I may open my mouth

boldly, [in the opening of my mouth, in boldness] to make known the mysterv of
20 the gospel,

10 For [or In behalf of] which I am an ambassador in bonds [literally
in a chain] ; that therein I may speak boldly, as I ought to speak.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 10. [The Kec. reads: TO Aoiirov a6fA&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;oi M.OV, but /toG Aourou occurs in X-1 A. B., 3 cursives, and some

fathers; it is accepted l&amp;gt;y Liichnmnn, Ruckert and Alfnnl, Imt the other form is retained by Tischendorf, Meyer, Ellicott on
tin- authority of X-3 !&amp;gt; * . K. L., most cursives and fathers. Most editors, however, reject ifieA^oi nov, which is found only
in X-3 K. (though in others with the omission of JKOU, and in a different position) most cursives and fathers; besides the
good external authority for the omission (X-

1 B. D. K., good versions), the phrase is open to double suspicion: first, as usu
ally following TO AncTTiir. and hence likely to be inserted second, as not used in direct address in this Epistle (Olslmusen).
Haver holds that the raiding ToO Aotn-oO is a mechanical repetition from Gal. vi. 17, urging the insertion of the added phrase
in favor of TO \oi*6v, (see his critical note). R.I

* Ver. 12. [haehmann and Ruckert accept \&amp;gt;n~&amp;lt;.v
on the authority of B. D.1 F. G., a few cursives, a number of versions and

father-: but
i\ fi.lv

is very well supported (X- A. D. K. L., most cursives, versions and fathers), while the change to the
necond person is an apparent correction on account of th individualizing, hortatory character of the passage a* a whole.
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a Ver. 12. [The Rec. reads:

editors as an explanatory gloss. They
itufof re rejected by all recent

found in X3
(but rubbed out) D.8 K. L., most cursives, a number of fathers (with

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

an asterisk in Syriac-l hil.), but omitted in
J&amp;lt;.l

A. B. U.l F.. good versions, most fathers. R.]
* Ver. 12. [The emendations in the latter part of this verse are required by theexegetical views adopted in the additional

notes. The only variation from the rendering required by Dr. Braune s opinions is in the insertion of hosts. See Exeg.
Notes R.J

Ver. !(&amp;gt;. [Instead of the well-supported reading of the Rec. (e iri) K- B ,
10 cursives, a few fathers reads, tV. which is

adopted by Lachmann, but rejected by nearly all more recent editors as a correction for the ambiguous eiri. Alford is in
doubt. The force of ni is correctly given in the above emendation; comp. Exeg. Xntts. R.]

Ver. 16. [In B. D.l F., TO. in omitted, rejected by Lachmann, bracketted by Alford, but &quot;it seems more probable that
the article was omitted by an oversight, than that the transcriber felt any grammatical difficulty, and sought to remedy it by
insertion

&quot;

(Ellicott). So Meyer, and most, with the support of N. A. D? K. L., and most minor authorities. On the effect of
the omission on the grammatical construction, see Exeg. Notes. R.l

1 Ver. 17. [In D.l F. O., some minor authorities the verb is omitted
;
in A. D.s K., a number of cursives, it is changed

into
Se(a&amp;lt;r8aLi (Matthies), but the reading of the Rec. (Se(a&amp;lt;r0f) is well supported, and generally accepted. The internal

grounds are strongly in favor of it; had the verb been originally wanting the corrector would probably have supplied
dvaAajSeTe, while the infinitive form may be ascribed either to itacism or to the presence of an infinitive in the clans,- imme
diately preceding (so Meyer.) R.]

Ver. IS. [The R&amp;lt;x. inserts TOVTO after av TO, with
p.3 K. L., some cursives and fathers, but it is rejected as an ex

planatory addition by recent editors on good uncial authority, confirmed by variations which are best accounted for on the

theory of its spurioiisness. In is more literal than with, indicating also the variation in prepositions. R.]
Ver. 19. The Rec. reads Sofleoj, but it has no uncial support, found only in a few cursives. The emendations in this

verse are necessary, as the E. V. gives a wrong connection and interpretation. R.]
10 Ver. 19. [The words TOV tvayye\iov are omitted in B. F. G., and bracketted by Lachmann. but accepted by more

recent editors (Tischeudorf, Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott) on the evidence of X. A. D. E. K. L., good cursives and versions.

E.J

To those being strengthened in the Lord it is

said:
&quot;put on;&quot; ev&vaaafte has something of

a paronomasia between tvfivvanovafte and fivvacdai.

The internal strengthening must appropriate the

proffered means of assistance, in order to become

powerful in conflict. For this the Christian re

quires Tr/v TT av o TT %,iav* TOV 6eov (here,
ver. 13; Luke xi. 22). The figure of a conflict

is frequently used by the Apostle (2 Cor. x. 4;
1 Tim. vi. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 7; Rom. vi. 13, 23; 1

Thess. v. 8; comp. Isa. lix. 16-19; Wisdom v.

17-24). The word iravoir/iia refers to the

entire equipment ;
it will not suffice to choose,

or put on one or another piece of this military

equipment; AMBROSE: universitas armorum ; LU
THER incorrectly limits it to : Harnesch [old

English harness, defensive armor], both here and
ver. 13. But it must also be &quot;the panoply of

God,&quot; arma, qu& offeruntur, suppedilantur a Deo

(CALVIN, CALOVIUS), therefore a Divine arma

ment; the arms should be altogether of a Divine

kind, in contrast to the arms of the opponent.
The emphasis rests on the whole idea: God s

equipment, neither oniravonhia alone (MEY
ER), nor on deov alone (HARLEss).f It is not

a detailed and playful imitation of 1 Thess. v. 8

(DE WETTE), but rather an independent reference

to Isa. lix. 16-19, which is used in a different way
for the Judgment in (Wisdom v. 17-24). Whether
a Roman or Jewish warrior was in Paul s mind
is in itself an unprofitable question ;

the former

met him constantly, the latter not.

That ye may be able to stand, * p b t TO
Svvaadai vfiaf aTijvai. The first verb is

repeated in ver. 13 (6vvq6i/Te) and ver. 16 (f.vvfj-

aeade). 2r^vat ^po; Tiva is a military

phrase, the opposite of Qeiyetv, and denotes the

acceptance of a conflict with him who attacks.

[&quot;
To stand one s ground ;&quot;

ELLICOTT remarks on

the sense of Trpof in this phrase, that it means

Summary: 1. Internal strengthening, ver. 10;
2. Necessity of armor on account of the enemies,
vers. 11-13; 3. The armor itself, vers. 14-17 (a.
the preparation, vers. 14, 15; b. the defensive

armor, vers. 16, 17 a; c. the one offensive

weapon, ver. 17 b) ;
4. The prayer and interces

sion, vers. 18-20 (a. prayer in general ;
b. inter

cession in general, ver. 18
;

c. intercession for

the Apostle, vers. 19, 20).

Ver. 10. Finally, TO ho ITT 6v.Particula
sive formula concludendi et ut ad rem maonam
excilandi, 2 Cor. xiii. 11, formula progrediendi

(BENGEL). Phil. iii. 1; iv. 8; 1 Thess. iv. 1
;

2

Thess. ii. 1. LUTHER is good: finally. Toi&amp;gt;

%onrov [see Textual Note 1
] would mean: hence

forth, in future (Gal. vi. 17); here it would be

unintelligible.
Be strengthened in the Lord, ivSvva-

p ova 6s iv Kvpiu. What in the active form
is ascribed to the Lord, who strengthens (Phil.
iv. 13; 1 Tim. i. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 17), is expressed
by the passive* here, without further qualifica

tion, Acts ix. 22
; more closely defined in 2 Tim.

ii. 1 : &quot;in the grace ;&quot;
Rom. iv. 20 : &quot;in faith

;&quot;

Heb. xi. 34: &quot;out of weakness&quot; (ex morbo con-

valescere). It cannot be middle (PISCATOR), nor
can Kvpiu refer to God (B-CRUSius^. The

general qualification : in the Lord is then more

closely defined : and in the might of his

strength, KOI evT^Kparei -rfjq iax v C

avTov. Katis explicative here.
[&quot;This ap

pended clause serves to explain and specify the

principle in which our strength was to be sought
for, and in which it dwelt&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.] On
the whole phrase see Exeg. Notes, i. 19. This

gives prominence to what comes to us from
Christ (1 Cor. xii. 9): Christ s strength becomes
our strength ; only in Him are we strengthened.

The necessity of armor (panoply) on account of
the enemies ; vers. 11-13.

Ver. 11. Put on the whole armour of God
Fc v 6 v G a G T q v iravoirhiav TOV 6 so v~\.

*
[&quot;
Be strong&quot; does not bring out this passive force

;
hence

&quot; be strengthened
&quot;

is generally substituted by English com
mentators and revisers. R.J

*[The E. V.: &quot;whole armour,&quot; in the only possible trans

lation of this word ; &quot;panoply&quot;
is sii..ply the Greek word with

an JSnglish termination, and is less readily undent 1 by
the ordinary reader. That Ixitli ollensive weapons and defen

sive armor are included will appear at first glance from ver.

17.-R.]

t [EADIE, ALFORD and ELLICOTT follow METER, urging that

the emphasis on T o fleoG would imply some other spiritual

armor, but Braune s view avoids this objection, ami is pre
ferable on account of the double antithesis :

&quot; the wiles of th*

devil.&quot; B.]
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, with the implied notion of hostility

(
contra ), which is otherwise less usual unless

it i&amp;gt; involved in the verb. Comp. WINEH, p. 378.

R-]
Against the wiles of the devil, TT p 6 f r a

urttoAfiaf r o v tiia/iohov. LUTHER very
aptly renders it : &quot;against the crnl ty assaults of

the devil.&quot; The plural marks both the multi

plicity of the concrete cases, and the obstinacy
of the repeated attack (STIER).* Craft and

strength are both present in the assault, but the

latter is concealed under the former, thus becom

ing dangerous and destructive. &quot;The devil
&quot;

is

mentioned as the precise enemy, even though it

be sin that is to be immediately contended against

(Fleb. xii. 1, 4). &quot;The panoply of God&quot; and
&quot;the wiles of the devil,&quot; are thus opposed to each
other. The power of the latter is by no means
inconsiderable and the contest is difficult, hence
the next statement.

Ver. 12. For our wrestling is not against
flesh and blood [ort OVK IGTIV rjii.lv 1}

IT a XTJ irpbc, al u a K&amp;lt;I I ad p KO. . ] &quot;For&quot;

(on) introduces a reason for the proposition :

&quot; to stand against, the wiles of the devil&quot; is in

question. The form OVK ear tv 1} /j.lv r) ir ahrj
is remarkable

;
?/ fi I v includes with emphasis

the Apostle ;
a proposition valid for all is treated

of; iariv tr a 2. rj denotes the present conflict,
while TTHArj (x&l.heiv, to throw, to swing), the

wrestling-match, lucla (ERASMUS), colluctatio

(AUGUSTINE, Vulgate), is used in order to charac
terize the close, personal, struggle. Paul had in

view the subject-matter and the readers, not
mere rhetorical beauiy. The article denotes the

contest, which exists and which every one al

ready knows. The Apostle denies the contest

&quot;against blood and flesh
&quot; because pone homines,

qui nos infestant LATENT spiritus (
I! KM; EL). Un

derneath and behind what is human and sinful,
Satan himself is active (STIER). Paul insists on
the final ground, the deepest cause of the con

test, the guiding principle, the commanding
general; flesh and blood is to him only the di

vision of the army which presses forward, oc

casioning special danger. Comp. WINER, p. 463.

AUGUSTINE: Non est nobis colluctatio adversus

carnem et sanyuinem, i. e., homines, quos videtis

tsevire in nos. Vasa stint, alius utilur ; organa sunt,
alius jungit. We have OVK aTJ.a, hence not=
non tarn, non tantum quam (GROTius, STIER and

others). [Most commentators now oppose the

softening down of the negation (following WINER
and MEYER). The word irdhrt (only here) has
been generally considered a change of metaphor
or taken in a general sense. It undoubtedly
marks the hand to hand conflict, and should
therefore be taken literally. MEYER, who formerly
accepted a change of metaphor, now maintains
that this figure enters only in the negative clause,
and that some general word is to be supplied
after d A A a. This avoids a mixing of metaphors,
but the learned author does not seem to notice
that it weakens the sense just where it ought to

* [The wonl is generally us-d in a Unl sense, though Dio-
d.iru- Sii-ulit- uses the verb of g netrical investigations
(AlFORD). Ku iK renders it: stratagems ;&quot; ALKOKD:
&quot;

Mi-hem.-*.&quot; The form pc0o6ia is found in tf. A. B. 1 IM F. K.
L., many cursives. Imt not generally received, its the varia
tion is nppOMd to be duo to itacinn (couip. iv. 14). R.J

be strongest, in the positive clause. He also

takes the article as generic, but ALFORD suggests
that f) TT d A i/ refers to &quot;the only conflict which
can be described by such a word our life and
death struggle, there being but one such,&quot; which
is better. R.]
The contest with flesh and blood is not, how

ever, on this account excluded. The usual order
is aapi- Ktii at/in (Matt. xvi. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 60;
Gal. i. 16), in Heb. ii. 14 we find as a various

reading [probably the correct reading, as it is

supported by our best uncial authorities. R.]:
aluaToc. ml aapK6f. Since the formation of the
flesh proceeds from the blood (Wisdom vii. 1, 2),
reference is made here to the origin of man and
his corrupt nature denoted, according to the con
text. The position of the two words is not acci

dental (MEYER). Elsewhere the phrase means
human nature in itself (1 Cor. xv. 50), including
what is sinful, Matt. xvi. 19; Gen. i. 16. One s

own flesh and blood is also included here; it is

not to be referred only to the human persona
about one s self (BENGEL, HARLESS, MEYER, and

others).
But, a7.7id supply fartv ijfuv // TrdArj. Against

the principalities, T p b c r&amp;lt;7 f a p x&amp;lt;
1 f- The

repetition of the preposition with each term gives
prominence rhetorically to the several notions.

WINER, p. 302. Ap x f indicates the organiza
tion of the kingdom of the devil, denoting the
chiefs and heads of the separate groups,
Against the powers, -rrpb^ rag e$o vaiac,
marks the efficient, attacking powers, comp. i.

21; iii. 10. Against the world rulers of
this darkness, ?rpoc roi-f KO afto Kparopac.
TOV an6rovq TOVTOV. This term (also in the

Hebrew [Rabbinical term] &quot;Vi3^pi3pp)
denotes

the world-ruling power: for &quot; the whole world
lieth in darkness &quot;

(1 John v. 19 ;
ii. 14) and Satan

is &quot; the god of this world &quot;

(2 Cor. iv. 4),
&quot; the

prince of this world &quot;

(John xvi. 11
;

xiv. 30) ;

his angels are under him world-rulers, whose

sphere is designated by the genitive:
&quot; of this

darkness.&quot; Kocr/zof more closely designates the
local extension and region of the dominion, TOV
a KO TOV fits quality as to origin and corrupt-

ss, but it is limited by TOVTOV, which points
to something transient and bounded. On this

account we should neither weaken the meaning
of KoauoKpdTopef into &quot;rulers&quot; (HARLESS),
nor is it necessary (with BENGEL, STIER [E. V.]
and others) to read rod aiuvoc. after TOV GKOTOVC..
BENGEL: Bene quod non sunt omnitenentes : magna
amen non soluni ipsius diaboli, sed etiatn eorum,

quibus prseest, polentia est. Videntur alia esse

genera malnrum spirituum, qux magis domi in arcs

egni tenebrarum manent, imperia, potestates, aliud

hoc teriium, quod fans mundanas quasi provincias
obtinet munditenentes.* The power is made promi
nent in the first two terms, and in the third the

sphere; there follows next a designation which

jives prominence to the character :

Against the spiritual hosts of wicked-
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J. Tlpof rd irvev fiar IKO. (Vulgate: spiritu-
iilm

) is an abstract term, the concluding anti

thesis of &quot;flesh and blood,&quot; comprising all the

spiritualities, which, in contrast with the king
dom of the Holy Ghost, deserve the characteris

tic : T ff f TT o v i]p i a f , as the spirit of revolution
;

to such belong moral wickedness and malice,
which is directed to the destruction of others.

It is incorrect to take trve vfiari KtJ=7rvEv/AaTa

(LUTHER: with evil spirits), or collectively as

Oeisterschaft (MEYER), or to translate the phrase
spirituales nequitias (ERASMUS). [This view, sup
ported by Braune, is that of STIEB, but it is by
no means so satisfactory as that of MEYER, ac

cepted by HODGE, EAUIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT and
others. This takos the term collectively (see
WINER, p. 224, arid MEYER), as implying some

thing more than
&quot;spirits,&quot;

rather the bands,
hosts, armies, confraternities of spirits, best ex

pressed by the German term : Oeisterschaft. See
ELLICOTT against the altogether untenable ren

dering of the E. V., as well as against the ab
stract meaning in general. R.]
In heavenly places, kv roZf kirov pavi-

o i f. This is to be connected grammatically with
rd TTvevuaTiKd (omnium doctorum opinio, JEROME),
and, as in iii. 10; i. 3, 20; ii. 6; has a local

signification, designating a region in antithesis

to the earthly, to what is in any manner per
ceptible to the sense; here, where angels are

spoken of, it means the region assigned to these

beings who are purely spiritual over against men,
and although there are angels who have not re
mained in their original fellowship with God,
yet there still remains to them a region corres

ponding to their nature, of course not in near
ness to God. It does not then mean in statu

ctxlesti as a moral notion, but only as a physical
one, so that it may be taken as parallel to

ci&amp;gt;/p,

ii. 1, though it is not exactly equivalent; arjp is

spoken of from the stand-point of man, r a

ETTovpdvia from the nature of angels, marking
the dangerous element of the contest with these

spirits and their spiritualities. Hence before all

we are to reject the explanation : &quot;for heavenly
possessions

&quot;

(GREEK FATHERS, CALOVIUS, MORUS
and others), since the position of the words will

not permit this phrase to be joined with Trdtyin
the beginning of the sentence, passing over d/lAd,
nor is k v =vTrep, 6id, while the signification of
the phrase is uniformly local. [Comp. i. 3.] It

does not designate the place of the conflict, the

kingdom of heaven (MATTHIES),* nor the place,
but in a symbolical sense, out into the fathomless

air, in order to show that the contest is unequal
Marie iniquo (RUECKERT), or in such a way that

region and subject meet, as though a conflict was
spoken of in our souls, but respecting calling and
sanctification, our praying and preaching of

God s grace (STIER) ;
nor yet are we to think of

the spiritual world and its affairs (B-CRUSius).
Finally with the proper view of the connection
we should neither interpolate a &quot;formerly&quot;

(SEMLEK), as though only the previous condition

*
[EtDlE adopts this view : &quot;The celestial spots occupied

by the Church ; on them this combat is to be maintained.
Those evil spirits have invaded the Church and therefore be
lievers must encounter and tight them in the heavenly
places.

&quot; To this view nothing in the context points, while
it seems a too remote connection to join thia phrase with

of the angels was denoted, nor does it suffice to

accept the limitation to a locality excluded (HoF-
MANN, Schriftbeweis, i. 455), nor is it admissible
to treat the notion of heaven as an elastic one, so
that these angels are still relatively in a heaven,
the atmospheric one (MEYER). Nor does it at
all mean a pretended stay, so that the expression
is apt irony in view of the arrogation of equal
dignity, power and glory with God (SCHENKEL).

[The connection with the phrase immediately
preceding is accepted by nearly all recent com
mentators, but there is necessarily difference of

opinion about the exact force of the term. ELLI
COTT objects to any precise specification of locali

ty, though referring to HOFMANN, whose view is

properly rejected by MEYER. SCHENKEL S view
is a pure invention. Such irony was not befitting
the earnestness of Paul s discourse, and was
scarcely so

&quot;apt&quot;
as SCHENKEL thinks, if no

one else but himself has hitherto appreciated it.

ELLICOTT aptly expresses the sense: &quot;supernal

spirits of evil.&quot; The E. V. shows the reluctance
to apply the word &quot;

heavenly
&quot;

to evil spirits.
See MEYER and EADIE for notice of other shifts.

-R.]

Ver. 13. Wherefore, Jz TOVTO, because
we have to contend against such. Take up
the whole armour of God. Comp. ver. 11.

A v a A & j3 e T f is a technical term for taking up
the arms. That ye may be able to with
stand. Instead of Tiyjof (ver. 11) we here have
i v a

;
the goal is denoted there, the purpose

here; avTiarf/vui is somewhat livelier, indi

cating the attacks of the spirit, whom he in

spirit sees making an assault. In the evil

day, kv TT) 7} fj.
k p a T

i) irovqpa. At all

events this means a particular day, immediately
impending, but quite as certainly is it not the

same for every one, since a common contest is

not implied, not a battle, but a Trdl.rj, &quot;wrest

ling,&quot;
in which the victory is decisive for &quot; the

day of redemption.&quot; Therefore the decisive, im
minent day of conflict for each one is marked.
BENGEL : helium est perpetuum; pugna alio die

minus fervet ; dies mains vel ingruente morte, vel in

vita ; longior, brevior, in se ipso ssepe varius. [So
HODGE, EADIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT.] See Doclr.

Notes. It is neither the day of death (SCIIMID),
still less the day of Judgment (.JEROME), nor in

general every day of conflict with its calamity

(THEODORET, PELAGIUS, HARLESS and others),

[nor the present life with the accompanying
thought of brevity, CHRYSOSTOM, (ECUMENIUS,
THEOPHYLACT, ]

nor the particular common day
[of the last great Satanic outbreak] before the

Second Advent (KoPFE, MEYER, STIER and

others), nor is it merely the evil hours (LUTHER).
And having accomplished all, to stand

[/cat anavra K.arep yaodu.evoi oTfjvai~\.
To avTiorijvai, referring to the conflict, the

Apostle appends (/cat) cri/vat, which desig
nates the victorious keeping the field on the

place of contest ; it is the opposite of fleeing,

yielding, being thrown down. &quot;ATravra /ca-

T E p y a o a
fi
ev 01, placed first, denotes a perform

ing, effecting, the object of which is more fully

designated with a TT a v T a, more comprehensible
than irdvra, omnia operati (JEROME), well execu

ting all (LUTHER); comp. Rom. vii. 13
; Phil. ii. 12.
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The Apostle here treats of the doing of the Divine

will in nil &amp;lt;lireri inns and relations, t lie ethical

activity and efficiency of the Christian, which
wits its way through all assaults and conflicts

from the side of the demons, without being led

astray or weakened. It is neither=Tra/&amp;gt;aaat vuau-

fn fa-, omnibus rebus probe comparatis ad puynam
(BENGKL and ot hers), nor=debellure t phrasis bellica

(GHKEK FATHERS, GROTIUS, KOIM-E, HAKLESS and

others), nor does it refer to the conflict itself

(MKYKR and others), iior yet is it: in omnibus per-

fecti ( Vulgate).

[The participle is never used by Paul in the

sense of &quot;having overcome;&quot; it is therefore best

to accept tue usual meaning: &quot;having accom

plished,&quot; especially as we might expect a mascu
line object instead of the neuter diravra, were
the former sense intended. At the same time

the view of BENGEL is evidently too restricted for

the extended meaning of both participle and ob

ject. There remains still another question re

specting the scope of the clause. Braune follows

LUTHER in referring the infinitive to keeping the

field; in that case the participle necessarily re

fers to all the antecedent action. EADIE, ALFORD,
and ELLICOTT however apply the term to stand

ing firm until the end of the combat, which
seems preferable in view of the continued refer

ence in context to the conflict itself. The parti

ciple, with its object, then means : having done
all that the exigencies of the conflict require,
&quot;beinw fully equipped and having bravely
fought.&quot; 11.]

The ARMOR itself; vers. 14-17. a. The prepara
tion; vers. 14, 15. b. The defensive armor; vers.

16, 17 a. c. The one offensive weapon; ver. 17 b.

Ver. 14. Stand therefore, art/ re ovv, in

the conflict, in order after the conflict to stand
as victor. [MEYER, ELLICOTT: &quot;stand ready for

the
fight;&quot;

ALFORD: &quot;whether ready for the

fight or in the fight matters very little : all

the aoristic participles are in time antecedent to

the arf/re and the fight ever at hand.&quot; R.]
Having girt your loins about with truth,

irepi^uadfievoi ri/v ba&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vv
vuuv kv dA^-

e I a. Being girded about their loins, they have
on the girdle, or waist-belt (Zuart/p, ww/), which
covers the groin and the stomach below the

breastplate, the most vulnerable part of the

body, the region of the hips and loins; this is

the first and a very important piece (Isa. v. 27;
xi. 5; Luke xii. 36; 1 Pet. i. 13). [Meyer: &quot;An

ungirded soldier would be a contradiction in

terms.&quot; The girdle kept the armor in place,
formed in itself a part of the cuirass, and was
also used to support the sword. The latter notion
ALFORD regards as confusing here, but it hardly
seems so, since the sword was objective truth.

R.] Kv dl.ndeia that with which the loins

are enveloped, like Kaietv iv nrpi, KU^VITTEIV ev

(party ( WINER, p. 363*); here it means the ob

jective truth revealed in the word, which is ap
propriated. Veritas adstringit hominem, menda-
ciorum matjna ent laxitas (GROTIUS). On this ac
count we should neither exclude the former

* [METER, ELLICOTT and others take the preposition as in-
tni !ii-nt:il, Imt ALFORD is more exact: &quot;not instrumental,
but liH-iil ; tin- j:irt person is within, -ui n.mi l&amp;gt;-&amp;lt;l by the girdle-
but this is necessarily expressed iu English by tcitA.

&quot;

K.j

(HARLESS, MKYKR), nor understand merely the

moral truth of willing i 1 1.\KI.KSS i or the agree
ment of knowledge with the objective truth given
in the gospel (.MEYER), or sincerity (CALVIN and

others), or apply this to ornament (HARLESS).
[

&quot;Truth&quot; here is subjective truth, since the ar

ticle is wanting and the objective truth is men
tioned in ver. 17. Still it is based on the faith

and standing of a Christian (ALFORD): &quot;the

assured conviction that you believe&quot; (KADIE).
It should be noticed that faith (by implication)
enters here and in the mention of the sword, as
well as explicitly in the figure of the shield.

R.]And having put on the breastplate of

righteousness [/cat i vdvadfievoi TOV Oup-
a Ka r //f A ma loavvrjc}. Here K.O.I adjoins
another piece. E v 6vod ft e v&amp;lt;&amp;gt; i* means putting
on like a part of the clothes. litv t) up ana is

added by the Apostle without a designation of

the part of the body (&amp;lt;r-//tfo?)
which it covers be

cause that is self-evident. The genitive (r^{
SiK.aioavvriq )

is appositional ;
here it means

the righteousness of faith and of life, justifica
tion and sanctification before God and men
(Rom. vi. 4, 13). In pectore sedes est conscientise,

quse, munitur justitia. Hostis per omnia ipsi con-

traria vincitur f BEXGEL). MEYER finds here the

ethical rectitude, as in the previous clause the

intellectual, which is only so far correct, that

here we should find an ethical reference, there
an intellectual one, as in v. 9; Isa. xi. 5. HAR
NESS: The righteousness of faith, with which
alone one does not stand on the place of conflict,

which also passes over into the life. [So ALFORD:
&quot;The purity and uprightness of Christian char
acter which is the result of the work of the Spirit
of Christ; the inwrought righteousness, not

merely the imputed righteousness.&quot; The latter

reference is defended by EADIE and HODGE
; the

former pressing the article in support of it, the

latter urging that no moral virtue forms part of

the armor and then saying that the subjective
sense of righteousness was included already in

the word &quot;truth.&quot; The wider reference is pre
ferable, for the more restricted one belongs to a
view of the word diKatoaivr/, which is too foren

sic, sundering in twain an indivisible truth.

For the correct meaning of the word, see Romans,

pp. 74, 75, 78, etc. R.J

Ver. 15. Having shod your feet, /cat viro-

drjaduevot rovf n 6 da f. This adds the

third piece, and the terms are again significant.
Here we must think of the war-sandals, TrpoKvr)-

/u&amp;lt;r5f,
ocreae militareyf, which give firm footing

and gait. &quot;With the preparedness of the

gospel of peace [i v ir ot uao i a r ov evay-
yt/Uov TJ?C E i p t/

v t? $]. That in (i v) which
the feet stand, is for the warrior of Christ

EToiuaoia, readiness, promptitudo animi, in

ternal and external, the ready courage and pre

paredness for conflict, firmitas et conslantia, which
the gospel gives; hence TOV evayyeliov is

auctoris, the contents and pledge of which is set

* [The aorist participles are not used for presents (HoLZ-
HAC8EN), but with propriety ;

&quot; the different acts specified

by the participles were nil completed before the soldier took

up his position
&quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.l

t The Roman caligir were probably in the Apostle s mind;
sandals with soles thickly studded with nails. K.J
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forth by rf/c tlprjvn^ chiefly with God, (Rom.
v. 1; viii. 31, 38 f.), then in one s self and

peaceableness toward men as such.* The Chris

tian fights in peace for the sake of peace, viz.

the eternal one. That is an oxymoron (SCHEN
KEL): the gospel of peace instils readiness for

conflict. We should not then, because pedum
tsepe (Rom. x. 15; iii. 16 sqq. ; Luke i. 79) con-

juncta mentio cum evangelis et cum pace (BENGEL),
allow ourselves, contrary to the context to think

of the proclamation of the gospel (LUTHER:
ready to carry on the gospel, HARLESS and

others). [So CHRYSOSTOM and now CONYBEARE,
but the Apostie was addressing the whole church
as engaged in an individual conflict, mainly de

fensive too. R.] Notwithstanding the frequent

use of EToiuaaia to translate the Hebrew |ID3

(LXX. Ezra ii. 68; iii. 3; Ps. Ixxxix. 15; Dan.
xi. 20, 21), it is not to be rendered as=/unc?a-
mentum (BENGEL and BLEEK and others), al

though what is positive is not to be excluded.

Eipr/vq is neither to be limited to peace with God

(HARLESS, MEYER and others), nor referred to

peace between Gentile and Gentile (MICHAELIS).
ERASMUS is irrelevant: evangelium nontumultu,
sed tolerantia tranquillitateque defenditur.

The defensive armor; vers. 16, 17a.

Ver. 16. In addition to all, evl iraaiv

(WINER, p. 367), as in Luke iii. 20: &quot;Added this

above all;&quot; xvi. 26. ERASMUS: super omnia, for

a protection over all. Incorrect: before all

things (LUTHER). [MEYER, HODGE, ALFORD,
ELLICOTT agree with Brauue(as does EADIE, who
formerly defended the local sense) in taking the

preposition as=in addition to. rejecting the local

V3engel

and others) and ethical references (E.

.).
If h be accepted as the correct reading

(see Textual Note 5
)
the meaning would be: in all

things, t. e., on all occasions. Having taken
up, (i v a. A ,3

6 v re f, aptly chosen here:f the
shield of faith. Tov 6vpe6v (from 6bpa,

originally that which closes an entrance) is

chosen by the Apostle because he has in mind
the scutum, which was four feet long and two
and a half broad, H3* (Ps. xxxv. 2; Ezek. xxiii.

24, LXX.) and not ao-T/f, clypeus, &quot;JJO,
the smaller,

round shield. The concern is that the whole

person be covered, as indeed faith (T ijg IT iaTEuc.,

genitive of apposition as in vers. 14, 17) entirely
covers and defends the Christian: as God s gift

effecting salvation (ii. 8) [MEYER: fides salvifica],

bringing about forgiveness of sins in the past (i.

7), affording for every moment access to God

(iii. 12), assuring in advance of eternal life, by
securing to us the gift of the Holy Ghost

(i. 13,

14), rendering holy and without blame
(i. 4).

Comp. Rom. viii. 14-16, 31-39. Man s own holi

ness is not a shield for him, as in Wisdom, v. 20;

*
[This view of the passage is now generally accepted

(MEYER, ALFORD ami niauy others). On the word cTotjxa&amp;lt;7ta,

used principally iu the I,XX. and ecclesiastical writers (the
classical form was eTot/noTTjs), see METER and ALFORD in loco.

R.]

f [EADIE: &quot;The pieces of armor already mentioned being
fitted on to the body and fastened to it, each by appropriate
mechanism, have each its characteristic verb but shield,
helmet and sword need no such special fastening, for they
are simply taken up or assumed, and therefore they are joined

the one general participle, dcoAa/Sofref, and the verb

God s holiness is his shield ; God Himself is ouf
shield (Gen. xv. 1; Ps. xviii. 31 ; Prov. xxx. 5;
1 Pet. v. 9; 1 John v. 4). It is faith, entirely
and constantly giving itself up to God in Christ,
on the part of a child and lu-ir, hence not the
faith of miracles, nor justifying faith alone

(SCHEXKEL).
Wherewith ye shall be able to quench

all the fiery darts of the evil one. Tims
the Apostle describes the protection of faith

against dangerous attacks. Ev y is on which,
not with which (LUTHER and others). [It means
either, lighting on it and being quenched in it,

or &quot;as protected by and under cover of which&quot;

(ELLICOTT). The former is perhaps preferable.

R.] The figure and the reality are here BO
much complicated in each other, that we should
not think of a shield with wet hides (OLSHAUSEN),
but of faith on which the destructive fire from
Satan is extinguished, without causing damage.
The future (6vvJ;atati?) refers to the impending
conflict.* In this are thrown ra /Jf/lj? TOV
TTOVJJ pov T a Treirvpufj.eva; these are malleoli

(darts), falaricse (javelins), tela iynita (made of

reeds, with tow and pitch), which are ignited
and then hurled (Ps. vii. 14; LIVY, xxi.

8). The
evil one, i. e., Satanf (Matt. v. 37; xiii. 19, 38;
John xvii. 15; 2 Thess. iii. 3) throws tempta
tions of many kinds; hence TT avra comes first

and r a TrsTrvpuueva is placed last for empha
sis (WINER, p. 127)J. Certainly we are to un
derstand in part dangerous and corrupting words
and speeches which come to one s ears, impart
thoughts cast into the heart, the fire of passions,
etc. In the afii/aac the figure is simply exceeded

by the reality. Of course we need not think of

poisoned darts (RUECKERT and others), which
are not burning, but inflict burning wounds. Yet
it cannot be said that we should not think of

burning desires (CHRYSOSTOM). because these are

present within man (SCHENKEL); faith is an af
fair of the heart, and in the heart the conflict of

redemption is fought and won
; besides fire and

iron could scarcely be two deadly elements,
which aptly illustrate the attacks of Satan.

[SCHENKEL].

Ver. 17. And take [or receive] the helmet
of salvation

[&amp;lt;u TIJ v TrepiKeQaZaiav TOV
OUT t) pio v 6 e f a a 6 p. This advance is natural,
n accordance with the genius of the Greek lan

guage a translation is made to the finite con
struction ;

it is not simply Paul s lively method

(MEYER), but that of the language. The geni
tive, TOV auTT/piov, is one of apposition, as in

vers. 14, 16.] The word is entirely general as
in Luke ii. 30; iii. 6; Acts xxviii. 28 (from Isa.

lix. 17, LXX. with a reference to the name of

Jesus, in which the battle is fought and won,

*
[Not, however, as METER thinks, to the last great future

fight. ALFORD thinks the future implies the certainty that
the shield of faith will thiiM quench. ELLICOTT regards it as

ily &quot;a conditioned present.&quot; R.]

t [Should the article be omitted (see Textual
.Vote&quot;) the

participle would be a tertiary predicate;
&quot;

Jire-tipt as they
are

&quot;

(ELLICOTT),
&quot; when inflamed, even in their utmost malice

and fiery power&quot; (ALFORD). R.J

% [ELLICOTT: &quot;Not evil, TO rrovripov, but in accordance
with the individualizing ami /H-namnl nature of the conflict
which the context HO forcibly depicts the Devil.&quot; ALFORD:
&quot;The conflict being personal, the adversary must be, not an
abstract principle, but a concrete person.&quot; K.j
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whom faith appropriates )
anil is used for aurqpln

The -.ilv. iiion (f tin- Messianic kingdom is re

presented as :i helmet, covering tin- head. For

the warrior does not hide himself behind his

shield, but looks over it into the face of his

opponent. A t: $ n a
e, aeci/ ite oblatam a domino.

Siilute erii/itur cnpitt el munitur. 1 Thess. v. 8;
1 sa. iii.

&amp;gt;,
1

i HKNUEI.). Salvation is the subject
of the faith, in which the salvation is appre
hended

f (HARLEss). [HODGE: &quot;That which
adorns and protects the Christian, which enables

him to hold up his head with confidence and joy,
is the fact that he is saved.&quot; The German has

an alliteration here: Den Helm des Heils nehmt,

which Wickliffe gives in the Old English of his

version: &quot;the helmo of helthe.&quot; 11.]

The one offensive weapon; ver. 17 b.

And the sword of the Spirit, ical ri)v

fia^atpav roi&amp;gt; irvev ftaro f. There is no

mention, in addition, as in 1 Sam. xvii. 47; of

the
&quot;spear,&quot;

or of the &quot;bow&quot; (Gen. xlviii. 22;
Josh. xxiv. 12; Psa. xliv. 7). The Christian has

only to contend cominux, personally, not eminuf.

Tlie sword is &quot;of the Spirit;&quot; TOV irve{&amp;gt; ftaroc.

is a genitive auctoris: He gives it, makes it. It

annot be appositiona! (HABLRSS and others), as

Oefore, since the apposition follows in the rela

tive clause.*

Which is the word of Ood. &quot;0 kart
which is neuter by attraction of pi) pa Oeov,
relates to u&amp;lt;i%aipav,

and is not to be construed

with irvfi uarof (OUHAUSIff), for the Holy Ghost
is not the Word of God; the latter is the pro
duct, the former is the Producer of what is in

the word of God. Concinne subxequitur mentio

Spiritus, adeoque coll. ver. 13 habetur mentio s.

triniintis (BENGEL). The Holy Ghost is meant, in

antithesis, both to the letter and to the flesh,

hence not the human spirit (MoRUs), which in

itself is also adp!-.
&quot; The Word of God &quot;

is not

to be limited to commandments (FLATT), or

threatening against the enemies of the kingdom
(Ki)I PB).

This completes the equipment. Two things
are to be maintained: 1. The difference of the

arms and the ethical or supersensuous realities

set forth in them should not be arbitrarily weak
ened. It should not be said: uniuersa poiius
armorum notio tenenda est. Nor can a proof of

this be deduced from 1 Thess. v. 8, where we read:

the breastplate of faith and love, and for an
helmet the hope of salvation.&quot; From a different

stand-point there can be afforded a partially dif

ferent point of view. 2. The figures are not to

be pressed beyond measure and the lively objec
tive metaphor of the Apostle to be dissected in

arbitrary subjectivity to practical use.f

*
[&quot;

Still less probably is it a genitive of quality,

irvevnaTiicd. (^OiiRYsosTOM), or a simple genitive of possesxion
in reference to the Tiiu)(&amp;gt;j)Ti/tij

eccp-yeia (Lever, up. Cram. Oat.)

of the Spirit, liotli of which seem to be at variance with the

general tenor of the pannage, which represents the cirma-

tara as furnished to us by Ood. Thus then it is from the

Spirit that we receive the sword, that sword being the Word
of Cod. theOiwpel ever. 15), which is the Jvrafiiv floO (Rom.
i. 16; 1 Cor. i. IK) to every one who believeth; cornp. Heb.
iv. U i KLLietiTT). R.)

t [KAIHK mentions union); the works which are open to this

,,bjecti,,n- lit usu.l.. Christian in r,,,,,,,!,!, ,,rm,inr. lil:i.-ow.

-.^wuimi, TtVlii- i ftn-ni, lti.&quot;&amp;gt;7; l.YIiirs. .V&amp;lt;/
&quot;y&amp;lt;&quot;

ilf r- militiiri. ed Van Til. IH .IS, lort. The best MMOMl
coininentiiry on this section is iindonlitedly to be round in

BU.NVAN S I ilyrim i 1 nyrea, especially the armory in the

15

The prayer and the intercession ; vers. 18-20.

(a.) Prayer in general, ver. 18 a.
(It. )

Intercession

in general, ver. ISA. (c.) Intercession for the Apos
tle, vers. 19, 20.

Ver. 18. With all prayer and supplica
tion praying. [The connection of this verse is

with
&amp;lt;m/re (ver. lo), not with 6i^an(h, which is a

subordinate thought referring to a definite act,
hence inconsistent with the &quot;all,&quot; &quot;always&quot; of
this verse (MEYER). MEYER is scarcely justifia
ble in disconnecting did ndoqc Trpotrevx^C
K al J e ?) &amp;lt;re w f from irpoatv^ofiEvoi on the

ground of tautology and logical difficulty. Each
phrase expresses a proper qualification of the

participle, and to pray always with every form
of prayer involves no contradiction. HODGE
seems to have been led into MEYER S view.
CONYIIEARE improperly takes the participle as
an imperative and begins a new paragraph witk
this verse. R.]
The participle (irpnaevxofievot) is closely

connected with the summons to the conflict and
the putting on of the armor. The summons to

prayer did not appear independently. Prayer is

rather to be regarded as attending the taking up
of the weapons and the conflict, as the present

strongly indicates. The phrase: 6 id irdaqf
Trpoaevxy? KOI 6 ei/ ae wf, placed first, only
requires, that prayer should not be neglected
and that constant prayer of every form be

earnestly offered up. The first term means

prayer in general, the second the special request.

[So HARLESS, MEYER, FRITZSCHE, TRENCH (Syn.
II., \ 1), ELLICOTT, ALFORD arid most recent
commentators. R.] The opinion [GROTIUS] is

untenable, that the former refers to the bestow-
ent of a blessing, the latter to the averting of

an evil (Jas. v. 16, 17).
At all times in the Spirit. Ev -avrl
itpu gives prominence to the prayer as per

severing, despite all change of relations and cir

cumstances, at every opportunity, iv TTVE v nan
to prayer, as fervent and Christian occurring in

the impulse of the Holy Ghost.* BKNGEL: Quo-
ties cunque oratis, orate in Spiritu, quippe qtti nullo

tempore excludiiur.

Intercession in general. And watching there
unto in all perseverance and supplication
for all the saints. With reference to the al

ready described prayer (etf CITO) there should
also enter (K at), &quot;watching&quot; (a yp VK vov VTE f,

from owjrvof, Mark xiti. 33; Lukexxi. 30), which
s elsewhere also joined with prayer (Matt. xxvi.

41; Mark xiv. 38; Col. iv. 2). [ALFORD: &quot;con

tinual habits of prayer cannot be kept up with

out watchfulness to that very end.&quot; R.] This

should take place :
&quot; in all perseverance and

supplication for all the saints.&quot; The feeling of

fellowship in the conflict finds its immediate ex

pression in the supplication for all the 1 ellow-

combatauts, whose standing fast is strength and

&quot;

Interpreter s house,&quot; and the combat with Apnllyon in &quot;the

valley of humiliation.&quot; On the arms, comp. SMITU S Bible

tiimiiry. Arms. R.I

[&quot;The Holy Spirit in whose blessed and indwelling influ

ence, ami by whose merciful aid, we are enabled to pray
Rom. viii. 15; Oal. iv. 0), yea, and who llnu-elf intercedes

or us (Rom. viii. -26). So KLLICOTT, who analy/--* the clause

thus: &quot;Wit hall prayer and supplicat ion
&quot;

denotes the earnest,
because varied character of the prayer: at all times &quot;the

constancy of it. thus showing that there U no tautology as
I.K asserts and UOUOE iuipliae. K.I
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assistance to their neighbor. The Christian

should have a clear view about him, to the com

panions in conflict at other positions, in other

places, and besides continue constant in such

supplication. [&quot;Perseverance and supplica
tion&quot; here amounts to &quot;persevering supplica

tion,&quot; though it is not a grammatical Hendiadys,
since the order would be inverted in that case.

ELLICOTT says it is &quot; a virtual or what might be

termed a contextual Iv 6ia fivolv.&quot; EADIE : &quot;In

praying for themselves they were uniformly to

blend petitions for all the saints.&quot; R.] How
much depends on this is exemplified in what
follows.

Intercession for the Apostle, vers. 19, 20. Ver.

19. And for me [or on my behalf], /cat inrep

efioi-. [Knu brings into prominence a particu
lar instance; WINER, p. 407. R.] On the

change of prepositions (see Exeg. Notes on chap.
v. 2) it may be remarked : As regards the saints

the figure of encirclement by attacking foes is

the one, hence nepi, but in the case of the Apos
tle in prison, that of a fallen combatant, hence
v TTE p. Or the former is=on account of, propter,

thelatter=for, pro (1 Pet. iii. 18), making known
a stronger personal interest.*

That utterance may be given to me.
*I v a ft

o i dotirj, that there may be given me
from the Lord as His gift.f Non nitebatur Pavlus
halitu suo (BENGEL). But what ? Utterance, in
the opening of my mouth, Ao&quot;yof kv avoi-

gei TOV oTofiaT6f fiov. This is one concep
tion : ?.(5yof without the article, indefinite, is

more qualified by the prepositional phrase. *Av-

o&amp;lt;(? TOV OT6fiaTOf is a pregnant expression

(Matth. v. 2; 2 Cor. vi. 11), signifying joyful

courage, streaming fulness, as well as granted
freedom and fit opportunity (STIER). It is an

emphatic designation of the iuworking of God

upon him who should speak in His name (HAR
NESS). Comp. Exod. iv. 12; Psa. li. 17; Isa. li.

66; Ezek. iii. 27; xxix. 31
; xxxii. 22; Matth.

x. 19; Luke xxi. 15. CHRTSOSTOM : 77 alvotc,

ETrlKEtrai Ttjv irapprjaiav ETr/.aTOfj.invaa, d^/L rj ei X^I

71 VJE~ipCL GtVOlyCt UOV TO 6T6[i(l, iVQ, V (LVTL) TTClppJJGl-

dauuai. CALOVIUS: Petit sibi sermonem dari, non

catenas solvi; petit ape.rlionem oris, non vinculorum;

petit sermonis irappr/aiav in ipsis vinculis, non libera-

tionem ab iisdem. A word thus uttered in the

opening of the mouth effected by God is God s

word. He therefore wishes a word, not for him
self in his heart, but a word in his mouth for

others, in furtherance of the conflict which tends

to peace. This differs then from Col. iv. 2,

where external opportunity is in question, while

here the internal life of the Apostle is treated of.

Accordingly it is incorrect to render: ut aperiam
os meum (BEZA [E. V.] and others); in that case

* [METER, KI.UCOTT anil others attach little or no importance
to the change of preposition here, but HARLESS, E.VDIE, ALFOBP
nd others are not satisfied with the explanation that the

change was occasioned by mere desire for variety. That is

unlike Paul. To mark the variation in English, ALFORD
renders :

&quot;

concerning all the saints and for me.&quot; The Revision

by Four Anglican clergymen gives: &quot;for all the saints and
h my behalf.&quot; ELLIUOTT in his translation gives: ami in

particular for me, but this is a paraphrase of the specializing
xai. -R.]
f [The reading of the Rec. (6o0i )), on which see Textual

Note *, would give the purpose a more subjective reference,

and represent the feeling of a more dependent reality ( ELLI

COTT;. R.]

f would occur instead of k v. So too : when I

speak or open my mouth (MEYER and others)
[so substantially EADIE, ELLICOTT, ALFORD and
HOIHJK] ; it is not merely a graphic and solemn

expression, that would be too flat. Nor is an im
provisation referred to ((EciiMENius), or an in
ternal moral quality of Paul, the frankness=j
irappTiaia. (CALVIN, KOFPE [BLEEK, SCHENKEL]
and others), or occasione data (GROTII s and

others), nor is it to be joined with what follows.

[The connection with what precedes (nbt, as in
the E. V., with what follows) is now generally ac

cepted. &quot;The opening of the mouth&quot; most na
turally refers neither to the quality nor to the
source of the discourse, but to the simple act or
fact of speaking, so that the view of MEYER is on
the whole preferable. As the phrase occurs here
in the purport of a prayer, it may refer to an act
of God in opening the mouth, as Braune claims,
but in that case another form would have made
the sense much clearer. R.]
In boldness to make known the mys

tery of the gospel [&quot;So
that with boldness I

may make known,.&quot; etc
]. This expresses that

for which he wishes that to him &quot;utterance may
be given,&quot; &quot;in the opening of my mouth.&quot; He
would gladly

&quot; make known,&quot; and this was per
mitted to him in Cesarea (Acts xxiv. 23) and in
Rome (Acts xxviii. 30, 81; 2 Tim. i. 16) in spite
of his bonds. But he wishes to do it iv Trappr/cia

(iii. 12), hence the phrase stands emphatically in

advance. What he will gladly make known is

the &quot;mystery&quot; (i. 9; iii. 9), which is the sub
stance &quot; of the gospel.&quot; [ELLICOTT takes it as a

genitive subjecti, &quot;the mystery which the gospel
has, involves.&quot; R.]

Ver. 20. For which [or in behalf of which
(ELLICOTT: &quot;m commodum cujus, to preach
which&quot;);

see below on the exact reference. R.]
I am an ambassador. He thus expresses

the reason why he would so gladly stand up and
labor for the gospel [not merely why he was in

bonds. R.J As Christ s ambassador he holds
that office for all nations, and for the gospel;
hence v Trtp ov, not 6v. Ilpe i evu is: 1 am an
ambassador (2 Cor. v. 20) and that too in bonds,
iv dhvaei. What a contrast: to be an ambassa
dor in a chain ! BENGEL: 1 uradoxon; mundus ha-

bet legates splendidos. WETSTEIN : Alias legati jure

gentium sancti et inviolabiles, in vinculis haberi non

poterant. The verb does not however indicate

that he was accredited to the Roman court (Mi-
CHAELIS), nor does the noun in the singular refer

to the single chain with which he was bound to a

soldier, to the custodia militaris (BAUMGARTEX and

others).* GROTIUS is incorrect: mine quoquenon
desino legationem, for we do not read : ai iv uAvaei

npscflevu. Nor is it^Trpeafievuv ev aMaei f
ifii

(RUECKERT). Finally ov does not refer to uvarf/-

piov or to TO ev nappr/aig yvupiaai. [EADIE refers

it to the whole preceding clause, but this is in&amp;lt;

distinct; MEYER, ELLICOTT and ALFORIJ (appa
rently most correctly) refer it to -the mystery of

the gospel,&quot; since this was the object of yvupiaai,
and what he should make known would naturally

* [The allusion is probable, but as the singular is frequently
used in a collective sense, and this word is eiu|il.i\, .1 l,y I aul

only in the singular, we cauuot certuiuly infer that there il

such au allusion here. R.j
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be that for which he was an ambassador in bonds.

R-.]
That therein I may speak boldly, Iva iv

a i 7 i.i
-

i
f&amp;gt; /&amp;gt; // n t (i n u u at. *lva introduces an

end, and i In- tintil &amp;lt;ini&amp;gt; :
&quot; that tliercin I may speak

boldly.&quot; [&quot;His being thus a captive ambassa

dor, was all the more reason why they should

pray earnestly that he might have boldness&quot;

(ALFORD). On the grammatical connection see

the concluding note. R.] The gospel is the im
mediate task of the free discourse, in this, how

ever, there is also a message of Divine power,
is the source and ground of the boldness. When
there is first vouchsafed to him &quot;an utterance in

the opening of his mouth,&quot; then also does he ob

tain &quot;boldness&quot; in the gospel, and that too: as
I ought to speak, (if 6? I fie haAijaai.
The emphasis rests on the wf as in Luke xii. 11

(STIER). Much depends on haw it is done, hence
&quot;as I ought to speak.&quot; He must indeed testify;

that is his &quot;necessity&quot; (1 Cor. ix. 16); but to

him belongs also, beyond the evayyehiaaaOat, the

manner worthy of t.he ambassador of Christ.

This defines the fulfilling of his task, his duty.

Comp. Col. iv. 4 ; 1 Thess. ii. 2. Accordingly I va

in this verse is not co-ordinate with the first Iva

in ver. 19 (MEYER, BLEEK and others), since this

is the final end of the Church s supplication, to

be attained through the fulfilment of the first Iva;

nor is it dependent on jrp?at
3ti&amp;lt;u (BENGEL), which

is inconceivable.

[EADIE, ALFORD, HODOE and ELLICOTT, all

agree with MEYER, in taking this Iva as co-ordi

nate with that in ver. 19, thus setting forth a se

cond purpose of the watching and tne supplica
tion for the Apostle. This involves no tautology,
as HARLESS supposes, since the reference here is

to a conditioned boldness, and &quot;therein&quot; indi

cates not the source or ground, but the sphere of

the boldness :
&quot; in the matter of, in dealing with

the mystery of the gospel ;&quot;
God is the source.

Such a co-ordinate Iva occurs in Rom. vii. 13
;

Gal. iii. 14 ; 2 Cor. ix 3. It is true as Braune

suggests, that this design is accomplished only
through the fulfilment of the previous purpose
(ver. 19), but grammatically the clause must be
either co-ordinate or subordinate (the view of

BENGEL being altogether untenable) ; if the lat

ter, then it would express the purpose, not of the
whole previous context, the supplication and con

sequent utterance, but simply of the gift of ut

terance, a view which Braune himself does not

accept. We prefer therefore the other construc
tion as more grammatical and not militating
against the special point our author would bring
out. For convenience a paraphrase of vers. 18-
20 is appended : In this conflict therefore stand,
not only armed thus, but with all (every form of)

prayer and supplication, praying at all times (per-
eeveringly and under all circumstances) tn the

(Holy) Spirit, and watching thereunto (in respect
to this varied and constant prayer) in all perse
verance and supplication (abiding even as you pray
in persevering supplication) for all the taints ; and

(in particular) on behalf of me, that to me may be

given (from God) utterance, in the opening of my
mouth (when I am called upon to speak), so that

with boldness 1 may make known the mystery of the

gospel (whose contents are the gospel), in behalf

of which (gospel mystery) / am an ambassador in

bonds (a chained ambassador) ; (praying for me
too in view of my office and condition) that therein

(in the matter of the gospel rnystory) I may speak
boldly, as 1 ought (as becomes my office) to

speak. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The kingdom of Satan. There is an organ
ized kingdom of evil (HAHN, Theologie des N. T., I.

p. 347), opposing the kingdom and people of God.
In this there is a head, Atdftotof (ver. 11 ; ii. 2;
iv. 27) ; there are different groups, ap%ai, it-ovotai

(ver. 12 ; iii. 10; comp. i. 21), superior and infe

rior, with dominion over the world, KoauoKpdropef.
The nature of the prince and his dependents is

pneumatic (ver. 12 : ra TrvevuariKd) and super-ter
restrial, iv Tol$ enovpaviotr (ver. 12) ; thus promi
nence is given to their might over against men;
they are super-terrestrial, with angelic power.
Their character, however, is marked by the termi
&quot;wickedness&quot; (ver. 12: rr/f Trov^jmf), &quot;dark

ness&quot; (TOV OKOTOVS, ver. 12) and &quot;the evil one

(ver. 16) ; at his service are multifarious wiles

(ver. 11 : at ufOotitiai), which perceive the neces
sities and weakness of the object to be assaulted
in all relations, preparing the attacks accord

ingly- [EAUIE : &quot;To rouse up the Christian

soldiery, the Apostle brings out into bold relief

the terrible foes which they are summoned to

encounter. As to their position, they are no
subalterns, but foes of mighty rank, the nobility
and chieftains of the gpirit-world ; as to their

office, their domain is this darkness in which

they exercise imperial sway ; us to their essence,

they are not encumbered with an animal frame,
but are spirits ; and as to their character, they
are evil their appetite for evil only exceeds
their capacity for producing it.&quot; R.]

2. The contest in its essence is a single-handed
struggle in wrestling (ver. 12 : uAAa, tc. ioriv

f]ulv T) Trd?-??), in which each for himself is at

tacked. The danger lies in the power and cha
racter of the enemy and of his wiles (see 1),

in

which he does not himself openly appear ; he
casts fift.n, many (travTa) and fiery ones (ver
16), as also in the end of the vanquished one.

who belongs to &quot; darkness&quot; (ver. 12) as a resuL
of the &quot;deceit&quot; (iv. 14). The means for assault

and conflict are afforded to the Evil one by the

world, which is at his disposal, and by &quot;flesh

and blood&quot; (ver. 12), which war against the soul

and become allies in the service of Satan, against
whom the contest really is waged, standing be
hind these as he does with his stratugems and
artifices. What is natural and created is not the

precise antagonist against whom we must con

tend. The Apostle sketches the conflict as a

present one (earn; ver. 12), concerning every
member of the church, the Apostle and every
Christian, having however its history, its various

stages up to the day of decision
(&quot;in

the evil

day,&quot;
ver. 13) for which we must be prepared by

opposition from the very start, being practiced
in the turns and twists of the contest. Hence we
are to understand the temptations and antagon
isms, which meet every Christian in this world,
which are spared to no period of the Church.

They appear as contests with flesh and b ood. with

the world and its influence through its posses
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sions, pleasures and honors, but back of this

there stands really and in truth the kingdom of

darkness.* At certain times and hours they are

intensified into specially decisive conflict. The
evil day may be either the most fierce persecution
and bitter sorrow, or quite as readily prosperity
and undisturbed earthly happiness, in which

some may fall even deeper and the Church itself

be corrupted into unfaithfulness. This is true

in particular for every Christian and his Chris

tian life, and also in general for the Christian

Church in its groups and its course of develop
ment. As the power of the Evil one is a cosmi-

cal one, and not merely a human one, humanly
individualized, so the conflict itself is a cosmical

one also, and not merely an individual one.

3. The panoply. In such a conflict the Chris

tian needs an equipment, given by God and cover

ing the whole man
(r/

iravcmhia TOV OEOV, vers. 11,

13). Man of himself, in his own power and

strength, is unable to withstand the attacks
;
he

has assailable and vulnerable points, which he

must protect against the assaults of the Evil One,
but which he alone cannot protect ; only with the

Lord Christ and in His power can he do it, even

though he stands isolated; without God in Christ

never ! The separate pieces of this armor (vers.

14-17) are : truth, righteousness, zealous but not

passionate witness, faith, which concerns the

whole personality, hope, which exalts, and God s

Word. The first three pieces betoken the gar
ments, the next two the defensive armor, the last

the one only weapon of offence and attack adapted

only for single-handed and close combat, which

belongs to the Christian warrior, to the Christian

assailed by the Evil One and yet courageous and
assured of victory. No one piece can be under
valued or neglected: each one requires the other;

they together form one whole. The putting on

of this armor presupposes a being strengthened,

points to an internal and vital appropriation, and

requires faithful fulfilment of duty (atravTa Karep-

yuffduevm, ver. 13). Neither a knowledge which
is a matter either of the memory merely or of the

reflecting understanding, nor an external mecha
nical skill in the handling of these spiritual

pieces of armor, will suffice for the conflict and
the victory. Even the standing ready for the

combat is not enough; there must be a solicitous

regard as to what is to be done, and performance
of the immediate task in peaceable walk. But
above all must we cling to the Lord, in order to

become inwardly strengthened by Him. Hence
Paul adjoins to the lively sketch of the panoply
in close connection soberly without a figure.

* [HODOE remarks respecting the conflict :

&quot; It is one also

in which great mistakes are often committed and serious loss

incurred from ignorance of its nature, and of the appropriate
means for carrying it on. Men are apt to regard it as a mere
moral conflict.between reason and conscience on the one side,

and evil passions on the other. They therefore rely on their

own strength and upon the resources of nature for success.

Against these mistakes the Apostle warns his readers. He
teaches that everything pertaining to it is supernatural. The
source of strength is not in nature. The conflict is not be
tween the good and bad principles of our nature. He shows
that we belong to a spiritual as well as to a natural world, and
are engaged in a combat in which the higher powers of the
universe are involved; and that this conflict, on the issue of
which our salvation depends, is not to be carried on with
straws picked up by the wayside. As we have superhuman
enemies to contend with, we need not only superhuman
strength, but Divine armor and arms. The weapons of our
warfare are not natural, but Divine.&quot; R.]

4. Praying and watching (ver. 18), just as the
Lord enjoined it and practiced it in the struggle
in the garden of Gethsemane (Matth. xxvi. 36-

46) ; God s Word to and for us teaches and leads
us to open our hearts before Him in our word to
Him. There must be at length intercourse be
tween Him and our souls, in order to strengthen
us more and more and enable us to do our duty.
In prayerful intercourse, that grows ever more
fervent, free, joyous and constant, we obtain
God s power. But we must with true open look
see about and within ourselves, so that our weak
ness, the motions of the flesh, the surrounding
agitation, the state of the times, the assaults of
the enemy, God s will and word, do not escape us.

6. We must advance to intercession for all saints
and for the special warriors of the present. The
Christian stands in single-handed combat, but is

not isolated; the fall of one may involve the fall

of another, perhaps of many. The victory of one

preserves many from a fall. The conflict of the
Christian is a common concern, the cause of the
Church. That is an evidence of watching, when
in the supplication for all special thought is given
to those who are fighting in the van and most of
all exposed to assaults. That is watchfulness,
when one sees that the matter is not that the ex
ternal condition of the assailed one is altered and

improved, that the prison should be opened for
the prisoner, but rather that he continues inter

nally in joy and boldness to be an unhampered
witness of the gospel, especially of the marrow
of the gospel, full of life, of the profoundest con
tents of revelation, thus enabled amid all outward

disgrace before the world to preserve the inward

dignity of a child and servant of God, of His am
bassador.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

About nothing does man have such indistinct

views as about his own strength. Every one, be
he never so weak, thinks himself strong : this is

proved by his resolutions, his plans, which have
been mostly frustrated and shattered. It is with

strength as with beauty, which no one even the

ugliest thinks is far off. Indeed man is often

afraid for himself just where there is nothing to

fear, as the miser of unnecessary expense, the

ambitious man of renouncing something, not

knowing their own weakness. That in the Lord

alone, the strong and mighty One, strength is to

be sought and found, all those do not consider

who are unwilling to ground true freedom in the

service of God; only the children of God are

strong, and he who stands fast on the soil of Di
vine precepts, eternal principles, has unconquer
able might. He who is overcome by God and
holds to Him, overcomes himself and the enemies
without him. The conflict is stirred by a pow
erful enemy without us, who is the more danger
ous, the more allies he finds within us in our flesh

and blood, in our natural man. Were there no
false friends in us, the enemy, Satan, without us

would not have so great power. The Christian

alone is assailed; he who is not assailed is no

Christian, either no longer, or not yet. Satan
does not attack his own, but rather uses them only
in assaulting believers. In the panoply of God
all temptations of the deyil turn out to be trials
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from God, in which we become stronger and

more invincible. The girdle of the Christian

warrior is a chain of eternal truths, his breast

plate is righteousness which avails before God,
his war-shoes are skill in Gospel testimony in

word and deed without precipitancy in peacea-
bleness; his shield is that faith of the heart

which hangs on Christ, securing against seven

darts, those of sin, virtue, the world, the cross,

despair, calumny and death (H. MUELLER) ;
the

helmet is the hope of everlasting salvation, and

the short sword is the apprehended word from

God, which has the edge and point to parry as

drawn by the Lord Himself. Only learn how to

choose and use such texts as Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10 !

See thou hast the sword of the Spirit! 1. The
eword which is of the Spirit is a word, God s

word, but this word is a sword. 2. The Spirit,

whose the sword is, is the Holy Spirit, not theo

logy, not polity, nor confession, neither letter

nor man s reason. Without God s word reason

and strength were a leaden banner, a lance with

out a head, a sword without an edge. To han
dle the sword of the Spirit thou needest the

strength of God. HAMANN says aptly, the breast

plate is no bodice but a breast-plate, to which a

champion is as much accustomed as patrons to

their loose clothes. From supplication we first

learn how to pray for ourselves rightly. More

depends on internal than on external freedom.

To be free in chains and bonds, to be full of pure

joy in tribulation, to be oppressed and yet free

hearted, is the Apostle s wish and precept.
STARKK : Do you suppose that Christianity

comes off without a conflict or that you will re

ceive a crown of glory without having contended ?

You deceive yourself. Daily must you be
in the combat and show good knighthood in

faith. Do you ask: who then are my enemies?
look into your own breast and there you will

find sinful lusts, warring against you ; sloth and

sleepiness, clouding thy spirit, unbelief and

doubt, wounds of conscience, disturbing you, etc.

Without you are Satan and the world, setting
their nets. If you are not properly armed in

faith against these enemies, you will go to ruin.

Since artifice is so much more dangerous than

force, we must specially protect ourselves against
this He who is well armed can composedly look

the devil in the face and stand up to him foot to

foot; he will assuredly conquer. A good con
science is the Christian s breastwork. The less

sin, the less the power of the devil. Let a be

lieving Christian take especial care that he guards
his heart. When the enemy is there it is too

late to begin to arm ; prepare yourself before

hand and be always ready. Where there is no

faith, there is no armor that avails against Satan ;

all is lost. The word of God is necessary for all

men, even for the overcoming of spiritual adver
saries. How can the Romish Church answer for

this, that they have refused this to their poor
people? Prating is not praying. He who has

not the spirit of prayer, cannot pray aright.

Strong, well-fortified and blessed souls need our

intercessions also. Ye hearers, why is it that

your teacher is so dull and that he cannot speak
with power to your conscience ! The answer is :

you do not pray for him ! Oh, as often as he
enters the pulpit, so often should your mind and

your whole heart rise to the Lord, praying earn

estly that he may with boldness and great im
pression speak to your souls. Oh how much
useless stuff is often brought out from the pul
pit! Let him who appears before the Lord, see
to it that he speaks nothing else than God s

word.
RIEOER: A good warrior needs inward courage

and then outward armor. The devil has a great
advantage when his power is denied or deemed
trifling. For there is then the less arming against
him. The magnificent names which the Apostle
applies to these powers arranged in the kingdom
of darkness, we must never look at in themselves,
for then they might appear to be expressed only
to increase the fear of our hearts ; but when we
consider in addition the destruction of all these
works which is announced in the Gospel, they
serve rather to exalt the name of Christ. In the
entire period of life, during which we find our
selves placed -on the field of conflict, there still

occurs some one occasion which constitutes the
evil day, and upon which it depends whether the

purpose of the enemy be repelled, our will for

good, taken from God s word and Spirit, become

strengthened and thus God s will toward us be

accomplished. It is really a principal part of
the honorable condition of the children of God,
that they cannot only present their own concerns
in prayer to Him, but also assume those of others
in supplication. There is here however no ap
proval of an indolent leaning upon the interces

sions of others, such as Simon sought with a
heart &quot; not right&quot; (Acts vi. 24), or of a self-

interested application of intercession, such as our
Saviour rebuked in the Pharisee (Matt, xxiii.

14), but we are to understand a common contest
and mutual help in prayer.
HEUBNER: Weapons of human prudence, the

straw-armor of our reason, as Luther says, are
not sufficient against the evil, spiritual powers.
If God is not with us, with His counsel and His

strength, all is in vain. The Christian must ever

stand, ever be armed, because there is always a
conflict. A fool does not know what kind of a
contest there is going to be! He calls the evil

powers the fancies of benighted ones. As among
the Spartans the saying was: &quot; either with this

or on this,&quot; so the Christian should either pre
serve his shield of faith or die on it. No one is

so strong that he can do without the intercession

of others. Even a Paul still needed strengthen
ing and stimulus. The word to be preached is

given by the Lord
;
the Lord opens the mouth.

From Him must come the impulse to speak; he
who preaches according to his own fancies and

pleasure accomplishes nothing. The Gospel is

to the perverted heart always a mystery.
PASSAVANT: Paul was a man of God and as

such of varied and great experience in all these

conflicts. The more earnestly Paul contended,
the more earnestly did his love for the Christians,
the brethren, the churches of the Lord, fear and
tremble. Paul is the ambassador on behalf of the

Gospel and on account of the preaching of it in

bonds. This office has its sorrows and dangers ;

t has heights and also abysses, a destruction, a

condemnation, a death.

STIER: As certainly as you can count upon
God s help, so necessary is your own activity in
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the use of means, which God proffers that you
may offer resistance. To withstand the enemy
and to stand is already the entire, difficult tri

umph. We are not however once for all done
with girding, putting on, grasping our arms and
armor ; in the midst of the conflict we must con

stantly look after them and keep them in order.

The contest, the enemies, the field of battle,

the equipment, that is all ; but the arms, which
the Spirit gives, can be managed only with the

prayer of our spirit, can be attained, put on and

grasped only through prayer. An ambassador in

bonds! But although bound, he can still pro
claim unhindered and conduct properly his em
bassy. GKRLACH : Bound with a chain to a sol

dier, Paul preached the Gospel and dictated this

Epistle, from which the Christian Church in all

ages has received so much love and pleasure.
On (he Epistle for the 2lst Sunday after Trinity

[vers. 10-17]. HERBERGER: The hand-book

(Enchiridion) of a Christian knight. 1. What
kind of heart and courage such an one must have
to appear in the place of review. 2. Who is his

chief Captain, to whom he must have regard.
3. What kind of equipment he must have, what
is the best armory, the best arsenal. 4. Who are

his worst enemies. 5. How he ought and must
accustom himself to his armor. 6. What a se

vere regimen he must carry out. 7. Finally
what he has to expect, if he conduct himself in

a knightly manner. Lisco : The sacred combat
of the Christian : 1. The cause for which he con
tends (vers. 10, 11); 2. The enemies against
which he contends (vers. 12, 13) ;

3. The w
pons with which he contends (vers. 14-17).
RAUTENBERG: Be strong in the Lord and in the

power of His might! How the equipment with
the whole armor of God is 1) so indispensable,

2) so accessible, 3) so glorious. HARLESS : The
bond of Christian fellowship consists: 1) in the

assurance of the same contest for all; 2) in the

possession of the same arms
; 3) in the command to

accordant love. Gesetz und Zeuaniss [a German
periodical] : The secret conflict of the Christian.

1) The secret of his danger, 2) of his strength, 3)
of his victory. MUENKEL: The Apostle s war-ser
mon shows 1) the enemy against whom, 2) the ar

mor in which, 3) the kingdom for which we con
tend. PROHLE: The Christian warrior. 1. The
host of foes against him (ver. 12); 2. The heroic

spirit in which he goes forth (vers. 10, 11); 3.

The armor he bears (vers. 13-17).

[HODGE: Vers. 10-13. As a conflict is inevi

table, the believer should: 1. Muster strength
for the struggle. 2. He should seek that strength
from Christ. 3. Since his enemies are not hu
man, but superhuman, he needs not only more
than human strength, but also Divine armor.
Ver. 10. He who rushes into this conflict without

Christ has not strength even to reach the field.

When most empty of self, we are most full of

God. Ver. 14. With the flowing garments of the

East, the first thing to be done in preparing for

any active work was to gird the loins. To enter

on this spiritual conflict ignorant or doubting,
would be to enter battle blind or lame. A war
rior without his breast-plate was naked, exposed
to every thrust of his enemy, and even to every
tasual dart. In such a state flight or death is

inevitable. Ver. 15. In ancient warfare swift
ness of foot was one of the most important quali
fications for a good soldier. As the Gospel
secures our peace with God, and gives assurance
of His favor, it produces that joyful alacrity of
mind which is essential to success in the spiritual
conflict. Ver. 16. It is a common experience of
the people of God, that at times horrible thoughts,
unholy, blasphemous, sceptical, malignant crowd
upon the mind, which cannot be accounted for on
any ordinary law of mental action, and which
cannot be dislodged. There are others which
enkindle passion, inflame ambition, excite cupidi
ty, pride, discontent, or vanity. Against these
most dangerous weapons of the evil one, the only
protection is faith. Ver. 17. This sword puts to

flight all the powers of darkness
; it is true in

the individual experience of the Christian, and
in the experience of the church collective. All
her triumphs over sin and error have been ef
fected by the Word of God. When anything else
takes its place, the Church, or the Christian, is

at the mercy of the adversary. Ver. 18. To ob
tain strength to use this armor aright, and to
secure victory, we should pray. These prayers
should be: 1. Of all kinds; 2. On every occa
sion; 3. Importunate and persevering; 4. By the
aid of the Holy Spirit; 5. For all saints. R.]

[EADIE : Ver. 10. The valor is as spiritual
as the armor. Ver. 11. The great enemy of

man, a veteran fierce and malignant has a method
of warfare peculiar to himself, for it consists of
&quot;wiles.&quot; His battles are the rush of a sudden
ambuscade. Ver. 12. It is no vulgar herd of
fiends we encounter, but such of them as are

darkly eminent in place and dignity. Ver. 16.

The biography of Luther and Bunyan affords ap
posite examples of these fiery darts. Ver. 17.

The Captain of salvation set the example, and
once and again, and a third time, did He repel
the assault of the prince of darkness by three
brief and simple citations from Scripture. Ver.
18. &quot;

Praying always what does it mean?
Being always on our knees? always engaged in
the act of prayer? This I believe to be one of the

grossest glosses that Satan casts on that text. He
has often given it that gloss; monkery, nunnery,
abstraction from the world in order to give up
one s self to prayer, are but the effects of that
false gloss

&quot;

(EVANS). &quot;All the saints
&quot;

pray for

us, and in a spirit of reciprocity it becomes us to

pray for them. Ver. 19. &quot; The mystery of the

Gospel.&quot; It is a system which lay hidden till

God s time came for revealing it. To know it

there must be a Divine initiator, for its truths
are beyond the orbit of human anticipations.
The God-man, a vicarious death, gratuitous par
don, the influence of the Spirit are doctrines
which man never could have discovered. This

Gospel, without mutilation, in its fulness and
majesty, and with all its characteristic elements,
the Apostle wishes to proclaim with plain and

unfaltering freedom. Ver. 20. The Apostle s

arnest wish was, that he might expound his

message in a manner that became him and his

ligh commission, that his imprisonment might
lave no dispiriting effect upon him, and that he

might not in his addresses compromise the name
and dignity of an ambassador for Christ. R.]
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IV. CLOSE OF THE EPISTLE.

CHAPTER VI. 21-24.

1. Personal intelligence is brought by the bearer of the letter.

CHAP. VI. 21, 22.

21 But that ye also may know 1

my afikirs, and how I do [the things concerning me.

how I fare]
2

, Tychicus, a [the] beloved brother and faithful minister in the Lord,
22 shall make known to you all things [shall make all known3 to you] : Whom I have

sent unto you for the same [this very] purpose, that ye might [may]* know our

affairs, and that he might [may] comfort your hearts.

. . . . .

brought out by a change to the passive form : &quot;all shall be made known to you by Tychicus, the beloved
ithful minister in the Lord, whom I have sent,&quot; etc. Alford: &quot;Tychicus shall make known all to you, the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

IVer. 21. [The order in B. K. L., great majority of cursives, fathom, in : tlSrire eai i&amp;gt;/ietf (so Tischendorf, Mcy&quot;&quot;-,

Alford); tf. A. 1). K. P. G., Latin father! : icai u/i eiiiJTe (HO Lacuiiiami, Ellicott). The former admits of the best explanation
of tin? variation (see Meyer). R.]

* Ver. 21. [Hmo Ifart is less ambiguous than Bow I do, while t/it. things concerning me is literal and avoids the some
what uneiiphonic juxtaposition: my affairs, hma 1 fare. R.]

3 \ er. 21. [The order: v/j-iv yviupivtt is accepted by Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott on the

authority of A. K. L., nenrly all cursives, Rood versions, fathers, although X. It. I). K. F. (Uchnmnn) sustain yvupiati v^lv.

The probability of a conformation to Col. iv.7 leads to this view. The K. V. deviates from the order of the Greek, which
would be best brou
brother and faithfu

beloved brother and faithful minister in the Lord, whom,&quot; etc. K.]

Ver. 22. [May instead of &quot;

might,&quot;
&quot; in accordance with the law of the succession of the tenses

&quot;

(Ellicott). R.]

demeanor and state in the same.* Tychicus
shall make all known to you. llav-ra

comprises what has already been referred to,

pointing to the full and detailed deportment (yvu-
piaei) of Tychicus, who is mentioned in Acts
xx. 4; Col. iv. 7, 8; 2 Tim. iv. 12: Tit. iii. 12,

without imparting any further information than
that he was a native of Asia and a serviceable

companion of Paul, who here characterizes
him as:

The beloved brother and faithful minis
ter in the Lord. O a y a -

q TO ( aAe /.$6$
designates him as a stout-hearted Christian, at
IT i or b c SiaKovnc as a reliable servant, a ser

vant of the gospel, in acco-dance with the con

text, which indicates that Tychicus would come
not for personal reasons, but in the interest of

the Church (irapaKateari rf KapAiaf vuui
),
and in

agreement with Col. iv.7 (where &quot;minister and
fellow-servant in the Lord &quot; marks him as a ser

vant who with Paul is a rfoi /,of of Christ). We
should not then think (of the ecclesiastical office

of the diaconate (Esrius), nor yet of a personal
servant to Paul himself

( MEYER). f The added

phrase ev K vp i u, in the Lord,&quot; is to be joined
with both

a&amp;lt;Jf?.(&amp;gt;&amp;lt;jf
and rfi(toi p

of, since they are
connected without the article, thus confirming
the reference to the ministry of the gospel,

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2 1 . But that ye also may know, I v a
*5e id iyre /cat v/ielq. Passing over to another

subject (At )
the Apostle hastens from the inter

cession for himself to a conclusion. He wishes
that in order to make proper intercession for

him, they might also know his condition more

exactly, referring them, however, to oral com
munications. The/cat before

t&amp;gt;/z
el f points to

others
(
BENGEL: perinde ut alii).

The immediate
antithesis is Tychicus and those who are near
Paul in his imprisonment. Not merely those

about him (ver. 22: rd Trepl r/uuv), even those

more remote should know respecting him. It

cannot be in antithesis to the Apostle himself

(KuECKERT and others); this gives no meaning.
Even STIKR S view : You also on your part should
know what I on my part experience and suffer,

does not correctly explain the a/ before vfielf.
To think of the Colossians (HARI.ESS, MEYER,
I .i.i.i K or of Timothy (comp. 2 Tim iv. 12) is

not warranted by anything in the passage.*
The things concerning me. how I fare,

set forth a double object of the communication :

7d KUT f/ii (Phil. i. 12; Col. iv. 7) denotes the

external circumstances, ri Trpdaau the personal

*[ ALFORD: &quot;As /have beengoingat length into the matters

concerning you, so if youalto on your part, wish to know,&quot;

etc. Hut this is scarcely an obvious antithesis. Ilonr.t explains
indefinitely: You as well as other Christian friends who
have manifested solicitude about me in my lionds.&quot; The

lit the priority of the KpiMb- to t he ( . ,lo~.i.,ns. w lio are siip-

posed to be referred to i antithetically &amp;gt;

in K a i, but though
its pres.-ii.-i- would I,.- n.-itnr.illv explained were the priority
of that Kpistlw liilly &amp;lt; -liiblisli.-.l. it scarcely amounts to an

arifiimenl in favor of that hypothesis. R.J

* [Not &quot;what I do,&quot; for Paul always did one thing (MET
ER). K.)
f [ALFORD and ELLICOTT follow MEYER, in taking Jta-

&amp;lt; o &amp;gt; o&amp;lt;r in the sense of &quot;servant,&quot; Paul s servant, not th-! ser
vant of the gospel ; they also join iv K v p i y with this term
alone, as indicating that his service for Paul was yet in
Christ. But Bniune s view is the more natural one The

with no retet-i-nee to tlie trustworthiness of his message, an
OHRTM8TOM ..nd BUTOD . mph . Mil &amp;gt;.- he w ;i&amp;gt; probal.h kn-.wa
to the Kphesians, though not to the Colossians (MEYER). K./
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through which he is a brother; his Christian

character he manifests in the service of Chris

tianity. Christ is the sphere of life and effort

for Tychicus: hence iv nvpiy, which refers

back to
ddeA(j&amp;gt;6s

also.

Ver. 22. Whom I have sent unto you
for this very purpose, bv sTrep-ifta Trpbf
i /i a

(, elf aii T o TO v T o, for the very purpose,
which has been already mentioned

[&quot;I
have

sent
&quot;

is on the whole preferable to &quot;I send&quot;

(WORDSWORTH) or &quot; I sent &quot;

(ALFORD). R.]
That ye may know our affairs.* &quot;I va must
be parallel to the first one, as yvure to dtif/re,

Td ire pi // // tJ v merely extends the circle : the

situation, not merely of the Apostle, but of his

companions also (Col. iv. 10-14; Philemon 10,

23, 24). Paul does not send there merely in his

own interest.

And that he may comfort your hearts,
K. at TT a p a K a / i a y T a c na p 6 i aq v n u v .

This denotes the consequence of communication,
or the impression which accompanies it. Ac

cordingly it is not necessary to give prominence
to ministerial address as the signification here

(STIER). BENGEL: Ne o/enderetis in vinculis

nifis.
[&quot;

It is better, however, owing to our ig
norance of the exact state of the church, to leave

the precise reference undefined, and to extend it

generally to all particulars in which they needed
it&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Personal and Congregational intercuts stand

in close connection. Still the latter are the pre

ponderating ones; the former must fall into the

back-ground. 2. Independency. The proposi
tion of Robinson in the beginning of the 17th

century : ccctum quemlibet particularem esse totam,

integratn et perfectam ecclesiam ex suis partibus con-

ttantem immediate et INDEPENDENTEM (quoad alias

ecclesias sub ipso Christo), cannot be justified from
the Apostolic age, in which the local churches
stood in active intercourse and received sugges
tions from various quarters. [Every attempt to

*
[ALFORD, referring to the fact that this verse occurs word

for word in Col. iv. 8, except that yvia rd. Trepi vfj-iav is substi

tuted there, asks: il Does not this variation bear the mark of

genuineness with it?&quot; Braune (Cnlossians, p. 82) accepts the

reading which conforms exactly to this verse, but the other
is defended in the additional notes. R.]

carry into practice this extreme view of Robin
son has resulted either in ecclesiastical anarchy
or a quasi-independency, such as exists in Con
gregational churches. R.]

3. Our times are successful in spreading in

telligence in many ways from one parish to an
other. This is well both for those who desire
such personally imparted communications, and
for those who make a sacrifice in this service, in
order to receive as well as give refreshing, re

vival, consolation and strength. It always hap
pens so, where the inner life is in action,

j

even though the organization and polity are still

incomplete, as in the early churches. Care how
ever should be taken, that there be not mixed
with this a dissipation of the strength required
for the immediate task, or the merest of curiosi

ty. It is precisely the fresh, glad taking root in

the local churches which bears flower and fruit

to be imparted for the edification of other
churches. [These remarks, so pertinent to such
an event as the sending of Tychicus, have a bear-

j

ing on the influence of ecclesiastical bodies on
the congregations within whose bounds they as

semble, but more especially on the labors of

those ministers who travel from place to place as

&quot;evangelists,&quot; &quot;revival preachers.&quot; The good
and the evil attendant on their labors are clearly
indicated above. Such journeyings find their

parallel not in the travel of the Apostles, but in

those of Tychicus. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. Doctr. Notes. STARKK : Preachers

should behave to each in a friendly, peaceable,

affectionate, brotherly manner. It pleases God

very much, when preachers are concerned for

their hearers, and hearers for their preachers.
RIEGER: More particular intelligence respect

ing each other awakens also the more fitting in

tercession for each other. [It ought to be the

aim of the &quot;religious newspaper,&quot; to do for.

churches and families what Tychicus was to do

for Paul: Communicate such personal intelli

gence as would comfort the hearts of those who
read. Those editors who do this rather than to

minister to pride or to provoke angry discussion,

well deserve the title &quot;beloved brother and faith

ful minister in the Lord.&quot; R.]

2. Twofold salutation to the Church.

(CHAP. VI. 23, 24.)

23 Peace be to the brethren, and love with faith, from God the Father and the Lord

24 Jesus Christ. Grace be with all them that [those who] love our Lord Jesus Christ

in sincerity [incorruption]. Amen, [omit Amen.]
1

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Ver. 24. [The Rrc. inserts
OM&amp;gt;)| ,

with X !&amp;gt; K. L., most versions and fathers, but, as it is not found in X-1 A. B. F. O.

2 cursives and good minor authorities, it is rejected by Uchiiiiimi. Tischendorf. Meyer. Alfortl. Kllioott and most recent edi

tors, as a liturgical gloss. In regard to such concluding words, the obvious rule is that good authority i sufficient to warrant

a rejection, preponderating external evidence being of itself insufficient to establish the genuineness.



CHAP. VI. 23-24.

-K.J

FUMCB1FT1OH
X A. U. !.:

:., with K. L., is: apbs E4&amp;gt;&amp;lt;nov*
iirb Hui/ir,? iid Tux toO n has n-pi? E^circovc .ypa.)

o-iovt, to which F. adds &amp;lt;TcAccr0&amp;gt;). Comp. the subscriptions to the Epistle to the Colot

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The form of the greeting is altogether unusual ;

the third person, not the second, is used in spite

of the direct address (vers. 21, 22); instead of

i ttiv we find in ver. 23: roZf drfe Jl0oZ f, in the

usual position of vfuv after the first word of the

silutation, and in ver. 24 we read: HFTU
TTavruv rwv ayair&v r uv instead of v[i&amp;lt;jv.

Thus a general application corresponding with

the universal Epistle is strongly marked. Further

we find here divided into two salutations what is

elsewhere comprised in one. This points em

phatically from the actual effects of grace within

the Christian heart and life to the ultimate real

ground of the same. Finally, the first salutation

to take i i p rj v T]=concordia (CALVIN), 4 j a IT ij as

God s love (BENHEL), or /imi=according to

(METKR). It is arbitrary to introduce here, in

accordance with the salutations in the Epistles to

Timothy, fXeof instead of hydirri (RUKCKERT),
nor is it pertinent either, since &quot;mercy&quot;

ef

fects
&quot;peace,&quot;

and would not occur after the

latter.

From God the Father and the Lord Je
sus Chiist. A~6 denotes the source, as always

I aulus conjunyit (/) causam

rarof cum causa secunda

in the salutations.

principem (Oeov
(nvp tov Itfaoii X/jtoroi). Comp. i. 2, 22

;

Phil. ii. 9.

Ver. 24. The second salutation. Grace be
with all, -xavruv. Else-

begins with
&quot;peace,&quot;

which elsewhere forms the
j

where (Rom. xvi. 20, 24; 1 Cor. xvi. 23; 2 Cor.

close, and the second with
&quot;grace,&quot;

which is the
j

xiii. 13: Gal. vi. 18; Phil. iv. 23; 1 Thess. v.

usual beginning. See on chap. i. 2. The ex- i 28; 2 Thess. iii. 18; Philemon 25) we find t/ %a-

planation must accept the sense of the words as

used elsewhere, unless other reasons compel a

departure from it. In addition this original form

supports the originality of this Epistle, its Pauline

origin, against the acceptance of a pseudepi-

grapliic work.
Ver. 23. The first salutation. Peace be to

the brethren and love with faith. Eipf/v?/
nal aydxr/ UHTU. Triareuc expresses a wish

for two things.* Grammatically the three sub
stantives stand in different relations to each
other: the first two are connected as co-ordinate

with KO.I, the tliird is joined to them with /terd,

pi roy Kvpiov ir/aoii \ptOTol; the simple i/ xat)lS

only here, Col. iv. 18; 1 Tim. vi. 22; 2 Tim. iv.

22 (where, however, 6 xvptix; fitTa TOV irvevfiaToc; aov

precedes) ; Tit. iii. 15. Paul, after the wish
which is directed to what is subjective and ethi

cal, points to its objective ground. The article

(//)
marks the grace as that which is well-known

to all, of which the Epistle bears testimony. The

single limitation to &quot;all&quot; is given by the follow

ing characteristic designation:
Those who love oar Lord Jesus Christ,

T G) v a y a TT a&amp;gt; v T u v TOV K v
/&amp;gt;

t n v // u &amp;lt;~&amp;gt; v I n-

o ovv XpiaT 6 v. Thus Paul gives prominence
which unites more closely than nai and avv, the to what should be the ayens in every called and
latter denoting external connection, while fitrd baptized Christian. The twofold salutation, bor-

points to an external one, to a belonging together i dering on a parallelism, is thus to be distin-

(WiNER, p. 353). This has its influence on the !

guisbed; the first part points to the inner life of

explanation of the substantives, which must de-
j

the Christian, the second to the principle on

signate internal, ethical things. The first is which this life is based, with its immediate ef-
&quot;

peace,&quot; as the fruit of
&quot;grace,&quot;

out of which
I feet, love to Christ. In this we find then both

it springs (see all the Pauline salutations) j

an advance and a justification of the explana
tion of afie\q&amp;gt;oi. [MEYER and most find here
alone the wider reference to all real Christians,

corresponding to the Anathema in 1 Cor. R.]
So 1 Cor. xvi. 22. Comp. John xiv. 21, 23. Hence
the first wish is not for all members of the

[comp. Jtomanx, p. 57], communicated through
&quot;

mercy.&quot; as the salutations in Epistles to Timo

thy conjoin ; we must therefore refer it to peace
of heart, peace with God, rest of soul. The next,

&quot;love,&quot; is something springing out of the
&quot;

peace,&quot; hence love to the brethren, who with us
have become children of Him who is Love; this

love too is in the closest union with faith. &quot;Faith

is the characteristic of proper love (as Gal. v. 6),
love is the characteristic of proper faith

&quot;

(HAR-
LE38).

&quot; There remains, however, a distinction,
inasmuch as faith is the ground and beginning,
bringing love with it, not the reverse&quot; (STIER).
BENOEL: Fides prxsupponitur ut donum Dei. By
&quot; the brethren&quot; we are to understand Christians
in general, not those in Asia (GROTIUS), nor
Jewish Christians in particular (WIESELER), nor

yet the readers merely (MBYER).} It is incorrect

*
[Turn, not threr, for the term &quot;brethren&quot; presupposes

&quot;faith&quot; there already. The form indicates also, thai he
wisln-, Inr them &quot;peace&quot;

and &quot;love&quot; in inseparable connec
tion with tin- already present &quot;faith.&quot; Of coiir-n- tin- inn. :i-r

if &quot;luve&quot; iii-i vssunly implies the increase of faith, Imt . the

;;. followed i iy K
S.-R.]
IDIK. ALFORB and EI.LICOTT, takes

&quot;tin- lin-tln-on&quot; here as
-.=&quot;you.&quot; finding i&quot; th &amp;lt;&amp;lt;(,,ml !&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

diction a wider reference
; llniuin-, mi tho other hand, seems

church, and the second for genuine disciples

(STIER); as if the effect were to be wished for

the former, and the efficient cause only for (he

latter! WIESELER finds a most remarkable refe

rence, in the first, to the Jewish Christians, as

especially &quot;brethren&quot; after the flesh, in the

second to the Gentile Christians, as though they
were not brethren ;

no reader would have thought
of this.

In incorruption, cv a$0ap&amp;lt;ri? (from a^-
6apTt&amp;gt;(;, incorruptus, corruption! el interitui non ob-

noxius, I Cor. ix. 25; xv. Rom. i. 23
;

1 Tim
i. 17 ;

1 Pet. i. 4, 23 ; iii. 4), is used here as in 1

Cor. xv. 42, 50, 63, 54 ;
Rom. ii. 7; 2 Tim. i. 10,

where the resurrection of the body is spoken of,

and is not to be applied differently. BE.NGEL :

to refer to the same persons. n&amp;gt;., all Christians. The former
view is the more obvious one, but the latter accounts for the

peculiar form of the salutation, and accords with the uni-

upo
l character of the Epistle. Still it lays a great s

n a form that may have uo special significance. K.
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&&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;0apom
dicit sanitatem labis expertem et inde fluen-

tem pcrpetuitatem. The phrase is an adverbial

qualification of ayairuTTTuv, as Tit. iii. 15: Tovf

ifnAtivvTaf IIUCH; iv Triarti. [So MEYER, ALFORU,
HODGE, and most recent cotumeniators.] Accord

ingly it is inadmissible to connect it with x^pi-S

(supplying iaru) with the explanation that it

id=t-v (Hjtfdprotf, in whom it manifests itself

(HARLESS, STIER and others), still more so, to

join it with Uptarov (SEMLER), as though the

glorified Saviour, and not rather the One in the

form of a servant, were the object of the love.

It is not=in eternity (iMATTHiEs), that would be

elr aiuva, nor in sincerity [E. V.],* either of love

(CALVIN, CALOVIUS and others) or of life (GREEK
FATHERS, ERASMUS, ESTIUS), that would be kv

iubOopia (Tit. ii. 7). LUTHER renders it well:

unverriicht [immovably] ; the phrase denoting
that the love is one belonging to incorruption,
not succumbing to the fluctuations and changes
of the world. BENGEL, who joins it with

^ap&amp;lt;f,

remarks aptly, however: Congruit cum tola summa

epislolse: et inde redundat etiam atyOapaia in amorem

fidelium erga Jesum Christum. [Comp. the terse

and lucid note of ELLICOTT in loco, who, after de

fending the view not commonly accepted, on

grammatical and lexical grounds, adds: &quot; in in

corruption, i. e., in a manner and in an element

that knows neither change, diminution nor de

cay. Thus then this significant clause not only
defines what the essence of the

ayawTj^ is, but in

dicates that it ought to be perennial, immutable,

incorruptible.&quot; Not a fleeting earthly love,

but a spiritual and eternal one &quot;

( ALFORD). R.]
There inheres a mighty earnestness in these

closing words, which however may not be spared
even with a child; the smallest child cau love its

mother.

Thus the conclusion returns again to the begin

ning, and this is the more significant, when one

remembers, that Paul, who did not himself write

his letters, but always dictated them (Rom. xvi.

22), penned the salutation alone with his own
hand, as Col. iv. 18; 1 Cor. xvi. 21

;
2 Thess. iii.

17, probably also Gal. vi. ll-18.f See LAUKENT,
Neutestamentliche Studien, pp. 4-9.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Epistle began (i. 2) and now it closes

with the greeting :
&quot;

grace be with you !

&quot; This

grace, God s -condescending love in Christ, is the

ground and the goal of all human effort directed

toward salvation. 2. From grace there is first

brought about in the heart of the Christian, peace
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, the re

conciliation, which drives away the unrest caused

by the re-echo in our conscience of the accusing
and condemning law, making real rest of soul.

Then in and by the side of peace toward God

* [ALFORD, with right, urges that this would make the

Epistle end with an anticlimax, &quot;by lowering the high
standard which it has lilted up throughout to an apparent
indifferentism. and admitting to tha apostolic, blessing all

those, however otherwise wrong, who are only not hypocrites
iu their love of Christ,&quot; R.]

t [Comp. Gulatians. in loco, where the additional notes de

fend the view that the whole of that Kpistle was penned by
Paui himself. This opinion includes the presupposition that

h&quot; rarely (hd so, strengthening therefore, not weakening, the

puict \n. Braune here introduces. R.]

there enters love toward our neighbor ; both,

peace and love, in the convoy of faith winch
casts itself upon Christ as Lord. The objective

grace works subjectively through faith and peace
and love, unfolding and moulding the strength
and beauty of the human character in every de

partment of life. Christianity animates and ex
alts in noble activity the Divine in the human, as

a whole and in particular, to a blessed and bea

tifying permanence. 3. We should not b
brethren merely through the external church re

lation, but prove ourselves such in love to the

Lord. This will depend on the heallhfulness of

our faith, which in spite of external
&quot;progress,&quot;

hindrances, dangers, influences, proves itself

from the beginning to the very close by incor

ruptible love to the Lord Jesus.

[4. The closing benediction (ver. 24). It differs

from all other Pauline benedictions
; not in what

is wished, but in its definition of those for whom
it is wished. This definition makes it a fitting

close to our Epistle, the leading idea of which
is : &quot;the Church in Christ Jesus.&quot; For we thus

have a final definition of those who constitute

this Church : &quot;those who love the Lord Jesus
Christ in incorruption.&quot; Extensively, then, the

Church is not bounded by those external limits

necessarily established by ecclesiastical organi
zations, nor by those logical ones as necessarily
defined by detailed dogmatic statement, still less

by those empirical ones set up by morbid, fana

tical or spasmodic religionism. The empire of

love is not co-incident with such boundaries.

Still this is not the &quot;broad&quot; territory of indif

ferentism, ignorance, doubt or unbelief, for the

definition is intensive also. The love has for its

object &quot;the Lord Jesus Christ,&quot; whom Paul
loved. And those who-love as Paul loved, must

apprehend this Object in good measure as Paul

apprehended Him. No one can define how far

speculative doubt about the Person of Christ

leaves scope for a real love to Him as &quot;the Lord
Jesus Christ,&quot; but love seeks to know the dear

object, and those who seek Him will find Him,
here or hereafter, &quot;as He is.&quot; Love is the best

preceptor in Christology. Mere sincerity is not

enough ;
the love must move in a sphere, partake

of a character,
&quot;

perennial, immutable, incor

ruptible.&quot; That Christ s grace alone can beget
such a love is evident both from the Apostle s

words and human experience. Those who have
it are &quot;in Christ,&quot; of His Body, which, in a

fuller, higher sense, like the Head, shall live and
love &quot;in incorruption,&quot; through the same
&quot;

grace. &quot;-R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. Doctr. Notes.

RIEGER: The sum of the whole Epistle was.
God in Christ, before the world began in pur

pose, God in Christ in the accomplishment of our

destined Redemption, God in Christ in the saints

appropriation of this salvation provided for us,

unto its consummation in glory ;
hence the bene

diction at the conclusion concentrates itself upon
fellowship with God and His peace and His love.

The smallest child in Christ, and he who is the

strongest through God s Spirit in the inner man,
can unite on the precious heart-point of love to



CHAP. VI. 23-24.

Jesus. The grace remains immovable, and out

lit

1

tliis i lir love alao reaches to something ama
ranthine, which in the heat of the contest does

not fade u\v:iy.

lli.i IINKI: : The love to Jesus must abide, must

be immovable, whatever fortunes meet us, how
ever the spirit of the age may change ; else it is

not pure. //u in anwre. nori.

PAssAVAjfT: Here we have an apostolic con

clusion. It is a reminder, first, of that peace,

which comes down from God s heaven alone upon
our earth, into our hearts ; secondly, of that

love, which is pure, holy, Divine; thirdly, Paul

reminds the Christians of that faith, which, in

separable from love, living and active through
it, born of God, alone is pleasing to God, alone

gives to God His glory, alone exalts the soul to

Him. Fourthly, we are reminded of that grace,

through which first and alone there comes to us

all true, eternal, blessed good, continuing ours
out of pure mercy and unto eternity. The whole
of vital Christianity is contained in love to Jesus.
Those then who love this Jesus with their whole
heart, so that in this love they look to Him alone,
desire Him alone, follow Him alone, deny them
selves for Him, willingly bear His cross and their

cross after Him, living to Him and dying to Him
those are Christians, are God s children, His

special, His constant and dear objects of regard.
STIEII : If any one loves our Lord Jesus Christ,

in vain and in wrong would all the churches

pronounce the ban against him, nor are formu
las of faith valid against him.
GKRLACH : The grace which is the cause of our

love to Christ, becomes at the same time the re
ward of our love to Him

; all may be hoped
from Him, if one loves Him, all feared, if on*
does not love Him.

THE END OF EPHESIANS.
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THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE PHILIPPIANS.

INTRODUCTION,

CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.

The following schedule exhibits to us the heads under which these may be arranged :

SEC. I. ADDRESS AND SALUTATION (i. 1, 2).

SEC. II. SITUATION AND LABORS OF THE APOSTLE AT ROME
(i. 3-2G).

(1) The Apostle s gratitude and joy before God on account of the church at Philippi (i. 3-11).

After joyful thanksgiving for the fellowship of the church in the gospel (3-5), and the expres
sion of his confident hope that God will make this perfect (6-8), he offers a fervent prayer for

them (9-11).

(2) The gospel, in spite of insincere or false brethren and threatening danger of death, makes

progress during the Apostle s captivity at Rome
(i. 12-26).

After referring to the happy effects of his ministry in bonds (12-14), among sincere and insin

cere witnesses for Christ (15-17), he expresses his views respecting this varied experience

(18-20), and calmly revolves the question whether life or death may be better for him (21-26).
SEC. III. THE LORD S EXAMPLE AND PATTERN FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF THE

CHURCH
(i. 27 ii. 18).

(1) A true Christian deportment the condition of the Apostle s joy in the church (i. 27-30).

Characteristics of a Christian walk (27, 28 a) ; encouraging motives (286-30).

(2) Christ s example on the way through humiliation to exaltation (ii. 1-11).

After entreating them earnestly and eloquently to stand together in harmony (1 i), he holds up
to view the person of the Redeemer (5, 6), His state of humiliation (7, 8), and His state of

exaltation (9-11).

(3) God strengthens believers to walk in Christ s footsteps along the painful way of obedience

(12-14), to its glorious end (15-18).
SEC. IV. PAUL S ASSISTANTS AND CO-LABORERS (ii. 19-30).

(1) Timothy and his speedy mission to Philippi (19-24).

(2) Sending back of Epaphroditus (25-30).
SEC. V. WARNING AGAINST JUDAISTIC FALSE TEACHERS AND WICKED DECEIVERS

IN CONTRAST WITH THE APOSTLE (iii.
1 iv. 1).

(1) The spirit jf these teachers as distinguished from that of Paul (iii. 1-16).
He warns them against the disposition of such errorists, especially their pride (2-7), points out the

opposition between the righteousness of the law and that of faith (8-11), and speaks of his humble

striving after perfection (12-14), with an exhortation to harmony among the Philippians (15-16).
3
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(2) Opposite destiny of false and true Christians (iii. 17 iv. 1).

He confirms his exhortation to imitate himself and others like-minded (17) by two contrasts-

the destruction of the worldly, and the glorification of the righteous believers (18-21) ; and con

cludes (iv. 1) with an exhortation to steadfastness.

SBC. VI. FINAL EXHORTATION TO CO-OPERATION BETWEEN HIMSELF AND THE
PHILIPPIAN CHURCH (iv. 2-20).

(1) Individuals exhorted to harmony (2, 3).

(2) General exhortation to joyfulness (47).

(3) General and final summons to Christian progress (8, 9).

(4) Thanksgiving for the gifts of love from them (10-20).

His joy on this account (10), caution against misapprehension (11-13), grateful recognition of

their kindness (14-17), and assurance of the Divine blessing (18-20).

SEC. VII. SALUTATION AND BENEDICTION (iv. 21-23).

The ground tone of this Epistle is found in the antithesis of joy and sorrow which runs through

every part of it, not only in Paul s references to his own joy in his diversified relations (i. 4, 18;

ii. 2, 17
;

iv. 1, 10), but also in his exhortations to the church to cherish this spirit. The feeling of

joy animates the Apostle in his darkest hours, and that joy is the mark which he has always
in view. With ZOCKLER (VILMAE S Pastoraltheologische Blatter, 1864, Heft 5 and 6, p.

239 sq.) we shall find the ground-thought in that divine mystery which Peter (1 Pet. i. 11) de

signates as
&quot;

the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow
&quot;

(
ra df Xpia-bv Trady/tara

KOL ruf /zera ravra
&amp;lt;Wfaf),

and describes as an object of hope and longing to the angels in heaven.

Expressed in one sentence it is this : Only humble, loving self-denial, after the example of

Christ, who has passed through the condition of self-abasement to His exaltation in heaven, can

lift us up to true honor, to a full, abiding enjoyment of the Christian life.

\ 2. CHARACTER AND IMPORTANCE OF THE EPISTLE.

(1) The character of the letter distinguishes it in a marked way from the letters to the Ephe-
sians and Colossians. The theme is not here as in those letters divided in its treatment into a

theoretical and a hortatory part. It is a genuine outgush of the heart, and bears more than

any other a familiar character (WIESINGER). It is a natural and unstudied expression of feel

ing, without doctrinal purpose or strict plan (ZOCKLER), although the beautiful organism of the

letter is not to be overlooked, and HOLTZMANN (HERZOG S Real-encyk. Vol. XX. p. 401) should

not say that it is wanting in close connection and progress of the thought. Even the single

but extremely important doctrinal passage (ii. 5-11) is ethically conceived, and bears directly

with all its force upon practical life. As MEYER well remarks :

&quot; The entire contents breathe an

inmost and touching love for this favorite Church. No other letter is so rich in heartfelt ex

pressions and tender allusions none so characteristically epistolary, without exact arrangement,

without doctrinal discussions, without Old Testament citations and dialectic argumentations.

None is so completely a letter of the heart, an outburst of passionate longing for the fellowship

of love amid outward desertion and affliction
;
so that although at times almost elegiac in its tone,

it is a model of the union of tender love with apostolic dignity and boldness.&quot; Although the letter

of a prisoner near death, it is melior alacriorgue et blandior celeris (GROTius). Written in view

of death, yet full of unshaken hope of life, under heavy oppression, yet full of unbending courage,

amid grievous conflicts, yet full of fresh zeal, it passes from expressions of tender love for the church

to the severest denunciations of dangerous adversaries. With passages full of elegant negligence

(i. 29), like Plato s dialogues, and Cicero s letters, it has passages of wonderful eloquence, and pro.

ceeds from entirely outward, special, relations and circumstances to wide-reaching thoughts and

grand conceptions.

(2) Hence the importance of the letter, apart from the one doctrinal passage (ii. 5-11), lies in

the province of practical life. It treats of the mutual relations of the minister and his church,

and also of the general Christian life, especially in regard to self-discipline and proper demeanor

in circumstances of difficulty and towards various persons.

The Church has therefore selected from it four portions to be read on the fourth Sunday after



I
i. TIII-: A IT ii&amp;lt;&amp;gt; u &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F TIM: KHSTLE.

A lv iit I iv. 4 7), on Palm-Sunday (ii. f&amp;gt; 11), on the twenty-second (i. 3-11) and the twenty-
tlnnl Smulay at t-r Trinity (ill. 17-21).

I 3. UNITY OF THE EPISTLE.

This unity appears from $$1,2, and it would be unnecessary to refer to it, had not HEIN-
RICHS (JVovum Testamentum ed. Koppe VII. Proleg. p. 31 sqq.) and Puulus (Heidelb. Jahrb.

1817, 7, p. 702 sq.) brought forward the idea that there were two letters here, the one
(i.

1 iii. 1,

as far as xa PeTe fv KV
P&amp;gt;V,

an &amp;lt;l iv. 21-23) addressed to all the Philippians, and the other (iii. 1 6

iv. 20) addressed to his more intimate friends, the fTriaKoiroi and diannvoi
;
and that the exoteric

and esoteric parts were first united by another hand. This view finds no exegetical support
in Ionr6v

(iii. 1), rifaim (iii. 15), as the explanation of the passages shows. It deserves to be

forgotten, or to be mentioned only as a curiosity.

\ 4. AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE.

(1) The letter itsolf designates the Apostle Paul as the author (i. 1), represents Timothy as

one of his associates
(i.

1
;

ii. 19), and refers to his imprisonment (i. 7), and to his former preach

ing in Macedonia (iv. 15), in a manner entirely natural and in harmony with his actual rela

tions. On this point, therefore, there is no room for doubt.

(2) The external testimonies maintain Paul s authorship. Polycarp cites it (ad Phil. iii. 11)
as a letter of Paul s, according to its position in MURATORI S Canon, after the Epistle to the

Epliesians, and before that to the Colossians (Eph. $ 4, 2), and in this he is followed by IGNA

TIUS, IREN.EUS, CLEMENS of Alexandria, ORIOEN, TERTULLIAN, and EUSEBIUS who reckons it

among the
6/w?/&amp;gt;yo6juevo.

MARCION also regards it as an epistle of Paul.

(3) It bears undeniably the Pauline impress in its contents and spirit, its delicate turns and

allusions, its language and mode of representation (MEYER, comp. 2, 1). It should be remarked

too that from the subordination of the doctrinal element, as also from the prominence of its cha

racteristics as fresh, original, and called forth by a special occasion, all suspicion of forgerv in the

interest of doctrine is excluded (MEYER). Hence OLSHAUSEN could still say that this letter

belongs to the few writings of the New Testament of which the genuineness has never been dis

puted.

(4) SCHRADER leads the way to the more recent assaults on this Epistle (Der Apostel Paidus,
V. p. 233 sq.). According to his view, the passage iii. 1 iv. 9 is interpolated between ii. 30
and iv. 10, destroying the symmetry of the letter and its character as a letter of friendship.
This arbitrary assumption falls away at once before an unprejudiced interpretation of the passage
in question.

The leader of the Tubingen School, BAUR (especially in his Paulus, 1845, pp. 458-475) whom
his pupil, SCHWEGLER (Nachapost. Zeitalter II. 133-135), ably supports, makes the attack in

a different way. BAUR S arguments group themselves under three heads :

(a) The letter moves in the circle of Gnostic ideas, not combating them, but attaching itself

to them. Consequently the passage, ii. 5 sq., must have this import : apira)^ points to the

Valentinian Sophia, which strives to force itself into the being of the Father (iaa ry drij elvai)

and thus sinks down from the ^.iipufia into the Kevu/ia ;

&quot;

Being found in the likeness of men,&quot;

etc,, (iv ofimufiari aw&puxuv and ax f^aTl evpedeif &amp;lt;If dvtfpwToc) are Docetic ; and the division into

the three regions of eTrovpaviuv, emyeiuv, naraxdoviuv is purely Gnostic. This view also is utterly

untenable in the light of impartial exegesis.

(b) The character of the letter justifies a doubt of its Pauline origin. The expression xvvef

(iii. 2) is indelicate
;
and the antithesis of KaraTofii/ and irspiTopff forced and out of place. The

statement in iii. 2 sq. is copied from 2 Cor. xi. 18 sq., and that in iv. 15 contradicts 1 Cor. ix. 15

(eyu Jf ov KXPW&amp;lt;U ovievl TOVTW), or at least 2 Cor. xi. 9, according to which the contribution did

not reach him at the beginning of his Macedonian labors, but at a later period. The passage in

Philippians arose probably from that in Corinthians by an exaggeration. The passage iv. 16 is

not historically correct, since Paul did not make a long stay there
;
further iii. 1 (rd avra ypafytlv)

indicates poverty of thought ;
and iii. 6 (tiiKaioavvri kv v6w) is un-Pauline. These charges also

prove unfounded when we examine the passages.
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(c) The historical relations all point to a post-Pauline period. K^evrof (iv. 3), in connection

with K rift Kaiaapof oiniaf (iv. 22), compels us to think of the relation of the Emperor Tiin.uirs.

FLAVIUS CLEMENS, who on account of impiety (ritfe&amp;lt;5n/f)
was condemned to death, and thus fol

the first time the K-^OKOT/) TOV Evayyehiov (i. 12) becomes clear, together with Paul s joyful hope of

a speedy release (ii. 24). Further, in the fact that this CLEMENS, a genuine disciple of Peter,

had become a awepydf of Paul, we see the writer s tendency to harmonize the representatives of

the Jewish and Gentile Christians, Evotita and Swri^j/ (iv. 2). &quot;EKIG^KOIS /cat dianovoi^ (i. 1) is an

anachronism in a Pauline Epistle. As to these objections also an unbiassed exegesis removes

every difficulty.

Such objections to the genuineness of the letter become in reality vouchers for it. If there

are no others against Paul s authorship, we need not be concerned. They serve only to make us

feel how uncertain are the decisions of critics who recognize such delicacy of feeling on the part

of the writer, and yet complain of monotonous repetitions, poverty of thought, and a want of any
definite theme or purpose. LUNEMANN (Paidi ad Phil. Ep. contra Baurium defendit, 1847) and

BRUCKNER (Ep. ad Phil. Paulo auctori vindicata contra Baurium defendit, 1848) have trium

phantly vindicated the genuineness of this letter.

5. RELATIONS OF THE READERS.

(1) Their external relations. Not merely in the superscription (i. 1, kv QMmroif) does th

Apostle designate the place of the church, but also (which he seldom does except undeB deep

emotion) in the body of the letter, where he mentions their gifts of love to him (iv. 15 :

Qifairirqaioi). F lilippi is first mentioned in Acts xvi. 12. It was originally called K/^Wfcf from

the great number of fountains in that region, afterwards Adrof, and finally, when Philip, the son

of Amyntas, king of Macedonia, enlarged and fortified it as a bulwark against the Thracians,

about B. C. 358, it was named Qilinnroi. It became still more celebrated on account of the bat

tle fought there B. C. 42 between the Triumviri and Brutus and Cassius (which decided the fate

of the republic), after which it was made a Roman colonia (/co/Wta, Acts xvi. 12) with the jus

italicum; but it obtained its greatest glory as the first city of Europe in which the gospel was

preached with great success by Paul (A. D. 53) on his second missionary journey (Acts xvi. 9-40).

When it is said (Acts xvi. 12): ?KEl$ev fif Ot/lnrTrouc, rj-if tarlv irpuTrj T&amp;gt;/q /itpitios rift MaKf&amp;lt;5owa?

7r6,\tf, this T/JW-;; evidently designates only its local position (fueWev, i. e., from Neapolis), not its

political importance. It lies not far from the sea,* and after Neapolis, the port of Philippi, reck

oned at that time as in Thrace (VAN HENGEL Comment. Ep. ad. Phil. p. 4), is the first city

reached on coming from Neapolis to Macedonia. The capital of Macedonia was Amphipolis

(Liv. 45, 29). Comp. Acts of the Apostles, LANGE S Series, p. 304. Paul, along with the happy
results of his preaching in the conversion of Lydia and the jailor, had suffered many trials there

(1 Thess. ii. 2 : Trpn^a&ov-ef KM vfipiadEVTEf). After probably a short stay at Phi .ippi on his third

missionary journey (Acts xx. 1, 2), he remained there somewhat longer on his return, though

still not a long time (Acts xx. 6).

[Some of the later commentators (even MEYER, Comment, uber die Briefe an die Philipper,

etc., p. 1, 1859) speak of a village, Felibah, as still occupying the ancient site. This is incor

rect. COUSINEUV wrote nearly forty years ago: &quot;La ville celebre de Philippi ne renforme au-

jourd hm que des animaux sauvages; P oiseau de Minerva se y regenere au milieu des debris&quot;

( Voyage dans la Macedonie, p. 17, tome 2, Paris, 1831). The nearest human habitation at pre

sent is a Greek Kardhvua, or caravansary, a mile or more from the ruins, though the ancient name

undoubtedly still lingers among the peasants of the country. The nearest village is Berekedi,

several miles distant. The ruins consist principally of the remains of a theatre or amphitheatre
on the side of the hill which formed the acropolis of Philippi, mounds of rubbish containing

broken columns and fragments of marble, two lofty gateways supposed to have belonged to a

colossal temple of the emperor CLAUDIUS, and a portion of the ancient city wall on the east side

towards Kavalla (Neapolis). Latin inscriptions are still found there, which show that the place

L* Tt is fomewhat less, certainly, than 10 miles. The recent French explorers (Mission Archenlngifju ) make the distance

from 12 to 13 kilometres, i. e., alo-U 9 Roman mil -s. From the craps which overlook the road across Symholnm from

Kavalla, the aucient Neapolis, to the site of Philippi, the traveller has both places in sight at the same time. H.I
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was once occupied by Unmans. (See the addition to COLONY in the American edition of SMITH S

Bible Dictionary, Vol. I. p. 447).

The river of which Luke speaks in Acts xvi. 13 is undoubtedly the Gangas or Gangites men
tioned by ancient writers (Herod, vii. 113), and said to be known still as Anghista. It is not a

permanent stream, but, like many of the so-called rivers (womfwi) in the East, m&amp;lt; y be entirely

dry in summer, but flow with water in the rainy season. When the writer was there on the

13th of December, 1859, it was a rapid torrent, rushing and foaming over its rocky bed, varying
in depth at different points from one and two feet to four and five feet, and covering a bed of

about thirty feet in width. The stones at the bottom showed the action at times of a still more

powerful current. The channel of this stream is only a few rods beyond the circuit of the city,

as indicated by the parts of the wall which still remain. For other information respecting the

site of Philippi and its harbor, Neapolis, the present Kavalla, see Bibl. Sacra, Vol. XVII. 873 ff.

It was on the bank of this stream that the Jews or Jewish proselytes assembled for worship (Acts

xvi. 13), and hence, as Luke s expression indicates (for we are to read there, in rrvfo/f, out of (he gate
and not en ndfauc, out of the city), they had only to pass outof the gate, and would then come at once

to the river-side. TI.]

Nearly all the inhabitants of Philippi were heathen, among whom were a few Jews, who did

not have even a synagogue, but only a place of prayer (Acts xvi. 13, LANGE S Series, p. 304),

without the city, near the river, where also a few proselytes worshipped with them. Among
these undoubtedly the Apostle gained his first converts. The church must have been composed

principally of Gentiles. We cannot infer, on sufficient grounds, that the church was wealthy,

either from the case of Lydia or the jailor, or from their gifts to the Apostle. Polycarp indeed,

in his letter to the Philippians, censures their love of money ;
but he died A. D. 168 at the age

of 86, and wrote his letter at least fifty or sixty years after Paul wrote to the Philippians.

During this period great changes may have taken place even in the outward circumstances of

the church.*

2. The internal condition of the church was, on the whole, very favorable. The church

could not have remained weak, as the Jewish congregation there had been
;
for it had k^iano^oi

Kal diaKovoi
(i. 1). It must therefore have been also well regulated. We must not overlook the

fact that Paul writes naaiv ro/f ayuni h Xptar^ Ir/aov (i. 1). This TTUMV is omitted in his letter

to the Colossians, who were known to him, and in his letter to the Ephesians, while in his letter

to the Romans, who were as yet unknown to him, and in his second letter to the Corinthians, it

occupies a different position. He also not merely salutes ndv-a. ayiov (iv. 21), but rejoices in them
all

(ii. 17). In like manner Epaphroditus longs earnestly, not after Philippi merely, but even

after them all (ii. 26), and is anxious because they have heard of his sickness. More than once,

before the Apostle arrived at Corinth, did they contribute to his support (iv. 1/5, 16), nor did

they probably fail to share in the gifts of love which were sent from Macedonia to Corinth (2

Cor. xi. 9), and now again they have forwarded by a messenger their gifts to him at Rome (iv.

10-20). It was this last act, together with the return of Epaphroditus (ii. 25-30), which gave
occasion for the letter. They have their trials (i. 29), but remain faithful. Adversaries

(avTintinevoi] come among them
(i. 28), also false teachers (iii. 2sq.), and enemies to Christ (iii.

18, 19), but it is always evident that they do not come forth from them nor succeed among
them. He has no fear of intellectual or doctrinal errors among them, but only calls their atten

tion to the approaching danger. The false teachers are Judaistic, as among the Galatians, but

with this difference, that among the latter they had arisen in the church itself, and had met with

success, whereas here they had entered the church from without, and had hitherto met with no suc

cess. He is obliged indeed to exhort them to harmony (ii. 1-4 ;
iv. 2, 3), to pray for their furtherance

in knowledge and experience (i. 9), to warn them against strife and vanity (ii. 3, 4) ;
but not in a

tone of accusation or of reproach on account of grievous errors, as in the case of the

Corinthians and others. If therefore officiousness or a striving for pre-eminence existed

among them, or the conceit of moral perfection (WIESINGER), the rivalship of spiritual pride,

which leads one by turns to arrogate to himself or to disclaim Christian perfection (MEYER), the

* POI.TC\RP charge* two members of th Philippian church with the vice of avarice, but exonerates the church aa a

who e f.om any participation in their sin. See Prof. LIOHTFOOT S Commentary, p. 63. no e 1. H.I
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tinder of this pride, ever ready for the spark, namely, a tendency to excessive self-estimation

(SCHENKEL), or ascetic jealousy (DE WETTE), we are to understand this as applicable to single

persons, or occurrences, or as pertaining to the natural man, from whom even the true Christian

is not freed. Without this view of the case, Paul s high commendation of the Philippians (iv. 1,

Xapa KOI ffreaiavof (JLOV), the praise awarded to them at the beginning of the letter (i. 3-11), the

account of his external condition (i. 12-20), and also of his state of mind (i. 21-26
;

iii. 7-15),

become unintelligible.

6. TIME AND PLACE OP COMPOSITION.

(1) Facts of the letter. According to i. 7, 13-20
;

iv. 22, it is evident that Paul is a prisoner :

that he has freedom and opportunity to preach : that he has been in that situation for some time,

and is in such relations with the well-known Praetorium (rw irpairopiu) that his person and

work have become known throughout that camp (h d/iy) and among all the others (rolg AonroZf

iraaiv) who would here corne into question. There is a church there, which is also not without

witnesses for Christ, of whom some indeed are &quot;contentious&quot; (ol k% kpideias], so that we are to

think of an important place in which such dissension would be comparatively of little account;

and as, finally, the imperial palace (?) Kaioapos olida) is there, the place thus variously indicated

must be Rome.

Since Paul has been there for some time, he cannot have written this letter in the beginning
of his imprisonment, but must have written it towards its close

;
an inference which is con

firmed by his uncertainty as to whether he will be finally released, or meet with a martyr s

death. Hence we conclude that this letter was written at Rome, A. D. 63 or 64, a year after

that to the Colossians, and in the spring, which we infer not from ave^akers (see on iv. 10), but

from the return of Epaphroditus, which the opening of the spring navigation rendered practica

ble. The subscriptions of the Codices from the fourth century and onwards (B. and others at

the end) favor this conclusion.

The Church, which divided the letters of Paul into those addressed to churches and those ad

dressed to individuals, arranged them according to their stichometric length, and thus our letter

stands before Colossians. Only the epistle to the Ephesians, which with its 155 verses contains

only six more verses than Galatians (in the cod. Sin. however, 48 arolxot), is placed after Gala-

tians, because in comparison with the latter composition the difference in length was of minor

importance. (LAURENT, Neutestamentliche Studien, p. 43 sq.).

(2) The following are different views : OEDER (De tempore et loco epistolce ad Phil, scriptce.

ONOLDI, 1731), transfers the letter to the time of Paul s sojourn of a year and a half at Corinth

(Acts xviii. 11). But the Apostle was not then in prison, and not in danger of death, as at Rome.

D. PAUFA-S (1799), BOTTGER, (Beitrage, GOTTINGEN, 1837), and others, refer the letter to

the time of Paul s imprisonment at Caesarea. BOTTGER, not without acuteness and learning,

founds his argument upon the misunderstood judicial procedure, according to which an appeal

must be answered within five or ten days. Maintaining that Paul s imprisonment at Rome,

resulting from his appeal to the emperor, could last only five days, he assumes (since Paul was

in prison there during two years, Acts xxviii. 30), a second imprisonment, and by a forced ex

planation understands rti wpairup^ (i. 13), and f/ Kaioapo? oJ/c/a (iv. 22), of imperial edifices out of

Rome, and on account of sv rC&amp;gt; irpaiTuplu llpudov (Acts xxiii. 35) he places these at Caesarea.

But on this view he does not explain the other indications (above noticed) which point out the

time and place of composition, and creates a new perplexity, namely, how Luke (Acts xxviii.

16-23) forgot to mention that Paul was released, and was not imprisoned at Rome until a

later period.
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THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE PHILIPPIANS.*

SECTION I.

I. ADDRESS AND SALUTATION.

CHAPTER I. 1, 2.

1 Paul and Timotheus [Timothy],
1 the [omit the] servants of Jesus Christ2

[Christ

Jesus], to all the saints in Christ Jesus, which [who] are at Philippi, with the

2 [omit the] bishops
3

[overseers] and deacous4

[helpers]: Grace (bef unto you and

peace, from God our Father and from [omit from] the Lord Jesus Christ.

*
Ilpbs &quot;iHAiTTirrjo-Loi/s. X. A I! F S K, el a!.; I) E have n-pb? tiA

There are fuller titles, us in the case of the Epistle to the Kphesians.
preceded by (found also in F G).

Epis
tles. The anglicized form is the easier one. II.]

2 Ibid. XpioroG Irjaoii, X H I) E, e.t al.; A is uncertain. F S K L have Iijo-ou XpicrroG. [LACHMANN, TISCHE.NDORF

MEYBK, WORI.SWORTH, LIUIITKOOT and others adopt the former collocation. II.]
3 Ibid. &quot;S.UV en-iaxon-cus, 15, el al.; &amp;lt;rvveiruri&amp;gt;7rois is a correction [and arose probably, says ELLICOTT, from the epistolary

Htylo of later times. The A. V. translates this Greek title by &quot;overseers&quot; in Acts xx. 28. H.I
* Ibid. [Instead of &quot;deacons&quot; (fiiaxdpoif), as in A. V., HRAU.VE renders &quot;helpers&quot; (Helfern), but LUTHER servants&quot;

(Dir.nern.)H.\
* Ver. !. [The Greek has no verb after \apis. LUTHER, whom HRAU.VE follows, omits the copula bore. The A. V. in this

elliptical form of salutation omits or supplies &quot;be&quot; without any rule. In respect to the nature of the ellipsis, see remarks
on 1 b.ilein., ver. 4 (.Vol. VIII., p. IZ b). II.J

ne apostolum nominal. Sub hoc predicate communi

dtucipitlam Timotheurn mediate vocatum sibi human-
issime adjunyit, qui recens Paulo adjunctux J hilippos
venerat (Acts xvi. 3-12). [We certainly miss

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Paul and Timothy, servants of
Christ Jesus. (Ilaii/of nal Tifioikoc. &av?.m

~X.ptGToii Itfanli.) See on Eph. i. 1 and Col. i. 1.

Timothy is not mentioned here as joint writer

of the Epistle (.MEYER), for the first per
son singular immediately follows in ver. 3, and
in ii. 1 J Paul appears as hia director, nor for

the sake of honoring him and of securing
him greater influence in the church (ScuEN-

KEL). [It has excited surprise that Luke is

not named here as well as Timothy, since he
was with Paul at Philippi, when the church was

gathered (Acts xvi. 11), and was with Paul at

Rome shortly before the time when he wrote to the

Colossiaus (iv. 14). It is conjectured that some
unknown exigency may have called him away

here Paul s customary official title of Apostle,
omitted elsewhere only in his two earliest Epistles,

namely, those to the Thessalonians, and that to

Philemon, which relates to a private matter. We
are to attribute this, says SCIIENKEL (Briefe an die

Epheser, etc., p. 1 12), not to his courteous regard for

Timothy, for he assumes the title in Col. i. 1, where,
as here, he associates Timothy with himself; but to

the almost purely personal occasion of the letter,
and its tone of familiarity, which naturally left out

of view his official position. Besides, no one here
at Philippi had assailed his apostolic authority,
and hence he had no reason for giving promi
nence to his official dignity. H.] To all

the saints in Christ Jesus, who are at
from Paul just at the time when he wrote this Philippi. Comp. Eph. i. 1. Haac re/Zf a^/o/f,

epistle. H.] The designation servants (dors.m)
j

comprises all the members of the church. It is

worthy of notice that this &quot;all&quot; recurs again andmarks their common relation to the Lord of the

church, and corresponds to the familiar charac
ter of the epistle, as well as its object, which

again, as in i. 4, 7, 8, 25; ii. 17, 26; iv. 22. We
are to attribute this to the orderly condition of

was to express his thanks for the supplies sent the church, which rendered exceptions unneces-
to him from Philippi. The church has by this act : sary ;

not to the ardor of his love (MEYER), or

Mr\c&amp;lt;l not merely Paul and Timothy, but the i his impartiality with respect to the disagreement
Lord whose servants they are. BENGEL : Fa- I (iv. 2, 3) which existed in the churcn (Du

scribit ad J hilippenses, quam ad eos, ubi
\ WETTE), or by way of emphasis with respect t

11
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former are employed especially in the training
and instruction of the Church, the latter in the
care of the poor and sick. But, fourthly, he
unites these together as belonging to one body
and subordinate to one head. Fifthly, he speaks
of a single church as having not merely fiiaKovoi,
but also ETtiaKOTToi, so that we do not discover
here the beginning of the Episcopal system, but
find rather a college of presbyters at the head of
a single congregation.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. on Eph. i. 1, 2; Col. i. 1, 2.

Be not confused by the distinctions among
men, nor in the presence of them, that thoumayest
clearly recognize the common position of all be
fore the Lord. But do not, on account of this

equality in His sight, despise the distinctions

Apostle and collected in the church by its officers, less elevated follow Timothy. The pastor is not
More remote, if at all involved, are the supposed lord over the church which has a claim upon

cimrch (\VIESINGER); to the special zeal of the

bishops and deacons (M.VTTHIES) ;
to Epaphrodi-

tus, as one who belonged to the 7 1C (GRO-

his more confidential friends, for whom chaps.
iii. and iv. are intended (HEINRICHS), or because

he would include also those who had not contri

buted to his support (HENGEL). On rolg ovaiv

iv 4&amp;gt;(AtT7roif see Introduction, $ 5. and on Eph.
i. 1, and Coloss. i. 1. With bishops and
assistants avv KTrcanoTrou; mil fitaKOvoic,. The
fTriaKOTTot are the irpeafiuTepot (Acts xx. 28),

troi,ui-i&amp;gt;ec. (Eph. iv. 11), the presbytery. At
the head of the church stood, therefore, not

one bishop, but several elders. Concerning
the SiaKovoi see Acts vi. 1, 2; 1 Tim. iii. 8,

i). llli turn interna, hi externa curabunt proprie

(1 Tim. iii. 2, 8), nee tamen hi non interna, neque
illi non externa. Hsec una ad Philippenses epistola

ita inscribitur, ut cum emphatica paraphrasi conjun-

gatur mentio episcoporum et diaconorum (BENGEL).
Paul indicates that as the individual members
are united to each other

(TTOCTJ),
so the church

with its officers forms a living, beautiful unity,
j

which He has appointed. Thou who art more
as evinced also by the contribution sent to the &amp;gt; highly honored, follow Paul; and thou who art

mothy.
which

references to the fact that it was a regularly him and his office. The church may have
constituted church (RHEINWALD), which is not I stronger grounds of complaint against him than
&amp;lt;o be presumed as true only of the one at Phi-

|

he against the church.

lippi : to the recognition of officers in the
j

STARKE: One must not seek for saints in hea
ven only, but find them already upon earth. He
who does not become a saint here will not be one
there.

RIEGER : Paul places himself here by the side
of his young co-laborer, Timothy, that others
also may feel a well grounded confidence in him.
The kingdom of Christ is throughout a kingdom
of love. No one there desires to be alone, or mis
uses his gifts and advantages for the injury or

depreciation of another, but, on the contrary,
every one desires to lift up the younger and
weaker ones, and to draw them after him. The
welfare of the church is the main work. Bishops
and servants are appointed to care for its inte

rests and to maintain good order in it.

SCHLEIERMACHER: When we say &quot;peace,&quot;

we know that it is the deepest, grandest, expres
sion of our hearts for the soul s true welfare.

[ROBERT HALL :
&quot;Peace,&quot; ver. 2. This was

the term in which the primitive Christians were
accustomed to salute each other in the common
meetings, and in the streets, and market places.
This was sanctified by Jesus Christ. He said :

My peace I leave with you, my peace I give
unto you, not as the world giveth give I unto

you (by compliment, etc.): let not your heart be

troubled, neither let it be afraid.&quot; They were
accustomed to express all this by the term

peace; and the best thing we can wish for our
fellow-Christians and for ourselves is, that &quot;

peace
may be multiplied.&quot; H.]
SCHENKEL: The true importance of the office

in its relation to the church: (1) as an office in

the church; (2) as an office from the church;

(3) as an office for the church.

rius, et al.), or to the fact that the collection came
from the members of the church, without its

h.iving an official character (SCHENKEL).
Ver. 2. Grace (be) unto you and peace,

from God our Father and from the Lord
Jesus Christ, ~S.ap/ v/uv KO.I eipf/vq OTTO fitov

Trarpbc, 7/uau KOI Kvpiou Ir/aov Kpttrov, This ac

cords with Eph. i. 2, which compare.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Comp. on Eph. i. 1, 2, and Col. i. 1, 2.

1. Paul comprises under (JwAof XpirrTov Irjaov

the relation of both Timothy and himself

as servants. So great and glorious is their Mas
ter that before Him all distinctions in rank and

importance vanish. These distinctions are au

thorized, and yet care is to be taken that they be
not overstrained, or hierarchically established,
or abused. It is one thing for the Apostle in

his humility to associate himself with his as

sistant, and quite another for the latter to arro

gate to himself an equality with the former.

2. The Apostle in the first place distinguishes
between the church and its servants; but, se

condly, he does not separate the two, so that the

servants stand exalted above the church, but

places them in the church, from which they are

taken, and for which they are employed.
Thirdly, he distinguishes also the different ser

vants of the church, and names some erriaKOTroi

and others dtdnovoi, without stating any thing
more definite in regard to them, except that the



en AI-. i. 3-11.

SECTION II.

Situation and Labors of the Apostle at Rome.

CHAPTER I. 3-26.

(1) The Apostle s gratitude andjoy before God on account of the church
(i. 3-11).

After joyful thanksgiving for the fellowship of the church in the gospel (3-5), and the expres
sion of his confident hope that God will make it perfect (0-8), he offers a fervent prayer

for them (9-1 1).

3, 4 I thank my God upon every [all] remembrance of you, Always in every prayer
5 of mine for you all making [the] request [prayer] with joy, For your fellowship in

6 [unto] the gospel from the first
1

day until now
; Being confident of this very thing that

he which [who] hath begun [began] a good work in you will perform [complete] it un-

7 til [up to] the day of Jesus Christ
;

2 Even as it is meet [just] for me to think this ofyou
all, because I have you in my heart; inasmuch as both in my bonds and in the defence

and confirmation of the gospel ye all are partakers of my grace [of the grace with

8 me]. For God is my record [witness]
3 how greatly I long after you all in the bow-

9 els [heart] of Jesus Christ. And this I pray, that your love may abound yet more
10 and more in knowledge and in [omit] all judgment [discernment or experience] ;

That

ye may approve things that are excellent [ or, prove things that differ] ;
that ye

11 may be sincere [pure] and without offence till [unto] the day of Christ; Being
filled with the fruits [fruit] of righteousness which are [is]

4

by [through] Jesus

Christ,
5 unto the glory and praise of God.

1 Ver. 6. [A few of the oldest MSS. insert TTJS before trpwrr/s. Some copyist may have thought it necessivry, but the gram
mar dues not require it. See the exegetical remarks. H.]

* Ibid. [Instead of Irjo-oO Xpiarou (T. U.) some copies iuTert the order as in ver. 1 (LACHMANN, ELLICOTT, TiscHENDOBF,
ALFORD). The. evidence seems not to be conclusive. II.]

* Ver. 8. [MKYKR, TISCHKNDORF and others, reject ivriv in nov i&amp;lt;rriv of the T. R. The omission, on the whole, ia very
doubtful. See KLUCOTT S statement of the testimony. II.]

* Ver. 11. Kapirbv SiKaioo-ufj)? rov in X A H (which last, however, omits the article rov) and many others. Th plural

icapiriav Ttav is not duly attested. [The A. V. therefore requires correction here. II.]

Ibid. [Whether the order here ia Jesus Christ or Christ Jesus, with the present evidence, is uncertain. II.]

Ver. 4. Always in every prayer of mine
for you all (Tui-rore iv ^nay fifi/aci //on virtp ndv-
-uv i /nuv). In Rom. i. 8 we have iravruv vuuv;
in 1 Cor. i. 4, irdvrors irepl viiuv; and in Eph. i. 16,

only ETTI TUV irpovEvx&v [iov after ov irai ouai. Here,
after nda-g TIJ [ivda (ver. 3) we have the idea of to

tality repeated three times: irdi TOTe, irdori, rrdvTuv.

Latum erat cor Pauli (BENGEL), by his joy in the

church. This clause is to be joined witli the fol

lowing: Making the prayer -with joy (n?ra

Xdpdc ~f/i&amp;gt; fitrjGiv TTotoiuevof). [The article before

6ir]Giv recalls dsijaei as the prayer in each instance

which he offers in their behalf. H.] Udrrore in

the preceding clause shows that his thankfulness

goes hand in hand with his constant prayer, and
ev Trdffff Ser/afi that his prayer for the church, and
indeed for all its members, never ceases; while
here in //rrd xaPa we hive his frame of mind
disclosed to us, and the prayer noted as a fact.

It is peculiar to this place. THEOPHYLACT :

rb fiera xaPaf fUfnnftlSeu oquelov rift fKfivuv dperifc.

BENGEL: summa fpistolse: gaudeo, gaudele! Nan
perpetua gaudii mentio (ver. 18 ff.; ii. 2, 19. 28;
iii. 1 : iv. 1, 4). Preces imprimis gaudium animat.

For ofrjaiq and irpoaevxn see on Eph. vi. 18. It is

incorrect to join irdvroTE (WIESINOER), or iirtp
TTdrri.ii ifMv (HoLEMANN), with fi xaptoTu (ver. 3).
It is wrong also to make the participial clause

parenthetical (HEINRICHS). [Taking this verse

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 3. I thank my Ood
(ei&amp;lt;xapiffTa rp &s$

ftov). Exactly like Rom. i. 8; 1 Cor. i. 4 ; Phil. 4.

Comp. Col. i. 3. Upon all [or the whole] re
membrance of you. ET&amp;lt; states the ground
or basis (^darj ry pveia) on which the thanks

giving rests. This remembrance of Paul extends

through his life ; he contemplates it as one, as

a whole. LUTHER well says : &quot;As often as I think
of

you.&quot;
See WINER S Gram. pp. 110, 392.*

MEYER, urging the force of nag with the article,

explains: My remembrance of you is entirely
and throughout connected with thanksgiving to

God; and SCHENKEL: So far as he remembers
them. These explanations are wrong ; for the

thanksgiving and the supplication go together.
Still less can vuuv be gen. tubj., as if Paul were

giving thanks for their remembrance of him
(BRETSOHNEIOER). Further, jtveia is not=men-
tiou (WINER, VAN HBNQEL), as in fivsiav not-

tlafiai (Rom. i. 9; Eph. i. 16; 1 Thess. i. 2;
Phil. 4). Comp. pveiav IXEIV (1 Thess. iii. 6; 2
Tim. i. 3).

*
(The reference here :in&amp;lt;l elsewhere is ti&amp;gt; tin- Tr.inl:iii.in

I the seventh edition ,,f \\ INKK S i;rtimmar n/ the Idiom of
the New 7V./-rm;i/. revised and edited by Prof J llEtrar
THAYER i An. lover. lsr,;i,._H.J
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and the preceding one together, we have then
three steps in the development of the thought :

First, the apostle never remembers the Philip-

pians but with thanksgiving; secondly, he remem
bers them in fact as often as he prays; and,

thirdly, this remembrance of them was always a

source of joy to himself, as well as a cause of

thanksgiving to God. H.]
Ver. 5 brings forward the cause of his thanks.

For your fellowship unto the gospel.
ETT/ with the dative (preceded by ev^apia-

TElv) quite often indicates the object of the thanks-

giving (1 Cor. i. 4). See WINER S Gram. p. 393.

TT? Kotvuvia vuuv represents the fellowship of the

Philippians as already existing, and not now as

first to be prayed for, and the object of this fel

lowship is the gospel (elf TO evayyihiov). Hotvuvia

is found without the gen. obj. in Gal. ii. 9 and
in 2 Cor. ix. 1 3, where we have also eif amove, analo

gous to Koivuveig elq Uyov (iv. 15). The article is

not repeated before elg EvayyeAiov, because it ap
pears as one conception, gospel-fellowship. The
connection of this clause with the participle is in

correct (CALVIN, et al.
),

for we expect here a

statement of the ground of his thanksgiving, and

rijv der/a/v has already been denned as t Trip i [j.uv.

It is wrong also to take Koivuvia actively, as sup

port, contribution (Esxius, et al.), as in Num. xv.

26 (noivuviav riva Koislatjai), Heb. xiii. 10 (evTroitac
nal Koivuviay), where the context demands that

meaning; to refer it to their fellowship with Paul

(CHRYSOSTOM, VAN HENGEL), former E/J.OV (1 John
i. 3) is wanting ;

to regard it as=&amp;gt;? aycnrrj vpuv
in ver. 9 (MEYER) ;

to refer it to the fellowship
of the Philippians with other Christians (VViES-

INGER) ;
or to render it: quod evangelii participcs

facti estis (GaoTius, etal.). From the first day
until now, a~b Tvpurr^ i/fispa^ a%pi TOV vvv,

marks with emphasis this well-tried fellowship
of faith and love as existing from the first

preaching of the gospel among them (Acts xvi.

13) until the moment of Paul s writing the letter.

[The church at Philippi had existed now about

ten years. Among the proofs of this spirit of

fellowship and zeal for the gospel (though not

limiting himself to them) Paul no doubt had
more or less distinctly in view the supplies
which the Philippians had sent to him

; first, once

and again at Thessalonica, soon after his first

departure from them (iv. 16), and still more re

cently at Rome, by the hand of Epaphroditus

(iv. 18). Nothing but the want of an opportunity
on the part of the Philippians to transmit their

gifts, had prevented his receiving still others

during the intermediate period (iv. 10). The re

corded instances of their liberality, therefore,

might well be mentioned as characteristic of their

later history as a church. The article before

is unnecessary, the ordinal being suffi

ciently definite by itself. See WINER S Gram. p.

124. H.]. It is incorrect to connect from the

first day, etc., with fi&amp;gt;xapio-a (BENGEL), or with

TreTfon^wf (MEYER). The aim is to characterize

the fellowship, but not the thanksgiving or con

fidence of the apostle.
Ver. 6. The apostle is confident (rrETroM^)

that God will still work for them :uid in

them. This participle marks his confidence

as antecedent to the ev^apiaru. //see fiducia

nervus est gratiarum actionis (BENGEL). AVTO TOVTO

shows that his confidence rests upon God and
nothing else (Eph. vi. 18, 22; Col. iv. 8).
That he who began a good work in you
will complete [or finish] it, un u h-ap$d-
fisvof iv vfilv spyov ayadbv ETriTeAeaei. Without
doubt God is meant

(ii. 13), and iv vulv is in
animis vestris

(ii. 13), while the context requires
us to think of all the members of the church
as addressed (vers. 4, 7). Comp. Gal. iii. 3:
2 Cor. viii. 6 (var. npoEvr/p^aro. To explain
it as meaning &quot;among the Philippians

&quot;

(HOLE-
MANN) is against the context. Not only the

context, but Paul s doctrine forbids us to un
derstand

&quot;every good one&quot; with 6 hapt-duevoc.

( WAKEFIELD). By ipyov dyadov is meant not &quot; the

good work&quot; (LUTHER), but the Koivuvia vuuv elf

Evayy&tov (ver. 5), a work which is not finished at
a single blow, but is carried forward through a

gradual development from step to step, through
many a fluctuation and danger from within and
without, to be made complete in eternity.
BENGEL: Initium est pignus consummationis. Ne
homo quidem temere aliquid mcipit. Up to the
day of Jesus Christ, axpt$ ruiipag Itjjov Xpia-
TOV. The day of the Lord s coming for judgment
is meant (ver. 10; ii. 16; 2 Cor. i. 14). The
nearness of the day is not indicated (MEYER),
or the day of each one s death intended* (Esrius,
et al.). Even as it is just for me to think
this of you all. Kadof gives the reason for

the subjective confidence in the objective fact

(Eph. i. 4). Eorlv Sixatov e/iol TOVTO typovelv de
scribes this confidence, which extends to each in

dividual (iiep TravTuv vfiuv), as a duty and obliga
tion which he owes to his readers (vers. 4, 8; Eph.
vi. 1

;
Col. iv. 1). To withhold it seems to him

a wrong against them (BEXGEL: Justus invenio

causas). Because I have you in my
heart &amp;lt;M TO ixmv fie iv ri) napdia vuac,. The
context demands pe as the subject ; with this

agrees the sing. Kapdia. See WINER S Gram., p.
329. It is contrary to the order of the words, as

well as to the context, to take
iy/&amp;lt;7f

as subject (AM
ENDE, FLATT, et al.). He has them in his heart,
because he is separated from them. This cer

tainly shows his deep, abiding affection for them.
But this again would be only a subjective mat
ter, like his confidence. Hence what follows is

to be closely joined with it: He has them in his

heart, and loves them as sharers of the grace of

God. Inasmuch as both in my bonds and
in the defence and confirmation of the

gospel, ye all are partakers of my grace
lit., grace with me; iv re roZf 6ccfj.ol^ fiov nal iv

* [ALFORD (in loc.) supposes Paul to assume here &quot; the near
ness of the coming of the Lord. But that view is apparently
inconsistent with 2 Thess. ii. i

;
for the Apostle there declares

this opinion (which some had falsely injputed to him) to be
unfounded and without sanction in any thinjr that he had
said or written. If at that early period (2 Thess. licing the

second of all his extant Epistles) Paul did not entertain that

definite expectation, much less should we ascrilie it to him
after the lapse of so many years. &amp;lt;limn&amp;lt;: which this \isihle

cominjr of Christ had been delayed. Ihe rea-.n why Paul

refers hereto a more distant event, instead of sayini: that !ol

would strengthen the Philippians and enable them to perse

vere to life s end, may lie that the day of one s death coin

cides so essentially in its moral consei|iiences w ith the Lord s

final advent, and nance &quot;as habitually near (as it should be,

to us all) to the feelings and consciousness of the tir.-t ( hris-

tiaiis. On this topic- see remarks of the writer in hi*

Commentary tm th( Acts, pp. 8U-S-J in-vised ,-d.). See also

ELLICOTT S notes on Phil. i. G, in opposition to ALFORD S view.
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ry aTTohoyig nal
fii- t

latiJOEt. TOV evayyeTiiov avy-

KOivuvoi S fiov Trdvraf i /udf dvTOf.

Th&amp;gt;- in-i-vu of the argument lies in ovyKaivuvovf

pov T&amp;gt;K XuPl f KdvTas vfiaf bvraq ; 7rdi&amp;gt;rf vfiaq

corresponds to virep ndvTuv vuuv, and they are all

characterized as fellow-partakers (ovyivuvuvui)

with the Apostle in the grace of God. The pro

noun fiov depends in sense upon aiv, rift ^dpifOf

upon KOIVUVOVC : they share with Paul iu the same

grace, which he has received. [For the depend
ence of the two genitives on ovymevuvobf (comp.

also ii. 25, 30), see WINKR S Gram., p. 191 H.]

The context (vers. G, 7), defines it as the grace of

God mediated through the gospel, t. e., sal

vation and blessedness in eternity. It is thus

not suffering for the gospel (v. 29, 30), as

MEYER thinks, or merely yratiosa evanaelii do-

natio, (HOLEMANN), or the apostolic office up
held and made more efficient by the liberality

of the Philippians (STORR, AM ENUE), grati

tude t. e., to them (RILLIET), or gaudii (Vulg.),

[which seems to rest on the assumed reading,

Xapds. H.]. The importance of this co-part

nership is the greater on account of Paul s situa

tion at the time. Hence he characterizes the situa

tion under two aspects before he speaks of their

personal relation to each other: evrerolq deauol^uov

and ev TT) diroAoyia KM /3et
iaitjaEi TOV evayyehiov.

The first expression refers to his imprisonment,
and the second to his work as a prisoner, embra

cing his labors both in opposition to adversaries,

andfor theconfirmation ofChristians (Actsxxviii.

23). It is not therefore merely his judicial de

fence that is meant (VAN HENOEL), or his general
Christian activity alone (\VIESINGER), but both

together. It is incorrect also to regard the last

two substantives as KV tita ovolv (HEINRICHS), or to

separate TOV evayyehiov from airotoyip, and to re

fer this last only to his person (EsTius), since

neither ev, nor the article before ftEilaiuaei, is re

peated. The explanation which makes the two

entirely synonymous (RHEINWALD) has as little in

its favor as that which makes the one a defence

by word, the other a confirmation by act (ERAS

MUS). The most natural connection is with v/ias

avyKOLVuvov^-dvTag and not with e^fiv ev TTJ napdia

CHRYSOSTOM, also MEYER). [We prefer with

CHRYSOSTOM, NEANDER, DE WETTE, MEYER, AL-

FORO, and others, to connect the words in ques
tion with what precedes, and not so closely with

what follows. Nothing surely could be more per
tinent here as a proof of Paul s affection for the

Philippians (e^eiv ///m?), than to say, that not all

his trials and anxieties as a prisoner at Rome,
and not all his arduous labors in the church and

for the conversion of sinners, could divert his

thoughts from them or interrupt or weaken at all

his attachment to them. This view of the con

nection, torn, better explains the solemn appeal in

fidprvc6 tfe(J?, which (note the /dp, ver. 8) seems

too impressive to be referred merely to Ad TO exetv

fiudr^. H.] To infer from vers. 29, 30, that the

bonds and the defence and confirmation of the

gospel were common to Paul and the Philippians,

(SCHENKEL) is not permitted either by
fov. or by Trdvreg.

Ver. 8. For God is my witness,

ydp uov 6 $(6$. Comp. Rom. i. 9. He would

confirm here his declaration that he has them
in his heart. [His earnest desire to see the

Philippians was both a proof and a consequence
of his earnest affection 1 or them. H.] How I

long after you all. iif shows the degree, the

prep, iu tTriTrodu, the direction of the iro^eiv, ii.

20; 1 Thes. iii. G; 2 Tim. i. 4. The object of

i-kmo &Ci is irdvraf vudg, none being excepted.
Observe the energetic repetition of the ndvTOf.
In the heart of Jesus Christ, ev oirMiyx-

votf ILpiarov It/aou, characterizes the iiruro&elv of

Paul. ZirA&yxva, D OfP, viscera, is the physical

designation of the inmost seat of the affections, of

the emotional life in the soul (Col. iii. 12: olicrtp-

uuv ; Luke i. 78 : t/Uovf ) ; hence ev local. BEN-
GEL explains it well: In Paulo non Paulus vivit,

sed Jesus Christus ; quart Paulus non in Pauli,
sed Jesu Christi movetur visceribus. Nexus hie est :

ego vos tamquam consortes gratise in cordemeo habeo

(2 Cor. vii. 3) alque dcsidero, neque id affectunatu-

rali, sed pietate Jesu Christi, inde persentisco eodem

erija vos ajfectu esse ipsum potius dominum, qui rem a

principiis ad suos exitus est deducturux.* See epol

yap TO
&amp;lt;!&amp;gt;/i&amp;gt; Xp&amp;lt;crrdf,

in ver. 21, and comp. 7) ev

e^oi Xpiardc (Gal. ii. 20). WINER S Gram. p. 189.

It is incorrect to regard ev as the rule or norm,

(RILLIET), for it is not=Kard; or to explain the

genitive as, in animo penitus affecto, ut animus fuit

Christi. (VAN HENGEL). It is incorrect to join
the word with vfj.dc, and to supply dvras (STORR).
We are to reject every such weakened explana
tion as amore vere Christiana (GROTius), or digna
Jesu Christi affectione (CASTALIO).

Ver. 9. And this I pray. To the prayer of

thanksgiving in vers. 3, 8, nai adds further, the

fact that he prays, and what he prays for, in be

half of the church (TOVTO itpombxofuu). The sub

ject or contents of this prayer are first stated

with emphasis, and therefore placed in connec

tion with the subj^Jt and ground of his thanks;
hence not Trpoffev^ofiai TOVTO. It is not true that

icai connects what follows with ver. 8, and joins
still another act, i. e., irpoaev^ouai, with udpTv$

(lav 6 tfeof, we eTwrodu. (RILLIET). That your
love may abound yet more and more. Ira

points out. the direction, purpose, of the prayer,
and so the contents, purport of it. Comp. Eph.
i. 17; Col. i. 9. H dyaTrrj vuiw eTi ud/J.ov KO\

udM.ov TTepiaaevri, pre-supposes this love to be

already existing, and that in no small degree,
like Iva ntypudi/Te. Col. i. 9. BENGEL : Ig
nis in apostolo nunquam dicit, sujjicit. Love of the

church is meant, which, as shown by the cause

of his joyful thanksgiving (y-t ri) noivuria vfxuv

eif TO evayyefaov, ver. 6), and by the ground of his

confidence and longing (ffvytmtvuvobf
uov TW %d-

piTof, ver. 7), is more exactly defined to be Chris

tian love. It is therefore neither merely love to

wards one another (MEYER), nor works of love

for the cause of the gospel (SCHENKEL), nor love

to the Apostle (CHRYSOSTOM, e t al.), nor to God and

Christ (CALOV), although all these are involved.

The accumulative, ITI udM.ov KOI udt.Tuov, marks
the earnestness of the supplication. Comp.
TTo/t/l^ fid/^ov Kpelaaov, ver. 23. Uepiaaery in

dicates an increase of this love of the church

[ Did I speak of having yon in my hoart? I should m-
tlic-r hnvc said that in th&amp;gt;&amp;gt; lir;irt ,.f Christ .1, sus I long for

The
yi ii. A powerful metaphor |&amp;gt;erfect union.

.

hi-liever ha.-* no yearnings apart fr.nu Ins I,,,nl: his puN
l.rats with thf puls.- ot Christ; his heart throbs with the

heart of Christ ^LIUHTFOOT). II.]
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above the ordinary measure of its possession.

(Comp. 1 Thes. iv. 1, 10, Treptaasveiv fiah.Xov).

How that shall take place is shown by what fol

lows: In knowledge and in every percep
tion, or discernment, iv ktnyvuaei KO.I irdai)

aia&r/GEt. Tlie first (see Eph. i. 17) is a more per
fect knowledge of the truth in contrast with a

knowledge which is defective, uncertain, con

fused ;
and therefore an intellectual act and in

tensive. The other (aladqatf, here only in the

N. T.) is the perception by the mind or senses of

what takes place or exists around us
;
here in its

ethical sense as opposed to a weak judgment, to

inexperience, inconsiderate conduct, and, having
to do with the entire range of man s acts and re

lations, is .therefore extensive, on which account

also ndnri (=every form of) is added. [This fa

culty (atffifyiTif),
as WORDSWORTH remarks, is

that delicate tact and instinct which almost in

tuitively perceives what is right, and almost un

consciously shrinks from what is wrong. H.]
Both of these, the theoretical knowledge and the

ethical tact, belong and go together. The prep.
h marks each as the sphere, or element, in which

the increase of love is to take place. The progress
is also a natural one, from knowledge to know

ledge, from experience to experience, each pro

moting the other. Comp. Col. ii. 7. It is incor

rect to deny here an increase of love, as if that

were already complete (MEYER), or to find that

the Philippians were not wanting in love, but in

knowledge, their zeal being still ov /car kmyvuviv

(Rom. x. 2), i. e., blind, undiscriminating, liable

to error (SCIIENKEL).
Vcr. 10. That ye may prove things that

differ. E/r TO 6oKi/2(i^Eiv denotes the immediate
end of the ^epiaaevri. It is in practice, the con

duct of life that we are to prove TO, diaQepovra.
As the senses are to be exercised, Trpof dianpiaiv

KaTiov TE Kal KCIKOV (Heb. v. 14), so here love should

increase in knowledge and experience, that we

may prove the things in regard to which we are

to decide or act. Aow/zdCev means to test,

distinguish the genuine from the spurious

(xpvaiov, 1 Pet. i. 7), to distinguish between

things which are different (raf napSiaq T/UUV,

1 Thess. ii. 4
;

Trdvra 6s fioKi/ud^e-e, TO Ka?.bv

KdTEXETc, v. 21), or between men who differ (1

Tim. iii. 10). The things which experience pre
sents to us are different in degree as well as kind.

Non modo prue multis bona, sed in bonis optima.

(BENGEL). The rendering ut probetis potiora

(Vulg., et al.) is incorrect. The purpose of this

increase of love is : That ye may be pure
and without offence unto, or against
the day of Christ. &quot;Ira points out the d

rection of the prayer for the increase of their

love. A firm decision for the good follows a cor

rect judgment respecting what is good and evil.

The knowledge and experience brought into ac

tivity lead to a certain condition and conduct (T/TE):

\etAiKpivEif
Kal CLTTp6aKDTcoi). The first (Grimm, Clavis

s. v: ab. t\xn s. fty, splendor solis, et icpivu, qui ad

solis lucem exp/icatus et examinatus purus depre-

henditur,* ex aliorui/i conjectura ab elAoc, elfaiv, vo-

* [The above is the generally received etymology. But
Borne derive eiAucpti-ei? from eiAT)=lA), band, troop, and

icpivia, &amp;lt;i separate, and hence gregafim, distinct, unmixed.&quot;

II :-VMirs defines: eiAncpinjV TO Ka.9a.pbi&amp;gt;
Kal afjuyii irepov

LIOMTFOOT adopts this derivation. KI.MCOTT prefers the second
of the views mentioned in the text (see in loc.). H.]

lubile agitatione secretus et purgatus) elsewhere onlj
in 2 Pet. iii. 1, is positive, internal; the second,
negative, outward, as referring to persons and
relations; hence active, as in 1 Cor. x. 32, while
in Acts xxiv. 16, it is passive. We are to look here
not to the church or the world, not to the present
or the past, but to God who TriTE?.taei &xpic fyifpae

XptaTov Iqaov (v. 6) ; hence eic r/uepav \ptaTov,
against, for the day of Christ [not until, A.V.]
in which this, character will be made manifest.

They should prepare for this as their great aim (see
i. 16: Eph. iv. 30). Being filled, n-E rrAnpu-
IEVOI. The passive refers to what has been expe
rienced or attained, and the perfect to the conti

nued effects of this experience, and thus the par
ticiple characterizes the T/TE fiA/tcptvEtc Kal aTrpda-

&amp;lt;ITCOL. The fruit of righteousness which is

by or through Jesus Christ (napnuv fiiKaioavvw
TOV 6id I.TJGOV X.piaToi&amp;gt;).

The ace., as in Col. i. 9,

points out that with which they are filled. The
sing. Kaprrov marks the harmonious unity, as Gal.

v. 22. Comp. v. 19; Rom. vi. 22; James iii. 18.

The gen. diKaioovvrjt; indicates the cause, source.

The omission of the article makes it a single con

ception: righteousness-fruit, more strongly de

scriptive of the character of the fruit: this fruit

is itself righteousness in its very nature. Hence
we must not think here of justification (HOLE-
MANN). But this fruit of righteousness is not

produced by the unaided strength of the Chris
tian without the mediation of Jesus. See Eph.
iv. 7, 8; Gal. ii. 20, iii. 22. This truth hum
bles us because it rebukes self-exaltation, but
makes us rejoice also because it shows how glo
rious this fruit is. Unto the glory and praise
of God (f A6&amp;lt;;av

Kal i-naivov ^EOV) is an addition

to TTETrtypufiEvoi. Comp. Eph. i. vi., 12, 14. Such
fulness is of itself the glory of God, because it

shows His excellence, and leads to His praise, be
cause men declare it in every way. [&quot;

Herein is

my Father glorified,&quot; says Christ, &quot;that ye bear
much fruit; so shall ye be my disciples&quot; (John

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The salvation of individuals is the chief to

pic of this section, viewed however not theoreti

cally, but practically, in its relation to a living

body of Christians. It is a work, a good work,

(spyov dyadov), wrought in the individual (v. 6:

EV v/j.lv),
in whose inmost personality it is accom

plished. Hence in its first province it is a hu
man work.

2. In its nature salvation is righteousness, the

fruit of which appears in the life (ver. 11 : Kapirbv

, and love (ver. 9: r/ aya-Try vpuv), which
is self-sacrificing. Hence it is opposed to self-

seeking and self-will, and is fellowship with God,
Christ, and the brethren. It is, then, in its next

effect, a social work.
3. The source of salvation is to be sought in

God alone (ver. 6: 6 hap^d^Evo^) without any me
rit or worthiness on the part of the subject who
needs salvation, and is capable of receiving it, so

that he is only the object, the recipient, of the

blessing (avyumvuvovt; T//f xnPLTOSi ver - 7). Hence
in its beginning it is a divine work, which ex

cludes as well the abfefobouni of the Greek Fa

thers, especially Clemens and Origen, as it does
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Pclagianism, denying the transmission of sin
;

disturbed. Every one looks upon the other with

(which Socinianism warmed again into life), and humility, and without envy, and cleaves to him.

Semi-pelagianisrn (which Arminianism revived). Secondly, the majesty of love becomes manifest,

woaki iiing the conviction of this siufulness in while gratitude for God s gifts is shown in word

conformity with its idea of universal grace. and work.

4. Nor in its entire progress is this less a work 9. It is instructive to observe how the Apostle
of God who does not draw back where He has demeans himself here. He is thankful for what is

put His hand, who, in the realm of creation and given or done to him; God s act is final; his own
of redemption, in all His works in nature, and in &amp;lt; doing is as nothing. He rejoicerf in spite of his

the lives and hearts of men, is ever present, not
; imprisonment, since the internal welfare and the

only as a witness (fidprv^ pov 6 &e6, v. 8) but I salvation of the church are of more importance
to complete also (iniT&Eaei, ver. 0), what He has to him than his own outward suffering. He is

begun. I
full of confidence, for, amid all the dangers to

5. The work of salvation is mediated, objec- which the members of the church are exposed,

tively, through the person of Jesus Christ (ver. from flesh and blood, as well as from the world

11), the preaching of the gospel (ver. 5), and about them, he has cast his cares upon Him who

supplication. With regard to the how nothing is greater than he that is in the world, and
more definite is here said, because it does not, greater than his own heart. (Comp. 1 John iii.

come into question. i 20; iv. 4). He prays for them heartily, as well

G. The subjective mediation is indicated under as confidently. Without pride of office, without
different aspects, (a) Christ, He who is preached selfishness, without carnal calculation, without

coming near to us in the preaching, and received meagre consolation, or satisfaction in comparing
in us by His word, becomes our life, His heart them with other churches, as in Galatia and
our heart, His pity our pity, so that we love with Corinth, he looks with grand humility, with noble

Him, with His heart, with His love (ver. 8: iv joy, with childlike confidence, and paternal care,

ffTrTidy^votg Xpiarov Ir/atw) ; (b) He who does not
j

upon the condition of this particular church,

resist Him, receives His strength and gifts, so 10. [NEANDER: Paul here (vers. 9-11) gives
that by means of these he works in turn; won for to love the first place, and ascribes to its quick-
Him, drawn to Him, united with those who are ening presence the knowledge and capacity re-

like-minded, he lives, and acts, and walks in love
j

quired for distinguishing the good and the bad,

(ver. 9:
?/ ayatrri v/uuv ver. 5: exl ri) KOivuvia tyzwv the true and the false; as he himself expresses

etc rd siiay/EAiov) ; (c) Personal activity is not ex- it, &quot;that your love may more and more abound

eluded, but called forth (vers. 911), self-exaltation in all knowledge;&quot; meaning, that therein its effect

is destroyed, and Synergism has no place here, i is seen that increase of knowledge is the fruit

7. Love, combined with an active faith, is the of more abundant love. But as here the theoreti-

central force which penetrates the inmost person- cal proceeds from the practical, the new direc-

ality, directs the life, and goes forward step by tion of the judgment from the new direction of

step towards its perfection. This progress shows the will, of the moral disposition ; so is the theo-

itself in a two-fold way: a) Internally, the Christian retical in like manner to react upon the practical,
becomes intellectually more intimate with God the enlightened judgment upon the conduct,
and with His thoughts (k-rriyvua &amp;gt;.(;}.

Love thus be- i Hence Paul adds, as the object to be thus at-

comes clearer, deeper, stronger. It increases in i tained, that they should continue &quot;pure and ir-

knowledge, grows in that and with that. As an I reproachable
&quot;

in their Christian walk, until all

ethical effect, also, the love perceives, experiences, shall appear before the Lord
;

&quot;

being filled with
feels (iraaa alatfyaic), the power of the king-

j

the fruit of righteousness, which is by Jesus
dom of God with its manifold ordinances, and Christ, to the glory and praise of God.&quot; H.]
richly endowed membership. It thus becomes

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The minister, in view of the past, should have

stronger, fuller, riper. It increases in experi
ence, grows in that and with that. Thus Chris
tians come to a surer judgment respecting the

things which are about them, and concern them reason to give thanks for the success of the divin

(eC TO 6oKifj.d^eLv -a
6ia&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;rpovra)

within and with- word, and in view of the present should rejoice in

out, good and bad. The result is purity (dht- . the growth of love, and in view of the future be
Kptvelc). b) Externally, love acts spontaneously, consoled as to more immediate danger, and hope
without calculation, with nice moral tact, with for a glorious end. The church should find in
tender conscientiousness, giving no offence, (dxr-

j

him a helper of their joy; ever active, yet with-

p6&amp;lt;jKOTroi).
The eye ever directed to the end

,

out official conceit, a friend, full of sympathy,
(elf iifikpav Xpiarov) animates this love thus pro- ; without selfishness, a hero who lifts praying
gressive to the final day (a^P f WPf X/n&amp;lt;r~of&amp;gt;).

hands over them, a father who cares earnestly
Pantheistic necessity, all physical compulsion for their future inheritance, vers. 3-11.
in the Christian s progress, are excluded. Our STARKE : God has indeed deserved our thanks,
moral responsibility remains entire. ! He never ceases to do us good. So also our

8. Love in two respects is an object of the thanks should have no end. Ps. c. 5. He will

Apostle s joy. It actuates all, one as well as an-
,
be able to pray to God with joy who regards his

other (ver. 7 a, and 7 b, 8), and redounds to the prayer not merely as a duty, but also as u gospel
honor of God (ver. 11). First, though there is a right, in virtue of which he may come to the throne
difference in the strength, purity, breadth, and of grace, and be looked upon graciously. To
capacity of this love, from Lydia (Acts xvi. 14, begin is well and necessary, but to complete still

15) and the jailer (ib. 30-34) down to the weak- better, and more necessary. The more thmi art
est member, the fellowship between them is not pressed the more cry out. Remain firm, and be
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not deterred. Through scorn we come to the

crown. The longer in the Christian life the hap-

Sier,

the better, is the true testimony. He who
oes not increase, decreases; at least, standing

still is not the right way. Since the chief

powers of the soul are understanding and will,

the growth must show itself in them both: the

one can no more be separated from the other

than understanding from the will.

HEUBNER: If men do not recognise God as

their God, they have no religion at all. It is not

a living piety unless they have found God in their

inner and outer life. True love and friendship is

ever a religious, mutual remembrance. Remem
brance of God is a holy admonition that we live

for, with, and in one another. Thus we see how

Christianity enlarges the heart. Christian love

embraces many; yea, all. (Vers. 4-7.) Every
shepherd must pray daily for his church. Paul
had much to do, but lie always had time for

prayer. True, inward fellowship of hearts, is

a cause for thanksgiving. It is a source of true

happiness which nothing can surpass. In our

days a repugnance to the closer religious asso

ciations often shows itself; for in them religion
comes nearer to men, and touches the heart. In

like manner too great an equality of many with

each other is offensive to some. Among minis

ters a dread of work is often the cause of this

aversion. There are special days of salvation

and grace in our life. These memorable days
are not merely birth-days, but rather those in

which we have been awakened to a spiritual life.

We have still churchly assemblies, but those really
Christian are rare. For progress in what is good
one needs grace as much as at the beginning:
it is this which accomplishes all. God s Spirit
leaves nothing half done. He completes His work
if man only lets Him rule. It is disgraceful to

us, after God has begun the building, to allow it

to stop, or to tear it down. God does not destroy
His work, we destroy it. If thou art anxious
about thy progress, cling only to God. Chris
tian love should not make blind, but clear-sight
ed. Love lifts up the spirit. The truth is always
better discerned through love, and the medium of

a practical Christianity. When borne up by
others, one sees further, more clearly, (ver. 9.)
Love has a keen, critical character. The Chris
tian has a delicate sensibility, by means of which
he finds the right. A Christian s growth is

growth in the spirit of examination, and the more
the Christian discriminates, the freer does he be
come from all blemishes. It is only the pure, clean

heart, which makes us blameless before Christ,

(ver. 10.) Paul gives here a definition of good
works: they correspond to the law, spring
from the Spirit of Christ, and redound to the

honor of God: this last is their highest object,

(ver. 11.) But measured by this rule, many good
works so-called lose their value. The Christian
should have also not merely single, isolated, good
works, but a fullness of them (ver. 12.) As the

Epistle for the 22d Sunday after Trinity : The
intimate connection of the Apostle with his

church.

1) Ground : faith and love. 2) Effects : growth,
new zeal. Christian friendship: 1) Its nature;

2) Blessing ; 3) Conditions.

PASSAVANT: Without His grace over us, and

His Spirit within us, all in us is vain and im-

!pure.SCHLEIERMACHER: The beginning,though very
I

often the most difficult, is also in many cases the
easiest, and not until afterwards do the difficul
ties which must be overcome, appear. The for
mer exertions then seem, as it were, mere play in

comparison with the persistent zeal, which must
be shown, if the work is to be brought to an end.

If a man is impelled by the power of genuine
love, he is not content with mere experience of
life, or with a knowledge of the divine word, by
itself, but he seeks to bind both together, so that
the one shall ever accompany, support, and pro
mote the other.

KRUMMACHER: Love for all the saints urges,
1) to thorough self-examination; 2) lo joyful
emulation

; 3) to hearty and humble praise of the
free grace of God. The fellowship of the saints:

1) The duty of thankfulness towards God ; 2) Com
munications from the history of His kingdom ; 3)

! Well-meant counsel : pray and watch.
ASHFELU: At the end of the church year we

observe a thanksgiving festival for the spiritual
I blessings of the year. 1) We give thanks for the
! gifts bestowed ; 2) We trust God, that He will
continue them to us; 3) We pray that we may
constantly adorn our faith with richer fruits of

righteousness.
LOHE : 1) The Apostle s joyful thanksgiving

for the fellowship of the Philippians in the Gos

pel ; 2) His joyful confidence that the good work
which has been begun, will be completed until

the day of Christ; 3) His great longing for the

Philippians, and for their perfection.
HAUTENBERG : The signs of genuine thankful-

!
ness for the precious gift of the gospel: 1) Hearts
which beat for it;

&quot;2) Lips which testify for it;

j
3) Hands which work for it.

OETTINGER : The greatest joy of the faithful is

fellowship in the gospel : 1) Of the perfect joy
in pure fellowship; 2) of the incomplete joy in

mixed fellowship.
MCENKEL: The good work: 1) Begun through

the gospel; 2) Proved in sorrow
; 3) Completed

in the love that gives no offence.

The priestly heart of the Apostle Paul: 1) A
mirror for repentance; 2) A copy for faith; 3)
A pattern for sanctification.

PHOHLE: True Christian friendship: 1) The
source whence it flows; 2) The signs by which it

verifies itself; 3) The blessing which rests upon
it. Most holy thought: God is my witness! 1)
A thought of delight ; 2) or of fear. The way to

a right understanding of Christian truth is

through the heart: 1) It inclines the understand

ing aright; 2) takes away the bandage which

keeps it from discerning divine things in their

true form ; 3) adds an inward experience to the

testimony of the convictions of the understanding.

[NEANDER : It is customary with Paul to

commence his letters with a recognition of what
ever is praiseworthy in the church to which he
is writing. In this appears his wisdom as a spi
ritual guide. The confidence of men is far more

easily won, and a hearing secured for whatever
one has to say in the way of admonition and re

buke, if it appears that he nowise overlooks or

undervalues what is good in them, that he does

not willingly find fault, but is ready to acknow-
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ry n-:il excellence with cordial approba- [

is through the latter that we can best reach and
lion. G&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

i I mid l&amp;gt;u l, moreover, stand frequently
j

remedy the former. It is in the clear perception
iiuM iidii with each other. The good of this relation, and in the skilful use of it for

the correction of error, that Paul manifests his

wisdom (see vers. 5-7). H.]

lies at the foundation ; but the evil mingles its

disturbing influence with the good, and hence it

(2) The gospel, in spite of insincere or false brethren and threatening danger of death, mikes proyreti
during the Apostle s captivity at Rome

(i. 12-26).

After referring to the happy effects of his ministry in bonds (12-14) among sincere and insincere

witnesses for Christ (15-17) he expresses his views respecting this varied experience (18-20)
and c.ilmly revolves the question whether life or death may be better for him (21-20).

12 But I would that ye should understand [know], brethren, that the things which

happened unto me [my affairs] have fallen out rather to the furtherance of the

13 gospel ;
so that ray bonds in Christ are [have become] manifest in all the palace

1

14

16

Prietorium, or Pnetorian camp] and in all other places [to all the rest]; and many
th3 greater part] of the brethren [in the Lord], waxing confident [in the Lord]
jy my bonds, are much more bold to speak the word without fear. Some indeed

16 preae i Christ even of envy and strife; and [but] some also of good will. The one1

17 of love, knowing that I am set for the defence of the gospel ;
but the other [others]

3

preach Christ of contention [contentiousness or party spirit] not sincerely, sup-
18

p&amp;gt;sing [thinking] to add4

[raise up] affliction to my bonds. What then? notwith

standing
5

every way, whether in pretence or in truth, Christ is preached; and
19 I therein do rejoice, yea, and will [shall] rejoice. For I know, that this shall

[will] turn to my salvation through your prayer, and the supply of the Spirit
20 of Jems Christ, according to my earnest expectation, and (my} hope, that in nothing

I shall bs ashamed, but (that] with all boldness, as always, (so) now also, Christ shall

21 be magnified in my body, whether (it be) by life, or by death. For to me to live is

22 Christ, and to die (is) gain. But if I live in the flesh, this is the fruit of my labor;
23 yet what I shall choose I wot [know] not. For6 1 am in a strait betwixt two, having
24 a [the] desire to depart, and to be with Christ; which is far better. Nevertheless, to

25 abide in the flesh is more needful for you. And having this confidence, I know that I

26 shall abide and continue with you all for your furtherance and joy of faith
; that

your rejoicing may be more abundant in Jesus Christ, for [in] me by my coming
to you again.

1 Ver. III. ^Our English version assumes that iv oAo&amp;gt; TO&amp;gt; jrpoiTupiw refers to the palace of the emperor at Rome. But
there is no ail- juit -.( proof that this Greek term ever designated the imperial palace in that city. The majority of the best

interpreters discard tli.it view. Sue notes In-low. II.]
* Vers. 10, 17 are so arrange! in X A H, et al. A few copies have them inverted, as in LUTHER S version, evidently to

conform with ver. 15. [Tho A. V. transposes the verses in accordance with the received Greek text. The object of the

transposition w;n to introilue tun suUjwts of the verbs in verses 16 and 17 in the order in which they occur in verse 15;
whereas in the text tir- subject 1 nt in tntiimril is taken up first. H.]

3 Ver. 17.
[&quot;

Other
&quot;

occurs here in the A. V. (as in Josh. viii. 22
;
2 Chron. xxxii. 22 ; .rbb xxiv. 24) in the plural by an

old usag:! for &quot;oth-rs.&quot; Th &amp;gt; form Ins been silently changed in some later editions. H.J
* Ibid. Eyciptii- i-i foiiii 1 iu X A B, et al.; eiri^cpctp is a gloss, with very slight support.
& Ver. 18. II\.jx, U K K L, ir\r,v &amp;lt;m , on B. These last have arisen from the first. [LICHTFOOT regards n^v on

as more pro!) ibly correct. Somj texts have n-Arji- alone, others on alone; Inith which readings appear like attempts to smooth
the c null-action. II.]

Ver. 2:$. Ae is found in X and the majority of MSS.; yap has but slight support. [It is found in some of the l&amp;gt;est MSS.,
and &quot;yet

a reading, which comes to the relief of a disjointed syntax, must be regarded with suspicion
&quot;

(LioHTFOOT). MEYER
regards Si us the true reading. II.]

EXEnETICAT, AND CRITICAL.

Philippi to that of the Apostle at Rome.
i, together with the friendly address

. Allows that this desire springs from Paul s

Ver. 12. But I would that ye should heart. Comp. 1 Cor. xi. 3; 2 Tim. iii. 1. That
know, brethren. The position of yn-unneiv my affairs

(&quot;on
TO. nal kpt, as in Eph. vi. 21;

renders it emphatic: contrariis rnmoribus pntoc- Col. iv. 7,) have fallen out rather to the
cupari potui**ent ecclesine (BBXOEL). ^e marks the furtherance of the gospel. The compara-
transition from the condition of the church at live fiaKkov refers to the anxiety of the Apostle
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and the Philippians. (WINER S Gram., p. 248).

[The result was favorable rather (UOA/.OV) than

adverse, as Paul and the Philippians had feared.

H]. The perf. (j/b/Avtfev) indicates an effect

which still continues. Comp. ver. 25. HOLE-
MANN S explanation quam antea contigerat, is

wrong, for there is no comparison here of past
and present.

Ver. 13. So that my bonds in Christ have
become manifest. Hare explains how it

was that his imprisonment at Rome had contri

buted to the progress of the gospel (f irpoKonf/v

TOV evayyel.iov k7.ift.v9ev). Toi&amp;gt;f deo/iovc, ftov tyave-

poitf kv
Xp&amp;lt;(7rw yevKGdai mentions the first result

of his imprisonment in regard to hearers who
were not Christians. As in 1 Cor. iii. 13

;
xi.

19; xiv. 25, fyavepovq yeveadai means to become

manifest. It is incorrect to explain Qavepog as

illustris, conspicuus

posite of Kpv~~6q,

(CALVIN). It is the op-
The order of the

words demands the connection of kv Xprrw with
Paulus cum aliis captivis traditus par

est ; deinde innotuit, aliam esse Pauli cau-

sam et sic invaluit evangelium. (BENGEL). The
nature of the information thus diffused, is shown

by kv Xp(OT&amp;lt;i.
Paul s bonds are those of a Chris

tian. He is
(5f&amp;lt;r//tof

TOV XptaTov, kv Kvpiu (Eph.
iii. 1; iv. 1; Philem. 9; 2 Tim. i. 8). His bonds
had indeed been manifest before this time, but

had not been manifest kv Xptarw. The emphasis
lies on the fact that in this relation they had be

come manifest or known, and on that account

Qavepovc. precedes. In all the Praetorium or

Praetorian camp, (iv bZu -ru Trpairuplu) de

signates the place where this knowledge had

spread. On the subject, see Acts xxviii. 16-31.*

The castrum prsetorianorum (S0ETON. Tib. 37, Tac.

Ann. 42) is meant, (which was built by Sejanus
in the reign of Tiberius, near tbeporta Viminalis),
not the aula Cxsaris (BENGEL) ;

for TrpaiTupiov is

not the same as Kaiaapoc, olKta (iv. 22), as many
hold. &quot;Repressaque in priesens exitiabilis supersli/io
rursus erumpebat, non modo per Judseam, originem

ejus mali, sed per urbem etiam.
&quot;

(TACITUS Ann.

15, 40). [Prof. LIGHTFOOT at present under
stands Trpairupitf) in the sense of

&quot;prsetorians,&quot; and
not &quot;prselorian camp,&quot; as formerly. (See his Com
mentary in loc.). But with that direct personal
sense we might have expected the dative with
out kv, as in the other clause (comp. Acts iv. 16;
vii. 13; 1 Tim. v. 15); whereas with the local sense
as the direct one, and the personal as indirect,
the change of construction becomes perfectly na
tural. EWALD B periphrastic rendering &quot;in all

the Prselorium among the soldiers
&quot;

(Sendeschreiben
deg Apostel Paulun, p. 441

), gives the correct sense.

H.] And to all the rest, /cat rotf ?,oi-

irolc. naaiv, points to others besides the Pre-

torians, for many besides these could hear, and
did hear Paul preach. But we are not to
think of heathen merely (VAN HENGEL), regard
ing the expression as analogous to 1 Thess. iv.

13. The prep, fv should not be repeated, and ro-

Troif supplied (CHRYSOSTOM, etal.); for that would
be making the circuit too extensive. It is plain
from o/cj and naatv (which shows how widely
the gospel had become known) that the letter
could not have been written very soon after
Paul s arrival, but at a later period.

[Paul (if we make a distinction between t-iviav,
Acts xxviii. 23, and

fiia^tli/iari, ver. 30) may have
spent a few days after his arrival at Rome at

someplace of public or of private hospitality;
but after that he &quot; dwelt in his own hired house,&quot;

yet under the surveillance of soldiers, who, ac

cording to the Roman custom, were detailed
from the Praetorian camp to attend him as a

guard. But the Praetorian camp occupied an
extensive circuit, and

&quot;might have contained
within its precincts lodgings rented by prisoners
under military custody&quot; (LIGHTFOOT). Hence
as different Praetorians relieved each other in the

performance of this office, Paul would in the course
of time become favorably known to many of

them, and through these to other comrades.
Thus it was soon understood far and wid that
Paul had been imprisoned not for any immorality
or crime alleged against him, but for preaching
the gospel of Christ. H.]

Ver. 14. Here we learn another fact which
was a consequence of the Apostle s captivity,
and favorable to the gospel : And the greater
part of the brethren (xal rove. Tr/.e/ovnf

Tt~&amp;gt;v

a6e7.if&amp;gt;uv). [LUTHER renders Tr7.eiovar many,
as does also the A. V. They constituted the

majority, but Paul intimates at the same time
that all the Roman Christians did not derive the
same benefit from his example. H.] The refer
ence is to Christians, members of the church,
who stood at the Apostle s side as assistants,
co-laborers : not to teachers (SCHENKEL).
Waxing confident in the Lord by my
bonds

(fi&amp;gt;

Ki piu ;re;rot$($raf roif Afa^o ic, uov) ex

plains why they acted thus The perf. part,
marks this confidence as already attained, find still

in operation ;
kv Kvpiu is the nearest object of the

verb (Philem. ver. 21). OECUMENIUS well remarks:
ft yap uf/ fteiov ijv, tyijai, TO Kr/pvjua, ova av 6 Uav-
?.oc rjveixf.TO inrep avTov dfdto dai. Paul s bonds
are to those qui antea timuerant (BENGEL) an
actual pledge of the entire truthfulness, power,
and glory of the gospel (MEYER), and, indeed, as
the emphatic position of kv nvpiu shows, their

confidence rests entirely on Christ, and not on

any human calculation or reflection. See WINER S

Gram. 137 sq. ; Gal. v. 10; 2 Thess. iii. 4. Lc-
ER incorrectly connects kv nvpiu with in

while BENGEL joins it with rol.figv. Are much*
[In regard to the passage referred to, it should IKS said

that the words &quot; the centurion delivered the prisoners to the

captain of the guard : but &quot;

in the A. V. (Acts xxviii. 10) are

probably the translation of a later addition to the Greek text.

See Mr. ABBOT S note in SMITH S Bible Dictionary, Vol. I.,

384 (Amer. ed.). At the same time the words state correc

what was unquestionably true in regard to the Koinan u&amp;lt;

of committing prisoners like Paul to the cure of the I m-torian were not imprisoned) and does not refer to the
prefec -t or commander of the I ni torian ramp, i See I uxv s \

{

-

f
i- ., rr j vq i n Romp f SPII VFi-k-Fvm-p

Epist. X. :&amp;gt;). The reference therefore to Arts xxvii. -Jii is still
tlme Ot

pertinent, though not so derisive as if the words wen genu- I GER), Or to that of Ills former freedom (bCHEN-
ine. The false rend. Ting of iv SAW rci irpairwpiw by &quot;in all K Ki. i To speak the word without fear.

more bold, ( Tve/Haanrtpug rn/.tiar), Mutes in what

degree they were animated by the Apostle s zeal.

tl
P;

j

The comparative supposes the case of Paul s be-

^c ing free from bonds, (i. e., more boldly than if he

palace&quot; (A. V.) destroys the interestin

tween the Epistle here and
text. H.j

pHHgl
ing connect!. .11 be-

See above on the
/&amp;gt;., &amp;lt; shows what they are

now much more bold to do, though even before
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ilii* time they liad attempted it. Hence Trepiaaort- I rivalry or ambition (ii. 3; Jas. iii. 14, 10), which

ii.i i* not to be joined with (i06,3(jf, (BAifMOARTEN- ! is their characteristic, spring envy and strife,

t ui -ii *). Tur /ir./ii is absolute, as Gal. vi.6, i. e., $&6voc KOI eptf (v. 15). Epi&eia from epidm;, day-
God s word, which every Christian in his sphere i laborer, epi&vu to be an epitioc, and then in the

is to speak and to bear witness to. The article do- middle, to use unscrupulous means for one s ad-

notes, according to the context, that it is the word vantage, is the ambitus of the Romans. See PAS-

which the Apostle preaches. The verb is used aow. Lex. . v. The context requires us to retain

not merely of teachers (Eph. vi. 20 ; Col. iv. 3,4), the idea of intrigue or party-spirit. S&amp;lt; IIK.NKKI,

but also of

Ver. I/

iliers of the church (Eph. v. 19). ! incorrectly assumes the meaning to be &quot; work for

Some indeed preach Christ, pay.&quot;
These do the same as the other class: they

anvaiv na

with kv

preach Christ (TUV Xptaruv Ka-u-
t

-

/
i /.

/.&amp;lt;n&amp;lt;an;
v. 15,

Kjjpvaaovaiv). Both verbs designate preaching,
but have this shade of difference, that the latter

signifies to proclaim Christ to those who have a

very slight, or absolutely no knowledge of Him,
while the former means to announce Him as pre
sent, near. Col. i. 28; Acts xvii. 3, 23. We are
to join the finite verb with tf ayd-tiq (ver. 16) and
ej spf&fiaq (NEANDER), since otherwise we have a
needless accumulation of epithets, and we miss a
characteristic designation of the two different

Strife for the purpose of disturbing or checking classes. The preaching of the opponents is the

this activity, or of injuring his person. And same in substance as that of the others, but in a
soms also of good will (nviq 6e nal 6ia evfioniav)

[

different spirit: not purely, oi1^ dyvur, i.e.,

forms the antithesis to what precedes. We are
[
properly, not untainted, not free from coarser, or

to take ivftnuia therefore in the sense of having j

more refined accessory motives (iv. 8; 2 Cor. vi.

also of envy and strife (TIM; un- hut &amp;lt;i/u

Qtiuvov Kal spiv); in contrast with roi)f nvletovac

T(JV aSefoijv we have rives H%v nvi-q Jf, in con-

tr.-i-ii with rin fJiyov AaAeiv we have Uptarov KTjpva-

(ver. 17), and in contrast

a?, we have &ta qdovov tail

eptv. The nai, also, introduces something addi

tional (.MKYER) t. e., others besides those men
tioned in ver. 14, who are also teachers. Their

motive (did) is a base one, namely, envy, excited

by the Apostle s activity, and prompting them to

pleasure or satisfaction, i. e., in Paul s work and

person, which includes indeed, complaisance,
or a desire to please, but not exactly benevo
lence. Those here meant are not identical with

those designated in v. 14. It is not therefore

0; vii. 11; xi. 2). It is saying negatively that

these do not preach from pure, unalloyed love for

Christ. This is further explained, positively:

Thinking to add affliction to my bonds
(olouevoi kyeipriv rolq deauol^ fiov). The

that they act from conviction: ideo quod ipsi participle as present states an attendant motive
irf probarent (Gtionus) nor alias salvare volcntes or belief which the import of the word itself

(PEL.YGIUS). 1ot&amp;gt;
X/wroi&amp;gt; Kqpvaaovaiv belongs to characterizes as unfounded, and the result also

the two contrasted groups. In their teaching shows to be false (vers. 18-20), in contrast with

concerning Christ they do not essentially differ, |
the actual knowledge of the true witnesses re

but they differ entirely in their motives, theii

moral classification, their character. This is

more clearly explained in vers. 16, 17. The one
of love

(&amp;lt;n
/lev e$ d/aT^f) points to the latter

group, ol Je (v. 16) to the former. See WINER S

Gram. p. 501. The Litter are characterized as

it- aydirtff as in Gal. SC. OtTff.

They are viewed as children of love ; aycnrr] is

their nature. Comp. on elvai e/c rtvof in 1 John

specting the Apostle s work and destiny (ver. 16,

Eyeipeiv refers to the stirring up of

affliction, connectedfurther, additional,
with the imprisonment (rof ftov), not

merely the prisoner, its effect being to aggravate
his sufferings. [Prof. LIUIITFOUT finds a meta

phor in & /^Lipiv yipEiv^=to make my chains gall
This word though extremely

common in the LXX, occurs very rarely in clas

ii. 16, (LANGE S Series, XV.) By &amp;lt;ijd// (BENGEL :
|

sical writers even of a late date, and in those few

erga Christum et me), the generic or essential

characteristic is meant ; by evdoKia the specific as

a manifestation or result of the other. Know
ing that I am set for the defence of the

gospel, presents the motive (as Eph. vi.

passages has its literal meaning. The same want
in the religious vocabulary which gave currency
to

Mn/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;f
also created triiulatio as its Latin

equivalent. The reading fyeipetv, besides being
supported, carries out the metaphor better than

S, .t| iin i n; &amp;lt;iTi;/.
)}
KIV rob fiay/E^.tou Keluai. The

; tJnOi-peiv of the received text.&quot; II.]. How this

verb KEluai (as in Luke ii. 84; 1 Thes. iii. 3; 1
| aggravation of his trials was to take place,

andTim. i. 19) represents his bondage as a divine
\
ept (ver. 15) and iptdt-ia (VIM-. 17) indicate,

appointment or destiny. Incorrect and opposed to Though the Apostle s enemies preach Christ as do
the context (ver. 12) is the idea of his being pros- the others, they do not, like them, seek to edify
trate inconditione misera (VAN HENGEL), or in bonds the church, and to assist the Apostle, but stir up
(LUTHER), because by their preaching they make , strife and hatred against him. They preach
up for his impeded activity, supplent hoc meum Jesus as the promised one, that those who hear

sua prtedicatione (Esnus). The
|

may say: This is indeed also Christian preach-
his situation has ing; we need not run after Paul. They thus

draw the church to themselves, and withdraw it

from Paul. They preach concerning Christ essen-

task which devolves upon him in his situation has
for its object the defence of the gospel, axofoyiav

(ver. 7), in which these Christians

support the Apostle by their co-operation. It is tially as he does, only either more strictly to please
incorrect to refer this to his account before God i those who are zealous for the law, or more
(t liKY^.isTOM). or liis defence before the court, i loosely for the sake of those who are still weak,
ro r ni/i jii Hci i VAN HK.NUKI.

|. I or in a more rhetorical way, not to offend the cul-
Ver. HI. But the others of contentious- I tivated, as does the Apostle. Thus they not

ness or party spirit. m &amp;lt;5e f tpi&eiaf, as in
i merely weaken the attachment of others to him,

Ter. 17. Comp. lloin. ii. 18 Out of this spirit of I and draw away his followers, but excite enmity
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against him, and thereby make his imprisonment
still more oppressive. In their preaching of

to it, but they were unfavorable to his mode of
treatment, and unfriendly to his person. Their

Christ they go beyond their convictions from motives were corrupt (ii. 21), and they were not
dislike to Paul; they make them more Christian in sincere friends of the Apostle. [For NEA.NDER S

form to do him injury. To understand tf/.it/f
j

views on this question see note below.*]
of an increased severity in his imprisonment by

j

Ver. 10. For I know (olda -)6p) empha-
command of the emperor Nero (the Greek com- sizes the declaration as to his joy. That this
mentators, and PELAGIUS, ERASMUS, GROTIUS),

j

shall result to me (UTI TOVTO fioi dirojiijafTai).
accords as little with the contex, as it does to limit The demonstrative (TOVTO) refers to ver. 18 (TTOVTI
the term to his personal mortifications. Tpowu XpiaTof KaTayytteTai), and explains why

Ver. 18. What then? riydp; -The question [

he rejoices, and not to ti/.i^tv iytipen- (ver. 17),
implies a denial of the belief (olofisvoi) Quid

{

as CALVIN, VAN HENGEL and others think. The
rejert? utrinque juvor (ver. 12). BBNGEL. Not-

i

use of. the verb is similar to that of el.ij/.vdev

withstanding every way whether in pre- in ver. 12. [It explains why nothing hereafter
tence or in truth, Christ is preached, j

can occur to rob him of this assurance and joy
n/.//i&amp;gt; presupposes a difference (that is, of mo-

&quot;~

* [NEAXDERS views respecting the character and object of
those at Home to whom Paul refers as seeking by their

preaching to add affliction to his bonds, deserve to \te consi
dered here. &quot;Are we to supixise that these men, without
personal love to the gospel, without ]&amp;gt;ersonal conviction of

tives), while, at the same time, it brings forward
what is common to the parties. Under TTOVTI rporrw
are included what is outward, the manner of re

presentation, the compass, articulation, the sys
tematic arrangement and tendency of this teach

ing, not its contents as being Ebionitic, or other

Jewish views, or Gnostic conceptions (Gal. i. 8).

its truth, preached Christ for no other reason than to add to
the hardship of Paul s situation, and to bring him into greater
danger by the wider extension of the gospel at Home thus
rendering him. as the origin of it all. more obnoxious to the
Human civil power ? It appears at once how unnatural and

The more exact definition of Trd? rpoVof follows
intrinsicallyjmproliable

is such a supposition. If they would

in eiTc Trpopdaet eire a/.q&eip. Both mark the re

lation of the word preached to the character of

the preacher; eire irpo^daei points to the differ

ence, eire d/Jideia to the harmony between the two,
as regards the word, doctrine and motives of the

respective preachers: on the one side, insincerity,

self-seeking, party spirit; on the other, conscien

tiousness, faithfulness. The first description em
braces those mentioned in ver. 15 a and ver. 17,

and the second those mentioned in ver. 15 6 and
ver. 16, and also ver. 14. It is incorrect to regard
irpo&amp;lt;paafir=per occasionem (Vulg., GROTIUS). It is

also incorrect to include under
irpo&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;dai

those

mentioned in ver. 156, as if these also merely
showed themselves pleased with the apostolic type
of doctrine (SCHEXKEL). X/a/orof naTay/s/.teTai
in ver. 17, sets forth what is common to the dif

ferent witnesses. And I therein do rejoice,
KOI kv TOITU xa Pu - for the construction see iii. 1

;

thus bring Paul into greater peril, they would by so doing
plunge, themselves into equal danger. Can it be&quot; imagined
that one would play so hazardous a frame, simply from hatred

He who at that time did not himself believe in
the gospel, must be enlisted against it : and would certainly
not have given himself up to the b
merely as the means to another en

business of preaching it

k. then,
is said of ananother explanation of this difficulty. M hcn

individual that lie preaches the gospel only in appearance,
this need not be understood as necessarily meaning that he
has no concern whatever in regard to the subject of his

preaching; that he has no personal interest in it, no convic
tion of its truth, that he makes use of it only as a means to
another end. It may mean that he preaches it, not in its

purity and completeness, but as an adulterated, mutilated gos
pel. And when, moreover, he says of such that they were
actuated by party zeal and hatred against him. desiring to
add new affliction to his sufferings, it is not necessary to un
derstand by this that their witness for the gospel was mere
pretence, a form of hypocrisy to which the circumstances of
the time afforded no occasion and no ground; but that their

ruling motive in preaching was not from love of the Lord
;

that it was their aim, consciously or unconsciously to them
selves, by their manner of preaching, to give offence to Paul,
nd to rai

manner of preach
for themselves a rty against him.

know that Paul had to contend with opposers. to wh
Iheriv. 4, 10; Col. i. 24. The cause of his joy is that I that has been here said is applicable. There were those who

in every way Christ is proclaimed. The differ- I

ditl acknowledge and preach Jesus as the Messiah, but a

ence in^he mode of proclamation cannot disturb
lM &quot; &quot; &quot; &quot; Jewfab seMe! wl k &quot;&quot;w &quot;&quot; &quot;

&quot;&quot;

his joy, though he must condemn the unworthy
motives of his opponents. This joy is not merely
a present, but an abiding one. Yea, and I

shall rejoice (d/.?.n KOI xaLPWPai
)

^et tne re

sult of it as to himself be what it may. In like

manner a/./.d (iii. 8) opposes the pres. f/yovfj.ai

to the perfect fj^rjuat. We supply mentally a ne

gative clause I do not merely at present re

joice. Hence we are not to insert a period after

ged Him.
not as that which He has revealed Himself to be, the only
ground of salvation for man; who, in connection with the
one article of faith, that Jesus was the Messiah promised in
the Old Testament, still adhered to the Jewish legal position;
who understood nothing of the new creation of which t hrist

was the author, and to whom faith in Jesus as the Messiah was
only a new patch upon the old garment of Judaism, these
were the opposers. with whom we so often find Paul contend

ing in his Epistles. Of such he might justly say, that they
preached the gospel not purely and sincerely, but only in ap
pearance ;

for indeed they were far more concerned for Ju
daism than for Christianity, and their converts became Jews
rather than Christians. Of such he might also say that they

form a party against him, and to add affliction to

; for those persons everywhere seem chiefly ani
sought to form a party against him, and to add affliction to

his bonds; for those per
mated by jealousy of Paul, through whom the gospvl wasGram., p. 442. We are not to think here of its

being less difficult for Paul to show a Spirit of preaVhe!l\o the heathen world as treed from all dependence

resignation or acquiescence because the danger upon Judaism, and standing upon its own foundation. They

at Rome did not concern his apostolic authority , ^putT&quot;^,,^^ on ^.%& li n.w
as in some Other instances (MEYER) ;

for joy and over the people from him to themselves, from that pure and

an elevated tone of mind pervade the entire complete gospel to their own mutilated one. And it need not

letter, and the Roman church was an object of
; -n;&quot;^

---*- SiS^SS Kin,&quot;
the Apostle 9 special regard and solicitude, as the prisonment there, shows us in this church, consisting chiefly

Epistle to the Romans testifies. Manifestly the ofl^iitile converts, a &amp;gt;mall party of Mirh.ludai/ingChristian s

teachers are not like those spoken of in iii. 2 sq., f^^SK^^f^^^SSTS:
nor are they Judaizers, or Jewish Christians.

disinclined to the Pauline view of Christianity

(SCHENKEL). They must have been inclined to

Paul s system of doctrine, and have approximated

preached by the i ..... party, the other, provoked to rivalry.
should rise up in opposition and se&amp;lt; k to give currency to

-;&amp;lt;l.&quot;
[&*&amp;lt;{&amp;lt;{/

Ami fe

!/!
}-liil,i&amp;gt;)nan&amp;gt;.

translated by Mrs. 11. C. CO&amp;gt;A&amp;gt;T. VY,
their own corrupted form of the

U.J
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of which he speaks. He feels assured that the

opposition of his enemies will be the means
not only of advancing the cause of Christ (ver.

18), but, as stated here, of exciting him to

greater zeal and activity, and thus also indi

rectly of promoting his own spiritual welfare i

and ultimate salvation. The reference of rorro

to the opposition of Paul s enemies (so also

LKJHTFOOT) is the most natural, both on account

of the sequel, and because the statement that the

preaching of Cbrist must advance the cause of

Christ is too obvious to need a formal confirma

tion (yip). H.] Unto salvation (elf aunt- !

piav), like elf irpo*o-r/v roi riay/e/jav in ver. 12,

with the meaning (comp. also ver. 20), that in

himself Christ and His gospel will be glorified
and advanced. Hence it does not refer to his

release from imprisonment (CHRYSOSTOM, et al.), j

to the preservation of his life (OECfMEXics), to i

his victory over his enemies (MICHAELIS), ad ta- ,

lutem muttcruM hominum (GROTics), to talus cera
|

etperennix (
VAX HEXGEL), or to his own salvation

in a spiritual sense (RUEINWALD). [Among
others, ELLICOTT and LIGHTFOOT adopt this last

explanation The pronoun (UM) indicates a per
sonal result, and the future of the verb shows it

|

to be one not yet secured. This meaning, too,

of ffwrriiHa is the prevailing one in Paul s Epis-
;

ties; comp. ver. 23; ii. 12; Rom. i. 16; 2 Thess.

ii. 13. See further on ver. 20. H.] Through
your prayer and assistance of the Spirit
of Jesus Christ. The way to this result

(d~o3r/asTai) is. first, through (6id) the suppli
cation of the Pliilippians (rjyf vuHtu Je^TF(&amp;lt;), to

which the Apostle attaches great value (Philem.
22; Rom. xv. 30, 31; 2 Cor. i. 11); secondly,

through the assistance of the Spirit of Jesus

Christ (ndi. CTijfnprytaf rov Trvfiuaroc Irjaov Xp&amp;lt;cr-

TOV), which therefore the Holy Spirit affords,

who is indeed the Spirit of Jesus Christ, directs

His cause, and hence is designated as His Spirit.
The genitive makes it unnecessary to repeat the

article (^ft), as also the close connection of the

two substantives makes it unnecessary to repeat
6id. On i-t^piyi-o. see Eph. iv. 16; comp. Rom.
Tin. 9, 10; Gal. iv. 6, 7. Prtcationtm in eaelum

(ucendenttm, exhibitionem d caelo venientem (BEX-

OIL). Hence it is wrong to regard nai as epexe- I

getical, and f^txoprftia as the contents of fieyctf

(METER) : nor can ro v Trvevuarof be shown to be

yen. obj. from Gal. iii. 5. [Yet the close connec
tion of the nouns indicates that the gifts and

guidance of the Spirit were among the favors for

which they prayed in his behalf. H.]
Ver. 20. According to my earnest ex

pectation and hope \
*a~d rffi drroitapailoiuav

nal i/.t&a
/&quot;&quot; ) Having stated the end or result

(elf oumipiav), and the means (did rfc iuuv

ieJiatuc], he now presents the measure (itard) of
the d3r/&amp;lt;Trai. The first substantive (dronapa-
donia, see Rom. viii. 19) denotes the soul s sub

jective, intenser longing (&amp;lt;i:ro*aoat5of(j, ereeto

capite specto); thesecond (f/tmf) the more objective,
outward, ground or object of expectation. The
object of this longing and expectation i-: Th^it
in nothing I shall be ashamed

,

&quot;-

. rative, not argumen-
brings forward the

reason of his
rejoici-&amp;lt;?.

\la \ivtadat= ~

xxxiv. 4, 2V; Rom. ix. 33
;
2 Cor. x. 8) is to become

athamed, to fail of one s purpose, be disappointed.
The meaning is not pudore eonfutut ah ojftcio de-

Jlectam (VA.v HEXGEL), since, as METER well ob
serves, it relates not so much to th,e conduct aa
to the fate of Paul. Still k-ss does it refer to an
ignominious issue of his trial. Ev mdevi excludes
the being put to shame in any particular, as iv

ftTidcvi in ver. 28. It is incorrect to regard it aa
masculine, and to apply it to his opponents
(Ho LEMAN.x, LIGHTFOOT), especially as the case
is one not of individuals, but of parties. But
(a.t//) joins the positive side to the negative.
That with all boldness as constantly, so
now also Christ shall be magnified in my
body (

iv irdarj Trappr/aia &amp;lt;jf
Trdvrtrre nat vi-v ue^a-

/.w^rjcerai 6
Xp&amp;lt;or6r iv rw cuuari fiov). lynomt-

niam a stse removet; ribi parrhesiam, Chntto ipri

gloriam tribuit (BEXGEL). In the person of the

Apostle who is in bonds Christ is to be thus

glorified. This positive statement shows fully
what is meant by the preceding negative state
ment. Uappr/aia is not=joyfulness, for see 1

John ii. 28, where a^uftev -apptiaim- is opposed to
nal fii] aiojpniOufUV, as here. Er -aari corresponds
to iv oitievi, and the fuja/.ivfottai of Christ in
Paul s person, to Paul s aiaxi-vfotiai designed and
sought by his enemies. As formerly this had
been done in many a difficult position, amid
great obstacles, so also now in this severest crisis

(Kal vvv) will Christ be glorified in him. He de
sires for himself what he entreats for the church
(see ver. 11). On (ttya).mrdJictTtu comp. Luke i.

46; Acts x. 46. This exaltation of Christ is ef
fected as much indeed through Paul s activity
and boldness (iv day r:appr,fna), in word and
deed, before individuals and crowds, friends and
foes, as through his sufferings (hence iv r&amp;lt;j &amp;lt;TJ-

uari fjav instead of iv i^oi). It is not. therefore,
the -xappriaia of the teachers (vers. 15-18) i HOLE-
MAXX), nor does the verb (contrary to usage)
refer to the growth of Christ in Paul (RILLIET),
which surely does not take place in Paul s body.
[He says iv TO auuari un; not iv i.uoi, because he is

thinking of the possibility of a violent death H.]
Both clauses. &quot;Whether by life or by death

(ftre did ^ufj^ sirs did tiavdror) are conditioned by
iv rCt ffuuan uov. The meaning is. that whether
he is to live or suffer death, the result will be
for the glory of Christ. In the first case, by the

Apostle s activity ; in the second, by his joyful
death. In either case, his ^app^cia or bold
ness would be made manifest. [The manner,
therefore, in which the Apostle s trials, his per
plexities and annoyances (rotro, ver. 19) might
be made to conduce to his salvation (elf curr/pim)
is evident. If, on the one hand, they should

discourage him and lead him to relax his efforts,
and render him unfaithful, they would endanger
his hopes and safety, or at all events dim the
lustre of his crown of glory in the heavenly
world. So, on the other hand, if. through the

prayers of his friends and the assistance of the

Holy Spirit, these same trials should be over
ruled (as he was confident they would be) so as
to strengthen in him the graces of the Christian
and excite him to greater fortitude and zeal as a

preacher of the gospel, they would then render
the fact of his salvation more certain, and in the
measure of its fullness more complete and glo
rious.
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And it was not a vain confidence which the Apos
tle has expressed here. At a later period, on
the eve of his actual martyrdom, he was enabled
to exclaim : I have fought a good fight, I have

kept the faith. Henceforth there is laid up for

me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord,
the righteous Judge, shall give me at that day;
and not to me only, but unto all them also that

love his appearing
&quot;

(2 Tim. iv. 6, 7). H.]
Ver. 21. [The Apostle is uncertain whether in

a personal point of view he should choose to live

or to die (vers. 21-24). H.] For to me to
live (is) Christ, and to die (is) gain.
Eaol yap introduces a confirmation of the

thought that it is entirely the same to him whe
ther Christ be glorified through his life and ac

tivity, or by his death ; with others (hence euoi

at the beginning) it may indeed be different.

To $yv, which is made more specific by h aapul,
ver. 22, defines the nature of the preceding &quot; ;

this is Xptordf (predicate). Quidquid vivo (vita

naturali), Christum vivo, Ckristi causam, dum
vitam in mundo ago, meam esse censeo (BENGEL).
[Living consists only in union with and devo
tion to Christ: my whole being and activities

are His. The context shows that Xptarof, be
sides the idea of union with Him, must also

involve that of devotion to His service (LLI-
COTT). H.] Kal TO aTro&avelv /cepdof imports:
If the imprisonment end with my being con
demned to death, even this as regards my per
son is also gain, as more fully explained in ver.

23. Hence the inf. aorist is used to mark the

simple fact, while (,f]v is a continual ive present.
It is incorrect to understand fy/v of the spiri
tual life (RILLIETT), or to make

Xpt&amp;lt;7ro&quot;f
the

subject in the sense of preaching Christ, /cepdoc

the predicate, and TO ijv /cat TO airodavelv as

accusative relations, tamen vita, quam in morte

(CALVIN, et al.}. It is also wrong to make it

parenthetic: His assurance that death will be

gain will give him strength to die joyfully, and
so he will glorify Christ (MEYER, et al.). [Since
Kepdog is defined as avv Xptcr^) elvat in ver. 23,
the gain cannot be a result viewed simply

as advantageous to the cause of Christ or the

salvation of others. H.]
Ver. 22. But if the living in the flesh,

this (is) the fruit of my labor. Et J begins
the comparison of two cases. Et pre-supposes
an undoubted fact, in opposition (6e) to the

last thought (TO diro^avslv KepSoc.). To %rjv is

more fully defined by ev aapul, because there is

a life out of the flesh which airoOavelv calls to

mind. TOVTO rhetorically brings the two antece
dent words together, and fioi, for me, is placed
emphatically before the predicate without the

copula (ia-i) : /caprrdf epyov. In Kapir6f we have
a parallel to

Kep&amp;lt;Sof (ver. 21), and TO
;^i&amp;gt;

ev oapni is
I

thus also a gain, a living, ever ripening fruit, I

the nature of which the genit. of apposition !

more closely defines, like flumen Rheni, virtus li-

beralitatia (BENGEL), and comp. Eph. i. 14; vi.

14, 16 f.; Col. ii. 24. See WINER S Gram. p. 531.

So that Paul ipsum opus pro fructu habet, alius ex

opere fructum quserit (BENGEL). &quot;Epyov
is the

Apostolic activity. It is wrong to regard i=
an (BEZA) [whether (LiGHTFOOT)] ; TOVTO epyov as

the apodosis=&amp;lt;A(* is fruit, etc. (PELAGIUS, BEN-

OKL, A. V.) ; /capTof pyov=operee pretium (GRO-

TIUS) ; or to suppose an aposiopesis : non repug.
no, non scare fero (CoNR. MUEULER, RILLIET).
HOLEMANN translates against the context and
the language : If to live is a fruit, in the

flesh, death is a fruit indeedi [Instead of ipyov
as genit. of apposition, we prefer that of

origin or source: If the living in the flesh (el, not

hypothetical, but syllogistic=since it is, etc.) this

(which simply repeats and emphasizes TO yv) is

(brings forth, secures) fruit, i. e., the salvation
of men, from work (his continued Apostolic acti

vity ; comp. ii. 30
;

1 Thess. v. 13
;
2 Tim. iv. 5),

also then, etc. (as in the next clause). With this

modification the explanation of Dr. BRAUNE as
above agrees essentially with that of DE WETTE,
MEYER, ELLICOTT, ALFORD, and many other inter

preters. H.] Then also what (i. e., which
of the two) I should choose I know not
(/cat

TO alpi/aouai, ov yvupi^u). To the supposition
TO (,f)v /capTrof Paul now adds also or then

(/cat)
the uncertainty of the choice to be made (ov

yvupi^u). For this use of Kai: comp. 2 Cor. ii. 2. It

is not a Hebraistic form of the apodosis. [Tiscn-
ENDORF has correctly only a comma after epyov.
In this concomitant use of /cat, as we may term it,

its proper force is not wholly lost. It implies that
if one theory be true, then another will be true
also : if the life be thus useful, the choice must
also (Kai) be difficult. See ELLICOTT in loc. H.I
On TI alpjjGouai, see WINER S Gram. p. 229. It is

a future with the force of the conjunctive, the two
being closely related ;

and TI is for Ttorepov, as in
Matth. xxi. 31. See WINER S Gram. p. 169. The
middle denotes the choosing for himself, with

yvupiZu=non definio mihi (BENGEL). [In the first

edition of his Commentary, MEYER renders I am
uncertain, but in the second and third editions
he renders I do not make known, give no de
cision. The latter is the prevalent sense in the
N. T. H.]

Ver. 23. For I am in a strait betwixt the
two (avvf^ouai 6e en TUV

6i&amp;gt;o).
The negative

statement in ov yvupl^u passes here to a positive
statement in avve^ouai, and the latter is made
emphatic by its position and strengthened by
fSf=rather. The verb means to be held together,
to be pressed hard (2 Cor. v. 14; Luke viii. 45

(avvxovai ct /cat airodMfiovai), xii. 60), and is

followed by the instrumental dative (Matth. iv.

24
;
Luke iv. 38; viii. 37 ; Acts xviii. 5

;
xxviii.

8). Here the preposition with the genitive (en
UV dvo) marks the origin or source of his per

plexity about the two conditions, t. e., ijv and cnro-

Oavelv already mentioned. The sense of the verb

(see above) is manifest from ver. 24. It cannot
refer to outward affliction or anxiety. Having
the desire to depart (TI/V tiridvuiav

l^uv elg TO

avafocai). Paul is in a strait or perplexity, since

for himself he prefers death to life. The article

marks the desire as the one which Paul feels,

not one already mentioned (HOLEMANN), which
is not the case. The prep, etf points out the di

rection; whereas the genit. TOV would represent
death as the object of his desire. Paul is not

wearied of life, but his thoughts pass beyond
death as a transition, and fix upon that which is

to follow. Death is conceived of under a similar

figure, viz., that of a journey (Matth. xxvi. 24,

vxayeiv), that of a voyage (2 Tim. iv. 6, solvere

ancoram), and also without a figure, as decedere
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il.nki- \ii. ::;. I .KNCKI,). And to be with
Christ KIII nrv

\/&amp;gt;taT&amp;lt;ji
elvai. Comp. 2 Cor. v.

H
| irA&amp;gt;/u i/nin ~/&amp;gt;iir M/i/ ,r); llcb. xii. 22, 23: Acts

vii. 59. The departure (avalvaat) brings him
!

into this higher life of fellowship with Christ.

There is no thought here of an intermediate

tate. Which is far better
TO^^&amp;gt; yap //A-

Aov Kpelaanv. The accumulation of comparatives

(2 Cor. vii. 13; Mark vii. 36) indicates the

strength of his desire. WINER S Gran. p. 240.

Ver. 21. Nevertheless to abide in the
flesh is more needful for you To iirinevetv

r5t stands opposed to ava/.vaat. Ev ry aapKi has

the article here in the correct text (not iv aapici,

as in ver. 22) ;
hence in his Jlcnh as it now is.

This remaining is more necessary (avayKOifoepov}
as distinguished from his departing (ava/.v&amp;lt;Mi),

which is better (upelaaov), as far as relates to his

own preference. But here a calm survey and

consideration of the circumstances, a regard for

the welfare of other&quot;, beloved ones, among whom
are to be named especially those to whom he

writes (ft t ^of). decide the question. His Apos
tolic calling and his service to the church, which
are of far greater importance to him than his own
heart s desire, control his decision. It is incor

rect to explain avayKaioTepov=prxstat (IlEix-

EICHS), as &quot;too necessary
&quot;

(VAN HENOEL), or to

consider the glory of Christ as the ground of his

wish to live longer (CALVIN).
Ver. 25. And having this confidence I

know (KOI TOVTO -xeiroitiu- oltia). TOITO points back !

to avayKat&TEpov, and indicates the ground of his

confidence, and the pcrf. part, marks this confi

dence as one which he has had, and still enter

tains. We are not to join TOVTO with ol6a (ERAS
MUS, et al.) or to explain this last as probabililer !

sperare (BEZA, VAN HENGEI,, RILLIET). Comp.
Philem. ver. 22. Though uncertain as to what he

ought to choose for himself, yet he is quite sure

that he will remain. That I shall abide and
continue with you all. &quot;O-i pevu is the op

posite of ava/.uaat. On fieveiv cotnp. 1 Cor. xv.

6: John xxi. 22, 26. It is more fully explained

by Kal avfj.xapau.evij iraaiv vulv. Hapa/ifveiv is to i

remain here, while ouv adds the idea of associa

tion with others (rraaiv vtttv). This fellowship

helps him to give up the more desired avaAvoai,
i

especially as his remaining has its consequence and

fruit, as well as the being with Christ (vi v Xptortj]

elvai).Foi your furtherance and joy of
faith. This is explanatoryof & i-,udf (ver. 24). Eif
states the purpose of Paul s remaining ; it is two- i

fold: their furtherance in the faith, and their joy in
j

the faith, TJ/V i&amp;gt;nuv irpoKO-i/v Kal ^apav rr/g iriaTtuq .
i

This is Paul s life to preach Christ and to I

strengthen the faith of others. On TTPOKOT// see
|

ver. 12; 1 Tim. iv. 15. Nothing is here said of!

a favorable termination of his imprisonment
(BEZ\). It is also incorrect to assume a hen-
diajys : in incrementum gaudii vesfri, quod ob ayni-
tum tvanyelium accepislis (HEINRICHS); or to un
derstand it of Paul s joy on account of the faith

of the Philippians (ERASMUS), or to connect:

TTjq Tr/ffrewf or.ly with xaP^ v (VAN HENGEL) ;
!

for in this case the pronoun would need to be re

peated with Tri ffrfcjf.

Ver. 25. That your rejoicing may be more
abundant. &quot;Iva states the final purpose of the
subordinate one, expressed by elf; comp. vers.

19, 10, 11. Td Kai xrj/ia vituv is siynificatio gaudii,

I

affectut qaudii pleni (BENOEL), glorying, as 1 Cor.

I

v. 6. It is the natural result of the increase and

joy of their faith (TI/V i ^tuv 7r/&amp;gt;oK07rv/i&amp;gt;
KOI %apav rf/f

niareuf), but it is not the object of them. Hence

K.avx !t*a is not materies gloriandi (MEYER), nor is

it boasting against Judaizing teachers (FLATT),
or Paul s glorying (( HRYSOSTOM). But this glo

rying, as well as faith, is to increase (^fpicati-y) in
Christ Jesus (iv XptaTu Ir/onv) as its sphere.
In me (iv t//o/) points to the Apostle s person and

activity as the outward sphere of this glorying
which admits of increase in Christ. Neither iv

XptaTu (CALVIN), nor iv ifwi (FLATT), belongs to

Kai&amp;gt;xyfja.
The idea expressed by iv ifiui is ren

dered still more definite by the statement of the

means. Through my return to you (6ca rift

ifiijg Ko.povoias rrdl.iv Trpdf i ftar) by which the

faith of the Philippians shall be confirmed and
their joy be increased. On xa7.iv, which has here
the force of an adjective, see 2 Cor. xi. 23. Paul
is thinking of his release from imprisonment;
but no safe conclusion can be drawn from this as

to the fulfilment of this expectation.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The evil and sorrow of the world, as im

prisonment, and death, become a trial, a cross,
on which hang victory and a glorious issue, only
then, when he who experiences them can say:
&quot;For me to live is Christ&quot; (iiiol TO

Z&amp;gt;/v Xpiarof).
Not the sorrow which men experience makes a
bearer of the cross, with its power of attraction,
the sign in which we conquer ;

but the Christian s

disposition and behaviour in sorrow make the

sorrow a cross. In this consists the true value
of martyrdom, and not in the fact alone of suffer

ing and dying. Like the cross of Christ, it must
also be a necessity, imposed by the Father, from
which we can withdraw only by a violation of

conscience, and a refusal to deny self, and to

seek our own and our neighbor s edification. See

HARLESS, Ethik, \ 39.

2. The Christian shows himself, in calamity,
to be one who is not overpowered, vexed, swept
away by sorrow, or engulfed by it, like one
who toilsomely wades through deep water, but
he compels it to yield him strength and joy, like

the stars of heaven in the night, after he lias

conquered it and made it his attendant. He is

not the object of weak compassion and pity, but
of admiration and love, like a conquering hero.

He is like a praying one who speaks to God; and
as one to whom God speaks, is an object almost
of religious veneration.

3. The blessing of the cross is seen in three

respects a) The suffering soul becomes free,
more joyful, riper, stronger (ver. 19, elf aanjpiav,

comp. 12, 18, 20, 21 sq.), since it becomes more

closely united to the Lord, purified from what is

earthly and mortal, more intimate with the Eter
nal Will, and more joyful in it. b) Men on every
side, Christians (ver. 14), as well as heathen, even
Prtetorians (ver. 13; Matth. xxvii. 54; Mark xv.
39 ; Luke xxiii. 47), are improved and benefited ;

for the glory of the peaceful fruit of righteous
ness becomes better and better known, and the

deep need of its possession is felt in the heart*
of men. c) The gospel secures for itself a recog-
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n uion of its (rue character by preaching, which

brings to view the person and his history (vers.

12, 20), for thus the adaptation of the gospel to

the hearts and lives of men is seen and con
fessed.

4. Death, which, like imprisonment and the

world s enmity, is an evil, becomes in the Apos
tle s view an insignificant event, which closes in

deed the life upon earth, but changes not the es

sence, the life of the soul, only the place and
form of its existence (ver. 21, airo&avelv

;
ver. 23,

avalvaat). To experience it is no merit, but to con

quer it by faith and patience is a grace. Death leads

the faithful from the misery of imprisonment to

be more completely with Christ. In what way we

pass through death into fellowship with Christ,
is not said

;
and still less is there any indi

cation here of an intermediate state. This

agrees with the word of the Lord to the

thief on the cross (Luke xxiii. 43), and with
the teaching of the parable of the rich man

(Luke xvi. 23), and still more significantly with
the efficacy of Christ s death and resurrection in

regard to the relations of life and death, in hea
ven and on earth (1 Cor. v. 1

; Eph. iv. 8; comp.
2 Cor. v. 8; Acts vii. 58).

5. [Unless Paul believed that the death which
released him from the trials of this life was to in

troduce him at once to the presence of Christ and
a state of blessedness, we see no adequate reason
for the struggle between his desire to depart and
be with Christ, and his anxiety to labor still for

the advancement of the Redeemer s kingdom on
earth. If he believed that he was to remain for

an indefinite time without consciousness in the

grave, his zeal for men s salvation and his con

tempt of personal dangers and trials in the pur
suit of that object, would lead him to desire to live

as long as possible, on account of the importance
of his ministry to mankind. On the other hand,
if we suppose him to have regarded his attain

ment of the joys and rewards of heaven as simul
taneous with his departure from this world, we
have then an adequate explanation of his per
plexity (vers. 21-24). For other passages which
seem to involve the same doctrine, see Luke xxiii.

43
;
2 Cor. v. C, 7; and Rev. vi. 9. H.]

6. The substance of Christian preaching is the

person of Christ (vers. 15, 17, 18), as the exalta

tion of His person is the end of Christian life

(ver. 20). This should be the preacher s testi

mony, his proclamation.
7. The difference in the teaching here consists

not so much in the difference of the doctrine of

Christ, as in the difference of disposition of the
teachers towards Paul (vers. 15-18). The agree
ment in their teaching, which could scarcely fail

to admit of certain variations, is of more account
to him than their hostility to him. So much the

more magnanimous is his joy in the doctrine
which they hold in common.

8. That church fellowship (rb nadx^ia rpuv
irepiaaEi Ti h Xpiarti Ir/aw) should promote Chris
tian fellowship is exemplified in the intercourse

of Paul and the Philippians (FV e/uoi
6tii rfjs [ifj&amp;lt;;

napovaiaz ndfav irpbt; i&amp;gt;fj.af,
ver. 26). It is import

ant to observe and maintain this connection.
9. The minister of Christ is helped and served

in two ways (a) by the assistance of the Holy

Spirit, which is the Spirit of Christ ; and (6) by

the supplications of the church : thus from above
and from below. He needs the supplications of
the church of Christ not less than the church
needs his testimony. The protection of praying
hands is no insignificant one.

10. Observe the moral greatness of the Apostle!
In the constraint, of a prison, in the face of

death, amid the enmities of some of his associ

ates, he exults for joy in his fellowship with
Christ, and allows it to suffer no abatement on
account of an error. He hopes to be able to re
turn again to the Philippians, free from his
bonds (ver. 26), as shortly before he had ex

pressed a similar hope to Philemon (Philem. ver.

22). This hope indeed he afterwards gave up
(2 Tim. iv. 6), and four years before this had de
clared that he should not see again the Ephe-
sians (Acts xx. 22-25). In this uncertainty
his official gift remains intact, which, as a pro
phetical endowment, has to do with God s word,
not with times and seasons (Acts i. 7). He does

not, however, declare definitely (ver. 27) that he
will come, but leaves it to God s disposal.*

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

For ministers, three teachings: 1) See that
thou overcomest sorrow, and that thou art not
overcome by it; 2) that Christ is praised thereby:
3) that the church by this very thing is advanced
and built up in the faith. Rejoice without envy
in the preaching of thy worthy official brother.
The word of God and the preaching of Christ
should be to thee of too much value and import-

|

ance to allow an unfriendly disposition to mortify
or vex thee. For the church, three teachings : 1

)

Take not offence at the greatness of the evil in

the world, especially of the violent enmity which
befalls thy pastor, but follow his deportment in

the case; 2) persist in hearty supplication for

him; 3) aid him full of confidence with thy tes

timony. Only one thing must be regarded : that

Christ alone, the Saviour of the world, be

preached. Thou art not to judge the disposition
of the preacher, but only the correctness of his

preaching. In general : Persecution or, at the ut

most, death, is the greatest evil which the world
can inflict upon the Christian, but this effects for

him what launching does for a ship: it brings
him into his proper element. As the ship is thus
sent forth upon the ocean for which it is designed,
so is the Christian by this means brought to

heaven, which is his home. To die, is but to come
to our inheritance, if Christ is our life. From

! Him comes the unselfish love of life for others

sake, which is at once a joy in life and a joy in

j
death, so that from our joy in death there comes
no death to our joy. It is unchristian for one to

wish for death because he is weary of life, or

cowardly to fear death ; and worse still are they
who desire death while they fear it. Evil does

not make us holy, death does not make us happy.
Man does not become happy by dying, but the

Christian dies, being happy.
IGNATIUS : Let me become the prey of wild

beasts, that God may become my possession. 1

*
[If Paul was imprNuiH il twin- at limnr fas is almost cer

tain . hr . mild easily have fulfilled this ln.| f serin- ;,_:., in

both the PhlllppiMis and 1 hilcmon. in tin- interval l-t,,- u

his lirst an. I liis see,,ml captivity. See OnnmtHtary on Phile

mon (LANGI B Series), pp. 0, 23. II.J
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MaGtod l \v heal :i he teeth of the wild beasts will them, even here upon earth, a higher love, a

grind me so that I may become the purified love for the Redeemer arid His heavenly king-
ln-i 1 id ni &amp;lt;;.nl. 1 -.hall become a true disciple of dom, in the strength of which they can regard
,le&amp;lt;us t hrist when the world no longer sees my j

themselves as servants of the Lord, as laborers

body. The iron and the cross, the breaking of
i in His vineyard, whose constantly renewed wish

the legs, the raging of the wild beasts, the mang-
j

is, to bring forth fruit for Him unto whom all

ling of the limbs, and the bruising of the body fruit belongs, as a reward for His sorrows and
all these diabolical torments may be exercised i as a glorification of His victory,

upon me if I but win Jesus Christ. HEUKNKR : Man often comes for the first time

STARKE : If God will make His children to know his strength when he is in misfortune.

known, even His greatest enemies must lend their When a friend of the truth is bound, ten others

aid. Let God rule, and follow His leading. arise in his place. The very best deeds may be
Short but beautiful confession: Christ is our life done from impure motives ; even Christ may be
in creation, in redemption, in regeneration, in preached from ambition. Spiritual envy and
tha resurrection. ! pride creep in even among preachers of the gos-

111 i:&amp;lt;.r.i:: For those in communion with God, ! pel, and incite them to a false and envious emu-
in enjoyment of the life of Christ, dying is not lation. When the friends of the truth are im-

tha end
;
the soul s life from that point is before prisoned, we ought to undertake their task, and to

it, not behind (see ver. 21).
SCIILKIERM.VCHER: The distressed and suffer

ing man, be the cause of his suffering and dis-

make good their places, that the good.work may
suffer no hindrance. The kindest service which
can be rendered to noble martyrs in bonds, is to

tress what it may, attracts the earnest and anx- ! interest one s self in their cause, not in their

ions attention of men to himself more than all the person. The work is of more importance than

royalty in the world. The way in which he bears the instrument. The Christian commits himself

his cross, the way in which he accepts his need wholly to God, and ought with reference to life

and distress in his heavenly calling, excite the
&quot;

and death to be absolutely resigned to His will,

sympathy of men. If now we are all cross-bear- If he hopes in any respect to be useful to others,
ers of our Lord, and if no one here below escapes ,

then he remains here even gladly. WHITEFIELD
from sorrows, then there is opened to us here at I once asked TEXNANT, a preacher who was his

once a way in which we all, each according to ! friend, whether the thought that he might soon
his ability, may contribute to the advancement

|

be called home, gave him joy. TENNANT replied :

Df the gospel, by bearing the troubles and adver- i

&quot;

I have no desire about it
; my death does not

cities which the Lord sends, with patience and concern me, my duty is to live as long as I can, as

resignation to His will, witli hope and trust in well as I can, and to serve my Master as faithfully
His imperishable work, with confidence and joy-

j

as I can, until He calls me away. If I had sent

fulness of heart in His all-sufficient wisdom, in
j
my servant to plough, and should afterwards

srder that man may be thereby impelled to ac- find him asleep, and he should say to me: Alas,

knowledge and praise our heavenly Father.
j

the sun is so hot, let me go to the house! might
Boldness on thc one hand and faint-heartedness

j

I not say to him, thou sluggard ! ?&quot;

on the other, have, as it were, a diffusive and! PASSAVANT: In steadfastness cf faith the

contagious power among men. The troubles of man of God holds fast joy in the faith. How
this life will result in our highest good if we little inclined we are by nature to leave this

love God. Above all things this is meet : 1) that world for another better world in order to be
we recognize the rough ways in which the Lord with God, every candid mind willingly confesses
leads us as His ways, and acquiesce with our

;
to itself, and this fact holds up before us the

whole heart in Hisguidanca ; 2) that at the same
j

clear mirror of our natural life, and shows us
time we look more to the internal than to the how far estranged we are from God, from His
external ; 3) the apostle adds, that it will turn

! love, and the blessed life which is in Him.
to his salvation through the prayer of the church NITZSCU : How gloriously do desire for death
and through the supply of the spirit of Jesus and love of life unite in the Christian s mind !

Christ, which comes to him from the church. 1) The Christian shows by his faith that in death
This is the true happiness of the Christian, to he loses nothing of that in and for which he
which wo should all aspire, that the longing for here lives, but gains it. 2) Though it is better

the greater glory which is reserved for us, shall for him to be with Christ, yet it seems more ne-
never become so strong as to check or weaken cessary to remain in the flesh and bring forth

our usefulness in the calling to which God has
i fruit. 3) Whatever contradiction remains in his

appointed us here on the earth. If now we see desires, he leaves God to settle, and will not
the vineyard of the Lord so divided that to each
one a task therein has been assigned, what else

can we say in view of its present condition but
that the vineyard is far from being wholly culti

choose or decide for himself.

[REV. J. TRAPP : Two things make a good
Christian, good actions and good aims. Though
a good aim doth not make a bad action good, as

we see in Uzzah, yet a bad aim makes a good
action bad, as in these preachers (see ver. 15).

vaied We mu- t say then that all Christians,
i;i whom the fear of death has been destroyed
by a living and blessed fellowship with the Re-

j

St. Paul stood, as it were, on tiptoes
deemer w.n&amp;gt; ha* taken away the power of death,

|

6oKta), to see which way he might best glorify
are able to withstand more firmly the assaults (Sod, by life or death (ver 20) Far, far the better

of earthly evil, and that their love for the per- | (TTO/./.^ fia&quot;&amp;gt;.7.nv Kpnaanr, ver. 23), a transcendent
ishable things of the world and enjoyment in

them constantly diminish. The more this actu

ally takes place, the more does there arise in

expression, like Paul s n

,i/&amp;gt;, i; 2 Cor. iv. 17. H.I

:a& I Trf/j/Jo/./yv fif

[KoBEiiT HALL: Paul was so intent upon th
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advancement of truth, that he overlooked the

malignity of the intention in the success of the

cause. It is thus, my brethren, that religion
lifts us above self-love and party-strife, and leads

us to rejoice in every opening prospect of pros

perity, and of good to others, in all public events

and in every denomination (see ver. 15). We see

that with all his attainments the apostle was not

lifted above them when he says,
&quot;

by your
prayers&quot; (ver. 19). How much have we need

to say,
&quot; Brethren, pray for us.&quot; The prayer

of the obscurest, Christian may procure and in

fuse among us the Spirit of God beyond what we

could wish ourselves; for with Him all distinc
tions are lost but piety and necessity.

&quot; To be
with Christ,&quot; was the apostle s view of the hea
venly world (ver. 23). He knew that Jesus
Christ had promised that where He was there
also His servants should be (John xvii. 24). He
values the friendship of Christ above all the

world, to be found in His image and to be with

Him, he can conceive of nothing higher. If

your attachment to this world be great, it must
be cured by giving yourselves up more entirely
to your Lord and Master. H.]

SECTION III.

The Lord s Example and Pattern for the Observance of the Church.

CHAPTER I. 2711. 18.

(1) A true Christian deportment the condition of the Apostle s joy in the Church
(i. 2730).

Characteristics of a Christian walk (vers. 27, 28 a) ;
and the incentives to such a walk (vers. 28 b, 30).

27 Only let your conversation [deportment] be as it becometh the gospel of Christ :

that whether I come and see you or (else} be absent, I may hear of your affairs, that

ye stand fast in one spirit, with one mind striving together for the faith of the

28 gospel ;
and in nothing terrified by your adversaries, which is

1
to them an evident

29 token of perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God. For unto you it is

[was] given in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to suffer

30 for his sake [in his behalf] ; having the same conflict which ye sa\v
z in me and now

hear to be in me.

1 Ver. 28. [The received text has /u.eV before fcrnv, interpolated to respond to fie in the next clause ; and probably for

a similar reason v^v was changed to j^ix (MEYER, ALFORD, LIGHTFOOT). ELLICOTT would retain q/uZc. H.
|

- Ver. 30. [The T. R. has iSere after a few copies, but the correct word is undoubtedly etfiere. The itacism, or similar

pronunciation, of the first syllable (an error of the ear in dictation) led to the interchange. H.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 27. Only let your deportment be as
it becometh the gospel of Christ. Movnv
in this emphatic position marks the true Chris

tian walk as the sole, indispensable condition of

Paul s joy, when he should come to them, as the

connection with vers. 24-26 shows. (Gal. ii. 10;
v. 13). BENGEL : hoc unum curate, nil aliud. But
this one requisition contains within itself mani
fold other requisitions. The verb here (TTO?UTEV-

ea&f) is taken from political life. The church at

Philippi forms a part of the kingdom of God, of

which they should prove themselves citizens.

Paul uses the word elsewhere only in Acts

xxiii. 1 (TTFTToMTEvuai), in his speech before the

Jewish Council, where in the presence of the

civil rulers he feels himself to be but a member
of the common body politic. Hf/a/ir/ireiv refers

more to individual life; this verb to church-life,

corresponding to TrdvTSf (vers. 4, 7, 8). The
fundamental law of this kingdom is denoted by
TOV Evayyehiov TOV X.piGrov, and the corresponding
deportment by df/wf. (Col. i. JO: agiuc. TOV

Kvplov; Eph. iv. 1 : ai-iuq KeptTra-f/aai TI/Q KAt/cfUf).
That (Iva) states the aim or object of his ex

hortation, agreeably to the context (ver. 26).
Whether I come and see you or be absent

(re e/l$wv K.al Iduv t /uaf, eire rnruv). He thus

leaves it uncertain how it may be, but in accord

ance with his hopeful desire, puts the supposition
of his coming first. In both cases he presup
poses his release, which might indeed lead him
not to Philippi, but elsewhere. I may hear

(anovou), includes both cases, t. e. either from
their own mouth, or from others (MEYER). BKN-
GEL : audiam et cognoscam. The object is: your
affairs

(r&amp;lt;i rtf/&amp;gt;l
i

ii&amp;lt;:&amp;gt;r],
and this as more fully ex

plained : that ye stand fast in one spirit

(on nrr/KKTe tv rvi TrveifiaTi), which is the subject
of Paul s great anxiety. Comp. olod as riq d,
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Luke iv. 34; xix. 3; Mark i 24. See WINKR S

Griimm. p. U2ti. HOLKMANN incorrectly joins Iva

with an/KKTE, as if it were uKovaaf, and on simply

repeated ivn. The construction would be con

attraction with Ivfieii-ti; (1 Tim. iii. 15). See
WINER S Gramm., p. 627. The emphatic position
of iariv shows that even if they (oi avTineiuevoi)
do not perceive it, or in their excitement do not

fused, harsh (hiulca, CALVIN terms
it),

and the acknowledge it, yet the fact that the church ia

participles would be nominative absolute. The unterrified is an evidence (comp. Rom. iii. 25
;

verb (iv. 1
;

1 Cor. xvi. 13 ; Gal. v. 1 ; 1 Thess. 2 Cor. viii. 24) of their destruction, of their ex-

iii. 8; 2 Thess. ii. 15) means to keep one s ground elusion from the blessed kingdom of God (1 Cor.
&quot;

is that the
|

i. 18). Comp. 2 Thess. i. 5-10. But to you ofWhat is meant evidently

Philippians should cherish a spirit of unity

among themselves, as in 1 Cor. iv. 21; xii. 13;
1 Pet. iii. 4. It is presupposed that this har

mony, which is to be an object of such earnest

endeavor, is a gift of the Holy Spirit (Eph. iv.

3, 4), but the Holy Spirit is not directly intended

salvation (vulv 6t- aumjpiac,). Comp. Rom. viiL

17; 2 Tim. ii. 12. For the reading see on the text.

That which should awaken the fears of others
with regard to their final destiny, even if it

does not, is to believers a pledge of salvation.

And that of God. Kal TOLTO refers equally to

(VAN HEXGEL). With one mind striving both clauses; for the disquietude of the adver-

together for the faith of the gospel (jun
saries before the bar of conscience, and the

GodThis

Here
ifrvxV ovvavAavvref TIJ ~iarei TOV evayyeAiov,

explains more fully Q-T//KETE iv evl KVEvuaTi.

we evidently have to do with a struggle in whicl

the main object is unity, and hence uia tyvx h

stands with emphasis at the beginning, Th&amp;lt;

the Part our

calmness of believers, alike come from

(cnrb tieov). Punishment and consolation are
both from Him ! To limit TOI TO in the second
member (CALVIN, et at.), to understand it of

humility (H6LBMANN), or to connect it with what
follows (RILLIET), is incorrect.

Ver. 29. For unto you it was given (o-i rutv

{apiaOr/) confirms the statement in ver. 28, the
that part of our being last words of which (airo &EOV) led the Apostle

irvvua which is

nature which is the sphere (iv) of the unity.
The dative V /fi

1

* s * ne instrumental dative. The
substantive

i/ l V denot

which is connected above with TCVKVUO. and below to adopt the passive form here. It is just you
with anpi-, and constitutes the centre of man s I who are struggling and suffering together, to

peculiar pe sonality. individuality. Hence, uiu
,

whom this grace [or undeserved favor] has been

\fivx J presents their outward manifestation. granted by God. Hence v/ttv has the emphatic
Comp. ii. 2; Acts iv. 32, (DELITZSCH, Psychologic, position. BENGEL emphasizes the verb (gratiie

p. 199
ff.). Repellent peculiarities may exist munus signum salulis), but without reason, while

even where there is an agreement in principle,
j

MEYER limits the confirmation to TOVTO nrro tfsov.

BENGEL: eslinterdum inter sanclos naturalis aliqua I In the behalf of Christ, not only to be-

antipathia. The dative TTJ Triarei, for the faith, lieve on him, but also to suffer in his be-

presents the object of the struggle, which the half (TO virep \piarov, oil udvov TO elg ai&amp;gt;Tov TcinTev-

genitive TOV evayyehiov renders more precise, and EIV, aAAa KOI TO VTCEP avTov irdaxetv). This clause
so guards it from any arbitrary misconception

j

forms the subject of exapiaOq. At first TO i -t-p

of friends or foes. The preposition in ovva\W.ovv- Xptarov 7rdaxttv was the thought in Paul s mind
rff refers to this co-operation of the Pliilippi- (which expresses positively what is stated nega-
ans with Paul (Col. ii. 1 ; 1 Tim. vi. 12

;
2 Tim.

j tively in ui/ KTVPOUEVOI) ; but the condition under
iv. 7). (Jump. vers. 7, 30; iv. 3, where uoi indi- I which the suffering leads to salvation (auTt/pia)
cates what is here sufficiently plain from the

|

occurs to the writer s mind, and he interpolates
connection. It is incorrect to limit aiv only to

i

the clause ov uovov .... TriaTfl ftv in the middle
the unity of the Philippians among themselves

j

of the sentence, but afterwards resumes his first

(WiEsixGEii), which uta
i/
w,lT after &quot; &amp;gt; * Tcvevuart thought in TO vreep avroi:. The faith which works

has already pointed out, or to exclude this refer- I such steadfast endurance of suffering clearly
ence (MEYER), or to make avv govern irioTst

, proves that both are from God. To vrci-p Xpiarov
(GiiOTius). TV/ TTIGTEI is not an instrumental

j

is not = what concerns Christ (BEZA, et al.).
dative (CALVIN, et al.), nor should fiia be Ver. 30. Having the same conflict (TOV
connected with

&amp;lt;rr//Kerf (CHRYSOSTOM,* LUTHER). CLVTOV dyuva exov~(;) presents the characteristic
Ver. 28. And in nothing terrified (uf/ of this suffering, the participle agreeing with

iTTvp6uevoi iv ur/Am i). K.ai adds another concom-
j
the subject understood with Tcdax^tv, as in Eph.

itaut of aTt/KETe. The verb (properly used of
j

iv. 2
; iii. 17, 18; and Col. iii. 10. See WINER S

horses in the race) means to turn about, to start, Gramm., p. 572. It should not be connected

spring axid?.. Comp. ver. 2i); 2 Cor. vi. 3. By with (JT^KFTS (BEXGEL). or be referred back to

your adversaries (vwb TUV dvTiKtiuEvuv) gives vulv for its subject (MEYER). Tov OVTOV is ex-
the cause of this agitation or panic. We are to plained by what follows: &quot;Which ye saw in
understand this of their personal enemies (comp. me and now hear to be in me (nmv &amp;lt;5ere iv

ver. 30), unchristian opposers of the gospel, tuoi KOI vvv OKOVETE iv euoi). He refers in the

especially among the Jews, but also among the first verb to his sojourn at Philippi (Acts xvi.

heathen (ver. 30, etc.; Acts xvi. 11 sq.; xvii. 5sq).
j

12-16 sq.), and in vvv OKoif-e to the information
The Apostle proceeds to enforce his exhorta- contained in the present letter (which would be

tion by appropriate motives, vers. 28/^-30. read before them) and to that furnished by the
Which to them is an evident token of report of Epaphroditus (ii. 28). Ev euoi, in me,
perdition (I/TK; rn-lv avToif Evoti^if d-u/.rnic). in both instances refers to a conflict which Paul
The argumentative fjTtq = since it is (Eph. iii.

|

suffers, to persecutions directed against himself.

18), in sense points back to the thought that The Philippians also endured the same ; and it is

the church does not allow itself to be terrified, the kind of conflict which is the same in each
but grammatically connects itself by a familiar

j
case. The likeness does not consist merely in
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the similar ground of the conflict, that is in the learn therein their exposure to final destruction
faith for which they suffer (MEYER). The sec- (ver. 28).
ondev fuoi is not= de me (Vulg., ERASMUS, et al.),

uor is allusion made here to false teachers (HEIN-
BICHS).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. A right deportment of the Christian is the

one thing which the Apostle demands of each
member of the church. It is only this one thing,
because this embraces all that belongs to the

special circumstances, positions, and relations of

life ; just this alone, because it is the deportment

4. He who believes in Christ must regard it us

a grace of God that he is permitted to suffer for

Him (ver. 29).

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Compare the Doctrinal and Ethical remarks.
STARKE : Brief epitome of the whole of Chris

tianity : faith, love, patience.
RIEGER: Although we must suffer and strug

gle together for the gospel, yet we often become

thereby more completely linked together.
of a citizen of the kingdom of God, including the disposition to yield to fear is planted so deeply
the relations of each one with every other, and

;

in our nature, it becomes a part of the renewal
finds its rule in the fundamental law of the

(

of our souls into the image of God, to obtain

people of God, the Gospel of Christ, to which it
! again a steadfast courage to adhere to the right,

must correspond (ver. 27). I SOHLEIERMACHER : Fearlessness with respect
2. Four points here deserve especial attention, to all adversaries of the kingdom of God and all

(a) The calling of the Christian is that of a their efforts against it, must be peculiar to the

warrior who retreats not; (6) It requires him to ! Christian ; for it has no other basis or other

hold together and to agree together with the

church ; (c) It requires him to keep ever in view
the object of the contest, his faith

;
and (d) It

Becures to him, in all outward afflictions, true

soul-peace. In the first respect, it is not something
to be won, but is a prize which having been won,
the Christian is to defend; not salvation to be

gained, but a possession to be kept. In the sec

ond respect, it is unity with the Apostle and with

measure in him than his faith in the Redeemer
and his love for Him and for His holy cause.

HEUBNER: To believe in Christ is to make
common cause with Him, hence also to suffer

with Him.
PASSAVANT: Whenever Christians fall out

with one another, it happens for the most part
because they are unwilling to surrender their

own self-will to the control of the one Spirit of

each member of the church, in the direction and the Lord, or to merge their individuality in His

impulse of the Spirit, in opposition to unchris-
j

sovereignty.
tian opponents. But the individual peculiarities [ROBERT HALL: &quot;

Nothing terrified by your
temperament, education, ot to be

j

adversaries&quot; (ver. 28). Having Jesus Christ pre

respect, it is the holding fast of the faith which
is according to the gospel ;

and in the fourth re

spect, it is the keeping watch over the soul in

order that by looking to the example of the

Apostle and of the Lord Himself, we may be kept
from fear and despair by reason of the adversaries.

3. The intrepidity of the Christian amid the

enmities of unchristian opponents, is as certainly
an evidence to him of fellowship with God, as it

is for them a proof that they should and may

(ver. 28

Father,
there to terrify them? They knew that He was
at the head of all principalities and powers,
thrones and dominions, being made subject to Him.
That Christian, my brethren, who views Jesus

Christ as the Lord of men, of angels, and of

glory, how firm and undaunted may he look

around him, and consider kings and princes but

as common dust; for they must submit them
selves to His authority or perish. See Ps. ii.

10-12. H.]

(2) Christ s Example on the Way through Humiliation to Exaltation (ii. 1-11).

(Lfter earnestly and eloquently entreating them to stand together in harmony (1-4), he holds up to

view the person of the Redeemer (5, 6), His state of Humiliation (7, 8), and

His state of exaltation (9-11).

1 If there be therefore any consolation [exhortation] in Christ, if any comfort

of love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any
1 bowels and mercies [compassion],

2 fulfil ye [make full] my joy, that ye be like-minded [mind the same thing], having
the same love, being of one accord, of one mind [with one soul minding the one

3 thing]. Let nothing be done through strife or vain glory ;
but in lowliness of

4 mind let each esteem other [others] better than [superior to] themselves. Look
not every man2 on his own things, but every man also on the things of others.

5, 6 Let this mind3 be in you which was also in Christ Jesus ; who, being in the form
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7 of God, thought it ^iot robbery to be equal with God: but made himself of no re

putation [emptied or divested himself], and took upon him the form of a servant,

8 and was made in the likeness of men. And being found in fashion as a man, he

humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross.

9 Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him, and given him a [the
4

] name which is

10 above every name
;
that at [in] the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of

things [beings] in heaven, and things [beings] in earth, and things [beings] under

11 the earth, and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the

glory of God the Father.

1 Ver. 1. TI

mistake (WiNKR, flat.) of
\dyxva. M found in X A B C D E F K L. It is either a solecism (Ti.-*;iiE\ni&amp;gt;RF

N. T. td. VII. maj.) or a
of Paul or of the transcribers for riva. [WORDSWORTH makes here the just remark (in opposition

to a possible- extreme ) :

&quot; B U this text, among Other*, aftbrds evidence that it is not a sound principle eif criticism, to limit the)

data for determining the readings of the N. T. to the most ancient extant MSS., and that it is necessary to extend the range
of iixmirv to thes cursive MSS. and other collateral aids.&quot; H.J

l Ver. 4 exaeTToi has stronger support in A B FU, et al., than IKCKTTOS in X C D E, et al.

* Ver. 5. TOUTO ^yap fypovfire is found in D E F O
; yap is wanting in X A B C, probably because CKCUTTOI was added from

ver. 4. [&quot;As
ver. &quot;&amp;gt; begins au ecclesiastical lecture, and as the explanative force of yap (= verily, as the case stands )

might not have bee-n fully umiVrstoe&amp;gt;el ami have led to the omission of the particle, the- reading yap seems slightly more proba
ble&quot; (ELLICOTT).- 3.] X ABC* reael ^povelre. others read

4&amp;gt;poveia6&amp;lt;a [The former is also grammatically the more diffi

cult, and therefore more likely to be original. H.J
&amp;lt; Ver. U. TO Itvoiio. in K A B C

;
the article is omitted in D E * O, et al.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. If there be therefore any exhor
tation in Christ (el riqovv x ii&amp;gt; Xptaru).
Ovv goes back to the preceding thought (i. 27-30).
He now exhorts tiiem to be united in the present
conflict, in which they as well as himself are

engaged, that the Joy which he has felt on ac

count of their harmony may receive no check.

EJ presents what is actual as hypothetical for the

in Kph. iii. 2, 4, 21
;

We are to supply tor/,

o be taken

sake of the conclusion,
Col. i. 23; ii. 20; iii. 1.

but not also iv vfilv (MEYER). I: is

for granted that such exhortation

which by iv Xp^aru (i. 26) is defined as based

upon Christ, as having its sphere or element in

Him, is found richly in the Apostle; but he

adopts this mode of expression in his humility.

Comp. Rom. xv. 30. [The A. V. renders

rrapaKATtms consolation, but that sense destroys
the difference between this clause and the next.

The meaning here is: If those who are in Christ

may address to each other exhortations and
entreaties with a right to expect that they
will not be unavailing, then fulfil, etc. We
may carry forward the idea of iv Xpiarf to the

other clause H.] If any comfort of love

(em rrapaiii diov dyd7r//&amp;lt;;). According to 1 Thess.

ii. 11 : uf TTO.TI/P rsKva lavrov TrapOKO&ovvTef v/idf
Kal mpOfttlBoiifUVOt ; and 1 Cor. xiv. 3 : Ttapa.K.kijGi.v

Kill TTapaftv^iav, this drraf ?.eyd/zevov must denote
consolation of love, friendly address, or encour

agement which springs from love, as described

by the genitive. We are to refer the above with
out doubt to the Apostle. [The Apostle would

say : If it be a characteristic of true love that

it is ever ready to comfort or encourage those
for whom it is cherished, then comply with my
request and thus manifest your love to me. H.l

If any fellowship of spirit [or the Spirit]
rif Koivuvia Trvev/Lia-roc.). The article being

sphere : fellowship of spirit among themselves, and
with the Apostle, by virtue of which exhortation

and entreaty readily find response and accept
ance as addressed to each other. That this fellow

ship of spirit is a gift of the Holy Spirit, is only

pre-supposed, not stated. [The absence of the

article does not decide against the other view ;

for trvevfia as being of the nature or a proper
name may have the article or omit it. See
WINER S Gramm., p. 122. Most interpreters un
derstand the Holy Spirit to be meant. H.] If

any bowels and compassion (?i
riva a-xs.dyxva

KaioiKrip/noi). The first substantive
^i. 8)

denotes the

seat, the source, of the second : the second being
in the plural represents the individual proofs, the

acts as repeated, manifold. See WINER S Gramm.,
p. 176; Col. iii. 12; a^?.dyxva f&amp;gt;iK~tp/jov, lect. var.

(otKTipfitiv). Thus the fellowship or p-irticipation

(Kotvuvia f
in the third clause appears in its

action and effects. [The two nouns give intensity
to the idea. The Apostle intimates in terms of

the greatest delicacy that any reluctance to grant
him the favor for which he so earnestly pleads,
would have all the effect upon his feelings of un-
kindness and cruelty. H.] The first two clauses

we are to refer to Paul, the other two to the Philip

pians ; the implied affirmation of the several con-
ditions (et TIC, oiKTipfioi), as respects both
Paul and those addressed, enforces the exhortation

(7r/b7pa&amp;gt;&amp;lt;jre)
which they severally introduce. It

is incorrect to regard the first and third as ob

jective, and the second and fourth as subjective
motives (MEYER), or to refer all four to the Phi-

lippians only (MEYER, SCHENKEL). That we are
to supply ^apd, from ver. 2, in each of the con

ditional clauses
(

si quod (gaudium) consolatio

amorit, etc.), according to BENGEL, is inadmis
sible.

Ver. 2. Make full my joy (-Ir/puaare pav rf/v

%apdv). The Apostle has joy already, and it

only remains that this should be full and com
plete (comp. i. 9; 1 John i. 4 ;

2 John 12). The
*i .*. v

. i ., i 11 i i.
emitted, we cannot compare this expression with Philippians are to make it so by allowing his

2 Cor. xiii. 13: Koivuvia TOV dyiov TrvevfiaTof, and appeal to prevail with them (first two clauses).

explain it as fellowship with the Holy Spirit

(BKNCEL, MEYER); but the Koivuvia, which was
described in i 5 with reference to its object or

utward action, is described here iu its inward

ind by maintaining and exhibiting the virtues to

which he exhorts them (last two) He sums up
the whole as it were in one word : That ye mind
the same thing. Iva represents the harmony
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of the Philippians (TO avrd Qpovr/re), as sought by
them in order [as one of its attendant aims] to fill

up the measure of Paul s joy. According to iii.

15; iv. 2
;
Rom. xii. 16

; xv. 5, minding and striving

after the same object are meant. This is more

closely denned, first on its ethical side: Having
the same love (rijv av~i/v aydirrjv c^ofref). As

possessors and dispensers of that love which in

its object, purity and strength, is essentially the

same, they should be of one mind. Secondly, the

trait or conduct appearing on its intellectual side

is: Being of one accord (A. V.), or like-

minded, pondering the one thing (aipfyvx01

Tit ev QpovovvTEf). With reference to the object
had in view, the TO avr6 represents it as a single

thing, and the question they consider is, what one

thing is necessary; and further, the personal unity
which corresponds to this unity of aim, becomes

prominent, as in i. 27: utg ipi&amp;gt;xy.
TITTMANN (Syn.

I. p. 67) correctly observes: laoipv^og, est qui eodem

modo est animatus (like-minded); aiyzi/wjof autem,

qui idem sentit, unanimis (harmonious); avjiipvxot
esse possunt, qui non sunt lao ^ivx01 sunt igiiur

ovutyvxoi ol 70 di-b
(j&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;ovovvT&amp;lt;;.

Sed TO ev (ftpovelv

est ununi velle, in uno expelendo consentire. In this

earnest exhortation the accumulation of terms
and phrases cannot surprise us. It is incorrect

to regard avftijiv^oi as independent, the subject of

a separate predication (OECUMENIC8, et al.). To
these two positive qualifications correspond the

negative ones in ver. 8.

Ver. 3. Let nothing be done through
strife or vain glory. M^Jev /car epiOsiav for

bids whatever is without or against T?/V avT7]v

aya~nv, while
fir/fie

/card nevodoj-iav forbids what
ever violates TO EV Qpovsiv, ma ijivxy- ^n the first

substantive see in i. 17; on the second, SUIDAS :

(M-aia Tig Tcepl eavTov oliioig (Gal. v. 26, Kevodo^ot);
(card denotes rule, motive (WINER S Gram., p. 401).
Without question it is more simple to continue

QpovovvTEf from the preceding verse (WINER,
ftram., p. 587) than to supply iroiovvref (ERASMUS,
LUTHER, et al.}, or even to construe it with the

following fawuEvoi (HOLEMANN). The positive

(ver. 2 4) is opposed here to the negative (ver. 3

a). But in lowliness of mind (or in humi
lity) let each esteem others superior to

themselves. A/./a marks strongly the oppo
sition. The instrumental dative

(TTJ
ra?mvo-

$poain&amp;gt;n) corresponds to /cara with the accusative.

See WINER S Gram. p. 402, note 2. On the sub

stantive see Eph. iv. 4
; Col. ii. IS, 23

;
iii. 12. &amp;lt;

AMffiovg r/yovfievoi vireptxoVTa? eavruv teaches

that humility fixes its eye on another s excel

lences, and judges him from this point of view.

BENGEL : Jure et dotibus fieri id potest, non extreme

tantum, sed per veram TaireivofypoovvTjv, cum quis

per abnegationem oculos avertit a suis prxroaativis et

alterius dotes, quibus prior est, studiose contem-

platur.
Ver. 4. Look not every one on his own

things, but every one also on the things
of others

(ftrj
TO. iavruv FHUOTOI axoirovvTff, dA/.d

j

KOI TO. hipuv EKaaToi). The sentence presents a

general principle. The unusual plural rKaaTot,

which is emphatic in each number, but especially
in the second, where it stands at the end, indi

cates that this should be true of every member of

the church. Td favrtiv, TO. eTfpuv, signify in ge
neral re*, causa, as in ii. 21 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 5 (rd

iavTuv&quot;) ;
x. 24 (TO eavTov, TO TOV iripov), 33 (ri

euavrov, TO TUV TTO^/MV), rd being used, and not
TO, in order to mark the multiplicity. It is also
to be noticed that d//.of denotat alium, nulla diver-

sitatis nixi numeri ratione, frepof non tantum alium,
I sed etiam diversum indicat (TITTMANN, Syn. I. p.

j

155
sq.). While in the above passages fyTelv is

! employed, we have here OKOTTOVVT^ (iii- 17).
Hence, according to the context, we are to think of
the gifts and excellencies of others before our own,
and of their advantage, interest, as well as our own.
This distinction, however, comes out more clearly
in view of what follows. A?./d /cat after fiq limits
or softens the antithesis. We are to think also of
the things of others, hence not merely and ex

clusively of them. It is selfishness only that is

forbidden.
[&quot;
We are to look,&quot; says LIGHTFOOT,

&quot;beyond our own interest to that of others.&quot; H.]
See WINER S Gram. p. 498. It is incorrect to

deny this distinction between
?rm&amp;gt;

and anoTcelv

so as either to find no reference to gifts and ex
cellencies (MEYER), or to think exclusively of
these (CALVIN).

Ver. 5. Let this mind be in you, or, ac

cording to the better text, have this mind in

you (TOVTO yap fypovslre ev vutv). Paul confirms
his exhortation to unity by showing what self-

denying love and humility are, as illustrated in the

example of Christ. Tovro has as its correlative

o in the following clause, while ev Xpiarti Irjaov

answers to ev i&amp;lt;ulv. Hence the meaning must be
in animis vestris, but not infra vestrum ccetum

(HOLEMANN). [For the force of yap see notes on
the text. H.] Which was also in Christ
Jesus (o KOI h Xpto-L) Ii/aov sc. ifywvfiOij). Kai,
also, i. e., as well as kv vuiv.

Ver. 6. Who being in the form of God,
thought it not robbery to be equal with
God. Of has for its antecedent Xpiaru Ir/aov,

and points to His antemundane state, as vers. 7, 8,

refer to His earthly existence, and vers. 9-11 re

fer to His subsequent glorified condition. The
subject is the ego of the Lord, which is active in

all the three modes of existence. It is the entire

summary of the history of Jesus, including His
ante-human state (MEYER). Hence neither the

7.6yo&amp;lt;; aaapKof alone, nor the 7.6yoq evcapKog, is to

be taken as the subject. The emphatic participial
clause (kv uop(j&amp;gt;fi

deov krapxui )
connects itself with

the principal clause
(oi&amp;gt;x apr:ay/jbv 7/j i/aaTo TO elvai

laa tieti),
and the participle must be taken as imper

fect, not as present (UMBREIT, Studien und Kriti-

ken, 1828, p. 594). The finite verb i/p/caTo, from
its import, requires us to think of a resolution or

decision to which what is stated in the participle
stands related as concessive in accordance with
the sense of the whole passage. (Comp. 2 Cor.

viii. 9, ETCTuxevae irtovatof uv}; hence neither

causal (RHEINWALD et al.) nor merely tem

poral (MEYER). If now we regard strictly the con

nection and drift of the context, which is to bring
before us Christ s example, as a testimony in be

half of that humble self-denial which promotes
harmony, and against the fpifaiav and Kevo^iav
which destroy it, the meaning of this difficult

passage cannot be mistaken. The words in them
selves are plain. ^Ttapx^v, stronger than uv,
denotes Christ s pre-existence, ev uoppr/ tteov. Ac

cording to Mark xvi. 12 (ctyaveputtri ev fTfpq

,
and in accordance with its use elsewhere,
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must be understood of the outward form, I pienda, the context must decide. Here now

&quot;species extern,&quot; and this as defined by VEOV, \dptrayu6v is predicate in its relation to TO elvai

which must he understood as not of the person I
laa tieu as the object (WINER S Gram. p. 323). On

of God, the Father, but only of the Godhead, is a this construction nal
r/ jlaaifaia TUV ovfmvuv fitd^e-

divine morphe or form, that of a God. Comp. iii. TOI fiiaaral dpTrd^ovatv avT^/v in Matt. xi. 12 is

21; Rom. viii. 29: avuuoptyov. The pop^y Otou very instructive. A.pird^eiv is not a heroic exxpo-

here corresponds to uoptpi/v tiovhov, ver. 7, as Hare, but a violent appropriating to one s self, of

i
jrdpx&amp;lt;jv

has its parallel in /.afiuv there. BENOEL I \vhich the object is TO elvat laa tftu. This is there-

well observes: ipsa natura divina decorem habebat\ fore not &quot;gpolium, &quot;prxda,&quot;
but &quot;res rapienda.&quot;

infinituin in se, e.tiam sine ulla crentura ilium decorem
j

The emphasis falls here on elvai , laa (not laa

intuenle. Comp. John v. 37 : eWof OVTOV (of God);
j

see WINER S Gram. p. 177) is an adverbializing
xvii. 6: TTJ 66^ y elxov irapd aoi: Col. i. 15: ei-

1

accusative (BENGEL), but different from terwf,

KUV rob dfov ; Hebr. i. 3: dnavyaaua TW 66$t/c. Kal
\

since it denotes several relations of likeness, and

XapaKT&amp;gt;/p T//.; i^iiardrrruc. airov. It is incorrect to
j

from laoc, since it does not point to a likeness of

regard it as equivalent to 9/. ffi-f, ovaia (the Greeks,
AUGUSTINE et al.), status (CALOV, et at.), and to

person, as John v. 18 (iaov iavrov TrotuvTuOeti), but
to the equality of Christ s condition with that of

His words and works
( LUTHER, et al.), of His mi

racles (GRonus, et al.), anu in the transfiguration

hold that Jesus, when He was on earth, caused I God s. What is meant by this expression appears
His 66^a to be recognized through the medium of from vers. 10, 11 : it is the Kvptorr/c. of the Lord,

His worship in the church, in heaven, and upon
earth. Hence the difference between iv uopqi)

(WlTSTBlN). [&quot;Though uopQi/,&quot; says LIGHT-
j

Oeov vndpxuv and TO dvai laa
0f&amp;lt;f

is that the former

FOOT, &quot;is not the same as ifrvatc or ovaia, yet the
j

denotes the Lord s mode of existence, as a divine

possession of the /.lopip//
involves participation in

|

existence for Himself apart from the world and
the ovaia also ; for uop$f/ implies not the external before it, the dignity of the Son, founded upon Hia

azcidents, but the essential attributes. Similar eternal origin or generation from the Father, but
to this, though not so decisive, are the expres
sions used elsewhere of the Divinity of the Son :

etKijv rob 6soi&amp;gt;,
2 Cor. iv. 4; Col. i. 15; and %a-

paK~i/p Tt/f I TrofTTaffeuf rov 6eov, Heb. i. 3. Simi

lar also is the term which St. John has adopted
to express this truth 6 /lo^-of TOV Otov.&quot; It may
be added that the word is fitly chosun for the ex

pression of the Apostle s idea. For though /topQif

denotes properly the outline or shape of an

object, and not directly the substance or nature

of the object, it yet presupposes the oxistencc of

that nature or reality, of which it is the manifes

tation, just as the figure or shallow implies a body
or substance which determines the figure or out-

lini Besides, to deny that Christ s fiopQr/ or

form as Go J, agreed with the reality, would oblige
us to deny also in the next verse that His form or

condition as a servant agreed with the reality, and
this would destroy the force of the Apostle s rea

soning. The condition in both cases presupposes
the corresponding nature or reality, and is called

uopfyh precisely on account of that condition.

The Apostle seems to have chosen this peculiar
word because he would provide in his mode of

speaking for the fact, that though the state or

manifestation was changed, the nature or essence

of the personality remained unchanged. H.]
The expression ov% dpxuyubv rjyyaaro is more dif

ficult. It denies a precedence of self, as is the

case with those TU eavrtiv anoovvTec (ver. 4). In its

the latter His existence as the King of His people
in the realm of the Father, at His right hand. It

is entirely like Eph. i. 20-23; John v. 22, 23;
John xx. 28; Matt, xxviii. 18-20. According
ly it must signify &quot;rapiendum ndn duxit. r For
the former (^topoij 6eni

)
was His from eternity,

while the latter (TO elvat laa Oeu) He had not as

yet obtained. He was already enjoying the
former before He had received the latter. It is

notcorrect to regard the object of
df&amp;gt;-ayubv?/} &amp;gt;/aa~o

as identical with what is stated concessively in
the participial clause (LUTHER, MEYER, etal.), or

dpnaynov as equivalent to &quot;

pricda, res rapta
&quot;

(
AM-

BROSIUS, etal.), &quot;spolia&quot; (ERASMUS, RIIEINWALD,
etal.),

&quot;

holding tenaciously
&quot;

(HOLEMANN), &quot;con-

connection with vTrdpxuv, and its

position before enevuaev eav-6v, it points to a de
cision in a negative form before the incarnation.

Hence it is not the same as
oi&amp;lt;x ijf&amp;gt;~aae,

which
did not for a moment enter into the thoughts
of Christ. \piray/i6$ may, like Ttfipaa/io^, ftairTio-

u6$, signify the act of robbery; and it would pro
perly denote this according to the rules of deri

vation (WINER S Gram. p. 93); but usage allows

cealing&quot; (MXTTHIKS), triumphant display
&quot;

( LUTHER, etal.), nor are we to understand by
laa deift

&quot;

plenitudinem et allititdinemdei&quot; (l?KM;i::.),
&quot; vitam vitte dei .

scqualtm&quot; (VAN HENOEL), or iden

tity u-itk the Father&quot; (RILLIET). It is entirely
fanciful to scent Gnostic allusions in k v

uop&amp;lt;py faov,
laa

tieift elvai, dpTtayu6r, as also in eavruv enevuoe
and ev oftoiu/uaTi, ax /^an evpeOeic, (ver. 7), and in

iirovpaviuv, eirr/eiuv, Kara xftoviuv (ver. 10), (B.\UR)
as BRUECKNER shows (Ep. ad Phil. Paulo
auctori vindicata, p. 15 if.) in his exposi of the dif

ference between the doctrine of the Gnostics and
the present passage, and of the contradiction be
tween BAUR S earlier and his later representation
of this doctrine, and also ERNESTI (Studien und
Kritiken, 1848, pp. 858-924; 1851, pp. 695-630),
with admirable acuteness and learning. Yet the
view advanced as a conjecture by UMBREIT
(Studien tind Kritiken, 1828, p. 595) and earnestly
maintained by ERNESTI, that this passage is to

be explained out of Gen. ii. 3, is unnecessary and
untenable.

[The view of TO elvat laa t)f(J (adopted above by
Dr. BRAUNE) as=&quot;the KvptoTT/c., or worship of

it to be taken as res rapta or rapienda (BRITECK- i Christ in the church, in heaven, and on earth&quot;

NER against MEYKII): just as
\- f &amp;gt;r/aii6s may be non

j

(vers. 10. 11) which He did not claim for Him
self in His pre-existent state, makea the self-

denial of Christ negative merely, not positive,
as the Apostle s use of the example would seenr

to require Moreover, if this equality with God

Vdlirinntio xed vaticiniuin, \i/nitfiTifin&amp;gt;&amp;lt;;

et id quod hac ptrpetratur, so here also dp7rayu6c=
amm, 1847, pp.

g ia res rapta or ra-
&amp;lt;if&amp;gt;-&amp;lt;i\ita (TiioLUCK : 1jinystprogr

17-19). Whether the iueaning ia
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which Christ forbore to arrogate to Himself be
fore the incarnation be the same as the sove

reignty which God conferred on Him after His
humiliation and sufferings and death, as a reward
for such self-devotement (see ver. 9 and Heb. xii.

2), we cannot regard such an equality as, pro

perly speaking, subject 10 acceptance or rejection
till the antecedent historical condition has been
fulfilled. We subjoin a summary of the views of

Borne of the later writers in our own language on
this important passage. The meaning which

Bishop ELLICOTT prefers is :
&quot; He did not deem

His equality to God a prize to be seized, but

emptied Himself, etc.; in other words, He did not

insist on His own eternal prerogatives, but, on the

contrary, humbled Himself to the condition and

sufferings of mortal man.&quot; See his Commentary
on Philippians (in loc.) for the grounds of this

interpretation. Prof. LIGHTFOOT presents the

philological details at some length. Instead of dp-

iray/tof,
&quot; themore usual form of the word is dprray-

//, which properly signifies simply a piece of

plunder, but especially

rjyeler&ai, Troi

with such verbs

etc., is employed

in the fflrm of God, did not think His own
equality with God (Tb elvai laa tfew) was a spoil
which He had usurped wrongfully, and of which
He might justly be divested by another, or which
on principles of justice He was Himself obliged to

give up to another,&quot; etc. The following is Profes
sor EADIE S paraphrase of the meaning: &quot;The

Apostle affirms that Jesus, in His pre-incarnate
state, was in the form of God; and adds, that
He thought it not a seizure, or a thing to be
snatched at, to be on a parity with God, but

emptied Himself. Now, it seems to us very plain
that the parity referred to is not parity in the

abstract, or in anything not found in the para
graph, but parity in possession of this form of

God. He was in the form of God, and did not
think it a thing to be eagerly laid hold of to be

equal with God, having or exhibiting this form.
The apostle adds, d/,/1 eaurbv EKtvuasv, but emptied
Himself, and the clause is in broad and decided
contrast with dpTrayjibv ovx ir/i/oaro TO elvai laa TU
6e&amp;lt;I). That is to say, the one clause describes the
result of the other. It was because He did not
think it a seizure to be equal with God, that He
emptied Himself. He did not look simply to His
own things the glories of the Godhead; but He
looked to the things of others, and therefore de
scended to humanity and death. His heart was
not so set upon this glory, that he would not ap-
pear at any time without it.

thing which he coveted
There was some-

ething which

like spfiaiov, evpr^a, to denote a highly-prized
possession, an unexpected gain.&quot;

He adduces

examples of this usage from some of the later

Greek writers. &quot; It appears then from these

writers that dpTray/ua fjy?latiai frequently signifies

nothing more than to clutch greedily, prize

highly, to set store by, the idea of plunder or

robbery having passed out of sight. The form

dpnayf-i6^, however, presents a greater difficulty ;

for neither analogy nor usage is decisive as to

its meaning: (1) The termination -uog indeed
denotes primarily the process, so that dp-xay^q
would be an act of plundering. But as a matter
of fact substantives in -uoe are frequently used
to describe a concrete thing, e.g. fcouoc., XPWHOS,
Qpaypof, etc. (2) And again the particular word

dprrayuof occurs so rarely that usage cannot be
considered decisive. Under these circumstances
we may, in choosing between the two senses of

dpaypof, fairly assign to it here the one which
best suits the context. The meaning adopted
above satisfies this condition: Though He pre
existed in the form of God, yet He did not look

upon equality with God as a prize which must
not slip from His grasp ;

but He emptied Himself,
divested Himself, taking upon Him the form of a

slave. The idea is the same as in 2 Cor. viii 9,

di v/Ltdf ETTTuxevaev Tr^ovato^ uv. The other ren

dering (adopted by the A. V.), thought it not

robbery to be equal with God, disconnects this

clause from its context.* ALFORD translates :
j

minus, quin potius). The first member corre-

who being (originally) in the form of God
|

spends to the second in ver. 6, and the second

regarded not as self-enrichment His equality |

here to the first there; and at the same time un-

withGod. He observes (1) that dpirayu6f holds folds further the antithesis to
o\&amp;gt;x dpnaypbv

the emphatic place in the sentence; (2) that this riyfioaro. In opposition to the not thinking of an
fact casts TO elvat laa tfJ into the shade as act stands something done : in opposition to the

secondary and as referring to the state indicated unwillingness to rob another stands a giving up
by iv uopQy deov Mpxuv above; and (3) that

|

on His part; and in opposition to the thing which

strictly means, as here given, the act of
j

He does not even wish to arrogate to Himself

He felt to be truly a dpirayu6(;, and that was the

redemption of a fallen world by His self-abase
ment and death. From His possession of this

&quot;mind,&quot; and in indescribable generosity He
looked at the things of others, and descended
with His splendor eclipsed appeared not as a
God in glory, but clothed in flesh; not in royal
robes, but in the dress of a village youth; not as

Deity in fire, but a man in tears; not in a palace,
but in a manger. . . And in this way He gave the
church an example of that self-abnegation and
kindness which the apostle has been inculcating,
and which the Lord s career is adduced to illus

trate and confirm &quot;

(Commentary on the Greek Text

of the Epistle to the Philippians, pp. 108, 9). For
a list of monographs on this difficult text th

reader may see MEYER S &quot;Jjriefe an die Philipper,&quot;

etc., p. 63 (1859), and WIESINGER S Commentary
on Philippians (Eng. trans.), p. Gl. H.]

Ver. 7. But emptied or stripped himself,
and took upon him the form of a servant
(dW eavTov EKEVUCE uopfyv AOV/MV Aa/?wv). The
d/,/ld introduces the antithesis (not tanien, nihilo-

seizing or snatching not from another, but for

one s self. Dr. WORDSWORTH paraphrases the

thought thus: &quot;Let this mind be in you which was
also in Christ Jesus, who subsisting from eternity

*
[Professor LIOHTPOOT static liis objections to tin rcndi-rin^

of the A. V. in an extended note in his Oommentary at the

nd of chap, ii. II.J

stands His own person which He surrenders.
This Last contrast appears in Eavr6v, which pre
cedes with emphasis, in opposition to eavrCi n,
and hence not Himself in opposition to another

(MEYER, et al.), as the relations in the case and
the context show ; since the equality with God

&amp;lt;(-o
Elvat laa

tfeo&amp;gt;)
was not to be seized from men
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or angels, nor could God be deprived of it, but i TOVTO OVK r/v, TOVTO 6f neptEKEiTo. BENGEL: Vulga-

He, the Son, by His own might and will could ris, ac si nil esset prxterea, nee inter homines quidem
excelleret; nil sibi sumsit eximium. It is incorrect

to regard ouoiuua and ax /ua as indistinguishable

synonyms (HEINRICHS, et al.), or the latter as

dignitas (GnoTius), dress (ELSNER), yevouevof as

natus
( RILLIET), &v6p6iruv as a designation of the

debile et abjectum (HOLEMANN), of the infinite et

contemlte sortis (VVoLF), or of the first human pair,
because He like them was peroili expert (Giioxius).

Ver. 8. He humbled himself (Inrreivuotf

savT6v). The humiliation described by EKEV

it, although it would not be withheld

from Him by the Father. EKVuaE=Kevbi&amp;gt; ETroir/-

OEV, exinamvit, divested Himself, i. e., of that

which He had, kv uopijiij OKOV virdpxuv, hence of

the form of God, of the divine mode of existence.

Since Ho has emptied Himself of this, as the

word properly means, the
/iop&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;//

is not some

thing merely external, and since H has given

up only the kv uuptfiy Oeov virupxwv, it cannot be an

evacunre of the person, as if that now had in it

which took place in His incarnation, because He
thereby passed over from the divine into the
human mode of existence, is now particularly

no longer anything divine no od$a which re

mained to Him (John i. 14; Col. ii. 9) ; hence the

nearer limitation by unp^&amp;gt;/v
doitiov faifluv, which

is itself more closely defined. The antithesis is
j

noted. Here observe the asyndeton, the verb

still pnpfyri deoii, and 6ov?.nv is chosen, because
j

being also connected with d?.7.d, while the position

according to the context (iaa tieu ver. 6, comp. of the verb before the pronoun renders it em-
vers. 10, 11) the nvpi6T&amp;gt;K belongs to the tfeor&amp;gt;?f. phatic. The general description (CKCPUOT) gives
It is the becoming mm, or the incarnation that place to the particular one (haxEivuoEv). Hence

there is no climax here (MEYER), nor docs the

latter exceed the former (SCIIENKEL), nor does
it refer to any humiliation below the dignity of

man (HOLEMANN). It is more closely denned by
self (Kcvu jis) is the Lord s incarnation. It is I the following : And became obedient unto
incorrect to deny here the becoming man, the act death, even the deathof the cross. Hence it

of incarnation, and to find only His position as
j

is inadmissible to find in the preceding participial
a servant indicated (SCIIENKEL), for in this case

j

clause (ver. 7) the nearer limitation of ETaTTEivuan

fio^Qyv Sn v7.nv 2.a3&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; must follow kv axyu-aTt Evpe-
J (WIESINGER), since this cannot be separated from

tff w; di&amp;lt;fy&amp;gt;&amp;lt;JTor;,
and could not stand at the be-

j

the participial clauses belonging to EKV&amp;lt;ME,

ginning; Observe too, th it the Sovtov is without
|

while k-atreivuGsv receives now its limitation,

the article, and hence it does not mean the servant It is not without reference to a /mfttiv

is meant, as the sequel declares, and since X

(which is contemporaneous with knevune as in

Eph. i. 9, 13) must be taken as a modal limita

tion of the verb, (tvcewjae), this emptying of Him

of God, in the sense of the Messiah. The fol

lowing also are incorrect interpretations: liben-

ter dujcit vitam inopem (GROTIUS), miseram sortem,

qualis esse seroorum solet (HOLEMANN), semet ipse

depressit (VAN HENGEL), veluti deposuit (CALOV),
non magis ea usus est (CLERICUS), since the sub

ject of discourse here is not anything within

the human life of Christ, the laying aside of the

His learning obedience or subjection (Heb. v. 8),
that

yEv6uevo&amp;lt;; precedes. It is not stated to whom
He became inrqitoof, since the design was to mark
the uoptir/ dovAov, form of a servant, according to

its nature. If it were more exactly defined the

object would be God (ver. 9; Rom. v. 19), not
men (Giumus). The extent to which this obedi
ence was carried appears in

/J.tx/&amp;gt;i Oavdrov, unto

66=a, or abstaining from the full use of it. And death (Acts xxii. 4; Heb. xii. 4
;
Matt. xxvi.

was made in the likeness of men, and ; Hence it is not a temporal limitation ( VAN HEN-

being found in fashion as a man (EV O/LLOIU- GEL), nor is it to be joined with eraTreivuaev

pan uvttpuTTuv yevdusvos KM ax /fian EvpedEif &amp;lt;if
I (BENGEL, et al.). Qavdrov f5e arai pov, a construc-

d^pwTroc). These two clauses plainly belong I tion like co^iav aofyiav 6t~ ov rov aluvof TOVTOV ia

together. They serve more closely to define
j

1 Cor. ii. G (WINER S Grain., p. 440). AE often

fio/rii/v doiiXov Aa/3a)f. BENGEL: forma dlcit aliquid I brings forward something new, a more precise
absolutum, similitudo relationem ad alia ejusdem

conditionis, habitus refertur ad aspectum et sensum.

Aoi^A jf is more exactly defined by dvfipuTruv, avOpu-

rrof ; kv uuai.&amp;lt;j iaTi, wf, correspond to
(wpQijy

and
indicate the difference between the Lord in the

form of a servant, as the son of man, and men.
He is not indeed purua putus homo, but the incar

nate Son of God. TEvouevos denotes a becoming,
the human individual development, and preserves
the hdfrjv from being mistaken as a merely out

ward assumption. Hence buoiufio. is to be under
stood of the inner and outer, the spiritual and

bodily life, and kv points this out as the

of His development, and the dative
sphere

the respect in which, or rule according to which,

statement as opposed to something to be denied
or rejected. It is opposed here to the idea of a
natural or common death. Death by crucifixion

was a punishment for slaves, criminals, outcasts,
and hence increased the degradation. Tovrfort

roi&amp;gt; ETTiKaTapdrov, rov roif dv6[iotr dfyupiofikvov (THE-
OPHYLACT). See Gal. iii. 13.

Ver. 9. Wherefore God also hath highly
exalted him di 6

This was a consequence and result (616) of the

self-renunciation and the self-abasement of the

Son. To this act is joined (a&amp;lt;)
that of the

Father. On the expression see Heb. xiii. 12;
Rom. i. 24; Acts x. 29; on the thought Heb. ii. 9,

10; xii. 2. The language here involves an idea of

He is found as man. WINER S Gram., p. 215. merit on the part of Christ and of recompense
By ax ~i,

ua (vultus, vestitus, victus, gestus, sermones on the part of God. The verb marks the anti-

ft in-tni/ifx. BENGEL-), is denoted the outward
j

thesis to kraneivuaE ftsxpi tiavaTov aravpov, and
in. uiiti^ution which is indicated by eiyjetfe/f (not the preposition in the verb (virEpvipuaf) indicates

equivalent to &amp;lt;Jr),
was recognized by all who that it is an exaltation corresponding to the

came into contact with Him. Comp. 1 John virepdvu irdvruv in Eph. iv. 10. The refer-

i. 1-3. On wf dvdpuTrog THEODORET observes : ence is to the resurrection and ascension, the

f yup dvaMitydEiaa. &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;uatc d/ii/6u TOVTO
fn&amp;gt;, aiirdf Je

|
end of which was His sitting down at the right
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hand of God (Matt, xxviii. 18; Mark xvi. 19;
Acts vii. 55, 56; Eph. i. 20, 21; Col. iii. 1;
Heb. viii. 1). The view of GROTIUS is incorrect:

eum multo sublimiorem fecit, quain antea fuit, for

the Saviour was not mblimis on earth (vers. 7, 8),
and did not become sublimior than He was before

the creation of the world (ver. 6), and besides

imt:p will not bear that signification. BENGEL : Ex-
inanitionit pramium juslissimum est exaltatio (Luke
xxiv. 26; John x. 17); neque ea non potuit Mam
consequi (John x. 15) ; quxcunque Patris sunt, filii

sunl ; ea non potuere Ha Patris esse, ut non essent

Jilii (John xvii. 5) ; Christum C/iristus exinanivit

Christum deus exaltaoit (1 Peter v. 6) eumque facit

pariter deo. And given him the name
which is above every name. Kai introduces

the explanation of the VTrepbijxjffe, by which
was obtained the dvai laa TU feu (ver. 6) which
Christ would not seize for Himself. Exapiaa-o
avTti, denotat, quam accepta deo fuerit exinanitio

(BESGEL). To bvoua TO imep irav bvo/ua (WINER S

Gram., p. 140) designates the well-known name
which transcends every name, which according
to the context is received and borne in heaven
and on earth, since it is the nomen cum re (BEN-
GEL), which is everywhere manifest and recog
nized, and includes the adoration of the person
of Christ in its divine dignity. It is thus not

mere dignitas (GROTIUS), or the particular name
of Jesus (MiCHAELis), or Kvpiog (VAN HENGEL).

Ver. 10. That in the name of Jesus
every knee should bow. Ire points out the

purpose of this exaltation, which reaches its ful

filment, not by a single step, but gradually. See

1 Cor. xv. 25, 26; Rom. xiv. 11
;

Is. xlv. 23.

Ei&amp;gt; TU bvo/ian stands emphatically at the begin

ning, and marks the ground and occasion of the

irav y6vv Ka/j.ijjij.
The bending of the knee pre

sents &quot;plastically&quot; (MEYER) the act of adora
tion. Eph. iii. 14; lloin. xi. 4; and comp. ETH-

KaheiaOai TO bvoua Kvpiov (Acts vii. 59
;

ix. 14, 21
;

xxii. 16
;

1 Cor. i. 2
;
Rom. x. 12, 13 ;

2 Tim. ii.

22). It is therefore not merely adhibilo nomine

Je*u (VAN HENGEL), since indeed Ps. Ixiii. 5 :

v rcj bvo/j.aTi anv dpa rof xetpdf fj,ov, is said of

prayer to God, nor is it merely a circumlocution

for kv Iqaov (EsTius), or equivalent to e*f TO

bvoua, the glorification of His dignity (HEIN-
RICHS), or quoties auditur nomnn (ERASMUS).
Of beings in heaven, and beings in earth,
and beings under the earth comprises the

entire realm of worshipping creatures. Ttiv ETTOV-

paviuv are the angels (Eph. i. 20, 21
;
Heb. i. 4,

6), ruv i-xiyeiuv, men upon the earth, T&V nara-

xOoviuv, the dead in Hades. The following are

incorrect classifications : ol 6iKaioi, ol wvref, ol

duapT(j?j)i (CHRYSOSTOM) ; the dead, the living, the

embryos (STOLZ) ; homines sortis nobilioris, mediocris

et infimse (TELLER). The words must not be taken
as neuter (BEZA), nor is there in naTaxOoviuv a

reference either to the demons (the Greeks,

ERASMUS), which Eph. vi. 12 forbids, or to the

souls in purgatory (Catholics).
Ver. 11. And that every tongue should

confess (KOI Trdaa y/Maca e^ofjto^Myr/aerai). To
the outward, inarticulate expression /cat adds
still another, the eloquent homage breaking forth

from the heart and confessing itself to Him.
What the bending of the knee indicates, the

tongue expresses (WIESINGER). In ndaa the

three categories (ver. 10) are included as in wai

y6i&amp;gt;v.
To refer it therefore to TTUVTO TO. ifh-j)

(THEODORET) is erroneous, as also to take it pro
omni idiomate (BEZA). That Jesus Christ is

Lord. &quot;On introduces the contents of the con
fession.

l7?(Toi&amp;gt;f X/3/ardf is the subject, and Kvpiof
the predicate, and precedes in accordance with
the scope of the context: the kingship is to be
pointed out of which the realm is unlimited (Eph.
i. 23

; iv. 10-; 1 Cor. xv. 25, 28). It is not to be
limited to rational creatures (HOLEMANN), or to
the Church (RHEINWALD, SCHENKEL). To the
glory of God the Father (f M$avfooi&amp;gt; jrarpof)
belongs properly to the verb, not to the predicate
Kvpiof (BENGEL), from which it is separated by
the subject. It presents the end, purpose, of

this adoring confession. It is therefore not the
same as in gloria (Vulg.) or even, Otti (VAN HEN-
GEL, who takes OTI as causal), as if eJ-ofioAoyclv
meant laudibus celebrare. [In #oi&amp;gt; Trarpof the
first term denotes a relation which God sustains
to all His creatures

;
the second denotes one,

which is peculiar to those who believe on His Son

(comp. Gal. i. 1). On the universality of this

NAL AND ETHICAL.-
ist pa

-H.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The motives urged in teaching and exhorta
tion are first objective, based upon Christ and the

fellowship of the Holy Spirit ;
and secondly, sub

jective, as dependent on the character of indivi

duals. Both of these concur in the case of him
who teaches and exhorts, and of those dependent
on the instructions and exhortations. The ob

jective motives occupy the first place, and to

these we should always appeal first of all. Among
them stands in the foremost rank the example of

Christ, which vers. 5-11 bring into view espe
cially. Among the subjective motives are love
and compassion, important beyond comparison
with others, for they answer to the objective
which come from God, who is love, and to the
character of sin, which is an evil, an injury,

against which we must be preserved. All other
motives are, as it were, crutches, which, as

adapted to a sickly self-love, must be finally
thrown away, e. g., regard for the judgment of

others, fear of punishment, hope of reward. For
with human nature as it is, one would not wil

lingly do right, if, without doing so, he could be

happy ;
and he would rather do wrong, if no

harm should come to him from it.

2. The Apostle appeals to various motives for

the maintenance of unanimity in the Church. But
the unanimity which he seeks is moral rather

than intellectual. It is not uniformity, but only
the possession of a common centre, around which
each one moves in a common love, which, how
ever, may exhibit different degrees of strength
and purity in different individuals, just as the

centripetal force is capable of manifold grada
tions.

3. Among the bonds of thfs concord is humil

ity, which in its two-fold intellectual and moral

sphere, recognizes clearly both its own gifts and
those which others possess, and does not allow
one to esteem others less than himself, but

prompts him with a sense of his own uuworthiness
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to regard them more highly, because their un-

worthiness does not concern him. It is charac

teristic of humility that it has its centre outside of

:ui l includes the great whole of which it is

the form of humanity as a self-abasement, a self-

renunciation, for the salvation of those whose low
estate lie stooped to share. He whose state of

being was divine, who was exalted above all the

a member within itself; while pride makes the in-
|

wants and limitations of the finite and earthly
dividual himself the centre, and not only breaks existence, did not eagerly claim this equality
loose from the whole, but stands opposed to it, and with God which He possessed ; but, on the con-

so becomes the source of all discord and enmity.
4. Parry spirit and vain glory are excluded.

The former misuses its neighbor, the latter its

own possessions and those of the world ; the

former presses others down in order to raise it

self ;
the latter draws others to itself in order to

please them. The one exalts itself at the expense
of others; and the other at the expense of its

own real worth ; party spirit often brings into

action great talents and energy ; self contents it

self with the mare appearance. However sharply
the former may spy out the weaknesses of others

and the advantages of particular relations, it is

yet sure to destroy itself; or it may be happy in

the present moment, while blinded to the e*vils

which follow in its train.

5. The example of Christ is here presented to

the Church with a fullness and completeness
such as is found nowhere else. The whole life,

trary, He concealed and disowned it in human
abasement, and in the form of human depend
ence. And as the whole human life of Christ

proceeded from such an act of self-renunciation
and self-abasement, so did His whole earthly life

correspond to this one act even to His death;
the consciousness on the one hand of divine dig
nity which it was in His power to claim, and on
the other the concealment, the renunciation of
this, in every form of humiliation and depend
ence belonging to the earthly life of man. The

crowning point appears in His death the igno
minious and agonizing death of the cross. Paul
then proceeds to show what Christ attained by
such self-renunciation, thus carried to the utmost

limit, by such submissive obedience in the form
of a servant ; the reward which He received in

return, the dignity which was conferred upon
Here, too, is presented the universal law,

not merely the sufferings of Christ (1 Pet. ii. &amp;gt; laid down by Christ Himself, that whoso humbles

21-25), enforces the doctrine, that we ought to himself, and in proportion as he humbles him

deny self in humble love towards our neighbor,
&quot;lp ~v -&quot; u &quot;~ &quot;

&quot;

and only in such a way desire to share in his

glory. If Christ existing in the form of God

(fc uof&amp;gt;r&amp;gt;&amp;gt;i)

tfeoi virdpxuv, ver. 6), not seeking the

thingsof Himself (rdeanroi) ff/co-wy), but also those
| son, who had a

of others (TO. erepuv, ver. 4), resolved not to seize
j

[topQfi OKOV vdp%(

self, shall be exalted. H.]
7. Concerning the person of Christ, the passage

before us states the following truths: (a) His

ego, His essential entity, is an antemundane per-
divine mode of existence (iv

v). He is thus to be conceived

for Himself the sovereignty of a God over His
i

of as existing within the being of God, as Trpbg

creatures (ver. 6), but in love (ev dydirri, ver. 2) |

rbv deov (John i. 1), yet not merely as a thought,
and lowliness of mind (raireivofypoGvvi)), ennobled

j

a principle, but as a person, /lo^of daapKog. (6).

and exalted those of mankind, made through Him Before the world was, before any creature ex-

in His image, and emptied Himself (eufvucev \ isted, there was still wanting to Him who is

favrov) by becoming a man (ver. 7), obedient in
| t&amp;lt;rof &Ktf&amp;gt;,

the TO elvai Iaa i^tij, a kingdom, and a

all things, even unto the death of the cross; and people over which He might rule as the Anointed
God has now exalted as the object of wor

ship (vers. 9-11); then we also have no other way
open to us to the glory with Him, except through
humble self-denying love in fellowship and unity
with the brethren.

6. [NEANDER: That we rightly understand the

use made of the example of Christ, as the model

after which the Christian life is formed, we must

One at the right hand of the majesty of the Fa
ther,

(c) He gave up His
/jop&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;^i&amp;gt;

deoi&amp;gt;, the form
of God, not His ego, not the possession of the

glory, the Krf/aii; of the Mi-a. He assumed a ser

vant s form (/i.op&amp;lt;!&amp;gt;?]v 6i)ii?.ov),
not sin, in becoming

man. With the incarnation His humiliation be

gan, in which He exhibited obedience even to

the death of the cross, the shameful death of a
slave. Within the human life also, which began
with the incarnation, there were degrees of ex-
inanition or self-divestment from Bethlehem to

first endeavor to bring the model itself clearly
and distinctly before our minds. Before the eye
of the Apostle stands the image of THK WHOLE
CHRIST, the Son of God, appearing in the flesh, i Golgotha, (d) He humbled not His nature, but

manifesting Himself in human nature. From I only His personal existence, Himself, by the as-

the human manifestation he rises to the Eternal I sumption of human nature and by His entrance
Word (as John expresses it),

that Word which into the life of men, so as to subject Himself to

was, before the appearance of the Son of God in

time yea, before the icorlds were made ;
in whom

before all time God beheld and imaged Himself;

as Paul in the Epistle to the Colossians calls Him,
in this view, the image of the invisible, i. e.,

the incomprehensible God. Then, after this up
ward glance of his spiritual eye, he descends

again into the depths of the human life, in which
the Eternal Word appears as man. He expresses
this in the language of immediate perception, be

holding the divine and the human as one; not in

ignominy and death. He thus humbled Himself
not through the obedience, but in the obedience
which He rendered to the Father s will, without

sin, even in the most extreme trials that befell

Him. () Such merit was followed by exaltation,
which consisted in this, that He now became as

KLipio^, the object of worship for the whole realm
of created spirits unto the praise of God the Fa
ther, (f) Into this position of exaltation the
Father nas placed the loved and loving Son. (a)
In the worship of Jesus Christ the glory of the

the form of abstract truth, attained by a mental
j

Father is constantly to be kept in view, as is the

analysis of the direct object of thought. Thus he
j

case in the public prayers and collects of the

contemplates the entrance of the Son of God into
j Evangelical Churches of the Reformation.
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. Our passage teaches nothing concerning the
|

of the divine nature, amounting to a avyKnirS/ of
relation of the divine and the human nature, and

of their attributes, to each other, of the relation

of the two natures to the personal unity, or of the

KTT/aie, or possession of the divine 66^a, or glory,

to the
xt&amp;gt;f/ais,

or use, of the same. Here we have

opened to the efforts of Christological inquiry a

wide and important domain which was measured

and is measured or limited only by the fundamen
tal conditions or outposts of Christianity, such as

the hypostatic union, and based upon this the real

communion of natures, which includes both the

divine Jdfa, as opposed to Ebionitism, Pelagian-

ism, Socinianism, Rationalism, and the human de

velopment against Docetism and Romanism, and

80 the immutability as well as the self-limitation

of the absolute God.
9. History of the interpretation of the text and

of its doctrinal application. (a.)
The ancient

Church almost throughout, before and after the

Council of Nicsea, taught that the A6yog aaapurx;

did not retain the divine fioi-a for Himself, for

His own advantage, while yet He did not cease, as

evaapKoe, to be what He was. His incarna

tion was not a yielding up of His divinity, but an

assumption of humanity, which was taken up into

His divinity. Only AMBROSIASTER, PELAGIUS,
NOVATIAN, maintained opposite views, (b) The
middle ages honored the divine nature at the ex

pense of the human. THOMAS AQUINAS admitted

only an outward development, in age and wis

dom, with reference to men to whom He daily

gave new proofs of it. (c) The Reformation har-

neral in the true confession of faith.

the divine life of the Logos, or a sleep-like un
consciousness, and thus both impaired the unio

personalia and assumed an exclusion of the Son
from the Trinity during the earthly life of Christ.
GESS (Die Lehre von der Person

Chrisli), and
GEORQ Lunw. HAHN
suppose a self-abnegation

(Theologie des N. T. 1.)
of the imma

nent, attributes, while SCHENKEL (Die Christ.

Dogmatik, II.) does not proceed beyond the mere
human nature, and falls into Socinianism.
Others again revive Apollinarism. Comp. DOR-
NER, Entwicklungsgeschichte der Lehre von der Person

Christi, II., pp. 1203 ff.

9. The correct standpoint even for our time

which, in the effort to conceive of the human de

velopment of the Redeemer, is in danger of lower

ing His divine personality, is shown by CHEMNITZ :

Reliqua vero, quse vel quxri vel disputari possunt,
et in verbo non habent exprcssam patefactionem, cum

magni hujus profunditatem in hac vita exhaurire et

pervidere non possimus, ita me differre et rejicere ad

magnam illam coelestem, seternam et illustrem scho-

lam, ubi gloriam Christi salvatoris et fratris nostri

ad faciem sicut est videbimus. Nee propter ea, quse

explicare non possum, ab illis, quse expresso verbo

patefacta sunt, discedere me debere. Jliec responsio,
si videbitur rudior, simplicior et puerilior, non pug-
nabo, sed scio veram, certam, firmam et omnium tu-

tissimam esse. It is important to hold fast the

ethical and practical sense of the passage, and to

deny neither the constant unchangeableness of

the divinity of the Son in itself (John i. 1, 18;
iii. 13). nor His real, loving, self-denying, and

self-abasing entrance into fellowship with sinful

humanity in life and in death (John i. 14
;

monizes in ge

yet the Lutherans, upon the fundamental princi-

iple, finitum capax esse infiniti, which the Reformed

(Calvinists) denied, extended further the doctrine xvii. 5).

of the two natures and conditions of Christ. 10. [The final and universal acknowledgment
Thus LUTHER, led by his doctrine on the Lord s

j

of Christ s sovereignty (ver. 10) is affirmed also

Supper, concludes from the form which Christ
j

in Rom. xiv. 11. All the hosts of heaven and the

possesses, exalted at the right hand of God (which myriads of the human race who still live, or have

is conceived of, not as a place of abode, but as lived, or shall live, are to &quot;bend the knee &quot;

be-

mode of existence), that the humanity
taken up into the divine glory, and that froi the

incarnation onwards the condition of humiliation

appears more as a veiling, self-limitation, that of

exaltation as a complete, visible revelation of the

divine life. So in the Formula Concordise, VIII.,

which, by
&quot; its very indefiniteness allows room

for further examination,&quot; concerning which see

FRANK, Theologie der F. C., III., pp. 165 ff. The

controversy of the theologians of Giessen and

Tubingen, since 1607, did not concern itself

about the nrf/ait;, the possession of the divine

glory, which was undisputed, but only about the

XpiiatC, the use of it. The former, MENZER and

FEUERBORN, with theF.C., maintained a Kevuaiv

Xpyaeus, the latter, HAFFENREFFER, THUMMIUS,
NICOLAI, only a Kpviptv XPWEUS, in respect to

fore Him who bears the &quot;name which is above

every name,&quot; who, as the Apostle John has said,

wears &quot;the title written on His vesture and His

thigh, King of kings and Lord of lords
&quot;

(Rev.
xix. 16). But this language is to be understood

in harmony with the teachings of other passages.
&quot;Even the enemies of Christ,&quot; says Dr. THO-

LUCK, &quot;who reject the gospel, acknowledge the

reality of His power, if they are unable to resist

the decisions of His justice, i. e., if at the end of

the world they are excluded from all part in the

blessings of His Kingdom ;
while those who have

repented and submitted to His claims are received

to the joys and the rewards of heaven. Both

classes in this case yield to Him the homage of

their submission. But according to a just dis

tinction which some of the older writers have

which the Decisio Saxonica, 1624, places itself on
| made, that of the one is obedimtia ex animo, i. e.,

the side of the Giessen theologians, without a voluntary, hearty obedience ;
that of the other,

reaching any very important result, (d) The
j

obedientia cum tremore, a subjection reluctant, ex-

modern development of Christology began with
[

torted by tear.&quot; Viewed in this light, the pas-

regarding the Son of God, the pre-existent God-

man, as bi-ing in the perfect man (GOSCHEL), then

attempted to conceive of the same as becoming the

God-man (ROTHE, DORNER). THOMASIUS (Christi
Person and Werk, II., g 40, 43), following HOF-
MVNN (Schriftbeweis II.), went farther, since he

supposed a self-abdication of the real attributes

sage in our Epistle is parallel entirely to that in

2 Thess. i. 7-10. (Disputatio Christoloyica de loe.

Paul Phil. II. 2 ff. H.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Motives (ver. 1), aim (vers. 2-4), and method
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(yens. 5-11) of a Christian teacber, a spiritual

father. We must ever start from what we have

in order to get forward and upward. First, ful

fil thine own duty, which should be to thee a

pleasure, not a burden, and then lay hold of the

good that is in others, be it ever so little, or

merely supposed to be there ; yet assume it, use

it without complaint or mistrust. Truth is one,

simple, and yet so infinitely rich that there can

be unanimity and yet no monotony, like the harmony
in a choir of many voices. Most controversies in

the church have moved and still move around the

germ of the truth, around the fundamental doc

trine, but do not touch exactly the thing itself.

They have reference only to the human confirma

tion of the truth, its mediation through concep
tions, or mode of apprehension, and aftect not the

Christian character of the individual, provided

only he abides in love. Not, how art thou es

teemed by thy neighbor, but, how dost thou serve

him, is the main point. He is great who hum
bles himself in obedience, but disobedience dis

honors and degrades ; the former recognises the

higher will, and looks forward to the glorious end
;

the latter is concerned only with itself, and does

not get beyond self. Self-seeking is a deadly
plague to the soul. The example of Jesus Christ

instructs, directs, leads, makes the way of the

cross a path of light ;
He went no other way, and

the Christian also, His disciple, may not go a

different one.

STARKE : If we would make people religious
we must not use the wheel and the sword in the

church, or fight them with the iron Bible, or

preach fables; but build our exhortation upon
Christ, the fellowship of the Spirit, the fellow

ship of God, for such arguments pierce through
bone and marrow. Love of honor in a preacher
is a baneful poison, a prolific source of dissension

in the church of God. Self-seeking destroys
country and people, churches and schools, cities

and houses. Who has knees to bend, let him
bend them! Christ is the One most worthy of

glory, the One whom we can never fully honor.

[ROBERT HALL : Christianity was never in

tended to destroy the different stations and gra
dations of life ; but it is intended to destroy that

arrogance and superciliousness with which rank
and splendor are too often borne. As it teaches
the poor humility and submission, so it teaches
the rich humanity, gentleness, and compassion.
In this respect it merges all distinctions (ver.

3).-H.].
RIEGBR: He who exalts himself above others,

thinks that others also must accommodate them
selves to him, acts as if they must regard his

rights and their maintenance as of the first im
portance. With respect to the self-abasement of

Christ, the language always was: HE humbled
Himself in order to show His obedient, willing
spirit; but with reference to His exaltation, the

language is : GOD has raised Him up, placed Him
at His right hand, etc., in order to distinguish
Him as the Author and Finisher of our faith,
the pioneer in the way of faith by which we must
now come to God.
SCULEIERMACHKR: Unity of mind among all

Christians can be nothing else than unity in the

knowledge that Christ is the Redeemer of the i

world, and in the disposition to recognize Him
as such, and to accept Him as Leader in the way
of salvation. 1) In what respects especially the
Redeemer is our example. 2) How can we imi
tate this example ?

HEUBNER: It is characteristic of the Chris
tian that he does not think highly of himself, but
is disposed to regard others as more important,
more deserving. He acknowledges gladly their

excellencies and gives way to them. Such hu

mility towards men, unaffected, and yielding the

pre-eminence which pride arrogates to itself,

flows from humility towards God.

[NEANUER: One s judgment of another (seo
ver. 3) is not within the control of his own will.

How can he esteem his brother higher than him
self, if this is not in accordance with the truth,
if he cannot but perceive in himself excellencies

which are wanting in the other, and defects in

the other from which he himself is free. Is hu

mility to be grounded upon falsehood? Most

certainly not. But there is here presupposed, as

resulting from the development of the Christian

life, a pervading temper of heart, of which such
ajudgment of one s self in comparison with others
is but the necessary and natural expression. The
Christian s love will lead him first of all to dis

cern what is good in another: to discover even in

his blemishes his peculiar gifts, that in which he
is really superior to himself; while on the other

hand, through a self-scrutiny, sharpened by the

Spirit which quickens him, he detects wit li rigo
rous exactness his own faults. And this self-

rigor, united with love, will give leniency to his

judgment of whatever may obscure the divine life

in others. H.].
PASSAVANT: Strife and vain glory are pests

in hearts, houses, families, congregations, cities,

the slate, the church.

As the Epistle for Palm Sunday (vers. 5-11).
RAUTSNUERG: The Mediator crowned with

praise ai.d honor on account of His sufferings and
death. 1) By the world before God; 2) by God
before the world.

ZKISS : Royal image of the Christian who con
secrates his life to the Lord

;
1

) Humility of heart

is his costly adornment; 2) the blessing of love

his joyful delight; 3) pleasing God his exalted

aim ; and 4) harvesting of the seed his heavenly
reward.

Laic and Testimony : What a Christian shares
with his Lord Jesus: 1) the cross; 2) the glory.
Conditions of the church of Christ; 1) its servi

tude; 2) its glory. The palms which we strew
in the path of the Lord Jesus: 1) That we be
lieve in the Crucified One; 2) that we trust in

the Exalted One. The five-fold hosanna with

which we prepare the way of the Lord Jesus:
hosanna (1) of humility, (2) of patience, (3) of

faith, (4) of prayer, and (5) of hope.
PROHLE : The Epistle on Palm Sunday an

earnest reminder of the entrance into the pas
sion week. It reminds us, 1) of the cross and
death of Christ; 2) of His innocence and holi

ness; 3) of His divine dignity ; 4) of His com

plete subjection to God s will; 5) of the trium

phant end of His sufferings. The traits of a trut

imitation of Christ: 1) Humility; 2) Self-de

nial; 3) Obedience unto death.



THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS.

God helps believers in their endeavors to imitate Christ.

(II. 12-18.)

12 Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my presence only,
but now much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and

13 trembling. For it is God who worketh in you both to will and to do of (or for)
14 his good pleasure. Do all things without murmuriugs and disputings [doublings].
15 That ye may be [become]

1 blameless and harmless [pure] (the) sons [children] of

God, without rebuke,
2 in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation [generation],

16 among whom ye shine [appear] as lights [luminaries]
3 in the world, holding forth

the word of life; that I may rejoice in the day of Christ, that I have not run in

17 vain, neither labored in vain. Yea, and if [But, if also] I be offered upon [in] the

18 sacrifice and service of your faith, I joy [rejoice], and I rejoice with you all. For
the same cause (also) do ye [also] joy [rejoice], and rejoice with me.

1 Ver. 15. TtvevOai in X B, etal. has better support than J}w in A, tt al.

2 /fttW. A/iw/u.0, found in X A B C et at., is better supported than a/uui/iATjT

might more readily displace the latter, than the reverse.
,
but as the more common form in the N.T.

3
[Ibid. The (ireek for luminaries (&amp;lt;&amp;lt;ocmjpes), says Li^htfoot, is used almost exclusively of the heavenly bodies. It oc

curs again in the N. T. only in llev. xxi. 11, where also it i

,

should be so rendered. H.J.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 12. Wherefore, ware, refers to what pre
cedes, as in iv. 1. See WINER S Gram. p. 301.

ICirriKovaaTe is correlative with yev6fj.evoQ VTTTJKOOC;,

and rt]v eavTuv aurr^piav corresponds to vers. 9

11. The exhortation borrows its coloring indeed

from vers. 8-11, but, like the example of Christ

adduced as an illustration, it reaches back to the

entire course of thought (vers. 1-11), and hence
does not attach itself merely to ver. 11 (SciiEN-
KEL), to the last thing discussed (vers. 6-11,

MEYEII) or to i. 27 if. (Ds WETTE). My beloved

(dyaTTTjroi fiov) shows the Apostle s joy and deep
interest in them (ver. 2). As ye have always
obeyed (/cai^wf Travrorgi TT^Koi tTrtrf) singles outthe
act on the part of the Philippians, upon which he
now builds his hope that his exhortation will not

be in vain. Mihi ad salutem vos hortanti, ipsique deo

(BENGEL). The context requires this explana
tion. Not as in my presence only. M&amp;gt;?

be

longs to the following imperative (Karepya^a^e) ;

for if the negative belonged to v~r/Kovaarf, with
which Luther wrongly connects it, oil would have
been used. Of, according to its use in a parti

cipial clause, points out a possible idea of the

Philippians, that such compliance with Paul s ad
monition must be necessary only in his presence.
See WINER S Gram. p. 617. Hence it is not a

term of comparison (HOLEMANN). But now
much more in my absence (n?Jd vvv TTO?../U

fj.ali.Aoi&amp;gt;
iv ry. arrow/a /mv) urges the stronger ne

cessity for self-exertion, because they are left to

themselves, without the assistance of the Apostle
who is now far distant. Quia ego vobis non ade.s-

j

if possum, ipsi vos curateeo magis (BENGEL).
Work out your own salvation with fear
and trembling. Mtra

0&amp;lt;5,3oi&amp;gt;

KOI rpouov refers

(as in Eph. vi. 6) to that tender conscientiousness,
that fear in the presence of the omnipresent God,
Which feels that no effort or solicitude can be

too great. It does not refer to a servant s rela

tion (BENGEL : servi esse debctis, example Christi,

ver. 8), nor to spiritual pride (RILLIET), nor to

resignation to God s will (MATTIIIES). Tr/v lavruv

ouTTjpmv marks the salvation as that of the Phi

lippians themselves (EO.VTUV not being here used
for o/lA^wv, FLATT, etal.), who in this case ought
to regard the things of themselves (-a famuv OKO-

irelv)
as the glorious end of the KaTepyd&ade. On

eavruv see WINER S Gram., p. 150 sq. K.arepya^ea-
&ai means to bring to pass (perficere usque ad metam,

BENGEL), for which energetic perseverance is re

quisite. The mode of this is indicated by VTT^KOV-

CO.TE, as also by the example of Christ (ver. 8).
Ver. 13. For it is God who worketh in

you (i?eof yap eanv 6 evepyuv h vjiiv). The Apos
tle strengthens his exhortation here by remind

ing them that if they disregard it they will not

merely suffer personal loss, (rf/v
eav-uv curripiav),

but strive against another, the Highest, whose
work and working they would disturb and bring
to naught. It confirms the entire exhortation,

though it designates only the rf/v iavruv ourrfpiav

specially as their aim and labor. Thus it is nei

ther a ground of encouragement (CHRY.SOSTOM,
MEYER, et al.),

nor an incentive to humility

(CALVIN, SCHENKEL, et al.) ; for it is not designed
to confirm exclusively either Karfpyd^ec&e or

uerd
&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;68ov

K.a.1 rp6uov. Notwithstanding God s

activity, which is shown by tarlv 6 ivepyuv to be

constant, and by iv vfilv to be exerted in the

hearts of individuals, every one should be care

ful both as to what he does or omits to do.

Of God it is not said that He effectually works

(KaTepyd^erat) to will and to do, since He does not

indeed accomplish this result in all: but He is

only said evFpytiv, because where it is effected, it

is not without His assistance; which of course to

be effective (na-ep) deaden) requires obedience on

their pnrt (vmiKouetv). HOLKMAXN wrongly ex

plains h vjuv as intrd ccetum vestrurn [and others

among you. H.]. What God works is espe-
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eially Both to will and to do, KOI TO Srteiv Kal

The til-si is t lie self-determination,

the secoti l i In personal exertion: both take place
in the lu-.irl of the believer. The first originates,

the second carries out in the life; both are condi

tions of the KuTEpjd&ff&ai. Of or for his good
pleasure vxrp ri/g evAoitiac is a nearer limitation

of evep/tjv. God s working lias its ground within

Himself (His tiiSonia), and is not occasioned or

controlled by anything out of Himself, and in

m.m. The article defines the disposition as well

known. Comp. Rom. xv. 8: vickp ahfttla &tw.
See WIN EH S Gram. p. 383. [The preposition

VTrep docs not represent the evoonia as the mere
ratio of the action, or the mere norrna according
to which it is done, but as the interested cause of

it; the commoduin of the fvoonia was that which
the action was designed to subserve (ELLIUOTT).

H.]. On ftifJo/c/a see i. 15; Eph. i. 5. The

meaning of v~fp cannot bo Kara, secundum, nor

can the evSnuia of the Philippians be meant

(ERASMUS, et til.)

Ver. 14. Do all things without murmur-
ings and doublings. Hurra is limited only

by the context: all which is to be done in refer

ence to salvation, for which God gives the willing
and the working. [The verb (rroieZre) here com

prehends in its full compass suffering as well as

doing. The patience with which the Christian

endures the trials to which God may call him il

lustrates his character not less decisively than

the habit of active obedience. H.] lioielre

marks only the act, the nature and mode of which
are determined by the disposition of the doer

(xupi$ &quot;yoyyvautiv Kal tiia}.oyiiuuv). The preposi
tion denotes, like avev (1 Pet. iv. 9) a separation,
but. the difference between them is, that the for

mer represents the subject, the latter the object
as distant. The Philippians ought to be distant,

separated, from murmurings and doublings; avev

would indicate that these ought to be far from
the Philippians (Eph. ii. 12); and see TITTMANN

Syn., 1, pp. 98-97. The distinction between the

two substantives is, that the first (yoyyvapoi) be

longs to the unwilling, weak, and still stubborn

spirit, the second (faatoytapot) to the doubtful

spirit, which does not see its way clearly. The
former proceeds from the will, the latter from
the intellect. SCHENKEL refers the first to the

defiant, the second to the timid heart. BENGEL
supposes the aiifatrroi in ver. 15 to refer back to

yoyyvauoi, and anepaim to SiaTioyiauuv. We are not to

understand by the latter term disputation, contro

versy (WIKSKLKR, ERASMUS, etal.), contrary to the

usage of the New Testament. This word is not
to be limited, as e. y. to God only (MEYER, etal.),
to superiors (EsTius, et al.), or fellow Christians

(CALVIN, WIESELER, et al.). [As yoyyva/n6c is the

moral, so dudayta/i4{ is the intellectual rebellion

against God (LKJHTKOOT). H.]
Ver. 15. That ye may become blame

less and pure. &quot;Ira marks the end, yfrr/a^e
the way, which is a becoming, a process of de-

velopmetu. &quot;\iiffirr-oi, unblamable, those (accord
ing to the Greek form) in whom there is no

thing to blame (I Thess. iii. 13), represents
the moral integrity as manifesting itself out

wardly; (iKt-fiann (from Kepdi vvui), unmixed (Rom.
xvi. 19; Matt. x. Iti), presents the same accord

ing to its inner character (METER). The first

is that from which we can judge of the second,
for it is the condition of it; the inward answers
to the outwanl. Children of God, without
rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and
perverse generation [not nation as in the

!

A. V. H ] TtKra tfcoi/sums up both predicates,
such are they as Christians: but in Christ (Eph.
i. 5

;
Gal. iv. 5) they should become duuua (with

out fiuuof, Eph. i. 4 ; v. 27 ; Col. i. 22, in quo
non est, quod reprehendatur), or d/MurjTa (from
uuudofj.ai, 2 Pet. iii. 14, qui reprehendi non potett),
and this in spite of and in their actual circum
stances. Meffov (here as a preposition, see WI
NER S Gram., p. 471) yfved OKo/.tdc. Kal fitnrpafi-

utvw. Comp. Acts ii. 40; 1 Pet. ii. 18; Matt,

xvii. 17; Luke ix. 41. Feved is used de setatis

alicujus hominibus. The first adjective describes
the outward, dishonest, perverted demeanor; the
second the imward, distorted character. Mani
festly there is an allusion here to a passage in the

important chapter which serves as a basis of pro
phecy (Deut. xxxii. 5): q/tdpToaar OVK avrti rtKva

uuftT/rd, yrrea onn/,ia Kal diEa-pauuh q. Among
whom ye shine as luminaries in the
world. [The active (Qaivetv) means to shine (see
John i. 5 ; 2 Pet. i. 19; Rev. i. 16); but the
middle means to appear, as in Matt, xviii. 27;
1 Pet. iv. 18 and James iv. 14. The A. V. does
not always observe the distinction. II.] &quot;Ei&amp;gt; oif

belongs ad sensiun to yevsac (WINER S Gram., p.

141). The verb, fyaivea &s, not Qaivere, describes
their becoming visible, being recognized as God s

children. Hence it is not luceti.i (BENGEL), still

less is it the imperative (PELAGIUS, ERASMUS,
et al.). [Christians were not to he, but now
actually were, as luminaries in a dark, heathen
world (ELLICOTT). II.] The apostle calls to

their mind what they are, in order that they
may show themselves to be such. But we &amp;lt;pua-ij-

pff introduces a new figure, to designate the
immoral character of the world: Christians are
the stars, illuminators, EV nocr/u^, in the world,
which in itself is as dark as night. Hence
kv

Koo/tif) is not to be joined with tyaivfade (Da
WETTE), nor is Qaivovrai to be supplied (RILLIET,
etal.); neither is it equivalent to &quot;in the hea
vens&quot; (RHEINWALD), nor is it dat. commodi, &quot;for

the world&quot; (STORR). [This form (QtMTTi/pfc.) oc

curs elsewhere in the V T. only in Rev. xxi. 11,
where it has the same sense. II.]

Ver. 1C. Holding forth the word of life,

presents the mode of the QaiveaOe. Aoynv Cw^f
receives illustration from the connection which
exists between life and light (John i. 4:

j) ur)

f/v TO 0wc) : life is light, Christ is the life (John
vi. 48: xiv. 6) and the light (Johnviii. 02

;
ix. 5;

xii. 46), and indeed the source of them
; His

followers are also light, but it is a derived light

(Matt. v. 14) ; the essence of the gospel is light

(Eph. v. 8; Col. i. 12), and the life is in the

word, and as the thought breaks forth in the

word, so also the light and the life. Accordingly
fTTf^ovrec is used and not merely ^ovrec- The
Christian holds forth the word of life, living it,

living out what is living within him. Hence
T&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; ?.&amp;lt;tyw TrpoaixovTef (THEODORET) is incorrect, for

we have not the dative (Acts iii. 5) ; and so also

is &quot;holding fast .

&quot;

(LUTHER). The aim and re

sult is: That I may rejoice in [or, more

literally, for a rejoicing to me against] the
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day of Christ

Xpiarov). Comp.
(etf navxqua iuol etf quepav

10, 26. The cause of his

rejoicing then will be: That I have not
run in vain, neither labored in vain (on
OVK EII; nevov efipa/jiov oi&amp;gt;6e fie KEVOV

exoiriaoa).
The first expression, which recalls the contests

of the stadium or race, denotes his zeal and
the wide reach of his activity (not confined

to one place) ;
the second (derived from /corrof,

toil) indicates the labor and effort which his

ministry involves. The modifying OVK etf Kevov

follows : in vain, i. e. without fruit or result (2 Cor.

vi. 1
;
Gal. ii. 2

;
1 Thess. iii. 5), which thus

occasions the repetition, and.does not merely arise

from his feeling of joy in the consciousness that

such is the result (MEYER).
Ver. 17. But if also I be offered. A/Ad

introduces an antithesis which et shows to be

conditional. What this antithesis is, /cat before

CJTFvuouai shows.
[&quot; My labors have been se

vere, unintermitted. But not content with this

I am willing (if
that is reserved for me) to

suffer a martyr s death.&quot; H.] The meaning
of a:rf:v6ofj.ai is : / am poured out as a drink-

offering, presented as a libation, as in 2 Tim.

iv. 6. Comp. Numb, xxviii. 7; xv. 4 sq. [The
present tense represents the act as in pro

gress.
&quot; If I am being poured out,&quot; etc. H.]

The libation-wine, set apart from its common
use, serving as an expression of joy (Ps. civ. 15;
Eccles. x. 19), as an image of quickening grace

(Prov. ix. 2; Isaiah Iv. 1), as a sweet savor

(2 Cor. ii. 15; Rom. xv. 16), serves to represent
the Apostle (separated from them by his decuoi),
as giving up his personal and official ego, his

life and his desires, pouring out in a martyr s

death his blood as a sweet savor. The Apostle s

death by the sword is here alluded to, the pre
sent marking it as impending (i. 20). Kat con

nects this death by martyrdom with idpauov and

EKOTriaaa, his sufferings with his labors
;
the latter

have not been fruitless, and the former also shall

not be so. Hence the following is added : Upon
(in) the sacrifice and service of your faith.

Errt points to the circumstances of the GT

this takes place in rrj 6vaia /cat TiEiTovpyia. Both
are united under one article, and are hence con-

i 23; Heb. viii. 6). Paul declares now, in the
ardor of his affection for the Philippians, that if

it be necessary in order that he may discharge
his priestly office more perfectly, or that the
sacrifice of their faith may be more acceptable
unto God, that his blood should be shed as a
libation for them, he is willing to die in their
behalf. He has in view the possibility of his

martyrdom, and the effect which he hopes may
result from that event, in strengthening their
faith and preparing them for heaven. H.]
RILLIET S rendering of GTtevfiouai, I am sprin
kled, is incorrect, for it is the present tense;
exi has not the sense of &quot;to&quot; (WIESINGER), or

super (VAN HENGEL), since Qvcia is not victima.

There is no antithesis here to i. 25 (DE WETTE),
of which no reader would readily think, for

what intervenes
(i.

26 ii. 1 sq.) makes that con
nection at too remote places, or to i. 25, as if

he had hoped to live to see the perfection of his

readers, but now supposes the opposite (MEYER,
WIESINGER, et a/.), or as if he had thought at

first that he should live to see the coming of the
Lord (VAN HENGEL) which is not lu

tion. It should not be joined with the follov

ing xa Pu (BENGEL). I rejoice, and rejoice
with you all, xaLPu Kat cvyxaiPu Ttaaiv vulv.

THEOPHYLACT: ovx W 6 aTrodai Ov/j.Evo^ IvTrovuai,

dAAd Kat xaiPu OTl o^^vdrj yivouai. Paul rejoices
in the prospect of a martyr s death

;
but not for

himself merely; he rejoices with the Church

also, which will thus experience and acknow

ledge the blessing of martyrdom. MEYER, con

trary to the usus loquendi of the New Testament

(Luke i. 58; xv. 6, 9; 1 Cor. xii. 26; xiii. 6,

where it means in each case to rejoice with others)
takes cvyxa Pu as congratulor together with the

Vulg., BENGEL, el al. [This is also LIGHTFOOT S

interpretation. H.]
Ver. 18. For the same cause (TO ff avr6,

governed by the verb) presents the cause of the

joy to which in conclusion he earnestly exhorts

them from his example. [Instead of being

grieved that they should be such gainers at his

expense, he would have them share his joy in

being permitted to yield up his life with such

gain to himself and such benefit to them. II.]

ques-
bllow-

jived of as a unity. The second is the priestly Do ye also rejoice, and rejoice with me,
service (Luke i. 23; Heb. viii. 6), hence the first /cat vueif xaiPfT /cat ovy%aipeTK /uoi. Thes

is the act of offering, not victima (WIESINGER). imperatives, not indicatives (ERASMUS). Thefol-

The offering itself is designated by the genitive:
|
lowing explanations are wrong: gratulamini mihi,

7rTTOjf v(j.uv, with respect to which the Apos-
|

libato (BENGEL) ; subauditur Kara with TO S aM
tie exercises his priestly functions, presenting it

j (BEZA); TO 6 avT6=uoav~uc (RHEINWALD, RILLIET,
to God, while he himself is the accompanying WIESINGER, who cites Matt, xxvii. 44).

drink-offering, since his blood is poured forth.

As the former results in his glory, so now this

results in his joy. [The Hebrews, in offering
their sacrifices, poured out often a libation or

drink-offering at the same time. See Ex. xxix.

40; Numb, xxviii. 7. The costume of the

BENGEL:

martyrii prsestantia.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL

1. A great blessing rests upon fellowship with

_. Christians, whether they be mature or not (ver.

thought in this passage is evidently derived from 12), for it tends to the development of Christian

of the Philippians, ac- character and life; but not merely ujthat practice. The faith

cording to the Apostle s allusion, is viewed as a

sacrifice which they have brought to the altar for

the purpose of presenting it to God. The Apos
tle himself with reference to his agency in their

salvation, officiates as the priest who offers this

(sacrifice for them. The act of presenting it is

tyled here a heiTovpyia, i. e., as the word

imports, a sacerdotal service, or ministry (see Luke

ipon fellow

ship with those who are present to the senses:

the spiritual man ought to make his influence

reach to the absent also. The more he does this

the better.

2. In connection with faith which comes from

the preaching of the divine word (Rom. x. 17:

ef d/co)?f, // dt-
d/co7&amp;gt;

(ha pi/pa obe

dience is demanded (inraKof/,
ver. 12 : virrjKvoaTe).
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This gives keenness to the tender conscience,
|

6.
*&amp;lt;5;3of

/cat rpdfior may not be omitted, for in

wtiich dreads to disregard or to seem to cast con- ! the renovatio just as full a view is given,of the

tempt upon God and His gifts (/zera &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6ftov
xai rp6- 1 magna potentia Dei as of the magna infirmitas ho-

pov). tyuamvis enim gratis in uno Christo per fidern \

minis. But yoyyvu/Lto^ nal Aia
/.oyiafi6&amp;lt;;

must be ab-

apprehenso servemur, tamcn per viam justitise ad sa-
\ sent, for the first springs from self-confidence,

lu cm contendere not oportet, cumfilii dei ejus spiritu contentment with one s self, the second from
ducuntiir (BE/A), hence they must follow, because i mistrust towards God and His gifts as the source
in His strength they are able to do it. We belong !

of power ;
the first excites a sullen will towards

to God through Christ, and we should, by obedience God, the second turns the confused spirit away
to Him and to His word, prove this relationship.

|

from God, and ends in despair.
3. Our salvation is as much God s work as our

|

7. Every Christian has a mission in the world,
to let his light shine round about him, and to bo
anxious that the darkness of the world, though
it is around him, shall on this very account not
be and remain in him.

8. The word of God must, as a word of life,

manifest itself actively in the personal trails of
the Christian, that there may be an eloquent ser
mon without word of mouth, in the still, noiseless
walk and character.

9.

less

As death is no loss to the Christian, still

is the martyr s death, which is rather a

own. The beginning of a new life in the soul is

entirely an act of God, which the Holy Spirit ef

fects in our spirit, but not in our consciousness;

yet in such a manner that we become conscious

of it as an act of God. We do not create our
selves men; God creates us (HARLESS, Ethics, p.

229). He works in us constantly the willing and
the doing. But we can resist Him, withdraw
ourselves from Him. He does not work irresis

tibly, determiuatively. But because He works
thus in us, we may not remain idle, we must be
fearful lest we lose this work of grace, fearful on
account of our weakness, and the dangers in and
around us. and must cherish and follow this will

ing and working effected by God.
4. [NEANDER: Paul always represents the sal

vation of man as something which can be accom

plished only through the grace of God as the work
of God in man. But headds (ver. 13) a moreexact

j

the Church, within which it takes place; (3)

designation of the temper of heart with which
j

thine own work, since thou consentest to it.

Christians should work out their salvation, viz., i God does not, give thee the flower and the fruit

&quot;with fear and trembling.&quot; This would not be I
of salvation, but the seed, the sunshine and the

appropriate if he were speaking of what lay
j

rain. He does not give houses, nor yet beams

merely in the hand of man, in which case all would and squared stones, but trees, and rocks, and

ground and cause of thankful joy for the Church
and for the martyr himself.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The work of thy salvation is (1) God s work
wrought upon thee and in thee ; (2) the work of

depend upon his own strength. It is because Paul
is conscious of the weakness and insufficiency of

all human strength, because he presupposes that

man can do nothing without God, and must con

stantly watch over himself, lest through his own
fault he lose the aid of divine grace, without
which all human efforts are in vain

;
it is for this

reason that he designates this temper of mind as

one of fear and trembling, as the feeling of per
sonal accountability and helplessness, of inse

curity and instability in ourselves, by which we

may be ever admonished to continual watchful

ness, and to ever-renewed waiting upon God as

the fountain of all our strength. Hence, as the

ground of such an admonition, he appeals to this

consciousness that we can of ourselves do nothing,
that it is God who alone bestows upon us the

power to will and to perform what is needful to

our salvation; that all, indeed, depends upon his

sovereign will. This feeling of dependence, the

ground-tone of the Christian life, is ever to be
maintained. It is this which must combat the

presumption of a vain human self-reliance,

which, finding itself deceived in the result, so

easily gives place to dejection and despair. (See
vers. 12. 13. H.].

The goal is reached by a gradual process
Renovatio non est talis muta-
statim omnibus suis partibus

(ver
lio.

tvr/rr&e).

mornentc

limestone, and says: Now build thyself a house.

Regard not God s work within thee as an anchor
to hold thy bar.k firmly to the shore, but as a
sail which shall carry it to its port. Fear thy
depression and faint-heartedness, but take cou

rage at thy humility before God. Consider God s

gifts
1
, thy employment of them, the final reckon

ing before Him. Ever become more and more
what thou really art, a light in the world. Eveu
in sorrow and the deepest pain, overlook not the
reasons for joy.
STARKE : Behold the character of righteous

children, scholars, and hearers, who in their pa
rents and teachers really see God, and therefore
are obedient, as well in their absence as in their

presence, since they have the everywhere-present
God before their eyes and in their hearts. Our
Christianity does not lead one to hide himself in

deserts and convents, and thus to remain blame
less, but in the midst of the perverted, degene
rate world to guard himself from sin. Such

knighthood will God have from us. When the

joy of the children of this world ceases, then the

joy of the faithful first really begins ; and the

ability to rejoice in extreme sufferings, even in

death itself, is a proof of the truth and excellence

of the Christian religion.
RIEOER : We ought never to forget the danger

of being lost, to which we are exposed so long as10, qux unc

pcrficiatur ac absolvatur, sed habet sua initia, sttos \ we live in a body of sin and death, and amid the

progressus, quibus in mngna infirmitate perficitur.
\
temptations of the world ; and therefore we

(QlKHA&D, loc. xii. 9, 126). Fiunt in comw-
j

ought not to regard ourselves as beyond fear and
tione inchoationes similes conceplioni, non tamen so- trembling. God does not compel and overpower
lum concipi, sed el nasci opu* est; nihil tamen horum us by His working, like a block. Man can do

fit tine gratuita dei misericordia (AUGUSTINE). nothing without God, and God will do nothing
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without man and his awakened will. As surely
|

God should not be the pitiable product of favora.

not that miserable, godless
jthing aga&quot;

as God. does nothing against His honor, so surely ble circumstances,
will He do nothing against our salvation. Doubt- virtue which is ever dependent on outward cir

cumstances, and changes as often as they change.ing is opposed to faith, murmuring, to love. Even
now. at the departure of favored children of God,
the grace which has been made known in them
sweetens perceptibly all sorrow over their loss,

and prevents any wish to bring them back

agan.
GERLACH: The believing Christian is

awakened and moved by God s power. It

mighty in him. But he ought, also to give him
self up to it without reservation, neither opposing

The Holy Scriptures contain not an empty,
unpractical theory, not a rule for those who
dwell in heaven, but instruction for us who live

in the midst of the world, who are on the field

of battle, and whose life, on account of our own
inward character and relation to the world, can
be nothing else but a struggle, and who can at

tain to freedom and peace only through manifold
victories. It was in general characteristic of

God s will by murmuring, a disposition directly ! the Apostle to be moved, awakened, strengthened
contrary to it, nor concealing his disobedience

|
and exalted by nothing so quickly, so deeply, so

behind doubts, subtleties, and questions.
SCIILEIERMACHER: We ought to fear and

tremble for ourselves as soon as we perceive the

thought of future blessedness becoming dim in

our souls, or the longing for it becoming languid
in our hearts. Every one who h

ecomng
as such fear of

that which may bring upon us adversity, every

powerfully, in the depths of his heart, as by a

glance forward to the day of Christ (ver. 16).
HEUBNER: With real Christians there should

be no need of any Mentor, of any higher power
whose presence alone could compel them to obe
dience ; they should do the right, no matter whe
ther any one sees or not. With many, doing

one who through this fear denies the Redeemer right is but an eye-service, and with such the law
before men, should consider that it was the will . itself is at bottom only one more bugbear.
of our dying Redeemer that His followers should

j Christianity does not enjoin anxious scrupulous-
take His cross upon them as their own. But we
can take it upon us only in the faithful and un
wearied service of truth and goodness, and of all

that we recognize as the will of God.
MENKEN : The willing is of God and the abi

lity to do is of God ;
but the using, the action,

the life in conformity with such divinely awa
kened willing and divinely bestowed ability, is

ness and gloomy self-mortification, but it forbids

bold assurance and defiant self-confidence. This

thought it is possible for thee to lose thy salva

tion can never be fearful enough to us. We
should tremble at the idea it is possible for thee

to be cast off from God. Man must strive aa

though he could do all, as though all depended
on himself. Joy and love in obedience charac-

ours, is dependent upon us, upon our faithful- terize the Christian as a child of God, as a son in

ness. He who could think that God indeed distinction from a shave. Christians should

works in him the willing but not the performing,
or that to-day he gives the willing, but the per
forming not until after days and years, or even
not until the future life, would in that error utter

stand in contrast with their age, should constitute

the 6lite, and serve as models for others around
them. The fickle sparkle at times

;
the truly

pious burn evenly on. The service of sin con-

a falsehood concerning God, and would deny sumes also but it destroys the best part of the

Him. No disposition of heart in which love and man.
faith are wanting accords with the spirit of truth

j

PASSAVANT : Fear and trembling, before the

and holiness. So also no work is good and
j

face of the thrice Holy One ;
before an unholy

pleasing to God by which love and faith are in- world, which ensnares us on every side with the

jured. There is something lovely and benevo- ! allurements of sin, so that we become partakers
lent about a man who performs every good deed of its sins ; before ourselves, before this heart

as freely, as joyfully, as kindly, as if it had not which, consciously or unconsciously, joins so

been a duty at all, as if no law had enjoined it, no I readily with Satan and the world in lust and
fear compelled it, as if, instead of proving diffi-

|

malice, which conceals within itself so many a

cult, it had cost no self-denial and no effort, as if

it had sprung forth with delight and joy from his

very nature, from the rich treasure of his good
ness and his love. How ungracious and unlovely
on the other hand is every word, and work, and

endurance, in which we detect compulsion, secret

reluctance, and vexation, an inward, restrained

murmuring, that says to us plainly enough : all

this would not be done, were it not compelled.
The worth and the good conduct of the child of

lust, so many a lie, and so many a po-wer cf evil

a manifold tinder of destruction.

MEYER: Only blessed! is the inscription
over every pious Christian s door, as it is over

the pastor s study, over font, altar, pulpit, grave.
Strive that thou mayest be blessed. (1) Your
salvation your care ; (2) your salvation God s

work. The defiant, heart has heard the admoni
tion to penitence,

&quot; work out !&quot; the timid heart

the assurance, &quot;it is God!&quot;



CHAP. II. 19-24.

IV. SECTION THIRD.

The conduct of the companions and assistants of the Apostle.

(ClIAPTEK II. 19-30.)

Timothy and his approaching mission to them.

(CHAP. II. 19-24.)

19 But I trust [hope]
1 in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy shortly unto you, that 1

20 also may be of good comfort, when I know your state. For I have no man like-

21 minded, who will naturally [sincerely] care for your state. For all seek their own,
22 not the things which are Jesus Christ s. But ye know the proof of him, that as a

23 son [child] with the [a] father, he hath served with me in [for] the gospel. Him
therefore I hope to send presently [immediately]

2
so soon as I shall see3 how it

24 will gi with me. But I trust in the Lord that I also myself shall come shortly.

1 Ver. 19. [Our English Version often confuses the renderings of eA

on 1 hilem. ver.*!, p. 21 (L.VNOK s Series). II.].
2 Ver. ii.

[&quot; Presently.&quot; by an old English usage=&quot; immediately,&quot;

oiOa with each other. See the notes

and WRNIIIT S BiMf. Ward Hunk, p. 38. This change in the meaning of the English word conceals from the reader the rela

tion in which &quot;shortly&quot; (TavA) in ver. 19, and &quot;immediately
&quot; here (e

8 Ibul. [On the form afiiSia, see the EXEQETICAL NOTKS below. II.].

in 1 Sam. ii. Iti: Matth.
conceals
ach other. II.

See EASTWOOD

ur^s,) stand to

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 19. But I hope (eAmCw if) in spite of

the martyrdom, (flwevd&rSoi, ver. 17) which he

apprehends. He regards a favorable result as

possible, but only because he hopes in the
Lord Jesus

(ti&amp;gt; Kvpiu Ir/aov) who is the ground
of his hope (1 Cor. xv. 19), so that he is confi

dent of being able to dispense with Timothy, and
to send him shortly to them

(T&amp;lt;///&amp;gt;$eoi&amp;gt; Ta^fug Tre/z-

I/ICK vfilv).
This also took place, since the second

epistle was written to him after this. Ta^fwf is

limited by ver. 23. The simple dative vfj.lv is

stronger than irpoQ vua, not merely equivalent

(VAN HKNOEL), for the latter is only local, while

the former marks his longing for the Pliilippi-
ans their attachment to each other. That I

also may be of good comfort, gives the pur
pose (Iva) of the mission; Kaytj, found only here,
refers to the effect of the letter in allaying the

anxiety of the church concerning Paul, who also

needed the same alleviation with respect to them

(et&amp;gt;i/ww,
also found only here), for the church is

exposed to many dangers (i. 27-30; iii. 1-21
;

iv. 2). &quot;When I know your state. rVoi-f

indicates definite knowledge, the object of which
is ra irepl vftuv. He needs and expects to re

ceive through Timothy good news as well as cer

tain information. He ascribes special impor
tance to Timothy s communications, for not only
had Kpaphroditus been a long time away from

Philippi (vers. 25-30), but he wished also to

learn the effect of this present letter, and Timo
thy understood him perfectly, and was aware of

all that concerned and interested the Apostle.
Ver. 20. For I have no man like minded,

ovfifva
&quot;yap f^w laoifrvxov. [The comparison here

is between Timothy and other persons, not be
tween him and Paul ; since the object of the

remark clearly is to state why the Apostle sends

Timothy rather than any one else. II.]. This
last reason alone he makes prominent, and hence
unfolds it still further. Who will sincere

ly care for your state.
&quot;0&amp;lt;r? describes

the character of Timothy: such a one as that,

etc., and taorpv^nf (found only in this place in

the New Testament), referring through e^u to

the Apostle, is more closely denned in its mode
of action, entirely like

&amp;lt;p/ ?.of tVof ry V i /fV f*ov

(Deut. xiii. 6). Fw/ff/wf marks the uprightness
and purity, the freedom from false, self-seeking
arts, by which he will show his solicitude for

them (rd irepl vfjLuv uipifivr/oei) when he comes.
The sympathy with which he will enter into

their relations and circumstances (ra -epl v/iuv,

not ra vfiuv, 2 Cor. xii. 14), your estate, your
possessions. [The verb is future with reference
to the concern for them which Timothy would
manifest on his arrival among them. H.]

Ver. 21. For all (nl Trdvr^ -yap) answers to

ovtieva. The article merely denotes a limitation.

Those only are referred to who, from their situ

ation being in the Apostle s immediate circle at

the time, would be compared with the like-mind
ed (lacnln xof) Timothy Seek their own. not
the things which are Jesus Christ s (ra
(avruv Cyof &amp;lt;7iv,

oi&amp;gt;Ta X.[jtOTov Ir/aoi ), hence do not
act sincerely (yvr/aiu^)- Comp. ver. 4. We are
not to think of the hardships of the journey to

which they preferred their own comfort (the

Greeks), or that ol xavres is equivalent to
&quot;many,&quot;

the most&quot; (GiioTirs. ,tal.), or that they are

fhilippensibtu cogniti (VAN HENGEL), or that the
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word more is to be understood with fyrelv,

(ERASMUS), although self-seeking has its grada
tions. No reference is made to those designated in

i. 15, 17. It would not have occurred to Paul to

send any of them. Those spoken of in i. 14, might
be of the number. Of those mentioned in Col. iv.

10-14: Philein. ver. 24, Denias probably is the

only one who was with him. This view seems to

be confirmed by the fact that the Apostle cannot

send Timothy away immediately (vers. 19, 23).
Ver. 22. But ye know the proof of him

(rf/v
6e fiomutjv avrov yivuaK?rt )

. Timothy was
indeed known to the Philippians, and had been

with them (Acts xvi. 1, 13; xvii. 14); hence the

verb is indicative, not imperative (Vulg., cognos-

cite). On doKi[ii/v, indoles spectata, see Rom. v. 4;
2 Cor. ii. 9

;
ix. 13. The proof consists in this :

That as a child with a father, he hath
served with me, on (if irarpl TEKVOV avv epol
eM Aevffev. Instead of saying simply ejwi, he

proceeds with avv ifioi in a variatio structures

(WINER S Gram., pp. 422, 577), in order to in

dicate that he is speaking of a service shared

with himself, which is more nearly defined by
the additional clause: for the gospel (elf svay-

yft.iov), its advancement, (comp. i. 5).

Ver. 23. [By jiev here Paul opposes his sending
of Timothy to his own coming as he hopes (rif,

next verse). Ovv, therefore, since the Apostle
would be thus relieved (eli/w^w, ver. 19), and

Timothy (rovrov) had such qualifications for the

service. Both grounds of the inference should

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Friends should maintain fellowship with
each other even when they are far apart in body.
This is essential to the true welfare of each.

2. Letters and messengers are the means of

communication, but in each case truth is our ul
timate reliance as in personal intercourse, and
this is found in its full extent only where there
is a deep interest in the cause of Christ, and
where selfishness does not reign.

3. Greater than the sorrow for weak and false
brethren should be the joy over one true friend.

4. Even the apostolic church and the apostles
had to suffer from the selfishness which hindered
their complete prosperity: perfection is not
reached at the beginning but only at the end.

5. Hope and confidence are to be based only
upon the Lord, and are justifiable even in time of

trouble, even when our hopes are not realized in
the form that we expected, when indeed the future
is shaped for us in exact opposition to our ideas.

UOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Where love for the brethren is founded on
faith in the Lord the basis of true fellowship
there will a lively hope in Him as the Ruler of
the world manifest itself, giving confidence that
the course of events shall result in the welfare of
the church and of the individual. We see this

be recognized. H]. What follows here defines
|

illustrated in the case of Paul imprisoned
closely the in ver. [The

&quot;shortly,&quot; &quot;speedily&quot; there, is relative with re

ference to the result of the crisis of which he now

speaks as near at hand. H]. Him therefore
I hope to send immediately, (rov-ov fiev oi

Ai^u 7Tf//i/ a&amp;lt;).

TLOVTOV sums up the characteris

tics mentioned in vers. 20, 22. So soon as I

shall see how it will go with me,
(&amp;lt;jf

av dtpidu

TO. Trspl fuf
).

For the form dpkj instead of cnridu,

see WINER S Gram. p. 45. It is like a^eXiri^ovref
in Luke vi. 35. The verb, according to its signi
fication, points to the distance (prospice.re}, to see

forward to the issue ; it indicates his tender

anxiety to send Timothy as soon as possible. 2f,

an, in point of time, and with av, as soon as ever his

relations change, or there is a definite prospect of

the issue, one or the other of them will come.

E^avrf/q sc. upaf (Acts x. 33; xi. 11; xxi. 32;
xxiii. 30), emphatic limitation of

7re//i/&amp;gt;a. [He
would send Timothy at once on being able to

make him the bearer of good tidings. As LIGHT-
FOOT remarks wf av . . . . fi-avri/f is=at once

wken.H.]
Ver. 24. But I trust in the Lord (rrfrrotda 6e

iv Kvpiu). At answers to //tv in ver. 23. Although
he hopes he will be able to send Timothy, yet he
has confidence in the Lord (ii. 19): That I also

myself shall come shortly (brt nal avrdc. ra-

#wc eZevaofiai) ; thus not merely Timothy, but

he himself will come to them. Comp. i. 25, 26;
Philem. ver. 22. [The Apostle expects not only
to be set at liberty as Timothy will be sent to in

form them, but to be able to use his own liberty
for the purpose of coming to them. H.] Here
also there is an alternative, a presentiment of

death and a hope of freedom, a wavering between

martyrdom and a restored, free activity.

Rome, who, though of a melancholy, choleric tem
perament, was always hopeful. Candor in

judging persons and things is as great as it is

rare. It is based on perfect purUy. Even the
subtlest selfishness pales before it. A teacher in
the church, a minister of the word of Christ, has

especially to guard himself from selfishness,
both in its most refined and its noblest forms.

Hope in the Lord, and hope all that thy heart

desires, if it find pleasure in the Lord, but reckon
not upon thy heart or thy hope.
STARKE : Not our own, not our humors, not

our desires, but what is Christ s will, the ad
vancement of His kingdom, must we seek as pa
ramount in ourselves and in others, if we would
be saved. Since there is so many a slip between
the cup and the lip, we ought to speak cautiously
of future events, saying: 1 hope so, if God will, etc.

See James iv. 13 ff.

SCHLEIERMACHER: All special love of one

person for another, so far as it is truly brotherly,
lust be purely Christian.

MENKEN : Such a man as Paul, in his holy,

heavenly disposition, in the quiet, true greatness
of his character, in the earnestness, purity and

majesty of his life, his willing and his working,
could not have many equals.
HEUBNER: True friendship is rare; for

a friendship such as makes two hearts one, re

quires not merely a similarity of certain general
principles in duty and religion, but a similarity
f inclinations, sentiments, and of essential prin-

3iples. No one has more false friends than Jesus.

Thus how rare, even among Christ s servants, is

n entirely pure, unselfish mind ! The coarsely
selfish serve their belly, Mammon

;
the more

refined their honor, their system, their school.
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2. The return of Epaphroditus to them.

(CHAP. II. 25-30.)

25 Yet I supposed it necessary to send to you Epaphroditus, my brother, and com

panion in labor, and fellow-soldier, but your messenger, and he that ministered to

26 my wants. For he longed [was longing] after you all, and was full of heaviness

27 because (that) ye had heard that he had been sick. For indeed he was sick nigh
unto death : but God had mercy on him

;
and not on him only, but on me also, lest

28 I should have sorrow upon sorrow.
1

I sent him therefore the more carefully

[speedily], that, when ye see him again, ye may rejoice, and that I may be the less

29 sorrowful. Receive him therefore in the Lord with all gladness ;
and hold such

30 in reputation [honor] : because for the [sake of his]
2 work (of Christ) he was nigh

unto death, not regarding
3

[hazarding] his life, to supply your lack of service to

ward me.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 25. Yet I supposed it necessary
avaynalov &amp;lt;!f i/yt/ad/itr/v.

A points to the sending
of Timothy and the visit of Paul, which may in

deed be ne.ir at hand, but still are uncertain,
more especially Paul s visit. Ver. 26 states the

reason for his supposing it necessary to send
him. Epaphroditus ( ExafypodiTov) is not men
tioned elsewhere, and is not identical with Epa-
phras, (Col. i. 7 ;

iv. 12 ; Philem. ver. 23).

[Epaphras had his circuit of labor in Phrygia or

Asia Minor (Col. iv. 12), while Epaphroditus,
as we see here, had his circuit in northern Greece
or Macedonia. The names, however, are not de

cisive, as they may be different forms of the same
name. H.] The name signifies &quot;lovely,&quot;

&quot;

charming,&quot; and was not uncommon (Tac. Ann.

XV. 55; Seut. Domit. \ 14). He was no unim

portant person to Paul and the Philippians. The

Apostle, it will be noticed, commends him very
highly. My brother, and companion in

labor, and fellow-soldier (TOV afctybv KOI avi&amp;gt;-

epybv Kdl avarpanuTT/v fiov). The pronoun be

longs to all three nouns. The first designates
him as the partner of Paul s faith, the second as

his partner in office or labor, the third as sharer
of his conflicts and dangers; a climax proceeding
from a more general to a more definite relation

ship. On OVGTparturrit, see Philem. ver. 2 ; 2 Tim.
ii. 3-5. On avvepy6f see iv. 3; Col. iv. 11 ; 1 Cor.

iii. 9. On
&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;5f/&amp;lt;oc

without iv Kvpiy (i. 14) see i.

12: iii. 1, 13; iv. 1, 8, 23; Col. i. 1
; Eph. vi. 23.

But your messenger, and he that minis
tered to my wants. Yfiuv as emphatic pro-
cedes (opposed by (V to ^oi

p

), and belongs to both

substantives (n-nnrii/.ov KOI Xeirovpybv rffq xpeia$

/ion). The first designates him as the deputy or

Ver. 27. En-i \viri)v in A B C D E F, et al.; eiri AUTTJJ in K has hut slight support.
* Ver. 30. The manuscripts give ipyov alone, or in connection with xvpiov (X A), XpioroC (B),or 9eov, also with the ar

ticle. Probably all the additions are glosses. [For the absolute use of TO epyov see Acts xv. 38. The authorities being
very evenly divided, neutralize each other. All alike are insertions to explain TO epyov&quot; (LioHTFOOT). EUJCOTT is inclined

to retain TOV \pioTov. II.]
* Ver. 30. IIapa/3oAeu&amp;lt;rajuei o? in K A B D E F O, et al.; irapa/3ov Afv&amp;lt;rajur&amp;gt;&amp;lt;o? in C K L, and some other manuscripts.

The first lectio is the more difficult, tee the exegesis. [MEYER, ELLICOTT, ALFORD, WORDSWORTH, LIGHTFOOT udupt Trupa/So-

;.-II.J

messenger of the Philippians, as in 2 Cor. viii. 23.

It cannot mean here an Apostle (Vulg., ERAS
MUS, et al.). The second designates him as the

servant of the Philippians, and his errand is

more fully defined by TIJQ xpeiaf fiov, so that we
have it stated by whom and for what purpose he
was appointed. The word is general in its

meaning, as in Rom. xiii. 6, where rulers are

called leiTovpyoi, while in ver. 4 didnovof is used.

So also fieiTovpyia in 2 Cor. ix. 12, /.eirovpyelv,
Rom. xv. 27, have a general signification. To
send to you (Treitipai ir/wc fy/uf, not iip.lv, as in

i ver. 19). The verb does not signify remittere

(GROTIUS : simplex pro composite). The idea of

sending back yields entirely to the idea of send

ing away.
Ver. 26. For he was longing after you

all. ETeJ// introduces the reason of his mis
sion (comp. 1 Cor. i. 21, 22; xiv. 1C; xv. 21)
Eiri-oduv fjv ndv-as vua$ marks his constant

longing for the whole church and its indivi

dual members. An intimate acquaintance with

j

the church and close relation to it are presup-
I posed. Though the Apostle would gladly retain

i him, yet he is induced to send him to Philippi, lest

this longing which had seized him after his sick

ness, should bring on a relapse in his weakened
state. The imperfect is used with reference to

the time of their receiving the letter, and of the

arrival of Epaphroditus; for at the time of

j

writing he is still in the state of mind described,
i [Whether he suffered this sickness at Rome, or
on his journey from Philippi to Rome, is uncer-

j

tain. Perhaps the latter view agrees best with

,

the probable interpretation of ver. 30. H.]
And was full of heaviness, because ye
had heard that he had been sick. K.ai

\ adds still another reason. \6iifiovuv (from a

| privativum and Jy^of, foreign, wretched, like
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the German &quot;elend,&quot; without country, homeless,
in distress, as in Matth. xxvi. 37

;
Mark xiv. 33,

the reason of which is : 6i6n
f/Koi&amp;gt;aaTE

OTI i/aOi-

vrjaev. How the Philippiaus had heard this, and
whence Epaphroditus had received his infor

mation, is not known, and is in no way indi

cated.

Ver. 27. For indeed he was sick KOI yap
rjadevr/aev. [The ani, says LIGHTFOOT, implies
that the previous r/oOEvqaev understates the case.

H.] This addition confirms the report of his

sickness which they had received, and at the

same time supplements it: nigh unto death

(TrapaTr/Jjaiov ^avdru). This is an adverbial limi

tation, but neither elliptical, so that d^kero is to

be supplied (De WETTE), nor a solecism (VAN
HENGEL). But God had mercy on him
(a7C/C 6 feof fair/asv avr6v). His recovery is, in

the estimation of the Apostle, first of all an act

of grace towards Epaphroditus. By way of sup
plement he then adds : And not on him only,
but on me also ova O.VTUV &amp;lt;5e

fj,6voi&amp;gt;,
a/J.a nal

kfjLE.
Ae introduces something explanatory, as in

ver. 8, and often. See WINER S Gram. p. 443.

Lest I should have sorrow upon sorrow.
&quot;Iva introduces the purpose of the i/^ET/aev: JJ.T/

?.y-

TTTJV 7rt JIVTTT/V &amp;lt;TW. The AvirTj which still remains
is his bonds, his imprisonment, and consequent
suffering (i. 12-26) ;

the other, which has been

removed, is the distress occasioned by his com

panion s sickness and apprehended death. Si ad
vinciila accesxisset jactura amid (GROTius). The
view that one sorrow

(/U&amp;gt; q) springs from his

sickness, the other from his death, is incorrect

(CHRYSOSTOM, ERASMUS, et al.).

Ver. 28. I sent him therefore the more
speedily, or earnestly, i. e., with the greater

despatch (airovdaiortpae ovv eire^a avrov). The
ovv refers to the recovery of Epaphroditus, and
to his intense longing after Philippi, which are

the reasons for his speedy departure. With the

comparative must be supplied: &quot;than I should

have done, had you .not been disturbed by hear

ing of his sickness&quot;
(
WINER S Gram. p. 243).

Comp. i. 12. The Apostle s purpose is : That,
when ye see him again, ye may rejoice

(iva lodvTEQ avrbv irat.iv %api]~i:). Paul wishes the

Philippians to rejoice anew, since their anxiety
on account of the illness of Epaphroditus was re

moved. IId/li&amp;gt; belongs to xaP7lTE &amp;lt;

since as a rule

it stands either before or immediately after the

word to which it belongs. See GERSDORF, Bci-

trage, p. 491 sq. It should not be joined with

Wovref, especially as he was not sent that the

Philippians might see him again. The joy of the

Philippians will react upon the Apostle: And
that I may be the less sorrowful (itd-yu a/iv-

ir6repof w). &quot;There is a delicate blending here

of his own interest and sympathy with that of

the beloved Philippians&quot; (MEYER); quum sciam,

vos gaudere (BENGEL). While he is in bonds he

cannot be dAtm-of, but yet he is less sorrowful

(dAvTrdrepof), since the sorrow (hvirt))
with regard

to the anxiety and condition of the Philippians
is removed.

Ver. 29. Receive him therefore in the
Lord with all gladness. The 7rpoa6fXE(J^

&amp;gt;

emphatic by position, requires a reception of

Epaphroditus (avrov), which shall most fully cor

respond (ovv) with Paul s purpose in sending him

(ver. 28, Iva ^apf/Te), and one which shall be
worthy of a Christian church (iv nvpiu, and comp.
kv Kvpitft dt-iuf TUV d-yiuv, Rom. xvi. 2) ; for it

should be with all joy (VETO, ndarjq x&amp;lt;*paf), without
any admixture of chagrin or discontent on ac
count of the sickness of Epaphroditus, or of his

coming too soon or too late. And hold such
in honor (xal roiovrovg hrifiovq e^ere). THEO-
PHYLACT remarks very justly : Iva pr/ 66!-y av-{j&amp;gt;

fi6v(?&amp;gt; %apieadai, Koivuf Trapaivsi irdvrac; rove TTJV

avrf/v dpsTTjv fTrideiKw/tEvovg Ti/iav. Yet he has
Epaphroditus in view as the individual of the
class referred to (MEYER). Hence the suspicion
that the Philippians were inclined to undervalue
others (WIESINGER, with reference to ii. 3) has
no support here.

Ver. 30. Because for the sake of his work
he was nigh unto death goes back at once
to the person intended. The reception and honor
required for Epaphroditus, are based upon (on
his work (Jid TO epyov) ; for this and nothing
else brought upon him the severe illness (fj.expi
Oavdrov r/yyiaev ;

and ver. 27, Jja-dEvrjaev napaTTAjf.
ciov davaTu). Under TO e/r/ov we are to under
stand, according to the context (ver. 25 : v//w
OTrorrroAov not fairovpybv Tfjg xpetas fiov ; and
ver. 30: rfjq np6&amp;lt;; fie faiTovpyias), the commission
assigned to him by the church as the bearer of
their gifts to the Apostle, and his zeal in the per
formance of that service. Hence it is not his

activity in teaching, opus a Ckrislo ei demanda turn

(VAN HENGEL); or labor for the gospel (SCUEN-
KEL); or the enmity of Nero (the Greek inter

preters), both of which are opposed to the con
text, since ver. 25 designates Epaphroditus as
Paul s Gwepyoc; and avffrpaTiurtjf on account of
his office and conduct in general, not especially
in Rome, while the latter view contradicts also
the history (Acts xxviii. 30, 31). Whether we
are to limit his work to his sojourn at Rome
(MEYER) may be doubted. Why may it not in

clude his journey also, which certainly was an
arduous one ? Hazarding, or staking his
life (Trapa^o/.evaduevog TI] fyvxfi) states the way
in which he came so near losing his life. This
verb occurs as seldom elsewhere as the other

reading (-apafiov^EiiadfiEvot;) ; yet that (napafto-

Aeiiaedai) has a less familiar sound than Trapa-

fiavhebeatiai, and has also better witnesses, and a
sense that offers itself less readily. HapafioXev-
dai is irapdfloAov Eivai, &quot;to be a fool-hardy&quot; or
reckless person,&quot; as KEprrEpevEaOcu is nfptvEpov et-

vat, &quot;to be a boaster, braggadocio&quot; (1 Cor. xiii,

4). See WINER S Gram. p. 93. T
if&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;w

is

dative of -the respect in which (WINER S Gram.

p. 215). It is his life, not money, property, time,
which he put at hazard, or (to keep nearer to thfc

word) squandered. We see in this prodigality
the measure of his zeal. Whether the season of the

year, his haste, means of travel by land and water,
were concerned in the case, is not indicated, is sim

ply unknown. Hapai3c,vfavad[j.Evo(; would mean
male consulens vitse

( LUTHER), since he regarded his

life so lightly). TISCHENDORF. (ed. VII. maj. II. p.

473) compares C.ESAR
(
Bell. Gal.

)
: adeo esseperter-

ritos nonnullos, ut suee vitie durius consulere cogantur,
and the verbs vapaippoveiv, irapaloyi&oOai, and
finds this rendering the more suitable, because
there is then only temeritas, not guilt, in a holy
work. Yet we are the less to assume the re-
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of a censurable temeritat in

tfa;, from the fact that the watchers by the sick*

in the ancient church were named parabolani

(from Trtipu.iii/Arniitu, whence Trapd/io/lo? and
then irapa tloAira6ai, are derived); yet cer

tainly the name implied no reproach, but

was meant solely to recognize their fear

less cour.ige. The conclusion states the ob

ject of the participial clause. To supply
your lack of service toward me. lva intro

duces the motive for such exposure (Trupaflohev-

adpevo? Tt) V i
,VJ/) which is that he miyht Jill up,

(dvajrAr//Hjcnj), etc. Parallel to this is 1 Cor. xvi.

17 : bri TO iifiETepov vaTepj/fia ai Tol aveirA.Tjpuaav.

Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 9; Philera. 13; also Col. i. 24:

dvTaVQTrfajptj Til t GTt /u/LtflTCl T(Jl&amp;gt; dAityFUV TOV
X/M&amp;lt;7-

Toi&amp;gt;. The verb denotes not merely filling, but fill

ing usque adoram, and being emphatic by position,

gives prominence to the act. The object is TO ifitiv

raTepyua, which differs from TO vufTtpov vaTfpr/pa,

by bringing to view the lack of personal minis
tration as defined by the genitive (r^f Trpof

fieAeiTovpyiar) . The service (faiTovpyia) according
to the expression itself, and the context, is the pe- [

cuniary relief or supplies which the Philippians
could not bring and present in person, but were

j

obliged to remit through Epaphroditus. Luther:
&quot; in order that, he may serve me in your stead.&quot; !

The apostle finely and delicately views the absence
j

of the Philippians as a deficiency in that service,
and bespeaks their grateful sympathy in the af-

J

fliction of their delegate who had performed his

mission with equal courage and skill (MEYER).
[In designating the absencj of the Philippians in

the presentation of their gift as something which
was wanting to make it complete, he expresses
no censure, but shows merely his affection for

those of whose personal intercourse he found it

so painful to be deprived, (SCHENKEL). H.]
Hence it is incorrect to join vu&v with faiTnvpyiag,
to understand this last word in general of every
service (RILLIKT: les services, dontfavais besoin) \

in disregard of the limitation furnished by the

context, or even as res necessarise, and TO vuuv
\ as defectus qui subvenitis (HOLEMANN.)

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The best men and Christians often show a
union of opposite virtues; for example, Epaphro
ditus. The finest delicacy of soul, which if alone

might seem excessive and effeminate, allies itself

to a manly courage, which sets at naught life it

self. The deepest love of the church does not
exclude a most faithful attachment to its great
Apostle, nor anxiety for the present moment for
bid sympathy for a distant community. One may
reverence and acknowledge superior men, and
yet give all the glory to God alone ; may be
anxious for his own soul, and yet give himself to

*
[The most nntur.il siip],-.ition is that Epnphroilitus

l.rou-ht upon liiins,.|f tliis lickneM, whirl, was K iirarly fa
tal, in ,-,,ns,.,|i|..n

:

f sum,, sp.-rial exposure on ( |,,. journ.-v.
or.^tli.-tiitijrii,. ii,ri,l..|,t to tnivllin- with -u.-h ,|,..pal, h, in
Ml iTiipati.-ii.-c. to r.-a.-h tli.. Apostl... It &amp;lt;\,,,.* n ,,t ,-omport so
well with our i.lras ,,f Paul s rharart.-r to asrrilM- it to Ilis

&quot;anxious att.-ii.lanr.- on thr Apo-tlr at Horn.-&quot; i KI.I.ICOTTI.
I iiul di.l not exact, hardly wu willing rv.-n to a.-.-.-pt, su.-h

H.-lt-.l,.nyii, s.-rvi.-.-s I ,-,,,,, ,,tli,-rs. Kor .x.-mplitirations of
Pau i delicate regard for tin- saf.-ty. health and eomforl of
others, the reader may ne Hi UOWSON S Lrcturrt &amp;lt;m the Cha
racter of St. J aut, pp. 7S-S3 (London, 1804). H.J

the welfare of the church, and the common ser

vice of its membership.
2. God looks not upon the individual merely in

bis sorrow. Every instance of God s help is ao
act of His compassion for the sake of others, as

well as of the sufferer
;
because we are members

together, and have joy whenever God causes any
one member to rejoice.

3. [REV. J. THAI-P: Kpaphroditus was sick

nigh unto death, and Paul distressed on that ac

count. This should not have been if St. Paul
could have cured him, as he did others. This
shows that the Apostles cured the sick, and did

miracles, not by their own power, or at their own
pleasure, etc. H.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

All that thou doest with respect to others re

gard as a duty which the Lord Himself demands
ofthee. By the faithful performance of duty,
rightly apprehended, thou dost promote the wel
fare of those with whom God has placed thee.

Above all be a brother to thy neighbor, and thou
wilt be his helper not in joys and labors alone,
but also in suffering and victorious endurance.
Observe how clear a vision true Christian love
has in all our relations, even the most difficult,

and how strong it is even in the most trying
times. The thread which we are to grasp, to

hold firm, never escapes its sight ; nor does

strength to do what is right, and what is salu

tary, and beautiful, and lovely at the same lime,
fail its arm. Whether God s hand smites thee
or preserves thee, still feel the pity of the Fa
ther s heart which stretches out the arm and lifts

the hand.
STAKKE: Neither nature nor grace produces

stoics, unsusceptible men ; but the susceptibility
of friendship, which already exists between
kinsmen and friends, is sanctified and perfected
by grace. Unbelief looks to nature and medi
cine as the only remedies in sickness; faith

looks to the providence of God also, by virtue of

which He comes to the aid of man s nature, aa
well as of medicine and care, with a special in

fluence and blessing. When believers look upon
one another, they see also the inner, renewed
nature, through the covering of the outer man;
and because a tender love exists between them,
the sight of each other refreshes, quickens them.
RIEGER: We must not expect grace to lift us

above all alternations of feeling into a state of
entire tranquility. It is a mistake to suppose
that one must be equally well equipped at all

times. Even in the holy soul of our blessed Sa
viour there were changes of feeling.
SCHLEIERMACHER: At the bottom of all love

between individuals there must be love for the
entire body to which they belong as living mem
bers ; on the other hand, this love for the whole

body is the consequence of affection for the indi

viduals.

MENKEN: One might think that this tender
ness of feeling on the part of Epapliroditus went
almost too far; on the contrary, we are to notice
also here that one possessed of such extreme

sensibility may yet be :i strong man, and that a

very tender heart may nevertheless be a very
firm heart. It was not a trifling act for a Chris-
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tian, one of a sect everywhere spoken against,
|

are able to expel all darkness and distress from

everywhere hated and oppressed, which found no
|

a Christian s life, and to raise him above all

protection under Jewish or Gentile rule, to travel

from Philippi to Rome in order to carry aid to a

Christian teacher, an Apostle, yea, the hated and
now imprisoned Paul, over whose approaching
death his enemies were already rejoicing, and
take his stand publicly before the world, by the

side of this man, and say, &quot;I am his friend.&quot;

They knew that by faith and prayer one can
move heaven and earth, but they did not regard
faith and prayer as amulets, or talismans, that

humble waiting on God s help, above all sub
jection of his own will to God s will.

HEUBNER: Life, especially the life of a faith
ful servant of Christ, possesses great value. For
such a life we ought to pray; and it is an act of
God s grace when it is preserved to the church.
PASSAVANT : If one were separated ever so

completely from all other men, still he is a war
rior and combatant, since in his own heart arc
the worst enemies of his heavenly peace.

V. SECTION FOURTH.

&quot;Warning against Judaistic teachers and wicked deceivers.

CHAPTER III. 1 IV. 1.

1. The disposition of these teachers in contrast with that of the Apostle.

(CHAP. III. 1-16).

(1) The Apostle warns his readers against the disposition of these false teachers, especially their

pride (2-7) ; points out plainly the opposition between righteousness which is of the law and that

which is of faith (8-11); declares with humility that he is yet striving after perfection (12-14),
and concludes by exhorting them to unity (15, 10).

1 Finally, my brethren, rejoice in the Lord. To write the same things to you, to

2 me indeed is not grievous, [irksome] but for you it is safe. Beware of [the] dogs, be-

3 ware of [the] evil workers, beware of the concision. For we are the circumci

sion, who worship (God) in the Spirit [of God 1

] and rejoice [glory] in Christ

4 Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh. Though I might [can] have
confidence (also) in the flesh. If any other man thinketh that he hath whereof he

5 might trust in the flesh, I more: circumcised 3 the eighth day, of the stock of Israel,

of the tribe of Benjamin, an Hebrew of the Hebrews; as touching the law, a Pha-
6 risee: concerning zeal,

3

persecuting the church; touching the righteousness which
7 is in the law, blameless. But what things were gain to me, those I [have] counted

8 loss for Christ. Yea, doubtless, and I count all things (but) loss for the ex

cellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord : for whom I have suffered the

loss of all things, and do count them (but) dung [refuse] that I may win
9 Christ, and be found in him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the

law, but that which is through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of

10 God by [upon] faith; that I may know him, and the power of his resurrection,

11 and the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable4

[being conformed]
unto his death: if by any means I might attain unto the resurrection of the dead.5

12 Not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect : but I follow

after, that I may apprehend [lay hold upon] that for which also I am apprehended
13 [was laid hold upon] of [by] Christ Jesus. Brethren, I count not myself to have

apprehended
6

[to have laid hold upon] but (this) one thing: (I do,} forgetting
14 those things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are be-

15 fore, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Je
sus. Let us therefore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded : and if in anything

16 ye be otherwise minded, God shall reveal even this unto you. Nevertheless,
whereto we have already attained, let us walk by the same rule,

7
let us mind the

same thing [in the same let us walk].
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1 Ver. 3. QeoO is found in X A BC, and most of tho authorities, whereas 6? has but slight support, and is evidently a

correction. |The evidence, s;iy* TI.HCHK.NDORF, in clearly on the sido of tho former II
J.

* Vcr. ;&quot;&amp;gt;. [The apprOTM text is irtpironjj and not the nominative Trepiro/nij. See the- notes l-low. II].

Ver. .
&amp;lt;tjAo

h;n the support of K A I! 1&amp;gt;* K O, e&amp;lt;aJ. A few manuscripts have fijAoi . Is it a copyist s error (comp. 2

Cor. ix. -1. MKYKIU. Tlic passive hero would seem rather to require TO )Aos in 2 Cor. ix. 2, [instead of 6 )Aos, masculine.

See WINER S Gram, p 05].
Ver. 10. Sufi/xop^ufoHecos is found in X A H, e&amp;lt; a/. On the othor hand, &amp;lt;Tv^fLOp4&amp;gt;ovtievoi (E K L, &amp;lt; aZ.; and ovi^oprei-

ij
i.un ,i, (K (1, e&amp;lt; .), awmratas, have hut slight support.

Ver. 11. TV p&amp;lt;oi ,
is well attested

l&amp;gt;y X A IS I) E et al ,
better than rutv vtitpuv, and need not appear strange after

ifavdaracri&amp;lt;;, though 1 aul has elsewhere aiWracri&quot;; Ttav vexputv. [See the exegetical notes infra. II].

[Apprehend meant formerly to take in the hand,&quot; or &quot;

by the hand &quot;

(a Latin sense of tho word). Thus Jeremy
Taylor t Italy Living, ii. li)says: &quot;There is nothing but hath a double handle, or at least we have two hands to appre
hend it.&quot; II],

1 Ver. ll&amp;gt;. Sroixtlv, for which ffvixrToixtiv also occurs, has after it KO.VOVI, TO avrb
&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;povelv,

in X C, but in some other co

pies has the words before it. while in others again the words appear only in part. No doubt ii. 2, and Ual. Vi. 10, have led

the copyists to change tho text for tho sake of uniformity.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Finally (TO tonrov) as formula progre-
diendi begins (BENOKL) as in iv. 8

; Eph. vi. 10;
2 Cor. xiii. 11 ; 1 Thess. iv. 1 ;

2 Thess. iii. 1),
a section usually near the end. Hence in the

glow of feeling the Apostle always adds &quot;my
bre

thren&quot; (aSetyoi fiov or dde
A&amp;lt;poi).

It does not con

clude what immediately precedes (SOHENKEL),
nor does it so necessarily indicate the end,
that ver. 2 follows as a digression (MEYER).
Rejoice in the Lord (xaipere iv Kvpiu). This
is of the first importance, and corresponds with
the ground-tone of the letter (see Introd. \\ 1,

p. 4; and comp 4; 17, 18,28; i. 18,

25). Their joy should have its origin and ele

ment in Christ (Rom. xiv. 17; 1 Thess. i. 6).
That the emphasis falls upon this expression is

shown by the final exhortation (iv. 1) crr/ntTe kv

Kvpi(f&amp;gt; (iv. 2), which lies at the foundation of that

given here, and appropriately follows the warn

ing against the false teachers who would sepa
rate them from the Lord. To write the same
things to you, to me indeed is not irk
some but for you it is safe (rd ai rd

-ypd&amp;lt;!&amp;gt;eiv

ijfj.lv,
kuol uev OVK OKvrjpov, vfj.lv

6e
daijxi/.i-f). We

infer from oKvjjpov (from &amp;lt;kvof sluggishness,

delay, like wovqpoc, qui aliis Tr6vov&amp;lt;; facit),
which in Matt. xxv. 26; Rom. xii. 11, signifies

slothful, that an unpleasant task is meant,
and that may consist in a formal repetition
of his words. Acr^n/tf (from. &amp;lt;T0&amp;lt;iA/,w, labo,

vacillare facio), properly &quot;firm, secure,&quot; (Heb.
vi. 19; Acts xxi. 34; xxii. 30; xxv. 26), or

adapted to secure, make safe, presupposes
warnings against imminent dangers. It is clear

that Paul, who writes the same things (rd nvra

ypaaei), only for the sake of the Philippians,
would prefer not to be compelled to do so

;
it is,

therefore, no feeling or confession of poverty of

thought (BAUR). It is also evident that rd avra

ypd&amp;lt;petv
does not refer to consolation, exhortation,

which would not be to him burdensome (oKvr)p6v).
Hence it is not the preceding exhortation to re

joice that is meant (BENGEL, WIESINGER, and

others). Both adjectives lead us to think of the

warning as directed against false teachers in

Philippi. But in this letter Paul as yet has
written nothing about these teachers, since those

mentioned in i. 15, 17 sq. are in Rome and may
be endured, whereas those here are of the most a vro) the variety or compass of his teaching,
dangerous character. It is most natural to think

j

Ver. 2. Beware of [the] dogs, beware of
of another letter of Paul s to Philippi, especially [the] evil-workers, beware of [the] conci-
as POLYCARP says of Paul (Phil, iii.): diruv sioii. BAerrerf, followed as here by a direct ac-

vfj.lv eypaijmv earo/af, eif df idv iyKv-rrTT/re Svvi/ae-
j

cusative, strictly means behold, fix your eye
fftfe oiKotioueiatiai. lie also says in another

| upon ; and so in 1 Cor. x. 18
;

i. 26. See Wl-

passage (Phil, ii.), preserved only in a Latin

translation : Ego autem nil tale sensi in vobis vel

audivi, in quibus laboravit beatus Paulns, qui estis

in principle epistolse ejus, de vobis enim gloriatur in

omnibus ecclesiis. The meaning of this is not:

Ye are in the beginning of his letter,&quot; but ac

cording to 2 Cor. iii. 1-3 :
&quot; Ye are from the be

ginning, in the beginning, his letters, letters

of recommendation.&quot; Why may not an epistle
to the Philippians have been lost, as well as that

to the Laodiceans (Col. iv. 16), and one to the

Corinthians (BLEEK, Studien und Kritiken, 1830,

p. 625; WINER S Realw.; p. 678)? The view

that quse prsesens dixeram should be supplied (PE-
LAGIUS, ERASMUS, and others) is untenable; for

he does not say KOI ypdfaiv, nor can we suppose,
with HEINRICHS and PAULUS, that from rd avra

ypdfaiv to iv. 20, we have an esoteric letter to his

more intimate friends, while the remainder is an
exoteric letter to the church. This is an arbi

trary notion, and does not help us at all to e*-

plain the language ;

&quot; it is a manifest historical

and psychological misconception, says MEYER,
&quot;if we only think of Paul s relations to the

Philippians.&quot; [Paul had been at Philippi twice

after his founding of the church there
(
Acts xx. 1,

2) where this city must have been among &quot;those

Earts&quot;

mentioned in that passage, and again on
is return to Macedonia after the three months in

Greece, (
vers. 3, 6); and on these occasions he must

have given to the Philippian Christians much
and varied oral instruction. The ypatyeiv as pre
sent will bear the emphasis

&quot; to be writing as

I now do&quot; and this could be opposed to the

warnings which they had heard from his lips,

when among them. The act of dictating and

writing to them would thus be tacitly opposed to

the easier task of merely speaking to them. He
would submit cheerfully (OVK oKvy/wi )

to the trou

ble of repeating his instructions in every form,
with the pen or the voice, if he could only by such

or any other means secure them against the dan

gers to which they were exposed. So, among
others, CALVIN and WIESINGER. Prof. LIGHTFOOT
understands the expression as referring to the

Apostle s reiterated warnings against dissension

in this letter, and Bishop ELUCOTT of his exhor

tations, expressed or implied, to rejoice in tho

we see Paul s

f the
Lord. H.] In xa PET

aim, in OVK.
bm&amp;gt;rj(&amp;gt;6v

his readiness, in

church s danger and want, and in rd avrd (not rd
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NER S Gram., p. 223. The proper Greek for be

ware of would require an6 with the genit. after

ark viii. 15; xii. 38). The one sense

re involves the other; videte ct cavebitis (BEN-

GEL). The threefold repetition marks the Apos
tle s earnestness and the importance of the warn

ing (WINER S Gram., p. 609), while it corres

ponds gradatione retrograda (BENGEL) to the three

clauses (ver. 3) which describe only a single
class of teachers, and hence not, three diflerent

kinds of false teachers (VAN HENGEL). The first

substantive (roi^f K.vva$) was a term of reproach
with heathen arid Jews, and implies impudence,
shamelessness (in Matt. xv. 26, rolq avvapioig,

less severe) ; among the Jews it (nvvag) implied
also uncleanness (Matt. vii. 6

;
Rev. xxii. 15), and

among the heathen that of ferocity and malevo

lence. It is most natural to retain here the bibli

cal idea, viz , profane, impure, shameless, there

by indicating the moral character of the teach

ers in question. Hence it is not to be understood

of mere shamelessness (CHRYSOSTOM), or this to

gether with covetousness (GROTIUS), or ferocity or

violence (RILLIET), and least of all a special class:

homines a Chrittiprofessions ad Judseorum supersti-

tionem reversi, imitatores canum ad vomitum suurn

redcuntium (VAN HENGEL). Tovg KOKOVC epyarag

designates their activity, not as irovqp6v, evil to

others, but as evil in itself, unprofitable, injuri

ous (comp. 667.ioi epydrai, 2 Cor. xi. 13). See

the contrast in 2 Tim. ii. 15. VAN HENGEL is

incorrect : qui se a Christo quidemnon avertunt, sed

superslitione ilia divinam corrumpunt doctrinam.

1&amp;gt;/v KaraTour/v, paranomasia nam gloriosam appella-

tionem Trepiro^f
vindicat Christianis ver. 3, Kara-

reuva de concisione vetita, Lev. xxi. 5 ; 1 Reg.
xviii. 28; non sine indignatione loquitur (BENGKL).
See WINER S Gram,, p. 638. The language here

states the result of their activity; with their

circumcision they effect only an outward mutila

tion. This ironical and sarcastic paranomasia

(found often in Paulas well as in LUTHER) marks

only the quality, not the quantity (BAUR), of the

circumcision, and is to be taken passively in its

concrete sense, i. e. the mutilated, not the muti-

lators. The reference is not to idolatry (BEZA,
el al.), or to a separation of faith from the heart

(LUTHER), a sundering of the church (CALVIN,
et al.), and still less to a class of teachers :

Judsei, fiduciam suam in carnis circumcisione potentes

atque ita ad Christum venire nolentes, sed ilium con-

temnentes et spernentes (VAN HENGEL). It is cer

tain that they were Judaists, as in Galatia, and
were active at Philippi, and though they

had
no success and no adherents at Philippi, yet
were dangerous opponents of Paul s view of

Christianity. The severity of the Apostle s lan

guage contrasts strongly with his joy and friend

liness with reference to the Philippians, but was

justified by the fact that a spiritual field so fair

and hopeful was threatened and endangered by
such disturbers. The condition itself of the

church furnished a reason for his sharpness

against them. The contrast in ver. 3 sheds fur

ther light on this point.
Ver. 3. For we are the circumcision

(flfielg yap ecuev jj nepiToufj). Causa, cur, ver. 2,

alias tain longe secludat ( BENGEL). [Paul justifies

nere (yap) his refusing to recognize the Judaists

as the advocates of true circumcision. They

are destitute of the marks of those who answer
to that character. They substitute an outward
form for the spirit of true worship, and rely
upon their own works for acceptance, instead of
the righteousness offered to them in the gospel;
whereas the circumcision that God accepts is

that of the heart and not of the letter (Rom. ii.

29), and is the seal or evidence of the justifica
tion which man obtains by faith and not by deeds
of the law (Rom. iv. 11 sq.). Christians ful
filled both of these requisitions for obtaining the
favor of God, and hence they also were entitled
to be called the circumcision. II.] H/mf pre
cedes with emphasis. The Apostle means him
self and his beloved church, which was com
posed for the most part of Gentiles. Hence
r] TrspiTouq is to be understood in the purely spi
ritual sense, that is, Christians who have re
ceived circumcision of the heart (Col. ii. 11 ;

Rom. ii. 25-29). Comp. 1 Cor. vii. 19; Gal. iii.

28; v. 6; vi. 15. These are further character
ized : who worship in the Spirit of God
(nl irvfi uaTf&eov /larpfiwref ).

The verb is used

absolutely, as Heb. ix. 9: x. 2; Acts xxvi. 1;
Luke ii. 31, of the worship of God which the
instrumental dative defines more fully as spi
ritual, and the genit. -&EOV refers to the Holy
Spirit in opposition to the human spirit. It is

contrasted with the ffdpf in its moral sense.

Comp. John iv. 23, 24; Heb. ix. 14; Gal. iii. 3;
Rom. xii. 1 (rrjv }.oyiK?/v Aaiyje/ar). Hence the
dative does not designate the rule (VAN HENGEL).
WINER S Gram., p. 216. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 7.

And rejoice [glory] in Christ Jesus (nal

Kav%uuevoi iv Xptffru IjfaovJ. For the form of

expression see Rom. ii. 17: v. 11 ; ] Cor. i. 31 ;

iii. 21
;
2 Cor. x. 17. They are here contrasted

with the KIIKOI tpyarai. And have no confi
dence in the flesh

(/cat
owe ev mi/wl TT7roid6Tec.)

denotes their moral position as opposed to the
/J vaf, the impure, insolent, while that which

precedes marks their religious sphere. Oi K im

plies a direct negative: qui non confisi sunf,
whereas ^rj would have made it hypothetical

(si
non conjisi sunt). See WINER S Gram., p. 485.

Ver. 4. Although I might have (more
strictly am having = have) confidence
also in the flesh. Kanrep is restrictive here

only in Paul, more frequently in the Epistle to

the Hebrews (v. 8; vii. 8; xii. 17). Eyu sin

gled out from 77//rif, ver. 3 (the truly circumcised
whether outwardly or not), places the Apostle,
who is a Jew as the false teachers were (ver. 2),
not one of the heathen as was the greater part
of the Philippian Church, in contrast with these

teachers, as having confidence in the flesh
(l%un&amp;gt;

TT7roi$r/mv EV aapni) de jure, not de facto. His
actual confidence is based not upon the flesh,

upon outward advantages, but upon Christ
( hence

KO.I before ev aapni, i. e., also in it as well as Him),
though not without his reasons for that other
confidence and a right to it. Hence the partici

ple does not denote the past (VAN HENGEI.). nor
is it to be resolved into could have (ScHEN-
KEL), nor is neTToi^r/aif merely aryumfntum
jiducix (BEZA, CALVIN, et al.). In aapni special
reference is made to circumcision. [This rite is

named because it was the watchword, as it were,
of those who, in their system of salvation, ex
alted good works above the merits of Christ (see



CHAP. III. 1-16.

Giil. ) II.] If any other man thinketh that
he hath whereof he might trust in the
flesh, I more, introduces n comparison between
Paul s con. tin. MI ami that of the others. Ki r/f

&amp;lt;J/.?.of
is entirely general, leaving his readers to

apply it to the Judaisis. AOKF/ denotes the sub

jective, arbitrary judgment, as in Gal. vi. 3
;

1

Cor. iii. 18; viii. 2. No appeal can be made to

Gal. ii. 6, 9 (SonVKm), for there the meaning is

to be found such by others, to have that repute.
llFiroiftevat fv aapni denotes the actual TrexoitfT/oiv

lX lv
&amp;lt;

contained in the perf. With eyu /udA/W we
are to supply 6uKu Tren-oi&evai iv aapiu; comp.
2 Cor. xi. 24.

Ver. 5. Now follow the specifications which

justify tliis claim. His first advantage is: Cir
cumcised the eighth day (wepcroug bnTai/ue-

po(). The dative (not nominative, as if the ab
stract were used for circumcisus (BENOEL), which
is true only in the collective sense) denotes the

respect in which (Eph. ii. 3: TEKVCI
$!&amp;gt;aei bpyfft).

WINER S Gram., p. 215. The adjective desig
nates Paul in contrast with proselytes, as a Jew
by birth, who had been circumcised on the

eighth day, according to the law (Gen. xvii. 12;
Lev. xii. 3). In censum nunc venit splendor natal-

turn (VAN HENGEL), the second advantage: Of
the stock of Israel, of the tribe of Ben
jamin, an Hebrew of the Hebrews (IK &amp;gt;e-

vovf lapafa, 0r/l;/f Hevtaulv, E3paio KK E3paiuv).
These all belong together according to the sense
and the construction, for the preposition is not re

peated before
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v?.ij&amp;lt;;.

As SCHENKEL well remarks:
The theocratic full-blood (Rom. xi. 1 ; 2 Cor. xi.

22) is contrasted with the Idumean half-blood.

Comp. Eph. ii. 12. The tribe of Benjamin en

joyed and conferred a distinction, because unlike
the Ephraimites it had remained faithful to the

theocracy. Besides this his Jewish extraction

(evyeveia) was also perfect: his mother also was
a Jew, and not a foreigner. It is incorrect to

understand this of Hebrew-speaking parents (the
Greek interpreters), which the context does not

support, or of a tola maj &amp;gt;rum series ex Ebrseis

(GROTIUS), which would be unnecessary if he

sprung from the people of Israel, from the tribe

of Benjamin. The third advantage : As touch
ing the law a Pharisee. Kara denotes the

reference, as ra /car tut (Eph. vi. 21). WIXKR S

Gram., p. 401. Corap. Acts xxii. 3
;
xxvi. 6.

His religious position, his relation to the law, is

marked as strict, rigorous ; for the Pharisees ob
served it conscientiously and scrupulously. Nfywf
is not = alpsffif , disciplina, deauoi (GROTIUS and

others).
Ver. 6. The fourth advantage: Concerning

zeal, persecuting the Church (nara _V&amp;gt;;

diuKuv TI/V tKK^.Tjaiai )
describes his moral conduct

in the relations above mentioned. The partici

ple is to be taken substantively as ol ^tfrovvre^ in

Matt. ii. 20. It is not equivalent to au^a^ (GRO-
Tius). That which is the greatest sin of the Apos
tle s life, in his ox A estimation (1 Cor. xv. 8, 9;
1 Tim. i. 13-1(5), he reckons by a port of irony in

this controversy with the Judaizers, :i&amp;lt; :i
gl,&amp;gt;ry

to himself. The fifth advantage: Touching
the righteousness which is in the law,
blameless |/,r&amp;lt;i 6lltUIO9fnHfl&amp;gt; ~&amp;gt;/r,-

r rum,,

afieuTTTot;) presents the moral result. The right
eousness referred to here (as the result of his

conduct) is that which rests in the law, is based

upon and determined by it; henoe essentially
that which is i\ v6pov (ver. 9), and not right
eousness under or in the condition of law ( I&amp;gt;K

WETTK). In this respect he is blameless

(aur/iTTTOf) according to men s judgment (com-
iniini hotninum existimitwne., CALVIN). It does not

fully embrace Paul s meaning to say: e nihil

fecisse, quod morte aut verberibu castigandum esuet

(GROTIUS). TevofiEvoi;, put for emphasis before
the adjective, signifies becoming, striving him
self to be, upon which, as the context tenches,
he places value in the presence of God, but only
when he opposes the carnal pride of these false

teachers. To find here an obvious, though
weak and lifeless imitation of 2 Cor. xi. 18-27,
and to call this passage tame and without inter

est (BAUR), indicates aporverted taste (MEYER).
Ver. 7. But what things were gain to

me, presents forcibly Paul s own position in
contrast with (d?Jlu) that of these teachers. In

anva, quxcunque, which is emphatic as the fol

lowing rav-a shows, are included the preceding
privileges and others of the same class. These

formerly f/v poi KepAr/, were actually gains,
as the verb, emphatic by position, indicates.

By fioi Paul means himself, as when he was Saul
of Tarsus, and there is no need of weakening the
sense by taking the pronoun (pni) as the dative
ofjudgment (ERASMUS, et al.) The plural nspdr)
is used ob rerun varietatem, but there is no reason
for supplying non vera lucra, sed opinata (VAN
HENGEL) which is no more implied in ilie plural
than in uni, since qv precedes. These [have]
I counted loss for Christ (-aura ir/r/nai tita

-ov Kpia-ov t^rifiiav). The perfect, after the em
phatic -ai Ta, denotes an actio prxteriia, qute per
cfffctu* suos durat, and implies the inward deci
sion which has resulted in action. It does not
refer to the act in itself, but to the act as a re
sult of conscious freedom. Hence it is not ab-

jeci, repudiari (VAN HENGEL), which ii. 3 does
not confirm. Both the collocation and the sig
nification of the words are to be observed. As
to the order, we notice that dm TOV Xptaruv stands
between i/yr/fiai and fyfitav. Christ must first be

known, then the ravra are esteemed i /////a. With

respect to the words we remark the following:
(1) that with the accusative 6td marks the rea
son (WINER S Gram., p. 398); (2) that rov \pia-
TOV denotes the well known, historical Christ,
and (3) that (.tjfiiav calls to mind Acts xxvii. 10

(;ro//jyf ^ijfiiat; ov
fi6vm&amp;gt;

TOV
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;of&amp;gt;riov

nal TOV Aoiov,
(i Kal TUV ipvxuv tjuuv), and ver. 21, where

reference is made to what had been thrown into

the sea. Hence it isjaclura, after the figure of

a merchant who throws his ntpfiii overboura, as

Zquiav, in order to save his life. The various
kinds of gain (nfptir/) are esteemed as one loss

of life, so far as these (ravra) separate and keep
one away from Christ.

Ver. 8. Yea, doubtless, and I count all

things loss. A//.d contrasts the present (faov-
uai) with the perfect (//j/;^a/). Miv rein prxyentem
contirmat, ovv concluxionem ex rebus ita comparalts
conticit, (so also MEYER) and aai connects the

present with the preceding perfect. WINER S

Gram., p. 442. [The stricter translation ac

cording to this view, is : But therefore also I

count, etc. The present (if/ovfiai) reaffirms liia
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former judgment : He has still the same view
of the worthlessness of all reliance on out

ward forms and privileges. H]. The contrast

does not lie in navra (RILLIET), for this only em
braces the anva in its widest scope. The reason

why he thus holds all things lobe loss (&-
uiav Eivar) the subsequent clause unfolds: For
the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord

(&amp;lt;Std
TO vtrEpi^ov Ttjg yvuaeuc.

X/wroii lr/auii TOV nvpiov uov). The explanation
which belongs to did TOV Xprrov does not lie in

the relation denned by the preposition (that be

ing simply repeated), but in that with whom it

effects the relation. The substantive participle

(TO vTrepexov) designates in comparison with

those gains (itrpdr])
one of far surpassing value,

which results from a knowledge (7-17? yvuaeui;) of

the Redeemer both in His Person (XpiaTov Irjaov)
and in His relation to each individual (TOV Kvpiov

//oil). CALVIN wrongly takes it ad exprimendam
affectus vehementiam. For whom I have suf
fered the loss of all things. [It is the aorist in

Greek, suffered, which refers to the definite

epoch in Paul s life when he experienced the

change in his views and relations which he here
describes. H]. In 61 bv he returns again to the

person of Christ, on which, after all, everything
depends, not on the subjective knowledge. Td
Trdvra, where the article recalls ndv-a just men
tioned, is the limiting accusative after the pas
sive fZtfutudrfv, which states a result consequent
on this altered view of his character and wants.

Luther incorrectly renders it : I have counted

loss; and VAN HENGEL: cujus causa factum est,

ut me illis privarem omnibus. But the Apostle has
not merely endured this passively, for he adds:
And do count them refuse that I may
win Christ. Kal t/yovuai indicates his activi

ty, conviction, knowledge, the ground of which
is still for whom (61 bv). 2/oi&amp;gt;/3a/la (from KVOI

/?a?.f(v)
Eivai marks the absolute worthlessness

more strongly than ^rjuiav elvai which concedes a

relative value: Zfuia, jactura fit sequo animo, 0Ki&amp;lt;-

fia/.a properi abjiciuntur, posthac neque tactu, neque

adspectu dignanda. (BENGEL). [Another deriva

tion is that from CKup, &amp;lt;Tar&amp;lt;5f, dung, filth,

which some good etymologists adopt, though the

other is generally preferred. H
J.

The aim and

purpose of such a judgment is iva XptaTov K.ep6i/aa,

that / may yain Christ, who replaces all losses.

The future does not exclude present possession,
but yet implies a fuller appropriation, which the

present does not satisfy. XpiaTdv is stronger
than simply Chrittifaoorem (GuoTius).

Ver. 9 attaches itself closely to that which

precedes. And may be found in him, KOI

evpf&G) EV avT(l&amp;gt;. BENUEII well observes: qui om-

nia, ne e ipso quidem excepto, amittit, Christum lu-

crifacit et in Christo lucrifit; Christus est illius et

ille est Chrixti. Plus ultra loquitur, Paulus quasi
adhuc non lucrifecerit. It is incorrect to take the

objective gaining of Christ (Iva Kepfir/au) placed
emphatically after the subjective, i. e., the being
found (fipqdu) opposed to i/yovuai, as equivalent
to aim, (GaoTius) or to restrict it to judirum dei

(BEZA). How he will be found is stated in what
follows. Not having mine own righteous
ness, which is of the law. M? is used with

ix&amp;lt;jv
in the first place, because it belongs to a fi

nal clause, but also because it expresses a judg

ment concerning Paul : as one who does not
have. See WINER S Gram., p. 482 sq. VAN
HENGEL incorrectly joins it closely with ri-pidu;
ut deprehendar in ejus communione non meam qua-
lemcunque habere probitatem, while RHEINWALD
and others explain it as holding fast. It is

habens as a specific modal-limitation of
EI&amp;gt;/JE&U

EV avTu. Eut/v diKaioouvrjv ri/v EK vduov describes
the righteousness (6uuuooinff) under two aspects:
first, iur/v, emphatic by position, corresponding
to TT/V Idiav diKaioai i t/v (Rom. x. 3) his own,
self-acquired, to which is opposed TJ EK tisov or

// TOV #oi (Rom. x. 3); secondly, TT/V EK vduov
with reference to the medium, as in like manner
diKaios EK. TT/arewf (Rom. iii. 20) and answering to

TT/V did iriaTEuc (comp. Rom. iii. 21, 22, 26; iv.

5; ix. 32; x. 3, 5, 6). Hence he at once adds
to the latter the opposite characteristic. But
that which is through the faith of Christ,
dA/.d Tr/v did 7r/OTfwf \piaTov. Here righteousness
(i. e., of faith) is described as the causa apprehen-
dens or means of securing the benefits of Christ s

work. But for the sake of completeness he now
adds still under the antithetic d/./.d : The right
eousness which is of God upon faith

(TJ/V EK T&EOV diKaioodvTfv tirl TIJ 7rrm). It is not
a righteousness proceeding from the subject
but from God (causa efficient), which rests on
faith as its basis. The article TIJ renders the

gen. objecti (\piaTov or tJf Xpterrw), and the arti

cle TIJV before i~l Tip TT/OT?* unnecessary, because
this limitation is immanent in the conception as
the faith-righteousness. WINER S Gram. p. 135.
MEYER incorrectly connects this clause (TI/V en

&EOV, etc.) with e^ow, and SCHENKEL, with Evpi-du
iv

ai&amp;gt;T$.
So remote a connection is itself against

both views. We reject also the following: In

fide (Vulg.), per fidem (GROTIUS), propter fidem

(DE WETTE), conditione hujus ipxius fidei posita

(VAN HENGEL).
Ver. 10. That I may know him (TOV yvuvai

ai&amp;gt;Tov).
This knowing of Christ is what the

righteousness of faith proposes, without which
such knowing is impossible, in the possession of

which therefore he would be found, that he may
be able to know Christ. In like manner in Rom.
i. 6, one clause with Iva is joined to another

with TOV and the infinitive. Thus the process of

he knowledge of Christ (ver. 8) is given. CALVIN,
BENGEL, and others, join this clause incorrectly
with ETrl Ti) TTIOTEI. The excellence of this know

ledge lies first of all in its object, the person of

the Lord, a practical, experimental acquaintance
with Him. What follows UVTOV is epexegetical.
And the power of His resurrection, and
the fellowship of His sufferings (Kal ri,v

Svvauiv Ti)Z di aoTnffewf ai Tov Kal Tt/v Kotruriav

rcJv iradrjuaTuv avrov). The first denotes the

vis et fjjicacia which the resurrection of Christ

as upon those who know Him, which they

xperience when they embrace by faith the

resurrection of the Lord; whereby God de
clared Him to be the author of justification and

righteousness to all and every one who believes,

(Rom. iv. 25 ; viii. 11 ; 1 Cor. xv. 17; 2 Cor. ii.

14; iv. 10, 11; Col. iii. 1, 2). Hence the new
life, the striving for that which is above, the

conversation in heaven (ver. 20), spring up in

and with the righteousness of faith. Hence dv-

daTaaic. is not to be regarded as ezortus (BENGEL) ;
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or Aiivautf to be understood as the power which
effects the resurrection (Giuvrirs) ;

nor is refe

rence Iniil in tin- I lTiii mt y of our resurrectio

ami exaltation (HOLEMANN, et al.) The other

expression, Tt/v itoivuviav r&amp;lt;Jv m&iiftdruv aiirov,

indicates a participation in the sufferings of

Christ, a avuTrd^^eiv (Rom. vii. 17. See Gal. ii.

20 : XpurTv awKffrai puuat ; 2 Tim. ii. 11) a suf

fering for Christ s sake and in fellowship wit!

Him. Thus suffering alone does not lead to glory
as dying does not save or make us blessed.

With Him! But as there is no resurrection

without death, so also is there none without suf

fering (WiBsiNGEii). Hence this thought, which

logically should come first, takes the second

place, emphatically intimating that the second is

something not to be overlooked if one desires the

first. The reference is not merely to a similar

disposition in suffering (VAN HENGEL), or to an

appropriation by faith of the merit of Christ,

(CALOV), nor is it to be explained as if it were
written TT/V oivauiv rf/q Koivuviaf (HOLEMANX).
These two things, the power of the resurrection

of Christ and the fellowship of His sufferings,
are objects of the knowledge which only the

righteous by faith possess. Hence such know
ledge transcends all other advantages (ver. 8).

Baing conformed unto his death, avu-

(inpibi^ouevoz ivp davd ry airnv. The nomina
tive with TOV yvuvai, without its relation to

the subject being more closely defined is un
usual. It would properly be the accusative of

the subject, but is a constructio ad sensum, as

if it had been iva yva. Comp. John viii. 54
;

and for the opposite construction Acts xxvii.

10. WINER S Gram., p. 672; see on Eph. iv. 2.

The present participle points to an incipient

present accomplishment, which the verb shows
to be outwardly similar to the death of Christ.

Paul had been exposed in the cause of the gos
pel more immediately to a violent death, at

the hands of the heathen in league with the

Jews; he might at length die a martyr s death.

It is not therefore to be carried forward beyond
the nearer clause, to which it actually belongs,
to one more remote, which has its own limita

tions ; nor does it denote a condition yet to be
attained, or an inward ethical relation of like

ness to the death of the sinless Redeemer

(SCHENKEL).
Ver. 11. If by any means or perchance,

rl Trof, ii forte, denotes a hope which naturally
connects itself with what has been said of the

power of the resurrection of Christ, of fellowship
with His sufferings, and of the Apostle s, own
impending death by martyrdom. The proble
matical form of the expression shows his hu

mility in view of the glory which is the object
of this hope. We are not to suppose any hesita

tion, or doubt, but only the exclusion of moral

certainty. I might attain unto the resur
rection of the dead. KaTavrr/ou as in Acts
xxvi. 7. Iv&amp;lt;: ~r,i i -ni iinrnniv rtjv tK VEKp&v is sim

ply the resurrection of the righteous to blessed
ness. The first preposition in the substantive

r^avderrantf, found only here, (the verb f cmr;:v/-
&amp;lt;rav in Mark xii. I .t ; Luke xx. 28; Acts xv. 5),

points to the place wlu-ncf ihc .lead come forth
BEN&amp;lt;;KI.

liv]&amp;gt;ercritically refers f-
resurrection of Christians, and

avaaraaif to Christ s resurrection. Our passage
gives no support to the distinction between a first

and second resurrection. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 23;
1 Thes. iv. 16.

[&quot;The general resurrection of

the dead,&quot; says Prof. LIOHTFOOT, &quot;whether good
or bad, is TJ avaaraatq rCiv VEK/JUV (e. a., 1 Cor. xv.

42); on the other hand, the resurrection of

Christ and of those who rise with Christ, is ge
nerally [;/] dvdoTaaie [;/]

f venpuv (Luke xx. 35;
Acts iv. 2; 1 Pet. i. 3); the former includes both
the avdaraatf CWW &nd the dvdaTaoig Kpiaeuf (John
v. 29) ; the latter is confined to the dvdaraaif

COM??.&quot; To infer that the righteous only are to

be raised at the last day would contradict the

express declaration of Christ in John v. 20-29;
and of Paul in Acts xxiv. 14, 16. H]. VAN
HENGEL S view is singular : si forte perveniam ad

tempus hujus eventi, hence: live to the time when the

dead shall rue.

Ver. 15. Not that I have already at
tained [laid hold of] or am already [or
have become] perfect. Oix on guards
against the error of supposing that Paul would

say of himself i^rj i/.a,lov ff i/6&amp;gt;i
Tt-f/.duuai. The

object of k^dfiov is not named, hence is to be
drawn from the context: TO yvCivai ai-rov (ver.

10), to i TTfpexov rrjq yvdxrfwf X/)T7oi&amp;gt; \i]finv (ver.

8). E?.a/iov naturally denotes complete, se

cure possession ; as if he were entirely pene
trated by such knowledge, and it had entirely
penetrated him, as if it had accomplished in
hirn its perfect moral effect. The explanatory
-ers^eiuunt defines the meaning. With this mo
dest literal account of his experience we are
not to connect the figurative ftpaftelov in ver.

14, which does not come forward till after the
intervention of several other clauses (the Greek
interpreters, BENGEL, MEYER, and others) ; and
also not TI/V avdaraGtv (RHKINWALD). jus ad re-

urrectionem bealam (GROTIUS), Ka.Ta.vrav (MAT-
THIES), all of which belong to the future, or

\piffTov (THEOOORET). moral perfection (HOLE-
MANS). BEXGEI, well remarks: in summo fervore
sobrietatem spiritualem non dimit/it apostolus.
But I follow after if I may also appre
hend [lay hold of] that (6tuKu rff, ii Kal

KaTaM
t3u). A&amp;lt;UK&amp;lt;J means (as in Rom. ix. 30;

1 Cor. xiv. 1
;

1 Tim. vi. 21
;
2 Tim. ii. 22) stu-

diosi appeto, in contrast with
(&amp;lt;Jf)

t/.a3ov, and
having the same object. The shows the stri-

ing to be with humility. Kai points back to

/Mjiov; KaTa/.d.lu is stronger: cum quis plene po-
titur

(BENGEL^; laying hold firmly (MEYER).
Comp. Rom. ix. 30 : 1 Cor. ix. 27. Because
also I was apprehended [laid hold of].
The ground on which he hopes to lay hold of

jj), as in Rom. v. 12; 2 Cor. v. 4 (WINER S

Gram., p. 394), hence equivalent to &I&TI. It is

nappropriate to supply TOVTO as the object of

ra?.rt.?(j, for which. Kai KarcA^n^&^v VKO XprroD
RILLIET, WIESISOER, and others) ; for the Apos-
le s thought relates not so much to the recipro
cal acts of laying hold, and being laid hold

f, as to the effectual initiative which Christ
as taken ; and equally out of place is the idea

of being laid hold of for Christian perfec-
ion. The tone of the passage, which is not

lialectic, reflective, speaks against such inter

relations as: under the condition, (M.\T-
THIES), quo ut perventre possim (GROTIUS). Lu-
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THEU S rendering is unphilological. After that,

and CALVIN S quern admodum. We are to recog
nize a suggestive and fine allusion in naTeT^i/fi^r/v
to the manner of Paul s conversion (Actsix. 3ff.).

[This reference appears to me doubtful. H.]
Ver. 13. Brethren, uAt /jpoi. Familiariter fa-

tetnr (BEN-GEL). I count not myself to have
laid hold of, F&amp;gt;-U ifiav-bv ov ?.nyi^ouat KareiAt}-

Qfvat. A repetition of ver. 12, which emphati
cally excludes himself (Acts xxvi. 9; John v.

30, 32; vii. 17; viii. 54). The perfect as dis

tinguished from /cara/./iv, denotes the having
laid hold and kept hold. He resolutely dis

cards all certainty and self-conceit, not so much
on account of his readers and of their conduct

(ii. 2-4), as WIEHINGER thinks, but for their

sakes in view of false teachers among them, or

who might appear among them.

Ver. 14 answers to ver. 12 b. But one thing,
cv 6f, introduces the antithesis of ov hoyi^ofiai ;

hence we are to supply Aeyw (LUTHER), or Ao}t-
ouai Kar/j/$n&amp;gt;ai, brought forward; for what fol

lows he maintains to be true of himself in oppo
sition to what he has denied to be so. There is

no ground for inserting TTOIU (BENGEL, WINER S

Gram., p. G20, etal.); nor 6iuiaj (VAN HENGEL).
&quot;Ev refers to the whole following sentence, not

merely to one member of it, viz., the two par
ticipial clauses (MEYER). Forgetting those
things which are behind, and reaching
forth unto those things -which are be
fore, I press toward the mark, (rd pev biriau

ETTi/.av&ai o/ifi os, Tolq 6s EtiTrpoatiEV TrEKTiv6/j.vog
Kara ano-bv (Sj/oj). Tue finite verb, as in ver. 12,

is first of all defined more closely by two partici

ples, which stand emphatically before it. The
first clause is negative: forgetting that which
lies behind; the second is positive: reaching
out to what lies before; the first designates a

purely spiritual act ; the second describes a spi
ritual act by the posture of the body. EXEKTEC-

vduEvo? indicates the bent-forward posture of one

stretching himself out towards an object. BEN-
GEL : Oculus manum, mantis pedem prsevertit et

trahit. The concrete expressions (e/la/foi
1

, SMKU,
Kara/M^u, TO,

o~ia&amp;lt;j,
rd euTrpoadev, TrKTiv6ui&amp;gt;o,

OKOTTOV) gradually pass over more and more into

the figure of a runner who in view of the goal
before him and in thinking of the prize, forgets
the space that lies behind. At first these ex

pressions are such as readily attach themselves
to the figure perhaps it already lay at the bot
tom of them in the end they are borrowed di

rectly from the figure, so that TO j3pa,3elov natu

rally follows as a part of the description. Hence
in TO. oTriau the reference is not to the advantages
mentioned, vers. 5, 6 (PELAOIUS, etal.), for these
as attributes of the flesh

(aa/&amp;gt;f)
must be given

up before the race begins, nor is it to the labors
of the apostleship (THEODORET), but to the past
attainments of the Christian life (MEYER). Td

lfiirpc&amp;gt;a$Ev, according to the figure the space yet
to be traversed, is the life : future experience, not
the goal itself, which is pointed out by KOTO.

OKorrdv. The dative (rolg Iftirpoadev) shows upon
what the gaze is fixed, while the preposition
(sari) indicates the direction, so that the goal is

always thought of beyond the intermediate steps :

it is thus= goalward (MEYER), versus metam
WINER S Gram., p. 400). For the prize of the

high calling of God in Christ Jesus. E*f
TO Bpafolov presents now the object towards
which his thoughts and efforts are directed. See
1 Cor. ix. 27; comp. Col. iii. 1 &quot;&amp;gt;. How the geni
tive T7/f &VCJ

/C/,//&amp;lt;TfWf
TOV &EOV h XplOTU I//AOI is to

be understood, a due attention to the subject and
the figure shows. By c/ dvw/c/.//&amp;lt;r*f is meant the hea

venly calling (Heb. iii. 1 : K/J/ciq ixorpiiviot;) in op
position to ra i-rrl rfc yw (Col. iii. 2), and as usual
K/&amp;gt;//o7f denotes an action (Eph. i. 18; iv. 1,4 ; Rom.
xi. 29 ; 2 Tim. i. 9

;
2 Thes. i. 1 1

;
1 Cor. i. 26

; vii.

20). If its nature and character are thus deter

mined, so now is its author (TOV tftof;). Comp. 1

Thes. ii. 12. The medium is presented by hXpiaT$
\rjGov (WINER S Gram., p. 135 sq. Comp. Col. i. 4.)
To connect this clause with AIUKW (CHRYSOSTOM,
MEYER) is against both the sense and the con
struction. Accordingly r;/f K/J/OEU^ is genitive
of the subject, which holds forth TO fipafolov,
but not the genitive of apposition (SCHENKEL).
[On the games of the Greeks and Romans, from
which the Apostle has drawn his illustration,
see GAMES in Dr. Smith s Dictionary of the Bible.

-H].
Ver. 15. Let us therefore, as many as be

perfect, be thus minded. Qabi ovv TE^EIOI

begins the practical application as an inference

(oi-i )
from the preceding. Tt/of is to be distin

guished from Terifaiuuivos . ille, cursui habilis,

hie, brabeo proximus, jam jam accepturus (BEXGEL).
The first word designates a character or condi
tion objectively determined without measuring
its subjective development or degree; whereas
the second determines the measure of that

growth or progression. It designates like d}70f

(Eph. i. 1) the Christian state of which the con
text treats, ver. 12 (rtfatuaic), Heb. vii. 11. See
1 Cor. xiv. 20; Matth. v. 48; Col. iv. 12; Jam.
i. 4; iii. 2; Heb. v. 14. &quot; As the ayiw slvai is

the strongest obligation to ayiuaudc, so the rifoi-

ov Eivai presents the strongest incentive to strive

after the TetetovaOai&quot; (WIESIXGER). The nature
or extent of the perfection (Tt/.Eioi) appears in

vers. 9, 10. The question is one not of absolute,
but only of relative perfection. Ovv points back
to the entire passage (1. 14), not merely to 12-
14 (MEYER). By bam each individual is left to

judge for himself whether he belongs to the re-

T.EIOI or not. There is no reason for understanding
the expression as ironical, and since he includes

himself, as self-irony (SCHENKEL). Nor can the

Apostle refer to intelligence only (GROTIUS, et

al.), for the point under remark is the righteous
ness of faith. Hence, too, a comparison with

immature believers or beginners in the Christian

life, vijKioi (1 Cor. ii. 6; iii. 1; xiv. 20; Heb. v.

13, 14) as MEYER supposes, is irrelevant. Totro

dpovuuEv has reference to the moral disposition.

BENOEL : hoc unum (ver. 14). Unlike the false

teachers the church should be of the same mind

as the Apostle. The reference is not to TO fipa-

ftelov (VAN HENGEL) ; the point in question is

the true way of striving after the ppaftetw.
And if in anything ye be otherwise

minded, (nai d TI ertpuf $POVEITE) supposes a

c;isc iu which the members of the church differ

among th-inselves in their views or spirit in re

gard to points which are incidental or formal,

and not esseatial, (it
is hfpuq, notfrepw, as if to

distinguish between form and substance), but
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still not rightly, as surely might be the case ac

cor. I ing to i.
(.i-ll. The context does not in

li.Mte in any way how this has taken place.
Tii l &quot;f whom Paul speaks arc not I t/mni (aliter

. P. I.NI. in. i nor those who have been led

a*i rav i ( ii:i n rs
i ; nor yet are the errors en

tirely indifferent. (Si-HENKKL), for
furr&amp;gt;KaAi&amp;lt;il&amp;gt;ei

au
thorizes a hope of correction or recovery ; nor

is it: si quid honi per aliam viam expetitis (Vx&amp;gt;

fHENUKL). God shall reveal also this unto

you (Kdl Toiiro 6 tfeof vfilv inroKaA.v ^Ei is a con

fident hope, not a wish (LUTHER). \\&amp;lt;i also

points to other things that He has already re

vealed The verb indicates an immediate dis

closing to the human spirit by the Spirit of God,
which next to the teaching (iMutKUv) of the

church men need in order to understand ethical

truth. See Eph. i. 17.

Ver. 10. Nevertheless, whereto we have
already attained, let us walk in the same.

[For the rendering of this verse, see remarks on
the text. H]. ll/.t/v (as in i. 14; and iv. 14)
limits the hope by a cunditio sine qua non, which is

elf b kfydiiaaiiEv r^t avrtft GTOIXEIV. The infinitive

as in German: nitr wandeln! . is to be con
strued as an imperative (WINER S Gram. p. 316),
but not connected with Inrnna^v-^Ei (GBcUMBNIUs),
or with what follows (RtLUET). The verb, ac

cording to its derivation from ffrot^or, row, order,

(from &amp;lt;m
;t&amp;lt;J,

to ascend), signifies to walk with

and after one another, and is construed with

the dative (Gal. v. 25, irveruari; vi. 16, rw Kav6vt

TOVTU; Rom. iv. 12, roff txveatv). Hence the

meaning of T&amp;lt;J aura aroixtiv is: to walk toge
ther with each other according to or in the

same. Ty aiVu is more closely defined by ei&amp;lt;;

b
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ddoa[i?v.

This verb means to arrive at, to

reach, hence has to do with an act completed at

a definite time, which the tense marks as be

longing to the past, while the act denoted by
aroixeiv is continuous, reaching from the pre
sent into the future. The common rule by which

they are to act is that which they have experi
enced or gained in the Christian life the gospel,
truth, Christ, God s Spirit and life and indeed
in its entire range as the indefiniteness of the

expression indicates. Thus there is no refe

rence to the fiirifi lav. or any single thing, and
the sense is: Should energy become even vio

lence; mildness, softness; earnestness, stub

bornness; reserve, exclusiveness
; fidelity, nar

rowness; freedom, laxity; in any one point (all
which is TI erfpw; QpovFiv), only hold fast to the

gospel, the Lord and His word, to the essential

truth of the same, to that of which we have be
come partakers.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christianity plants and nourishes essentially
and chiefly joy, true joy, joy in the Lord, in His
word and work. His life and gifts, His excellence
and glory.

1 InjJiy and humor in sacred things (ver. 2:

KHTUTOIII/ -ifiirmi//} hold almost the same place
th.it the impreeat.it-y Psalms hold among the pro
phetic ; the former invoke on the enemies of God
and His kingdom what the latter predict. Irony
and humor are an expression of the difference

which exists between reality and truth, a dif-

ference sharply recognized and as sharply ut

tered, without mercy for the delinquent, but with
a tender regard for those who are to be instruct

ed. They occur especially in the style and

thoughts of genial men distinguished for faith,

at the same time full of deep earnestness as well

as tender love, like Paul and Luther (whose
Dreeket JJrecketal, instead of Dekret JJekretal,

MEYEK compares here with Paul s sarcastic pa-

ranouiasia). They are to be distinguished from
ridicule which only seeks to provoke laughter
against, one, and thus to achieve a petty triumph,
and from derision and scorn which have their

origin in contempt. It is not an allowed ridicule

or scorn allowed to an Apostle, even a duty, but
in general to be condemned (SCHENKEL) that is

here employed. The greatness of the danger
and of the interests at stake, the hot struggle
at an endangered post, a true and lively sense
of justice, the deepest sympathy with those for

and around whom the contest is raging, and

great, spiritual keenness, sagacity, and depth of

feeling, occasion the hard, telling, crushing ex

pression (see ver. 3).
3. Two things are as important as they are

difficult: to determine the extent of one s advan

tages and gifts, and the worth and relation of the
same. Birth and lineage, family, tribe and na

tionality on the one hand, and the moral charac
ter determined by them on the other,- Paul reck
ons together as excellencies and gifts of the same
kind, and holds them all in slight esteem com
pared with what he has in Christ. The morality
f men belongs to the province of the natural
ife ; it depends on birth, family, position, cul-

ure, time and circumstances, and gives reason,
as does every favor for humble thankfulness, but
not for proud boasting (vers. 3-5).

4. The righteousness of faith has its advantage
jver righteousness of the law in the author to

ivhom it owes its origin, that is God Himself; in

:he medium through which it is wrought, faith

which embraces and clings to the Mediator
;

ind in the experiences which it works, and which
reach into the eternal glory, that is, Christ s

ife and sufferings, with whom the believer has

ympathy (ver. 10). The worthlessness of the

righteousness of the law does not consist in this,

hat law and advantages, such as birth, family,
nation, morality, are in themselves valueless,
but in the fact that man of himself, the natural

man, without Christ, in his perverseness, does
not rightly estimate them (ver. 7-9, and Rom.
vii. 7-24).

5. Progress consists in advancing from the
jossession of faith to that of knowledge, which is

not merely an intellectual thing, but an experi
ence of the whole man, a transforming of im

pressions into views or judgments, and then on
ward through suffering with Christ to glorifica-
ion with Him who perfects His servants even as

lie completed His own course. The first points
out the material or means of progress, the second
ts form or sphere, while the end is the permea-
,ing of the entire man by the dead and again
risen Lord (vers. 11-14).

I. The progress of the Christian to eternal

glory lias its origin in the fact, that he has been
called from above by God in Christ, and has been
aid hold of by Him; its continuance in the fact,
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that he holds firmly to Christ without content

edly looking back upon what has been already
won, but with his face earnestly set towards the

goal with the feeling that he has not yet reached

it
;
and its end in the fact, that the exalted Lord

receives him into His glory. It is thus an on

ward movement in one direction, without elation

or depression, or a deviation to the right or left

(vers. 13, 14). To him belongs the xaipere et&amp;lt;

Kvpiu who obeys the crr/nere ev Kvpitj (iv. 1).

7. He who has the truth-loving heart will

never want the helping guidance and revelation

of the Spirit of truth; and as certainly will he

have his waverings and his need of this help

(vers. 15, 16).
8. [It seems appointed that much of the

highest instruction should come to us (even in

the Bible) through the sufferings and struggles
of individual men. Perseverance in the Christian

life is, after all, the basis of St. Paul s character.
&quot; I therefore so run, not as uncertainly ;

so fight

I, not as one that beateth the air; but I keep
under my body, and bring it into subjection;
lest that by any means, when I have preached to

others, I myself should be a castaway.&quot; &quot;Not

as though 1 had already attained, but I follow

after. This one thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind, and reaching forth unto those

things which are before, I press toward the mark
for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ

Jesus.&quot; (DR. HOWSON S Lectures on the Character

of St. Paul, p. 212
f.) H].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Warn thy hearers constantly by holding up be
fore them first of all what the Lord commands,
and by leading them to observe what they have

lost, and by whom they have been deprived of it.

Never glory in the gifts of the Lord, but only
in the Lord of the gifts. Do not leap over the

valley of sorrows through which the way to the

heights of glory passes. Thou art never com

plete, never think thyself complete ;
what thou

hast and art is ever less than what thou should-

cst have and be. Far-seeing, circumspect, self-

inspecting, watch all waverings in thyself, that

thou mayest not depart from the one way of sal

vation.

LUTHER: Thoughtless, full, surfeited souls, if

they have once heard a word of God s, act as if

it were an old thing, and yawn for something
new, as if they were able to do all that they have
heard. This is a dangerous plague and wicked
artifice of the devil, who thereby renders men
confident, secure, over-curious, and ready for

every error and schism; and they are guilty of

the vice of slothfulness (a/c^rf/a) in the service of

God (ver. 1). Flesh and blood say: Something
new, else it becomes tiresome. Nay, says Christ,
but think of me. The word of God rightly re

ceived into the heart, produces neither fulness

nor satiety, but greater desire the longer it is

known (ver. 1).
JEROME SCHURF : Sic mutatam et corruptam

esse ecclesise doctrinam, quia concionatores existima-

rint gloriosum esse, non repetere eadem, sed alia et

nova afferre redeuntibus iisdem festis.

STARKE : God has no respect of persons ; be

fore Him the slave has as much worth as the

master, the peasant as the noble, the subject as
the prince. We see this, indeed, in death, which
is God s provost, who uses even justice, and pu
nishes the master with the slave. It is a humi
lity which becomes those to whom God has lent

many talents, and who have also increased them
by usury, to act as if they knew it not, and so to

give God all the glory. To boast of one s race,

lineage, rank, and external advantages, is a vain
ostentation ; but we may well praise those on ac
count of their family and descent, who also pos
sess the faith and virtues of their ancestors.
False prophets may perhaps be blameless in their
outward walk

;
but without circumcision of the

heart, it is only a coat of whitewash over an old,

unsightly wall. Righteousness of the law is good,
but it does not merit blessedness, which is be
stowed as a gift only through faith in Christ.

Whoever fancies that he has advanced so far in

Christianity that he needs nothing more, may
perhaps in God s school hardly sit upon the low
est form. Christians have ever to be learning,
and cannot finish their education during their en
tire life (ver. 15J.

In religious matters we ought
not to depart a hair s breadth from the prophetic
and apostolic doctrine

;
and thus many errors

may be prevented.
RIEGER: As with the two scales of a balance,

when one rises the other falls
; and what I add to

one, diminishes the relative weight of the other;
so as one adds to himself he takes away from the

pre-eminence which the knowledge of Christ
should have. What he concedes to Christ makes
him willing to abase himself, to resign all confi

dence in his own works. Therefore the sharp
expressions, to count as loss, as dung, be
come in experience not too severe

;
for to reject

the grace of Christ, to regard the great plan of

God in sending His Son, as fruitless, were indeed
far more terrible (ver. 8).
GERLACH: The inner and outer life of the

Christian upon earth, is a life of suffering in the

sorrow which he feels for the sins of others, for

his own, and for the distress of others, and for

the oppression, conflicts, and even apparent de

feats of the children of God. These sufferings
are the sufferings of Christ Himself, not merely
similar to His; He bears them with His mem
bers. His conflicts and their conflicts are the

same ;
it is one cause for which, and one strength

in which, they strive ; it is one victory and one
crown which He has won, and which He gives to

them (ver. 10). What is behind signifies in

this figure not merely the world and sin, which
we have forsaken, but also our own virtue, the

actual progress which we have made, on which
we are prone to dwell with self-complacency, and
so to become unmindful of our great deficiencies

and sins (ver. 14). True Christian perfection,

therefore, in this world, the token of a mature

Christian, is that, certain of his election in Christ

he yet does not regard himself perfect, but pain

fully perceives the wide space which still inter

venes between the righteousness imputed to

faith and the sanctification of his entire heart

and life, and unceasingly strives to reach the

goal.
SCHLEIERMACHER: Are now the expression

of the Apostle John, &quot; Little children, love on

another,&quot; as he explains it, and the expression
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of the apostle Paul,
&quot;

Rejoice in the Lord,&quot; one
and the same ? And are both such that one can

say of them with confidence, that they never

weary the speaker, and that they always strength
eri the hearer?
MENKEX: The ever recurring exhortation of

the apostle to rejoice in the Lord, was adapted
to assure them that Christianity is something

bright, cheerful, and joyful, to make them cer

tain, confident in their knosvledge and walk in

opposition to those who imagine that one must
mix a bitterness, narrowness, and legal servitude

with the mildness, breadth and freedom of the

new covenant and its gospel. There is no one

among us, however limited his powers may be,

whose weakness and incapacity may not be

changed into wisdom and knowledge; his timi

dity into firmness and fearlessness; his hardness

and unloveliness into gentleness and amiability,

through our Lord Jesus Christ, who of God is

made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and

sanctification, and redemption. Hence the Chris

tian religion is vastly different from human mo
rality. The choice of the best part is never re

pented of. As in the life of the body the ques
tion is not. whether the man will breathe or not,

whether he will make use of the light that is in

the world to see or not; but as it is understood,
that according to the laws of nature he must

breathe, if he will live, and must open his eye
to the light, if he will see; and as there is no

way of supporting life outside of the atmosphere,
and no medium for perceiving the world of mat

ter, except the light ;
so is there no other way

of becoming partakers of the divine light an 1

life except Christ, and no room for the question
whether man can do without Christ or not.

All men are under sin and death, and no one

comes to the divine light and life, to his own
source and end to God, except through Christ.

The forgiveness of sins is not indeed deliver

ance from sin, but it is the sure pledge and ear

nest of future complete deliverance, and is ne

cessary, and must form the beginning.
HKUBXER: The preacher should not be ever

thinking of something new, but of what is useful,

edifying. The Sophists made it a charge against
Socrates that he repeated the same things. La-

vater s principle of saying at least something in

every sermon, which he was certain he had never
said before, i. e., something that he had never be
fore spoken either so plainly, or so urgently, or

with such a particular application (though the

kernel of the sermon must always be the same) is

not at variance with that of the Reformers; for

they also do not, exclude variety in the contents,
or diversity in the form of the sermon. Spiri
tual sloth may creep over even the converted, so

that the Bible becomes dull to them. Bunyan
himself complained of this. What a vast differ

ence between blamelessness before God, and le

gal blamelessness before men ! How can one
deceive himself therein ! How many an ecclesi

astic buries himself in his studies, while he might
be sowing seed for eternity by oral instruction,

visits, and the teaching of children. The more
earnest in conversion and sanctification, the

humbler is our state of mind, and clearer our

knowledge of our imperfections, because we then

first see an&amp;lt;4 understand how lofty and distant is

this goal of perfection, and how great is the work
of sanctification. The Christian does not please
himself with the conceit that he has already laid

hold of, or attained it
;

this folly is far from
him. The influence of grace is mighty, but not
irresistible. The most advanced Christian thinks
least of himself. The Christian is not yet in

quiet possession; he should not rest on his lau

rels. The Christian knows that he is ever in ar

rears, and so long as there are debts still re

maining, so long must he also work. I look not
back like Lot s wife towards the Sodom I have
left, nor long like the Israelites after the flesh

pots of Egypt. Both kinds of looking back are
idle and ruinous, for they make us slothful, they
lead to unfaithfulness. Perfect Christians, in the

proper sense of that language, are those who know
the goal and the way thither, i. e., Christ, and have

begun with earnestness to press towards it. The
hope of spiritual growth is conditioned on fidelity,

conscientiousness, and adherence to known truth.

PASSAVANT: Every one who will not deceive
God or himself knows in his own heart out of
what darkness the light broke forth with him,
and out of what darkness old and new, it has

long continued to break forth. Paul forgets
what is behind, viz., three things: 1) those ob

jects of pride which he formerly regarded as

gain and glory ; 2) the sins of his past life in ge
neral, and especially the many and great sins

which he had committed as a persecutor and

blasphemer of the Church ;
and 8) his progress

hitherto in the new divine way of life.

AHLFELO : The genuine warrior of Christ may
not. stand still : 1

)
he knows that he has not yet ob

tained the prize ; 2) in the pursuit of it he never
becomes weary ; 3) he journeys towards the city
of God, having the same mind as his brother.
HARLESS : Three great foes of Christian and

social virtue ; 1) the conceit of being perfect ; 2)
the weakness of looking back; 3) obstinacy and
destructiveness of self-will.

LEIIMAMN: True progress in the Christian life.

1
)
From what origin must it proceed ? Laid hold of

by Christ! 2) By what-rule must it shape itself ? I

have not yet obtained ! 3) What end must it seek?
The prize of the heavenly calling (vers. 12-14).
[ROBERT HALL : As every person either has,

or expects to have some spring of joy or source
of consolation, there is nothing which so much
determines our character as that from which we
expect this to rise. So if we wish to know our
selves we must examine where this spring or
source lies. We see from the Apostle s account
of his experience, that it is very possible for a

person to have great zeal for modes, and forms,
and ceremonies, and yet be totally ignorant of
the spirit of true religion. Real religion is

one thing; an attachment to forms and ceremo
nies another. We may be very zealous for one

particular creed, opinion, sect or denomination,
and with the credit and conceit of our wisdom
yet be very defective in the Christian spirit.
This temper leads to malignity of feeling.
There may be sufficient in such religion for us to

tiate one another, but not enough to cause us to

&quot;ove each other. Let us &quot;

worship God in spirit,

rejoice in Christ Jesus,&quot; and be taught to value
he great truths and promises of the Gospel as

all in all (vers. 1, 2, 6). HJ.



THE EPISTLE TO THE PHIL1PPIANS.

(2). The destiny offalse Christians in contrast with that of true believers.

(CHAPTJ8E III. 17 IV. 1).

17 Brethren, be followers together of me [become imitators of me] and mark them
18 who walk so as ye have us for an ensample. For many walk, of whom I (have)
19 told you often, and [but] now tell you even weeping, that they are the enemies of

the cross of Christ; whose end is destruction, whose God is their belly, and whose
20 glory is in their shame, who mind earthly things. Tor our conversation [citizen-
21 ship] is in heaven; from whence also we look for the [a] Saviour the Lord Jesus

Christ ; who shall [will] change [transform] our vile body [the body of our hu

miliation], that it may be fashioned like
2 unto his glorious body [the body of his

glory], according to the working whereby he is able even [also] to subdue all

IV. 1 things unto himself 3
Therefore, my brethren dearly beloved and longed for,

my joy and crown, so stand fast in the Lord, my dearly beloved.

1 Ver. 20. [The yap here has the support of all the oldest manuscripts, though the passage is cited by many early writers,
as if 6e was the connective. H].

2 Vcr. 21. Before cru/Li/xop^oi soiuo codices insert ei? TO yevetrOai. avro, manifestly an interpretation.
8 Kid.

{&amp;lt;
A B et al. have aiiria. A few copies read eavrta [adopted in the received text. H].

Ver. 18. The Apostle confirms his exhortation

by two contrasts (vers. 18-21). For many
walk (iroZtol yap irepnra-ovaiv), since there are

many wicked persons who strive to lead others

astray, consider us. not them. [They should heed
his expostulations the more because there were so

many (tro/J.oi) whom they could not safely imitate.
&quot; The persons here meant are not the Judaizing
teachers, but the anti-Roman reactionists. This
view is borne out by the parallel expression,
Rom. xvi. 18: TU Kvpiu t/fidv X^/CT-GJ ov fiovhevov-

ffiv ah&amp;gt;ia Ty sairruv KoMg, where the same
per

sons seem to be intended
;
for they are described

as creating divisions and offences (ver. 17), as

I holding plausible language (ver. 18), as profess

ing to be wise beyond others (ver. 19), and yet not

innocent in their wisdom: this last reproach be

ing implied in the words deAu tie t//uaf aofyoi s eivai

elf TO ayafidv, aKEpaiovf fie etf TO Kanov. They ap

pear therefore to belong to the same party to

which the passages vi. 1-23; xiv. 1 xv. 6, of

that epistle are chiefly addressed. For the pro
fession of &quot; wisdom &quot;

in these faithless disciples
of St. Paul, see 1 Cor. i. 17sqq. ;

iv. 18sqq. ;

viii. 1 sqq. ;
x. 15&quot; (LIGHTFOOT). See the re

marks on ver. 18. H]. HepiiraTelv is not neutral

here as in 1 Pet. v. 8, circulantur (HEINRICHS),

go about (METER). It could not staml ab

solutely after ovrug Trepnra-oin Tfc.. Paul wishes

i to describe more closely the moral walk of those

in question, but he is led away from the advt-r-

bial construction by the first relative clause, and

proceeds in relative clauses to speak of the end,

! motive, and character of this walk. Hence nei

ther KaKur (&amp;lt;K(TMK\.) nnr loii i ulitir i
( i i;n i i is i.

is to be supplied, nor is the concluding limitation

(a! rii i -i-jr/iii tiHn-ori Tec) to be joined with the verb
1 to relieve the difficulty (CALVIN) : nor are we to

I assume that since
TTFpnraT&amp;lt;rirjn&amp;gt;

in itself needs no

qualifying term, the sentence proceeds with en-

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 17. Brethren, become imitators of

me, av/1/j.t/jrjTai /iov yivea&e, d&amp;lt;5f/.0o/.
1 Cor. iv. 16:

fiifiTjTai nm&amp;gt; )n&amp;gt;crr$. They are to look to the Apos
tle, to follow him, with him to act on the principle
of following the light which they have (r OVTU

OTOixelv, ver. 10). This result is not achieved

at once, but by degrees (hence yivea&e, become
).

The aw refers to the Apostle s associates, as is

evident from what immediately follows (THEO-
PHYLACT: avyKo/.^a av-ovToi Ku/.wf TrEpiTraToraiv).

[The
&quot; associates&quot; are those whom the Apostle

would have the Philippians to imitate, together
with himself (rvirov ?

/[iac.) ; and the import of CTW

more naturally is= be ye all a company of

imitators (ELLICOTT). H]. Hence it is not:

una cum Paulo (BENOEL), omnes uno consensu et

una mente (CALVIN), or superfluous (HEINRICHS).
Brethren, afieMoi, indicates the fervor of the ap
peal. And mark them who walk so, (/cat

anoTrelTE TOVC ovru irepiiraTovvTec;) associates others

with Paul, who are models for the church, since

they walk as he does. As ye have us for

an ensample (/catfwf e^ere TVKOV
rj/ia^)

em
braces Paul and those who walk like him. Ru.aq
is thus neither Paul alone, especially as it stands

after uov, while besides, we should have in that

case exoixitv, instead of e^ere , nor Paul and Ti

mothy (SCHENKEL), nor Paul and all approved
Christians (MATTHIES), norut eyomeiquesncii (VAN
HENOEL). The singular (TVTTOV) is found not only
where one is spoken of (1 Tim. iv. 12; Tit. ii. 7),

but also in regard to a plurality (1 Thes. i. 7 ; 2

Thes. iii. 9). In 1 Pet. v. 3 TVTTOL occurs where se

veral are meant. The singular here indicates that

they all present the same image, belong to the same

category. In /cntfrif lies unquestionably an ar

gumentative force= in the measure (MEYER).
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tire correctness with the subjoined limitations of

the subject (.MKYER). Those, whose example the

Philippians should shun
|

-&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/ /&amp;lt;
\
are according to

the entire description members of the church,
not false teachers, as in iii. 2 ; at the most they
are those who, led astray by such teachers,

have become in turn corrupters of others. Of
wham I told you often, but now tell

you even weeping, (&amp;lt;&amp;gt;(V
ToA/uiK/f efayov i-utv,

vbv ffc K.al Kfaiiuv
At&quot;)u. ) [The imperf. shows the

habit=&quot; was accustomed to speak of.&quot; This is

an instance of Paul s repeating in his letter

what he had said in person when he was among
the Philippians. See the remarks on ver. 1.

The Apostle in this passage, refers evidently
to his former warnings, when he was at Philip-

pi. HJ. To understand the remark of passages
in the letter itself (iii. 2; i. 16), is untenable;
for these here are different persons from those

referred to in the passages mentioned. To noMoi

corresponds TrnA./AiKtq. Why he now weeping re

peats that which he had formerly said without

tears, is well explained by CIIRYSOSTOM, on CTTETEI-

ve TO KaKiiv. [i ho evil in the meantime had be-

cuni mor3 serious. II]. He writes with deeper
emotion, with streaming eyes. That they are
the enemies of the cross of Christ

(r&amp;lt;\-

f/fitywwf Tub aravpov TOV \pta~nv) we are to join
with

ot&amp;gt;; i:?.eyr&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;. [0 i this construction see WI
NER S Gram., p. 63J. H]. Paul thus designates
those to whom the cross is an offence or foolish

ness ; formerly they may have been Jews or

heathen, but now they are Christians, who wish

to know nothing of the &quot;

fellowship of Christ s

sufferings,&quot; (Kotruvia TUV Tra&rj/idTuv \piaTov, ver.

10), to whom the sufferings of Christ (Tatf//-

uara TOV X/naroi), 2 Cor. i. 5) are offensive, who
are not willing to suffer with Him, (avurrdaxetv,
Rom. viii. 17), nor allow the world to be cruci

fied to them and themselves to the world (Gal.
vi. 14), nor crucify their flesh together with its

j

lusts and desires (Gal. v. 24). The Apostle is

speaking of immorality of life, ethical errors, while

ver. 19
(wi&amp;gt;

b dew; // Kotl.ia) indicates an Epicurean,
careless life (iv dvtaei ui&amp;gt;rcf

/cat Tpv&i), CIIRYSOS

TOM). No reference is made to their doctrine of

the cross (TiiEonoitEr) ; or even to theoretical

errors, or intellectual misconceptions. The re

ference is not to those who are not Christians

(RILLIET) or ho.t/es evanfflii (CALVIN).
Ver. 19. Whose end is destruction (uv TO

rfAof aTo?,/a) is first mentioned. Hoc ponitur
ante alia, quo majore cum horrnre htec legantur ; in

,

fine videbitur. Finis, ad quern cujusvis rationes ten-
j

dunt, oxlendit sane., quie sit ejus conditio (BENGEI,).
ATwAem, the opposite of

a&amp;lt;jTr/pla (i. 20) is passive.
BENGEL incorrectly regards salvator as the equiv-

&amp;lt;

alent term, and HEINKICHS takes the meaning to

be : their end is to destroy Christianity. The
end is described by r. i

- /or (2 Cor. xi. 12-15) as
their own p -ciiliar. appointed end. Whose
God is their belly, (uv &amp;lt;&amp;gt; rff&amp;lt;V

;/ noi/.ia). The

belly is termed their &amp;lt;lo&amp;lt;l. as being their highest
concern, the master whom they serve (Rom.
xvi. 18). Km/ in from KHI/OI; cunix, is r,nt,r

(Matt. xv. 17: Mark vii. 19; Luke xv. KM ut,-

rn (Luke i. 11. || : ii. 21 : John iii. 4 : Matt,

xix. 12), and also intima hominis (John vii. :isi.

It embraces here the organs of sensual desire and
of gluttony, not excluding licentiousness, nor re-

1

ferring exclusively to it : so that this

comprehends more than 1 Cor. XT. 32. And
whose glory is in their shame (xai A6a
Iv Tif aiaxi vy UVTUV). Kai takes the place of uv.

\

II doa signifies the honor and glory which belong
j
peculiarly to them; that which they conceive to

be glory, but which is actually and truly their

shame, and will in the end prove to be such. BEN-
GEL well remarks : Dens et gloria ponuntur utpa-
rallela. Sic venter etpudor sunt tijjiuia. Id colunt

isti, cujus ipsos majcime pudere debebat et suo lempore
pudebit misere. But there is no reference to cir

cumcision, the genitals (BEN&amp;lt;;KL, et al.) It is not
intimated that they have perverted Christian
truth to palliate their moral laxity (WiEsiX(iEK).

&quot;Who mind earthly things. The individu

alizing article ot introduces the comprehensive
characteristic: TU firiyeta (f&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;oi&amp;gt;oi i&amp;gt;Tef.

The nomi
native is the logical subject (MEYER), and it is

not vocative
(
WINER S Gram., p. 183).

Ver. 2(X For our citizenship is in heaven
(i/u&v yap TO TrohiTevua kv ovpavolq v~dp^ec).
The confirmatory sentence (-/dp) points back
like vers. 18, 19, to ver. 17, find states why
the Philippians should look to Paul and to

those who walk as he does (I/HMV as in ver. 17

7/^df). [Their souls are mundane and grovel
ling. They have no fellowship with us; for

we are citizens of a heavenly commonwealth.
The emphatic position of foiiJv contrasts the false

adherents of St. Paul with the true (LionTKoor).
On the state of the text see the notes. II.] Ho-

/.iTfvua, found only here, in the N. T., denotes ac

cording to its termination and its derivation

(from TroAiTeieodai i. 27) citizenship, common
wealth, the rank and rights of a citizen. Comp.
TToZtTeiav Tairr/i eKTr/ad/m/v, .Acts xxii. 28. True
Christians have nothing to do with an earthly

|

possession and existence simply, but are citizens
of the heavenly (ev ovpavolt;) Jerusalem (Gal. iv.

26; Rom. v. 2; viii. 24; 2 Thes. ii. 8; Heb. xii.

22, 23) even here. We are not to join vxapxei
with EV ovpavoifj as if the citizenship did not ex
ist here at all, but to regard cv ovpavotf as de

scriptive of the character of the no/.iTfvua rather
than the place. Hence this sentence does not
confirm the conclusion of ver. 19 (WINER S Gram.

p. 453, MBYER, etal.); for it is not pertinent to say
for this very reason I warn you against them,

since he does not warn but exhorts them. It does
not confirm /caflwf ejerc TVTTOV t/ufif (WiESiNOER),
but ovuutuTiTai fiov yireode KUI onmrelTE roi-f oi rcjf

TTeptiraTovvTeq (ver. 17). Nor does it present the

higher glory of the true Christian as the cause
of his deep sorrow over the misconduct of the

enemies of the cross (SCHENKEL). since nai itf.aiuv

is too subordinate a remark. Again, irohiTevua

is not
dvaaT/&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;r/,

walk, (LITTHER) nor does it re

fer to the Messiah s kingdom which has not yet
appeared (MEYER), for it exists already even

upon earth, ami only waits for its completion
From whence also we look for a Sa
viour, the Lord Jesus Christ. E ot\ an
adverbial expression, equivalent to umlf (Vulg.,
WINER S Gram., p. 141 sq.) refers to iv mpai oic.,

not to JTO/WTM I/// i I .KMiKi.i ; but is not equivalent
\oerijiio (BftMMUS)i nor even to .-\ , ,,, M \r-

THIKS). Km before rn.t-1,,111 indicates that Me is

looked for (dirc^exn/ trt&quot;, an awaiiinir. ml n n&amp;lt;m

usque, ptrseveranter exspectare, Rom. viii. 1 . , - ..
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25 ;
1 Cor. i. 7 ;

Gal. v. 5) not merely as xvptof

in their Tro/Urev/za, in contrast with the
#e&amp;lt;5f

of

the enemies of the cross, but also as a Saviour,

in contrast with their destruction (drrdiAEia).

Comp. Luke xviii. 7, 8
;

xxi. 28. Kai points nei

ther to a relation corresponding to what has been

said of their citizenship (MEYER), nor to con

duct (WIESINGER), which does not agree with

Ver. 21. Who will transform the body
of our humiliation (of UETaaxT/uaTio-Ei TO au/xa

Tf/s TaxntvuGEug i}uui&amp;gt;) explains how the Lord
will manifest Himself as aurfjp. The reference

is to a future transformation which relates

to the ffx*i/M or fashion of the body (ii. 8 ;

2 Cor. xi. 13, 14; 1 Cor. iv. 6); and not to its

identity. Hence Paul does not speak of the

body alone as the object of the change (TO auua)
but adds the genitive of characterization (WI
NER S Gram., p. 187 sq.), namely, rfjg TOTTEIVU

f, as in Col. : autia TTJI; ; Rom.
vi. 8; r//f d/iapTiag ; vii. 24; TOV ftavaTov TOVTOV.

CHRYSOSTOM well observes : 7roAAa waa^ei vvv TO

auua, SeGftEiTai, fiaaTi^KTai, uvpia irda^Ei fieivd.

But we must also include here the carnal, the

sinful in man s nature; for it is that especially
which makes up the -aTreivuatc jj/uuv. Not

merely the body, but we ourselves (note the

fyifjv) suffer these things, which constitute this

humiliation, that cleaves to the body. The ob

ject or result of the transformation is now stated.

That it may be fashioned like unto
the body of his glory, avfi/topfav TCJ auuaTt

Tfft 66^r/g OVTOV. The breviloquence (or adj.,

instead of a sentence) is like 1 Thess. iii. 13;
Matt. xii. 13. See WINER S Gram., p. 624 sq.

Out of this arose the variation noted in the cri

tical remarks. The body is now no longer
cfjua T?jg raTmi GJirewf, but has become cuua TTJC;

66!-7iq, and as that was ours (fytiv) so this is

his (avTov). The body comes forth from our pre
sent humiliation, and becomes a participant in

the glory of Him who has transformed it. This

is to be effected by the change which makes it

like, conformed to, the body of His glory; hence

through a transformation into His image (Rom.
viii. 29), which begins even here (2 Cor. iii. 18:

uETanoptyovue&a}. [The body is that which ex

hibits His glory not merely because He has it in

Hi.s glorified state, but because His glory in that

state so pre-eminently appears in the spiritual

body with which He is there clothed, and which
stands forth as the type of the spiritual body into

which every one of His true followers will be

transformed. II.] HOLEMANN joins rjuuv with]
ffuua, ai Tov with auuan. HAMMOND explains

j

cuua as the church : LUTHER supposes only the
|

weakness Rnd frailty of the body to be meant,

MEYER, the change which first begins at the time

of Christ s second advent. All of these views are

more or less faulty. He has the power neces

sary to produce such a transformation. Ac
cording to the working whereby he is

able also to subdue all things unto him
self. On Kara rf/v evepyeiav, see Eph. i. 19,

where TOV upaTovs T^flff^vo^ai Tov is added, while

here we have TOV Hwaff&M avTov KOI inroTagai nv~u

TO TravTa. Since all things are and must be sub

ject to Him, He can also (/cat) transform the

(body uETaoxquaTi&iv) ;
for the Kai connects that

verb with imoTa^ai. It is an arywnentum a ma~
jori (viroTa^ai avTp TO. irdvTa) ad minus (^raaxv-
uaTi^Eiv). Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 25-28: 50-57. It
is incorrect for HOLEMANN to connect 6i-vaadai
and vnord^ai by Kai, as if Paul would say that He
is able to do all things and subject all things to
Himself. [Td ndvTa is stronger with the article:
not only this, but all the things together which re

quire infinite power (comp. ver. 8). H.]
CHAP. IV. Ver. 1. Therefore (ware; intro

duces the conclusion, as in ii. 12. The section
extends from iii. 1 to iv. 1, not merely from iii.

17 to iii. 21 (MEYER) ;
for CTT/KETE h nvplu points

back to xai-P TE Kvpiu. [So extended a refe
rence of UGTE is uncommon and not necessary
here. In view of the glorious destiny which
awaits those whose citizenship is above, they
should persevere and not frustrate sucli a hope
(vers. 20, 21). Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 58. H.] My
brethren dearly beloved and longed for,

my joy and crown, is an expression of his
love and recognition of them. Ade/.Qoi uov
indicates the relation of fellow-believers with re

spect to the personal fellowship, which not only
renders the Philippians an object of s| ecial love

(ayanTjTni), but also of earnest longing (MH ETU-

TT6$ii-oi ; corhp. i. 8). [The Apostle s separation
from them was so painful because his affection

for them was so strong H.] Xa/jd marks the

personal, artfyavoi; fwv the official relation: they
are the joy of his heart and the honor of his of
fice (SCHENKEL). The first expression refers to

the present, the second reaches onward into the
future. [The CTtyavo^ among the Greeks was the
emblem of victory, and not of regal power or dig
nity, which was denoted by 6ia6i)fia. On this

distinction see SMITH S Dictionary of the Bible,
vol. i. p. 597 (Amer. ed.) Hence &quot;his converts
will be his wreath of victory ;&quot;

for it will appear
that he &quot;did not run in vain,&quot; (ii. 2(5), and he
will receive the successful athlete s reward.

Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 25 (LIGHTFOOT). II.] So
stand fast in the Lord (ov-ug OT^KETE ev Kvpiu);
i. e., as 1 and those who walk with me stand

(iii.

17) and as I have exhorted you (iii.
1 sq.) Comp.

i. 27. BENGEL, incorrectly, ita, ut statis, state

[which disagrees with ii. 17. H.]. Beloved
(dyair^Toi) thus repeated shows his ardent affec

tion for them.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The instinct of imitation gives force to the

power of example ;
and the Apostle here does not

present merely his own apostolic character, but

joins with himself those who walk with him.

Sympathy and community of feeling render spe

cially effective an example which embodies ethi

cal views and principles. Hence precisely in the

section where the citizenship of Christians in

heaven is brought forward, this appeal is spe

cially appropriate. Manifold as may be the

forms of life in individuals, they are yet features

of one image; they harmonize with each other,

are not discordant; the many reflect one type

(rt Trdf). The power and frequency of evil ex

ample (1 Cor. xv. 33) make it the more necessary
to regard the Apostle s exhortation.

2. Enmity to the cross of Christ, which takes

offence at Christ s form as a sufferer, and His
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path of suffering wherein His followers ought to

walk, has its ground not exclusively indeed, but

to a great extent, in a sensual character, subject
to tin- lust of the world, by which many are go
verned even in the church. From an occasional,

easy, and subtle service of the senses it may come
to be uninterrupted and overbearing. Gentle

ness towards the natural man is cruelty towards
the spiritual. Forbearance towards sensual de

sire ends in the loss of eternal glory, and that

which passes current under the forms of conven
tional propriety, is in truth often a shame and

disgrace.
3. The stand-point in the Christian life which

fixes the eye on the future, the familiarity with
God which maintains a close connection with the

church, militant on earth but triumphant in hea

ven, and does not suffer the child of God to for

get his eternal inheritance, affords the surest pro
tection against evil example, and gives to good
example its strongest attractive power.

4. [NEANDER: The earthly mind Paul would

say (vers. 19-21) must be far from us, who are
Christians ; for our conversation, (more cor

rectly citizenship )
is in heaven. His mean

ing is, that Christians, as to their life, their

walk, belong even now to heaven ; in the whole
direction of their life existing there already.
This he deduces from their relation to Christ,
their fellowship with Him to whom they are in

separably united, so that where He is there are

they also. While here, they are sustained by
the consciousness that Christ now lives in hea

ven, manifested to believers, though hidden from
the world. Thither is their gaze directed, as
their longings rise towards a Saviour, who will

come again from thence to make them wholly
like Himself, to fashion them wholly after His
own glorious pattern, to transform them wholly
into the heavenly. Hence Paul says: &quot;From

whence also we look for the Saviour, the Lord
Jesus Christ

;
who shall change the body of our

humiliation, that it may ba fashioned like unto
his glorious body, according to the working
whereby he is able even to subdue all things unto
himself.&quot; There is not presented here a re

surrection, as a restoration merely of the same
earthly body in the same earthly form

; but, on
the contrary, a glorious transformation, proceed
ing from the divine, the all-subduing power of

Christ; so that believers, free from all the de
fects of the earthly existence, released from all

its barriers, may reflect the full image of the

heavenly Christ in their whole glorified person
ality, in the soul pervaded by the divine life and
its now perfectly assimilated glorified organ.

H.]
5. [CHR. WORDSWORTH: Christ, at His own

transfiguration, gave a pledge and glimpse of the
future glorious transformation of the risen body,
and thus prepared the apostles to suffer with Him
on earth, in order that they may be glorified for
ever with Him, in body and soul, in heaven (N.
T. Commentary, vol. ii. p. 357). H.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

In lack of faith is found the cause of lack of

joy. There is no true renewal without humbly
going to the cross of Christ. The bodies of many

who profess to be renewed, are temples of the god
of the belly and of his servants to whom Christ s

cross is so entirely an offence, that they are even
its enemies. He who does not see the Easter sun

rising behind the cross on Golgotha is no true

Christian, does not cling fast to the good exam

ple of the apostles, and the faithful in the church,
and becomes himself an evil example which may
frighten away and even destroy others.

STARKE : Not all who point out the way to

heaven will themselves be received into it. Many
helped to build the ark of Noah who did not en
ter it. Thou rejoicest when thou canst lay off

an old garment and put on a new one: why art

thou troubled because thy body shall experience
corruption? By (his means it lays aside not only
what is worthless but attains to a glorious trans

formation (ver. 21).
RIEGER: Our house, home, city, and father

land where we belong, the seeking and hoping
for which govern all our thoughts, are not mere
fancies to be grasped only by the imagination, but
exist in heaven

; God has prepared them there;
and faith in His word affords us a complete re

presentation of them.
GERLACH: Every one who is not redeemed by

Christ s cross from sin and from the present evil

world, serves his flesh and minds earthly things,

though his imagination take ever so exalted

flights, though he be a philosopher, or a slave to

grovelling lusts. No Christian can find perfect
rest until even the last trace of sin is overcome
and destroyed: hence his life upon earth is a life

of waiting and longing.
SCHLEIERMAOHER: If a man still values and

seeks sensual good he is then an enemy of the

cross of Christ. If he has earthly honor in view,
and desires to distinguish himself before the

world, he is then an enemy of the shame of Christ
which accompanied His sufferings. Eternal life

is not to be thought of apart from a man s recon
ciliation with himself and with Christ, who has
left peace as His most beautiful legacy to His fol

lowers.

HEUBNER: They who will not recognize the

crucified Redeemer as their only righteousness,
who are proud of their legal virtue, are as much,
enemies of the cross of Christ as those who from
a fleshly mind will not follow the crucified Re
deemer, nor crucify their flesh together with its

lusts and desires. Pride and the lust of the world
can make a man an enemy of the cross of Christ.

The holiest thing may become an offence to a cor

rupt heart, and excite violent opposition. Even
evil examples must be salutary to the Christian,
because they deter him from evil : they present
it to him in all its fearfulness and render him
anxious for himself. The man who opposes the

cross of Christ, labors for his own ruin. That
which is honorable with God, the worldly man
does not understand at all. The present body
disturbs the heavenly life; and hence this body
is to be glorified. The future body will promote,
facilitate the spiritual life. We arc to attain to

a complete likeness to Christ, even the body is to-

become like His; but as the condition of this

the soul here must first resemble His soul. The-

power of Christ extends to the new creation of

our bodies and of the world. Though difficult,,

the Christian may guard himself against the de-
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structive influence of evil examples. 1) He has
no lack of good examples around him; 2) He
sees the fearfulness of evil examples; 3) He has
a heavenly calling. There is a Christian use of

bad examples as well as good.
PASSAVANT : This is the three-fold divine

working of the one Redeemer; He has redeemed
His people from the curse of sin through His

blood ; He redeems them more and more by His

Holy Spirit from the power of sin, and He will fi

nally redeem them from all misery and all oppres
sion in this evil, godless world, and bring them
to His heavenly kingdom.

[NEANDER: Each one is required to apply to
his own life the measure of spiritual discernment
bestowed upon him (ver. 16). All progressive
revelation of the Spirit, all new light of which
man is made partaker, presupposes a faithful ap
plication of what lias previously been given (ver.

15). If each one were careful to put in practice
with strict fidelity his own measure of Christian

knowledge, without contending with others about
matters wherein they differ from himself, how
many schisms might have been avoided in the

church, how many differences might for its inte
rest have been overcome and adjusted! H.]

The Geneva version has the feminine form of the name instead of

fragrance ;
but the correct reading is EvoSiav, good way, ac

VI. SECTION FIFTH.

Concluding exhortations designed to secure co-operation between the Philip
pians and the Apostle.

CHAPTEK IV. 2-20.

(1). Exhortation to unity addressed to individuals.

CHAP. IV. 2, 3.

2 I beseech Euodias [Euodia]
1

,
and [I] beseech Syntyche, that they be of the same

3 mind in the Lord. (And) [Yea]
2 I entreat thee also, true yoke fellow, help those

[these] women,
3 who labored [strove] with me in the gospel, with Clement also, and

with other4

[others] my fellow laborers, whose names are in the book of life.

1 Ver. 1. [On this change of the name see notes below

the masculine. STEPHENS text has EviaSiav, which mean
cording to all the uncial manuscripts. H.]

* Ver. 2. [The common text has itai, but vai is undoubtedly the correct reading H.] .

3 Ibid. [Our English version misleads the reader here. In the Greek the first ]&amp;gt;ronoun (auratf, them
), refers to Euodia

and Syntiche, and the second (aiTii cs= since they ) assign them to the class of co-laborers with Paul whose toil and con
flicts (eTvvijflAijffaK) they had shared. The translation therefore might be : help them, since they labored, etc. H.J

* Ibid. [For this use of other (=others) see the note on ii. 3. Instead of the appositioual form it maybe rendered:

the rest of my co-laborers. H.j

horts: That they be of the same mind in
the Lord (TO avrb Qpovelv iv

Kvpitf)).
See ii. 2. On

this agreement the Apostle lays special stress ;

it belongs to the arr/Kere h Kvpiu. They must in

some way have been alienated, but on what oc

casion, in what cause or manner, is not stated or

hinted. Hence it cannot be said that, as the ex

pression is borrowed from ii. 2, the motives for

this estrangement must have corresponded to

those mentioned in ii. 3 (WIESINGER, DE WETTE).
With as little reason can it be said that they are
deaconesses. [Those who hold that such an or

der existed in the primitive church generally
think that these women belonged to it, and that

their variance was the more unworthy on that

account. H.]
Ver. 3. Yea I entreat thee also, true yoke

fellow.
Na&amp;lt;, very common as particula ajf/nn-

antis, but as particula obsecrantis, only elsewhere
in Rev. xxii. 20. It indicates the seriousness of

the affair to the Apostle that he turns with his

entreaties (epurw), to still another (nai ae) be-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2. I beseech Euodia, and I beseech

Syntyche, TZvotiiav 7rapa/ca?.w Kal EwTvxqv na-

paKaAu. From the general exhortation (ver. 1)

the Apostle passes to one addressed to indi

viduals. The relation of the persons being
known to the readers, it was unnecessary to de

scribe it. The repeated irapaKa^u, I exhort (not
so correctly beseech) indicates that each of them
needed the admonition ; they were both in fault.

The repetition is not merely ad vehementiam affec-

tus significandam (ERASMUS). The names, com
mon also elsewhere, belong to women, as avralf

(ver. 3) demands; but the persons are otherwise

unknown. GROTIUS incorrectly regards both as

men. HAMMOND regards only the second as a man,
and BAUER both as parties. SCHWEGLER regards
the first as the Jewish party, the second as the

Gentile Christian party ; but they did not labor

with Paul (awWfaicdv pot). The Apostle ex-
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sides the women. It is not clear who it is that

he invokes in
j

I t/n/? r,i\v/r. The substantive, in

the N. T. found only here, is plain from its op

posite, rn-fti^i jtn (2 Cor. vi. 14), as also from the

use of Cf) &amp;gt;f (figuratively: Matt. xi. 2 J, 30; Acts

xv. 10; Gal. v. 1; literally, 1 Tim. vl. 1; Rev.

vi. 5); hence partner, associate, anil the rela

tion of this person to Paul is described as very
close, as that of one who draws at the same yoke
with himself. It is a stricter connection than

that of awepy6f. The epithet yvf/aie describes

the nature and character of this person (ii. 20]

as genuine, pure, true. Hence it cannot appear

strange that Paul did not address him by name:

every one is supposed to know him. It is incor

rect to regard au^vye as a name (CuRYSosTOM,
MEYKR, distinctly; WIESINUER with hesitation),
as a designation of Epaphroditus (GRonus), or
of Timothy (EsTius), for these could not have
bsen addressed as in Philippi ; or arbitrarily of

Silas (BENQEL), of the husband of one of two wo
men (the Greek interpreters), or of Paul s wife

(CLEMENS ALEX., ERASMUS, et al.) contrary to

the history (1 Cor. vii. 8) and against the gram
mar (masculine form). [The noun may be mas
culine or feminine, but the adj. has properly
three terminations, and must be masculine here.

Other conjectures, on the supposition that an

anonymous person is meant are, that it may have
been Luke who appears to have been absent from
Rome when the Epistle was written (see on i. 1)
or Epaphroditus (LIOUTFOOT) at the side of Paul
as he wrote, and wliom lie addressed

( Trapana^M)
at the momjnt. II.] LVUKENT S view (Neutest.

Studien, pp. 134-137) is worthy of notice. In

reply to the assertion that the name Syzygus
does not occur, he remarks tli it names are not

objects of literature, but products of social or

civil life, as for example, Onesimus, Tryphena,
and Tryphosa (Rom. xvi. 12). He explains the

passage thus :
&quot; Thou, who, a genuine Syzygus,

hast already by thy birth (yvr/a/,E) and thy name
been called to be a yoke fellow and helper of all

laborers in the vineyard of the Lord, lay hold now
also of the work together with these two sisters,

that they through thy aid may carry it forward
with one spirit, not as heretofore, in discord!

For Paul does not mean to blama them (as in ii.

20) but to praise them, and hence would not im

ply that he has only one yvf/aiov al\vyov in Phi-
|

lippi.&quot; Like Evofaa (way of faith), Syntyche
j

and Syzygus appear to him to have been names
received after baptism, as in the case of others,
whose names are more familiar to us. [The best

view after all seems to be that of MEYER, LAU-
BENT, and others, that Syzygus or Synzygus
(&amp;lt;Ti&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;siiyof)

is a proper name, borne by one who
had been associated with Paul in Christian la

bors, who was at Philippi when the Apostle
wrote the letter, and was well known there as

deserving the encomium which this appeal to him
,

implies. Paul nowhere uses this word (ai\vyof) i

of any one of his official associates, being used
in fad nowhre else in the N. T. . it is found
here in the midst of other proper names (vers.
2, 3); and the attributive yvr/aie corresponds

finely and significantly to the appellative sense

of such a name. That such an alliteration is

not foreign to Paul s manner, see Philem., vers.

10, 11. The name, it is true, does not appear
6

! anywhere else; but many other names also are

j

found only in single instances, and certainly many
I names to us must have been in use among the an
cients which have not been transmitted at all.

Paul himself repeatedly mentions persons in his

|
epistles who are named only once, and a cata-

I logue of names might be made out from the Acts
of the Apostles, of those whose whole history for

us lies in a single passage. See METER S Brief
I an die Pkilipper on iv. 3. H.] Help these
women (pVMOftB&vw avraif) presents the object
of the request. The verb

(
Luke v 1

) signifies to

take hold vigorously with, to assist one, i. e.,

here to re-establish harmony. It is not ut habe-

ant, unde se suusque suslentent (G ROTH S), against
the context. Who strove with me in the
gospel, states the motive for helping these
women in the work of reconciliation. Hence
he adds aiTivef=ut qme (see Eph. i. 23). Ev

evayye/utf) marks the sphere, as in 1 Thes. iii.

2, in which they had labored with him (avvifi).

hrjadv /tot). The verb points back to the be

ginning of Christianity at Philippi, when the
women embraced it (Acts xvi. 13), and had
exerted themselves to advance it. They had
contended at Paul s side for the gospel, and
ought not now to strive against one another,

against Christianity and ugainst Paul ; they
are so useful and deserving in other respects,

they should be right also in their relation to

each other. With Clement also, and with
my other fellow-laborers (peril Kai K///yutv-

rof Kai T(JV /.oiiruv ovvepyuv puv), brings to view
the fact that various persons at Philippi at

that time were harmoniously engaged in behalf
of the gospel, men, as Clement and others,
as well as (nai-nai) women associated with them.
Paul thus exalts the merits of Syntyche and
Euodia who labored in such company. Clement
as a Philippian ;

which is evident, but nothing
further, not even that he was a teacher (MEYER).
We have no right to suppose him to have been
Clemens Romanus (Catholics), or Flavius Cle

mens, Domitian s pairuelis (BAUB.V He does
not of course mention the l.onroi awepyoi by
name, because it is superfluous, as in the case
of the yvi/atoq ai\vyof. [The closer proxi
mity and the nature of the thought connect /jera

avvEpyuv nov with ovvf/ ti/.ijaai; rather than with

OV/Aofipdvov avraif. The position and influence
of the women as co-partners in Christian service
with Paul and his associates rendered the spec
tacle and effects of such strife the more deplo
rable, and thus enforced the appeal (avs.Mfifia-
vov) to strive the more earnestly to promote
harmony between them. H.]. In his joy on
their account he adds : Whose names are
in the book of life, ui&amp;gt; w6para h pif/M K̂.

{We
are to refer Hiv wiyf to ruv honruv apart

rom CLEMENT, because the Apostle having named
the latter would recognize the others though
unnamed by him, as yet having their names
written in heaven (MEYER, ELLICOTT and others).
This expression does not of itself decide whether
these other fellow-laborers were living or dead,
but certainly it is altogether improbable that Cle
ment was the only one of them who still remained.

H.] The figurative expression was suggested
perhaps by iii. 20. for the registers of the citi

zens of Israel, out of which one s name wat
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erased on his decease prepared the way for the

expression D&quot;n
&quot;^3p (Exodus xxxii. 32

;
Isa.

iv. 3; Ezek. xiii. 9; Ps. Ixix. 29; Dan. xii. 1)
which was adopted in the N. T. (Luke x. 20;
Acts iii. 5; xiii. 8; xvii. 8; xx. 15) in order to

mark the certainty of the eternal inheritance,
the blessedness which is to be reached by faith

ful striving. [It is clear from the expression

&quot;blotting out of the book,&quot; (Rev. iii. 5) that the

image suggested no idea of absolute predestina
tion. For the use of the phrase in Rabbinical

writers see Wetstein here (LIGHTFOOT). H.]
Effri is to be supplied, not the optative (BENGEL).
It is the joyful certainty, not a wish that Paul
has in mind here.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The servant of the word of God ought not

only to exhort the whole church from the pulpit,
but also with a special care for souls to warn in

dividuals.

2. The pastor in his oversight of souls should

not stand alone, but be aided by others properly

qualified. The lay-element should be cultivated

for the service of the church.

3. Goodness at the beginning does not protect
one from a fall afterward, nor courageous striving
for the gospel from ill-natured arrogance to

wards others, nor the vanquishing of outward
foes from weak indulgence towards one s self.

4. The unity of the church as a body must
extend into the narrowest circle of neighborhood
and home.

5. He who will exhort, incite others, must gen
erously recognize what is praiseworthy, and at
tach himself to the good which already exists.

6. Women are to be highly esteemed in the
church for their services

; but they should act
with men

(/J.ETO,), and not work independently.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : There are peace-disturbers enough,
but not so many peace-makers. To the work
then! and help check those who love contention,
and thus make peace! Even women are to help
in extending the kingdom of God with their

prayers, gifts, good counsel, etc., and to contend

fearlessly for the gospel.
RIEGER: A tried, approved mediator can of

ten by the grace of God adjust many difficulties.

SCIILEIERMACHER: Let us strive with all our

powers to extend Christian fellowship, and yet
not weaken it.

HEUBNER: To have a genuine colleague is

not a privilege granted to every one (ver. 3).

(2) General exhortation to Christian joy.

(CHAPTER IV. 4-7).

4, 5 Rejoice in the Lord always: (and)
1

again I [will] say, rejoice. Let your modera-
6 tion [gentleness] be known to all men : The Lord is at hand. Be careful for no

thing ;
but in everything, by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your

7 request [requests] be known unto [before] God. And the peace of God, which pas-
seth [every] understanding, shall keep [guard] your hearts and [your] minds through
[in] Christ Jesus.

Vcr. 4 [This and in the A. V. answers to xai in the common text, which is, however,
vhicli thus occurs, *_&amp;gt;e

WINER S Gram., p. 537. See the notes below on
&amp;lt;?p&amp;lt;i. H.]

varranted. For the asynde-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 4. Rejoice in the Lord always (xa i-

pere kv KvpiM Trdrrore) takes up in connection with

yer. 3 (uv bvofiara iv /3//3?.w CGW/C) the theme of the

epistle. See iii. 1. A tone of special emphasis
rests on &quot;always&quot; (Trdi rore): there lies the dif

ficulty and the plory of rejoicing in the Lord.

Again I will say, rejoice (irafav cpu,

Xalpers) repeats the command with emphasis.
BENGEL incorrectly joins Trdvrore with Kakiv.

[The verb (eptij is future, not present, as in the

A. V. This reiterated exhortation is the more
remarkable when we recollect, that Paul as he

wrote or dictated the letter had his right arm
chained to the arm of a Roman soldier, or ut all

events was a prisoner under the eye of a sentinel

who never left him (see Acts xxviii. 20). H.]
Ver. 6. Let your forbearance be known

to all men, though without any external no

tation, connects itself logically with ^o/pcre,
since joy has of itself a tendency to make us

mild and gentle: gaudium in domino parit veram

sequilatem erfla proximum, (BENGEL). To em/cf
vfiuv is stronger than the substantive, ~ieiKEia

(2 Cor. x. 1 ; Acts xxiv. 4), and implies that

this quality (TO EITIEIKFC) pervades the entire

nature of the v/iuv. Comp. iii. 8
;
Rom. ii. 4

;

Heb. vi. 17. It signifies mildness, forbearance,

(used with 5/za^of, 1 Tim. iii. 3; Tit. iii. 2:

between elpr/viKr/ and eimeitft/c, Jas. iii. 17; with

dya#&amp;lt;5c,
1 Pet. ii. 18), hence not becoming

conduct (MATTHIES). It is to be known ta
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all
( yvdia&f/Tu irdatv tv&p&mtf) without ex

ception, to strangers, and so much the more to

neighbors, because they have such occasion to

see it manifested towards themselves and to

wards others. The context leads us to think

more directly of the adjustment of difficulties, the

removal of dissension (vers. 2, 3) for effecting
which the gentleness which spares the delin

quent is a great assistance. [The fmetKec buuv

stands in contrast to the cucptpodiiuuof, as being
satisfied with less than is one s due. ARIST.

Eth. Nic., v. 10 (LIGHTFOOT). II.] The Lord
is at hand (6 Kvpios tyyvs) in whom they are to

rejoice, hence Christ, under whose eye they are

to walk and act, who will also judge them: judex
vobis propitius, vindKx in malos (BENQEL). This is

a strong motive to the exercise of forbearance.

We are not to refer nvpioq to God (CALVIN), since

Trpof TOV deov follows in ver. 6, and the subject
here is not that of the providence of God,
but the nafMtvaia or advent of Christ. MEYER in

correctly joins it with what follows. [This near
ness of Clirist admits of other explanations. It

may mean that He is ever near to His people as

their efficient supporter and helper, so that with
such an arm to defend them they have nothing
to fear from the power or malice of their ene
mies (comp. Matt. xiii. 11; 1 Pet. iv. 7); or,

more probably, that He is always near to them
in point of time, will soon come to relieve them
of their cares and trials, and receive them to

their appointed rewards and rest in heaven

(John xiv. 3; Rom. xiii. 11, sq.) See note on i.

7. There is no necessary, certainly no exclu

sive, reference here to a definite expectation of

the near advent of Christ, and the end of the

world.* H.]
Ver. G. Be careful for nothing, (uijdev uepi-

fivaTe) enjoins freedom from anxiety since gaudi-
um in domino legitimam securitafemin suis rebus pa-
rit (BENGEL). M.r/^fv, accusative of the object,
excludes every subject of harassing care, whe
ther fruitless labor or the events which precede
the Lord s advent (ver. 5) ; hence not anxious
solicitude merely is forbidden (GiioTius). But
in every thing (&amp;lt;JAA

sv n-a.vri) is the antithesis

to uTjAev (comp. Eph. v. 24). By prayer and
supplication, with thanksgiving, let your
requests be known unto God, (rij -xpoaevxri
Kal Ti) tizijGei /ierd eii^apiariaf TO. alrijuaTa vuCtv

yvupi^ta(}(j Trpof rbv
$e&amp;lt;5i&amp;gt;)

is the antithesis of

uepiuvdTt. He who rejoices in the Lord has
not to do with earthly things (rd iniyeia,
iii. 19). Td a iT&amp;gt;/uara vuuv, are the contents or

objects of the prayers, desideria vesfra (Luke
xxiii. 24; 1 John v. 16). The verb yvwoi&otfu
has a threefold limitation: 1) the way (Ty K/waev-

Xy Kal TTJ dft/aei) which the article points out as

the appointed one, and its repetition as consist

ing of two parts or acts (on the difference see

Eph. vi. 18); 2) the accompaniment: ufrd ev-

XafHOTiae (comp. Eph. v. 4; Col. ii. 7; iv. 2),

[NEANBER suggests Btill another, or at least a modified

interpretation. The consciousness tli:it
&quot;

tin- Lord i.s nigh,&quot;

furnishes a motive fur tln&amp;gt; exeieise of torliearanre under pro-
Tocatinii. Hi- persernted people walk in til* sight of the Lord
ami ilar. not give way to passion in (!.. near presenee of Him,
who endured every wrong \\ith heavenly pali.-nre and long-
guftenng. This .oiis.-iou.sness that the Lord is near will also
restrain them from wishing to anticipate His justice, to take
the work of retribution into their own hands. ll.J

which should never be wanting in prayer and re

quest; and 3) the direction (irpbg TOV tie6v) to

whom the prayer should be directed. We are
not to run to men with our complaints and la

mentations. BENOEL well points out the connec
tion of vers. 46 : Institiam et curam comitatur

morositas.

Ver. 7. And the peace of God, which
passeth every understanding. K&amp;lt; adds now
a promise. Joy in the Lord is accompanied by
the peace of God, etc. The genitive marks the
author (see Eph. i. 2; Col. iii. 15; and comp.
WINER S Gram., p. 186), and the participial
clause the value of the peace which as the con
text shows must be understood as an inward
state or peace of soul, in contrast with violence

(ver. 5), anxiety (ver. 6) and in connection with

joy (ver. 4). Hence the peace (eipivn) is not

harmony with one another (MEYER), which does
not accord with the following predicates, nor re
conciliation with God (ERASMUS), which peace
of .soul presupposes, and on which it is founded.
This peace of God is a possession denned as $
VTTEpE^ovua TrdvTa vovv, i. e., towering above

(ii.
3

; iii. 8; Eph. iii. 19) the reach of man s un

derstanding, however strong it may be (Ttdvra

vovv), (Eph. iv. 17). The comparison is between

peace as the object of emotion and experience,
and the understanding as the perceptive or ra
tional faculty, and not between the incompre
hensibility of this peace and the understanding
(ERASMUS, res felicior, quam ut humana mcns queat
perapere, and so MEYER et al.) [According to

MEYER S view (1859) the comparison lies in the

efficacy of God s peace, on the one hand, and of
man s reason or understanding on the other, to
lift the soul above disquietude and the power of
the world, So essentially LIGHTFOOT: Surpass
ing every device or counsel of man, i. e., which is

far better, which produces a higher satisfaction,
than all punctilious self-assertion, all anxious

forethought. ELLICOTT translates: which over-

passeth every understanding, i. e., which tran
scends every effort and attempt on the part of
the understanding to grasp and realize it. The
similarity between the language here and Eph.
iii. 20 speaks almost decisively for the latter and
more obvious interpretation: Who is able to do

exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or

think, aiTobpe&a i] voovuev. II.] We are not to

think at all here of the doubting or perplexed
understanding (DE WETTE) Shall keep your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus,
characterizes the efficacy of the peace in question.
The verb (^povpfjaei) signifies to guard, while the
tense marks the continuance of this protection;
it is a promise, assurance, not a wish

( VULO., cus

todial, et al.) The object rdc naptYia^ vutiv not rd

voquara i&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;Jv,
is the inner personality, made em

phatic and exhaustive by the repeated article and
pronoun. BENGEL: cor sedes cogitationum. Comp.
2 Cor. iii. 14, 15. Thus the whole and its parts,
the principal and derivative, in the individual s

life, are preserved adversus omnet insulins et euros

NGEL); or UCITZ uevetv Kalui/ tKireaeiv aiirov, r^f
Tsuf (CHRYSOSTOM). Comp. 1 Pet. i. 5. [The

vot/uara reside in and issue from the Kapfiia

(comp. 2 Cor. iii. 14, 15) : for in the Apostle 8

language Kap6ia is the seat of thought as well aa
of feeling (LIGHTFOOT) H.] This result is ac-
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cornplished fv XpiaTy Ii/aov, and hence apart
from Him it does not spring from any inherent

efficacy in the peace itself. Without His aid it

is not possible to abide with Him, to obtain or to

keep His gifts.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Joy in the Lord is the theme of this epistle,

and the chief feature in the portrait of the Chris

tian. On this frame of mind much depends:

gentleness towards all men, in word and deed,
since it causes many a provocation to pass un

noticed, or to be borne patiently ;
freedom from

care and delight in prayer, for the Christian

knows and frequents the way to God, and casts

all his care upon Him who cares for him, being
driven by care to prayer, and by prayer driving

away care; inward peace, which God has

wrought, and continues to strengthen in the soul.

2. Our consciousness of the nearness of the

Lord, is strengthened by our very joy in the

Lord, whicli is only perfected in the other world,
so that we feel His coming to be a blessing, and
desire it (ver. 5).

3. The prayer for what is lacking should ne

ver be separated from thanksgiving for what has

been grained (ver. G).
4. All that moves, disquiets thee, may and

should become a subject of prayer, but the sort

of prayer, manifold as may be the reason for it,

is definite, and not every prayer avails.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE: Two things trouble us: sin and af

fliction; on the other hand we find here a double

incitement to rejoice in the Lord; Rejoice! A
Christian must be no towering tulip, but rather

a humble violet, dispensing everywhere a sweet

perfume. Thou lion and tyrant in thy house !

When an honorable man, a stranger approaches
thee, thou ceasest perhaps to scold, and curse,
and rage : why hast thou not as much reverence
for the Lord who is near thee? To care is God s

part, but to labor and in prayer to commit the issue

to Him, is ours To-day peace, to-morrow war!
So it was formerly in the world, so it is now and
so it will be to the end

;
but the peace of God is

an eternal peace.
RIEGER : Everything in the Lord s life, cha

racter, and experience is indeed a cause of joy
to you. His condescension in His incarnation
and birth, His walk in the world, His sufferings,

cross, and death, His life and glory, His present
concealment in God, His revelation from heaven
ever near and nearer to us. One may have the

inward ground of joy in the Lord, though he has
not the same susceptibility at one time as at an
other. Yet joy in the Lord does not lead one to

violent outbursts, or on the other hand to sit in

dolently, but to work, and it is this exercise
which keeps it pure. A joyful follower of our
Lord Jesus Christ, has to deal with different

men, who in many ways have need of his for

bearance. Sometimes, indeed, even our reason

performs good service against care, and pro
motes contentment of mind. But too often our
reason is itself the fountain of many cares, or at

least meets with cases where it is entirely help

less. Out of the heart the life flows
; if it is not

protected it evaporates, and the senses bring in

many a thing from the world, which has power
to disturb our contentment.
GERLACH: Let the Lord who in grace and

judgment is ever near His people, care for all

things. Address no prayer to Him, even out of
the deepest distress, without thanksgiving; for
even in the greatest misery you have more rea
son for thanksgiving and joy than for sorrow and
complaint. Thus you can maintain joy in the
Lord and gentleness towards men, at the same
time.

[ROBERT HALL: Seek repose by prayer. If

your mind be overcharged or overwhelmed with
trouble and anxiety, go into the presence of God.

Spread your case before Him. Though He
knows the desires of your hearts, yet He has de
clared He &quot;will be sought after;&quot; He will be

&quot;inquired of to do it for
you.&quot; Go, therefore,

into the presence of that God who will at once

tranquillize your spirit, give you what you wish,
or make you more happy without it and who
will be your everlasting consolation, if you trust

in Him. He will breathe peace into your soul,
and command tranquillity in the midst of the

greatest storms. How much are they to be pi
tied who never pray. The world is to them all

gloom and disappointment; for there they see
none of the kindness and protection of our hea

venly Father. We do not wonder that the sor

row of the world worketh death, with the dis

tresses, afflictions, and disappointments to which
human nature is exposed (ver. C). H.]
SCHLEIERMACIIER : What then are the chief

things in the holy joy of Christmas? 1) Joy in

the entire Lord and Redeemer. 2) A common
feeling of love and joy (&amp;lt;/)

in the consciousness
of the kindness and favor of God, our heavenly
Father, which have been manifested in Christ

Jesus; (6) in the purity and serenity of Chris
tian joy. 3) Joy not over this or that aspect
of heart and life, but over universal inward de

velopment.
PASSAVANT: This gentleness manifests itself

at one time as equanimity and patience under all

circumstances, among all men, and in manifold

experiences; at another as integrity in business

relations; as justice, forbearance, and goodness,
in exercising power; as impartiality and mercy
in judging; as noble yielding, joyful giving, and

patient enduring and forgiving. As the epistle
for the fourth Sunday in Advent.

HEUBNER: The true joy of the Christian in

Advent. 1. Its nature. It springs from the

past, the present, and the future coming of the

Lord. 2. Its effects : gentleness, freedom from

care, disposition to pray, peace. It is the best

preparation for Christmas.

LOHE : The approach of the festival as typi
cal of the second coming of Christ greets us with

four-fold trumpet-blast: 1) Joy in Christ ; 2)

gentleness and goodness; 3) prayer and thanks

giving; 4) a prolonged sweet tone of peace, which
is higher than all reason.

AIII.KKLD: Supplication and thanksgiving
are better than care. 1. Care gnaws the mar
row and pith out of God s gifts. 2. Rise above
it and leave it to your Lord. 3. Live in prayer
and thanksgiving. He will gladly help you.
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Mini Testimony. It is necessary to call form (Rom. vii. 25): &quot;Who shall deliver me ?

solemnly to mind the much forgotten second

coming of the Lord. 1) It brings holy joy in

every way; 2) it is a rampart and wall against
all hate and harm; 3) it inspires care-conquer

ing prayer; 4) it enfolds us in God s peace.
Piioiir.K: The Christian disposition of mind

in the holy time of Advent. 1) Holy joy; 2)
tender love of men ; 3) firm trust in God ; 4) di

vine peace Difference between the holy mind
of Christians and the wanton mind of the world.

1) The sources: the former springs from be

lieving, sanctified hearts ; the latter from a for

tunate gift of nature, or it is the fruit of the sin

ful flesh. 2) Expressions : the former in reli

gious joys, in lawful earthly pleasures used with

moderation, a gentle, loving spirit, with God be

fore the eye and in the heart; the latter, in sen-

sualjoys and violent passions. 3) Duration: the

former always, the latter now and then. 4) Ef
fects: the former liberates from care and me
lancholy, and renders one inclined to and quali
fied for the good; the latter leads away from God
into sin. The Lord is near! The thought (1)
sanctifies our joys ; (2) dissipates our cares ; (3)
consecrates our prayers; (4) fills us with love

and forbearance towards our neighbor.

[J. S. Howsox: The Apostle Paul illustrated

his precepts by example. He was remarkable

1 thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord.&quot;

&quot; Thanks be to God which put this into the heart

of Titus.&quot; 2 Cor. viii. 1(5.
&quot; 1 thank God that I

baptized none save Crispus and Gnius.&quot; I Cor. i.

14. &quot; I thank my God, 1 speak with tongues more
than you all.&quot; 1 Cor. xiv. 18. Even when he

speaks of food, the name which he employs is :

&quot;That for which I give thanks.&quot; And what is said

of thanksgiving may similarly be said of prayer.
Thus, with the same kind of exuberant impulse,
after a doctrinal statement : For this cause I

bow rny knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that He would grant you to be strength
ened with might by His Spirit in the inner man.&quot;

Eph. iii. 1416. So when he has been describing
his projected journey :

&quot; Now the God of peace
be with

you.&quot;
Rom. xv. 33. So when he has

been giving advice to an individual : &quot;Consider

what 1 say.; and the Lord give thee understand

ing in all things.&quot;
2 Tim. ii. 7. Evidently with

St. Paul the law of Prayer is the law of Praise.

Supplication and gratitude are almost always
inter-linked together; or at least when one is

present, the other is seldom far absent. &quot;I will

pray with the Spirit, and I will sing with the Spi
rit : I will pray with the understanding, and I will

sing with the understanding.&quot; 1 Cor. xiv. 15. In

t lie Christian life he clearly assumes that Thanks-
f or his habit of combining thanksgiving with his giving will followeasily in the footsteps of Prayer,
prayers (see ver. 6). I know of no more in-

i
and that Prayer will be mindful to fill the

structive study than to go over all the ground place which has just been occupied by Thanks-
from Romans to Philemon, taking the structure

j

giving. Two parallel sentences from the Ephe-
of the Epistles as we find it, and noticing these sians may conclude this imperfect list of illus

streams of prayer and praise, sometimes as they
appear separately, very frequently together. We
have grand doxologies after the commencement
of some great truth, or at the prospect of some

glorious future, as in the letter to the Romans,
(xi. 33); &quot;O the depth of the riches; both of

trations: &quot;Giving thanks always for all things
unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ.&quot; Eph. v. 20. &quot;Praying always with
all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and

watching thereunto with all perseverance.&quot; Eph.
vi. 18. Different, as St Paul s Epistles are in

the wisdom and the knowledge of God !&quot; or in the
j

most respects from the Psalms of David, they re-

First to the Corinthians (ix. 57) :
&quot; Thanks be to I semble them in this combination. The lesson

God which giveth us the victory, through our derived from both, and in both cases alik

Lord Jesus Christ!&quot; The habit strikes us more
forcibly when the reference is to something per
sonal. Thus, at, the mention of the long-delayed,
but at last accomplished meeting with Titus (2
Cor. ii. 14): &quot;Now thanks be to God, which al

ways causeth us to triumph in Christ !&quot; Even in

his statement of a fact, Paul uses a eucharistic

forced by the writer s example, is this :
&quot; Offer

unto God thanksgiving : and call upon Him in

the time of trouble; so will He hear thee, and
thou shall praise Him,&quot; (Ps. 1. 14, 15). See Lee-

1804). H.]

n the Character of St. Paul, p. 150 (London,

(3). General exhortation to Christian progrut.

(CHAPTER IV. 8, 9)

8 Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest [ho
norable] whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things
are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if

9 there be any praise,
think on these things. Those [The] things which ye have both

[also] learned, and received, and heard, aud seen in me [these] do: and the God of

peace shall be with you.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 8. Finally, TO ~hom6v, introduces the con

clusion, but does not strictly resume iii. 1 again

(MATTHIES). [This expression indicates an ap

proach to the end. and as MEYER remarks, its

recurrence here shows Paul s reluctance to say
the last word of farewell. H.] It is here added
how and wherein the peace of God (ver. 7) is to

manifest itself ;
and as ver. 7 states what God

does, so this declares what remains for men to do.

(DE WETTE). The address, brethren, dde/l^o/,

is prompted by the fervor of his feelings ;
and to

this fervor is due also the six times repeated baa.

[The words which follow here may be said to be

arranged in a descending scale. The first four

describe the character of the actions themselves,
the two former, dhqdrj, aefivd, being absolute, the

two latter dtnaia, dyvd, relative; the fifth and
sixth TrpoafyAfi, Ev&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;rifj.a, point to the moral appro
bation which they conciliate; while the seventh

and eighth aperf/. iiraivoq, in which the form of

expression is changed (rtf for oca], are thrown
in as an after-thought that no motive may be omit

ted (LiGiiTFooT). H.] Whatsoever things
are true, baa earlv dX^rj. The baa, indicates

that all things, without exception, which the ca

tegory embraces are meant; while kariv implies
their actual existence in contrast with the arbi

trary supposition of men. A fa]$ij is the morally
true, in harmony with the objective rule of mo
rality in the gospels. See Eph. iv. 21. It

should neither be limited by in sermone (BEN-
GEL) nor be taken as merely subjective in the

sense of sincerity (ERASMUS). Whatsoever
things are honorable (baa ae/ivd), designates

things of a worthy character corresponding
to the essence of the a/u/$ez (1 Tim. ii. 2

;

Tit. ii. 2). [They are such as men esteem,

regard with respect, veneration. H.] What
soever things are just (baa fiiKaia) signifies

the things which accord with the law, as in Eph.
iv. 24, and should not be limited by erga olios

(BENGEL). Whatsoever things are pure
(baa dyva) describes the same qualities or acts

intrinsically (2 Cor. vi. 6; vii. 11
;
Jas. iii. 17;

1 Tim. v. 22; 1 John iii. 3; dyvug i. 17). It is

not simply chaste (GROTIUS). Whatsoever
things are lovely, whatsoever things are

Of good report (baa Trpoadi/.i?, baa Ev^rjfia) com

prises again a two-fold relation ; both words
have reference to the estimation of men, the first

however designating what is valuable and dear

to the heart of man, (npoc^f/), the second (EV$T/-

fj.a)
what is praised, esteemed among men, in

word and deed. The first should not be sup

plemented by Tolg TTIGTOIC Ka\ TU
#f&amp;lt;p (CHRYSOS-

TOM), or restricted by TGJ #eu (THEODORET), or

interpreted as benigna, quie gratiosum faciunt ho-

minem (GROTIUS). The second does not refer to

quse bonam famam conciliant (ERASMUS), or to ser-

mones, qui aliis bene precantur (STORR), which is

opposed to the context. If there be any vir

tue, and if there be any praise, sums up the

preceding; el TI$ dperfj refers to the first two

pairs, Kal rig eiraivoq to the last pair. The

former, apery, used of God, 1 Pet. ii. 9 ; 2 Pet. i.

8, here and in 2 Pet. i. 5, of men, signifies moral

rectitude in disposition and action ; the latter

the moral judgment of men, hence not
es laudabilis (CALVIN, etal.); virtue (apF.rij) calls

forth praise (iircuvov) : this presupposes that.

Thus what is in a Christian sense moral, is de
scribed in manifold relations, and the Apostle
now says of it : Think on these things, rav-

Aoy^ecn^e, not the same as 0pow?re. ThePhi-
lippians should choose these things as the sub

ject of their meditation, have them ever in their

thoughts.
Ver. 9. The train of thought leads us here to

the province of action. The things -which
ye have also learned, and received, and
heard, and seen in me. The first KOI points
to the iff-iv with baa. [Hence it does not signify
both (A. V.), but also, i. e., it adds the Apos
tle s example and teaching to the claims of the
virtues themselves. LIGHTFOOT makes the first

KOI responsive to the third, and so connects the
verbs in pairs. H.] EpdOere Kal napf/.d^sre,
refer to instruction, the former indicating the
net in this process, as that of the Philippians,
the latter, as that of Paul. The second intimates
that the first could not have taken place without
the second. HKovaare nal ride-e refer to exam
ples of which the Philippians had knowledge by
report or from personal observation, and which
Kai joins with the instruction (([tddere}. Ev i/uoi

belongs to both verbs, for Paul is an example in

word as well as act. Therefore Kai-Kai-nai is not
&quot;as well as,&quot; nor epdfterE genus, and the others

species (HOLEMANN), nor does t/Koraare refer to

preaching (CALVIN, et al.). These do (ravra

TTfidaaeTe) is parallel to ravra /o}/fe&amp;lt;r$e ; both to

gether, thinking and doing, are what Paul en

joins. And the God of peace shall be
with you, Kal 6 i?tof rr/c elpr/vTjg ea~ai ^ei^ vfj.uv.

The particle connects the result (= and so, )

with the injunction. The promise points to

ver. 7. He has the peace of God as his protec
tion, who has the God of peace with him and in

him.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Salvation with all its inward wealth and
manifold relations, is a unit. It harmonizes with
the standard (aAr/df/) immanent in it, whereon

depends its dignity, its worth
(cEfivd), agrees

with the rule made objective in the law (6/naia),
so that it is unspotted (dyrd), has its echo in the

creature (-rrpocQdf/), and in the circles formed by
it (evtyqua).

2. Salvation is obtained through a saving
union of doctrine and example.

3. He who rightfully claims salvation in

word, has resting upon him still more the duty
of bearing witness to it in his life.

[ANDREW FULLER: &quot;The God of peace shall

be with
you&quot; (ver. 9). We cannot experience the

peace of God, and joy in the Holy Ghost, unless

we have the testimony of our own consciences

that in simplicity and godly sincerity we have
had our conversation in the world. What is this

peace? The Christian, the minister who enjoys
a well-grounded persuasion that he possesses the

favor of Jesus Christ, whose confidence is in Him
who sits at the helm of the universe, who walks
with God and has the testimony of a good con

science, possesses the peace of God. H.]
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II &amp;gt; MI LEXICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : Christians have no need of the

teachings of pagan morality, for no virtue can

be found, or anything else praiseworthy and glo

rious, which is not found in God s word. Who
ever will have the blessings of salvation, must
pubmit to the divine plan of salvation.

SCHLEIEHMACHEB: In regard to what is ho

norable, just, pure, lovely, and of good report,
there is a true and a false standard, and for this

reason the Apostle here places the true at the be

ginning, that when the following exhortations are

presented this fact, which our experience so often

discloses, may at once occur to the Christian, and
he may be led to examine himself and see whether
he also is everywhere seeking for the true.

HEUBNER: The Christian should not be one,
but many-sided; he should strive after all that

is excellent. The true type of Christian virtue

rejects all falsehood. KLOI-STOCK inserts ver. 8

in his ode to the Redeemer at the close of the
Messiah.

[ROBERT HALL: There are very different vir

tues. If we would be co. uplete in our Christian

profession, we must attend to all the virtues of

it
;

whatsoever things are true, honest, just, or

lovely, as well as those sublimer things which
more immediately respect God and Christ, and
heaven and eternity. The beauty of the Chris
tian character is not formed so much by the gi

gantic size of one virtue, as from the harmony
and consistency of all. Never, then, let it ap
pear which virtue has been most approved by
you, but cultivate every virtue (ver. 8). H.]

(4). The Apostle s thankfulness for the gifts of love which he has received from them.

(CHAPTER IV. 10-20).

Hisjoy on account of such friendship (ver. 10) ; correction of a possible misunderstanding on their pari

(vers. 1113) ; grateful recognition of their kindness (vers. 1417) ; and assurance of the divine

blessing (vers. 18-20).

10 But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the last your care of me hath
flourished again ;

wherein ye were also careful, but ye lacked [were lacking]
11 opportunity. Not that I speak in respect of want, for I have learned, in whatsoever
12 state I ail (therewith) to be content. I know both [also]

1 how to be abased, and
I know how to abound

; every where [in everything], and in all things I am in-

13 structed both to ba full and to be hungry, both to abound and to suffer need. I

14 can do all things through Christ
2

[in him] who strengtheneth me. Notwithstanding
15 ye have wjll done that ye did communicate with [shared in] my affliction. Now,

ye Philippians, [also] know (also) that in the beginning of the gospel, when I de

parted from Macedonia, no church communicated with me as concerning [for an ac-

16 count of] giving and receiving, but ye only. For even in Thessalonica ye sentence
17 and again unto3

my necessity. Not because [that] I desire a [the] gift : but I de-

18 sire [the] fruit that (may) abounds to your account. But I have all, and abound:
I am full, having received of Epaphroditus the things which were sent from you,

19 an od &amp;gt;ur of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing to God. But my
God shall supply all your need according to his riches4

in glory by [in] Christ Je-

20 sus. Now unto God and our Father be glory forever and ever. Amen.

1 Ver. 12. [We are to read xai after the first olSa, and not ie as in the common text. The witnesses are decisive. So
TISCHEXDORF, MEYER, EI.UCOTT, WORDSWORTH, ami others decide. H.]

* Ver. 13. Only a few BUIHIKrlpt* add Xpierrui. X (inserted afterwards) A B C ft al., omit it. It is an exegotiral
variation. [The change makes the expression like 1 Tim. i. 12, and that conformity may have been the motive for the

change. II.)
* Ver. 16. [Some good authorities omit ri&amp;lt;; after Sit, but it is undoubtedly genuine, having been overlooked in some copies

In consequence of the successive similar endings H.]
4 Ver. 19.

|
The oldrr reiidrring is TO ir\ovro&amp;lt;; instead of TOP rrAouToi . The manuscripts (LACHMANN.TlscHENDORF) fluctuaU

in some other places between the neuter and the masculine. H.]

desi

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL. [
h
?

being at theend for the sake ot emphasis. That
Ver. 10. But I rejoiced in the Lord great- now at the last your care of me hath

ly. Paul commences by adding (6e) something flourished again. &quot;On introduces the reason
else which concerns himself personally (exaprjv). of his joy: j/firj irort av?tiaAe-e. This form of the
He limits this statement in two ways; first, by verb is not found elsewhere. See WINER S Gram.

gnating the element (kv xvpiu) and secondly,
de*re* (W&amp;lt;Wf )

of his joy, the latter word
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p. 87. The verb (from iMAAw to bloom, be luxu

riant, or to cause to bloom) signifies to become

green again, or to make green again. [The
figure was not suggested by the season of the

year when the gift was sent (BENGEL), but the

thought in its freshness budded into poetry (A-
PIE). H.] The Philippians are regarded in the

figure as a tree or field, wherein the concealed
life has shown itself anew in the bestowal of the

gifts of love, which are, as it were, the new buds
or shoots of spring. The figure does not admit
of the transitive signification (GuoTius, with an

appeal to Ezek. xvii. 24), and the context, which

presents the reason for his great joy, forbids our

referring it to a return of prosperity (MEYER,
SCHENKEL: to thrive, prosper in their circum

stances) ;
and also forbids (for it contains no re

proach) our regarding either the emphatic i/or/

TTOTS as tandem aliquando (MEYER), though it may
be so taken in Rom. i. 10 where it stands with

the future, or dretfa/.f-e as pre-supposing the

readers to be deficient in sympathy, as it were

withered, unproductive, a~ouapai&amp;gt;OfVTE^ kv TT)

k7.ET]tj.oavvri ((EcuM. ct al.
)

Under what circum
stances the Apostle s welfare (rotVfp E/JLOV)

could

not be a subject of the concern and care
(&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;poveiv)

of the church, is not stated, nor can it be con

jectured. BENGEL, who however goes too far

when he says vidc/ur legatio a Philippensibus tern-

pore verno constituta, a quo metaphora sumitur, ob
serves very justly : TO vnsp EUOV dicitur ut ra Trap

vfiuv, ver. 18, and also regitur a Qpoveiv. Hence
ro VTTSP k/j.ov typovelv is not to be taken as the ac

cusative of relation (WINER S Gram., p. 317sq.)
In a word, a new life has sprung up in the

church, which has led them to consider (typovelv)
how they can do something again for the Apostle

(TO i TTfp kfiov). If it could be suspected that

any censure was intended here, what follows

serves at once to remove that suspicion, for it

excludes entirely all ground for such a thought.
Wherein ye were also careful, but ye

were lacking opportunity. E(j&amp;gt; w, which
is always neuter with Paul, and indicates the

basis of the
&amp;lt;ppovel-e (WINER S Gram., p. 392

sq.), has TO vTrep kfj.ov for its antecedent, while

e&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;povEire,
which the prefixed Kai. associates with

their failure to contribute to his support, de

clares, that notwithstanding such omission, they
had been thoughtful in the matter, so that they
could not have been axouapavdsvTes kv ffaijuo-

ciivrj. It was not. the disposition, but the out

ward circumstances that were at fault (r/KaipEl-

G$E de). The omission of uiv after typoveire, to

which OE corresponds, states the palliating anti

thesis with greater point and vivacity. DE
WETTE incorrectly explains typovelv ETTI as a

thinking without doing, Qpavelv virep a think

ing with doing. The action is not indicated by
the preposition, but is expressed in dvetfatare.

We are not to refer u to fuov for its antecedent,

(CALVIN), nor to translate f^ w although (LU
THER), or sicut (VuLG.), or post id (GROTius). In
what the unfavorableness of their condition con

sisted, is not stated or intimated. But Paul s

joy on account of the change does not permit us

to find it in the state of their resources, their

temporal means, (MEYER, et al.
),

or in the want
of an opportunity to transmit their gifts (ERAS
MUS). [The more precise translation of f/xai-

pelafie may be ye were not having a favorable time:
which as already remarked leaves it uncertain
in what respect it was unfavorable. Of the con
jectures that of MEYER and others (see above)
is as probable as any other. The want of some
thing to send to the Apostle is less likely to have
been the difficulty than the want of a suitable

messenger. The commission as a fiduciary trust

required honor and fidelity on the part of the

agent, and was not to be entrusted to every one
who might offer himself for the service. The
journey too was a difficult one, involving perils
by land and sea, and (as shown in all probabi
lity by the narrow escape of Epaphroditus him
self) requiring courage and physical hardihood,
which many would not possess though not deti-

cient in other respects. H.]
Ver. 11. Not that I speak in respect of

want, (ovx OTI natf voripr/atv 7.kyu) denies that
the relief of any personal want was the cause of
his joy, which is not of a nature to depend on
external circumstances. On ovx OTl see iii. 12.

WINER S Gram., p. 597. On /caiiJ vartprjaiv, see
WINER S Gram., p. 402. He now adds in confir
mation : For I have learned in whatever
state I am to be content (kyu yap euaOnv kv

oiq eiui avrdpicqc dvat). Comp. 2 Cor. ix. 8; 1
Tim. vi. 6; Heb. xiii. 6. E;w is emphatic:
with others it may be different. There is no rea
son for supplying in tot adversts, or divinilus with

epaftov (BENGEL). Ev olf eifti means his condi
tion at any time

;
and does not refer merely to

his condition at that time, nor is iv
o&quot;tg

to be taken
as masculine (LUTHER, with whom). [Prof.
EADIE reminds us that the great divine, Dr. Isaac

Barrow, has four sermons on this text. See
under HOMILETICAL and PRACTICAL. H.]

Ver. 12. I know also how to be abased or

brought low, (oMa Kai raTreivoraOa/) begins the
account of his resignation, contentment (avrap-

Kf.ia).
The order of the contrasts (raireivovdat,

TTEpiacEVEiv) appears to adjust itself to the condi
tion of the Apostle at the time when he wrote the

Epistle. The knowing (olda) is a consequence of

the learning (f/ia6or). On the facts see 2 Cor. iv.

8
;
vi. 9, 10. Kai adds to the general statement kv

o/f elfii, the more particular one. And I know
how to abound ol8a Kai irEpicoEiEiv. Here
Kai adds the opposite as having al*o been learned.

U.piaoi&amp;gt;iv harmonizes better with the context
than would the more exact opposite of the pre
ceding verb (vtyovcdai). PELAGIUS: ut nee abun-

dantia extollar, nee frangor incpia. GROTIUS: in

rebus exiguis paticnter me gerere, rebu* abundantibus

cum modo uti. The signification excel/ere (ERAS
MUS) is untenable. In every thing and in all

things I have been instructed or initiated.

Ev iravrl KOL kv navi is to be explained by kv

o/f (ver. 11). Both then are neuter, embracing
all states and every state. The first is not equi
valent to ubique (Vulg.), nor is the second mascu
line (LUTHER: amongall; BENGEL: respectu om
nium homimim). The perfect of the verb (/ifp-ri-

/JLUI} denotes the continuance of the state de

scribed. There is manifestly here a climax:

/ia6ov as pupil, olda as companion, fiepiy/tai as

master. Only a gradation, however, is indicated

in the extent and exactness of the knowledge,
but there is no reference to a divine revelation

(EsTius, BENQEL). The verb is followed by the
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accusative or dative
;
hence fv iravrl KOI ev Tram

duly Inscribes the condition, in which this know

ledge man i lost s itsi lf : what he has been taught
is stated in the following infinitives, equivalent
to accusatives after the verb. Both to be full

and to be hungry, both to abound and to

suffer need (Kai xopTd^eadat Kai TTEIV^V, KCU ire-

piaofi fiv KOI voTEpEiffttat).

Ver. 13. I can do all things in him who
Btrengtheneth me. Summing it all up, he

says, Trti-To la^l ij. [llotra is the quantitative
accusative after tff^i u (Gal. v. 6; Jarnes T. 16)

denning the measure and extent of the action

(ELLICOTT). H.] Again, climacteric from know

ledge to ability (Gal. v. 6 ; James v. 16), and
irdvra is entirely general, extending even beyond
the categories just mentioned. VAN HENGEL in

correctly restricts it to omnia memorata. It

sounds like boasting, hence in humility he adds:

ev ru evSwauovvri fie. In himself there resides

no such knowledge and ability ;
it has been be

stowed upon him, he has it only in and from the

Lord who alone creates it. Comp. Eph. vi. 10;
2 Cor. xii. 9; Acts ix. 22; Rom. iv. 20; 1 Tim.
i. 12; 2 Tim. ii. 1; iv. 17.

Ver. 14. Notwithstanding (better, never
theless) ye have well done.

H/,//i&amp;gt;
turns the

attention from Paul to the Philippians and their

gifts, which are now estimated positively. Cavet,

ne forttter loquendo contempsixse ipsum benejicium
videatur (CALVIN). [Notwithstanding (-l.t/v) he
did not need their bounty to relieve his wants,
he is thankful for it, and commends their gene
rosity. H.] KaAwf nou/aare describes their

contribution as a good deed, which the following
more closely defines : That ye shared in

nay affliction avyKoivuvi/aavrec. uov rff 6/.it}&amp;gt;ei.

It was therefore a fellowship (a noivuvelv) with
the affliction (tfAtr/Nf),

which last denotes his

hard condition, not merely want; hence it was

compassion, interest, but as the emphatic po
sition of uov indicates, for the sake of the per
son, in devoted love. Composite verbo innuitur,

etiam alias alio modo fuisse Koivuvr/aavres (BEN-
GEL). Comp. ver. 16; 2 Cor. ix. 11. [This
sympathy on the part of the Philippians with the

suffering representative of Christ and His cause
is the very trait of character which the Judge
selects for eulogy at the last day. See Matth.

xxv. 35 sq. (E.M)iB). II.]

Ver. 15. Now, ye Philippians also know
oi(5are J KOI vuelf, fyiTinrxTjaioi. The transi

tion to the past is indicated by 8z Kai points
to Paul, for they and he alike know what has
been done by them. The insertion of the name
of the church shows his deep emotion, and gives
a marked emphasis, as 2 Cor. vi. 11. No con
trast with other churches is implied (BENGEL).
That in the beginning of the gospel,

when I departed from Macedonia. &quot;O^

introduces the object of their knowledge. Ev ap-

%i) TOV evayyeMov, a limitation of time which lirt

t;// /iinr d-o Ma/ccffov/rtf, the first departure from
Macedonia (Acts xvi. 11 xvii. 15), so defines,
that it must be understood from the standpoint
of the Philippians, since for them the existence
of the gospel began when the Apostle preached
in Macedonia. [The &quot;beginning of the gospel

&quot;

at Philippi implies that he visited the Philippians
on some other and later occasion. This intima

tion tallies exactly with Acts xx. 2, 6, which
states that Paul came to Philippi (since utpi)
enelva in the former passage would include that

city), both on his second journey from Macedonia
to Greece, and on his return from Corinth to

Asia Minor and Jerusalem. H.] It is incorrect
to regard ii-f/Mov as used for the pluperfect (

VAN
HENGEL, WIESINGER, et al.), which is forbidden

by EV apxy TOV EvayyE^iov, and besides ver. 10 does
not refer merely to the gifts sent to Corinth.
No church communicated with me for an
account of giving and receiving, but ye
only, ouAfuia pot eKK^j/aia tKntvuvr/aev etc /.6yov 66-

&amp;lt;rewf
KOI Ar/Tbeuc., et ui/ vusiq uovov. Only the words

7.6yov rfo&amp;lt;Tfif
Kai M/ifieuc. are difficult. The con

text, especially ver. 17, explains eic, Myov as

meaning for account of; for the genitives, like

the words debit and credit, receipts and expenses,
point to the keeping of accounts as the source of

the phraseology (CiCERo, Lsel. 16 : ratio datorurn

et acceptorum). Hence BENGEL incorrectly takes
the meaning to be quod attinet (limitat), as if in

other ways than with gifts of love, other churches
had indeed communicated with him. Further,
it is the present giving and receiving of Paul and
the Philippians that are spoken of: lie gives the

gospel and receives their gifts, they bestow their

gifts and take gifts from him, God s word. Hence
it is not a giving of the Philippians and receiving
of Paul in the matter of the gifts of love (Guo-
TIUS, et al.), or a giving of Paul and receiving of

the Philippians, in rebuts spiritualibus (the Greeks,
et

al.), nor are we to think of gifts of money from
Paul to the Philippians (lliiEiNWALo), or, least

of all, that with Paul the page headed 66mc,
with the Philippians that headed /,7/i/xc remained
blanks (MEYER), for the two run into each

other, and we are not to think merely of the

temporal.
Ver. 16. For even in Thessalonica ye

sent once and again unto my necessity.
&quot;On is yuia (Vulg.), or natn (LUTHER), and

confirms et ut/ vueic, u6rot. It does not depend
on altars, it is not that (VAN HENGEL, et al).
Ev QeaaaAovim) states that it was in Thessalonica
that the gifts came to him, so that the designation
of place can indeed be joined with rTrt uijjaTe, but
rather belongs with uoi (WINER S Gram. p. 414),
and the prefixed Kai, with an allusion to apxt) TOV

evayyeXiov, denotes the early period of this con

tribution, while Kai ana!; Kai r5/f (1 Thess. ii. 18)
renders the repetition of their giving prominent
with a hint at the rapid succession of the gifts.

[The both once and twice is emphatic, i. e., not
once only, but twice (DE WETTE, ELLICOTT). The
Kai, also, connects other and later instances of their

liberality with the gifts which he received so

early and promptly at Thessalonica immediately
after his departure from Macedonia. We read in

2 Cor. xi. 9 that while Paul was at Corinth, after

having preached in Macedonia, where Philippi
was situated, he received supplies from that pro
vince. The particular place from which he re

ceived them is not named in that passage, but as

the Apostle declares here that no other church
aided him in that way, we must conclude that the

bounty which he acknowledges in the Epistle to

the Corinthians is that which he tacitly accredits

here to the Philippians. H.] Eif TI/V xpciav de

signates the need of the Apostle, the article indi-
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eating that it was a present need, and also known
to the Philippians.

Ver. 17. Not that I desire the gift (olx
tin ini&Tu TO 66/na) denotes that he was not

concerned about the definite material present.
The verb is simply quaero, the preposition de

noting the direction, as in innrodu
(i. 8). The

present tense denotes the constant, character

istic tendency: that is not his case (MEYER).
Hence it is not studiose queero (HOLEMANN). But
1 desire the fruit, dAAd COTC^TW roc napirov.

Emphatic repetition of the verb in the antithe

tical clause. [
I do not want the gift, I do want

the fruit, etc. (LIGHTFOOT). H.] The fruit

suggests the idea of the gift, the present, as seed

sown which will be followed by a harvest (Gal.
vi. 18), and points to a manifold reward (MEYER).
But there is no reference to the Christian life as

first, bringing forth the gift (RILLIET). That
abounds to your account, TO 7rAeovdovra

elf Aoyov ifiuv, describes the fruit as one that

grows for the advantage of the Philippians: that

what they have entered as 66ai is registered to

them as
%f/ipt&amp;lt;; they may therefore receive from

Paul, from other churches, from the Lord Jesus

Christ and God Himself, what will prove a bless

ing to them for time and for eternity. On Tr/leovd-

m&amp;gt; see Rom. v. 20; vi. 1
;

2 Cor. iv. 15; 2

Thess. i. 3. To this e!f 7.6yov V/LIUV belongs, which
is not equivalent to eif tywz?, rations vestri (BEN-
GEL), and not to ETTI^/TU (VAN HENGEL), nor is

/capTrdf here equivalent to rwcof, interest (Mi-
CHAELIS), for the context gives no occasion to

adopt this meaning, though Myoq is to be held as

implying account.

Ver. 18. But I have all, and abound. I

am full. A~E%U rff iravra is an expression of

his complete content: he has all that (Matth. vi.

2
;

v. 1G; Phil. 15) he needs or desires, so that

he has nothing left to wish for. It is not &quot;re

ceipt&quot; (ERASMUS), also not habeo autem omnia

(Vulg.). With a climactic force KOI Kfpiacevu is

added : I have yet more than I need and wish,
am even filled

(7re7r/lj/pw/ua&amp;lt;),
have abundance

around and within. Not outward abundance
is meant, but complete inward satisfaction.

Having received of Epaphroditus the

things which were sent from you ((k^d/ie-

vof mi/&amp;gt;a E~.Tppo(5trov TO, Trap vfjiuv) points to the

mode in which he had come into this state. He
describes their gift as : An odor of a sweet
smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing
to God.

0&amp;lt;r//7)i&amp;gt; evwd/af (comp. Eph. v. 2), #D-

oiav denTrjv, evdpsaTov ru
6t&amp;lt;j, represents the gift

under the image of an offering. The dative

belongs equally to both expressions. Comp. ii.

17; Rom. xii . 1
;

Heb. xiii. 16; 1 Pet. ii. 6.

Every gift and act of love should be regarded
as an offering made to God in thankfulness, and

hence it is that they are acceptable, well pleasing
to Him.

Ver. 19. But my God shall supply all

your need (6 6e 6e6$ fiov irfypuafi naaav ^petav

v/iuv) attaches itself to rw tfew. God allows no of

fering to be made to Him in vain, especially
when it is a gift to one whose God He is. Comp.
i. 3. Paul s God will repay the Philippians for

having so contributed to his aid that he could say
Hence Tr^r/puaei measures, as it

were, the recompense to them by his TreTrA^pu-

Hai, and iraaav
^/&amp;gt;f/av v/iuv responds to eif -rift

Xpdav poi (ver. lt&amp;gt;).
The reference is not merely

to bodily want (CHRYSOSTOM), or even to spiri
tual (PELAGIUS), but to bodily and spiritual com
bined, and the recompense also should not be re
stricted to the other world (MEYER). The nfy-
puoei is now qualified. According to his
riches in glory in Christ Jesus. The limi
tation is three-fold: (1) KCITO TO 7r/oi)rof O.VTOV

shows the relation of the recompense to the

gift of the church
; (2) h 66^r/ states the kind of

recompense : in a glorious way ; (3) ev Xprr
Ir/aov presents the medium by which it is effected.

It is incorrect to join iv Jof?; with K/MVTOC (GRO-
TIUS, et al.), since avTov stands between, and with

TrAovro? we should have had the genitive 66^r/r,

(Eph. i. 14; iii. 16; Col. i. 27; Rom. ix. 23).

[The adverbial sense of iv 66%ri has hardly any
parallel elsewhere. The construct prxgnans af
fords a better meaning (LIGHTFOOT) : in the state

of glory where they would ultimately be, and

partake of Christ s glory at the right hand of
the Father; and it is in Him (kv XpujTu Iqaov)
as the sphere of their existence that they attain
this exaltation and blessedness. H.]

Ver. 20. Now unto God and our Father
be glory for ever and ever. Amen. The

doxology here forms a natural conclusion : ru 6e

&eu KOI TraTpl vnuv recalls 6 6e6f fiov (ver. 19), who
is also the God of the Philippians, and not merely
God, but also our Father. See on i. 2. With

f)

66$a supply dr). See Eph. iii. 20. 21
; Rom. xi.

36. The glory which He has shall also be ac

knowledged even elf TOV$ aluvng TUV aluvw, an

expression equivalent in sense to eif ndv-af aiu-

vaf, Gal. i. 5; 1 Tim. i. 17 ;
2 Tim. iv. 18; Heb.

xiii. 21; 1 Pet. iv. 11; v. 11.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Christian life, both of individuals and
of churches, can no more be without its waver

ings, its ebb and flow in the stream of its acti

vity, than nature can fail of its winter, spring,
summer and autumn (ver. 10). This should be
no cause of stumbling.

2. The manifestations of Christian activity are

a cause of joy less on account of the material be
nefits they confer, than on account of the power
of love and of life which they evince : and this is

the reason why they are not to be lightly es

teemed.
3. Both traits of character are important :

dignity in circumstances of misfortune and trial,

without weakness and without ill-humor
;
and

nobility of soul in the midst of abundance, with
out pride or arrogance. The last of these, per
haps, is more difficult to acquire than the

first.

4. Man can of himself do nothing in matters

of morality, but in Christ, who strengthens him,
he can do all things (John xv. 5).

5. There is a certain solidarity of earthly and

heavenly interests, bodily and spiritual, like that

which exists between the body and the soul.

Romanism, in its proneness to a false ascetism,
underrates the former. Socialism and Com
munism, which attach themselves only to thin

life, deny the latter. The lower or temporal in

terests should be subordinated to the higher or
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spiritual ; they should be servants, not masters,

under the control ever of a mind which main

tains its ascendency over the earthly and pre
sent. These higher interests cannot be replaced

by the lower; they should not be displaced by
them.

6. The gift of love is in form and product the

true gift, and should be regarded as a sacrifice

brought to God and well-pleasing to Him (ver.

18).
7. [AUGUSTINE : I have learned from Thee,

O Lord, to distinguish between the gift and

the fruit. The gift is the thing itself, which

is given by one who supplies what is needed,

as money or raiment. But the fruit is the

good and well-ordered will of the giver. It

is a gift, to receive a prophet, and to give a cup
of cold water ; but it is fruit, to do those acts in

the name of a prophet, and in the name of a dis

ciple. The raven brought a gift to Elias when it

brought him bread and flesh
;

but the widow

fruit, because she fed him as a man of God

(ver. 17). H.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : What virtuous pagans have learned

from nature, as in a shadow, that they should

not allow themselves to be lifted up by fortune

and abundance, nor let their courage sink in mis

fortune and want, is a knowledge which true

Christians have by reason of their faith, in all

truth, fulness, and purity. Thou desirest to

know nothing of Christ s power in overcoming
sin, and ever excusest thy deeds as effects of hu
man weakness : but if thou art a true Christian,
and thus in Christ, thou art strong enough to

conquer all things. If thou hast not this strength,
then is Christ also not in thee. God is a rich

Proprietor, to whom thou lendest what thou dost

give to the poor, and who will recompense thee

a hundred-fold, if not in this world, yet certainly
in eternal glory (ver. 19).
HIEQER: From that which one endures,

something also should be learned. Nature is

content with little, grace with even less. Most
desires are first aroused by comparison with
others. So soon as I turn away from Christ, any
thing can overthrow me. So soon as I am in

Christ, I can withstand all things.
SCHLEIERMACHER : The Apostle s boast: 1)

what he boasts of himself ; 2) how he gives Christ

the glory.
HKUBNER: In many a one the spiritual im

pulse seems at times dead, as the lite in flowera

and trees, but in favorable weather it breaks out

again in buds, blossoms and fruits. Even the

manifestation of that which is good is controlled

by circumstances (ver. 10).

[ISAAC BARROW : He who has the conscious
ness of fulfilling the condition, will secure the
effect of that promise: &quot;Seek ye first the king
dom of God and His righteousness, and all these

things shall be added unto
you.&quot;

This is what

supported the Apostles and keptthem cheerful un
der all the heavy load of distresses which lay on
them: &quot;Our rejoicing is this : the testimony of

our conscience, that in simplicity and godly sin

cerity we have had our conversation in this

world.&quot; It is an evil conscience that giveth an

edge to all other evils, and enableth them sorely
to afflict us, which otherwise would but slightly
touch us. The contemplation of our future state

is a medicine to work contentedness and to cure
discontent. Considering heaven and its happi
ness, how low and mean, how unworthy of our
care and affection, will these inferior things ap
pear. What is any loss, any disgrace, any cross
in this world to me, who am a citizen of heaven,
who bear a capacity and hope of the immense
riches, the incorruptible glory, the perfect and
endless joys of eternity ?

&quot; For this cause,&quot; says
Paul,

&quot; we faint not while we look not on the

things which are seen, but on the things which
are not seen

;
for the things which are seen are

temporal, but the things which are not seen are
eternal.&quot; And he says again: &quot;I reckon that the

sufferings of the present life are not worthy to be

compared with the glory which shall be revealed
in us.&quot; H.]

VII. CONCLUSION :

Salutation and Benediction (iv. 21-23).

CHAP. IV. 21-23.

21 Salute every saint in Christ Jesus. The brethren who are with me greet [salute]
22 you. All the saints salute you, chiefly [but especially] they that are of Ciesar s

23 household. The grace of our [the
1

] Lord Jesus Christ be with you all [your spirit
2

].

Amen.8

Ver. 23. [The A. V. reads iin&v after ttupiou, hut on no sufficient authority tt.]
* Ihiil. Insteud of jitra TOU irvcvna.To&amp;gt;; vpiav snmr iimiiiiseript* read /nerd tfpcvparui VfiS&amp;gt;v [LACHMA3N and TtSCHRX-

JtORF adopt the former in thi-ir text. MKVKR regards JWT* Too nvev^drot vniav H.S Imrrowed from Gal. vi. 18. Tho EnglUh
tlir i-.imiiioii fiera no.vruv r)/*u/, which is not well\Vr&amp;gt;ic&amp;gt;ii t

Ihid. fi.^v is found in X A I) K K I,. The suhscription in

*,, airb P^r, added, while K Hubjoins &C

pported. H.]
is pin tfuAnnfij with iypo.-
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 21. Salute every saint in Christ

Jesus, da-xdaaade ndvTa aytov kv X/Mcmp l7/aoi&amp;gt;.

He desires to single out every member of the

church as embraced in this greeting; and hence

he uses the singular (navra), and does not write

jrdvraf rovf dyn&amp;gt;f.
The nearer limitation, h

X/Kirru Ir/ao~u, belongs to the verb (Rom. xvi. 16
;

1 Cor , xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12: ev d-yiu tyM]-

ILO.TI).
It is to be a Christian salutation ; dyiof

does not need any limitation (VAN HENGEL, etal.),

as Eph. i. 1 shows. The brethren who
are with me salute you, adds salutations

(aand^ovTai i/uof) entrusted to him by others,

ot avv Efiol ddetyoi, qui mihi vincto ministrant,

qui me visitant, qui mecum hie in evangelio laborant

(EsTius) ;
hence the smaller circle (i. 14), which,

however, we are not to divide into travelling

companions (as Luke, Titus and others) and

those who lived in the place (as Clemens, Euodia,

et al.) (VAN HENGEL).
Ver. 22. All the saints salute you (awrra-

^ovrai i//df Trdvre? oi dyiot), all Christians in Home
who did not happen to stand in personal or offi

cial relations with himself. But especially,
ualiaTa rff, marks a greeting delivered to him

with great earnestness. They that are of

Ceesar s household, ot in rf^ Kaiaapog otKiag.

Since ot/cta most naturally means house, then

palace, the imperial servants are probably
meant. Neither the context nor the history

gives us reason to understand the word in the

sense of family, as in 1 Cor. xvi. 15, and to

suppose the members of the imperial family,

the relatives of the Emperor, to be referred to

(BAUR, VAN HENGEL). Still less appropriate is

it to suppose the Praetorians to be meant (MAT-

THIES), as in i. 13. The expressions palace

and proetorium do not admit of being inter

changed. It is not correct to think of Coesarea

and the fiaaifatov TOV Hpufiov on account of Kat-

capos (BOTTGER, et al.). Who they were and why
they sent an especial salutation is not stated.

[NEANDER conjectures that possibly they may
have been natives of Philippi, or have known
some of the Philippian Christians who had been

at Rome. Perhaps we are not to seek so far for

an explanation. The Apostle s especially

(fidfaaTct),
which so emphasizes the greeting of

those of Caesar s household, may represent the

tone of hearty earnestness with which they

spoke up, as he was writing or dictating the

letter, and asked them to send their kiss of

love ((idTTOfr^f) to these Philippians of whom

they had heard so much from the Apostle. For

this the parties need not have had any per
sonal knowledge of each other. As servants

in the palace (especially if Paul was quartered

in that neighborhood) they may have been

brought into relations of special intimacy with
Paul.* H.]

Ver. 23. The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ be with your spirit. Amen. H xdpif
TOV Kvpiov IijCoii XpiGTov /J.ETO. TOV Trvtii/uaTof vuuv.

A^v. Entirely like Gal. vi. 18; Rom. xvi. 24; 1

Thess. v. 28 ;
2 Thess. iii. 18 ;

2 Cor. xiii. 13. [This
remark must be understood of a similarity in the

import and not the form of the salutations. H.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Salutations are tokens of personal interest

and living fellowship which should not be lightly
esteemed.

2. It is important that the grace of the Lord be
in us, not merely that we be surrounded by it.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : The Apostolic salutations teach that

the Christian religion does not make men un

friendly and stubborn, but courteous and friendly.
A Christian salutation is a benediction, and

not merely a custom : the fashionable world uses

instead its empty compliments. Rome ! Rome !

how greatly hast thou changed ! Formerly thou

hadst true saints even in the household of a pa
gan and tyrannical emperor ;

but now hast thou

false saints, especially in and around the so-

called chair of Peter and at the court of his sup

posed successor.

GERLACH : Thus among the slaves of the em

peror Nero there existed a believing and loving

community of Christians who felt a special inte

rest in foreign churches. Perhaps it is on ac

count of this noteworthy circumstance that Paul

brings them forward so
prominently.f

HEUBNER : Christianity had forced its way
into the very presence of the emperor, had found

entrance among the servants of the court. Whe
ther Seneca was among them or not is unknown.

Christianity finds its way every where, and the

worst places are not closed to grace.
NITZSCH : The salutations of the saints which

the Apostle delivered in such numbers and so

earnestly rest 1) on faith and a confession of the

one true church of the Lord ; 2) they are an ex

pression of the feeling of our communion, of our

higher, heavenly relationship in the family of

God
; 3) they furnish significant proofs of Chris

tian love.

*[Some have supposed that Seneca may have been one

of the members of the Emperor s household, to whom Paul

here refers. On this question of the possibility of an ac

quaintance between the Apostle and the philosopher during

Paul s captivity at Rome, Professor LIGHTFOOT has an ex

tended Dissertation in his Commentary on PhilippiOM, pp.

208-331. The discussion involves an elaborate examination

of the spirit and teachings of Stoicism as compared with

those of the Gospel. The essay is indeed one of great value.

f fit was their own request, and not Paul s act, whick

made them prominent (see on ver. 22). HJ
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EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE COLOSSIANS.

INTRODUCTION,

\ 1. CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.

1. SYNOPSIS.*

I. ADDRESS AND SALUTATION

II. PART FIRST: MENTION OF THE GROUND OF CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP AND WARNING ASAINST

APOSTASY (I. 3. II. 23).

1. Thanks to Godfor thefaith and love of his readers from the beginning (i. 38). Paul pray

erfully gives thanks for the faith of the Colossians in Christ and their love to the brethren, which

rests upon Christian hope (vers. 3 5a), and in joy at the preaching of the gospel, which they

had forthwith embraced (vers. 5b 6), as brought to them by Epaphras, who had told the

Apostle of it (vers. 7, 8).

2. Earnest supplication for the progress of the church in true knowledge, especially of the Being
and Work of Christ

(\.
9 23). The immediate object of the supplication is fuller knowledge of

the Divine Will (ver. 9), in order to upright Christian walk in gratitude (vers. 10-12) for the

Redemption in Christ (vers. 13, 14), whose Person is then set forth as to His inmost Being (ver.

15), His efficiency in creation (ver. 16) and Providence (ver. 17) and as Head of the Church

(ver. 18), in order to mark how heaven and earth were embraced in the Redemptive Work of

Him (vers. 19-20), in whom they also have now a part (vers. 21-23).

3. Joy of the Apostle in his sufferings and labors (i. 14-29). Paul rejoices that the sufferings

of Christ are becoming ever more complete through his own (ver. 24), and sketches his minis

terial relation in furtherance of Christ s cause (vers. 15-20).

4. Anxiety of the Apostle lest they be led aivay through false wisdom (ii. 1-15). After a free

expression of his concern about the spiritual health of the church (vers. 1-3), he briefly sketches

the situation (vers. 4, 5), then exhorts to faithfulness in walk (vers. 6, 7), warns against apostasy

(ver. 8) and praises the glory of Christ and His Work (vers. 9-15).

5. Two special warnings (ii. 16-23) : against carnal legal service (vers. 16-17), against super
stitious angel-worship (vers. 18, 19), with a comprehensive conclusion (vers. 20-23).

*
[The following is a popular summary :

I. The doctrinal part: I. II. 3 (corresponding with Eph. I. III).

II. The warning : II. 4. 23 (witli no parallel in Eph.).
III. The practical part : III. IV. (corresponding with Eph. IV. VI). E.]
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III. PART SECOND: EXHORTATION TO TRUE VITAL SANCTIFICATIO.V (III. 1. IV. 6).

1. The, foundation and prospect of a genuine Christian sentiment and walk (iii. 1-4). Fel

lowship with the exalted Redeemer points to
&quot;

things above
&quot;

(vers. 1-3) and has an elevating

prospect (ver 4).

2. General Exhortations (iii. 5-17) : a) negatively, to put off the carnal nature (iii. 5-11), first

and fundamentally, as respects the lusts and possessions of earth (vers. 5-7), then in social rela

tions with one another (vers. 8-11); b) positively, to practice Christian affection toward each

other, and to glorify Christ in word and work (iii. 12-17). The social virtues of the new man
are set forth (vers. 12-14), their tone given (ver. 15) and helps described (vers. 16, 17).

3. Spscial Exhortations (iii. 18-iv. 1) ;

a) to wives (ver. 18) and husbands (ver. 19) ;

b) to children (ver. 20) and fathers (ver. 21) ;

c) to servants (vers. 22-25) and masters (iv. 1).

4. Concluding Exhortations (iv. 2-6) in relation to prayer (vers. 2-4), conduct (ver. 5),

speech (ver. 6).

IV. CONCLUSION. (IV. 7-18.)

1. Personal intelligence (vers. 7-9).

2. Salutations and Messages (vers. 16, 17).

3. CLOSING WORDS (ver. 18). [AUTOGRAPH SALUTATION, EXHORTATION AND BENEDICTION.

-R.]
2. The FUNDAMENTAL THOUGHT, as BAHR justly remarks, is :

&quot;

Christ the Head of all
things.&quot;

Upon this Paul places himself in open antagonism to error
(ii. 6-23), as well as to deduce clearly

and definitely thence the lines, both of his doctrine quietly arranged without expressed antithe

sis (i. 9-23) and of his directions respecting Christian walk (iii. 1. iv. 1). The Epistle to the

Ephesians on the other hand sets Him forth as
&quot;

the Head of the
Body.&quot; In both Christ is the

centre, with this modification only, that in this Epistle the Christliness [Christlichkeit] is more

prominent than the churchliness [Kirchlichkeit], the life of the church more than its nature.

\ 2. CHARACTER AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EPISTLE.

1. What is said of the Epistle to the Ephesians (Introd. \ 2, 1) is applicable here with this

difference : there the overflowing fulness of the thought struggles with the expression, here in

parallel passages we find a briefer, acuter, indeed a more clear and mature encasing of the

thought.* The independence of the author is quite unmistakable. We find evidence of it in

the pithy brevity which controls both thought and language, while it is not less apparent in the

dTraf ?.eyo lufvo&amp;lt;c,t
which are either altogether without analogy (ii.

8: cvl.ayuyt tv; ii. 18: Kara-

(ipa/3Eveiv), or remind us of parallel passages only that we may recognize his gift of language
as ii. 4: Kidavohoyia (2 Cor. ii. 4) ;

i. 23: HET amvelv (2 Cor. xv. 68); iii. 1: cnrAdyx va

o tKTippov (Phil. ii. 1) ; compare also the order in iii. 11: EAA^v nal Iov6alo$ , which is

altogether exceptional.

2. References more or less definite to the situation of the Apostle (i. 24-29
; ii. 1

;
iv. 3, 10,

18), and to his relation to the Colossian Church (i. 4, 9
; ii. 1), to its origin (i. 7, 8), its full mem

bership (iii. 18; iv. 1) and simple organization (iv. 17), its external relation to neighboring

Churches (iv. 13), to friendly and sympathizing persons (iv. 9-14), as well as to its internal con

dition as respected Christian life (i. 4-6, 8, 9
;

ii. 6, 7) and threatened danger from false teachers

(ii. 8-23), afford a firm basis for a clear sketch of the situation. (See g 4.)

3. In contrast with the Universalism of the Epistle to the Ephesians, there prevails in our
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Epistle a Monism, : the Person of Christ, and again and again the Person of Christ, and this ex

clusively. Hence instead of
&quot; the Word of God&quot; (i. 25 ; Rom. ix. 6; 1 Cor. xiv. 36

;
2 Cor. li.

17; iv. 2), or &quot;of the Lord&quot; (1 Thess. i. 18), &quot;of truth&quot; (i. 5), &quot;of wisdom,&quot; &quot;of knowledge&quot;

(1 Cor. xii. 8), &quot;of the Cross&quot; (1 Cor. i 18), of reconciliation&quot; (2 Cor. v. 19), we find here

alone (iii. 16) &quot;the Word of Christ.&quot; The Epistle is thoroughly Christological ;
Christ s Person

is the Lord of Eternity, ruling heaven and earth, the visible and invisible (i. 14-16, 19; ii. 9),

who by entering into our race and the history of humanity (i. 18), has reconciled all things and

all classes to God (i. 20, 21), has so spanned all centuries of development, that out of Him and

before Him even the highest mental culture and noblest morality are but rudiments, elements of

the world which pass away (ii. 8); in Him are given Peace (i, 20), Life (i. 18; ii. 13; iii. 1-3),

Salvation and Bliss (i. 22
; iii. 4), likewise all virtue (iii. 5-14) in all the moral relations of life

(iii. 18 ; iv. 1), and this is done by the ethical method of faith (i. 23 ;
ii. 13), in obedience to His

word (iii. 16), in vital fellowship with Him
(ii. 11-15; iii. 1-4), and in prayer (iv. 2), so that

Christ for us becomes Christ in us (ii. 13-15
;

iii. 3, 4).

4. Thejudgments respecting this Epistle confirm the preceding statements, as well as mark its

significance. This is in part the same as that of the Epistle to the Ephesians (Introd., g 3), so far

as they coincide, but consists peculiarly in this, that Christianity is here set forth as the full bloom

of true wisdom and the norm on which all false wisdom is put to shame, and at the foundation

is placed the connection of the most profound truth with the simplest Christian walk. CALVIN
calls it on account of the first chapter: an incomparable storehouse; COCCEIUS: brevis epistola,

sed nucleum evangelii continent et opposite omnibus postea subingressis completis. BAHR :

&quot;

viva

city and strength, depth and fulness of thought, often struggling with the words, great natural

talents, which however are pervaded, illuminated and exalted by the Spirit of God. But a pithy,

compact brevity appears as especially characteristic in this Epistle. It breathes the spirit of

tenderest love and joy in all sorrows and afflictions. Although bowed down by external circum

stances, which made it impossible for him to go into all the world, bearing the name of Jesus

unto all the Gentiles, the inward joyousness and elevation of the great Apostle to the Gentiles

increased but the more.&quot; BOHMEP. (Isagog., p. 160) passes this judgment on our Epistle: viva,

pressa, solida, nervis plena, mascula. STEIGER finds this Epistle fresher, the connection with

the news just received not effaced, and sees in the Epistle to the Ephesians only echoes from this.

Even DE WETTE uses the &quot;rich
brevity&quot; of the Colossian Epistle to condemn that to the Ephe

sians as a &quot;

verbose expansion
&quot;

of it. SCHENKEL remarks that the structure of words and sen

tences throughout is original. The opposing, dissenting judgments are partly in regard to de

tails, partly based upon pre-conceived views (see \ 3) rather than upon the Epistle itself, and
hence cannot be deemed of any weight. [ALFORD, comparing it with that to the Ephesians,
calls it :

&quot;

his caution, his argument, his protest; so to speak, his working-day toil, his direct pas
toral labor.&quot; Hence we have here &quot;system defined, language elaborated, antithesis and logi

cal
power.&quot; WORDSWORTH, in making the same comparison, says :

&quot; The Apostle is both a builder

and a soldier. He builds up the truth in one Epistle, and he wars against error in the other.

He has his sword girded at his side in the Epistle to the Church of Colosse. Almighty God, in

His Wisdom and love, controlled and overruled these evils for endless good to the Colossian

Church, and to the Church Universal of every age and country, by the ministry of St. Paul in the

present Epistle.&quot; DAVIES even suggests, that these errors, as reported to him, gave a stimulus

to his thoughts, and made him &quot;aware of depths in the gospel of Christ and of aspects of the

Person of Christ which he had not so clearly apprehended before.&quot; Certainly these twin Epistles
are the most profound of all the Pauline Epistles. This not less so than the other, for here

Christ s Person is more prominent, there Christ s Body. R.]

\ 3. THE AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE.

1. The Epistle itself specifies the Apostle Paul as its author, both in the address
(i. 1) and in

the text (i. 24), as in Eph. iii. 1 (comp. Introd., \ 4), and in the conclusion (iv. 18). It refers to

the sufferings he had to endure as an Apostle (i. 29), and especially from the Jews as the Apostle
to the Gentiles (iv. 11), to his imprisonment (iv. 3, 10, 18), refers particularly to the same circle

of companions, as Philem. 24, men who are known otherwise as his friends, such as Timothy
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(i. 1), Epaphras (i. 7, 8
;

iv. 12, 13), Tychicus (iv. 7-9), Onesimus (iv. 9), Luke (iv. 14), as well

as to two others, Mark (iv. 10) and Demas (iv. 14), one of whom had been the cause of seriom

blame and decided contention, indeed of separation from his companion Barnabas (Acts xiii. 13;

xv. 37-40), while the other afterwards forsook him (2 Tim. iv. 10). Finally the Epistle sets

forth the fundamental features of the same errors, which are combatted by the Apostle in the

Epistle to the Ephesians and the Pastoral Epistles, and yet in such a way that the points of

agreement and diversity are readily perceived ( 4, 5). Accordingly the Epistle, both in form

and contents, bears the stamp of Pauline origin.

2. The testimony of the early Church, as in the case of the Epistle to the Ephesians (Introd.,

\ 4, 2) is in favor of the Pauline authorship. The occurrence of irpu-droKOf nda-ris KTIOEUC (i. 15) in

the writings of JUSTIN, who suffered martyrdom A. D. 163, and of THEOPHILUS, Bishop of An-

tioch, who died A. D. 181, may be of more importance for the history of doctrine, than for his

torical criticism upon this Epistle, yet the fact must be noted in connection with the testimony
of the Canon of MURATOKI (Eph. Introd., \ 4, 2), which was drawn up about A. D. 160, a cata

logue of what was generally received. This cites our Epistle as Pauline. IREN^EUS (f 202), who

quotes iv. 14, CLEMENS ALEXANDRINUS (f 220), TERTULLIAN (f 220), ORIGEN (f 254) cite it as

Pauline
;
EUSEBIUS reckons it among the 6[iol.oynv[iva. It is even found in the Canon of MAR-

CION, and the Gnostics did not question its genuineness. BAHR is right in saying:
&quot;

It could not

occur to any considerate person to doubt its genuineness or make a critical plaything of it.&quot;

[ALFORJ) :

&quot; That this Epistle is a genuine work of St. Paul, was never doubted in ancient times:

nor did any modern critic question the fact, until SCHRADER (der Apostel Paulas, V. 175 sq.)

in his commentary pronounced some passages suspicious, and led the way in which BATJR and

MEYERHOFF followed.&quot; R]
3. MEYERHOFF (der Brief an die Kolosser mit vornehmlicher Berucksichtigung der drei Pas-

toralbriefe kritisch gepruft. 1838) accepts the Epistle to the Ephesians as genuine, to contest

the genuineness of that to the Colossians, while BAUR (Paulus, 1845, pp. 417-457) rejects both

as an unpauline pair. The charge that the language is unpauline fails in view of the
&quot;

original

many-sidedness&quot; (SCHENKEL) of the Apostle; the charge of poverty in thought and quotation

from the Epistle to the Ephesians, as well as that of controversy against Cerinthus, are met by
correct and discriminating exegesis of the passages in question. If BAUR finds in the false teach

ers at Colosse, according to this Epistle, later post-apostolic Ebionites, and in it doctrinal drift, as

in that of the Gospel of John, a Gnostic tendency, so that it is to^be regarded only as a pseudo-

apostolic movement of Gnosticism against Ebionitism, it may be replied, that the doctrine re

specting Christ as the centre of the entire spiritual world, and the idea of the ^r/pufia are not

sufficient to prove the presence of unpauline Gnosticism, since we find here, only that more fully

developed and advanced Christology, the foundation of which was already laid in Rom. i. 3, 4;

viii. 34; 2 Cor. iv. 4; nor is the opposition to the necessity of circumcision to salvation, and to

exaggerated asceticism, evidence of post-pauline origin, since the former had already been op

posed in Gal. ii. 3, 4, and the latter in Rom. xiv. 1, 2. The thought that in the death of Christ

all diversities and antitheses are abrogated, must not be taken in the sense of a mere external

Universalism, separated from the Pauline anthropology and restricted to a coalition of Gentiles

and Jews. It is not foreign to the Apostle, but occurs also in Gal. iii. 27, 28
;

vi. 14, 15, where

there is also a reference to baptism as symbolizing death. It would be difficult to receive or

justify the opinion, that in the mention of Mark and Luke (iv. 10, 14), there was a purpose of

recommending their Gospels and giving prominence to their harmony with each other and with

Paul. The open antagonism of the Epistle to the Judaizing tendency directly contradicts the

assertion that its main design was to mediate between Jewish and Gentile Christians. Whatever

may be peculiar and special in this as compared with other Pauline Epistles, affords no just

ground for denying that it is a product of the same
author&quot;, especially of this vivacious and spi

rited Apostle. EWALD (Sendschreiben des Apostel Paulus,p. 466 sq.) finds the plan, thoughts
and argument Pauline, but takes exception to such words as ede^oBpriaKeia, avTavcnrl.r/p6u, to ths

infrequent use of inferences and causal particles, also to the reference of the reconciling work and

death of Christ to angels (i. 20), and hence is of the opinion, that after a preliminary conference

about the contents, the composition of the Epistle was left to Timothy as co-author, Paul, how&amp;lt;
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ever, dictating the words towards the conclusion and adding his autographic salutation. But

according to i. 23, 25
;

ii. 1, 5, this view is inadmissible, and, notwithstanding 2 Cor. i. 1
; Phil,

i. 1
;
Philem. 1; 1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Thess. i. 1, inapplicable to those Epistles also. It will appear

from the exegetical remarks that peculiarities of language are not unpauline, because not occurring

in antecedent Pauline Epistles. MEYER, with a reference to ERASMUS (non est cujusvis hominis

Paulinum pectus effingere ; tonat, fulgurat, meras flammas loquitur Paulus), aptly remarks:

&quot;The forging of such an Epistle as ours would be more wonderful than its genuineness.&quot; [For a

detailed answer to MeyerhofFs objections, see EADIE, Liter. III., though, as he concludes, &quot;the

attacks on this Epistle are of no formidable nature.&quot; ELLICOTT forcibly remarks: &quot;To class

such an Epistle, so marked not only by distinctive peculiarities of style, but by the nerve, force,

and originality of its argument, with the vague productions of later Gnosticism, is to bewray such

a complete want of critical perception that we can scarcely wonder that such views have been

both very generally and very summarily rejected.&quot;
See DAVIDSON, Introd., Vol. II., p. 427 sq

-R]

I 4. THE CHURCH AND ITS CIRCUMSTANCES.

1. Topographical Remarks. COLOSSE, in the vicinity of Laodicea and Hierapolis, was the lo

cality of the Church addressed in this Epistle. This is evident from ii. 1; iv. 13, 16. The opi

nion of Erasmus and others, that Rhodes is meant, the inhabitants of which are termed

KoAoffffceZf, on account of the Colossus, is singular enough [and were there any evidence to sup

port it, the variation in the title of the Epistle (see below) would overthrow it. R.]

COLOSSE is situated in the southwestern part of Asia Minor, in Greater Phrygia (Phrygia

pacatiana), on the river Lycus, near the spot where it disappears in a chasm, out of which it

soon emerges again to empty itself into the Meander. At the distance of half a day s journey
were several populous cities. The most prominent among these, especially in the time of the

Romans and in Church History, was Laodicea; STRABO (1st century, A. D ) counts it among
the [leyiGTai Trofa/g. HERODOTUS calls Colosse : Trdfag fteydfo/ evfiaifj.uv xal ufyd ht], but STRABO includes

it among the smaller towns (n-oA/a/zora), which lay near Laodicea (THEODORET : /tz^rpdn-oAff avryg

(Colosse) KOI yei-uv r/ Kaodineia) ; though PLINY counts it among the celeberrimis oppidis, yet he

names it only among the oppidis. OROSIUS, who describes the earthquake of the time of Nero

in the year 66, mentions Laodicea and Hierapolis first and Colosse last, among the cities affected

by it; whether because the smallest, or the least injured by it, is doubtful (trcs urbes terras motu

conciderunt). TACITUS misstates the date of the earthquake (60), but expressly mentions Lao
dicea only, as soon recovering itself without the help of the State or foreign aid, and flourishing

anew. THEOPHYLACT (f after the middle of the llth century) calls it XMM; it is now named
Chonas. [ALFORD :

&quot; For a minute and interesting description of the remains and neighborhood,
see SMITH S Dictionary of Anc. Geography, sub voce. From what is there said it would appear
that Chonae is in reality about three miles south from the ruins of the

city.&quot;
See also PAULY,

Realencycl., Vol. II., p. 518; STEIOER, EMeitung, p. 1-33; EADIE, Col. p. x., and CONYBEAEE
and HOWSON, St. Paul, Vol. II., p. 383, note, and p. 390, note. The authors last named refer to

a legend respecting the opening of the chasm, mentioned above, by the archangel Michael during
an inundation from the Lycus, and the church built in his honor, as a curious illustration of the

tendency to
&quot;angel-worship&quot; rebuked by the Apostle, ii. 18. R.]

Whether the name should be written: Kutooaai or Kolaoaai is doubtful. Codex Sinaiticus

[$.] gives the former in the title* and i. 2 (Ko hocaa e if), but in the headings of the pages
and the subscription KoAaaaae If. The former is found upon coins and in classical authors,

and seems to be the correct form, the latter appears to be the vulgar form, afterwards the more

common one. [All modern editors apparently adopt this explanation of the variation. LACH-

MANN, TISCHENDORF, ELLICOTT give a throughout ;
ALFORD and WORDSWORTH follow the varied

spelling of tf. and B. R.]

2. ^Missionary Ifistory. Paul came to Phrygia in his second missionary journey (Acts xvi. 6 :

&quot;throughout Phrygia and the region of Galatia&quot;), also in his third missionary journey (Acts

*[Ai.Foiu&amp;gt;.
III. / V&amp;lt;

!&amp;gt;;/. p. 34 and p. 196, 4th ed., given Ko\ a. watit as the reading of ft. in the title. A consultation of
the Imp. Kd. in the Library of the Union Theo. Sem., N. Y., proves the correctness of BRAUNE S statement in every re

spect. K.J
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iviii. 23: &quot;over all the country of Galatia and Phrygia in order, strengthening all the disci

ples&quot;), visiting the churches which he had founded in his second journey. Hence there is a

possibility, or even probability, that Paul had been in the valley of the Meander and Lycus at

Laodicea and Colosse, but nothing more, especially as Phrygia had many divisions: Pisidian

Phrygia, mountainous Phrygia, the districts of Amorium, Eumenia, Synnada, and the region

about and beyond Laodicea to Apamea and yet further. On the contrary our Epistle, in i. 23,

where mention must have been made of the fact, if Paul had ever been in Colosse, says nothing
of it, but rather expresses (ii. 1), and in several other places (i. 3-7 ; ii. 5), pre-supposes that Paul

had not been there and that the Church had not been founded by him. This takes away all

weight from that possibility or probability, which SCHULZ, WIGGERS and others, following THEO-

DORET, have accepted as fact. For the acquaintance with Philemon, Epaphras and other indivi

duals can readily be accounted for
;
this acquaintance might easily have been formed at Ephesus

and other points, in consequence of the extended movement produced by the gospel, or during busi

ness journeys made to these points, with which Colosse was connected by commercial ties. [Dr.

LARDNER is the principal English supporter of the view that Paul was the founder of the Church ;

his argument is given in full and answered by EADIE and ALFORD. WORDSWORTH also adopts
this view. See his Introduction to the Colossians. BARNES deems it

&quot;

in the highest degree pro-
bable.&quot; But it seemed attended with more difficulties than the other view, which is now held by
most biblical students. See DAVIDSON, Introd., Vol. II., p. 396 sq.; ALFORD, III. Proleg. p.

35 sq.; also EXEG. NOTES on ii. 1. R.]

3. Local affairs, a) Epaphras, a Colossian (iv. 12 :

&quot; one of you &quot;),
who had probably been

won to the gospel by Paul during his two years residence in Ephesus, which was connected in

various ways with the important city of Laodicea, had proclaimed the gospel and founded churches

in Colosse, Laodicea and Hierapolis (i. 7 ;
iv. 12, 13). He is certainly no unimportant person

age; Paul describes him as his helper (i. 7), refers to his correct teaching (i. 4, 7; ii. 6), to hia

indefatigable, energetic zeal (iv. 12), which had impelled him not merely to prayer to God (iv.

12) on behalf of the Church, but also to go to the Apostle at Rome and share his imprisonment

(i. 8; Philem. 23), and which made him shun no labor for the neighboring churches in Lao

dicea and Hierapolis also (iv. 13).

b) The Church was composed mainly of Gentile Christians (ii. 13), for which reason Paul the

Apostle to the Gentiles regarded it also as his Church and labored for it (i. 27
;

ii. 1, 2. Comp.
Rom. xv. 20; 2 Cor. x. 15, 16). He had already made or caused to be made to them certain

written or oral communications now unknown to us, &quot;touching&quot;
Mark (iv. 10). Although al

lusions to the Mosaic law are not entirely wanting (ii. 10, 13, 14, 16, 21), there is neither quo

tation, nor proof, nor even a reminiscence from the Old Testament. Paul praises the Church
&amp;gt;

which (ii. 16) stands better than the Galatians (Gal. iv. 10), for their Christian deportment (i. 2,

4, 6
;

ii. 5) ;
his relations with them were altogether undisturbed (i. 8, 25

;
iv. 7-9, 10) ;

but

they needed admonition (i. 9-12; ii. 2, 20; iii. 1-4; iv. 12). False teachers, whom the Church

yet in its first love opposed, threatened to ruin it. We cannot, however, infer from iii. 16 that

worship had degenerated into lip-service (THEOPHYLACT), nor from iii. 13, that there was vari

ance in heart (SCHENKEL). The Apostle wrote only &quot;to the saints at Colosse&quot; (i. 2), not &quot;to

the Church&quot; (1 Cor. i. 2
;
2 Cor. i. 1; Gal. i. 2; 1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Thess. i. 1), nor does he add, as

in Phil. i. 1, &quot;with the bishops and deacons,&quot; but through the Church exhorts a certain Archip-

pus. Ecclesiastical relations seem to be as yet in an incipient state. According to i. 5, 9
;

ii. 6,

the Church had been formed not long before, probably toward the close of Paul s stay in Ephe-.

sus, some time before A. D. 60, about four or five years before the Epistle was written
;
had it

been formed earlier, Paul would certainly have visited it from Ephesus.
4. ^Ethnography and Religious history give us data respecting the kind of false teachers at

Colosse and the consequent danger. The Phrygians, an ancient people, were highly gifted, and

surrounded by a corresponding grandeur of nature. They were skilful not only in agriculture

and trade, in the manufacture and dyeing of woolen stuffs, but also in arts and sciences, espe

cially in music and the art of healing. Besides the mother-tongue, the language of the Greeks

and other neighboring nations were in use among them. They had their grammarians and rhe

toricians. Resembling their neighbors, the lonians, in susceptible, impressible, me josi-
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(ion, (In V ivadilv adopted the various elements of culture. The worship of nature, of the great

lain, of tin- tower-crowned Cybele, and of Bacchus, was domesticated among them. Here

llt-llnnr Philosophy, which proceeded from the earliest school, the Ionic, and sought the funda-

iiii-ntal prinriplc of all things in nature, first in the path of Materialism, then of Idealism, oscil

lating between Dualism and Pantheism, hostile not to religion, but to Polytheism, came in con

tact with the Oriental Philosophy. Here the syncretism of that period of transition from tho

old to the new, Christian age, found ample nourishment. Besides under Antiochus the Great

two thousand Jewish families had been transplanted into Phrygia and Lydia. There was in ad

dition a tendency to serious and sombre fanaticism, and to reliance on physical, especially tellu

ric and sidereal influences. [As a further indication of their tendencies, EADIE notes the fact

that &quot;the reveries of Muntanus originated there about the middle of the second century, and

spread rapidly and extensively. The leading features of Montanism were a claim to ecstatic in

spiration, (he gilt of prophecy, the adoption of a transcendental code of morality, and the exer

cise of an austere discipline. Its votaries were often named Kataphrygians, from the region of

their popularity.&quot; II.]

5. With these data we may now learn from the Epistle itself, what was the heresy of the false

teachers at Colosse. The polemics of our Epistle point : First, to perverted and perverting doc

trine within the Church (ii. 19 :

&quot; not holding the Head
&quot;),

as the admonition also is not respect

ing apostasy from the Church, but disturbance of the growth in Christ, of the progress in Chris

tian knowledge and Christian life (i. 23; ii. 6). Secondly, these false, teachers have a Judaistic

tendency, they would cling to Jewish laws of food and feasts and seasons (ii. 16), they recom

mend circumcision (ii. 11) and teach Jewish separatism. Thirdly, an asceticism is required, se

vere and astringent indeed, but Fourthly, resting upon a Dualistic view, since it identities matter

with evil, regarding it as eternal, and seeks not sanctification of the life and character by ethical

means, but subjugation, mortification of the flesh by physical or chemical or dietetic methods

(ii. 23; iii. 6). Fifthly, with this is connected the idea that anr/els as immaterial beings are ob

jects of adoration (ii. 18), and an Ebionite view of Christ appears, which mistakes and denies

His relation to God the Father, to the spiritual world and to creation at large (i. 15, 16, 19; ii.

9), and mistakes and degrades the significance of the objective fact of the crucifixion, that makes

peace and reconciliation (i. 20, 22; ii. 14). Sixthly, the heresy appeared in the form of a specu

lation, adapted to the spirit of the age, with the pretensions of a system, which would profoundly,

acutely and triumphantly present the entire truth
(&amp;gt;\. 8, 18).

Accordingly we are not to regard them as Jews, either with Pharisaical tendencies (Eicn-

HORN) or with a syncretic leaning to Christianity after the manner of the Chaldean Magi or

Alexandrian Neo-Platonists (HuG, SCHNECKENBURGER), or as Essenes (CHEMNITZ, FLATT,

THIERSCH and others). Nor can we regard them as heathen philosophers in general (TERTUL-

LIAN), or in particular as Epicureans (CLEMENS ALEX.), Pythagoreans (GROTIUS), Platonists or

Stoics (HEUMANN) ;
nor yet as Gnostics who represented a definite system. Nor was Cerinthus

intended (MEYERHOFF), nor Ebionite Gnosticism (BAI
T

R), and Cabbalism (HERDER, OSIANDER)
as little. The errors were rather incipient, occasioned by the thoughts, with which the atmos

phere of both the age and the people was charged. This much is true : that in Simon Magus
we have a personage, in whom the attempt had been made at a systematic combination of Chris

tianity with the Oriental theosophy (PRESSENSE : Die ersten drei Jahrhunderte, 2, pp. 128-136)-,

he is the first heretic and Cerinthus (he next. But in our Epistle, as in those to the Ephesians,

to Timothy and Titus, all is atill in flow
;
here and in the Epistle to the Ephesians

as yet within

the Church, in the pastoral Epistles without it, and afterwards more widely, sharply
and solidly

developed. [EADIE: The winged seeds were floating in the atmosphere, and falling into a soil

adapted to them, and waiting as if to receive them; in course of years they produced an ample
harvest. R.I Comp. MANGOLD: Die Irrlrh rrr drr Pastoralbriefe, 1856. [See DAVIDSON, In-

trod., Vol. II., pp. 407-424, and EADIE, Introd. to Cbl. Comp. DAVIES Essay on the traces of

fort-if/n rlrmr-nts in /,, doctrine of this and cotemporaneous Pauline Epistles. The same author

says: &quot;a meeting of the Persic or Zoroastrian Miirion with Judaism was sufficient to account

for all tho dantreroua teaching referred to in the Epistle to the Colossians traces of such a meet

ing are to be found in the Jewish literature antecedent to the time of Christ.&quot; As he indicates
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that this is the germ of subsequent Gnosticism, he uses it to oppose those who claim a post-

apostolic date for this Epistle, on the ground of its opposition to Gnosticism, Whatever may
have been the origin of these theosophic tendencies, Phrygia was the region where Judaism and

Orientalism would most readily combine in errors such as are opposed by the Apostle. R.]

$ 5. TIME AND PLACE OP COMPOSITION.

Compare \ 2, 1 and INTEOD. to Eph. \ 6.

[Braune there claims priority for the Epistle to the Ephesians Undoubtedly both were writ

ten about the same time. Which was first is almost entirely a matter of conjecture. Yet the

probabilities, as set forth in the Introd. to the Ephesians, outweigh those drawn from &quot;

the nature

of the contents of this Epistle&quot; by ALFORD, ELLICOTT and DAVIDSON. &quot;The more directly sys

tematic and doctrinal&quot; Epistle might precede quite as readily, as
&quot;

the more directly individual

izing and polemical
&quot;

one. R.]

\ 6. LITERATURE OF THE EPISTLE.

Besides the more general works mentioned Introd. Eph., \ 7, the following must be named :

MELANCHTHON: Enarratio epistolce Pauliad Col. Corpus Reform XV. pp. 1221-1282. JUNKER:

Histor. krit. und philol. Commentar uber den Brief Pauli an die Kolosser, 1828. BOHMER:

Isagoge in ep. a Paulo ad Col. data theologica, historica, critica, 1829, and Theologische Aus-

legung of the same Epistle, 1835. Especially we mention : BAHR : Commentar uber den Brief

Pauli an die Kolosser, 1835. STEIQER : Kleine Paulmische Briefe, Thl. I. : Der Brief an die

Kolosser, 1835. HUTHER : Commentar uber den Brief Pauli an die Kolosser, 1841. Compare
also: RHEINWALD: De pseudo doctoribus Colossensibus, 1834. SCHNECKENBURGER : Beslrdgc
zur Einleitung in s N. T. Besides the practical expositions which include this Epistle (Introd.

Eph. \ 7) : STEINHOFER : Tdgliche Nahrung des Glaubens aus der Erkenntniss Jesu nach den

lehrhaften Zeugnissen des Briefs an die Kolosser. SCHLEIERMACHER: Sermons on the Colossians

( Works, Vol. II. 6, pp. 191-401). KAHLER: 36 Betrachtungen uber den Brief Pauli an die

Kolosser. PASSAVANT: Praktische Auslegung des Briefes Pauli an die Kolosser (a posthumous

work), 1865.

[For a list of commentaries on the whole Bible and the New Testament, see LANGE S Com. on

Matthew, General Introd. p. 19. Of especial value for this Epistle: CALVIN, DE WETTE,

MEYER, BENGEL, HENRY, BARNES, ALFORD, WORDSWORTH. On the Epistles of St. Paul :

MACKNIGHT, CONYBEARE and HOWSON (London and New York). Of special English works,

the oldest are BYFIELD: Expos. Col, London, 1615. ELTON: Exposition, London, 1620.

BISHOP DAVENANT (member of the Synod of Dort) : Learned and exhaustive prelections in Latin,

1727 (translated into English, 1831). DAILLE, Sermons, translated by John Owen, 1672, also

Edinb., 1865, and Philadelphia, Presb. B. Pub. WATSON : Practical Discourses, 1834. Bishop
DAN. WILSON, Expository Lectures, London, 1845, with special reference to prevailing errors.

CARTWRIGHT : Notes of Sermons, Edinb., 1864. These are all mainly practical. Later exegeti-

cal works of great value: EADIE : Commentary on the Greek Text of the Colossians, London

and Glasgow, 1856. (Very full and reliable.) ELLICOTT : Critical and Grammatical Commentary
on Philippians, Colossians and Philemon, with a revised translation, London and Andover, from

2d Eng. ed., 1865. (Clear, discriminating and judicious, fully sustaining the author s reputation

as a critic, grammarian and exegete, largely used in the additions to the present work.)

J. LLEWELYN DAVIES : The Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians, the Colossians and Philemon;

with introductions and notes, and an essay on the traces offoreign elements in the theology of these

Epistles, London, 1866. (An attempt to use the Oriental^studies so common in England in elu

cidating these Epistles which seem to have encountered ancient Oriental tendencies.) There ar

no special American works on this Epistle. R.]



EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE COLOSSIANS.*

I. ADDRESS AND SALUTATION.

CHAPTER I. 1, 2.

1 Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus]
1

by the will of God, and Timo
2 theus our

[&amp;lt;J, the] brother, To the saints and faithful [or believing] brethren in

Christ which [who] are at Colosse :

2

[.] Grace be unto you, and peace, from God
our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.*

* TITLK: IIpos KoA o aaatls, X. and others; irpb? KoA a o-a-oei?, A. B. K. and others. [The latter is adopted here by Lach-

miinn, Tischemlorf, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth. Alford incorrectly cites K. in support of the latter reading, both in his

api&amp;gt;anitus criticus and ProUg. p. 34, Vol. III. R.J Cornp. Introd. f 4. 1.

1 Ver.l. XpiaroG I7j&amp;lt;rov in X- A. U. F. G. LL^l uanu,Tischendorf, Alford, Ellicott. R.J; better supported there

fore th;

* Ver. 12. KoAo&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;raZs is to bo retained on t

mann, Tisc-hendort, Ellicott. The order of the B. V.

brethren in Christ.&quot; K.]
* Ver. 2. Kai nvpiov Ijjcrou Xpio-roG, wanting in no other Paul

same form (except in the pastoral Epistles), is sustained by K- A. C. E. O. an
authorities and critics (Tischemlorf). The original absence of the phrase is les

in uouie MSS. [KejocteU by Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott. R.J

authority of X B. D. F. L. (Alford, Wordsworth): KoAao-ir. Lach-
not that of the original: &quot;To the saints in Colosse and believing

ne salutation,
others, but o

explicable tha

ccurring in precisely the
itted by other Important
the subsequent omissio*

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vcrs. 1. 2a. ADDRESS. Paul, an Apostle
of Christ Jesus by the will of God. See

Eph. i. 1. To this church, not founded by him
self and to its false teachers, he thus defines his

official position as the Apo.stle called immediately
by the ascended Son of God: hence &quot;Christ

Jesus.&quot;

And Timotheus the brother. On this see

VAN OKSTEUZKB (LANQE S Commentary) 1 Timo
thy. The same phrase is added, IMiilem. 1. and
2 Cor. i. 1 ; in 1 Cor. i. 1: &quot;and Sosthenes the

brother&quot;; Phil. i. 1: &quot;Paul and Timotheus. ser
vants of Jesus Christ&quot;; 1 Thess. i. 1 and 2 Thess.

i, 1 : &quot;Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus&quot;; Gal.
i. 1,2:

&quot; Paul an Apostle and all the brethren
that are with me.&quot; Since &quot;

my&quot;
is not added as

in Horn. xvi. 21, &quot;Timotheus my workfellow.&quot;

this last passage compels us to understand the
word ri &amp;lt;5 e / 6 f in the simple sense of Christian
brother/ with no more special relation to Paul,
than that of one Christian to another (as rT. -.

The Apostle writes, not merelv in

virt ne of his peculiar authority as an Apostle,
but together with tried associates; he includes
with himself his helpers and friends. To him
tin- ( In-istian l&amp;gt;rofher is a friend and a-^i-tani.
with whom he lias consulted atid now acla res

pecting the case of this church, without resign

ing or impairing his independence (i. 24; ii. 1;

iv. 7). Timothy is not on this account the wri
ter of the Epistle, which Paul dictates to him

(STKIUER), else according to Rom. xvi. 22, Ter-

tius should have been named in the address,
Rom. i. 1 ; and must each of the Epistles to the

Thessalonians have been dictated to two persons ?

or the Epistle to the Galatians to the whole circle

of Paul s companions ? for Gal. vi. 1 1 is the usual

autograph salutation. See SCHMOLLER in loco

(LANQE S Commentary, Gal.) and LAURENT: Neu-
testamentliche Studien, p. 4 gq. Nor can Timo

thy be regarded as the dispatcher of the Epistle

(SoHBHUli), an. I certainly oti&amp;lt;h/.&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;6$
does not mean

&quot;fellow Apostle&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM: oi-Korv KOI avrbf

aT(kn-o?.of). [So THEOPHYLACT. WORDSWORTH,
supporting the view that Paul wns the founder

of the Colossian church, says :
&quot; In the case of all

the other Epistles, where Timothy is thus intro

duced, it is certain that he had been with St. Paul
! at the places, and was well known to the churches

to which those Epistles were sent.&quot;
&amp;lt;f If Timothy

1 had not been at Colosse, it is hardly probable that,

being still a young man, he would have been as

sociated with the A].,)stle in this address to the

Colossian church. This opinion is also con-

tinned by the words &amp;lt;- iliV/0 ;. the &amp;gt;,rnther, sig-

iiifyinir that lie \va \\ell known to them as such,
and was (heir own brother as well as St. Pauls.
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Timothy is introduced as Timothy the brother

in the Epistle to Philemon, who lived at Colosse.&quot;

EADIE: &quot;So well known was he as the bro

ther, doing the Apostle s work, carrying his

messages, bringing correspondence to him, en

deared to him in so many ways, and representing
him in his absence, that the church of Colosse

could not wonder at his name being associated

with that of Paul.&quot; 11.]

Ver. 2. To the saints in Colosse. See

Eph. i. 1. [See BEVERIDGE, Vol. VI. Serm. II.,

p. 401, where he answers the question, &quot;What is

it to be a saint ?&quot; 11.] And faithful breth
ren in Christ. After defining their relation

toward God, the relation of the members of the

church to each other is noted in the word
&quot;brethren.&quot; This is one, mediated and main
tained by Christ, while the adjective iriarol^
describes its internal, true and vital character. At
all events &quot; in Christ&quot; must be joined with &quot;bre

thren&quot; or better with &quot;saints,&quot; ayiotq, here

used as a substantive, and hence having the local

all the members are children of God and breth
ren to each other.

2. Compared with the difference from God,
all differences between the members so far dis

appear that all are simply brethren.
3. Even in the organism of the church those

members, distinguished immediately and by spe
cial authority, do not pass out. of this fraternal
relation

;
that most important office of the church,

the apostolate, is but an accident of the brother

hood; the Christian position is the basis of posi
tion in the Church and surpasses it.

4. On fraternal fellowship and love depend all

relations of life, all the gradations of that funda
mental form which God has established in the

earthly human community; each should feel that
he is incorporated in the iamily.

5. True fraternity is not the result of natural

family feeling, nor of any form of human com
munity, but the product, of God s Spirit in Christ.

0. But the brotherly love, which embraces all

united in the faith, does not in the New Testa-
attribute joined to it; it must not be joined to

j

raent mode of life make the special personal re-

iaToig, which is not= faithful (STEIGKR).
j

lation of friendship stand out more sharply;
[The E. V. might be amended to read &quot;be- the disciple of Christ has none other as friend

lieving&quot; instead of &quot;faithful,&quot; but the ordi

nary reader would then be more likely to regard
&quot;in Christ&quot; as connected with it rather than
with &quot;brethren&quot; or &quot;saints.&quot; Alford joins kv

and suggests, to account for

the omission of the article before EI&amp;gt; X. that the

to

idea ade/ was familiar. R. J
A com

parison with Eph. i. 1,2, shows, amid all the si

milarity, the unmistakable original independence.
Ver. lib. The Greeting. Grace be unto

you, and peace, from God our Father and
the Lord Jesus Christ. Comp. Eph. i. 2.

[The final phrase, hitherto rejected by most mod
ern editors, has found a new and important sup

port from Cod. Sinaiticus. While the reason

given in the critical note for retaining it should

have due weight, the testimony of CHRYSOSTOM
and THKOPHYLACT must not be disregarded : &quot;Yet

in this place he does not insert the name of

Christ.&quot; THEOPHYLACT adds: &quot;Although it is his

usual way to insert it.&quot; The reason he subjoins:
&quot; Lest the Apostle should revolt them at the out

set, and turn their minds from his forthcoming
argument,&quot; EADIE properly terms

&quot;silly;&quot;
es

pecially since, as WORDSWORTH, referring to Chry-
sostom, remarks: &quot; It is observable that in the

beginning of this Epistle addressed to a church
where the name of Jesus Christ was disparaged
by many, and written in order to vindicate His

Dignity the Apostle repeats the word Christ

four times&quot; not including this instance, where
both adopt the briefer reading. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

All Christians are brethren. In addition

to the remarks on Eph.

than the disciple of Christ, but has all, who are

such, without distinction as friends. Yet as soon
as the church is enlarged numerically, there must

naturally appear, within the great circle, personal
affinities, and chosen companionship. Notwith

standing what is rem
compai
arked above, biblical justi

fication of these is not wanting, since the Lord
Himself chose three of the Twelve to be nearest
to Himself, and of these but one leaned on the

bosom of Jesus. So Paul, among many whom he

loved, had no one so &quot;like-minded&quot; as Timothy
(Phil. ii. 20), and in the beginning of the apos
tolic history we see Peter and John more closely
united together than to the others (PALMER:
Moral, p. 400 sq.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

If we can pray &quot;Our Father,&quot; we are and wo
have brethren. &quot; Father &quot;

bids us know and
feel and conduct ourselves as children, &quot;our&quot;

as brethren.

STARKE : First, we must be certain of the will

of God, then we must follow it cheerfully, whether
the world look sweet or sour. We must not

think that we alone can do all, so that nothing
goes right but what we alone do. Eacli must be
of such a mind, as to bear a helper beside him.
Whoever fears the Lord from childhood and dili

gently uses God s Word, like Timothy may soon
become a man in Christ, though in years still a

youth.
SCHLEIERMACHER: The Scriptures know no

thing of those who were especially saints, pre
eminent above others, but all who through Christ
are brought back into living fellowship with God,

one thing
|

are saints.

[PASSAVANT: It is not: believers on Christ, but
in Christ; the Apostle views Christians as through

name of brother, Timothy, whom he places beside I faith firmly founded in Christ, vitally and deeply
himself, and the Colossian Christians to whom rooted in His heavenly Being, members of Hia

must here be noted; the fact that Paul, the

Apostle of Christ Jesus, describes with tin- sa

he writes with apostolic authority.
we infer :

From this body, flesh of His tlrsh, and spirit of His Spirit,
life from His life. On the greeting. Notice every-

1. The Church founded by Jesus Christ is pre-
j

where in the writings of the New Testament and
eented to our view as a &quot;family of God,&quot; in which : especially in the Epistles of Paul, this thorough,
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unsearchable iitnl indissoluble union of the Father
j

*nd tlic Sou; IV. nu i-n-rniiy one Ueing, one Life,
j

one Work of one Ktfrnal Power and Love and

u this Eternal Blessed unity of the Father and
j

the Son was from the beginning decreed and pro- j

vided and bestowed all that should become to us
j

the peace of eternity: the grace coming unto us.
j

RIEQER: Fellowship with God through faith
\

makes saints, fellowship with one another makes
brethren in Christ. HENRY: He thought him-

elf engaged to do his utmost, as an. Apostle,

because he was made so by the will of God. As
all good ministers, so ajl good Christians are
brethren one to another toward God they must
be saints, and in both/azV/j/a/.-^ScuENKEL: Why
Christians are called saints: 1) how humbling,
!) how exalting this designation. R.]

[Christians are brethren, whatever difference

of age or opinion (Paul and Timothy), in spito
of distance and degrees of knowledge and piety

(Paul and the Colossians) ; because all are

&quot;brethren in Christ.&quot; It.]

II. FIRST PART.

Mention of the ground of Christian fellowship and warning against apostasy.

CHAPTER I. 3 II. 23.

1. Thanks to God for the faith and love of his readers from the beginning.

(CHAPTER I. 3-8).

3 &quot;We give thanks to God and [omit and]
1 the Father ofour Lord Jesus Christ, praying

4 always [always, when praying] for you,
2 Since we heard of your faith in Christ

5 Jesus, and of the love which ye have3
to all the saints, For [on account of] the hope

which is laid up for you in heaven, whereof ye heard before in the word of the truth

6 of the gospel ; Which is come unto you [lit.: is present unto you], as it is in all the

world ;
and4

briugeth forth fruit [is bringing forth fruit and increasing],
5 as it doth

[it w] also in [among] you, since the day ye heard of it [it], and knew the grace of

7 God in truth : As ye also [Even as ye]
6 learned of Epaphras our dear fellow servant,

8 who is for you
7 a faithful minister of Christ

;
Who also declared unto us your love

in the Spirit.

war pi, B. C. and other MSS. and the oldest versions. X- [with A. K. L.] and others insert /ecu, as in

6; 2 Cor. i. 3; xi. 31 in u similar connexion; here it is an interpolation. [T&amp;lt;i irarpi is another rending,

1 Ver. 3. e (

Eph. i. 3: Rom.xv. 0;

not well supported. Larlimuun, Tischeudorf, Alford, Ellicott (though not with perfect confidence) reject Kai ; Words
worth retains it. R.]

Ver. 3 Hepi, X. A. C. [K. L,, Tischendorf, Alford, Ellicott, Wordsworth R.], the less supported vre&amp;gt; [Lnch-
mann R.J probahlv from ver. !i, and because more significant. [See EXKG NOTES on the above emendation. R.J

Ver. 4.&quot;Hi&amp;gt;
*x.&amp;lt;!Tt, X A. C. and others, supported by thu context, [so all recent editors R.J; T&amp;gt;K is poorly sup

ported, probably troiu Eph. i. 13. [The italictt of the E. V. are therefore unnecessary. R.]
* Ver. 6. Kai ianv on the authority of F. O. K. L. and the oldest versions, supported by the context. [Tischen-

dorf. Meyer, Ue Wette. Kllicott. R.] Kai is omitted in X- A. B. C. and others [by Lachmaiin, Alford, Wordsworth R.],
and is tlie less difficult reading.

6 Ver . [Kai avf avo^tvov, supplied on the authority of X- A. B. C. D.1 F. L., many versions and all modern
editors. R.J

Ver. 7. After &amp;lt;ca0ws, X- A. B. C. I), omit icat. It is a &quot;mechanical repetition&quot; from ver. 6. [So modern editors.

E. V. retains it in &quot;also,&quot; which should be omitted. Ka0uis=&quot;e\en as,&quot; here (Kllicott). R.]
Ver. 7. Yirep vfiuv, C. K. F. K. L. and X- corrected and in nearly all versions. The otherwise well supported

rjuwr. X- A. B., is nn error of the transcriber, accounted for by the prevalence of the first person. [Tischendorf, Ellicott,
Wordsworth. Alfurd, quoting Ainbnwiaster (4th century, rice apostoli), reads ^iav, following Lachmann. R.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The immediate object of thanksgiving (vers. 3-5).
Ver. 3. We give thanks. Asa rule the Apostle
begins with thanksgiving; this is precisely as in

1 Thess. i. 2 ; but in 1 Cor. i. 4, though the address
reads: &quot;Paul and Sosthenes,&quot; we find

ci&amp;lt;xap-

;&amp;lt;rru (so also Phil i. 1-3). The plural is not then
conditioned by the mention of Timothy in the
address (MKYKH. SCHEXKKL), yet it is not=e{ ^ap-
loriJ (BAKUK). Plural and singular forms are
not used arbitrarily by the Apostle; the choice

depended upon the predominance of the Apostle s

individual feeling, or of the common sentiment

of those participating: and this certainly includes

not merely him or those named in the address,
but the church in the house or place where the

Apostle was. [ELLICOTT says: &quot;we, i. e., I and

Timothy,&quot; but intimates that the context always
fully accounts for the selection of singular or

plural. So EADIE, ALFORD. CONYBF.ARE contends
for the singular meaning of the plural through
out nil the Kpistles which is inadmissible. R.]
To God the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ. See Eph. i. 3. Praying always fo
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you defines more particularly &quot;we give thanks;&quot;
|

the men, the brethren whom it reaches. It is

the participle marks the thanksgiving as part of

the prayer, and the adverb renders it prominent,
that the former was never wanting in the latter.

&quot;Always&quot;
is not to be joined with the participle

&quot;praying&quot; (GREEK FATHERS, BENGEL, LUTHER,

etc.) [ALFORD, ELLICOTT, E. V. The majority of

modern commentators join it with the verb,
EADIE renders: &quot;We bless God, the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ always, when praying for

you.&quot; R.] Still less is &quot;for
you&quot;

to be joined
with &quot;we give thanks&quot; (BAEHR). The latter can
not be decided by Rom. i. 8

;
1 Cor. i. 4

;
1

Thess. i. 2, while the former opinion is confirmed

by Eph. i. 16. On the difference between irnpi

and inrep, see Eph. v. 2
;

vi. 18.

Ver. 4. The occasion of thanksgiving. Since
we heard, aKo vaavreg. This second par
ticiple (aorist) sets forth what had preceded the

(present) ap- youthanksgiving, while the first

pends what had accompanied it.

Gram. p. 323.* The plural here marks the fac

as publicly known, not merely made known to

the Apostle and his friends.

Of your faith in Christ Jesus, and the
love which ye have to all the saints.
&quot;Your faith in Christ Jesus&quot; is the first ground
of this thanksgiving; your faith, resting on

Christ, moving itself in Him; the phrase &quot;in

Christ Jesus&quot; limits &quot;faith&quot; as Eph. i. 15, not

vfiuv (DE WETTE). The preposition does not
affect the meaning of &quot;faith,&quot; so that it becomes

certain of the eternal, heavenly, divine posses
sions and salvation, and has in these enough.
&quot;Hope&quot;

is not therefore the third with &quot; faith
&quot;

and &quot;love&quot; (STEIGER and others), nor does it

furnish a motive tor faith (BAEHR and others);
least of all for the thanksgiving (BENGEL: &quot;from

the hope is manifest how great the ground of

thanksgiving for the gift of faith and
love&quot;).

[So EADIE, BARNES. The E. V. &quot;for the
hope&quot;

seems obscure. Both &quot;on account of&quot; (EADIE,
ALFORD), and &quot;because of&quot; (ELLICOTT), leave
the reader uncertain as to the connection, which
is the main difficulty here. R ]

&quot;Whereof ye heard before, ?/v Kponiioi&amp;gt;a-

ar e. In the drra^ ^E^UEVOV: Trpoaitoveiv, accord

ing to the context the Kp6 refers to the object,
&quot;the hope laid

up&quot;
which is future and con

cealed. MEYER is therefore incorrect: before
had hope; HEINRICHS: alio doctors

See WINER S
; (Epaphra) ante me; BOHMER, HUTHER: before
the Epistle was written; SCHENKEL: before he
had received tidings of their faith. The inter

pretation (GROTIUS): prima rudimenta accepistis,
as if TrpoaKoueiv described the first instruction of

catechumens, is unwarranted. [Braune seems
to follow DE WETTE and OLSHAUSEN in their view
of the force of &quot;before,&quot; &quot;before the fulfilment

of the hope,&quot; but as EADIE well remarks &quot;such

an exegesis is a species of truism.&quot; ELLICOTT:
&quot;not before any definite epoch, but merely at

some undefined period in the
past,&quot; &quot;formerly.&quot;

centres itself. The omission of the article gives

believing constancy&quot; (LUTHER), but it only EADIE gives the sense of
&quot;already,&quot;

as intima-
denotes that the object is to be regarded, not as ting that this hope had been made prominent in

the end of effort (?), but as the element and preaching, and they of course heard of this in

ground. [ELLICOTT:
&quot; In Him as the sphere or I hearing the gospel; a view to be preferred as

sub-stratum of the TTIGTIS, that in which the faith
j
giving more point to the passage and fully ac

cordant with the context. R.] To &quot;laid up in

heaven&quot; corresponds what is joined to &quot;heard

before,&quot; viz:

In the word of the truth of the gospel
through which the &quot;

hearing before
&quot; has its

guarantee. This expression is another briefer

and independent setting forth of Eph. i. 13,
&quot; after that ye heard the word of truth, the

gospel of your salvation.&quot; The hearing before

of the hope is mediated by the preaching (ev

a more complete unity to the conception,
Christ-centred faith.

&quot; ALFORD: &quot;the imme
diate element of their faith, not its distinctive

character, is the point brought out.&quot; R.] On the
remainder of the clause,

&quot; and of the love which

ye have to all the saints,&quot; see Eph. i. 15. [The
reading: fj

v s^ere carries &quot;more affectionate

commendation&quot; (ALFORD) than the simple article

of the Rec.

&amp;gt;n&quot; (ALFORI
It draws attention to the love and

points to its persistence (ELLICOTT). R.]
Ver. 5 : describes this love more closely. On

account of the hope which is laid up for

you in heaven. [Joined to &quot;love.&quot; R.]
Since nia TTJV e^Trida is joined grammatically

Paul has not written dyaxr/v TTJ as

Aoyw)of the truth (rrj^ ),
which is the

substance of the Myog, but is taken out of noth

ing other than the gospel (TOV eva y ye hiov), to

which the truth belongs. It is not proper to

follow the parallel passage, which is gram
matically different, and take &quot;of the

in the parallel passage, Eph. i. 15, but subjoined
j
pel

&quot;

as a genitive of apposition to &quot; in the word
the relative clause. &quot;The hope&quot; is character- of truth&quot; (STEIGER), or to &quot;the truth&quot;

ized by the clause &quot; which is laid up for you in

heaven,&quot; as objective, like the
k&quot;kirl&amp;lt;; ^ETTOUEVJJ

(Rom. viii. 24), &quot;that which is hoped for,&quot;

which is preserved, set aside (drro), in deposito
reconditum (LOSNER), as a securely placed treas
ure (CHRYSOSTOM: TO BENGEL:

(BAEHR),

[ELLICOTT :
&quot; a denning genitive, allied to the

genitive possessivui (genitive continents), which

specifies, and so to say, localizes the general
notion of the governing substantive: the truth

which was preached in and was announced in

the gospel &quot;. R.] Nor is &quot;the word of the
sine periculo), or rather as a reward and prize I

truth&quot;=*ermo verax (ERASMUS), or &quot; the preach-
according to 2 Tim. iv. 8; 1 Pet. i. 4; Matt,

j ing of troth
&quot;

(HUTHER, KLEKK), nor &quot;of the
xix. 21; comp. Heb. ix. 27: vi. 18. On &quot; in truth of the gospel&quot;=genuine gospel (.STORR),

heaven,&quot; see Eph. i. 10. Accordingly this hope ;

nor is
A&amp;lt;5yoc

defined as to its substance by n/i/Dnus

gives a motive for the love in its activity as well as absolute truth, as to its form by ti&amp;lt;ayyrAiott

as its extent
;

it does not depend upon the

present, on temporal life and possessions, nor on

* [The original references are to the 6th Gorman edition
;

altered throughout to the 7th German ed., 1867. R.]

as &quot;proclamation of salvation&quot; (.SCHKNKKL).
The dfi

f&amp;gt;&quot;r

CHUM nf tlm&amp;gt;ik*tiitn;i i
vt-rs.

(&amp;gt;-8).

Ver. 6. Which has corns unto you fit., ia

present unto you This is spoken of the g &amp;gt;speL
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Mapuv notes its being present (1 Cor. v. 3; 2 Cor. i proclamation of the gospel was followed by the

xiii. 10) ; with Trpbc. v/idf, 2 Cor. xi. 8; Gal. iv.
j

acceptance of it, and from that time forth the

1&amp;lt;

S
,
L II. here fif ii

fi
a {. In the passages quoted Christian life and character of the Church de-

the Apostle stands before them, turned towards i veloped internally and externally in constant

them ;
here he speaks of the gospel, that pene- progress. The object is &quot; the grace of God,&quot;

trates into them; he describes the steady, con- the substance of the evangelical preaching (ver.
slant and finally entire penetration of the gospel, ! 6), the marrow of the gospel over against the

which is not forced through with one blow,
j

law. &quot; In truth
&quot;

is an adverbial qualification

[The preposition conveys the idea of its having of the verbs &quot;heard
&quot; and &quot;

knew.&quot; The gospel
reached them, the participle implies its abiding

j

is proclaimed vere et sincere absque fuco, OVK kv

there (ELLicorr). R.] The added clause: as airdTr/ K&amp;lt;H Ao-yoig eiKaioif
*
(GREEK FATHERS), and

it is in all the world, renders prominent accepted nor* simulate, sed vere. It implies a
contrast to the false teachers and is not =
afojdug, &quot;truly,&quot;

nor to be joined with &quot;grace

(STORR and others), nor in the gospel (GRO-
TIUS) [BARNES. R.]. Nor is it to be joined

only to &quot;knew&quot; (MEYER and others), nor to

&quot;heard&quot; alone (BAEHR and others). [ALFORD:
&quot;in its truth, and with true knowledge.&quot; So
EADIE :

&quot; the words ?v a/.r/Vtia describe the teach

ing of Epaphras, or represent that genuine form,
in which, by his preaching, the grace of God had
been exhibited at Col Tin lakes it qua-

the simple fact of the presence of the gospel in

the world. The preposition kv marks the dis

tinction between its presence in the world, and
in Colosse, where it has already wrought what
it should and would. &quot; In all the world &quot;

indi

cates the whole world as the field, in which the

gospel is found and which it will permeate. It

i-i not confined to one part, had already begun
i s efficacy in the most diverse places, among
Jew.-* ami Gentiles. Hence it is no synecdoche,
&quot;meaning the most noted parts of the world, as

Rom. i. 8; x. 18&quot; (GROTIUS), nor only the Ro-
m.in Empire, nor popular hyperbole (MEYER).
[ALFOUD: &quot;No hyperbole, but the pragmatic
repetition of the Lord s parting command. R.]
And is bringing forth fruit and in

creasing. [ALFORU, omitting nai, calls the pa
ragraph broken and unbalanced. R.] It is not

merely in all the world, but efficient there also.

We have here the usual transition from the par
ticipial construction to that of the finite verb

(WINER S Gram., p. 505 sq.); the participle
with flvai indicates continuance and duration

(WINER S Gram., p. 326 sq.). [So in English,
hence the literal rendering:

&quot; is bringing forth

fruit and increasing
&quot;

is preferable. R. ] THEO-
DORET : KapTToQopiav TOV evayyel.iov KEK^.TIKE TT/V

erraivovuEvriv Tro^tTeiav, av^rjmv 6e TUV TUOTEVOVTIJV

TO TTfiijQoc. The figuie is borrowed from a tree

which both bears fruit and grows (Matt. vii. 17 ;

xiii. 32 ; Luke xiii. 19). The former word re

fers to the faith, the love, the Christian virtues,
which the gospel produces in the internal and
external life, the latter to the extension and the

multiplication of its adherents (Acts vi. 7 ; xii.

24; xix. 20). [The former the intensive, the lat

ter the extensive progress of the gospel. ELLI-
COTT. R.] As it is also among you, intro

duces Colosse as a part of the field, in which the
j
phras had only told that the gospel was every

gospel is and is working (&quot;in
all the world

&quot;),
where proclaimed (THEODOUET). The preposi-

and furnishes a proof that the gospel is, and how ! tion cnro indicates that the Colossians had gladly
it is, &quot;in all the world.&quot; Hence iv vpiv is met Epaphras and heard him speak. The words

&quot;among you,&quot;
not &quot;in

you&quot; (LUTHER).
&quot;

Bring- which follow are a confirmation of the preaching

ing forth fruit and increasing
&quot; must be supplied, of Epaphras : our dear fellow servant, who

[&quot;/&amp;lt;
doth,&quot; supplied in E. V., is to be changed is for you a faithful minister of Christ.

to &quot;7 is,&quot; to correspond with the participial
&quot; Our dear fellow servant &quot; describes him in his

form of the verb in the former clause. R.] [position toward Christ (douAo?) [no thought
Since the day ye heard it, and knew of his imprisonment with Paul (CONYBEARK)

the grace of God in truth. [Braune, follow- R.], and toward Paul with his helpers (avv
ing 1M-: WKTTK, supplies no object after &quot;

heard,&quot; /) /z uv), and in his relation to them (aya-Ki]-
m. iking &quot;the grace of God &quot;

the object of both r o
?), as an excellent minister, who, entirely de-

verlis. MKYKH. STKKJKK, KADIE, Ai.nmu, EI.I.I- pendent on the Lord, and independent of men,
COTT, supply : &quot;the gospel,&quot; which is to be pre- labored as a colleague with the Apostle and his

ferred. E. V. &quot;of it,&quot; is unsatisfactory; they *
j
-Truly nn.l sinrerelvY

must !i ve heard the gospel, as well as heard or ,. e it and r.t -ii wonb.&quot; B.J
it, hi-t ori it would bring forth fruit among t [( ONTBEARE. II. :i*r&amp;gt; : Kpnplirnn is the snme )iame wit*

lify the verb &quot;knew.&quot; and at the same ume de

fine &quot;the grace of God&quot; by presenting the ele

ment, in which the gospel was proclaimed. R.]
Ver. 7. Even as ye learned of Epaphras.
Kadug refers to &quot;in truth

&quot;

[ALFORD: &quot;in

which truth
&quot;

11.], and describes the manner in

which they had learned from Epapnras. The
verb, the object of which must be &quot;the grace of

God,&quot; marks the intermediate step between

&quot;hearing&quot;
and &quot;knowing&quot;

and describes the

earnest, constant effort of the Colossians, to

which the activity of Epaphras corresponds.

Epaphras a Colossian or Phrygian (iv.
12: &quot;one

of
you&quot;),

with Paul in his imprisonment (Phi-
lem. 23 :

&quot; my fellow prisoner &quot;),
is not identical

with Epaphrodilus, the Macedonian, a preacher
of Philippif (Phil. ii. 25; iv. 18), as GROTIUS

arbitrarily assumes; here indicated as the

founder of the Church in Colosse, but otherwise

entirely unknown to us. Even should we accept
the reading z&amp;lt; before e/zd0erf, we could not,

with WIGGERS.J treat it as though it were KOI air*

Errand (as in Rom. v. 7; Eph. iv. 4). in order

thus to maintain that there had been a proclama
tion of the gospel in Coloase before that of Epa
phras. Still less does the Kaftjf resume the pre

ceding Kaftwf iv travrl r /cocy/w, as though Epa-

them. R.] On the construction

oaf, see WISER s Gram., p.

? f

130. The first; j un i Kritikm. 1838. p. 185. R.]
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gains a love to all, in whom the same faith

active, who have become and still are the objects
of the same mercy, altogether irrespective of the

stage of results accomplished, however manifold
the degrees of its strength may be. It overleaps
party lines and difference of creeds, and prays
in truth: Our Father, which art in heaven. In

Father&quot; lies the doctrine offaith, in &quot;our&quot; the

fellow laborers, especially for the Church at Co- (leads to such purity and extent of love, becaus*
losse (inrtp vpuv), from the beginning, with I the believer has first of all love to God, the Father

proper fidelity (of kariv KIOTOC.) in the I of Jesus Christ (and through Him his Father),
service of Christ (d i dnov of Xpiarov). [The j

and from a faith on the love of God in Christ,

reading of the Rec., vnep ifiuv, &quot;for
you,&quot;

&quot;on
j

which enjoys the love of the Father and Sun, he

your behalf,&quot; is not only better supported, but

avoids the repetition of the other reading, while

it is as strong a commendation of Epaphras to

the Colossians, to say that he had been a faith

ful minister of Christ for them, as to say that he
had been faithful vice apostoli. R.]

Ver. 8. &quot;Who also declared unto us your
love in the Spirit. The declaration is made

prominent. Epaphras has not only seen in

Colosse, but spoken in Rome to Paul in a de

tailed, perspicuous way, as a witness respecting

&quot;your
love in the Spirit.&quot; The love was &quot;not

carnal, but spiritual&quot; (OScuMENius), &quot;fruit of

the Spirit&quot; (Gal. v. 22: Rom. xv. 30) ; Spirit is

of course the Holy Spirit (as Rom. xiv. 17).
Hence it is not the spirit of man, the inner man,
nor a &quot;love which depends on an internal senti

ment and disposition, a love sincere and ear

nest&quot;
(&quot;A

LAI-IDE, BOIIMKR and others), and
since the context must decide what is the object
of the love, it is to be regarded as &quot;love of the

brethren&quot; (ver. 4), including love to the Apos
tle, but not this latter exclusively (BAEHR, BLEEK
and others) ;

the following &quot;we also&quot; at least

cannot decide this to be the meaning, since the

Apostle does not pray merely in reciprocity. It

is improper to join V7rvei fj.aTi with dijhuaac,

(WxiiL), as though Epaphras had narrated it

through inspiration, or to explain it, per spiritum
sanctum (GaoTius). [EAUIE properly expounds
&quot;love&quot; as denoting the Christian grace of love,

hence &quot;in the Spirit.
1

ALFORD : &quot;the chief

gift of the
Spirit,&quot;

&quot; thus in the elemental region
of the Spirit ;&quot;

ELLICOTT: &quot;genuine and opera
tive only in the sphere of His blessed influence.&quot;

-R.]
It is unmistakably the object of Paul in this

honoring description, to establish as firmly as

possible in every direction the authority of Epa
phras ;

his doctrine is right, his relations to the

Apostle hearty and intimate, his interest for the

ethics of love, in &quot;which art in heaven,&quot; the im

pulse and motive of hope.
2. The activity of this love, growing out of faith,

which embraces all Christians as brethren, as
children of the Father, has its mainspring in the

hope of salvation, secure for us in heaven. This
is Christiar. eudsemonism, which indeed has in

view the salvation of our own souls, the perfec
tion and blessedness of our own personality, yet
not selfishly, but seeks and knows in fellowship
with all believers; nor yet externally, sensualis-

tically, like a Turk or heathen German, but in

ternally, in the spirit of the mind; nor yet here,
but in heaven, not in time, but in eternity, hence
not as a materialist or atheist burning for good
fortune and earthly pleasure; and finally not in

our own strength, as it has been attempted &quot;in

godless virtue,&quot; but as a gift of the gracious God
through Christ.

3. Faith grows from the preached word of gospel
truth. Since faith as to its essence is God s word
become living in the heart of man, since it grows
out of this word as from a seed, its establishment
and growth depends altogether upon the preach
ing of -this word of God (/-6yof, ver. 6), which
alone contains the truth indispensably necessary
for the soul, presenting the grace of God, which
is the marrow of the gospel (ver. 5: r//f aAifle.iae.

rov evayyeXiov, ver. 6: TI/V xdpiv TOV 6eoi
).

This
and not the preaching (SCHENKEL) is the vital

principle of Christianity, which penetrates ever
more deeply into the believers, producing in

them and in the life of the church the fruits of

Colossians active and pure, undisturbed from
j

virtues, both active and passive, ever extending
the first. He seems to have been suspected by more widely, ever permeating more thoroughly
the false teachers. Paul gives prominence to

|

every one and all things (ver. 6).
these facts, in order to shame the errorists, tc

warn and guard the Church against them
;
for

their sake and that of the cause, he enters par
ticularly upon the efficiency and conduct of

Epaphras. ESTIUS : &quot;Lest they might suffer

themselves to be led away from the doctrine

which they had learned from him by new
teachers.&quot;

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. faith and Love are the chief points, in judg-
i:ig of the condition of the Christian Church.
Faith must not only be directed in (etc) Christ,
but be a life in (h) Christ; it is the foundation
and source of love, by which it workeih [Gal. v.

6. R.]. This love must be &quot;in the Spirit&quot; (ver.

[To keep
the figure of the Apostle, it was like a tree, whose
fruit, falling to the earth, germinated, so that

there sprang up a youthful and healthy forest

on all sides of it&quot; (EADIE). R.] Preaching is

only the principal means, to which we must hold
fast in simplicity and freedom from all perver
sion, deterioration or obscuration.

4. The teachers or preachers of the gospel must
labor as belonging to Christ, as entirely depend
ent on Him (ver. 7: AOV?MC) yet attached to Him
(dkovof); they are not servants-;/ the cliurcL

(.SCIIKNKKL). hut only of Christ; servants, but for
the chiH-ch (i -i/t i litir), in doc-trine (vers. ti. 7),
in supplication to God (ver. 3). and in the varied

intercourse with men, among whom they would
advance their cause. They should never forget
that, they do not stand iilonc and tor themselves,

8), that it may be pure, and extend &quot;to all the but in fellowship (ver. 7: oi/vioMof), that as col-

saints&quot; (ver. 4), that it may be large-hearted, leagues they .should esteem and love each other,
Aot limited by sensuous, arbitrary and selfish

j

that one should rejoice without envy in the

sympathies. Living, active faith in Christ alone
[ other, as Paul in Epaphras, who meekly flies to
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him, and should fraternally suffer with each
! may be in it. [The gospel is a germ, made fruit-

other, as Kpiphras with Paul. HENRY: &quot;Thus ful by God, which cannot be received, without
he puts an honor on an inferior minister, and its making an impression on the spirit. R.]
teaches us not to be selfish, or think all that! PASSAVANT: There is generally an unspeak-
honor lost which goes beside ourselves. We ably beneficent, tender feeling in giving thanks

learn in his example not to think it a disparage- !
from the heart for a benefit. Thanksgiving will

ment to us, to water what others have planted, or be the bliss of eternity. The beginning, the first

build on the foundation others have laid.&quot;
&quot; Ob-

1 steps thereto must be made on the porch, else we
serve Christ is our proper master and we His

j

shall have no voice nor place, no life above in

ministers. He does not say your minister, but the holy choirs. It may often be long: days,
the minuter of Christ for you. It is by Christ s years, decades may pass as we hear and know

authority, but for the people s service.&quot; R.] the gospel, before we obtain a living knowledge
of the grace of God, that permeates our heart

IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Even where we must fear and blame and warn,
an opportunity for thanksgiving is not wanting.

In the general prayer for Sunday service be

longs the petition for love toward all men; how
ever easy towards some, it is just as difficult to

wards alt. Do not suffer a preacher, colleague

and mind and life. &quot;There are men,&quot; says
Pascal,

&quot; who admire external greatness alone,
as if there were no mental greatness; others can

only admire mental greatness, as though there
were not one infinitely higher, to be found in

wisdom.&quot;

[Lisco: The Apostolic thanksgiving and the

praise therein contained has no other purpose
or friend to be misunderstood and falsely judged, than encouragement, 1) to continued steadfast-

for speaking well of him belongs to obedience to i ness; 2) to further advance in all good. HK.NUV:
the Ninth Commandment; neither break out! Ver. 3. In our thanksgiving we must have an

blindly against him, that misunderstands the I eye to God as God (He is the object of thanks-

neighbor whose cause you would advance. Re- i giving as well as prayer), and as the Father of our
I _: __ ...l. _ . u _ . l_^^_l_cc : T IT nu _ * l .1*1 l_ _-i_ __ 11Lord Jesus Christ, in whom and through whom all

good comes to us. Vers. 4, 5. Faith, hope, and
love, are the three principal graces in the Chris
tian life, and proper matter of our prayer and

thanksgiving. We must love all the saints, bear

joice when you see the word of God efficacious,

and learn to wait patiently, as a husbandman for

the fruits.

STARKK : He who does not believe on Jesus

Christ, does not believe on God at all; so though
the Jews and Turks think they believe on God,

j

an extensive kindness and good-will to good men,

yet they in no wise do; for they do not believe . notwithstanding lesser points of difference and
on Jesus, on whom we must believe before we I many real weaknesses. Ver. G. All who hear
can assure ourselves of grace and salvation from

j

the word of the gospel, ought to bring forth the

God. [Always to pray, and always to give I fruit of the gospel. Wherever the gospel conies,
thanks are the Christian s needful duties. If it will bring forth fruit to the honor and glory
teaching and learning are of the right sort, then

j

of God. We mistake, if we think to monopolize
God s word hath good speed. Not all loving is

|

the comforts and benefits of the gospel to our-

praiseworthy ; love in the Spirit is commended.

-R]
RllOim: In the eyes of the world the charac

ter of a philanthropist, embracing all in his love.

selves. Ver. 8. Faithful ministers are glad to

be able to speak well of their people. R.]

[EADIE: Ver. 5. &quot;For the
hope.&quot; Every

blessing which the gospel makes known has
will indeed bring us more honor and glory than ! futurity in its eye, and the Christian life, in the
love to the saints; for this implies a distinction meantime, is one as much of expectation as of
which the world does not willingly admit. The

;
positive enjoyment. Ver. G. The gospel bore

world has a love to which a Jew or Turk is more choice and noble clusters of fruit. It is not a

acceptable than a saint. If we consider only the ceremonial to be gazed at, or a congeries of

yet feeble beginnings of faith, the still prevailing opinions to be discussed. It is essentially a

temptations, we may doubt whether we have practical system, for its ethics are involved in

cause to rejoice and thank God. But by looking its creed and worship. The gospel was ecumeni
out to the mark of hope, which is set before us,
the grace to us becomes very great. It is cer

tainly unspeakable how much the world, now so

unbelieving and unthankful, does yet enjoy of the
fruits of the gospel; how many arts and sciences,

cal, but the error which menaced them was only

provincial in its sphere Ver. 8. Love is to be

regarded as the crown and consequence of all

the other graces. The Spirit of Him who is Love
takes possession of the believing bosom, and ex-

milder customs and laws would not exist, had erts upon it His own assimilating power. A
not the gospel made the first advance in that
direction.

SCHI.EIERMACHER: Faith, since it is active,
becomes not only love to Christ, but also love to

Christian community may be congratulated upon
it 8 love. R.]
[SCHENKKL: The true Christian idiosyncrasy

of a church: 1) Its ground faith in Christ: 2)
all, who belong to Christ. We see how readily its fruit love to the saints; 8) its power hope
we allow ourselves to be led into all manner of of the heavenly treasure of eternal life. The
divisions and limitations of love, which have less gospel of Jesus Christ, the tree of life for human-
ground ilian then existed in the difference be-iity: 1) The fruit, which it brings; 2) the exten-
tween Jewish ami Gentile Christians. It is bet- sion, which it gains. The power of the gospel,
ter to study such a love to all saints, and not one 1) It consists in the word of the grace of God.
that extends to the few who exactly and specially 2) It is conditioned by a faithful proclamation
agree with us, however great enjoyment there

i
and simple apprehension of it. R.]
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2. Earnest supplication for the progress of the Church in true knowledge, especially of the Being
and Work of Christ.

(CHAPTER I. 9-23.)

9 For this cause we also, since the day we neard it, do not cease to pray for you,
and to desire1 that ye might be filled with the knowledge of his will in all wisdom

10 and spiritual understanding [in all spiritual wisdom and understanding] : That ye
1

might walk worthy of the Lord unto all pleasing, being fruitful in every good work,
11 and increasing in [by]

3 the knowledge of God; Strengthened with all might
[strength]

4

according to his glorious power [the power of his glory],
5 unto all pa-

12 tience and longsuffering with joyfulness [joy] ;

6
Giving thanks unto the Father,

which [who] hath made us meet, to be partakers [for the portion, e.
&amp;lt;?

rr
t
v nepioa]* of the

13 inheritance of the saints in light: Who hath delivered us from [out of] the power
of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son [the Son of

14 his love] ;&quot;

In whom we have redemption through his blood [omit through his

15 blood],
10 even the forgiveness of sins : Who is the image of the invisible God, the

16 firstborn of [before] every creature: For [Because] by [in] him were all things cre

ated, that are in heaven, and that are in [on] earth, visible, and invisible, whether

they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers : all things were created

17 by him, and for him: And he is
11 before all things, and by [iv, in] him all things

18 consist [subsist]. And he is the head of the body, the church : who is the begin

ning, the firstborn
12 from the dead

;
that in all things he might have the pre-emi-

19 nence. For it pleased the Father that in him should all fulness dwell [Because in

20 him God was pleased that the whole fulness should dwell] :

13
And, having made

peace through the blood of his cross, by him to reconcile all things unto himself:

21 by him, / say, whether they be things in [on] earth, or things in heaven. And
you, that were sometimes alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked works

22 [lit.: as to your understanding in wicked works], yet now hath he reconciled,
14 In

the body ofhis flesh through [his] death,
15
to present you holy and unblamable and un-

23 reprovable in his sight: If [If at least, e.^e] ye continue in the faith grounded and

settled, and be not moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard,
and which was preached to every creature16 which is under heaven

;
whereof I Paul

am made a minister. 17

i Ver 9. Kai airov fievoi is wanting in B. [On the order of the latter part of the verse see EXEG. NOTES. R.I
t VW . 10.

[ Y^i?. inserted after TrepuraT^aat, Rec. Tischenrlorf, Wordsworth. Rejected by Lachmann, Meyer, Scholz,
Alford, Ellicott, on the authority of X- A. B. C. D. F. The subject &quot;ye&quot; necessarily supplied &quot;in the finite construction of
our language. R.]

3 Ver. lO.-Instead of the mc.re difficult reading: els rr,v eiriyvuviv, of D.s E.2 K. L., we find in X- B- [C. D. .

O.] T;J 7riy ciocrei, which with Meyer is to lie regarded as an explanation. [Braune s German text: in der Krki-nntniss,
is certainly a typographical e-ror for in die Erkmntmsss. The reading ev with the dative has little support. Ei? with the

accusative, which Braune adopts, is that of Tischendorf (eds. 2 and 7, not 1). But Lachmann, Uriesbach, Scholz. D.- Write,
Alfurd, Ellicott follow tho preponderant uncial authority and read TTJ e n t yvuxre t, all of them previous to the discovery
of X- which confirms this reading. I have therefore altered the English text to express the force of this reading (instru
mental dative). R.]

4 Ver. 11. [&quot;Strengthened
with strength:&quot; Swan ft Swap ou/xe vo t. R.]

* Ver. 11. [The hendiadys of the E. V. is generally considered unfortunate. Coverdale, Rheuiish: &quot;tho might of His

glory.&quot; R.]
8 Ver. 11. T&quot; Joy;&quot; Wickliffe, Rhemish, Eadie, Alford. Ellicott. R.]
* Ver. 12. B. inserts KaAcVracri &amp;lt;at before iKavtaaavTi [retained hj Lachmann only. R.]. D. 1 F. G. read &amp;lt;coAccraTi

only, omitting Ixav. The first appears to have been interpolated, then the subsequent omission.
Ver 12.

j&quot;&quot;

For the portion,&quot; more literal than E. V., following the versions of Wickliffe, Coverdale and the Rhem-
ish &quot; for the share.&quot;

&quot; for the part,&quot; etc. R.]
Ver. 13.

[&quot;
Son of his love,&quot; preferred by all modern commentators, avoiding the hendiadys of the E. V. R.]

10 Vet. 14. [Ellicott : &quot;6id TOU ainaros aiirov rests only on cursive manuscripts, and is rightly omitted by nearly al)

modern editors.&quot; From Eph. i. 7. R.]
Ver. 17. &quot;Wordsworth reads eVri.

&quot;

exists.&quot; instead of e&amp;lt;m,

&quot;

is.&quot; Subsist.&quot; Alford. Ellicott. R.]
I! Ver. 18. Ex is to be retained before ruv vticpuiv with B. and the corrector of X- B. alone has the article q before

is Ver. 19.
|
The rendering of Alford, given above, coincides with that of Braune. See EXEG. NOTES. R.]

1* Ver. 21. B. and others have awoKaTijAAdyTjTe. The reading diroKarijAAafci-, X-A.C. and others, seems to
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l&amp;gt;e :in . -in. -ndiition on account of the construction. [The preponderance of authority in on the other side. Lachmani
:i.|o,,i, tli. M.I. In,- .,! It., I. nt K.v , E. V., Tiscueudorf, Alford, Klli.-utt, Wordsworth follow the mam of MSS. See BXM.
s -K.I

& Ver. 22. AUTOU after 6 a. v a t a v. N. A., is properly omitted in H. [Tou Savd-rov is=&quot; his death &quot; here. R.]
1 Ver. j:i. I

,,
i&amp;gt; ..initt.-il after itaa y in X- A. B. C. am! others. The corrector ol N- adds it.

IT Ver. 23. Instead of iiaxofot, thu rending ol
{&amp;lt;.

U. [? A.J is itripvf xal dirckr-roAof, yet KlMMl is added in the

margin of X

EXEC1ETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The immediate object of supplication : full knowl

edge of the Divine will. (ver. 9.) Ver. 9. For this

cause refers to the entire paragraph, vers. 3-8.

What the Apostle had heard of the Colossians

3
;
he now expresses what he supplicates.&quot; Iva

indicates the aim of the petition, the purpose of

the petitioner, hence not simply its purport

(against HARI.ESS, Eph. 17). [On Iva after verbs

of praying, see ALFORD, 1 Cor. xiv. 13. &quot;The

purport and purpose become compounded in the ex

pression.&quot; ELLICOTT :
&quot; Iva has here its secon-

moved him to the petition. This is required by ! dary telic force, the subject of the prayer is

the contents of the petition and by the accords : blended* with the purpose of making it.&quot; R.]
since the day we heard&quot; (ver. .&amp;gt;),

to which the! 11 /.q p uf) i/r e pre-supposes the imperfect state

object must be supplied from above
(&quot;your

faith in Christ Jesus and love to all the
saints&quot;) ;

ver. G. &quot;since the day ye heard&quot; and ver. 4.

&quot; since we heard:&quot; and also &quot;do not cease to

pray for you&quot; (ver. 9), and ver. 3,
&quot;

praying al

so for
you.&quot;

After his thanks to God, Paul now

fives

the purport of his prayer. Certainly ver.

is not connected with ver. 8 alone, where the

love of the Colossians to himself is spoken of:

because he had heard this, he now prays for

them (13LKKKJ; as though Paul, like the Phari

sees, prayed only 1 or those who loved him.

We also, as in &quot; we give thanks&quot; (ver. 3), is

of those prayed for, and from its position at the

beginning renders prominent the importance of

progress to fulness. It occurs in this Epistle
alone five times, here; ver. 125; ii. 10; iv. 12,

17 ;
in Ephesians (i. 23; iii. 19; iv. 10; v. 18),

and in Philippiaus (i.
11

;
ii. 2

;
iv. 18, 19), each

four times.

With the knowledge of his will. T^v
eTriyvuaii is an accusative of reference, like

Phil. i. 11; so OKj/voTroiof rf/v rexvyv (Acts xviii.

3). [ELLICOTT: &quot;accusative of the remoter, the

quantitative object in which the action of the verb
has its realization.&quot;

&quot; The genitive marks the

Paul and those with him, hence not Timothy |

absolute material out of which the fulness was

merely (MEYER, SCHENKEL), nor is he excluded realized, thi; accusative as it were, the domain of

(BAEIIK). K a i, &quot;also,&quot; refers chiefly to Epa- which the fulness was evinced.&quot; R.] See

phras, who represents and labors for the Colos-

sians (vers. 7-tf), and then to the Colossians

also, who were won to the gospel (ver. 0) and
have love to the brethren (vers. 4. 8). It does

not therefore indicate merely the reciprocity of

intercourse between the Colossians and Paul

(ScHENKEL, MEYER). [It has here its slightly
contrastire force (ELLICOTT), and marks the

change of subject; &quot;we on our
part&quot; (ALFORU).

R.] It is not to be separated from i/ueig and

joined to 6 iii TOVTO (Ds WETTE), nor by any
to irpoc,evx6[t (BAUMUAUTEN-

[Since the day we heard. ELLTCOTT:
&quot;incidental definition of the time with reference

to anovaavTEc,, ver. 4. EADIE :
&quot; The receipt of

the intelligence produced immediate results and
led to prayer. The effect was instant and it

was not spent with a single impulse.&quot;

prayer was continuous also. R.]

The

Do not cease to pray for you, and to de-

s Gram. p. lilfj. Further it is not =ri)
ei, since they were not to be filled with the

WINER S Gram. p. 216.

/ ~r, n .trr

knowledge, but their knowledge should be full,

perfect. The word itself describes the knowl

edge which grasps and penetrates the object

(MEYER), as ver. 10; ii. 3; iii. 10. [WORDS
WORTH :

&quot;

tirlyvooif, full knowledge is more than

yi uaif, it is a gift and grace of the Holy Spirit.
This word occurs oftener in this Epistle than in

any other of St. Paul. He may perhaps have
used it as a contrast to the false y or gnosti
cism of the false teachers, who were beguiling
theColossians with the speciousness of their vain

philosophy. They in their theories promise
yvuatc,, but the Apostle gave fTriji uat^ by his

ministry.&quot; DE WETTE suggests, the former is a

mere impractical and theoretical, the latter full

and living knowledge. R.] &quot;Of his will,&quot;

since it concerns the purpose of the prayer, is

God s will, and, according to the context (ver.

10), the will of God respecting the walk and con-

affectionate hyperbole.&quot; R.] The first verb de

notes the wish (2 Cor. xiii. 9
;
3 Jno. 2

; Acts

sire. On ov irav6ftc6a with the participles,
J

versation of the Christian in the world. Hence
see Kph. i. ! &amp;gt;.

[
KI.I.ICOTT : &quot;an exactly similar

j

not the redemptive decree, as Eph. i. 9 (STEIGER
and others), not the will of God which operates
on us and is efficient in us, but the will of God

xxvii. 2
.i),

addressed to any one, then in general to be obeyed by us, hence not the will of the ma-
a prayer expressing a wish; the second, the jority (SCHENKEL). [The immediate context

supplication, entreaty, the medium with its re- &quot; in all wisdom,&quot; is against this .limitation of

flection; sibi expetere, the pressing hearty peti-
j

&amp;lt; His will.&quot; The result of full knowledge was
tion from a sense of fellowship. [It seems a

|
to be worthy walk, but the knowledge was not

better distinction to regard the first us general, therefore to be limited to His will respecting
the second us special,

&quot; the one prayer in its or

dinary aspect, the other direct request.&quot; Ka&amp;lt;

&quot;

brings into prominence a special after a gen
eral&quot; (ALFORD). The comma of the E. V. an
swers the same purpose here. R.]
That ye might be filled. (BKNV.EL: &quot;He

made mention of his supplications generally ver.

walk. As a fact Christian walk is based on a

far wider knowledge. R.]
1 niil now sets forth the mode in which this

&quot;

being filled
1 was to be consummated: In all

spiritual wisdom and understanding.
Hence this is not to be joined with &quot;

walk&quot; (ver.

10), which is otherwise defined (THEODORET and
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others). See Eph. i. 8: &quot;in all wisdom and i

&quot;

good works&quot; we are to understand, works re-

prudence.&quot; Zvveais is not identical with
&amp;lt;ppo-

I quired by the will of God, growing out of faith,

vr/at (Sirach. i. 4; avveaiq fymvi/OEut;) ;
the latter demanded, not merely by law, but by relations,

refers more to the God-given organ, the former
i circumstances, by the inward impulse of the con-

more to the activity of man in using it
;
the latter i science and the Holy Ghost,

more to the original gift, the former obtained [And increasing by the knowledge of
rather by exercise. [The former is perhaps

| God.] Tlie advance is made into, up to the
seen more in practically embracing a truth, the knowledge of God. This indeed depends upon
latter more in brin

(ELLICOTT). R.]

the mind to bear upon it

. he adjective &quot;spiritual&quot;

belongs to both substantives. It indicates that

their being
&quot; filled with the knowledge of His

will&quot; (ver. 9). Their being fruitful and increas

ing in every good work aids thereto. Hence
the &quot;

being filled&quot; cannot be effected by any
j

LUTHER is incorrect ; and be fruitful in every
purely natural development of human mental life

j good work and increase in the knowledge of God.
from its own power. The wisdom is not, &quot;

fleshly&quot;

(1 Cor i. 12; 1 Cor. i. 26), nor is the understand

ing of this character; yet neither are of them
selves spiritual,&quot; they become so only through
the Holy Ghost. [EADIE and ALFORD join TTVEV-

iK.ii to avveaei alone, but it seems bet-

[The order of the E. V. is the same. R ] Ad
vance is made from knowledge to knowledge in

the Christian walk, wherein the spirit of God
guides into all truth (Jno. xvi. 13

; xiv. 26).
neither i= Ka-d (BoiiMER nor= kv (BEZA),

nor= the dative which HUTHER and others read.

ter with ELLICOTT to join both adjectives to both
j
[The close union of the two participles above

substantives. On aoQia and cvveaiq, the general and the preceding exegetical note are based on
and particular, ELLICOTT remarks: &quot;both ap- the less supported reading: Eig TTJV ixiyvuaiv.

pear to have a practical reference ; the former is, The better reading is T y k n i y v u a e t (instru-
however, a general term; the latter its more spe
cial result and application.&quot; R.]

The aim of the petition : Christian, walk. Vers.

10-12. They were not to rest with &quot;

knowledge
of His will,&quot; but advance.

Ver. 10. That ye might walk. The infin

tive, TT E p i TT a T ?) a a i, depending on

mental dative). This is to be joined with avj-&-

v6fj.voi, &quot;increasing by the knowledge of

God.&quot; As the main reason for retaining the

reading of the fewer MSS. is that it is more diffi

cult, ALFORD remarks, supporting r?/ k-r/ vuaei:

&quot;this is by far the most difficult of the three

readings, the meaning of kv and eif being very
is epexegetical (WINER S Gram. pp. 298, 301) ;

it
J

obvious, the former pointing out the element, the

is not necessary to supply tig or bare. The closer
I
latter the proposed measure of the increase. And

definition follows. Worthy of the Lord re- hence, probably, the variations. It is the knovvl-

fers to Christ [as always apparently in St. Paul s edge of God which is the real instrument of en-

Epistles (ELLICOTT). R.], the model of the I largement, in soul and life, of the believer not a

Christian. Neither 1 Thess. ii. 12,
&quot;

worthy of
j

yvuaiq which Qvaiov, but an kniyvuaig which av$-

God,&quot; nor Eph. iv. 1, &quot;followers of God,&quot; will dvet.&quot; So OLSHAUSEN, DB WETTE, HUTHER,
justify us in understanding it otherwise. Un- I EADIE, ELLICOTT. R.]
to all pleasing describes the manner of th(

worthy walk, giving prominence to the purpose

(E I f ). ApsffKEia, only here, in a good sense, de

scribes in classical authors the conduct of the

apea/cof, the obsequious, i. e., obsequiousness.
The context requires that it be understood as

&quot;pleasing Christ&quot; not God, in spite of Matt. v.

48 (SCHENKEL). Since Christ can be pleased in

everything,
&quot;

all&quot; is added.

This is confirmed by the following characteristic

of the Christian walk: Being fruitful in

every work. [Braune reads,
&quot;

being fruit

ful and increasing in every good work,&quot; a collo

cation in conformity with his view of the text and
his exegesis. The order of the E. V. seems to

preserve the symmetry and present the meaning
better. R.] On the nominatives KapiroQop-
ovvreg teal av., instead of the more exact accu

satives, to agree with vudg implied after irepiira-

Eph. iv. 1, 3. Here it is readily ex-

Ver. 11 gives a second definition of the walk,
almost exactly like the first in its construction.

Strengthened with all strength, iv

Tracy 6vvdfj,Ei dvvaftoiifievoi, Tiie verb,
which occurs only here, marks those walking
worthy of the Lord as energized in activity, not

in one direction, but in all : in will, affection

and perception, in understanding, in home and

calling, in all external relations. [Braune seems
to regard kv as indicating the element, and

fivvafus as subjective (so ALFORD). It seems
more natural and accordant with the phrase

immediately following, to take kv as instrumental

and dvvauig as object strength from
God. So MEYER, EADIE, ELLICOTT (THEO-
I&amp;gt;ORET is quoted by the latter), and E. V.; in

either case &quot;

all&quot; implies that the energy extends

to every department. R.] The paranomasia, as

well as* the construction like that of the previous

clause, forbid the separation of the prepositional

plained, yet not by joining the participles to I phrase from the verb, to join it with what pre
cedes.

According to the power of His glory,
Kara TO updrog rrjg do?/f. Power is requu
site, the Christian does not have it in himself; the

measure of it is not inconsiderable, it increases.

God alone gives it in proportion to the Power
which He has, in comparison with whose glory,

(BENGEL) ;
the two participl

united as in ver. 6 ; first bearing fruit, then grow
ing more, as in a tree, in order to greater fruit-

fulness. The sphere of both is denoted by &quot;in.&quot;

The prepositional phrase, standing first for em
phasis, is not to be joined with &quot;

pleasing&quot;

(OECUMEN, STEIOER and others), but with

verbs [or according to the view of ALFORD, EL-
j

majesty, grace and mercy, we are and have no-

LICOTT and others, with the verb &quot;

being fruit-

ful&quot; undoubtedly to be preferred if the instru-

mental dative is retained. See below. R.] By

thing. His glory ever reveals itself more and
more to him who walks worthy of the Lord.

The motive and measure of our strength is in
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HIP might of the majesty of God, whom we
know ever batter. Hence cfofa and iax i C (Eph.
i. ! .; vi. 10, &quot;according to the power of his

might&quot;)
are not to be considered as parallels

and I lie former limited here to the Ruler s dig

nity (STKHIEK), nor is the phrase=&quot; glorious

power&quot; (LUTHER, BAEIIB, [E. V.], and others),
as though it were tvfin$ov */mro{.
Unto all patience and long-suffering

with joy. Through growing strength pro
gress is made in directions the most various

(Trdaar, all) &quot;unto patience&quot; (VTTO/J. o vi/r)
which is not merely suffering (i ~t\\ei, Jude. 7.

only) i. e., susiinere.
&quot;YTro/ntveiv

means the mind
in suffering; ixouwf/ denotes this constancy and

patience of the mind. Hence we find, not the pa
tience of God, but &quot; the God of patience&quot; spoken
of (Rom. xv.

ft),
it is not God, who demands, but

who dispenses
&quot;

patience&quot; (TITTMANX, Syn., I.

p. 194). &quot;Patience&quot; is opposed to displeasure
without power to help or change; &quot;long-suffer

ing,&quot;
to displeasure with power to punish, to

avenge, to alter and avert. CHRYSOSTO.M: &quot;one

is long-suffering towards those whom it is possi
ble to requite, but patient towards those whom
he is unable to requite.&quot; In the former case the

objects are usually men, in the Utter, circum
stances. It is incorrect to make

&quot;patience&quot;

refer to the extent, and &quot;long suffering&quot; to the

continuance of the feeling (SCHKXKKL), or to

contrast timidity with the former and irritability
with the latter (HtTTUBa), or to ignore the dis

tinction (.MEYER, BLEEK). [ELLICOTT renders

cif, &quot;to insure, to lead you into,&quot; marking the

final destination ; EAUIE : &quot;in order to.&quot; See
his notes in loco, on the distinction between

&quot;patience&quot; and
&quot;long suffering.&quot; 11.] That

which is characteristically Christian in both is:
&quot; with

joy,&quot;
which is impossible in such a case

without the power of God. In &quot;patience and

long-suffering&quot; the Christian is glad, and cer

tain of the victory of his cause, of his reward
with God both in his own heart and in heaven.
It must not then be joined with &quot;giving thanks&quot;

(ver. 12), as is done by the Greek fathers,

ESTIUS, HUTHER, MEYER, ScHEXKEL, BLEEK.

[And also by TISCHEXUORF, LACHMAXX, ELLI

COTT, on the ground of the parallelism in the

structure of t lie clauses. R.]
&quot; With

joy&quot;
would

be entirely superfluous in that connection
; the

parallelism is not compulsory, and besides it is

not
&quot;mjoy,&quot; indicating the element, but &quot;with

(fj,era), which shows that it is only an accom

paniment with
&quot;patience.&quot; [As DE WETTE

says: by such a connection &quot;we lose the essen

tial idea of joyful endurance and the beautiful

train of thought, thatjoyfulness in suffering ex

presses itself in thankfulness to God&quot; (ALFORD).
-R.]
The third definition follows (vers. 1 2-14). Ver.

12. Giving thanks to the Father who
hath made us meet. Even in sorrow, let

there be thanksgiving; let not Him be forgotten
who giveth gifts and is the Father. It is incor

rect, to take the participle, not as coordinate
with

&quot;being fruitful,&quot; &quot;increasing,&quot; &quot;strength

ened,&quot; but as connected with &quot; do not cease,&quot;

ver. 9 (Greek fathers, CALVIX, BEXOEL) ;
or to

supply
&quot; of our Lord Jcsua Christ&quot; (ver. 3)

after &quot; Father&quot; (MEYER) [ALFORD, ELLICOTT.

R.], instead of regarding Him, in accordance
with the context, as our Father, who however ia

and proves Himself such in Christ: qui idoneos

fecit, fueramus enim inidonei, 2 Cor. iii. G (BEX-
GEL). &quot;Us&quot; includes the Apostle and his com

panions and his readers, who are Christians.

For what has He made us meet? For the por
tion of the inheritance of the saints in

light. &quot;For&quot; (eif as above) marks the aim
the &quot;making meet,&quot; which (as aorist) shows
that it is already, even though incipiently, at

tained. Ti/v pepida. describes the &quot;portion,&quot;

share, which falls to one personally (Luke x. 42
;

xii. 43), and &quot; the inheritance&quot; (rov K/.t/pov)
describes the whole of which the Christian is

partaker, as given sorte non pretio (BEXGEL), as
undeserved. The expression is borrowed trom
the Old Testament (Ps. xvi. 5, &quot;the portion of

my inheritance, ftepig r;/f i&Tjpovofuaf) ;
as the

chosen people obtained Canaan
(// }?/ rijf K/.TJ/MVO-

p-iac) through the grace of God, and each Israel

ite his part in the distribution of the land, so

the Christian obtains his portion in and of the

kingdom of heaven. &quot; The saints&quot; then de
scribes the possessors of the heritage. The posi
tion of k v

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;uri
forbids our connecting it with

luavucavn, &quot;making meet&quot; (Greek fathers, STEI-

GER, MEYER), which besides is accomplished in

another way than &quot;in
light;&quot;

or with &quot;inherit

ance&quot; (BEZA, HUTHER, BLEEK), or with
&quot;por

tion&quot; (BENGKI, ).
It is a closer description of

the sphere in which &quot;the saints,&quot; the Christians,

(ver. 2) are found in their walk (ver. 10), in order

to mark the extent of the benefit conferred

upon them through the &quot;making meet,&quot; which
is the occasion of the thanksgiving. Comp.
Eph. v. 8, 9, 11; iv. 18. According to the con
text the result is the principal point here, not

the means, which are introduced afterwards, but
without any exposition of &quot; in

light&quot;
or any

reference to it. Hence it is incorrect, to con
trast with Christians as the &quot;saints in

light&quot;

other saints in darkness, under the law in the

Old Testament, which is contrary to the usus

loquendi and to Pauline views (GROTius: thus is

shown the distinction of the law and the gospel),
or to refer it to future glory (SCHEXKEL :==

h -i) fioi-ii). [This last view is the popular one;

&quot;light
is taken to mean &quot;heaven,&quot; and the

passage interpreted as a thanksgiving for what
God has done to prepare us for an inheritance

in heaven, or inheritance with the saints in

heaven. Obviously this is forbidden by the con

text. EAIHE, who joins it with &quot;inheritance&quot;

as descriptive of it, ALFORD, who connects it with
the whole phrase

&quot;

portion
- -

saints,&quot; and ELLI

COTT, who indicates a preference lor joining it

with &quot;inheritance of the saints,&quot; all avoid this

mistake. The saints are now &quot;in
light,&quot;

and
the inheritance is &quot;in

light.&quot;
&quot;In

light&quot;
as

the sphere of their walk, the saints enjoy their

&quot;inheritance&quot; which is &quot;begun here and the

meetness conferred in gradual sanctitication,

but completed hereafter.&quot; R.]
God s act and gift, as the foundation and begin

ning of the Christian walk, more accurately defined

(vers. 13, 14).

Ver. 13. Who hath delivered us out of
the power of darkness. &quot;

Who&quot; refers back
to &quot;

Father.&quot; His act is first, &quot;hath delivered
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us,&quot;
i. e., has drawn, snatched us out of danger

(see PASSOW, Lex.). CHKYSOSTOM: &quot;He does not

eay delivered, but snatched (tppiiaaro), showing
our and their great misery and captivity.&quot;

ZANCHIUS: &quot;This is more than: he has liber

ated. For those are liberated, who are willing
and desirous and deserving of being made free;

those who are seized are often unwilling, as Lot

from Sodom; he magnifies both the grace and
the power of God.&quot;

&quot; Out of the power of dark

ness&quot; denotes the power under the dominion

of which Christians were before Redemption.
The first substantive describes the organized

power, the second its character, as Eph. ii. 2:

&quot;the power of the air;&quot; vi. 12: &quot;powers of

this darkness.&quot; [ALFORD:
&quot;

power i. e., in the

territorial sense ;
darkness not to be under

stood of a person but of the character of the

region.&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot;evil and sin viewed ob

jectively.&quot;
DAVIES refers here to the dualism

of the Zend-avesta. R.] Necessarily opposed
to this is &quot; the power of His glory&quot; (ver. 11),
and as a consequence &quot;the saints&quot; are &quot;in

light.&quot;
Here we find a justification of the expo

sition given above.

And translated us into the kingdom of
the Son of his love. But He did not stop
with this &quot;deliverance&quot;

(K&amp;lt;);
He has &quot;trans

lated&quot; (ne-EGTijaev) us. The word denotes a
local change, hence a change of relation, deter

mining the conduct and walk. &quot;Into the king
dom&quot; is in contrast with &quot; out of the power,&quot; and
&quot;the Son of His love&quot; with &quot;darkness.&quot;

&quot; The
Son of His love,&quot; which recalls both in phrase
and connection Eph. i. 6, occurs only here, and
sets fortli the Son with the greatest emphasis as

the Object of His love, upon whom His entire

icve flows, and through Him therefore upon us.

The Son is not conceived of here as &quot; out of&quot;

the love, born out of its substance (AUGUSTINE),
[i. e.,

&quot; Love considered more as an essence than
an attribute.&quot; R.]; nor is it=His beloved Son

(Matt. iii. 17; xvii. 25-, xii. 18). [Nor &quot;His

dear Son&quot; (E. V). R.] Not only is the
&quot;power&quot;

His, but the &quot;

kingdom&quot; also, the Messianic king
dom of heaven, which is already actually present
here, but not completed in the Christian Church,
and therefore not identical with it. This is not
then to be understood of the church (BAEHR,
HUTHER and others). [&quot;

The term has a refer

ence neither purely metaphorical (the church),
nor ethical and inward, nor yet ideal and pro-

leptic (MEYER), but semi-local and descriptive
nor is this wholly future&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.]
Ver. 14 gives the modus translations (THOMAS

AQUINAS) .- In whom we have redemption,
even the forgiveness of sins. Like Eph. i.

7, except that &quot;

through his blood&quot; is omitted
here [retained in Rec. and E. V. R.], the
means of redemption not being made prominent;
and that duapnov is deeper and more internal
than Kapa-KTuudruv. Paul s freedom and inde

pendence are unmistakable. [The exact force
is :

&quot; In whom we are having the redemption&quot;

(ELLICOTT) R.] Such a possession is the re

sult of the act of God which changes our relation

to Him [through the Redeemer whom the Apostle
then describes. R.]

The exalted relation of the Mediator to God and
the world. Vers. 15-17. BENGEL: &quot;He de

scribes the glory and eminence of Christ abov
the highest angels ; and scatters those germs
from which he afterwards confutes the worship
pers of angels. This so full knowledge of Christ
is comprehended only by those who are expe
rienced in the mystery of redemption.&quot;

Ver. 15. Who is.
&quot;Is,&quot; not &quot;

was&quot; or &quot;be

came
;&quot;

hence we have here defined, not what
He became at His appearing in the flesh, but
what He is, and is personally (rov vlov 6f).

[Undoubtedly the subject of the whole passage
is &quot;the Son of God s love&quot; (ver. 13); and thia

subject must be taken in its widest and most

complex relations, whether as Creator or Re
deemer, the immediate context defining the pre
cise nature of the reference (ELLICOTT). MEYER
very justly remarks :

&quot; It must be noted that
Paul is viewing Christ according to His present
Being, i. e., according to His present and perma
nent status of exaltation, and hence he expresses
not what Christ was, but what He is.&quot; Yet it

cannot be denied that while this is true, there
must be a distinction made in referring the va
rious predicates to the subject, for even MEYER
in objecting to this says: &quot;The only correct
reference is to His whole Person, which in the

theanthropic status of his present heavenly Being
is continuously what His Divine nature (consid
ered in itself) was before the Incarnation, so that

by virtue of the identity of His Divine Nature,
we can attribute the same predicates to the Ex
alted One as to the Logos.&quot; He thus himself im

plies a distinction, which he will not permit
in Paul s language. In claiming as we do
with the Fathers generally, BENGEL, ELLICOTT,
BLEEK, WORDSWORTH and many others, that the

immediate reference throughout this verse is to

the /.oyof aaapKoc (against MELANCHTHON, BARNES,
EADIE, and ALFORD, who refer it to the Myoq
evaapKOf), we by no means deny that all which is

here predicated is, now and forever, true of the

Son of God s love, but guard against a false inter

pretation of the predicates themselves. Admit

ting that such a distinction can be made, we find

a reason for the above reference in the fact that

ver. 16, which gives a reason for the statements

of this verse, must be referred to the Logos, or

to the whole Person of Christ,
&quot;

by virtue of the

identity of His Divine Nature.&quot; The grammati
cal connection with ver. 14, which refers to the

/loyof evaapKOf is not so close. The subject then

in this verse is the Son of God s love, as He wag
before the incarnation, and as He still &quot;

is.&quot; R.]
The image of the invisible God, SIKCJV

rov 0e ov dopdrov (2 Cor. iv. 4). The first

thing is His relation to God, immanent and per-

|

manent. E I K u v is not in itself something visi-

j

ble (PHILO: 6eov A6yov eiicova Atyei 6eov). Comp
I

Gen. i. 26, 27. God s image in man is not that

which is perceptible by the sense, only thus cog
nizable. Compare the expression with poppi)

. 6eov, iaa deti (Phil. ii. 6), and d-avyaaita riJQ Jof^f
! /cat xaPaKT*!P TK viroardaeuf abrov (Heb. i. 3).

It denotes likeness to and equality with the in-

visible God (Jno. i. 18; 1 Tim. vi. 18), who can

not be perceived absolutely without a Mediator
and a revelation, hence is invisible to angels and
the redeemed (Heb. xii. 14). The context here

differs entirely from Jno. i. 14. Here we must

think of the Exalted One, transported from
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our sight, who yet already existed before the crea
Son of His love&quot; is further de

scribed (TUKOPHYLACT: u6vO -Kdl dir

revelation, the making known, the

mouth of His Apostle to institute a temporal com

parson between His own generation from eter

nity and their creation in time,&quot; but he admits
the possibility of &quot;a secondary and inferential re

Thus the

rendering visible of the Father is put in the

second place. It is not to be viewed as the chief

point here, nor as the sole ground of this ex- 1 His mother in the world, but first-begotten of

pression (Jno. xiv. 9), as CALVIN, SCHENKEL and
I
His Father before the worlds He holds the

ference to priority in dignity.&quot; ALFUUU seems
to include both views; &quot;not only first-born of

others prefer; nor is it to be entirely denied

(BAEUR, HUTHER). [It is worthy of note that

here, as in all the terms used in the Scriptures to

express His relation to the Father, there seems to

be an implication of revelation
(2,6 yof, aTcaiiyaapa

%apaK.~}/p, uop&q, and even in TrpuTuniKog TT. KT.
)

On this relation, immanent and permanent, the

actual revelation in the Person of Jesus Christ,
indeed the context implies, in all other ways,
seems to rest. Still we must be careful not to

limit the meaning to this actual revelation as

EADIE, BARNES and others do, fcr as Braune re

marks : R.] it is a sad dilution to interpret:
God has as it were made Himself visible in

Him (DEWETTE), in Christ it is manifest that God
is wise, powerful, good and the like (GROTius).
The first born before every creature,

irpuroTOKof TT d a r] f Kriaeuq. [So Ellicott.

Braune s exegesis is better set forth by : the first

begotten before every creature. It.] This
second predicate defines His relation to the cre

ated world. UpaTOTOKOf distinguishes Him
as the Son from the creation (KTIGH;) ; itis=
rrpuroyovof, &quot;first begotten&quot; (PuiLo), but not =
irpuTOKTiaroz, TrpuTOTrl.aoTos (among the Alexan

drians, OIUGEN). It is joined with the first pre
dicate, closely uniting with God and distinguish

ing from the creation. (THEODOUET : &quot;not as

having creation for a sister, but as begotten be
fore all creation.&quot; CHRYSOSTOM :

&quot; not signifi
cant of glory and honor, but only of

time.&quot;) It

is synonymous with apxf] (ver. 18
;

Rev. iii. 4).
The genitive xriaeuf depends on npCtrog as

fiov, Jno. i, 15, 30 (WINER S Gram. p. 22&amp;lt;J). [So
MEYER. It must be here remarked that WINER does
not expressly sanction this view of this passage.
It would not perhaps be strictly correct to say
that the genitive is governed by irpurof incornpo-
eition, although the Greek syntax favors such

government in composition. BENUEL even gov
erns this genitive by the Trp6 found in

ELLICOTT S view is a safe one : &quot;genitive of the

point of view, rendered more intelligible by the

latent comparative force involved in
TT/JUTO?,&quot;

though even this is but a circumlocutory state

ment of its dependence on Trpurog, As the word

rank, as compared with every created thing, of

first-born in dignity. To the view which makes
the latter thought the chief one, as held by
WHITBY, BARNES, EADIE

(&quot;
the acting President

of the Universe and therefore the first-born of

every creature&quot;), it may be objected; 1. that it

confuses the aspects in which this verse refers

to the Son of God s love, see above; 2. it gives to

irpuroTOKoc a secondary and figurative meaning,
where a more literal one seems more appropri
ate ;

3. it ignores, or at least throws too far into

the back-ground, the relation to the Father which
is not only expressed in npuToroaof, but given
further prominence by the close connection with

the preceding clause; hence those who adopt it

consistently refer that predicate also mainly to

the revelation of the Father in Christ, rather than

to the relation of the Son to the Father. Yet it

must be admitted that there is an inferential re

ference to priority in dignity, a consequence of

the priority in time of the Begotten to every crea

ture ; not only so, but as Braune well remarks:

He is antecedent, conditioning the creation for

the context, giving a reason
(
u r /) for this verse,

goes on to set forth in detail His relation to the

creation. So that while His priority in time

shows His independence of creation, creation is

not independent of Him, as He is here described.

In this His relation to the Invisible God is to be

found the ground or condition of the whole crea

tion. The 16th verse asserts that He is the

causa conditionalis, this one seems to intimate

that in virtue of His relation immanent and per
manent to the Father, as the Image and Only Be-

gotten, He holds the relation to the creation

subsequently defined. So WORDSWORTH quotes

Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch :
&quot; when God de

sired to create the world, He begat the world as

TrpofripiKoVi Trpu~6~oKor Trdat/c /cr/CTfwf.&quot; While He
is thus placed out of the category of the created,

He is the more intimately linked with &quot;every

creature.&quot; R.]
Therefore the view of the Arians that He is the

first creature is incorrect, as also that of the So-

cinians, GROTIUS and others, who refer urioeuf to

the new moral creation, in which case

is Alexandrian, the syntax has been supported ;
would not be wanting (2 Cor. v. 17). To make

by Hebrew usage, though the broad use of the i of the two predicates but one and join npurdroKOf
Greek genitive scarcely requires this. R.] as an adjective to EIKIJV (SCHLEIERMACHER, Stud.

Since Traffic denotes every kind of creature, und Krit. 1832, p. 497) is not only harsh, but

angels and men, Christ existed before all. He i

grammatically inadmissible. To read rrpuroT6-
does not begin the series of a category, as &quot; first

|
jcof,

&quot; first bringer forth&quot; (ISIDORE of Pclusiuin,

begotten of the dead&quot; (Rev. i. 15),
&quot;

among many
brethren&quot; (Rom. viii. 29), but He is antecedent,

[It is doubtful,

ERASMUS and others), is not allowable, since this

is applied only to the female sejc, and
that case would be irrelevant.

daw uriaeuq, col- 1 Ver. 10. Because in him -were all things
&quot;

conditioning the creation.

whether it is better to take

lectively: &quot;the whole creation,&quot; or individually : created. This verse justifies the explanation

&quot;every creature,&quot; the context favors the former,
j given above. &quot;On adds the reason that ante um-

bii A i, mitt) ; the polemic aim of the Apostle, the
|

nem creaturam genilum es&e filium, non crea/um, be-

latter, so EI-LICOTT. Braune makes this predi- fore every creature the Son was begotten, not

cate refer exclusively to priority in time. On created: &quot;in Him were all things created.&quot; The
this ELLICOTT speaks of &quot;His deigning by the i emphasis ia placed upon &quot;in Him.&quot; The verb
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requires us to understand the fact of creation as

here spoken of; the historical act, as the aorist

denotes. Acts x. 6 has i/trtae TOV oipavov K. ~. /I.,

wliile xiv. 7, reads : TU irotqnavri rov ovpavov. The
same interchange occurs Gen. vi. 7 ;

Deut. iv.

22, Sinxch xv. 14; xxiv. 9 [LXX]. SCHLEIER-
MACHER should not therefore affirm that KT&IV is

not used in Hellenistic Greek of the original cre

ation, but means to give order, arrangement.
This creation is e v aiirci, not vir

1

avrov, which
would indicate the first cause. This is not the

Son, but the Father, as the thought in the word
is efficient in the Son, out from whom the crea

tion is accomplished ; but there is no thought of

emanation, hence ef avrov is not used. It is

here indicated that the accomplishment of the

certainty respecting the classes of angels, or that

nothing essential depends upon this classification.

In Eph. i. 21, we find dpxq, f^ovaia, dvvauif, Kvpi6-~

rye. 6uvauif is not found here, nor dpovug there.

This latter word occurs here only in the New Tes

tament, but is applied by the Rabbins, by Diony-
sius the Areopagite and testamcntum Levi, to the

angels in the seventh or highest heaven. These
classes maybe regarded as different orders, joined
in pairs; 6p6voi, the higbest, Kvpi6rr/ref, the lowest,

apxai and it-ovoiai, the intermediate. [ELLICOTT,
comparing Eph. i. 21, &quot;where the order seems

descensive,&quot; says,
&quot; we may possibly infer that

the Opovoi are the highest order, etc., if indeed all

such distinctions are not to be deemed precari
ous and presumptuous. It may have been sug-

creation rests in Him, its immediate instrumental
j gested by some known theosophistic speculations

cause is to be sought in Him, but not the last,
j

of the Colossians, but more probably was an
incidental revelation, which the term dopara
evoked.&quot; PEARSON thus gives the intent of the

passage and the force of kire :
&quot; Lest in that in-

principalis. Ev avrti is not to be referred to the

i o;;rof, the idea omnium rerum, which was in

Him (SciiLEiERMACHER and others), nor is it =
di avrov (USTERI); nor does i KT i aOq refer to

the new moral creation, which reference is not

supported by Eph. iv. 23, where the context is

entirely different.
[

Ei&amp;gt; abrcJ here denotes, not

the causa instrumentalis nor causa exemplaris, but
causa conditionolis, as the conditional element pre-
existent and all-including. ALFORD, ELLICOTT.

R.] Ta Trdvrais the existing all, the totality
of things [the universe, ALFORD. II.], navra
would be all that actually is (WINER S Gram. p.

105). A specification as regards place follows:

in heaven and that are on earth, -a kv
T o I f o v p av o I f K a I TO, TV I r ?/ f y^f.
Thus Paul writes instead of ol ovpavoi or 6 ovpa-
vuf Kal

fj yf/, not excluding these however, be
cause to him all depends upon this, that nothing

visible world, among the many degrees of the ce

lestial hierarchy, any order might seem excepted
from an essential dependence upon Him, he
nameth those which are of greatest eminence,
and in them comprehendetli the rest.&quot; R.]
SCHLEIERMACHER most incorrectly applies dopara
to earthly empires, civil orders and legal con
ditions (MELANCHTHON similarly), and under
stands here magisterial offices and other func
tions of persons in power.
All things were created by him and

for him, rd Trdvra 6 1 avrov Kal eif avrov
KKTiarai. [Literally, all things have been created

through Him and to Him. R.] Solemn recapitu
lation (MEYER). The perfect, setting the past in

relation to the present, is chosen instead of the

was created without. Him
; He stands in such a aorist, noting the factum, because we have here a

relation to the whole creation that He was before dogmatic consideration of the completed and now
it and it exists first through Him. There is no i existing creation (WINER S Gram. p. 255). Hence
reason for understanding by this, habitatores qui also we have not merely dt avrov (instrumental),
reconci/iantur (WETTSTEIN), or only living crea- but elf ai&amp;gt;r6v, indicating Him as the rt/.or of

tures (BAEIIR) or rational creatures. On roif ov-
j

creation. BENGEL: kv denotat vrius quiddam quam
pavoif see Eph. i. 10. We cannot conclude from mox did et elf. Notatur initium, progressus, finis.

the precedence of ol ovpavoi that emphasis is I Comp. Rom. xi. 36 ;
1 Cor. viii. 6, where elf

placed upon the creation of angels (THEOPHY-
LAOT), nor from the omission of &quot;under the

earth,&quot; that God has npt created for the lower
?orld

( Unterwelt) ; the context gives no war-

avrov refers to God, as here to Christ, to whom the

ritted (Matt.xxviii.18;Kvptd-T/f

Phil. ii. 9
;

1 Cor. xv. 27), who is the delegated

Regent of the world (MEYER). E.;

f denotes not

rant for this. Visible and invisible. This simply for Him, but also to Him, in Him (WINER S

is added to describe the nature of what was ere- Gram. p. 390). That He is Lord over all is but
ated. There is no reason for referring both ex

clusively either to earthly (SCHLEIERMACHER), or

one side therefore
;
the other is, that to Him the

whole is directed, and thus is developed, exalted,
to heavenly things (THBODORET) ; nor are the

[

glorified. To His exalted dignity is joined the

former alone visible, and the latter invisible, glorifying of what is created, the participation
since among the visible we must reckon sun,
moon and stars, and among the invisible human
souls. The Apostle places the highest, &quot;things

in heaven,&quot; first, but here the more important
follows, because he intends to give a specification
of the angels. It must be borne in mind that rd

ndvra is described. Hence &quot;invisible&quot; does not
refer merely to the heavenly world of spirits

(MEYER), though this is the main reference

(BLEEK). Whether they be thrones, or

dominions, or principalities, or powers,
elre 6p6voi, Eire Kvpioryref, elre ap^at,
tire ii-ovaiai. Eire, thus repeated, specifies
the world of angels, to which we arrive through
&quot;invisible;&quot; at the same time it indicates an un-

of the creatures in His glory and blessedness.

[ELUCOTT: ev aurcJ, causa conditionalis ; tit avrov,

causa medians; elf avr6v, causa Jinalis or finis ulti-

mus. ALFORD :
&quot; He is the end of creation, con

taining the reason in Himself, why creation is at

all and why it is as it is.&quot; R.]
Ver. 17 accordingly adds: And he is before

all things. Ai&amp;gt;r6f and rari are emphatic
from their position. [&quot;He

Himself is&quot; or &quot;exists.&quot;

R.] Both the permanence of the existence of

Christ and His pre-existence are affirmed. The
usus loquendi requires only, that it be understood
of time, the context, of the whole; compare Jno.

viii. 58. The Vulgate is incorrect: ante omnes,

and Luther, vor Allen, [i. ., before all beings.^
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R.j So also the Sociniivns, SCHLEIERMACHER and

others, \\iin limit ilit&amp;gt; mcnning to superior rank,
which is indi-rd sufficiently implied in such an

a new begetting and new birth into life.&quot; R.] It

is pre-supposed, but not staled either in the text

or context: &quot;because He restores life to others &quot;

R.]
milk,

assertion of priority. And in him all things I (CALVIN. THEODORET: &quot;the phrase hints also

subsist. [The E. V. here as in ver. 15, tin for-
1

at the resurrection of us
all&quot;). [ADIB re-

tunately renders iv, &quot;by.&quot; R.] The verb is taining his view of TT/IUTOTOKI^, as referring to

priority in dignity, remarks: &quot;as He rose from
the midst of the dead, He became their chief,
came out from among them as their representa
tive. His people rise in virtue of His power.
He is not only the pledge, He is also the pattern.&quot;

This is undoubtedly true, but only implied here.

11.] By &quot;first-born,&quot; which was not chosen
without a reference to ver. 15, apxfj, a word of

wide signification, is here more closely defined

as &quot;the Beginning,&quot; while the personality is at

the same time thus emphasized as the principal
thing. Conip. Jno. xi. 25. So Gen. xlix. 3:

&quot;Reuben my first-born&quot; (dpxfj TCKVUV [iov=Trpo-
roYo/cof fj.ov, Deut. xxi. 17). It is therefore^&quot; the

first-fruits of them that
slept&quot; (apxv TUV KfKutunue-

vuv, I Cor. xv. 20), &quot;first that should rise from the

dead&quot; (frpurog e$ dvarrdaeuf veKpuv, Acts xxvi.

23); hence to be taken as referring to time, with
a secondary reference, however, to a power effi

cient in a succeeding series (Rev. iii. 14; xxii.

13) ; in which it differs from dxapxf/. Hence it

is neither principium (BAEHR, STEIGKR, HUTHER),
nor Regent of the world (FLATT), nor author of

the Church (BAUMGARTEN CRUSIUS), nor &quot;begin

ning of the second and new creation&quot; (CALVIN).
Nor is &quot;of the resurrection&quot; to be supplied (Ds
WETTE), since the Apostle had far more in view
than &quot;the dead,&quot; nor &quot;of the church&quot; (ScHEN,
KKL), since there is nothing to indicate this; nor
is &quot;first-born&quot; an adjective joined to &quot;begin

ning&quot; (SCHLEIERMACHER). [While dpxv has here
a primary temporal reference, and is further de-

used of things held together, as milk, which runs.

So 2 1 ef. iii. 5; yf/ it; i)Jarof Kal 6C &amp;gt;(farof aweo-
ruaa TV rov Qeov /W;y. Without Christ all things
would fall asunder. The perfect, following tart,

has the force of the present put together and
now subsisting. The reference is to organic per
manence, the continuance of the composition of

the things of the world &quot;in Him,&quot; because He
holds together what He has created. [ELLICOTT:
&quot;the causal sphere of their continuing existence,

not exactly identical with iv avru above. Christ

was the conditional element of their creation, the

causal element of their persistence.&quot; R.] It

does not refer to a consolidation of earthly rela

tions (SCHLKIERMACHER), nor to the acknowledg
ment and rule of the Lord in the new world

(BAtTMGARTEN-CRUSIUS).
The relation of the Mediator to the Church. Vers.

18-20.

Ver. 18. And he is the head of the body,
the church. &quot;And He,&quot; airof, [is emphatic,

possibly involving an antithesis to some errors

of the Colossian Church (ALFORD, ELLICOTT).
The subject is &quot;the Son of God s love,&quot; the pas

sage requiring a reference to the huyog evaapttos,

the now glorified Christ. R.] &quot;Is&quot;: in form
this is a resumption of ver. 17, connected closely
with that verse, but in matter it refers back to

the starting-point, ver. 14, so that, just as in vers.

15, 16, the corresponding relative clause (of iariv)

follows, together with its proof (ori). The par
allel of thought Christ, the Son of God, is before

and over the world, as He is Head of the Church
|
fined as a Personality Ly rrpuTOTOKOc- there is an

is echoed in the chain of parallel clauses. On
&quot;the Head of the Body, the Church,&quot; see Eph. i.

22, 23. The second genitive is unquestionably
appositional (WINER S Gram., p. 494, and Eph. iv.

9). In the parallel passage: &quot;Head over all

things,&quot; etc. the relation of Christ to the world
is defined by &quot;over all

things.&quot; On the Church
as an organism, a Body, see Eph. iv. 12 ; v. 23,

30; that the world might not be considered this

Body, &quot;the Church &quot;

is added. It does not refer

to the family of God in heaven and on earth

(ROSSELT); this is too spiritualistic, is contrary
to biblical realism and usm loqumdi.
Who is the beginning, the first-born

from the dead, of iart dpxv, TTPUTOTOKO^
EK TUV veKpuv. &quot;First-born,&quot; irpuToroKOc.,
here is somewhat different from ver. 15, in the

more exact sense of one beginning a series.

Hence e/e can be omitted, as in Rev. i. 5. The

preposition marks the fact, conceived of as in

Eph. v. 14: &quot;arise from (EK) the dead
;&quot;

as OTTO

TUV vsKpav also occurs, to denote the separation of

the living from the dead. The reference is not
to those merely who have died within the church

(SCHENKEL); for when the dead revived in theOld
Testament times, they were not &quot;first-born from
the dead,&quot; since they died again; it is otherwise in

the case of Christ. [ELLICOTT distinguishes this

passage from Rev. i. 5, where the preposition is

omitted: &quot;first-born not only of, but out of the

dead&quot; He left their realm and came again as with

Argumentative foroe in the relative &quot;who&quot; in

volving a secondary reference to &quot;the church&quot;

which immediately precedes. So ELLICOTT, EA-

I&amp;gt;IE,
who insists upon this too exclusively, how

ever. ALFORU: &quot;He is the beginning, in that

in Him is begun and conditioned the church.&quot;

WORDSWORTH suggests the two-fold sense of dp\fj;
1. principium, beginning. 2. principalitas, domin

ion, rule. In the first sense, Christ is the source

of life to the church : in the second, the Princi

pality of all things, therefore even in His man
hood superior to the angelic principalities and

powers (against the false teachers). R.]
That in all things he might have the

pre-eminence. [&quot;In
order that (iva) in all

things he (avr (if, emphatic,) might become (yt vij-

T a
i) pre-eminent.&quot; R.] Iva denotes the pur

pose of God working herein ;
it is not=w&amp;lt;rre

(EsTius, BAEHR). What He is, is the basis for

something else, which is accomplished in the

purpose which becomes (yhi)-ai) ; hence such

permanent relations are here concerned, as took

shape historically, and are adapted for definite

ends, to be realized in time (STEIGER). In that

He is the Risen One, it is the design of God,
that He becomes iv Trdatf oirdf Trpurevuv, He, em
phatically, and none other, sine locum tenaitilius,

sine vicario (BENGEL), and &quot;in all,&quot; on all sidei,

in wisdom, holiness, might, death-overcoming
power, dominion and glory, as respects the world
as well as the church. The First, for ever and



THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

The verb -irpurebu occurs only i emphatically first, denoting the known mediation.
Testament and denotes strongly, I The main difficulty is found in (nroKari

for every one.

here in the New Testament and denotes strongly, I The main difficulty is found in a Tronara 7.7.6.S--

&quot; to have the first rank.&quot; [ALFORD: &quot;The word is at elf arr6v. The verb occurs only here, ver.

a transitional one, from priorityin time topriority 21 and Eph. ii. 1C; here with elf avr6v, in the

in dignity, and shows incontestibly that the two last passage with TV 6e&amp;lt;J. KaTaAaaaeiv, Rom. v.

idc as have been before the Apostle s mind through- | 10; 2 Cor. v. 18, 19:
r&amp;lt;p Oeul, ravr; 1 Cor. vii.

out,&quot; though, as ELLICOTT suggests, this being a
j

11: rti avfipi. The meaning is: to reconcile,

result, the same meaning does not necessarily

belong to 7r^wr&amp;lt;5roof. R.] Ev Traaiv must be

neuter, as Tit. ii. 9, 10; 1 Tim. iii. 11
; iv. 15

;

2 Tim. ii. 7 ;
iv. 6

;
Hebrews xiii. 4, l$,=TravTi

(1 Cor. i. 5
;
2 Cor. iv. 8, etc). Did it refer to

venpuv, it must have the article. Hence inter

strengthened by OTTO. So that the one recon
ciled is freed, removed from something; open,
conscious, outspoken enmity is not meant,
rather concealed unconscious estrangement and
separation of one or two parts (HOFMANN) : but
it is found only in him who is reconciled, not in
him who reconciles. See on Eph. ii. 16. With
MEYER we hold as follows: sin began among

crimes (BEZA and others) is incorrect.

Ver. 19. Because in him God
pleased that the whole fulness should the angels, and came, was brought from the an-

dwell. As in ver. 16, 6Ti introduces the ground | gelic world to the race of men (Jno. viii. 44;
of the last clause, and thus mediately of the 2 Cor. xi. 3; Eph. i. 10); thereby the whole
whole preceding verse. It is not therefore a creation was disturbed in its harmony,

&quot; was

proof of the relative clause exclusively (StEi- made subject to vanity,&quot; in &quot; the bondage of

GER), nor is this to be excluded (MEYER). Ev corruption,&quot; and suffered according to the say-
av T

if)
E i) 8 6 KTI a E v TT a v TO TT 7,

ij p u /u
a KCIT-

o i K TJ a a i may be simply rendered; the finite

verb leads to a will, a personal author

as final cause, over against a becoming of ne

cessity : on this account Qe6f is the self-evident

subject, hence not specially indicated; iv avru is

to be joined with KaroiKf/aiu, it is placed first em

phatically, and denotes the same as in the fore

going ;
Trav TO

Tr?j/pt,&amp;gt;[j.a
is the accusative subject

of the infinitive, and according to the context,

without the necessity of supplying anything, the

whole fulness of
&amp;gt;Him,

who had formed the do

cree (Eph. iii. 19 :
&quot; all the fulness of God

;

&quot;

Col. ii. 9 :
&quot; of the God-head&quot;). [With this ren

dering, the E. V. agrees, but supplies Father in

stead of God, marking, it is true, an obvious an

tithesis between Christ (the subject hitherto), and
the new one. But the impersonal form of the

verb is not strictly correct. ELLICOTT renders:
&quot; the whole fulness of God was pleased to dwell,&quot;

making irdv TO K/.q the subject of the finite

verb. The question is only a grammatical one.

as the dogmatical result is the same in either

case. See ELLICOTT in loco. R.] On ir?.f}pu;ia,

compare Eph. i. 10; on Ka-oiKt/aai, Eph. iii. 17;

on EvSoKtjGEV, Eph. i. 5. To regard Tr/.r/pujia as

the fulness of the Gentiles and totality of Israel

(SCHLEIERMACHER), is as unfounded, as to under

stand it, from the terminology of Valentin, of

the complex of JEons (BAUR). HOFMANN also is

in error, in understanding it as the fulness of

that which is, making Christ the subject of ei 1 -

doKrjaEv; too artificial. [WORDSWORTH, after giv

ing two interpretations: 1. that God the Son
was pleased; 2. that God was pleased, with a

preference for (1), adds &quot;on the whole, we may
perhaps affirm, that the Apostle designedly

placed EvtiosqaEv here without any limitation of a

nominative expressed, in order to bring out the

truth more fully that the evAonia is to be ascribed

to the Father in the Son, and to the Son in the

Father, and that there is perfect unity in will

and operation in both.&quot; R.]
Ver. 20. And by him to reconcile all

things unto himself. Locus hie iorqnet in-

trrpreUx et vicissim ab illi* torquetur (DAVENANT).
The force of KOI is clear: &quot;this indwelling

ing : delirant reges, plectuntur Achivi (comp.
Rom. viii. 19-22). In Christ the act of recon
ciliation is accomplished, and this reconciliation
is to unfold itself in all directions unto the

palingenesia (Matt. xix. 28; 2 Pet. iii. 15), to the

coming (Parusie) of Christ (1 Cor. xv. 24, 28).
The aorist infinitive denotes the historical fact

;

? avrov instead of the usual dative eavrti marks
the direction, and consequently the gradually
accomplished development. We meet here the

comprehensive and classical idea of reconcilia

tion, which is considerably modified with respect
to the universe, as well as to the human race
and the angelic world, as is afterwards indi

cated. It is therefore incorrect to identify
cnroKaTaM-dfat, with dvaKeQaAaiuaaaOat, Eph. i. 10

(MELANCHTHON, GROTIUS, BAEHR and others), or
in accordance with this view, to apply eJf ai)T6v

to Christ (LUTHER and others) and not to God,
as the context requires. [E. to Himself,&quot;

correctly applies it. R.] Nor is rd TrdvTa to

be limited to intelligent beings, or to men only

(.\-LAPIDE and others) or to universam ccclesiam

(BEZA); nor does the verb mean; &quot;the removjil

or reciprocal enmity (STOLZ, SCHLEIERMACHER
and others),
dilution of

[ELLIOOTT, while objecting to anj
reconcile,&quot; or limitation of

TrdvTa, cautions against the irreverence of far-

reaching speculations on the reconciliation of

the finite and infinite. &quot;It docs say that the

eternal and incarnate Son is the cauxa medians

by which the absolute totality of created things
shall be restored into its p l h ny with
its Creator more than this it does not say, and
where God is silent it is not for man to speak.&quot;

EADIE: &quot;The one Reconciler is the head of

these vast dominions, and in Him meet and

merge the discordant elements which sin had in

troduced Tne humanity of Jesus bringing all

creatures around it, unites them to God in a bond
which never before existed a bond which has

its origin in the mystery of redemption. Thus
all things in heaven and earth feel the effect of

man s renovation.&quot; The view of Braune, that

this will find its full development at the coming
of Christ, is not in opposition to the above view.

See EVPIE and ALFORD, also DE WETTE. R.]

(ver. 19) is the foundation of the reconciliation&quot;
| Having made peace through the blood

(BENQEL). kCavrov, i.e., Christ, is placed I of his cross. E ipqvoTrot ?j aaf naturally
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ami grammatically agrees with the latent subject
of fi (W/,(T. i

,
God. The verb, only here, like the

fubst;uit i vc ;/
/)/, roTo/m; (Mutt. v. I

j
is clear inils

im-aninir. The aorist participle indicates the

modality of &quot;reconcile,&quot; as Eph. i. 19. Both
acts are rniiti mpnraiicous, conceived of as one,
this does not ante-date the other [as E. V. im

plies 11.]. &quot;Through the blood&quot; marks the

act as one of royal judgment and priestly sacri

fice (Rom. iii. 25: Heb. iv. 14, 18, 20; 1 Pet. i.

19); while &quot;of His cross marks the shedding
of blood as a consequence of the punishment to

which He devoted Himself, in humblest obedi

ence (Phil. ii. 18), in innocence for our sake, in

holiness to make us holy. Both denote the defi

nite, historical act, over against all spiritual
istic conceptions, as well as Christ s suffering
and death over against cur moral or ascetio

works. In order to preclude any materialistic

or magical views of the blood of Christ, Paul re

affirms; by him, thus making prominent the

Person of Him, who had shed His blood, and

thereby made peace with God.
[&quot;

I
say&quot;

added
in E. V. conveys the meaning. R.] Besides

this repetition, designed to guard against false

views, there is added, in explanation of the ob

ject, which has been and shall be reconciled,
made partaker of the peace : Whether there
be things on earth, or things in heaven
(comp. ver. 10). Here &quot;earth&quot; stands first, be
cause he has been just speaking of the act on

earth, by which the reconciliation begins. It is

not easy to determine how the reconciliation of

angels may be conceived of, since it cannot be

applied to wicked ones, who remain unreconciled
and are condemned, and the good need no recon

ciliation, only sustaining power. This difficulty
leads us to refrain from any explanation, which
would be at best a mere surmise. [See above
on rd irdvra, which is specified here. ELLICOTT
remarks :

&quot; How the reconciliation of Christ
affects the spiritual world whether by the anni
hilation of *

posse peccare, or by the infusion of a
more perfect knowledge, or (less probably) some
restorative application to the fallen spiritual
world- we know not, and w&amp;lt;j dare not specu
late.&quot; WORDSWORTH specifies a fourfold recon

ciliation, 1. Between God and man. 2. Between

angels and man. 3. Between Jew and Gentile.

4. Between man and the inferior creatures.

Under the last particular he refers to the attempt
of false teachers to mar this work of universal

reconciliation, by forbidding the free use of the

creatures, chap. ii. 20, 21. This is open to the

objection stated below. R.] The disjunctive
force of lire forbids the idea of reconciliation of

the two parts with each other (ERASMUS), nor do
&quot;

things on earth,&quot; &quot;things in heaven,&quot; favor the

view, that Jews and Gentiles had become hostile

to each other &amp;lt;~n account of heavenly and earthly
things, matters of Divine worship and principles
ri latt-d thereto, but should now be reconciled

(Scm.EiKKM.vriiER). Nor does thisTefer to the re

conciliation of the Jews and (Jcntiles to each
other and with the world of spirits, nor to the

final conversion and blessedness of the demons

(OiiHJEx). nor to a tendency at least thereto (OLS-
ii \ i SKN ;.

A]&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;fi:-&amp;lt;i/iii.
Vers. 21-23.

Ver. 21. And you. Kal v/zdf, as Eph. ii. 1,

to begin a new sentence. There is an anucolu-
thon in the construction, since the reading is

(nroKaTT/AA(i y7/Te, not cnroKara/./.d^at. See critical

note 14
. [The additional note gives the authorities

or the reading Braune rejects. So great is the

preponderance in its favor, that the translator
feels bound to differ from the author here. The
anacoluthon is not so strong with this reading;

f is the object of the verb, though vvvl 6t inter

venes. R.] There is no reason for joining
&quot;and

you,&quot;
with its immediate attributive, to the

preceding sentence
(
LACHMANN and others).

[The better punctuation is that of E. V. and
most modern editors, beginning a new sentence
or paragraph here. R

] Kat is not merely a

copulative particle (and); but is = &quot;even,&quot;

&quot;

precisely,&quot; as the following characteristic re

quires : that were sometime alienated and
enemies, ~ o - e 6 v T a g air tj JiTioT p i a uf*
ov$ KCII e^dpoif. With Trork he refers to

their past condition, and with emphasis, as itr

position indicates, in praise and thanksgiving..
he participle is imperfect. On &quot;alienated,&quot; see

Eph. ii. 12. Neither &quot;from the commonwealth
of Israel,&quot; from that passage, nor &quot; from the life

of God,&quot; from Eph. iv. 18, is to be supplied
BAEHR) ; the context clearly suggests &quot;from

God.&quot; But more than alienation is mentioned,
hey had passed into enmity of which the former
.s the germ; J0p&amp;lt;fof

is therefore active, enemy
against God (Rom. viii. 7). It is incorrect to con
sider it as passive, invisos deo (Rom. v. 10, STEI-

OER), since it is enmity, not on the part of God,
but of men, which is extirpated, out of which
they are delivered in the reconciliation. As to
your understanding in wicked works,
T

i)
J I a V (I i (I V T O I f p } O I f T () I f 7T V tj-

lf. Their enmity is thus described. The ar
ticle refers to a known previous disposition and
node of conduct. The simple dative is one of

eference;
&quot;

in&quot; marks the sphere in which the
alienation and enmity manifested itself. Both
belong to &quot;alienated&quot; as well as &quot;enemies.&quot;

On dtdvoia, see Eph. ii. 3; iv. 18; 1 Jno. v. 20.

[ELLICOTT: &quot;the higher intellectual nature espe
cially as shown in its practical relations.&quot; &quot; Un
derstanding,&quot;

&quot;

mind&quot; (as distinguished from
heart in E. V.) is the correct rendering, though
Braune, referring it to the state rather than
to the faculty itself, has Gesinnuny, disposi
tion. R.] This manifests itself actively; in
it the &quot;wicked works&quot; have their ground and
soil. [The form T. Ipy. Toif irov. emphasizes the
character of the works. R.] The phrase in
cludes all works which are done contrary to

God s command, or if formally in accordance
with the law, yet from carnal appetites and pro
pensities. It is incorrect to govern ri) diavoiqi

by extipoi f (ERASMUS: &quot;enemies to
reason&quot;)

0*
to consider it as the ground : through their dispo
sition ( MEYER), through their reason (LUTHER),
since the cause of the enmity cannot be found in
this organ or in this disposition, which is a

product as respects the enmity. Nor does tv

f/j;o&amp;lt;f depend on J&amp;lt;nr&amp;lt;i/&amp;lt;/ (I .i;/. \. 15 \KIII:). Yet
now hath he reconciled, in i At- arroKar-
d /. /. a : e V. [Braune, reading ( i-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;Kii-&amp;lt;i.\

/&amp;lt;i*,t/rc

renders: &quot; now you are reconciled.&quot; R.] Nuw
murks the present which begins with the recon

ciliation, when the readers have become par-
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takers of it; r5t marks the resumption of the refers undoubtedly to the Judgment, hence ac.

thought uninterrupted by the parenthesis [de- cording to the context we may apply it to Christ,

scribing their previous condition R.], like the
j

Comp. 2 Cor. v. 10. [ALFORD seems most correct;
Latin iuquam. &quot;Reconciled&quot; is an act through referring it to the day of Christ s appearing ; but
Christ, (ver. 20) not of Christ (Greek fathers,

[

before His i. e., God s presence. ELLICOTT doubts
CALVIN, CALOV., others). Compare 2 Cor. v. 1 J. the former reference, but renders : &quot;before Him,
[The subject throughout is God. R.] God not Christ.&quot; The passage undoubtedly re-

Ver. 22. &quot; In the body of his flesh fers to justitia inhserens, as the necessary result

through death. This sets forth in twofold of the reconciliation which gave to the believer
manner the way or the means of reconciliation.

First: &quot; In the body of his flesh.&quot; This describes
justitia imputata. So CALVIN, but, as HOOKER ju
diciously remarks,

&quot; whensoever we have any of
the earthly, sensible, historical appearance of these (actual, inherent or imputed holiness) we
Christ. Sirach xvi. 23: dvOpuxof iropvof EV au- have all they go together.&quot; R.]

rrjf aa/moc; OVTOV, where
&amp;lt;ra/;/cof

refers to the

sensual lusting. Here the reference is to the

Ver. 23. If at least ye continue in the
faith. God s act for and upon them is not car-

ciliation.&quot; ELLICOI the substratum of the

action is pointed to by ev.&quot; R.] It is entirely

foreign to the context to suppose &quot;of his flesh&quot;

is in contrast with the body
&quot; of the church,&quot; as

ver. 20
( BUN-GEL). The antithesis is less docetic

false teachers according to ii. 23 (STEIGER), or
the glorified body of the Risen One, 1 Cor. xv.

44 (SciiENKEL). or exaggerated doctrine of angels
than this, that the work of Redemption

marks a condition, about which there is no

[ALFORD: &quot;assuming that,&quot; R.] It iadoubt.

Redeemer arid Reconciler, who had taken upon
j

ried out to a blessed consummation without sub-
Him our flosh and blood and appeared in the life jective advance and personal activity. Elye
and history of our race; EV is to be taken locally.

1 &quot; - J!i: - 1 * : -^ &quot;

[ALFORD : &quot;The situation or element of the recon-
the mildest, most delicate method of calling at

tention to the necessity of faith (BLEEK), and
seems to belong to

&quot;present,&quot; rather than to de

pend on the finite verb, ver. 21
( BENGEL). See on

Eph. iii. 2; iv. 21. E -
I/J.E VET e -y TC LQTEI ia

construed, as Rom. vi. 1
;

xi. 22, 23; 1 Tim. iv

10. [Stronger than HEVETE, implying with the

dative, rest at a place, perseverance to and rest
in the end, &quot;persist&quot; (ALFORD, ELLICOTT). R.]

was far too easily separated from the person The article marks the faith as definite; an inde-
of Christ and His historical, human nature in the

!
finite one, after their own pleasure, does not

form of a servant. The expression is evidently suffice. Grounded and settled and be not
anti-spiritualistic. Secondly: &quot;through death,

[the means, instrumental cause. R.] renders

prominent the exit from this natural life, in

short, the suffering and death referred to in ver.

20
;
the entrance into this life through birth

must have corresponded with such an exit.

moved away from the hope of the gospel.
[&quot;Grounded and settled and not being moved

away&quot; is the literal construction. The E. V.
seems to make &quot;moved away&quot; co-ordinate with
&quot;continue.&quot; R.] The modality of the persistence
is thus denoted: 1. Tedeuehiu/itvoi (see ou

Hence it is not strange that Paul speaks often of I Eph. iii. 18), whose antithesis is j
the latter, but njver of the former ex professo. (Luke vi. 49: &quot;without a foundation&quot;), refers to

To present you holy and unblameable an objectively given foundation, placed upon
and umeproveable in his sight. The end

j

which they still stand. This is a reference to

to be attained. &quot; To present you&quot; depends on
j

Christ, to God s grace in Him, not to the hope
the verb &quot;reconciled.&quot; What has occurred to

j (MEYER). 2. EJpaiot dicit internum robur, quod
the Christian in this reconciliation is something jideles ipsi ha-bent ; quemadmodum sedijjcum primo
to be preserved, unfolded, perfected. The God

:

quidem fundamento recte solideque. inniti, deinde vero

who effects reconciliation, effects more, as Eph.
v. 27. The subject is not the subject of the pas
sive aTTOK.aTa&quot;AAdyi)T, but of the active

[?
, e., of

the verb d-onardUa^Ei , as most read R.] ; the

accusative ty/df is the object not the subject of

the infinitive (MEYER, SCHENKEL). Certainly the

immediate result of the reconciliation, the right
eousness, imputed for the sake of Christ, is not

meant
(
HUTU ER and others). The three adjectives

sua etiarn mole probe cohserere et firmiter consistere de-

bet (BENGEL), 1 Cor. xv. 58. [These two denote
the positive side of the modality of their persis
tence; then the negative follows. R.] 3. Mi)
flETO.KlVOVfJ.EVOl OTTO T7/f /I 7T i rf f EV-

ay y E A i o v marks, through the present partici

ple passive, what is very possible, likely to enter

every moment from without and within
;
circum

stances, purposes and suggestions, as well as

dyiovz Kai a/zw/zo^f Kai dvsyK^.^Tovf mark ! lusts and selfish thought and desire can easily
the continued effect of the reconciliation, viz.. mo-

j
move, so that they are moved away from the

ral purity in three directions. As
&quot;holy,&quot; dyiot,

j

hope of the gospel, held up before them as an

they are consecrated to God, live to God, die to ; aim (not a point of support SCHENKEL), and
the world, have conducted and shown themselves both sure and glorious as belonging to the gos-
as such

;
as &quot;

unblameable,&quot; d/j,uuoi, they are pel (see on Eph. i. 18). [ALFORD makes the

free from the faults and stains of sin; as unre-
i hope subjective, but grounded on the objective,

provable, dveytf.rjToi, they are not accused by their
j

and the genitive possessive. ELLICOTT says :
&quot; the

neighbors. BENGEL is not incorrect in his : erga \ hope arising from, evoked by the Gospel,&quot; sub-

deum, respectu vestri, respectuproximi. [ALFORD and jective, therefore :
&quot; TOV Evayy. is the genitive of

ELLICOTT follow MEYER in referring the first to the origin or the originating agent&quot; which is

the positive, the latter two to the negative side of preferable. EADIE thus discriminates between
holiness. DAVENANT deems it the aggregation the three expressions :

&quot; the first epithet alludes

of three similar ideas. On the whole Braune s to the cause, the second to its effect, the third

view, which is that of EADIE, is much preferable. &amp;lt;

depicts a general result, as the use of fifj seems

R.] &quot;In his
sight,&quot;

Karevairiov a v T o v, to indicate.&quot; M/) is usual and proper, however,
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in such a sentence as this see WINER S Gram.
|
knowledge is essentially a lift? of practical mo

il.
]

M r.i refers to the inward change rality. / //&amp;gt;//.- its &amp;lt;&amp;lt;//. is like that of the

in beinu moved, cnr6 to removal from the given Christian life, a gradual advance, moving and de-

objeet. t hereby effected. Which ye have veloping itself in various experiences, temptations
heard, denotes a fact wl.ich takes away all ex-

j

and circumstances.

i-u-ie, i hey know it, it has been told them. [ELLi- 2. The Christian walk has its ground in the fact

COTT objects to &quot;have&quot; in the E. V. without rea- I of redemption, which has been decreed and or-

soii, as i lie inexciisahleness rests upon the fact that
j

dained by God the Father, mediated and accom-
it ha* already been heard, thus best expressed. ! plished through the Son; its beginning, in the ap-
R1 It has beeir made efficient for them, and propriation of this fact of objective redemption
not for them alone : And which was preached
to every creature which is under heaven,
=in the whole world. The command of Christ,

Mark xvi. 15: &quot;preach the gospel to every
creature&quot; has begun to be carried out. &quot;Preached

to every creature&quot; is not hyperbolical (MEYER),
nor is KTIGH; to be limited to the Gentiles. [Ai,-

FORD incorrectly renders :
&quot; in the whole crea

tion.&quot; EADIK and ELLICOTT call this hyperbole.

though agreeing with Braune s next remark.

R.] The Apostle prophetically sees as accom

plished what has as yet only begun, and marks
the universality of Christianity. Sane undi

quaquf vulgatum evangelium Christi, ne quid cogitar-

ent Colosscnses de mutanda fide, quse jam ab omnibus

esset recepta (ERASMUS). [On the phrase, &quot;which

is under heaven,&quot; ELLICOTT remarks, that it

and subjective acceptance; its standard, in the

example of our Lord Jesus Christ; its motive, in

pleasing this Lord ; its activity, in good works,
according to the various relations of life in which
we are placed; its modality in this, that what is

done, is done from inward constraint and not
from calculation; its development, in this, that it

perceives more clearly each moment the will of

God, grasps it more securely, retains it more

firmly, proves it more widely; its genuineness, in

the joy with which it bears and forbears, and
controls itself with ever increasing strength ; its

tone, in gratitude for what God had done to and
in and for One, and its aim in the eternal heri

tage in heaven, of which an earnest is given
within us.

3. The Apostle s conception of God. God, who
characterizes the KTKJK; as ixiyr/og, including, i is the beginning and end for the Christian, is

however, thereby, all mankind. R.] I conceived of, not as absolute substance, but as an
Whereof I Paul am made a minister.

|

absolute Person, in substance a Spirit, in charac-

See on Eph. iii. 1. [MEYER makes here &quot; three I ter Love: here especially in the latter aspect.
considerations&quot; enforcing their &quot;not being moved |

He has His will, and His evfioKflv (ver. 19) wills

away&quot;
It would be, 1) inexcusable for them

selves, because they had heard the gospel; 2)
inconsistent with the universality of the gospel

&quot;preached to every creature ;

&quot;

3) contrary to

the personal relation of the Apostle to the gos

pel,
&quot; whereof I Paul,&quot; etc. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christian knowledge. The progress of Paul s

thanksgiving for the faith and love of the Church
to supplication for their advance in true know

ledge derives its motive from the end in view,

viz., Christian walk. Herein is implied: First:

the basis of Christian knowledge is the Christian

morality of the perceiving subject, in its funda
mental traits and principles, in faith and love.

Here it begins, and hence advance is made to and
in the former. The subject of knowledge must
also be correctly situated on account of the ob

ject of knowledge, and the organ of knowledge
in the knowing subject must, at the same time,

be first acted upon, that it may enjoy healthy ac

tivity and the reward of sound knowledge. Yet
is faith itself an immediate knowing, and love, a

desire which directly grasps the objects of faith,

tself as the good, wills it with energy and al-

mightiness, and accomplishes His will in general
and particular alike. In this recession (Zuriick-

trelen) of the absolute substance behind the free

dom of the absolute Subject, the right of Panthe
ism and Emanatism is taken away, in the preces
sion

( Vortreten) of His almighty and saving Love,
that of Deism anil Naturalism. The personality
of the Living One, and the Life of the Absolute
Person are the cardinal points of the Christian s

belief in God. Against Indifference &quot;the whole
fulness&quot; of God (ver. 19) speaks. By this is

meant the fulness of Love and Holiness, of Wis
dom and Power, of Grace and Majesty and
Blessedness, which bursts forth in the works of

Creation, Redemption, Sanctification and Glorifi

cation, but which neither is nor can be ex
hausted in the world

; although immanent in the

world, He far transcends it. Only in the Son of

His Love is &quot;the whole fulness&quot; to be seen and
found. Hence there is a reference to a Triune re

lation, since such fulness of God, the Living One,
did not first come in flow with the creation, but
moved already in Him, who is before and above all

creatures. The self-existence of God the Father,
who is alrtof iravruv ruv dvruv, is indicated; on

so that what makes an impression in faith, can be
j

Him the Son Himself depends and His activity in

intelligently conceived. Second: the object of

Christian knowledge is the will of God, in the

unity of that will in creation, law and redemp-

the works of Creation and Redemption.
4. The Person of Christ is more accurately de

scribed in a threefold relation:

tion, hence in the visible and invisible, in the i a) His relation to God is set forth in the

temporal and eternal, in the moral and intelli-
j

phrases: 6 viof riiq dydirw OVTOV, &quot;the Son of His

gent world, both what was designed in creation
, Love,&quot; (ver. 13); FIKUV rov Oeov abpdrov, &quot;the

and redemption, and what was commanded in image of the invisible God,&quot; (ver. 15). The first

word as precept. Third: the effect of Christian expression marks Him as the object of the

knowledge is essentially a re-action upon the Father s love, which has in Him, nothing that

Christian walk, and thus they reciprocally further can grieve it, holy as it is, or that it must first

each other. Fourth: the way to Christian subdue ;
thus His Holiness, Sinlessness are im-
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plied, on account of which it is He, in whom the

forgiveness of sin is obtained. The other phrase
leads into the substance of the glory of God,

manifesting itself first and most of all in Him,
and denotes also His Divine Personality ; He is

indeed the Image of a Personality, so that he must
both have existence and be a Person, especially
as &quot;all the fulness&quot; of God is said to dwell in

the Son of Man. It may be conceded to HOF-
MANN (Schriftbeweis, I. 153-158), BEISCHLAQ

(ChristoLogie des N. T., 228-233), SCHENKEL and

others, that the historical Christ must be made
the subject for the most part (ver. 13). [See
EXEG. NOTES on ver. 15. R.] But what gives
to this One His position in history and His Dig
nity, lies above this history in his super-terres
trial position and intrinsically Divine Dignity.
Indeed the historical events pre suppose the re

lation of the Son to the Father, His Divinity, and
do not first constitute Him the Son, or God the

Father, or Him a Person, who did not exist be

fore, or was not yet a Person nor the Son of

God.

b) His relation to the world is described by
TTpuToroKo^ Tcaaqz /cr/crewf, &quot;first-born of every
creature&quot; (ver. 15), and further explained by the

confirmatory clause (ver. 16), &quot;in him were all

things created
&quot;

by him and to him&quot;
(/m&amp;lt;rra),

and sharply defined in ver. 17: &quot;He is before
all things and in him all things subsist.&quot; In the

given connexion there is first, a temporal defini

tion (rcpb irdvruv), so that here His pre-existence
is decidedly and expressly asserted, in agree
ment with Jno. xvii. 5 :

&quot;TT/JO
TOV TOV noa/nov eivai,

&quot;before the world was;&quot; i. 1: iv apxy,
&quot; in the

beginning;&quot; Eph. i. 4: &quot;before the foundation
of the world.&quot; Second: Prominence is given to

the Personality, denoted both by
the creation of God

&quot;in,&quot; &quot;by&quot;
and

of and
to Him,&quot;

as in Jno. i. 1: rcpof TOV deov
;

viii. 58: eyu elui.

So that the Apostle here treats of a pre-existent
Person, not merely of a pre-existent principle, or

of a historical Person, as though the pre-existent

rinciple first became personal in Jesus at the

ncarnation, or the personality had previously

&quot; Head of the body, the Church
;&quot;

&quot;

beginning ;&quot;

&quot; first-born from the dead.&quot; On the first expres
sion, see on Eph. i. 22. It is the organizing
power, dwelling in Him, through which the
Church has come into being. The other expres
sion refers to the victory over death, as the fact

upon whjch the secure status of the Church
rests

; as indeed Paul appears especially as a
witness of the resurrection, wherever as Apostle
he founds churches. All views which will not

recognize and appreciate the Person of Christ aa
the centre of His work and His Church, as Di
vine in origin and nature, as eternal, pre-ter-
restrial and super-terrestrial, efficient both in

Creation and Redemption, degenerate into a false

speculation against which this Epistle to the Co-
lossians contends. The question is not raised

here, not even a hint given, how we are to con
ceive of Divinity and humanity united in One ;

nothing is said upon this point; hence Nestorian
error does not lie so near, as SCHENKEL thinks,
but rather Arian or Sabellian or Gnostic or ano
ther spiritual error, which volatilizes the eternal

reality of the Person of Christ, or a dualistic

one, which overshadows and crowds out the act

of the Redeeming Subject by asceticism or le

gality, the so-called virtue of the subject to be re

deemed.
5. The Work of Christ, with respect to God,

from whom the world has apostatized through
sin, is described as an cnroita-aAAd^ai rd Trdvra,

&quot;reconciling all things;&quot;
with respect to the

state into which the world has fallen through
sin, as TJ (nrohvTpuaic;, &quot;the redemption,&quot; and as

to its beginning and principle, as ?} ddeaif ruv dfiap-

nuv, &quot;the forgiveness of sins.&quot; First of all, the

ultimate cause of Reconciliation and Redemption
is God the Father (ver. 13: of kppvaaTo, ver. 19:

v aTroaaraA/.d^ai), as in creation. The
Mediation of these belongs, as in the creation, to

the Son of God, as Theanthropos in His historical

Personality (ver. 20: by Him and that &quot;through

the blood of His Cross,&quot; ver. 22: &quot;in the body
of His flesh through death&quot;);

His Person has
central importance, His suffering and death isI

been only ideal. Compare THOMASIUS, Christi \ the climax. He entered into the fellowship of

Person und Werk, pp. 60-66. Thirdly: His Crea-
1 humanity, which is the object of Divine wrath,

torship excludes any creatureship in Him, and I
endured in this fellowship the wrath of God

the identity of the Creator and Redeemer is so
j resting upon it, gave Himself as a Sacrifice, holy

affirmed, that He who became man is placed
j

and innocent, proved in His self-denying obedi-

more under the idea &quot;God&quot; than the idea I ence, in His office as Saviour, that just as His
man.&quot; On this account Theodoret aptly says, Son in whom He was well pleased became man,

He&quot;not as having creation for a sister, but as be

gotten before all creation.&quot; Fourthly: Our text
defines Him, not as Him,

i&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

ov all things were
treated, and yet as active in the creation: 61

av~ov ; He is not simply an archetype of the crea
tion for the Creator. Fifthly : He is emphatically
indicated as the foundation and centre of the

so it was the man in whom He was well pleased,
so that the Father for the sake of this One could

turn His complacency upon the whole race which

through Him dies to sin, and turns to God in

grateful love.

The work of Redemption, as to its Object, re

lates to the totality of the creatures, although it

rorld and its history, its stability, and develop- begins in the human race ; as to its Purpose, it

ment. [CHRTSOSTOM interprets this passage tends to a restitution of the creation, or to a
and Eph. ii. 22: &quot;as teaching that Christ is the bringing back of the creation to the path which

Living Centre, to which all things in creation
!
it has forsaken, toward its proper consummation,

converge, the Divine Keystone in the arch of the
|

The former marks the extent of the corruption
Universe, on which the whole fabric leans

;
but

he warns his readers against supposing that

Christ Himself is consubstantial with the creatures
whom He made and upholds&quot; (WORDSWORTH).
R.]

c) His relation to the Church is described by

of sin. Man is a prey to the &quot;power of dark

ness,&quot; which forms the antithesis to the kingdom
of Love, so that darkness, which is opposed to

Love, is to be conceived of, rather, as moral,
than intellectual. Will, as well as knowledge,

religiousness and morality, social and political
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relations, are effected and corrupted, and this

can not only be affirmed of heathen (ver. 21 :

it is applicable to Jews (ver. 13 : ij^af).
In the presence of this Redemption in Christ the

advantages of Israel over the Gentiles disappear.
The purpose of Redemption is directed, chiefly,
to the internal sanctification of men, to the for

giveness of sin, extirpation of it and its conse

quences, to justification before God in the judg
ment within the conscience, and in the future at

the last day (ver. 21). But it extends in ever
wi ler circles, in order to permeate the whole
creation, and bring all creatures and all relations

to happiness and blessedness with Him into

eternity. [To avoid any misconception, see

EXKQ. NOTES on ver. 20. R.] Hence no dualistic

view finds any justification here, in fact, dualism
is anti-christian. The overcoming of the an

tagonisms, which are easily recognized, is thus
set forth as a possibility and an indispensable
task, and this is accomplished by ethical means,
from the reconciliation of the world to the trans

formation of the world. [HKNRY: Christ is the
Mediator of reconciliation, who promises peace,
as well as pardon, and brings into a state of

friendship and favor at present, and will bring
all holy creatures, angels as well as men, into

one glorious and blessed society at last. II.]
6. The Church in which the Redemption, ob

jective in Christ, and accomplished by Him, is,

and will be subjectively appropriated, is pre
sented in our text in a two-fold aspect ;

a) as respects its region the militant and tri

umphant church, referred to in the expression,

(ver. 18); ap%ti, TrpwrtfroKof ex r&iv
vfKpui&amp;gt; ,

6) as respects its inner life: coetus vocatorum et

fidelium, referred to in the expression (ver. 12):

ayioi h $urit &quot;saints in
light.&quot; The organism of

the church is indicated by the expression (ver.

18) :
&quot; Head of the body, the church.&quot; Its extent

is denoted by the former reference, its vitalit;/ by
the latter, and its mission is to further, subjec

tively, the purpose of the work of Christ,

means indifferent how on
and holds to her; but it

God s Word, not merely in black and white, as

copies from the press, like booksellers, and book

binders, but in accordance with the organism anil

mission of the Church, in connexion with the

efforts of Home and Foreign Missions.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

There is an order in prayer. Luther sets it

forth in his explanation of the second Command
ment [Luther s small catechism, the 2nd answer

on our Third Commandment. R.] : &quot;In all

necessities call, pray, praise and give thanks.&quot;

The call for help, the cry of distress, i,he en

treaty, which necessity presses out, is the easiest,

briefest, first, the prayer of an elementary pupil;
the petition in perplexity for a need is an affair

of the apprentice, who has learned first to pray
for himself, and when further advanced, to offer

supplications of unselfish love for others. The
journeyman knows how to give thanks for gifts

received, but the master praises the giver, not

forgetting Him in His bounty. Whoever can
and do s do this, will not slight the easier part.
Paul always goes from praise to thanksgiving,
and from thanksgiving to supplication. He
begins with the former, nor does he neglect the

latter. Do you also ? [The Apostle s order ia

that of mature Christian experience. But the

other is that of the learner. It is also that of

the Psalms. They usually begin with petition
and end with praise. They were written in the

times of preparation for Christ. How often

Christians revert to David s method. The Old
Testament still leads us to the New. we pray
first like the Psalmist, then like the Apostle. R ]

Theory succeeds practice, as Philosophy fol

lows Poetry. To live the truth is more than to

know the tru

a matter of the sanctified will, than of the well-

stored memory or the isolated intellect Being
filled with the knowledge of the truth, is to know
both what is nearest and what is most remote.

by no means indifferent how one stands in the
|

Reason is both a telescope, to look into distant

jhurch and holds to her; but it is just as little eternal things, and a microscope to inspect and
without important influence, whether or that one understand the things at hand, in house and

heart, in life and business, but to adjust the

glasses aright is not hers, it belongs to the will,

it is not an intellectual, but a moral act. Chris
tian living is not the product, but the producer
of Christian thinking The more you do, the

unblamable
&quot;),

and constantly referred to
|

more you become. Only when bearing fruit,

does the Christian grow. Self-redemption is a

belongs to her, as it is indifferent in what nation
or family one is incorporated.

7. The morality of the individual within the

church of Christ is defined as objectively caused

(aytoc., &quot;holy&quot;), subjectively internal (auwunc., \

God
ai&amp;gt;Tov, &quot;unreprovable

in his sight&quot;); and on that account conditioned

by faith, which must prove itself in a two-fold

manner, in its life and its substance, as right and
correct, as genuine and true, as Jides qua and as

tiif -x
ijute creditur; it is indeed the word of God

become alire in the Christian. This, at the same
time, explains, why and that faith must be sta

ble and independent of time and human opinions;
it depends upon permanence.

The Word of God, which should be heard

falsity, and forgiveness of sins, without Christ,

a lie. The folly of the sixteenth century, when

people bought absolution with money, is laughed
at, but why should we not also ridicule the blind

ness of the nineteenth century, when people for

give their own guilt and sin, and fancy they get
absolution at a still cheaper rate. Those who
credit Christ, no longer have a creditor in God;
in this privilege unbelief has no share. The
Christian cannot divide or divorce God and

and proclaimed, requires living persons who Christ, God and the world, Creation and Re-
have been filled and moved by it, whom it has I demplion, Christ s Person and Work, this world
first served, to serve it in turn. Here we find aland the next, faith and love, faith and God s

direction for the establishment of public worship, j
word, faith and forgiveness, faith and bliss, re

in which the exposition and proclamation of the ligion and morality, church and Christianity,
Word should not be wanting, as well as for the sin and corruption, grace and salvation, salvation

labors of Bible Societies, that should circulate i and sanctification, though it is he who accurately
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distinguishes them. The truth Sn Christ is the

reatest paradox of life
;

the cross is a throne,
eath is life, weakness is strength, defeat is

victory, gain is loss. Christ, who satisfies all

the needs of the human heart, begins with par
don, with grace that ends in blessedness with

God. He blesses man in himself and goes on
until He completes the whole creation to the

HKCBNER: The heart of a Christian is a larg
ln v ;irt. Paul hud already entered ii.io intimate

fellowship with this Church alihmiirh lie had
never seen it. What attracts the heart of one
Christian to another? How easily truo Chris
tians at once understand each other! The more
fruitful our walk, the more does our knoulciljro
of God grow. True knowledge can come only

choirs of angels. The Bible is the jewel of all
j

out of and with action. It is not.
only

the know-
the literature of the world ; in the ring of the

I ledge that increases, but the power is enlarged,
Bible the gospel is the diamond. The news and

|

the capacity of enduring, holding out in conflict,

knowledge of the Holy Scriptures come to us in

personalities, and in him who understands them

they become again personal.
STARKE: You flatter yourself that you are a

good Christian because you do nothing wicked!
Is a tree good then, that does not bear thorns and
thistles? If you are not diligent in good works,

your Christianity is nothing, your imagination
is vain, your hope is lost. We must grow in

knowledge, grow in the power of God, grow in

spiritual walk and in holiness. If a new-born
child does not grow perceptibly, it is a bad sign.
So it is with a Christian also. To be patient in

so many sufferings of this present time, and

long-suffering amid so many adversities are ex
cellent gifts of God. But those are far advanced,
who endure evil noc only with patience, but
with joy also. Eternal life is an inheritance,
hence it can be trifled away with sin, but not

earned with good works. For a little child,

though it have done nothing as yet, comes to its

inheritance as well as the larger ones, who ha\

as well as of cherishing kindly sentiments to

ward enemies &amp;lt;ind of doing both with joy. We
must live ourselves into Christianity. Those
who do not desire to become holy or to be
&quot; made meet,&quot; may be external adherents, but
are not citizens of the kingdom of heaven.
Christ is before all with respect to time; He does
not belong to the series of beings created in time.

This &quot;before&quot; of priority naturally includes the

&quot;before&quot; of preeminence. Justification precedes,
sanctification follows: the heart must first be

stilled, then it can collect itself and prepare for

sanctification. The latter is the end of the

reconciliation. Why then will we ever invert

this order? Because we would ascribe pardon
to our merit, and not to the merit of Christ.

SCHLEIERMACHER: A mind, that would fully

apprehend the truth of the gospel, will soon
mark a voice in itself, when something import
ant and essential is omitted, while on the other

hand, good sense will soon warn us, if we allow

ourselves to be misled, so as to insert in the

done much. Sad condition of men through the Scripture, through artifice, something which is

fall of Adam ! once monarchs over all creatures, not there. Only when lie has become to us the

they must now be subject to the devil ami knowledge of the Divine will, is there a walk
his empire. [Believers also are first barn, and worthy of Him. Expanded knowledge is itself

enjoy the liberty of the First Born. The dig

nity of believers surpasses that of angels, for they
are united with the Son of God, who is higher
than all angels. R ]

RIEGKR : Darkness, ignorance, doubt, in

ability man traces to himself; vexation and im

patience break out of this darkness. But the

gospel first makes known that behind this there

is concealed a rule and power of darkness, out

of which a deliverance is required, deliverance

accomplished by means of right and justice more
over. It was not done by the Father s sending
the Son into the world, as a great witness of His

love, to tell much of His name, and thus lead us

away from our hostile disposition toward God,
or direct us to confidence in Him : but God
laid our sins and those of the whole world on
this our Mediator, accepted His obedience, His

sufferings, His sacrifice and the shedding of His

blood as a ransom-price for us. There is no
doubt the corruption in heathenism was greater
than now, although we, who spring from Chris

tian, perhaps specially sainted parents, are still

wicked and born sinners: yet much is amelior

ated in our hereditary disease, and the favorable
j

a kingdom, and this kingdom has it* print-ipali-

opportunity for us to find God as Love, is much
I
ties and powers, and their artifice and malice is

facilitated. But this must be regarded rather as
j
great; their might is great and the abyss is

an advantage of our age, and not one of our per- deep. Many a one may appear pure and refined

sons. Through neglect of this grace of our age,
|

in conduct and culture, whose conscience sleeps,
we may become again as bad and worse than a whose heart deceives itself; it is a dream of rest

a consequence of fruitfulness in good works.

The more plain the will of God becomes to us,

the more we see what God has laid upon us to

do ; so much the more do we encounter opposi
tion, the more difficult it becomes to instil the

same view into others, and the more does this

spiritual conduct of life enter into spheres which

appear foreign to it. Oh that we so investigated
the Scriptures, that it tended to edification !

Paul makes sanctification dependent upon
&quot; be

ing grounded&quot; in faith, and upon not being
&quot;moved away&quot; from the hope of the gospel,
which is no other than that of the consummation
of the kingdom of God in Christ.

PASSAVANT: At the time of the council of

Constance, three cardinals in their ride met a

poor shepherd weeping on the beach. They
asked him why he wept so. &quot; Out of gratitude,&quot;

he answered, pointing to a worm, &quot;that God has

made me a man and not a poor worm like that.&quot;

What would have been the gratitude of the poor

shepherd, had the cardinals revealed to him,
that God could, besides, make him meet for the

inheritance of the saints in light. Darkness is

heathen. [The praise of the blood of Christ

reaches to our being presented holy and unre-

provable before God. R.]

and peace, a false dream of life : sin can scat

ter over the whole life of a sinner her poppy
leaves. There exists among highly cultivated
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mind*, among educated people, :m alienation

from God, nnd in consequence an enmity, which

seems to arise not so much from the ordinary
sinful flesh, an from the temerity and pride of

t lit- thinking or subtilizing faculty in us, which

indeed is also flesh.
[&quot;One

can and the in-

^onsi3tency is not rare worship Jesus Christ

titles of honor, to be a minister of the gospel of

Jesus Christ. R.]
[BUKKITT: Yer. 10. Our fruitfulness should

be an universal fruitfulness, an humble and self-

denying fruitfulness, a proportionable fruitful-

ness, an abounding and abiding fruitfulness
; this

is to be fruitful in every good work. Ver. 12.

as God, and yet not have acknowledged Him This meetness is a spiritual blessing, a transcen-

as God formally and with the understanding; j

dent favor, a discriminating favor, an everlast-

thc heart makes Him God, tin- understandiiifr ing favor; eternity will be too short to spend in

makes Him man, still with most men the heart

but is

the admiration of it ; let such as are interested

cannot cure the mind of its error, but is in it, now begin the work upon earth, of giving
rather led astray itself.&quot; Quotation in Pas-

j
thanks to the Father for it. R.]

savant. R.] &quot;To extend the law of Christ,&quot;! [EADIE: Ver. 10. Superabundance of one

says Theodorus, &quot;they
did not use carnal wea- kind of fruit is no compensation for the absence

pons. The power of convincing speech alone
j

of another. &quot;

Every good work&quot; is inculcated,

attested the power of these divine precepts. Such fruitfulness is not exhaustive. The tree

Every where exposed to the greatest dangers, ] grows healthfully while its fertility is so great.

they endured in all cities, through which they Ver. 11. That peculiar position which necessi-

passed, the most shameful and cruel mal-treat- tates the exercise of &quot;

patience and long suffer-

ment : scourge and rack, prisons, executions and
ing&quot;

should not induce despondency, as if it

martyrdoms of all kinds were daily their lot : yet were inevitable fate, to be sullenly submitted to,

though the executioner could kill the bearers ! but rather should there be joy that this Divine
of the divine message, they could not kill the power is communicated, and that the mind is

itself. It proved still mightier after

their de itli: the gospel survived with equal vi
upborne in triumph, and enabled to hope and
wait in quiet expectation. Ver. 12. None but

tal power the efforts and the rage of Barbarians the saints, as being &quot;light
in the Lord&quot; can

and Romans: out of the funeral pile where dwell in that light. They who enjoy it are
intercourse. Selfishnessmade meet for social

vanishes before universal love, the intense yearn
ings of a spiritual brotherhood are developed
and perfected Ver. 18. The onekingdom of God

they would bury the memory of those fisher

men and tent makers, it went forth yet more

brilliantly and gloriously.&quot;

[HKXKY: The Apostle heard that they were

good, and he prayed tiiat they might be better. I has an earthly and a celestial phasis. It re-

1. That they might be knowing, intelligent Chris-
1

sembles a city divided by a river, but still un-
tians. 2. That their conversation might be

j

der the same municipal administration and

good. 3. That they might be strengthened, i having one common franchise. Ver. 14. For-
Vers. 12 sq. Here is the summary of the doc- giveness is more closely connected with redemp-
trine of the gospel concerning the great work of

j

tion than any other blessing: it comes at once
our redemption by Christ. It comes in here not

1
from the cross to the believing soul. Vers. 15-19.

as the matter of a sermon, but as the matter of
j

The sentences in which Paul describes the rank
a thanksgiving. He does not discourse of the

j

and prerogative of Christ are like a bursting tor-

work of redemption in the natural order of it; rent. How he exults in the precious theme,
for then he would speak of the purchase of it and how his soul swells into impassioned pane-
first, and afterwards of the application of it. gyric! Had the Divine Being remained alone,
But here he inverts the order; because in our i His glory would have been unseen and His
sense and feeling of it, the application goes be- praises unsung. Christ fitted up these &quot;all

fore the purchase. We first find the benefits of I

things&quot; &quot;for Himself,&quot; in order that He might
redemption in our own hearts, and then are led exhibit His glory, while He diffused happiness
by those streams to the original and Fountain- through creatures of innumerable worlds, and
head. They who are not sainfs on earth, will enabled them to behold His mirrored brightness
never be saints in heaven. All who are de-

j

and to reflect it. At every point of His exis-

signed for heaven hereafter, art prepared for tence, it may be said of Him. &quot;He is.&quot; What
heaven now. They who have the inheritance of

eons, have the education of sons, and the dispo

faith in power and extent should not be reposed
in such a Saviour-God! In all things He has

sition of sons. This meetness for heaven is the the pre-eminence. None like Christ is the deci-

earnest of the Spirit in our hearts; which is sion of faith, none but Christ is the motto of

part of payment, and assures the full payment.
j

love. Every grace as it is needed, and when it

The greatest enemies to God, who have stood at
! is needed, in every variety of phasis and opera-

the greatest distance and bidden Him defiance,
j

tion, is wrapt up in that fulness which dwells in

may be reconciled, if it is not their own fault. i Christ. Ver. 20. Blood shed on earth creates
There was such a value in the blood of Christ,

j

feuds to be extinguished only by other blood;
that on account of Christ s shedding it, God was i but the blood of Christ s violent and vicarious

willing to deal with men upon new terms, and death brings peace, restores alliance between

bring them under a covenant of grace: and /-r heaven and earth. Ver. 21. Man does not win
fits mi/:,- and in consideration of His death upon his way back to the Divine favor by either costly
the cross, to pardon and accept to favor all who offering or profound penitence. God re-unites

comply with them. This gospel may be preached him to Himself: has not only provided for such
to every creature ; for it excludes none who do an alliance, but actually forms and cements ii.

not exclude themselves. Paul was a great Apos- The incarnation rightly understood, enhances
tie

;
but he looks upon it as the highest of his the Redeemer s greatness. Ver. 23. Thus a life
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of faith is one of hope. The loss of faith is the

knell of hope. Man is not acted on mechanically
by the grace of God, but his whole spiritual na
ture is excited to earnest prayer and anxious
effort. The confidence

them. R.]

of success inspirits

[BARNES: Vers. 9-11. It is a good time to

pray for Christians when they are already pros

perous, and are distinguished for zeal and love.

We have then encouragement to do it. Vers.

12-13. No words can express appropriately the

goodness of God in thus making us heirs of

light. Vers. 15-18. In the affections of our
hearts let the Saviour in all things have the pre
eminence. None should be loved by us as Christ

is loved. Ver. 19. In all our wants let us go to

Christ, in whom all fulness dwells. Ver. 20.

What a glorious work is that of the gospel ! It

reconciles and harmonizes distant worlds. R.]

[ROBERT HALL: Ver. 19. In Jesus Christ

&quot;all fulness&quot; dwells, for the supply of spiritual
destitution. Fulness of knowledge: knowledge is

the great distinction of the mind, and here is all

spiritual knowledge. Christ is Himself the wis

dom of God; to know HIM is to attain at once the

highest knowledge. Fulness of holiness; holiness

is the proper riches and beauty of the soul
;
and

the subjects of Christ are created anew in holi

ness after His image. Fulness of consolation
;

the greatest comforts that ever visited the
troubled heart of man are those which flow from
Christ as their fountain. Fulness once more, as
it respects the inheritance in reserve

;
of which

the saints have at certain seasons & present sense
and foretaste, though the light of eternity is re

quired to display its real extent, to display the
accessible fulness of thepresent Saviour. R.]
AHLFELD: He who places the full Christian

grace before his soul, will strive the more earn

estly to possess it. 1) Wherein does it consist?

2) How may I gain what I still lack? CARSTEN:
Peace through His blood on the cross. 1) Be
tween God and man, 2) Heaven and earth, 3) in

each human breast or 1) The world recon
ciled with God, 2) Heaven opened, 3) Conscience
stilled. LOHE: A ladder that reaches from
heaven to earth. 1) God the Father has set it

through the Son of His Love
; 2) the highest

round, at first concealed, shines in the light of

sanctification
; 3) the second in that of justifica

tion ; 4) the third in the bloody scene of Gol

gotha; and our Redemption. KOHLER: Thanks
giving for the benefit of Redemption; l)end;
2) mode; 3) means; 4) Person of Redemption.
ZIMMERMAN: Strife of two kingdoms for the

souls of sinners
; 1) God the Father devised the

struggle concerning us; 2) God the Son has won
the victory and kingdom for us; 3) whoever
abides in Him, has escaped the enemy.*
On the epistle for the 24/A Sunday after Trinity

[vers. 9-14. The Prot. Episcopal Book of Corn-

England, uses vers. 3-12. R.] HEUBNER : The
great change wrought in man by Christianity.
1) Its nature: a) new light, full of knowledge
and wisdom

; b) a new virtuous walk, worthy of

God; c) the translation into a new kingdom; d)
the eternal Redemption. 2) The consequences : a)
what is the reason, if we have not yet experi
enced this chan
RAUTENBURG : 1b)

what have we to do?
e question respecting our

growth in Christianity. 1) Can we 2) will we
grow ? 3) Have we grown ? Paul prays for the
believers in Colosse : 1) that, 2) what, 3) where
and when he prayed for them. KAPFF: What ia

eternal blessedness ? 1) Redemption for all evil;

2) blessed fellowship with God and all saints
; 3)

unspeakable joy and honor in the glory of the

heavenly kingdom. LOEENZ : Darkness and
light. 1) Man according to nature; 2) man ac

cording to grace. FLOREY : Light, the believer s

inheritance. 1) They have the light of truth;

2) they walk in the light of virtue; 3) they come
into the light of blessedness. BECK : How a
share in the glorious power of God 1) makes us

meet; 2) admonishes us to thanksgiving.
[BEVERIUGE: Ver. 12. The happiness of the

saints in heaven. 1
)
What kind of persons they

are, who are or shall be happy in the other

world; they are saints. 2) The happiness they
enjoy there

;
the inheritance in light. 3) They

who desire to enjoy that happiness must be duly
qualified for it

;

&quot; made meet.&quot; 4) All who are
so qualified must ascribe it wholly to God, and
give Him thanks for it; &quot;giving thanks,&quot; etc.

STEINHOFER : The economy of the Triune God in

the work of our blessedness. 1) What God has
determined according to the counsel of His own
good pleasure; 2) what in His Son from all

eternity for our salvation
; 3) what actually

takes place in us to the praise and glory of His
name. The three glorious names of Jesus (Be
gotten before every creature, first-born from the

dead, Head of the Body) should awaken us 1) to
an humble joy, 2) a complete faith, 3) a tender
love to Him. Lisco: The actual union of God
with the human nature in Christ the ground of
the most intimate re-union of humanity with
God through Christ. SCHENKEL: A fruitful

teacher s duty to pray unceasingly for his peo
ple. The Christian should not rest until he has

fully known the will of God, 1) in its highest de

signs and ends; 2) according to its manifold
methods and means. How Christian life and
Christian thought reciprocally condition each
other. 1) Without Christian thought the Chris
tian life is not plain. 2) Without Christian life

Christian thought is not correct. The blessing
of Redemption: 1) Wherein it consists (forgive
ness of sins) ; 2) whereby it is obtained (through
the blood of Christ.) Jesus Christ, the Risen
One, the Head of the church: 1) Its Founder,
2) its Upholder, 3) its Ruler. -Jesus Christ, ac-

mon Prayer, follov ig that of the Church of I cording to God s good pleasure, the Bearer of all

.
I

fulness of humanity and of man. Consider then

[These dirisions are mado to rhyme in German a fashion
j

1) ^ IS g^ry, 2) our poverty. The threefold
vogue in witness for the truin sermonizing tlmt hupp ly hits not yet come into

Her in Ihm bUibt, deristdem Feind entrmnen.B.]

th of the gospel : resting 1)^y^) the extend&quot;) the powf J
tne proclamation of the same. R.]
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8. Joy of the Apostle in hia suffering and labor.

(CHAPTER I. 24-29.)

24 &quot;Who [I]
1 now rejoice in my [the]

1

sufferings for you, and fill up that which is

behind [uarspr^ara, deficiencies] of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for his body s

25 sake, which is the church
; Whereof I

3 am made [became]* a minister according to

the dispensation of God which is [was] given to me for you, to fulfil the word of

26 God; Even [To wit] the mystery which hath been hid from ages and from genera
tions [the ages and from the generations],

5 but now6
is made manifest to his saints:

27 To whom God would [willed to] make known what is the riches of the glory of this

mystery among the Gentiles ;
which7

is Christ in [or among]
8

you, the hope of

28 glory : Whom we preach, warning every man, and teaching every man in all wis

dom
;

that we may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus [in Christ] :

9

29 Whereunto I also labor, striving according to his working, which worketh in me
mightily.

some MSS. read 5, which is wanting in X- A- B.C.; more likely to have been added for closer

connexion with the preceding context, than to have been omitted. [Allord suggests that it is from the preceding termi
Ver. 24. Before

exion with the pr
nation. Rejected by all modern editors, though retained iu E. V. Instead of&quot; Who &quot; read &quot;

I,&quot;
or better &quot; Now I rejoice.&quot;

* Ver. 24. [The E. V. follows Rec., which inserts pov after va.Ojii.mriv. This reading is supported by no uncial au

thority except X3
-; rejected by all modern editors, hence not noted by Braune. The E. V. undoubtedly gives th true

Benso. R.J
Ver. 25. X- reads HaOAos after &amp;lt;r y i, but not B and others : prubably from ver. 23, causa nexus.

* Ver. 25.
[ Became,&quot; Alford, Ellicott, Coverdale (Test.). R.]

Ver 2t&amp;gt;. [The article of the Greek should be retained in English, to give definiteness : ages and generations
&quot; before

us,&quot;
Alford. All older English versions omit it, however. R.]
Ver. 26. [Rec. with A. D. K. L., Lachuiann, Tischendort, Ellicott, Wordsworth, read wvi ; X- B. C. F., Alford, vvv.

Ver. 27.
[ O* is the reading of X- C. D. K. L. Rec.; adopted by Tischondorf, Meyer, Ellicott, Wordsworth ; o is sup

ported by A. B. F. O., Laclimann, Alford. Bruunu renders welctter, thus adopting the former reading. R.]
8 Ver. 27.

[
Ey u n I v, literally &quot;in you,&quot; but here - among you&quot;

also. Braune: &quot;bei Euck.&quot; See EXEQ. NOTES.

&amp;lt;* Ver. 28. [ I7)(ro0 is wanting in X-1 A. B. C. D.I F. O.; rejected by Tischendorf and modern editors generally. . V.

follows Rue., which inserts it. Uncial authority slight. R.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The joy in suffering. Ver. 24. Now I rejoice
in my sufferings for you. &quot;Now&quot; marks
the present, which is described by &quot;in my suf

ferings for
you;&quot; precisely therein, surrounded,

encompassed by sufferings
&quot; I rejoice. [EAUIE:

&quot; at the present time, with the chain upon my
wrint : not, however, as if he had been sorrow
ful a , a previous period.&quot; R.] At other times

he nad his joy without bonds, in full freedom of

activity for the gospel. The object of joy is not

denoted by ev, but by ETTI with the dative, Matth.
xviii. 13; Luke i. 14; Acts xv. 21; 1 Cor. xiii.

6; xvi. 17, or by Aid, Jno. xi. 15; 1 Thess.

iii. .i. Only in Luke x. 20; Phil. i. 18 is the ob

ject introduced by kv TOVTU. The object of his

joy is that his sufferings had good fruit among
tli&quot;- (Jfiitiles. Comp. Phil. i. 12-20. It was in

Koine that he had learned this; hence &quot;now.&quot;

The bitterness of sorrow cannot disturb his joy
at the sweetness of the fruit. See Eph. iii. I.

Hence it is incorrect to consider viiv a particle of

transition (BAKHR), or of consecution, or rd irattfj-

uara as the object of the joy (GROTius, HUTHER

and others). Nor is vicp=&quot; instead of&quot; (SrEi-
GER), or &quot;on account of&quot; (wegen, STOLZ), or to

be joined with xaipu. The reference is neither

to the occasion of the sufferings of the Apostle to

the Gentiles, nor to his example, but to the fact,

that his sufferings are for the good of the

Church, as indicated by what follows. [EADIE
agrees with STOLZ: &quot;on account of.&quot; He was

imprisoned because of his preaching to the Gen
tiles. This is true, but ALFORU S view agrees
better with the text, context and Braune. &quot; The

preposition cannot here imply substitution but

strictly in commodum vestri, that you may be con
firmed in the faith by not my example merely
the glorification of Christ in my sufferings.&quot; So
WINER: zum Vortheil, Gram. p. 358. R.]
And fill up that which is behind of the

afflictions of Christ.
[&quot;And

am filling up
fully the lacking measures of the sufferings of

Christ,&quot; ELLICOTT R.] Kn&amp;lt; leads us for

ward from the subjective feeling to the objective
slate of the case (Mnvi:ui. but not from the par
ticular (ifiuv) to the whole (LuECKE): nor is it=
KOI -yap (BAKHR), nor yel=std (BBMflBL). By rd

vaTfprjfiara (Phil. ii. 30; 1 Thess. iii. 10; 1 Cor.

xvi. 17; 2 Cor. viii. 13, 14; ix. 12; xi. 9); we
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are to understand arrears, which must be can- 1 where. The preposition avri, according to the
celled

[&quot;deficiencies,&quot;
ALFORD R.]; where such context, refers to a filling up in view of arrears,

Are found is indicated by rijv 6 A.iipeuv TO v
,
and marks the extent and weight of the Apostle s

XptaTo v. As in 2 Cor. i. 5
(&quot;the sufferings of

|

sufferings. It cannot be regarded as referring
Christ&quot;)

the meaning here is, sufferings which i to Christ (instead of Christ, or: as He for me, so
Christ endured.* The Apostle, whom Curist had

i

I now suffer for Him [vicissim]) , or to the
asked, when he persecuted the Church ^Acts ix.

|

Church
;
not even to the fact that he had for-

14), &quot;why persecutes! thou me?&quot; and who in ! merly persecuted Christ and afflicted the Church;
the Epistle to the Ephesians (i. 22; v. 33; iv. 12) | although he now as a sufferer completed the suf-

calls Him the Head of the Cnurch, and this His ferings which come on the Church, while as a

body, could speak thus without fear of being persecutor he had formerly brought such upon
misunderstood. What befalls His own, the

j

it. TITTMANN (Syn. I. p. 230) and WINER
(&amp;lt;fe

Master accepts as done to Himself (Matt. x. 40- verb. comp. III. p. 22) explain: alterius quod deficit

42; xxv. 31-46). Hate and persecution He had loco et vice supplere ; not indicated here. [EADIB
announced to them beforehand (Jno. xv. 18-21; gives the clearest statement of the various inter-

xvi. 1-4). What the servants suffer is aimed at
|

pretations, and mentions those who uphold them.
His own view, which agrees in the main with
that of BRAUNE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT, and of many
of the best commentators from CHRYSOSTOM to

our day, will appear from the following extracts:
The personal sufferings of Christ are over, but

the Master. He takes it to Himself. All enemies
of the Church are His enemies also, who shall be

put under His feet (1 Cor. xv. 25). See WINER S

Gram. p. 178. MELANCHTHON: non quodad meritum,

quod plenissimum est solius Christi, sed quod ad
militiie societatem attinet. Here the Apostle treats

of historical matters, phenomena and facts, be
hind which we must, ever hold fast to a real,

though invisible connexion of the Head with His
Church (here just as in Phil. iii. 10; Rom. viii.

17; 2 Cor. iv. 10 sq.; 2 Tim. ii. 11; 1 Pet. iv.

13) with respect to the historical development,
the course of the Kingdom through the world.

There is nothing whatever to indicite atonement
with God

[i. e., by means of these sufferings of

Christ, the &quot;deficiencies&quot; of which Paul was fill

ing up; this interpretation made this &quot; a proof
text for the doctrine of indulgences&quot; among the

His sufferings in His people still continue. The
Apostle in suffering for the sake of the Church,
felt that he was filling up the measure of those
afflictions. The double compound verb denotes
to fill up in relation to; to fill up with something
which meets the exigence, or is equivalent to the
want. The Apostle filled up the sufferings of

Christ not with some foreign agony that had no
relation to the defect; but the process of supple
ment consisted of sufferings which met the defi

ciency, in quality and amount. Filled up what
was yet wanting in the Saviour s sympathetic
sorrows.&quot; So Augustine on Psalm Ixi. See

medieval Romanists it is doubtless thus un- ! Doctrinal notes below. R.] A further and
derstood still among them. R.] As little as fuller definition of avTava~/^pu is given in the
TO. vaTepf/uara describes any lack or insufficiency next clause : In my flesh for his body s
of afflictions in themselve?, so little stress can be

]

sake. [In support of the above view, WORDS-
laid upon the choice of the specially significant

j

WORTH aptly remarks: &quot; Hence the Apostle says,
expression (0/Ut//c) instead of the more general I that I may fill up what is lacking of Christ s

sufferings in His Body; not in the Head.&quot; R.]
The two phrases belong together; &quot;flesh&quot;

&quot;

body
&quot; denote the reciprocal relation

; the for

mer describes the person of the Apostle on the
side which is affected by the sorrow (Gal. iv.

expres
Trait/tiara (2 Cor. i. 5). It is incorrect to under
stand TOV Xpiffrov as meaning: similar to the

sufferings of Christ (HUTHER and others), or for

the sake of Christ (BOHMER and others), or borne
auctore et auspice Christo (LUECKE), or the Church

directly. On avravairfajpu, placed first on the
main idea, BENGEL makes the excellent remark:
fixa est mensura passionum, quas tola exantlare de-

bet ecclesia ; quo plus igitur Paulus exhausit, eo mi
nus et ipsi et posthac et ceteris relinquitur ; hoc facit
communio sanctorum. While avanfypovv occurs
more frequently in the New Testament, avrava-

Tr^Tjpovv is found here only, and is rare any

*
[MEYER: -ToO XptoroG is a subjective genitive. Paul

describes his own sufferings, according to the idea of the
fellowship of the sufferings of Christ (I Pet. iv. 13; comp.
Mitt. xx. 22; Hob. xiii. 13), as the afflictions of Christ. in
case the Apostolic suffering was essentially of the same
kind, which Christ had endured (the same cup, of which
Christ had drunk, the same baptism, with which Christ had
been baptized). The sum of these afflictions is conceived of

definilite measure, as is frequ in classical usage in si
milar figurative representation. I rejoice in my suffer-
ngs. which I endure for you, and how great and glorious

j which is affected by the sorrow (G
4; 2 Cor. iv. 11), the latter the organism to

which benefit accrues from the sorrow endured,
from the bearing of the sorrow

;
the individual

sacrifice for the whole (MEYER) is the intent of

these adverbial phrases. Comp. Eph. iii. 13.

STEIGER incorrectly joins these phrases with
&quot;the afflictions of Christ as one idea: the verb

requires closer definition rather than this. [So
ELLICOTT : ev ry aapici //ot&amp;gt;

defines the seat, and

inferentially the mode of the
&quot;filling up,&quot;

in

exquisite contrast (MEYER) with the atifia. which
defines the object of the action. R.] Which
is the church, is simply an explanation (see

Eph. i. 22), as virep TOV auuaroc. vutiv is an ez

planation of vxep vutiv.

The ministerial position of Paul. Vers. 25-27.

Ver. 25. Whereof I became a minister,

eyev6ur/v eyw oidtcovoc.. See ver. 23.is that which I am engaged in accomplishing through these ?
[.

fc / &amp;lt; V
&quot;f ,

- _ . . _.
sufferings! the full completion of that which is larking on : This vocation of suffering for the Church he

the fellowship of the sufferings of Christ. Very must endure as its minister; as servant, not as

master, as servant of the gospel and of the

Church, qui evanyelio servit, idem ecclesiee servit

(GROTIUS). [EADIE:
&quot; of which Church;&quot; EL

LICOTT: &quot;J?c
has a faintly explanatory force,

I fill up, etc. the Church, being an appointed

iy part

naturally his triumphant consciousness, this feeling of th
greatness of the matter, led not only to the choice of th
highly significant word avravan\r,p^, but to this description
of the Apostle s own afflictions in the most honorable and
sublime manner, as the afflictions of Christ, ince in
their kind and character they aro nono other than those en
dured by Christ Himsslf.&quot; R.J
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minister thereof t& Ter. 28 the duucoric referred Brought into special prominence, and thus the

In i In 1
. I c;;; i /.ntv, here to the Church by which concealment from the beginning of human history

the .

i\;; ;
,&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/! is preached&quot; 11.] As servant, is marked. BENOEL incorrectly refers atuvtf to

which In- Krr.mic : according to the dispen- angels, yevtalto men. [LLICOTT: &quot;the mystery
sation of Qod which was given to me for was the divine purpose of salvation in Christ.

you. Kara ri/v oiKovofiiav TOV 0eoD:and more especially as the context seems to

[gemiiiia
dcr Hauxhaltemchafl (stewardship, AL- show de salvandis gentibus per gratiam evaiigtli

FORD) Gottts. K.] defines his ministry as that cum (DAVENANT). The Apostle does not say,
of an obcfaopMf, Qod as oinoietnrdrifr,, His (TOV i ir/to rfjv UKJVUV, from eternity. The expression
0eo v) is the oiKovofiia entrusted to him, he and is historical. The,counsel \v&$ formed n/&amp;gt;o

T. at.,

his office belong to Qod. It is therefore the office, bat concealed OTTO T. at.&quot; EADIE seems to be in-

not the management, dispensatio (Eph. i. 10; iii. correct in limiting &quot;mystery&quot;
here to the salva-

2). [ELLICUTT:
&quot; not the disposition of God, but

j

tion of the Gentiles, though it has a special
the spiritual function, the office of an

OIKOVH/IOC,.&quot;
I reference to this. R.]

The word is difficult to render accurately in I But now is made manifest to his

English.
&quot;

Dispensation&quot; can remain, not from saints. The Greek liked the transition from
its fitness, but in lack of a better. R.] Hence I a participle to a finite verb, of course with due
&quot;which was given to me.&quot; A comparison of i regard to the structure of the thought, WINER S

Rom. xv. 15
(&quot;

the grace that is given to me of
j

Gram. p. 505. [Here the transition gives promi-
God

&quot;)

with 1 Cor. iii. 10
(

the grace of God nence to the second member of the sentence, and
which is given unto me

&quot;)
enables us to perceive i sharpens the contrast. R.] Eph. iii. 5 is par-

that the emphasis is laid upon this, that the of-
|

allel. Special emphasis rests upon vvvl 6e on

fice, whicli was given to him, was of God, not that account of the antithesis. In contrast with
God had given it to him. The expression regards h/vupiaOq, which refers to knowledge, and cnrfna-

the Church [A/Vc^c] as the house of God in con-
j

Ai dttr/, which refers to special spiritual revelation,
nexion with the view that the congregation leQavepudr/ is the most general and comprehen-
[Gemeimie] is the body of Christ, as in Eph. i. 22 I sive expression, certainly not without a reference

sq. and ii. 21 sq.). The added phrase, eic, vfj.ac.\to the historical actualization, to the fact of

[&quot;for you,&quot; &quot;towards
you&quot; (ALFORD) R.], evangelical preaching (2 Tim. i. 10). [MEYER

gives the reference, the direction of the office, observes that this manifestation took place in

whicli God had determined, and takes the read- different ways, partly by revelation, partly by
ers as denoting, concretely and immediately, the
heathen world to which they belonged.
To fulfil the word of God. This is his al

lotted duty. The infinitive depends on 6o6el-
vav. [Infinitive of design. R.] In the object
the gospel is included, and thus the idea of

preaching and exposition, and partly by all

combined. EADIE and ALFORD seem disposed to

limit it to direct manifestation by Divine power,
at the glorification of Christ and the be.stowa?

of the
Spirit.&quot;

But the whole context refers to

Paul s ministry, hence the more extensive view,

message, which should be carried in all direc- which includes preaching, is to be preferred.
tions. Hence &quot;fulfil&quot; implies the figure of a R.] Thus &quot;His saints&quot; means all Christians,
measure to be filled. BENGEL: ad omnes perdu- ;

and must not be limited to the Apostles on account
cere. Paulas uiique ad summa tendit. Comp. I of the parallel passage (BAEHR, STEIC.ER, and
Rom. xv. 19. There indeed the locality is given; others). Nor should &quot;saints&quot; be taken indefi-

here it is indicated also by f&amp;lt;f lyzdf, which pre- | nitely (HUTHER), because the mystery of the
cedes. Hence it is not=to fulfilling the promises I reception of the Gentiles into the kingdom of God

(BEZA), that was not the affair of the Apostle, I was not known by many Jewish Christians.

nor=to proclaim fully in extent and contents The word is not tyvupictit],
&quot; known

;&quot;
these were

(OLSHAUSEN), nor=to preach fully (LUTHER), only a minority at best, and their misconception
nor=to complete, as if finish the teaching of was rather respecting the mode, the immediacy
Epaphras (FRITZSCHE), nor=to teach as &quot;^DJ of the entrance of the Gentiles. [DAVENANT

(FLATT, BAEHR and others), nor yet=to realize apples it to the elect, which though true enough,

(STEiGER),=to work out (DE WETTE).=to bring \

is Ilot pertinent here, see below. R.]
to full faith (CHRYSOSTOM, who connects f fywf |

Ver - 2 ~- To whom God willed to make
here). [ALFORD seems to incline to the view known, olf fjd klr) a ev 6 6ebf fvupiaai.
of Chrysostom, but rejects the assumed connect- Tllis relative clause marks the design of God.

ion: &quot;to fulfil the duty of the stewardship, in Hfltt?i&amp;gt;&quot;
is not to be limited to free grace, as

doing all that this preaching of the word re- !

the Greeks and Reformed claim. [CHRYSOSTOM
quires.&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot;to give its fullest ampli- CALVIN, BEZA, DE WETTE modern commenta-

tude to, to fill up the measure of its fore-ordained

universality, not perhaps without some allusion
to the otKovouia, which could thus be fully dis

charged.&quot; So MEYER and EADIE. See HOMIL.
NOTES. R.]

VER. 20 defines more closely the word of God
as to its purport. The mystery which hath
been hid from the ages and the genera
tions. See Eph. iii. J, 4: i. 9. The synony
mous phrase (/cat yevewv), alone is new, and
unique in the New Testament (yet see Eph. iii. 5,

21; Acts xv. 21). Beside the ages of the

world, the generations of men living in them are

tors, even EADIE, object to pressing such a mean

ing. ALFORD: a legitimate inference, but not an

exposition. R.] Simply=it was His will. His

*
[Bnttman thus distinguishes 0* Au&amp;gt; and 0ouAoM&quot; : the

former expresses &quot;will combined with choice or purpose,&quot;

the latter &quot;mere inclinations.&quot; Prof. Hitchcock, however,
i-luuii- si-, his \alnable note on TOV Oikr/fiaro*. Eph. i. 9)

thiit. in ihe wide raiiKe of volition expressed by 0cAw, the

element of spontaneity is always included, while 0oi,AoM&amp;lt;&quot;

always implies MttMntioiL Tli,- former can be used of a

hnitr, the latter of a r-itional hem-only (AmmonilM Tins

view, if adopted, would lead to a sli-lit Ino.litiration of

Braune g exegesis, though It would also exclude the lirir
1

ill he taken in a) , &amp;gt;

)fGoU.-R.]
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design in the &quot;

making manifest&quot; was &quot;to make
known.&quot; Thus the view respecting the former
verb is corroborated. The relative clause does

not limit the force of dyiot, to those who should

know: ol? is: as to whom, \_quippe quibus

(MEYER): as being persons &quot;to whom,&quot; etc.

&quot;Seing that to them it was God s will,&quot; etc.

(ELLICOTT). R.] The object of yvupiaai is:

what is the riches of the glory of this

mystery among the Gentiles. &quot; What is

the riches&quot; is quse suit divitiee not quales. On 6

and TO TrAoiJrof, see WINER S Gram. p. 64. The

Apostle is speaking of the wealth &quot; of the glory
of this mystery.&quot; A&amp;lt;5fa is the main idea,

which must not be weakened: on it depends a
&quot;

wealth,&quot; while it depends &quot;on this mystery,&quot;

and comes with the revelation of it. Hence it is

incorrect to render: &quot;glorious riches&quot; (LUTHER)
and yloriosi hujus mysterii (BEZA). Ao^Vi is glory,
not to be limited to &quot;bliss&quot; (MICUAELIS), &quot;glori

ous results&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM), nor yet to be ex
tended to God s Being, His wisdom and grace

(DE WETTE), the Divine self-revelation (SCHEN-
KEL). CALVIN is excellent: &quot;He teaches that

these riches had appeared, particularly among
the Gentiles ;

for what could be more deserving
of admiration, than that the Gentiles, who for so

many ages had been sunk in death, and whose
condition might seem altogether desperate, should

suddenly be received into the lamily of God,
and receive the inheritance of salvation?&quot; [On
the meaning of rfufa, see ALFORD and ELLICOTT.

The former, following MEYER, makes it identi

cal with Jofrt below the latter distinguishes it,

more correctly. Both would not restrict it to

either a subjective or objective meaning ;
it

partakes of both. -R.] On this account &quot;among

the Gentiles,&quot; is to be joined with
&quot;is,&quot;

which
must be supplied, not to &quot;this mystery.&quot; Among
the Gentiles the riches of the glory of this mys
tery revealed in the gospel appeared in the

sharpest contrast with the deepest shadows

(OLSUAUSEN).
Two phrases in apposition make the sense

clearer. First: which [or who] is Christ in

you, \_bei Each, &quot;among you R.] &quot;Christ

among the Gentiles, the greatest paradox in that

age&quot; (BENGEL). First &quot; without Christ,&quot; &quot;with

out God.&quot;
&quot; Children of wrath by nature&quot;

(Eph. ii. 12, 13) now He is among, in them

(Eph. iii. 17). Ei&amp;gt; vfj.lv corresponds to ev

idveaiv, &quot;Christ&quot; to &quot;the riches of the glory of

this mystery,&quot; and cif marks this reference,

though it conforms to the following name, not to

TO Tr/loirof (WINER S Gram. p. 157). [Hence the

various readings do not affect the sense. R.]
The reference to &quot;this mystery&quot; (HimiER) [AL
FORD, ELLICOTT. R.] is too restricted, and&quot; not

well-founded in grammar or fact. By &quot;Christ&quot;

we must understand not the knowledge of Christ

(TKEOPHYLACT), nor the doctrine of Christ (GRO-
TIUS) nor yet

&quot; from Christ
&quot;

(FLATT), but

Himself, His Person &quot;You&quot; means the Gen

tiles, not simply the Colossian readers, as in ver.

25. Secondly : the hope of glory, in exe-

getical apposition with &quot;Christ,&quot; in whom the

Gentiles have the surety for the future fruition

of the glory of salvation: in Him we have here

as seed, what we shall have in Him there as

harvest. Entirely like 1 Tim. i. 1, &quot;Jesus

Christ, our hope.&quot; [&quot;Glory&quot;
here is future

blessedness, above it has a more general refer

ence, see EADIE, ELLICOTT. It.] &quot;Christ your
life,&quot; iii. 4, is similar. Jno. xi. 25. Comp. Eph.
i. 18; ii. 12; Rom. viii. 24. BENGKL : Christus
in nobis, per se lietissimum ; sed multo liettus, re-

spectu eorum, quse revelabuntur.

Paul s labor. Vers. 28, 29. Whom we
preach, o v // u el

&amp;lt;; /tarayy3,Ao/ue v. The
emphasis must be laid on tlfiel^, which might be

wanting, did not the Apostle speak in opposition
to false teachers. At the same time, he notes
that he does not stand alone. It does not refer

directly to Timothy (MEYER), nor to Epaphras ;

it is doubtful whether Paul thought of particular

persons. Certainly BLEEK is mistaken in his

view that he thought particularly of no other one
than himself. [So CONYBEARE, who insists ever

upon the singular force of 7/utif. R.] The sin

gular which follows (ver. 29: KOTndi) forbids

such an opinion. ERASMUS incorrectly places
the emphasis upon bv; &quot;this one, not Moses or

angels.&quot;

Warning every man and teaching every
man. This gives the modality of the narayye^elv.
Both participles [vovfleroiivref and 6 id da -

/covref] are used, iii. 16, in another order.

The first aims to affect the will, using what is

already known, the other to foster knowledge,
beginning indeed with what is known; it denotes
the imparting of information, linked with what
is known, or the extension and deepening of

knowledge, and here indeed, in the second place
after vouferowref, on the basis of experiences and
occurrences in the present and past, with a view
to the future and eternity. Eph. vi. 4; Acts xxvi.

18; Rom. iii. 23-26. Both embrace repentance
and faith not the first participle the former,
and the second, the latter (MEYER). [So ELLI

COTT, and ALFORD, &quot;but not too closely or ex

clusively.&quot; R.] Nor is the first alone moral,
and the second only didactic (SCHENKEL). BEN-
GEL too is incorrect, vovOeTovi Tat, qui jam docti

sunt, AiddaKovrat, rudes. [For the other views, see

EADIE, who, while regarding the first term as

the more general, and the second as the more

special, agrees in the main with BRAUNE S view
as given above. 11.] Both are more closely
defined: in all wisdom, EV irdffy aotjiia.
See Eph. i. 8. There is no reason for joining it

to 6iddaKovT alone, (DE WETTE, MEYER) [AL
FORD, ELLICOTT and apparently EADIE. 11.], and
the view is a perversion, which finds in it the

object of the instruction (EsTius and others).
&quot;Wisdom of words 1

(1 Cor. i. 11; ii. 1-4) is

excluded, but insight into the individuality of

one to be taught and admonished, into his con

dition, and into the method by which it can be

successfully done. [ALFORD: &quot;the method of

teaching.&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot;in every form of wis

dom the characteristic element in which the

teaching was always to be, and to which it was
to be circumscribed.&quot; CHRYSOSTOM: /ZETU irda&amp;gt;K

ao&amp;lt;j)!af.
These views are correct, but should be

extended to &quot;warning&quot; as well. R.]
That we may present every man per

fect in Christ. &quot;Iva gives the end of the

&quot;preaching,&quot;
mediated by the &quot;warning&quot; and

&quot;teaching.&quot;
As in ver. 22, irapaaTtjaauev,

which is placed first for emphasis, is used with
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reference to the Judgment; so earnest a mutter
is it ; ii has not to do with men s judgment. The

Christ sometimes comprehends the whole
body&quot;

(CALVIN). &quot;The heud feels pain before the

offering of a sacrifice is not found in Hie context, other members: thus experience teaches. For

&quot;Every man&quot; is repeated for the tlurd time:
|

if you tread on a man s little toe, or hurt any
every imlividiiiil (lie Apostle bore on his heart. ! other one of the most insignificant members, you
RKM;KI. : hoc toties positum maximan habet Jvc$r//ra notice it at once in his countenance. So Christ,
ac vim, et causam continet, cur etiam ad ignotos

\

our Head, takes the pains of us, His members, as
srrilxtt. As

&quot;perfect&quot;
each should there appear, if they were His own, and it burdens Him, aa

though it befell Himself, when any sorrow meets
us&quot; (LuTHEK). [WORDSWORTH quotes Augustine
on Pa. Ixi., as follows: &quot;Jesus Christ is one
Man with His Body and His Head ; the Saviour
of the Body and the members of the Body are
twain in one flesh

; they are one in suffering, and
when the iniquity of the world is past, they will

be one in rest. Therefore the sufferings of Christ
are not limited to Christ ; nay, rather the suffer

ings of Christ are not except in Christ. For if

you understand Christ to be both Head and

Body, the sufferings of Christ are all in Christ.

Hence the Apostle says Ut supplearn quod desunt

pressurarum Christi in earne mea. Whosoever
therefore thou art, if thou art a member of Christ,
whatsoever thou sufferest, was lacking to the

sufferings of Christ. Therefore that suffering
of thine is added because it was lacking; thou
art filling the measure, not making it flow over.

Thou sufferest so much in thyself as was to b

poured in the universal passion of Christ, who
suffered in our Head, and who suffers in Hia

members, that is, in us. The whole measure of

suffering will not be filled up till the world comes
to an end.&quot; R.] Two opinions present them
selves here in opposition at either extreme:
That of MEYER, that persecutions are indeed
directed against Christ, but He, the victorious

Ruler in Glory, cannot be passively affected by
them; and SCHENKEL S, that He, as Head of His

Body, must even now share its feelings. The
former view sunders them, and makes of Christ s

sympathy a mere phrase; the latter so confounds

and indeed, as the context and ver. 22 require,
in his whole being, not simply in knowledge

(CHRYSOSTOM [CALVIN] and others), or in justi

fying faith (OLSHAUSEN). Perfection is possible

only &quot;inChriat,&quot; who alone conditions and ef

fects this, in life and nature. By this he excludes

all those false methods of voluntary asceticism,

to which the false teachers guided. [Such a

reference is considered doubtful by ALFORD and

ELLICOTT, &quot;in Christ&quot; being so frequently used

by the Apostle. R.]
Ver. 29. Whereunto I also labour.

[&quot;
To

which end.&quot; R.] The proclamation of Christ
is the Apostle s life-work (etc. b) and not simply
a service, and also (K a i)

a painful labor (KOTTIU).

[Ka, also; besides preaching, etc. I labor also.

The relapse to the singular &quot;has an individual

izing force, and carries on the reader from the

general and common labors of preaching the gos

pel, to the struggles of the individual preacher&quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.
] This is strengthened by striv

ing, ayuvi^ouevoq. By this he means both the

internal conflicts of soul (iv. 12; ii. 1 sq.) in care,

prayer, sympathy and earnestness for sanctifica-

tion, and the external
&quot;fightings&quot; (1 Tim. iv. 10;

1 Thess. ii. 2
;

Phil. i. 30). CHRYSOSTOM adds
UETO, 7TO/l?.//f TOVT&amp;lt;JTIV flETO. T7/f

aypvxviac.. MEYER [EADIE, ALFORD. R.] incor

rectly limit it to internal, GROTIUS, BAEHR and
others to external conflict.

According to his working, which work-
eth in me mightily. &quot;According to his work

ing&quot; (evepystav avr o v according to the con
text: Christ s) denotes, that Paul is not led and

j

them in one, that the sympathy of Christ is

limited to his own strength, but strives according ! marred and soiled by the susceptibility of the

to the measure of the energy of Christ, which too militant Church, instead of this being alleviated,
worketh mightily in him, Eph. iii. 20, Phil. iv. ! purified and exalted by that.

13. Paulus per se non valeret, pro eo ac Ckristus 2. The atoning and the enduring sufferings of
in eo optratur, pellet (BENQEL). It is both humil-

;

Christ. A distinction must be made between the

ity and certainty of victory. As little as avrov i sufferings of Christ, which atone for sin and ez-

should be considered as referring to God (CHRYS- i tirpate its corruption, and those which endure sin

OSTOM and others), so little is the participle to and its evils. The former, which He vicariously
be taken as passive (EsTius) and iv 6vvdui and representatively bore for us, are not here

(comp. Rom. i. 4) to be referred to miracles spoken of. The Romanists (CAJETAN, BELLAR

(VATABLK). [ELLICOTT, quoting CALVIN, thinks MINE, and others) are in error, in referring this

there is no reason for excluding miracles sum- passage to these only, and then regarding Paul s

marily, though he admits such a reference would
J

sufferings as supplementary to those of Christ,
be only secondary. EADIE makes the phrase and hence, as also atoning and s-ubstitutionary,

specify
&quot; the mode of operation.&quot;

&quot; Tlie occur-
| founding upon this their dogma of a storehouse of

rence of the noun and a correlate verb intensifies superfluous good works and indulgences. Accord-
the meaning&quot; Such a

&quot;working&quot; would be &quot;in ! ing to Jno. xix. 30, &quot;It is finished,&quot; Christ s

power.&quot; &quot;Its ample energies clothed him with a

species of moral omnipotence.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The sufferings of the Church are the

propitiatory sufferings need no supplement and

completion ; neither do His sufferings remove

merely the guilt of original sin, nor is atonement
for sins after baptism to be sought through the

saints; one needing redemption himself, cannot
- -j ... _. ~M .....y make atonement. [For authorities on both side*

of Christ. The connexion of Christ, as Lord and
j

of this controversy, consult the notes of EADIE,
Head, with the Church, His Body is so close, i ALFORD and WORDSWORTH. R.] This passage
tint tin- sufferings of the Church are the suffer-

1
does not speak of those redeeming sufferings, of

ings of Christ. &quot; We know that the unity of the 1 the sufferings of Christ in the theological, doc-
head aud the members is such, that the name 1 trinal sense, but in the historical sense, of the
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Bufferings of Christ in the world, of the suffer

ings of His Church from the world. These have a

sum and extent not yet concluded, which are di

minished in the onward progress to final victory,
BO that what the world, exhausting itself in its

enmity, does to the members of Christ, turns out
j

to the advantage of the Church, in so far as these

members bear and forbear in the fellowship of

their exalted Lord, the victor who sympathizes
with triumphant sympathy. It is by just such

suffering heroes in the Church, that she is helped
out of manifold sorrow.

3. The Word of God is, as to its nature, revela

tion of a mystery, which would otherwise have
been hidden from men, as to its tenor, testimony

respecting Christ for all men. And this tenor is

universal, directed to all men, is mediated by the

proclamation of historical facts, begins within

the man, and reaches beyond the germs and con
flicts of time into perfection in eternity.

4. The ministry of the Word is an ordinance
of God in and for the Church He has formed.

It pre-supposes the revelation of Christ in the

world, in the history of humanity, has to do with

the proving of the same for each and every one

by means of a proclamation, which takes hold of

and advances the whole man, morally and intel

lectually, in will and knowledge. It should

preserve, as its end, the internal sanctification

and perfection unto the final Judgment, and is

conditioned by the personal labors of the minis

ter, as Christ s energy in him.

5. Special care for Souls is very important

[&quot;every
man&quot; R]. It begins with Christ s

special care.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The Christian has to be thankful for so many
and so great things, which he cannot lose, that

in the sorrows of time, with the prospect of eter

nity and bliss, he is not joyless, but should be

constantly rejoicing. The Christian may rejoice,
where men rejoice, and can rejoice, where it is

impossible for men. He can rejoice, when he
has his child in his arms, and over its bier also.

It is a great mistake to suppose that a certain

melancholy and restraint of lively emotion is

joined with Christian faith and piety. Christian

joy is the echo of a higher joy, which drowns
the tumult of earthly sorrow. The springs of

joy in Mount Zion and Calvary cause it to flow

on without interruption, and inexhaustibly. The
Christian s sorrow can and will bring good to the

whole body and cause of Christ: -in this the

world s enmity but wearies and exhausts itself,

to make the Christian come forth ever brighter.
-The minister of the Word labors with the Eter
nal on the Eternal, for eternity, more than the

artist; but only when He who has contrived eter

nal Redemption, works upon him, and he does
not resist Him.
STARKE : Preachers are not lords of the faith,

but servants of the church, who have to direct all

their service to the edification of the church.
The gospel is indeed made known to all the world,
but is known in its truth and power only by those,
who let themselves be brought thereby to faith.

Christ is in His believers, and this is the great
est mystery. If many a teacher did not inter

lard his discourses with uncertain stories, fables,

figures and other things of human wisdom, they
would sink deeper into the hearts of men.
RIGGER: The joy of the Apostles amid their

sufferings was a fruit of the sorrow of Jesus
under His. In our sufferings there must often

be revealed to us, amid fear and sorrow, the
weakness of our flesh, but often also, amid great
peace and conscious joy, the manifold power of

God and His Spirit of glory. Both are whole
some. Let one force or affect nothing, but ac

cept what and as God finds it necessary. One
must so serve the church, that the gospel be de

rogated in no respect; yet one must not, under the

pretext of the gospel, lord it over the people, but
be a helper of their joy.
GERLACH: In a few significant words the

Apostle here brings to our view the activity of a

genuine preacher of the gospel; 1) he preaches
the mystery of the grace of God in Christ ; 2) he
admonishes all sinners to repentance; 3) he in

structs even the plainest, poorest, most ignorant
men; 4) he seeks to guide all to perfection, will

withhold the higher light and life from none,

keep none in a lower grade, is never satisfied

with himself, nor permits himself to be satisfied

with the state of others; 5) is ever conscious that

a life of labor, especially of conflict too, is allot

ted to him; and 6) in this life confides only in

the power of God working in him mightily, which
is promised him, and hence gives God the glory
for all.

SCHLEIERMACHER: He could compare his suf

ferings with the sufferings of Christ, because

they too had their cause in the antagonism of

men to the preaching, which Christ had begun,
and because to him they also were a work of

obedience. Now too there are more views of

Redemption, more representations of the manner
of the liberty of the Sons of God, and yet there is

ever more to be revealed of this mystery.
HEUBNER: Suffering for atonement, Christ

alone and fully bore; but suffering for our pre
servation and for the extension of the kingdom
of Christ, every Christian must bear; since Christ
has left a share to each. The gospel sermon is

a universal enlistment of souls for Christ. No
man is too bad. Empty and hungry souls are led

to Him, with Him to be satisfied and sanctified.

PASSAVANT :
&quot; I do not fear the crowd of men,

nor the angry outbreak of the world.&quot; wrote

Matamoras, the Spanish martyr (November,
1862), from his prison in Granada

;

&quot; as a Chris

tian I have strength enough to lift myself above
the raging torrent of earthly anger ; not through

my own might, through my own powers, no, but

through the strength our loving Father bestows

upon me in Jesus; through Jesus, who is my
Shield, an impenetrable shield, against which
the whole world is weak.&quot; Among the poor
heathen of those times as of ours, could be seen

only ignorance, hollow deceits, brilliant errors

and lies
; crying, devilish sins and proud vices

raged among the refined Greeks and the proud
men in all classes of the spoiled people. The

light, or the uncertain, distorted ray of a former

light, was limited to the narrow circle of nobler

minds ; the yet beautiful, rare fragments of the

shattered truth remained a private possession of

their pupils : the more lovely souls in every na
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tion lind only the uncertain legends of the poets
as a solace: tlie priestly utterances, the arbi

trary wisdom of tlie wage, as light on the path of

life todcvuli: many, perhaps very many sought
salvation ami pi-are at the dumb altar of &quot;the

unknown
god.&quot;

The mystery since then has

been made known to myriads of myriads; yet

only the smaller part have comprehended it; to

the saints alone has it been revealed in their

hearts. Without this &quot;Christ in us&quot; all hope
beyond earth is but empty fancy, vanity and
delusion ; Christ among us and the clearness of

His heavenly kingdom about us, only an unknown

foreign land into which we have no desire to en

ter. Then our Christianity is but a borrowed,
beautiful garment, which neither fits us nor hides

our nakedness.

[SCHENKEL: Ver. 24. The joy of the Chris

tian in sorrow: 1) Its ground; 2) Its kind.

The blessing of persecution for the church of the

Lord: 1) wherein it consists; 2) whereon it

rests. Ver 27. Christ lives among us: 1) A
mystery to the unbeliever; 2) the comfort and

I ver.
.!&quot;)) ; 3) what kind of a preacher Paul was;

a suffering preacher (ver. 24), a close preacher
(ver. 28), a laborious preacher (ver. 29). 8.

The gospel which was preached (ver. 20, 27). 1)
A mystery long hidden, 2) now made manifest to

the saints. The meanest saint under the gospel
understands more than the greatest prophets un
der the law. The ground of our hope is Christ
in the word, or the gospel revelation, declaring
the nature and methods of obtaining it. The
evidence of our hope is Christ in the heart, or
the sanctification of the soul and its preparation
for the heavenly glory. R.]

[EAIME: In the Divine arrangement of the

spiritual house, the Apostle held a function
which had special reference to &quot;the members of
the gentile churches. He would not be confined
within the narrow circuit of Judaism; the field

on which his soul set itself was the world. The
Apostle says of himself that he did not preach, but
that he fulfilled the gospel. He carried out its

design he did not narrow its purpose he opened
l

for it a sweep and circuit adapted to its magnifi-
joy of all believers. Ver. 28. The task of the cence of aim, and its universality of fitness and
evangelical sermon: 1) as to its contents ; to

warn and to teach ; 2) as to its form ;

&quot;

every
man in all wisdom

;&quot; 3) as to its end ; to
&quot;pre-

sufficiency. As an instrument of human regen
eration, he brought it to perfection The glory
of Christians is yet to come, but it is c

ent every man perfect in Christ.&quot; Ver. 29. Such glory is too bright for earth, and is there-
Thc duty of the evangelical preacher : 1

)
wherein

it consists in labors and striving; 2) whereby
its fulfilment becomes possible through the help
and power of Christ. R.]

[BuRKiTT : Such as are eminent in the church,

and, as ministers of the gospel, do lay out them
selves more abundantly in the church s service,

must expect to meet with a measure, and a full

measure of suffering beyond others. Observe
the subject, the manner, the end of St. Paul s

preaching. Also his pains and diligence; the

gracious help and blessed success he had, humbly
and thankfully acknowledged, and ascribed to

God. R.]

[HENRY: The preaching of redemption 1. to

whom it was preached (ver. 23), 2. by whom it

was preached. 1) Whence Paul had his ministry

(ver. 26) ; 2) for whose sake he has his ministry

fore to be enjoyed in a scene which shall be in

harmony with it. Christ is the hope of this

glory. The process of sanctification begets at
once the idea and the hope of perfection. The
apostolic preaching was precise and definite.

The one theme was Christ, &quot;Him first. Him last,
Him midst.&quot; Not simply His doctrine, but Him
self. What in other spheres is enthusiasm, in
the Christian ministry is sobriety. The sublime
motive to present every man perfect in Christ,

through the preaching of Christ, could only be
realized by the conferment of Divine qualifica
tion and assistance. BARNES : In such a work it

is a privilege to exhaust our strength ; in the

performance of the duties of such an office, it is

an honor to be permitted to wear out life itself.

Doing this, a man when he comes to die will
feel that he has not lived in vain. R.]
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4. Anxiety of the Apostle about their being led away by false wisdom.

(CHAP. II. 1-15.)

1 For I would that ye knew what great conflict I have for
1

you and for them at

2 Laodicea, and for as many as have not seen2

my face in the flesh
;
that their

hearts might be comforted, being knit together
3 in love, and unto all riches4 of the

full assurance
[lit., of the fulness of assurance] of understand ing, to the acknowledg

ment [full knowledge] of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of Christ

3 [or omit all after God],
5 in whom [or which] are hid all the treasures of wisdom and

4 knowledge. And this I say, lest any man [that no one, /ir/Js;?]
6 should beguile you

5 with enticing words. For though I be absent in the flesh, yet I am with you in

the spirit, joying and beholding your order, and the steadfastness [firm, foundation]
6 of your faith in Christ. As ye have therefore [or As then ye have] received Christ

7 Jesus the Lord, so walk [walk] ye in him
; rooted and built up in him, and estab

lished in the faith [or by faith],
7 as ye have been taught, abounding therein8 with

8 thanksgiving. Beware lest any man spoil you [ lit,, lest there shall be any one that

maketh you his booty]
9

through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of

9 men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. For [Because] in him
10 dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily. And ye are complete [made full,

11 nexk
rifHitiJ.lvot] in him, which [who]

10
is the head of all principality and power : in

whom also ye are [ye also were] circumcised with the [a, article wanting ] circumci

sion made without hands, in putting off the body of the sins [omit of the sins]
11 of

12 the flesh, by [in, lv~] the circumcision of Christ
;
buried with him in baptism,

wherein [or in whom]
12 also ye are risen with him [were raised] with him [or to

gether] through the faith of [in] the operation of God, who hath raised him from
13 the dead. And you, being dead in your sins and the uncircumcision of your flesh,

[insert you]
13
hath he quickened together with him, having forgiven you [us]

u
all

14 trespasses ; blotting [having blotted] out the handwriting of ordinances that was

against us, which was contrary to us, and took [he has taken, jy/jxev]
15

it out of the

15 way, nailing [by nailing]
16

it to his cross : and having spoiled principalities and

powers, he made a shew of them openly [with boldness],
17

triumphing over there,

in it.

IVer. 1. npi u/xiv is to be preferred as the more difficult reading to i-n-ep i/uiv which X. A. B. C. read, pro
bably taken from i. 24. [The authorities are as follows : irepi, D. D.3 K. F. G. K. L., most cursives, Tischendorf, Meyer,
Ellicott, Eadie, Word-worth ; vitep, X. A. B. C. D.2 Lachmann, Alfird. Retaining the former,

&quot;

for&quot;-=&quot; about&quot; R.]
Ver. 1. [ E ol p a ic a v (an Alexandrian form of the perfect) is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer and later

English editors on the authority of X. A. B. C. and others K.]
Ver. 2. [Instead of &amp;lt;rvn$ipa(r6cvT&amp;lt;av. (Roc., grammatical emendation, uncial authority slight) &amp;lt;rvfi|3

i
/3o&amp;lt;rfl&amp;lt;

vres
is well sustained, adopted by all modern editors. R.]

4 Ver. 2. f Instead of irdvra W\OVTOV, (Rec.) modern editors adopt one of two readings; vav TO trAouTos, Lachmann,
Tischendorf, Meyer, Ellicott, Wordsworth: Tray irAoGro!. Alford on the authority of K. 1 B. The former is preferable
as it accounts of the reading navra, being changed tora. The neuter form has a distinct meaning. R.]

Ver. 2. ToO OeoO is found in several cursive manuscripts which usually agree with B. To this B. adds : xP l&amp;lt;rro^

[adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, ed. 1. Meyer, Iluther. Wordsworth, Treadles, Ellicott, &quot;with considerable confi

dence.&quot; R.] X. adds n-arpbs xPl(rro &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;

a later hand : xal Trarpbs rov xpiTToC ; A. C. insert irarpbs rov xpioroG : some cur-

give manuscripts and versions: jrarpb? icai rov XPIOTOU ; Kec. with E. K. L. ical jrarpb? &amp;lt;cal rov \pia-rov. We find besides

iv XP O Tai and o eanv xpio-ros. See EXEO. NOTES. [Amid so great variety, we may yet conclude, 1. that the longer reading
of Rec., followed by E. V., is not the true reading. 2. That the simplest explanation of the great variety is. tin- original
text was the shorter rov 0&amp;lt;roii, the rest being glosses. So Braune, Tischendorf, ed. 2. 7. De Wette, Alford aiid many others.
But 3, this reading having no uncial support, there remains a strong doubt in favor of another one of the many. Of these
the most probable as well as best supported is that of B.. rov 0eov xp o-rou. For a defence of the former, see Alford. who
confesses his inability to fix the reading on any external authority ; of the latter, Meyer. Kllii-ott. and the editors they
respectively quote. The rendering, in case the latter be adopted, is still doubtful : either of God, Christ&quot; or &quot;of God,
even Christ&quot; f. e.. Christ in apposition with &quot;

my.-ti-ry.&quot; See EXEO. NOTES. R.]
Ver. 4. X. A. B.C. D. and others have ^7, S e it, [Ttachendorfand mod-rn editors generally. R.] ; better.gupported

than fjLrjnt. [Rec. The above reading indicates stronger probability of their being deceived. R.
j

Ver. 7. Tf} irierrei. B. D. [Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, Klllcott. R
] X. and many others insert iv [Rec.

Word-wortli K. . whieh MeOMtO have I n taken from tlie lore^oiri&quot; context. [The simple dativu may be either instru

mental, Braune, Meyer-&quot; by faith,&quot; or of reference, Alford. Ellirott. See EXEO. NoTF.s.-R
]

Ver. 7. Evavrn is to be retained with B. ft).* E. K. L. Tischendorf. ed. 7, Lachmann, Meyer, Ellicott, Words-
worth. R.J It is wanting in X but iv aiirw is added by a later hand.
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t Ver H [The K. V. in too condensed. You&quot; is emphatic, thn more HO, ai the correct reading seems to he r n it M o t

.ffTai. It h I. K.-, .. Tis.-hendo, r,
,-, I. 7. M.yer, Alford, Kill, -ott, Wordsworth. Not Vrai v^, Lachnmnri, Bruune

&amp;lt;&amp;gt; v, -r in. *o ? is tin- reading of K. A. C. K. L., Rue. Tischendorf, Moyer and others, o, B. D. E. F. O. Ladimann
&quot;Which; K \

,
rtMdt IMTC te -wim&quot; R.]

i&amp;gt; Vcr. 11. [Tuif o/nap-riuji of tho KIT. is generally rejected ux MI explanatory gloss. Uncial authority very

* Ver. 1 2.
[
EK &amp;lt;J tuny mean &quot;wherein&quot; or &quot;in whom.&quot; IT the hitter be adopted, read &quot;risen together&quot; instead of

&quot;with linn.&quot; Sen ExKO. NOTES ; fta n r i &amp;lt;r in a T a U to be retained with moat authorities and editors, instead of /3oir-

r

&quot;iS v t
. r .&quot;i3

- &amp;lt;

Y^5s is to bo retained with K. [A. C. K. L., Lachmann, Tiscbendorf, Meyer, Alford, Ellicott, Wordi-

worth.-R.J B. IIIM ^- 8ome[Rec. D. F.] omit both a.-) umie.-easary.

&amp;gt;Ver 13. { Yn iv of the Rec. i not well supported, Wordsworth retains it ; it M i v. K A. B. C. D. F. K., Tischendorf

Ver. H. jThe perfect should be retain. -d by rendering hath t.ik.-n,&quot; wo T.Mniale, Covi-rdale and other ver-

10 Ver. U.
[&quot;

By nailing preserves the modal force as well as the relation of time implied In ir p oa i) A ui ira ?. R.]
&quot; Ver. 15. [This alteration is the only one required to make the English text harnioni/e with Braune g exegemi.

The various renderings that are substituted for &quot;spoiled,
1 as well UM the marginal reading of the E. V., &quot;in him&quot; for

&quot;in
it,&quot;

are discussed in tho EXKO. NOTES. R.]

view, following TIIEODORFT. The passage so

naturally suggests the thought that Paul had
not been there, as to require far stronger evi

dence than has yet been adduced to sustain any
other view. R.] He adds to TT p6ouir6v ftov
(1 Thess. ii. 17; iii. 10) tv aapKi, since the
contrast between spiritual presence and lack of

personal acquaintanceship (ver. 5) readily sug
gested this concrete strengthening (bodily face).
The reason for it is not to be found in the

spiritual physiognomy (OLSHAUSEX), nor is it to

be joined with fupanav (CHRYSOSTOM and others).
It marks rather, that the readers need not be

surprised at the Apostle s concern, when they did
not know each other, that he included all Chris

tians, known and unknown, in his sympathy as

brethren, than that the motive of his concern
was the fact of his not having himself founded
and instructed this Church (SCHENKEL), or his

having only an uncertain idea of it (BLEF.K).
BENGEL : Paulus te omnium gentium debitorum
statuit.

Ver. 2. That their hearts might be
comforted. This is the purpose of the con
flict (tv). The verb means accurately, &quot;to

call upon,&quot; then &quot;to admonish&quot; (Phil. iv. 2),
&quot;to entreat&quot; (Philem. 10), [rendered &quot;be

seech&quot; in both cases in E. V. R.], &quot;to com
fort&quot; (2 Cor. i. 4), so that trust, confidence,

strength is there, not doubt, uncertainty, waver

ing (iv. 8- Eph. vi.22); hence also &quot;to strengthen,
confirm&quot; (Jas. iv. 3; Isa. xxxv. 3). [ALFORD
insists that the idea of confirming predominates
here. But MEYER, EADIE, ELLICOTT agree in

upholding the usual meaning R.] The Apos
tle regards the danger from false teachers as

misfortune, affliction (CHRYSOSTOM : ol-re Karrj-

yopfjv ovre cnraU.dTTuv aiVoff Karqyoplaf). This
comfort and tranquillity should first nflFect the

heart, the centre. Being knit together in
love. SvuftiSaaOf VT ef according to the

sense, as thougli it were ai-Toi, iii. 16; Eph. iv.

2, 3, WINER S Gram. p. 632. On the meaning,

comp. ii. 10; Eph. iv. 16. The participle de

notes the way, the mode of the comfort : union in

love according to the context : in aniore fidelium

iiin ii&quot;. brotherly love, as the ethicnl element

(MKYF.u) in which the &quot;knitting together&quot; was
consummated. The Vulgate (in/&amp;gt;trnr/i) is incor

rect, and LfTHEK also: comprehended (coor
dinate to comforted&quot; ).

And unto all riches of the full assur
ance of understanding, to the full know
ledge of the mystery of God [even Christ

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Winning exordium full of tender concern for the

tpiritual health of the Church. Vers. 1-3.*

Ver. 1. For I would that ye knew (1

Cor. xi. 3; Phil. i. 12; Rora. xi. 25). &quot;For&quot;

j

links this to the foregoing, and according to the
!

context, to &quot;striving&quot; (i. 20); with good reason
|

did he speak of conflicts in this Epistle, since he
j

was anxious about the Colossians also.

What great conflict I have for you.
H/U/cov (only in Jas. iii. 6, where it is used

twice of little fire and great wood), derived from

i?/Uf (one of the same age, a companion), de- I

scribes the manner, the vehemence and import
ance rather than the extent (MEYTCR and others),
as myAi /tiM? (Gal. vi. 11 ^)=qualibus. HESYCHIUS:

|

ro6ax6v, orcolov. [ELLICOTT : qualitative adjec- !

tive. R.] Aywva lx u denotes the continu-
j

ance of his anxiety. [EADIE: &quot;intense and !

painful anxiety.&quot; Any reference to outward
|

sufferings (ELLICOTT) is very doubtful. R.] !

Hep I vuuv indicates the readers as the object: !

what is more prominent in inrep, viz., for their
j

benefit, is put in the back ground. And them
at Laodicea adds a neighboring church in the

same situation (see Introd. 4.).

And as many as have not seen my face
in the flesh. On thpanav (see WINER S

Gram. p. 73). Ver. 2: arruv, requires us to un
derstand this of persons belonging together and

grouped together. It is improper to imply it

either to those unknown to Paul in other places,
in contrast with those in Colosse and Laodicea

(THEODORET, SCHULTZ in Stud, und Krit., 1820, p.

135 sq.), Paul having been in both places, or

to those Colossians and Laodiceans who re

mained unknown to him (RoiiR, WIOOERS).
Paul merely adds a category for his readers ;

they had not. seen him. [ALFORD : icai is not

copulative, but generalizing. See his remarks !

on the grammatical inference that Paul had not
j

been at Colosse so most ntodern editors.

WORDSWORTH is decided in favor of the other

[&quot;Prom the construction of this Exordium I venture to

nssert that there is no nil.- laid down by Aristotle. (Ver.,
and other masters of elo.|iienc . concerning the framing of
introductions, which is not adhered to in this brief

o]&amp;gt;.-ning.

For three things are required of them in a legitimate
Exordium: That it be adopted to render the hear -r nlt n-

fi&amp;gt;-. and &amp;lt;lix-ilf, and to cnnriliatt. hit ntTrrti in. I&amp;gt;tvi.Nt&amp;lt;.T.

R.I

t [The meaning of irr)Ac &amp;lt;oi&amp;lt; (Gal. T|. 11) has been much
di,.-.i-ed. See , n lnf.t. It is very doubtful whether quali-
bus is strictly correct. R.]
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ELLICOTT. God Christ, WORDSWORTH. R.]
Kcu joins coordinately the end (e I f )

of the

union, and in a two-fold direction ; formally and

quantitatively,
&quot; all riches of the fulness of

assurance of understanding,&quot; materially and

qualitatively, &quot;to the full knowledge of the

mystery of God.&quot; It is not sufficient to maintain,
to know individual matters, the understanding
must extend to the whole, in its fulness, and
must attain to knowledge of the mystery.

Comp. i. 9 ; Eph. iii. 18; in fellowship we ad
vance to full knowledge. On nlt/pcx/topia, see

1 Thess. i. 5; Heb. vi. 11
; x. 22; it denotes full

conviction, excludes incompleteness, includes

joyous self-certainty. [EADIE :
&quot; the fixed per

suasion that you comprehend the truth, and that

it is the truth which you comprehend.&quot; What
is commonly termed &quot;assurance of knowledge,&quot;

rather than &quot;assurance of faith.&quot; R.] On
&quot;the mystery of God&quot; see Eph. i. 9. If Xpia-
TOV is insarted, this could not be regarded as

dependent on deov (against HUTHER, MEYER,
SCHENKEL), since the article is wanting, arid

every clear ground for it in the text, but only as

in apposition to deov, so that Christ is called God,
a singularity which is not Pauline, notwith

standing Rom. ix. 5; Eph. v. 5; Tit. ii. 13

(against STEIGER) nor is it in apposition to

(j.vGTt]piov, as a gloss indicates. [Rejecting the

reading of the Rec. as untenable, but one other

than the shortest, has a claim upon our attention,
the one referred to above : TOV 6e ov X piarov.
Braune refers to the three interpretations sug
gested. The first: the &quot;

mystery of the God of

Christ,&quot; is harsh, as well as open to the gram
matical objection he urges. The second is de
fended by WORDSWORTH, following HILARY :

&quot;the mystery of the God Christ,&quot; i, e. the mys
tery of the Divine nature of the Man Christ

Jesus. His notes are worthy of attention. The
third, making Xpiarov in apposition with fivoTrj-

piov seems far preferable :
&quot; the mystery of God,

even Christ.&quot; It is well supported by ELLICOTT,
and the gloss above referred to (6 tanv Xpia~6f),
is not without weight in determining the read

ing and the interpretation. Even MEYER, in

adopting the interpretation &quot;the mystery of the

God of Christ,&quot; says: In Christ God has com
prehended and consummated the decree of Re

demption (the fivarr/piov). To him who has

acknowledged God as the God of Christ, the
divine mystery is thereby revealed.&quot; Of course
the meaning of [ivarfipiov is widely extended by
taking Ellicott s view. It includes not simply
the mystery of the Incarnation, but also of Re

demption as involved in the Incarnation. The
next verse can certainly be interpreted more

readily, if this view be accepted. R.]
Ver. 3. In which Ev refers to [iva-ripiov.

[E. V., &quot;in whom&quot; (with the marginal read

ing
&quot;

wherein,&quot;) refers it to Christ. If HpxrTov
is retained above, and then taken in apposition
to pvaTT/piov, the meaning is the same. Unless
the reference be to Christ in some direct way, it

seems scarcely likely that Paul would say that

in it were &quot;hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge.&quot; So wide a predicate is best

applied to Christ. R.] Are. Elaiv stands

first for emphasis, to lay stress upon the fact

that in God all mysteries are actually present.

All the treasures of wisdom and know
ledge, Trdiref oi Or/aav/x.l ri/f aofiiaz nal

Tf/s yvuaeuf. Zo0/a is the practical wis

dom, to which every Christian attains, yvuail,
is the dialectic science, which is found only in a

mentally gifted and cultivated Christian. [2o0/,
t he more general, -yvuaig, the more special, MKYER,
EADIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT. R.] CALVIN is in

correct : duplicatio ad auyendum valet. BENGEL
6r/aavpoi, hinc TrAoirof , aoQia hinc ffvveaig, yvuvit; hine

iiriyvuaiQ. Hence the mystery must needs be re

vealed for the treasures are hid, a IT 6 K p v
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

o i, in.

it. The adjective is a closer definition of the
existence of the treasures in the mystery, and
not a description of the treasures in themselves,
therefore not an attributive joined to 6//cmvpoi

(BENGEL, MEYER, SCHENKEL). [ALFORD defends
most fully the interpretation :

&quot; the secret treas

ures.&quot; EADIE upholds the view not noticed by
Braune, that the treasures are &quot;laid

up.&quot;
EL

LICOTT, whose notes here are valuable, makes it a
&quot;

secondary predicate of manner,&quot; i. e., the treas

ures, etc., are in the mystery or in Christ, they
are so suddenly ; until revealed and made the

object of &quot;full knowledge&quot; as above (ver. 2).
This recognizes the emphatic position of the

verb, takes the adjective in its natural meaning,
and accords better with the context. It seems to

be Braune s view. DAVIES refers to the gnostical

stamp of the terms in this verse. There is pro
bably an allusion to the false doctrine at Colosse.

R.] The church did not need another system
of doctrine, only more profound exposition.*

Brief sketch of the Situation. Vers. 4, 5.

Ver. 4. And this I say, refers to vers. 1-3, not

to ver. 3 alone ((EICUMEN, CALVIN, BAEHR and oth

ers). In ver. 5 he proves his Aeyw by his sym
pathy. The danger which environs his readers,
on account of which he cannot be silent, corres

ponds with his inward conflict about and for

them : that no one should beguile you.
The verb (K apaho y i l~ at-, only here and Jas.

i. 22,) denotes, through irapa, as in 7rapa/3aivu,

7ra/jdc5ofof, a deviation, violation, of the /M-/oq, the

/.oyi&adai, to miscalculate, to be deceived through
sophisms (PASSOW, sub voce).
With enticing words, EV iridavohoyip

denotes especially the danger. UtOavof means

&quot;adapted to convince, persuading,&quot; like ireit)6c,

and Aoyia denotes the mode in which this skill ap
pears, viz. : in speech ; it is stronger than kv iretOoie

tTo^/cf 1.6} oi&amp;lt;, (1 Cor. ii. 4) ; it is found here only
and in malam partem. LUTHER is incorrect

&quot;with rational speech.&quot; The formal side of the

false doctrine, the sophistical, rhetorical, insinu

ating method is noted, there is nothing from
which the purport of the false doctrine can be

inferred. [ELLICOTT: &quot;the preposition ev haa

that species of instrumental force, in which the

object is conceived as existing in the means,&quot;

rather than indicating merely &quot;the element in

winch the deceit works&quot; (ALFORD). R.]
Ver. 6. For though I be absent in the

flesh, yet am I with you in the spirit.

Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 5. External, bodily absence,
and spiritual presence, strongly marked by avv
vuiv, are here contrasted. There is no hint

*
[In view of the errors which assailed them, the verge

implies that they needed to know, not more than Christ,
but more / Christ.&quot; B.J
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here of a previous presence at Colosse (Wn;i;Kits,
.SVW. nn.i l\r,i. l*:;s, p. 181). [Nor does ev
-I-; i ii ii

-
1 n-t tT i&quot; I&quot;

1

Holy Spirit, even sec

ondarily II\\IN\M). R.] There is no proof
heiv cit i lit- hinder of enticement to which the

Colossians were exposed, nor of the greatness
of tlif Apostle s anxiety. though these are in

volved. This proof lies in what follows; a de

scription &amp;lt;if ili possessions endangered through
the dangerous false teachers: joying and be

holding your order and the steadfastness
of your faith in Christ. &quot;Joying and behold

ing&quot;
describe the mode of Paul s presence. The

joy is emphasized by the position, in order to

point to the noble possessions which it concerns:

his joy on this account enchains him, so that he

stands there as a spectator. The representations
made by Epaphras were sufficient to bring him
into this attitude, although he was then unknown
and absent. The object of the &quot;joying and be

holding&quot; is, first, &quot;your order;&quot; its opposite is

a-ai-ia. It is the external nppearance of the

Church in good order fixed, orderly deportment

(1 Cor. xiv. 40) ;
I ^njv, placed first, indicates the

contrast with the false teachers, who disturb

such order. Secondly, &quot;and the steadfastness of

your faith in Christ,&quot; describes sharply and de

finitely the internal stateof the Church. Srepe-
tjuii, firnuimentum, like ra,f/f, is a military word,
a fortification into and upon which they could

and should fall back ; perhaps suggested by
ayuva (ver. 1). 1 Pet. v. 9: arepfoi rip irtarei is

similar. It is incorrect to regard the participles
as a hendiadys: cum gaudeo videns (BENGEI,), or

gaudeo vidfns (GROTIUS), nor is nai causal: quia
video (CxLviN), nor explicative: to wit (WINER S

Qram. p. 438), nor can the order of words be
called illogical. Neither should another object
than that of (J/.tTcjv be given to %aipuv: his

spiritual presence with the readers (MEYER,
SCHENKEL), or about you (WINER), [apparently
ELLICOTT, see ALFORD also R.] 2r^fw//
is not=oTep{oTT/g (HrTiiER and others). [AL-
FORU : not any abstract quality, but as all nouns
in -//a, the concrete product of the abstract

quality. R.] Finally we cannot limit this to a

part of the Church
( FLATT) which was unseduced,

or apply it to the whole, hypothetically, were
this the case (BAUMOARTEN-CIUTSIUS). [LLI-
COTT: &quot;after these words we have no reason for

doubting that the church at Colosse was sub

stantially sound in the faith.&quot; 11.]

Admonition to lidflity in walk, vers. 6, 7.

Ver. 6. As then ye have received Christ
Jesus the Lord. The emphasis rests upon wf: :

on which account KaHi.tf is repeated (ver. 7). |

&quot; Ye have been taught&quot; there corresponds to
&quot;ye j

have rt fi-iv. d
&quot;

here. Comp. ver 8: Kara rijv

T&amp;lt;i,i,-i.Wr: Kph. iv. 20: e/ndHc re ;
1 Thess. ii. 18:

irapaAa/lrfvref Mffaaft. It is not then: have

accepted [iini/rninmfn habt] (LrruERand others):
ii ref.Ts to correct instruction. &quot;Christ Jesus
the Lord&quot;

[lit.,
the Christ, Jesus the Lord. R.]

sets forth the object, and &quot;the summary of the

whole confess!, in
&quot;

(.MEYER), giving stronger

prominence to the Person. &quot;The Lord&quot; marks,
in apposition, what .Jesus is for us. whom 1 aiil

had named &quot;the Christ&quot; over against God:
Tin Ki

/&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;n
is not to be interpreted, ut d&quot;i/iinui/i

(BKNUEL and others). [ELLICOTT well remarks :

&quot;Though the reference seems mainly to reception
* by teaching, the object is so emphatically speci-
: fied, as apparently to require a more inclusive

meaning; they received not merely the doctrinam
1 C hrinti, but Christ Himself, in Himself the sum
anil substance of all teaching&quot; R.] From the

favorable state of the Christian cause, the Apos
tle deduces (ovv), according to the received in-

jstruction, the obligation: walk in him!
Ev

ai&amp;gt;Tv standing first, is emphasized; He is

the Life-element. &quot;Walk&quot; includes in agree
ment, external and internal mode and conduct
of life. &quot;In Him&quot; is still further explained by

Ver. 7. Footed and built
up,il&amp;gt;/)t^u^evoi

Kal e f o i K o J o
fj. ovfi f v o i, [lit. &quot;having been

rooted and being built
up.&quot; R.] The perfect

denotes a concluded and still efficient fact, the

present, a continuing state, a process of becoming,
a progressing development ; hence it is not EITOIKO-

Aour/titvTff (Eph. ii. 20) or
reOefirt.iufifvoi (Eph.

iii. 18). BEMJEL: prxteritum pro initio, prsesens
etiam in progresxu. The figures are different, yet
related. Lucian de saltat., 34 : pi^ai KOI OtfitMoi.

Comp. Eph. iii. 18. Thus the readers are more

closely characterized in their relation to Christ,
and obligated to Christian walk. [The mixed

figures mark &quot; the stable growth and organic
solidity of those who truly walk in Christ.&quot;

&quot;The accessory idea of the foundation is admir

ably conveyed by the irci in the compound verb&quot;

(ELLICOTT). R.] SCHENKEL is incorrect in be

ginning a new sentence here, because the parti

ciples do not correspond with &quot;walk.&quot; In him,
is of course to be joined with both participles

according to the figure. Christ is first regarded
as the soil, and then as the corner stone, [founda
tion, R.] ;

but not as the bond of the root-fibres

and the parts of the building (SCHENKEL).
And stablished by faith To the objective

ground of life, the subjective element is thus
added. Bc

A
Ja&amp;lt;o vfie voi, also in the present,

denotes a progressing development, the means of
which is indicated by r

i)
Triaret: the Christian

is fortified by means of appropriating faith
;

it

is almost=f5m r;/f iriaTeuf (TIIEOPHYLACT), and
not the dative of reference: &quot;as to the faith&quot;

(DE WKTTE). [The former view is that of MEYER,
and EAUIE, if ti&amp;gt; be omitted. ALFOKD and ELLI

COTT, rejecting h&amp;lt;, adopt the latter view. If tv

aiiTij, below, be retained, &quot;faith&quot; must be con
sidered subjective, a view which is preferable on
other grounds. R.] As ye have been
taught. Kaduc. connects with -i) xiard, and

efiifiaxOqTe reminds of Epaphras (i. 7).

Abounding therein with thanksgiving,
is subordinme to stablished,&quot; in order to denote
the tone in which the &quot;

becoming established&quot;

acts upon the extension and enlargement of the

measure of faith. [ELLICOTT: &quot;mainly reiterat

ing with a quantitative, what had previously
been expressed with a.qualitative reference. R.]
Hence TT ep i a as vo VT ec. k v avTif \sabundant-

M o, (. ., jfcfe (Phil. i. : Rom. xv. 13; 2 Cor.

viii. 7), which is felt to be a privilege, a great

gift; iv E i % a p i a T / a=ai v ev^apianti (&amp;lt;ilKU-

MEN). [ALFORO: &quot;the field of operation in

which that abundance is manifested.&quot; ELLICOTT
more accurately distinguishes : &quot;the accompani-
ini-n/ with which rrtf/nn. i i -tarci was associated
and as it were, environed.&quot; II ] LITHE a in-
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correctly joins (reichlich dankbar) &quot;abundantly

thankful:&quot; the position of the words and the con

text, which treats of faith, are against this.

Warning against apostasy. Ver. 8.

Eph. v. 6. On this account the Apostle charac-
terizes it more closely :

After the tradition of men, after the
rudiments of the -world. Emphatically asyn-

Ver. 8. Take heed lest there shall be detic, with the preposition repeated ; co-ordinate

any one that maketh you his booty. The i clauses, which are to be joined, not with the
future indicative (f a ra i)

denotes an impending
j

verb, but with what immediately precedes. The
first: Kara r

f/ v 7rapa.fi ocriv TUV dvdpu-danger, whose entrance is feared as cert

(Heb. iii. 12; comp. Luke xi. 35; Gal. iv.

WINER S Gram. p. 469.) T /nag earai 6 av-

\ayuyuv is not=ffVMtyuyy : it marks the con
tinuance of this state

;
it is not simply that one

or another one deceives them, but there is one or

another there, who in character and action is a

deceiver, ever misleads others. WINER S Gram.

p. 320. &quot;Y u a c, emphatically placed, makes per

ceptible the advantages described in ver. 4, which

they have above others [as well as indicating
that they themselves were the booty to be carri

away. R.] The verb, occurring only here in

New Testament, means prsedam abigere (BENGEL :

TTWV marks the origin as purely human in con
trast with the revelation from God (BEXGEL :

antitheton, deitatis). The other : Kara r a aroi-
%eia rov KOGUOV marks the substance (BEN-
GEL : antitheton, corporaliter, ver. 9). Td arot^eZa,
used in a physical sense 2 Pet. iii. 10, 12, is here,
as in ver. 20; Gal. iv. 3, 9; Heb. v. 12, used in
a spiritual, didactic sense; beginnings in edu
cation, the A B C of knowledge, upon which
childish thoughts the Christian as a man looks
down (1 Cor. xiii. 11). It is incorrect to inter

pret: principles of the moral life in the world

(HuTiiEii); precepts of the world (LUTHER);
qui non de vobis, sed vos ipsos spoliam faciat) : they i rudimenta leaii ritual/a is too limited (SCHAUBACII :

themselves were made a spoil, lost to the Lord. Commentatio, qua (xponitur quid ar. T. KOG. in 2f.

LUTHER is incorrect; who may rob you ;
and the

Vulgate (dccipiat).

Through philosophy and vain deceit.
The means employed by the seducers. Since the

preposition and article are not repeated, one

means, a category is here presented. BENGEL :

T. sibi veluit). Comp. on ver. 20. [WORDS
WORTH S interpretation, following that of the

Fathers, is curious: &quot;The physical elements,
such as the Sun and Moon, regulating times
and seasons; and according to superstitious
observances of times, fasts, Neio Moons, and
Seventh Day Sabbaths ordered thereby, as if they

phy&quot;
refers to the substance, the thought and

doctrine (against THEODORET, CALVIN and oth

ers) ;
in distinction from cuveaic,, eiriyvuatf, ema-

TTjp) (against TITTMANN), to a system; according
to the state of the Church and the context, an

heathen or Jewish or a commixture of both, the
first element possibly slightly predominating in

thought here, the second in ver. 20.&quot; Whether
the immediate reference be to Judaistic errors or

not, the phrase must not be limited to Jewish

Oriental, and according to vers. 11, 16, 18, some-
1
worship (EADIE) or ritualistic observances (AL-

what Judaistic system, although the future
| FORD), for the Apostle is not, describing the things

(earai) may point to one just arising. It is not

to be regarded as Hellenic philosophy (TERTUL-
LIAN), nor more particularly as Epicurean (CLE
MENS ALEX.), or as Platonic and Stoic (HEU-
MANN), or Pythagorean (GROTius) : nor yet as

Gnosticism or Kabbalism (BRUCKER) whose

germs were just discernible. Philo had already
called the Jewish religion rf/v irarpiov
and Josephus speaks of the three doctrinal sys
tems of the Essenes, Sadducees and Pharisees, as

rpelg &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i)ioGo&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;ia&amp;lt;;
; yet it is by no means equivalent

on this account to cultus divinus (HEINRICH).
Paul does not mean philosophy in itself (CALIX-
TUS : si dicam, vide, ne decipiat vinum, nee vinum

damno, nee usum ejus accuso, sed de vilando abusu

moneo), but a certain Judaistico-oriental one

(MEYER)* which was in itself &quot;vain deceit.&quot;

* [MEVFR remarks : &quot;This
4&amp;gt;tAoo-o&amp;lt;fu

&amp;lt;x is not philosophy in

themselves, but giving the category (nard) to

which they belong. A careful investigation of

his use of the phrase will not justify any such
limitation. Comp. Galalians, pp. 96, 105. R.]
And not after Christ. Sharply conclusive,

comprehensive negative. Comp. Eph. i. 21 ; 2
Cor. v. 17. Incorrect: after the doctrine of

Christ (ERASMUS and others). [MEYER: &quot;The

activity of this cvhayuyeiv does not have Christ as

its objective norm.&quot; EADIE: &quot;True Christian

science has Him for its centre and Him for its

object.&quot; On the whole verse the notes of

WORDSWORTH are very full and interesting as

grouping the patristic authorities respecting the

angel-worship of the early heretics. R.]
Praise of (he glory of Christ and His work. Vers.

9-15.

Ver. 9. Because in him dwelleth all the
fulness of the Godhead bodily. &quot;On con

itself and i,i
general, however much it had, in Its decay and firms the warning against a doctrine which does

according to its manifestation in that age.proven itself to not have its norm in Christ, supposing it can

Xtr^^ H rUe

?

not attilinin
f

to Him
;

which obtained in Colosse and that region, and which con- i By &quot;in Him dwelleth (na.TO l K ei not /carw/a/ro)
sistedof gnostic thoosophy blended witli Judaism (Essenism), Jesus, whose importance is to be portrayed, is

i^gicruhar^cteramnn
P
enerai

lll

irres&quot;(erti &quot;i&quot;(&quot;r Tts reiaHim
described as a habitation, whose value rests upon

to the tr.ith rightly*) wfied; but perhaps put forward also
j

what is at home there.
[&quot;

In him
&quot;_is

emphatic,
the false teachers themselves under this designation, in hby the

tially R.J

him and in none Other than him (ELLICOTT).

I head &quot;

(i. 19
; comp. Rom. xv. 29

;
xi. 25).

^
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must be distinguished from flt6T?ie (Rom. i. 20);
the former, r&amp;lt;irii/n//ii/ii ifixtrtirtttm xiynijicantissimum

(|{KXGEL), means Dritttx, Goilhead [das (Jottsein ],
the Divine.Kssence: the latter, Divinitas, Divinity

[Qottlickkeit], the Divine Quality; what is here
viewed metaphysically is regarded in i. 19, cha-

rismatically (MEYER). QEUTTIG is not to be un
derstood as meaning God s will (the SOCINIANS),
Divine grace and gift (SCHLEIERMACHER), nor
does &quot;all the fulness of the Godhead&quot; refer to

the Christian Church (HEINRICH, SCHENKEL and

others). 2w//ariKwf, placed last for emphasis,
limits &quot;

dwelleth,&quot; which refers, in the present,
to the permanent state of the present and exalted

Christ, founded
(i. 15) upon His nature, and is

to be regarded, in contrast with &quot;rudiments of

the context. Divine Truth, Power, Life ar

treated of. Comp. Eph. iii. 19; Jno. i. 16.

[MEYER :
&quot; Out of the fulness of the Godhead

which dwells in Christ, flows the being made
full of the Christian, which therefore has its

ground in none other than Christ and in nothing
else than fellowship with Him. Filled with

what? The answer is self-evident to the con
sciousness of the reader. It is the charismatic

TrM/puai, which Christians in virtue of their vi

tal union with the Lord have received and con

tinually possess, out of the metaphytical Tr/.t/pufia

dwelling in Christ, out of the fulness of the

Godhead. &quot;

R.]
Who is the head of all principality and

power. This affirms the absolute dignity of

the world
&quot;

(ver.-8), and &quot;shadows&quot; (ver. 17), ! Christ over against the angelic world (ver. 18).
as indicating the full nature of the matter, and
from the relation of O?KO? and au/ua (2 Cor. v. 1

sq. )
with a reference to the Incarnation (HOFF

MANN, Schriftbetc. II. pp. 27 sq, 533
; SCHMID,

liibl. T/teoloffie, 2, p. 301). Hence it is neither=

Comp. i. 18. In Him they may, must have

enough.
Ver. 11. In whom ye also were circum

cised. [Ko/, &quot;also,&quot; emphasizes the fact

stated by the verb, which is a historical aorist :

(CYRIL, STEIGER, HUTHER), sinc there
j

hence &quot;were&quot; not &quot;are&quot; (E. V.). R.] The
is no contrast between ovaia in Christ-and evepyeia \

reference is to their entrance into Christianity,
in the prophets, nor=&amp;lt;fv TGJ autiari, whether this to conversion, regeneration in Christ. The
3 referred to the Church (SCHENKEL) or to the

body, which He assumed of the Virgin, that is

now glorified (MEYER): before the Incarnation
kv popQfj Oeov (Phil. ii. 6). Beyond Christ

i

He
there is no eternal truth; beyond Him is away
from Him. [WORDSWORTH interprets: 1, sub

stantially and truly (Hilary) ; 2, bodily, in dis

tinction from &quot;soul&quot; (Council of Antioch),

Christian is circumcised, not indeed as the Ju-

daistic teachers required, with the Jewish cir

cumcision, but : with a circumcision made
without hands. ~

t p i
- a

// y &xeipoiroif/r^

J&quot;not

hand-wrought.&quot; ELLICOTT. R.] The
ewish external rite was xftPn

~onlTOS (Eph. ii.

11). Comp. Rom. ii. 28, 29; Dent. x. 16: xxx.

Jer. ix. 26 ; Ezek. xlh He

quoting Augustine, who combines both views,
j

tht-n sets forth, wherein this spiritual circumci-
But the literal interpretation is far preferable : sion of the heart, which is better than the Jew-
&quot;1n bodily fashion &quot;

(ELLICOTT).
&quot; Before His ish, consists : in the putting off the body

Incarnation the fulness dwelt in Him, as the of the flesh, in the circumcision of Christ.

?.d&amp;gt;
or ntrap/cof, but not auaariKu^, as now that He ! [The E. V. not only retains &quot;of the sins,&quot; but

is the /.6} evaapnof
&quot;

(ALFORD). If this be the
;

is faulty in punctuation; the second i-v also it

correct view, then with MEYER we must regard renders
&quot;by,&quot;

when it is parallel to the first.

the present, Karamel, as referring the whole ex- 11.] The first clause is in contrast with the ex

pression to the glorified Christ, He also finds an ternality, the second with the &quot;hand&quot; that

apologetic design in the emphasis given to the performs it : according to the former this cir-

adverb, &quot;bodily,&quot;
since the false teachers, &quot;by

cumcision is a moral advance, according to the
their doctrine of angels (comp. ver. 10), appear latter an act of Christ. &quot; In the putting off the
to have spiritualistically split up the

~A&amp;gt;)pa)ua T&amp;gt;~/C

I body of the flesh
&quot; describes the body on which

0on?70f.&quot; R.]
j

it takes place, as belonging to the flesh
(errfpf),

Ver. 10. And ye are made full in him, entirely corresponding with the context, and

[Perhaps to bring out the double predication in-
1 parallel to &quot; the body of sin

&quot;

(Rom. vi.
(i), which

volved in the position of the words, it were bet-
J

Irves in the flesh, so that it is not indifferent (see
ter to render : &quot;And ye (being) in Him are made Eph. ii. 3). The material, earthly body is not
full.&quot; 11.] Kai is a simple copulative, making
the clause depend upon uri. Bore (not yiveatie)

standing first is pregnant: &quot;ye are,&quot; need not
first become so; the

&quot;being&quot;
is more strongly

marked than the subject, in contrast to Christ;
hence vutlf is not expressed. It is not the impe
rative (GROTIUS and others): Bencjichim Chriiti,
non nostrum ojficium (CALOV.). But only in Him
are they ireTr^npuu^vnt. ERASMUS : Christo cum
ttitix Ki iiirl insiti ; BENGEL : ipse plenus, nos replete.
LfTHKR is incorrect: vollkommcn. [E. V. also

&quot;complete.&quot; EADIE S translation is given above ;

ALFORD: &quot;filled
up:&quot; ELLICOTT, as above, also

spoken of here, as in i. 22, but the sinfully
suous organism, &quot;the old man&quot; (Rom. vii. 14).

The substantive axKnAvoic. (only here) is emphatic
and in contrast with the circumcision, which se

vers only a small part. It is joined with row

a&amp;lt;ju.aToc, which naturally neither means, massa,

totality (CALVIN and others), nor refers to

Christ s body and His death (SCHNECKEXBURGER),
since avrov is wanting. LUTHER, retaining ru&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

dpapTiav, renders incorrectly :
&quot; the sinful body

in the flesh.&quot;
&quot; In the circumcision of Christ

&quot;

presents nothing new or important, except in the

genitive, which denotes the author (THEODORET :

; filled full,&quot; Rhernish,
&quot; in Him replenished.&quot; | alnof) of the circumcision. [ELLICOTT: &quot;the

R.] The perfect excludes the further effecto! nrii/hutiiiiy cans? ; Christ by union with Himself
the fact. Neither r;/f H-n-r/rnc (THEOPHYLACT and ! brings about the circumcision and imparts it to

others) nor sapienlia ft viriute (BENGEL) is to be believers.&quot; R.] It is incorrect to apply it to

eupplii d: the first is not indicated by the text,
j

the circumcision to which Christ was subjected
whicti does not read unl

vfj.e&amp;lt;$.
nor the second by | (SCHOTTGEN), or to view Christ only as the Me-
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cliator of it (MEYER). Nor should we on account
of axeipoiroifjTov apply it to baptism (SxoRB [AL-
FORD apparently], and others).

Ver. 12. Buried with him in baptism.
The participle GwratyevTEq, follow ing rre/neT-

p/Offre (ver. 11), denotes the progress of the en
trance of conversion. &quot;Putting off the body&quot;

reminded of death; &quot;

being buried&quot; was readily

suggested. A b T ti, governed by avv in composi
tion, denotes the fellowship with Christ, which is

consummated &quot; in baptism,&quot; that is a water bath
and a water grave for the &quot;old man.&quot; Comp.
Rom. vi. 3, 4. We live Christ s life, with and

through Him, symbolically, ethically, spiritually,
but actually and really. [&quot;

Burial implies a pre
vious death.&quot;

by burial.&quot;

.
,

. ____ f -.

The reality of death is evinced

tion of the body, which is an ideal possession be
fore the parousia, but becomes a reality with it

(MEYER, the Greek Fathers: mi y&p tyirytpiufa
TTJ 6vvdfj.t, el nal p/ TTJ ivEpyeia). Zwrr/ipHr/re de
notes an accomplished fact, corresponding with
that accomplished in baptism, and like this, ac

tual, but according to the context, spiritual, ethi

cal. After the negative side of dying to sin, the

positive side of a new life is set forth, promi
nence being given to the subjective appropria
tion, did TTJC, 77- 1 CT r e w f, hinted at already in kv

w. BENGEL is excellent: ut mors est ante resurrec-

tionem, sic baptismus natura vrtecedit Jidem adultam.
The genitive depending on . of the ope-
rationof God, can only setforth the object, since

only this (Eph. iii. 12; Phil. i. 27; iii. 9; Rom. Hi.

This point of burial they had 22; Gal. ii. 16, 20; iii. 22), or the believing subject
reached when they were baptized for then they
personally professed a faith which implied the

death of sin within them &quot;

(EADIE). The refer

ence to burial in connexion with ba}.tiam, suggests,
that death to sin had already taken place, hence
this ordinance has not in itself any efficacy

&quot; in

the putting off the body of the flesh.&quot; There is no
doubt that the participle describes an action near

ly contemporaneous with that of the preceding
verb. This rite would speedily follow the &quot;

put
ting off;&quot; though ALFORD is scarcely correct:
&quot; the new life being begun at bsiptism.&quot; Braune
admits, as must be done, an allusion to immersion

in baptism, but enters into no discussion as to

the mode; the question is not deemed so import
ant in Germany as it has been made here. EAOIE

says:
&quot; Whatever may be otherwise said in favor

of immersion, it is plain that here the burial is

wholly ideal. Believers are buried in baptism,
but even in immersion they do not go through

(ver. 5; i. 4
;

1 Thess. i. 3, iii. 2) is denoted by
the genitive. [ELLICOTT, while taking this as the

genitive objecti, considers the statement of MEYER,
referred to above, and endorsed by EAIHE and
ALFORD, as not perfectly certain. R.] LUTHER
is incorrect :

&quot; which God works.&quot;

God is then characterized : who hath raised
him from the dead, because the syllogism
runs : Has God raised Christ, then can He also

bring me to new life (comp. Eph. i. 19, 20). It

is precisely through faith in such an &quot;operation

of God,&quot; that this is experienced.
Ver. 13. And you being dead in your

sins.
[&quot;
When you were dead,&quot; ELLICOTT. R.]

See on Eph. ii. 1-5. Here the &quot;

being deaf is

more strongly marked, than the &quot;

being ;&quot;
there

the simple dative marks the cause of this condi

tion, here the results manifesting the condition
are added

;
there inward motions (dfiap-ia) are

added to outward transgressions

process having any resemblance to the burial
j

here is added: and the uncircumcision of
and. resurrection of Christ.&quot; ALFORD correctly your flesh (the preposition &quot;in&quot; is supplied in

admits an allusion to the Kardtivaic, and avdtivcic,

in baptism, but adds,
&quot; To maintain from such a

circumstance that immersion is necessary in bap
tism, is surely the merest trifling, and a resusci

tation of the very ceremonial spirit which the

Apostle here is arguing against.&quot; A fair exegesis
must allow that the passage proves immersion to

be baptism; whether baptism is immersion turns
on something else than exegesis ;

see controver
sial works on both sides of the question. A list will

be found, LANGE S Com. Matthew, p. 5GO.
11.]

In whom ye were also raised together
through the faith. [So Braune renders. The
lorist a v v ?j y F. p 8 t) r e, must be rendered &quot; were
raised.&quot; Whether raised &quot;together &quot;or

Him,&quot; depends upon the reference in
^with

(I) : in

baptism or in Christ. R.] Ev u is parallel tc

kv
&amp;lt;jj (ver. 11), and refers like of (ver. 10) to Christ

and not to baptism; nal awTfyepO^re does
not confirm the latter reference, but requires the

former, since KOI renders prominent an advance
from the &quot;burial&quot; in immersion at baptism the
new life would not enter with the immersion hut
with the emersion, and we should find i- ov or

hought). This means the uneradicated, sensu

ous, sinful nature which marked the heathen.
&quot; Uncircumcision according to the context is

ethical, spiritual (Deut. x. 16
;

Jere. iv. 4), and
is more closely characterized by the genitive.
This is epexegetical, adp$ being used, as in ver.

11, in the ethical sense, so that the carnal nature
is regarded as their uncircumcision (BLEEK).
BENGEL : exquisita appellatio peccati oriyinalis.

MEYER is incorrect in taking vsupovf and a/cpo-

fivaria literally, and crdpf as indifferent. [MEYER
seems to place the moral significance in -rjc.

capKof, hence dKpo,lva-ia, which is their state

still, is now indifferent (ALFORD). This gives to

cLKpofi. its literal meaning. EADIE takes the

whole phrase literally :
&quot; Uncircumcision of the

flesh was the physical mark of a heathen state.&quot;

ELLICOTT gives a slight ethical force to aapKor,
which he considers a possessive genitive they
were heathens, unconverted heathens as their

very bodies could attest. Braune s view seems
more in accordance with the context. R.]
You hath he quickened together with

him, (,G)7Toi)/o~V i
fJ,
a f a v v a r r t).

fit or
[i. e., were the reference to baptism. R.]. See on Eph. iii. 5. Tdf [omitted in llec. ;

The fellowship with the life of Christ
(&quot;

raised
&quot;you&quot;

to be inserted in E. V. R.] and rm&amp;gt;

together&quot;) rests upon union with His Person
[&quot; together with&quot; R.] are repeated as an em-

(h &amp;lt;j). [So DAVENANT, MEYER, EADIE. For phatic reminder to the readers MEYER in-

the other view, see ALFORD and ELLICOTT in correctly takes the verb in its literal sense

loco. R.] Hence there is no pleonasm here [doubtless to correspond with his interpretation

(Us WETTE), nor any reference to the resurrec- of the preceding context R.], and HEINIUCH
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inak.-s ( lirist the subject, when the context re-

ipiin
-

&quot;God,&quot; quite as much as it refers to the
new spiritual life beginning with regeneration,
wliicli i&amp;gt; eternal life to be perfected at the resur
rection.

[

Ki.i.n-ni T silso makes Christ&quot; the

subject, rendering
&quot; with Himself.&quot; His inter

pretation of the whole passage is modified by this

view, which he ably defends ; see his notes in

loco, which are highly suggestive. Still the pre
dicates throughout are better applied to God ; I

those in this verse,
&quot;

quickened and &quot; for-
1

given,&quot; being so generally ascribed to God, that
j

the burden of proof rests with those who take

the other view. As they have not succeeded in

showing a preponderance of reasons in its favor,
it is safer to consider &quot;God&quot; the subject (cornp.

MEYER). 11.]

The mode of the life is described; having
forgiven us all trespasses, x^P^auevoq
rifj.lv rruiTtt T a Trapa~T(jfiaTa (CuRYSOs-
TOM : a TI/V venpOTT/ra i^olst). Tlie objective act

of reconciliation and justification is referred to,

and its universal efficacy denoted by
&quot;

us&quot; [not

&quot;you,&quot;
the Colossians merely, but all believers.

II.] At the same time the connection between
the new life beginning with pardon and justifi

cation, and the propitiation of the wrath of God
and reconciliation of man with Him is hinted at.

BENGEL : cum hue liberatione a pecealo conjuncta est

liberatio ab opprobrio peccati (ver. 14) et liberatio a

potentate (encbrarum (ver. 16).
Ver. 14. Having blotted out the hand

writing of ordinances that was against
US. &quot;

Having blotted out&quot;
(k^a/.ei^&amp;gt;aq ), joined

like the preceding participle to &quot;quickened

together,&quot; is contemporaneous,* and describes

significantly the act of Divine grace. The verb

(here and Acts iii. 19; Rev. iii. 5; vii. 17; xxi.

4) means to wash out, then to obliterate. &quot;The

handwriting against us&quot; is the law obligating
us and proving our debt, witnessing against us,

a bond [Schulddokumenf], (Job v. 3
;

ix. 5). It

means God s law among Gentiles and Jews (Horn,
ii. 14, 15), not the Mosaic law merely (MEYEK) ;

hence we cannot here distinguish between the

moral and ceremonial law, and refer this ex

clusively to the former (LUTHER), or to the lat

ter only (CALVIN), which is also a moral affair,

and affects the conscience. &quot; All trespasses&quot;

are here treated of [hence &quot;the whole law&quot;

DAVENANT, ELLICOTT R.], and Christ s death
for the Gentiles also, indeed here with special
reference to them. The dative roif doyuaatvl
(see Eph. ii. 15

;
h o6-/uaaiv) denotes the con-

|

tents of the handwriting, written with well- ;

known commandments (I\!EYER), as Gal. vi. 11.
|

This is explained by the adjectival and verbal
;

character of the word x l
pt&amp;gt;)pa&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ov. [The verbal

i

element governing the dative. MEYER would
make the dative instrumental; ELLICOTT makes
it the dative with reference to, that in which the

hostile aspect was specially evinced,&quot; objecting

decidedly to the government by the verbal ele

ment. EAIHE and ALFORD agree with Braune:
&quot; The simple dative of form, that distinctive and

[* MEYKR with reason insists that it is nut roiiti&amp;gt;iiipuriine-

oiis. l.iil m. -inn: atler he h.lil blotted &quot;lit.&quot; et.-. &quot;The

divint: work of tviiciii|itioti in Cliri-t must occur before the

forgiveness, thr.m-h appropriation of it by the believers,
could take place.&quot; R.J

well known form which the handwriting as

sumed. R.] The dative is not=consisling in

commandments, (CALVIN), nor instead of the

genitive (CASTELLIO), nor to be joined to na.0

ripuv (CALOV.), nor connected with both the pre
ceding expressions (WINER S Gram., p. 200) ; as
little does it belong to &quot;

having blotted out&quot; in
the sense: with reference to ordinances (STEi-

GER, HARLESS on Eph. i. 1), or through the

gospel doctrine of faith (the Greek fathers).
SCIIENKKL joins it with what follows appealing
to Acts i. 22 : ota Trvriifjarog hyiov ovg ii-f/.tifaTO,

and BLKEK also without sufficient grounds.
Which was contrary to us. This relative

clause is only an emphatic repetition of naff j]fiuv

(MEYER), and not to be distinguished from it aa
is done by BENOEL : contra cue et inimicum ease

di/erunt, sicut status belli et ipsa pugna. [ELUOOTT :

&quot; an expansion of the preceding : it was hostile

not merely in its direction and aspects, but

practically and definitely.&quot; There is no idea of
secret hostility, sub cotitrariut. R.]
And he has taken it out of the way.

The perfect denotes the completed, still efficient

fact; the handwriting is not only blotted out,
it is removed entirely, and this continues to be so.

Thus the transition from the participial to the fi

nite construction is explained (as i. 2&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

;
WINER S

Gram. p. 533). The mode of taking it away is

described : By nailing it to his cross
[&quot;to

the
cross.&quot; R.] It was the law rather than Christ,
which was slain and done awt,y with on the

cross, because He bore the curse of the law, took

away its condemnation. Men slew Christ, but
the Lord slew the law on the cross. Gal. ii. 13 ;

2 Pet. ii. 24. [There seems to be no ground for

the opinion, that there is here an allusion to

the cancelling of a bond, by driving a nail

through it, although WORDSWORTH expresses the

thought thus strikingly :
&quot; He nailed the bond

of our debt to the Tree, and as by the Tree in

Paradise we became debtors to God in the first

Adam, so by the Tree in Calvary we received re
mission of our debt in the Second Adam. R.]

Ver. 15. And having spoiled principali
ties and powers. A x e ndvad /i t roc, found

only here and iii. 9. It denotes the result of the
contest against the wicked angels (comp. i. 16 ;

ii. 10; Eph. ii. 2; vi. 11, 12), and has an em
phatic position at the beginning of the sentence
before the finite verb. BKNGEL : qui anyelos
bonas colebant, malos timebant ; neu-rum jure. The
verb is well rendered by the Vulgate : exspoli-
ans. The middle signification, which is unmis
takable in iii. 9, falls into the back ground here.

[Two points are open to discussion here: 1.

What is the meaning of direKtivoajifvos ? 2. What
is the reference in rdf apxag KOI rag e^ovaiafl 1,

The more common interpretation is as above,
&quot;

having spoiled,&quot; but WORDSWORTH, ELLICOTT,
ALFORD, render &quot;having divested himself of,&quot;

&quot;

putting off,&quot; giving the middle sense. 2. Of
what did He divest Himself? Here the com
mentators above mentioned differ. WORDSWORTH
and ELLICOTT, taking Christ as the subject, refer
&quot;

principalities and powers
&quot;

to opposing hostile

powers of evil, and follow Hilary, Augustine, in

explaining thus: the powers of evil had power
against Christ, as mortal in His tlesli : He di

vested Himself of His flesh, by thus doing He di-
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rested Himself of them. See WORDSWORTH S full unknown to him, whenever, as in this case,
notes upholding this view. Still it seems to be a &amp;lt; through the coming of Epaphras to him, a way
forced interpretation. ALFORD does not admit of God s pointing out is opened to him. He does
that these principalities and powers are infernal

[

not step aside from his calling, from his innnedi-

poteutates. He considers that the angelic agency i
ate sphere of duty, but takes root in the soil ap-

(Gal. iii. 19) in the giving of the law is referred pointed to him and bears fruit, but fruit for

to, and these &quot;put
off&quot; by the abrogation and many without, as far as in him lies, for all. No

taking away of the law, God manifesting Him-
1
one can appeal to the Apostle and his part in

self henceforward without a vail in the exalted
j

the great work, who does not take root and bear
Person of Jesus. This too seems forced. The I fruit in his own immediate calling, as though it

rougly supported by MEYER, which I were too narrow for him.

takes God as the subject, &quot;spoiling&quot;
as the

meaning of the participle, and the infernal

powers as referred to in &quot;principalities and

powers,&quot; is preferable to either of the others,
on the ground of simplicity and accordance with
the subsequent context. R.] Thus deprived of

2. Error a calamity. The Apostle regards er

ror and entanglement therein as calamity and
sorrow, which begins with wavering and uncer

tainty, and has its root in moral deficiency.
Hence his sympathizing solicitude, hence hia

-directed to their
KapAia&amp;lt;; (ver. 2).

their power, stripped of their armor as it were, [EADIE : &quot;The conflict of error with truth could
in their helplessness : He made a shew of I

not but lead to distraction and mental turmoil ;

them with boldness. E 6 e i
-/ fi

a T i a e v (only i and in proportion to their misconception of the
here and Matt. i. 19

)
has God as its subject, who

j

gospel, or their confusion of idea with regard to

now as in a triumph makes a show to their shame its spirit, contents and aim, would be their loss of

and His honor: the subject being the same as I
that peace and solace, which the new religion

that of cnreKtivad/uEvos, it is not repeated. Ev had imparted to them.&quot; R.]
TT a p p T] a i a is &quot;frankly and

freely&quot; (frankund\ 3. Christian unity. That saying of RTTPERTUS

frei], and denotes the confidence and certainty of MELDENIUS in the seventeenth century: inne-
the complete, permanent victory (comp. 1 Jno. ii. is libertas, in utrisque

[LANGE S Commentary, p. 82. R.] &quot;Openly&quot;
j

caritas, could have been taken from ver. 2, where

(LUTHER) [and E. V.] is already found in the &quot;in love&quot; sets forth the subjective, and &quot;unto

verb. [The idea of putting to shame (-apadeiy- \ full knowledge of the mystery of God&quot; the ob-

lia-iaat) does not necessarily belong to the sim- Ijective moment of true unity. The
&quot;mystery&quot; is

pie verb. ALFORD, to carry out his view of the * u &quot; &quot;---

object of the verb, renders ev Trapptjaia
&quot; in open

ness
&quot;

of speech, declaring and revealing by the

cross, that there is none but Christ the Head of

all principalities and powers. For this there
seems to be no good support. R.]
Triumphing over them in it. Here

9 p ta u(3 evaaf avrovs means &quot;triumphing
over them,&quot; while 2 Cor. ii. 14: Optaufevaac, r/ua protectingly through time with its errors and
lias the force of the Hiphil:

&quot;

making us to tri- ! dangers; /) as to its requirements, it concerns

umph.&quot; &quot;Them&quot; means the persons conceived \believingacceptance and living therein. [Be-living,
of as &quot;principalities and powers.&quot; E v avrti, which is implied etymologically and practically
denotes the place of contest, the cross (ver. 14).

j

in believing. R.] Accordingly the one centre of

It isnot*=zn Christo (BENOEL), [ALFORD, margin both the mystery and the unity is Christ in His
of English Bible R.]. It was precisely

&quot; the : Being and work. [Still more if we adopt the

cross, this symbol of shame and sorrow, which reading which makes Christ Himself the mystery,
was the place of victory over the enemies of God &quot; The one necessary

&quot;

matter, about which there

the &quot;

necessary
&quot;

matter, in which there must be

unity ; for a) as to its nature it is entirely God s

affair ; b) as to its purport it is the fulness of all

wisdom and knowledge, the treasury of all truth in

the world and the plan of salvation in the king
dom of God

; c) as to its position it is a fact re

vealed and revealing in Christ ; d) as to its end, it

reaches into eternity ; e)
as to its mission, it guides

(SCHENKEL).
[On the whole verse, see EADIE. Both he and

Braune agree entirely with MEYER, whose exe

gesis of this passage is highly satisfactory.

must be unity, is the answer to the question,
&quot; what think ye of Christ ?

&quot;

R.]
4. The Being of Christ is all the fulness of the

Godhead in bodily reality (ver. 9). This Paul
FORTH is unusually full and valuable on ine statement is related to the Johannine

; &quot;the

this section, though his comments belong more
i

Word became flesh
;&quot;

the latter gives prominence
the fo to theproperly to the homiletical department. ELLI-

j

to the histc

COTT S exegesis is modified by his taking Christ permanent state of the Exalted One.
as the subject throughout. R.] 5. The Work of Christ is pre-supposed as that

of a mediator, who suffered death upon the Cross

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL. ?
8- an .atonement

for us, whom God the Father
has raised again, in order that this fact of salva-

1. Paul s care of the Churches. Great is the
j

tion should be made of benefit to us; it is essen-

sympathy of Paul, who not only has in eye and , tially of an ethical nature.

mind, as the Epistles to the Corinthians show, I 6. Salvation is essentially &amp;lt;i nnr life, the cause
all the members of a Christian congregation, but of which is God (the subject in vers. 13-1&quot;)), the

fraternally remembers in prayer and paternally mediation of which is in Christ, resting obj&amp;gt;ciir,li/

cares for with his counsel, all congregations of upon Christ s death on the Cross, whereby forgive-
the Church of his Lord, even those personally ness of sin has been provided, the accusations

and curse of the law done away, the power of the

graihicau rn/rrlhich l have corn^a wUhouStaViET kingdom of darkness broken, and beginning sub-

R.j jectively with faith, the principle of the new life,
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types of which are found both in (he Old Testa- i plainest of what is offered in Him, exceeds that

mmi :in. I tin- HIV of Christ. The circumcision in value. An humble Christian has and can do
of the OM Testament corresponds with baptism in and knows, more and better than an unchristian
tin- New ; both point, formally, to a putting away, philosopher. What is Christian alone is worthy
tin- former p;irti;illy, to a separation, the latter of humanity, humane. As truly Christian life

totally, to a dying, since the immersion points to surpasses any other nobly moral life, so truly
the burial of Christ (vers. 11, lli ; Rom. vi. 34); Christian opinion is more important and more
materially, both apply to the flesh, on which the i truthful than any otherwise important specula-
sinful nature depends; the dying, being buried live knowledge.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Do not meddle in spheres and activities, which

and rising again of Christ are events in His life

which the believer, in contrast with the world, in

and about him, must experience in his inner,

moral life. In Christ, therefore, that is fulfilled,

which before Him was only hinted at, prefigured; I
do not concern you, but, with the gifts entrusted

and only from Him and in Him, by means of
j

to you, labor in the calling to which you are ap-
faith, can the participation in this fulfilment be pointed ; do not seek only for intimate friends

gained. [EADIE: &quot;The Apostle looks on cir-
j

of the same mind and station as yourself, per-
cumcision and baptism as being closely con- haps in wider circles, to make amends for those

nected the spiritual blessing symbolized by indolent or opposed about you. Take no offence

both being of a similar nature
; though, proba- I

at the ocean depth of the mystery of Redemption
bly, it would be straining this connection to in Christ; the pearls of truth and wisdom, thou

allege it as a proof that baptism has been in all ,
canst only find there. Before the truths become

points ordained for the Church in room of cir-
j

a harvest which we gather in, they are duU
cumcision.&quot; To this may be added that just so clouds in the distance, or ore in the depths.
far as we can refer to this passage in support, of

j

What thou receivest as seed, return as blossom,

any mode of baptism, to the same extent we can what thou receivest as blossom, return as fruit.

find in it a proof of the connexion between bap- i Only the fellowship which has its cement in

tism and circumcision. If we press it in the
j

love, has its eternal end in true knowledge. En-
first direction, we must also in the second, as

I tering into worldly mental culture without, thou
Braune does. Whatever may be gained from it

in support of immersion, is equally gained for

ptedo-baptism. R.]
7. Sin has so widely developed its power, that

not only does every man stand under that power,
but each man entirely : he is dead in his sinful

doing :uid sinful being (ver. 13), so that he must,

be born again. It is the first power, which
Christ endured to the uttermost and, sinlessly,

victoriously, overcame on the cross in His propi-
Witu the pardon of sin the new

not only losest something, but art thyself lost
;

lost to God and bound to human principles ; you
forego a blessed eternity, as you gaily go down
the stream of time. No stand-points are more
inferior than those without Christ, however well
esteemed they may be of men. Three powers
are to be feared: 1) the power of Satan who
stands behind the flesh and its motions; 2) the

power of the flesh, that breaks out in sin; 3)
the power of the law, that appears against our

tiatory death,

life begins.
8. The law, given on account of sin and against

it as an external one, is contrary to man in his

sin as his accuser. In Christ it is fulfilled, in gibbet upon which Christ overcame death and
Him it is satisfied. Against Him it can present !

the devil, the prince of death, whom He utterly
no accusation and no guilt: He is the Fulfilled, bruised under His feet.

n as accuser.

CALVIN: Ver. 15. No tribunal so magnificent,
no regal throne so glorious, no triumphal pomp
so splendid, no chariot so sublime, as was that.

Bodily law, which He has at once upheld and
torn ; upheld on the side of righteousness, torn

STAHKE: There are three excellent peculiari
ties, which must be found in a preacher, and also

and done away with on the side of the accuser ! in any Christian, if he would make others know a
and the curse. Only when the law is satisfied, matter; 1) that he himself be certain of its truth;
is it done and done away ; this has taken place i -) that he be able rightly to convince others of
in Christ and takes place only in Him.

9. The kingdom of darkness, the spiritual pow-

the same; 3) that he have a good end in view.
As a mother, who has children suffering in

ers of evil have in sin their power over man, but various degrees of sickness, attends most to the
lost it on the sinless Redeemer ; in the atoning i

one who lies lowest, but never on that account
death of Christ, they gained a victory which was permits herself to neglect or slight the others,
their defeat. Only he who lives to the flesh, re- I

so an instructor cares most for those hearers,
mains under the dominion of the Evil one : who- !

who are in the most dangerous circumstances ;

ever dies to sin and the flesh with Christ is i yet not so as to forget or neglect the others. See
snatched from this and has a share in the victory
otChrist.

10. All mental culture, even the bloom of an or-

what belongs to genuine Christianity ; a wealth
and certainty of faith, a knitting together of
hearts in love, a walk in Christ. When we

ganic science, of a philosophy, a love of wisdom,
( rightly know and have Christ, we know and have

which is merely the intellectual product of the enough, though we know and have nothing else.

human mind, which does not proceed out of a God s word is an inexhaustible mine full of
moral lite founded on &amp;lt; hrist s life and rooted in treasures and riches; seek! dig! test! you
Him, is idle, empty deceit and illusion. That will find one after another unto your spiritual
which is most elegant, most noble and great and eternal delight. Rational speeches are not
without Christ is only elementary, imperfect in always the truth, nor are learning and skill always

comparison with what He offers: the simplest, &amp;lt; a certain evidence of truth,. If we are rooted
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in Christ, we must prove by bearing fruit as trees

of righteousness. Are we built on Christ, we
must stand steadfast and unmovable, so that no
winds and rains of affliction can overthrow us.

A good inflow makes a good outflow
;

he who
takes in much, can and must also give out much.
Since then believers receive so much from and in

Christ, so their active gratitude must flow copi

ously forth in unremitting obedience. The
Church is not a school of sages, where each can

display the fanciful dreams of his reason. In
matters of faith the reason is an unfaithful
and deceitful guide, that delivers us to error and
delusion. The gospel is the true Christian phi
losophy, transcending all science, all human in

stitutions, from which it can accept no law.

God is the creditor, we His debtors. 1) He is

Omniscient, we cannot conceal a debt from Him;
2) He is almighty, He can exact the debt by force

;

3) He is just, He will and must be paid ; 4) He
is omnipresent, none can escape Him. Who must
not fear on this account ?

GERLACH : To every man, unenlightened, fol

lowing his own wisdom, the mystery, plainly as

it is revealed in the gospel, is closed, as to the
blind eye the sun at mid day does not shine. But
whoever knows how to study this great book,
Jesus Christ, God manifest in the flesh, finds all

knowledge therein. Humility opens the book,
faith reads it, and love understands it. [Jesus
Christ; 1) The way on which the Christians

walk; 2) the root from which they draw all their

life-sap, 3) the foundation on which their whole
inner life should rest. R.]
RIEGER: In natural things man prefers see

ing all with his own eyes, and resting on his

own observation rather than on what others can
tell him. In the kingdom of grace however, one
must be of such a tender heart, that he from the

&quot;being knit together in love,&quot; accepts much that

others have experienced. Among the Corinthians
there was more of intelligence and knowledge,
but less of submissive love reaching to others.

On this account he pruned their knowledge and

guided them to growing strength in love. Among
the Colossians there was more of tractable love,
but without sufficient light. Hence he had a

conflict, that their obedient love should not be

abused, but that they might acquire minds ex

pert in examination. The Apostle s word of in

citement : walk in Him, means more than follow

ing in His footsteps, it signifies, that for such a
walk as He walked, all strength is derived from

Christ, that the walk is a fruit borne from Chris*
the vine. In the time when God permitted the
heathen to walk their own ways, He yet granted
some footprints, from which something of Him
and His truth could be made an object of search.

On the part of God these were given as servicaa-

ble rudiments, but on the part of men they did
not remain purely so. And if now-a-days any
one will extol these as the choice relics of anti

quity, it is as though some one should devote him
self to a heap of sweepings, to find there a lost

pearl.
SCHLEIERMACHER. Ripeness of understanding

in regard to the kingdom of God and intelligence

respecting the things of this world are not to

gether (Matt. xi. 25
;
Luke xvi. 8). Love fur

thers the growth and maturity of the under

standing. [Why we continue in Christ? He
has 1) not only the words of eternal life, but 2)
the power of eternal life. R.]
HEUBNER: Unity, firm knitting together, in

corporation in love, increases the &quot;plerophy
&quot;

[Tr/u/poflktzf fulness, made an adjective in E. V.
ver. 2. R.] : the correct, firm conviction, the
confidence in our insight, when we are certain
of the matter. External discipline and order
must ever accompany faith in the life of the
Church. Paul mentions their &quot;order&quot; first,

because it first meets the eye. In Christian
faith there must be constancy. Growth therein
is necessary, but change is destructive. Man
may learn to know himself from the wisdom of
the world, but it cannot help him. He who has
the fulness, can give abundantly. In Christ
we have abundance, all others let us hunger.
Christ s word satisfies, contents the soul. All,
whom Christ has not awakened, are to be re

garded as still dead. [He who remains under
Christ s standard, conquers. R.]
PASSAVANT: What now-a-days is so gladly

shunned by many pious people, sometimes as

dangerous, again as unprofitable, the Apostle
here holds to be necessary, aye, he labors and

struggles to bring souls thither. He would
know of no poverty of spirit, which, made up of

sheer laziness and cowardice, is willingly satis

fied with superficial knowledge of saving truth :

he insisted rather upon that riches of knowledge
and of spirit, which contributes to the genuine
poverty of an humble spirit. He would know
of no blind or dim faith, but of open seeing eyes.
He sought to produce in the Colossians a clear

understanding, a plenitude of knowledge, that
their knowledge might suffer from no defects,
be diseased from no obscurations or fluctuations,
that might profoundly penetrate and gaze into

the mystery of God and the Father. Gratitude
then helps us to stand, and joyously stand fast

before every foreign spirit, before every foreign

power, in every temptation and conflict; it is a

rock, from which the darts of unbelief rebound.
When the Roman proconsul on the judgment-seat
urged that holy man Polycarp to curse Jesus
Christ to save his life, the martyr answered,
&quot;For eighty-six years I have served Him: He
has never yet done me harm. How can I blas-

Sheme
my King, who has saved me ?

&quot;
&quot; Vain

eceit,&quot; Paul calls all human worldly wisdom
and doctrine, which knows nothing of one true

God; &quot;tradition of men, rudiments of the

world,&quot; all that oriental philosophy, which with
its old and new twilight, its destructive atmo

sphere, marred the divine doctrine, it would en

large and complete, &quot;vain deceit,&quot; that Jewish

leaven, which through its ancient consequence,

through use and abuse of the Mosaic ordinances
and principles, threatened to rob the disciples of

their &quot;new freedom, or stint them therein, to put
again upon them &quot;a yoke which neither their

fathers nor they themselves were able to bear.&quot;

For the Reformation festival [October 31st, an

niversary of the nailing of Luther s theses on
the church-door at Wittenberg, 1517. R.] (ver.

6-9). How do we prove ourselves abundantly
grateful for the regeneration of our Church? If

we 1) hold fast to the ground of salvation, which
it proclaims to us; 2) use the means of salvation,
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which it offers to us; 3) walk in the way of sal

vation, which it proscribes to us.

[BisPiNO : Ver. 6. Notice that Paul here

Bays, &quot;ye
have received Christ,&quot; not the doctrine

of Christ. True faith is a spiritual communion ;

for iu faith we receive not only the doctrine of

Christ, but Himself, into us : in faith He Him
self dwells in us : we cannot separate Christ, as

Eternal Truth and His doctrine 11.]

[BISHOP ANDKEWES: Ver. 14. If one be in

debt and danger of the law, to have a brother

of the same blood, made of the same woman, will

little avail him, except he will come also &quot;under

the law,&quot; f. e., become his surety, and undertake
for him. And such was our estate. &quot;The hand

writing,&quot; our bond, we had forfeited. This
debt of ours was no money debt, we were not
sub lege pecuniarid, but capitalii ; and the debt of

a capital law is death. He paid that to the full,

and having paid it &quot;blotted out the hand- writ

ing,&quot;
cancelled the sentence of the law. R.]

[HENRY : Ver. 1. We can think, and pray and
be concerned for one another nt the greatest

distance; the communion of the saints is a spir
itual thing. Ver. 2. The prosperity of the soul

is the best prosperity. Great knowledge and

strong faith make a soul rich. The more inti

mate communion we have with our fellow Christ

ians, the more the soul prospers. Vers. 6, 7, a

sovereign antidote against seducers. They who
pin their faith on other men s sleeves, and walk
in the way of the world, are turned away from

following after Christ. It is not enough to put
away some one particular sin, but we must put off

the whole body of them. We have communion
with Christ in His whole undertaking. We are
both buried and rise with Him, and both are

signified by our baptism; not that there is any
thing in the sign or ceremony of baptism, which

represent, this burying and rising, any more than
the crucifixion of Christ is represented by any
visible resemblance in the Lord s Supper.
Christ s death was the death of our sins

;
Christ s

resurrection is the quickening of our souls. The
Redeemer conquered by dying. See His crown
of thorns turned into a crown of laurels. Never
had the Devil s kingdom such a mortal blow

given to it, as was given by the Lord Jesus. R.]

[BURKITT: Ver. 1. The men of the world lit

tle understand, and less consider, what burthen
of care lies upon the ministers of Christ, for, and
on behalf of the whole Church of Christ in gene
ral, which is continually in danger of being cor

rupted by false teachers, who everywhere lie in

wait to deceive. Ver. 15. Christ s bloody cross

was a chariot of triumph unto Him. Lord! whilst
j

thou wert bleeding and racking upon the gibbet I

for ug, thou wert then rejoicing and triumphing
for the benefits redounding to us. R.]

[EADIE: Ver. 1. Like the caged bird beating
its bared and bleeding breast against the wires
of its prison, as it hears the repeated cry of its

unseen young ones, the Apostle turned ever and
anon toward those churches nor did he idly
chafe in his confinement, but he wrote this let

ter. Ver. 4. The traveller who has already
made some progress, but who begins gradually
to doubt and debate, to lose faith in himself, and
wonder whether he is in the right way at all, is

prepared to listen to the suggestions of any one

who, under semblance of disinterested friendship,

may advise to a path of danger and ruin. No
philosophy ever dreamed of such an awful ex

pedient as God robed in humanity, and in that

nature dying to redeem His guilty creatures
whose name, nature and legal liabilities He had
assumed : and such a scheme never found a place
in any system of jurisprudence what men have

sought in deep and perplexing speculations on
the order and origin of all things, they will find

in this mystery. The hallowed sphere of walk
is &quot; in Him,&quot; but beyond this barrier are sin and

danger, false philosophies and mazy entangle
ments. Any philosophy not &quot;after Christ&quot; must
be earthly and delusive. It has missed the cen
tral truth is amused with the stars, but forget
ful of the sun. Though the scar of circumcision

might attest a nationality, it was no certificate

of personal character but wherever &quot;the flesh&quot;

was parted with, there was the guarantee of in

dividual purity and progress. The nails which
killed Christ pierced the sentence of doom,
gave egress to the blood which canceled it, and
inflicted at the same time a mortal wound on the

hosts of darkness. R.]

[BARNES : We should be on our guard against
the seductive arts of false teachers. It is, in

general, a safe rule for a Christian to abide by
the views which he had on the great subjects of

religion when he became converted (ver. 6).
Then the heart was tender there are some

things in which the heart judges bettei than the

head. If at any time we can ascertain what are

the prevalent views of Christ, we can easily see

what is the prevailing character of the theology
of that age. Vers. 11-15. Christ has laid us
under the highest obligations to serve Him. He
has enabled us to put off our sins ; He has raised

us from spiritual death to spiritual life
;
He has

removed the old ordinances that were against
us, and has made religion easy and pleasant ;

He has subdued our enemies and triumphed over
them. R.]
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5. Two special warnings.

(CHAPTER II. 16-23.)

16 Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in drink [in eating or in drinking],*
or in respect of a holyday, or of the new moon, or of the sabbath days [of sabbaths] :

2

17 Which3 are a shadow of things to come
;
but the body is of Christ [Christ s],

18 Let no man beguile you of your reward in a voluntary humility [arbitrarily in hu

mility]
4 and worshipping of angels, intruding into those things which he hath not5

19 seen, vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind [lit., the mind of his flesh], And not hold

ing the Head, from which [whom]
6
all the body by joints and bands having nour

ishment ministered [being supplied], and knit together, increaseth with the increase

20 of God. Wherefore [ omit Wherefore]
7
if ye be dead with Christ from the rudiments

of the world, why, as though living in the world, are ye subject to ordinances,

21, 22 (Touch not ; taste not
;
handle not

;
Which all are to perish with the using ;) [for

destruction in the consumption :]
8 after the commandments and doctrines of men ?

23 Which things have indeed a shew [repute] of wisdom in will-worship, and humility,
and neglecting [unsparingness]

9 of the body ;
not in any honour to the satisfying of

the flesh [only to the satisfying of the flesh].
10

See EXEG. NOTE

in, Tischendorf (ed. 7), Ellicott, Wordsworth read jj. B. Tischendorf (ed

The reading is doubtful :

:t

K..J

ie more difficult reading. [So Lachmann, Meyer,
ng o not improbable, but insufficiently attested,

orf, and others. E. V. &quot; which are &quot;

is correct in

1 Ver. 16 JBpoio-ci 17 e v irovei, the act of eating or of drinking.
A. C. D. F. K. L. Rec. most versions; Lachmann, Tischendorf (ed. 7), Elli

Alford, Braune : K&amp;lt;U. Tlie critical defence of t Je former reading is :

&quot; the common association of puo-is and TTOOK; would

very naturally suggest the displacement of r|
for the more usual KO.L

&quot; of the latter: xai would readily be altered to
r&amp;gt;

to

suit the rest of the sentence. Both are so plausible, that the reading ij
can safely be adopted on uucial authority. As to

the meaning as affected by the readings, see EXEG. NOTES. R.]
2 Ver. 16. [2 a |3 a T co i/, literally

&quot;

sabbaths,&quot; here=the singular. R.]
s Ver. 17. X A. D. E. K. read a : B. nas 6, which is to be preferred as the me

Alford is undecided, but gives o in his text. Ellicott considers the readin:

Here also it is best to follow the mass of uncial MSS., with Kcc. Tischendor
that case. The reading XpioroO (TOV omitted), Tischendorf, Ellicott, is preferable. Hence &quot; Christ

s,&quot; poss. gen. Eadie,

Ellicott. Rhemish, Lachmann and Alford insert rov (X- A. B. C.). R.]
4 Ver. 18. [0 e Au&amp;gt; v. Braune renders &quot; wiUkurlich.&quot; There is such diversity in interpretation that nothing more defi

nite coul 1 be given in the text, and this will serve to show the one point of agreement among oiir modern commentators,
viz

,
that I he E. V. is incorrect. R.]
6 Ver. 18. Mrj is added in X., where it was originally wanting, as in A. B. and others : but it is not to be omitted,

[OUK is also found, but /ouj is the proper form of the negative here. See EXEG. NOTES. Tho reading of Rec. has preponder
ant external authority, 6 MSS.. nearly all cursives: supported by most versions, Tischendorf, Ellicott. Lachmann, Meyer,
Alford reject the negative, and this view affect the exegesis of the latter two. R.]

6 Ver. 19.
[
E f o 5, masculine, Christ the Personal Head, hence &quot;whom;&quot; &quot;which&quot; in E. V. doubtless stands for

~&amp;lt; Ver. 20. [Oux of Rec. and the article before Xp. &quot;have the authority Of all the MSS. against them and are properly

rejected by all modern editors&quot; (Ellicott). R.]
Ver. 22. [The E. V. is indistinct, the rendering given above presents the interpretation of Braune, Eadie, Alford,

Ellicott, Wordsworth. The parenthesis should perhaps include this last clause only. R.]
Ver. 23.

[
A

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;

e i S i a, &quot;unsparingness.&quot; So Eadie, Ellicott (&quot;unsparing treatment&quot;), Alford, Davies, and older

English versions similarly. R.]
10 Ver. 2:5. [This is the interpretation of Braune, Meyer, Ellicott and others. See EXEG. NOTES. More modifications

might well be made, but this slight change sufficiently indicates the view upheld below. R.]

|

The text of this short passage, containing not less than 9 airaf \eyoij.tva,is remarkably well established and free from

variations. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The first warning, against a fleshly legality.

Ver s. 16, 17.

Vers. 16. Let no man therefore judge
you. Since the personality of the readers is

strongly emphasized by the position of the

words: T(f v
//
a ? in sharp contrast, &quot;there

fore
&quot;

refers to what was said above (vers. 1-15),

especially to their endowments and position in

Christ: not merely however to the doing away
of tlie Mosaic law (MEYER and others). BENGEL :

ex. v. 815 deducitur igitur. K.pivstv means &quot; to

judge;&quot; the connexion defines it more closely :

allow no one the right to judge and to condemn

you, if you do not respond to such demands.
The warning is found in this, permitting their

action to be determined by this (BLEEK). Nemi-

nem, qui vos judicare conatur, audiatis (BENGEL).
He treats of Christian, gospel freedom. LUTHER :

Let no one make conscience for you (see also

Rom. xiv. 22). It is not therefore=/cara/(p&amp;lt;vrw

(BAEHR).
In eating or in drinking. &quot;Ev denotes the

sphere, the point where the judgment was exer

cised, as Rom. ii. 1. &quot;BpuGei and 7r6aet set

forth the act of eating and drinking food is
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; drink, ir6fia (Rotn. xiv. 17; 2 Cor. ix.

10; 1 Cor. viii. 4; x. 4 ; Heb. ix. 10). As the

Mosaic law had (Lev. vii. 10-27) prohibitions

respecting food alone, and forbade wine only to
j

the Nazarites (Numbers vi. 3), and during the

time of priestly service (Levit. x. 9), the false
|

teachers had certainly gone beyond this and

heightened asceticism for Christians (Matt, xxiii.

24; Rom. xiv. 21). It is a false view, that there

is here only a consonance without further signi
ficance (Da WETTE). Whether all indulgence in

meat (OLSHAUSEN) or in wine (SCHENKEL) was

forbidden, Joes not appear from the context.

Or in respect of a holyday, or of the
new moon, or of sabbaths. After &quot;eating

and drinking,&quot; joined with the copulative nai,
the disjunctive union with rj follows, because the

Apostle passes over to another matter. [It is

true that eating and drinking may form one cate

gory, but in view of the doubtful reading, there is

no sufficient critical or exegetical ground for pre

ferring to make the above distinction. R.] Ev

firpEt, in respect of, in the point of (2 Cor. iii.

10; ix. 3
; comp. WINER S Gram. p. 571), denotes

the category, which includes the species: eoprfjg,

festum annum, vo/j.?ji&amp;gt;!af,
in mense, aaflfidruv, in

hebdomade (BENGEL) ; the diversity is indicated

by ?}
instead of /cat. The threefold order of 1

Chron. xxiii. 31
;

2 Chron. ii. 4
;

xxxi. 3, is

transposed. Comp. Gal. iv. 10. It is incorrect

to apply it to partial observances of festivals

(CHKYSOSTOM and others), or to make \\.=vicibus

festorum ( MELANCHTHON), or=ne ulla quidem eorum

exports (SUICER) ;
BEZA and others inexactly in

terpret by respectu. [The E. V. &quot;in respect of&quot;

is exact enough, as it certainly suggests the

idea of a category,=in the matter of. R.]
Christians should not permit themselves to be
bound to Jewish festivals in their worship of

God ; neither to the three great annual feasts,

nor the new moons, nor the Sabbath
; cdl3t

3aTa=

adfifiaTov, Matt. xii. 1
; Luke iv. 16

;
Acts xiii.

14 ; xvi. 13
;

it does not refer to the triple Sab
bath (jubilee year, Sabbatic year, weekly Sab

bath, HEUMANN [BARNES]). BENGEL: hie signi-

ficanter positus ; nam sabbata dicuntur dies singuli

hebdomados. Thus IGNATIUS contends against
the aaftfiaTi&iv as well as against Judaism in the

Epistle to the Magnesians, 9. [The passage
reads in English: &quot;no longer observing Sab

baths, but keeping the Lord s
day.&quot;

EADIE :

&quot;nor were they to hallow the Sabbaths, for

these had served their purpose, and the Lord s

Day was now to be a season of loftier joy, as it

commemorates a more august event than either

the creation of the universe, or the exodus from

Egypt. The new religion is too free and exu
berant to be trained down to times and seasons

like its tame and rudimental predecessor. Its

feast is daily, for every day is holy ; its moon
never wanes, and its serene tranquility is an
unbroken Sabbath.&quot; The Jewish Sabbath was

kept by the early Christians as well as the

Lord s Day. The practice was condemned finally
at a council in the neighboring city of Laodicea.

WCIIU&amp;gt;SWORTH :
&quot;

aafl,3druv, the Seventh Day
Sabbath, the Jewish Sabbath, which as far as it

was the seventh day Kest, had been filled by
Christ resting in the grave. The position of the

day is changed, but the proportion remains un

changed, and has received new strength and
sanction by its consecration to Christ under the

gospel in the Lord s
Day.&quot; R.]

Ver. 17. Which are a shadow of things
to come. This verse is a proof of the warning.
&quot;0 [see critical notes; the meaning is the same
if the reading a be adopted. R.] comprises all as
a unit, and means: this (eating, drinking, feasts

according to the precepts of the laws of Moses) is
&quot; a shadow of things to come.&quot; 2&amp;lt;a, umbra vi st

expert (BENGEL), is not=cKiaypa&amp;lt;pia, sketched in

outline with charcoal,
&quot; silhouette

&quot;

(CALVIN and

others), since its antithesis here is not EIK.UV, but

CTw/za. It denotes the typical in the Mosaic law,

j

not exactly the unsubstantialness (MEYER) or

I

the transitoriness (SPENER), and not at all the
darkness (MuscuLUs) ;

for it gives certain inti

mation of the substance of the reality, and truth

I

of the &quot;things to come&quot; (Heb. viii. 5; x. 1).

|

E a T i v denotes the permanent nature of the
1 former things ;

it is not 7/1, but the commands
and institutions have and retain a typical mean-

|

ing. Td P&JMVTO. are future things, the things
of aiojv fifA/.uv, not like this (SCHENKEL), nor
is dyaduv to be supplied, from Heb. x. 1. These

things cast a shadow into the aiur ofrof. so that

j

the light, as well as the [teMovra, standing in the

|

light, are before us. So long as one walks in the

! shadow, holds to it, he is not in the a\uv [tf/.luv,
which began with the appearing of Christ, not
to begin first with His parousia (MEYER) ;

lor

there is added:
But the body is Christ s (WINER S Gram.

p. 495). This refers to the presence of the aluv

//?.?,wv, which had already entered. However,
he, who still holds to the ordinances of the law,

|

and allows himself to be governed by erring and
erroneous men, not by Christ, does not hold to

Him, is not yet in the Messianic kingdom und

age, as he may and should be. The passage
treats of a point of view rather than a point of

time. See 1 Jno. ii. 8 [LANGE, Comm. p. 63.]
&quot;But the body

&quot;

is in contrast with &quot;

shadow,&quot;

fulfilment, full substance and life of &quot; the things to

come.&quot; Eariv is to be joined to Xpiarov;
to Him as Head and Lord (vers. 6, 19) it be

longs; He has the direction of the &quot;things to

come,&quot; is the antithesis of TIC: (ver. 16). It is

neither: ad Christum pertinet, ab eo solo petenda
eat (GROTius), ex Christo pendet (STORR), appeared
in Christ (HUTHER), nor is

&amp;lt;ra&amp;gt;//a
to be repeated

with Xpiarov (BENGEL), certainly it is not=the
Christian Church (SCHENKEL); as little is aiu6.

the Jewish Church. [WORDSWORTH : oufia is

substantial reality. ALFORD incorrectly asserts

that the Apostle could not thus have spoken, if

the ordinance of the Sabbath had been, in any
form, of lasting obligation in the Christian

Church. Against this view, see ELLICOTT in loco

and his references, also WORDSWORTH, Sermon
44, Christian Sunday. R.] The joining of this

clause to the following verse (Greek Fathers) is

objectionable, because it obviously belongs to the

antecedent context, and does not belong to ty/d?.

Against superstitious worship of angels (vers. 18,

19).
Ver. 18. Let no man beguile you of youi

reward. Mr/de/f corresponds with
fjii/ rig,

ver. 16, and introduces a warning. [EAIUK re

marks the uniform use of the singular in these
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warnings, as contrasted with the plural used in
Galatiaus. &quot; Either he marks out one noted
leader, or he merely individualizes for the sake
of emphasis.&quot; Probably the latter. R.] Here
too the stress is laid upon the object iiuac, placed
in an emphatic position. Kara/I pafteveru cor

responds with KPLVKTU (ver. 16). The word is rare,
but Attic (Demosthenes adv. Midiam, c. 25), hence
not a Cilician provincialism (JEROME) ; [Ipapsueiv
is to be a /jpaftevf [i. e., the awarder of prizes in

the games. R.], to perform such an office,

TrapafipafJeveiv is to do this partially, unjustly, in

favor of or against a competitor, Karaftpa^eueiv
denotes definitely the hostile intent against one
entitled to the prize. The prize (jlpafoiov, Phil,
iii. 14: &quot;of the high calling of God in Christ
Jesus :&quot; 1 Cor. ix. 24) is the imperishable crown
(1 Cor. ix. 25)

&quot; of righteousness&quot; (2 Tim. iv.

8; ii. 5), &quot;of life&quot; (Jas. i. 12), &quot;of
glory&quot; (1

Pet. v. 4). Hence it is not to be interpreted as
Christian freedom (GaoTius) or the honor and
prize of true Christian worship (DE WETTE), nor
is the verb= vara/cp/rai&amp;gt; (BAEHR and others).
The following thought is not remote from, but
not in, the passage; Ne quis brabeutse potestatem
usurpans atque adeo potestate abutens, vos currentes
moderetur perperarnque prsescribat, quid sequi ;

quid fuyere debeatis, brabeum accepturi (BENGEL
similarly BEZA). LUTHER is incorrect: let no
one frustrate you in your aim; Vulgate also:
nemo vos seducat.

Arbitrarily in humility and worship
ping of angels. Qthuv characterizes the

design of the false teachers as to its ground.
The participle denotes, what is joined to Opr/cnela
in the compound eOsAoffprjaKeia (ver. 23) : the
wilful desiring, having pleasure in

&quot;humility and
worshipping of

angels.&quot; QE^IEIV kv is =3~|*in
1 Sam. xviii. 22

; 2 Sam. xv. 26
; Rom. x. 9 ; ^2

Cor. ix. 8
; Ps. cxlvii. 10. It is not to be com

plemented with TOVTO or TOVTO troieiv (=na-aflpafi-
eiieiv, MEYER). Nor is it to be explained cupide
(ERASMUS). The former is both a pleonasm and
brachylogy at once : the latter is contrary to

usage. To join it with tupaTevuv (LUTHER) is

inadmissible. [ELLICOTT follows MEYER and ren
ders: &quot;

desiring to do
it,&quot;

but objects to any im
putation of malice. He characterizes the view
supported by Braune (AUGUSTINE, OLSHAUSEN
and many others) as distinctly untenable and con

trary to all analogy of usage of dihsivin the New
Testament

; yet his own interpretation is open to
the objections made above. ALFORD renders :

&quot; of

purpose,&quot; joining it with Karafipa^evETu, follow

ing THEOPHYLACT. The interpretation of MEYER,
ELLICOTT, et al., he deems &quot;flat and spiritless;&quot;

that of Braune, he terms &quot; a harsh Hebraism
irrelevant.&quot; If the view of 0eAv, given on p. 35,
note, be correct, then Alford s interpretation is

inadmissible. Braune s exegesis accords best
with the distinction there made. They arbitra

rily, spontaneously, from the evil impulses of
their own nature, indulged in these things. This
is relevant, for this made them dangerous. R.]
The context indicates that the first substantive,
elsewhere used in a good sense

(iii. 12; Eph. iv.

2 ; Phil. ii. 3
; Acts xx. 19

;
1 Pet. v. 5), has here a

bad sense : false, affected humility, behind which
much spiritual pride may hide. The other sub
stantive

(Bp7]OK.eia) means worship, adoration, Jas.

vi. 26, 27; Acts xxvi. 5 [E. V. &quot;

religion.&quot; R 1

the object of which is set forth by the genitive
Comp. Wisdom, xiv. 27 ; xi. 16; Maccab. v. 6-
WINER S Gram. pp. 176, 233. In the Old Testament
the angels repeatedly appeared as mediators be
tween God and man, and as representatives of men
with God (Job v. 1

; xxx. 23
; Zach. i. 12; Tobit

xii. 15). In the Testimony of the VII. Patriarchs
(PHILO) they appear as interceding, helping be
ings ; among the later Jews the opinion is cur
rent, that the law was delivered to Moses through
angels (BLEEK on Heb. ii. 2). The Fathers refer
to the fact that the Jews supplicated angels and
councils declare themselves on this point* (BoH-MER in Ilerzoff s Realencydop. 4. p. 31). [SeeEAUIE in loco. It was at Colosse that special
worship was given in after days to the archan
gel Michael, for an alleged miracle wrought, by
him, viz., opening a chasm to receive the river
Lycus. And at a council held in the neighbor
ing city of Laodicea, the practice referred to in
the text was condemned. (CONYB. and Hows
Am. ed. II. p. 390, note 2). R.]_&quot; Humility&quot;
is to be regarded as so connected with angel wor
ship, that the latter is proof of the former, since
the mediation of angels was claimed in approach
ing God (THEODORET), or because the Majesty of

|

the Only Begotten demanded it (CHRYSOSTOM).
It is a mistake to take &quot;

humility&quot; in a good
sense, but as irony (STEJGER and others), or rtiv

ayy&uv as genitive subjecti (LUTHER: spirituality
of the angels, SCHLEIERMACHER, religion of the

angels), or to weaken it to studium singulans
sanctitatis, or to understand by it demons, demi
gods (EsTius). [&quot;The Catholic interpreters,
Estius and A-Lapide, make a strong effort to
exclude this passage from such as might be
brought against the worship of the saints&quot;

(EADIE), but the connection of the two substan
tives gives it a direct application to this error.

-R.]
Intruding into those things which he

hath not seen, a uf/ kupaKev [ed^a/cev]
eu

(3 a T e v u v, is a further definition of naTafipa-
,3evTu. The verb [participle] occurs only here

;

to step upon a place, hence spiritual regions
through speculation ;

it is used of the entrance
of the gods and their seating themselves (PASSOW
sub voce) ; in distinction from supaiveiv, it de
notes a confident, immediate stepping up, which
the description of the regions entered (a ///) eopa-
KSV) the transcendental emphatic from posi
tionshows to be unjustifiable. [The E. V. &quot; in

truding&quot; is sufficiently accurate, though Braune s
&quot; sick

versteiffend&quot; is more so. R.] The nega
tive nf/ instead of which o v occurs also, is correct
in the relative clause after ^Je/f (WINER S Gram.
p. 448). Without the negative it may be referred
to opd/uara (Acts xx. 10, 12

;
x. 3) ; or opdaeig

(Acts ik 17) with MEYER: but if octffe f (Acts
ix. 17) must also be so understood according to
the context, still a e6paK?v (comp. 1 Jno. iv. 20)
cannot be rightly referred to enthusiastic fancies.

[These passages above cited speak of &quot; visions
;&quot;

to interpret thus would imply either that these
visions were in themselves illusions,&quot; or in

their influence became &quot; delusions.&quot; ALFORD

*
[BARNES erroneously asserts : there is no evidence that

any class of false teachers would deliberately teach that
angels were to be worshipped. R.]
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renders: &quot;standing on the things which he hath preferable, as the whole
seen&quot; i. e.,

&quot; an inhabitant of the realm of light,
not of faith;&quot; which as ELLICOTT observes &quot; is

ingenious, but not very plausible or satisfac-

passage is against lai&amp;gt;,-

deny the unity oi tin 1teachers. who did not deny the unity
church, but slighted the fact that eiich im-ml&amp;gt;cT

must hold fast the Head for himself
( ALFOHD).

tory.&quot;
The difficulty in such interpretations

|

There is then the greater reason for taking
arises from following another than the tru

reading. The canon respecting lectiones diflicil-

iores may be pushed too far. It.]

from whom&quot; personally. MEYER, followed by
EADIE, refers ff or both to the verb and the par
ticiples, which reference does not correspond so

upon s own mn, s cause y s own sss s not expressy state, te context ony n
t (iiirb TOV voof), and the more so, since I timating vital activity in general (MEYER), not
mind&quot; (vovr) is determined by, entirely in &quot;nourishment

&quot;

[E. V.] however, (GROTirs).
service of and belonging to, &quot;the flesh&quot; I A0a* do not refer to faith (BEXGEL), crvtieauot

Vainly puffed up by the mind of his well with the above views. R.]
flesh, is the third trait, more closely cha-

i By joints and bands being supplied
racterizing &quot;humility.&quot; E//o), temere (Rom. and knit together, 6 1 a i &amp;lt;i v d $ u v nut avv-
xiii. 4) or frustra (1 Cor. xv. 2; Gal. iii. 4; iv.

j

6 e a p uv kn i xo p ny oi&amp;lt; ufv o v nal aw flt-

11), is here joined with ^vaini fievoq in the former
; fia^o jievov, characterizes the body, the church,

sense. [ELLICOTT:
&quot;

bootlessly, without, ground i as Eph. iv. 16. The first participle belongs to

or reason.&quot; So Braune: &quot;ohneUrsache.&quot;
&quot;Vainly&quot; ; upuv, the second to trvvMtruuv. Both substantives,

may imply vanity in (he cause or the result
;
here joined without a repetition of the article, form a

the former. R.] On account of its position it category. A&amp;lt;pai
are the nerves, avv&tafwi the

cannot be joined with efi/farcbuv (STEIGER and muscles: the former afford help, the latter corn-

others). His obscurity is groundless, since it
j pactness, firmness Wherein the assistance con-

rests upon his own mind, is caused by his own
j

sists is not expressly stated, the context only in

spirit
&quot;the

the service of and belonging to, &quot;the flesh&quot; A0ai do not refer to faith (BK.\&amp;lt;;i:i. i.

(rfj^ aa/tKof a VTOV), which while unredeemed
i toprophets (TIIEODORET) or believers

(liiiii.MKii),
serves evil (Rom. vii. 14, 25), and commands the . for faith is the life and the persons are the mem-
&quot;

mind,&quot; possesses and rules it, instead of being I bers. [The fact that the two substantives are
-&quot;* 1 ~ 1 u &quot; CHRYSOSTOM: VTTU joined without a repetition of the article, is

against the assignment of a participle to each. As
ELLICOTT remarks: &quot;The distinctions adopted

matter is so represented that the adp!; of the
| by Meyer, etal., according to which the dtpai are

false teacher seemspersonified (comp. Rom. viii. 6), i especially associated with tirixop., and referred
as though it had its own vnvq, under the influence to Faith, the awSia. with

trv/u/3.,
and referred to

of which he is made proud. The pride of these Love are plausible, but perhaps scarcely to be

people consisted in this, that with all their sup- relied upon. As in Eph. the passage does not

posed humility, they allowed themselves to fancy, seem so much to involve special metaphors, as

to state forcibly and accumulatively a general
truth.&quot; In the parallel passage, Eph. iv. 16,
Braune seems to interpret a&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ai, &quot;joints.&quot;

To
limit it specifically to &quot;nerves,&quot; seems to be in

correct. EADIE: &quot;We may understand it not

merely of joints in the strict anatomical sense,
but generally of all those means, by which none

possessed and ruled by it.

aapKtKf/g tiiavoiac. [followed by the E. V., fleshly
mind.&quot; MEYER: &quot; It must be noticed that the

as is generally the case with fanatical tendencies,
that they could not be satisfied with the simple
knowledge and obeying of the gospel, but could
attain to a peculiar, higher wisdom and sane-

tity.&quot;-R.]

Ver. 19. And not holding the Head.
This is the fourth trait to be connected with the

&quot;worshipping of
angels,&quot; denying Christ and the

|

of the parts or organs of the body are found in
church

\jlte Cliristlichkeit und Kirchltchkeit.~\
j

isolation.&quot; He is not correct in giving a middle
The object is Christ, to whom the false teachers I sense to emxopijyoifuvov ;

&quot; furnished with reci-
did not hold fast as Head, hence as before and i procal aid.&quot; Both participles are passive ; as
above all, angels as well. The negative ov,

\ii)
as before, denotes a matter of fact (WINER

Gram. p. 452). BENQEL : Qui non unice Christu

present they denote &quot;that the process is now
going on&quot; (ALFORD). R.]
Increaseth with the increase of God,

tenet, plane. n&amp;lt;m tenet: but he may yet belong to i ai^ei TIJV a vi-nGiv TOV foov [lit.,
&quot; increaseth the

the church. From whom all the body [or I increase of God.&quot; Accusative of cognate sub
the whole body. R.] According to the pa
rallel passage, Eph. iv. 15, tf ov refers to Christ,
hence is masculine, not neuter (MEYER) [So
EADIE following MEYER: &quot;not personally as

Jesus, but really or objectively.&quot; But &quot; the fol

lowing verse seems to imply distinctly the con

stantive and genitive auctoris. R.] By this God
is described as He who effects the growth from
Christ (1 Cor. iii. 6, 12; vi. 18; WINER S Gram.

p. 232). The most appropriate preposition for

Christ in this figure is t-jj, for God i&amp;lt;~6. Hence
it does not refer to growth well-pleasing to God

(CALVIN), [nor &quot;godly growth,&quot; COSYBEARE
and HOWSON. R.] But the folly and danger of

the false teachers is sharply marked.

Comprehensive conclusion. Vers. 2023.
Ver. 20. If ye be dead with Christ from

trary&quot; (ELLfCOTT). R.] The preposition which
is to be joined with ai ^et denotes the cause from
which proceeds what it predicated, viz., the

growth, and not a remote one, only conditioning
it from without, but indicating the most intimate
vital connection between them. &quot;All the body&quot; the rudiments of the world. Sketch of their
includes the whole church (Gemeinde) without ex- Christian state, in accordance with the context

ception ; there is no member that does not de- and the preceding passage (vers. 115). BEN-
rive its growth from the Head. [It is a question GEL : continuafur illatio v. 16 coepta. El is a
whether the reference here is to the body in its rhetorical &quot;if, as is actually the case (WINER S

entirety, or to the body as including every mem- Gram. p. 418). There are here two definitions

ber. ELLICOTT and EADIE favor the former
j

of &quot;being dead:&quot; how? &quot;with Christ:&quot; to

view, ALFORD and BRAUNE the latter, which is i what ?
&quot; from the rudiments of the world.&quot; Th
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motive for &quot;being dead&quot; is given in vers. 11, 12,

and for &quot;with Christ&quot; in ver. 19 (the Head) and
vers. 10-15.* For the sake of distinctness, and at

the same time to mark the &quot;

dying
&quot;

as an eman

cipation (BENGEL: concise: mortui et sic liberati

ab elementis), the preposition cnr6 is repeated from

the verb, where otherwise the dative would be

found (Gal. ii. 19; Rom. vi. 2). &quot;The rudi

ments of the world &quot; are here those rudiments in

which they lived before they became &quot; in Christ,&quot;

when they were still heathen ; they should not

fall away into such again, seduced by Judaistic

false teachers. See on ver. 8. MEYER incor

rectly supposes that Christ also was &quot; dead from

the rudiments
;&quot;

he overlooks that Gentile

Christians are referred to ; Christ is indeed &quot;the xpfoet must not be taken as the simple noun, it

end of the law,&quot; but has not to die to it. must however be distinguished from

Why, as though living in the world, I
and Karaxpycis, &quot;abuse.&quot; [The view Braune up-

are ye subject to ordinances? &quot; Why
&quot; holds is so generally adopted by modern corn-

minds us of Matth. xv. 17; Mark vii. 18, 19; 1

Cor. vi. 13. Hence these words must be consid
ered the Apostle s judgment to show, and that
not without irony, the perversity of the notion,
that through eating and drinking moral detriment

originated (CHRYSOSTOM : eif noirpov yap anavra

/j.Era t3d^AETai). They cannot be regarded as the
words of the false teachers (VATABLE, SCHEN-

KEL), who will not suffer them to be touched, nor
as parenthesis* (MEYER). Nor is a to be referred
to 66-y/^ara, implied in 6oyfj.aTi^aOe above (AUGUS
TINE [BARNES] and others), nor is elf QOopdv to

be explained as moral corruption (Ds WETTE),
since it merely describes destruction, decompo
sition, here of sensuous things. Although airn-

introduccs, emphatically in the form of a question,
the conclusion that it was wrong. Comp. Gal.

iv. 810. &quot;As living in the world,&quot; like &quot; when
we were in the flesh

&quot;

(Rom. vii. 5), describes

their standpoint before conversion, to which they
are returning ;

il&amp;gt; g denotes the justifiable conclu

sion and comparison=7M*p/&amp;gt;e qui, &quot;as though.&quot;

is the middle (LUTHER: why do ye
allow yourselves to be caught with ordinances

?);

the verb is=&amp;lt;My/za Ti6evai, like vo/nodsTelv. It can

be neither: one decrees to you (MEYER) ;* nor :

you lay ordinances upon yourselves (BLEEK) ;

they did not do this, nor does it correspond with

the situation, while the former does not corre

spond with the intention of the intensive ques
tion, as if it concerned only a sketch of the fact,

and not a rousing of the readers against it.

These ordinances are now noted concretely as to

their purport : Ver. 21. Touch not, taste not,
handle not, fit/ d-tyy, nt]6e y e v a y, fiiiSe

f- The triple reference forming a climax,

mentators and so far preferable that it seems

unnecessary to notice the others particularly.
The practical bearing of the passage is obvious
to any, who discover its true meaning. That
this true meaning has not always been discovered

by American Christians is evident from the fact

that some still cite :
&quot; Touch not, taste not,

handle not,&quot; in support of &quot;total abstinence&quot;

from beverages which can intoxicate. Whatever

may be the expediency of such a principle, it is

one against which, as a binding rule of universal

application, this passage, rightly interpreted,

might be used. To use it in its favor is contrary
to all fair dealing with the word of God, a

wresting of the Scripture, excusable only on the

ground of ignorance, if in these days such igno^
ranee be not rather an aggravation. R.]
After the commandments and doctrines

of men, Kara TO, evrd^fj.aTa KOI 6t6aa\
T uv av6 pu forth a modality of

6oyua-i(,eaOe, marking it as in contrast with God s

marks the urgency of the demand for abstinence
|

law and word in Christ, indeed with the law of

(MEYER). The reference to ver. 16 allows the

omission of the objects, meat and drink, which
are required by the second verb -yevag. It is

incorrect to apply &quot;touch not&quot; to sexual plea
sure (FLATT) ;

this cannot be justified by 1 Cor.

vii. 1
;

1 Tim. iv. 3, against the context, viz., the

former part of ver. 22. The suppression of the

object is not to be accounted for by the fear and
dissimulation of the false teachers, who did not

name it themselves (STEIGER), nor thus : that

Paul had not thought on any definite object. The

objects he sets forth in paraphrase:
Ver. 22. Which all are for destruction in

the consumption, a eariv t^av-a elg
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;6o-

pav T i) aTrnxpyaei. This relative clause

sketches the forbidden objects, all of them (a

Trdvra); kartv, placed first for emphasis, de

notes that their nature is, &quot;appointed to de

struction, perishable&quot; (kig (j&amp;gt; 6op dv), by being
used up (T rj This verdict re-

* [MEYER (followed by ALFORI&amp;gt;) regards the verb as pas
sive, finding hole, not a reproach but a warning of the read

ers, who have not yet been led away. In that case,
&quot;

living in the world &quot; indicates the wrong view which the
There i much

wrong
false teachers take of the Christian position.
force in liis objection to the common view, as implying that

they were living as if in the world, a reproach which does

Moses, beyond which they have gone.
&quot; Doc

trines
&quot;

is added in justification of &quot;command

ments:&quot; the latter are more restricted, the for

mer more extended
; the latter are results, the

former set forth the premises and consequences.
Matt. xv. 7

;
Mark vii. 7. [ELUCOTT : they were

submitting to a (Jo^/zartffjUoc not only in its pre
ceptive, but even in its doctrinal aspects. R.]

Ver. 23. Which things have indeed a

repute of wisdom. &quot;Which things&quot; refers

to &quot;commandments and doctrines of men,&quot; and

denotes, not single commandments, etc., but the

whole category of human ordinances. Eorlv
A 6 y ov fiEVKXovra c

o&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

i a f isa concession

(fj,fv},
to which the antithesis

(tie)
is wanting;

still to the very significant A6yo^ we have the

correlate rifii),
to 7.6yov e^ovra corresponds iv

Tipfi TIVI, and on this account to fih the following
OVK corresponds. Hence Aoyog here must mean
&quot;

report,&quot; as Luke v. 15 ; Jno. xxi. 23
; Acts xi.

22. So Herodot, 5, 66 (GRIMM, Clavis, sub voce p.

260). CHRYSOSTOM : AO-/OV Qqalv, ov dvva/iiv, apa
OVK akrftEinv. The Vulgate therefore: rationem

fTh onthesis of the E. V. seems unnecessary. It

was probably designed to connect &quot;ordinances&quot; and &quot;after

not correspond with the tone of the rest of the Epistle. &amp;lt; the commandments of men &quot; more closely. It any clause be
However the implication may only be, that if they allowed parenthetical, it i this one, and MEYER, AI.FORD and ELLICOTT
this to continue, they would be returning to the world, so regard it, agreeing entirely, however, with the exegesis ol

R.] I Braune. R.J
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habentia, and LUTHER: &quot;appearance fE. V.:

&quot;show
&quot;]

are incorrect. [ALFORD ;
&quot;

j
oss -sued

of a reputation,&quot; ELLICOTT: &quot;do hav&amp;lt;.

nando ea, qux deus creavit, cum ea modeslia animi,
alios aliter viventes non dainnet, si hoc sib\

&amp;gt;&amp;gt;jiii!&amp;lt;i!nm habeant, dure tractare corpus neque carni

pute
&quot; are enjoying the repute of wisdom. 11.] I obseyui ad saturitatem. [Braune s view is that of

The omission of a clause introduced by &amp;lt;ff is an
|

MEYER, and is to be preferred, 1) as least un-

anacoluthon, but not strange, since the clause grammatical ; 2) as giving the best correlate to

is unmistakable (WINER S Gram. p. 535). Eariv \uiv; 3) preserving the distinction between aufia
is used instead of fjownv, to mark the and

adp^ ; 4) bringing out the bad sense of
and thus conveying the sharp con-weakness of men in permitting themselves to be

so readily deceived and blinded, and contains a demnation, that asceticism, while it appears to

charge against such in general rather than against subdue the body, serves only to gratify the flesh

those in Colosse. Bengel improperly joins kariv and its evil nature. For other interpretations
with TT/KM, Tr?.f/auovf/v, and resolves l^ovra into: I

see EADIE, ALFORD, ELLICOTT. The latter agrees
cum habeant, ut sit incisum ; so SOHENKEL also.

In will-worship, and humility, and un
sparingness of the body, kv iOe AodpqaKeia
K ai TaTTEivotypoavvi) K at a^etSiarov
o&fJLaToc,. &quot;In,&quot; standing only at the begin
ning, denotes that all three belong together.

most nearly with Braune. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Fasts and Feasts are placed together by the

Apostle (ver. 16), while as a rule fasting and

Compounds with tllf/.o are frequent (see Passow s prayer occur together; Acts xiii. 3: &quot;when

Lexicon) and describe, according to the word,
j

they had fasted and prayed ;&quot; xiv. 23 : &quot;prayed

something done freely, voluntarily, on one s own with fasting;&quot; 1 Cor. vii. 5: &quot;fasting and

responsibility, arbitrarily, factitiously, affected-
j
prayer

&quot;

(A. B. however omit the former). He
ly ; eOel.oOptjOKeia is self-imposed, arbitrary wor- forbids the one or the other, as little as Christ

ship (ver. 18). The object is not added, because I (Matt. vi. 5, 16) ;
he does not annul flic decree

self-evident: God. The false teachers in question of the apostolic council (Acts xv. 20, 28), in

would worship Him through the mediation of the which also the ethical and ritual are united. But
adoration of angels. Compare itiet.oTTepiaaoftpT/a- he opposes first, asceticism which extends to &quot;un-

Ksia, by which EPIPHANIUS (haer. 1, 16) describes
| sparingness of the body,&quot; secondly, an arbitrary

the piety of the Pharisees. TarreivotypoGi vri, as
j

abstinence from the means of nourishment or-

in ver. 18, denotes the humility which appeared
j

dained for eating and drinking, demanded
with ostentation, hence only apparent, external,

j
equally from all, thirdly, those fasts connected

A0eM/ CTw/zarof denotes the unsparing austerity with certain arbitrarily chosen days in the year,
towards the body through ascetic abstinence.

{

month and week. He thus opposes that dualislic

Such mortification is based upon contempt of the view of the world, which does not regard and
creatures, false views of matter as the seat of I treat matter as the creature of God, which un-

The first substantive denotes the religious

aspect of their conduct, the second, the moral in

relation to men, the third, the same as respects
earthly things. In such ways they gained a re

dervalues the body and its life, and in spite of

its &quot;unsparingness of the body&quot; serves only &quot;to

the satisfying of the flesh;&quot; he demands the
maintenance of individual freedom and would

pute of wisdom.
In opposition to this repute, the Apostle adds

his judgment: not in any honour, OVK kv

Tifirf TIVI. Here belongs eariv, which follows

ariva, in order to contrast with &quot;the repute of wis-
j

or external circumstances, by the discipline ne-
dom among the people,&quot; the Apostle s judgment, : cessary for the individual, or occurrences that

commit all abstinence to the free moral resolu
tion (as Rom. xiv. 2 sq., 1 Cor. viii. 1 sq., 1 Tim.
iv. 3), and as far as such abstinence is justified,
and may be occasioned or required by internal

viz.: the repute is without honorable grounds,
without true honor. This is strongly affirmed

;

there is nothing at all in it which is really honor
able ; hence &quot; in any honor&quot; is a sharp negation

(OVK) of will-worship, humility and unsparing-
ness of the body. To this negative Paul adds a

positive statement: [only] to the satisfying
of the flesh, HOVTJV rf/q aap-

affect him, he would not have it mechanically
and arbitrarily bound to special days, least of all

that it should be regarded as of moral merit or
as a work of supererogation, transcending or

retrieving the purely moral law and moral con
duct of life. The Christian should not bind his

conscience to men, but only to God s word and
God s law. Holy days and seasons should be
determined by the great facts of salvation and
the great acts of God, and not arbitrarily chosen.

Thus we must judge both the Romish worship
overrun with fasts and saints days, and the

Methodist and Baptist sects adhering to the Re-
of the fleshly nature

(r//f aapK.6c. opposed to &amp;lt;rw-

j

formed Church. [The author, being a Lutheran,

/larof). It is incorrect to render :
&quot; not giving j

refers to the entire neglect of even such anni-

to the flesh the honor due to its necessities
&quot;

j

versaries as Christmas, Easter and Pentecost.

(
LUTHER and others). THrjauovr/ implies blame The special reference to the Methodists and

(I .KMJKL: fere excessum denotat) and cannot= Baptists must be confined to Germany, and
iri&amp;gt;6vota (Rom. xiii. 14). The distinction between indeed in this country there is no applicability
rot) auuaToq and r^f oapKoq, and the omission of

j

in his allusion to their adherence to the Re-
roii (Towarof jificr h&amp;gt; tug nvt must not be over-

i
formed Church. It is true that until lately the

looked. GuoTirs singularly deduces praise from prevailing practice of many churches in America
this: habent ista rationem non stultam, si adsint would fall under the condemnation he hints at,

cautiones, si sponte ista suscipiantur non abomi- and even now these historic days are observed

K 6 c. The former clause denies &quot; the repute of

wisdom &quot;

as a just repute ; this gives a motive for

the negation, in connexion with &quot;unsparingness
of the body.&quot; The false doctrine tends (irpoc,) to

a satisfying (in contrast with &quot;

unsparingness &quot;)
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socially rather than religiously, as holidays rather I Essenic and dualistic heresy. The latter soon
than holy days. The Lord s Day has always been appeared in the Church. In Laodicea (at the

kept in a truer position. I may add that &quot;fast- council held between 343 and 381), it was for-

ing
&quot;

is practically ignored as a Christian duty |

bidden in the 35th Canon. Ambrose first en-

from extreme antagonism to arbitrary fast days,
j

couraged it (observandi sunt angeli). Augustine
but while the American Church has allowed &quot;no warns against it : imitandos eos potius, quam invo-

man to judge&quot; &quot;in eating,&quot; it has permitted
strict judgment &quot;in drinking&quot; to lay a burden
on the conscience. Paul places both in the same

category (ver. 16). However expedient absti

nence may be, this passage (vers. 16, 20-23) for

bids the infringement on Christian freedom which
is quite common. R.]

2. The distinction and the connexion of the Old
and New Testament economy are here described.

The former is &quot;the shadow of things to come&quot;

(ver. 17) and &quot;the rudiments of the world&quot;

(ver. 20), which are given in heathenism as well

as Judaism; contrasted with the former, the

New Testament economy is &quot;the body,&quot;
with the

latter it is &quot;

perfection
&quot;

is called

(1 Cor.

Christianity
the power of God and wisdom of God &quot;

4), at once to distinguish it from Ju
daism and to describe it as pre-announced, pre-
intimated, prepared for in the same. The law is

done away, not because it is in itself of no value,
but because man is unable to fulfil it, obtains

only in Christ, what he cannot attain without
Him through the law. See SCHMIU, Bill. Theol.

II. 233-23-5; 322-325. Catholic and Reformed

candos, and refers to the distinction between cul-

tus religiosus and non religiosus. This, the second
council of Nicaaa (787) turned in favor of the

adoration of angels, and the distinction estab

lished between /MTpeia, invocation, and TLfinnn^

trpoaKvvqaic, tiovheia, pious veneration, must now
serve as a support for the heathenish adoration of

angels and worship of the saints (Cone. (rid. sess.

25. Cat. Rom. 3. 2; 8. 10). Our symbols main,
tain: angelos a nobis non esse invocandos, adoran-
dos (Articles of Schmalkald II. 2). [See Reformed
Confessions and catechisms generally. R.]

5. Christ the Head of the Church, is for her
the foundation of all religious and moral life :

she needs no other mediator with God.
6. The Church is a living organism, not an es

tablishment or institution. It is a unity of many
members

;
it rests upon an act and work of God

in Christ, is from God and to God, has as its end
education for perfection and glory hereafter;
and possesses, in the word and sacraments and
the proper administration of the same, suitable

means for the attainment of this end. As to iti

inmost being, it is a vital relation of the congre-
confessions fail in this respect; they regard the

| gation [Gememde] to the ever present, spiritual-

gospel as a nova lex, and permit the distinction physically present Lord (HARLESS. Elhik. 6. Auft.
between the Old Testament and New Testament
to fall into the background : the former is phari-

p. 564). [By &quot;Geistleiblich&quot; which is untrans

latable, Braune means the presence of Christ in

saical, the latter spiritualistic. [The position of the eucharist according to the Lutheran view.

the law in the Reformed confession does not Vital union with Christ the Head is not less in-

seem to me to warrant this remark. See the sisted upon by those who hold the really Calvin-

Heidelberg Catechism, Ques. 2, 91, 92. Belgic istic view. R.] It is an organization (but not

conf., xxiv. xxv. Perhaps others are more open to
!
the source), for the facilitating and furthering of

this charge. See also Form of Concord, VI. R.] I Christliness [Christlichkeit], and the sense of this

[3. The observance of the Lord s Day cannot be
j

fellowship founded and maintained by Christ
affected by the warning of Paul (ver. 16). It is

I
with the corresponding conduct is Churchliness

certain that the persons who were judging them,
| \_Kirchlichkeit~\, which is indissolubly connected

were pressing the duty of observing the Jewish
j

with Christliness. As Church and Churchdom
Sabbath, not the Christian Lord s Day. It is \Kirche und Kirchenthum] are so distinguished,

equally certain that the observance of a weekly : that the former, as a Divine act, legally and rightly,

day of rest is written in God s physical and takes form in the latter, so there is a two-fold

social laws for man, as plainly as in the Decalogue. Churchliness ;
one holding fast to the revelation

Nor c in we escape the conclusion that the fourth
J

of grace and ordinance of salvation in Christ, the

Commandment is but a reminder of a previous i other adhering to the legal forms of a special
institution, so that even those who might con- Churchdom, which has been and is being humanly
ten 1 that the whole Mosaic law is abrogated, as and historically developed. The former has its

a guide to Christian life, do not escape this en-
j

source in the invisible Church, the fellowship of

actment, But since the Christian would live the Spirit, the latter in the visible church, which

gratefully, he still finds the rule in God s
&quot;holy,

is the fellowship of law, and hence only human,
just and good&quot; moral law, and sees in his very i secondary, accessory; it is not the realization of

frame as well as in the frame-work of society, the idea of the Church, but merely a help and
an additional reason for appropriating to &quot;rest

;

external support (STAHL: Rechts-und Staats lehre,

in God s service,&quot; one day in seven, rejoicing p. 164). All ecclesiastical canons non imprimunt
therein, since it now marks the great fact of his crcdenda, sed exprimunt credita. But in thus dis-

Lord s resurrection, and since his Master has
j

anguishing, rightly, the ordinances of salvation

Himself explained how it should be observed, and of the Church, Christliness and Churchli-

R.] ness, and the latter again in this two-fold man-
4. The importance of the doctrine respecting angels ner, care must be taken not to undervalue the

(PHILIPPI: Kirchl. Glaubenslehre I. p. 279 sq.), , latter, as well as not to overvalue it,

without which the doctrine respecting Satan re- 7. The principle of Christian liberty especially
mains incomprehensible, is as great as the danger ;

and of Christian life in general is, that one
from the rationalistic denial of angels, springing neither makes nor permits to be made an arbitrary
from a Sadduceean view of the world, and the law, and so exercises his Christianity upon all

Romish adoration of angels, growing out of ! that is created, ordinances as well as gifts, that
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the creature is used in humble obedience to God s

will, without tlu&amp;gt; fleshly nature exalting itself.

Asceticism degenerates into mere mechanical

niornlily, (.isnistic hair-splitting about the di

vine law, an externalizing of self-discipline and

self-exertion, a stirring up of spiritual pride.
Under austerity respecting externals is concealed

effeminacy with regard to heart-emotions, and
in the unsparing plaguing of the body the flesh

is fondled.

[8. The connection of the two warnings. There is

instruction in the connection of precepts in Paul s

writings. Here are two warnings, one against

fleshly legality, the other against worship of

angels, both condemned as having a &quot;show of

wisdom&quot; but tending only to the satisfying of

the flesh. The connection is not obvious, yet
side by side the two errors have existed with

the same result. In germ at Colosse, in full

flower in the medieval church, and in modern

times, in America especially, fanatical binding of

the conscience respecting articles of diet and

drink, and &quot;intruding into things not seen,&quot;

craving for other &quot;spiritual manifestations&quot;

than those coming froin the Head, have taken
root and flourished in the same localities, to

gether with &quot;a show of wisdom&quot; and an intense
&quot;

satisfying of the flesh.&quot; Error has its affini

ties and its unchanging law of development no
less than truth. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Christ wants no legal man, who through zeal in

good works will earn the love of God, but a sj i-
J

ritual man, whose faith through .grateful love to
j

God is diligent in every good word and work.
In winter fruit trees look more alike than in

spring, summer and autumn
;
where life and

liberty are wanting, there is monotony in faith

and walk; while lifeless 1

liberty makes every
diversity prominent.
STARKE: That, is the devil s way, to judge

and make conscience where none should be

made, and to make none where it should be.

Let us hold to Christ alone, and put no man or

creature as mediator with Him; but hold to

Him truly too, so that we have His witness,
whether we have received of His Spirit to abide
in us. Will worship is worthless.

RIEGER: Sincerity, which seeks God and

clings to His Word, seizing salvation in Christ,
as if it were I only in the world, whom it con
cerned ; unity, joining itself to all who are

called and pressing to the same goal with the

same serviceableness
; freedom, which binds and

is bound by none in things that can neither

hinder nor further me in the ordained course.

Each one has a corner in his heart where rash

prejudices can hide, to breakout swiftly in natu
ral and spiritual things, so that we can quickly
stumble at one thing, or thoughtlessly depreciate
another. [Self will makes even humility, a vain

puffing up. II.]

GERLACII : While one lives in the world, he
serves its rudiments. Of these God made use in

His law to typify in that time of childhood higher,
eternal truths. But when the full light of truth

has risen, to serve these is to be in bondage to

the world. All this is renewed in Christendom,

whenever Christ, as the only Mediator is sup
planted or thrown into the background by other
sub-mediators.

SCHLEIERMACHER: The right way can only be
the one way, in the likeness of the Divine Love to
maintain the bond of love among each other, and
in common with those who are our brethren to
seek and to lead a spiritual life. [The difficult

wisdom of the gospel, which so few attain :

rightly distinguishing the internal from the ex
ternal, substance from shadow, spirit from let

ter.-R.]
PASSAVANT: Habit and custom, the regular

return of religious exercises and festivals, regu
lar Sabbaths, periodical communion seasons,
even set hours of meditations, even family wor
ship otherwise so necessary in addition to public
worship, how easily do all degenerate into

empty form and external posture without spirit
and life. He who does not hold to the Head,
but holds rather to the thoughts of his own wis
dom and the dreams of his own fancy, relying
upon systems of human philosophy, upon highly
gifted mind?, or on the poesy of the human imagi
nation, desiring to seek arid find there all that is

noble and exalted, salvation, joy, heaven itself,

thereby denies and disowns the one great Recon
ciler and Redeemer, His Truth, His Love, His
Right, and His Glory : he loses in his folly and
ingratitude the whole wealth of the Word of
God ; he takes the shadow instead of the body,
the sheen for the true light, a self-made life for
the true Life, God s Life in us.

HEUBNER: The Christian should maintain
freedom of conscience. He should not depend
on others, but follow his own conscience, not

permitting himself to be bound to non-essential
exercises. A superstitious over-estimate of things
indifferent always leads away from Christ.

young Stilling, although indulging in many fan
cies about spirits, remained faithful to the bibli

cal principle, that all such attempts to open up
the invisible world about him are culpable and
opposed to the present probationary state of
man. A Christian, clinging to Christ is secure

against all such foolery, which would divert him
from his aim.

WILHELM. The holy simplicity of the Chris
tian. It consists herein 1) that he keeps his

goal uninterruptedly in view : 2) guards against
all going according to his own choice : 3) studies
true humility at heart. LEHMAN: Against
what must we guard if we would not miss the
mark of our heavenly calling t 1) Against our
own choice in the matter of our blessedness

; 2)
against false humility ; 3) against carnal mind.
GLAUS : Two great dangers on the path to the

heavenly goal ; 1) the error of human ordi
nances

; 2) the pride of our own heart.

[BURKITT: Abstinence is sinful when men ab
stain from some meats, upon pretence of holiness
and conscience, as if some meats were unclean,
or less holy in their own nature than others, or
as if simple abstinence at any time were a thing
acceptable to God in itself, without respect to

the end for which it is sometimes required.
Men are most forward to that service of God,
which is of man s finding out and setting up ; man
likes it better to worship a God of his own
making, than to worship the God that made
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him ; and likes any way of worshipping God
which is of his own framing, more than that

which is of God s appointing. HENRY: Ver. 19.

1) Jesus Christ is not only a Head of Govern
ment over the church, but a Head of vital influ

ence to it. 2) The body of Christ is a growing
body. R.]

[EADIE: Ver. 16. Sensations of spiritual joy
are not to be restricted to holy days, for they
thrill the spirit every moment, and need not
wait for expression till there be a solemn gather
ing, for every instant awakes to the claims and

j

the raptures of religion. Ver. 19. The church
can enjoy neither life nor growth, if, misunder

standing Christ s person or undervaluing His

work, it have no vital union with Him. Ver.
20. Christ is the Head and to Him alone do we
owe subjection.

What mean they ? Canst thou dream there is a power
In lighter diet at a later hour
To charm to sleep the threatenings of the skies,
And hide past folly from all-seeing eyes ? (CowPER).

Ver. 23. When Diogenes lifted his foot on
Plato s velvet cushion and shouted &quot;thus I

trample on Plato s pride,&quot; the Athenian sage
justly replied &quot;but with still greater pride.&quot;

The Apostle utters a similar sentiment. These

orporeal macerations, as history has shown

tend to nurse licentiousness in one age, and a
ferocious fanaticism in another. 11.]

[BARNES: Ver. 16. It is the solemn and sacred

duty of all Christians to remit all attempts to

make ceremonial observances binding on the con
science. Ver. 18. &quot;Pride may be pampered
while the flesh grows lean.&quot; WORDSWORTH:
Ver. 18. Pride in its worst form ; Pride dressed

up in the disguise of lowliness. And this is the

besetting sin of the human heart, which is more
puffed up by false humility than by open
pride. R.]

[SCHENKEL: The danger of constituting one
self a judge of the consciences of others

; 1) why
it is so near us

; 2) why it must be so earnestly
contended against. Christ the only mediator
between God and man: It is not humility, but

pride, if we seek another. The officious seeking
after revelations outside the Revelation : 1) how
dangerous ; 2) how foolish it is. The danger of

spiritual pride ; 1) Its source the flesh
; 2) its

effects inflation. Who has died with Christ,
can no longer live in the world: 1) The reason,

2) the power of this truth. Will-worship: 1) a

self-deception, 2) a deceiving of others. Interfer

ence with allowable enjoyment by ordinances

of men: 1) the wrong inherent in such interfe

rence ; 2) the impurity to which it leads. R.]

III. PART SECOND.

Exhortation to vital sanctification.

CHAPTERS III. 1 IV. 6.

1. The foundation and prospect of a genuine Christian mind and walk.

(CHAP. III. 1-4.)

1 If ye then be risen [were raised together]
1 with Christ, seek those things which are

2 above, where Christ sitteth [is, sitting] on the right hand of God. Set your affection

3 [mind] on things above, not on things on the earth. For ye are dead2

[died] and
4 your life is [or hath been] hid [xlzpuxTat] with Christ in God. When Christ, who

is our life,
8 shall appear [ or be manifested], then shall ye also appear [ or be mani

fested] with him in glory.

1 Ver. 1. [So Ellicott, Alford. The former renders the whole verse :

&quot; If then ye were raised together with Christ,
seek the things that are above, where Christ is, sitting on the right hand of God,&quot; which rendering is justified in the notes

below. His note on the distinction between &quot; which &quot; and &quot; that &quot;

is interesting. R.]
2 Ver. 3.

[ ArrfBavere ; aonst, referring to definite past time, hence; &quot;died&quot; as in ver. 1: &quot; were raised.&quot; R.]
* Ver. 4. X- C. D. 1 E. 1 F. G. and others read

i&amp;gt;n&amp;lt;av;
while B. and many others have rifiuv. A. has a lacuna here. The

authorities are equal, the internal grounds also; the former is more striking, fitting, the latter the stranger, more difficult

reading; not like the other dependent on ver. 3. Certainly it cannot be referred merely to Paul and Timothy (Schenkel),
but to Christians in general. [Braune, following Meyer, seems to prefer ii^v ; but with Rec., Lachmann, Tischendorf, and
modern English editors, ij/uuai/ (&quot;our,&quot;

E. V.) is to be preferred. R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The injunction. Vers. 1, 2.

Ver. 1. If ye then were raised together

us of ii. 20, to make it the basis of the exhorta

tion. &quot;

If,&quot;
like ii. 20, is not a doubtful hypothe

sis, but fact (ii. 12), from which, as undeniable,
a certain conclusion is deduced (o v v). By
raised together with Christ&quot; we must under-

with Christ takes up from the foregoing (ii. 12) stand the ethical renewal (see notes on ii. 12).
a comprehensive thought, in a form reminding MEYER, who apparently refers this also to the
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corporeal resurrection, overlooks the &quot; shall be i life as still hidden, of course from the world,
manifested (ver. 4), and errs in regsirding from men, from themselves also (1 Jno. iii. 2:

:iciii:il
&quot;

ami olijeei ive
&quot;

a* identical notions I
&quot; It doth not yet appear&quot;) : the coherence of the

in contrast with -ethical;&quot; this latter is no less
|
life of Christians is denoted by

&quot; with Christ,&quot;

actual. [ALrOBO, BlUOOTT, WORDSWORTH refer the inherence by &quot;in&amp;lt;Jod&quot; (.MKYKHI. Comp. 1

the aorist to &quot;

baptism.&quot; It refers to the definite

point of time when this actual, &quot;ethical&quot; change
took place. Is that necessarily at baptism? The
two former object to the ethical sense on the

ground that the injunction which follows would

1 et. 4: &quot;the hidden man of the heart:&quot;

Acts xvii. 28: &quot;in Him we live and move and
have our being.&quot; [EAUIE, against BARNKS:
&quot;the idea of concealment, and not that of se

curity, seems to be
then be superfluous. Why should not a motive verb, for it is plac

e principa
ed in cont

be drawn from this? What has been done for

them is the ground for their doing,

-B.]
seeking.&quot;

Seek those things which are above. T&amp;lt;i

& v u, placed first for emphasis, is like ra CTTOV-

pdvia (Eph. ii. 6); to seek such things is a ne

cessary consequence and requirement of being
raised together with Christ.&quot; BENOEL : Chris-

lly contained in the
ontrast with open mani-

festation of Christ s appearance. But this con
cealment is no argument against present and

partial enjoyment.&quot; R.] Evidently this is to

be understood of eternal life, which has been
awakened and is furthered in the present in

consequence of the new birth. It remains con
cealed until its completion, which enters (ver
4

;
Rom. viii. 19) with &quot; the coming&quot; (2 Thess. i.

tus a resurrectione statim contendit ad caelum (Jno. 8; 1 Tim. vi. 14; 1 Cor. i. 7 : 2 Thess. i. 7) o.

xx. 17). Comp. Phil. iii. 14, 20; Matt. vi. 20, 23; its Author and Finisher, Christ. The Greek
Rom. ii. 7. Where Christ is, sitting at the fathers, CALVIN, GROTIUS, METER, incorrectly
right hand of God. &quot;Where&quot; marks &quot;the

j

regard it as the life hereafter, [ALFORD: tha

things above&quot; as the region of the heavenly resurrection life R.], as if the Christian life

things of the Messianic salvation; &quot; Christ is,
j

were not already substantially, though incipi-

sitting at the right hand of God &quot;

indicates both ently, the life to be completed hereafter. GRO-
the exultation after deep humiliation and certain i TIUS is incorrect, jus adrem rei nomine uppellat ;

rest after severe conflict. Thus a motive is given
j

HEINRIOH : sicuti Christus; ROSENMUELLER :

for the exhortation. Comp. Ps. ex. 1. [The
passage seems to abound in motives, though this

is the principal one. The E. V. overlooks the
fact that there are two enunciations: &quot; Christ is

there, and in all the glory of His regal and judi

ciary power&quot; (ELLICOTT). R.]
Ver. 2. Set your mind on things above.
The emphasis rests on the object; hence it is

placed first here also. This is not mere repeti
tion. After &quot;seek&quot; (;/reZv), which manifests

itself in active and outward conduct, prominence
is given to the cogitations of thought (Qpovriv,
Phil. iii. 15, 19). BENGEL: qui vere suprema quo-

runt, non posxunt non nape re suprema. Not on
things on the earth. This is=ra erri-yeta,

&quot;earthly things&quot; (Phil, iii. 10), ra fv T&amp;lt;J
K6au(f&amp;gt;,

&quot;the things that are in the world&quot; (1 Jno. ii.

15). The earthly, that which is &quot; to perish with
the using

&quot;

(ii. 22), should not be the object of

mente dei. [ALFORD : notice the solemnity of the

repetition of the articles; and so all through
these verses. R.]

Ver. 4. The exaltedprospect. When Christ
shall appear. Rapidly, without nai or

&amp;lt;5f,

this reminder and prospect is added, to animate
their zeal. &quot;When&quot; marks the time, viz.: the

appearing of Christ. Our life [the E. V. in

serts &quot;who
it,&quot;

thus bringing out the force of

the passage. R.] This is in apposition with

&quot;Christ,&quot; as &quot;the hope of
glory&quot; (i. 27). It

forms the basis of the conclusion
(&quot;

then shall ye
also

appear&quot;); hence it. is added to signify not

merely that Christ is a remote and sundered

Cause, but Impulse, Power, Object and Sub
stance of the Life itself (Phil. i. 21 ; Jno. xi. 25).
I .KM, KI. : Ratio sub qua manifestabitur. [ADIE is

unfortunate in his interpretation:
&quot; shall appear

in the character of our life.&quot; Christ is our life

inward care and thought ; this is a sign of being j
itself, the essence and the impersonation of it

&quot;of the world,&quot; which is not=being &quot;in the i

(Eu.iroTT). R.]
world&quot; (Jno. xvii. 14, 16, 12). The use of Then shall ye also appear with him in

earthly things is not forbidden, but we are bid- glory. &quot;Then&quot; refers to &quot;when&quot; (BKXIJEL.
dm, in the right use of the earthly to mind and \prius non debemus postulare)\ &quot;ye

also&quot; to

seek heavenly things. [TiiEopniLrs: Four-footed

beasts are like images of men who mind earthly

things ; but they who live righteous lives soar

aloft, like birds, on the wings of the soul, and
mini/ those things that are above (\VORDSWOIITH).

-R.]
V.;r. 3. The Proof. For ye died, i. e., died

Christ.&quot; [ELLICOTT: The more verbally ex
act opposition would have been &quot;your hidden

life;&quot; but this the Apostle perhaps designedly
neglects, to prevent C&amp;lt;J / being applied as it has
been applied, merely to the resurrection-life.

R.]
&quot; With Him,&quot; which might otherwise have

been omitted, is emphs &quot;Appear with Him
to the world, to the earth (ii. 20: &quot;from the in

glory&quot; is=&quot;glorifit&amp;gt;d together&quot; i liom. vm.
rudiments of the

world&quot;).
The aorist (n r&amp;lt; /- 17), there preceded by

&quot; sutfer with Him.&quot; as

hat has occurred, this is by &quot;died&quot; (ver. 3; ii. 20: &quot;with Christ&quot;).
f -i

)
is used to denote an act tht

Ye cannot then go backwards, live again or

lunger after t he former fashion: your life is now
smother one. And your life is hid with
Christ in God &quot;And&quot; adds to the negative
side, the having died, the po-iiive side, &quot;your

life,&quot; which however is hid.&quot; The perfect

Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 42-44, 53.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Here and hereafter no more fall into two in

congruous parts, than the year with seed time
denotes the continued relation, and harvest, human life with childhood and riper

the verb itself marks the state of the existent age, man with body and soul, the church in in-
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from the bodily eye, and now lives a higher,

heavenly, divine life ; so does the Christian

united to Him through faith. But. the life of

Christ will not always be thus concealed.

SCHLEIERMACHER : The old man and the new
man: this is the great contrast in which Paul s en
tire proclamation of the gospel moved. The old

man is both the man of sin and the man of the law;
the new man is both the new creature in whom
Christ lives, and he, who serves the righteous
ness, which comes through faith and avails be

fore God. The walk is manifest, the life is hid,
we can conclude respecting the latter, only from
what is manifested in the former.

PASSAVANT : The world knows not, sees not,
what a new being has arisen in the believer

through the risen Christ. He feels the life of

Jesus in his heart. Highest stand the prophets,

apostles, martyrs, who &quot;overcame by the blood
of the Lamb, and by the word of their testi

mony ;
and loved not their lives unto the death&quot;

(Rev. xii. 11). But all the rest, who have fought
unto death, in patience and long-suffering, in

holy fidelity, who are made kings and priests,
will be called conquerors by their Head.
HEUBNER : The higher, heavenly sense of the

Christian proceeds from Christ, the Risen One,
this is its origin, its power thither it goesalso

to His heavenly glory as its goal. He who has

in time to seek and to find eternity, faithful in found the higher, forgets the lower. PALMER:
the least, the perishing, to gain the greatest, the The life in God: 1) a life of profound conceal-

eternal. Aptly and elegantly says the Epistle to ment, yet to be made manifest ; 2) a life in

Diognetus (chap. v. 6 inScholz: Apostolic Fathers, blessed rest, yet with daily unrest and labor;

p. 170) of Christians; they inhabit Being in
j
3) a life in heaven, yet with an appropriate

heaven. Comp. the beautiful hymn of Richter :

j

blessing for earth.

es glunzet der Christen inwendiges Leben. GESETZ UNI&amp;gt; ZEUGNISS [a German theological

Only in and u i/h Christ an we be even here periodical. R.] : Live with Christ in God ! 1)

Tisibly visible manner, with its militant and tri

umphant congregations. It is more than indis

tinctness and superficiality, it is anti-christian er

ror to say, as does Xaiiffer
(
De Cy? aluviov notione,

p. 93) : vitam enirn piam el honestam, quam homo
Christianus in hac terra viverepossitacdebeat, Paulus

dicere non poterat nunc cum Christo in deo (in ccelis

puta, in quibus Chrislus nunc est) reconditam esse,

alque olirn in splendido Jesu reditu de ccelo reve-

la/am iri: hsec nonnisi vitse ccelesti conveniunt.

Such an affirmation grossly offends against the

Lord s words (Jno. v. 24, &quot;hath eternal
life&quot;)

and Paul s (Phil. iii. 20: &quot;our conversation is

in heaven). So &quot;ethical&quot; and
&quot;physical&quot;

are

very different, but not incongruous ideas. The
Ethos should become Physis, and the latter

should be made ethical. The Hereafter is not

locally separated, is not a limited place, but a

spiritual life-sphere, whose rudiments and germs
lie in the narrow corporeal life, as in a concen
tric inner circle. God s world cannot be dua-

listically split into a visible and invisible world ;

as little can it be separated by a rationalistic or

deistical cross-cut into an upper and under world.

He has created His world, the material world,
to be glorified with a receptivity for eternal

spiritual being, finitnm infiniti capax.
2. The Ethical Consequence of the Christian

view is: in the earthly life to begin the heavenly,

assured of and joyful in eternal life
;
the true life

is Christ in us.

4. The motive to constancy and fidelity in such a
life is the glimpse of future glory, not the slavish

|
end, to which it develops itself. The sign of

fear of perdition, but child-like confidence and joy spiritual resurrection; 1) heavenly mind; 2)

We have to make this way clear to ourselves
;

2) to acquaint ourselves with the nature and

quality of this life ; 3) to inquire respecting the

glory-

glory of the heritage and the heritage of

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Do not indefinitely seek what is above in

heaven, but think of this, that there Christ is in

glory with the Father, resting in the assurance
of victory, taking part in the rule of the world.

As the leaves that cool thee with their shade,

shining in the sunlight and gaily rustling and

dancing on the stem, were only born in the spring,

divine life
; 3) blessed hope. The exhortation

of the Apostle: Seek he things which are

above! 1) How the Apostle explains it
; 2) what

grounds he adduces for it. Our past and present
and future [Unser Sonst und Jetzt und Einxt.~\ 1)
our past ; a seeking and minding what is on the

earth; a life without Christ and without God,
manifest in sin and shame. 2) Our present ; a

seeking and minding what is above, where
Christ is; a life hid with Christ in God. 3)
Our future; a possessing and enjoying all that

after which we here strive in faith
;
a life with

God manifested with Christ in glory.

[ANDREWES: Vers. 1, 2. Christ is risen, and if
begotten the summer before, in the sleeping eye
as in a cradle, so in the heat of life is hiddenly
prepared thy life to be manifested above: so God i ChVist then we. If we so be, then we &quot; seek ;

creates thy life in the quiet depth of the heart ; and that we cannot unless we &quot;set our minds.

through and with Christ. Wouldst thou be one On what? On &quot;things above,&quot; not on earth,

day in heaven, then must heaven be in thee here:
j
but where &quot;Christ is.&quot; And why there? Be-

first the kingdom of God is in thee, then thou in it. I cause where He is, there are the things we seek

STARKE : Ascendamus interim corde, ut olim\for, and here cannot find. There He &quot;is sitting&quot;

scqiiamur et corpore (Augustine). Think not, that
|

and so at rest. And at &quot; the right hand&quot;

by earnest meditation on the kingdom of God,
all duties of house and office must be laid aside.

We can find a place for that, even when the body
is outwardly busy. Indeed through spiritual
care of the soul, external business is properly
regulated, sanctified and blessed.

GERLACH: As Christ has concealed Himself

lory.
&quot; God s right hand&quot; and so forever.

These we seek, rest in eternal glory. These

Christ hath found and so shall we, if we begin to

&quot;set our minds&quot; to search after them. Li TIII-.H:

Ver. 2. We live not in the flesh, but we dwelt

in the flesh. BP. DAN. WILSON : Things on

earth too naturally draw us down, attract us,
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fix us. Ks.-iii s ml pottage prevails over the

birthright. The guests in tin- parable turn away
to tlicir land, or cixi-n. or families. The Gudarene
mind wishes Christ to depart from its coasts. U.]

[EAIUK : The pilgrim is not to despise the

comforts which he may meet with by the way,
but he is not to tarry among them, or leave them
with regret. WORDSWORTH: Be ye good trees.

Now, in the world s eye, is your winter; to men
ye appear like dry sticks. Your life is hid

with Christ. Ye are dead in appearance, but not

dead in reality; dead as to show of luxuriant

leaves, but not dead in your spiritual root.

Your root is Christ. His coming will be your
summer. Then ye will put forth a glorious

foliage. Ye will appear with Ilirii in glory. And
,

the leafy fig-tree of this world will be withered

by His coming. R.]

[BKVKKIDUK : Sermon on ver. 2. 1) Why
&quot;not on things on the earth?&quot; a) they are be
low you and unsuitable to you both as men and
Christians; b) they can never satisfy your de

sires; c) are troublesome and disquieting; d)

unimportant and unnecessary (can neither make
you happy themselves, nor conduce thereto) ; e)

fleeting and unconstant. 2} Why &quot;on things
above?&quot; a) nothing was made or designed as a

proper object for our affections but these; b) our
relations &quot;above:&quot; c) our possessions. 8) What
affections? a) our thoughts and meditations; A)
our affection of love ; c) our desires; d) our joy.
Thus become holy and happy. R.]

2. General exhortations.

CHAPTER III. 5-17.

a) Exhortation to put off the old fleshly nature.

(CiiAP. III. 5-11.)

5 Mortify therefore your
1 members which are upon the earth : fornication, unclean-

ness, inordinate affection [lustfulness],
2
evil concupiscence [or shameful desire],

3 and
6 covetousness,which is idolatry: For which things

4 sake the wrath of God cometh on the

7 children of disobedience :

5 In the which [Among whom]
6

ye also walked sometime
8 [once], when ye lived [imperfect, were living] in them. But now ye also put off all

these; auger, wrath, malice, blasphemy [evil speaking],
7

filthy [abusive]
8 communi-

9 cation out of your mouth. Lie not one to another, seeing that ye have put off the

10 old man with his deeds
;
And have put on the new man, which is renewed [is being

renewed]
9 in [unto, e; ?] knowledge [,] after the image of him that created him :

11 Where there is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian,

Scythian, bond nor [omit nor]
10 free: but Christ is all, and in all.

1 Ver. 5. V/nii. is wanting in . A. B. and others. [It is omitted by Tischendorf (ed. 2, not 7), Alford, and by
Braune: retained however by Kec. Lachmann. Meyer, Do Wette, Wordsworth. Ellicott : the latter remarks: &quot;The great
preponderance of MSS. am] the accordant testimony of so many versions seem to render this otherwise not improbable
omission here very doubtful.&quot; R-l

* Ver. 5. [Alf ird and Ellicott thus render jraflof. not merely &quot;lust,&quot; but the disposition toward it R.]
s Ver. 5.

[&quot;
Evil concupiscence&quot; is correct, but &quot; shameful desire &quot; would be more generally understood. R.]

Ver. (i. A i* o on the authority of
{&amp;lt;

B. C. and others, is better supported than 61 6. [The former reading is ad(

by Lachmann. Tisdiendorf. Ellicott: the hitter by Meyer and Alford. R.]
6 Ver. 6. The cliiuse e iri TOU vtoi&amp;gt; TJJS airei0ta. &quot; on the children of disobedience,&quot; is wanting in B.; uppa-

rently taken fr &amp;lt;&amp;gt;m Eph. v. 6, where it is supported by all. [Rejected by Tischendorf and Alford. The uucial authority,
. A.C. D. E. K. Li., in support of it is so preponderant, that it cannot safely be omitted. The two Epistles might welt

contain expressions exactly alike. Meyer retains it. R-l
Ver. 7.-[ E v oU refers to &quot; the children of disobedience.&quot; if that clause be i etained. If it be rejected, the E. V. it

correct, hut is in.-orreet as it now stands. (Braune, Ellicott.) R 1
7 Ver. s. ._

Kvil-spei.kiiiK&quot; or &quot;calumny&quot; is evidently the meaning of ft A a
&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;t&amp;gt; &amp;gt;JM

&quot; pre in E I lh - iv - 31
&amp;gt;

where
the E. V. reu.U :

&quot;

evil-speaking.&quot; R.I
Ver. s. Alnisue.&quot; perhaps

&quot; foul-mouthed communication,&quot; is better than &quot;filthy;&quot;
the idea of obscenity is not

\ ineluded in a i&amp;lt;r % po \ oy i av. {.]
Ver. 10. [The present participle here denotes a process goingon. See EXEO. NOTES. R.]

10 \Y r . 11-llefore ,-AevOtpos. A. and others read KOU, a few also before 2ufl7,t, but both weakly supported.

[&quot;Nor&quot;
is unnecessarily supplied in the E. V. R.]

rence from &quot;were raised together&quot; (ver. 1) and

&quot;died&quot; (ver. 3). Their being dead has as its

result a new life, in which a &quot;making dead&quot;

(vatpovv) is possible and necessary. The verb

(only here and Rom. iv. lit; Heb. xi. 1-) is

ri ililfri I . ^iiir, /. (., i-inliinr innniLus riribit.v prira-
tnin (--tliua), stronger than &quot;r;r&amp;lt;/-&amp;lt;/i r (Horn. viii.

13). See TITTMAXX, Syn. I. p. 168. [The aorist

( pted

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The first frhnrtnlinn concerning the relation to the

ph iixurrx int 1 /inxsesxwnx of ftirth. Vers. &quot;)-?.

Ver. .&quot;&amp;gt;. Mortify therefore your members,
which are upon the earth. Mortify there
fore

&quot;

is joined to vers. 1-4, containing an infe
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denotes a definite act, which ELLICOTT thus ex- | He gives prominence to this by means of the re-
oresses : &quot;kill at once;&quot; ALFORU :

&quot;put to lative clause, which characterizes it and gives a
motive for mortifying it.

&quot; Which &quot;

(quippe quse,
death.&quot; R.] After the Christian died (ver. 8),
he has as quickened (ver. 1), with the newly
gained vital power, to kill the &quot;members which
are upon the earth.&quot; This expression corre

sponds with the context, and refers in its sense

to &quot;putting
off the body of the flesh

&quot;

(ii. 11).
There the whole organism was brought into

view, here the individual members; there &quot;of

the flesh&quot; describes what here, in accordance
with ver. 3, is described by

&quot; which are upon the

earth
&quot;

(BENGEL: where is found the sustenance
of those members, of which collectively the body
of sin consists). Because they are

&quot;fleshly,&quot;

there is a motive for putting them to death.

This must be understood in an ethical, not a

physical sense (HUTHER, UNGER and others), not

of the Church members as the vital activities of

the body of the Church (SCHENKEL) ;
for the

Christian is not required to mutilate his body,
nor are members or masses of members &quot; who are

on the earth,&quot; organs of the Church and its ac

tivity, since it is a creation of God ; the words

might be applied to Christians, who are worldly-
minded, but, as regards these, venpovv, putting
to death, is a duty only in the view of fanatics.

[ELLICOTT thus aptly paraphrases: &quot;As you
died, and your true life is hidden with Christ,
and hereafter to be developed in glory, act con

formably to it let nothing live inimical to such
a state, kill at once the organs and media of a

merely earthly life.&quot; Put to death the portions
of your body, which are the instruments of sin,

as respects the sphere (on the earth) of these

sinful activities, and the actions and desires be
low specified : a duty very different from and
more difficult than ascetici obedience to
&quot; the commandments of men &quot;

(ii. 21, 22). R.]
The substantives, which follow in appositioual

relation to &quot;members.&quot; show more specifically
what is meant: fornication, uncleanness,
lustfulness, evil concupiscence, and co
ve tousness, which is idolatry. BENGEL:

these (usfaj, members) are enumerated.&quot; There

&quot;which indeed;&quot; WINER S Gram. pp. Ill, 157).
See on Eph. v. 5. It is incorrect to apply it to

insatiable voluptuousness (EsTius and others)
or to &quot;gains from lust&quot; (BAEIIR and others).
[Braune in the parallel passage extends the ap
plication of the relative clause to all the preceding
forms of sin, which application is grammatically
inadmissible here, though allowable there.
II A E o v e f / a,

&quot;

covetousness,&quot; is marked by the
article as the notorious form of sin, not merely in

troduced thus as forming a new category ; for
while it is another form of sin, there is an inti

mate connection in point of fact, &quot;monsters of
covetousness have been also monsters of lust.&quot;

Covetousness has as its primary object wealth
but there is no objection to expanding its mean
ing here, as TRENCH does. lie intimates that
the Greek Fathers use this word to designate
both the sins of impurity and avarice, &quot;even as
the root out of which they alike grow ; namely,
the fierce and ever fiercer longing of the creature
which has turned from God, to fill itself with the
inferior objects of sense is one and the same.&quot;

Si/n. N. T. \ 24. This is idolatry. It is worthy
of notice too that idolatry and lust are connected

historically, as well as in the 0. T. passim. R.]
Ver. 6. For which things sake the

wrath of God cometh. Thus he adds a mo
tive for the necessity of the exhortation, &quot;mor

tify:&quot; you must either kill or be killed. The
relative refers to the sins mentioned above,*
on account of which &quot; the wrath of God cometh.&quot;

See on Eph. v. G. [Also for notes upon : on the
children of disobedience, which Braune re

jects here. R.] The absence of &quot;on the child

ren of disobedience &quot;

denotes a reference to God s

judgment on earth, under which the saints also

suffer. The expression, which is to be distin

guished from &quot;the day of wrath&quot; (Rom. ii. 5),
and the context which is to be distinguished
from 1 Thess. i. 10, &quot;the wrath to come,&quot; does
not refer to the future judgment (MEYER, BLEEK

is no metonymy here (Ds WETTE), nor are these and others). [ELLICOTT, following Theophilus,
the ethical ingredients inhering in the members

I

refers it to punishment here and hereafter.

There is this strong objection to Braune s view,
that the New Testament does not represent the
wrath of God as coming in any sense upon the

saints. If the longer reading be adopted, his

remark is also grammatically incorrect. What
ever interpretation be put upon iv oic, the follow

ing verse excludes the Colossian Christians from
the threatened wrath. R.]

Ver. 7. Among whom ye also once
walked. If &quot; on the children of disobedience&quot;

be retained, the relative must be joined to that

antecedent ; otherwise it refers as 6C a to the

enumerated sins. &quot; Once walked&quot; denotes their

conduct in different relations. See on Eph. ii.

2. When ye were living in them. [That
is, in these sins, as the sphere of life. There is no

tautology if the personal reference of the last

clause be adopted. R.] The verb, in emphatic

(.MEYER, WINER S Gram. p. 494). On the first

two and the last substantives, see on Eph. v. 3.
&quot; Lustfulness

&quot;

(/r
a 6 o f ) [not limited to unnatu

ral lust, as Rom. i. 26. R.] and &quot;evil concupis
cence&quot; (fTridvfiia K a K

r/)
are to be referred,

according to the context, to sexual sin
; the for

mer denoting rather the formal eagerness, the

latter the intrinsic unworthiness, determined by
the object; the former is always the latter also,

bat not vice versa (1 Thess. iv. 5 : &quot;in the lust of

concupiscence,&quot; kv -rradei iutiv[j.iag). [The latter

being more general. R.] The category intro

duced by &quot;fornication,&quot; on account of its mani
fold and frequent manifestations (Gal. v. 19), is

prominently set forth in detail
;
unnatural un

cleanness is included in the last two substantives,
but not specially described (ERASMUS and oth

ers).

By the side of
the Apostle puts
category, indicated by the article. Bengel : ar-

ticulusfacit ad epitasin et totum genus vitii a genere
enumeralarum modo specierum diversumcomplectitur.

fornication&quot; thus specified,
covetousness&quot; as a second [ALFORD, reading it o, refers it to &quot;idolatry&quot; alone,

ami hence ill his

ing and crowning sin.&quot;

refers it to the whole

-R.]

makes it the all-comprehend-
MEYER, adopting the same reading,
immoral character just uamed.
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position, marks the internal life with undisturbed

gratification, while &quot;walk&quot; denotes the mani
festations of it in thought, word and deed

; the

which follow (vers. 9b-ll)give a motive for the

injunction in vers. 8,
(J a. Seeing that ye

have put off the old man. [The E. V. thus

imperfect (&quot;

were living&quot;)
refers to a continued admirably expresses the force of theaorist parti-

state, the aorist (&quot;walked&quot;)
to the individual ciple d KEK. J va d/ze vot. R.] The aorist re-

: * t u_
qu j reg tn i g ag tne Apostle s view: first, the ex
perienced death and rising, then the active morti
fication of the members, first the experienced
putting off the old man and putting on the new,

acts, corresponding thus with the meaning of the

verbs. Their sinful walk was conditioned by
their sinful nature, not merely by habit and cir

cumstance. BENGEL: Vivebatis tanquam in vestro

principio, origine, elemento (Gal. v. 25). Hence
e v rovToif and e v o\q refer to the same ante

cedent. This is not tautological (.MEYER) but em
phatic : the first is not merely walking in heath

enism, and the other a vicious life (SCHENKEL),;
the former is rather the &quot;act&quot; and the latter

the &quot;power&quot;
of sin (CALVIN) or the one &quot;en

ergy,&quot; ivepyeia, the other &quot;habit of nature&quot;

(EsTiirs). [It is obvious how much is gained in

the exegesis of this verse, by retaining
&quot; on the

children of disobedience.&quot; It then means:
&quot; Among which children of disobedience ye also

walked, when ye were living in these sins.&quot;

Surely with preponderant uncial authority, this

exegetical advantage should decide in favor of

retaining it, instead of being used to support
the omission as lectio dijficilior. R.]

The second exhortation concerning their social re

lations to each other. Ver. 8-11.

Ver. 8. But now ye also put off all these.

then the active removal of what s contrary
thereto, here a motive, drawn from what has

preceded, is pre-supposed. Hence the Vulgate :

exspoliantes, and BENGEL: &quot;putting off,&quot; as if it

were contemporaneous, are incorrect; LUTHER
also : put off, as though it were an injunction.
The verb is to be taken according to the parallel
expression (Eph. iv. 22 : cnrdOfaOe) like the sub
stantive ii. 11, and its object as in Eph. iv. 22.

The old man, the sinful nature as it is before
conversion and regeneration is to be laid off as a

garment that has become useless, with all its pe
culiarities, hence : with his deeds. Here is

the stringent conclusion that what was detailed
.above must of course be put away. Comp. Rom.
viii. 13

; Gal. v. 24 :
&quot; the flesh with the affe-

tions
(7rafl&amp;gt;//Liaaiv} and lusts.&quot;

Ver. 10. And have put on the new man.
The putting off and on, connected by /cat, are

to be regarded as contemporaneous, according
&quot;But now&quot;

(i
vvl df), in contrast with &quot;once,&quot; I to the principle: natura et gratia non patiuntui

(TTOTS, ore), is the present Christian state, which , vacuum (nature and grace do not tolerate a va-

begins with conversion. Hence &quot;

put off&quot; cor-
| cuum) ; only in the domain of grace in distinc-

responds with &quot;

mortify&quot; (ver. 5), or &quot;put away
from

you&quot; (Eph. iv. 31), and
&quot;ye

also&quot; puts the

readers here beside other Christians, as in ver.

7 by other heathen. &quot;All these&quot; (rd 7rrivr)re-

tion from the physical, the initiative is with the
new man and in virtue of the divine power cre

ating him. In contrast
have in Eph. iv. 24, n

with na/.aioc;, old, we
ivoc, new, as not yet

fers to what follows (WINER S Gram. p. 102); not present, here vioq ira?.aio&amp;lt;; being therefore old,

to all those (ver. 5) and these also which follow I superannuated, senile; both are found in Eph.
itaivov) and here in the

participle. The motive
it were

[

dicative instead of imperative. R.] Anger, : entered and fresh state. ELLICOTT. II.], lies n
wrath, malice, evil-speaking, abusive the danger prepared by the false teachers for

communication out of your mouth. See Christians, who had been just now or not long
on Eph. iv. 31. The last substantive is wanting : converted.

(MEYEK, SCHEXKEL). [ELLICOTT, ALFOKD follow iv. 23, 24 (avaveovadai
MEYER, but Braune s view is more strictly gram-

j adjective and added
matical. EAIJIE unfortunately makes the verb in- I drawn from VEOV, recent, young, as it were [newly

there, but corresponds to aioxp6riif nal The condition of the new man and his imme-

(Eph. v. 4). It describes shameful speech in gen- diate task is more closely defined: which is

eral, which, according to the context injures the being renewed, TUV avanaivoit pevo v.

neighbor, who hears it or of whom it is spoken,
j

The present participle denotes what is to go on
as &quot;evil speaking&quot; (i3/.aa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;t/uia).

It is not to be ap- |

in the present. The context requires the mid-

plied to lewd speaking (HuTHER and others), at

least not exclusively, though it may include it.

die sense to denote the self-exertion, the active

life. The new man is not anything complete at

The first three substantives form a climax, de- once, but. in a state of vital growth, of further

scribing the internal condition, from perceptible development, and that by the Holy Spirit (Tit.
excitement to passionateness which is its basis, I iii. 5). [This seems to contradict the last opinion
then to deep-seated malicious nature; the other that the participle is middle. ALFORU, KI.I.I-

two refer to speech, hence to both is significantly j

COTT, WORDSWORTH all regard it as passive,
added: &quot;out of your mouth.&quot; It might be The latter naturally suggests: &quot;the new man was

joined with
&quot;put off,&quot; but without any refer- born in you at your regeneration in baptism, but

euce to the first three, since it would not be
j

needs the daily renewal of the Holy Ghost.&quot; Omit

enough that among Christians these never found
i

&quot;in baptism,&quot; and the explanation will be gene-

not be found at all.

in words (SciiENKEL); they should

Ver. &amp;lt;J. Lie not one to another. See Eph.

rally received as correct. The passive or middle

interpretation will be adopted as the stress is laid

upon the divine or human side of the progressive
iv. 2o. E I f denotes the direction : belie not work of sanctification, and yet as the Apostle is

one another. [The practice is thus stamped as i speaking of the new man, of our becoming holy,
a social wrong (ELLICOTT). MICHAELIS observes which lies back of active holiness, the passive is

that it is only in this Epistle and that to the Ephe- to be preferred. The new man is being renewed,
sians, that the Apostle warns his readers against rather than renewing himself. R.] Comp. 2

lying (BARNES). R.] The aorist participles Cor. iv. 16. The preposition avd marks the
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further, upward, onward striving, which is then
more closely denned :

Unto knowledge, after the image of
him that created him. &quot; Unto knowledge&quot;

denotes the end, &quot;after the image of Him that

created him,&quot; the norm. According to ii. -
;

i. 9,

&quot;knowledge&quot; is not further characterized as a

knowledge corresponding to the image of the

Creator, for by thus regarding both clauses as

one (HOFFMANN, MEYER), no natural sense is

given. In this knowledge, which cannot be

supplied by worldly wisdom, the new man must

grow according to the image of his Creator, God
;

this image is Christ, since the Christian is a

&quot;new creature&quot; (2 Cor. v. 17). There is an
unmistakable allusion and reference to the first

creation&quot; (Gen. i. 2 j, 27). The second new
creation is not to be separated from the first, the

Christian is the genuine man, Christianity is

true, God-willed humanity. [The latter clause is

to be joined with &quot;being renewed&quot; (ALFORD,
ELLICOTT). The final word &quot;

him&quot; refers to the
&quot; new man.&quot; The passage means more than the

restoration of the image of God lost by Adam.
&quot; It is certain that the image of God, in which
Christ s Spirit re-creates us, will be as much
more glorious than that, as the second man is

more glorious than the first&quot; (ALFORD). So
EADIE in loco. Compare Eph. iv. 24. -R.]

Ver. 11. Where there is neither Greek
nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumci-
sion, Barbarian, Scythian, bond, free.
&quot; Where&quot; refers to the region of the new crea

tion in Christ, in contrast with the domain of

creation without Christ; in the latter there is

division, contrariety and discord
;
in the former

union, fraternity. Just as in the parallel passage

(Eph. iv. 25: &quot;for we are members one of ano

ther&quot;),
this fellowship of the regenerate, the

converted, requires truth and friendship among
each other. It is incorrect to join

&quot;

where,&quot; as

=-jua in se, to the yet remote &quot;knowledge&quot;

alone, finding here its object now brought in

(SCHENKEL). &quot;Evt means, as in Homer: there

is there, therein
;

OVK. svi denies division as

respects nationality (&quot;Greek
and Jew&quot;),* as

respects religion (&quot;
circumcision and uncircum-

cision&quot;), culture (&quot;Barbarian, Scythian&quot;), so

cial status
(&quot;bond, free&quot;).

It is worthy of

note, that, in nationality, the Greek who ruled in

language is put before the Roman who held em
pire ; iu religion, Israel honored with revelation

takes precedence ; in culture, the step is from the

uncultivated to the extreme savage (BENGEL:
&quot;

Scythians, more barbarous than the Barbari

ans;&quot; ffapfiapuTaroi), as in Rom. i. 14, the pol
ished Greek not being again mentioned, while
the summary is indicated by the omission of the

conjunction ;
in the social category, the slave

stands before the freeman to note the receptivity
of the insignificant, and the exalting power of

the gospel. Comp. Gal. iii. 28. [LANGE S Com.

pp. 88, 91. R.]
But Christ is all and in all.&quot; But&quot; pre

sents the contrast to the condition in the region
of the natural life ; hence within the Church
there is not difference, divisions ; in spite of the

*
[The E. V. places the negation in the conjunctions. A

more literal rendering would be: &quot;There is not Greek
and Jew, circumcision and uncircumcision,&quot; etc. R.]

distinctions, there is no schism there, but union,
concord on the ground of unity ;

in all these four
directions (rd TTO. v T a), and in all the individual

persons, the Christians
(&quot;in all,&quot; nal EV rraai)

is the same (Xpforof), &quot;who alone occupies
the whole, as the saying is, between stem and
stern, and is both beginning and end &quot;

(CALVIN).
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 28; Gal. vi. 15. BENGEL:
&quot;Scythian is not Scythian, but Christ s; Barba
rian is not Barbarian, but Christ s. Christ is

all things, and that in all who believe. In Christ
are new creatures.&quot; [MEYER: &quot;The subject is

placed at the end, for the greatest emphasis. He,
the all determining principle of the new life and
activity (ra -rravra) in all his believers (iv Traat),
forms the higher unity, in which all those old
divisions and antitheses become without signifi
cance and as if no longer existing.&quot; ELLICOTT:
&quot; Christ is the aggregation of all things, dis

tinctions, prerogatives, blessings, and moreover
is in all, dwelling in all, and so uniting all in the
common element of Himself.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christian Exhortation. All truly Christian
exhortation to a moral life, internal and external

alike, is directed mainly towards the right use
of salvation as already possessed, towards iti

preservation in given circumstances, and the
maintenance of conduct which meets the condi
tions of the rightly adjusted relations of the
Christian. What is accepted and received as a

germ through faith in the mercy of God in

Christ, must be held fast, ever more vitally ap
propriated, nourished and developed practically
in every direction. The regenerated believer,
with the powers imparted to him by God, must
now so work, that his action and conduct are as

much his consenting, as God s continued action.

Christ for us becomes Christ in us, and Christ

before us becomes Christ through us.

2. The world in and about the Christian. With

respect to its pleasure, sensual, especially sexual

pleasure, he must strive after purity; with re

spect to its possessions, after contentment, in or

der not to fall away from God and under His
wrath. [For the sin of sensuality is not only
intimately connected with that of covetousness,
but both are essentially idolatrous. Those &quot;with

out God&quot; (Eph. ii. 12) are &quot;in the world,&quot;

and the world s pleasures and possessions are put
by them in the pLice of God. R.]

3. Towards hi* neighbor, especially the brethren,
there must be friendliness in disposition, word
and truth.

4. All sin must be repelled. All that is opposed
to what is required, both in its various shades
from coarser to finer and finest, and in its differ

ent manifestations in act, word, thought, percep
tion, from external to internal and inmost, must
be contended against and repelled. Only what
is sinful, yet all that is sinful, is contrary to

Christianity and Christian character.

5. Christ the point of unity. Upon the absolute

dignity of Christ and His central position toward
the world

(i.
17 : &quot;in Him all things subsist&quot;),

which points to His Divine Fulness
(i. 19; ii. 9),

to Him as the image of the Creator, rests the fact

that He is the absolute point of unity, the central
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and terminal point for men. What He is for the
]

RIEGEK : With all that belongs to the old na-
macrocosm He is also for the microcosm

;
He is ture, we are never done ; yet we should not be

the Second Adam, &quot;a quickening spirit
&quot;

(1 Cor. grieved by the way: the quietest plan is with
ir. 45). Hence the requirement to become a childlike mind to learn, and to regard the matter

Christian and be a Christian must be deemed ab

solute for every man. Union with Christ is ab

solutely right, but it alone ; contrasted with it

all diversities as to nationality, confession, cul

ture and station (ver. 11) are only relatively

right; this they are, in so far as that absolute

right remains unimpaired. Cosmopolitism in po
litical and social life, union in denominational

life are fruitless, or stunted products of the natu

ral man working within the Church, when and

as ever in progress. GKULACH : The capacity
for knowing and loving God is that alone wherein
man excels the rest of creation, whereby he
rules it. Is he a mirror of the Most High, then
there is in him an image of God, which sin has
not obliterated, but so polluted and marred that

his own power can never more restore it. When
the image of God is restored in the soul, the par
tition-walls among men fall down.
SCHLEIERMACHER: When Christians seem to

where they do not recognize and maintain union us to be not yet permeated entirely by the new
with Christ, established above all unions. This is I life in Christ, we may not thence infer an entire

then the rule: one with Christ, united with one lack of the Spirit. Paul admonishes them to put
mother. By this every Christian, that is every i off their old members, not by virtue of the old man
evangelical Christian, and every age, such
that of the Reformation, must be tested,

too must be tested many human organizations,
which aim at uniting selfish men so as to contri

bute to the common good. Many social and po
litical problems remain to be solved, but social

science has not always remembered that &quot;the

putting on of the new man&quot; alone brings man
&quot; where there is neither Greek nor Jew bond
nor free, but Christ, all and in all.&quot; 11.] Com
pare the notes on Eph. iv. 22

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

With every sin look at its concealed beginning

itself, but by virtue of the new and because the

vital strength of the new man in them is pre
supposed. This work of putting off the old man
and putting on the new is a common one, and we
should not believe in the fancy that somewhere it

is wanting altogether.
PASSAVANT : [Ver. 15. Covetousness which

is idolatry can be found among Christians, in

men who rejoice in a Christian education, and
bow before the cross of Christ as the tree of life.

The life of the covetous man is hid with his

hoards in iron chests; the life of the Chris
tian is &quot;hid with Christ in God.&quot; Ver. 7. It is

better, if one has never walked in these things,
if they have never been the elements of our life,

in the heart, and its public issue in the judgment
j

for then our sanctification is easier. On this ac-

of God, who regards the heart. Be not content

with strength enough to prevent the sin of the

heart from breaking out unto word and work.
Be so ashamed of the past, that the present may
not be as it was, and the future become far

worse. As a rule lying to others is closely con
nected with lying about others.

STARKK: Improvement of the sinful life is as

difficult for the flesh, as if the man should go to

his death
;

for he is as much
lusts, as if this were his life. One of the chiefest

members of the old man is
&quot; the lust of the flesh

;&quot;

this secret poison hides in all. Though this fire

count we should learn the fear of God from our

youth.] Ver. 8. A single word, slipping from
the mouth of the Christian can pollute the whole
God-sanctified new man. [Ver. 9. It is long be

fore a tongue, hitherto unaccustomed to lie, be
comes accustomed to the truth; this is the work
of the Spirit of God, which is the Spirit of truth.

Ver. 11. God regards in us only His Son and
His image, as He hates only the old man and his

i love with fleshly j corruption. It.]

[UUKKITT: Ver. 7. No argument will prevail
more with a Christian to follow on the work of

mortification closely for the time to come, than
be at once quenched in believers, yet, if they do I the remembrance of his long continuance in sin in

not take care, the ever-glowing cinders may
)

time past. Ver. 9. Lying makes a man like the

easily and quickly burst into a flame again. 2 , devil, who was a liar as well as a murderer from
Sam. xi. 2 sq. Covetousness breaks not only the

!
the beginning. Ver. 11. blessed Jesus! Art

eighth and tenth commandments of the second I thou thus all to me? I will labor to be all to

table, but the first and second of the other also;
hence the covetous are idolaters too. Old rags
we throw away : sin, which makes us so old and
deformed and ugly before God, the Christian must
so put away, that he not only restrains its out

break, but also exhausts the spring itself, drain

ing it more and more, even if he does not dry it

up entirely. [What a mark of our great cor

ruption, that the tongue, which should be the

means of doing our neighbor good, is so often the

instrument to injure him. II.
]

The state of the

regenerate is a putting off the old and a putting new man is said to be renewed in knowledge ;

on the new man. Hence in a believer there are because an ignorant soul cannot be a good soul,

as it were, two men or a double nature. Spirit Light is the first thing in the new creation, as it

and flesh, which contend against each other,
j

was in the first. R.]
Gal. v. 17. The one from its corrupt propensity [EAIMK : Ver. 5. If the heart is dead let all

wills what is evil, the other from divine opera- the organs which it once vivified and moved die
lion what is good. I too nay, put them to death. Let them be

thee ;
to give thee all that I am. R.]

[HENRY : Ver. 5. It is very observable, that

among all the other instances of sin which good
men are recorded in the Scripture to have fallen

into; (and there is scarcely any but some or
other in one or other part of their life, have
fallen into;) there is no instance in all the

Scripture of any good man charged with covet-

ousness. Ver. 9. Lying makes us like the devil

(who is the father of lies), and is a prime part of

the devil s image upon our souls. Ver. 10. The
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killed from want of nutriment and exercise.

This desire of having more, and yet more, is

idolatry. What it craves it worships, what it

worships it makes its portion. Ver. 11. 1. Such
distinctions do not prevent the on-putting of the

new man. 2. In the church, prior and external

distinctions do not modify the possession of

spiritual privilege and blessing. WORDSWORTH :

Ver. 5. You must be dead to earth, in order to

life in heaven. While we mortify our members
upon the earth, we quicken our members iu

heaven. R.]

b) Exhortation to Christian love one towarJ another, and to glorifying the name of Christ in word
and work.

CHAPTER III. 12-17.

12 Put on therefore, as the elect of God, holy [or saints]
1 and beloved, bowels of

13 mercies [mercy], kindness, humbleness of mind, meekness, longsutfering : Forbear

ing one another, and forgiving one another [each other],
2
if any man have a quarrel

[or complaint, /j.ti/j.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;rjv~\ against any : even as Christ3

forgave you, so also do ye [doing
14 yourselves].

4 And above [But over]
5

all these things put on charity [love],

15 which6
is the bond of perfectness. And let the peace of God [Christ]

7 rule in your
hearts, to the which also ye are [were] called in one body ; and be ye thankful.

16 Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly [;] in all wisdom; [omit semi-colon ]

teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and [omit and]
8

hymns [and]

spiritual songs, singing with grace [in grace
9

singing] in your hearts to the Lord
17 [God].

10 And [everything] whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name
of the Lord Jesus,

11

giving thanks to God and the Father [God the Father]
12

by
him.

i Ver. 12.
[&quot;Ay

i 01, &quot;saints,&quot; if used substantively as Braune holds. See EXEG. NOTES. There are several quite

unimportant various readings in this verse ; o I K T i p n o v and n p a v T r; r a. are preferable to oZicTip/u.coi and TrpaoTrjTa Of

the Kec. R.J
8 Ver. 13.

[ AAAjjAcoi/ eavToTs; there is nothing in the E. V. to indicate that different words follow the two parti

ciples. H.I
3 Ver. 13. Instead of 6 X pio-rds, C. [K. L., most versions, Tischendorf, Meyer. Ellicott. Wordsworth, Rec.], A. B.

and others [Lachmann, Alford
|

read o xvpios. X- Otos. Besides, flebs TouXpioroO, (ieus in c/iristo, occur.
* Ver. 13. [To supply an imperative, with E. V., breaks the construction unnecessarily. If anything be supplied in

English it should be the auxiliary participle as above. R.]
6 Ver. 1 1.

L
E T i T a &amp;lt;7 1 v S e T o v T ot ?.

&quot; But over all these
;&quot;

&quot; above all&quot; is ambiguous. R.]
* Ver. 14. A. B. C. F. G. and others read 6; 6s in X- is a correction, as well as the later rjrts; [Rec., grammatical

emendation (Meyer, Alf.ird). R.]
T Ver. 15. [T o Xpio-roO on the authority of X- A. B. C. and most versions, modern editors generally, instead of

roC fooC. Rec., followed by E. V. R.]
8 Ver. 16. Kai before v pv o t s and a) S a li added from Eph. v. 19.

Ver. 16. [Braune omits the article before xapiri and renders &quot; in thanksgiving.&quot; But it is retained by most
modern editors on the authority of B. and others. See EXEG. NOTES R.J

10 Ver. 16 . [T &amp;lt;u 6 e to is the rending of the mass of MSS., adopted by most modern editors ; icvpitu, Rec. Lachmann, pro
bably taken from Eph. v. 19. R.J

11 Ver. 17. B reads K upiou Iijcrou, X. inserts XpioroO, others omit xvpiov. [Lachmanu, Ellicott, Wordsworth fol

low the lust reading ; Tischendorf, Alford, Rec. that of B. R].
12 Ver. 17. [Kai, probably from Eph. v. 20, is omitted in K. A. B. C., by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford,

Ellicott, Wordsworth. R.J

been said and continuing it: &quot;as you have put
on the new man, put on all its characteristic

qualities.&quot; But even this paraphrase implies a
&quot;moral consequence.&quot; &quot;For although the put
ting on of the new man as a fact, has historically
occurred through the conversion to Christ, yet
it has, according to the nature of the new man,
its continued acts, which should occur, viz.,

through the appropriation of those virtues, which
the newmanassuch must possess&quot; (MEYF.R). R.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The virtues of the new man in intercourse with the

brethren (vers. 12-14).
Ver. 12. Put on therefore. To the &quot;have

put on the new man&quot; (ver. 10) there is joined,
as a consequence (&quot;therefore&quot;),

the positive

precept, which finds a motive, as a continuing
and valid requirement, in the &quot;

being renewed ;&quot;

although they have put on the new man, they
have yet to take up anew the single parts. [EL
LICOTT, following HOFFMANN, thinks ovv lias liere

more of its reflexive force, taking up what has

As the elect of God, [holy or] saints
and beloved, conditions the justice of the

precept and the indispensableness of complying
with it. &quot;As &quot;gives prominence to the actual
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condition, relation, in which they stand. &quot;Electlter mind and consequent improvement on the
of (Jo l is iisi-il sulistnntivt ly as Matt. xxiv. 31 ;

I part of the offender. See on Eph. iv. 2, 32.

Markxiii. 27; Luke xviii. 7; Horn. viii. 33; Tit. i. TITTMANN, Synon. I. 140-142. [Comp. TRENCH;
1: &quot;saints&quot; (aycoi) as Rom. i. 7; xv. 25, 26, 81

;
I Syn. New Testament, sub vociius. He makes

xvi. _ .!&quot;&amp;gt;: 1 Cor. i. 2, etc.
&quot;Ayioc,

rov Oeov (Mark &quot;meekness&quot; to be at first in respect to God,
i. 24; Luke iv. 34; Jno. vi. 69) is a descrip- then toward men as growing out of this. But
tion of the Christian; aytot avrov

(&quot;His saints&quot;)
j

in this case it is primarily toward man, though
also occurs (2 Thess. i. 10). The position of the

I implying the other as its ground ( ALFORD, ELLI-

genitive (TOV Oeov) however requires it to he curr, while EAUIE excludes the reference to

joined with the first term
(&quot;elect&quot;).

&quot;Beloved&quot; God). R.]
is also used substantively as Eph. i. 6. The Forbearing one another and
climax here is unmistakable: as to the ground, forgiving each other. These participles de-

they are without desert &quot;elect of God,&quot; as to i fine the modality of the exhibition of the virtues

their condition they are &quot;saints,&quot; as to their re- just mentioned; they must be appropriated by
lai ion to God. they are, as the perfect denotes, I practice which makes the master. The present
the continued objects of His love (1 Thess. i. 4;
2 Thess. ii. 13). BENGEL: &quot;the order of words

corresponds exquisitely with the order of things:
eternal election precedes sanctification in time,

the sanctified feel love, and then imitate it.&quot;

The last, firmly founded on the preceding, has

the stress laid on it. All three are correlatives

of &quot;putting on the new man,&quot; which

poses the &quot;election of God&quot; (vers.

re-sup-
0, 11).

Hence neither are the last two substantives and

tense indicates permanence. On &quot;forbearing,&quot;

see Eph. 2, on
&quot;forgiving,&quot; Eph. iv. 32.

purely
; &quot;each

One another&quot; (a/Q///i wv) marks the

reciprocal, mutual enduring, forbearing
other&quot; (tat ToZf) indicates at the same time

also, that they have experienced such forgiveness
from without, from Him who is their Example.
That which is difficult to bear and forgive in

others, is not simply what one does against us,
but also what he does in general, what is dis-

the first an adjective (BLEKK), nor the first sub-
j pleasing, unpleasant, or oft ensive in his manner,

ject and the two others predicates (MEYER, BEN-
j

whatever in his relations to us may give occasion

GEL). [So also EADIE, ALFOHD and ELLICOTT.
|

for blame
(/*o/u&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;f/v),

so that the participles refer

Either view is admissible on grammatical grounds.
ELLICOTT urges that the force of the exhortation

rests on their character as &quot;elect,&quot; while AL
FORD insists that as EKASKTOI is a word, which
must find its ground independently of us in the

absolute will of God, it cannot be an adjunctive
attribute of the other two. On the whole the

view of MEYER, followed by the commentators

just mentioned, and implied in the E. V., is ,..,...,- &amp;gt;

-
; r-.., ^..~.. . .. ...... ..,..,,

preferable. For it seems better accordant with
|

the former because it is perfect and absolute in

Paul s method of stating the truth of Divine grace,
and with the position of the words to lay the

to all the preceding virtues, not to the last one

only. BEXGEL arbitrarily distinguishes: for

bearing in present offences, forgiving past of

fences.

If any man have a complaint against
any. [M/u0//, only here in N. T., but classical :

&quot;ground of blame,&quot; &quot;just cause of complaint.&quot;

R.] TITTMANN, Syn. I. &quot;20. distinguishes
of and

d/^&amp;lt;&amp;gt;c
each is free from blame,

emphasis upon the phrase &quot;elect of God,&quot; and
not to regard the three phrases as co-ordinate.

&quot;The consciousness of this extraordinary privi

lege, of being the elect of God, who as such are

holy and beloved of God how it must have
affected the conscience of the readers and
aroused them to the very virtues, corresponding

its members, the latter because it is free from
vice ; in the former nothing more can be desired,
in the latter there is nothing to be reprehended.
On this account, as well as because Tp6f, not Kurd,
is here used, a more general relation than that of

hostility is indicated
;

this must be regarded as

referring in general to an experience occurring
every where, yet mildly described hypothetically,
that one can easily find something to blame in

with so high a position, which Paul here en-
j

another, as is indicated above. [The Greek con

joins!&quot; MEYER. R.] ditional protasis here used always implies that

Bowels of mercy, kindness, humbleness the hypothesis is correct. R.]
of mind, meekness, long suffering. &quot;Bow

els of mercy&quot; stands foremost; viscera with the

quality of mercy, of which they are the seat.

Phil. ii. 1, we find &quot;bowels and mercies.&quot; The
first word denotes what is inmost, most indi-

Even as Christ forgave you. so also do
ing yourselves. Xapi^ufisiw is to be supplied
in thought (WINER S Gram. p. 526). Henco
there is no parenthesis here, nor a disrupted
sentence, as though an imperative were to be

lii. 17). Luke i. 78, &quot;tender mercy of
i isobjeclionable: ELLICOTT preserves theconstruc-

it., &quot;bowels of mercy of God&quot; is similar, tion by rendering as above It.] This expression
h. iv. 32 &quot;tender-hearted,&quot; &quot;heart of is explained, ii. 13

; Eph. iv. 32. Here we have

vidual (Phil. i. 8; Philem. 12; 2 Cor. vi. 12: supplied. [The E. V. gives the imperative, which
1 .Ino.

God&quot; Ii

So Kph.

mercy&quot; (evmtayxvoi). The manifestations of &quot;Christ,&quot; in Eph. i. 1: &quot;God in Christ;&quot; this

mercy then follow, forming a climax; &quot;kind- variation will explain ii. 13. BENGEL is excel-

iicss which as the opposite of &quot;severity&quot; (Rom. lent: Christus, cui maxima fuerat noSiscum
qii&amp;gt;r&amp;gt;-mii

xi. 22) helps outward need, &quot;humbleness of causa. Accordingly &quot;the grace U&quot;&quot;&quot; )
&quot;f the

mind&quot; (rane tvoQpoavvqv) which recognizes ! Lord Jesus Christ
&quot;

is often spoken of. &quot;As&quot;

our own unworthiness and the superiority or denotes the mode of forgiveness, as Luke vii. 37-

talent of a brother, &quot;meekness,&quot; which as the 47; xxiii. 34, not the accomplishment, of recon-

opposite of &quot;fierceness&quot; (ayfudrqc.),
is mild to

ward faults which are blameworthy, and &quot;long-

Buffering&quot; which restrains itself so as to quietly
bear reprehensible injuries in the hope of a bet-

ciliation with (Joel by His death.

Ver. 14. But over all these things put
on love. &quot;Love,&quot; as in i. 4, 8; Eph. iv. 2, is

to be taken as &quot;brotherly love,&quot; which must comt
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over nil those virtues, upon them (evtivaaffOe, ver. wrought by God through Christ in the Holy
12). [SoE.V. supplies &quot;put on,&quot; though &quot;above&quot; Ghost, which, according to Jno. xiv. 27

(&quot;my

may or m ly not have the local or semi-local peace I give unto you&quot;),
can be accurately termed

(ELLICOTT) force, which ETTI here conveys. EADIE &quot;of Christ.&quot; (See WINER S Gram. p. 175.) It

renders &quot;in addition to,&quot; weakening the force of is the calm of the soul resting on the conscious-

the passage. WORDSWORTH quotes Clement, who ness of having a reconciled God and Father, in

apparently refers &quot;love&quot; to &quot;love to God.&quot; R ]
Christ the Saviour. [ELLICOTT says, the idea in

In reference to this &quot;love,&quot; the Apostle adds: Phil. iv. 7 &quot;is substantially the same, except
which is the bond of perfectness. By the I that perhaps peace is there contemplated as in

neuter [o, not i/rtq 11.] the putting on of love as
j

its antithesis to anxious worldliness, while here it

an act, is denoted. [The article is wanting ,

is rather to the hard, unloving and unquiet spirit

hence Braune renders &quot;a bond.&quot; ELLICOTT says j

that mars the union of the one body.&quot; It must
the omission may be due to the verb substan-

j

not be limited to, though it certainly includes,

tive. R.] Sui&amp;gt; Jfff/iof, the encircling band, mutual concord. R.] The verb /tya/Mw, &quot;to

reminds us of a girdle, put over the clothes to be an umpire,&quot; and as such to award the prize
hold them together. The genitive therefore adds as well as regulate the contest, marks th,e adini-

those virtues included under the category of
j

nistrative activity in distinction from the legisla-
&quot;

perfectness,&quot; as Acts viii. 23: &quot;the bond of
j

tive found in (3aai/.ueiv. [The idea of presiding,

iniquity;&quot; Eph. iv. 3: &quot;bond of peace.&quot;
It is I ordering, ruling, is to be retained; the reference

arallel with &quot;in love&quot; Eh. iv. 2. Comp. to bestowing (WORDSWORTH), or even winning apara
Rom

i &quot;in love&quot; (Eph. iv. 2).

. xiu. 10: &quot;love is the fulfilling of the law.&quot;
j

prize, which some commentators find here, is

The Pythagoreans called friendship &quot;the bond of
j

forbidden by the phrase which follows. R.]
all the virtues.&quot; Hence 6 is not to be rejected The phrase &quot;in your hearts,&quot; kv rate, napdiaif
and TJTIC, substituted (BLEEK), nor aya~i) to be.vpuv, is not=&quot; in

you,&quot;
iv V/LIIV (ver. 16); it re-

rded as neuter (MEYER) ;
ii. 19 is not a pa-

j

fers to the inner, most individual relations, where
rallel case, since there the masculine is used, and the peace of Christ is to rule ;

it is not therefore

to the sense, as to be referred to the unity of believers among
Christ is conceived of under;

&quot; - * - *_... .*i. ,-..., n

regarded as neuter (MEYKR);
el case, since there the ma;

the construction is according
ist is conceived of

to be regarded as th(

Nor is love

upper garment (MEYER),
nor &quot;bond&quot; as &quot;sum total&quot; (Insbegriff, OLSHAU-

BEN), nor as the efficient cause of &quot;perfectness&quot;

(ScuENKEL); nor yet is the genitive to be taken

attributively as that of quality (GROTIUS). [To
refer &quot;

which&quot; to the putting on of love is a

doubtful interpretation. It does not agree so

well with the figurative representation of the

Apostle, who has already been speaking (ver. 12)

themselves (Greek Fathers, CALVIN, GROTIUS,

MEYER).
To the which also ye were called in one

body. [&quot;To
the which,&quot; almost=for into it

(ELLICOTT). R.] This peace is the immediate
end of the calling; this calling is marked by
&quot;also&quot;

(rt&amp;lt;),
which joins it to &quot;rule,&quot; as that

to which the rule of peace has to correspond.
The result of the consummation of the calling on
the part of God, and of its acceptance on the part

of what they were to put on, and seems to be I of men, is described by &quot;in one body
&quot;

Thia

mentioning here the last garment required to
|

refers to the Church as the body of Christ (Eph.
complete the attire. To make the act of putting , iv. 4; ii. 16); which is the sphere and place, in

on the &quot;bond of perfectness&quot; would be an unne

cessary obscuring of the metaphor ; especially as

we may readily take ayii~ri absolutely. There is

the same objection perhaps to MEYER S view,
that love is here represented as an upper gar
ment, but a close-fitting upper garment might
well be, at the same time, the bond which en
closed and held tog2ther all the others. Adopt
ing this view, we may not only say, that love it

self is &quot;that bond which unites all the graces
into completeness and symmetry&quot; (EADIE), but
&quot; without love there is no perfectness ;

this has
its conditio sine qua non in the including of all its

other parts in love
&quot;

(MEYER). Love is the prin-

which this calling is consummated and the called

are to move. Therefore it is not^eir i&amp;gt; aufia (
GRO

TIUS), nor is the Church as an organism the ob

ject of the Divine calling (SCHENKKL). which is

addressed to individual persons. The calling in

itself and the implanting in the Church consti

tute a benefit, important on account of the peace
joined with it, and obligating to friendliness to

ward the brother, who has become partaker of

the same ; hence Paul adds : and be ye thank
ful [*c. to God. R.] Comp. ii. 7: iv. Ii

; Kpli.

v. 4. Knowledge of the benefit of the calling
and the peace, together with gratitude therefor,
must increase. The adjective (evx^pt

cipal of all the other virtues, but is here named does not occur elsewhere in N. T. Incorrectly
if supplementary, because of the figure,

j

rendered &quot;amiable,&quot; &quot;friendly,&quot; by JEROME,last, as

Braune s view of the genitive, which is that of

MEYER, is to be preferred to that of ELLICOTT,
who regards it as a genitive of the subject:
&quot;love is the bond which belongs to, is the dis

tinctive feature of perfection.&quot; ALFORD well

remarks: &quot; Those who find here justification by
works, must be very hard put to discover support
for that doctrine.&quot; R.]

The frame of mind in which Christian love is to be

exercised. Ver. 15. And let the peace of
Christ rule in your hearts. This is not a

ERASMUS, BAEHR, [CALVIN].
Helps to the exercise of Christian love. Yers.

16, 17.

Ver. If,. Let the word of Christ dwell in

you richly. &quot;The word of Christ
&quot;

is the word
which He has spoken and caused to be proclaimed
(1 Thess. i. 8; iv. 15; 2 Thess. iii. 1). ami wl.ii-h

communicates the inward peace, directing and

leading to right conduct toward the brethren :

&quot;the word through which ye were called&quot;

( HKNCF.L) ; elsewhere called &quot;the word of God&quot;

command, but only a wish, the fulfilment of
j (i. 25; 1 Cor. xiv. 36; 2 Cor. ii. 17; iv. 2) from

which is of importance. The subject, which in its highest cause, &quot;of truth
&quot;

(Eph. i. 5, 13) from
Phil. iv. 7 is &quot;the peace of God,&quot; is that peace I its purport, &quot;of life&quot; (Phil. ii. 16) from its ef-
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feet, r.nt it mu-t have a permanent locality,

&quot;Mint temple BMOBL): let it dwell &quot;among

you,&quot;
as the context demands. It is nol= &quot; in

your hearts&quot; (ver. I M &quot;in
you&quot; (TiiEOUURET,

BKZA and others). [BADIi: &quot;within
you;&quot;

MEYER, ALFOKU: in you as a church, which

seems to be Braune s view. Preferable on the

whole, and suggestive of the truth, that want of

general diffusion of the word of Christ among
the people &quot;richly,&quot;

much prevents their obey

ing the following precept. 11.]
&quot;

Richly
&quot;

re

lates to substance, hence, not used in a stunted,

abbreviated eclectic fashion.
[&quot;

Not with a scanty
foothold, but with a large and liberal occupancy&quot;

(AI&amp;gt;IE). R.J It does not refer to frequency of
\

use, or to the members of the Cliurch=auiong
many (SOHKNKEL).
In all wisdom teaching and admonish

ing one another in psalms, hymns and
spiritual songs. [&quot;

In all wisdom&quot; is joined
with what follows. The construction is thus

j

rendered more harmonious; the preceding clause
j

has its emphatic adverb last, and the two quali

fying participial clauses each begin with an ad
verbial phrase of manner. EAUIE, following the

pointing of TISCHENDOKF, joins
&quot;

psalms,&quot; etc.,

with the second clause, but this destroys the

correspondence, while the objection he urges, in

regard to psalms and hymns as the material of

instruction, is not in keeping with his own quo
tation from Basil s encomium on the Psalms.

R.] The participles, which are to be joined with

&quot;you&quot;
in the nominative, just as in Eph. iv. 1-3

(WINER S Gram. p. 632), refer to the application
and use of the word present among them, describe

the manner in which the word dwells among
them. This explains

&quot;

speaking to yourselves
&quot;

(Eph. v. 19). The first verb indicates the intel-
!

lectual, the other the moral reference. To both

belong the definition of manner &quot;in all wisdom &quot;

(comp. i. 28). which is placed first emphatically,
and the asyndetic datives which define the means
to be used [or &quot;the vehicle in which&quot; the teach-

j

ing and admonishing was communicated (
MEYER ). u

R.]. These means act the more instructively (i

and effectively, the more familiar one is with /,

them, for the hymn grows out of the word of (iod

and of Christ, and these grow into such songs, as

the Bible, the Psalter and Church history attest.

TEHTULLIAN : Post aquam mannalem et lumina, ut

quigque de ncripturit sacris vel proprio inqenio po- i

teat, provocatur in medium canere. Comp. Eph. v. 19.

The reference is to public worship, to the use of

the word of Christ and singing at the agapir and
in the family circle ;

it should not be limited to

the latter (MEYER).
In grace singing in your hearts to God
[Braune adopts the reading iv ^afurt, and

therefore renders -in gratitude&quot; (Danktmrkut).
but with LVCIIMVNN. TisciiKMmKi 1

. MK.VKH. Ai.-

piiiu), Ei.i.iciiTT, \VoKuswouTii, it is better to re-

tain the well supported article: -
&amp;gt;i \ a

/&amp;gt;

i 7 i then

refers to Divine grace, the element to which the

singing was to be circumscribed, that which
should accompany it. R.] The clause corres

pond- in its -trueture with the t oregoin^: &quot;in all

wisdom,&quot; &quot;in grace,&quot;
the participles, then the

closer definition : they are coordinate therefore.

It is altogether improper to join both with &quot;be ye
thankful,&quot; making

&quot; let the word . . . richly&quot; pa-

renthetical, or to connect &quot;in psalms,&quot; etc., witk
this clause (SCHENKEL), on the ground that sing-

ing instruction is inconceivable, or to join it

X&pni. with irvfvfiaTiKaif (
LUTHER: spiritual,

lovely songs). Since
&quot;singing&quot; on account of

&quot; in your hearts
&quot;

(see ver. 15) must be referred
to something internal, and &quot; to God &quot;

indicates
its direction,

&quot; in grace
&quot;

must be a closer defi
nition of the singing; &quot;in gratitude,&quot; as 1 Cor.
x. 30. The meaning of

x&amp;lt;

l
l&amp;gt;tV

s like gratia. It can
not mean &quot;in gracefulness&quot; (iv. 6; Eph. iv. 29;
ERASMUS, SCHENKEL), nor in grace, nor with the
article: in the grace impelling thereto ((. HRY-
SOSTOM, MEYER). [If the article be retained,
this is undoubtedly the meaning; not only be
cause usus loqnendi favors ,&amp;lt;uch a view, but be
cause the other meaning: &quot;thankfully&quot; would
be a flat and unmeaning anticipation of

&quot;giving
thanks&quot; below (ALFORD). R.] The opinion that
the phrase &quot;in your hearts &quot;

refers to the exist

ing abuse of singing with the mouth (TiiKoi iiY-

LACT) is not justified, since the reading is not ry
Kapri/g, and the tone which accompanied instruc
tion is here noted. [Yet the former clause seems
to refer to singing with the mouth, and this to
that &quot; in the silence of the heart&quot; (.MEYER).

Ver. 17. And everything whatsoever ye
do in word or deed, do all in the name of
the Lord Jesus. It is evident that &quot;do&quot;

must be supplied with &quot;all&quot; (iravro), and that
&quot; all in the name of the Lord Jesus &quot;

corresponds
with &quot;everything whatsoever&quot; [TOV b TI the
absolute nominative. Ii.] ; &quot;everything what
soever&quot; referring to individual things, and &quot;all

taking up the same collectively. On this account.
it is incorrect to explain it: &quot;in every thing
which ye do, do all in the name,&quot; etc. (MEYER),
or that out of the doing in general the doing in

particular proceeds (SCHKNKEL). [EAUIE makes
the plural

&quot;

individualing
&quot;

also. R.] There-
petition as well as the position of Trdv, together
with the giving of a category (&quot;in

word or

deed&quot;),
and the marking of the individual acts

o TI) as well as the conditional form (tav iroi-

f/re) require that it be understood of the entire
action (BKXOEL : facitis lato sensu ponitur, ut etiam
TO loqui inctndat) and this should be &quot; in the name
of the Lord Jesus.&quot; This is joined by &quot;and&quot; to
&quot; the word of Christ

&quot;

(ver. 1C). In addition to

His Word, His Name, His Person should be avail

ing to us ; the former in us, and we in the latter,
as in the life-sphere dearest to us, out of which
we never go, the element which we cannot lack.

See Eph. v. 20; Phil. ii. 10. The variation from
&quot;Christ&quot; (ver. 16) and &quot;Jesus&quot; here makes us
think of the model of the Incarnate One in the
form of a servant. &quot; In the name &quot;

is not &quot; with
invocation of&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM and others). BKN-
OEL extends it too far: ut perinde sit, ac si Chris-

tus facial, ver. 11, vel certi ut Chrtito omnia pro-
fafM.

Giving thanks to God the Father by
him. The participle refers to the mood which
should ever attend their

&quot;doing&quot; ;
M-C ii. 7:

Eph. v. 2(1), and which
expre--e&amp;lt; itself in hymn

and song. The repetition i vers. 1 .&quot;&amp;gt; 17) marks
the importance of &quot;giving thanks.&quot; On &quot;God

the Father,&quot; see Eph. i. :{ ; v. Ld: vi. i

i. -. As &quot;Father&quot; is without any closer dcfini-
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tion, it means of course, &quot;of Jesus.&quot; [ALFORD, The principle of the old man, selfishness, is

however, justly remarks: &quot;the words must be made by this relation, to yield or become yield,
taken as approximating in sense to that more

j ing to the principle of the new man, i-iz., self-

technical meaning which they now bear, without
i denying and world-denying love and the social

exclusive reference to either our Lord or our-
1
virtues: mercy, kindness, humility, meekness,

selves.&quot; R.] At avrov, &quot;

through him,&quot; is,
|
long-suffering, appear as necessary manifesta-

according to Eph. v. 20,=&quot; in the name of the ! tions of the reality of the relations towards

Lord,&quot; marking more strongly the mediation of God. These virtues must show themselves to-

the thanksgiving, the Christian sentiment (Rom.
8; yii. 25). There is nothing here to indicate op

position to angel-worship (THEOUORET, BAKHR).
[ALFORD :

&quot;

through Him, as the onechannel of

all communication between God and ourselves,

ward the sins, faults and offences of a brother,
just as God s love has shown and still shows it

self toward us.

3. Christian love is active. In the social Chris
tian virtues there is no weakness, effeminacy, in

whether of grace coming to us, or of thanks difference. It is not indifferent indolence but

coming from No man cometh unto the
j

active love, energetically breaking out in these
Father but by me (di kunv), Jno. xiv. 6.&quot; MEY-

|

as its forms. The Apology for the Augsburg Con-
ER: &quot;For Jesus, as the personal, historical Me- ! fession, iii. \ 110, rightly repels the assertion of
diator of the Messianic Salvation through His

|

the Romanists, that love justifies, since it does

atoning work, is therefore for the Christian con- not establish the relation to God, only proves
sciousness the Mediator of thanksgiving; He it that it has been established, in and by the con-

is, through whose favor the Christian can and
does give thanks.&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Conduct determined by condition.*

duct toward the brethren.
4. Christ, in whom God s love has become and

still becomes our portion, remains the only
model, the exclusive norm.

5. His peace in the heart, His word in the Church,
The

j

are the attendants of Christian love, the former
Christian is &quot;elect,&quot; &quot;holy,&quot;

&quot;beloved.&quot; In as its tone, the latter as the means of promoting
the first there is a negative reference to the mass

j

it
;
without the first, rest, confidence and joy

and world, out of which he is taken, in the
j

were wanting, without the other, certainty, cor-
second a positive reference to the same, asserting rectness and strength.
that he is consecrated to God, while the third 6. The Christian Song, deriving its contents and
declares, positively also, that he is an object of its growth from the word of God, promoted cul-

the love of God; the first denotes simply the ,
ture and progress in the Christian life; it is in

occurred fact, the third gives prominence to the
j

itself a sermon from the Divine word, and has its

continued effect, while the second sets forth the

status. The relation is constantly defined as

passive; the Christian has experienced some

thing, without previous merit or meritorious as

sistance. This conditions and promotes his con

duct, with thankful zeal, in order to show in re

sponse what he has experienced, viz., love. [The
Apostle here as always (comp. Rom. viii.

; Eph. i.)

treats of &quot;election&quot; as a fact, which is made

value in the fact that it is such. The Christian
entrusted with it, should use it in the wider and
narrower circle of his associates. Produced

by spiritual, natural endowments from the
use of God s word and experience in life and
heart, it is an excellent means of edification and

growth for the new man. [The question of

Psalmody and public praise, is to be settled by
(ver. 16) and similar passages. The word of

known to us, in order to awaken love in us. It i
Christ is to be its substance

;
all that is not of

doubtless necessary that it be at times handled

polemically and dogmatically, but he uses it

most like Paul, who speaks of it as a fact, re
vealed by God, evidenced as true of persons by
corresponding facts, viz., Divine acts of grace

the word of Christ is to be excluded, all that is,

may be included. Hence the Psalter in the main
source, but not the only one. &quot; In all wisdom&quot;

is its mode, hence mere rhymes of a pious turn
are not included. Its end is mutual edification,

which make men &quot;

holy and beloved,&quot; and in

itself an act of Divine grace, which the Chris
tian can so apprehend as to derive from it a
constant motive to such Christian graces as the tion may sing in their hearts, but the text implies

Apostle here enumerates. So far from being
j

that &quot;this teaching and admonishing is not the

made thereby harsh, proud and unforgiving, i privilege of a few, but of Christians as a body.

not entertainment, hence the hymn must be

adapted to this end, and the singing of it &quot;to

edification.&quot; Those who cannot sing to edifica-

they
&quot;

therefore&quot; put on bowels of mercy, kind
ness, humbleness of mind, etc. R.l

2. The new Christian condition or relation is first

of all a relation toward God, yet it at the same

-R.]
7. The walk in felloirship with Christ, the prac-

(ice of Christian virtues, advances us from the ru
diments of a pupil to the perfection of a master.

time influences essentially the relation between Not for merit, but for growth, Christian walk
those concerned and transferred by it. It is pre
cisely by this that it must prove itself, the re

ligious by the social. First of all this relation

and Christian virtue are indispensable.
3. Gratitude, corresponding with the status into

f

which we have been brought, with the glory of

man to God brings a discord into the indi- our relation to God, is most important and con-
vidual himself, because it divides him into the slant in Christian conduct. [Hence the excel-

receding old man, and the advancing new man. lence of those symbols, which treat of Christian

morality under the head of the gratitude of God
for redemption. See Heidelberg Catechism.
This view guards alike against the extremes of

1

[I have thns attempted to retain the neatness of Braune g
F rhaltrn in/ ilurcli das Verlidttniitbutimmt&quot;sentence: &quot;Da

with ioillffere cess. R
J

I antinomianism and legalism. II.]
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HuMlLKTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The Christian s station, ornament, strength,

the Christians here and there are a very sensi
tive folk, not permitting themselves to be easily
admonished or exhorted, hence the so frequent
halts and retreats. The first Christians from

tone and weapon. All morality takes its rise in
J

among the Jews soon found in their Psalms from
religion, which is essentially love, given of God,

j

earlier ages, thoughts and words for the later in-

who gave Himself and accepted us, or peace, in
|

ward experiences, for the thanksgiving, praise
which all the antagonisms within the personality and adoration of their new life ; and those who
of the man himself in his conscience and will, J

came out of heathenism, listened with wonder,
or between himself and the world or his neigh- i when these words of the sacred singers were
bor, or the nearest of all, i. e., God the Lord Him-

|

transferred into their own language, and learned

self, was and is taken away. Love is not a gar- , thence the quiet joys and devotions of God s

ment, that can be thrown over other virtues, but !
children in Israel. But soon too under their

the soul of all to hold them together, their germ beautiful sky new Psalms and hymns in their

and impulse, their strength and beauty. Ought own Greek tongue were born out of the deep in-

the word of God to do well in you, then live in it, spiration and the holy and happy feelings of
and let it live into you. It is rudeness of mind their redeemed souls. This glorious gift of spi-
to have no taste for the sacred poetry of the ! ritual song contributed greatly to the spread
Church, the flowering of the Divine word in a of the pure gospel in the age of the Reformation,

gifted human soul, and a misfortune to have no The great Reformer of the Germans with his

benefit of it in the joy and sorrow of life. A
i

friends soon became their choristers, and it is a

stamp you must have, lo, nothing is current in precious privilege to follow them and so many
his eyes but His own Image. God-inspired men of after days in singing these

STARKK: Nothing gives the devil so much beautiful Psalms and sweet hj mns.
room to come into the heart as hatred and anger ;

GEXZKEN: The choice communion garment
God s children drive out both by meekness and of the children of God : 1) who gives it to them

spit on the embers, so that they may not break
[ (ver. 15); 2) how it is woven (vers. 12-15) ; 3)

out into a fire. Ho who bids us put up the how we should put it on. HARI.ESS: Theproper
sword, allows us still a shield for our protection ; self-education for the maintenance of divine love

He who has commanded us to be as doves, has
j

and divine peace : 1) constant practice in obedi-
desired that we be &quot; wise as serpents.&quot; A little i ence to God s word ; 2) sanctification of all our

child, that falls so often and so easily, is lifted
|
doings in the name of the Lord Jesus

; 8) un-

up and carried ;
so gently and tenderly must

j

ceasing thanksgiving for God s unmerited grace
weak Christians be dealt with. The world sets

|

in Christ. SCHNUR: Spiritual songs: 1) Eagles
itself to rightiug and fighting, if attacked even by of Christianity; 2) missionaries of Protestant-

a cross word; but a Christian overcomes all by
[

ism ; 3) heart-preachers of our nation; 4)

forgiving and yielding ;
he yields his own right mouth of our worship ; 5) the Apostles in our

[not the right, however,] and does not think of ! houses; 6) the crown of our congregations.

revenging himself. That the wolf devours the WOLF: The comfort and joy of the Christian
lamb is nothing uncommon, but that one lamb eats

|

in spiritual songs. They serve: 1) as wit-

another is deplorable and unnatural; we who are
\

nesses of the truth from all stations for the

Christ s shee.p will cherish love toward one anoth-
j strengthening of our faith; 2) as confessions

er. Behold the necessity of household devotion,
j

from the inner life of experienced Christians for

All others have their assemblies, merchants,
|

the soothing of our spirits; 3) as awakening
mechanics, etc., yes even the Godless, that they voices of the Spirit to enliven our own medita-

may mock at God and His word, should not be-
|

tion. KOHLER: The new man, as St. Paul de-

lievers then establish their holy assemblies ? We
j

picts him, outshines all the lustre of the world !

must thank God not only for His benefits, but
|

1) His richly-colored garment; 2) his golden
also for His fatherly chastisements. &quot; Both in His girdle ; 3) his heart s peace; 4) the weapons of

gifts and in His chastisements, praise Him, who his hand. PKOHLE: Bibleand hymn book, two
either winsthee by giving, that thou mayest not precious household treasures ; 1) their worth ;

want, or punishes thee when wandering, that

thou mayest not perish&quot; (AUGUSTINE).
: Christian social life : 1)

2) their use. Love in all human unions, the
most perfect bond : 1) the noblest ; 2) the gen
tlest; 3) the firmest. Exhortation to Christian

what the deeds peculiar to the new man are: 2) families to engage in family worship; it is 1)
what is distributed to each by virtue of these a venerable custom inherited from our fathers,

peculiarities of the new man; 3) the common though unfortunately disappearing from many
rule for every one. Controversy doss not divide houses; 2) deeply grounded in the character of

love and is not against the Christian spirit, if it i Christianity, as well as in the nature of the family

only proceeds from a desire after nothing save circle; 3) of the most blessed influence upon the

what is true and right. Love &quot;the bond of home life itself.

perfectness :&quot; 1) by which all imperfections are [BKVERIDGE : Ver. 17. Doing all in the name
balanced; 2) by which all that bears in itself only of the Lord Jesus. 1) What is meant by &quot;the

the appearance of the new man, not its true name of the Lord Jesus.&quot; a. Lord of all, b.

spirit, is overcome; 3) by which we become Jesus. Saviour, r. Lord Jesus by the Incarnation,

helpful to otliiT- /. Mighty works in His name. 2) And we
l \-. \v \\ r: Forbearance may be difficult in ought to do all, ttc.,a. only what God commands

certain eases: forgiveness is harder still. How- or allows. /,. in a firm faith in His Holy name. c.

ever necessary this gift ((Sod s word) from above for His glory. . ,
\
Instances of things ilm- done

is, it will be learned from daily experience, that
i
in God s word. Religious assemblies, Sacra-
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ments, Thanksgiving, Censures of the church,

Resisting the devil, even giving a cup of cold

water. All that a Christian may do, can be done
in His n une. R ]

[BURKITT: Ver. 12. Humility is a certain evi

dence of our holiness, because it is a great part
of our holiness. Ver. 13. He must have no

friends, that will have a friend with no faults,

consequently Christians stand in need of forgive
ness from each other. Ver. 14. 1) The upper
garment is larger and broader than the rest ; so

ought charity to extend itself to all persons and

upon all occasions. 2) The upper garment is

usually fairer than the rest; so doth charity shine

brightest amongst all the graces. 3) The upper
garment distinguishes the general orders and

degrees of men; thus Christians are known by
love, as by a livery ; it is the bond that Christ s

sincere disciples wear. Ver. 16. If the heart and
affections be not stirred in this duty of singing,
the outward grace, though never so graceful
availeth nothing. R.]

[HENRY : Ver. 12. They who owe so much
to mercy, ought to be merciful to all who are

proper objects of mercy. There must not only
be an humble carriage but an humble mind.

Ver. 13. We need the same good turn from others

which we are obliged to show them. Ver. 15.

The work of thanksgiving to God is such a sweet

and pleasant work, that it will help to make us

sweet and pleasant towards all men. Ver. 16.
j

The gospel is the word of Christ, which is come
to us ; but that is not enough, it must dwell in

us, or keep house, as a master, who has a right to

prescribe and direct to all under his roof. Ver.

17. They who do all things in Christ s name,

will never want matter of thanksgiving to God
the Father. R.]

[EAUIE : Ver. 14. &quot; Love the bond of perfect-
ness.&quot; Bound up in this zone, every Christian
excellence fills its own place, and keeps it, and
the whole character is sound, does not distort

itself by excess, nor enfeeble itself by defect.

Ver. 15. A peace, which is not the peace of

Christ, is often rudely disturbed, for it is but a
dream and a slumber in the midst of volcanic

powers, which are employing the time in gather
ing up their energies for a more awful conflict.

Ver. 16. Such ought to be the habitual respect
to Christ s authority, such the constant and
practical influence of His word within us, that
even without reference to Him, or express con
sultation of Him, all we say or do should be said
and done in His Spirit. Art, science, literature,

politics and business, should be all baptized
into the spirit of Christ. R.]

[BARNES: Ver. 16. lie who is permitted to
make the hymns of a church need care little who
preaches, or who makes the creed. Ver. 17. We
are to engage m every duty, not only in the name
of Christ, but with thankfulness for the privilege
of acting so that we may honor Him. SCHENKEL :

The victory of peace in the heart : 1) It comes
from Christ ; 2) it is accomplished in the church;

3) it is constantly attended by thanksgiving. The
proper Christian congregational singing: 1) The
choice of hymns ; 2) the kind of singing ; 3) the
source from which it should spring ; 4) the end,
which it should aim at. The nature of Christian

gratitude as shown: 1) In that, for which the

Christian is thankful; 2) In whom he thanks;
3) In whose name he gives thanks. R.]

3. Specific exhortations.

CHAPTER III. 18 IV. 1.

a) To wives and husbands.

(CHAP. III. 18, 19.)

18 Wives, submit yourselves unto your own [omit own]
1

husbands, as it is fit [or as it

19 should be]
2 in the Lord. Husbands, love your

3
wives, and be not bitter [or em

bittered] against them.

l Ver. 18. Some MSS. hare inserted, probably from the parallel passage [ Eph. v. 22], rolt iStois, omitted in N. A. B.

C. and others.

Ver. 18. [ A v y K e v, imperfect, Ellicott renders as above. R.]
Ver. 19. X. A. B. and others omit u /a ia v after yvfatKaf. [Retained by Lachmann, Meyer and others. In any

ured by our English idiom. R.]case, &quot;your&quot;
is requi

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 18. Wives, submit yourselves unto
your husbands. See on Eph. v. 22. A I

yvvalKfc. is found there also, while instead of

I ITT ordoaeaOe, vrroraaaofifvoi must there be

supplied from the verse preceding. ToZf
g v 6 p a a i v does not refer to men as a category,

but the given, proper men [t. e., &quot;husbands,&quot; aa

in E. V. R.].
As it should be in the Lord The imper

fect denotes this pre-supposition : that what was
exhorted, was not as yet attended to (as Eph. v.

4. WINER S Gram. p. 254); hence it means:
&quot;as it should be,&quot; corresponding with the fellow

ship which has in Christ its life-sphere. This is

applied somewhat differently in Eph. v. 22: &quot;as
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unto the Lord.&quot; There the dignity of the man
is made more prominent, by comparing the hus-

b. iinl loClirist :iinl the wife to the Church. It is

incorrect to join &quot;in the Lord&quot; to &quot;submit&quot;

l
Cm; i SO.STOM and others), or to take OVT/KEV as

u perfect with a present signification (HLTHER,
j .i.i i K also).

Husbands, love your wives. See Eph.
T. 25. And be not bitter against them.

[ELLICOTT renders // i/ KiicpaiveoOe, &quot;be

not embittered&quot; referring it to a state of mind,
rather than to specific acts. R.] This special

warning concerns a foul blot in married life,

when the husband, as head of the house, not as

head of the wife, not in love to her, but ruled by
the old man, either shows bitterness in word or

deed, or in tone, to the wife, should she be want

ing in humility and submission, or have violated

or disregarded the household right of the hus

band; or treats her with indifference, neglect or

harshness, without any fault of hers, from the

cares and weariness of business, or the changing
moods of the flesh, or mere habit. The preposi
tion xrpof, &quot;against,&quot;

denotes the direction only;
it does not necessarily imply hostility towards
the wife; she need only learn from his conduct,
that in his false self-love he does not love her as

himself, but as one unregenerate might do.

BENGEL : mKpia odium amori mixlum ; multi, qui

foris erga onines humanisunt, tamen domiin uxorem
ac liberos, quos videlicet non tement, occulta facile
acerbilate utuntur, qusR ubi vincetur, specimen est

magnsR mansvetudinis.

[STEIGER would account for this special ex
hortation here and in Eph. by the supposition
that the doctrine of the false teachers had deve

loped a dangerous licentiousness. But had there
been a polemic reference, the Apostle would have
entered into the subject more fully, and not been
content with these simple exhortations (MEYER).
The social morality of these Asiatic cities was

undoubtedly debased, but this was the case

throughout the whole Roman empire. From
this briefer form of the exhortation, ELLICOTT
infers that our Epistle was written before that to

the Ephesians. 11.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Compare notes on Eph. v. 22, 23.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : That there are so few wedlocks
which are properly regulated and rightly enjoyed
on both sides, arises usually from the fact of the
wife s avoiding submission, or of the husband s

not knowing how to govern properly. The male
sex has usually more fire than the female, so

that it can easily happen that a man in his power
goes too far and deals too hardly with hia

wife.

RIEGER: Most of the mistakes of married life

are consequences of the sins of youth, especially
of those seductive blandishments under which
the marriages were formed. Even that which is

polluted, should any one in a time of ignorance
be betrayed into a dubious union, niay be washed

away, cleansed and sanctified. He who knows
and considers his loveless heart, as God s word
discloses to men their natural evil disposition,
and by these two words especially: hard-heart-
edness and anger, will dig deeply and lay well
the foundation in his love. Negligence in affec

tion is itself the first rupture of the marriage
tie. But in love we have a fortress that can
stand many an assault.

PASSAVANT: It is exceedingly painful and

saddening, to be forced by the reports of mission

aries, to see at what a low grade of intelligence
and in what a sorrowful condition in general,
woman is kept among heathen nations the Bir-

mese perhaps and the Karens excepted with
what neglect and contempt and abuse she is

treated. Over the grave of many a great man,
of many a sleeping saint, often too of one snatched
as a brand from the burning, stands in lines,
that angels read: he had a pious mother! The
man is the head: a high vocation, a higher power
and strength, and a great responsibility! It

pre-supposes quiet wisdom, earnest character, ra

tional sway with benevolence bearing, forbear

ing, patience, with mildness and friendliness
;

and this cannot exist with a firm, faithful, ever

equal love, without holy love toward the wife s

soul, before the Lord. This exhortation of the

Apostle pre-supposes also, that there will be

many an opportunity of becoming embittered,
and that the wife s nature will be the occasion of

it. Yet the husband should not allow himself to

be overcome by the weaker vessel ; but here
there must be humility and bowing of heart be
fore God every day.
HEUBNER: Bitterness steals upon us at the

very first in the closest unions, as we discover the

weaknesses of another, or where there are many
hastinesses. The husband can be easily led into

this, if the wife does not gratify his wish.

[SCHENKEL : Why Christian morality requires
the submission of the wife in the household.

The dangers of bitterness in married life : 1) Its

extent; li)
Its causes; 3) Its results.

SCHLEIERMACHER: The regulation of house
hold life. It should be so regulated, that 1) all

that is done, is done in the name of Jesus ; 2)
that thanks are in every way given to God,

through the conduct of our household life. R.]
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i) To children and parents.

(CHAP. III. 20, 21.)

20 Children, obey your parents in all things: for this is well pleasing unto [in]
1 the

21 Lord. Fathers, provoke not your children to anger [omit to anger}? lest they be

discouraged [disheartened].
3

1 Ver. 20.
[&quot;

The reading of Rec., r&amp;lt;Z Kvpita, has not the support of any uncial MS., and is rejected by all modern edi
tors&quot; (Ellicott). TidChendorf (eds. 2 and 7 I reads &amp;lt;?&amp;lt;rrit&amp;lt; eua/jwroK, but the order of N- A. B. C. D. E. is tiiaptarov i er

ne, followed by Lachmann, Meyer, Alford, Ellicott. R.]
* Ver. 21. Instead of epc0i erc (B. and others,) J\. A. and others have irapopyi^eTe, undoubtedly taken from

Eph. vi. 4. [Lachmann and Scholz adopt the latter reading. The E. V. inserts &quot;to anger&quot; now unnecessary, since
provoke&quot; implies this in modern usage. R.]

s Ver. 21.
[ Aflv/xwo-tv, &quot;disheartened,&quot; Eadie, Alford, Ellicott. Older versions render: &quot;made feeble-hearted,&quot;

&quot; of a desperate mind.&quot; R.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 20. Children, obey your parents in
all things. See Eph. vi. 1. &quot;In all things,&quot;

/card Trdvra, here definitely expresses what is

indicated in the parallel passage by the phrase,
&quot; in the Lord ;&quot; it is not to be limited (OECUME-
NIUS). It sets forth the principle, the rule, ex

ceptions being left out of view (MEYER). [EADIE
suggests, that as the reference is to Christian pa
rents, who were to govern in a Christian spirit,
the Apostle takes heed of an exception. On the

exceptions see BISH. TAYLOR, Duct. Dub. III. 5.

ELLICOTT remarks that vrraKovetv includes not

merely submission to authority, but obedience to

a command. TITT. Syn. I. p. 193. R.]
For this is well-pleasing in the Lord.

(Eph. vi. 1, &quot;right&quot;.)
Hence the reference here

is to judgment and complacency, there to precept
and authority. &quot;In the Lord,&quot; before Him, as

He looks at the matter. We need not supply
TIJJ

0e&amp;lt;i (Rom. xii. 2) in thought (Ds WETTE), nor
take ev KVP KJ as the Christian qualification

(MEYER) fALFORD] ; the former is not warranted

by the context, the latter is contrary to usage
and indistinct in itself. [ELLICOTT is more ex
act: the preposition defines the sphere in which
the TO evapearov was especially felt and evinced to

be so. R.]
Ver. 21. Fathers, provoke not your chil

dren. (See Eph. vi. 4 : Trapop-yi^srE.) The verb
is used, 2 Cor. ix. 2, in a good sense, here in a
bad sense ; what is forbidden occurs through
severe, unjust, capricious treatment. [We might
render: &quot;do not irritate your children.&quot; R.]
The motive for the warning is found in the re

sult, which is marked as fixed and certain : lest

they be disheartened. BENGEL: &quot;A broken

spirit, the bane of youth.&quot; There is a lack of

affection and confidence, pleasure and power for

good and against evil.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Comp. on Eph. vi. 1-4.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE: Disobedient children offend not only
their parents, but God Himself; therefore they
have no prosperity. Children are not given for

the service of parents, but parents are ordained
for the benefit of children. Actual chastisement
should never be resorted to, until the child has
been convinced of its guilt and well merited

punishment, and God been earnestly implored to

bless the infliction. The additional advantage
thus gained is that meanwhile one s rising pas
sion can be allayed and the punishment inflicted

with proper moderation. The child, too, is

thereby shown that the chastisement springs
from love, and is more of an advantage than a

punishment. In the discipline of children, ig

norance, weakness, hastiness, thoughtlessness
and childish character must be distinguished
from wanton wickedness.

RIEGER : Our heavenly Father, the Father of

our spirits, Himself carefully guards against
our becoming disheartened under His chastise

ment, and nothing rejoices Him more than that

we &quot;cast not away our confidence;&quot; and so also

in the relations of parents and children, much
depends upon our not being rendered morose by
the faults, but taking courage in final triumph.
PASSAVANT: In this obedience of children

from the very cradle lies the foundation and be

ginning of all good discipline, of all welfare and

blessing, external and internal, in the heart, in

the family, in the state, in all phases and circles

of social life. Has many a yoke of early years
been borne in the patience of faith, with what a

peaceful gaze does one look back! Those who
have grown old should again take it upon them,
and as children kneel before their parents.
HEUBNER: Christian nurture dare not inti

midate, but should promote a noble frankness
and openness.

[BURKITT: God takes a mighty pleasure in

the performance of relative duties
; they are not

only pleasing, but well-pleasing to Him; we are

no more really than what we are relatively in
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the :u-i -.111111 ut&quot;(iod: ihui which we call the power
of godliness, consists in a conscientious perform
ance of relative duties. R.]

[HENRY: Ver. 21. Let not your authority
over them be exercised with rigor and severity,
but with kindness and gentleness: lest you raise

their passions and discourage them in their duty,
and by holding the reins too strait, make them

fly out with the greater fierceness. It is by the

tenderness of parent?, and dutifulness of children,
that God ordinarily furnishes His Church with a

teed to serve Him, and propagates religion from

age to age. R.]

[EADIE: The child should feel that the punish
ment is not the result of fretful anger. Children
teased and irritated lose heart, renounce every
endeavor to please, or render at best but a soulless

obedience. The twig is to be bent with caution,
not broken in the efforts of a rude and hasty zeal.

SCHKNKEL: The evil effects of too severe a

training of children. 1) In what they consist

2) Whence they arise. R.]

c) To servants and masters.

(CHAP. III. 22 IV. 1.)

22 Servants,
1

obey in all things your masters according to the flesh ; not with eye-
service [eye services],

2 as menpleasers ; but in singleness of heart, fearing God [the
23 Lord].

3 And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily [whatever ye do, do it from the

24 heart],
4 as to the Lord, and not unto men

; Knowing that of the Lord ye shall re-

25 ceive the reward of the inheritance : [.] for ye serve [Serve ye]
5 the Lord Christ.

But [For]
8 he that doeth wrong shall receive7 for the wrong which he hath done :

and there is no respect of persons.
IV. 1 Masters, give unto your servants that which is just and equal ; knowing that

ye also have a Master in heaven.

1 Ver. 22. [Modern English commentators render SouAoi. &quot;slaves&quot; or &quot; bond
(here anil Ejli. i. 1,) all servants. bond or free, the E. V. is sufficiently explicit. R.]

o&ov Ae i a 19, is well attested by X- C. K

As Braune makes it include

* Ver. 22. The reading. 6# 9 a A L. It is lectio difficili
sin-ul.ir is probably taken iroin Kpli vi. (i. [Tigchendorf, A I ford, Ellicott and others adopt the plural mainly on critical

grounds; tin; singular is attested by A. B. D. K., aUoptoJ by LaohOMDn, Meyer, Eadie, Wordsworth. On tho different
shade of meaning see KXKO. NOTKS. R.]

* Ver. 22. X- A. B. C.aml others have K u p i ov; Stov is weakly supported.
Ver. 2:!. X- A. B. C. and other* read o a v, tho other reading, ical irac 6, TI idv, is not sufficiently supported [ E it

f uxi, &quot;from i he heart,&quot; Rhem. R.J
Ver. 2t. [Rec. inserts yip ou iu-mfflcient authority. Tho verb SovAtuerc is imperative; Meyer, Eadie, Alford,

Ellicott, Vulgate, etc. R.]
Ver. 25. X- A. B. C. and others read o y dp. Others read fi [followed by E. V. This and the reading above rejected

(ver. 24) stand or fuii together, on exegetical as well as critical grounds. R.]
Ver. 2;). X- A. 0. and others [Alford; Wordsworth ;] read nonuiTau ; B. and others [Tischendorf, Luchniunn, Meyer,

ElHCOttj, K f&amp;gt; fl L (T ( T fl I.

IV. 1. Oupa v&amp;lt;a is established by X- A B. C. and others, initead of ovpavol*. [Lachmann, Tisclien.lorf, Meyer, Al
ford, Ellicott, Wordsworth, adopt thu singular; the plural apparently taken from Eph. vi. 9. K.J

EXEOETICAL AMD CRITICAL.

Ver. 22. Servants. This point is treated in

tin- most detailed manner, as though this were
the state of the Church in the main : as Eph. vi.

5-8; also Tit. ii. 9, 10; 1 Pet. ii. 18-25 (comp.
i. 18-21 ). ( onip. also 1 Cor. i. 20, and 1 Pet. i.

1, according to which Peter wrote to the Church at

Colosse al&amp;lt;o. The view of Sen KXKKL : &quot;it is

possible. ;is MF.YKR supposes that (his (/. c., the

minuteness) was occasioned by the flight and
conversion of the slave Onesiinus. a native of and

fugitive from Cnlosse.&quot; is groundless. [Hraune s

opinion that Anr / m includes all servants, bond or

free, seems eorreet (see K|ih. vi. &quot;&amp;gt;). lint tile free

servants were the exception then. &quot;Nothing is

tai l for or against slavery in this passage,&quot;

whatever may be implied. R.]

Obey in all things your masters accord
ing to the flesh. See Eph. vi. 5. &quot;In all

things&quot; (Kn-ii TTrti-ra), as in ver. 20, is new.

[WORDSWORTH remarks on this phrase in ver. 20
and here : &quot;An example of a precept proceeding
on the charitable supposition that the other party
will do its duty; for if Parents and Masters order

any thing contrary to God s law, then Children
and Servants must obey God rather than men

(Acts v.
29).&quot; 11.] Contrasted with &quot;masters

according to the flesh
&quot;

is One &quot;

according to the

spirit,&quot;
&quot;in heaven&quot; (comp. ver. 24: iv. 1).

Not with eye services, as men-pleasers;
but in singleness of heart, fearing the
Lord. &quot;Not witli eye services&quot; marks by tin-

use of the plural, the individual manifestations

of eye service ; found only here and in Kph. vi.

6 (singular). [&quot;
Here the concrete acts, there the

abstract spirit&quot; ^ALKORD). R.] It is contrasted
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with &quot;but in singleness of heart,&quot; which is
j

the incorrect reading yap has probably led.

wanting in the dishonesty of &quot;

eyeservice ;&quot;
&quot;as R.] ; neither find any reason or necessity in

men-pleasers
&quot;

is contrasted with &quot;fearing the the context.

Lord.&quot; [&quot;The Lord,&quot; nrptov, KUT et;ox /v,
\

Ver. 2-3. In view of the importance of this

Kara Trvevua; the turn of the thought in the cor- matter, another reason is added : For he that
rect reading is lost both in the E. V. and the doeth wrong shall receive for the wrong
rendering above. MEYER: &quot; The obedience of the which he hath done. The meaning of this

Christian slave becomes man-pleasing towards general proposition (locus communi.?) clearly is

his master, and eye-service in appearance, if it
;

that every one reaps what he sows (WINER S

be not subordinated to the fear of Christ, the Gram. p. 576) ; sowing wrong, he reaps wrong,
higher Master, and accordingly conditioned by as he reaps good when he sows good (Gal. vi. 8).

this.&quot; R.] The same words as in Eph. vi. 5, 6, ;

This confirms the exhortation to serve Christ,

but more sharply conceived. [EAUIE, referring for slaves and domestic servants alike
;
from it

this to slaves exclusively, remarks :
&quot; The Apos-

1

they should deduce the conclusion, to gladly
tie does not speak vaguely, but hits upon those obey. It is &quot;contrary to the meaning,&quot; not to

vices which slavery is so apt to engender indo-
j apply it to the slaves (MEYER, who renders

lence, eye-service and reluctance in labor.&quot; R.] \d6tKelv, to injure, limiting it to the masters.

Ver. 23. Whatever ye do. Whatever ye do
j SCHENKEL). Paul admonishes the slaves here,

in servitude (BENUEL). The verse relates to in-
j

while he encourages them Eph. vi. 8. [The re-

dividual and little things. See Eph. vi. 8. Do
\

ference is doubtful. ELLICOTT, ALFORU follow

it from the heart, as to the Lord and not MEYER, and refer adinelv to the master. The
unto men. E K V w * 7

/?&amp;gt; standing first for
j
proposition is undoubtedly geheral, and has an

emphasis, and demanding glad, willing action,
; application to both master and slave. The con-

refers back to &quot; in singleness of heart
;&quot;

&quot; as to
\

text seems to indicate the latter as the reference

the Lord,&quot; demanding constant mindfulness of intended by the Apostle. R.J &quot;Receive&quot; re-

the present heavenly Master, to &quot;fearing the fers to the judgment of the Lord, in which the

Lord;&quot; while the absolute negative &quot;not (O UK\ &quot;inheritance&quot; is concerned, and &quot;wrong which
unto men&quot; refers to

eg
inen-pleasers.&quot; [MEYER:

As to the Lord, the point of view of the doing;
this should be regarded as taking place for

he hath done &quot;

(6 TJ 6 i K
r/ a e) marks the con

nection of the wrong on earth, and condemnation,
destruction in eternity, where sin has transferred

Christ, as service rendered to Him. And the re- I
itself in its results and consequences.

lation to the human master (avOpuwou;, dative of

the category) should not, in this method of re

garding it, be taken into the account at all, on
the principle of not serving two masters, hence
aim is not relatively, but absolutely negative.&quot;

R.]
Ver. 24. Knowing. [&quot;Seeing ye know,&quot; da

Ihr wisset. R.] The motive for such conduct

(Eph. vi. 8). That of the Lord ye shall re
ceive the reward [or recompense] of the
inheritance. &quot;That&quot; sets forth the tenor of

this Christian consciousness. &quot;Of (a TT 6) the
Lord &quot; denotes that the Lord is the Possessor,
Source and Origin, while napa (Eph. vi. 8) indi

cates the immediate communication through the

Lord (WINER S Gram. p. 343).
ceive

&quot;

points to the future, its

Ye shall re-

And there is no respect of persons.
This means in this connection, that the low and

insignificant as well as the high and distinguished
are equal before God. The former often boast

themselves of their poverty, as if on account of

this they must be finally blessed and receive re

ward; &quot;the insignificant often think, that they
are to be spared on account of their insignifi

cance&quot; (BENGEL). This is not far-fetched (aus
der Luft gegri/en, MEYER), but taken from the con

text. Eph. vi. 9 refers to masters. [The idea is

indeed common among men, that God respects
not the person of a rich man, but that of a poor
man. R.]

T. 1. MIV. asters, o I KV p to t. See Eph. vi.

9. Give unto your servants that which is

gnification re- just and equal. T o 6 i natov is what be-

ferring to a reception of that which is lacking, longs to the slave of right not historical, human
&quot;The recompense&quot; (avran 6 Jo aiv, only here; right, but according to the regulations given
Rom. xi. 9: dvraTrodnua) with the article denotes within the domain of creation, and the rights
a recompense in prospect, while the preposition \

thus set forth
;
hence what belongs to them as

(av TI) indicates that it is one compensating for ! God s creatures, as human beings. &quot;And&quot;

the present privations by means of an inheri-
1

something truer and higher; &quot;that which is

tance, which is wanting to and yet wanted by equal,&quot; rr/v iadrqTa, denotes the equality
the slave here

;
for &quot;of the inheritance &quot; ordained within the domain of Redemption, ac-

(K Aqpovou taf) is an epexegetical genitive cording to which the redeemed are brethren

(WINER S Gram. p. 494), as Jas. i. 12; Acts (Philem. 16); this parity they should show iu

ii. 10. This inheritance is the full salvation, their treatment of the slaves. It is incorrect to

heritage of heaven, &quot;

although in this world you regard it as merely
&quot;

equity
&quot;

(STEIGER, BLEEK)
do not have an inheritance, yet you have part of [ALFORD, &quot;fairness&quot; R.], or &quot;impartial treat-

the inheritance passing from the Master to the ; nient
&quot;

(ERASMUS and others). [ELLICOTT says
free&quot; (BENGEL). I of the view of MEYER as given above: &quot; This is

Serve ye the Lord [Master] Christ. The ! ingenious and plausible, but not satisfactory,&quot;

Apostle s comprehensive conclusion. &quot;

Christ, I from its association with dinaiov. There is this

rho recompenses those serving Himself&quot; (BEN-
SEL). It is incorrect to join &quot;of the inheri

tance&quot; with &quot;the Lord&quot; (serve the Master of

the inheritance), and also wrong to take the verb
as indicative [as is done in the E. V., to which

objection to it, that it limits the duty to Christian

masters in their dealings with Christian slaves.

See EAUIE in loco. Notice the &quot;dynamic&quot;
form

of the middle rrapt ^etrtfe: supply on your
side, as far as you are concerned. R.]



The motive is added : knowing that ye
also have a Master in heaven, who is over

you, and your Almighty. Omniscient, Just and

Eternal Master. See on Eph. vi. 9.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Compare Eph. vi. 5-9.

[
These precepts in force where there are no slaves.

Through God s merciful Providence, the applica
tion of these precepts to a state of slavery has

become unnecessary among us. But the rela- 1

lions of master and servant, employer and em-
j

ployee still exist, and there is as much need for

the application of the Apostle s words to those]
who occupy these relative positions, as to ser- i

vants and masters in the relation existing at Co-
j

losse. When we consider how much is said of

the conflict between labor and capital, how large
a part of the comfort and happiness of women in

j

the household depends on the right conduct of

these relations, we may be glad that Paul writes
j

not merely for a state of slavery, but for all mas
ters and servants, and at the same time regret
that social science has so often attempted to

;

settle troublesome questions of this kind, without
j

the aid of Christianity. A large class are be

coming not only unchristian but antichristian,
because Christianity, which abolished slavery,
has not yet been thoroughly applied to the rela

tions of labor and capital. Too many fancy that

God is no respecter of the person of a capitalist,
but takes the working man s part, whether jus
tice be on his side or not. R.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKB : God in His wisdom has so classed

men, that some are subjects and servants, while

others command and should rule. This is not

contrary to the equality of Christians, or to

Christian brotherhood ; they are still one in

Christ. Therefore servants should not have so

great a dislike to service, but serve with alacrity

and with the heartier obedience, particularly as

they are not slaves, but free.

RIKUKR: Him who fears God and honors God
by keeping His commands, God honors in turn

by giving him a suitable respect in the govern
ment of his own house. Men-pleasing and eye-
service at first succeeds very well, but in the

long run it becomes intolerable.

PASSAVANT: A Christian may well tremble
as he looks at his servant and asks himself:

Why am 1 his master ? Why is he my servant?
The answer is : That I may take him just as he

is, so bear and forbear with him as to sweeten
his servile condition with all lenity and conside

ration, as to sanctify his calling to him, helping
him out of his natural or habitual sins.

HEUBNER: The character and doings of the

Christian are soulful (FK ipvxw)- The doings of

others are cold and dead. Unrighteous servants
will be punished too; God does not let Himself
be led by weak sympathy into indulgence.

[SCHLEIEKMACHER: All improvements in the
social relations of men must proceed, not from a
disturbance of order and a violent throwing off

.of obedience, but from the greater power of love.

BURKITT : Wink at some trivial miscarriages
of servants. He must keep no servant that will

have a servant with no faults. R.]

[EADIE : Ver. 22. Refractoriness on the part
of the slave would at once have embittered his

life, and brought discredit on the new religion
which he possessed; but active and cheerful dis

charge of all duty would both benefit himself,

promote his comfort and recommend Christianity.

Duplicity is the vice which the slave uses as

his shield. IV. 1. Let the great Master s treat

ment of you be your model of your treatment of

them. (Abridged) Three positions of the Apostle
fatal to slavery: 1) Fie denies that slaves are an
inferior caste (Homer, Aristotle) ; 2) certain du
ties to slaves spring from natural right; 3) in

the Christian Church there is neither &quot;bond nor
free.&quot; Master and slave were alike the free

servants of a common Lord in heaven. R.]

4. Concluding exhortation.

Respecting prayer, walk and speech.

(CHAP. IV. 2-6.)

2 Continue [Persevere]
1 in prayer, and watch in the same with thanksgiving ;

3 Withal praying also for us, that God would open unto us a door of utterance [
lil - of

4 the word], to speak the mystery of Christ, for which* I am also in bonds: That I

5 may make it manifest, as I ought to speak. Walk in wisdom toward them that are
6 without, redeeming the time [xaipov, the opportunity].

3 Let your speech be always
with grace, seasoned with salt, that ye may know how ye ought to answer every

1
V&amp;gt;r. 2. [Ft pooKapTtpeiTf. the E. V. is scarcely strong enough. R.]
V,-r. :\ -X A. C. D. K. K. L. and others read T 6 ; B. and a lew other* SC If.

Vur. 5.-;See EXKO. NOTES below and ou Eph. v. 16. R.J
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The connection: These three exhortations do
not apply to particular classes, but are of a gene
ral character. In fact they refer to that service

in the gospel, which each member has to render
;

for they point to the ways in which the hin

drances to that service may be removed. They
are based upon the thought : if you do your duty
as Christians in general and particular alike,

you render service not merely as members of the

congregation, but as servants of the Church, you
are not merely to be regulated by the will and
word of the Lord, but also do your part in help

ing others to do the same. This service is to be

rendered by : Prayer, especially supplication for

the Apostle, walk and speech. They are not

therefore supplementary exhortations (MEYER),
nor are they to be joined either to iii. 17, or to

iv 1
&quot;ye

have a Master in heaven &quot;

(SCHEN-
KEL).

Prayer. Vers. 2-4. Persevere in prayer.
Like Acts i. 14; Rom. vii. 12. KapTepsu. to be

strong, Trpor indicating the direction; it describes

a strong persistence, an importuning of some one

(Mark iii. 9; Acts viii. 13; x. 7). The meaning
is the same as &quot;

pray without ceasing&quot; (1 Thess

v. 17). And watch in the same with
thanksgiving. [Lit , &quot;being watchful in it.&quot;

R.] The participle (yptfyopovvre^ marks
the modality of the perseverance in prayer ;

the

verb enjoins lively circumspection according to

the word of Christ: &quot;watch and
pray&quot; (Matth.

xxvi. 41; Mark xiv. 38). Comp. Eph. vi. 18; 1

Thess. v. 6; 1 Cor. xvi. 13; 1 Pet. v. 8. There
should be watchfulness during the prayer (&quot;in

the same&quot;),
directed to God s benefits, thus

&quot;thanksgiving&quot;
would be united with it, if not

as a constituent part (SCHENKEL), yet in.the con-

The opening of the door of his prison would b
the opening of a door of discourse.&quot; EAIMK. R.]
To speak the mystery of Christ. The in

finitive is epexegetical of /.oyov, as ver. 6 (Wi-
NER S Gram. p. 2 See Eph. 19; 4.

sciousness as a motive and tone (ii. i. 15, 17).

[The first it&amp;gt; denotes the sphere, the second the

accompaniment. R.]. There is no warrant for

joining &quot;with thanksgiving&quot; with
&quot;persevere&quot;

(BO HMER).
Ver. 3. Withal praying also for us.

Eph. vi. 19, 20 is the parallel passage.
&quot; With

al&quot; [ana, at the same time R.] denotes that

this supplication should not be wanting as a

constituted part of the prayer of the Colos-

siaus. &quot;Us&quot; (Eph. vi. 19, &quot;me&quot;)
includes

not merely Timothy (MEYER and others), but I emphatically first; &quot;in wisdom&quot; (see Eph. v.

other companions also, such as Epaphras. [The
[

15
;

i. 8; Col. i. 9, 28; ii. 23. Comp. Matt. x.

[EADIE : &quot;An infinitive of result;&quot; MEYER, AL-
FORD, ELLICOTT; &quot;infinitive of purpose.&quot; This
is preferable, and is a form of the epexegetical
infinitive. &quot;Toil &quot;KpiGTov is a genitive subjecti,
the divine mystery included in the appearing
and the redemptive act of Christ, since the divine
decree of Redemption, concealed before it, was
made known through the gospel, \vasaccomplished
in the mission and work of Christ.&quot; MEYER. R.]
For which I am also in bonds.

[&quot;I
have

been and am bound.&quot; R.] &quot;For which&quot; (61 6)
refers to &quot;

mystery,&quot; the preaching of which
had brought him into bonds, and on account of
which too he desired liberty. The perfect de
notes that the imprisonment still continues ;

and &quot;

also,&quot; that this is added to other afflic

tions; while his activity is not destroyed (Eph.
vi. 20, &quot;I am an ambassador in

bonds&quot;),
it is

very much limited.
[&quot;

Also&quot; marks the extreme
to which he had proceeded in his evangelical
labors (ELLICOTT) R.]

Ver. 4. That I may make it manifest,
as I ought to speak. &quot;That&quot; (iva) marks
&quot;make it manifest&quot; as the end, the purpose of

the
&quot;speaking,&quot; as the common object requires.

&quot;It&quot; is &quot;the mystery of Christ,&quot; and the
&quot;

speaking&quot; will &quot;make manifest&quot; this. Hence
the clause depends neither on &quot; I am in bonds&quot;

(BENGEL), nor
&quot;praying&quot; (BEZA). Paul wishes

liberty (the opening
&quot; of a door of the

word&quot;),

in order to be .able to make it manifest. &quot; As I

ought to speak&quot; refers to the apostolic activity
in going from city to city, land to land (Rom. i.

13, 14; xv. 16), with &quot;boldness&quot; presupposed.
&quot;Ought&quot;

refers then to the Divine call to the

Apostolate among the Gentiles, which includes

zeal and intrepid candor.
The ivalk. Ver. 5. Walk in wisdom to

ward them that are without. After what
was to take place in the supplication for the

Apostle and to be done by him, follows what

they had to do actually and immediately, and
this is first of all &quot; walk without word.&quot; Hence
this exhortation is not added without special
connection (MEYEH). The element in which the

Christian is to move with his conduct is placed

use of the singular in the immediate context The direction of the walk is denoted by
&quot;toward them that are without&quot; (1 Cor. v. 12,

13; 1 Thess. iv. 12; 1 Tim. iii. 7); those who do
not belong to the church, to the believers. Re-

forbids our limiting it to the Apostle himself.

-R.]
That God would open unto us a door

of the word
[&quot;That&quot; (Iva) blends the pur-

j

deeming the opportunity. The participle

port and the purpose of the prayer, the latter
| gives a closer definition of the walk, inhering ia

being more prominent. ALFORD, ELLICOTT. R.] the wise walk, as the present indicates. See

Eph. vi. 19 speaks of &quot;utterance&quot; (ar6fia), Eph. v. 16. Here rbv naip6v stands first,

but this passage does not. &quot;Door&quot; according to because each favorable point of time is to be

1 Cor. xvi. 9; 2 Cor. ii. 12, means &quot;free ac- made use of, for furthering the kingdom of God,

tivity;&quot;
it is

not=&amp;lt;rr&amp;lt;fy/a (CALVIN, BENGEL and
|

and winning others by such use of it. LUTHER

others), and includes more than &quot;

boldly
&quot;

]

is inexact: accommodate yourselves to the time.

(CHRYSOSTOM), which ver. 4 sets forth. Paul

thought of his freedom and his coming to Co-
losse (Philem. 22). [

liberty, not for itself,

Th&amp;lt;

but
Apostle longed for

for the opportunity
which it gave him of preaching the gospel.

incorrect to regard it as referring to the

shortness of time (CHRYSOSTOM), to the evil time

(CALVIN and others), or to deny the reference to

those without (MEYER), which is contrary to th



CHAP. IV. 2-6. 81

Tin
./;&amp;lt;/,.

Vi-r. ( .. Let your speech be al

ways with grace, seasoned with salt.

Tlie next s of intercourse, &quot;your speech,&quot;

4. In the speech of a Christian in social inter-

;ourse with those, who are not yet or no longer
brethren, but who may become so, two things are
of importance with respect to Christian or ecclesi

astical things : suavity and sharpness. The
former depends on the character, the heart, the

disposition, and the piety, the latter on the

mind, the understanding, the culture and expe
rience of the world ; the former reckons upon
benefiting, winning, the latter upon conviction,

clearness, instruction ; the one guards against
unsatisfactory brevity, dogmatic harshness, in

jurious sharpness in wit or sarcasm; the other

against gossipping length without meaning, gar
rulous pleasure without aim or end, tedious, flat

and offensive talk without truth or suape.

is naturally in close connection; it is therefore to

bo regarded as directed toward &quot;those without.&quot;

It should &quot;always&quot; (TT a vr ore, i. e.K(iaTuTE),
according to the context

(&quot;every man&quot;),
to

ward well and evil-disposed people, at opportune
and inopportune times (not as SCHENKEL thinks,

in good or ill humor), have two peculiarities:
&quot; with grace,&quot;

it should be invested with grace

(Luke iv. 22
; Eph. iv. 29) [ELLICOTT : x*PlS

was to be the habitus orationis. It does not

mean Divine grace, but a result of it. R.] ;
it

should be &quot;seasoned with salt.&quot; &quot;Salt&quot; has

something sharp, energetic, but beneficial,

which, as the perfect participle indicates, has

been previously appropriated and continues to

operate. According to the first peculiarity, the

speech should not be repellant, but attractive ;

according to the second, not feeble and insipid,
but apt, striking and interesting. The former
has as its opposite, what is insolent and ugly, the

latter, what is flat and powerless. The figura
tive expression is not therefore a strengthening
or explanation of the literal one (MEYER). [The
reference is not to the conservative power of salt,

nor to wit,
&quot; Attic salt,&quot; but as salt makes food

agreeable to the palate, so their speech should
be commended to the hearers by a wholesome

point and pertinency. ELLICOTT. R.]
That ye may know, si 6vai, epexegetical

to &quot;

speech,&quot; as Aa7.i/aai (ver. 3). See WI
NER S Grain, p. 298. [ELLICOTT: &quot;expressive

of consequence.&quot; R.] How ye ought to
answer every man. &quot;

How&quot; indicates that

this respects the form
;

the correct substance
is pre-supposed.

&quot; Ye ought to answer every
man&quot; refers to intercourse in conversation with

|

the more open will the heart become for thanks-

heathen, unbelievers, as the context (ver. 5) giving and praise: and the more thankful

IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : Prayer is the most excellent means
of becoming skilled in all the duties of Christi

anity. RIKOER : Much depends not only upon
what? but how? one speaks. The Scriptures
attach much importance to speech and the guard
ing of the tongue; and this has much influence

upon the pollution or the unpolluted preserva
tion of the rest of the walk.
GEKLAOH : Salt is sharp, yet it gives to all

food that pleasant taste, which renders it pala
table. So the sharpness of Christian earnest

ness, of the fear of God s anger and punishment
and of the desire for blessedness lends to all the
words of the Christian their true grace and
sweetness. SCHLEIERMACHER that
which attacks and befriends the soul : salt, the

power of our words and life, that which pene
trates the soul.

PASSAVANT : The more trustful the prayer,

demands. It is applicable to the questions of

unprejudiced, inquiring or evil-disposed unbe
lievers about points of doctrine, moral princi

ples, Christian things or persons, and ecclesias

tical ordinances. Comp. Acts xvii. 18 sq. ;
xxiv.

24 sq.; xxviii. 21 sq. ;
1 Pet. iii. 15.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Comp. on Eph. vi. 18-20 ; on Eph. v. 15, 16
;

on Eph. iv. 29.

1. Prayer should have, as THOMAS AQUINAS says,
three qualities, it should be assiduous, watchful
and grateful. The perseverance, with which

prayer uninterruptedly draws itself through all

events, internal and external, like a thread, or
encircles them like a chain, is its vital power; the

watchfulness, the lively circumspection, the grat
itude, are the quiet tone or firm basis of the same.

2. Freedom has no absolute value; the use and

application made of it, gives it its value
;
and that

just to the extent that in it the task set before

its possessor is served or satisfied.

3. Wisdom, and that too in the silent walk, is

demanded of the believer, toward the unbeliever,
the opponent of the gospel ; not from fear before

him, but from solicitous love to those who should
be won, should become what they are not as yet,
brethren ; from fear of God, who will save them
also.

the heart, the more trustfully and filially will

it pour itself out in prayer to the Lord. Strong
and firm, kind and pure, quiet and secure as
those may be in heart and conscience, who stand

without, they yet stand without, hindered by all

sorts of spirits and by their own as well, ex

posed or given up to all change, all humors, all

winds and storms, to a vain and perishing world

separated from God, by which they are sooner
or later deceived, misled and robbed, driven
hither and thither now by waves and now by
flames, where there is no help, no Helper and no
God ; they stand without that tabernacle of God
among men, where alone truth and peace are to

be found. We may deal too imprudently, impa
tiently and roughly, without taking into account
old habits and the stiff prejudices of years, un
concerned, whether we do good or harm, anger
or appease by our demeanor, without showing
any forbearance or affection toward those who
have remained behind us, thus forgetting that
once we were and lived no better, aye worse per
haps. Or we may go too far the other way and
not discern the spirits, may conduct ourselves
without any prudence and foresight toward
those of different views, acting toward those who
are strangers to our faith, even opponents of it,

with the greatest friendliness and intimacy, as
if there were no dissimilarity between those
without and those within: this is not the wis-
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dom of the friends of the Lord. A lazy weak
ness and leniency is not worthy of the truth, it

brings scandal soon.

HEUBNER: The more remiss in prayer, the

more unfruitful is it. The door of the heart is

not to be broken through, the mind must open
it. Christianity recognizes some esoterics and
exoterics. What is Christian grace ? Something
different from the Grecian. It is the expression
which arouses a sacred pleasure in the person
and makes it sacred love felt. NITZSCH : Con
tinue in prayer ! 1) We should strive to follow in

their fulness the occasions thereto afforded us by
God

; 2) Seek in definite needs and desires to

strengthen and perfect our prayer before God,
or, in respect to our pilgrimage in general as well
as in special states, continue in prayer.

[BuiiKiTT : Ver. 2. Need will make us beg
gars, but grace only thanksgivers. Ver. 6. Our
speech must be seasoned; 1) With the salt of

truth
; 2) with the salt of wisdom and prudence.

The people wondered of old at the gracious
words which came out of Christ s mouth; and we
may justly wonder at the graceless words which
come out of the mouths of many that are called

Christians. HENRY : Vers. 2, 3. The best

and most eminent Christians need the prayers
of meaner Christians, and are not above ask

ing them. Ver. 6. Though our speech be not al

ways of grace, it must be always with grace. R.]
[EADIE : Ver. 2. Pray, wait, be not discour

aged. Beware of spiritual sleepiness in devo
tion. There are many reasons of thanksgiving
and not the least of them is the privilege of

prayer itself. Ver. 3. The Apostle was no Stoic,
he felt the need of these prayers and set a high
value on them. He knew the power of prayer.
&quot; For us he suffered. How dear then should his

memory ever be to us.&quot; Ver. 5. The world s

Bible is the daily life of the Church, every page
of which its quick eye minutely scans. Zeal
without knowledge is as the thunder shower that

drenches and injures, not the rain that with
noiseless and gentle descent softens and fertili

zes. Ver. 6. One kind of answer will not suffice

for all, but each one is to be answered as he
should be. Therefore the necessity of the

&quot;grace&quot;
and of the &quot;salt.&quot; BARNES: Ver. 5.

If you should have cheated a man out of never
so small a sum, it is vain that you talk to him
about the salvation of his soul. He wants no

religion that will not make a man honest. R.]

IV. THE CONCLUSION

CHAP. IV. 7-18.

1. Personal Intelligence.

(CHAP. IV. 7-9.)

7 All my state shall Tychicus declare unto you, who is a beloved brother, and a
8 faithful minister and fellow servant in the Lord

; whom I have sent unto you for the

9 same [this very] purpose, that he might know
1

your estate, and comfort your hearts ;

With Onesimus, a faithful and beloved brother, who is one of you. They shall

make known unto you all things which are done here.

v, A. B. and others is better supported than y v c

ugh afterwards cancelled. [The reading which Br
ii

ju. Si v. In N. Te is erased by
rejects, (followed in E. V.)

1 Ver. 8. The reading y
another hand and TJ placed ovej v

is best supported by versions an

Qriesbach, Scholz, Lachmann and Meyer adopt yvuTf-i)fi.C&amp;gt;v.
Alford thus accounts for the corrections in K.

was the original reading; X. 1 inserted T
; X. 3 erased it, altering v^w to r)^v, but correcting it afterwards. R.]

supported by versions and adopted by the following editors : Tischendorf, De Wette, Alford, Ellicott, Wordsworth^

ch, Scholz, Lachmann and Meyer adopt yvuTf-i)fi.C&amp;gt;v.
Alford thus accounts

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 7 and 8 are the same as Eph. vi. 21, 22,

except that here and fellow servant is added
after &quot; faithful minister,&quot; having the same ad

jective and qualifying clause (in the Lord) as

the latter. Thus Paul makes Tychicus prominent
not, merely as brother, but also as colleague,
not however, ascribing apostolic authority to

him (SCHENKEL). [If the reading yvu-rj^iuv be

adopted, there is a further variation from Ephe-
sians. Since the Colossian Church was in dan

ger, it would seem more important that Paul
should know their state, than that they should

know his circumstances, and hence more proba-

ble that Tychicus was sent for the former pur
pose. This is a strong exegetical reason fof

preferring the reading followed in the E. V. ;

that he might know your estate. (See
ALFORD and WORDSWORTH.) R.]

Ver. 9. With Onesimus, a faithful and
beloved brother. On Onesimus, See LANGK S

Comm., Philemon [p. 4, et passim]. Paul calls

him &quot;brother&quot; on account of his faith, notes

that he s faithful (can be relied upon), and is

dear and valuable to him. To recommend him,
he places him with Tychicus, who has only an
official position in advance of him. H7rof, as in

ver. 7, must mean &quot;faithful,&quot; not &quot;believing,&quot;

(BAEHR), which is implied in &quot;brother.&quot;

Who is one of you. He is thus described
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and recommended as a Colossian, a townsman of

the readers. [He who had been a fraudulent

runaway slave is restored as &quot;one of them
selves,&quot; commended thus in an Epistle to be
read publicly in Colosse and elsewhere (ver. 10).
&quot; How much native truth, courage, and beauty
is there in Christianity, which enabled the

Apostle to speak thus of a runaway slave, to the

inhabitants of that city from which he had fled !

What other religion in the world could have
done this?&quot; (WORDSWORTH). R.]
They shall make known unto you all

things which are done here. [T a
&amp;lt;iJf,

&quot;

things here.&quot; R.] In common and in agree
ment they will make known how it is here in

general, as Tychicus will especially inform them
of the personal circumstances, on account of
which he was sent. This clause is thus readily
reconcilable with the well attested reading.

[According to the other reading, Tychicus was
sent to learn officially concerning them, and to

comfort them with his tidings, which Onesimus
shared with him. ALFORD : &quot;Is it likely with
this re-statement (of ver. 7), that the same
should be stated again in the middle of the sen

tence, which would be the case with the other

reading (-yvuTe-^fjuv) !&quot; R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Comp. Eph. vi., 21, 22. What was common
in faith on the Lord, is much more than what

was diverse in station and culture. Even the

position of an Apostle waa not so exalted, that a
Christian was not Paul s brother, and a servant
of Christ his colleague.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

STARKE : A Christian must not regard the

former faults of his neighbor, occurring before

his conversion, still less reproach him with them,
rather praise and esteem the virtues, which God
has granted him since.

[BuRKiTT : Nothing endears persons so much
to one another, as religion and the grace of

God. These ties are stronger than those of

nature. No such love as likeness occasions, es

pecially likeness to God. Happy it is, when the

conversation of Christ s ministers is such, both

in public and private, that they need not be

ashamed to have it known, or that the Church

may understand it. R.]

[HENRY : Ver. 7. It adds much to the beauty
and strength of the gospel-ministry, when min
isters are thus loving and condescending one to

another, and by all just means support and ad
vance one another s reputation. Ver. 9. The
meanest circumstance of life, and greatest wick
edness of former life, make no difference in the

spiritual relation among sincere Christians: they

partake of the same privileges, and are entitled

to the same regards. R.]

2. Greetings and messages.

(CHAP. IV. 10-17.)

10 Aristarchus my felloe prisoner saluteth you, and Marcus, sister s son [cousin]
1 to

Barnabas, touching whom ye received commandments : (if he come unto you, re-

11 ceive him
;)&quot;

And Jesus, which [who] is called Justus, [.] who are of the circumcision.

These only [Of those who are of the circumcision, only these] are my fellow work-
12 ers unto the kingdom of God, which have been a comfort unto me. Epaphras,

who is one of you, a servant of Christ, [Christ Jesus]
3
saluteth you, always labour

ing fervently [a^v^ V^ 1&quot; ?, striving] for you in prayers, that ye may stand perfect
13 and complete [fully assured]

4 in all the will of God. For I bear him record, that

he hath a great zeal [much labor]
5

for you, and them that are in Laodicea, and
14 them in Hierapolis. Luke, the beloved physician, [or the physician, the beloved],
15 and Demas, greet you. Salute the brethren which [who] are in Laodicea, and
16 TSymphas, and the church which is in his8 house. And when this epistle is read

among you, cause that it be read also in the church of the Laodiceans; and that

17 ye likewise read the epistle from Laodicea. And say to Archippus, Take heed to

the ministry which thou hast received in the Lord, that thou fulfil it.

cousin. Eadio and Ellicott suggest that the E. V. probably means this, i.e., GeschwitUr-

imediately following &quot;Barnabas
&quot;

is included in the parenthesis of the E. V., this is unne-

i Ver. 10. { A v J, , 6 ? ,

kind. See BXEO. NOTES. R.]
[Ver. 10. [The clause ir

ceswtry. R.J
J Ver. 12. [K A. B.C. L. Insert I q &amp;lt;r o ; Lachmnnn, Tlachendorf, most modern editors. R.]
4 Yer. 12. X A. B. C. and others read rAqV9fattH *** instead of iteir\rio&amp;lt;anivoi. [So modern editors,

Lachmann, Tischendorf and others. Braune renders it &quot;erf* It;&quot; Kadie, Allord, Kllicott, \Vordsworth :

-

fully assured&quot;

or &quot;

f,illy pprsuaded.&quot; R.]
&quot; Vr. !&quot;&amp;gt;. X. A. B. C. and others read TTOVOV instead of ^ov. [Others xotrov, irriflor, ayci^a. Modern editors have

gei&quot;&amp;gt;( \ly adopted irovov, multum labarem. The wnnl is r-ir-- in New T Htaniont. heuc* I ho variety of readings. K.}
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6 Ver. 15. A iirov is well attested by D. E. F. G. K. L. and others ; N. [A. C.J
have avruv. B. reads

Nu&amp;gt;cf&amp;gt;aK ai-r^s.
The context requires the first, since N u JA &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

a
,
the masculine name, is to he rotaiin-d, ami tin- explanation that the pin-

ral refers to Nymphas and laniily, is unnatural. [Lachmann follows B. ; Meyer, Alford adopt tlie plural ; Bee. Tischen-

dorf, Edic, Ellicott, Wordsworth : XvnQav avrov. The variation is of little importance, has probably arisen from a de
sire to identify the whole church of Laodicea with that in the house of Nyuiphas ^Ellicott;. R.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The greetings, vers. 10-14.

Ver. 10. Aristarchus my fellow-prisoner

SELER, that Paul had anxiety lest Mark might
not be well received on account of Acts xv. 38,

39, since all closer definition which would sup
port this, is wanting. [Yet the thought is natu

rally suggested and is adopted by most English
iluteth you. According to Acts xix. 29; xx. commentators. WORDSWORTH: &quot; There would be
xxvii. 2, he was a Macedonian from Thessa-

lonica, who had not shared the imprisonment in

Caesarea, but seems to have joined Paul on his

departure for Italy, since when first mentioned

again, according to Philem. 24, he was a &quot; fel

low-laborer
&quot; with the Apostle, hence not exactly

in bonds (CHRYSOSTOM and others), but a volun

tary companion of Paul in his imprisonment, as

Epaphras is there called &quot;

fellow-prisoner,&quot; but

not here. Both seemed to have shared alter

nately the imprisonment of Paul. The word is

further applied to captives in war, and corres

ponds with &quot;fellow soldier&quot; (Phil. ii. 25;
Philem. 2).

&quot;

Nothing better than this enco

mium&quot; (CHRYSOSTOM). [This conjecture of

MEYER respecting voluntary imprisonment is the

most probable one. They may have undergone
actual trial and thus exchanged places, but the

reference to a bygone imprisonment (STEIGER)
is unsatisfactory. R.]
And Marcus, cousin to Barnabas. This

something very graceful and affecting to their

minds, on St. Paul s part, to St. Barnabas and to

St. Mark. It would seem to say, Barnabas was
tender-hearted to St. Mark his kinsman ; he did
for him a kinsman s part ; and Mark, though he
faltered for a time, has profited by his kinsman s

kindness, and by my severity ; and he has now
returned to me, and to the service which he

quitted for a time
;

never to leave it more. You
may have heard of the separation which took

place between Barnabas and me
; you may have

heard of Mark s dereliction of me. You will

therefore rejoice to hear that now he is with

me; I send you his greetings. I have given
you commandments concerning him

;
and if he

comes to you, I desire you to receive him.&quot; R.]
Ver. 11. And Jesus, who is called Jus

tus: unknown, not ihe one mentioned Acts xviii.

7 (THEOPHYLACT), who being described as &quot;one

that worshipped God&quot; could not have belonged
to the Jews. Of those who are of the cir-

was the Evangelist; aveiptog is Geschwisterkind] cumcision. These three were Jews, who were

[the relation between children of brothers and attached to the Apostle to the Gentiles. Only
sisters], hence not cousin in the most extended these are my fellow workers unto the

sense, nor nephew (LUTHER). BENGEL: &quot;Bar- kingdom of God. He thus gives a motive for

nabas was better known than Mark; hence the the last clause; Jewish Christian teachers were
latter is named from the former.&quot; [Perhaps 1 mostly anti-Pauline in their labors (Phil. i. 15,

better esteemed also. 11.] THEOPHYLACT: &quot; he
| 17), hence he adds as a result for himself, and to

lis one from his kirpraises thi dndred; for Barnabas
was great.&quot; On Mark, See LANGE S Comm.
Mark, [p. 4-7, Am. ed., where he is represented

distinguish them from such as were indeed fel

low laborers for the kingdom of God, but not

such as he could find comfort in : which have
as the nephew of Barnabas, however. R.] I been a comfort unto me. [ALVORD and

Touching whom ye received command- i
ELLICOTT render: &quot;which have proved a com

ments. &quot;Touching whom,&quot; Mark, not Barna-
j

fort unto me.&quot; R.] Uapayopia, comfort, is

bas (THEOPHYLACT): &quot;ye
received command

ments &quot;

refers to a fact of earlier date, of which

they are reminded. What, from whom, when and

found only here in The New Testament. He did

not need a confirmation of the correctness of his

doctrine
;

but comfort thus came to him. BEN-
^ ? is and remains undetermined. BENGEL in- GEL: irapauvOia is in private grief, ira/myopia is

correctly takes i /. dfiere as meaning accipetis in public danger. [ELLICOTT objects, intimating
after the manner of letter-writing, and supposes that the latter admits of physical references,

it took place with this letter through Tychicus I while the former is more ethical. There is some
and Onesimus ; E v T o TL a q forbids our referring |

difference of opinion as to the punctuation of

it to letters of commendation (GROTIUS) [from
Paul (DAVE.VANT) or the church of Rome (Es-

TIUS). R ] ; the plural and the omission of the

this verse, whether the stop should come after

&quot;circumcision&quot; as in E. V. or after &quot;Justus&quot;

(MEYER, LACHMANN, ALFORD). The meaning
article forbid our finding the command in what plainly is : that these three were Jews, and
follows (CALVIN, BENGEL, and others). It is

possible that there is a reference to the collec

tions for the church at Jerusalem. We cannot

that these three alone of the Jewish Christians

co-pperated with him. Braune implies that oth

ers are here called &quot;fellow-workers,&quot; but these

three, distinguished by the last clause as having
been a comfort, whiie EADIE, ALFORD and others

think that he means to distinguish these alone as

&quot;fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God,&quot; t. e.,

in its wide sense, as including the bringing in of

the Gentiles. The former is preferable. WORDS-

parenthesis, referring to a journey of Mark
j

WORTH remarks: &quot; Therefore it does not seem

from Rome to Asia [tdv i/ldy implying that he probable that St. Peter was now at Rome.&quot; R.]
would come. R.], agreeable intelligence to the Ver. 12. Epaphras. who is one of you
Colossians. We cannot accept the view of WIE- a servant of Christ Jesus, saluteth you.

infer from this, that there was an Epistle of

Paul, since lost (RECSS). [In all probability
these &quot; commandments &quot; had been written, and
were of a commendatory nature, yet this is only
conjecture. R.]

If he come unto you, receive him. A
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See i. 7 ; also above, ver. 0. Affection and sym
pathy were demanded by his place of nativity,

recognition and regard by his office. Then fol

lows the description of his devoted activity : al

ways striving for you in prayers. Comp.
Rom. xv. 30. &quot; For

you&quot;
answers to &quot;of

you,&quot;

the external union is not without internal sym
The verb denotes the ardor and zeal of

paphras, as well as the danger of the Church.
That ye may stand perfect and fully as

Epaphras. as well as the danger of the Church. Messages. Vers. 15-17.

Ver. 15. Salute the brethren who are
sured in all the will of God&quot; That&quot; marks

;

in Laodicea. This shows the proximity and
the purpose of the prayer; &quot;stand&quot; renders close union of the two Churches. And Nym-

had not yet forsaken him. On account of the ab
sence of any further description, BENGEL ground-
lessly supposes that the Epistle was dictated to

him, and SCHENKEL, that the Apostle had already
some disagreement with him, although in the

cotemporaneous Epistle to Philemon (ver. 24)
he is reckoned before Luke as a fellow laborer.

[MEYER also deems this probable. R.]

frominent
the constancy and firmness (Eph. vi.

1
;

Phil. i. 27).
&quot;

Perfect,&quot; more fully defined

by &quot;and fully assured&quot; [perfect participle]
as a fact of experience and continued efficiency,
and by &quot;in all the will of God&quot; t. e., in all direc

tions (WINER S Gram. p. 105), as the vital sphere
in which the &quot;

perfectness&quot; and &quot;

fulness&quot; were
to move, limits the standing fast to the ethical

department of the Christian s life. [On irsirl. ;/-

2, irl.rjpofyopia ; also 1 Thess. i. 5.

Nym-
phas, and the church which is in his
house. &quot;And&quot; joins one person of Laodicea,
giving him prominence, viz., Nymphas, adding
also, as the motive, this distinction: &quot;and the
church which is in his house.&quot; Comp.Philem.
2; Rom. xvi. 6; 1 Cor. xvi. 19. Such churches
included not only the members of the family and
intimate acquaintances (Greek fathers, ERASMUS
and others), as if the reading were rrjq OIKUH;, but
all those who assembled together there for wor-

1

stand&quot; (BENGEL, MEYER, BI,KKK) ;
nor does kv

mean &quot;in virtue
of,&quot;

and &quot;will&quot; the decree o

God (BAKIIK)

R.] &quot;In all&quot; etc., is not to be joined with
| ship. It is incorrect to understand by this the
whole Church at Laodicea (B.\EHR)r=&quot; which are
in Laodicea. GROTIUS improperly places Nym-
phas and his house in the neighborhood of Lao-

Ver. l- 5. For I bear him record. Attesting dicea.

witness That he hath much labor for
|

Ver. 16. And when this epistle is read
you. This refers to the trouble which he had among you. Undoubtedly he means the Epis-
in spirit, as

&quot;striving&quot; (ver. 12), and also to the
j

tie to the Colossians lying before them (see Wi-
time and vital energy consumed for them. Hence I

NER S Gram. p. 102). The verb (a va ; vua6y)
not merely labor of the spirit (BLEEK), though j

marks the reading as an understanding on the

proceeding from this. [EniCOTT: &quot;labor, not I part of the readers answering to that of the au-
such as attends a combat (E.xuiE) but such as thor, referring to the meaning of what was writ-

implies a putting forth all one s strength.&quot; ten, while &quot;leaere&quot; refers merely to the form,
WORDSWORTH: The sentence is like a reply to

i
the letters taken together. &quot;Reading it aloud to

those at Colosse who might have misinterpreted I others&quot; (vorlesen) is not implied in the word, but
the absence of Epaphras from his flock, into a

|

in the circumstances, as 1 Thess. v. 27, in the

sign of indifference to their welfare. This ab-j dative; 2 Cor. iii. 15; Acts xv. 21, in the times
sence was nob voluntary. Philem. 28. R.] And

!

and the object. Cause that it be read also in
them that are in Laodicea and them in the church of the Laodiceans &quot; Cause

Hierapolis On Laodicea, see Introd. 4, 1.
j

that
&quot;

gives prominence to the purpose as in Jno.

Hierapolis, also a Phrygian city on the Mean- xi. 27. This injunction grows out of the similar

der, near to and east of Colosse, famous for its
j

circumstances, explained and conditioned by the

warm baths. The place is now called Pambuk
\ proximity and connection of the two Churches.

Kulasi. The activity of Epaphras was wide-
j

And that ye likewise read that from
reaching. [MEYER: &quot;Certainly Epaphras had Laodice?.. &quot;That from Laodicea&quot; is placed
labored also in these neighboring cities as

!
first for emphasis to mark the antithesis. See

founder of the churches, or at least as an emi- WINER S Gram. p. 511. &quot;Ye likewise&quot; places
nent teacher.&quot; R.]

Ver. 14. Luke, the physician, the be
loved. This was the Evangelist; the first

phrase defines his station, the second his relation

to Paul and to the Church. He attended the Apos
tle from Ccsarca to Rome (Acts xxvii. 1, WINER S

Realwortcrbuch, II p. 34), but must not be con
founded with Lucius (Acts xiii. 1). Lucas from

the Colossians beside the Laodiceans, after whom
they also should read the Epistle. Evidently
then a letter written to the Laodiceans is meant,
which the Colossians should cause to be for

warded to them from Laodicea. See WINER S

Gram. p. 584. The context indicates that Paul
had written it, since otherwise he would not have
known that the Laodiceans had one, and what its

contents were. He had probably written andLucumis (WINER S Gram. p. 07). [WORDSWORTH :

&quot;It would seem that St. Luke was known to the
j

sent it at the same time, counting upon the oral

Colossiiins as a Physician. The neighboring city i information of Tychicus (ver. U), and was cer-

of Laodicea was a great medical school (Strabo. tainly induced to do so by Epaphras (ver. 13).
xii. p. 580). It may have had professional at- But nothing further is known save the admission

tractions for him.&quot; The suggestion that he may |

that it is lost, as indeed the Canon of Muratori
have been known through his Gospel implies that

it had been already written, a point which can

not be discussed here. See LANGE S Commentary,

cites an Epistle to the Laodiceans (comp. Intrc

to Ephesians, \ 5, 1). [As usual, where nothing
is known, conjectures are abundant. R.] The

Luke p. 6, where SCIIAFF favors the view that following opinions are inadmissible : that it was
it was written during Paul s imprisonment at a letter written from Laodicea to Paul (EKASMI s
Caesarea. R.]
And Demas

,

Pkilem. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 10), who
CALVIN) [so A. ALEXANDER, Canon, p. 2% R.];
or one written thence by Paul, as 1 Tim. (THEO-
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PHYLACT) : or the Epistles to Philemon (WiESE-
LER, TIUERSCH) ; that it was a purely private
letter without appropriate doctrinal contents, a

mere note, though of great value for the social

relations and personal apprehension of those re

ceiving it
;

that it was 1 John (LIGHTFOOT), or

Hebrews (STEIN), or even Ephesians (BAEIIR,
MEYER, BLEEK) [CONYBEARE and HOWSON, I.,

;594-8, where this view is advocated at length

R.]. The Apocryphal Latin Epistle to the Lao-

diceans, first translated into Greek by ELIAS
HUTHER (1699), and inserted in German Bibles

before that of LUTHER, a poor bungling affair of

twenty verses, cannot be the one referred to.

[MACKNIGHT S conjecture, deemed probable by
MIDDLETON, BLUNT and WORDSWORTH, is &quot;that

the Apostle sent the Ephesians word by Tychi-
cus, who carried their letter, to send a copy of

it to the Laodiceans, with an order to them to

communicate it to the Colossians.&quot; WORDSWORTH
remarks : that all St. Paul s Epistles were de

signed for general circulation. ELMCOTT in loco,

after a clear statement, inclines to the view &quot;that

an actual Epistle to the Laodiceans is here al

luded to, which possibly, from its similarity to

its sister Epistle, it has not pleased God to pre
serve to us.&quot; EADIE: &quot;

Probably it was wholly
of a temporary and local nature. An inspired

writing is not necessarily a canonical one.&quot;

The two leading hypotheses are : a) That it was
the Epistle to the Ephesians, 1) regarded as an

encyclical letter ; 2) or, as addressed to the

Laoliceans originally; 3) or circulating as MAC-
KNIGHT suggests ;

all of which are open to great
objections *). b) An Epistle now lost, for on exe-

getical grounds we must believe that it was a
letter which the Laodiceans had or would have

received, to come to Colosse from them. The
latter is most probable, and does not involve the
loss of a canonical book. (So BARNES.) R.]

Ver. 17. And say to Archippus. (Philem.
2, &quot;our fellow soldier&quot;). He was doubtless a
Colossian Take heed to the ministry
which thou hast received in the Lord.
An exhortation corresponding with the recogni
tion in the other Epistle (Philem. 2), hence not
a reproof, as though great attention were need
ful (SCHENKEL). Comp. 1 Cor. i. 26; x. 18;
Phil. iii. 2. &quot; Which thou hast received in the
Lord &quot;

describes the.kind of ministry meant ; as
to its origin, it was delivered to him (BENGEL:
vocatione mediata), for the Church indeed, but. not
more closely described. It is arbitrary to regard
it as the diaconate or administration of the epis

copate during the absence of Epaphras (EsTius)
[ELLICOTT and WORDSWORTH deem this not im
probable R.J ; so also the opinion that he was
a young man (WALD), or now feeble from age
(BENGEL).

&quot; In the Lord&quot; is not=&quot; from the
Lord &quot;

(BAEHR), nor &quot; for the sake of the Lord &quot;

(FLATT), nor &quot;according to the precepts of the
Lord&quot; (GBOTIUS, who joins it with

&quot;fulfil&quot;);
it

simply denotes the sphere in which the ministry
moved, marking a responsible position. Comp.
Acts xx. 24. [ALFORD : &quot;The sphere of the

ception of the ministry ; in which the recinicept, the ministry ;
in which the recipient

* [Comp. ALFORD IIF. Prolegg. pp. 17, 18, against 1) and 2),
ami Ku.icoTt in I ico Mguinat 3;, which is by far the least im
probable conjecture. K.]

I lived and moved and promised at his ordination;

I

not of the ministry itself.&quot; This is more accu-

|

rate. R.]
The purpose of taking heed to the ministry:

that thou fulfil it. It is not trajection:
&quot; that

I thou fulfil the ministry which thou hast received

j

in the Lord &quot;

(GROTius and others). See 2 Jno.
8. Comp. Acts xii. 25

; 2 Tim. iv. 5. Nor is

j

there any reproof here, only exhortation, the

circumstances of the Church being a motive for

it
; the service must be fully rendered to guard

the Church from corruption. It must be noticed
that the Church should thus speak to Archippus,
in the words of the Apostle, however. [ADIE :

&quot;It was an admonition of Paul to Archippus
through the Church.&quot; THEOPHYLACT finds in it

also a command to the flock to recognize and

obey the Pastor. This may be implied, but thia

interpretation belongs to a later age. See AL
FORD, MEYER. Also WORDSWORTH, who quotes
Theophylact with approval. R.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Men may be against us, yet not against Christ.

In the various apprehensions of the all-important
matter, affecting and effecting the salvation of

the soul, viz., Christianity and the Person of

Christ, and amid all contrary and trying expe
riences, the clear view and impartial judgment
should and will yet discover, that some are fel

low-laborers, even if very few occupy precisely
the same stand-point, and share the same views
and methods. Only tlK&amp;gt;se three Jewish Christian
teachers are comforting helpers and friends, yet
he recognizes others still as his &quot;fellow work
ers

&quot; unto the kingdom of God, and Paul does not

regard anti-pauline Christians as anti-christian

people. As little as anti-catholic is anti-christian,
so little is all and every thing anti-Lutheran anti-

christian also, or whatever and whoever ia

against you, against God and Christ.

2. Hospitality has now an entirely different

form from that of earlier times, owing to the total

change in circumstances. The character of this

duty and custom remains unchanged in this re

spect, that to the poor and distressed as well as

to friends and brethren, our house offers a place
of friendly reception and hospitable help, accord

ing to the circumstances and needs of the case.

Our house should not at times become a public
house, but in the privacy of home we should still

be good hosts for Christian sociality and Chris
tian beneficence.

!. Firmness and constancy are, naturally, funda
mental traits of the character of the Christian
and the Christian Church, but their foundation
and element must be the tcill of Gd in the va
rious relations of life. The Christian should

yield to no human opinion, to no thought of time,
not to worldly wisdom or to the lust of his flesh

and self-will. In God s &quot;Will&quot; we find our

Ought.&quot; and to this our &quot;Can&quot; must reach.

[In Gottes Wullen litat unser Sollen, und darauf
muss unser A unnen aehen.]

4. Fervent supplication is a duty and important
work, not without labor. In it not only is the

heart elevated witli its love, but it extends itself,

it strengthens and nerves itself for skilful action.

Epaphras, who approached God in supplication
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for his Colossian*. jtmrm-yed also to Rome to see
| gling connections; and we ever say: to these

Paul, and was interested in the neighboring too we must take heed. But &quot;to the
ministry,&quot;

churches. however, first and foremost. SCIILKIKRMACIIKR :

6. Every Church has its heads and leaders, as All associations of Christians in a society of

well as its members, those known and esteemed personal friendship, which involve a dissimilarity
and of wide reputation, and those unknown, un- &amp;gt; to others, should end in such an understanding
thought of, hidden ones. The former are not that each one, in his own place and in li

spirit, but joined in common love to the others,
will forward the great work of blessing men
through Christ.

\~-\VANT: Ver. 10. Mark had struggled

without the latter, are for them, and these too

are with the former and for them also.

6. What was then said to one Church was of

value to another, is of value to all, to the whole-

Church. The &quot;form of a servant&quot; in which through and out of the old nature, and b&amp;lt;

single writings of the Bible appear, as occasional
(

faithful servant in the gospel : we never go fur-

letters, as shared by the whole Scripture, in this
j

ther in God s ways in vain. Ver. 15. It was no
we perceive the glory of the Lord, for such means slight evidence of the faith and love of this house-

suffice for His work.
j

holder to Christ and His cause, that he received

7. Independency Paul does not address his ,
into his house the assembly of first Christians,

words to an Independent congregation of Chris- these heathen converted out of darkness into

tians. He places three congregations : Colosse, light ; such an one must assuredly anticipate
Laodicea and Hierapolis, together iu union with many a pain and persecution.
himself and with each other. [HcNBT : Ver. 10. We must forget as well as

8. Nor does Paul foster the hierarchical spirit forgive. Ver. \ 2. They who would succeed in

of the clergy: the latter constitute a member of
\ prayer, must take pains in prayer. Ver. 14.

the body of the Church, to which the whole Luke was both a physician and an evangelist,
should furnish the impulse. The Apostle points Christ Himself both taught and healed, and was
from the Romish or Jewish Church of the clergy,

j

the great Physician as well as Prophet of the

to the evangelical Church of the people. Church. R.&quot;

9. The ministerial office lias a great responsibility
it of Him who imparts it, on account as that of Epaphras will produce an agony of

earnestness. Ver. 14. &quot; Honor a physician withof Him in whom it is to be accomplished, and on
account of those for whom it is to be fulfilled.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

It is of great value to know that good men

[EADIE : Ver. 12. Love so pure and spiritual

Honor a phyi
the honor due unto him for the uses which ye
may have of him, for the Lord hath created him,
for of the Most High cometh healing&quot; (Eccle-
siasticus xxxviii. 1, 1). It was indeed a common
saying, ubi tres medici, duo athei. Luke might

think kindly of us. A greeting has in it some- have been an example to the profession. R.]
thing very beneficent. Do not forget to deliver

|
[WORDSWORTH: Ver. 14. This special mention

it ; do not consider such negligence a small mat- I

(&quot;the
beloved

&quot;) may have been designed by St.

ter. Be as careful about it as the Apostle. }

Paul to impart a Christian dignity to the medical

Delight especially in those who gather others
! profession, which was not held in high repute by

about them and serve the Church. Do your part the polite nations of antiquity; and to remind
in helping every one to the conscientious per- its practitioners, particularly those of Laodicea,
formance of their ministry; show them especially to whom this Epistle was to be sent (ver. 10), of

their responsibility ; remember, it is not enough the honor and holiness of the medical calling, as

that thou hast received, thou must fulfil, what ministering to the human body, which had been
thou hast received. i

ennobled and consecrated by the Incarnation of

STARKK : Every father should have and hold
j

Christ. Though special and supernatural gifts of
in his family a proper household church. That i healing were vouchsafed to the Church in those

brings edification and blessing. Whoever tries
: days, even then the ordinan/ means were not su

it will find it so. Reading the Word of God is perseded, which were provided and bestowed by
not an especial privilege for this and that one Almighty God for alleviating the sufferings of

alone, but for each and every Christian.
|

humanity through the art and skill of the Physi.
BIEGKR: We have children, households, entan- Ician. R.]



THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

3. Closing words.

(CHAP. IV. 18.)

18 The salutation by the hand of me Paul,

you. Amen. 1

Remember my bonds. Grace be with

1 Ver.18. AM
The suliscnptii

[Rec.:

icriptions. B.J

v is wanting in X- A. B.C. F.Q.
in X- reads n-pbs KoAoo

bs *iAirrrrr]i&amp;lt;&amp;lt;novs (D. E.),

F.G. and others. It was afterwards added in &*.; and is found in D. E. K.
o-aei?. others supplement it : airo Puj^rj? (A.), e-ypa&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;r;

an-6 Pio/tirjs CB.-

ereAeo-Or) Trpos KoAotrcraeis, apteral wpo? Bea-o-aAocucaious irpuin) (F. (1.

Tu^ticou cat *Oc7j&amp;lt;rtjU,ou. The most accurate of all these spurious sill

D. E. R. L

4sub-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 18. The salutation by the hand of
me Paul. Exactly like 1 Cor. xvi. 21

;
2 Thess.

iii. 17. Comp Gal. vi. 11. BENGEL : &quot;This

verse Paul adds with his own hand, acknowledg
ing what precedes as his own.&quot; The clause re

sults rather from the Apostle s wish to add a

word with his own hand, than, as BLEEK sup
poses, from the wish of the Church to receive at

least a few autograph words, to which he has
acceded.

Remember my bonds especially in pray
ing. [&quot;Every

limitation is unwarranted&quot;

(MEYER). R.]
&quot; My

&quot;

is emphatic ; he is more
concerned about the preservation of his person
in triumphant fellowship with the Lord, for His
sake and that of His Church, than for release or

the alleviation of his imprisoned condition. It

is a final exhortation, touching in its simplicity,
not a request for assistance (HEINRICH). [The
connexion between the autographic salutation

and the exhortation must not be overlooked. It

was the chain itself, linking his right hand to

the soldier, rendering it difficult for him to write
to those for whose sake he was in bonds. How na
tural to add, especially to these Gentile converts:
&quot; Remember my bonds.&quot; See ALFORD, ELLICOTT,
SMITH S Dictionary Antiq., Catena. R.]
Grace be -with you. &quot;Grace,&quot; simply as

Eph. vi. 24; 1 Tim. vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. iv. 22; Tit.

iii. 15; Heb. xiii. 25. &quot;With
you&quot; (fieff vpuv),

also as 2 Tim. iv. 22. The grace of God commu
nicated in Christ is externally and internally
with Christians.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. More depends upon inner preservation of

the person from fall and weakness than upon ex
ternal deliverance from earthly distress.

2. From those who stake body, goods and life

on the cause of the Kingdom of God, blessing in

word and deed is to be experienced ; they bless,

having more than a benediction.

3. To such the Church not only owes gratitude
and grateful thought, but can afford them joy
and strength. So much depends on living com
munion with its reciprocal results.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[WORDSWORTH : St. Paul s bonds were provi
dential. If he had been continually moving from

place to place in missionary journeys, the

Church might perhaps have never possessed this

Epistle. She therefore has good cause to remem
ber his bonds with thankfulness. The word of

God here written is not bound. The fact that this

Epistle was written by him in this state of durance
and restraint, and yet designed to minister com
fort to others, and that it has never ceased to

cheer the Church of Christ, is certainly one

which is worthy of everlasting remembranec. R.]

THE END.






















